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Gosh! I Did Get Him!



WINCHESTER
.32 and .35 Caliber Self-Loading Rifles

The Winchester Model 1905 Self-Loading Rifle is not cumbersome,

complicated and unsightly like most other self-loading firearms,

but a simple, handsome, well-balanced gun. The Winchester self-

loading system permits rapid shooting with great accuracy and on

account of the novelty and ease of its operation adds much to

the pleasure of rifle shooting either at target or game.

For certain kinds of hunting where the quarry is gen-

erally shot on the run, the Winchester Self-Loading

Rifle is particularly well adapted. The .32 and .35

caliber cartridges that the Model 1905 handles are

of the modern smokeless powder type and give

excellent penetration and great shocking effect

on animal tissue. Winchester guns and Win-
chester ammunition are made for one another.

FREE : Send name and address for large illustrated catalogue

describing all our guns.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

who know the value of living are

usually fond of a good smoke. Ask

your dealer to show you the pipe branded

special

and compare it with anything you ever saw

at the price. Made with hand-cut Vulcanite

Mouth Piece. Also in Amber, with fine

quality buckskin cases.
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Pfake your friends happy

at Yule Tide

Supply them with some

mmm
Turkish Cigarettes

(Plain Tips)

15c. PER BOX

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Ross

Rifles

For Target and
Sporting Purposes

The best in the world.

303 Calibre. Military and Sporting Patterns.

Special calibres to order.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,
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No. 10. $3.50 No. 14. $5.00 No. 12. $4.00
Size of seat 16x1 19x19 18x17
Height of back from seat 23 in. 26 in. 24 in.

Height of arm from seat 9y7.
in. 10 in. 10 in.

THE distinctive fenture about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furni-
ture is sold at less, but y<'U would not want it at any price when placed alongside of YOU NGER'S
WILLOW FURMTURE. I grow my ow/i Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I

guarantee strength and durability of every article. As to BEAUTY of this Furniture, it speaks for itself. The
handsome set, illustrated above, sells tor $12.50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow.
That means coolness and comfort. There is no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and
unhealthy upholstered chair when you ean buy these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $10.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs,
Fancy Chairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilists Baskets, and numerous other articles.

Special baskets of any st/lemade to order No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points.

W. YOUNGER, 666 YONGE STREET, TORONTO

"Say,"
Are you going fishing ?

Order a Canoe or Skiff

from

Peterborough Canoe Co. Ltd

and you will catch fish.

PETERBOROUGH

Canada

Send for catalogue

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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You simply can't go wrong
when you buy a

Van Home

10c. Cigar

Every one sold to-day as

good as those sold yesterday

TRY IT.

HARRIS, HARKNESS&CO.
MAKERS

MONTREAL

PALMER'S
MOOSE HEAD BRAND

Waterproof

Sporting Boot
FOR

Hunters, Fishermen, Guides, etc.

Made in our SKOWHEGAN WATER-
PROOF Leather, in both Men's and Women's,
with or without flexible sole and heel.

Write for Catalogue.

MADE ONLY BY

JOHN PALMER CO., Ltd

Frcdericton. N.B., Canada.

Manufacturers of all kinds of

Oil Tanned Footwear.

Whmx writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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NO POSSIBILITY of

Accidental Discharge

H & R
Greatest Revolver

Value for the

Money

IF IT'S AN

H&R Police Premier

REVOLVER

IT
HAS MORE ADVANTAGES than any revolver of other makes costing

double the money. The SAFETY HAMMER cannot catch on the clothing,

making it possible to safely draw and discharge this weapon more rapidly

than any other hammer revolver. THE INDEPENDENT CYLINDER
STOP is found only on other makes costing twice as much. AUTOMATIC
EJECTOR makes rapid reloading easy.

Finest Finish; Light Weight;
Perfect Accuracy; Great Power

As effective for home or pocket as any $15 revolver, and absolutely safe. There's no other revolver
"just as good" at anywhere near the price.

"32 Caliber. 5 shot, 3 inch barrel, weight 12 oz.; or 22 Caliber, 7 shot, 3 inch barrel, 13 oz., nickel finish,

$5.00. Our catalog tells ?<bout nur full line of Revolvers and Single Guns, and contains valuable informa-
tion. Sent on request. If not found at your dealer's, we will ship on receipt of price, carriage paid.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO., 291 Park Ave, Worcester, Mass.

VISIT THE

"St.

Catharines

Well

"

in the Niagara Peninsula.
Rathe in its tonic waters,
Follow with Massage,
Electricity, Diet and Rest.

Rheumatic and Nervous

Troubles a Specialty.

Features of M The Wei-
land "—Consulting Physi-
cian, Nurses, Sun Room,
Roof Promenade, Mumc
Room, Library Long
Distance Phones in each

room, ec.

Rest and Change is a Natural Law,
Proper Environment is Essential.

SEND FOR BOOKLET TO

The WELLAMD, st. Catharines, ont.
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iBttlnm (Sharker
MADS IN CANADA Established 1898

YOU MUST HAVE A GOOD HOT SPARK
TO MAKE YOUR GASOLINE AUTO OR LAUNCH RUN RIGHT

MADIGIN PATENTS

Are sparking all high grade automobiles and motor boats in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR. Will last ten.

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO.
to
o5?a

n
oT°

No. 305-Winton Type.
Long distance telephone, Main 5072. 423-425 West Queen St.

PACKARD-IDEAL SHUTTERS
Work smoothly, easily, quickly and without noise
or vibration in opening. All sizes and styles for

time" or "instantaneous" ex-

|

posures.

The PACKARD - IDEAL has an
[established and known reputa-
tion, besides it's guaranteed.
Talk, though, is cheap, it's re-
sults that count. Try it, that's
the test I Write for latest illustra-
ted booklet and price-list.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS ..

Manufactured only by

MICHIGAN PHOTO SHUTTER CO.,
an E. Water Street, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Other Makes Repaired.

canting
anoein^
ruising

are delightful pastimes

but the perfection of enjoyment

cannot be attained without a supply

of
J

fEARMAN'S
I

English Breakfast )

Bacon
j

Ask Your Grocer. i

F. W. FEARMAN CO., Ltd. j

Hamilton, Ont.

Mountain Climbers!

Sportsmen

!

Collectors

!

I carry in stock the largest selection of 8x10
Photos of Scenes in the Rocky and Selkirk

Mountains, embracing all the notable views of
Banff and the Canadian National Park.

Price 35e. each,
Or 6 for $1.50 unmounted.

North-West Indian and Game Pictures

—

never before on sale—at same price.

Postal Collectors will find my genuine
Photo Post Cards the handsomest and most
varied on the market. I have 400 subjects to

choose from.

Price 60c per dozen.

"Canada's National Playground," by Percy
T. Godenrath,.is a Superb Guide and Souvenir
of Banff and the Park, containing over Fifty
Original Photos. Price 25c.

Byron Harmon,
PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTIST - - BANFF, CAN

CROW
SHOOTING

Over decoys is the finest

sport of the age, besides do-
ing a great deal of good
toward protecting our game
birds nests and yOung.

All Sportsmen agree that they are the best attainable.

We manufacture all kinds of decoys and calls. Write
for circulars and prices to

CHAS. H PERDEW, sr.,
Lock Box 461, HENRY. 111., U. S. A;
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l TAXIDERMISTS AND FURRIERS 1
FUR AND CURIO DEALERS lit

Work of every Description Done to Order. A
C.L.McFadden& SonS^^M? *
All Work Moth Proof—Satisfaction Guaranteed
Dealers in Game Heads, Fur Rugs, Indian G<>ods, Taxiuer- ,i
mists Supplies, Artificial Eyes, Felt Linings, Modeling Clay, '5'

Tools, etc.

Orders filled same day received, Send for price list.

Highest prices paid for raw furs,

ARTISTIC TAXIDERMY & LADIES FUR RlPAIR WoRK OUR SPECIALTY

ELLIOTT

EAR
PROTECTORS

SAVE THE EARS WHEN
THE GUN IS PIRED

Ketchum & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, Ont.

R. Duncan, Montreal, Que.

James T. Egan, Halifax, N. S.

Hingston Smith Arms Co., Winnipeg,

Man.
CANADIAN AGENT:

EDWARD. G. WHITE
85 Wurtcnburg St., OTTAWA, Ont.

Stag Brand ALLCOCK'S
FISHING TACKLE

ESTABLISHED

Stag Brand

8oo

Rods,
Reels,

Lines,

Flies
,

Hooks,
Baits.

Etc.

Our
Tackle
has been
before

the

world
for over
ioo yrs.

and
stood the

test.

Fishermen can always rely upon Allcock's
Stag Brand Goods. They never fail.

THE ALLCOCK. LAIGHT £* WESTWOOD CO., Limited
78 Bay St., Toronto. ReddItch, Eng.
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TrunkAs New as \ and | As Original
MmHuiQomOt , +i

They are a »iton«st J? A* They

Handsome Arc PineMAIN 3730.

.MANAGER.

8>

WHERE LEATHER
REIGNS SUPREME.

For Gladsome Ghrlstmas we are splendidly prepared
with a profusion of creations In Leather.

TRUNKS. | BAGS.
Basket' Trunks, 36 in $25 | 18 in. Sole Leathrr Weltless $12

Sole Leather Trunks $20 and up I 18 in. Grain Leather, all colors $10

r. ,r . , • . Q i Alligator Horn Back $18 upCane Trunks, 36 in $28 I
Rcj

* ^ Uon geal Wa ,rus jn all ^ ^
Canvas Covered Trunks. $3. 50 to $^5 I colors.

Cabin Trunks to match any. <§» Hand Sewed Brief Bags $6.50

AN INTERESTING CASE
Cur $5 solid hide suit case is a beauty.

Suit cases $1.25 to $45.00, every one a grand present.

Toilet Cases, Hand Bags,
Purses, Bill Books, Writ-
ing Cases, Jewel Boxes,
Card Cases, Safety Poc-
kets, etc, etc.

All kinds of Leather
Goods made to order.

Send us your ideas. Our
experience puts them
into shape.

OUR NEW CANE TRUNKS.

TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS CO.,
131 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Plpase writeus forWaDt* a,,d

mention this magazine.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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SNOWSHOES. SNOWSHOES.
The Emack Patent Adjustable Snowshoe,

We have it at last.

WHAT?
A Snowshoe that you
can tighten. You will

not have a baggy or

loose shoe if you use
our new

ADJUSTABLE
SNOWSHOE.

Prices for best grades Patents Fendin?

Mo. 1. All Caribou $6 00. No 2 Built for service $5 00 Ladies' well finished $4.00.
Tool to tighten Shoes goes with each pair.

The Common Sense Snowshoe Tie.
Made of the best

quality oil tanned
leather and will not
stretch. Can be ad-
justed to any foot
Makes travelling very

e^sy. Price 76c

;

when ordered with
Snowshoes, 60c.

Made and sold only bySend for a pair at once and you will enjoy solid comfort on your snowshoes this winter.

EMACK BROS The Leading Taxidermists
in Eastern Canada. Fredericton, N.B.

WOODS, LIMITED,
Ottawa, Canada.

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

Tents, Clothing, Lumbermen & Contractors'

Supplies.
We make a specialty of Outfitting Sportsmen, Hunters and Surveying Parties and carry a line

of everything necessary for their comfort, including Tents of all descriptions and prices, made
of Woods non-;4bsoibent Duck and Woods Silk Sail Cloth being proof against all kinds of
weather, the Tents made of Silk Sail Cloth having the additional advantage of being very
light.

Woods Patent Storm Hood and Collar. Sleeping Bags and Sleeping Robes, Duck Coats,
Pants, etc. Suitable Clothing of all kinds su h as Underwear, Shirts, Sox, Pants, Coats or
Fur-lined Coats. Sweaters, Blankets. Boots, Moccasins, Overalls. Caps, Mitts. Gloves, etc., ete.

Flags and Sails a specialty. Lirgest Tent faccory in America. We supply the largest
Lumbermen and Contractors in Canada.

. Wkite for Catalogue giving Full Information.

Wood's Famous Sleeping Bag.
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BUFFALO

Marine Motors
EAS/EST TO RUN

By those of little or no motor experience.

SIMPLE.STRONG, SMOOTHS PERFECT INACTION

With Reverse Lever at front with other controls.

ALL parts oiled from one multiple oiler. No
packing troubles—new system.

Working parts reached- by simple removal of
plates from both sides of motor.

Entire motor water-jacketed—NO OVERHEATING—PATENT SPARK SHIFTER giving accurate

timing of spark and

MINIMUM COST OF OPERATION
Are but a few of many convincing reasons why you should buy a " Buffalo."

>Write To-day for our Illustrated Catalog, giving Full Information*

Buffalo Gasolene Motor Co.,
1218-1230 NIAGARA ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

SUPERIOR

WORKMANSHIP
MA I ERIAL
STYLE

Are three of the leading features of every
LAKEFIELD CANOE. If you are
contemplating buying a Canoe next season, be-
fore doing so find out all about our models, and
we feel satisfied we can PL,EASE you in EVERY
DETAIL, and also as to PRICE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Lakefield Canoe Building

& Manufacturing Co.,
LAKEFIELD, ONTARIO

Limited

—-BARBER-
JUMP SPAM MARINE GASOLINE ENGINES

Easily started. Run in either direction. .Speed control.

Material, Workmanship
and Running Qualities

Guaranteed.

#4
ALSO

Barber Reverse

Wheels.

High Grade, Moderate in Price

MANUFACTURED BY

BARBER BROS-, 100 GRAPE ST
SYRACUSE, NEW
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SPECIAL

Light Motor Boats

IN STOCK,

Sizes

16 ft., 18 ft. & 20 ft

ANY SIZE BUILT TO ORDER

ROBERTSON BROS.,

Lsnuiimelhi Wwfe
FOOT OF BAY STREET,

HAMILTON - eANHDA.

The Cut opposite shows

our 18 ft, Regular Stock

Launch. We have in

Stock this style from

18 ft. to 30 ft. A

variety of other styles

can be seen at our yards.

Give us a call, or send

for

ROBERTSON BROS.

CATALOGUE.

When writing advertisers kindly mentio n Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Note This Offer

DOUBLE-BARREL

Shotguns
Imitation Damascus barrels, bar rebounding locks, matted
extension rib, full pistol grip stock, with shield, deep
engraving. Left barrel choke bored, 10, ia, 16 and 20
gauge. We have about fifty of ihese fine guns. Your
choice for $10.00.

" ,-,J
Cut ouTtnis "adv. and call or send price in full for a gun, and we will

give you, free of charge, a complete loading and cleaning outfit. Every gun
is in perfect order.

T. W. BOYD & SON, 27 Notre Oame St., W
MONTREAL

SEND FOR

Free Gun Catalogue

•••••
Whw writbag adYarttanrs kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"OFF THE GROUND."
I t

Just climb up your little ladder, go to bed like other folks, and
when you rise, you are as fresh as the morning glories, with
an appetite ready for a good breakfast. When you go hunting
in the Fall, take a " SUSPENDED " and pitch it high up in the
trees. Game will come around you, as it is a fact, that game
does not look up for the hunter, neither do they scent any

danger in the boughs of the trees.

With a "SUSPENDED" you do not have the worry of tent
stakes pulling up, the wind blowing your tent down, sleeping
in a mud puddle, or rheumatism, with that creepy, crawling

feeling that comes over you in the night.

I
** I

We can tell you more about it if you will write for our
Twenty page catalogue. It will tell you ALL about it.

SUSPENDED TENT CO.,
418 E. 43rd Street, CHICAGO, 111 Dept. A.
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Try our
Celebrated
"FALCON

Brand

9 3

ENGLISH
VARNISHES

WE HAVE A SPECIALLY
MADE ARTICLE FOR

BOATS and YACHTS
Fresh and Sea Water

2 GRADES OF EACH

ALSO PAINTS OF AEE DESCRIPTIONS

Wilkinson Heywood & Clark, Limited
Canadian [ Branch : 300 notre dame ST., west, MONTREAL

FRANCIS C. REYNOLDS, Manager.

It's YOU we're after

BUT WHEN YOU TRY

MAJESTIC
METAL

POLISH
you'll be after US

Write for samples

MADE: IN CANADA
BY

Majestic Polishes,
LIMITED

575 Yonge St., TORONTO
CANADA.

Mac^id*Connor
168 Adelaide St., west TORONTO

Manufacturers of

IGNITION SPECIALTIES
Jump Spark Coils
Engine Spark Timers
Switches
Primary Coils
Distributors

Igniters

Trade 'SYNTIC
(Made in Canada)

Extra fast Vibrator
A spark that FIRES
Maximum current

1 AMP.

Mark

Canadian Distributors
for

Hertz Armoured
High Tension

Cable
Remy Magnetos
Mosler ' 'Spitfire"

Plugs
Motsinger Auto-

Sparkers
"B & B" Carbur-

ettors "

Gianoli Vibrating
Magnetos

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Send for Catalogue.

The

William English Canoe Co.,

Peterborough, Ontario.

If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the
(( Club

M
brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." It

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

For Smokers' Throat

Hoarseness, Voice Failures, uatarrn and.
J*

Bronchitis yield to the one Infallible Specific +'

EVANS' ANTISEPTIC THROATiPASTILLES!
FROM ALL DRUGGISTS )•

EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED C
Montreal. Toronto and New York C

The New Vermifuge and
Conditioner for Dogs

CHAMBER'S
"CASTRIQUE"
Does -not distress the

animal. No starving

required. Produces
healthy skin and
glossy coat. Enables
you to rear the most
delicate puppy or
kitten.

SEND FOR COPIES OF
TESTIMONIALS

PRICE ; 50c* AND $1-00 Per Bottle

EVANS AND SONS. LIMITED
MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK
Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U.S.
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FOR MOOSE, CARIBOO,
DEER and BEAR

When writing advertiser* kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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PRICE $8 50

The Hunter Free Spool Reel
A mechanically correct free spoot

Full German Silver, Phosphor Bronze Bearings. Strict-

ly high grade. No screws or bearing caps to lose,

oimplest take-down mechanism. Free spool makes
oait casting a pleasure and the novice or expert can do

far better work than with ordinary spool. Sold
by all dealers or sent express paid on receipt of

price. Fully guaranteed ormoney refunded if

not satisfactorv.

The Chambcrlin Cartridge Target Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

EDWIN DIXON
Expert ^
Taxidermist

MAIN STREET UNIONVILLE, ONT

Sportsmen's trophies mounted in

the most life-like manner r3ossible. My
specialty is Moose, Elk, Caribou and
Deer. All work guaranteed. My
prices are arranged so you can ship to

me and save money. I will gladly

furnish references both as to my work
and reliability. My Sportman's Guide
contains full instructions for saving
specimens for mounting and a list of

prices. A trial shipment solicited.

Prompt attention given to all business

entrusted to me.

SEND FOR OUR 1906 CATALOGUE

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation
MlDOLE FIELD, CONN-, U S A.

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Unusually novel and practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy

for the finder to return lost keys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. .Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of offerisar re-

ward for return. German Silver,
handsomely made, 25c postpaid.
Agents wanted.

C. E. LOCKE MFO.'CO., 159,K*;S,KEN$ETT,
f

IOWA.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Marbles«n RearSisht
Important Features and Advantages

:

ist.—AUTOMATIC JOINT. Whenever the sight is struck on front or back the coiled spring in the
hinge brings it instantly into position for shooting. It can be locked down at will by the sliding

button at back of hinge.

2nd—CAN BE USED ON RIFLES WITH LONG FIRING BOLTS,
and to better advantage than receiver sights on account of being
closer to the eye,

ELEVATION LOCK.. By imple construction the lower sleeve, when

_Ji turned up against the elevating

REMiT ^MB) sleeve, prevents it from being turn-

... ... „ ed and holds disc stem true and
Disq No. 2 (attached to stem). .DiseJSc. 1.

Both discs furnished with each Marble Sit ht. ri£ id at an y elevation.

4th—INTERCHANGEABLE DISCS. These fit any Marble sight as will also the Sidelight and Target
discs.

5th—POINT BLANK ADJUSTMENT A screw in the bottom of disc stem permits a quick change of

point blank range without tools.

This sight will suit all American rifles, but when ordering state whether or not rifle has pistol-grip stock,

and be careful to give model and calibre.

Ask your dealer first. Price only $3.00.

New and up-to-date Front Sights are described in new free catalogue " U."

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO , Gladstone, Hich.

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots arc best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

6 Miners

I No Matter How Cheap

I

They are the

lightest boot on
the market, qual-
ity and material

considered

.

They are made to fit, and wear. Thfev are practically

waterproof—if properly taken care of. There are no
nails or anything to gall the feet. They will not harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU
Ask your dealer to order you a pair or write for cat-

alogue 0.

WITCHELL SONS &, CO., LIMITED
DETROIT, MICH

Manufacturers of Sporting and Athletic Footwear.

An Engine is in first cost, if it is not
RELIABLE it is dear at any price.

Any Canadian user of our engine will

be glad to tell you his experience.

Send to us for references, and for Free
Catalogue of our Reliable Cruising
Engines and our Beautiful Boats.

| Fay&Bowen Engine Co..

4 96 Lake Street,

J
GENEVA, N.Y., U.S.A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Oriental Rugs
• ARE—————

—

CHEAPER THAN CARPETS.
They last a lifetime. While Carpets are

wearing out, Oriental Rugs are wearing
more beautiful and more valuable. The
mere pleasure of having them makes

f ^ ^ ^ these Rugs cheap at any price, and the

actual usefulness makes them almost

^^fclB^. indispensable in the better class of

houses. Our stocky of Oriental RugsLTV includes all the characteristic makes and
patterns of the east, and is largely made
up of charming specimens of rare

antiques. Here is a chance at special

bargains :

—

35 Kazak Rugs, sizes 6 x 4 up to 8 x 5, <£Qft
very special JpOU-

90 Camel's Hair Hamadan Rugs, suitable for

vestibules and landings, spe- r i_

ciai at $5 each.
45 Antique Boukharas, about 5x4, <£qc « aAL

worth $50 to $60, special. . . I|><JD OdCil.
Also a very well assorted stock of Large Carpets

suitable for dining
<fcrfi

UP #faa
rooms and parlors, fromW" to *pOUU.

95 Shirvan Rugs, worth $15 tfj^ fa 02krk
to $20, yuur choice for. <4> Ji3U Cdoll.

200 Antique, Silky Persian Rugs, 6x3 and 8x5,
worth $30 to $50, your (af tta/*U
choice at 4>fc*# OdOII.

350 Silky Anatolian Door Mats, &j oar*h
worth from $3 to $5 ,

special at . 4>^ 69C II

.

Out-of-the-city customers may have Rugs sent on approval.

All customers are welcome to our disinterested advice regarding
the most suitable Rugs for their particular purposes.

Courian, Babayan & Co.,
IMPORTERS OF ORIENTAL RUGS,

40 KING ST , EAST - TORONTO.

When wrttiof advertiser! kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in
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The Most Comfortable

Sweater Made is our

Wescut

t can be buttoned up around throat or left

I pen as desired, it is therefore more comfort-

able and more healthful than any other

sweater. Our prices are

$2.50, $3, $3.75 and $4.
22 different colore

of Wool
Always in Stock

OUR HUNTERS'

JACKETS
Are made to keep you warm, to allow

you every freedom of action, to allow

you to protect the neck and throat

when desired.

They are knitted by hand, of the

strongest and most perfect of yarns.

Prices $4, $4.75 and $5

AS A CHRISTMAS GIFT, WHAT BETTER THAN ONE OF ABOVE?
BOYS SWEATERS IN ALL STYLES, ALWAYS IN STOCK.

See our Label on Each Garment, it insures you against
Cheap Imitations.

The KniUo-fit Mfg. Co.,
Retail Branch—597 St. Catherine Street, West,

MONTREAL, P. Q.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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GreatChristmasPresent this-

MyChathamKitchenCabinet
Sold on Time

MAYBE you
are look-
ing- 'round

for something to
give your wife for

SM/ Christmas.BnH if you are, and
W&y want to give her

' something that is
seful, ornamental,

that will save time and
labor, save stooping,

stretching and reaching, and wearing herself
out running back and forward between

pantry and kitchen— if you want to give her
something that she will appreciate day after
day—year after year—something that she
won't lay aside after a day or two and for-

get, like most Christmas presents are for-
gotten—then the best thing you can possibly
give her is a Chatham Kitchen Cabinet.
Every household should have one of my

Cabinets. It is not only a time and labor
saver, but a great saver of food supplies.
There is a place for everything in my Cabi-
net—foods and cooking utensils. All food
stuff is kept fresh — full strength— and every
morsel can be used.

MyChathamKitchen Cabinet
the IdealChristmasPresent

satisfactory.
Address me

pe r s o nally,
anddoitnow,
because you

know
Christ-
mas is

not far
away.

I have thousands of letters from
ladies all over Canada saying they
would not think of trying to keep
house without my Cabinet. Your
wife will write me such a letter
when she has used one

I can't say more in
this advertisement.but
if youwant my booklet
and prices, just drop
me a postal card. J

will gladly send them
FREE. I will
quote you a
price on
my easy
time pay- \

ment y
plan
that / .... ;

will /

be . H :' ,

A Suitable Holiday Gift for your Friend the Hunter.
He needs light to see his catch—Can be carried in the pocket.

No. 1

FLASH
LIGHT, m

Price
$2.00.

Express Prepaid.

1 The Berlin Electrical Manufacturing Co.,4?
T
2

;JoN!L
ng
oNV

w

4
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" jls Simple

as a

Pocket Kodak.

The New
4 a Folding

For pictures 4^ x 6^ inches. In its construction nothing has been

neglected. The lenses are of high speed (/. 8), strictly rectilinear and

being of 8^ inch focus insure freedom frcm distortion. The shutter is the

B. & L. Automatic, an equipment having great scope in automatic

exposure, yet so simple that the amateur can master its workings after a

few minutes' examination.

Equipped with our automatic focusing lock, brilliant reversible finder

with hood and spirit level, rising and sliding front and two tripod sockets.

Price $35.00.

CANADIAN KODAK CO.. Limited

Toronto, Can.
Kodak Catalogues Free at the dealers or by mail.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Life Saving

FOLDING

CANVAS
BOATS

LATEST PATENTS,

SAFEST and BEST

Air Chambers furnished with every boat. Cannot sink, and will not tip

over. Folds the most compact of any boat made. Puncture proof, Galvanized
tempered steel frame, no bolts to remove, can be shipped as baggage, costing
nothing for transportation. Satisfaction guaranteed. «

4

.V

We received the highest reward at St. Louis World's Fair.

LIFE SAVING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO.,
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

Your dealer can get the boat you want, if he won t, write us for Catalogue and Price List.

i

I A mmunition
We carry a full stock of

Shot Shells

*************************
t

ClfOCOLATE

Loaded with Black or Smokeless

Powder. All sizes. Special loads

put up to order.

I

Cor. King tnd Victorii Sts., Toronto >

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED

TOBLER'S !

Is always in good demand during the

CHRISTMAS
and

| New Year's Season.
X It is the most delicious and wholesome

Chocolate on the market. Ask for it.

5c— 10c—20c—40c

Maclure&LanRley, Limited I
TORONTO >
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Purs, Skins, Ginseng,
Deer Skins

Chicago
1 2 1- 129 Michigan Street

New York
15 East 1 2 th Street

Will pay at all times the highest prices and give a fair and
liberal assortment. <

Try us and we will convince'you. Price list on application.

We charge no commission and we pay all express or
freight charges on furs.

Ship to Chicago or New York, whichever is nearest.

Young Men and Women

!

Why Not Climb Up ?

Good Positions at Good Salaries await you if you will but prepare for them. We
can help you over all the TOUGH PLACES if you will but do your best and give us a
chance. We have the best men- in Canada employed to give instruction in our
courses. Write and tell us just what you need and let us tell you of our plans to
help yon, or clip out the following list and mark the subjects you would like to grow
strong in and send to us. We will then make the way plain and ' easy for you to
win out.

Higher Accounting
Chartered Accountancy
Commercial Specialist
Business Letter Writing

and Follow-up
Systems

Arithmetic(Commercial)
Business Practice
Modern Office Methods
Bookkeeping
Stenography
Typewriting
Shorthand
Elementary English
Penmanship
Commercial I,aw
Advertisement Writing
Illustrating
Designing

Cartooning
fettering
Caricaturing
Journalism
Newspaper Reporting
Newspaper Editing
Short Story Writing
Novel Writing
Physicial Culture
Photography
Newspaper Sketching
Figure Drawing
Commercial Design
Catalogue Drawing
Matriculation

(any Univ.)
Teachers' Exams.

(any Grade)
Arithmetic

(High School)

ADDRESS

Algebra
Euclid
Trigonometry
English Literature
English Composition
English Grammar
Commercial French
Botany
French
German
Latin
Greek
History

Ancient and Modern)
Geography
Physics
Chemistry
Zoology

W. H. SHAW,
P resident and Founder.

The Shaw Correspondence School
Dept. (R. G.) 893 TfONGB STREET, TORONTO. ONTARIO
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For prairie chickens and quail to turkeys and

geese there is no all-around shotgun like the 1 2-

gauge SZca&i Model 19 repeating take-down.

This gun is light and quick. It comes to the shoulder with

the pleasant certainty which means good scores.

The solid top, side ejection, automatic hangfire, safety recoil

block and take-down features all make for that j!72ar/in
comfort and convenience so prized by gun lovers.

Any goose or duck shooter appreciates a repeating shotgun

in which the breech bolt, when closed, fills the opening in the

frame, thus keeping out sand, rushes and rain or snow, a gun
that will not freeze up or clog, and all huntsmen value the

safety recoil block, which prevents the breech being opened by

accident or prematurely in rapid firing.

The magazine carries five shells, and with one in the cham-

ber, the fflar/in Model 19 places six shots at your disposal.

All six shots can be fired in four seconds.

The breech-block and all the working parts are cut from

solid steel drop-forgings.

Barrels for the Model 19 //Zar/in, Grades "B" and "C,"
are made of u Special Smokeless Steel

'* severely tested and

are required to put over 325 No. 8 shot into a 30-in. circle at

40 yards.

The many superior qualities of this beautiful shotgun are described more fully in our

new Catalogue, which will be mailed you FREE upon receipt of six cents in stamps.

7%&2/2ar/i/lfirearms Co., ^7 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn-

Fewer parts in its mechanism than any other and these parts bigger and stronger. The only double
gun made in this country that ever equalled the best imporied makes in workmanship,

balance, finish, etc. SEE ONE BEFORE YOU BUY.

onTOyA. H. FOX GUN CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Not connected with Philadelphia Arms Co.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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'Infallible Smokeless'

' New E.C. Improved'

' New Schultze

'

Smokeless Powders

That Are Smokeless

Give Regular Results

In Any Standard Load

A SATISFACTORY
DAY'S FISHING IS

ASSURED THE
USER OF A

Carlton

Automatic

Keel.

Every owner of
hese reels praises
hem highly. Cana-
ian anglers who
iave not seen the
larlton Reel should
isk their dealer to
show them one. If

your dealer does not
handle them, you
will confer a favor
by advising us of the
fact.

Our linv. «.v«usists 01 reels adapted to every class of
fishing, from the automatic to the lightweight trout
reel.

The Carlton Automatic Reel not only increases
the sport, but assures the catch after it is once
hooked. It is almost hnman.
The 9 Multiple is an innovation in reel construc-

tion, the winding spool turning nine times to one
revolution of the handle ; and with our patent exten-
sion handle, a greatly increased leverage is obtained
when required.
Our illustrated catalogue " R. & G." tells all about

these reels as well as others of our manufacture. It
is free for the asking if you mention this magazine.

The CARLTON MFG. CO.,
Exchange St. Rochester, N Y.

Are the embodiment of nil the best ideas in

Camera making, including many valuable fea-

tures entirely their own.

IN DESIGN, workmanship and finish, Koronas

are distinguished for their simplicity, perfect

construction and durable qualities.

MECHANICALLY, every working part has been

developed to the highest efficiency and all

adjustments are capable of great latitude

movement.

OPTICALLY , as makers of high grade lenses o

all kinds for over twenty years we have made
Koronas famous for their lenses.

i mlmi

ONE LOOK
THROUGH A

TURNER-REICH
PRISMATIC
BINOCULAR

Will convince you that the ordinary field glass

at any price is a waste of money. Eveiy sports-

man needs a Binocular. With a Turner-Reich

Binocular you can examine your game before

it is in range of a gun.

Gundlach Manhattan

Optical Co.,

798 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, H.Y-

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"Automobile"
and

"Cycle"

Skates
Lightest, Strongest, Fastest

Aluminum Tops, Nickel Steel Runners

They are great favorites and will be in

big demand this winter. Be sure and

see them before buying.

PERFECT SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

Made in Ladies' and Gentlemen's sizes by

Canada Cycle & Motor Co., Ltd.

TORONTO JUNCTION, ONT.

BRANCHES-
WINNIPEG, MAN. - - VANCOUVER, B.C-

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HND

The Lenox Hotel
IN BUFFALO

Modern. Highest Grade. Fireproof Throughout.

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES. EXCLUSIVELY

FOR PATRONS, operate between the Hotel, Depots,

Wharves and through the Business District every few minutes.

EUROPEAN PLAN

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

George Duchscherer, Proprietor.

1

ft
$ Do you want to get an

UP-TO-DATE BOAT OR LAUNCH
with an engine that is

as sure to run as the tide, if so, we can supply you

25 years.

JUTTEN'S Boat and Launch Works,
Foot of Wellington Street, HAMILTON, ONT.

I»
Established »

1
i

«

The Best Place to Purchase Your
Guns, Rifles, Ammunition, Sleeping Bags, Blankets,

Rubber Sheets, Pack Sacks, Dunnage Bags, Tump
Lines, Folding Stoves, Larrigans, Shoe Packs& Tents

From is the old reliable firm of

The ». PIKE CO., Limited
123 King Street, East. TORONTO

WRITE US FOR CATALOGUE AND QUOTATION
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THE HUNTING SEASON
IS HERE

Now is the time to bag your share of the game, that is so

plentiful this year.

If Use DOMINION MADE—dependable ammunition, the kind

that is sure fire, accurate, and clean.

f DOMINION CARTRIDGES pass thru' the most severe tests

possible and are carefully gauged; they have a stopping power that no
imported cartridge can equal.

Crown Shells, loaded with black powder, will give you good
results, while Sovereign, smokeless shells, are the best in their class,

because the powder used is made especially for our own loading.

T[ Use DOMINION M^DE Ammunition,—you will experience

perfect satisfaction and also keep your money circulating in Canadian
channels.

IF YOUR DEALER WON'T SUPPLY, WRITE US.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO. LTD., 4 Hospital St., MONTREAL
Foreign Agencies : United States, England. Australia, New Zealand, Mexico, Japan, Brazil, Argentine.

Use English Schultze

SCHULTZE
OLDEST AND B ST

SMOKELESS

GUNPOWDER

To be had of all dealeis " Schultze Shells,"

"Yeomen," "Westminsters" are the Best.

Canadian Agents:—
London & Toronto Trading Co.,

37 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.
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Algonquin
Park DO YOU KNOW

THE PLACE?
If not your pleasure ha> suffered. Take a free trip

—

a mental little journey—through Algonquin Park by asking

for the handsome publication on this resort issued by the

Grand Trunk Railway System. It contains a fund of

information, is handsomely illustrated with half tone plates

made from direct photographs and maps of the district.

Take the trip some evening after dinner, with your wife

and children. Then slam the door on your doctor for

1907 by taking your family next season on a real journey

through this ideal territory. Write for free literature to

J. D. McDonald, District Passenger Agent, Toronto,

or J. Quinlan, District Passenger Agent, Montreal.

G. T. Bell, Ge
T
n
fcStATen

a
t

nd Montreal.
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I^ind Words for

Abbey&
veseentShit

" This preparation deserves every good word thai is

said Of //."—Canada Lancet.

" It is endorsed by all leading physicians for

its sterling qualities as a health giver."
" That feeling of Lassitude and General

Debility owing to a sluggish liver is relieved by
using it."

" All bad effects caused by over-eating or

drinking are quickly remedied by following the

directions."
u For Constipation, Biliousness, Indigestion,

Sour Stomach, Bad Breath, Rheumatism it is

unsurpassed
"

" It is known the world over, every minute
of every hour, of every day, of every year some
one is taking it."

It fits one for their daily task and makes*
every day a bright day.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

25c. and 60c. Bottle.

When writing advertisers kindly mentio n Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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A FOR THE INITIAL OF THE STARTING WORD.

Ye Nature Student's Christmas Eve,

BY BONNYCASTLE DALE.

"A Christmas good night, Fritz!" I

called across the dimly lighted shanty.
A mumbled "good night!" came from the

drowsy lad snuggling contentedly in his

bunk.

"Good night, Hawk, and Christmas
dreams to you!" The Mississaugan
stirred restlessly in his first sleep, leav-

ing the oncoming visions of myriads of

ducks and mighty fishes, slowly opened
his big da rk eyes, and answered in the

ow soft Ojibway gutterals "Meno-
Tebik!"

As I leaned back on the downy cushion,

a cushion many a wild duck's breast had
yielded up, and glanced sleepily around
the old familiar hunting shack, many
glimpses of other days spent with camera
and gun flitted past my vision—flitted

with broken zig-zag edges, as the in-

tense flashing of the blinding lines of the

biograph shows the changes of the scenes

so they passed—Springtime, with its

huge migratinghosts; Summertime, filled

with nesting and rearing of birds; Au-
tumn, to the hunter the most glorious

season of them all, with its curving flocks

of wild ducks darting over the decoys;
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and Winter with its many at-

tractions .... A great pine knot

tell hissing its red flame on to

the hearthstone, and I nodded
my eyes open. The Indian

lay far in the shadow, the

-dancing- firelight playing often

on his bronzed features.

Again I nodded. Now a

•crunching sound on the snow
ontside awakened me—some
varmint as Fritz called them,
prowling round the pine bough
lean-to, glancing through the

cracks in its stout sides, scent-

ing the frozen carcase of the

deer, exchanging glances from
its hot sentient eyes with the

moonlight's reflected rays from
those of the deer. Again I

glanced around—the clock

marked five minutes to the

hour. Almost twelve o'clock

•on Christmas eve, and we poor
mortals far up beyond the

Height of Land. In five short minutes

old Santa Claus would be slipping down
the chimneys of the distant settlers with

his heaps of presents for all. How I

wished that for my Christmas gift he

would carry me back to the Island of the

Beaver—back to the dear old Rice

Lake ....

Really this is very odd! It seemed to

me that I was outside, pushing my canoe
on its short sled over the frozen river. . . .

I was sure I stepped ashore .... Lo, the

scene has changed again. There's my
shanty in the south, and as I live there's

Fritz, standing before the door examining
a lately developed film! All was so nat-

ural, flowers bloomed, leaves rippled in

the wind, and the waters of the dear old

lake were of summer's unchanging blue

.... I rubbed my eyes—yes there was the

cedar canoe! Instantly I was kneeling
in it, and away it went, far down the

lake to the rice beds.

Now you know I had often wanted a

canoe just like this—step aboard, politely

say where yon are going, and there you
are! 1 had just made up my mind to

patent the thing, figuring a modest
profit of say twenty dollars royalty on
each—six millions of people in Canada,
sell one to every other man, lump the

I PUSHED THE CANOE OVER THE FROZEN RIVER.

number at a million, and I would be
worth .... Whatever is this—a pump gun
in my canoe, aye and an automatic one
at that. My, oh, dear! dear! I hope no
one will come along. To think that 1, a

man constantly writing against these

murderous weapons, should be quietly

seated in my canoe, handling, yes, even
fondling, one of these despised shotguns.

Look! here come four blue bills! Oh!
for my old gun. Here they come swerv-
ing and swooping over the rice. As
truly as I'm a living man that misfit

weapon fairly leaped to my shoulder!

"Bang!" and five birds sank swiftly to

the water. It was a bit uncanny, I ad-

mit. Puzzled and perplexed I pushed the

canoe out, and still wondering deeply-

picked up six and laid them in the bow.
. . . .Oh, here comes a black duck, and
me right in the decoys! It did not seem
to matter a bit. Up flew that bally gun
to my shoulder again. "Bang!"—be-

fore I could take it down—"bang! bang !

bang! bang! bang! bang!" —seven

times that infernal weapon fired. The
first shot killed; the second puffed the

feathers out; the third riddled the bird;

and the four others scattered its dismem-
bered carcass all over the surface of the

lake. Mad in every fibre I hurled the
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horrid weapon from me
As it sank in many a roll-

ing circle, amid its outpour-

ing- smoke, it made weird,

hideous faces at me! Then
it whirled and took cruel

advantage of a passing

maskinonge by filling its

vitals with number six ....

I fled from the awful scene!

I was seated in the canoe
again, half hidden by the

tall bending flags and puck-

abrush. We were photo-

graphing the game birds

once more. My camera on
its platform was concealed

by some shore tossed wild

rice straw. The Gallinule

was the bird we sought,
the Florida one, which we
call the mudhen for short.

There were many feeding

around on the wild rice

seed, on the wild celery,

the spatterdock, and what
not? See here, with a

heavy flight, comes the

bird itself. With its legs

partly draggling it alighted

in the shallow water and
nimbly stepped ashore. I

pressed the bulb, the curtain

and we have the picture 4

Walked Ashore!"

What's that? I'm sure I heard some
one speak. To my intense astonish-

ment I heard two ducks quacking near
me in the bog. They were doing it in

the approved modern Nature Study
Writer's style. Why these birds could
talk. I . . . . Really this is very annoying!
After my making fun of this kindergar-
ten school of writers for so long to ac-

tually meet two linguists in the duck
family... Why, bless me, they are ar-

ranging a camera on a float, for all the
world just as we do it!

I watched them tie the camera on,
deftly cover it with aquatic weeds, then
whispering to one another, and hiding
and dodging behind every likely cover
they hid away in the bog.

"Get a picture of it in its natural posi-

tion of killing something!" said one.

A GALLINULE WALKED ASHORE.

ran down,
'A Gallinule

"Is it a

other.

fair specimen?" asked the

"Only so, so!" came the answer.

Was it possible they meant me? I

picked up my gun, and just as I took
aim I heard the machine clang. Instant-

ly it re-set itself, refilled, re-focussed, by
the same motion, and out into the waiting"

duck's bill flew a perfectly developed
mounted picture with an addressed en-

velope to

The Editor,

"We Always Buy Them,"
Fancyville,

Hopeland.

"By George ! I must have one of those
machines !" No sooner was the thought
born in my mind, hardly had it passed
my lips, than out flew a neat little ad-

vertising folder from a slit in the back
of the camera. It read :



"A BAD BAG" BY A ROOM-FOR-IMPROVEMENT HUNTER. BITTERN, CROW AND RAIL

Made by the You-can-Never-
Improve-It-Co. , Yonder.
For further particulars wait till

England, Canada and the States

are one !

Photographs instantly finish-

ed, mounted and sold. Price

gratis ! Two at a discount.

I was just asking them to book me
two, one for myself and one for a sick

friend, when the next scene rushed on at

express speed. Really my poor brain

was beginning to fag !

Hawk I saw step ashore with a good
bag, a handsome bunch of wood ducks
killed in flight, giving the poor birds a
last wee chance. He's a good guide,
never killing anything but game birds !

How our Indian shames some of the

members of the gun clubs from nearby

towns. Gun clubs, forsooth, they should

be called bittern clubs, heron clubs, king-

fisher clubs. For these imitation sports

never kill any ducks, in fact they would
scorn to do so ! Why, I've seen hundreds
of ducks pass closely over them and
never a feather was disturbed. But let

a poor harmless heron, or bittern come
along ! Then it is "bang! -bang !" and
down tumbles the unfortunate bird. ....

I remember the cause of this scene.

Lately I had met two hunters, perfectly

appointed ones too—leggings, hunting

hats, field glasses all complete. They
were seated on the grass near a smoulder-

ing fire, endeavouring to cook a very

lean heron. It was a most shameful

looking bird when picked, naked was no
name for it ! Its long gaunt neck, its

concertina sides, and its toothpick legs

were accentuated as it hung there before
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the fire !

"Why, boys, you must be

hungry !" I broke out.

No answer came from the

hunters. But from the bushes
came the words, "They aint

any too hungry mister !" I

glanced around and there sat

the owner ofthefarm. In answer
to my inquiring look he con-

tinued : "Every blessed galoot

who kills his game on my
land eats it right here ! Keep
your fire agoing, lads" — he

handled the old musket omin-
ously—and burn up the rest

of that nice gun stock of yourn !

Fine dry wood, ain't it ?" Qf
course I was astonished and
continued the stare, but this

was nothing to what came
afterwards !

"Any birds around here,

Mistei We heard a voice

hail from the other side of the

woods, and two more imitation

hunters appeared !

The farmerbeckoned themas
they neared the fire and the

two busy game cooks."
"Yes, there's a few birds stil

YE HUNTING LAKE ON CHRISTMAS DAY.

A GOOD BIG BAG BY HAWK.

said. 1 'There's the swallow you wounded
left" he —its under the barn. The chickens is so

wild they've taken to

the woods ; the butter-

flies is most killed off,

the clover's shrinking,

the bees a movin', an'

the old woman's tur-

keys are a driving' the

grasshoppers this way

:

you ought to clean up
the country pretty

soon now ! By Gosh !"

Then to my aston-

ishment, though not

to my regret, the old

farmer raised that long

musket of his and blew
both hunters all to

flinders. Chuckling
as he crept under the

rails he added two
more stones to a big

heap and said to him-
self : That's six today,

and the season only

just opened"!
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YE OLD SHANTY.

"Keep a shovin' on that fire !" was the

last order we heard him issue, and the

two cowed cooks, with their mouths
hardly watering- for the approaching- feast

obeyed
My canoe darted down the rice beds

still further. A wish was as a rudder,

steering me whither I would go. My
desire was to see who was in that canoe
over in the channel. As I slowed up
near him he saluted me with

I want to sell you a dozen of these

decoys, the latest patent ! To see is to

buy ! Just watch them ! Now a dozen
of you g-et out !" Instantly, without a
sound, twelve handsomely painted hollow
decoys jumped over the side of his craft

and swam off to a lily-pad hole ! At a
wave of his hand two or 'three sprang
aloft and circled off. We watched them
until they were mere dots in the blue.

It seemed no time after they had disap-
peared before we saw them returning,
Closely behind them came several wav-
ering dark lines ! Nearer they drew and
clearer they became. Many fine flocks

of black ducks flew behind this latest

invention of scientific genius !

There was a mighty flapping and quack-
ing of the ten decoys, much circling and
curving of the two, and finallv the entire

flock, real and imita-

tion, sat side by side

on the water ! Then
the decoys drew off to

one side.

"Always do that V*

remarked the genial

stranger. "Saves 'em
from getting so full

of lead that they
would only do for an-
chors ! Then
I've a gun here that I

calculate to introduce

to your notice—fires

forty shots a minute

"Wait a moment
before you shoot !" I

hurriedly interjected,

"I know a man who
would love to meet
you. He lives on that

farm over there. He'll

take your whole flock,

and I think your gun
as well ! You ought to see his pile !"

My companion agreeing, I hurried off

for the good old farmer with his musket.
With the power it gave him he made each,

of the two unfortunate heron killers gob-
ble down great mouthfuls of their awful
feast, hung a leg round each of their

necks as a momento of their marksman-
ship, decked their hair with the feathers

of the poor kingfishers and bitterns they
had slaughtered—really he danced them
round in such glee that I momentarily
expected to see their finish. He, however,
let them live as awful warnings to other

foolish bird slaughterers !

When he entered my canoe there was
a sort of sweet joy hanging over the dear
old man. "Are you sure he will be
there ?" he asked anxiously.

"Certainly, he expects a customer !"

' 'A tough customer, young man, a tough
customer !" he chuckled.

After some haggling I saw the old man
raise the new gun. "Right in the decoys
ain't he, mister ?" he whispered to me.
A fearful report followed and I heard :.

One, Two, Three, Four, five, _Six,

Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten, Eleven,

TWELVE—and I awoke to find that

the Christmas morning of 1906 had been
ushered in by the Shanty Clock !



Jim Charles' Rock.

BY CLARENCE JAMESON.

A young- Nova Scotia Indian having- killed a white man, who
provoked him by attentions, first to his sweetheart, and later to

his squaw, escaping from jail fled to the wild-lands, where he

lay concealed for two years. Meantime the chief of the tribe so

skifully represented the matter to the attorney general that further

prosecution was withheld. The fugitive's intimation of this, like

the bringing- of his gun, was attributed by the Micmacs to the

Great Spirit Glooscap, "Jim Charles' Rock" is an up standing-

shaft of granite, commanding* a wide rang-e of vision, while the

Boundary stone marks the point of junction of Dig-by, Yarmouth,
Shelburne and Queen's counties. The turnpike, a curious forma-
tion, of unknown origin, resembling- the roadbed of a railway, runs

through uninhabited parts of Dig-by and Annapolis counties.

When the cow moose calls her lordly mate, toward their haunts our sportsmen tread,

With Jim, or Joe, their dusky guide, and a rifle as their friend :

Oft they seek out the thread-like trail, long spun to the boundary stone,

And see afar, Jim Charles' Rock, a sentinel alone.

Heard ye the tale of bad Jim Charles ? the cunning Micmac child,

Who slew the white man vag-abond, in the path where the lands are wild.

Aged was the chief who smoked the pipe, and told us all his mind,
Of the fading- truth in the web of time, now sixty frosts behind.

To the peaceful camp in the Micmac's tract, the drunken white man went,
And with evil mind he sought the squaw, pledged to Jim Charles' tent.

Thus broke he truce with a friendly tribe, thus laid the peace-pipe by
;

But, cheating death, he reached the lands where the fields of settlers lie.

Now when the stranger crossed the trail, and stirred his blood anew,
Quick leaped the flame in the brave, Jim Charles, who smote as the Great Chiefs do,

In the fights they wage in the far off land of the Happy Hunting- Ground

—

So the paleface fell, and his passing cry 'woke the echoes wide around.

Then swift birds flew with the note of death, and the white man's brothers came,
With a magic scroll, which spake the law, in the Great White Mother's name ;*

They took Jim Charles from the wigwam's blaze, from squaw and young papoose,
To the bad man's hut, they call a jail, when the south wind brings the goose.**

While white men slept, Jim Charles stole forth, no lynx might glide more light,

And turned his back on the bad man's hut, and the land where the day fell brig-ht
;

Trackless he sped through wood and swamp, while sun and moon rode high,
To the finger called Jim Charles' Rock—the rock which points to the sky.

'Mid boulders at its deep-set base, he scooped, like the bear, a cave

—

For blood-stained hands, and the white man's feud, long- strength his sinews gave
;

As the fox hides low when the hound speaks quick, he sought his stoney den,
If wild fowl saw, or his eye read signs, of the baffled searching men.

But the moose drew near at Jim Charles' call—he called with a voice they knew
;

And spirits broug-ht his g-un and lead, when the days of his watch were few
;

So he hungfered not for the flesh of beasts, but craved the living speech,
When the long-dead chanted a tongue unknown, in the leaves of the stunted beach.
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The sun roamed south, in quest of heat, and snows hid deep the trail
;

The rabbit found his blanket furs, when breathed the north its g-ale
;

The lakes dried up in winter's lap, the earth turned stone through cold
;

And Glooscap trod his lonely path—the path by the Turnpike old.

The stars which held Jim Charles' fate, spelled signs he learned to read

—

(For Glooscap heard his fainting- call, when mighty was his need,

)

They told when seasons came and went, till snows fell next again,

He might walked unharmed the well worn path, which led to the haunts of men.

Then warmed his heart, his eye took light, and he leaped like the glad young deer ;

While the rains fell sweet, and the winds licked up the snow like a thirsty bear
;

Yet waited he the birth of time, when the grey coot southward flew,***

W^en the tenth moon hung in the drifted clouds, and the times of the sun were few.

Believing the good the stars had spelled, toward the camp he set his face,

And sat again in the wigwam's blaze, and joined anew in the chase
;

Till the season brought him many years, till he laid the flintlock by,

And they buried him 'neath Jim Charles' Rock—the rock which points to the sky.

*The Queen.
**Last week in March.

First week in November.

The Tricks of Billy.

A Tame Mountain Goat.

BY CAROLINE d'a LANG.

NjO romantic story is attached to the

finding of the Hot Springs at Sin-

clair, B. C.

The first white settlers found that the

Shuswap Indians had been using these

springs for generations on account of

their curative powers, and shall we say
cleansing properties too ?

We never seem to dissociate dirt and
Indians, but it is a fact that they one and
all indulge in a yearly bath, and it will

come as a surprise to the reader, as it

was a revelation to me, that they make
use of the steam bath.

Do they purchase these wonderful
folding machines so largely advertised
and used by their white brothers ?

Not so, the Indian is nothing if not
primitive in his methods. To him belongs
the property of being able to utilize

what is at hand, a sense by no means

alert in his white brother pampered by
civilization.

By a cunning twist of the hand a few
supple willows form a convex structure

over a hole he has dug in the ground,
some large smooth stones, a fire above
which is raked off when the stones are

hot, a blanket over the curving willows,

a dash of water from a nearby lake or

stream on the hot stones, and.presto the

steam bath is ready ! Afterwards a plunge
into the lake, and who will not say, just

as good or better !'

What has Nature done for this portion

of the Columbia valley ? She has stacked

up earth and rock in monstrous heaps,

hewn out gorges and canyons, planted

herbs, shrubs and trees in endless varie-

ties, put. in a water supply varied "from

tiny rills to large lakes and rushing rivers,

thrown in enough open country to induce
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settlers to

make perman-
ent homes, fil-

led the rivers

and lakes with

fish, and the

woods and
rocky fastnes-

ses with game
to lure the

hunter, and
within the hills

she has buried

treasure so as

to play at hide

and seek with

the miner.
For the artist

she labors the

year round
juggling with

colors and try-

ing different

effects on the

great masses
of sky, moun-
tain, valley and water. All day her fairy

like lights and shadows chase each other

through the mountain passes, around the

deep dark stretches of pine and among
the glinting greens of foliage. At even-

tide she throws a gorgeous purple mantle

over the tops of the mountains and one
of indigo blue across the foot hills, tipping

and outlining the peaks in yellow gold

and putting an edge of silver on the

fleecy clouds sleepily moving in the deep
blue sky, and then reproduces it all mel-

lowed and softened in the glassy surface

of lake or pond. As a rule she chooses
sombre greys and browns for the rocks

that are bare of herbage but at the open-

ing of the canyon where these springs are

hidden she has painted the entrance on
either side in vivid reds, and very fitly

they have been named The Red Gates.

Within the canyon which is but forty

feet in width, hemmed in by walls some
six hundred feet in height a creek runs
rapidly and noisily over and around great
pieces of rock and smooth worn stones
and pebbles. Within this enclosure the

noise of the falls which has a vertical

drop of about eighty feet holds sway over
the human voice. A trail worn smooth
by moccasined feet of the Indian goes
zig-zag through rocks and leafy bowers

G. LOW AND W. STEINOFF WITH THE RECORD GOAT SECURED

ON CHRISTMAS DAY.

up over a ridge and suddenly the eye is

attracted by the stream which rises from
two pools alongside the creek.

Here the tired traveller may choose
between a bath at a temperature of one
hundred and twelve or one at one hund-
red and twenty-four degrees, with a

plunge afterwards in the cool creek.

Ever since the days of Tommy the

Tough the wonderful curative powers of

these waters for rheumatism has been
well known in the valley. Damp tunnels

had worked havoc with Tommy's bones
and sinews. With the characteristic

generosity of the west a subscription was
taken up at Golden to grubstake Tommy
for a month and pay the expenses of

transportation to the springs. A stretcher

to the boat, seventy miles by water, a
three mile trip from the landing strapped

to a cayuse, and Tommy had reached the

healing waters. Three weeks after

Tommy walked back the seventy miles

looking for a job.

Contemplating a stay at the springs it

is necessary to imitate the snail and bring

one's house in the shape of a tent along,

for accomodation there is none except a
free hotel (an empty shack.)

The Kootenay Central Railway which is

being rushed to completion at the rate
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'BILLY

of ten miles in as many months,
will some day draw this idyllic

spot within reach of distant

places, and followers of Tommy
the Tough will leave their aches
and pains there as trophies of its

healing powers.
Two noted hunters and guides,

H. G. Low and W. SteinofF, after

taking a bath at the springs on
Christmas day, discussed a hearty

breakfast and then swept the

Rockies with their field glasses

in search of moving objects.

Shouldering rifles they went out

to hunt for game or failing this

an appetite, for Mr. Low excels

all others as a camp cook, and
his Christmas dinners need a long

craving to do justice to all the

courses. It was just as they

came to the edge of a bluff they

saw two white objects on the

almost vertical side of an adjoin-

ing hill.

The goats had evidently heard

them approaching for they were
scampering from ledge to ledge

making for higher ground. When the

two hunters came into view they paused
for a few seconds their heads thrown
back and fear glancing from their eyes.

"Front mine, hind yours !" almost at

the same moment each bullet reached its

destination ! They were both fine speci-

mens and the horns of the larger one
measured ten and a quarter inches which
I believe is very near the record.

It was near this place the famous
"Billy" was captured when a kid. After

being reared in Golden on the bottle and
making himself as much a terror as Peck's

bad boy, he was shipped to England and
is now one of the sights of the Zoo. Mr.

Joseph Lemontagne, tonsorial artist, was
the foster parent and Billy was as spoiled

as any child could be. Complaints only

called down a laugh on those disputing

Billy's right-of-way for his antics, new
every day, were a never failing source of

amusement for the townspeople.

Billy's instincts ever prompted him
onward and upward, One day he

mounted the stairs in the Kootenay
House ate all the much prized plants be-

longing to the housekeeper and then

went to sleep on the bed in the best room.

THE GOLDEN MASCOT, A MOUNTAIN GOAT

REARED ON THE BOTTLE AND NOW ONE OF

THE SIGHTS AT THE ENGLISH ZOO.

At another time he wandered up the

stairs of Starforth's restaurant and seeing

a window at the end of a hall got out

through it on to the roof of the next
building from which tower of vantage
he refused to budge for hours until hun-
ger and the sight of his dearly loved

bottle induced him to decend to lower
planes. It was a clerk in one of the

stores who in a fit of righteous anger
nearly put an end to Billy's career. This
clerk used to take great pride in the

arrangement of dry goods and men's
clothing on rows of tables in the upper
story of a large warehouse. Billy always
enjoyed a ramble over these soft hills

especially on a rainy day, with a snooze
on the hump of Hudson's Bay blankets

as a finish. One day the clerk found
him so and seizing him by the horns
flung him down to the bottom of the

stairs. After a while Billy slowly picked
himself up and walked off, his head droop-
ing in a dazed sort of way. But the

most amusing of Billy's antics was the

one when he got into the barber's-chair

and was found looking at himself gravely
in the mirror as if contemplating the

advisibility of having his beard trimmed !



BULL BUFFALO.
RIVER.

GEO. MCLEAN OF MORLEY.

The Canadian National Park as a Holiday Resort,

mVERY Canadian has a share in the

National Park, the finest Reserva-

tion ever set aside by any country

as a forest, fish and game preserve. It

is so vast, and contains such a variety of

natural features that the wider it is

known throughout the world, the greater

will be the number of tourists making

LAKE MINNEWANKA,

their way thither. There never need be
any fear of crowding, and at present it is

the easiest possible thing, if one wishes,
to get right away from the haunts of
men and revel in the wild, although still

remaining within the Park's boundaries.
The Park is partly in Alberta and

partly in British Columbia, and in area
and extent surpasses
several European
kingdoms. The Cana-
dian Pacific Railway
runs through the Park
from east to west, and
makes it a compara-
tively easy matter for

visitors to see some of
the natural beauties in

ease and comfort.

Coming from the
east the visitor will

notice just before

reaching the borders
of the Park, that there
are Indians at Morley.
This is a Reserve of
the Stoney Indians,

the remnant of a war-
like tribe who still re-
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LAKE ON TRAIL TO WHITE MAN'S

PASS.
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tain strong hunting proclivities, against

whom various complaints are made both

in Alberta and British Columbia. At
the time the writer visited the Park
there were many complaints of the

slaughter of big game within its bound-
aries, and inquiries were set on foot as to

any truth there might be in these allega-

tions. White guides were unanimous in

condemning the Indians. The Stoneys,

it was stated, had no right whatever over
the British Columbian border, but thev

often do cross, and it is believed that in

most cases, however innocent their in-

cursion looks, it is really a big game
hunt on which they are intent. If the

A STONEY SQUAW. SOME INDIANS APPROACHING BANFF SPRINGS HOTEL.



LAKE MINNEWANKA.

WEST END OF LAKE MINNEWANKA.

visitor keeps a bright look out as the

train goes through Morley Station he is

pretty sure to see some specimens of the

Stoney tribe. When the writer was there

quite a gathering- had assembled within

sight of those in the train, and the braves
were showing off their horsemanship in a

manner which would have done credit to

any circus. It appeared as though some
special celebration

were in progress,

though it was de-

clared that nothing-

unusual was going
forward, and the

sights were such
as any visitor

might see unless
he happened to be
at Morley at a time
when the Indian?

are away on a

hunt. The horses
had gaudy trap-

pings in plenty,

and the braves
themselves were as

gaudily attired.

Their horsemanship appeared first class,,

and it was extremely interesting to be
brought face to face with Indians who
have kept up the traditions of the past to

a far greater extent than those one gen-
erally meets in Ontario. Apparently
they were proud of their appearance and
their horses, and showed both themselves
and their steeds off to the best advan-

DEVIL S GAP, EAST OF LAKE MINNEWANKA.
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tage, and as the long-

train passed through
Morley every window ^
was occupied by pas-

sengers looking out

at the sights present-

ed to them. For a

few minutes the liv-

ing had greater at-

tractions than even
the mountains, press-

ing as the latter were
for attention.

Apart from the

railway one has to

take to the trails, of

which there are many
in different parts of

the Park, and more
being cut each year.

Taking to the trail

furnishes the most
delightful of exper-

iences, if one has
only time and money. To secure

comfort a good outfit is required,

and then with leisure the world

might be considered well lost foi

the happy healthful, andaltogethet

most enjoyable of experiences to

be obtained in that most wonder-
ful outdoor life amidst the moun- —

tains. To be at home amid Na-
ture's wonders is ample compen-
sation (for the time at least) for

the loss of civilized comforts.

The joys of the simple life are no-

where better enjoyed, and can
nowhere be made more enjoyable.

One may even feel the delightful

thrills ot a discoverer and an ex-

plorer within the confines of the

Park, there being ample room in-

side its boundary lines for work
which shall increase our knowl-
edge of the Park, and its many
and varied beauties.

Within the Park are to be

found wonderful lakes and rivers,

and there are without doubt lakes

yet to be discovered. Those which
are known are unsurpassed in beauty,
and in the romance of their situations.

The well known ' 'Lakes in the Clouds"
will attract visitors for all time—they are

unique in their marvelous grandeur, in

W

ONLY A FEW LEFT.

their situation, and in the beauties .of

their surrounding's. It is a fine plan for
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those who have time and means to take

the trail and camp beside some of the

lesser known lakes. They may be cer-

tain of such experiences as cannot be
obtained elsewhere. To all intents and
purposes they will be in the wild. With
a good guide they can leave the beaten
track, and take to trails which to the un-
initiated appear impossible to negotiate,

but which the sure footed little cayuses
manage to get over in some fashion

known only to themselves. One can be
sure of good fishing in the season, and
the sight of wild game should not be
missed. Mountain sheep and mountain
goats, seen in their native wilds, are

most attractive, and it is advisable al-

ways to have a camera as one never

knows when a specimen of big game
may appear. Even if unfortunate in

this respect the visitors may be certain of

numberless magnificent views which will

amply repay time and efforts taken to
see them.
The Park has been described as the

very paradise of mountaineers, and the

phrase is no exaggeration. There are

mountain peaks here that have never
yet been climbed, and these are so numer-
ous and so fine that it is safe to predict a
future when the Canadian National Park
will be the Mecca of mountaineers the
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world over. Much is being- done to ex-

ploit these famous mountains, and the

members of the Alpine Club of Canada
are performing- good service in this re-

spect. Every visitor is a mountain mis-

sionary spreading the light, for no one
visits the mountain regions without go-
ing- away enthusiastic over their exper-

iences, and hopeful that they may be
able at some future time to repeat their

visits, and make a still longer stay

amidst these glories of Nature's won-
ders. Mt. Assiniboine is one of these

many marvels which once seen is never
forgotten, and impresses itself upon the

memory of the most careless.

As every Canadian shares in this in-

heritance, it should be the duty of

Canadians to acquaint themselves with

some of the natural wonders found there-

in. People are coming from all parts of

the world to enjoy themselves in this na-

tional playground, which is national in

the best sense, as it belongs to the whole
of the Canadian people. The only crit-

icisms that can be passed upon the Park
are as to its administration. The big

game wants more careful looking after.

For this purpose it would seem that by
far the best course would be to organize

a special corps. On the Alberta side the

duty of watchers seems to fall upon the

Northwest Mounted Police and on the

British Columbia side to be left to fire

rangers. The Northwest Mounted Po-

lice are organized for other purposes than

the protection of big game, and it is no
reflection upon them to say that from all

that could be learnt upon the spot there

is a considerable amount of poaching go-
ing on. So far as the British Columbian
authorities are concerned it was stated

that all they knew about the matter was
that the Dominion Government had re-

quested them to invest the fire rangers

engaged by them for the protection ot

that portion of the Park within British

Columbia with the powers of Justices of

the Peace, and they had complied with

this request. Some of the guides al-

leged that there was -practically no pro-

tection for the big game within the Park,

and all who were spoken to agreed that

the Dominion Government cannot too

soon organize a special force for this

purpose if they wish the Park to be used

for perpetuating the game of Canada, as

was the avowed intention of its founders,

and is believed to be the policy of the

Canadian Government in the present.

The difficulties of protecting such a vast

area are of course very considerable.

That however is no reason why stronger

efforts than those at present in force

should not be put forth, and probably if

the attention of the Government is called

to the matter they will not fail to carry a

step further their excellent policy.

HEADWATERS OF THE KENNEBEC RIVER.



A Christmas Hunting Trip.

The Value of Caution in Shooting.

BY F. W. LEE.

THE door of the big- stove clanked

below and awakened me. A rush
—— of flame and smoke up the black

line of stovepipes strung through my
room to the chimney, a pleasant smell of

dry cedar crackling cheerily, the comfort-

able sense of warmth gradually pervad-

ing the room as the fire grew hotter,

were all very well but I did not care,

just then, to change my quarters.

From past experiences I knew how
cold a farm house could be on a Decem-
ber morning and was very unwilling to

throw off the soft blankets and heavy
patchwork coverings wedging me into

my snug hollow in the feather bed. I

looked towards the small window but

the snow reflected light hardly strained

through the frost covered panes—it was
early yet,

I lay there thinking of the first morn-
ing I had awakened in this room, in the

same old twisty posted bed, in the same
corner. Things seldom changed in this

part of the world, though some improve-

ments going a long way towards comfort

were indeed noticeable. The cracks in

the walls and roof had disappeared;

there was no longer any danger of plant-

ing my bare foot in a tiny snowdrift.

. Two years ago a new wing had been
erected and furnished with pompous
highly varnished furniture and glaring

carpets. Flashy colored pictures decor-

ated the walls, battle scenes being the

favorites. Here the temperature was
kept even by a coal stove standing in

nickle plated grandeur and defying the

cold nights through its ruddy mica.

This wing however was built specially to

accommodate honored guests and never
used by Cousin Bill's own family who
clung to the old house, hardly changed
in an iota the past twenty years.

My ancient friend the wood burning
kitchen stove, each of its four legs rest-

ing on a red brick, high back oven with
raised representation of a big smoke-
stack locomotive (though where the con-

nection came in I never could find out)

and date 1870, still did duty honorably

and well. Many a juicy pie and tooth-

some fowl had it seen come and go.

On the kitchen wall, the clock brought
over from Scotland ticked energetically,

its quaint face marred by age. A stuffed

hawk dusty and faded, one eye gone,

shot by Bill when a boy, rested on the

corner shelf. Bill's lodge certificate

with great red seal and bright ribbon

hung framed opposite a picture of old

Sir John A. Macdonald, who, document
in hand looked wisely through the glass

upon us.

The bedroom over the kitchen was al-

ways reserved for me by special request,

because of past associations, and I was
here again to spend the Christmas.

The stairs creaked as some one shuf-

fled up stealthily and Johnny felt his way
into the room.

"Come, get up Fred," said he hoarse-

ly, unsuccessfully trying to keep his

voice down to a whisper, for the others

slept in adjacent rooms. Twelve years

in Canada had not polished off his Scotch
accent entirely, though it had greatly

improved him.

"All right Jack."
He waited to see I did not fake and a

noble resolution taken I sprung out into

chilliness,

"Gee, it's cold!" I couldn't help chat-

tering, feeling around for clothes and
putting on stockings heels first as I

stood first on one leg, then on the other.

After a whole lot of contortion and con-

traction I managed to get inside enough
covering to keep from changing into an
icicle. Groping to the washstand I broke
the ice in the pitcher and poured out just

sufficient to imagine I was washing my-
self. No one is more averse to warming-

up a whole basin of water than I.

"Bet a copper it's old Brown Wind-
sor!" as a stale smell faintly arose from
the soap dish which had to be turned up-

side down to knock out the contents.
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Sure enough, as hard as glass and as

saponaceous as tin,

A lick at my hair and everything- was
complete. Shiveringly I hurried down
the complaining stairs and joined Johnny
in the kitchen, brightly illuminated by
the yellow firelight shining through the

open stove dampers. It was nice and
cosy here and I briskly rubbed my damp
hands together above the hot lids.

Johnny comfortably drinking a cup of

strong tea, as he sat in a rocker was al-

ready fitted out for our little shooting ex-

pedition in honOr of my Christmas holi-

day. He laughed at my frozen appear-

ance, showing a good white set of teeth,

a rarity among farmers. Muffled in a

thick short pea jacket sort of coat,

stockings reaching above his knees and
into which his trousers were tucked, a

thick red muffler around his throat and
topping off all, a jaunty white and brown
toque with funny knob or tassel, he

looked as if the rigors of a winter morn-
ing were nothing much to bother about.

•'You look pretty gay with that Willie

toque of yours," I commented after a

while.

His broad Scotch face straightened,

for one of his weak spots was vanity.

Setting down the empty teacup he pulled

off the toque and held it out, extended

on two hands, for inspection.

Then he remarked contemplatively,

"I bought that the last time I went to

Ottawa."
"That was some excursion day, I

suppose.

"

"Yes, last September—Exhibition

time.

"Of course. The time they always
rope in you farmers."

He grinned, then a trifle anxiously,

'Honestly, doesn't it look all right?"

"To be sure, Scotchy, 'tis vastly be-

coming. It matches your complexion.

Gimme a cup of tea!"

He poured it out and I drank the

strong bracing liquid without milk.

Milk is a scarce article in winter espe-

cially when the cows are kept hard at it

supplying the cheese factories in summer.
Even in summer I have had meals at

farm houses when there was none on the

table. The good old days are gone
when all town folk regarded the farm as

flowing with milk and honey. It does
flow but into the bank where it is kept
mighty tight.

I then pulled on four pairs of heavy
woolen stockings, discarding boots, same
as Johnny, put on my short overcoat,

tied a muffler around my waist and a

narrower one about my throat, strapped

up a game bag, adjusted a wedge cap
and pair of thin gloves. Over the

gloves I drew a pair of mitts. I found
this a good plan to follow as the mitts

were easily shaken off when necessary.

Shoving a dozen cartridges marked pur-

posely, some loaded with buckshot, the

others with a finer grade, I took a single

barrel breech loader, always a favorite of

mine and examined it to see it was all

right. Johnny took his heavy double
barrel, provided himself with cartridges

and we stepped out into the winter morn-
ing as the clock struck the half hour
after six.

Hardly a wind was blowing though a

degree of greater coldness when one
faced the north was perceptible. The
eastern sky was reddish yellow and the

morning stars had almost faded. The
telephone wires running towards the

north were singing loudly. We left the

silent house behind and turned up the

road. The shrill crow of a rooster came
from the huddled barns and sheds with

startling distinctness and the defiant

challenge of another as piercingly clear

immediately followed. Horses stamped
restlessly m their stalls and a heifer

lowed plaintively. Very faintly to the

far off south a whistle sounded.
"We will have a fine day, " volunteered

Johnny.
"Yes, but it will turn softer. Did you

hear that whistle?"

We walked briskly along the road, our
breath steaming, then a short cut across

the fields covered thinly with hard snow,
towards the darkly looming bush.

As we approached a fire blasted tree

standing gaunt and desolate, a brown
lump detached itself from a branch and
took to noiseless downward flight.

"That's a brown owl," said Johnny
slipping off his mitt and shoving two
charges into the gun, "I'd like to get a

crack at him.

"

Though not very well posted ornithol-
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ogically, I fancy from its size it was what
is called a great horned owl.

"A big fellow, eh? I would like to

get close to one."

"When I first came here, Fred, I shot

one in the old oak near the beaver

meadow, you know the place. The dog
spoiled it though and it was no good to

stuff."
i 'Do you ever see any barn owls now?"
"Oh yes, Charlie the hired man at

Thompson's, caught two last week. I

haven't seen any lately, though."
"They are very interesting, I believe,"

said I.

"They don't live in barns."

"Is that so. Why do people call

them 'barn owls.'
"

"I don't know. They build in hollow

trees. Perhaps a person might see one
in a barn during a lifetime."

We had arrived at the woods now,
and found a dense growth of small cedars

barring the way but pushing through the

tough interlacing boughs we got past

and entered the gloom of the woods.
The ground in some spots was bare, the

hollows filled with snow. A feeble light

flickered through leafless branches.

Long slender maples shot up forty or

fifty feet arching overhead and across our
path at intervals we encountered fallen

monarchs of the forest, now crumbling
masses. A great hush hung over us and
insensibly our voices lowered as we went
along as noiselessy as possible.

At a place where the snow was deep
we noticed the tracks of a small species

of animal and Johnny after an examina-
tion that in thoroughness would have
done credit to a trapper, pronounced
them as having been made by a wolver-
ine. A few of these interesting animals
apparently existed in the neighborhood.
A streak of white darted across the

brown background and I remembered
rabbits were not bad eating when nicely

cooked.

Johnny's two barrels blazed loudly and
the streak bounced into the air. I be-

rated him for such a poor shot as Bunny
was still kicking but he callously knocked
it on the head and it was stowed away
in my bag.

We broke into a clearing thinly stud-

ded in the center with a few ghostly pop-

lars and a bristly ironwood tree. Among
the branches a number of dark spots re-

sembling last year's nests were stirring.

They were plump partridges breakfast-

ing on the succulent buds. Foolishly

thinking I could knock one over from
where I was I cocked my gun as Johnny-
slipped on a root and sprawled in the

snow.
I bit my tongue as he arose with a

grunt. Fortunately the birds were either

stupid or too hungry to take notice for

they did not evince any alarm.

"You take that one on the lowest
branch," he whispered, I'll try the two
just above. Then, if the others don't fly

supposing we drop a couple, all the bet-

ter for another shot."

Our reports blended as one.

My share was a puff of feathers float-

ing in the air; Johnny actually dropped
his two, but the rest had gone, the
thunder of their wings dying away in-

stantly.

I felt a trifle put out at my bad luck
and silently stowed the birds in my bag
but Johnny was in good humor, and my
spirits soon arose for at least we would
not return empty handed.
We followed the direction in which the

partridges had gone and poked around
cautiously in the bushes. Nothing arose
but the trees thinning in front betokened
the presence of another clearing and be-

fore entering the same, Johnny after a
glance around to get his bearings, in-

formed me there were ironwood trees on
the other side and that this had always
been a good place.

Gazing across the open I located the

trees near tbe other side and a dozen or

so dark spots amongst the branches con-
firmed Johnny's hopes. I said I would
bring down something this time, sure.

"Take my gun," he offered good na-

turedly.

The temptation was great for I could
not understand how I missed the other
time, having a heavy charge in the car-

tridge, but I honorably declined.

We concluded the birds were rather

far off for a good shot and backed into

the shelter of the trees to worm a way
nearer. About a hundred feet away we
looked out through the branches and
marked our quarry. We were fortunate
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in having the ironwood between us and
the other side in a direct line and after a

short council decided that supposing- we
were lucky enough to bring down three,

no doubt the others would take to the

wood opposite and if we would keep

them in sight, might have another crack

at them.
I changed my aim at a rather under-

sized bird and covered a larger one

nearer, overlooked in my first eagerness.

Bang, Bang-ng!
Three dropped, one flew off and the

others stared at the white smoke filming

away, on the morning air. I now saw
how easy it was to 'tree' partridges with

dogs and had we been so inclined and
brought old Mungo, as Bill the night be-

fore wanted us to do, might have bagged
the whole bunch.

Some resumed their pecking, the ones

we had shot having been on the low
branches and when falling did not

frighten the rest.

"Let me have your gun," said I

snatching it from him, willy nilly. This

was no time to dispute so he took mine
rather grudgingly notwithstanding his

offer of a few minutes before. I fumed
as I had some trouble closing the breech

but finally we took aim at a bunch of

three. I pulled my left trigger and
Johnny banged immediately after. Down
dropped the three and the others soared

in curves across the open. Mechanically,

and as if he were accustomed to doing it

every morning before breakfast, Johnny
swiftly snatched the gun, the right bar-

rel cocked, from my hands and stepping

out from our. hiding place blazed at the

hindmost bird and it plowed into the

snow.
It was a remarkably neat shot and I

know of nothing, owing to its erratic

flight, that is harder to shoot on the

wing than a partridge.

"Good for you!" I shouted! He was
very much pleased with himself and with
a great deal of satisfaction we picked up
the game and re-loading, plunged into

the bush after the others. Moving about,

eyes open and ears pricked up, we now
and then scared some of them but they
whirred away out of sight too quickly

for us. We continued our search for

quite a while but my load became very

heavy and we finally took a rest for a few
minutes on a stump.

"I'm afraid," said Johnny, "we've
frightened them too much.

I think we ought to separate. I'll go
around this patch of swamp," pointing
to the left, "and meet you near that big
cedar.

"

He indicated a dark green cone about
an eighth of a mile away.

"I do not like the idea of being sepa-
rated," I objected. Too many accidents

happen."
"Oh, that's all right as long as you

don't shoot me."
"What about myself?"

He grinned Scotchily and went off, his

old brown and white bob topped toque
dancing in and out of sight amongst the

tree trunks, like a will o' the wisp thing.

I arose feeling hungry and as they say
in the country, "gant" (gaunt.) Re-
pleted with sport and having a right good
bag full, I felt I was entitled to a few
moments of leisure and stood in my
tracks leaning on my gun—like one of

those pictures we often see of the old

hunter—musing on the mysteries of the

forest. The light wind sighed through
the bare branches, the creaking of a

broken limb was drear and lonesome, the

green fronds of a rustling pine rattled

with a graveyard cadence. The absence
of all life was depressing. No squirrel

fussed in aud out of his nest with cheer-

ful chirp, the chickadees, woodpeckers
and other winter birds were not yet stir-

ring. A dry twig snapping to the left

told me Johnny was over there and I

gladly welcomed the noise. Shouldering
my gun I walked towards the cedar.

A tangled mass of by-gone forest

giants, gnarled roots twisting around
uplifted rocks and masses of earth, bent
and broken branches surrounded by a

second growth of small trees lay in my
way and as I approached a dafk form
slunk into this shelter. Recollecting the

wolverine tracks I hastily withdrew my
gun charge and slipped in a heavy buck-
shot cartridge, for they are courageous
animals and can make a fight.

I poked into the jungle and commenced
a wary search though to tell the truth

did not feel hopeful of any result as the

wolverine is counted very crafty. I
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rummaged in vain though the air was
impregnated with a peculiar smell given

off only by this species and I knew it

could not be far off. My clothes were
coming out second best from contact

with the splintery boughs and I turned

and dragged my way to the other side.

When just about to emerge I lifted my
head and saw sharply outlined against a

patch of gray sky about the size of one's

hand the head and shoulders of a plump
partridge.

Now, there was something peculiar

about this. I could only see half the

body and it was apparently resting on an
old burnt pine, the stump of which was
visible through the undergrowth. The
still faint light cast a tinge of indistinct-

ness over everything.

I gazed hard at it, about twenty feet

away. It was quite motionless but
plainly a partridge. Anyway, I asked
myself, why shouldn't it be a partridge?

Still, I lowered my gun.
When about to make a decision many

of us do not heed an inner consciousness

struggling and fighting feebly to make
itself heard.

What is that inner monitor? Is it the

instinct of danger to him or his so well

developed in most animals but which
man in his proud intelligence has thought
fit to let lapse ages ago.

A cloud seemed pressing down on me.

When I first went to school we had an
old teacher whose favorite advice was,
"When in doubt, count five.

Like a beam of light this old advice

came to mind and I followed it, slowly

counting.

One, two, three, fou-r, fi-v-e.

I raised the gun, took firm aim at the

head on account of the close range:

with a mighty effort and without being
able to give a reason why, at the time,

strangled the intention which was be-

coming my master, jolted the barrel

towards Heaven and pulled the trigger.

With the flash and thunder, the freckled

face of old Johnny, amazement in its

honest expression, turned towards me,
his toque losing its semblance to a bird

and he brought his body out from behind
the shadow of the stump.
The echoes rang from tree to tree,

then died away crashingly and the silence

following was only disturbed by pattering

pieces of wood from boughs above.

1 stood there perfectly sick, the full

realization of what might have been
surging over my brain in a vision or

blood, and to this day can smell the

burnt powder. Had the heavy charge of

buckshot struck poor Johnny, his brains

would have spattered the snow.
I could have hugged him but know

human nature fairly well and dissipated

his half formed idea that something was
wrong explaining 1 had mistaken a knob
on a sugar maple for a chipmunk and
fortunately the knob in question did re-

semble one.

"I heard the racket in this clump,"
said he, 4 'and was trying to make out
what it was. 1 thought you were over
at the cedar all the time."

4<
1 guess our sport is over for to-day,"

said he, yawning, "let's go home."
"Sure," said 1. "We have enough

and to spare! Besides, I am as hungry
as a bear." And with a pleasant antici-

pation of fragrant ham and eggs we
struggled through the wood and regained
the open fields, the bright red sun shin-

ing kindly in our faces as he hung near
the horizon and bade us "Good
morning!"

Wolves on the Trail.

BY H. JERVIS.

Some few years ago in tbe month of

February I was in the southeast corner of

T— Lake, which is one of the many
lakes in the beautiful Algonquin National
Park. It was expedient for me to start

early on the following morning in a wes-

terly direction, as I wished to call at a

camp situated on the Mink branch of the

Amable-du-Fond. The weather had been
and was then extremely cold, and al-

though snow shoeing in the woods, by
"reason of the lightness of the snow, was
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very arduous, yet on the lakes the heavy
winds had packed it so that it was fairly

g-ood travelling.

I had my breakfast in the small hours

of the following- morning-, and lighting

my pipe, I started off.at five o'clock on

my trip of some eleven miles. It was a

bitterly cold morning and the stars were
shining brightly, though on account of

the excessive frost they appeared to be

all on the move, and the tree trunks,

contracting along the lake shore, kept up
an irregular file fire, as I sped along at

my ^ best gait in order to keep myself

from freezing. There is something pe-

culiarly entrancing in such journeys—the

great distance from one's fellow men; the

ice, snow and woods for miles and miles;

the mighty vast vault of atmosphere
above, through which myriads of stars

send their vibrating gleams; the heavy
frosts contracting the ice, causing fearful

noises and strange rumblings, which to

the imaginative mind easily explains how
the original natives held that a special

deity had his dwelling in each lake.

It is no wonder indeed that the red

man was of few words. He could not

talk to Nature; he could only listen to

her spoken language, and watching the

wonders of her shadows catch the weird

sounds amidst intense stillness. He was
in harmony with his surroundings—a be-

ing of few words and gentle movements;
unheard and unseen.

When daylight was breaking I was
within a mile of the head of the lake,

and shortly afterwards was able to make
out the rough outline of the camp,
where some of the keepers of the Algon-
quin Park made their headquarters when
in this vicinity. As I walked I fancied I

could see the gleam of a light from a

small window, and was speculating as to

which of the stafi
0 might be there.

Likewise I congratulated myself on the

chance of a comfortable fire, and perhaps
another breakfast, as the heavy exercise,

together with the exposure to the severe

cold, was producing hunger. With
these pleasant thoughts acting as incite-

ments I pushed on with renewed vigor.

Suddenly I thought I heard the cry of a
hound away back on my trail. I remem-

ber thinking of the old song, "D'ye ken
John Peel?" and hummed the first verse
and part of the chorus over to myself
when I heard the same noise again, and
this time far closer to me. I then awoke
to the situation. Turning around I saw
what appeared to be a long streak ot

black on my own snow shoe trail as far

back as I could see in the yet uncertain
light. It was a pack of wolves, and I

was three quarters of a mile from shore,
the nearest point of refuge being the
park keepers' camp! I tried not to walk
fast, as I wished to preserve my wind in

case they attacked me. I had nothing
with which to defend myself except my
pocket knife—a poor weapon of defence,
especially when encumbered with snow
shoes. As they got nearer the animals
howled terribly, and the strain of walking
under such conditions became almost un-
bearable! A few days before I had been
reading a book by a Polish author en-
titled "The Deluge," and at each howl I

would say aloud, "The Tartars!" the

sound of my own voice appearing to

ease the strain to a small extent. As I

neared the little camp I saw some one
open the door of the house, and shortly

afterwards made out the person to be a
man approaching the lake. The howling
of the wolves drew his attention, and he
at once came to meet me. Turning
around I saw the whole pack break off

at right angles to the north!

As soon as I recovered myself we went
back and examined the tracks. There
must have been twelve or fourteen
wolves, and some of them, owing to the
way they broke through my snow shoe
tracks, were very heavy animals.
Whether they intended to attack me or

were simply using my trail, as it afforded
better travelling than the unbeaten snow,
I shall never know. Whatever their in-

tentions they put me under a strain I

hope may never be repeated in my life-

time! When I reached the Keepers'
Camp I looked into the glass to see if

my hair was standing upon end, or if it

had at least turned grey! Curiously
enough I could see no traces in face or
hair of the desperate mental strain I had
so recently undergone! •



Moose Hunting in Quebec.

A Preserve in the Wilds of Rimouski.

ONE OF THE CLUB HOUSES.

DHE reputation of the Province ot

Quebec for providing the finest

of fishing and hunting to be

found throughout Canada is well main-
tained by the experiences during the

past season of the members of the Scott

Fish and Game Club. This Club leases

an extremely fine fishing and
hunting limit in the wilds of

Rimouski, and has made many
improvements on the same so

as to ensure reasonable accom-
modation for its members
while they enjoy the best of

sport. They have two Club
houses, have made a number
of trails, have 37 boats on
their lakes, and rivers and do
not mean to be satisfied even
with these numbers ; while

arrangements have been made
for a tri-weekly mail to St.

Jean de Dieu post office.

Recently two members, Mr.
R. F. Hooker, of Bishops

Crossing, and Dr. M. S. McDonald,
of Marbleton, Quebec, while on a visit

to the preserve left one of the Club-

houses without a guide, and were
returning when Mr. Hooker, who was
walking in front, saw forty yards away
the huge antlers of a moose. A min-

ute later he sighted the head and
raised his gun and fired, hitting the

animal almost in the centre of his

forehead. The animal immediately
fell but struggled to his feet only to

fall again, this time rolling over

dead.

The head was covered with a fine

pair of antlers with twenty points.

The moose was indeed one of the

finest and largest specimens of his

kind and weighed twelve hundred
pounds. A New York gentleman
who was at the Club at the time,

offered Mr. Hooker one hundred and
twenty-five dollars for his prize, but
this was declined. Mr. Hooker is

having the enormous head with
lts spreading antlers, mounted at Bishops
Crossing, aud the local taxidermist, who
has had considerable experience, says he
has seldom seen a finer one. It will

form a trophy, of which Mr. Hooker will

have every reason to feel proud. At
considerable trouble a good deal' of the

MR. HOOKER S FINE MOOSE.
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moose meat
was taken to

Bishops Cros-

sing, and some
forty families

enjoyed din-

ners of moose
steak.

It is report-

ed that no less

than thirty-

four moose
have been
sighted on the

limit this sea-

son, and cari-

bou have fre-

quently been
seen s w im -

m i n g the

lakes. The
two gentle-

men whose success with a moose is given

above, saw and chased a caribou, but
this animal proved too swift for them and
escaped to the forests of Temiscouta.

RETURN OF A FISHING PARTY.

In addition to big game partridge are

reported plentiful, while the fishing all

through the summer proved to be of

the very best.

D

"Why are Deer Hunters the Greatest Liars

in the World?"
BY E. J. MCVEIGH.

know that most people are inclined

to the belief that the fish-man ex-

cels in drawing the long bow when
giving an account of his experiences. I

have made a study of both hunters and
fishermen for twenty years, and while I

admit that the fisherman has much abus-
ed, (and if he had lived in these days that

comparatively truthful) man, ' 'Ananias"
beaten to a stand still, he is a child at

the game when matched with the deer
hunter. It makes no difference to the

latter whether he is trying* to excuse a
miss, or telling of a successful shot, he
always lies. Of course there are degrees
as in other things, and some lie more
than others—but they all lie.

I have known men who both fish and
hunt who would never lie about their

fishing, and who would never tell the

truth about their hunting.

I can remember distinctly my first

experience of this weakness on the part

of the deer hunter, though if we would
speak with reference to the quality of the

lie, strength would be the proper word
to use.

It was a good many years ago and I

had gone out to join a party who had
been one day ahead of me, and on my
arrival I found them with one nice spike

horn buck to show for their first day's

work. This deer had been hit five times

and I wanted to know all about it. The
shooting had been done by a man who
had killed deer from the time he could

carry a gun, and you would naturally

think he would not be inclined to. lie very

hard about this little spike horn. Well
he gave me a full and clear account of

how it all happened from the time the

deer came in sight until he dropped at

the fifth shot, and the distance was
three hundred yards. I remember so

well how my heart went down into my
boots on hearing all this, for if that was
the way they had to kill deer in -that

country my chances of getting one were
poor indeed. Five shots, and five hits

at three hundred yards. Well I knew
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what three hundred yards were, and I

knew myself, and I knew only too well that

if I could hit a bounding deer once in

five times at that distance it would be

good work for me. However if I could

not kill I might see others do it, so I

went out with the bunch in the morning,

and to my great joy I was sent with 4

'Joe,"

the man who had done the killing the

previous day. 4

'Joe" was eager to get

back to his old stand, (this by the way is

.another little weakness of the deer hunter)

and we arrived there shortly after day-

light. This stand proved to be a clump
of trees, or as we called them, an Island

on a "Blue Sea," and Joe pointed out

the "run-way" on which his deer had
come to him the day before, and forget-

ting all about his story of three hundred
yards he showed me just where the buck
was when he fired the first shot, and
where he fell at the last. I stepped off

the distance very carefully and found that

at the first shot the deer had been twenty-

five feet from the end of his rifle ; he had
passed within fifteen feet and had dropped
not more than sixtv feet from Joe's foot

marks where he pointed out to me he had
stood.

Now why should a man who could

handle a rifle like that, and who had
killed deer all his life as you may say,

tell such a barefaced and stupendous lie ?

I have hunted with the same man many
times since then and I have never up to

the present time caught him telling the

truth as he told it to me in the "Island"

that morning.
This propensity of lying is not confined

to a locality, but is found wherever the

deer hunter is found. I was hunting
some two hundred and fifty miles from
the place referred to above, with a differ-

ent class of men and under entirely differ-

ent conditions, when a rather amusing
incident occured accompanied by the same
old lie. One of our men came in and
reported seeing a deer go into a small
piece of wood almost circular in form, not
far from our camp. The piece of wood
was bound on the north by the railway
track, on the east and west by open fields,

and on the south by a narrow strip of

open along a road between it and a heavy
bush of forest. We thought it a good
chance for some fun, so we proceeded to

surround the place while one man went
in and scared his deership out. I was
standing on a stump on the road in the

narrow opening opposite the man on the

railway track, while the others were scat-

tered around as it seemed good to them.
The little wood was not more than four

hundred yards across at any point, so we
could shout to each other as we pleased,

and it was not long before you might
have heard sounds like this— "There he
goes to the west—look out there"—"He
is going to the track—Bang— I missed
him,—look out there on the south—No,
he is gone west—L-o-o-k O-u-t—Bang

—

L-o-o-k O-u-t on the south," and sure

enough to the south he came on a jump
and yours truly missed him from the top

of that stump, three times at about seven-

ty-five yards distance, and he was safe

in the large bush.

The man on the west was the first to

come around to me and he wanted to

know why I had not killed the deer. I

did not know unless it was that I could

not but why had not he killed it ? Him !

why he had fired when the deer was seven-

teen hundred yards from him. Now
seventeen hundred yards would have plac-

ed the deer about thirteen hundred yards
out on the fields.on the opposite side of

the bush, but he stuck to that distance.

Now this was the first and only time I

ever heard a man use seventeen hundred
yards as his favorite lie, an odd number
you will notice—most of the men lie in

even numbers such S.s eight hundred, one
thousand, eighteen hundred and so on,

except for very close work when three

hundred is the favorite, but one man I

knew always used either four hundred or

two thousand.

I remember on one occasion going to

the trouble of showing him up just for

fun. He had fired at a deer while com-
ing in on the road, and we knew about
where he must have been at the time,

he missed, and when we asked him how
far he was from the creature, he said four

hundred yards. Now the road at this

place ran along a shelf of the hill, on the

one side the ground dropped sharp about
fifty yards from the track, and on the other

side it rose just as sharp 25 yards away.
When we came out in the evening and
when I thought we were about where he
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had fired the shot I asked him suddenly

if this was the spot and he said "Yes, I

stood right here." And where was the

deer? '"Right over there," pointing-- to

the edge of the slope. Then he tumbled
to it and his arm swept around in a half

circle looking for a direction in which
he could see more than fifty yards, but
he was too late. I went over and found
the tracks just where he had pointed first

;

he had missed the deer standing at forty

yards !

I could go on and give hundreds of

such instances, but I do not know that

they would be very interesting, but can
anyone explain this to me: It is easy
enough to say that it is done to minimize
defeat in a case where all wish to excel,

or to gain the maximum of credit in case
of success; but why will a man who is

truthful in all else, lie, and lie shamefully,

in this particular?

I have seen men go hunting for the first

time and tell the truth about the first

day's work, but they could not be called

hunters just then, and they always lied

the second day.

The Loss of a Moose.

An Adventure on the Ice.

BY EDWABD S. SHRAPNEL.

THE winter had just commenced in

the year 1861. The sleighing was
good, when several of my friends

proposed a week's fishing through the

ice at Lake Bon-homme, which is situated

some twelve or fourteen miles north of

the city of Quebec. Our party was soon
formed, among others a Lieut, of the

Sixtieth Rifles who possessed a good
horse and cutter ; so loading a couple ot

toboggans with the necessary provisions

we wTere soon on the road, and in a few
hours were comfortably established in a

log shanty that had heen erected near the

edge of the Lake. The weather turned

out very cold and rough, and our luck at

fishing was none of the best, so we agreed
to try a day or two's hunting, as quite a

lot of caribou tracks had been noticed.

Accordingly early the following morn-
ing we each took a differen{ direction and
started out. I followed one track nearly

all day before getting a shot ; the deer

started off badly wounded, as I could tell

by the blood tracks on the snow, and it

was nearly night when I came up to it

laying dead and already beginning to

freeze. Knowing I was a considerable

distance from the lake, I merely skinned
a hind quarter — stuck a stick with a

handkerchief tied to it in the snow to

keep the foxes and wolves off the rest of

the carcase, and started for the lake.

It had commenced snowing lightly early

in the evening, but before I had gone far

a regular blizzard had set in, and in the

gloom of the thick woods I could find no
traces of my own footsteps. I was be-

ginning to get very anxious as the cold

w7as intense and the prospect of having to

stay out all night anything but pleasant.

While stumbling along, I noticed a

snow covered figure on my right evidently

travelling in the same direction. I called

to him, and we were soon tramping side

by side conversing in the patois of the

habitants.

He was an old ' 'chasseur Canadian" or

hunter by profession ; he told me he was
heading for the Lake to take refuge in

the same shanty our party were staying

in. He seemed perfectly at home in the

woods, and by taking some short cuts we
soon struck the lake. In a short time we
were seated before a warm stove and
partaking of a good supper my compan-
ions had prepared.

That evening when pipes were lighted

and a brew of hot whiskey punch passed

around, he amused us with a number of

his past hunting exploits, one of which I

think well worth recording. I will relate

it as nearly as I can remember, although
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it was given to us with many gesticula-

tions, and in the French language.

Some years ago, my hunter friend said,

I and two others were on a hunt in the

neighborhood of the Montmorency River,

eight or ten miles above the big falls.

We were looking for caribou but they

were scarce and our luck so poor that we
determined to return to the city. When
the morning came however, the weather
was so fine compared with what we had
been experiencing for several days past,

that we agreed to hunt one day longer.

We started out together— I got upon
a fresh track and after several hours kil-

led a young deer and had just finished

reloading- my single barrel gun, when I

heard a shot some distance off. I did

not take much notice of it, but proceeded
to get the animal I had shot ready for

transportation to our camp, which was
not far from the river. I was intent upon
my occupation when I heard a loud crack-

ing noise approaching rapidly, and hast-

ily getting behind a good sized maple
tree I cocked my gun and waited.

Suddenly a huge bull moose appeared
heading directly towards me. He dashed
up at a lumbering trot, his eyes blazing

like red-hot coals, and only halting for a
few seconds to sniff at the carcase of the

animal I had killed, he broke away again
heading for the river.

1 raised my gun, but did not fire as I

had no confidence in buck shot for such
large game. As I stepped out of cover I

noticed from the amount of blood on the

tracks that he must be badly wounded,
and so concluded to follow him. Hastily
dropping a round ball on the top of the
shot in my gun, I started at a good pace
which I kept up for several miles. I felt

confident by the amount of blood stains

on the snow that he could not run much
farther, but then I knew the river must
be close at hand, He might reach it and
still have strength to cross, although I

was aware it was full of floating cakes of
ice as the frosts had been severe. Think-
ing of this I doubled my speed and leav-

ing the tracks that led into some thick
underbrush I headed straight through an
opening in the woods and reached the
river bank. Nothing was in sight and
all was silent except the roaring of some

rapids above the grinding of the ice

cakes as the current forced them along
a channel on the opposite side. I then
noticed that quite a wide surface was
stationary immediately below me, that is,

frozen to the bank, which in that locality

was very steep. I waited anxiously for

several minutes aud then decided to

search for the tracks again.

I had only gone a few steps, when a

loud snort made me start and glance
around. There, not twenty paces from
me was the huge brute, glaring with
devilish protruding eyes that made me
shudder. Instinct made me think of the

nearest tree; but just where I was, there

was none, at least not near enough for

me to reach, before he made his charge.

I raised my gun but hesistated, a ner-

vous trembling seized my limbs ; I felt

deathly cold, although I was perspiring

freely from my former exertions. I felt

I must do something, so I slowly retired

step by step, still facing the maddened
beast. At last the rush came

;
lowering

his head he plunged forward, at the same
instant I discharged my gun ; the smoke
blinded me for a few seconds but I jump-
ed to one side, when his tremendous im-

petus carried him over the bank ; he
landed on the ice with a crash that made
the surface crack and vibrate. There he

stood still eyeing me, rocking and stag-

gering like a drunken man, he was
evidently too weak to attempt swimming.
Hastily reloading I brought him to his

knees with a shot behind the fore-shoulder

in which position he remained some
seconds, and then rolled over with a

heavy thud. I gave a yell of exultation

and then getting down the bank sprang
on the ice. The noble brute was at his

last gasp, but he still eyed me with a

savage glare and struggled desperately

to rise but to no purpose. I ended his

misery with a knife.

Being so intent on admiring his great

bulk, I did not notice that the ice we
were on had parted from the bank. His
weight I supposed as he leaped upon it

loosened it, and my extra impetus when
I sprang had started it away from the

shore ; so there I was floating swiftly

down the river.

I thought nothing of this at first, as I
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supposed it would be an easy matter to

Sfet on shore when I wanted to do so but

I found myself mistaken. At first I en-

deavored to arrest the progress of the ice

by catching- at over-hanging branches of

trees and thus staying our progress down
the river until my friends appeared and
gave me their help ; but the force of the

current rendered the efforts useless.

The time passed : already I knew I

was some miles below our camp, and the

force of the water was increasing and
the- river widening perceptibly, I now
began to give up all hopes of securing

the moose. I knew my friends would
follow its tracks to the river, but would
they guess my predicament ? Hardly, I

thought
;
they would conclude the animal

had crossed, and by some means I had
done so also.

Now a thrill of horror seized me.
What if I could not reach the bank ; and
the big falls were not so far away ! I

could not swim, otherwise the matter
could be easily settled. In vain I moved
from side to side of the ice, and desper-

ately tried to guide the floating mass, by
using the stock of my gun as a paddle.

I could not alter its course, or make any
perceptible difference in direction.

I was still whirled along ; often I tried

to reach at boughs that projected or logs

that jutted out from the banks, but they

were always a little too far from me and
I was swept past. Added to this was
the ghastly certainty that every instant

I was approaching nearer to the falls. I

yelled until I was hoarse, in the hope
that my friends might hear me ; all how-
ever appeared useless as there was no
response.

A couple of hours must have passed
and I felt certain we were nearing the

natural steps. The falls I knew were
only a short distance farther on. I could
already hear the muffled thunder that was
growing louder each instant ; faster and
faster whirled the current, now spotted
with huge flakes of foam. I was giving
way to a wild despair. The sins of my
whole life reviewed themselves before

my mind. I grew desperate. Go over
the falls alive, I would not ! I would
have one desperate trial at a long
jump ! So, hastily taking off my powder
horn, shot pouch and coat, and throwing
everything heavy on the ice, I stood
ready. I knew the ledges on the right

bank of the river at the natural steps

gradually shelved into the water.

If I sprang from the nearest point on
the ice as it passed I might be able to

reach bottom at that point. I had not

long to wait. As the ice was swept past

I watched my opportunity and taking a

short run jumped for all I was worth.

I failed to reach the rocks by some
feet and sank into the ice cold water, but

as the current seized me I felt my feet

touch bottom. Throwing myself forward
I had little difficulty in scrambling out,

when I sank almost exhausted, giving a

forlorn glance at the noble carcase of

the moose, as it was disappearing around
the corner of the rocks.

I made my way up the bank until I

reached a trail that I knew led up the

river. I almost ran the whole distance

back to our camp, where I found my
friends in anxious debate as to my where-
abouts.

The next day on our return to the city

we met a habitant, who mentioned having
seen the moose on a cake of ice go over

the falls the previous afternoon.



My First Christmas in the Canadian Rockies.

BY JOHN ARTHUR HOPE.

COME boys; hustle out of them
blankets; the Siwashes have fin-

ished packing the cayuses; and

—

breakfast—is—ready!"—the last four

words being- accompanied by lusty

thumps on our door. ''All right, land-

lord, break the door down, it's not

ours!"

We were not long in getting in-

side our clothes and outside our good
breakfasts, ready for our seventy-five

mile trip. We were at old Fort Hope on

the Frazer River, where Dave Sawyer
and I had arrived three days previously

with a party of British sportsmen after

a six-weeks' successful hunting trip vin

the Similkameen country. Our patrons

—with whom I had come out from Great

Britain—had boarded an east bound train

% for home, while Dave and I were now on

our way back to the South Fork of the

Similkameen River, for a winter's trap-

ping, having noticed plenty of signs of

fur while hunting on that river and its

tributaries. The two Indians who were
packing our outfit over had acted as

guides to the sportsmen, and were going
back with their squaws and supplies to

their Reserve for the winter.

It was the first week in November.
Some snow had already fallen, and the

Indians had warned us that a heavy fall

might come at any moment and block

the Pass Over the Frazer River range. It

therefore behoved us to get a move on,

as it would take two days to reach the

Pass.

On the morning of the second day
seven caribou came down the mountain
side and over the trail, stopping in as-

tonishment for one brief moment to gaze
at our camp, and then bounding away
over the creek and up the opposite side.

The Indians, wanting fresh meat, fired at

them without result. I was only a short
time from Australia, where I had earned
my living for years knocking over jump-
ing kangaroo, and I found no difficulty in

picking off one of the caribou. I have
noticed that while the aboriginal natives
of all countries in which I have hunted
can find game at all seasons of the year,

and trail it down with unerring instinct

—

their training from childhood develops
these powers in them—they all lack the

knowledge and judgment necessary to

bring the game down with the white
man's rifle-—a weapon of which they
never become really master, although
past masters in the use of their own
weapons.
The Indians cut out the hauncbes only,

leaving the saddle and shoulders. This
we could not allow and made our own
disposal of the meat. In the evening
we reached the Pass. The cayuses

floundered about in three feet of snow,
working their packs loose in their frantic

efforts to get through. This Pass in

winter is closed to all travel except by
men on snow shoes, as the blazes on the

pines, forty feet above the ground, indi-

cated. Even then few care to face the

cutting blasts that sweep through it,

curling the snow into great drifts of un-

known depth. That night we pitched

camp beside a ravine, a couple of miles

down on the south side. We were now
on the edge of a magnificent game coun-

try, the big game including sheep, deer

and bear.

Deer trails crossed and re-crossed each
other in every direction on the six inches

or so of snow, while every few hundred
feet found us examining the tracks of

various animals—here a wolverine, coy-

ote or fisher;there a wolf, lynx or marten,

Dave naming each one. Presently we
came to a track about the size of a tea

plate which brought us to a full stop.

"I should like to see the animal that

made that track!" I remarked, deeply in-

terested. "Cougar make him; no see

him," replied one of the Indians, shaking
his head, "you hear him, maybe!" and so

I did.

Dave and I helped the squaws to fix

up the tent, cut wood, and make a corral

for the cayuses. As we had only one

tent we all slept in a bunch like a covey

of partridge. The mournful howling of

the wolves kept me awake the fore part

of the night. It seemed to me that I

had barely fallen asleep when a nerve
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pulled to get the

rifle free, the

more the squaw
snored, till Dave
rolled her up on

the next sleeper

clear of it. I

could hear him
smothering his

laughter as I

crawled out un-

der the tent, for

it was too dark

to find the front.

Raking the
embers of the

fire together I

lit my pipe and
waited for the

next unearthly

screech. The
cayuses in the

corral close by
about

—as though caused by
brought me to my feet

shattering scream-

a woman in pain-
wide awake.
One of the Indians pulled me down:

"Only cougar; you go 'sleep." I lay

down again, but not to sleep; that scream
got on my nerves, the sounds being en-

tirely different from those made by any
animal I had known up to that time.

The rest snored steadily and I tried to do
the same, when again that horrible shriek

split the air, not further as it seemed to

me than a couple of hundred yards away.
Then I got angry, more especially as no
one else took the slightest notice, and
again got up with the idea of investigat-

ing the source of that noise for myself.

"Where are you going?" whispered
Dave, laying his hand upon me as I

crawled over him, "Going? Why I

was going to sleep till that shrieking she

devil outside started— .

" "Pshaw!" he
replied, "it's only a—." "He devil !" I

"suppose," interrupting him, "wait till I

find my rifle and I'll have your — . Con-
found it Dave, I added, stopping short,

"if one of them copper faced images
isn't on it I'll eat my hat!" The more I

snort-

every

Pres-

CANADIAN CAMP tramped
uneasily,

ing at

screech of their worst enemy,
ently the shriek came again from across

the ravine, some six hundred feet wide.

Aiming as near as possible at the point

from which the sound came, I emptied a

twelve-shot magazine rifle in record time

at and around that point. The bright

flashes lit up the dark pines, while the

reports echoed and re-echoed like distant

thunder amongst mountains and valleys.

Dave got out of the tent somehow, and
wanted to know if I had
uses. "No, only shifted

the squaws!"
unexcitable images

shot

the

the cay-

your he-devil;

I could hear

laugh at this

speech for they never came out of the

tent. "Bah!"' laughed Dave, "I'll bet

that cougar won't stop this side of the

State of Washington!" Nevertheless, as

after events proved, my pard was wrong.
At daylight I crossed over the ravine

and picked up the cougar's trail. He
had come down the stream. Every im-

pression of the great feet showed clearly,

even to the * toenails, on the soft snow.
Here he had walked under a small branch

without knocking the snow off it. Fur-

ther on he had made a long spring dig-
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g"ing up the earth from under the snow
and scattering it over its white surface.

From the direction of the Camp he must
have been about here when I fired at him.

All around the snow was sprinkled with

rotten wood and dry bark, caused by a

bullet striking a dead pine low down
proving that I was right in my theory.

A little further showed where he had fal-

len and rolled over, going away in long

springs. What had rolled him over?

Not fright certainly. Then I must bave
hit him! Less than one hundred yards

decided that point. There was blood on
the snow. For about a quarter of a

mile he kept up a steady lope, bleeding

freely; then he came to a trot, ceasing to

bleed at the end of a mile, and walking
very slowly. Judging by the amount of

blood lost I knew he would not be far

away. I went forward very cautiously

for I knew that I might be face to face

any moment with an animal I had read

about but never seen—a wounded animal
of the cat tribe, always dangerous when
brought to bay. Although I knew the

strength of the cougar must be nearly

spent from the amount of blood lost I

relaxed none of my caution.

The trail ended in the bottom of a nar-

row ravine full of willow. A walk round
the patch told me he was still in it.

Should I go back for Dave, or go in and
finish him? I decided on the latter

course, as he might be dead already.

Besides I might never have the chance to

kill another cougar; neither have I so

far. Foot by foot I worked slowly for-

ward. When near the center my eyes
rested on a yellow spot; a little further

and the spot of yellow moved emitting a
hissing snarl. Then I had a good view
of a long, low, lithe, yellow haired ani-

mal with large fierce eyes, which blazed
with a peculiar lurid light as she glared
at me through the willows, making a
good mark for the bullet which I lost no
time in sending between them, and then
swiftly backing away until her dying
struggles ceased. As soon as all was
over I made the woods ring with a joy-
ous shout, and away to Camp for Dave
to help me skin her, for it was a female
of large size. The bullet had caught her
just behind the last rib passing diagon-

*Ashnolias Mountains, a celebrated place

ally through her body.

Dave stared when I told him the cou-
gar was dead, but the Indians showed no
surprise—why should they at a lucky
shot made in the dark? After breakfast

we skinned the cougar and broke Camp,
arriving at the South Fork that evening
and took possession of an old miner's

cabin on Whipsaw Creek, built some
years before, which we fixed up for our
winter quarters.

The next move was a trip to Granite
Creek, a small mining Camp twenty-two
miles up the North Fork called the

"Tulanseem," for provisions. On this

trip we came across a sight I never wish
to see again—the rotting carcases of

hundreds of deer slaughtered tor their

skins, or in pure wantonness! The
weather not being as yet very cold in the

valleys our nostrils were filled with the

smell of decomposed meat! Mile after

mile, across the bench lands, between the

South and North Forks, we scouted
round for the Camp of the rascals who
were responsible for this dirty work.
We found a tent on a small creek, the

man's tracks at the tent being the same
as the one's seen at the dead deer. No
one was in camp but on the trees around
it hung- deer skins by the dozen, some
dry and some quite fresh, while the men's
beds in the tent, two in number, were
made of dried skins two feet deep.

"Why the dirty scoundrels!" said Dave,
"all these deer have been killed within

the last seven weeks. If you remember
we passed through here with the sports-

men on our way to the Ashnolias* for

sheep!" "So we did," I replied, "but
where are the men who look after the

game here?" Dave made no response
for a minute, Then he said, "Let's hit

out for Granite Creek, tell the Sheriff, and
catch the rascally couple red-handed!"

It was nearly ten o'clock and moon-
light when we struck that miniature

camp. In less than thirty minutes the

Sheriff, with half a dozen angry miners,

guided by Dave and the writer, took the

back trail, Dave and I having made a
hasty meal while the men were assemb-
ling. When near the tent we separated

in order to surround it. Cantiously the

Sheriff advanced until he was at the tent

for sheep.
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door, threw back the flaps and called on
the inmates to surrender. As there was
no answer he went inside the tent and
struck a match. "By St. Patrick, the

scoundrels are gone boys!" shouted the

amazed Irish Sheriff. "How the blazes

did they know we were after them?" he
inquired staring- hard at Dave. "We
never saw them at all," replied Dave
taken by surprise. "But they probably
saw our tracks when they came back to

the tent Dave," I reminded him, "and if

they arrived shortly after we were here

they have fully eight hours' start!" "I

don't care a continental if they have six-

teen hours' start; I'll take their trail at

daylight!" shouted the angry and disap-

pointed Sheriff. "Sartin we will!"

chimed in the rest. "Get a pine knot
and let's count the skins, boys," A
splinter of pine was found and the skins

counted. There were four hundred and
ten! A volley of oaths greeted the an-

nouncement, together with a few re-

marks on how to shoot running animals
with two legs.

We all made a good breakfast of some
deer meat and other food we found in

the tent, while the fine quality of boots,

underwear etc., showed the class of men
who were responsible for this slaughter.

At daylight the trail was soon picked up
and steadily followed towards the inter-

national boundary line. Here the Sheriff

called a halt. The villians had had too
long a start, and further pursuit was use-

less. Dave cursed himself for a fool,

and I followed suit. Like many other
people we were wise after the event, and
now saw that our plan of action should
have been to ambush the rascals as they
returned to their camp, and made them
both prisoners.

About two miles below our camp on
the South Fork was a ranch owned by a
white man who had married a squaw.
One morning she came up to the camp to

ask us to go down to the ranch as a pack
of coyotes had surrounded her sow
which had a litter of young ones and
was in a swamp on the river's bank.
We went at once and got near enough to

see a very interesting sight. About
twenty coyotes were sitting on their

haunches in a ring round the piggies.

First one and then another would sneak

in towards a piggy that had ventured too
far away from its mother to root in a
nice slushy place. The sow, with fierce

grunts and lowered head, would drive it

back to the ring again, to lick its chops
and stare at the splendid feast "so near
and yet so far!" Presently a young one
wandered a little too far and was instant-

ly pounced upon by two coyotes! A
wild melee ensued! The little pig
squealed with fright, while the mother
grunted and shrieked as she rushed to

the rescue, making the slushy mud fly]

To make confusion worse confounded the

squaw screamed at us to save her piggy!
We were obliged to stop our laughing
and close the show by turning our rifles

on the coyotes, and speedily driving

away those we did not kill. A good
bounty should be placed upon these ani-

mals.

The first week in December Jack Frost

laid a firm grip on Mother Earth twisting

the river out of its course, and playing

other pranks! Ice forming under the

running water forced the river out of its

bed. Then came a heavy fall of snow
and winter had set in. Shortly after

the weather had turned cold I shot a

spiked buck in a small ravine, and left

the head and entrails lying on the snow.
Next morning I paid them a return visit

to see if the wolves or coyotes had been

near them. I found that the coyotes had
certainly found them as a ring made in

the snow proved, but evidently they had
not gone near or touched them. Putting

some strychnine on the entrails and in

the brain of the deer's head, I kicked the

snow over the whole until I had covered

them up. Six dead coyotes was the re-

sult! I had placed just sufficient stryctw

nine in the deer's brain to kill one. A
coyote had got the head between his

fore paws and lay down to suck out the

brain. He was still holding the head
between his paws when I found him
frozen stiff. Wolves are still more sus-

picious, and only approach anything left

uncovered by man with the greatest pos-

sible caution. Perhaps a short digres-

sion on wolf poisoning may not be out of

place. The best way to poison wolves is

to take a piece of raw meat, three inches

square,- half roast it, and put on as" much
strychnine as a ten cent piece will hold
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while the meat is hot. A "deadhead"
sticking up through the ice on a lake or

river is a good place to put the bait.

Use gloves while handling it, and cover

with snow when placed. The wolf will

paw it out, swallow it at one gulp, and
if the proper amount of strychnine is

used will he found dead within five hun-

dred feet of the "deadhead." Very few
know how to use this deadly drug. I

have had doctors ask me how much I

used to kill a dog—they either used too

much or too little. If the former, the

animal will vomit and be no worse; if

the latter the animal will weaken for a

time and its hide become minus a good
deal of hair. Further if placed inside

the meat the animal will travel for miles

before dropping. If placed on the out-

side of a carcase—a very usual and
wasteful proceeding—the animal will

taste the strychnine, which is very bitter,

before eating enough to kill. I once
saw a paragraph in a sporting magazine
to the effect that "grey and black
wolves never travelled or hunted to-

gether." This statement is incorrect as
my own experiences have proved. I

once placed two baits of the kind I have
described on each side of a "deadhead"
on a lake, Two days afterwards I found
one grey and one black wolf lying dead
within fifty feet of each other and within
one hundred yards of the "deadhead."
They must have been travelling together
for each to get a piece, as the stomachs
when cut open showed that they did.

To return to my narrative. Just be-
fore leaving for a winter's work in the
mines, the husband of the aforesaid
squaw asked us to kill a deer for his

wife when she might want one, Now
we shot and gave her two in ten days
when she asked for a third which we al-

so procured for her. Wondering for
what reason she could want so much
deer meat we kept a close watch on her
cabin and discovered that she was feed-
ing her pigs on them. "Shades of the
coyotes! Feeding dirty swine on clean
venison! Ugh!"
"Look here, Jack," exclaimed Dave

after a pause, "the day after tomorrow
is Christmas Day, and I'm going to cook
the finest dinner ever seen in these moun-
tains—mince pies, plum pudding and

roast beef—no venison I mean!"
"Young pig," I suggested, fed on ven-

ison!"

"Right, I'll do it, if you'll start right

away for Granite Creek for currants,

raisins and lemon peel, and get back to-

morrow night!"

"Agreed; but mind and g'et the pig to-

night for the squaw might have some' of

her copper faced friends round tomorrow
for a "potlach!" I reminded him.

"Put on your moccasins and get a
move on; you have nearly fifty miles to

make by tomorrow night. I have the

traps to look at, venison to get, to say

nothing about murdering that pig!"

"Don't count yOur chickens before

they're hatched, Dave—you've to steal it

first!"

With this parting shot I struck for the

door followed by a rubber boot. At
Granite Creek I procured my supplies and
the mail, and packed them in a neat par-

cel. Next morning I strapped this par-

cel on my back and hit the trail shortly

after daybreak. It was a bright, frosty

morning when I left, but about mid-day
the atmosphere became oppressive, the

sky darkened, and great flakes of snow
commenced to fall. True Christmas
weather! By two o'clock the trail—-only

a temporary one made by ourselves, and
unblazed—was blotted out. This made
no difference to me except that without
snowshoes the walking became hard.

Our cabin lay southwest on Whipsaw
Creek, and bearing away south I struck

the South Fork as night closed in, two
miles below the squaw's ranch. In cross-

ing a small creek I broke through the ice,

wetting three of my toes on my left foot.

Paying no attention to this I struck up
river for the ranch from which there was
a blazed trail to our cabin. As I was
ploughing my way along a bench some
twenty feet above the river, I was won-
dering how the squaw would receive me
in case Dave had got the pig, when the

earth or rather the snow seemed to open
beneath me, and I plunged head first into

a hole!

Tired and out of breath I lay quiet for

a minute or two thinking I had just

fallen into an old flume used for hydraulic

gold mining. At length getting on my
feet I pulled down the snow sticking to
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the sides in order to find which way the

flume ran. Imagine my surprise when
my hands struck nothing but hard gravel

on every side of the hole. I soon knew
that I had fallen into a prospector's hole,

a good twelve feet deep and some five

feet wide. All the snow and gravel that

were loose I pulled down with frantic

energy, but only succeeded in raising

myself two feet from the bottom. I had
still some ten feet to negotiate, and this

spelled prisoner unless it snowed hard all

night! Instead of continuing to snow
the stars came out and it froze hard. To
make matters worse my left foot pained
me. Pulling off my moccassin I found
that my three biggest toes were as hard
as wood and frozen to the stocking.

Nice kettle o' fish, certainly— a prisoner

and my foot frozen—on Christmas
morning too!

Dave would come and look for me un-

doubtedly. I was however off" the trail.

If he could find and keep it nearly half

way back to Granite Creek, and notice

where I had left it when I struck south,

provided the snow had not blotted out
my tracks, there was a chance of an
early rescue. If not—well there was
Mick McQuaid's maxim, "Never bid the

D— good morrow till you meet him!"
Dave'll be getting his breakfast ready
about now, I thought, and then he'll set

about to cook the finest dinner—no he
won't though, I've some of it here, and I

proceeded to open my pack and make
my breakfast off" raisins, currants, lemon
peel and other rubbish of no account to

a half frozen hungry prisoner!

Presently my eye caught sight of a
letter amongst the others in the pack.and
I opened and read it. This is the finish-

ing sentence: "Oh, how I should like to

be out there with you to help eat the fin-

est dinner you'll have on Christmas Day,
consisting as I am sure it will of all

kinds of wild game, lovely trout, etc.,

etc.!" It is not hard to discover the sex
of the writer. How different was the

reality from her imagination! If she had
known I was in a twelve foot hole with

no doors and thirty degrees of frost, and
had nothing better to eat than raisins,

currants and lemon peel, she would not

have been so anxious to share my meal.
If she had known of the roast sucking

pig—-in prospective—she might have
thought less of our wild game!
Noon passed and no one came. I had

shouted myself hoarse and no one heard,

and I had given it up as I became ex-

hausted, and learned that I was serving
no good purpose. Slowly the hours
dragged by. Gradually my prison be-

came dark once more, and it looked as

if I would have to pass Christmas night

in that cold hole! "Why the D— hadn't

Dave—".
"Hello! Jack, are you down there?"

"Dave, old fellow, I'm glad to see

you!" I shouted in my delight. "Help
me out, and let me talk afterwards!"

"How in thunder did you get in there?

Are you hurt?" he asked anxiously.

"Fell in like a tenderfoot! No, I'm

not hurt, only half frozen!"

"Take your belt off, and the straps off

the pack, and with mine I'll have enough
to pull you up."
"How did you find me, Dave?" I en-

quired as I limped along beside him after

being drawn from the hole.

"Why I started off about midday for

Granite Creek and found what looked

like your tracks where you left the trail

and pulled up at that darned prospectors'

hole!"

"What about the pig? Did you get

it?"

"Oh, it's at the cabin all right; but

what about the fruit?" stopping short.

"It's in that confounded hole—what's

left of it!> Say, Dave, I don't want any

pudding, never want to see or hear

—

"How about roast pig"—glancing

towards the ranch which we were just

passing, "and minced venison! Oh,
we'll have our Christmas dinner to-night

after all!"

The nearer we got to the cabin the

more painful my foot became owing to

the exertion and difficulty of walking in

the deep snow in the dark. Arrived at

the cabin, Dave brought a huge snow-
ball.

"Get that mocassin off, and rub your

foot with that until it gets soft and warm,
and I'll make a fire and warm up the

dinner!"

I rubbed the snow well in' till my arms
ached, and still the foot remained as cold

and stiff as a piece of ice which it really
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was. Looking- at the roaring fire of pine

logs in the stove I thought that was the

place to thaw it out—why hadn't I

thought of it before? In a moment I was
toasting my frozen foot at the fire—to re-

gret it a moment later, for the pain made
me cry out pretty sharp.

' 'Well, of all the darned—" began
Dave staring at me as I jumped round
the cabin on one leg, "to stick a frozen

foot up to a fire; sit down here you mad
man till I let the water out!"

I certainly was a mad man; great bags
of water hung down from three of my
toes, while a still larger one hung from
the sole. These Dave cut open, letting

the water out, when the pain became still

more excruciating. Having no salve of
any kind to put on it, Dave bound a

cloth round my foot remarking as he did

so "that a frost bite is a mighty bad
thing to heal if once allowed near the

fire!" This was a truthful remark as I

found to my cost, in fact had not the

squaw some weeks later come to my res-

cue with starch and bear grease it is

difficult to say whether my foot would
have got well or rotted off—a kindness
on her part which by the way we did not
deserve.

"What about that finest dinner ever

cooked in these mountains Dave? You
forget I'm nearly starved!"

"Nearly starved!" in feigned surprise.

"What after getting outside euough fruit

to keep a whole family in mince pies and
plum pudding for a month—in a hole by
yourself too, you greedy scamp!"
"Hangyouand your fruit; I'm in ho

humor to be lectured—produce that pig!"
"Of course I'll produce it—laughing

—

for I kept my part of the contract, and
more. Look here! What do you think
of this for a midnight Christmas dinner?"

Lifting the cover off a Dutch oven
Dave disclosed to view the half of a
young porker surrounded with potatoes
and onions, all baked to a beautiful
brown. The fine appearance made me

forget all about prospectors' holes and
frozen feet

!

"Let me at that oven for ten minutes,
Dave, like— .

"

"Pshaw! that's nothing! Look at

this you hungry dog!"
From a cloth on the log table came a

big mince pie made of real venison

—

none of your civilized venison, with
raisins, apples and lemon peel put into it.

Knowing that there had been none of the

three latter ingredients in the cabin I

stared at Dave pretty hard for an explan-

ation! It soon came along.

"Why when I took the "loan" of

piggie on Christmas Eve as agreed

—

with a meaning laugh— I left the door of

the pig pen open, thinking they would
all go out after I got mine. The little

brute kicked up such a row that I had to

keep a close grip on its throat till I got a
piece away from the ranch! Then I let

it squeal for all it was worth to make the

squaw believe the wolves had it! Of
course she came up early next morning
to know if I had seen her venison raised

pig. I went down to the ranch swearing
all the way that she must have left the

pen door open, and the wolves had made
a meal of it! She wouldn't be a Siwash
to believe such humbug. 'Where were
the wolf tracks?' Of course there were
none, and she sneered in my face and
called me a thief."

" 'Loaned' pork raised on venison is

good Dave; try another piece! But how
about the fruit?"

"I'm coming* to that. Well, I went
into her cabin and while she was calling

me names I noticed some dried fruit upon
a shelf. For fully twenty minutes that

copper faced old fraud abused me in all

kinds of languages. Tired at last she

went outside for something. That was
my chance to "loan" some fruit for mince
pies. Lucky I got the chance too—with
another meaning smile—or we would
have had a mighty poor Christmas
dinner!"

1



Lady Explorers On The Trail.

Through the Pipestone Pass to the Saskatchewan River.

BY MISS TUZO.

0
TWO SENTINELS.

|HE Northland * 'calls" very loudly and
clearly in the Rocky Mountains tor far

away, north of the Canadian Pacific

Railway line, lie the giant mountains of

the range, and the mighty river Saskat-
chewan is there—a magnet for the ad-

venturous.

Five enthusiastic women fell victims to

the call in the late summer of the present

year, and the result was that they de-

cided to go and see the great river, in its

rocky fastness, for themselves.

The platform at Laggan station was a

strange sight on the morning arranged
for the start. The packs were to be

made up there, and a wild tangle of

tents, food, saddlery, and excited ex-

plorers covered the ground. Ere long

however all disorder had disappeared and
in place of the previous conglomeration
of many things was a picturesque train of

five pack and seven saddle horses, For
a short time these animals were just

horses, but not many hours elapsed be-

fore their personali-

ties asserted them-
selves. There was
Ena the adorable, a
good trail finder,

whose beauty was
marred by a pink nose
which got horribly sun-

burnt! Eagle,
Queenie, Grasshopper,
and Charlie were
there, with Gravy, best

of all cayuses. These
were saddle horses

though, and it was the

packs who gave the

most concern. They
were a fine old bunch;
Pinto known to fame,

and Haggie, who had
his own opinion on
most subjects—Tom-
mie; and Paddy, and
Piebald. All these

knew their way; they

trusted to take the accus-

led

a river in flood.

The whole pack wound over the rail-

way line, north towards the Pipestone
Valley, and as the little group of trav-

elers lost sight ot Laggan they knew
that for many a long day no sound from
the outer world could reach them. The
trail led through miles of burnt timber, a
regular see-saw of log jumping, and then

through forests by the side of the Pipe-

stone River till the open valley was
reached. Here and there • magnificent

views of the Laggan Mountains—Tem-
ple, Victoria, Lefroi, etc., were seen, and
all around were great rocky peaks.

Camp was made in a little bunch of

pine trees, and the whole party turned in

to do the many little camping jobs. The
two guides put up. the tents and cut pine

boughs for the luxurious' beds, while

others engaged in the fine art of cooking.

Soon a shout went up, "Supper is

could be

tomed route even though it through
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ready!" Speedily thefparty

gathered round a pack-mantle

laid with simple iron enamel

ware. Then the cooks brought

up their fry-pans filled with

steaming- bacon, tomatoes and
onions. Coffee in a "billy"

and even jam were there.

When all was cleaned and put

away the little party gathered

round a great fire of logs.
4 .'What shall we name the

Camp?" was one of the ques-

tions put at an early stage of

the evening's proceedings.

"Sick Horse Camp," was an-

swered, and one told the tragic

story of the previous fall when
a pack of over fifty horses

went by the Pipestone only to

meet a terrific blizzard. The
wretched animals unable to get

food were gently urged back,

but many died by the way.
This spot began the list of

places made memorable by the

loss of well known animals.

Next day the "drive" led

by open "bottoms" around the

bends of the Pipestone. Suddenly Pinto

knelt down as though to drink, but alas!

in an instant he was swimming, pack and
all; through a deep hole in the river.

Nor was this the worst; before they could

be caught two others had followed* It

was not much consolation that Tommie
got a ducking and was very mournful for

some time.

The remaining horses were seized and
led, while the truants were collected from
mid-river. All the party had many fords

to cross that day only they did not as a
rule choose the deep spots in which to

make them! Camp was made in another
pretty bunch of trees and just in time
too, for immediately things were snug
down came the rain and it proved hard
work for the campers to persuade them-
selves that they were having a "real good
time!" It proved necessary to lay over
for a day on account of the weather.
Every little discomfort however was soon
forgotten in the glorious days that fol-

lowed, for now the trail led over the
Pipestone summit, where a height of
eight thousand feet was passed. Such

IN THE LAND OF ICE AND SNOW, PIPESTONE SUMMIT.

fields of flowers, a blaze of castillieais,

arnica and exigeron, with masses of

aquilegia, heath and saxifrages, while on
either side were fine mountains and gla-

ciers still unnamed and still untrod by
man. On the right a curious waterfall

was passed which came over sloping

rocks and spread in an unusual manner.
Many were the smaller falls, and lakes

also were plentiful.

The Pipestone summit itself had been
but lately passed by some large caribou,

and their trail was still fresh all along
the track. The views were magnificent,

the great mountains just behind, and the

exquisite Siffleur Valley spreading before

the eager eyes of the party. The Siffleur

River was followed from its beginning in

dainty little springs, till as a large tribu-

tary it ran into the Saskatchewan. Two
camps were made on its bank, and it is

said to relate that the glories of the scen-

ery were not the only absorbing topics in

camp. No, at "Rice Camp" that excel-

lent grain gave a lot of worry! No less

than seven recipes were produced for

boiling it with the best results, and in
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A HALT ON THE KOOTENAY PLAINS.

the end a squashy mass was served

which caused much lamentation. One
member of the party tried to eat it dis-

guised with apple sauce and pickles but

it was hard work even thus to dispose of

her share, and all voted it an economical

dish,—it went so far!

On the sixth day out the trip was
much varied by several fords of the Sif-

fleur, now quite a large river and running

very high. These were all safely crossed

and before long the party emerged on to

the high benches, from which could be

seen the mighty river—the first goal of

the expedition. Here the Saskatchewan
winds its way swiftly through the undu-
lating Kootenay Plains. These plains

were named long ago by some explorers

on their way to the distant Kootenay
land. During the time of the railway

exploration they were a well known head-

quarters for explorers, but now the dis-

trict is chiefly frequented by the Stoney
Indians from Morley, who winter their

horses upon them. Some white men too

are there, and hordes of beautiful horses

owned by them roam on the wide fields.

As the small band wound its way
along the narrow trail on a steep bench,

suddenly one of the members called out,

"What is that?" All eyes were turned

in the direction indicated and some ani-

mal was seen galloping in the distance.

"Yes. What was it? A horse? A
wolf? No, a huge black bear." One of

the party hastened in pursuit, and the

result was that in a few seconds a scared

bear was rushing madly towards the

pack train. A howl went up and frantic

endeavors were successfully made to at-

tract Bruin's attention! Fortunately he
changed his course before the horses got
wind of him. He was a superb animal
with a coat of the glossiest black.

A halt was called at the banks of the

river and the tents soon put up. Scarce-
ly any fire could be had for the wind was
raging and the bunch grass was as dry
as tinder. The valley richly deserves its

name of "Kadoona Tinda"—the valley

of the winds, for it blows vigorously there
nearly all the time. Next morning shots
were fired till an answering report from
across the river showed that the attention

of the one inhabitant had been gained.

Soon he was paddling across in a frail

canoe, a tiny craft in which to risk the

dangers of the river—historic too, for in

it the one voyage from the Plains to Ed-
monton was made.
The fears of the party as to crossing

the Saskatchewan were shown by the

lonely dweller in Kadoona to be well

founded. It would have been madness to

have made the attempt to swim the swol-

len Saskatchewan, and the party had
perforce to be content to gaze on the Far
North Countree, without being able to

tread on its ground. It had been on the

programme, if the river could have been
crossed, to push forward to the north and
attempt the task of reaching Wilcox
Pass, in which case the members of our
party would have been the first white
women to have reached that point. We
gazed on the promised land but could not

enter therein, and having come so far on
the journey the disappointment was great.

In the spirit of true explorers we bore up
and made the best of the situation.

With the assistance of the solitary settler

a less windy spot was found for a resi-

dence and here several days were spent.

By way of compensation for the curtailed

journey glorious rides were taken up the

surrounding valleys. Stray mementoes
of the Indian occupation were picked up
—a papoose saddle and a tiny bonnet;

while here and there were their huts and
the curious wicker frames over which the

Indians spread blankets in order to have
a species of Turkish bath. Inside these

covered frames they crawl, ancj water is-

poured on a pile of heated stones, thus
raising clouds of steam.
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It may sound strange to hear that we
gave a party in those remote regions, but

nevertheless it was done. One evening

the leader of the band galloped home in

haste. * 'Girls, we must hustle! Three
visitors to dinner to-night !" True
enough another camp had come in from
the north—scientists on business bent.

Such a scrimmage as we had, but despite

all difficulties we prepared a really nice

dinner as perhaps readers will agree if

they will read the following menu:—bean
soup, creamed beat, fried tomatoes, apri-

cots and rice, with hot bannocks and
cakes. All was ready in good time, and
the cooks had even tidied themselves be-

fore the guests appeared ! The guests
apparently enjoyed their dinner and we
had a most pleasant evening with them.

These Kootenay Plains by their name
give an idea of level stretches of country,

but that is no true impression—-the benches
are high and undulating with only now
and then a bit of level country. AH
round are mountains, real rocky moun-
tains, whose formation is intensely inter-

esting to the geologist, the names and
varying angles of the strata show such
immense pressure and strain. The sedi-

mentary rocks, ot which the ranges are

formed are dyed by iron ores and other
minerals giving them an immense variety

of colors and shades of color. Sunset in

this region is glorious beyond all words,
and when to these natural colors are add-
ed the exquisite views of the setting sun,

and all the heights are suffused with gold,

which swiftly changes to mauve and
purple, or again to the pink of an Alpen
glow, the sights are most wondrous and
beautiful.

The days of rest and splendid food were
excellent for the horses, but alas their

pleasure and comfort was much marred
by the flies, and the poor beasts would
hang around to have bacon grease rubbed
on their chests, or any citronelia that
could be spared.

Since no ford could be made of the
Saskatchewan, the return journey had to

be taken by the south bank along a dis-

used trail. The first day's drive round
by the banks of the river gave constantly
changing views; the river would break
into many channels with islands and bars,

or join again into one swift stream.

INDIAN BATH HOUSE. KOOTENAY PLAINS.

Such an evil snake like river ! It glided

by with scarce a ripple and no sound,

and yet so rapidly ! Soon Mt. Wilson
and its splendid glacier came into view,

and ere long the first cliffs of Mt. Murch-
ison till on the second day out, camp
was made at the mouth of Bear Creek,

now known as Mistaya Creek.

Here indeed was a spot worth many
days of trailing to see. Mt. Forbes, Mt.

Lyell, and the Freshfield Glacier were in

full sight; the North and Middle Forks of

the Saskatchewan ran in a little to the

East, while Mt. Wilson and Mt. Murch-
ison guarded the banks of the river.

What a paradise for the mountaineer!
What peaks to conquer ! Wh'at a promise
of endless views of the heights of the

Rockies, so little known as yet !

The homeward trail lay along the Mis-

taya River; such a trail in and out, it

EIGHT THOUSAND FEET HIGH. ON THE
PIPESTONE PASS.
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WE LEND A HAND IN CAMP.

wound over bog's and through muskeg",

and often there had to be a halt while

the foremost of the party took out his

axe and literally hewed a way ! Here
and there we passed tiny cabins which
are used in the winter by trappers, and
one of these we found to be well inhabit-

ed—not by its owner but by several fine

porcupines who were annoyed by visitors,

and tried to explain that they were not

at home by getting- into the roof

!

Camp was made for the night by the

first Wildfowl Lake. Even in this land

of wonderful lakes, Wildfowl shines pre-

eminent. It is something like the better

known Emerald Lake, but more moun-
tainous with a slight likeness to Lake
Louise, and with more mountains ranged
to one side like those of Moraine Lake.

If it were only more accessible this lake

and its shores would be one of the most
sought after spots in all the mountains!

It was with extreme reluctance on the

parts of all of us that we turned away
from this dream of loveliness, though
the views of exquisite mountain scenery

still stayed with us, the route laying un-

der a rampart of mighty peaks which
were on the right of the river.

Of all of them perhaps Pyramid was the

most exquisite, for it gave us a beauty all

its own, and we feasted on the magni-
ficent sights till we reached the second
Wildfowl Lake, a close rival in beauty of

the first of the name. Up and up by
forest and creek the way went till the

highest point of the road was reached at

Bow Summit, some six thousand four

hundred feet above sea level. Of all the

camps on this journey of lovely camps,
this was perhaps the loveliest . of them.

The little tents nestled among giant fir

trees and looked out over a green slope

studded with fine single trees to the Bow
Lake into which fall a fine glacial stream

while water was fetched from the springs

furnishing the headwaters of the Bow
River—large pools of intense clearness,

several feet deep, and exceeding cold

!

Some of the party made a side trip to

see Lake Peyto, another lake of great

beauty, while the rest filed along to Bow
Lake. For some miles the whole of us

took to the water and splashed along in

the shallow lake. When we were com-
pelled to take to the shore we suffered

many trials from the muskegs which con-

stitute a very real danger on this trail.

Indeed on several occasions horses have

gone right in and only bubbles of air from

their nostrils have remained to show their

whereabouts. Their rescue is exceeding-

ly difficult and often impossible. We
therefore took every precaution to avoid

these dangerous spots. Often the

knowledge of the packhorses proved most
valuable but occasionally it was awk-
ward. They had no objection to a swim
while those who followed them had strong

objections to such a course when unpre-

pared for it !

Hector Lake lies a little off the trail

and was reached by a brisk scramble

over the fallen timber. Into it falls a

glacial stream, while often a slight gap
in the ne'ar mountains revealed the

glimpses of some snowy peak, better

known from its other side in the Yoho
valley, for these great glacier hung rocks

guarded the Waputehk snow field which

in its turn encircles the Yoho valley.

Now alas but one drive remained be-

fore civilization was reached. That last

trip was through burnt timber and so in

spite of all care it was a grimy crowd
that emerged on a hot afternoon by
Laggan Station ! The tables were turn-

ed on them and those who had snapped

cameras at so many unoffending moun-
tains were themselves the angry victims

of a wild crowd of trippers who ranged

up to take the pictures of the "cowboy
women"—while the guides, with innecent

faces, told the questioners some most
surprising yarns !



Exploring Towards Hudson Bay.

The Story of a Strenuous Trip.

BY J. RUSSELL COUTTS.

0fT was on the midnight of July 31st.

last that I left Toronto for the north-

ern End of Steel, purchasing a

ticket that pledged to land me next day

on the shores of Lake Temiskaming.
For nearly a week the city had suffered

severely from what is technically known as

superheating, and as the overcrowded

coaches moved slowly out of the Union

Station, there could be heard the usual

ejaculations of thanksgiving and relief

when the first faint breezes off the lake

began to fan the faces of the weary pas-

sengers, all anxious to escape from the

pent up prison of city toil and care.

It was my intention, after having

reached the terminus of the rail, to pro-

cure provisions and canoes and head a

party of friends on a canoe trip in the

direction of Hudson's Bay, venturing as

far north as Canadian caution would
carry us. I was accompanied from Toron-

to by two old college friends—one a

chemist, the other a business man, who
were, like myself, fool-hardy enough to

face the perils of the unknown wilderness.

We reached Haileybury the next after-

noon and at once proceeded to stock up
with supplies for a three week' trip. We
purchased the staple food stuffs— pork,

flour, meal, tea, salt and sugar, in the

usual quantities for a month's consump-
tion per man, and in addition, as a joke

at the time, bought a quarter hundred of

plain rice aud beans. It is owing to this

extra twenty-five pounds of wholesome
diet, together with a rusty compass in

my pocket, that I am here to tell the

present tale.

From the Hudson Bay Company we
purchased one of their best canoes adapt-

ed for three men and as many hundred
pounds of provisions. That night we
got everything in readiness and by sun-

rise on August 2nd., without waiting for

breakfast, we launched our craft upon
our cruise along the shore for New Lis-

keard, having learned that a second
canoe and guide might be secured there.

The setting out was ominous. Scarcely

had we rounded the pier when a big wave
struck us and the overloaded boat shipped

sea so badly that it was with difficulty we
succeeded in making land, where we
bailed her out, dried our outfit in the

sun and began over again. This time

we carefully skirted the shore, avoiding

the rougher swells and reached New
Liskeard, seven miles down, in safety,

two hours before noon. The appetite

developed for our belated breakfast, as I

think of it now, was suggestive of the

deeper pangs of hunger which we were
to experience later.

The guide, whom I engaged, was a
character. Hard, stern and disciplined

by years of frontier life, he had long since

forgotten the vivid sensation of the in-

verted canoe resting on your shoulders

for the first time, or the excitement of

your maiden plunge into the mad swirl

of the rapids ! But, as he was reputed

to know the North Country like a book
and also sustained a great reputation as

a canoeist, besides being able to portage
a heavier pack than any man on the

trail, I ventured to engage him for a trip

up the Abbitibi and down the Frederick
House, a trip which he declared would
take about three weeks to accomplish.

Next morning, August the 4th., we
took the construction train northward,
piling canoes and supplies upon a flat

car and then ourselves on top of all. It

took us nine hours to make forty-five

miles, so our average rate of travel may
easily be determined. At noon we stop-

ped an hour for dinner at a collection of

shacks known asEnglehart. The luxury

of the meal consisted in chicken pot pie,

for which the bracing air had given us
all an excellent relish.

That afternoon I met, by chance, an
old friend, Walter Mills, of Ridgetown,
one of Canada's well known barristers,

who happened to be going to the End
of Steel on business for a mining syndi-

cate. The temptation to invite him along
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was irresistible and in spite of the pro-

tests of his friends on board, who feared

that the hardships of such a trip might
prove too great for a "tenderfoot," Mr.
Mills consented to come, greatly to my
delight. Through all of the checkered
experiences of the next three weeks he
proved himself the very best of company
and his songs and jokes around the camp
fire mingle in the memory with the grand
melody of the resounding rapids and the

rifle crack of the evening target practice.

The long day on the train gave me a

fresh glimpse into the pioneer spirit that

has "made Canada what she is. The
passengers travelled contentedly in two
ordinary horse cars, huddled together

on rough hard seats, women and children

with smiling faces, mothers with infants

in arms, all bound for the remotest bord-

ers of civilization to share the hard lot

of those sturdy men who are, after all,

the bulwark and butteress of our country.

About six P.M. we reached the north

terminus, Boston, after passing a spot

where four men had just been killed,

owing to the snapping apart of the train

on the steep grade. Those grades gave
one chills being so imperfectly finished

and leading often to trestles one hundred
feet in height where the track crosses and
recrosses the Blanche River. But the

vista was grand— miles and miles of

primeval forests being unveiled on the

winding river course far below.

Before taking supper we all tramped
out to inspect a copper claim two miles

from the town, which one of our party

was exploiting. Being the first I had
seen in that country it was unusually

interesting and I Drought away excellent

specimens, only to be lost in experiences

which I shall record later. Having a
new Colt's revolver on me I tested its

sight on a brace of partridge at thirty

yards, taking the heads off
,
both, to the

delight of my guide who put me down
then and there for a crack shot. Before

the end of the trip I may say that he re-

vised his judgment considerably.

On our return to the hamlet we learned

that the railroad had been pushed eigh-

teen miles further north during the past
few days and that the work train would
come *down and return that night. So
we interviewed the man in charge of the

station, agreed to his exorbitant rates
and arranged transportation for our
supplies and party, wishing to escape
from civilization as quickly as possible.

At 1.30 in the morning we heard the
distant whistle and began to shake off
the stupor which had seized us all. With-
in a half hour we were all aboard and
headed slowly northward over a very un-
certain piece of track upon which the
engineer ventured with extreme caution,
trying each trestle as he proceeded.
There was something novel in that night
ride upon those flat trucks, heavily laden
with steel rails, the only bed upon which
we could stretch ourselves. Above us
the sky was filled with black clouds that
drenched us with torrents of rain. Far
beneath were the yawning chasm and
foaming cataracts of the Blanche, while
we quivered in mid air upon swaying tim-
bers whose untested strength forbade
the train, with its immense weight of
steel to do more than creep from bank to
bank. It was a long, cold, wet experience
relieved only by the grandeur of the coun-
try which struck sombre outlines against
the gloom of the night sky.

Between five and six o'clock in the
morning we reached the shores of Lake
Sesiginika, the uttermost point of the
steel. Here we alighted and on the
sandy shores of the lake we cooked our
morning meal. I might here mention
the purposes of the trip which were as
varied as the members composing the
party. Briefly stated we were pleasure
and treasure seekers. My business
friend, Mr. Thompson, was an old Klon-
dike gold seeker, anxious to prospect in

this country where finds of precious metal
were reported daily. We therefore car-
ried a miner's pick in our canoe. Being
also one of Canada's crack rifle shots,

Thompson carried a veritable arsenal of
rifles, revolvers and ammunition, all of
which came to a tragic end before our
return to civilization.

Mr. Johnson, the chemist, declared
that health rather than wealth was his

object, his great ambition being to put on
some hard, firm muscle during the trip.

Our lawyer friend, Mills, simply wished
to experience the joy of a months' outing
after nineteen years of steady office work.
My own motives, in plunging into the
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wilds have been already confessed.

Before starting out I took the precau-

tion to purchase a miner's license at

Haileybury in case of happening upon
a vein of ore that I might wish to stake.

This would save a return trip in order to

take possession of the claim. Fortunately

or unfortunately, before leaving Toronto,

I called upon the Commissioner of Crown
Lands and secured the latest maps of

Northern Ontario. As to their geographi-

cal merits I shall be obliged to make
some disparaging references later on.

But to return to the narrative ....

Saturday morning, August 4th, the

day broke beautifully and clear after the

night's rain and the sun-rise revealed a

scene of unmatched charms as Mills and
I paddled out upon Lake Sesiginika to

catch some fish for breakfast. As it was
my friend's first experience in a canoe, I

fear that he saw very little of the morn-
ing glory, spreading in folds of purple

and crimson above the seven miles' ex-

panse of water and reflected in their

depth. Though normally a free thinker,

he sat for an entire hour as rigidly as

the most devout disciple of John Knox,
and on reaching the shore with our
catch of fish he heaved a deep significant

sigh of relief. Before the end of the

second day, however, he was pulling a

splendid stroke at the paddle and de-

claiming eloquently upon the canoe as

the only mode of water travel.

Johnson had also the disadvantage of

being a stranger to a canoe, besides

the worse handicap of being unable to

swim, which nearly cost him his life be-

fore the first week's end. It was evident

then, that the brunt of the work must
fall upon Thompson, the guide and my-
self who had all of us paddled, portaged
and cooked upon similar trips in other

parts of Canada.
After breakfast we embarked in our

two canoes, three in each, having with
us a young surveyor from Toronto, Lloyd
by name, who wished to reach his party

in the far north as early as he could and
so had requested to join us for a few
days. This was fortunate for all con-

cerned, as he proved himself a decided
accession of strength to the second
canoe.

We first crossed Lake Sesiginika,

which in the Indian tongue, means the

"long narrow water." It is a beantiful

sheet of deep blue, studded with lovely

islands which must, ere long, become a
second Muskoka, since the rail already
touches the sandy beach. Several of the

points are quite as well situated for sum-
mer homes as any I have ever seen in

Lake Joseph or Lake Rosseau. The lake

teems with fine fish as a few minutes with
a troll convinced us.

After landing upon the northern end of
the lake my attention was directed to a
cedar stake placed upon the bank and
bearing the significant words, "Height
of Land. " From this point the waters
bore us steadily upon their bosom towards
the Pole. It was here that we encount-
ered our first portage. The day had
grown hot — we had four portages
to make before dinner — two of them
nearly a mile each and leading along a
foot path through the woods, where every
breath of breeze was shut out.

Great was our astonishment to see the
load which our guide deliberately heaped
upon his shoulders until it touched the
branches of the trees, then stalked away
like an antlered moose over the portage.
Indeed I learned afterwards that the

Indians once seeing him bearing a similar

burden along the path, exclaimed :

"Moose ! Moose ! Moose !" For myself,
I seized the canoe and putting it upon my
head made away, leaving the others to

take the remaining sacks of supplies.

That was a scene of surprises. Each
man as he panted up to the half way post
was certain that he carried the heaviest
sack and only by an exchange for the

remaining half of the portage, discovered
his mistake. Mills, who changed with
me, taking the canoe for the second
mile declared at the landing that his col-

lar bone had received permanent injury

as a result of the transfer, and much to

my amusement, I could not for a solid

week, persuade him to shoulder the

canoe again.

That day we crossed the Swan, Loon
and Twin Lakes, as well as traversing

the connecting streams and at night we
camped upon the banks of the White
Clay River where we practiced target

shooting at a birch bark down the stream
until it grew dark. One of the party
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shot some partridge which gave flavor to

the breakfast pork.

Sunday morning August 5th, we ate

our plain morning- meal of sea biscuit

and flap jacks made from buck wheat,

washed all down with strong tea, then

resumed our course along the intermin-

able White Clay which wanders in ser-

pentine fashion between banks of impenet-

rable undergrowth. The scenery along

this stream is very pretty and the perfect

peace of the place, broken only by the

flashing drip from the sun-lit paddle, gave
feelmgs of Sabbath quiet to the soul that

no pomp of choir nor precision of ritual

could ever impart.

I must confess to a sudden awakening
from this sweet reverie when, as I step-

ped ashore at noon, I was suddenly ac-

costed by an angry hornet which, without

a moment's notice, stung me right on

the eye. An old Scotchman, camping at

the spot, came to investigate the reason,

and in doing so laid his hand upon the

very bough supporting the cone-shaped

nest. What was my surprise to see him
deliberately cut away the branch and go
off with the nest in his hand, while a

cloud of enraged hornets buzzed about

him. He told me afterwards that he was
impervious to their sting and I could

quite believe him. We dined at this

point, inviting our Scotch friend to our

repast of biscuit, cheese and tea. He
had lived there for seven months, seldom
seeing a human being. He assured us

that if wewould wait overnight we would
certainly get a good shot at a big bear

with her two cubs which he saw regularly

each morning making for the stream.

Moose, he said, were also plentiful as

their tracks indicated, and we could not

miss them if we waited over until next

day break. After consultation, however,
we decided to push on and toward
evening reached Bolton Lake where we
fished as we coasted its shores their en-

tire circumference of five miles, making a
supper's catch in a cold rain. Then we
passed down the river to a camp of a

surveying party where we pitched our
tent for the night.

Feeling a craving for bread I crossed

the river and made my way a mile into

the woods to the camp where I was for-

tunate enough to get three loaves of

bread for a dollar, which, under the cir-

cumstances was a good bargain.

That Sunday night between rain and
mosquitoes we had good use for our camp
fire which furnished the double purpose
of heat and smudge. After a supper of
good bread and fresh pike, we wrapped
ourselves, heads and all, in our blankets
and knew nothing more until sun rise.

Monday, August the 6th, rising at day
break we prepared for an early start. We
first portaged, being assisted by a bright
Brantrord boy, Haggard by name, who
was encamped near by with the party of
surveyors. About noon we reached the
junction of the White Clay and Black
Rivers where it was so difficult to deter-

mine the course of the current that we
were obliged to "lay to" and wait for the
second canoe, lest they should take the
wrong turn

All that day the traces of big game
along the banks were so fresh and numer-
ous that we kept a sharp lookout with
loaded rifle. The only thing that appeared
however, was a lonely mink that I shot
at sight and a partridge which shared
the same fate.

That evening we reached McDougall's
Chute, about seventy miles by canoe from
the End of Steel. Here we took supper
in the fine shack erected there last winter

by our guide After supper we spent

some time admiring the fine water power
of the falls, then stocking up with fresh

supplies, we pushed on down the Black
River in the moonlight, camping several

miles below the chute, upon the wooded
bluffs overlooking the stream.

That night we slept at an angle of

about forty-five degrees since it was im-
possible to find a level camp site in that

vicinity owing to the succession of cut

banks that retreat from the river.

Next morning, Tuesday, we reached
the Abbitibi shortly before noon. Here
we spent a half hour at the junction of

the rivers regaling ourselves with deli-

cious spring water ; then we inspected an
old Indian camping ground where we
tested the range of our rifles, ate dinner

and resumed our course down the Abbitibi

whose waters are a light brown, contrast-

ing sharply with the dark waters of the

Black which we had just left behind.

About four oclock in the afternoon we
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reached Iroquois Falls, whose legendary

romance tempted us to stay over night

beside their thundering waters. We
were the more willing to remain because

of the moose and red deer which had been

seen daily on the margin of the great

basin beneath the cataract.

Messrs. Potter and Forsyth, who kept

a supply station here, treated us with

marked hospitality, acting as guides to a

mining claim which they had recently

discovered in the neighbourhood and

which appeared to have rich possibilities.

I, myself, however, would prefer to bank
on the future usefulness of the magnific-

ent water power of the falls when the

transcontinental railway passes by that

point as it is expected to do within the

next two years.. Then, no doubt, there

will be heard the steady hum of machinery

in competition with the constant roar of

the rapids.

Tradition tells of an Indian battle

fought between the Iroquois and Algon-

quins on the river just above the falls. A
number of Iroquois invading the country

were attacked by their enemies who lay

in ambush for them at a point above the

cataract. The fierceness of the engage-
ment so diverted their attention from all

else that they failed to see or hear the

plunging waters until escape was too late

and all were swept over the rocks to

. destruction ; hence the name of the falls.

On the hillside near by, an oak slab

with finely carved Spencerian letters, re-

cords the resting place of a youth of

eighteen years who was buried there

sixty years ago. A neat spruce railing

surrounds the spot sequestered in the

pines whose gentle murmur sounded like

a perpetual dirge amidst those far-off

solitudes.

Early Wednesday morning we struck

tent and started down the Abbitibi (shal-

low waters) which from this point onward
is between two and three hundred yards
in width and flows with more perceptible

current toward the northern sea. We
now had to encounter the Duck, Deer and
Loug Sault Rapids, the latter being over
seven miles in length and caused by the

abrupt descent of land in the direction of

the Bay. As the guide had shown him-
self to be an expert canoeist, I ventured
with him through the worst rapids of the

Long Sault catching the rapturous thr ill

of the wild dashing waters the spray of
which covered me from head to foot.

Crosses on the shore marked the sad
fate of adventurous spirits who, in years
before had paid with their lives for ven-
turing into those swirling torrents which
pour with merciless violence over the hid-

den rocks. All that day and day following

we struggled to effect our passage, por-

taging, paddling and poling as occasion
required. Never shall I forget the sen-

sation of being caught by the darkness
upon the rapids of the lower Long Sault
—no salvation in sight except to shoot
them. I had lingered an hour too late,

prospecting with my pick a promising
cliff on the river bank during the after-

noon. As I turned my canoe reluctantly

into a dimly-lit swiftly-sweeping current,

expecting each moment to strike some
treacherous boulder, what was my joy

to see the outlines of the guide's canoe a
few hundred yards below. Fearing for

my safety Mills had sent the guide back
to pilot me through the rapids to the

camp, where by the bright blaze of the
camp fire the dark danger of rapids and
rocks were soon forgotten ! That night
we slept soundly and awakened to find a
heavy rain falling.

As Johnson had been quite ill for a
couple of days, we feared exposure to the
weather on his account and waited until

noon under cover, then we glided on
down to the confluence of the Abbitibi and
the Frederick House which we reached
about the middle of the afternoon. The
junction of these streams is beautified by
two large islands, one 'of them a
full mile in length, well wooded with
splendid gravel beaches. Indeed the en-

tire course so far had been one continued
panorama of wooded beauty -— pine,

spruce, balm of Gilead, poplar, birch and
elm, mingling their varying shades of
green into one glorious sun-clad land-

scape. The rich clay loam along the

river banks suggests, moreover, a coun-
try of great agricultural possibilities and
only the extension of the "rail" is neces-

sary in order to convert these regions into

prosperous homesteads.
Having now reached oui farthest point

north, being within one hundred and ten

miles of Hudson Bay, we turned our
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canoes reluctantly about and waving our

paddles, called out sadly : "Good bye,

fair Abbitibi, go on with our best wishes

to your far off home upon the Polar

seas !"

That night we pitched camp six miles

up the Frederick House within sound of

the first rapids of the series corresponding

to those upon the sister river, known
as the Long Sault. Here the mosquitoes

proved a veritable pest, attacking our

party with unmitigated ferocity. Only
the guide seemed immune from their stings.

Having some oil of lavender along we
rubbed hands and faces well and in

doing so found some protection from
their insatiable appetites, and a some-
what slim chance for a night's sleep.

The next day, Saturday, was a hard

one for all. We were compelled t o wade
in the cold water all day long, sometimes

up to the waist, pressing our canoes

against the fury of the rushing waters,

creeping over rocks, falling into deep

holes, being caught in whirlpools and in

momentary danger of losing our canoes.

It took the entire day to make six

miles and at night we camped exhausted

on the bank. Our clothes, tents, blankets

and provisions were completely drenched.

During the night I was seized with a

severe attack of dysentary which I attri-

buted to the day's drenching and to sleep-

ing in soaking blankets. For a couple

of days, in spite of all efforts to check the

ailment, I grew steadily worse an^l in a

place so remote from civilization, comforts

and medical care, I became somewhat
anxious on finding myself absolutely help-

less and unable to carry a pound's weight

over the portages, being taken along like

the rest of the baggage through the

rapids. Even a gentle stroke at the

paddle proved too great an exertion, so

I had to fall back upon the superior

strength of the guide, who* insisted upon
pressing on to civilization as rapidly as

possible.

Sunday, August the 11th, was one not

soon forgotten by any of the party. After

partaking of our plain breakfast fare,

consisting of bannocks, pork and tea, wTe

resumed the perilous work of pushing

our freighted canoes up the rapids, which

at this point were churned into white

whirl-pools, owing to the great volumes

of water rushing through the narrow
gorges of rock. Our guide began to

display his skill in battling up these

passages by steering straight for a rock
until reaching its eddy when he shot out
into the current and by hard paddling for

a moment succeeded in reaching the quiet

waters always found just above the nar-

rows. This was all right for him, but
proved too difficult a feat for Thompson
and Johnson, in the second canoe, who
lost control of their craft. In an instant

it swung broad side to the stream, and
the next moment struck midship against
a large projecting rock, upsetting them
into the boiling cauldron. Thompson
being a strong swimmer struck for the

shore. Johnson unable to swim a stroke
clung tenaciously to the overturned
canoe, calling loudly for help. Being
ourselves at the most treacherous turn in

the rapids, where a single false stroke

meant destruction, the guide refused to

hear my protests to turn back, and sternly

ordered us to paddle with might and
main lest we all should be engulfed.

Meantime Johnson clung with death
grip to the canoe, which drifted down
stream two hundred yards to a shallow
spot where he succeeded in getting his

feet on bottom and waded ashore just as
Ike, the guide, reached him after land-

ing Mills and myself, crossing the river

and running down the bank. He was
just in time to save the supplies which
went floating down the stream, except-

ing the rifles and pistols which had in-

stantly sunk. These, we tried in vain to

recover, dragging the river bed for hours,

and wading in the foaming torrent to our
armpits. So with water-soaked tent,

blankets and provisions, and all of our
firearms lost but my Winchester rifle, we
pitched early camp—Johnson's unnerved
condition making further progress that

day out of the question. For myself,

the exposure and excitement combined
had so aggravated my complaint that I

could scarcely muster strength sufficient

to kindle thecampfire while the others pre-

pared the evening meal. We were all

too glad, however, to be alive, to be
guilty of any murmurs save of grati-

tude; and each in turn began to relate

the presentiments of danger and disaster

that had been felt from the beginning,
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but till now, unconfessed. Little did we
think of any harsher fulfillment of our
dreams and premonitions!

Monday, August the 12th, I found my-
self so weak, owing to a renewed attack

of dysentarv that I was obliged to lie

helpless in the bottom of the canoe, de-

pendent upon others for transportation.

Johnson also suffered severely from
the same complaint and for several days
his condition gave us grave concern, es-

pecially as the medicine chest had gone
down in the wreck of the day before, so

there was no remedy but to make the

best of it. During the next two days
our comrades cheerfully bore the brunt

of the hard work before us, until one by
one all were taken by the same dread
complaint, and even the guide admitted

that he was about "all in." As the diet

of flapjacks and beans was utterly un-

fitted for men in our weakened state, we
preferred to fast rather than aggravate
our distress. So we crept along as best

we could, making our way by sheer force

of will until night fall when we had not

even enough energy left to pitch our
tent, or cut the usual spruce boughs for

our bed. It was always during the

night that we suffered most, until by
dawn the dull dysenteric pain had in-

creased in virulence to positive agony
and we were glad to renew the struggle

up the rapids which helped to divert our
minds from dur malady. Our advance,
however, was so slow, that the guide
began to show alarm over the diminish-

ing state of our food supply. Allowing
five days to reach the frontier post of Ft.

Matachewan, he divided our supplies ac-

cordingly with reduced rations all

around. As hunters know, there was a
remarkable scarcity of small game this

season and in the parts through which
we passed on our return trip, not a rab-

bit nor partridge could be seen—even
the few ducks that we sighted were so
wild that it was impossible to get within
range of them. To aggravate matters
our fishing tackle had been lost in the

rapids and while fish were evidently

plentiful, it was with difficulty that we
inveigled a stray pike or pickerel to ac-

cept our crude hospitality of salt pork
bait. As for the beautiful brook trout
which appeared along the sand shoals

and in the adjoining pools, they scorned
the invitation to dine which we extended
to them day by day. Thus it was that

we had to fall back on our limited supply
of pork, rice and beans, which rapidly

disappeared before our returning appe-
tites.

Under normal conditions the trip up
the Frederick House would have been
delightful. Six miles from the Lake we
portaged past the Falls where the noble
river takes a leap of over forty feet

through three separate gorges of rock
into an immense natural basin beneath.

Just above the cataract we found a fine

moose skin hung up to dry, which only
the awkwardness of packing prevented
us from taking along.

That day we crossed the Frederick

House Lake, a fine expanse of water
about twenty miles in circumference and
at sunset built our campfire on its south-

ern shore. Leaving Mills and Johnson
to prepare supper, the rest of us cruised

four miles down Barber Bay at the south-
ern extremity of the lake to try for pike

which the guide said were plentiful in

these waters. We succeeded in landing
one poor fish to reward us for our pains.

Returning to camp we ate our evening
meal—drank copious draughts of strong
tea and after lingering late around the
blazing fire, which never failed to cheer
us after the day's toil, we wrapped up in

our blankets and slept soundly until sun-
rise.

At noon the next day we reached
Night Hawk Lake after enduring a bitter

disappointment. The guide, who pre-

ceded us several hundred yards, came
suddenly upon two large moose—a bull

and a cow, sporting along the bank of
the stream. The bull was heavily an-

tlered and one of the largest which the

guide had ever seen. Unfortunately,

Mills emitted one of his Indian war
whoops just as we rounded the point

where Ike was impatiently waiting our
advance. Mr. and Mrs. Moose at once
retired into the dense underbrush along
shore and only their fresh tracks re-

mained to verify their presence.

Night Hawk Lake is the most beauti-

ful sheet of water that we saw during
the entire trip. It is fourteen miles in

length and eight across Innumerable
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islands of exquisite shape and size adorn

the glassy surface of the Night Hawk
and upon one of these we camped to eat

our mid-day meal. The rich calcite for-

mation of rock led me to do some pros-

pecting- with the pick and the specimens

of quartz obtained indicated the prob-

able presence of gold.

Rich iron ore is plentiful in this re-

gion, though too much sulphur is pres-

ent to pronounce definitely upon its com-
mercial value.

That afternoon our confidence in our

guide began to waver. For several

hours we paddled about seeking the out-

let southward into the Night Hawk
River. After three hours of earnest

search, using the spy glass constantly,

we gained the mouth of the river

which had been concealed by several

islands. After three miles up stream we
reached the junction of the two main
branches forming the river proper. An
old Indian and his squaw passed us here

in their birch bark canoe. These were
the last human beings we were destined

to see for the rest of the trip.

That evening the guide began the

series of blunders which almost cost our
lives. Instead of the creek which he

ought to have taken, he chose a west-

ward flowing stream and we followed

along until dark. It was so thick with

pike and pickerel that we caught enough
for supper and breakfast in spite of our
improvised troll. We camped late,

feasting upon fish and bannocks made
from the last of the flour, fought the

mosquitoes with an immense smudge
and wrapping ourselves heads and all

in blankets enjoyed a good night's rest.

Next morning, Thursday, we pushed
up the stream for three hours, paddling

hard, when we entered such low water
that further progress became impossible,

so with feelings hard to describe and
harder to suppress, we were compelled

to beat a retreat. From this time on
the guide lost his head completely and of

course his temper in consequence. His
language became most abusive and from
fits of explosive violence he would lapse

into hours of silence when all attempts to

learn anything of our whereabouts
proved absolutely futile. That day was
entirely lost in doubling back upon the

course which we had followed for eight
or ten miles. Returning to the conflu-

ence of the streams we chose the other
branch and for four consecutive days we
pressed our course with might and main
towards the south. These were days of
tremendous exertion and mental anxiety
impossible to describe. Our daily pro-

gress in miles was slow. Some days we
had to portage over a hundred times,

across immense jams of drift wood,
. beaver dams and sand shallows which
choked the stream, whose winding course
made it necessary to go forty rods to

gain one. Even at such times the dense
undergrowth rendered it impossible to

shorten our course by portaging. By
Saturday it became plainly evident that

we were in unexplored parts. At 1 :50

that afternoon I came upon rock cliffs

consisting of solid iron sulphide to which
the wash of the waters had imparted the

polish of bronze. These cliffs extended
along the river for a distance of one hun-
dred and fifty yards. More for amuse-
ment than anything else I staked a claim

here upon which I believe no human eye
will rest for some years to come. The
discovery post bears the record: * 'Dis-

covered by Russell Coutts, this 18th day
of August, 1906, 1:50 p. m. license No.
312 (B)."

Late in the afternoon as the foremost
canoe rounded a bend in the river a
ripple on the placid surface revealed the

presence of big game in the stream. A
moment later there stood in the water a

finely formed cow moose, gazing at us
with apparently far more interest than

concern for her own safety. She allowed
the canoe to come within twenty-five

yards ot her, then suddenly turned and
swam a distance up stream with power-
ful strokes, veered toward the shore and
plunging into the brush along the bank
disappeared. As misfortune would have
it our sole remaining rifle was in the

second canoe half a mile behind; so we
dined that evening very discontentedly

upon the last of the salt pork instead of

moose steak.

Sunday morning, August 19th, an in-

ventory of our supplies yielded a rather

disconcerting results—only a few hand-
fuls of rice and beans remained of which
we partook sparingly. All that day we
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pressed our way southward and in spite

of drift wood, sand shoals, long rapids

and incessant winding's of the stream,

we made about twenty miles of direct

progress.

Monday morning, rising- early, we
wrestled with a hard two-mile rapids and
after an interval of smooth water we
reached another rapids of several miles

in length. The shallowness of the wa-
ter meant that we would have to prac-

tically portage the entire distance. We
had now proceeded between seventy and
eighty miles up this stream and for two
days past had been baffled by finding

that it opened toward the southwest

instead of to the southeast as the map
indicated. Certainly this could not be

the river which the g-uide had meant to

take in order to reach White Fish Lake!
Perhaps it was a stream not shown upon
the map at all. This latter theory we
have since concluded to be the true one.

A council of war was held in which
Ike admitted for the first time that he

was in parts totally unknown to him,

and that further progress with canoes
was impracticable since the direction led

deeper into the wilderness instead of

toward the White Fish Lake. Probably
the stream would soon end in a narrow,
shallow creek as the other had done,

which we had attempted to follow. The
guide's counsel was to abandon every-

thing and take to the woods, striking

due east towards the Montreal River
which he thought we might be able to

reach within two or three days. Mills

had a strong conviction that we ought to

retrace our course even though it would
take twelve days at least to reach civil-

ization in that way. He thought that

we could sustain ourselves more easily

by the stream than in the depths of the

forest. But the hundreds of hard por-

tages over which we had carried our
canoes, one of which weighed two hun-
dred pounds, had proved so terrible an
ordeal for the rest of us that we were
ready to face any perils of the pathless

woods in preference to a return trip the

way we had come. At length all being
agreed to the guide's proposal, we placed
our dunnage sacks, clothes, blankets,

tents, ammunition, furs and the ores, ga-
ered on our trip, all together in one

great heap, piled the canoes on top and
left them to their fate.

Our situation now became desperate,

the only course remaining being across

the unblazed and unexplored forest. I

carried nothing but my rifle and a few
rounds of shells. Thompson attempted
to save some personal effects, but these

he was obliged to leave in the depth of a
swamp two miles further on. All that

day we struggled through impenetrable
brush and bogs, where our clothes were
torn off our limbs and our boots were
parted from our feet as we were caught
in muskeg waist deep. It was a swel-

tering hot day with thunder clouds gath-
ering all the afternoon, so the misery of

our forest march may be imagined. We
passed three lonely lakes, one of which
would be, I imagine, six miles or more
around. Half of this distance I skirted

the shore, wading in the water rather

than pressing through the dense under-
growth. It was a fine, sandy beach,

trodden only by moose and bear whose
foot prints were fresh and plentiful.

These lakes we may claim to have dis-

covered as they are not shown on any of

the government maps and are unknown
to the white man. They lie about four-

teen miles due west of the cataract at the

head waters of the Montreal.

Toward evening we sighted Mt. Sin-

clair far to the southward, though we
had no means of identifying it except
through the guess work of a map which
we had learned, we dare not trust. We
camped late on the bank of a creek whose
fall indicated that we were crossing the

Height of Land. One of the party had
succeeded in saving a few matches. So
we built a fire which protected us from
the cold that almost touched the frost

line before morning. These rapid ex
tremes of heat and cold proved very try-

ing to us in our exhausted condition

with no supper nor breakfast except a
few bear berries which only aggravated
our hunger.
Onr campfire was now the chief at-

traction of the day and as we gathered
at twilight, hungry, wet and exhausted,

around its bright blaze, we seemed for

the time to forget that we were lost, and
after our beverage of boiled water, hud-
dled together in peace for the night, tak-
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ing turns of two hours each in keeping
on fresh wood. This night, however, a

high gale arose several hours before

dawn and it turned bitterly cold; the

whirlwinds of smoke blinded and choked
us, while our water soaked clothes

chilled us to the bone, putting sleep out

of the question. So we whiled away the

weary hours discussing the possibilities

of our fate and binding up the bruises

and cuts received during the day in our

climb over the rocks and through the

muskeg. Thompson's limbs were in

pitiable plight. His shins were barked
their entire length and his feet swollen to

twice their normal size, while his face,

neck and hands looked as if the skin had
been flayed. The others of us showed
varying degrees of the same condition.

Our clothes were all in tatters, exposing

our bodies to the sun's fierce rays, the

bitter night wind and worst of all to the

accursed brush of the interminable bogs.

Morning broke with a sky racked by
black, flying clouds, and as we set out it

was necessary to depend entirely upon a

rusty compass which we had carefully

saved out of the ship-wreck. The guide,

who led the way, carried the compass in

his hand and stopped every hundred
yards to take fresh bearings so as to

correct our tendency to travel in a circle.

Day by day Ike had been growing
more moody and ugly tempered until

even the slightest suggestion offered by
any of us would cause him to burst into

the most furious explosions of profanity;

but this morning things took a graver
turn when he threatened to leave us to

shift for ourselves if we dared to speak,

in his hearing, any word with reference

to our bearings. It was only the most
tactful intervention on the part of Mills

that kept him from deserting us on this

occasion, and though it was galling in

the extreme to feel so dependent on one

so testy and uncertain, we simply had to

make the best of it, knowing that unre-

liable maps were but a poor substitute

for the instinct of an experienced woods-
man. That day our line of march led

through all kinds of country, alternating

from hills of rock hundreds of feet high

to muskeg marsh where we were in

momentary danger of sinking to our

arm pits. It was all densely wooded

with patches of primeval pine inter-

spersed among the ever present spruce.
Often we would strike a fresh moose
trail and follow it a few yards then
plunge again into the hateful under-
growth that lacerated our hands and
faces at every step. Before long I be-
came conscious that the guide had
changed his course sharply from our
previous route towards the east. It was
evident that he thought to gain the Mon-
treal before it bent abruptly to the south-
east. It was a slim chance indeed and if

he missed it, meant fifty miles further
of this awful march through the dense
brush. I was on the point of rebelling
when he remarked laconically, 4

'I will

show you the Montreal before night!"
Hour after hour we trudged on, fam-

ished and fatigued; we talked of our
homes and loved ones who seemed so far

from us by day and so very near to us in

our dreams by the camp fire. The truth

was we were getting homesick and heart-
ily tired of the illimitable wastes that
hemmed us within their deadly folds!

Two of our party were already ex-
hausted. At one point, after scaling a
rocky slope, Thompson and Mills flung
themselves out full length at the summit
declaring that they were done. The
ashen pallor of their faces struck me
with alarm and I insisted on the guide
waiting until they should recover!

All that day Thompson found the
greatest difficulty in keeping within
sight of us and though we tried to hide
our concern it was painfully apparent
that we could not indefinitely press on
together. As the hours dragged wearily
on, our spirits steadily sank. Hunger
and exhaustion threatened to overpower
us, while hope deferred made our hearts
sick! All of a sudden what was our in-

tense delight to emerge from the impen-
etrable brush upon the banks ot a stately
stream. Two good sized islands divided
its waters and for a moment we feared
that another Lake was before us. Then
we discerned a scarcely perceptible cur-
rent which proved that the guide's in-

stinct had gained a point on the govern-
ment maps. We were now on the banks
of the Montreal! Referring to my maps
I decided that if this were so we .would
soon reach the Great Falls at the junc-
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tion of the two branches so we pushed
along the shore scrambling over the

rocks, wading out past the cliffs, then

back through the thick brush all the time

listening intently for the roar of the cat-

aract. Presently I fancied I heard a

faint muffled rumble as of thunder. I

asked Mills if he heard anything. He
said "Yes!" Then we both inquired of

our taciturn guide who grimly smiled

and said that he had heard it for some
minutes. After four hours' hard work
climbing rocky heights and skirting the

rugged shore, we reached the Falls

where the mighty volume of water

plunges nearly fifty feet through a nar-

row gorge into the main stream!

A fresh difficulty arose. In order to

reach Ft. Matachewan, several miles

down the river, it would be necessary to

effect a crossing. As the Montreal is a

half a mile wide at this point, it meant
quite an achievement, situated as we
were without even the facilities for con-

structing a raft. The only place shallow

enough to ford was immediately above
the falls where a ledge of rock jutted

from side to side within two yards of the

rushing waters, at this point taking a

man breast deep.

Ike, who was nothing short of a dare

devil, ventured across at this treacherous

place by the aid of a pole, and, shouting

to us to await his return that night,

struck into the woods to reach the fort

by the shortest overland route. He ex-

pected to get help by sunset, but though
we kept a signal fire blazing until ten

o'clock no cheering answer came.
By midnight a heavy, cold rain began

and our campfire being exposed to the

weather, was soon swimming in a trench

of water. Sleep was out of the question

so chilled were we by the wind, drenched
by the rain and tormented, by the pangs
of hunger.
As the hours dragged slowly on our

misery increased; severe chills piercing

us through and through in spite of con-

stant stamping and striking of our arms
to keep up the circulation. During those
long gloomy watches, Tennyson's line

came to me with peculiar force: "Time
flowing through the middle of the night
and all things creeping toward a dawn of

doom." Daybreak brought no sign of

relief, so urgent action appeared to me
to be necessary if the lives of our party
were to be saved. Each man felt his

strength waning after the unwonted ex-
ertions of the past week without food or

sleep.

Taking the rifle I went in search of

partridge, but the rain kept them under
cover, and all 1 got was an extra good
soaking.

It might seem strange that having
been for the entire time passing through
a country where big game was exceed-
ingly plentiful, as the fresh foot-prints of

moose, bear, caribou and red deer all in-

dicated, that we should be threatened
with starvation, but the truth is that in

such a condition one finds himselt utterly

unfit to do still hunting. Your one
thought, at such a time is to escape from
the sense of lostness, which steals on
you like a pall, and frustrates the confi-

dence and patience required by the suc-

cessful hunter for big game.
As a last resort, we shot a couple of

squirrels and taking our jack knives pre-

pared them for the pot. We had, fortu-

nately picked up a tin cup near the Falls,

which had likely been left there by the

Indians, How delicious that squirrel

soup tasted! But what were two tiny

squirrels among four starving men.
Johnson had preserved a small vial of
tincture of ginger for emergencies.
With this we made a hot drink, boiling

with its contents, the cotton sack which
had previously carried our sugar supply.

A taste of this beverage for each man
proved a most helpful stimulant! After

our meal of squirrel soup and ginger
tea, we set about to repair 'an old Indian

tepee which stood beside the Falls. It

required so many fresh boughs to make
it rain proof that we drenched ourselves

to the skin in the hours spent in its re-

construction, but we were well repaid by
the blazing fire obtained in consequence;
one that reminded me of the good, old

English hearth beside whose cheerful

glow I had in the past spent so many
joyous hours! The contrast struck me
painfully at the time and a glance at the

dejected faces around the fire only tended
to deepen the gloom. We had resolved

that if Ike failed to return by nine o'clock

we would require to shift for ourselves.
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Either he had been lost in the thirteen

miles of forest between us and the Fort

or had been drowned in his attempt to

swim the river, or else reaching the Fort

had found it deserted for the summer
season, since the furs were brought
there only during- the winter months. In

that event we supposed that he would at

least secure some tools and provisions,

and doing so might retard his return

perhaps until it would be too late for us

to effect our escape, so I insisted on fol-

lowing up, fording the river and making
our .way through the woods as best we
could toward the Fort. About ten

o'clock the others were agreed to act on

this proposal. So holding our coats

above our heads and feeling our way with

a long pole in the other hand we passed

cautiously along the ledge, just a man's
length above the boiling falls where a

misstep meant a fatal plunge fifty feet

upon the rocks beneath. The water
swept around us to the armpits and at

the swiftest point of the rapid we made
our way with the greatest difficulty hold-

ing on to each other's poles. Fortu-

nately no one lost his presence of mind
and a few moments later we were breath-

ing freely on the farther shore.

Just then something happened. A
shout was raised on the bank which we
had just left. Our rescuers had arrived!

Now, if two angels from heaven had
suddenly appeared on that bank arrayed
in white with flashing pinions, they

could not possibly have been a whit more
welcome than those two swarthy Indian

faces that we saw as we glanced across.

Their black hair hung in shaggy shocks
Over their brows, while their eyes beamed
with the benevolence of their mission.

Flourishing their canoe paddles as the

sign for us to meet them on the point be-

low, they vanished as suddenly as they

had appeared. For a moment we doubt-

ed our senses, then hastened down the

shore in exultant glee. As the light

swift canoe touched the landing place

and we stepped aboard, a thrill shot

through me that no words can ever ex-

press. It was the glorious sense of

feeling saved after hope had almost died.

I cannot say that I absolutely despaired

at any time; but our deliverance came
not an hour too soon. On arriving at

the Fort, we found that the guide had
traveled until that morniug to reach a
point opposite so as to make his calls for

help heard. An old squaw was the first

to recognize the human cry in the woods,
nearly a mile distant, and hastening to

the Factor reported that a man was in

conflict with a bear on the opposite shore
and was calling for help. Her story was
discredited until some hours later when
Ike reached the bank and his shouts at-

tracted the attention of all at the Fort.

Gliding across in their canoes the Indians
listened to his story and at once started

to our rescue. So it happened that these

two dusky sons of the forest appeared
by the falls at the very moment we were
wending our way across. Had they
been five minutes later we should have
missed connections and as we learned

afterward it would have been out of the

question for us in our exhausted state to

perform the feat of the guide who
climbed through thirteen miles of can-

yons of the densest brush and over hills

of rock hundreds of feet high, reaching
Ft. Matachewan more dead than alive.

That day at the Fort was one of
serenest enjoyment. Life never unfolded

her charms before the mind's eye with a
more enthralling rapture—it was truly

good to be alive!

The hospitable Factor refreshed us

with bread and pork, and tea and tales of
similar suffering through which he had
passed during forty years in those far off

wilds. Being a native of Labrador and
familiar with that country his conversa-

tion proved exceedingly interesting, and
the hours glided pleasantly by until the

three meals of the day had been royally

observed.

Of course we saw to it that our Indian

rescuers had as much tobacco doled out

to them as the law allowed and their

contented smiles left no doubts as to

their supreme satisfaction with this way
of rewarding their services.

After supper we were all weighed up-

on the Factor's scales. Mills claimed the

greatest reduction in weight through our

strenuous experience, having lost twenty-

three pounds by reason of our fasts and.

forced marches.
That evening a party of nine young

men, representing seven American col-
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leges, called at the Fort on their way to

the fishing grounds of the South. They
were keeping to beaten trails and so had

escaped any such experiences as those

through which we had just passed. By
the interest taken in our narrative, it al-

most appeared as if some of them would

have preferred our hardships to their

comforts und pleasures.

It was indeed a "feast of reason and

flow of soul" in the old Fort that night

of August 21st! The Factor broke open

his best box of cigars reserved for state

occasions and the delightful congeniality

prevailing could not have been surpassed.

It was amusing to see how one after

another of our party toppled off to sleep

under no stronger influence than the

warmth of the room, the fumes of good
cigars, and the hearty laughs and jokes

of men from Harvard, Yale, Princeton

and Toronto, met as it were by chance,

on the remotest borders of civilization.

Midnight came all too soon and we re-

tired to rest. The sensation of sleeping

in dry warm blankets was one of the

finest that I have ever enjoyed!

The next day the Factor fitted us out

with provisions, Indian guides, tents and
his best canoe for the one hundred mile

trip down Montreal to Latchford, the

nearest point on the line of rail to the

south. Those two days were the golden
ones of the month. We only portaged
the canoe once in the entire distance and
the skill with which the Indian guides

shot the rapids, a dozen or more, along
the river, baffles description. Being in

prime condition we paddled between five

and six miles an hour even in the smooth
water of the lakes into which the river

frequently widens, while in the swift cur-

rent of the stream we moved much
faster. The Montreal River presents

most charming scenery of rocks and
woodland, tortuous rapids and silvery

lakes dotted with pleasant islands. It is

proving at the present time one of the

richest prospecting regions in the north

and specimens of rock which we pro-

cured on the down trip show rich bear-

ings of the varions precious ores.

Indian encampments were plentiful all

along the shore, while the tracks of bear
and moose could be detected in the more
secluded parts.

Towards evening of the 23rd we saw
our first cow and horse which told of our
approach to civilization once again.

That night and the next morning we
feasted on bread and milk which pos-

sessed a relish that put us in mind of

childhood; then we wrapped up in our
heavy Indian blankets and lay down up-
on the grass, under those wonderful
stars, which, in the Northland, shine with

a peculiar lustre all their own.

It seemed but a few minutes until the

guttural tones of the guide announced
the hour for rising. That day we made
Latchford about noon after crossing the

beautiful Lake of Bays with reluctant

strokes, one and all regretting that our
canoe trip of five hundred miles was *

ended!

A Wild Animal Kindergarten.

jPjTlNE of the sights of the town of

MBJ Niagara Falls South is the Zoologi-

cal collection owned by the Messrs.
Ward Brothers, of the Prospect House
and cared for by a Scot who is known to

all by his sobriquet of Sandy.
The most interesting to sportsmen are

the baby moose and deer which are

shown in our illustration, together with
the keeper under whose care they were
raised. Both animals were captured
near North Bay some years ago and
Sandy has given special attention to their

welfare.

The moose has been well broken, and
was quite an attraction on the local track

this season, for although not in the pro-

fessional class it can, like its relatives in

the woods, make good time when so in-

clined, and to witness its powers in this

direction is both interesting and exciting.

So tame is the deer that it takes quite

a number of liberties around town, and
strange to say does not pay any attention

to the hounds which are also included in

Sandy's collection.

The keen and constant interest which
Sandy takes in the welfare of his pets is



reciprocated by them in many ways. All

animals soon come to look upon him as

their friend, and throughout the Niagara

peninsula he is regarded as the supreme
authority upon animals and their treat-

ment. His native wit, with all the dry

humour of the Scot, appears to have been

sharpened by his contact with those who
are curious as to his methods, and some
of his answers have passed almost into
proverbs amongst those who know him
best, and who take delight both in his
powers of repartee, and his successful
work amongst animals.



Muskoka—The Hay Fever Mecca.

BY EDITH WARD SHERMAN.

1AY fever! Don't mention it please!

Have I not spent my quota of irri-

tated days and sleepless nights,

sneezing, wheezing whole pounds of

avoirdupois from my body? Have I not

suffered with burning face, smarting

eyes and itching nostrils till my sweet

temper was on edge, and my countenance
was swollen and distorted? And then

when breath refused me, the gasping,

smothering nights in the clutches of

asthma! Sleep visited not my eyelids

and I was left gradually but surely with

only weakness with which to combat new
attacks. And for all this no remedy,
nostrum or faith cure devised by man
can do more than give slight relief. Yet

every year adds new members to the hay
fever cohorts, until today they are num-
bered by hundreds of thousands through-
out the length and breadth of the land.

But enough of symptoms! Hay fever

sufferers will know them and dream
vainly for relief during the heated season
of late August and September. Did I

say vainly? Not so, for within easy
reach by distance and by purse, lies the

Mecca of hay fever sufferers, where the

sneeze, and the wheeze and the cough
are unknown and the victim may, with
normal health restored, enjoy life to the

utmost amid surroundings both beautiful

and romantic. Does he desire the com-
forts and luxuries of home during his

summer exile? He
may find them at many
a hostlery, or he may
erect a cottage and live

as he will. Does he
yearn for the wild and
picturesque, that he
may "rough it" and
lead the simple life

close to Nature's heart?

Such accommodation
may also be secured,

or he may build for

himself a lodge amid
the wilderness. But
whatever site he may
choose in this enchanted
land, he may assure

himself beforehand,

and prove it by trial,

that the distressed hay
fever, that most baf-

fling physical trouble

known to medical men,
will leave him abso-

lutely and entirely with

cleared mind and senses
to follow his own sweet
will.

But ah! Where is

this blissful happyspot?
Muskoka, the Clear-

sky- land, is the name
A TYPICAL SCENE ON THE MUSKOKA LAKES.
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given it by the Indians many centuries tell you thrilling- tales of the blood-

ago, and as Muskoka it is known today, thirsty conflicts between the Missasagas
though long since wrested from the abor- and the Mohawks in this locality. Your
igines by the ever-grasping hand of the sympathy goes out to the Missasagas as

white man. they were driven to a stronghold on Lake
A descendant of one of the last great Rosseau by their enemy, you are aghast

chiefs of the Missasagas, the bold Mas- at the atrocity of the Mohawks in kid-

qua-Okee, for whom tradition tells us napping Masqua-Okee's little daughter
this district was originally named, now and serving her tender body at a feast of

acts as guide upon these waters and will the chiefs, and you rejoice in sweet re-

venge when Masqua-Okee,
biding his time, returned

the feast in kind. Your
thrills of horror continue

as the degenerate descend-

ant recites his tales of

dreadful battles and the

slain, bat all the world
loves a lover, and the story

ends well with the love of

a Missasaga maiden and a
Mohawk brave, upon
which Masqua-Okee be-

stowed his blessing.

As the years progressed
the region became an im-
portant part of the old

HIGHLANDS. PICTURESQUE COTTAGE ON LAKE ROSSEAU. tra^ an^ portage from To-
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ronto—literally place-of-meeting to Lake
Huron, thereby saving- the long detour

through the Detroit and St. Clair rivers.

Clear sky-land was a choice hunting
.ground and was then, as now, a favorite

spot during- the summer for those who
could reach it.

Leaving- Toronto, Ont., on a luxurious-

ly appointed train over the Grand Trunk
Railway, the traveler to Muskoka, is car-

ried almost straig-ht northward. Fer-

tile farming- country is interspersed with
virgin forests, and the hay fever sufferer

gladly leaves all trace and thought of the

heated and dusty city behind him. Ere
long, glimpses of blue water meet the

eye and a consultation of the map shows
this to be Lake Simcoe. As the train

swings round the curving shore into Al-

lendale, a stretch of sapphire and tur-

quoise, glimmering so brightly in the
sun as to almost dazzle the eye, greets

the traveler's gaze; while across the nar-

row bay that forms one end of the lake,

is the town of Barrie, set like a mosaic
of red and white amidst the green of the

hillsides, smiling at its own reflection in

the waters at its feet. The traveler ex-

claims with delight, but this is only the

first of many scenes of beauty in this

"land of pure delight" where pollen

never blows.

No doubt the seeker for relief will dis-

cover on the train many another victim

on similar purpose bent. A sneeze will

perhaps betray their presence if he has

not already seen them, but all experience

a sense of exhilaration upon arrival at

Muskoka Wharf. The fresh, pure air

clears the head and makes breathing

easier at once. As the steamer glides

away from the Wharf, the relief is still

more noticeable and as it winds its way
northward, threading in and out among
the islands, stopping here and there at

the numerous hotels and resorts popu-
lated with gay summer visitors, or pok-
ing its nose up to the dock of some pri-

vate cottage and backing out again like

an ostrich, a glad feeling of recovery

makes life worth living once more.
"My head always clears up as soon as

I reach the Wharf," said one gentleman,
a hay fever sufferer and Muskoka visitor
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of many summers' experience.

"I've been suffering- so from asthma
that I could not lie down for two weeks"
said a fleshy woman, "but see how well

I am now!"
"The first time I've escaped my hay

fever for nineteen years," came from a

Southerner who added his mite to the

relation of experiences that make all hay
fever sufferers feel akin. But the list

might be continued ad libitum, and this

is one reason why Muskoka visitors (for

hay fever victims are numerous) return to

its shores year after year.

But the charm of Muskoka? It lays

its spell over every visitor. After the

steamer has deposited you and your bag--

gag-e on the wharf before your erstwhile

stopping- place, you look about you to

drink in the placid beauty of the scene
and examine the premises. If you are

aweary of city life, you have chosen very
likely, a spot where you may rusticate

and live close to Nature; some wooded
point perhaps, or rocky islet—and there

are
.
many such not pre-empted by

other admirers of Muskoka. But the

rocks! They are everywhere, the foun-

dation of the whole region, scantily

clothed with soil wherein vegetation

flourishes luxuriously. Shores and hills

and lake bottoms are alike of rock, en-

during- volcanic rock of the Laurentian

mountains, the oldest land in the world,

that the vast ag-es of lapping- waters and
the puny scratches of man have altered

but little. It is as if this region of Lakes
—Muskoka, Rosseau and Joseph—were
at one time when the earth was young-,

mighty craters. The boiling-, seething-

mass cooked and bubbled and sputtered

times innumerable, and rose to moun-
tainous heights in every irregular form
Nature could devise. Thus it cooled.

The g-laciers came and ground the heights

smooth, breaking- off huge* boulders and
pushing- deposits of soil into the crevices

and hollows. The g-laciers traveled not

far, however, for no stones or pebbles of

any different formation are found in

Muskoka. After the glacial period was
passed the waters poured in and filled the

depths; stream and swamp and waterfall

added their mite, and all eventually

found but one outlet—the picturesque

Muskosh, which joins the Moon in its
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rush to the lower

level of Georgian
Bay. For Mus-
koka, be it re-

membered, is one
thousand feet

above the sea.

But with the

rocks and the

waters, Muskoka
was but half

formed— Musko-
ka, the Land-of-

Clear-Sky, the

Highlands of On-
tario. With
rains from the

heavens above
and waters wash-
ing- the stony

shores, vegeta-

t i o n qui ckly

garbed the rocky
hills and vales,

and today virgin

forests so dense that aged trees resemble

saplings scores of feet high in their en-

deavor to reach the sunlight, crowd one
another and cling desperately to the steep

rocks and bluffs and clothe all the land-

scape in soft outlines.

This is the evolution of Muskoka as it

appears to a lay mind. Nature speaks
eloquently here and he who would not

listen must be deaf indeed.

"Here ye not the hum of mighty
workings?"
To the lover of nature great possibil-

ities lie in this enchanted land, as yet so

little despoiled by the hand of man. On
every side the appeal of the great out-of-

doors is strong, and one does not need to

seek far to hear the call of the wild.

Yet, even so, accommodations are not

lacking where the comforts of more set-

tled communities may be enjoyed, and he

who cannot give them up need not de-

spair of finding them..

In the open air the trees shelter invit-

ing nooks tor hammocks. The hay fe-

ver exile, whose sojourn is pretty apt to

be of several weeks' duration, will do
well to bring one. It is such pleasure to

"just loaf," and a siesta or a quiet hour
in the hammocks with a book, is a treat

for the busy city worker. Before you

GROUP OF GUESTS AT ROYAL MUSKOKA HOTEL. LAKE ROSSEAU.

on the rippling waters, small crafts skim
hither and yon. Activity stirs you may-
hap, and you set sail on this miniature

sea and visit other shores, penetrate the

tiny bays or flit from one point to an-

other. Or you may row out into the

lake or sit on the dock and fish—black

bass are a specialty here and beyond a
doubt the cook can prepare them to suit

the epicure's taste.

But he who craves the motion of every
ripple of the water betakes himself upon
its bosom in a canoe. Following the

shores, one may scan the perpendicular

rocks and interpret as one pleases. the

messages Nature has writ thereon. The
sun sinks slowly behind the wooded west-

ern shores, leaving a glow of glory on
the Lake's calm bosom. Soft, opales-

cent tints—blue, violet, rose and gold,

—

shimmer over its surface. You hesitate

to shatter the liquid jewels by dip of

paddle. A hush pervades the air. Sud-
denly a shrill cry sounds across the still

waters; an echo bounds from the steep

bluffs, clear and sharp, and yet again
from an opposite protruding point. A
bugle winds out its call—fainter but not

less distinct are they repeated from the

shores,—twice, thrice and even four

times. Again and again the call is taken
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up and given back to the listener until the

impulse is strong to summon forth the

unseen echo spirit hidden in yonder wood-
ed cliffs.

"Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes

flying,

And answer, echoes, answer, dying, dying,

dying."

Once again my senses were almost stun-

ned by the shot from a gun of a duck
hunter in the middle ot the lake. The
blast was literally hurled from shore to

shore, leaping from point to point and
circling completely about the lake, until

eight thunderous echoes smote the ear

and tore the silence to shreds. On a

quiet day the stillness is so intense that

the voice will be carried across the calm
waters for the distance of over a mile with

but very little effort. The acoustic pro-

perties of these rocks rearing their heads

on every side are simply marvelous, and
altogether unexpected to a city dweller.

The waters of the Muskokas are poss-

essed of great softness and are delightful

to the touch and for bathing. Here and
there in every little bay and indentation

of the extremely irregular shore line, Na-
ture, with considerate forethought for her

children, has deposited a pocket of sand,

and thither the bathers repair to disport

themselves like fishes at play, while near

by, no doubt, projects a rock whose steep

sides fall far beneath to great depths.

From here the chary swimmers dive-
surely the ideal is provided here, though
not always by man.
Nor is the region lacking in streams to

explore. Some of them are so narrow
that only a canoe can penetrate their

windings, where sometimes an occasional

deer is seen to pause to drink. Shadow
River is of this description with its beauti-

ful Bridal Veil Falls, and its mirror-like

reflections of the forest that hides it.

Skelton River is likewise inviting, and
the falls of the Muskoka above Brace-
bridge are worth a visit, while the courag-
eous may shoot the rapids of the Muskosh
and the Moon.
The pedestrian will discover no end of

shaded leafy paths in the woods—ideally

secluded lover's lanes; and the while the

climber may assail the bluffs and rocks
and bring himself many feet nearer
Heaven's dome. The view from the

heights well repays the effort, more not-

ably when the frosts, which touch these

regions early, have thrown their gold and
crimson streamers over the hillsides, to

be mirrored in the waters laving their

feet.

And so the out-door life brings health

and normal attitude to body and mind,
and with strength renewed and ambition
beckoning forward, the worn hay fever

sufferer of a month since returns triumph-

antly home to take up the routine and
tasks of winter.

M'ARTH UR LAKE, ALTITUDE 7500 FT., SHOWING MT. BIDDLE IN DISTANCE.



The Canadian Forestry Convention

THE Vancouver Conference of the

Canadian Forestry Association prov-

ed as successful as the one at Ot-

tawa, and while it aroused more particular

interest in British Columbia, the proceed-

ings were followed with sympathetic inter-

est throughout Canada. The meeting

place so far west had some effect upon
the attendance, and the papers and
proceedings were largely concerned with

phases of the question as affecting the

western Province. At the same time the

whole of the subjects discussed, must
influence more or less the whole of

Canada, and the evidence given of the

increased interest in forestry must be

gratifying to those who have worked so

long and so well in the cause.

Once more the Governor-General of

Canada showed his personal interest in

the Association and its work by attending

all the sittings in person, but the Premier

of Canada, at whose invitation the pre-

vious conference assembled at Ottawa,
was unable so to arrange his engage-
ments as to be present. The members
received a warm welcome in Vancouver,
and the entire proceedings were marked
with interest and enthusiasm.

Earl Grey expressed the opinion that

the members realized the fact that in the

forests of Canada are to be found the

reservoirs that feed the rivers, on the

even and continuous flow of which the

agricultural prosperity of Canada depends.
They realized also that the reckless and
wanton deforestation of other lands had
converted vast territories, at one time
prosperous and populous into stretches of
barren wilderness, and that in her forests

Canada still possesses an asset of price-

less value. If only we can apply to their

management those principles and methods
which have been shown to give the best
results in other countries we may look
forward to deriving from our forests a
continuous and increasing revenue with-
out impairing our capital.

Premier McBride, of British Columbia,
although he held that in no place on the
globe would timber compare, either in

quantity or quality, with the huge forests
of that Province, believed that the words

of warning of the Governor-General were
well timed. The first duty of British

Columbians is the preservation of the for

est and the economical operation of the

lumber industry.

Mr. E. Stewart, Superintendant of

Forestry for the Dominion Government
and President of the Association, expres-

sed the opinion that the people of Canada
in years gone by had utterly failed to

appreciate the value of their possessions.

Their horizon has been circumscribed.

In too many instances the undeveloped
wealth and the national resources in timber,

minerals, fisheries, and agricultural lands

had not been imagined. He pointed out

the dire effects that would follow the loss

of the forests, and emphasised the fact

that this was no fancy picture but a cor-

rect description of actual results which
had followed deforestation in Europe. So
far as that Province was concerned there

was no need to enter upon the costly work
of artificial tree planting. Unaided, Nature
is doing this work in British Columbia,
and if they on their part would keep the

fire out of this young growth there was
no reason why future generations should

not be as abundantly supplied as the

present generation was to-day. The
importance of fires as destructive agents

was illustrated by one statement made by
Mr. Stewart, who declared that in his

belief, fires had destroyed ten times more
timber in Canadian forests than lumber-
men had ever cut. He strongly urged
the absolute necessity for a good fire

protective service throughout Canada.

The fine work being done in forest

service by our cousins across the border,

and which is scarcely realised in Canada,
was dwelt upon by Mr. Overton Price,

who attended the Conference in place of

Mr. GifTord Pinchot, Chief of the United

States Forest Service. He stated that

the United States Government have now
one hundred and eleven million acres of

forest preserves all west of the Mississippi

lying mainly along the crests and upper

slopes of the Rocky Mountains and the

Sierras. "If," he said, "we now had,

for example, your opportunity for the

creation of forest preserves they would
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comprise all the public lands in the Unit-

ed States, which can best contribute to

the welfare of the many, rather than to

the enrichment of the few ; and that

means in my judgment all mountain for-

ests upon which water powers depend
;

it means all great public grazing- lands,

and it means all large bodies of commer-
cial timber necessary to the development
and to the permanence of local industries.

By its failure to set aside all such areas

as forest reserves while still in public

ownership, the United States will inevit-

ably have to buy them back at a cost

which will be in the aggregate enormous
both for their actual purchase, and for

the expense incident to repairing the

results of the misuse which they have
suffered. No man can estimate what
the delay in the application of an active

national forest policy has already cost

and will cost to the United States." The
many ways in which forestry is rendering
useful service to the people of the States

was described at length, and Mr. Price

said the people were beginning to realise

its usefulness and wondering how in the

past they had possibly managed to do
without them. In the reserves they had
issued grazing permits for somewhat
over one million horses and cattle, and
six million sheep. Logging was now going
on under timber sales which aggregated
about seven hundred and twenty-eight
million feet. The business covering the

use of water already large, was growing
very rapidly. The receipts from these

forest reserves would be considerably
over one million of dollars during the

present year, and while in a few years
they would be self supporting, they would
at no distant period yield a considerable

net return to the Government. Ten per

cent of these revenues was paid to the

States in which the reserves were situated

for the maintainance of schools and roads.

One-tenth of one per cent of the forest

reserves was burned over last year—

a

reduction of four-fifths over the previous

year. They had a forest supervisor to

every one and a quarter million acres, and
a forest ranger to every one hundred and
thirty-four thousand acres. By European
standards they should have ten thousand
supervisors instead of eighty-five, and
one hundred thousand rangers instead of

eight hundred. The European forester

has not only less forest to look after but

he has also hundreds of years of preced-

ent behind him, and a well marked ad-

ministration and technical course to fol-

low. The foresters of the States are

without these advantages and they need-
ed to be as good as national ability,

training, experience, and esprit de corps

could make them. No power on earth

except healthy public sentiment could

ensure a really national economy in the

use of the forest.

The Hon. F. J. Sweeney, of New
Brunswick, agreed that in eastern as well

as in western Canada, the greatest enemy
of the forest is fire. He thought educa-
tion in forestry should begin in the schools.

It was stated in the course of the

proceedings that all public officials in

both New Brunswick and British Colum-
bia are fire wardens and have instructions

to fight fires wherever found.

The Hon. F. R. Green, Chief Commis-
sioner of Lands and Works, for British

Columbia, read a paper on "Timber Con-
ditions in British Columbia with relation

to extent, revenue, and legislation."

He described the excellent system of fire

ranging which exists in portions of the

Province, and which should be extended

as soon as practicable. The average cut

of timber in the Province for the last

seventeen years was under three million

feet — a mere nothing compared wiih the

grand total—and if that average were
maintained for the next two hundred
years their forests would still be far from
exhausted*. Strange as it might appear,

in the early days of the Province timber

was imported, and there is one house in

Victoria today, within one hundred yards

of the Parliament buildings, the lumber
in which was brought from San Francisco.

He detailed the various legislative chang-

es regulating the lumber industry, and
believed those in force at the present

time were satisfactory to the Government
and the lumbermen, and advantageous to

the pubic interest. Legislative enact-

ments had ensured that the timber from

British Columbian logs should be manu-
factured in the Province and by the people

ofBritish Columbia. Nearly seventeen per

cent of the total revenues of the Province

was now raised by timber.

Mr. R. H. Alexander, manager of the

British Columbia Mills Timber and Trad-

ing Company, gave an address on
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4 'Lumbering- conditions on the Coast of

British Columbia'' He detailed the rise

of the industry from very small beginnings

and estimated that this year the foreign

shipments would probably reach eighty-

five million feet, the largest volume since

the inception of the business. Until the

construction of the Canadian Pacific

Railway there was no market available

but the foreign one, and large quantities

of timber that under other conditions

would have found a sale had to be burned

as the only means of its disposal. Now
the eastern market had been opened, and
the Doug-las fir goes as far as the Atlantic

seaboard. The export trade is distributed

all over the world, shipments being made
to Australia, China, India, Central and
South America and all parts of Europe
while it has penetrated to the Baltic ports

which might appear like carrying coals to

Newcastle. It is being used in the mod-
ern developments in that ancient country

Egypt, aided in the building of Johannes-
burg, and the winning of gold from
the Rand Mines of the Transvaal. He
also dwelt upon the importance of the hem-
lock of British Columbia which is very

different from the hemlock of the east,

and the ability of the western tree to exist

under all conditions render it, in the

opinion of the forestry experts of Wash-
ington, an ideal tree for re-afforestration

purposes.

"The Lumbering Industry in the Moun-
tains," was dwelt upon by Mr. F. W.
Jones, of the Mountain Lumbermen's
Association. He described the conditions

and progress made in mountain lumbering
and predicted that before many years they

will be the largest producers of lumber in

Canada, if not in America. All members
of the Mountain Association are members
of the Canadian Forestry Association,

and in sympathy with its objects. Re-
forestation is not a live issue in the

mountains at present, but their interests

lay in establishing some better system of

preserving and managing what the

Almighty had given them, and stopping
the enormous destruction of standing
timber by fire. He suggested a number
of amendments to the Government's re-

gulations, and dwelt particularly upon
the necessity for further provisions against
fire. If it could be made to the interest

of the lumbermen to so regulate their

operations as to guard the young and
growing timber it would be a long step

forward in the interests of forestry.

Mr. Aubrey White, Deputy Minister

of • Lands and Forests for Ontario, de-

scribed the fire ranging system of that

Province. They started with ten fire

wardens, the lumbermen making the

appointments and paying half the salaries.

This number had now grown to between
seven and eight hundred, scattered

throughout the Province, and this year

they would spend ninety thousand dollars,

and the lumbermen from seventy to eighty

thousand dollars for fire protection. This

expenditure secured to Ontario a far lar-

ger value by saving timber from destruc-

tion than the amounts stated.

Mr. Rowley, manager of the E.B. Eddy
Company, described the forests as Cana-
da's heritage above ground, expressing

the opinion that they were worth more
than all the minerals stored in the bowels
of the earth, and all the fishes within her

lakes and seas.

Perhaps the most notable thing about
the banquet was the statement, so char-

acteristic of Western progress, that the

noble hall in which it was held was only

twenty-one years before covered with a

dense forest growth.

On the second day Mr. Judson F.

Clark Ph. D. , Chief of the Forestry De-
partment of Ontario, submitted a paper

on "Forest Reserves and Forest Conser-

vation." The first lessons in Forestry

were those supplied by Nature. But
Nature's methods were wasteful alike in

time and material, and the forester favor-

ed as seed trees those kinds which be-

cause of rapidity of growth or quality of

product, was regarded as the most desir-

able. The solution of the problem of

Canadian forest administration would be

reached when a system of sale of public

timber could be made effective by which
the State and the lumberman became part-

ners with mutual profit in the work of re-

newing the forests by logging the mature
trees. • Mr. Clark gave the following three

axioms and proceeded to discuss the present

methods of sales by auction, the bonus
system and the cutting regulations, de-

scribing as a fatal omission the absence
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if" any effective measures to control the

cutting- on Canadian limits :

—

1. The main object of all forest man-
agement should be to ensure the perman-
ency of the lumbering- and other wood-
cutting- industries by providing- a perman-
ent supply of log-s which is their raw
material. Incidently, or at least second-
arily, forest management aims to regulate

the flow of streams, to secure a revenue,

to ameliorate climatic conditions and to

provide a play-ground for the people.

2. Whereever forests naturally flourish

they may be perpetuated and improved
by conservative lumbering. The White
Pine and the Douglas Fir are among the

best trees in the world for this purpose.

3. If the forests are to be saved, it

must be with the sympathethic co-operation

of the men who cut the trees. Nor is

this at all a matter of regret, for no class

of citizens are more vitally interested in

the perpetuation of the forests or would
do more to that end than the lumbermen.

The concluding paper was one by Mr.
Roland D. Craig, Inspector of Dominion
Forest Reserves, and was entitled "The
Management of Forest Reserves." He
pointed out that the Dominion Govern-
ment have set aside five and a half million

acres for forest and game preserves in

the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta, and the railway belt of

British Columbia. He pointed out how
forests can be grown on land unsuited

for agriculture, and a careful discrimina-

tion between the two is beneficial to both
industries. The greatest difficulty now
facing the forestry bureau was the remov-
al of squatters who had gone on to the

reserves despite all warnings. He made
a point that is very important to British

Columbia viz,—that forest reserves in no
way interfere with the developement of

mines. The value of maintaining forests

at the head waters of streams used for

irrigation or water power was most im-

portant, and this was the chief object of

the reserves set aside by the Dominion
Government in British Columbia. It is

absolutely necessary, if the country in the

interior of British Columbia and on the

east slope of the Rocky Mountains, is to

develope along agricultural lines, that a
forest cover be maintained on the water-
sheds to protect and regulate the streams
which will bring wealth and prosperity

to an otherwise unproductive waste. If

the forests are removed it will cost mil-

lions of dollars to build dams and reser-

roirs to control the Spring freshets and
conserve the water for the use of the

crops, and in the end they will not be so

effective as a good forest cover. The Do-
minion reserves are estimated at one
decimal one per cent of the timberland
owned by the Dominion. The Provinces
control perhaps our most valuable forests,

and the duty of forest conservation rests

forcibly upon them. Ontario has already

set aside eleven and a half million acres,

Quebec, about three and a half million

acres, and New Brunswick was preparing
to reserve a large tract. It would seem
that British Columbia which now depends
and may always depend largely on her

forests for her revenue, should inaugurate
a conservative forest policy and set aside

her non-agricultural lands permanently
for the purpose of timber production.

In the discussion that ensued fire

prevention occupied an important place,

as it did also amongst the resolutions

which were adopted at the close of the

Convention.

Perhaps the most important of these

resolutions, in the interest of the forestry

of the future was the one which asked
that "the forest reserves may be so hand-
led as to become as nearly as possible

a permanent source of timber supply,"

and with that object in view the "leases

should provide for a tenure under such
conditions as will encourage the adoption

of the best forestry methods in all lum-
bering operations."

The success of the Convention was
undoubted, and it is hoped its effect upon
Provincial policy may prove equally bene-

ficial. From the West to the East will

the Association move and hold its next

Conference at Halifax.
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Professor Hornaday Sc. D., the well

known director of the Zoological Park at

New York and a high authority on Nat-

ural . History, has devoted time and at-

tention to the mountain goat of the

Rockies. Accompanied by Mr. John

M. Phillips, the Game Warden for the

State of Pennsylvania, he visited British

Columbia and spent a long holiday amid
the mountains of our fine western Prov-

ince. The result is a deeply entrancing,

well written, and authoritative work, en-

titled, "Camp Fires in the Canadian
Rockies," published by Messrs. Charles

Scribners Sons, New York, and illustrat-

ed by seventy fine engravings from
photos taken by Mr. Phillips, who in his

endeavors to obtain pictures of the moun-
tain goat at home ran risks and
faced dangers that might well have
daunted most men. The illustrations thus

hardly obtained lend great interest to the

Professor's careful and discriminating

studies taken at close range and there-

fore all the more valuable on that ac-

count. The mountain goat has had his

detractors, but Professor Hornaday
makes out a good case for him. The
mere fact that the animal holds his own
above the timber line in the Canadian
Rockies amid ever present dangers, and
manages to make a living in places which
appear barren and bare is strong evi-

dence of a keen intelligence. The fact

that the goat is fairly easily hunted so

far from being made out as a proof of

low intellectual capacity is held by the

Professor to be a proof of his fearless-

ness and courage. In the* most difficult

positions and when brought to bay he is

never "rattled." The Professor de-

scribes feats of climbing on the part of

goats which are made almost as interest-

ing as if readers had witnessed these,

wonderful gymnastic performances them-
selves instead of merely reading ahout
them. Everyone who has been fortunate

enoug'h to spend a holiday in the Cana-
dian Rockies must sympathize with and

share in the Professor's enthusiasm for

the wonderful mountainous regions which
are no mean share of the great inherit-

ances of Canadians; and for their mar-
vellous fauna and flora. Although the

goat occupies the first and principal por-

tion of the Professor's book, the other

interesting inhabitants of the Rockies
come in for their share of attention, and
the mountain sheep and the grizzlies re-

ceive the same careful consideration and
attention from the Professor as does the

goat. The deer, and likewisethe smaller

inhabitants—the funny and amusing
whistling marmot included—are all ac-

corded similar careful and discriminating

treatment, in addition to which there are

many touches throughout the book that

are scarcely less interesting than the

principal subjects to which attention is

devoted. Canadians as a whole, and
British Columbians in particular, ought

to be more proud of their country after a

perusal of this book, which while doing

full justice to one of the very finest parts

of Canada, and its no less interesting

inhabitants, also does it no less than

justice. The Professor was fortunate in

his companion, Mr. John M. Phillips, to

whom he pays many well deserved trib-

utes, and to his guide, Mr. Charles

Smith, whose devotion to his mountain
home despite temptations to leave it, is

beautifully portrayed. The book as a

whole is one that sportsmen may read

and re-read with pleasure and profit.

The attractions of our Canadian North

appeal with irresistable force to an ever

increasing army of our American cousins,

and once they have learned the charms

and tasted the delights of life in our own
backwoods, they wish to return to scenes

they found so refreshing and so invigor-

ating, and to learn more of the mysteries

of those woods and waters which pre-

sent so many different and differing as-

pects to those who visit and linger with
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them. In the "North Country" Mr.

Henry Anton Auer (The Robert Clarke

Company, Cincinnati) gives us a series

of sketches dealing- with his own exper-

iences in the country north of Lake Su-

perior, and he presents these in such an

attractive form that those who have also

been there must feel as they read that, in

imagination, they are living their exper-

iences over again; and those who have
not been cannot help a feeling of longing

coming over them that like experiences

may be theirs. Mr. Auer, and his com-
panion, Chum, who held a nearer and
dearer relation to him, had good guides,

and having the leisure and means necess-

ary for a prolonged stay in the woods,
they had a most pleasant time. Under
these auspicious circumstances those who
know and love the Canadian woods will

not be surprised that the party enjoyed

themselves thoroughly, and so entered

into the spirit of their surroundings that

Mr. Auer was filled with inspiration suf-

ficient to write these sketches. Back-
woods frequenters will recognize the en-

thusiasm which Mr. Auer puts into his

work, and will feel that they themselves
have had similar feelings and will admire
the fine way in which Mr. Auer has given
expression to them. The wonderful at-

tractions of a wild free life, where the

ordinary rules of civilization do not
trouble, and where Nature has so much
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to show and to repay her votaries, are so
clearly brought out, and Mr. Auer is so

frank in his enjoyment of them, that no
sportsman can fail to catch a share of
his enthusiasm, or feel a portion of his

enjoyment. The book makes an excel-

lent companion either in the library or in

the woods—indeed it is not too much to

say that the true sportsman will enjoy it

under any conditions.

High ideals for Canadians is what we
are all prepared to welcome, and sports-

men, who in their unwritten codes of
conduct • set high ideals for themselves
and try to carry them out, are interested

in and approve the setting forth of such
ideals for men in public life and for Can-
adians -generally. If our youth particu-

larly can be inculcated with these high
ideals the future of Canada will be bril-

liant and sure. The present is the test-

ing time, and we should not be discour-

, aged if the tests show some weak places.

Mr. W. Frank Hatheway, of St. John,
N. B. in his book on "Canadian Nation-
ality; The Cry of Labor, and other Es-
says" (Toronto: William Briggs) sets be-

fore us many of these ideals in a series

of essays which his wide reading and his

many illustrative points make deeply in-

teresting. By means of this book Mr.
Hatheway does his share in a highly ef-

fective way for the upbuilding of that na-
tion of the future which many of us see
in our visions. If it be objected that
many of these visionary ideals are not
practical and therefore useless, it will be
found in the end that attention to them is

not lost, and great gain wijl follow any
effort to realize only some of them. Mr.
Hatheway pays special attention to the
part which labor should play in Canadian
nationality, and he discourses equally
well on character, education, simplicity,

greatness, self-reverence, the real and
the ideal, and many others. He asks,
Do we know our Own? and even holds
that the wondrous and varied nature of
our own is no excuse for not knowing at

least more of our own than many do.

We cannot all be authorities on our mar-
vellous possessions, but we might and
should know a good deal more about
them.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun aind Motor Sports in Canada.



All indications point to the fact that

overwhelming- success will attend the first

Canadian Auto, Motor Boat, and Sports-

man's Show to be held in the fine Arena

at Montreal from April 6th to 13th, (both

dates inclusive) next year. The prepara-

tions are so far advanced that it is doubt-

ful if the Arena, vast as is its capacity,

will be large enough to hold the exhibits

of all who are anxious to find places

therein. In such a case an annex is sug-

gested and this would have the advan-

tage of giving- indefinite expansions as

the necessities of the case may require.

As the commercial capital of the Do-
minion it is felt that Montreal is the

place for such an exhibition and the en-

thusiastic way in which the Railway
Companies, the manufacturers, and
sporting organizations generally have
taken up the matter, show that they share

this opinion. Canada is daily becoming-

a finer market for all auto, motor, and
sporting goods, and Montreal is naturally

the place through which to introduce

such productions to purchasers gathered
from every part of Canada. So thor-

oughly enthusiastic indeed have the pro-

moters become, from the encouragements
held out to them, that confident predic-

tions have been heard that New York
and Buffalo will be equalled, while cer-

tain features peculiar to Canada will also

render the Exhibition notable. In sev-

eral instances the exhibits made at New
York will be transferred as a whole to

Montreal and thus induce thousands of

Canadians who are unable to visit the

American city, to make close acquaint-
ance with the very latest developments in

the auto and motor industries, and with
the ever increasing endeavors to minister

to all possible wants of the sportsman.
The decorative features, and the daily

programs, will all prove additional at-

tractions and for that particular week,
Montreal ought to prove the Mecca of

all Canadians interested in autos, motors
and sport; these forming no inconsiderable

portion of the population of the Domin-
ion. Such an exhibition is, also, calcu-

lated to give a strong impetus to the rap-

idly growing interests in these particular

manufactures and to render sterling- ser-

vice, alike to the manufacturers and to

the public.

The Triumph of the Darracq.

Althoug-h motor racing has obtained
no hold in Canada up to the present,

motorists everywhere have been full of
• interest over the great Vanderbilt Cup
race, and the incidents marking the con-
test have been followed as closely in the

Dominion as elsewhere. The success of
the French car was not unexpected, but
the poor showing- of the American cars

was the source of keen disappointment
not only to their own people, but gener-
ally throughout the continent.

Mr. Will Hyslop of Toronto, the

agent for the Darracq car in the Domin-
ion, who personally witnessed the race,

states that the Darracq took the lead from
the start and maintained it till the end.
4

'It was a great day for the French car

and French mechanics," said Mr. Hys-
lop, and in this all autoists agree.

The Lessons of the Contest.

Since the race every incident has been
discussed from various points of view,

and the whole subject is one that has
caused grave concern to American man-
ufacturers. Two statements, given out

respectively by Mr. E. R. Thomas and
Mr. Henry Ford, are worthy of more
than a passing- notice, these gentlemen
being not merely high authorities, but
having given the matter careful thought,
and speaking with a deliberation and
with a desire to learn all the lessons of
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the contest and its results.

Mr. Thomas defines the contest as one

between nations for supremacy in one of

the most important industries, and not a

mere race for speed. So long as the Cup
is held by a foreign manufacturer he

holds that the "whole manufacturing
prestige of America is more or less in-

jured American manufacturers will not

rest until the Cup is won permanently for

America." He points out that while the

foreign cars have been "in the game" for

several years, this is practically the first

year the Americans have entered into

these industrial contests with cars strict-

ly built on racing lines. The sole cause

of the failure of the American cars to

make a creditable showing was due to

tire troubles. In the case of the Thom-
as Flyer, although the car was only got-

ten in shape the evening before the race,

there was not the slightest mechanical
trouble during the entire two hundred
and ninety-seven miles, but the most dis-

astrous tire troubles happened. One tire

lasted only three miles, another flew off

and became entangled in the steerage
gear turning the car across the road,

while changes had to be made three times
in one lap and seven times in all.

"While defeated I do not feel disgraced.
In one year we have produced a car
equal in speed, workmanship and sub-
stantiality to any car. Our sole trouble
was tires, and lack of time to thoroughly
tune up for the race." Owing to tire

troubles the Thomas lost fifty minutes
more than any foreign car, and had it

had equal luck with tires would have
finished amongst the first four. Mr.
Thomas expressed his determination to

rescue American reputation from such an
humiliating defeat, and his hope that
other American manufacturers will also
do their share by constructing real racing
cars, etc. In describing the benefits to
manufacturers and autoists generally
from such a contest, Mr. Thomas said:
"The Vanderbilt course for nearly half
the distance is winding, and there are
fourteen very abrupt turns. The racing
car motors range from two to three times
the horse power of an ordinary touring
car, hence the vibrations or motor strains
were two or three times as great. The
construction in many parts was two or

three times lighter than an ordinary

touring car. The tests of the Glidden
tour, leisurely averaging from one hun-
dred and twenty miles per day, and care-

fully nursed and driven by experts, sink

into insignificance by comparison with

the tests of the awful motor vibrations,

and the terrible road impact of a car at a
speed varying from fifty to ninety miles

per hour for three hundred continuous
miles. A tire blowing off at a speed of

seventy miles per hour and the car im-

mediately turning round in the road sub-

jected the breaks, the wheels, and the en-

tire mechanism in addition, to the terri-

ble impact, concussion and strain of

enormous speed which can never be
equalled by a car slowly running through
the worst roads. In the former case

every scientific principle of good and
safe construction is not only involved but

practically solved. For ten years road
racing has been conducted abroad and
users more than manufacturers have been
benefitted, for it has enabled manufac-
turers to produce cars hundred of pounds
lighter; motors, gears, bearings etc.,

more highly efficient, as well as testing

out tires by a better test than is possible

by any other method."
Mr. Ford said that the right car won

and gave all possible credit to the for-

eign maker and the foreign car. He
agreed that in the race it was the Ameri-
can tires that were at fault.

"All right. Tires are, next to the

motor, the most expensive and the most
important in a motor car. If the Van-
derbilt race has done nothing more than

prove the shortcomings of the American
tire as compared with its European com-
petitor, it was worth all it cost—it was
dirt cheap to the motor car maker. In

the end it will prove of equal value to

the tire makers themselves—American
buyers will demand the best and compe-
tition will do the rest."

On the point of the effects of racing,

Mr. Ford says:

"Not an engineer there but acknowl-
edged the right car won. It was k to a

designer, one of the most beautiful prod-

ucts of the mechanical art it is possible

to conceive. And no engineer could ex-

amine its parts without learning lessons

that are invaluable. Beside it, some of
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the other aspirants, both foreign and
American, looked halt finished. It is

only fair to state, however, that at least

two of the American cars looked like

thoroughbreds, and their failure to make
a better showing- was due not to mechan-
ical imperfection, but to tire troubles.

If, however, it is necessary for us to per-

fect the art of tire making to win a place

among the world's best, let us go it, for

we cannot slide out either by making ex-

cuses for tires or by affecting to consider
the game not worth the candle."

His conclusions coming from such a

source are worth quoting in full:

'""When American manufacturers have
demonstrated their ability to design and
build automobiles, from motor to tires,

capable of bringing home and retaining

the Vanderbilt cup, we shall see the tide

of automobile importation turn, and it

will no longer be the fad to pay twice the

price for a foreign car that an American
car of equal quality can be bought for.

i
'Is it necessary for us to use higher

grade materials, more careful methods,
better tires, ignition systems or what
not? Let us get about it and see that

we demonstrate what we claim—that

American workmen, American brains and
American methods are capable of equal-

ing if not surpassing those of any other
nation in the world.

"Meantime, let's give the foreign vic-

tor all the credit that is his—all we should
have claimed had an American car won
the cup.

"

The Farmers' Interests in Autos.

The country prejudice against the auto
will disappear completely if the confident

predictions of Mr. Ford become reali-

ties. With the advent of good roads,

the motor truck and the motor tractor

—

vehicles designed for the more expedi-

tious transportation of garden truck and
farm produce to the market—"the far-

mer will profit by the development of the

motor car to a greater extent than any
other citizen. It will mean to him an ad-

vanced value for all his products. The
auto, with the introduction of vegetable

alcohol as a substitute for gasoline,

"will lessen the labor and increase the

revenue of the farmer to a degree little

dreamed of by him as yet." One can
imagine all the farmers asking that that

day may soon dawn!

A Freight Motor in Ontario.

A freight motor, said to be the first of

its kind ever brought into Canada, the

property of the Gait, Preston and Hes-
peler, and Preston and Berlin Railways
has made successful trial trips at Gait,

Ont., and appears likely to demonstrate
to the people of the Dominion that these

freight motors have a future, and a bright

one before them. The cost is $10,000
and good interest upon the capital is

certain to be paid by the freight work
secured bv the motor.

A Foolish Suggestion.

How best to make the life of the mo-
torist a trial and a burden is a work in

which people are engaged in England as

well as in Canada. As a most effective

means to this end one correspondent sug-

gests the revival of the ancient toll bars.

There would be a lifting bar which could

be drawn up, and let down against mo-
tors only. All motorists would be re-

quired under penalty to stop at such bars

in order that their numbers, licenses, and

persons might be identified, and they

would also carry a way book in which an

official would enter their exact time of

passing such bar, making corresponding

entries in a book kept at the toll house.

The way bill would be produced for en-

dorsation at the next cross roads station,

and so on to the end of the journey. Any
attempt to carry out this brilliant idea

would certainly result in annoyance and

delay to other traffic, and a large staff

would have to be engaged or the bars

left up at night. It is curious to think

that this can be the twentieth century,

when we pride ourselves upon our ad-

vanced ideas, that these retrograde pre-

tensions are aired. They are inevitable

reminders of similar foolish suggestions

upon the introduction of railways.

Bribing the Police to Prosecute.

Another, and in some of its aspects a
more brilliant one, is the idea conceived

and carried out in Rhode Island. Al!

fines levied upon drivers of motor cars
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and their owners are allowed to be re-

tained by the police as their own per-

quisites. It is astonishing- how offences

multiply under this system! The police

are reported to be coining- money out of

motorists who unwittingly enter within
the confines of the State, while those
who are aware of the prevailing- condi-

tion of thing-s there avoid it as thoug-h it

were plague stricken. The authorities of

Rhode Island have settled the matter so
far as they are concerned, without the

adoption of any antiquated systems, by
the simple process of allowing- the police

to keep all the fines. The time will

come when these authorities will rank
with the Mr. Justice Shallowpates of

history!
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SPORTS AFLOAT! Edited by

Being a Section Devoted to Those Who Brave Wind
and Wave, in White-wingfd Yacht or Dainty Canoe,
in Fragile She4l or Swift Power Boat

LOU. E.

MARSH

The New Universal Rating- Rule.

The new universal rating- rule for

measuring- racing- yachts has at last been
finally adopted by the Yacht Racing Un-
ion, the controlling- body tor the great

lakes. At the annual meeting held

in Toledo Oct. 19th, the report of a
special committee upon the subject was
received.

This committee, composed of George
Owen, F. P. Warner and C. G. Jennings,
was appointed by the Council of the Y. R.

U. at a special meeting at Detroit in April.

At that time the Yacht Racing Union
adopted the universal yacht racing- rule as

used by the New York Yacht Club. But
it was thoug-ht that some amendments
might be advisable if the rule were to be
applied to great lakes yachting. Through-
out the summer the committee studied the

rule, and on Oct. 19th, submitted their

report.

With the exception of a few minor
points, for which they have suggested
remedies, they find the universal rating

rule admirably suited for increasing the

size and quality of the great lakes' fleet.

The committee does not recommend the

adoption of any scantling- table or cabin

house restrictions, and they propose one
important amendment in the matter of

measuring sail area. Otherwise the rule

stands almost exactly as adopted.

The method of measuring sail area, as

adopted by the committee, combines the

best features of the N.Y.Y.C. method with

that previously used by the Yacht Racing
Union. The amendments to the rules

for starting and finishing change the

eastern method to the more familiar one
now used by the Great Lakes Union of

flying starts with no allowances forgetting

over the mark.

The universal rating rule, as adopted
by the union is as follows :

—

The formula for classifying yachts ac-

cording to the new rating measurement
shall be :—The length multiplied by the

square foot of sail area, divided by 5.5

times the cube root of displacement.
Length, sail area and displacement shall

be computed according to the amended
universal rating rule.

Yachts shall be classified by the rating

measurement and shall be divided into

the following classes.

Schooners

64-foot, class, D—Not over 64 feet and
over 55 feet rating measurement. One
man for every 250 square feet of sail area

and fraction thereof.

55-foot, class E—Not over 55 feet and
over 47 feet rating measurement. One
man for every 250 square feet of sail

area and fraction thereof.

47-foot,* class DD—Not over 47 feet

and over 40 feet rating measurement.
One man for every 250 square feet of sail

area and fraction thereof.

40-foot, class EE—Not over 40

feet rating measurement. Nine men.

Sloops and Yawls.

68-foot, class J.—Not over 68 feet and
over 57 feet rating measurement. One
man for every 250 square feet of sail area

and fraction thereof.

57-foot, class K—Not over 57 feet and
over 49 feet rating measurement. One
man for every 250 square feet of sail area

and fraction thereof. 1

48-foot, class L—Not over 48 feet and
over 40 feet rating measurement. One
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man for every 250 square feet of sail area

and fraction thereof.

40-foot, class M—Not over 40 feet and

over 33 feet rating- measurement. Nine

men.
33-foot, class N—Not over 33 feet and

over 27 feet rating- measurement. Six

men.
27-foot, class P—Not over 27 feet and

over 22 feet rating measurement. Five

men.
22-foot, class Q—Not over 22 feet and

over 18 feet rating measurement. Four

men.
18-foot, class R—Not over 18 feet and

over 15 feet rating measurement. Three

men.
15-foot, class S—Not over 15 feet rat-

ing measurement. Three men.

In races where vessels of different rigs

sail together a schooner shall be rated for

time allowances at 85 per cent, of her

rating measurement ; a yawl at 93 per

cent, and a sloop at her actual rating

measurement.
Hollow spars were given the go-by,

and the delegates passed resolutions that

after Nov, 1st. 1906 all boats built must

be equipped with solid spars. A com-

mittee, consisting of Commodores Jarvis,

Warner, and Jennings, was appointed to

attend the Atlantic conference next winter

with a view of attacking the policy of

light construction in racers. A resolu-

lion barring the boat upon which false

certificates of design have wilfully been

given was passed.

Commodore Richardson of Toledo was
elected chairman of the committee and

Mr. J. S. McMurray of the R.C. Y.C.

Toronto, secretary.

Twenty-seven Foot Cup Boats.

Now it is Canada's Cup!

The preliminary details for the contest

for Canada's Cup for 1907 have been

completed between the Rochester Yacht

Club, the holders of the silverware, and

the Royal Canadian Yacht Club, Toron-

to, the challengers for this emblem of

yachting supremacy on the Great Lakes,

and Fife, the great Scotchman, is already

busy upon one challenger and three or

four other boats are contemplated.

Next year's races will be between boats

of practically the same size as Temeraire
and Iroquois, the contenders in 1905,

though under the new rules they will be
known as 27-footers. Temeraire and
Iroquois were 30-footers under the Yacht
Racing Union's measurements. Now
the Yacht Racing Union has adopted the

universal rating rule and the cup boats
become officially 27-footers. The Roch-
ester Yacht Club had its own way in

naming the class. The Canucks wanted
33-footers or boats the size of the present

40-foot class of the Great Lakes but
Rochester objected and the men across

the border had their own way.
Well, this year should give Lake On-

tario a grand class of 27-footers for four

new ones are already contemplated on the

Canadian side of the lake. The Fife de-

signed boat is, of course, the one ordered

by Vice Commodore Nicholls of the

Royal Canadian Yacht Club. Fife de-

signed the defeated Temeraire but Rear
Commodore Nicholls still pins his faith

to the veteran. Mr. Aemilius Jarvis is

head of a syndicate which will have a
boat designed by Mylne, the young
Scotchman who turned out the speedy
Zoraya, and Commodore A. A. McDon-
ald of the Royal Canadian Yacht Club is

pushing forward a syndicate to build a
third boat. A fourth boat may come
from Hamilton, where Rear Commodore
George Tuckett has the cup bee in his

bonnet and is more than half decided to

build a boat from the designs of George
Owen who designed Whirl, the L. Y. R. A.
20-foot champion, and Petrol II and Keno
the 25-foot champions of the same associ-

ation. Tuckett now owns Keno and he
is in love with her paces. '

The only kick the Royal Canadian
Yachtsmen have now is upon the size of

the crews allowed uuder the new rating

rule. The new rule says that five men
shall constitute a crew for a 27-footer.

There were seven men, the same as the

cup boats carried in 1905.

The New Seventeen Foot Class.

Last fall "Rod and Gun" predicted

that the new seventeen foot racing class

turned down by the Lake Sailing Skiff

Assoiation would be adopted with a hur-

rah at the annual meeting this fall.
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It was!

This new seventeen foot class is going

to be a Jim Dandy. The old sixteen foot

class skiff was a mighty handy little craft

but this seventeen foot class will be a

sturdy able little ship in which it will be

good enough to tackle Lake Ontario any

day, except when she is in her fiercest

tantrums, and the good blue water is

slithered with spindrift by a sixty knot

gale. Indeed the new class regulations

call for a boat that would not come amiss

on any lake on the continent. She is

light of draft, has good sail carrying

ability, and if she does not go over or

AHVill float her crew and a bit more.

She is a chunkier boat all round than

the old sixteen foooter. She may not be

more than twenty-five foot over all,

which is' a foot more than the sixteen

foot class maximum. Her load water

line is limited to seventeen feet while that

of her predecessor could not pass thirteen

feet six inches, if the craft swung the full

three hundred and thirty square feet of

canvas. The new boats' beam must be

at least seven feet, a foot and a half

greater than the sixteen foot class mini-

mum, and her minimum freeboard six-

teen inches. She must carry four hun-

dred pounds of inside ballast, a one hun-

dred and fifty pound metal centerboard,

and air tanks capable of floating three

hundred pounds. The old sixteen foot

class carried no inside ballast or tanks,

and the centerboard was limited to one

hundred pounds. The new class is al-

lowed four hundred square feet of canvas

as against the sixteen footers' three hun-

dred and thirty square feet. The crew is

limited to four.

The stipulations guarantee a good
stout boat, for her planking must be half

inch for clinker built boats, and five-

eighths for carvel built, the ribs at least

one and three quarters square inches to

the foot. Bilge boards are#discriminated

against because the idea is held to be a

racing one purely.

Until four of the new seventeen footers

are built the new ones will race with the

old sixteen footers.

The L. S. S. A., too, abolished its

eighteen foot dinghy class and adopted

the Royal Hamilton Club's design for the

sixteen foot dinghy class.

The cabin knockabouts were granted
leave to use a spinnaker boom half as

long again as the ones they are now
using. The old booms were limited to

the length of the forward triangle, and
the result was that the crews on race

days were pottering about with spinnaker
booms not much longer than a walking
cane. The temptation to "hinch," often

prompted the forward man to set the

spinnaker boom jaws on the side stay in-

stead of the mast. It didn't make much
difference, anyhow, for the spinnaker
was only doyley size. Indeed my es-

teemed friend "Cully" Robertson, of To-
ronto, erstwhile owner of the knocka-
bout La Souris (I'd hate to tell you what
certain ribald friends resolved that name
into) one day, absent mindedly, tucked
La Souris' spinnaker into his breast

pocket, and hung the bonnet outside for

decorative effect.

The L. S. S. A. 's racing program for

next year gives the Royal Canadian
Yacht Club, Toronto, the annual Domin-
ion Day Regatta, and the Darrell Shield

Competition on Labor Day.
Commodore T. A. E. World, of the

Queen City Yacht Club, was again elected

President. The other officers follow:

Vice President, A. W. Whinton, Na-
tional Yacht and Skiff Club, Toronto;
Secretary-Treasurer, J. W. Commeford,
Q. C. Y. C. Toronto; Representatives,

—

Royal Hamilton Yacht Club, Mr. Vila, R.

C. Y. C, C. Sweatman; Queen City,

Rear Commodore Ewing, and Sunny-
side, Mr. Gibson. To be elected: Mim-
ico, Lakeside Cove, Toronto Canoe Club,

Oswego and Rochester.

Commeford's Gold Watch.

"Bill" Commeford—he was christened

James William, but everyone around the

lakes calls him Bill on sight—the Secre-

tary-Treasurer of the Lake Sailing Skiff

Association of Lake Ontario is wearing
a new gold wrist watch these days. It's

a present. Some of the boys passed Bill

the jewelry at the annual meeting of the

L. S. S. A. in Toronto Oct. 19, as a
token of their appreciation of his fight to

save the Toronto fleet of racing skiffs

and dinghies on the night of July 29.

The fleet was bound for Hamilton, ia
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tow of a tug-, for the big- L. S. S. A. Re-

gatta, June 30-July 1. It blew up nasty

from the southwest, but at midnig-ht the

tug started out with the fleet to buck a

stiff head sea. About one o'clock a hot

squall blew up and the tow line parted.

Bill had his twenty-two foot launch,

Arrow, along, and when the tow line

parted he started her chugging and
pounded her off into the Stygian dark-

ness, looking for the drifting boats. He
got wound up into tow lines, half filled

with water and had accidents too numer-
ous to mention; but he stuck to his

work and rounded up the fleet. Three
times the boats broke away, and three

times Captain Bill and his crew hiked out

after them, and he wound up by towing
some of them back to the harbor. Bill

was on duty till the last boat made the

harbor safely.

He's always around when there is a

storm and trouble brewing and the re-

sults are that he has been presented with

everything from a yacht and certificate of

bravery to a bronze medal and watch for

rescuing those imperilled on the Lake
and Bay, I think his life record stands

about the thirty-two mark. It is a

stormy fall, and consequently it is hard

to keep track of the people Bill yanks out

of the Bay! The first puff of a squall

takes Bill on the jump for the water
front, and if some one hasn't turned his

boat over and supplied Commeford with

the excitement of a rescue, Bill turns on
the "juice"—it used to be close reefs and
a storm jib, but now he is a putter boat
fiend—and goes ploughing around in the

white caps! If he doesn't find oblivion

down with Davy Jones it won't be his

fault, and I'll miss my guess!

Durnan After World's Championship.

After a period of sculling inaction—as
far as professional championships are

concerned—Canada is again in the eye
of the sporting public. Eddie Durnan
of Toronto, nephew of the "only" Ned
Hanlon is in Australia training for a race

for the world's sculling championship.
Durnan is to meet George Towns, the
conqueror of the great Jake Gaudaur.
The race is to take place in mid-March
on the Paramatta course of three miles,

three hundred and thirty yards. The
purse is $2,500 a side and Durnan gets
$500 expenses. Durnan left Toronto on
Sunday, Oct. 7th.

Hanlon was the first Canuck to tackle

the game in Australia and he made a
mess of it. He went away the world's

champion, but Beach took his measure
and laurel wreath. This was in 1883.

Four years later Hanlon tried again and
was again defeated. In 1890 William
O'Connor, of Toronto, made the trip to

the Antipodes after beating Searle on the

Thames and he was beaten by James
Stanbury. Hanlon was given a great

send off in Toronto. The municipal
council and every rowing organization in

Canada was represented, and at Fort
William, Rat Portage and Winnipeg the

oarsmen gathered to bid him "Good
luck!"

Durnan since his defeat of Tom Sulli-

van at Toronto in 1904 has been regarded
as a likely candidate for the champion-
ship. He is a neat sculler and at one
hundred and fifty pounds can stand a
hard contest. He is a dangerous man
as long as he meets with no unexpected
drawbacks, but it does not take much to

get him uneasy and interfere with his

confidence in himself. He is wily too as

those who saw him draw Sullivan away
from his buoy at Toronto are well aware.

Sore Blow to Ottawa.

The revivication of the C. A. A. U.,

which translated means the Canadian
Amateur Athletic Union, promises to

write the Skidoo sign large upon the

Ottawa Rowing Club. If Mr. Frank
Grierson can prove his charges of pro-

fessionalism against athletes—and every-

one who knows aught of sporting mat-
ters in Ottawa knows that what Grierson

says is right—the Ottawa Rowing Club's

Crack Four will be a thing of the past.

Three of the superb quartette who pulled

in that crew will be adjudged athletically

unclean and Ottawa hasn't developed men
who can replace them. Ottawa's Four
last year consisted of Pulford, Phillips,

Poapst and Haycock. Haycock is the

only one who escapes. The other three

played Rugby football with Rough Riders
last year and are in the game this year
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while Pulford also played hockey for the

champion Ottawa team. That the men
on these teams were being- paid for their

services is something- which has been

known for years, but no one in posses-

sion ot the information had the nerve to

come out and make direct charges until

Mr. Grierson came along. The C. A. A.

U. has taken hold of the thing with a

spirit to be commended and it looks as if

Ottawa will get such an athletic purging

as will rid her forever of the incubus of

concealed professionalism. At this dis-

tance it looks as if Ottawa sports will

have to be divided into two classes with

a wide black line between the amateurs
and the professionals. It will do sport

good too for the conduct of some of

these professionals upon the field during
contests has been such as to disgust those

who like fair play and manliness no mat-
ter how hot the athletic battle.

"Win at all costs!" and "anything to

get the money!" has been an Ottawa
motto too long and the Ottawa papers

have been crying out against this brutal

debasing spirit for many moons.
But to get back to Ottawa acquatics

—

the professionalizing of Phillips, Poapst
and Pulford, which seems certain to oc-

cur, not only kills out the great Otta-

wa Four but knocks on the head a laud-

able plan of the Ottawa Club to have an
eight in the water next year. The Club
has already ordered two eights from the

best builders and with the four veterans

in the boat to steady her up expected to

turn out a crew which would make the

best of the Toronto crews go some at the

next Canadian Henley.

How good was the Ottawa Four?
Well in 1905 they won the junior Can-

adian championship and last year the in-

termediate Canadian championship came
their way at the Canadian Henley. Then
they jaunted down into the Middle States,

to wit, to Washington where they gob-
bled up the Middle States Senior Four
Championship.

Ottawa's eights' plans did not stop at

the top of the Canadian rung. No! In-

deed! they had Henley aspirations, no
less, and with Pulford, Poapst and Phil-

lips in the boat, to say nothing of Hay-
cock and some other good men Ottawa
has they would have had a royal chance

The Motor Boat Craze.

That there are between three hundred
and three hundred and fifty motor boats
on Toronto Bay now is the opinion of
such men as Commodore Sylvester of the
Toronto Motor Boat Club, Mr. J. L.

Laishley of the Toronto Gas and Gaso-
line Engine Co., Mr. Walter Nicholls of
Nicholas Bros. Ltd. They should know.
That the number doubled during the year
of 1906 they also say is true.

What of 1907?

Every man interested predicts a greater
boom than has been. The fleet accord-

COMMODORE SYLVESTER

Of the Toronto Motor Boat Club.

ing to those who should know will not
only materially increase in actual numbers
but there will be a change in the charac-
ter of the boats. Next year they are
looking forward to at least five hundred
gasoline craft and the new ones will num-
ber in the ranks at least half a dozen out
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and out racers while many of the others

will be cabin cruisers of from thirty-five

to seventy feet in length. Cabin cruisers

are being- talked of all around Toronto.

Mr. Frank D. Baillie, owner of the 41-

foot semi-racer Julia, is disposing of her

and has his eye cast covetously upon the

blue prints of a seventy foot cruiser

which will not lose anything in compari-

son with any gasoline propelled craft up-

on the lake. There are others like him—
graduating from the smaller classes into

the larger. A. J. Phillips, a well known
member of the Queen City Yacht Club
has a new cabin boat all planked up and
Jas. W. Commeford jr., of the same Club
owner of the fast 22-footer Arrow has
sold her and is building a forty foot cabin

boat. These names are simply mentioned
to show how things are trending.

The Toronto Motor Boat Club which
has just completed its organization and
constructed its Club house is now ready

to take hold of motor boat problems and
next year its members promise to make
things hum with cruises and club affairs

which will bond motormen together in

their own interests. Already they are

talking of a club cruise to the Thousand
Islands in August. The Royal Canadian
Yacht Club is taking hold of the motor-
boat game in earnest and at Commodore
Macdonald's suggestion a motor boat

section has been formed and the Club
will do some dredging and building to

accommodate the boats of members at

their Island Clubhouse.
In fact the game looks so good here

that all sorts of outside firms are estab-

lishing agencies here to get a slice of the

business in prospect. They will have to

produce the goods however to get the

trade for Toronto is getting motorboat
wise and will take nothing but the best

at the money. The local companies and
firms have a pretty solid clientele."

W/hen writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.



Our Medicine Bag
Professor Hornaday, of the New York

Zoological Society, writing- to "Rod and

Gun and Motor Sports in Canada," with

reference to the reported find by Mr. C.

G. Cowan, of a new species of mountain

sheep in British Columbia, says: ' 'I

have noted with much interest the ac-

count in your October number of the

"absolutely black" mountain sheep se-

cured by Mr. Cowan from a locality be-

tween the head waters of the Pelly and
McKenzie Rivers. To say the least of

it, the specimen must be very interesting-

,

and it is a great pity that it has been

sent out of Canada. It should have gone
either to the Provincial Museum, in Vic-

toria, or to the Canadian Government
Museum at Ottawa. Of course it is im-

possible to say much about the specimen
without seeing it; but if it is "absolutely

black all over, except the rump patch,"

it is probably a melanistic freak. It is

hardly possible that a new species exists

in that locality. The black sheep that

are found south of the Stikine River are

much blacker than those found north of

it, and so far as known, the further north

they go, the lighter they are. Mr.
Charles Sheldon has hunted sheep dili-

gently on the headwaters of the Pelly,

and while he found very good intermedi-

ates between the white sheep and the

black sheep, he found none that were ab-

solutely black. I believe that the speci-

men referred to is probably a melanistic

individual, which amongst hoofed ani-

mals, is quite as rare as albinism. I am
sorry that I can have no opportunity to

see the skin and horns referred to. I

must not close without congratulating
you upon the very evident success of

your Magazine. It is good to see such
publications prosper."

Mr. John A. Remey, of the Ontario
Guides' Association, writes from Dorset,
Ont. : "In the month of August last

while Harry Phillips and Archie Mossing-

ton were making a trip with a party
through the Temagami Forest Reserve,

they saw a sight that is unusual even in

the woods, and the recital as told by the

boys may prove interesting to your many
readers. "It was a muggy warm day,

and we were making our way over the

portage between Obabika Lake and
Temagami. We had made one trip

across the portage, and were returning

for a second load when we noticed a cub
bear which appeared much put out by be-

ing compelled to leave the trail. He
growled and snapped as he slowly re-

treated and evidently left the trail only

with the greatest reluctance. At the

same time we heard some noise on one
side of us in the bush, and supposing it

to be the old bear we went on as we had
no firearms, and our business just then
was not that of looking for trouble with
bears. When we came back on the

portage with our packs we found the cub
once more on the trail. We had reached
the point where the cub had been, and he
had once more slowly retired, when we
again heard the noise in the bush, only
this time to an increased extent as though
something was having a fight for life.

We threw down our packs and went into

the bush to investigate. There we saw
a sight we shall not soon forget. A calf

moose was trying to run, and on its back
was a bear gnawing and tearing away at

the animal's neck and shoulders. When
we appeared the bear jumped down, and
both animals made for the lake. We re-

turned to the portage, and proceeded by
the trail to the lake where we saw the

moose in the water and the bear on the

shore. The old bear was standing on
her hind legs with a look of disappoint-

ment on her face, and apparently won-
dering how to proceed to recover her lost

meal—whether to swim for it, or just

walk around until the moose came out.

They were still in the same position as
we walked away across the portage,
This is a story of a true incident."
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The account of the last Hudson Bay
trip of the Adventure furnishes exciting

reading-

. The object of the voyage was
to convey police detachments and sup-

plies to the posts in the Far North. On
August 3rd the vessel left Sydney, C. B.

with one thousand tons of coal, and six

hundred tons of general cargo. A week
later Port Burwell, on Ungava Bay at

the entrance to Hudson Strait, was
reached and fifty tons of coal discharged.

The next place visited was Cape Fuller-

ton in the Northwest corner af the Bay,

nine hundred miles from Burwell. Heavy
pack ice was met on the journey, and
rain fell almost constantly. Despite all

difficulties, however, six hundred sacks

of coal and supplies were put ashore, and
three police constables landed. Fort

Churchill, three hundred and fifty miles

further south, which is spoken of as the

terminus of the proposed railway to the

Bay, was reached on September 2nd.

It is in the estuary of the Churchill River

where a nine knot current runs. The
vessel had to anchor a long way out as

the tides fall from thirty to forty feet,

and the work of discharging was very

slow, but fifty tons of cargo and three

thousand sacks of coal were put ashore.

The weather became worse, fierce snow-
storms prevailing nearly all the time.

Fearing if a longer stay was made the

vessel might be frozen in, Captain Couch
left on October first, with the balance of

the coal, some four thousand sacks on
board. A portion of the passage was
made through heavy Arctic ice, and the

gales and snow prevailed all down the

Labrador coast to Belle Isle, while for

the remainder of the trip to St. John,
Newfoundland, the weather was mild but

foggy. Major Moodie and fifteen

Mounted Police were left at Fort Church-
ill. One Constable, who wintered at

Cape Fullerton, died there last April, and
Sergeant D'Armour, who went out with

the Adventure, returned with her as he

had contracted rheumatism.

The Quebec and Ontario members of

the Interprovincial Boundary Commission
have surveyed and laid down the bound-

ary lines between the two provinces for

one hundred and fifty miles north of Lake
Abbitibi, leaving one hundred and twen-
ty-five miles of work for next season,
which if accomplished will complete the

survey and the marking of the boundary
line right to the shores of James' Bay.
There were twenty-one men engaged in

the joint operations, and they report that

the land was found to be of good quality.

The weather was fine throughout the

summer, and even in the early fall the

temperature was about the same as in

the inhabited parts of Northern Ontario.

Fine grain and potatoes were grown in

the Abbittibi section. Game was also

plentiful, particularly moose, but further

north very little game was encountered.

During the past season British Colum-
bia has been visited by a sportsman of

international reputation, and the fact

that he enjoyed his outing so much that

he is likely to repeat his visit next year
may be taken as a fine testimonial to the

sporting advantages of Canada's moun-
tain province. Wherever there is an in-

terest taken in big game hunting, the

name of Mr. F. C. Selous is known, and
Mr. Selous it was who in pursuit of a big
moose head went to British Columbia.
In the northern portion of the. Province
Mr. Selous secured his prize, and brought
out what is described as one of the finest

mooseheads ever obtained in the north.

Mr. Selous has shot bear in the Arctic

circle, elephants and lions in Africa, tigers

in India, and grizzlies on the slopes of

the Canadian Rockies. When, there-

fore, he says that he regards northern
British Columbia as one of the finest

places in the world for big game shoot-
ing his opinion is valuable. He intends

to follow this up by returning next year,

in all probability heading a party of Brit-

ish sportsmen with a view of securing
some rare specimens for the British Mu-
seum. His moose head required a box
five feet square for packing purposes, and
was shipped to his home at Brookwood,
Surrey, England. His fine collection of
trophies, to which all parts of the world
have contributed, lacked a good moose
head, and now British Columbia has sup-
plied this deficiency.

\
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A capital method of spending Thanks-

giving- Day was adopted at Zurich, Ont.

The local sportsmen turned out to in-

dulge in a hunt. Sides were chosen and

all scattered in the woods, the conditions

being that all must have returned by six

o'clock with such game as they had cap-

tured in their possession and the

losers were to pay for suppers for

the whole bunch. Competition was ar-

ranged by points, the points being

counted by the scarcity and difficulty of

the game. The total game brought in

included two coons, seventeen rabbits,

six black squirrels, fourteen red squirrels,

one skunk, one snipe, three crows, two

hawks, and one partridge. The score by

points was as under: W. H. Hoffman,

captain, 175; Chas. Fritz, 200; Ed. Ap-

pel, 125; Wm. Schenk, 145; H. Schilbe,

380; John Truemner, 150; M. Rannie,

10; Jacob Deichert, 75; T. Wurm, 10;

total, 1270. Wm. O'Brien, captain, 50;

J. P. Rau, 50; P. Sipple, 100; M. Meid-

inger, 240; Geo. Hess, 95; J. F. Reik-

beil' 50; R. Williams, 0; John Deichart,

0; total, 635, One shooter on the losing

When writing advertisers kindly mention

side is the victim of a story. He is said

to have been sitting on a fence thinking
of his hard luck when a rabbit sprang
past in front of him. The advent of

bunny found him unprepared and the rab-

bit escaped with a whole skin. This
made the unlucky sportsmen think harder
than ever, and a second rabbit skipped
harmlessly by while he was still deep in

thought. The worst of it is that they

do say the rabbits would have been safe

had this fine sportsman had all his wits

about him.

It was a matter of extreme surprise to

learn that Dr. Judson F. Clarke, the

chief of the Ontario Forestry Department
has resigned his official position for the

purpose of engaging in the lumbering in-

dustry in British Columbia. Dr. Clarke,

it was generally understood, was desig-

nated for the post ot first Professor for

the new Chair of Forestry to be founded

at Toronto University, and for that rea-

son had declined the Forestry Chair at

Yale, Last month Dr. Clarke was out

Hod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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west attending the Canadian Forestry

Convention at Vancouver, and what he

saw and learned out there apparently de-

termined his course of action. His ser-

vices to forestry may be continued in his

new career, for in forestry as in other

things, example is better than precept,

and by lumbering- on the highest scientific

and forestry principles, Dr. Clarke may
do as much and even more for the cause

than he has accomplished in his office of

Chief Forester for Ontario, a position he

has most ably and successfully filled.

The British Columbian authorities are

certainly alive to the importance of ex-

cellence in the literature they send out

advertising the sporting advantages of

their fine Province. A new edition of

their booklet on "Game of British Co-
lumbia," known as Official Bulletin No.

17, has just been issued. This contains

a valuable contribution on "Sport all the

Year Round," by Mr. A. Bryan Wil-
liams, Chief Game Warden for the Prov-

ince; notes on the big game, wildfowl,

and game fish; notes and information on

the principal game districts; with lists of

the game animals, game birds, etc., a

reprint of the game laws, and other in-

formation of interest to sportsmen. The
pamphlet is finely got up on good paper

and beautifully illustrated, and the sports-

man who intends to try his fortune in

British Columbia either with the gun or

the rod cannot do better than obtain a

copy of this booklet which he can do by
applying to Mr. R. M. Palmer, Secretary

of the Bureau of Provincial Information,

Victoria, B. C, or Mr. A. Bryan Wil-
liams, Provincial Game Warden, Van-
couver, B. C.

More than ordinary interest attached

to a prosecution at Kingston instituted

by Fishery Overseer Brickwood. Pro-

fessor Martin, Secretary of the newly
formed Kingston branch of the Ontario

Fish and Game Protective Association,

in company with Messrs. Francis McNee
and William Kent, were charged with

unlawfully taking more than eight black

bass in one day. There were two others

concerned in the alleged offence, Messrs.

Macdonnell and Redden, and the latter

admitted their guilt and paid a fine levied

by the Inspector. The charge against
Prof. Martin broke down, the Professor
admitting thar he caught more than seven
bass but returned the extra ones to the

water, and only took seven away. The
magistrate dismissed the charge against
Prof. Martin and those against the other
two defendants were withdrawn.

Some curious captures are reported by
fishermen in Canada, but it remained for

a British fisherman to hook a torpedo in-

stead of a fish. Mr. C. Monger, the

agent at Portland in the southwest of

England, for the British Angling Associ-
ation, while out after bass caught a tor-

pedo which had been lost from one of the

big vessels of the Channel Fleet. He
promptly abandoned the rod for some
stronger tackle, and landing the torpedo,

he claimed and obtained the reward
which had been advertised for the lost

instrument of destruction.

Ladies have in these days invaded most
walks in life, and the calling of guide
cannot expect to escape any more than
others' Accordingly one is scarcely as-

tonished to read that "Mrs. J. S. Freese,

of Maine, is the only woman in America
who has a guide's license. She is a good
hunter and an excellent shot, handles a

canoe with all the skill and assurance of
an Indian, and is capable of considerable

physical endurance." There may be
those who 'will go to Maine entirely for

the novelty of being "guided" by a
woman, although in some households
there is no novelty at all in what has long
become an established practice.

One of the most important questions
to come before the International Bound-
ary Commissioners is the delimitation

of the international boundary line through
Lake Erie. There have been endless
disputes on this matter, and captures of

fishing boats by the authorities on both
sides have led to much ill feeling, and
the danger of further disputes. Now
the authorities appear to be in favor of
marking the boundary by a line of bupys,.
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five miles apart across the whole lake,

and thus prevent the possibilities of all

mistakes in the future. The difficulty is

that the old maps in accordance with
which past treaties were made were not
properly scaled. Strange as it may ap-

pear geography was not the strongest

point (at least on this new continent)

with the map makers of the old days, and
it is no matter of surprise to those ac-

quainted with their vagaries to find that

they made Lake Erie too wide with the

result that the distances given from each
shore overlap. It is believed however,
that with some display of good will on
both sides this difficulty can be overcome,
and once the boundary line is decided on
and marked out disputes will be lessened

if not altogether avoided in the future to

the gain of amity in both Canada and the

States.

The Hon. F. Cochrane, Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines, and the Hon.
Mr. Monteith, Minister of Agriculture,

for Ontario, recently took a trip to the

far north of the Province. They jour-

neyed from North Bay by the Temiskam-
ing and Northern Railway to the "end
of steel" and beyond, going as far north

as McDougall's and Iroquois Falls.

From statements made by both Hon.
gentlemen they were evidently much im-

pressed with the possibilities of the new
country from both residential, mineral,

agricultural and manufacturing points of

view. Mr. Cochrane thought the only

drawback to be that beyond the Height
of Land the timber got small and thin,

while Mr. Monteith held this not wholly

a disadvantage, there being enough
timber for local building purposes, and
the land could be more easily and better

cleared, and homes made with far less

work than where the forests were thick

and high. One of the most important

objects of the journey was to fix upon a

site for a new Experimental Farm where
plants etc. will be tested, acclimatized,

experimented with, and the results made
known for the benefit of the settlers of

that section of the Province. McDoug-
all's Falls is recognized as practically

certain to give the name to a town of

considerable importance in the future.

There is power enough at the Falls to

furnish light, heat and power to all pos-
sible residents. Wonderful things are
predicted of the mineral possibilities, and
altogether indications point to an awak-
ening on the part of a population much
wider than the Province as to what may
be done in the future in Northern Ontario.

Mr. John Jeffrey of Killaloe, who has
been engaged at the camp constantly be-

ing shifted north to the End of Steel of
the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario
Railway killed a bear last month near the
Camp. The animal weighed between
375 and 400 pounds. The skin measured
6 feet 5 inches from nose to tail, and 4
feet 7 inches across the middle.

How much the pleasures of the chase
are enhanced and lived over again by
visible reminders of days afield only those
in possession of trophies won by them-
selves after a hard encounter can ever
know. A long keen chase in which the

animal instinct almost got the best of the
hunter's skill and perseverance, is en-

joyed every time memories are awakened
by a sight of the mounted head, the cap-
ture of which was only made by sur-

mounting difficulties which appeared at

the time too great to be overcome.
Every successful hunter would like to

have some at least of his specimens
mounted, and for such purpose the skill

of a taxidermist is required. Critical

ones like no ordinary taxidermist either,

but one who shall set up their trophies

with as close an imitation to Nature as

though Nature were capable of being
duplicated. This is the system followed,

and according to his satisfied clients suc-

cessfully followed, by Mr. Edwin Dixon,
of Unionville, Ont. , who has a.collection

of testimonials to his skill in the taxi-

dermy line which should make any man
proud. The present season should see

this collection increased for undoubtedly
Mr. Dixon's name and fame amongst our
readers, (who form a mighty army of
hunters throughout Canada and the
States,) is widely and favorably known,"
and will be increased by the specimens of
their skill he will set up this season.
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A Safe Gift to Him
There seems to be inborn in every man a love for good fire-

arms. When the annual Christmas question, "What shall I give
him?" comes around, it is always safe to decide upon the

Iver Johnson
Safety Automatic Revolver

It is so good and so safe that as many Iver Johnsons are being sold as
of all other makes combined. It's the best house and office weapon,
and the best for the pocket. If the hammer hits against the top of the
bureau-drawer, or catches in the pocket, the revolver cannot dis-

charge. In fact you can "Hammer the Hammer, "without fear of ac-

cidental discharge. Pull the trigger and it shoots quick and true.

Our Free Booklet "Shots" Tells More in Detail

just how the Iver Johnson works. Our handsome
catalogue goes with it.

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAMMER REVOLVER
3-inch barrel, nickel-plated finish, 22 rim fire cartridge,

32-88 center fire cartridge, - - - -
' - S3. 50

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS
REVOLVER. 3 inch barrel, nickel-plated finish,

32-38 center fire cartridge, .... $7.50

For sale by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or will be sent pre-

paid on receipt of price if your dealer will not supply. Look for the owl's head on the

grip and our name on the barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS, River St., Fitchburg, Mass.

New York Office: 99 Chambers St. Pacific Coast Branch: P. B. Bekeart Co.. 1346

St. Alameda, Cal. European Office: Pickhuben 4, Hamburg. Germany.

Makers of Iver Johnson Truss Frame Bicycles and Iver Johnson Single Carrel Shotguns

That must have been a great hunt
which was given by King Alfonso to a
whole battalion of troops in one of the
Royal Forests of Spain. The deer re-
quired thinning to the extent, according
to the estimate of the foresters, of 2,000,
and the king, with that boyish enthusi-
asm which has endeared him so much to
his people, invited a large Court party
and the battalion of Cazadores de Mad-
rid, to join in the sport. Half the bat-
talion acted as beaters in the early part
of the day and half as shooters, the posi-
tions being reversed in the afternoon.
There was a prodigious expenditure of
cartridges, and it was a perfect marvel
that there were no casualties amongst
the bipeds present. According to the
reports the soldiers never had such an
enjoyable day, and they succeeded in ac-
counting for the number of deer required,
and in thinning them to the extent the
foresters wished.

The new Dominion Fish Hatchery on

When writing advertisers kindly mention

the Georgian Bay is to be located at

Wiarton according to an official commu-
nication received by Mayor Cameron
from the Dominion Minister ot Marine
and Fisheries. It took a couple of dep-
utations to explain the superior advan-
tages of the town for this particular pur-
pose to the authorities at Ottawa. The
cost of construction is estimated at

$12,000, and the annual cost of operation
at $5,000.

Anything new in guns is of live interest
to sportsmen, and an announcement by
the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. , of
New Haven, Conn., is along this line.

This well known firm are placing on the
market a new self loaded rifle, which is

known as the Winchester High Power
Model, 1907, and it is the result of re-

peated requests for a gun of the same
type as their 1905 Model adapted to a
high power cartridge suitable for big
game hunting. The Company gives the
following description of this new gun:

od and Gun and Motor Sports in Panada.
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"This gun shoots a cartridge of .351 cali-

ber, with 180 grain bullet, having- a muz-
zle velocity of 1861 feet per second, and
a penetration of 26 7-8 inch pine boards
when used with metal patched bullets,

and of 13 7-8 inch pine boards when used
with soft point bullets. Although this

cartridge is quite small in size it is very

powerful in execution, and can be highly

recommended for use in hunting- the

largest of game. It has the Model 1905

self loading principle, which is very sim-

ple and strong, and has demonstrated its

absolute positiveness and durability by
aoout two years' serviee in the hands of

users. The new rifle is very neat and
attractive in appearance having symmetry,
compactness and beauty of outline. It

holds six shots, five of which are loaded

into the Magazine, which is detachable

and can be inserted in the gun when the

bolt is closed, making it much quicker,

safer and handier than those that must
be loaded with the bolt open. Extra
magazines can be carried, by means of

which very rapid and continuous firing

can be done. This style of loading won
all the competitive prizes at the recent

National matches at Sea Girt, N. J.

The shell is ejected from the side. There
are no moving projections on the outside

of the gun to cause trouble, and no
screws to shake loose. The barrel is

stationary, like that of any ordinary gun,
and the sights are attached directly to

the barrel. It has a simple take-down
device, which allows the gun to separate

into two portions, the stock and action

being in one part, and the barrel and re-

ceiver in the other, making it very easy

to clean. The rifle has a 20-inch nickel

steel barrel, and a handsome pistol grip

stock, and weighs about seven and three-

quarter pounds." It will be ready for

the market during the present month.

A recent survey of ten new townships
has been made with most satisfactory re-

sults between the Missanabie and Mata-
gami Rivers in the Algoma district of

Ontario. Mr. Alexander Niven, of Hali-

burton, who was in charge of the survey,

described the land of the townships as

the finest he had seen in Northern On-
tario. While there is an occasional

muskeg, and some areas of sandy loam,

most of it is a rich clay loam. The tim-

ber is also the largest Mr. Niven has
seen in the course of his surveys, and is

chiefly black and white spruce, the latter

being from sixteen to thirty inches in

diameter. There is a good deal of pop-
lar, white birch and some black birch.

Five rivers cross the townships through
which the Grand Trunk surveys also pass.

A lake six or eight miles long by four

wide was found in one of the townships,
and the water is well stocked with trout,

pike and pickerel. Ten townships to the

north of these were also surveyed by Mr.
T. P. Speight, and his preliminary re-

port is also satisfactory. These twenty
townships comprise an area of sixteen

hundred square miles. The surveys are

preliminary to the opening of the town-
ships for settlement.

In the State of Pennsylvania it is es-

timated that one man in every thirty is a
sportsman and goes hunting. It is now
proposed to impose a license fee of one
dollar per head on the native hunters,

and by this means provide sufficient funds

to allow the Game Commission to pay
the Wardens' salaries instead of leaving

them, as hitherto, dependent upon secur-

ing half the fines from those they caught
violating the laws.

Many anglers will continue to agree

Dr. Henshall that, "inch for inch and
pound for pound the black bass is the

gamiest fish that swims," though Mr. J.

A. L. Waddell, of Council Bluff's, Iowa,

after a fishing trip to British Columbia
has changed his views and accords the

palm to the rainbow trout. These fish

"struck fiercely, ran swiftly, jumped high

and far, and fought till they were either

in the landing net or out on the beach.

It was not uncommon for the rainbow
trout to jump six or eight times, and I

don't know how many times more they

would have jumped had I given them a

chance," Mr. Waddell adding that he in-

variably took them in with the least pos-

sible delay,

The rainbow trout, according to Wil-

liam C. Harris, "seizes the feathers
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OUT-SHOOT THEM ALL

The picture below is that of
'

' Bob '

' Edwards, the

man who made the old reliable ITHACA, the hardest

and closest shooting gun in the world . He was the

first man to perfect the taper choke and is the oldest

barrel borer in the United States.

^[ We guarantee every gun in every part—shooting included.

4f We cross bolt our hammerless guns in addition to under
fastening and guarantee never to shoot loose.

% We have barrels made special with extra heavy double
thick nitro breech which will stand a bursting pressure

of about 40,000 lbs. to the square inch, thus insuring

absolute safety to the shooter.

% We make seventeen different grades guns ranging in price

from $17.75 net to $300 list.

II We build everything from a featherweight 5^ lb. 20 gauge
gun to a 10% lb. 10 gauge duck, fox and goose gun.

1] Send for Art Catalog and Special Prices.

Send 23c. for "SAM"
The Finest Dog Pic-

ture Ever Published,

LOCK BOX No. 13

I XHAOTGUNTCOliTHACAlN.Y

W>hen writing advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports
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fiercely, is not choice of form or color,

and surging strenuously for a few feet

below the surface, goes up into the air

again and again until the skill of the

angler brings him within the meshes of

the net. He not only leaps, but like the

small mouthed black bass acrobats on a

slack line, the surest indication of intelli-

gence in a fighting fish, inasmuch as he

certainly knows a slack linegives greater

chances for freedom from the hook as he

comes like a thread of light in the air,

and frantically shakes his head and body
in an attempt to dislodge the hooks.

New Brunswick has long been noted

as the home of big game, and it appears

in no danger of losing its reputation in

that respect. One big moose killed this

fall, and whose head is now in the care

of Messrs. Emack Bros, of Frederickton,

N. B. for mounting purposes, has a

spread of horns of sixty-seven inches,

The Provincial Secretary of Ontario,

the Hon. W. J. Hanna, made one of the

earliest successes of the hunting season

in northern Ontario. With three com-
panions he went out on a hunt from a

point thirty-eight miles north of Engle-

hart, a divisional center on the Temis-
kaming and Northern Ontario Railway,

and was fortunate enough to bag a fine

moose.

Snow shoes are a thing of every day
use in Canada in the winter, though the

point that bothers most beginners, and
even some who have had experience, is

the manner in which the shoes work
loose. Messrs. Emack Bros., the noted
taxidermists, of Frederickton, N. B.,

have a snow shoe that can be tightened,

and a pair of them make this delightful

form ot Canadian winter' exercise more
enjoyable than ever. , If the present

promise of a winter with plenty of snow
is realized during the next few months
there should be a very large demand for

these articles as a snow-shoe tramp is a
splendid and exhilarating form of exer-

cise, and one that will be rendered tar

more pleasant than in the past by the

use of the Emack Adjustable Snoe-shoe.

Mr. C. H. Stokes, postmaster of Mo-
hawk, Florida, in offering to give any in-

formation to northern sportsmen desirous

of visiting the "sunny south," (providing

they will be brief in their queries and en-

close a stamp for reply) reports that the

people of the south (like those of the

north) are beginning to understand that

the game of the country is one of the

country's finest assets. So far as he is

able to learn no game has been killed

out of season, or game laws broken in

his section of country.

Concluding a discussion on the sport-

ing prospects of Missouri and neighbor-

ing States of the Union, a local writer

pens the following sentence which is not

without its moral for the Provinces of

Canada: "Missouri needs nothing but

square game laws and fish protection,

and there is no reason to shut anybody
out who comes as a sportsman to angle

in her peerless mountain streams or even

to hunt the game."

A tale is told, of a big bear being

taken near Cobden, Ont. There were
four hunters engaged in the contest

—

Messrs. George Andrews, William Dunn,
John Kilgour and Amer Marks—although

Messrs. Andrews and Dunn bore the

brunt of the fighting. A large bear had
been seen on the farm of Mr. John
Rowan, near Douglas, and the four

hunters, armed with rifles and accompan-
ied by dogs, set out to endeavor to kill

him. Messrs. Kilgour and Marks went
into the bush with the dogs and were
successful in rousing the bear out, while

Messrs. Andrews and Dunn took up a

position on a rock to await the outcome
of their companions' efforts. Only a few
minutes elapsed before the bear was seen

and the men opened fire. As soon as

the animal caught sight of his assailants

he made for them with his shuffling gait,

snapping off large saplings with as much
ease as if they had been small twigs. A
lively few minutes ensued. The men
blazed away, and though the position

was not too good for shooting, they

raked the animal -from shoulder to shoul-

der bringing him down to almost imme-
diate death. He proved to be a fine
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prize, measuring seven feet from the top

of the head to the hind leg. The hind

leg at the muscle was twenty-seven inches

in circumference and the foreleg- seven-

teen inches. The girth of the body was
five feet two inches, and the width from
one front foot to the other across the

breast was five feet, eight inches. It

took thirty-three . inches of tape to go
round the neck, and trom the tip of one
ear to the other was seventeen inches.

His paw was eight inches long and four

wide, and inside his hide he carried fat

which yielded fifty quarts of oil.

A review and a forecast of the fur

market must be interesting to many of

our readers who are engaged during the

winter in trapping, and whose interest in

furs is consequently very keen. Such a
review and forecast, under date Of Oct.

15th, has been issued by the Bach Fur
Company, 15 East Twelfth St., New
York, and we summarize their conclu-

sions below: The past season was the

most prosperous in the history of the fur

trade. Manufacturers bought freely at

the advanced prices. The increased

values on domestic furs have been main-
tained by the higher prices on all foreign

goods. From indications at the time of

writing the stocks of most classes of

skins will be consumed by the end of the

year which points favorably to an active

demand for next season. Not only has
fashion favored the fur trade, but the

abounding prosperity both in the States

and Canada has given the masses suffi-

cient means for Ihe purchase of fur gar-
ments at prices which in former years
were considered prohibitive by all except
the wealthy classes. Europe is enjoying
general industrial activity, and in conse-
quence the foreign consumption of furs

is steadily increasing. Mink, the popu-
lar favorite, opened the season with high
prices, but these got down to a substan-
tial basis and so remained throughout
the season. There are big stocks of
skunk and only a material reduction of
prices can lead to any demand. A warn-
ing not to drive prices too high in rac-

coons is uttered as an active demand is

sure to spring up as soon as fresh stocks
can be secured. There were steady

prices for muskrat throughout the sea-

son, and these are expected to be main-
tained. In opossum, stocks were fairly

well sold up owing to early demands both
in America and Europe advancing prices

materially. Lynx promise to remain
fashionable during the coming season
though prices must depend upon the

quantities accumulated by the Hudson
Bay Co., the principal collectors of this

fur. Red fox skins are now on a level

where they can be used advantageously,
and still be above par with foreign goods.
Marten still continue the popular idol of

the day. The demand depleted the sup-
ply, and with the catch somewhat short,

the advanced prices will probably remain
firm. Beaver is a fairly ready seller, and
prices are likely to remain unchanged.
Fine otter skins will always find a ready
sale at ruling prices, the inferior ones
remaining more or less neglected. Al-

though the animal is gradually becoming
scarce, values suffered a small decline.

In bear, grizzly and silver tip suitable for

mounting, bring exceptionally good
prices, though otherwise these skins are

neglected. Wolf sold well at moderate
prices, and may be expected to remain in

demand at the same values. In grey
fox and badger no changes are expected.

An active demand is expected for heavy
northern wildcat. Civet cat suffered

with skunk, and no material change is

anticipated. Ermine is not able to hold
its own with Siberian skins. Choice
specimens of silver and black fox com-
mand fancy prices, and blue and white

fox are in good demand. Cross fox and
fisher are saleable only at lowr prices.

For otter and wolverine there will al-

ways be an outlet at present prices.

Deer skins maintain their prestige of

producing the best glove stock in the

world. The price in consequence of re-

duced supplies and steady demand is

gradually tending upwards.

^ /V S subscribe Through
I B^V FOR your your local

1VUU Periodicals rH£^ scnptior. Catalogue on request.

(Subscription department) National Association

of Newsdealers Booksellers and Stationers,

27 Third Avenue, New York City.
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BETHESDA
The Waten of Quality

From the

FAMOUS BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS

At Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Has Two Important Properties—
As a Still Water it has wonderful well-

proved Medicinal Value, especially for

the cure of Kidney Diseases, Diabetes
and Bright's Disease—for which pur-
pose it is only sold in new half gallon

bottles.

There is a booklet which tells all

about this, which you can procure
either from the

BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS,

Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

or from

MICHIE & CO., LIMITED, Toronto, Canada.

As a Sparkling Water in quarts,

pints and splits it is the

American Table Water.

For it not only blends perfectly with
wines and spirits, but it aids digestion,

and removes all uric acid troubles.

The best hotels use it. The best

dealers sell it. If your dealer has not

got it, write direct to

BETHESDA
AT

Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"A Hunter's Luck"
is good luck when he has Shredded Wheat Biscuit or
Triscuit—the favorite food for the lover of outdoor sports and
pastimes—containing all the strength-giving elements of the
whole wheat berry in concentrated digestible form.

If the hunter returns without game there is shredded
wheat for the camp—ready cooked, ready-to-serve, palatable

and appetizing—good in any climate in any season.
Warmed over the camp-fire, TRISCUIT is a crisp,

delicious "snack," with or without butter, supplying the
maximum amount of nutriment in smallest bulk. It is the
whole wheat, cleaned, steam-cooked, drawn into porous
shreds, compressed into a wafer, and baked.

"Made in Canada."
THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT CO. LTD.,

NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

MOTORBOATERS.
The people who have gasoline launches are the

ones who can best be called judges of good motors.

To those who have not yet heard of our line of

Gasoline Engines for launches we would say, "Drop

us a line with your address."

We know that we have a light, compact, neat and

powerful engine. We want to show you what we
are doing, and get your judgment, whether we are

making good goods or not.

Good Motors. Made in Canada. Launches.

The Sherman Cooper Co.,
LIMITED.

TORONTO, CANADA
When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Stray Pellets

The Cincinnati Gun Club has for at least
two seasons invited trap shooters to partici-
pate in their annual tournament under condi-
tions that, to the writer at least, looked very
good indeed. In fact it has been a mystery to
us how the Club could offer the inducements it
did. The great feature of these annual affairs
has been the giving of the entire profits of the
shoot to the amateurs who shoot through *he
programme and a special purse has been set a-
side to reimburse those amateurs who did not
get their money back. With a little explana-
tion the plan seems feasible enough and the best
proof of this is that the Cincinnati Club has
made it such a success.

# * *

In the first place, as Mr. Arthur Gambell.
the very efficient superintendent of the Club,
says, "the most important thing is good man-
agement, which, of course, means the curtailing:
of all expenses, especially little ones." In this
respect the Cincinnati Club is very fortunate as
they are under no expense whatever in prepar-
ing for a tournament, as their grounds are fully
equipped for a shoot of any proportions at a
few days' notice. As a matter of fact the club
makes one cent a target cover all the expenses
of even their big tournament. This includes
payment of all the help and no expense that is

necessary is spared to make the shoot run
smoothly in all departments. To illustrate this
tneir shoot this year was finished the last day
at 3 p.m. and the shooters all paid, with an
entry list of 65. To provide the fund to reim-
burse the unfortunates, one cent for each tar-
get thrown is set aside for this purpose. In
addition $1 is charged each contestant each day
and is added to this special purse after deduct-
ing the average money. This year the Club
paid back to those who did not draw their en-
trance $595.00 and paid $150 average money be-
sides. If there is any better way to encourage
the amateur ir the game than this we would
like some good brother to rise in his place and
tell us what it is.

* * *

A report of New London, la., tournament,
says: The tournament given by the New London
Gun Club was very well attended. The divis-

ion of the money was on the equal money bas-

is of 25 per cent, for the four places and I must
say after all my experience in giving big tour-

naments it is by far the best olan yet dpvised

On the face of it k does ncft look good for the

high expert, but if he will stop to consider that

it is the low man that makes up the majority
of the shooters, it shows conclusively that to

have a successful tournamert the producers

must be encouraged. A man does not like to

put up his hard earned money against the ex-

pert amateur when he knows it is in the form

of a donation. If the expert amateur is shoot-

ing; good he will draw out better than he would

under the old plan, as there are more shooters

and consequently more of the necessary in the

purse. Every cent derived from the traoping of

targets was* divided as average and proved to

be a nice little sum. At the close of
.
the pro-

gramme it was decided among the eight ama-

teurs who had shot the programme through.

Russell Kline, C. G. Spencer, R. R. Barber, C.

W. Budd and H. W. Vietmeyer were the experts
present. Kline and Spencer tied for high in
their class with 183. O. N. Ford with 187 was
high amateur and high average out of 200.

* # *

The tournament given by the Quincy (111.)
Gun Club, Oct. 16 and 17, was attended by a
good crowd of shooters and favored with de-
lightful Indian summer. The grounds are ideal
—as flat as a billiard table, with the blue skies
as a background. Traps worked nicely and tar-
gets were thrown regulation distance. Fred.
Rogers and Charley Spencer both had their
shooting clothes on, and it was a pretty race
for high average honors. On the first day each
had 1% in the bag when the bell rang, while on
the second day Rogers nosed out the expert by
one target, Charley dropping one in his last
String, quitting with 195, while Rogers dupli-
cated his previous score of 196. "Spence" had a
straight run of 157, while Fred hao 98, 110 anti

112 to his credit. Spencer also put away the
cup event at 30 targets, stepping down with 49

in the bag from 21 yards.
* * *

C. G. Spencer was high man at the Arkan-
sas State Sportsmer's Association tournament
with 91.9 per cent. J. P. Wright was high ama-
teur with 84.1 per cent. The Rose-Jack Rabbit
system of dividing the morey was used and
gave good satisfaction.

* # •

"Luther Squier, Wilmington, Bel., on Oct.
10th won for a second time the target cham-
pionship of Belaware by breaking 92 out of a

possible 100.
* • *

The fact that H. A. Mallory, Braytor, was
not hunting for high average at Neustadt tour-
nament would indicate to us that Miss Ford
Runabout Auto had come to town and_ succeed-
ed in alienating the good man's affections.

•* * •*

The St. Louis Sportsman says: "When Char-
ley Spencer conceived the idea some time ago
to give a tournament in St. Louis he did so

with the idea that the season shooters herea-

bouts did not attend events of this kind in

greater numbers was because the 60 to 75 per

cent, men did not care to put up their money
for those ranking in the 85 to 90 p. c. class to
shoot for. The Rose-Jack Rabbit svstem of di-

vision was adopted to give all a chance to get

some of their money back. It was thought
this would appeal to St. Lours shooters. That
it did not do so is evidenced by the attend-
ance. There were present from St. Louis those
who are alwavs at such events, whatever the

conditions. Those for whom the programme
was especially built were conspicuous by their

absence. At this shoot, at 400 targets, the

high amateur scores were: Rogers 38P. Hoon 380.

Clav 379, Br. Spencer 373, Mermod 372, Mackie
363 "Hood 362. Professionals: Heer 390 Stannard
383, Barkley 381. Riehl 375. Kahler 367, Clancy

330. Vietmeyer 309, Winans 274.

* * *

The Cincinnati Gun Club held their annual

tournament Sent. 25-27. It was very largely

attended owing, no doubt, to the plan of divjd-
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ASK FOR

<LONDON>

India Pale Ale

Brewed from selected hops,
choice barley, malt and
pure spring water,with the
utmost care. Bottled at
the brewery denots to en-
sure proper handling. That
is why Labatt's Ale is

equal to the finest, sur-
passed by none, thouorh it

costs consumers only a-
bout half as much as
imported goods.

SHOT
To be a successful hunter it is

necessary that you have the best

of ammunition.

J \

If you load your own shells be

J I

particular when ordering your £

J
Shot to specify

|J

% "M. R. M.
1 I
4 It has a reputation for uniformity

|
4 of quality and finish, and can al-

£ ways be relied upon to be the best 4

4 that can be had. 4
4'

MADE BY THE 4>

MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS |
COMPANY. 4^

ing the profits of the shoot among- the ama-
teurs not winnirg out their entrance money.
The club did this last year, and were able to
do so at this tournament, the amounts return-
ed ranging from $51 to $1.25. During the tourna-
ment 42,880 targets were trapped. Lester Ger-
man was high amateur with 567 out of 600'. The
other leaders were Lem Willard *559, W. M. Foord
536, Dr. F. Edwards 555, S'. A. Huntley 554, J.
S. Young 551, J. Barto 551, O. N. Ford 549, W.
R. Clark 547, F. King 543, K. Brown 542. High
professionals; W. H. Heer 564, L. J. Squier it>7,

R. L. Trimble 5*55, L. H. Reid 553, J. R. Tay-
lor 546, C. A. Young 541.

* * *

If you heard a noise like a champion around
Sarnia. on the morning of Oct. 13th, it was
probably "Billy Bounce" getting home from the
Clinton tournament, where he won high aver-
age on targets.

* * *

Lester German of Aberdeen, Md.. is the lat-
est addition to the professional ranks, having
been engaged as demonstrator by the Dupont
Co. Mr. German, the past season, has made a
record of 2572 breaks out of 2715 targets shot
at. or about 95 per cent.

* * *

A Winchester squad composed of J. Mowel]
Hawkins, W. R. Crosby, Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Topperwein, John S. Boa and John R. Taylor
is making a tour of the Southern States.

Clinton Tournament
The sixteenth annual tournament of the

Clinton Gun Club was held October 9 and 10.

The shooting was at live birds and targets. A
good crowd was present from Hamilton, juifne-
town, St. Thomas, London, Exeter, Owen
Sound, Crediton, Port Frank, Seaforth and
other points. Notwithstanding the bad weather
the shoot was one of the best held on the local
grounds. The live birds were an extra fast
lot, and were assisted by a strong northwest
gale, with occasional hail storms, and many
brilliant kills were made. High average for the
first day was won by J. E. Hovey. Clintoni; sec-
ond, by A. E. McRitchie, Ridgetown; third, bv
J E. Cantelon, Clinton, F. Galbraith. Ridere-
town and Frank Miller, Port Frank. The scores
for first day were:

—

Event No. 1, 15 live birds, $8 entrance, divid-
ed high guns: (Figures in brackets yards shot
from)—J. E. Hovey (28) 14, J. E. Cajntelor (301)

14; R. Graham (26V 14: A. E. McRitchie (30) 13 ;

R. Luck (28) 12; F. Galbraith (30> 12; F. Miller
(29) 12; C. Saunders (27) 12: G. McCall (29V 1

F. Kerr (28) 11; S. Hartleib (28) 11; T. Upton
(30) 10; C. Sheardon (27) 11; J Dodds (28) 8 :

W. P. Thomson (28) 7.

Fourteen paid $20, 13 $12, and 12 $4.2fv.

Event No. 2. 10 live birds, $S entrance, big*)

guns:

—

J. E. Hovey (29) 9; J. E. Cantelon (31) 9,

A. E. McRitchie (31) 9; F. Galbraith (31) 9; F.
Miller (30) 9; G. Beattie (27) 9; F Kerr (27) 9»

R. Luck (29) 8; T. Upton (29) 8; D. Hartleib '27

8: J. Dodds (27) 8; C. Stewart (36) 7; G. Mc-
Call (28) 6: R. Graham (29) 6; C. Saunders <QA)

5; W. R. Thomson (27) 4; C. Shear-down (26V 9.

Nine paid $7.25-

Event No. 3. 10 live birds, $4 entrance. Rose
system, 3, 2 and 1: J. E. Hovey (30) 10- F. Mil-

ler (29) 10; C. Sheardown (2«) 10: A. E. M-Rit-
chie (32) 9: F. Galbraith (32) 9: F. Kerr (28) 9:

J. Dodds (26) 9- R. Luck (28V 8: G. McCall (27)

8; G. Beattie (28) 8; J. E. Cantelon (32) 8- T.
Upton (28) 7: W. P. Thomson (26) 6; D. Hart-
leib (28) 6: R. Graham '28V 8.

Ten paid $5.30, 9 paid $3.50, and 8 $1.75.

RF-OVT) DAY
Oct. 10th was devoted to targets and the pro

gramme of nine events, at 180 targets, was shot
under the most unfavorable conditions nossible.
Over six inches of snow fell during the night,
and when the shooters put in an appearance
a blinding snowstorm was in progress which
continued almost all day long. Notwithstanding
this, some splerdid scores were made. Roy

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports \n Cau«;da.
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GUN CLUB SECRETARIES
Who wish to conduct a successful and
systematic tournamentshould use the

Shogren System Supplies
Squad Score Sheets 16x39 in., $1.25 per 100

Cashier Sheets for tournaments, 25c. per set

Special Report Sheets, 100 on pad - 75c.

Shogren System Score Book, postpaid $i.co

Record Sheets Crayons, Clamps, Gongs, &c.

Reversible Score Boards
For holding Squad Sheets

Write for free booklet, "How to Conduct a Tournament"

E. B. SHOGREN
942 Firat National Bank Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

Most Reliable

TARGET
and a general favorite.

Also quick set traps and extension traps.

Correspondence Solicited.

John Bowron
90 Wellington St. N. HAMILTON Oat

Luck, of Sarnia, won high average with the
score of 167 ; G. Beattie, Hamilton, Ont.,
second, 164; A. Day, London, third, 163; Gal-
braith, Ridgetown, and Glover, London, next
high. The scores follow:

—

Events 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Targets .20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 10—180

Luck 18 17 19 17 20 17 20 19 20—167
Beattie 20 18 17 18 15 20' 19 19 18—164
Bay 20 17 15 17, 17 19 19 20 19—163
Galbraith 17 19 18 19 14 19 18 19 19—162
Glover 18 17 20 15 18 19 18 19 18—150
Graham 17 17 18 18 18 17 19 18 17—159
Upton 18 13 19 16 17 18 17 20 19—157
Hovey 20 14 17 16 18 18 17 20 16—156
McCall 17 16 16 19 13 18 19 17 19—153
Morrison ... 16 17 14 19 16 18 17 17 15—149
Dorids .14 15 18 12 17 18 16 17 17—145
Thomson 14 14 14 15 18 16 15 19 17—142
Cantelon 16 13 17 14 14 14 13 18 17^-140
Hartleih 8 17 17 10 11 15 16 17 19—130
Hamilton 13 15 15 12 15 14 15 20—119
McRitchie 17 15 17 18 16 — 84

Fitton » 16 16 12 —
Saunders 10 13 12 —
Kerr 19 17 14 1«
Sheardowr. 15 11

Toronto Junction Annual
The Toronto Junction Gun Club held their

annual club shoot on the Lambton grounds, ok
Oct. 10. The weather was too cold and wet for
good shooting, and small scores were the re-
sult, when compared with the good records
made throughout the summer series. It was a
day of .

surprises, for some of the best shooters
of the club made poor scores, while members of
C class, which is supposedly for beginners.made
high scores. Alderman Bob Fleming of Toronto
made a very efficient referee. The club's annual
banquet was held at the Senate House, Lamb-
ton, and ar enjoyable evening was spent by the
members and their guests. President Ellis, in
the capacity of toast master, called upon many
of the members, who resnonded with witty
speeches. Amoncr the speakers were Alderman
Robert Fleming. Daniel Blea, Game Warden of
the Parry Sound district; George W. McGill,
H. Shaw, W. J. She-'^and, Mr. Fenton, of the
Parkdale Gun Club; George Vivian and Fred
Matthews of the National Gun Club; George
Dunk of the Stanley Gun Club; J. J. Coulter,
of Rod and Gun Club; and others. Scores at
live birds and targets:

—

Class A. 15 pigeons—Kemp 14, Dunk 13, Viv-
ian 13, Williamson 12, W. Wakefield 12. McLach-
lan 12, Blea 11, Burgess 11, P. Wakefield 10. Mc-
Dowall 9, McGill 9, Mason 9. Douglas 8, Shaw
6.

Class B. 15 live pigeons—F. Clayton 14. .T.J.

Coulter 13, D. C. Walton 12, C. Turp 12, Thom-
son 11, Playter 11, J. Paterson 11, A. Clavton
10, H. D'Eye 9, Giles 9, J. Hardy 8, C. Zeid-
ler 8.

Class C. 15 live pigeons—J. Smellie 11, Shep
perd 10, Wright 9, Bullyment 9, Harper 9, J. R.
Bull 8, Dr. Mason 8, Richardson 8, Ellis 6,

Heintzman SI, Paterson 5.

The Merchandise shoot, at 10 targets, result-
ed in the following prize winners: G. Dunk, W.
J. Sheppard, J. J. Coulter, W. Wakefield, P.
Wakefield, C. Turo. H. D'Eve. George Vivian,,
G. Mason, George W. McGill. Douglas, Kemp,
W. McDowall, Williamson, Walters, C. Zeidler,
B. Harper, C. Burgess, P. Ellis, A. Clavton, J.
G. Wright, Bullyment, J. R. Bull, J. Fleming.

Ingrersoll Shoot
Things were booming from morning: till

night at the Blue Rock Gun Club's grounds at
Ingersoll, Ont., Oct. 18th. The largest crowd
that has attended a shoot since the club was
organized was present, and as there were geese,
sweepstakes, and a handsome silver trophy* to
compete for, interest waa at fever pitch all day.
A number of crack shots, including- Messrs. R.
Day and B. Glover, of London, were present.
In the morning there were 50 fowl on the bill-

GDN REPAIRING
Our facilities for Gun Repairing are unsurpassed

by any in Canada, we employ skilled workmen
capable of making a Gun throughout, and our

workshop is equipped with the latest and best

machinery for all kinds of repairs.

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave, TORONTO,ONT.

When writing advertisers kindly meaation Rod and Gun and Motor Sports mi Canada.
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Don't Make Any Mistake
BUT BUY YOUR

CHRISTMAS GOODS FROM US.
SNOW SHOES.

Childs, strong and well made, pair $1.75
L,adies, strong with fancy tossels $3.00
Men's Club, bent at toe and extra strong $3.50

V# ^ SKATES AND BOOTS.
FISHER Best Tube Skates, any style $4.75
Dunn Best Tube Skates, any style : $4.75
L,unn's Best laminated Skates $4.75
Boker's Dominion Double End Skates $1.85
Star Mic Mac Double End Skates $2-95
Boys' Sidewalk Skates, just the thing 35c

END view
J

BOXING GLOVES.
Boys' Gloves, well padded $1.50
Amateur Gloves, padded with curled hair $1.75
Professional Gloves, best leather and well finished

throughout $3.00

We also carry a full stock of Toboggans, Skies, IVvoccasins,

Hockey Sticks. Footballs, Striking Bags, Sweaters, Toques, and
everything in Winter Sports.

A Visit to our Hardware and Cutlery Dept. will well repay you.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

WARREN SPORTING GOODS Co.,

101-103 KiDg, West, Toronto.

of fare, and of these 14 departed for London.
There were five London men, present. The day
was rather cool for shooting- and no one except
Mr. H. W. Kniffht excelled himself. The Inger-
eoll shooters who generally make a high score,
went very flat. In the afternoon the first of a
series of three contests for the W. J. Elliott
silver trophy was pulled off, and Walter Knight
came out with colors flving, getting 18 birds
out of 20. Some handicaps were allowed in
this contest, and following is the result (with
handicap)—W. Staples 14, W. A. Edgar 14 (2-161):

W. H. Knight 18. J. Staples 17<: G-eo. Riddle 13.

W. J. Kirbyson 14. Geo. Nichols 11, A. B. Wal-
ker 9, F. Mulkin 15, R. Harris 11, W. Ross 14,
W. A. Cole 6 (5-11); W. Ireland 14 (2-16); H. W.
Partlo 6, Geo. Wood 5 (5-10); Geo. Ruckle 6,

(541.)
The first sweepstake at 15 birds, at 19 yards

was won . by Bert Glover of London. Result
(with handicap)—W. B. Partlo 12 (3 yds.); H.
W. Knicrht 7, 1; Mr. Webb, London, 13, 2; R.
Dav. London 12: Bert Glover 15, J. Brown 14,

1; W. J. Kirbyson 13, 2; R. Harris 11, 2; Geo.
Riddle 7, 3; Geo. Nicnols 10i, 3; W. Ireland 10, 3.

The second sweepstake was at 10 birds at
19 yards, which was won bv R. Bay of London.

Mr. Webb, London, 5; Bert Glover, London,
8; R. I>av, London, 9; J. Brown, 7 01 yard) ; W.
J. Kirbyson, 8, 2; F. Mulkin 5, 2.

Dartmouth Doings

The Thanksgiving Day shoot of the Dart-
mouth Rod and Gun Club was a great success.
A turkey luncheon was served at noon and the
visitors and members had a splendid repast.
The events were as follows:

1st Event—Black Powder Squad. 5 targets—
1st. J. T. Egan, F. Monahan, G. P. Monahan,
tie; 2nd, A. Edwards,, G. E. Mclnnes, tie.

2nd Event—10 targets—1st G. P. Monahan, A.

Edwards tie; 2nd, A. M. Stewart, L. Hartlen,
tie: 3rd F. Monahan, J. I. Egan, tie.

3rd Event—Snipe shoot, 10 targets ( Prize,
cartridge vest, presented by T. J. Egan)—1st
G, P. Monahan, 2 A. Edwards, H. Greene, L.
Hartlen, tie; 3rd F. Monahan, J. T. Egan tie.

4th Event—(Eager Cup. 25 targets, 15 single*
and 5 doubles)—1st A. Edwards, 2nd A. M.
Stewart. 3rd H. Greene and J. T. Egan tie.

5th Event— (2 man team match, 10 targets.
Prizes—two pipes, presented bv H. R. Romans)
—1st A. Edwards and G. P. Monahan, 2nd A.
Stewart and H. Green, 3rd F. W. Russell and
W. Edwards.

6th Event, 10 targets—1st J. T. Egan, 2nd
L. Hartlen and H. Greene tie; 3rd A. Edwards
and G. P. Monahan tie.

7th Event— (Club Cup, 25 targets, handicap)
—1st H. Greene, J. T. Egan, F. Monahan and
F. W. Russell tie. In the shoot off H. Greene
won. This is a new cup and this is the first
time it was up in competition. It will be shot
for at the monthly shoots.

8th Event, 10 targets—sweepstake) 1—1st A.
Edwards. 2nd A. M. Stewart and J. T. Egan,
tie; 3rd G. P. Monahan and H. Greene tie.

22 Riifle Competition—The prize in this event
was a turkey, which was won by J. T. Egan.

The annual meeting of the Dartmouth Rod
and Gur Club was held at the Club House on
Oct. 2nd. The officers elected for the ensuing
term are as follows: 1—

President, L. F. Hill; Vice-pres., A. M.
Stewart; sec.-treas., G. P. Monahan; executive
committee. J. T. Egan, H. Greene, H. D. Rom-
ans; auditors, G. L. Flawn, G. E. Mclnnes ;

handicap committee, president, secretary and
Fred Monahan. A large increase In member-
ship was reported during the year in spite of
the fact that all members falling in arrears for
dues are expelled. The club was never in a bet-
ter financial position. The club has secured a

When Writing advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun alnd Motor Sports in Canada.
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For particulars address

N. GORDON, 7 Concord Ave., TORONTO, CAN.

KTNEr EDWARD COLLIE KENNELS

PRIZE WINNING fnr ca 1pCOLLIES IOF Saie

AGENT FOR

Daggett's Dis-

temper Destroyer.

Telephone, Park 870

FURS
HIDES -TALLOW
To JOHN HALLAM

0 'TORONTO.
CONS IC NME NTS SO LIC IT ED.

new cup to replace the Laflin and Rand Cu^
This will be shot for in the monthly shoots
commencing1 with Thanksgiving Day.

Trap shooters all like erood cartridges, and
if they are supplied with the same they cam
soon make records. The Dominion Cartridge Co.
are in receipt of recent testimonials wlMich
show that their productions suit the needs of
trap shooters to perfection. One writer in Brit-
ish Columbia usirg their shells took first place
in a pheasant shooting match atrainst the best
shots and the best dogs in that Province, scor-
ing seventeen cock birds for the day against
twelve for the next best over the same ground,
the latter using three dogs to his ore and bav-
in<r far more chances. The winner's birds were
all killed clean whereas the others had lots of
cripples. He only let ore bird go, while the oth-
ers averan-ed ten to twelve. A second corres-
pondent writing from Sherbrooke, Que., states
that in a good trial at the traps, at the six-
teen yard mark and back to twenty yards he
and a companion made ninety per cert., an> 1

did not find a misfire or a hang fire amongst
the whole lot of cartridges with which the
company supplied them.

The Schultze Gunpowder Co., of L/ondor.
Eng., are o-ivinq- two cups this season. One will
be for the best individual score made by any
one club during the league matches and t^e
other will probably be a Challenge Cuo for 100
binds open to shots all over' Canada. This cup
can only be competed for by Canadians resid ing

in Canada; and the conditions will most lifcel"
be drawn up by a committee composed of mem-
bers of the various gun clubs. Both cups are
certain to arouse a great deal of interest a-
mong shots and clubs; the idea of the cup for
the best day's scoring in the league matches
seems a particularly happy one, as it will tend
to put the teams on their mettle throufrbo t

the series of matches and so raise the average
of performances all round. The Challenge
for the ICO birds is a new departure and as the
winning of the Cun will be a shootirg achieve-
ment of considerable merit, the competition for
the Cup ought to prove a shooting event of
some importance.

Established 1880.

The RICHARD BELIVEAU Co., Ltd.,

WINE MERCHANTS,
330 MAIN STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

TRY
INVALID it

PORT,
THE GREATEST TONIC OF THE AGE.

$i0.00 per case
(

12

^IIri
s
)

$1.00 per bottle (quart).

The Builder"

I MADE IN CANADA.

Battery

Uniform Hot Spark
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR

Auto & Gas Engine Work.
Manufactured by

CARBONS LIMITED,
73 Adelaide Street, W. , . Toronto.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and (?un and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Send for price list. Mention this magazine when you write We have satisfied

shippers in every State and Territory in the U. S. and Canada. Try us with a

shipment and you will see that the maxim at the top of the cut is no idle boast.

WEIL BROS. & CO., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
W'hen writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gum and Motor Sports in Canada.
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1 Have You An

AUTOMOBILE
or MOTOR BOAT

H If so, now is the time you will be planning for changes and addi-

tions to its equipment ; to have everything up-to-date for next
season ... To ascertain what are the most recent ideas in

Accessories
For next season, communicate with us. Ask for our Catalogue.
Any information gladly furnished. Among other NEW LINES

we have

PETO & RADFORD

fl
rmored Accumulators.

These have all armor or envelope of

lead enclosing ebonite or celluloid

plates, which prevents the paste fall-

ing away in loose pieces,

VARIOUS SIZES. PRICES $6.00 to $24.00.

Lamps, Horns, Spark Plugs, Coils.

JOHN MILLER & SON Limited,

L321
ST. JflflES ST., riONTREdL.

WESTERN BRANCH—132 BAY STREET, TORONTO. "

|

Wh«n writing, advertisers kindly m cation Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Shooting Jackets
THREE GRADES

$3.00, $4.50 and $6.00
Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close fitting,

but not binding, comfortable and convenient. Designed
especially for duck shooters, trap shooters, etc. , but suitable

for all outdoor purposes. Must be seen to be appreciated.

Made only in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray and
Scarlet.

Send us your address for one of our Gun Catalogues

The H. H. Kiffe Co.. ^ w
bkovTr

a
k
y

mt^"
. ;

I
F you live near the water

you should have a power

boat, and this is just the

time to get an Adams Catalog

telling all about the different

sizes of Gasoline Engines

and Boats we manufacture.

IF the freight on a com-

plete boat would come too

high, patronize your local

boat builder and have him

install an Adams Engine.

The Adams Launch and Engine Mfg. Co.
PENETANG

ONT.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun atod Motor Sports in Canada.
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TOBOGGAN. I NG
Are Four of Canada's leading National Winter
Sports. We are quite prepared to meet your

requirements in way of

Skates, Toboggans,

Snow Shoes, Skies,
You will undoubtedly find it to your advantage
to deal with us. Prices right. Goods of best
quality. Clubs and individuals in Montreal and
outside places are invited to call or correspond

with us. Our line of

GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, AMMUNITION

Is most complete and up-to-date. Remember the
name and address :—

T. QOSTEN ™* CO.,
48 Notre Dame Street, West, Montreal.

A few doors East of Notre Dame Cathedral.

Prize, Medal
AND

Sup Maker.

Clubs and individuals

desiring anything along

the above line, or Jewel-

ry, should write the

specialist.

Jas. D. Bailey

75 £r"J£ Toronto

JEWELRY

PARLORS

W. W. GREENER, ENGLISH GUN MAKER
THE WORLD'S STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR FIFTY YEARS.

The Greener Choke, The Greener Hammerless, The Greener Ejector, etc.

FOR FINE
GUNS.

A Few Testimonials.
" / have used your guns here

for the last 20 years, and find
them superior to all."

Alberta, Canada, Aug. 26, 'oi.

\
'

' Some years ago I purchased
a Greener gun. It has had very
hard usage and the action to-day
is as tight and easy working as
the <iay Ibought it ; some people
doubt my word when told that
the gun has been in use for. 15

years."
Boston, U.S.A., Sept. 14, 01.

AND NOT EXPENSIVE GUNS ONLY.—GOOD
GUNS AT ALL PRICES.

Ask for our New Catalogue 24
from the offices of this magazine.

W. W. GREENER S Guns have been proved in every country and
climate in the world. Every shooting man knows they stand First
for shooting qualities, and being made upon the simplest possible

designs, they are the strongest and the. lightest.

W. W. GREENER, Gun Maker, Established 1829

Address : BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

Wlhen writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Rod and Gun's Premium List
Over $5000.00 worth of Premiums will be distributed FREE dur-

ing the next sixty days to our subscribers.

The list of premiums comprises practically everything manufactur-

ed for sportsmen.

Over sixteen thousand sportsmen receive Rod and Gun every

month and the list is constantly growing.

There are thousands of other sportsmen who have never seen the

magazine but who would gladly subscribe if a copy were shown
them.

Every subscriber should therefore take advantage of this offer and

work up a list of subscribers among his friends and acquaintances

and earn some of the premiums offered.

We will gladly furnish you with as many sample copies as you

require for the work and do everything in our power to assist you-

For One Subscription For Three

SUBSCRIPTIONS
We will send your choice of

A QUART BOTTLE
OF

or a

Set of Ten Beautiful Pictures

7x9 in size, just the thing for a

Sportsman's den.

To anyone sending us

Two Subscriptions
To any person sending us

We will send your choice of a copy of

A Book of Instruction tilling how to trap, snare, poison
and shoot. A valuable book for trappers.

Or a copy of

POX TRIPPING, we will send your choice of

A KING AIR RIFLE
manufactured by the Markham Air

MINK TRAPPING,
OR

An Akron Fountain Pen
A strictly high-grade Fountain Pen, ab-

Rifle Co., of Plymouth, Mich.

A Book of Instruction giving many methods of Trap-
ping. A valuable book for trappers.

We will send a copy of each of these books for Four
Subscriptions,

ese books are edited by A. R. Harding, nicely illus-

trated and contain 200 pages. solutely guaranteed. Price $1.50.
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ROD AND GUN'S PREMIUM LIST

To anyone sending us

Tour Subscriptions
We will send

a box containing 25
IT IT A w

Yan Home Cigars.
A very superior brand manufactured

by^ Harris, Harkness Co., of Montreal.
Or we will send a box containing 50

Cigars for Eight Subscriptions.

FOR TEN SUBSCRIPTIONS
we will give you your choice of A PA 1 R OF

Fisher Tube Hockey

^^^^^^^^
To anyone sending us

Five Subscriptions
we will send

A "Napanoch" Tool Kit
consisting of

Knife, Reamer, File, Saw, Chisel & Screw Driver

Contained in a leather pocket-book 4^ x 3^. in.

Manufactured by

U. ). Ulery Co. of New Nork.

The lightest, strongest, easiest running and
most beautiful skate in the world.

To anyone sending us

IO SUBSCRIPTIONS
we will send a

HUNTER E-Z APART REEL.

Full German Silver phospor bronze

bearings. Price $5.00.

To anyone sending us

Six Subscriptions
we will send a

Clh/e Illuminated
Clock

Manufactured by the Electric Contract

Co., of New York.

To any one sending us

TEN SUBSCRIPTIONS

We will send a

Stevens No. 16

Grackshot
Rifle

To any one sending us

SEVEN SUBSCRIPTIONS

We will send your choice of

Bristol (No. 1, 2 or 10)

Steel Rod
WITH POLISHED MAPLE HANDLE
For eight subscribers we will send the

same rod with celluloid wound handle.

Or for TEN SUBSCRIPTIONS

we will send a

22 Calibre

SINGLE SHOT RIFLE
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ROD AND GUN'S PREMIUM LIST
To anyone sending us

Eleven Subscriptions
we will send a

Kodak

Developing Machine
Manufactured by the

Canadian Kodak Co. of Toronto.

To anyone sending us

TWELVE SUBSCRIPTIONS
we will send

A Pair of 15 inch

' ,WitchElk"HuntingBoots
Manufactured by

Messrs. Witchell, Sons & Co.

Detroit, Mich.

—To anyone sending us

13 SUBSCRIPTIONS
We will send a

Mff CdSTINQ

Manufactured by the Fischer & Tesch
Mfg. Co., of Chicago, 111.

Price . . . $8.00.

To anyone sending us

FIFTEEN SUBSCRIPTIONS
we will send

A Case of

Shredded Wheat Biscuits

containing 50 packages.

Shredded Wheat Biscuit is the favorite food for the
lover of outdoor sports and pastimes—containing all

the strength-giving elements of the whole wheat berry
in concentrated digestible form.

FOR 15 SUBSCRIPTIONS
WE WILL GIVE A

KORONA

'mmin CAMERA
Famous for Lens Equipment and
Sound Principles of Construction.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Do,,

OF ROCHESTER, N.Y.
Size 3% x 4 J<, Value $11.00.

-To anyone sending us-

20 SUBSCRIPTIONS
We will send

500 Sovereign

Loaded Shells
Manufactured by the

Dominion Cartridge Co.

Or we will send 1000 Shells for Forty
Subscriptions.

To any one sending us

TWENTY SUBSCRIBERS

We will send

A Century Camera

4x5 including a double plate

holder and sole leather

carrying case.

To anyone sending us

Fifty Subscriptions
we will send a

F(Q)M3inig

11 foot Special—38 in. beam, 12 in. deep.

20 in. at ends, with jointed oars or

double paddles, carrying case, etc,

Made by the

Life Saving Canvas Boat Co.
of Kalamazoo, Mich.
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ROD AND GUN'S PREMIUM LIST

To anyone sending us

Fifty Subscriptions
we will send a

16 Foot
BflSSOUOOD CAHOE

with two paddles.

Manufactured by the Wm. English

Canoe Co., Peterboro.

TOR^O SUBSCRIBERS
WE WILL GIVE

A Course in

Advertisement Writing
AT THE

Chicago

School of Advertising

The man who can prepare an advertisement

that "Pulls" can command a salary "Worth

While."

To anyone sending us

80 SUBSCRIPTIONS
We will send a

Canvasovered
eclat*

anoe,
Manufactured by R. Chestnut & Sons,

Fredericton, N.B.
Price $40.00.

To anyone sending us

One Hundred Subscriptions

We will send a

Twelve Foot Steel

Duck Hunting Boat

Complete with a pair of oars and locks.

This boat is valued at $64.

These Goods are absolutely newT

,
coming direct from the factories and are

fully guaranteed
We are constantly adding to our Premium List and if there is any article

you want that is not mentioned, write us full particulars, and we will arrange to

get it for you, and tell you how many subscriptions it will be necessary to send us
for it. For full particulars, sample copies, &.c, write to

Jo TinlYLO^j publisher or
Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

WOODSTOCK, OINT.

GUNS CHARLES LANCASTER
Gunmaker by Warrants of Appointment to

His Majesty the King, H I M. The German Emperor, H R H Prince Christian.

"THE ART OF SHOOTING," the Seventh and Revised Popular

Edition, 2/6; postage 6d. extra. Invites application for his illustrated

Gun and Rifle Catalogue and Special Cartridge Lists.

ESTABLISHED AT 151, NEW BOND ST /W. IN 1826.

II DATflN QT HAYMARKET, LONDON, S, W.
II, r H I Ull Mlij (Opposite the Comedy Theatre.

)

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun atad Motor Sports «n Canada.
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Hunters! Trappers! Traders!
The Hunter-Trader-Trapper is an up-to date illustrated monthly magazine. It tells

WHERE to go for Game, Fur, Feather, Fish, etc. , and HOW' to get them. The
December number contains 200 pages, price 10 cents. Yearly subscription $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER.—Send $1.00 before Dec. 20th, mentioning
Rod and Gun. and get 13 months.

A. R. HARDING PUB. CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO.

HAVE YOU A BIRD DOG?—-THEN YOU WANT

451 Amateur
TrainerBY

ED. F. HABERLEIN.

A plain, practical and concise, yet thorough,
guide in the art of training, handling and the cor-
recting of faultsof thedog subservient to the gun
afield. Acknowledgedby authoritiesand amateurs
alike the most practical book on training ever
published. The author is a practical trainer of
over 30 years' experience whose system is up to
date andstandsunequaled, the acceptedstandard

New Edition Just Out.—Illustrated.
Comprehensible, popular form, devoid of long-spun
theories, based on practical experience throughout.
Not a large volume of pastime reading matter, but
guaranteed to contain the most practical information
on the subject at any price. Sent postpaid on receipt
of price—paper cover, $ | .00: finely cloth bound
And Gold Embossed, $1.50. Address:—
Subscription Department, Rod and Gun in Canada

Woodstock Ontario.

The Empire
A CANADIAN MADE TYPEWRITER

PERFEC-

TION

In its

Simplicity

PRICE $60.00 ONLY
Manifolding Qualities Unexcelled,

WRITING ALWAYS IN SIGHT

If you require a Typewriter you can find none that

will suit you better than the " Empire."

THE WILLIAMS M'fg. Co.,
MONTREAL.

ESIV
CAMERA
Adapted for plates or films, <£[A CA

takes pictures 3K *4 ^ *P IU • U
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOG

Vise Photo Supply jX
501 Queen St. W. TORONTO.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun a*id Motor Sports in Canada.
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MPWMPM^ (BORATED) TAuwUM
CiXl^Eri^l ^ TOILET POWDER

protect your hands and face from the painful chaping-
and chafing: which winter winds and outdoor sports
inflict on tender skins. Delightful After Shaving-.

Sold everywhere, or hy mail 25 cents. Sample free.

GERHARD MENNEN CO. Newark, N J

The Harder it Blows—the Brighter it Glows.

THE
/ Practically

V IndestructiblMatchless
Cigar Lighter
Lights ci^ar, cigar-

ette and pipe any
where, at any time
--in w nd,
r a i ni o r

snow—
o n land

or sea.

The
Matchless

Cigar %
Lighter ^

Fits the vest-
pocket like a
match box. Is

always ready
and never fails

to work. It's

g u ar a nteed
for two years.

The
Matchless

Cigar

Lighter

Is a necessity
to the smoker,
especially the
An tomobilist,
Yach ts m a n,

Golfer or
Sportsman.

Your dealer has (or can get) "The Matchless Cigar
Lighter"—if he won't, we will mail you one post-
paid with instructions for use and our two year
guarantee—on receipt of price, 50 cents. Illus-

trated and descriptive circulars on application.

The Matchless Cigar Lighter Mfg Co ,
Dept. 12

16 John Street, New York City, N. Y.

Trappers
AND

(Collectors
We all know that it costs money to

send a buyer on the road, and why
should you not help us in cutting this

expense ? By sending vour Furs direct

to us we can give you what we would
have spent otherwise for travelling

expenses and hotel bills.

Get on our shipper's list ann receive

the inside information we give them.

Revillon Bros.
I,IMITED.

WHOLESALE FUR DEALERS,

134-136 McGill Street, Montreal.

BIG GAME calls for a good gun.
"j.imOne" keeps any
gun good—oils trigger,

lock, action perfectly—cuts out
all residue of black or smokeless
powder—keeps all metal parts
bright and free from rust. Gen-
erous sample free. Write to
G. W . COLE CO.. , i Washing-
ton Life Bldg. , New York City.

Explorers! Hunters! Fishermen

Tom Martin & Jack Otto
GUIDES AND
OUTFITTERS

FIELD, - B.C.

All parties personally conducted.

Moobe, Caribou, Elk, Sheep, Goat, Bear,

Trout.

The best game country in the world.

Wken writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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LEE ^ SH1SEMT
MONTREAL.

Developing & Printing
Is our specialty. This department is in charge of an EXPERT. Mail

us your next lot of films and we will develop and produce prints from
them that will meet your ideas. It makes no difference where you live,

send us your work. We get films from all parts of Canada.

Enlarging Photographs
Is also another important feature of our business. No doubt you have
one or two photos you are desirous of having enlarged and framed. Send

to us and we will produce an enlarged photo that will please you.

OUR LINE OF PHOTO SUPPLIES AND KODAKS IS MOST COMPLETE.

Favor us with your next order for Films, Paper or whatever you may Require.

LEE <& SHR<BENT0

675 ST. CATHARINE STREET WEST- - - MONTREAL-

Ye Old Reliable Manufacturers of

CARTRIDGES
COGSWELL & HARRISON, Limited, LONDON. Est. 1770,

FINEST MATERIALS— THE BEST OF THE BEST.

IT Our Sporting Cartridges are recognized as the Highest Class of Cartridge that is made.
IT In using " Vicmos " and " Exceltor," thoroughly tested smokeless Gun Powders/sportsmen will

have a medium, combining the absolute maximum of killing effect, i.e.
,
velocity, pattern penetration, etc,

,

with the absolute minimum of discomfort, i.e
,
recoil, fumes, blow back, injury to the gun.

IT Loaded with " Vicmos," "Exceltor," " E. C. Schultze," "Imperial Schultze," "Smokeless
Diamond," "Empire" or "Amberite" Powders.

IT Our " Exceltor " Trap Shell, 42 grs. Exceltor powder, 1% oz No. 7 hardened shot is accurately
loaded, reliable, and giving the highest results at the traps. The lowest priced Smokeless Cartridge on
the Canadian market for a reliable cartridge.

For Catalogue and Prices apply to Canadian Agents.

THOMAS MOORE & SON,
43 St. Sacrament Street, Montreal.

Messrs. Thos. Moore & Son, Montreal. Westmount, 29th Oct.. 1906.

Dear Sirs,

I have great pleasure in adding my testimony to the universal satisfaction that your Exceltor
Cartridges are giving to our club members. We have used some thousands of them without a complaint,
either as to missfire, escape of gas, or unevenness of pressure, which is so fatal to good trap shooting.

All who have used them have improved their averages 50 per cent, and I am confident that they
must eventually control this market as they have absolutely no peer. Wishiug you every success,

I remain, yours faithfully, F. J. ELLIOT, Sec. Westmount Gun Club.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports *n Canada.
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"If

GAME ABOUNDS.
In every section, never before has game been

more plentiful in Canada than at present.

1 You need accurate and dependable ammunition if

you would bag your share of the game.

f % Don't make any mistake, purchase DOMINION
CARTRIDGES and SHELLS—no others are so

carefully made and tested, nor so well adapted to

Canadian climate.

fIF YOUB DEALER WON'T SUPPLY YOU, WK1TE TJg.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., Limited,

4 Hospital Street, Montreal.

United States
England

FOREIGN AGENCIES :—

Australia Mexico
New Zealand Japan

^0!

Brazil
Argentine

sir

The King Air Rifle
The KING—500 Shot, Hammerless, Magazine Air Rifle.

.
,-— . .. ,

- -«JL

Polished Walnut Stock,

Nickel Steel Barrel,

Splendid Sights.

T-JERE is the Christmas Gift for the boy. Gives him
* unlimited indoor as well as outdoor fun and health-
ful physical development—a steady eye, nerve control,
self-confidence, rosy cheeks and hardy muscles. Iyet

Santa Claus bring him a King Air Rifle this |Christmas. No danger with the
King. Shoots by compressed air and is made to stand long use—does it, too. Has
no weak parts and is the finest finished Air Rifle in the world.

The King 500 shot Automatic, BB shot $1 50- Other King models shoot BB
shot and darts, $1 . OO and $1,25- The King Air Rifles are sold by leading dealers everywhere. Our funny
little book " How Jimmie Got a King " Free. Send for it.

THE MARKHAM AIR RIFLE CO.. Plymouth, Mich., U.S.A. .^cwfn
s^wS&e

Subscription Blank.
W. J, TAYLOR, Woodstock, Ont.

Enclosed find Si.oo, for which please Send Rod and Gun and MoiOR Sports

in Canada to the following address for one year beginning with Number

Name

Street and Number or P. O. Box '

City or Town

Province or State

When writing advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun atod Motor. Sports in Canada.
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" The Whisky with a Spirit to it.

Scotland Meritorious Trio.

WRIGHT & GREIG'S " RODERICK D'HU ,"

I> est value in the market— Ihe hunter's

friend.

WRIGHT & GREIG'S " PREMIER/ "

Guaranteed /0 year old— The kind that

pleases best.

WRIGHT & GREIG'S " GRAND LIQUEUR,
"

A special old spirit—A gentleman 's drink.

Give them a triai and be convinced.

Sole Agents in Canada :

HUDON, HEBERT & CIE, Limited,
MONTREAL.

The Most Liberally Managed Firm in Canada.
1

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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NO HINTING OUTFIT IS COMPLETE WITHOUT

Nothing Nicer for a Christmas Gift.

The No. 1A
Folding-
Pocket
Kodak

Price $12.00

is specially
adapted

for
sportsmen.

Write to us for Catalogue.

J.
G RAMSEY 6 Co.,

limited,

89 BAY ST„ TORONTO.
We make a specialty of Developing, Finishing

and Enlarging.

How
far

havejfouX

walked?

Whether you walk for health, pleasure or
business—on city's streets, in the woods, or on
golf links it is interesting to know exactly how
much ground you have covered. The

American Pedometer
(Carried in the Vest Pocket)

regulates to vour step and registers infallibly
the exact distance. It is but iy2 inches in diam-
eter, handsomely nickled and so simple and
sturdy as to be almost indestructible.

10 MILE PEDOMETER $1.00
100 " " 1.50

At Sporting Goods dealers. If yours hasn't
it we. will send postpaid on receipt of price with
our guarantee. Write for free booklet D.

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO., T*
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Coon.

ORDER BY MAIL
GENTLEMEN IN NEED OF A NATURAL HAIR

TOUPEE or WIG
Can only obtain THE BESTOEALL at the "Maison"

JULES 6 CHARLES,
For they have established this " Fact to the Point."
Seeing is believing—they invite you to view the
large variety of

ARTISTIC HAIR GOODS
They are masterpieces of human skill. Mail orders
through our free catalogue are just as satisfactory
as your personal visit to our store. Write To-Day.

USE HAIRLENE for Thin and Falling Hair.

431 YONGE ST., TORONTO.

TO FILL
/^^TKeORIGINALand ONlY GENUINE ft

C0NKLINS
SELF- FILLING PEN

8imply dip in the ink, press with the thumb
and the CONK.LIN PEN is filled and ready
for instant use. It is simple, convenient, effi-

cient, with no complex mechanism and
nothing to get out of order.

The elastic ink reservoir is com-
pressed by the presser bar under the
thumb, and, when released, instantly
draws in the ink through the feed chan-
nels at the point. The quickly adjusted
lock-ring prevents ink from being forced
out again. Feeds regularly until the
last drop of ink in reservoir is used.
Always responds without kick or balk.
Cleans itself as easily as it is filled.
Fully guaranteed.

If your dealer does not handle the
CONKLIN PEN, let us make you our
Special Offer to Fountain Pen Users.
Full information, with illustrated cata-
logue, sent upon request. Sold by
dealers everywhere.

THE CONKLIN PEN CO.,

514, 516, 518 Jefferson Ave.,
Toledo, Ohio. /~C

The E. A. Wilhelwi Co., 93 Reade St.,
New York. Delzell Bros., 1652 Curtis
t., Denver. Cardin ell-Vincent Co.,

414 Market St., San Francisco. Ameri-
can Agencies, Ltd., 38 Shoe Lane, Fleet
St., London, E. C.,Eng. Rae, Munn &
Gilbert, 47 Market St., Melbourne, Aust.
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anyascanoes
Have won for themselves the reputation of being the best canoes
made in Canada. They are graceful, roomy, light and easy running.

Note the jaunty lines of our 18 ft. Pleasure Model shown
above.

Our Canoes are all cedar with a canvas covering absolutely
seamless and positively tight under all extremes of heat and
cold. This is more than can be said of any wooden canoe, and
although they only cost about half the price of an all cedar canoe
they are much better and will last more than twice as long.

If you are interested in the best canoe made for hunting,
fishing, cruising and pleasure purposes, send for our catalogue.

^. Chestnut & Sons,
FREDERICTON, N.B. - CANADA.

Ht> When sending mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Nivervillc, Man., Feb. 7, 1906.

Wolverine Motor Works, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Gentlemen: — It gives me great pleasure to tell you that the 6 H. P. , 2 cylinder, 2 cycle engine, I

bought from you last June has given the best of satisfaction, on the River and also on the Lake. It drives

my 22% ft. boat close to 11 miles an hour, and does it easily.

The best part, however, is the ease of handling it. It is seldom that I have to use the crank more than
once a day as it would hold the compression in the hottest sunshine for four or five hours, and has re-

peatedly started by the lever alone after not being used for 1 y2 to 2 days.

We lived through the worst storm on Lake Winnipeg of the season '05 and would surely have
been drowned had the engine stopped on us. Respectfully yours, Wm, B. Mey.

WOLVERINE
MARINE ENGINES
One Qrade Only—The Highest

Have stood as the standard of excellence for 20 years—the highest art

in marine gasoline engine construction, 5 to 100 h. p., 2 and 4 cycle,

self-starting and reversing.

SPECIAL OFFER H°w to get boat plans wortn $s°-°° to

$200.00 for pleasure or working boats
without cost to you, Write us at once for complete information and
Catalog No. 26.

WOLVERINE MOTOR WORKS, Grand Rapids, Mich , U.S.A.

WE are prybably the largest exclusive mar-
ine gasoline engine manufacturers in

the world,

TWENTY years of scientific study and
careful experimentation must have re-

sulted in something.

QUR special method of construction insures

long life and freedom from annoying
breakages.

EVERY engine is thoroughly tested and in-

spected before it leaves the factory.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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T. EATON C?,LIMITED

ALL Hunting Supplies can be

Filled at Winnipeg-at Eatons.
It's not such a very far cry back since hunting supplies had to be
brought by the overland route—then guns, ammunition, clothing

were almost worth their weight in gold.

Next, they could be purchased in the West—but at a price.

Now the presence of this great EATON store in Winnipeg offers

the same extensive selection that can be had " down East," while
its unsurpassed price-making power makes possible the offering

of values, that are the peer of any— anywhere,

OUTFIT WHEN YOU REACH WINNIPEG.
SAVE YOU TIME, SAVE YOU BOTHER,
SAVE YOU MONEY.

T. EATON C
PORTAGE AVE.

O.
LIMITED

WINNIPEG

When writitug advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gum alnd Motor Sports in Canada.
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisements will be in-

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

FOR SALE—Tn the progressive town of
Lindsay, a bicycle and general repair business.
Up-to-date machinery. Faculties for gun re-
pairing. Excellent prospects. Good reason for
disposing. A splendid opportunity. Apply,
W. "Wetocter, Lindsay, Ont.

HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS—How to train
dogs to hunt coon, fox, skunk; how to tan
furs, hunt bees, make scent baits, find young
mink, wolf, fox, kill skunk without odor; skunk
farming, etc. Send 30c money order for book.
F. W. Howard, Baraboo, Wis.

WANTED—To correspond with parties who
wish to hunt in the Rockies next open season.
Address C. Ellis, Ovando, Powell Co., Mont.

WANTED—Scalps of Moose, Deer and Cari-
bou.—A. E. Colburn, Taxidermist, 1204 South
Main street, Los Angeles, Cal.

YOUNG ENGLISH PHEASANTS For Sale.
$3.00 per pair. Also a few pair of wild mal-
lard ducks, the best decoys on earth.—John T.
Miner, Kingsville, Ont.

SHOOTING DOGS—We have some thor-
oughly broken Pointers and Setters that are
as handsome and as well bred as any dogs in
America. They are trained on quail, grouse,
wood cock, etc., and as Shooting Dogs there
are none more reliable or satisfactory to bag
game over. We also have some hiehlv bred and
pedigreed puppies, both pointers and setters.
High class gun dogs is our specialty. — The
C. S. Freel Kennels. R., Loogootee, Indiana.

WANTED—A representative in every city and
town in Canada and the United States, to so-
licit subscriptions for "Rod and Gun in Can-
ada." We will pay a liberal commission to
those whom we feel warranted placing the ag-
ency with. This is an opportunity that should
be taken advantage of by any person desiring
to make good money. For further particulars
please address W. J. Taylor, Publisher Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

FOR LIVE—Hungarian Partridge, Pheasants,
Quail, Ducks. Geese. Swans, Peafowl. Wanted
live birds. Charles B. Denley. New City, N.Y.

FOR SALE—Beagles, Fox and Deer Hounds,
Crossbred Bloodhound and Foxhound Puppies
Trained ferrets.—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist. Un-
ionville, Ont.

FREE—My Sportsman's Guide contains in-
structions for saving all trophies of the Rod
and Gun for mounting to the best possible
advantage. It also contains a complete list of
my prices for all the different branches of Tax-
idermy work. I claim that my work is not
beaten by any taxidermist in Canada. I will
gladly forward references to prove my state-
ment. My prices will show you how to save mon-
ey by shipping to me.—Edwin Dixon, Taxider-
mist, Unionville. Ontario.

INVESTMENT—HERALD FREE — Leading
mining and> financial paper. News from all
mining districts. Most reliable information re-
garding mining, oil industries, principal com-
panies, etc. No investor should be without it.

Will send six months free. Branch A. L. Wls-
ner & Co., 61 and 62 Confederation Life Build-
ing. Owen J. B. Yearsley, Toronto, Ont., man-
ager, Main 3290.

SLAVES of Indigestion and Tobacco, Wont
you let me write and tell you about a Wonder-
ful Root that I discovered on a hunting trip
that cured me of tobacco habit and indigestio*
of twenty years standing. C. H. S'10..Jl.o,
Mohawk, Florida.

FOR SALE—A 11 foot Foldiner Canvas Boat.
Never been used. Good reason for selling. Ad-
dress Francis W. Kahle, 229 Washington street.
Buffalo, N.Y.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
in Canada, beginning with first issue June, 1899,

six volumes, all in good condition, $5.00 will
buy the lot. Address Box C, "Rod and Gun
in Canada", Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE—One 1886 Winchester Model Take
Down Rifle, 26 in. Octagon barrel, 50-100 caliber, im-

ported stock, fancy finish, checked forearm and stock.

List price $36, will sell for $20. Rifle has never been
used, never saw the mountains, is perfectly new and
just as it was made. H. A. Zimmerman, Eperly's
Mill, Cumberland Co., Pa., U. S. A.

I will exohange two Pointer Pups 8 months old (dog
and bitch), pedigreed, for pedigreed English Bloodhound
same age. W. T. Walsh, North Bay, Ont.

FOR SALE— 1 Edison Home Phonograph, 60 re-

cords, case, etc. i-5xyWizard Cycle Camera, 1 Brownie
Camera. J. L. Heath, Rock Island, Que.

FOR SALE, HALF PRICES.—$36.00 grade Syra
cu^e hammerless shot gun; double barrel; in fine con-
dition, $18.00. Winchester repeating rifle, 22 caliber,

13 shots, $6.00 H. W. Knack, Bay City, Mich.

Genuine Smith & Wesson Revolver, 32 in. long caliber,
6 shots and 6 in. barrel, in fair serviceable condition.
Taken from Moonshiner's Cave in Eastern Kentucky.
Will sell for $6.00 cash. H. W. Knack, Bay City, Mich.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE, New Winchester,
50—110 W. H. V. double set trigger. D. Fraser, Box
333, Ottawa, Ont

FOR SALE — Well bred Fox. Hound, broken- to

Fo'xes John C. Fulton, Avonmore, Ont

HIGH BRED hound pup for sale, 4 months old.

Price $5 if taken at once. Joe Shill, Winamac, Ind.

When writing advertisers kindly m entlon Rod and Gfun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The Sportsmen's Event of 190T.

Exhibition.
Automobile, Motor Boat

and Sportsmen's
ARENA - MONTREAL.

Api»il 6th to 13th , 1907.
Plans are now out for this International Sportsmen's Exhibition, the first ever held in Canada and will

be sent on application. The Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk Railways have applied for' space.

AUTOMOBILE AND SPORTSMEN'S EXHIBITION, LIMITED
309 West Notre Dame St., Montreal. r. M . /affray, Manager.

WANTED TO PURCHASE— 10 guage bore Ham-
merless Gun Must be in good condition and cheap
for cash. Box M, Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE— I have for sale a Parker Hammerless
12 guage Gun, $150.00 grade, as good as new. 1 will

sacrifice to prompt cash buyer. Box M, Rod und Cun.

FOX, MINK. Coons, Lynx are easily trap-
ped with the Bentley Methods—many ways 011
land, snow and water. Price and testimonials
for a stamp. I caught ninety foxes and seven-
ty mink last fall. It's the only method pub-
lished by a professional trapper. Satisfaction
guaranteed.—Jesse Bentley, honest old trapper,
Arlington, Vermont.

FOR SALE—Mounted heads and antlers of
moose, elk, caribou, sheep, antelope and deer.
—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

FOR SALE—English Beagles, Pups and
grown stock from the best strains in America,
and England, all pedigreed.—Elmer Tiffany,
Brooklyn, Pa.

FOR SALE—A limited quantity of 9 months
old brook trout for delivery in November at
$30.00 per 1,000'. Also a quantity of eyed eggs
for delivery in January at 50 cents per 1000.

Address Geo. M. Englert, Caledon Mountain
Trout Club, Inglewood, Ont.

FOR SALE—Ferret Muzzles, sizes 1, 2 and 3.

50c, 3 for $1.00. Loose on ferret, ferret cannot get
them off. Steel band. Just snap it on. Nauga-
tuck Muzzle Co., Naugatuck, Conn. 7-4

COME TO Mountain Valley camp, located in
the wildest part of northern New Hampshire in
the valley of Indian Stream; those that wish
for the best deer, partridge, rabbit and other
small game hunting call on us for further in-

formation. Chappell and Lord, Pittsburg. N.

FOR SALE—In the progressive town of

Lindsay, a bicycle and general repair business.
Up-to-date machinery. Faculties for gun repair-
ing. Excellent prospects. Good reason for dis-

posing. A splendid opportunity. Apply W. Web-
ster, Lindsay, Ont.

BUILD YOUR OWN BOAT bv the Brooks
System of full size patterns and instructions.
Anyone can do the work and get boat at i reg-

ular price. We also furnish complete boats —
knocked down—ready to put together. Send for

free catalogue describing boat patterns and K.
D. Frames. Nearly 100 models. Note change of

address. Brooks Boat Mfg. Co., Originators of

the Pattern System of Boat Building, 4612 Ship
street, Saginaw, Mich., U.S.A.

WANTED—A STUFFED PASSENGER PIGeon, or a well preserved skin.—James B Mc-Kay,, Detroit, Mich.

A GREAT DANE Dog For Sale, good pedi

fv
e% ?

ne
,
y£ar. old

-
APP*y William Connor

Woodstock, Ontario, Canada. 7-2

FOR SALE—Hitrh Class English Setter
bitch, nearly two years old, partially broken
has been worked on prairie chickens and email
Pedigree best in America, color black and tan
will make a grand shooting and breeding bitch.
The first $30.00 takes her, and this is giving her
away.—Thomas A. Duff, 3 Maynard Ave., To-
ronto, Ont.

FOR SALE—An "Evening Star" electric
search light lamp, size 8^xl±, weight 11 ozs.,
Regular price $2.50, will sell for $2.00 cash. Ad-
dress D. B. Taylor, Tweed, Ont.

ANYONE wishing to purchase one of the
best Salmon Fishing Pools in America can
learn particulars by writing to Mr. W. J. Tay-
lor, Publisher of Rod and Gun in Canada.
Woodstock, Ont.

WANTED—Names and addresses of anyone
desirous of securing a f-i

r+v dollar Ithaca Gun
free. Address, Premium Dept., Rod and Gun in
Canada. Woodstock, Ontario.

WANTED—The name and address of anyone
desirous of securing absolutely free a Twelve
Foot Patent Steel Duck Shooting- Boat manu-
factured by the Michigan Steel Boat Co.,, De-
troit, whose boats are unsurpassed in every
particular. Address, Premium Department, Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock. Ontario.

HUNTERS
Wanting Mountain Sheep,

Goat, Bear or Caribou

will consult their interests

by communicating with

ROBT. E. CAMPBELL
LAGGAN, ALTA . C. P. R. GUIDE. FIELD, BC.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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GILLESPIE FUR e©., Limited
100 FRONT STREET WEST. TORONTO.

Raw Furs— Highest prices paid ;
Prompt returns ; Fair assortment. All ship-

ments should be carefully labelled with shippers name and address.

JUST WHAT YOU NEED AT
HOME

For doing the necessary repair-
ing of the " every day " jobs in

your home and doing them
RIGHT—there is no better or
more practical article on the
market than the No. 602

» NAPANOCH

"

Pocket Knife Tool Kit

It embodies all the tools required
—a Pocket Knife, a Saw, a Rea-
mer, a File, a Chisel and a Screw
Driver. The Bag (which we pro-
vide) holds all the tools—it ean
be carried in your pocket. No
"hunting or fussing " when you
want a particular tool—the NAP-
ANOCH is always "on the job."
Sent postpaid on receipt of price
2.25.
Guaranteed unconditionally.

U.J. ULERY CO.,
N 7 Warren St., New York, N. Y.

WESTERN CANADA'S
Favorite Malt Beverage

:

DREWRY'S

REFINED
ALE
(REGISTERED)

The hunter and fisherman always
ask for it.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

E. L. DREWI^Y, factor?es, Winnipeg.

IMPERIAL
DOG REMEDIES

The result of twenty-five years' experience
in the treatment of

SICK DOGS.
POR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS III

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA-

FREE BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED

On application to

tt. CLAY GLOVER, V S., 1278, Broadway, New York
U. S. A.

He can't get away
NEWHOUSETRAP.
NEWHOUSE TRAPS will catch and

hold the game every time.
Properly tempered springs, accurately

adjusted, do the work.
Game can't wriggle loose—the clutch

Of the jaws holds the catch sure and safe.
The most powerful animal can't break 4

a NEWHOUSE TRAP-or escape.
Write tor catalog. Made only by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltd.
Niagara Falls, Ont.

PRACTICAL DOG EDUCATION
is the title of a book by Thomas C. Abbott re-

cently published, containing some new and
thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or

rather dog education. The methods recom-
mended by Mr. Abbott represent the experience

of the best trainers throughout the country.

The man who masters the principles contained in

this work will be able to train any dog.

The book is handsomely bound in
Cloth and a copy will be sent, postage prepaid,

on receipt of the price, - - $1.00
Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, Rod
s^t.

G
?^S^aSL

otor Woodstock, Ont:

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gum atod Motor Sports in Canada.
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LENOX HOTEL
IN

BUFFALO

Modern Highest Grade

Exquisitely Furnished

Unexcelled Service Throughout

ABSOLUTELY FIRE-PROOF

EUROPEAN PLAN $1.50 PER DAY AND UP

Luxurious, rapid electric carriages,

designed and built especially for

The Lenox Hotel, run every few

minutes from the Hotel through the

business district and return— also

to depots for all the principal trains

This service affords exceptional facilities and conven-

iences, and is exclusively for all those who patronize

this excellent hostelry

Tourists and discriminating travelers generally will find

this an ideal resting place when en route to and from

Niagara Falls and all points along the Great Lakes

and St. Lawrence River

EXCEPTIONAL CUISINE—QUICK AND COURTEOUS ATTENDANCE

Room Reservations

may be telegraphed GEORGE DUCHSCHERER
at our expense Proprietor

When writing advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun aiid Motor Sports in Canada.
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Hamilton Powder Co.

Has manufactured sport-

ing powder since 1861,

and with satisfaction to

its friends.

Use SNAP SHOT for every-

day work, and CARIBOU
when you want absolutely

the best results.

Write No. 4 Hospital

St., Montreal, or apply

at any local office.

Illinois River Folding

DECOY S
(Patented). Can be placed out and picked up three at a
time; many other advantages. The best yet
REYNOLDS' DOUBLE DUCK CALLS
entirely new. Sounds at each end. Two calls in one.
Price $1.00 each.
J. W. REYNOLDS, Mfr., 68 S. Morgan St., Chicago

SOLD BY
Warren Sporting Goods Co.; Toronto, Ont. ; Hingston, Smith Arms
Co., Winnipeg, Man, ; J. H. Ashdown Hardware Co., Winnipeg, Man

Catalogue Free
Write Today

Learn to

Mount
Birds

Animals, Fishes,
Heads, Tan Skins
and Make Rugs.
SPORTSMEN, FISHERMEN,

TRAPPERS AND NATURE-
LOVERS can now learn the won-

derful art of TAXIDERMY—can learn to prop-
erly mount and sLutt' all kinds of game-birds
and animals. Save your fine and valuable

trophries. decorate home, den and office, with beautiful speci-
mens mounted by yourself. Double your interest in out-dooi
sporst. and enjoy your leisure hours. Taxidermy is the most
fascinating of arts, and is easily and quickly learned by men,
women or boys. The correc t methods so long kept secret by
professionalsareNOW taught withcompletesuccessBY MAIL.

A Very Ptofitable Business
Huntersand trappeiscan greatly increase their incomes by

mounting and selling birds and animals, or mounting for oth-
ers. Many of our students have taken up TAXIDERMY as a
profession.

HUD Cniinni 18 hi^n,y endorsed byleading sportsmenUUn OUllUULi magazines and by the best taxidermists;
is incorporated under the laws of Nebr., and is managed by
skilled taxidermists. Our display of specimens was given
FIRST GRAND AWARD AND NINE GOLD MEDALS at the
great Lewis-Clark exposition. We teach the most approved
methods and POSITIVELY OUARANTEK SUCCESS or charge
no tuition fee. Full course of 15 lessons covering every branch
of the art, Rates reasonable. We want to send every inter-
ested reader of this magazine full particulars.

FREE of Taxidermy Magazine and hun-
dreds of letters from Students. Write for these
TODAY. They fully explain our
school and cost you nothing.
May we send them?

Beautifully illustrated Catalog, copy
and

Write Today
W. SCHOOL OF TAXIDER

*"»maha. Nebr.

"10 H S-REET

THE SCOTT

Hunter's Sweater
CANNOT BE SURPASSED

Every sportsman should have one. Price, with pockets,
$3.50, without pockets, $3.00. Collar fitted with loops
and buttons—can be used as a roll collar.

We also manufaclure sweaters suitable for all kinds or

winter sports. Individuals and clubs will find it to their

advantage to correspond with us. We guarantee perfect

satisfaction.

The Scott Knitting Co.
352 Queen St., West, TORONTO

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in C«n«de.
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The smooth Fox Terrier.

CHAMPION ALDON TIPSTER
(Winner of 30 First and Special Prizes.

Puppies and Grown Dogs by
"TIPSTER' and other noted
sires

FOR SALE

A. A. Macdonald
Queen s Hotel. TORONTO

(In 1 and 2 lb. cans only)

The King of Coffees

First in Quality.

First in Aroma.
First in Flavor.

Adds to the pleasure of every
Camper, Hunter and Fisherman.

CHASE & SANBORN

MONTREAL

Prospectors, Miners, Surveyors, Sportsmen, Everybody
FOR YOUR

TENTS,
CAMP BAGS,

COVERS,
CAMP BEDS,

Waterproof Clothing,

FOLDING CANOES,
Canvas Covered CANOES,

CATALOGUE FREE !

GO TO

Sonne's
(Sonne Awning, Tent &

Tarpaulin Co.)

Office:

327 St. James St.

Factory:

329 Craig St West
MONTREAL, P. ft,

FOR YOUR

LAUNCHES,

MOTOR BOATS,

ENGINES, 2 & 4 CYCLE,

BRASS BOAT Fittings

of all Description.

catalogue free !

GASOLINE MOTORS
RELIABLE - REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

LIGHT, SIMPLE AND EASY TO OPERATE . ONLY THREE
MOVING PARTS. MAIN BEARINGS BABBITTED. MATERIAL

AND WORKMANSHIP OF THE HIGHEST GRADE AND GUARANTEED
JUMP 5PARK. IGNITION.

BUILT IN MULTI- CYLINDER TYPES
Send to day for Circular "N"
UNITED MANUFACTURING CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
171- J 75 WEST WOODBRI DGE. ST.

THREE PORT TYPE
NOT. 1 - Z\ H P. *49
NO 3. 3 - 5
NO 5. 5 - 8

H.P
H P

69
115

TWO PORT WATER SPRAYED
EXPANSION MUFFLER TYPE.
I

s

* -2 H.P. *4-5
3 H.P 65
6 H.P. (double cylinder)l50

ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR COMPLETE, OUTFITS.
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There are Many Excellent

Canoe Trips in Ontario

Of which we can furnish Reliable Charts,

as well as providing the

Tents, Utensils,
Blankets, Provisions

and the Bait for Fishing*.

Our little book of information
'

' Tourist
Topics", tells how best to arrange all the

details of a Camping Trip, and we send it for

the asking.

Michie & Co., Ltd.
GROCERS and

DEALERS IN CAMPER'S SUPPLIES

7 King Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Established, 1835.

Be Up To Date
We are going to build 300 Fairbanks Morse

Marine Engines in our Toronto factory this

winter. These Engines will be of the very

atest design with the most modern improve-

ments and accessories.

If you are thinking of buying an Engine for

next summer, write us first for particulars.

THE BEST MARINE ENGINE IS

NONE TOO GOOD.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MONTREAL TORONTO,

THE

Canadian Fairbanks
COMPANY, LIMITED.

WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER.



Tbe Satisfied
Sportsman is the one who has a Rifle

that fulfills all his require-
ments. A Rifle that can be

depended on in eases of emergencies. Such an one will be found in the

SdYdQE "TAKE DOWN" RIFLE
(Caliber 303, 30-30, 32-40, 38-55, 25-35)

A new model easily and quickly taken apart for cleaning or packing,
and reassembled without the aid of any tool. . The " Take Down "

feature in no way interferes with the strength or ac-
curacy of the weapon. It has a 26 inch barrel, with
cylindrical magazine. Weight 7 3.4 pounds. Send
for Catalogue and full description.

Rifle is the
. Weight 6

Our Savage Featherweight Sporting
lightest "big game" weapon ever mac
pounds. Caliber 25-35, 3°-3° and 303.

5412 Turner St.. Utlca
COMPANY,

New York, U.S.A.

SHOTG UNS and RIFLES



Just what he's been ardently wishing for

One of those celebrated STEVENS FIREARMS that have instructed

and delighted generations of wide awake boys the world over.

T rlEY HIT THE BULL'S EYE AS A XMAS GIFT FOR MAN OR BOY

Ask your Hardware or Sport-
ing Goods Merchant for

STEVENS RIFLES, PISTOLS,
SHOTGUNS.

If you cannot obtain, let us
HEAR FROM YOU.

Our 140 pp. Illustrated Cata-
logue embodies the most com-
plete and varied number of
Christmas suggestions in the

FIREARM LINE.
Mailed for 4c in stamps.

J.
BEAUTIFUL HANGER FORWARDED FOR SIX CENTS IN STAMPS.

STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.
365 Main Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS., U S A

Printed by the Sentinel- Review Press, Woodstock, Ontario





MODEL 1907 SELF-LOADING RIFLE

u The Gun That Shoots Through Steel" &g

.351 CALIBER HIGH POWER
This new rifle which has the thoroughly tried and satisfactory Winches-
ter self-loading system, shoots a cartridge powerful enough for the largest
game.^ It is a six shot take-down, handsome and symmetrical in outline
and simpje and strong in construction. There are no moving projections
on the outside of the gun to catch in the clothing or tear the hands and
no screws or pins to shake loose. This rifle is easily loaded and unloaded;
easily sjiot with great rapidity; and easily taken down and cleaned. List
price $28.00. The retail; price is lower. Your dealer can show you one.

mm Send for circular fully describing this rifle.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New Haven, Conn.

ASK FOR

(LONDON}

Porter
Undoubtedly the best brewed on the

continent. Proved to be so by an-

alysis of four chemists, and by

awards of the world's great exhibi-

tions, especially Chicago 1893,

where it received ninety-six points

out of a possible hundred, much
higher than any other Porter in

the United States or Canada.

PRIZE. MEDAL and CUP MAKER.

I
JAS. D. BAILEY, ^fofffiSfrq



ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA.

ClGMETTfS
STANDARD

OF THE
WORLD

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun amd Motor Sports in Canada.
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Ross

Rifles

For Target and
Sporting Purposes

The best in the world.

303 Calibre. Military and Sporting Patterns.

Special calibres to order.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun aaxd Motor Sports in Canada.
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2 to 100 H P ALL OWNERJ
OF

BUFFALO

Marine Motors
Have the " Buffalo Confidence."

The "Buffalo" always takes them safely

through storms and long runs

Without delay op accident.

^ j It has stood up steady and strong through
- the severe tests of towing and general service,

OUR NEW SLOW SPEED MOTORS
Are positively the only Motors filling EVERY DEMAND OF WORKING CRAFT.

Write To-day for our new Illustrated Catalog—full of more interesting

information about " Buffalo " Marine Motors.

Buffalo Gasolene Motor Co.,
1218-1230 NIAGARA ST. BUFFALO, N. Y.

BIG GAME calls for a goud gun.
"3*in*One" keeps any
gun good—oils trigger,

lock, action perfectly—cuts out .

all residue of black or smokeless * /w
powder—keeps all metal parts
bright and free from rust . Gen-
erous sample free. Write to
G. W. COLE CO. , 129 Washing-
ton Life Bldg. , NewYork City.

PACKARD-IDEAL SHUTTERS
Work smoothly, easily, quickly and without noise
or vibration in opening. All sizes and styles for

"time" or "instantaneous" ex-
posures.

The PACKARD - IDEAL has an
established and known reputa-
tion, besides it's guaranteed.
Talk, though, is cheap, it's re-
sults that count. Try it, that's

I

the test ! Write for latest illustra-
ted booklet and price-list.

.. SOLD BY ALL DEALERS ..

Manufactured only by

MICHIGAN PHOTO SHUTTER CO.,
211 E. Water Street, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Other Makes Repaired.

If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the

"Club" brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." It

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

When writing advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun amd Motor Sports in Canada.
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THt

Van Home

Cigar

Sells on its merits, it

needs no praise from us,

but we want smokers of
good cigars to recognize
this—that's why we adver-
tise.

HARRIS, HARKNESS SCO.

MAXIM

MONTREAL

Marble's
Rifle X
Cleaner/

II

j$f cleaner
^ can be

^f^attached to
any stand-

A, ard rod, and
may be freely
used in the finest

rifle without the
possibility of injur-

ed Each of its sections or
brushes is composed of six

washers, of the softest

>rass gauze that can be made,

y and all are a trifle less in dia-

meter than the bore for which they

are designed. By this arrangement^ the spring of its spirally-bent steel-

backbone presses but one side of each brush against
the bore and the twist in the wire causes the cleaner
to follow the lines of the rifling, with the result that

|

every atom of the bore is treated, and that all lead-

ing, copper, rust or caked powder is quickly removed'
This cleaner does its work thoroughly and is ex-

ceedingly durable. Ask your dealer first. Price pre-
paid, 50 cents. Field Cleaner 75 cents. Mention

I
caliber. Send for 56 page, 1906, free catalog "U"
MARBLE SAFETY AXE COMPANY, CLADSTONE, MICH.

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
HuntingfBoots arc best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

6 Miners

They are the

lightest boot on
the market,qual-
ity and material

considered

.

They are made to fit, and wear. Thev are practically

waterproof—if properly taken care of. There are no
nails or anything to gall the feet. They will not harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

Ask your dealer to order you a pair or write for cat-

alogue 0.

Witehell-Sheill Company
DETROIT, MICH

Manufacturers of Sporting and Athletic Footwear

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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H & R
Greatest Revolver

Value for the
Money

Pull the Trigger
That's the only way you can discharge the

H&R Police Premier

REVOLVER
IT isn't convenient to hammer the HAMMER, because it's SUNK IN THE

FRAME (a unique feature) where it CAN'T CATCH ON THE CLOTHES
or strike against anything if the revolver, by chance, is dropped. You can

draw it from the pocket and fire it quicker than any other hammer revolver, and

it's ABSOLUTELY SAFE because there's

No Possibility of Accidental Discharge.
Combines more hieh-class features than any revolver of other make selling: for anywhere near the

price. AUTOMATIC EJECTOR makes reloading easy. INDEPENDENT CYLINDER STOP. Finest Finish,

Light Weight, Accurate, (,reat Power. Every revolver we make undergoes most rigid inspection and is

accurate to the thousandth part of an inch. With ordinary care will last a lifetime, and for home or

pocket use is as good as any $15 revolver made.

32 Caliber, 5 shot, 3 inch barrel, weight 12 oz.; or 22 Caliber, 7 shot, 3 inch barrel, 13 oz., nickel finish,

$5.09. If not found at your dealer's, we will ship on receipt of price, carriage paid. Our catalog tells

aoouoour full line of Revolvers and Single Guns, and contains valuable information. Sent on request.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO., 291 Park Ave, Worcester, Mass.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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PRICE $8 50

The Hunter Free Spool Reel
A mechanically correct free spool

pull German Silver, Phosphor Bronze Bearings. Strict-

, high grade. No screws or bearing caps to lose,

^•mplest take-down mechanism. Free spool makes
, it casting a pleasure and the novice or expert can do

far better work than with ordinary spool. Sold
by all dealers or sent express paid on receipt of

price. Fully guaranteed ormoney refunded if

not satisfactory.

The Chamberlin Cartridge Target Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

I No Matter How Cheap

An Engine is in first cost, if it is not
RELIABLE it is dear at any price.

Any Canadian user of our engine will

be glad to tell you his experience.

Send to us for references, and for Free
Catalogue of our Reliable Cruising
Engines and our Beautiful Boats.

Fay&Bowen Engine Co.,

96 Lake Street,

GENEVA, N.Y., U.S.A.

'jRftPPERS
AND

(Collectors
Our position as the largest and, foremost Manufac-

turing Furriers in the World.

(Established in 1723)
Enables us to claim that we can do better for you
than any one else. We will quote you highest market

prices and consistently pay them.

Revillon Bros.,
LIMITED,

WHOLESALE PUR DEALERS,

134-136 McGill Street, Montreal.
Paris, IvOndon, New York, Leipzig, Moscow,
Nijny, Nicolaiew, Khabarosk, Bokhara,

The King Air Rifle
JUST THE GUN FOR

A HEALTHY BOY.

I HE KING is a real gun that shoots with great force
I and accuracy by means of compressed air instead
V of powder. Shoots BB shot and darts Hammerless

action, splendid sights, polished walnut stock, nickeled steel barrel. Popular for
parlor and lawn target shooting.
We make the King Single Shot, King Repeater, King 500 Shot.
At leading dealers throughout the Dominion.
The King Air Rifles is the boy's delight. It takes him into the open air. Gives him physical and mental_exer-

cise. Makes him manly, self-confident, self-reliable. Gives him unlimited pleasure. We have been making the
KING for twenty years. Booklet telling all about our Air Rifles Free.

Air Rifle
e worldTHE MARKHAM AIR RIFLE CO., Plymouth. Mich., U.S.A. g&^g8

^

Wfeen writing advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun a/nd Motor Sports in Canada.
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1

We Are Thoroughly Honest

when we say we believe our

J CANVAS
COVERED CANOES

are the best canoe values offered anywhere.

WE GIVE YOU

I a handsome canoe
|

1 a safe canoe
| a dupable canoe

a canoe always tight

for very little money, and if you want it

a Sponson canoe that
will not upset 01* sink.

We also sell Power Canoes. Speed 8 miles per hour.

1 R. Chestnut & Sons »

I FREDERICTON, N. B., CANADA |

m Write for New Catalogue, mentioning Rod and Gun. >
m I

When writing advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE bicycle:
,f TAS never been and can never be replaced It occup es a unique and secure place

in the world of hygenics, sports and utilities It produces red blood, bright

eyes and a quicR brain, necessities for enjoyment of life and success.

IT IS HEALTHY, will prolong your life, save doctor's bills, keep you out of

doors, cure insomnia, aid digestion, increase your appetite and improve you morally
and mentally.

IT IS ECONOMICAL, saves time, car fare and shoe leather, is your friend,

won't run away, is alwa\ s ready, eats neither hay nor grain, needs no whipping, costs

little, is a good investment, invaluable in emergencies and makes you independent of

electric cars, steam roads or horses.

CANADA CYCLE AND MOTOR CO., LIMITED,
Makers of the World's Best Bicycles,

TORONTO JUNCTION.

What 1907 "Russell" Means

MODEL D,

2 cyl. 1 8 h.p.

$1600.

Write for Advance
Sheet.

MODEL E,

4 cyl. 25 h.p.

$2500.

MODEL F,

4 cyl. 40 h p.

$3750.

Simplicity, Superb Design, Refinement of Details.

MORE CAR, MORE QUALITY, MORE SPEED.

Canada Cycle & Motor Co., Ltd.

TORONTO JUNCTION, ONT.
BRANCHES— Winnipeg. Vancouver. Melbourne, Australia.

Wh«n writing advertisers kindly mention Bod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Safety, accuracy and durability are the prime

features to consider in buying guns.

durability is a quality to which thousands

of shooters subscribe, but safety is the feature which

puts fflar//'s? guns foremost in the favor of buyers

of presents for well-loved friends or relatives.

T/Zar/in shotguns and rifles are made in all styles

and calibers of selected, special steels, drop-forged,

subjected to critical inspection by experts and to most

severe tests at each stage of construction. Guaran-

teed free from imperfection in material and work-

manship.

/in guns have solid top receivers making a

solid wall of metal between the shooter's head and

the cartridge. Premature discharge is impossible.

The cartridge cannot be fired before the action is

closed and rigidly locked.

The 2/lar/ist side ejection is a comforr which zk

men appreciate. The ejected cartridge cannot inter-

fere with the aim nor fly back into the shooter's face.

There are many other valuable 77Iar//n ideas included in every 2%ar/i/i

gun. Send six cents in stamps for our handsome Catalogue,

which explains all and contains much other valuable information.

Tfi&fflar/infirearms Co., 67 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

*************************

1SKATESi
AND

I Hockey (Joods,
3
f STICKS, PUCKS, BOOTS, PADS,

f ANKLE SUPPORTS, Etc. *
I %
Figure

I Speed
X Hockey

4

Skates

rice lewis mm
LIMITED

TORONTO.

Conklin's
Self-

Filling Pen
For busy people.
No bother.
Fills itself.

Cleans itself.

No dropper.
Nothing to take apart.
Nothing to spill.

A dip in ink, a touch
of thumb to nickel
crescent and the
pen is full, ready
to write.

All the best dealers everywhere—
Stationers, Druggists, Jewelers-
handle the Conklin Pen or can sup-
ply you if you insist upon having it.

Costs no more than other fountain
pens of best grade. 100 styles and
sizes to select from shown in our
catalog, furnished free upon re-
quest. Any make or style of .foun-
tain pen repaired promptly.

THE CONKLIN PEN CO.,
514-516-518 Jefferson Av,. . Toledo, Ohio.

Sole Mf'rs Conklin Self-Filling Pen.

When writing advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Oriental Rugs
. ARE————

—

I CHEAPER THAN CARPETS. I
They last a lifetime. While Carpets are

wearing out, Oriental Rugs are wearing
more beautiful and more valuable. The
mere pleasure of having them makes
these Rugs cheap at any price, and the

actual usefulness makes them almost
indispensable in the better class of

houses. Our stock of Oriental Rugs
includes all the characteristic makes and
patterns of the east, and is largely made
up of charming specimens of rare

antiques. Here is a chance at special

bargains :

—

35 Kazak Rugs, sizes 6 x 4 up to 8 x 5, £ QH
very special *P*SU.

90 Camel's Hair Hamadan Rugs, suitable for

vestibules and landings, spe- r _ r

dai at $5 each.
45 Antique Boukharas, about 5x4,

<£ o c a*aU
worth $50 to $60, special. . . 3>OD 6dCll.

Also a very well assorted stock of Large Carpets
suitable for dining UP CCflH
rooms and parlors, fromvOU to $DUU.

95 Shirvan Rugs, worth $15 <f*^ j-^ oanh
to $20, your choice for. %J> U.*JU Cd VII.

200 Antique, Silky Persian Rugs, 6x3 and 8x5,
worth $30 to $50, your fr^c A a#*h
choice at 4>C.V OdUII.

350 Silky Anatolian Door Mats, o»#*h
worth from $3 to $5 ,

special at . 4>£ CdU II

.

Out-of-the-city customers may have Rugs sent on approval.

All customers are welcome to our disinterested advice regarding

the most suitable Rugs for their particular purposes.

Courian, Babayan & Co.,
IMPORTERS OF ORIENTAL RUGS,

40 KIING ST., EAST - TORONTO.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun ahd Motor Sports in Canada.
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GILLESPIE FUR 6©., Limited
100 FRONT STREET WEST. TORONTO.

Highest prices paid ;
Prompt returns ;

merits should be carefully labelled with shippers name and address.p^ ^3| F^^J Y~^-,

highest prices paid; Prompt returns; Fair assortment. All ship

JUST WHAT YOU NEED AT
HOME

For doing the necessary repair-

ing of the " every day " jobs in

your home and doing them
RIGHT—there is no better or
more practical article on the
market than the No. 602

» NAPANOCH

"

Pocket Knife Tool Kit

It embodies all the tools required
—a Pocket Knife, a Saw, a Rea-
mer, a File, a Chisel and a Screw
Driver. The Bag (which we pro-
vide) holds all the tools—it ean
be carried in your pocket. No
" hunting or fussing " when you
want a particular tool—the NAP-
ANOCH is always "on the job."
Sent postpaid on receipt of price
#2.25.
Guaranteed unconditionally.

U. J. ULERY CO.,
N 7 Warren St., New York, N. Y.

GLOVER'S
IMPERIAL

DOG REMEDIES
The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

sick: dogs.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS III

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA.

FREE BOOK ON
DOG- DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED

On application to

H. CLAY GLOVER, V S., 1278, Broadway, New York,
U. S. A.

WESTERN CANADA'S
Favorite Malt Beverage

:

DREWRY'S

REFINED
ALE
(REGISTERED)

The hunter and fisherman always
ask for it.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

E. L. DREWRY, fStorPes, Winnipeg.

He can't get away
because it's aNEWHOUSE TRAP.

NEWHOUSE TRAPS will catch and
hold the game every time.
Properly tempered springs, accurately ^

adjusted, do the work.
,

Came can't wriggle loose—the clutch
of the jaws holds the catch sure and safe.-
The most powerful animal can't break $

a NEWHOUSE TRAP-or escape.
Write for catalog Maue only by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltd.
Niagara Falls, Ont.

PRACTICAL DOG EDUCATION
is the title of a book by Thomas C. Abbott re-

cently published, containing- some new and
thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or

rather dog education. The methods recom-
mended by Mr. Abbott represent the experience

of the best trainers throughout the country.

The man who masters the principles contained in

this work will be able to train any dog.

The book is handsomely bound in
Cloth and a copy will be sent, postage prepaid,

on receipt of the price, - - $1.00
Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, Rod
s^t???S^aS

I
a
otor Woodstock, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun atnd Motor Sports in Canada
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MADE IN CANADA Established 1898

YOU MUST HAVE A GOOD HOT SPARK
TO MAKE YOUR GASOLINE AUTO OR LAUNCH RUN RIGHT

"IBukan Accumulator"
MADIGIN PATENTS

Are sparking all high grade automobiles and motor boats in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR. Will last ten.

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO.
to
o5?a

n
oT°

No. 305-Winton Type. 6 volt,70 A. H.
Long distance telephone, Main 5072. 423-425 West Queen St.

ruising

are delightful pastimes

but the perfection of enjoyment

cannot be attained without a supply

of

fCARMAN'S
* English Breakfast

BACON
Ask Your Grocer.

F. W. FFARMAN CO., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ont.

Mountain Climbers

!

Sportsmen

!

Collectors

!

I carry in stock the largest selection of 8x10
Photos of Scenes in the Rocky and Selkirk
Mountains, embracing all the notable views of
Banff and the Canadian National Park.

Price 35e. each,
Or 6 for $1.50 unmounted.

North-West Indian and Game Pictures

—

never before on sale—at same price.

Postal Collectors will find my genuine
Photo Post Cards the handsomest and most
varied on the market. I have 400 subjects to
choose from.

Price 60c per dozen.

"Canada's National Playground," by Percy
T. Godenrath, is a Superb Guide and Souvenir
of Banff and the Park, containing over Fifty
Original Photos. Price 25c.

Byron Harmon,
PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTIST - - • BANFF, CAN

Marble's Jointed Rifle Rod
This rod will not "wobble," bend or break at the joints.

As will be seen by the accompanying sectional cuts, when its three sections are screwed home, it is to

all intents as solid as a one-piece rod . A long neatly fitting, <teel dowel enters the recess prepared for it in its

solid brass section and imparts to the roda special rigidity which the screw, thus relieved of all side strain upon
it backs up. It

has two steel

joints, steel
swivel at its 1

end and isfhted

with handsome
cocobola hand-

le. Two de- MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., Gladstone, Mich,

tachable tips.

Any cleaner will

at •

Ask your dqaler
first.

Price prepaid
$1.00

State caliber

Send for 56-

page catalog U
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far VISIT THE

a
St.

Catharines

Well

"

in the Niagara Peninsula.

Bathe in its tonic waters,

Follow with Massage,
Electricity, Diet and Rest.

Rheumatic and Nervous

Troubles a Specialty.

Features of " The Wel-
land "—Consulting Physi-
cian, Nurses, Sun Room,
Roof Promenade, Music
Room, Library. Long
Distance Phones in each

room, ec.

Rest and Change Is a Natural Law.
Proper Environment Is Essential.

SEND FOR BOOKLET TO

THE WELLAND, st. Catharines, ont.

PALMER'S
MOOSE HEAD BRAND

Waterproof

Sporting Boot
for

Hunters, Fishermen, Guides, etc.

Made in our SKOWHEGAN WATER-
PROOF Leather, in both Men's and Women's,
with or without flexible sole and heel.

sVrite for Catalogue.

MADE ONLY BY

JOHN PALMER CO., Ltd

Fredericton, N.B., Canada.

Manufacturers of all kinds of
Oil Tanned Footwear.
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TYPE OF

4 Cycle

Motor
Built in Sizes 12 to

100 H. P.

Operates on Gasoline
or Distillate.

Niverville, Man. , Feb. 7, 1906.

Wolverine Motor Works, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Gentlemen: — It gives me great pleasure to tell you that the 6 H. P. , 2 cylinder, 2 cycle engine, I

bought from you last June has given the best of satisfaction, on the River and also on the Lake. It drives

my 22y2 ft. boat close to n miles an hour, and does it easily.

The bes part, however, is the ease of handling it. It is seldom that I have to use the crank more than
once a day as it would hold the compression in the hottest sunshine for four or five hours, and has re-

peatedly started by the lever alone after not being used for 1% to 2 days.

We lived through the worst storm on Lake Winnipeg of the season 05 and would surely have
been drowned had the engine stopped on us. Respectfully yours, Wm. B. Mey.

WOLVERINE
MARINE ENGINES
One Grade Only—The Highest

Have stood as the standard of excellence for 20 years—the highest art

in marine gasoline engine construction, 5 to 100 h. p., 2 and 4 cycle,

self-starting and reversing.

SPECIAL OFFER ^ow to get boat plans worth $s° °° to

$200.00 for pleasure or working boats
without cost to you, Write us at once for complete information and
Catalog No. 26.

WOLVERINE MOTOR WORKS, Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.

VyE are prybably the largest exclusive m ar-

ine gasoline engine manufacturers in

the world,

TWENTY years of scientific study and
careful experimentation must have re-

sulted in something.

QUR special method of construction insures

long life and freedom from annoying
breakages.

pVERY engine is thoroughly tested and in-

spected before it leaves the factory.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun akid Motor Sports in Canada.
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SNOW-SHOE NG

K

N N

TOBOGGANING.
Are Four of Canada's leading National Winter
Sports. We are quite prepared to meet your

requirements in way of

Skates , Toboggans

,

Snow Shoes, Skies,
You will undoubtedly find it to your advantage
to deal with us. Prices right. Goods of best
quality. Clubs and individuals in Montreal and
outside places are invited to call or correspond

with us. Our line of

QUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, AMMUNITION

Is most complete and up-to-date. Remember the
- name and address :

—

T. C05TEN CO.,
43 Notre Dame Street, West, Montreal.

A few doors East of Notre Dame Cathedral.

GUARANTEED F
fffl£f°

r f\ wil1 buy only natural
- never failing arid prac-W I |n tio.Hlly indestructible cigar, cigarette and pipe

^jl II lighter ever i vetted. There is nothing to get out
Vr \S of ord r. No oi —no chemicals of any kind. > imply

a charred wick, cube of flint, steel wheel and lever
to produce friction. When the fl nt sparking cube or wick is
consumed, it can be replaced at trifli g c st (cube 10 cts., wicks
25 cts. doz.).

The Matchless
Cigar Lighter

LIGHTS CIGAR, CIGARETTE or PIPE
anywhere, at ny time—in
wind, rain or snow—o land
or sea. the harder it blows
—THE BRIGHTER IT GLOWS. It

Fits the Vest Pocket
lik a match box—is always
ready andneverfailstowork

Automobilists,
Yachtsmen,

Hunters, Golfers
and all outdoor smokers
should have a matchless
CIGAR lighter. Try one. If

you don't like it your money
will be cheerfully refunded.
Buy from your dealer or we'll

supply you, postpaid, if he
will not. Illustrated and
descriptive circular free on
application.

Matchless Cigar
Lighter Mfg. Co.,

Dept. 12.

16 John St., New York.
2-3 actual size— With side removed, showing .

in position to light cigar, cigarette or pipe.

W. W. GREENER, THE
ENGLISH GUN MAKER

THE? WORLD'S STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR FIFTY YEARS.

The Greener Choke, The Greener Hammerless, The Greener Ejector, etc.

Hi'
, <

,
-

-

v -

V:'.

-"<

A Few Testimonials.
" I have used your guns here

for the last 20 years, and find
them superior to all."

Alberta, Canada, Aug. 26, '01.

"Some years ago I purchased
a Greener gun. It has had very
hard usage,and the action to-day
is as tight and easy working as
the flay Ibought it ; some people
doubt my word when told that
the gun has been in use for 15
years."

Boston, U.S.A., Sept. 14, 01.

FOR FINE

AND NOT EXPENSIVE GUNS ONLY -
GUNS AT ALL PRICES.

Ask for our New Catalogue 24
from the offices of this magazine.

W. W. GREENER'S Guns have been proved in every country and
climate in the world. Every shooting man knows they stand Firs*
for shooting qualities, and being made upon the simplest possible

de signs, they are the strongest and the lightest.

W. W. GREENER, Gun Maker, Established 1829

Address : BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports *n Canada.
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SPECIAL

Light Motor Boats

IN STOCK,

Sizes

16ft., 18ft. & 20ft

ANY SIZE BUILT TO ORDER

ROBERTSON BROS.,
SMjpyairdl smndl

FOOT OF BAY STREET,

HAMILTON ° CANADA.

The Cut opposite shows

our 18 ft, Regular Stock

Launch. We have in

Stock this style from

18 ft. to 30 ft A

variety of other styles^

can be seen at our yards.

Give us a call, or send

for

ROBERTSON BROS.

CATALOGUE.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun amd Motor Sports in Canada.
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Try our
Celebrated
"FALCON

Brand

99

ENGLISH
VARNISHES

WE HAVE A SPECIALLY
MADE ARTICLE FOR

BOATS and YACHTS
Fresh and Sea Water

2 GRADES OF EACH

ALSO PAINTS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wilkinson Heywood & Clark, Limited
Canadian Branch : 3OO NOTRE DAME ST., WEST, MONTREAL

FRANCIS C. REYNOLDS, Manager.

It's YOU we're after

BUT WHEN YOU TRY

MAJESTIC
METAL

POLISH
you'll be after US

Write for samples

MADE, IN CANADA
BY

Majestic Polishes,
LIMITED

575 Yonge St, TORONTO
CANADA.

tyacfyd&Connor
168 Adelaide St., west, TORONTO

Manufacturers of

IGNITION SPECIALTIES
Jump Spark Coils
Engine Spark Timers
Switches
Primary Coils
Distributors

Igniters

— SYNTIC
(Made in Canada)

Extra fast vibrator

A spark that FIRES
Maximum current

1 AMP.

Mark

Canadian Distributors

for

Hertz Armoured
High Tension

Cable
Remy Magnetos
Mosler ' 'Spitfire"

Plugs
Motsinger Auto-

Sparkers
"B &B" Carbur-

ettors

Gianoli Vibrating
Magnetos

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun atod Motor Sports in Canada.
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BETHESDA
The Waten of Quality

From the

FAMOUS BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS

At Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Has Two Important Properties—
As a Still Water it has wonderful well-

proved Medicinal Value, especially for

the cure of Kidney Diseases, Diabetes
and Bright's Disease—for which pur-
pose it is only sold in new half gallon

bottles.

There is a booklet which tells all

about this, which you can procure
either from the

BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS,

Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

or from

MICHIE & CO., LIMITED, Toronto, Canada.

As a Sparkling Water in quarts

,

pints and splits it is the

American Table Water.

For it not only blends perfectly with
wines and spirits, but it aids digestion,

and removes all uric acid troubles.

. The best hotels use it. The best

dealers sell it. If your dealer has not

got it, write direct to

BETHESDA
AT

Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

When writin/g advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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I A Suitable Holiday Gift for your Friend the Hunter.
He needs light to see his catch—Can be carried in the pocket.

No. 1

FLASH
Price
$2.UO.

Express Prepaid.LIGHT, fj

The Berlin Electrical Manufacturing Co.^^^K't!

SEND FOR OUR 1906 CATALOGUE

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

MlDOLE FIELD, CONN., U S A.

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Unusually novel and practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy

for the finder to return lost k^ys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
hox. Avoids necessity of offering re-
ward for return. German Silver,
handsomely made, 25c postpaid.
Agents wanted.

C. E. LOCKE MFG. CO., 159,K*S?,KENSETT, IOWA.

•\ v̂ MAIL BOX ORU
, iPOJT OFFICE A.

POSTAGE. & ADDRESSVi?
IN51DE.

EDWIN DIXON,
Expert Taxidermist

MAIN STREET UNIONVILLE, ONT,

3PORTSMEN'S Trophies mounted as
they appeared when alive. Every
description of work in my line done
to cder. I use only the latest and

best approved methods, and the finest

shields and materials made.
Animals heads and skins mounted and

dressed for beautiful -floor rugs (closed and
open mouth showing tongue and teeth snarl-

ing), robes, etc. All work guaranteed moth
proof and lasting.

My prices allow you to ship to me from
all parts of Ontario and save money.

Mounted and unmounted specimens for

sale. Taxidermist Supplies, Artificial Eyes,
Tools, Arsenical Soap, etc.

Send stamp for my Sportsmen's Guide
and Price List and references.
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Si MILES
AN HOUR

That is not very fast for a speed boat, but is faster than

the average pleasure launch. We make eight and a

half miles an hour with one of our six h.p. Double

Cylinder Engines in a 25 ft. launch. A launch of this

size will hold from 12 to 15 persons and cost $600. Just

the right size for a family.

Our engine is a corker. Do you know it?

The Sherman Cooper Co.
LIMITED.

TORONTO, CANADA

"THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD."
Guaranteed to shoot all smokeless Spiral top-lever and main springs

powders and never shoot loose. guaranteed never to break.

Fewer parts in its mechanism than any other and these parts bigger and stronger. The only double

gun made in this country that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship,
balance, finish, etc. SEE ONE BEFORE YOU BUY.

only Iy A. H. FOX GUN CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Not connected with Philadelphia Arms Co.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun atod Motor Sports in Canada.
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Furs, Skins, Ginseng,
Deer Skins

Chicago
12 1- 129 Michigan Street

New York
15 East 1 2th Street

Will pay at all times the highest prices and give a fair and
liberal assortment

Try us and we will convince you. Price list on application.

We charge no commission and we pay all express op
freight charges on furs.

Ship to Chicago or New York, whichever is nearest.

EVANS' ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES

!

FROM ALL DRUGGISTS

EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED
Montreal. Toronto and New York

The New Vermifuge and
Conditioner for Dogs

CHAMBER'S
CASTRIQUE'
Does not distress the
animal. No starving
required. Produces
healthy skin and
glossy coat. Enables
you to rear the most
delicate puppy or
kitten.

SEND FOR COPIES OF
TESTIMONIALS

PRICE; 50c AND $1-00 Per Bottle

EVANS AND SONS. LIMITED
MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK
Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U.S.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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MADE IN CANADA.

lalferg

Uniform Hot Spark
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR

Auto & Gas Engine Work, &
Manufactured by \w

CARBONS LIMITED, %
73 Adelaide Street, W. , Toronto

Established 1880.

The RICHARD BELIVEAU Co., Ltd..

WINE MERCHANTS,
330 MAIN STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

TRY

The Builder"
INVALID C£

PORT,
THE GREATEST TONIC OF THE AGE.

$ 0.00 per case ("£SI££
S
)

$1.00 per bottle (quart).

Explorers! Hunters! Fishermen

Tom Martin & Jack Otto
GUIDES AND
OUTFITTERS

FIELD, B. C
All parties personally conducted.

Moose, Caribou, Elk, Sheep, Goat, Bear,

Trout.

The best game country in the world.

HAVE YOU A BIRD DOG?— - THEN YOU WANT

451 Amateur
Trainer— BY~*—

ED. F. H ABERLE1N.

A plain, practical and concise, yet thorough,
guide in the art of training, handling and the cor
recting of faultsof thedog subservient to the gun
afield. Acknowledgedby authoritiesandamateurs
alike the most practical book on training ever
published. The author is a practical trainer of
over 30 years' experience whose system is up to
date andstandsunequaled, theacceptedstandard

New Edition Just Out.—Illustrated.
Comprehensible, popular form, devoid of long-spun
theories, based on practical experience throughout.
Not a large volume of pastime reading matter, but
guaranteed to contain the most practical information
on the subj ect at any price, Sent postpaid on receipt
of price—paper cover, $ j .00; finely cloth bound
And Gold Embossed, $1.50. Address-.—

Subscription Department, Rod and Gun in Canada
Woodstock Ontario.

Catalogue Free
Write Today

Learn to

Mount
Birds

Animals, Fishes,
Heads, Tan Skins
and Make Rugs.
SPORTSMEN, FISHERMEN,

TRAPPERS AND NATURE-
LOVERS can now learn the won-

derful art of TAXIDERMY—can learn to prop-
erly mount and stuff all kinds of game buds
and animals. Save your flue and valuable

trophries. decorate home, den and office, with beautiful speci-
mens mounted by yourself . Double your interest in out-door
sporst. and enjoy your leisure hours. Taxidermy is the most
fascinating of arts, and is easily and quickly learned by men,
women or boys. The correct methods so long kept secret by
professionals areNOW taught with complete successBY MAIL.

A Very Profitable Business
Huntersand trappei s can greatly increase their incomes by

mounting and selling birds and animals, or mountin * for oth-
ers. Many of our students have taken up TAXIDERMY as a
profession.

HUD CPIinOI I? highly endorsed byleading sportsmen
UUn OvnUULi magazines and by the best taxidermists;
is incorporated under the laws of Nebr., and is managed by
skilled taxidermists. Our display of specimens was given
FIRST GRAND AWARD AND NINE GOLD MEDALS at the
great Lewis-Clark exposition. We teach the most approved
methods and POSITIVELY GUARANTE K SUCCESS or charge
no tuition fee. Full course of 15 lessons covering every branch
of the art. Rates reasonable. We want to send every inter-
ested reader of this magazine full particulars.

ppPP , Beautifully illustrated Catalog, copy
IICCi of Taxidermy Magazine and hun-

dreds of letters from Students. Write for these
TODAY. They fully explain our
school and cost you nothing.
May we send them?

Write Today
N. W. SCHOOL OF TAXIDER *

JVnaha. Nebr.
' in R Stdcct
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1 GUN CABINET
J ! Made of Oak, antique finish. Heights ft. 10 in

depth 12 in.

width 28 in.

Shooting Jackets
THREE GRADES

*3, $4.50 and *6.
Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic,

close fitting, but not binding, comfortable
and convenient. Designed especially for
dvick shooters, trap shooters, etc., but
suitable for all outdoor purposes. Must
be seen to be appreciated. Made only in
three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray
and Scarlet.

i Send ui your address for one of our Thn Li l/iffn 523 BROADWAY
II

Gun Catalogues.
| ||B 11. PI. RlIIB LO.. NEW YORK

Young Men and Women

!

Why Not Climb Up ?

Good Positions at Good Salaries await you if you will but prepare for them. We
can help you over all the TOUGH PLACES if you will but do your best and give us a
chance. We have the best men in Canada employed to give instruction in our
courses. Write and tell us just what you need and let us tell you of our plans to
help yon, or clip out the following list and mark the subjects you would like to grow
strong in and send to us. We will then make the way plain and easy for you t*
win out.

Higher Accounting
Chartered Accountancy
Commercial Specialist
Business L,etter Writing

and Follow-up
Systems

Arithmetic (Commercial

)

Business Practice
Modern Office Methods
Bookkeeping
Stenography
Typewriting
Shorthand
Elementary English
Penmanship
Commercial I^aw
Advertisement Writing
Illustrating
Designing

Cartooning
lettering
Caricaturing
Journalism
Newspaper Reporting
Newspaper Editing
Short Story Writing
Novel Writing
Physicial Culture
Photography
Newspaper Sketching
Figure Drawing
Commercial Design
Catalogue Drawing
Matriculation

(any Univ.)
Teachers' Exams.

(any Grade)
Arithmetic

(High School)

Algebra
Euclid
Trigonometry
English literature
English Composition
English Grammar
Commercial French
Botany
French
German
Latin
Greek
History

(Ancient and Modern;
Geography
Physics
Chemistry
Zoology

ADDRESS

W. H. SHAW,
The Shaw Correspondence School

President and Founder. Dept. (R. G.) 888 "EON OE STREET, TORONTO. ONTARIO
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No. 10. $3.50 No. 14. $5.00 No. 12. $4.00
Sire of seat 16x1 19x19 18x17
Height of back from seat 23 in. 26 in. 24 in.

Height of arm from seat 9% in. 10 in. 10 in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furni-
ture is sold at less, but you would not want it at any price when placed alongside of YOU NGER'S
WILLOW FUR NITURE. I grow my own Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I

guarantee strength and durability of every article. As to BEAUTY of this Furniture, it speaks for itself. The
handsome set, illustrated above, sells for $12. 50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow.
That means coolness and comfort. There is no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and
unhealthy upholstered chair when you ean buy these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $10.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs,
Fancy ( 'hairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilists Baskets, and numerous other articles.

Special baskets of any st/lemade to order. No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points.

W. YOUNGER, 666 YONQE STREET, TORONTO

"Say,"
Are you going fishing?

Order a Canoe or Skiff

from

PeterboroughCanoe Co. Ltd

and you will catch fish.

PETERBOROUGH

Canada

Send for catalogue

When writkug advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun arid Motor Sports in Canada.
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rHOS. SONNE, SR.
TENTS: A.11 sizes and styles for sale and to rent. HILSKiN CLOTH ING of different qualities.

SAILS: All kinds made to order. Yacht and boat sails a specialty. FLAGS of all nations.

OARS an(i ftH kinds of Riggings for Yachts and Boats. AWN INGS f°r summer residences and hotels.

WRITE) FOR MY PRICES BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE. I have been in this business since 1866

and consequently feel that I can meet your requirements as to price and quality.

THOS. SONNE. SR. ?&
c?M»i^ MONTREAL

SUPERIOR

WOR KM A N S H I P
MATERIAL
STYLE

Are three of the leading features of every
LAKEFl ELD CANOE. If you are
contemplating buying a Canoe next season, be-
fore doing so find out all about our models, and
we feel satisfied we can PLEASE you in EVERY
DETAIL and also as to PRICE

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Lakefield Canoe Building

& Manufacturing Co., Limited

LAKEFIELD, ONTARIO

BARBER—
JUMP SPARK MAKING GASOLINE ENGINES

Easily started. Run in either direction. Speed control.

Material, Workmanship
and Running Qualities

Guaranteed.

ALSO

Barber Reverse

Wheels.

High Grade, Moderate in Price

MANUFACTURED BY

BARBER BROS-, 100 GRAPE STREET,
SYRACUSE, NBW YORK.

AT THE LIVINGSTON ANNUAL

Crow Shoot
Our Crow Decoys and Calls were used with the greatest success. 197
Crows were killed in one day by two men, over eleven of our Crow
Decoys. The calls are most natural tone. All Goods Gviaranteed.
Address

—

CHAS. H, PERDEW, sr.,
HENRY. 111., TJ. S. A.

W'hen writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun amd Motor Sport* in Canada.
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MJ? \J IV P? JV'Q (BORATED) TALCUM
iy iy c iy z> toilet powder

protect your hands and face from the painful chaping
and chafing: which winter winds and outdoor sports
inflict on tender skins. Delightful After Shaving:.

.Sold everywhere, or by mail 25 cents. Sample free.

GERHARD MENNEN CO. Newark, N J

'Infallible Smokeless'

' New E.C. Improved'

' New Schultze

'

Smokeless Powders

That Are Smokeless

Give RegularfResults

In Any Standard Load

How
far

walked?

Whether you walk for health, pleasure or
t>usiness-=on city's streets, in the woods, or on
golf links it is interesting to know exactly how
much ground you have covered. The

American Pedometer
(Carried in the Vest Pocket)

regulates to your step and registers infallibly
the exact distance. It is but inches in diam-
eter, handsomely nickled and so simple and
sturdy as to be almost indestructible.

10 MILE PEDOMETER $1 00
100 " " 1.50

At Sporting Goods dealers. If yours hasn't
it we will send postpaid on receipt of price with
our guarantee. Write for free booklet D.

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.,
902 Chapel St., New Haven. Coon.

A SATISFACTORY
DAY S FISHING IS

ASSURED THE
USER OF A

Carlton

Automatic

Reel.

Every owner of
these reels praises
hem highly. Cana-
lian anglers who
lave not seen the
Carlton Reel should
ask their dealer to
show them one. If
your dealer does not
handle them, you
will confer a favor
by advising us of the
fact.

Our line consists ui reels adapted to every class of
fishing, from the automatic to the lightweight trout
reel.

The Carlton Automatic Reel not only increases
the sport, but assures the catch after it is once
hooked. It is almost human.
The 9 Multiple is an innovation in reel construc-

tion, the winding spool turning nine times to one
revolution of the handle ; and with our patent exten-
sion handle, a greatly increased leverage is obtained
when required.
Our illustrated catalogue " R. & G." tells all about

these reels as well as others of our manufacture. It

is free for the asking if you mention this magazine.

The CARLTON MFC CO.,
Exchange St., - - Rochester, N Y.
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T. EATON C* ITED

ALL Hunting Supplies can be

Filled at Winnipeg-at Eatons.
It's not such a very far cry back since hunting supplies had to be
brought by the overland route—then guns, ammunition, clothing

were almost worth their weight in gold.
Next, they could be purchased in the West—but at a price.

Now the presence of this great EATON store in Winnipeg offers

the same extensive selection that can be had " down East," while
its unsurpassed price-making power makes possible the offering

ot values, that are the peer of any — anywhere.

OUTFIT WHEN YOU REACH WINNIPEG.
SAVE YOU TIME. SAVE YOU BOTHER,
SAVE YOU MONEY.

T. EATON C°
PORTAGE AVE

LIMITED
WINNIPEG

Wihen writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun alnd Motor Sports in Canada.
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Algonquin
Park DO YOU KNOW

THE PLACE?
If not your pleasure has suffered. Take a free trip

—

a mental little journey—through Algonquin Park by asking

for the handsome publication on this resort issued by the

Grand Trunk Railway System. It contains a fund of

information, is handsomely illustrated with half tone plates

made from direct photographs and maps of the district.

Take the trip some evening after dinner, with your wife

and children. Then slam the door on your doctor for

1907 by taking your family next season on a real journey

through this ideal territory. Write for free literature to

J . D. McDonald, District Passenger Agent, Toronto,

or J. Quinlan, District Passenger Agent, Montreal.

G. T. Bell, c
^S£t%^d Montreal.

When writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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-5-

t

I

?

I

1 TAXIDERMISTS AND FURRIERS t
FUR AND CURIO DEALERS

Work of every Description Done to Order.

2 C.LJcFadden& SonSr^&K? *
All Work Moth Proof—Satisfaction Guaranteed

JL Dealers in Game Heads, Fur Rugs, Indian Goods, Taxiuer- J,
j

mists Supplies, Artificial Eyes, F«lt Linings, M«»deling Clay,
•8* Tools, etc.

Orders filled same day received. Send for price list.

Highesi prices paid for raw furs,

J. ARTISTIC TAXIDERMY & LADIES FUR RcPAlB WCRK OUR SPECIALTY 4»

ELLIOTT

EAR
PROTECTORS

SAVE THE EARS WHEN
THE GUN IS FIRED

Ketchum & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

C.J. Mitchell, Brantford, Ont.

R. Duncan, Montreal, Que.
James T. Egan, Halifax, N. S.

Hingston Smith Arms Co., Winnipeg,
Man.

CANADIAN AGENT:

EDWARD. G. WHITE
85 Wurtenburg St.. OTTAWA, Ont.

Stag Brand ALLCOCK'S
FISHING TACKLE

ESTABLISHED 1800

Rods,
Reels,

Lines,

Flies,

Hooks,
Baits.

Etc.

Stag Brand

Our
Tackle
has been
before

the
world
for over
ioo yrs.

and
stood the

test.

Fishermen can always rely upon Allcock's

Stag Brand Goods. They never fail.

THE ALLCOCK, LAIGHT £> WESTWOOD CO., Limited
78 Bay St., Toronto. Redditch, Eng.

Wh«n writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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H
[COFFEgi
CHASE 8c % I

SANBORN;;

The smooth Fox Terrier.

CHAMPION ALDON TIPSTER
(Winner of 30 First and Special Prizes.)

Puppies and Grown Dogs by rA D CHI T
' 'TIPSTER" and other noted f \J f\ 0ALt
sires

A. A. Macdonald
Queen s Hotel, TORONTO

(In i and 2 lb. cans only)

The King of Coffees

First in Quality.

First in Aroma.
First in Flavor.

Adds to the pleasure of every
Camper, Hunter and Fisherman.

CHASE & SANBORN

MONTREAL

Prospectors, Miners, Surveyors, Sportsmen, Everybody
FOR YOUR

TENTS,
CAMP BAGS,

COVERS,
CAMP BEDS,

Waterproof Clothing,

FOLDING CANOES,
Canvas Covered CANOES,

CATALOGUE FREE !

GO TO

Sonne's
(Sonne Awning-, Tent &

Tarpaulin Co.)

Office:

327 St. James St.

Factory:

329 Craig St West
MONTREAL, P.ft,

FOR YOUR

LAUNCHES,

MOTOR BOATS,

ENGINES, 2 & 4 CYCLE,

BRASS BOAT Fittings

of all Description.

catalogue free !

kittle 'Siarir.
GASOLINE MOTORS

RELIABLE-REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

Light, simple and easy to operate . only three
moving parts. main bearings babbitted. material

and workmanship of the highest grade and guaranteed
jump spark ignition.

built in multi- cylinder types
Send to-day for Circular "N"
UNITED MANUFACTURING CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
171-175 WEST WOODBRIDGE ST.

THREE PORT TYPE
NOT. HP. *49
NO 3 3-5 H.P 69
NO 5. 5 - 6 H P 115

TWO PORT WATER SPRAYED
EXPANSION MUFFLER TYPE.
\\ -2 H.P. *45
3 H.P. 65
6 H.P. (double cylinder)! 50

ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR COMPLETE OUTFITS.

When writing advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun ahd Motor Sports in Canada.
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The Lenox Hotel
IN BUFFALO

Modern. Highest Grade. Fireproof Throughout.

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES, EXCLUSIVELY

FOR PATRONS, operate between the Hotel, DepeU,

Wharves and through the Business District every few minutes.

EUROPEAN PLAN

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

George Duchscherer, Proprietor.

I
fr

I

Do you want to get an

UP-TO-DATE BOAT OR LAUNCH
<C>^ with an engine that i»

as sure to run as the tide, if so, we can supply you. Established

25 years.

JUTTEN'S Boat and Launch Works,
Foot of Wellington Street, HAMILTON, ONT.

The Best Place to Purchase Your
Guns, Rifles, Ammunition, Sleeping Bags, Blankets,

Rubber Sheets, Pack Sacks, Dunnage Bags, Tump
Lines, Folding Stoves, Larrigans, Shoe Packs& Tents

From is the old reliable firm of

The P. PIKE CO., Limited
123 King Street, East. TORONTO

WRITE US FOR CATALOGUE AND QUOTATION

i
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YOU HAVE HEARD IT SAID
Take no strong Medicine, Pills, or Purgatives of

any kind, that will rack the Bowels and finally

cause Constipation, the result of which may be
disastrous to you.

Abbeyfc
vescentShit

It is a gentle Purgative which will not only

give the necessary relief, but do its work thorough-
ly, stir the Liver to Proper Action and leave no
after unpleasant effects.

It makes the stomach healthy, the liver active,

the digestion good and the blood pure. That
means health.

Follow the directions and there will be no
Up-set Stomach, no Headache, no Biliousness, no
Poor Blood, but Health and Vigor and Good
Digestion.

You know its story of health and happiness
to sufferers from stomach trouble—that's all.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

25c. and 60c. Per Bottle.

When writtnig advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun attid Motor Sports in Canada.
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AN AFTERNOON S CATCH. IN THE WILDS OF TEMAGAMI.

Three Weeks in Temagami.

A Delightful Canoe Trip.

BY J. M. BENTLEY.

JY last summer's vacation was spent
in that most delightful region
known as the Temagami district of

Ontario. I had arrived at Bear Island,

a Hudson Bay Post on Lake Temagami,
which is easy to reach from any part of
the States via the Grand Trunk Railway
to North Bay, the Temiskaming &
Northern Ontario to Temagami, and by
steamer to Bear Island. The whole

journey from the Canadian border, al-

though by a well traveled highway is a
delightful preparation for the greater

pleasures to come, and to the city

dweller gives many fair glimpses and fine

promises of the joys in store.

It was the middle of July when I left

Bear Island with Presque Petrant, a half

breed guide, on my exploring trip through
this wilderness of waters. We pro-
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ceeded via the beautiful Evelyn Lake,
Sucker Gut Lake, Lady Evelyn River,

and numerous other lakes and streams to

Smooth Water Lake. There were many
portages, and altogether we had a hard
trip. Its difficulties were mitigated by
the healthiness of our outdoor life, the

fine appetites we developed, the pleas-

ures of our campfires, and the charms of

our surroundings. Smooth Water Lake
is a beautiful body of water, being clear

and very deep.

Up to this time our success with fish-

ing had not been marked and so we de-

cided to remain here for a few days and
try our luck. The time we spent here

was amply repaid, for we enjoyed the best

of sport and had fine success. By troll-

ing- with from two hundred and fifty to

three hundred feet of wire line we had no
trouble in catching lake trout at any time

we cared to fish.

It was late one afternoon when we ar-

rived at the Rangers' Cabin, which is

situated on a commanding point. A note

on the door informed us that the Rangers
were across the lake cutting away the

windfalls on one of the portages, and
would not be back till the following day.

As it was commencing to rain we decided
to make ourselves comfortable over night

in their quarters, and did so with great
enjoyment in the change. While we
were engaged in discussing- a hearty
breakfast next morning the Rangers,
Lambert and Hamilton, returned. They
gave us a hearty welcome, and stated

that we were only the second party who
had reached their camp during the sum-
mer, our predecessors having- paid them
a visit in May.
From this point the route we had

planned out was down the Sturgeon
River to its junction with the Temagami,
and from thence north to Bear Island.

As the Rangers were running short of

provisions and wished to replenish their

stock it was necessary for them to return

to Bear Island for that purpose. Never
having been down the Sturgeon they de-

cided to accompany us as far as the Oba-
bika River. From Smooth Water Lake
to the Sturgeon we made no less than

eleven portages, and after two most de-

BREAKING CAMP. IN THE WILDS OF TEMAGAMI.
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lightful days on the Sturgeon, we were
within an hour of the time of parting
with our friends when a serious accident
occurred.

. Mr. Hamilton had fired at a loon with
his revolver, and was in the act of re-

placing- the weapon in his belt when in

some manner he touched the trigger, and
the ball (a 38-long) went through his

thigh close up to the hip. Immediately
we proceeded to render him all possible

assistance, and to throw our plans to the
winds for the sake of getting tbe wound-
ed man to a doctor in the quickest time
we could make. Paddling for the shore
we cut off Mr. Hamilton's clothes from
the waist down, and by means of twisting
a strip of towelling around the limb with
a stick we finally succeeded in stopping
the flow of blood. Up to that time he
had been bleeding freely and was greatly
exhausted by the loss of blood. It was
out of the question for Mr. Lambert
alone to carry him to Bear Island, and
our course of action was soon decided.
Both canoes were unloaded, and our

camping outfits etc., stowed away among
the brush. Mr. Hamilton was placed in

the bottom of our canoe, while Mr. Lam-
bert in his canoe carried only the crude

stretcher my guide had made.
These arrangements completed we left

our landing place at three p. m., travelling

the entire night and until half past eight

in the morning, making five portages

and crossing three lakes. The night was
dark and the wind high, making it very

difficult to keep to the routes. ' On three

long portages it was necessary to carry a
lighted candle, protected from the wind
by a hat, in order to locate the trail at

all. Mr. Hamilton had to be placed on
a stretcher and carried across, while a

second trip had to be made on each of

them in order to bring over the canoes.

.By dint of these strenuous exertions

we reached the Island just in time to

catch the steamer "Bobs" and had Mr.

Hamilton placed on board and taken to

the hospital at North Bay for treatment.

This long and trying experience had
about used us all up, though the guide
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having- paddled for twenty-five consecu-

tive hours suffered most. The recupera-

tive effect of a twenty-four hours' rest

did much to restore us, and at the end of

that time the guide and myself went back
to the place where we had left our out-

fits. Recovering the whole in good con-

dition, our program was completed by
continuing down the Sturgeon, up the

Temagami, and back to Bear Island,

jj Up to that time we had seen eighteen
moose and many red deer. In quite a

number of cases we came upon the moose
feeding on the lily pads, and I much re-

gretted not having taken my kodak with
me, for in several instances I succeeded
in getting within" from one hundred to

one hundred and fifty yards of them be-

fore they became frightened and made
for the shore. In one case we came up-
on a large bull with a magnificent spread

of horns—at least five feet—feeding a
considerable distance from the shore.

By dint of fast paddling at an angle we
succeeded incomingalongsideof him while

he was still in deep water. In my ex-

citement I wanted to throw a rope

about his horns, and would probably
have done so had it not been for the

caution of the guide. He warned me
that in such a case we should have to

look out for trouble, for as soon as the
moose got his feet in shallow water he
would turn on us and probably wreck
the canoe, if he did no more. As the canoe
contained our entire outfit we had no
wish to risk such a catastrophe, to say
nothing of the danger of our lives from
an infuriated moose. I therefore thought
twice before attempting to carry out my
hastily conceived project, and refrained,

contenting myself with giving Mr. Moose
a few pokes with the paddle and allowing
him to go without further molestation.

On a similar occasion we came upon a
cow and calf and again we got quite

close to them before they made for the

shore. By dint of strenuous endeavors
we cut off the calf, when the cow seeing

our little game decided to take a hand
and turned upon us. It was only by im-

mediately changing our course and fast

paddling that we managed to get clear

of her, and after that bit of experience

ON THE PORTAGE, TEMAGAMI DISTRICT.
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we gladly allowed her to take her precious

calf on shore. We were on the look out

all the time for sights of these noble ani-

mals in their native wilds, and we were
greatly favored by incidents like the

above. These sights more than repaid

us for going such a long way to see

them, and they added very materially to

our enjoyment. It was a fine trip

through the most wonderful scenery, and
has left memories that will never be ob-

literated. There was no fishing on the

Sturgeon, pulp logs driving the fish away.
As I had still a week to spare and

knew that there would not be another

outing of the kind for me for at least an-

other year, my guide took me out on a
different route via Sandy Bay Inlet and
Anima-Nipissing to Latchford from
which point my guide returned by rail

while I took a later train to Cobalt to

see the much talked of mining town.
Only a short stay was made here, and

I proceeded to Haileybury where I

boarded a steamer and had a most de-

lightful voyage the whole length of Lake
Temiskaming to Lumsdens Mills, and
from there to North Bay by rail, where I

made connection with the Grand Trunk
for my return to the States.

The Song of the Reserve.

BY DR. J. M. HARPER.

There's a calm in the setting, a charm in the air,

Like a ripple of joy in the face of the fair,

As we enter the shade where the cot opes the door,

To welcome us all with good cheer as before,

In the but and the ben
Of the sportsman's demesne,
The angler's preserve,

The woodland reserve,

With its Iroquois name.

How often we've pleasured and planned out the ploy,

Should summer grant ransom or winter scent joy,

To garland surcease from the cares of the world,
With our holiday banner predictive unfurled,

O'er the but and the ben
Of the sportsman's demesne,
The angler's preserve
The woodland reserve

With its Iroquois name.

The day-dawn is silver, the noon golden sheen,
The gloaming drapes deeper the g'rey and the green,

-

And under the welkin, we doze and we dream
Of the days we have spent with the real a beseem.

Within the wide ken
Of the hunter's demesne,
The sportsman's preserve
His woodland demesne,
With its Iroquois name.

And now that we're done with our runlet of fun,

Perchance with the hope of joys yet to be won,
We wind up our ways to test other days,
In the realm of the real where duty bewrays,

Away from the ken
Of the sportsman's demesne
The angler's preserve,

The hunter's reserve,

With its Iroquois name.



The Alpine Club of Canada.
BY A. O. WHEELER, F. R. G. S.

THE story of the formation of the Al-

pine Club of Canada and its first

annual meet in the Yoho Valley in

the Canadian National Park has been
frequently told. The phenomenal suc-

cess that attended both, the large and
enthusiastic gathering at the camp, the

spirit of conquest that seized upon its

members and the splendid latent Alpine

material brought to the front have been a

constant source of wonder and joy to the

promoters. None the less pleasant is

the present satisfactory condition of the

Club, which, although not yet a year old,

boasts of more than one hundred and
sixty members, of whom ninety are fully

qualified active members.
There is one feature, however, that has

not yet been touched upon except in the

briefest and most general manner, viz:—
The initial work done by the Scientific

Section of the Club. This took the form
of a visit to the Yoho Glacier, situated

some ten miles from the camp, and the

making of certain observations that

would tend to yield data concerning the

structure, flow and recession or advance
of this glacial stream.

Observations were first made of the

ice forefoot in August, 1901, by George
Vaux Jr. and Miss Mary Vaux of Phila-

delphia; subsequently by Prof. W. H.
Sherzer of Michigan State College, on
behalf of the Smithsonian Institution, in

August, 1904.

On the 14th of July, 1906, a commit-
tee of five from the Scientific Section,

headed by the President, left camp with
one ot the daily parties making the round
trip of the Yoho Valley. They camped
for the night at the Laughing Falls,

sleeping on fragrant balsam beds under
a starlight dome and canopied only by
the overhanging boughs of mighty spruce
trees! Nearby, the roar of the falls

lulled to a dreamless sleep. Soon after

daylight, with camera, transit, measur-
ing apparatus, paint-pot, ice-axes and
other gear packed on the backs of two
hardy cayuses, they set out for the gla-

cier, picking up on the road Mr. and
Miss Vaux, who were camped several

miles nearer the scene of operations.

The day was yet young when the gla-

cier was reached. The sun shone on a
dazzling field of whitest snow, terminat-

ing in great tongues of sparkling crystal

ice reaching over the floor of the valley,

and seamed and cracked in every direc-

tion by yawning crevasses. From a

huge archway of scintillating blue, re-

ceding into the black depths of the in-

terior of the glacier, issued a muddy tor-

rent, the first source of the Yoho river.

The torrent soon divided and spread it-

self in a series of lesser channels over a

valley strewn with boulders, deposited
long ages ago when the glacier was of
very much larger proportions.

The cayuses were now relieved of their

burdens and the respective members of

the party took as much as each one could

carry on his back or in his hands. A
dozen heavy iron plates had been brought
to be set out across the glacier and fixed

in position for future reference. It was
found impossible to carry the entire

equipment at one journey, especially as

considerable step cutting was necessary

to scale the steep forefoot and reach the

comparative level slopes of ice lying be-

yond! This having been accomplished
much to the edification of a number of

the Club's members, who had arrived on
the scene in time to enjoy the scaling of
the icy walls, the party returned for a

second load, now wading the torrent in

front of the forefoot where it had split

into a number of channels. Some of the

channels were more than knee deep and
the rush of water very powerful, requir-

ing great muscular exertion to retain a
foothold. The seemingly grotesque an-

tics of the waders, struggling in the

swirling waters, caused considerable

merriment to the onlookers on the heights

above, although a matter of deadly ear-

nest to the parties most interested; for

the loss of a foothold meant an icy bath

and possible drowning. The second trip,

by the first route, conveyed all the imple-

ments to the scene of action.

A suitable base-line was now measured
carefully on the mountain slopes hem-
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ming in the ice-fall on the eastern side.

Having set up a surveyor's transit at one
end, six plates were placed at approxim-
ately regular distances across the entire

width of the glacier, at a place where the

surface was slightly undulating-

, and as

nearly as possible at right angles to the flow.

These plates are eight inches square
and a quarter inch thick, having on the

under side a piece of inch and a quarter
pipe, one foot long to act as an anchor.

At each point where a plate was set, a
hole was bored in the ice with an inch

and a half augur and the anchor dropped
into place, the plate resting on the sur-

face of the ice. From the end of the

base-line, where the transit was first set,

the six pfiates were anchored exactly in

line across the ice. Poles were now
placed in the hollow pipe, piercing the

center of each plate. Next, the transit

was removed to the other end of the

base and the angle measured in each case
between the opposite end of the base-line

and the respective poles at the centers of
the plates. The points at which the
plates were first set are, by these means,
fixed absolutely with reference to the base
line, and it only remained to mark the re-

spective ends of that line, so that they
could again be found when required, in

order to enable the movement of the
plates from their original position, as the
glacier flowed down its bed, to be com-
puted at any time in the future by repeat-
ing the operation. With this object in

view, the ends of the base-line had been
selected on huge boulders imbedded in

the mountain side, and the points over
which the transit had been set were now
marked by a dot and circle of red paint,

together with a suitable inscription.

The work was next carried to the mo-
raines in front of the ice forefoot. On
these moraines two deeply imbedded
boulders were marked with red paint and
the distance measured to the nearest ice,

for future reference. Photographs, also,

were taken from the boulders for com-
parison of the changes occuring through
disintegration by the action of the frost.

Mr. George Vaux pointed out his

marks of August 1901, which were still

found to be quite legible. On the date
named, he drew a line in red paint down
the face of a rock rib, as nearly as possi-

ble at right angles to the flow line of the

most advanced ice. It was found that

since then the most advanced ice had re-

treated about 7.6 feet. This
change, however, would not necessarily

represent the aggregate of a number of

years' steady retreat, for between 1901

and 1906 the ice may have been station-

ary for some of the period, or even have
advanced a little. In the absence of con-

secutive yearly observations, it would be
impossible to speak definitely. Mr.
Vaux's marks were renewed and the

present farthest point of advance marked
on the same rock rib ata distance of76feet
On the opposite side of the stream, a

gigantic boulder was found marked with

the legend, "St. (Sherzer) A. 8—17—'04,

To ice 79.4 ft." A measurement now
made to the nearest ice gave 79.6 feet,

showing that since August 1904 the ice

measured to had practically been stationary.

This closed a long hot day of hard,

steady work. The cayuses were again

loaded and the ten miles tramped back to the

main camp which was reached after dark.

Next summer the Scientific Section of

the Club will check the observations

made and will ascertain, by means of the

movement of the plates, the rate of flow

of the glacier down its rocky bed, and by
repeating the measurements from the

marked rocks, the advancement or retreat

of the ice forefoot.

The work done so far is but a small be-

ginning that will gradually be extended
to many of the glaciers of the Rocky
Mountains, and, in time, information

will be acquired which, added to the val-

uable work already done by Messrs.

George and William S. Vaux of Philadel-

phia and Prof. W. H. Sherzer of Ypsi-

lanti, Michigan, will furnish material for

a special publication by the Club.

It is now under consideration to hold

the next summer camp in Paradise Val-

ley, situated in the Rocky Mountains of

Alberta. A camp here would be within

a stone's throw of the Horseshoe glacier

and would give fine opportunity to make
a more elaborate study than could be

done at the Yoho glacier. The two gla-

ciers are distinctly different types, the

Yoho being one of the glacial outflows

from a field of snow, or neve as it is

technically called, having an area of
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twelve to fifteen square miles; while the

Horseshoe glacier is at the foot of an am-
phitheatre or cirque of peaks with perpen-
dicular rock precipices and is mainly fed by
snows falling- from the heights above.

The study of glaciers, their formation,
powerful action in carving out the top-

ography of a mountain region and capa-
city for transporting the falling debris

from the rock walls enclosing them to

long distances is of the deepest interest.

But far the more important is their pro-
vision by nature as huge grinding ma
chines, reeding powdered rock to the
torrents issuing from their bases to be
transported hundreds of miles hy many
waterways and deposited as sediment in

fertile alluvial flats that yield rich har-

vests under the process of cultivation.

These with many other attributes consti-

tute them features well worthy of note
and a fitting study for the Scientific Sec-
tion of the Alpine Club.

The Thrills of a Hunter.
BY E. J. MCVEIGH.

WE had arrived at the hunting camp
in the afternoon and were putting
in the remainder of the day fixing

up. The camp was situated on a long

point that ran out into the narrow part

of the lake until there was only two hun-
dred yards of water between us and the

opposite shore.

The cook was busy in the kitchen, the

doctor was unpacking his trunk, John G.

was as usual cleaning and polishing his

beloved Savage, while I was sawing a
board to make a bench, and the others

were doing just as they pleased. Thus
things were going on well when Ed.

Dunlop ran in from the back shouting,

"A deer in the lake! a deer in the lake!"

Just what happened in the next ten sec-

onds is not very clear to me; but when I

began to take notice once more the doc-

tor was going across my field of vision in

a flying jump, I was on my back with the

board I had been sawing across my chest,

the saw was sticking in the wall and a

great calm prevailed in the house where
the cyclone had raged so short a time before

!

The disturbance had not subsided how-
ever but had transferred itself to the out-

side. When I got out on to the verandah
with my rifle, the first thing I saw was
John G. running round in a circle with

his rifle waving in the air yelling at the

top of his voice, ' 'Where are my car-

tridges? Did anyone see my cartridges?"

and I had just time to notice that he had
his belt on and it full of them, when Joe
R. yelled, "I got him first shot!" and I

saw him and the Doc. kneeling close to

the water ready for business, while the

remainder of the gang danced round try-

ing to watch the deer and stuff cartridges

into their rifles the wrong end, and the
deer lay out in the water the only peace-
ful creature in sight!

While we were laughing at each other,

and Joe and the doctor were each telling

how they killed it, the deer gave a kick

or two and struck out once more for the

opposite shore. This was the signal to

open fire all along the line, and the way
the water was made to splash and boil

around that little head was a sight to be-

hold. It was not however until he was
close to the bank that he gave it up and
once more lay still. Two of the boys
went out after him with the boat while
eight of us told each other just how we
hit him—the two in the boat had told

how they did it before they started.

When they came back with the remains
of a year old buck about as big as two
rabbits, each man rushed to point out
just where his bullet had struck; but
there was something wrong somewhere,
as two, and only two, bullets had found
him. One had grazed his head, that

would be the first; and the other had cut
his throat. Where were the other eight?

Each man looked at his neighbor and
quietly stole away, but the Doctor re-

marked, ''It does beat all how them bul-

lets of mine do cut open a deer's throat!"

This of course was nonsense, as it was
my bullet that did the business, but I am
a great man for peace and harmony so I

did not say anything about it at the time!



Scenes in the Canadian National Park.

nN such a vast area as is covered by
the Canadian National Park
every variety of scenery is to be

found. Of course the mountains domin-

ate all else, and it is impossible to get

away from them however much one
might wish to do so. Certainly no one

wishes to leave them, and when the time

comes for visitors reluctantly to draw
themselves away they are full of eager-

ness to return. The prairies have their

own attractions no doubt, though these

take time to grow upon many people and
their monotony never ceases to pall upon
some. On the other hand the mountains
attract from the first and
their attractions continue to

giow. It is the first and
greatest claim upon all vis-

itors that the Canadian Na-
tional Park contains some
of the finest mountain
ranges to be found in the

world. Their drawing
powers are marvellous, and
their infinite attractions,

when one is in the midst of

them is no less wonderful.

Their, towering snow clad

heights are perpetual re-

minders that one is in the

midst of Nature's wonders,
while the glaciers filling up

what might be vast chasms add their

mysterious origin, present, and future to

the riddles these mountains set before

finite man. The glacial streams, the

falls and the incessant roaring of the wa-
ters all add to the glorious confusion, and
make man, with all his discoveries and
his mighty works, appear small when in

the presence of miracles mightier than

any performances of his own.
The Park should first be made known

to all Canadians, and then its wonders

MT. RUNDLE FROM LOWER PARK, BANFF.

MT. RUNDLE FROM ANTHRACTIE
R. N. W. M. P. TEAM.

spread throughout the

world. Tourists,

campers, fishermen,

mountaineers, lovers

of the wild and of all

outdoor life can find

in the Park the very
paradise of their

dreams. Mighty
mountains stand like



HILLSIDE RANCH AND
SAWBACK RANGE.

grim sentinels at every gateway and the

valleys are filled with delights. The
mountain streams that go rushing by fill

in scenes that make every valley appear
prettier than any other, and the falls are

wondrous in their majesty and power.
In many of these valleys there is power
enough running to waste to supply many
cities.

When the valleys expand and lakes

are found in the higher altitudes then the

very acme of perfection in natural beauty
appear to have been reached, and one
would be willing to spend one's whole
life on the shores of such a lake as it ap-
pears in its summer beauties.

Then a valley may almost close up in

a vast canyon with the wildest possible

scenery and views that baffle description

and outrun imagination. One gets pre-

pared for everything in these mountains,

and one's capacity for surprise soon be-

comes exhausted. There is so much to

see, and everything seen can be viewed
from so many standpoints, that numer-
ous glances are not enough. The sights

witnessed are constantly undergoing
changes for the cloud effects ever vary,

SAWBACK LAKE.

AYLMER CANYON.



LOOKING DOWN THE SPRAY FALLS.

and no picture however accurate can con-

vey more than a momentary impression

of a panoramic view.

The trees in these regions are no less

wonderful than everything else to be

found there. The Douglas fir has ob-

tained a world wide reputation and its

advantages are such that if reasonable

care is taken British Columbia can main-
tain its premier position in the lumbering
world by supplying this fine tree for all

time.

Right in the midst of the Park is the

little town of Banff and many of the fin-

est scenes are taken from its neighbor-
hood. There will be in the future a
wider extension of these scenes as ex-

plorers go further and further afield. At
present there are many journeys easily

taken to various points in the Park which
sometime ago were considered quite in-

accessible. Although point after point

may be gained there will yet remain more
than enough to satisfy the appetite of the

most adventurous and sufficient even to

thrill the experienced explorer.

THE MIDDLE SPRING, BANFF.



TRUNK OF THE DOUGLAS FIR.

AUTUMN SCENE, LAKE LOUISE, SHOWING MT. LEFROY.

A DOUGLAS FIR IN THE
LOWER PARK, BANFF.

Banff makes a fine head-
quarters for mountaineers
and Park explorers, and
though many parties set out
from Laggan, Field, and
other points Banff will long-

retain its position as Park
headquarters. Its situation

is perfect and the many im-
provements made both in

the town and all around
strengthen its already strong
and commanding position.

The virtues of the hot
springs at Banff for those

suffering from many of the

ills to which human flesh is

heir are already known not

only throughout this conti-

nent, but also in many parts

of the world and the gather-

ings at Banff in the sum-
mer time are truly cosmopol-
itan, the only thing in com-
mon between many of the

visitors being their com-
plaints. It would be a

mistake however to describe

Banff as a mere invalid's

resort. It is all that, but

also a good deal more—it

is a delightful summer resi-

dence, and many are the

people who are making
their summer homes in this

highly favored place. A
stay there is a grand as-

sistance in acclimatising

one's self to the mountains,
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and as a preliminary to any moun-
taineering or exploring- work prepar-

ations at Banff are synonymous with

success. The whole Park is a won-
der, and Banff is a gem set in ^its

midst.

There are features about this Park
that make it unique. It is not only

the largest but also the most varied

Park in the whole world, and has

within it some of the grandest moun-
tain scenery and many of the finest

lakes to be found upon the earth's

surface. The mountains, lakes,

caves, mineral springs and valleys

are each worth traversing half a

continent to see, and to have the

whole in combination is worth a good
deal more; and for that reason alone

the Canadian National Park is cer-

tain to secure visitors for all time

from all parts of the globe, eager to

see some of the sights to be found in

such profusion within the confines of

the Park. By reason of this wealth of

variety the Park is suited to all tastes,

and as a result people of various dispo-

sitions and inclinations all find some-
thing that they have been wanting and
could find nowhere else. Recovered

A YOUNG DOUGLAS FIR, BANFF.

VALLEY OF THE SIMPSON RIVER.

health, the greatest of all blessings'

often follow a stay here, and the re-

cuperative advantages to the city

dweller are so great that only distances

render them less often taken than
would otherwise be the case. The
streams of visitors are ever widening
and they will continue to widen. There
is more than room for all, and the Park
itself with its magnificent distances is

representative of the country, whose
vast areas are becoming recognized by
its inhabitants and the world at large.

In this fine domain the people can find

health, enjoyment, recreation, and
indulge in experiences which are as

unique as the Park itself, and that is

saying a very great deal though it is in-

deed impossible to say too much on this

topic.

The illustrations we give are repre-

sentative and will enable our readers

to form a little conception of the de-

lights in store for those who are en-

abled to make a close acquaintance
with the Canadian National Park.



SECOND FALLS. KAWSHEE RIVER, ONTARIO.

A Summer Retrospect.
BY ELLA MCKENNA.

When wishes are strongest in fevers of fancy

For visions the rarest in shadow and shower;
When consonant noises ajar in the city

Have broken the vowels of birds in a bower;
When wonder is weary and eyes that are lonely

For closer communion with water and heaven,
I turn to a river that's polished with moonbeams,
And sail with the dreams on the ripples of Severn-

The cool shady nooks of the Severn!

A DAY S CATCH ON THE SEVERN RIVER, ONT.

BFTER a vacation spent on this

beautiful Canadian river, memory
— affords lasting pleasure through the

busy autumn and winter days, spurring
us on to greater effort with thoughts of
next summer's outing in this enchanted
highland region. Although the rod and
troll have been packed away and the

shadowy canoe no longer bears us swift-

ly to our journey's end or carries us lazily

down stream, yet a retrospect calls up
the long line of maples shading the river

and down at its end the placid lake with
its sandy beach where each day found us
ready for a ''plunge."

Our little birch-bark books and gor-
geous autumn leaves which we have
brought home with us recall the early

morning walks through Nature's wood-
land, where songsters swung in the
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cloud-reaching- maple, poured forth a

harvest of song and the fragrant balsam
cushions act as a 4

'call of the wild" from
regions where
The sedges on the brink

Bend their slender throats to drink.

When October Reunions teem with

stories of "big catches," hay rides to

beautiful Orillia on the Lake-of-Many-
Winds, moonlight excursions on Capt.

Wood's Str. "Champion" and corn-roasts

in the starlight, we feel that the gifts of

time would be too few did we not hear

the "Dip! Dip!" of our oars for days

afterwards.

As autumn's harvest of leaves calls

summer's sweetness back to me, the

breezes play their part in rushing through
the solemn pines to sigh, or moan, or

whistle, while whitest lillies bowed along

the river's course, paint pictures that

linger through the silent hours.

The epic poems, written to celebrate

the heroism of early morning anglers who
claimed a fondness for seeing the sun
awake over the eastern hills and watch-

ing the yawning ferns unfold their arms
from sleep when their attempts to catch

the wily pickerel proved vain, still linger

in song and story.

The arrival of camping parties on the

A MORNING'S CATCH. SEVERN RIVER.

ON THE KAWSHEE RIVER, ONTARIO.

"Champion" never lost interest to tour-

ists on the Severn, and the "Wood-
sonian" craft as well as the pleasant little

station of Severn on the Grand Trunk,
was usually thronged with visitors on the

day rumor had scheduled a camp to ar-

rive. The "Ombre" (Shady Nook) Camp
of Toronto, the "Lonely Severn" of Am-
bridge, the "Rural Outing Club"* and
"Philadelphia Bunch" of Pittsburg, to-

gether with the well known Union Fish-

ing Club pitched their tents along the

Severn and on the banks of Sparrow
Lake this summer. Wasdell Falls, Deep
Bay, Ragged Rapids, Buckskin Lodge,
and picturesque Kanshee were visited by
these campers in their light cedar canoes.

In the Ombre (the only one not "stag")
the girls rivalled the boys as skillful pad-
dlers and taught many novices from the

States the sleight of "bending the blade."

As these campers enjoyed an enviable rep-

utation for hospitality and cameraderie,

the frequent impromptu dances held in
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halls embowered in maple leaves and
ferns, and the good old-fashioned square
dances with their "ulla-men left" with
your * 'black and tan," claimed many of

our evenings. The midnight homeward
* 'paddle" with a trusty son of the "Land
of Maple" at the stern, or speeding over

the lake in the .launch "Fidget" was
rather exciting as the stars had gone to

sleep and but one low glimmering timid

light from Stanton's was our only guide
to the river's mouth.
Many kodak pictures, mirrored in

light and shadow, will help enliven the

echoes of happenings queer and quaint

and when genial Chief Simcoe gets the

pictures of his six little sons, taken in

their tepee, he will feel that his kindness
to the visitors on Indian Island was not
misplaced.

When winter has kept her promise
that—The summer and the sun will re-

turn on faithful cycles, when the chilly

days are done—we may again pack our
portmanteaux for a comfortable summer
outing and scurry across the Canadian
border where the Grand Trunk will carry

us through countless charms of land and
water to this haven of rest and beauty,

"far from the maddening strife where the

dress suit does not intrude and parox-

ysms of hay fever are unknown."

A Tragedy
BY HAROLD

THROUGH the silence of the great

woods the sharp crack of the hunt-

er's rifle rang out, then another,

followed by the creaking and snapping
of snow-burdened branches going back
into place; a heavy form bounded out of

the loose shadows of a clump of trees

and made off down the deep glade of the

forest, not, however, before the quick
thinking hunter had fired another shot
into his retreating flank. The great
moose staggered a bit, but then as if

throwing all his energies into the speed
of present action he straightened his

shaggy neck, and with head thrust out,

shoulders a-quiver, antlers back, he
sprang into a steady gait that carried him
almost easily over the hard crusted snow.

It was the middle of winter and all

that long, cold day, the half-breed hunter
and trapper, Peter Canoe, had followed
the tracks of his quest through miles of

brush and brule; over lakes, rivers and
muskeg, a frozen wilderness all of it, till,

when the sun had left the wood hollows
and spread his glistening colors only on
the upheaving crags and tree tops, Peter
had found him in a dark wooded valley,

quietly browsing on the tender shoots of

some small maple and birch trees.

Only two shots had taken effect, but
from the quantity of blood on the trail,

the half-breed felt sure they would prove

of the Wilds.

RAYMOND.

fatal, and tightening his woolen waist

belt and snow shoe straps he trudged
boldly after his wounded game.
The big bull had felt the first shot go

stinging through the base of his neck and
it frightened more than hurt him; but the

last shot had torn a huge hole all along

his flank and lodged in his shoulder. He
could feel the warm blood trickling down
his sides and neck and it goaded him
into a frenzied fear. He drove through
the wilds heedless of threatening dan-

gers, leaping nobly over fallen logs,

dashing fiercely through the retarding

thickets of underbrush, but with ever

that darting pain in his shoulder, and the

ceaseless trickle of warmth down his

foaming sides. He seemed to know by

instinct the easiest way through the

cedar studded swamps, and the speediest

way round the rocky headlands. He
never paused, seldom turned in his gi-

gantic struggle with pain and fear that

he had never known before, but every

smarting of the new feeling -was as the

spur to a galloping war horse goading
him into a freshness of energy that

would end— but brute-like he never

thought of the end.

The sun had crept to the west and
hung there in all his scarletsplendor, then

gathering his cloth of color about him he

slid down the horizon and left the broad
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frozen wilderness in the grey shadows of

dusk.
Still the moose kept on. His mad

fright increased as his strength grew

less. Tearing fiercely through a thicket

of spruce, whose broad branches were

bowed low with the weight of the frozen

snow, the brow prongs of his antlers

caught in a fork of these burdened limbs

and he was brought to a standstill, but

not for long,—the sudden up-jerking of

his head sent a thrust of agony through

his body, and opened afresh the partially

closed neck wound, till out gushed a

thick stream of blood. With a bellow

of pain and rage at this new obstruction,

he threw all his strength into a leap for

freedom and the sturdy limb, groaned,

crackled and split from its parent hold

and went dragging along for a space on

his broad back, until he finally freed him-

self of its heavy incumbrance. The
shaking of the tree had loosed the snow
patches ice-glued to its limbs and this

had come tumbling down upon him, but

he shook it off with a proud heave of his

flanks. Some of it dropped on his glar-

ing out-thrust eyes, paining somewhat as

it melted, but it mattered not, on, on he

went, far through the forest.

It had grown dark. The stars had

twinkled up out of their depths, one by

one, till soon there was gay brilliance

in the overhead expanse, and after a

while the moon rose, round and full, and

his milky eminence spread over the earth

in a silent, weird way, sending long,

creeping shadows through the wooded
vales, down the rocky cliff sides, and

across the flat frozen rivers. Onward
plunged the moose, never stopping,

every poignant pain goading him to the

inevitable end—an end which presently

revealed itself, in all its tragic ghastli-

ness.

Hark! far back in the bush, ringing

the silent watches ot the night, a cry

went up that made the great monarch
stop, but only for a second, greater than

the pain of his flank wound, it sent a

thrill of terrified consciousness through
the memories of his life, a vision arose

that made his great frame shiver. The
gaunt, silent forest, deep in snow; and a

pack of grey shadows, always, always
behind, and that cry—the unwelcome

sound drove him into a tremendous surg-
ing ahead, the light, powdery surface

snow flying from his fore feet like the

foam from the prow of a mighty ocean
liner. He had escaped that former chase
by dint of his young, tireless strength,

but now that desperate cry held a newer
fear for him; before he had felt the weak
exhaustion of the long race, but had for-

tunately run into a "yard" of his kindred,

and was safe. Now, the exhaustion had
come before the race. Again that long
bell-song smote the midnight air, echo-
ing and re-echoing through the dry cold

stillness of the wilds.

The moon sailing through the heavens
shone down in a calm flood of whiteness;

not a ribbon of cloud trailed across the

pathway of the stars. Everywhere was
the serenity of death, broken only now
and then by the crackling of a snow-laden
bough in the bitter frost, or that long
shrill howl from the famished throat of a
member of that swiftly moving pack on
the blood-showing trail of the doomed
moose. The big beast's furious charge
of the early evening had weakened to a

lumbering, laborious trot. He leaped

over fallen trees with a strained effort,

and the wrenching pains cooled his mad-
dening nerves into a sense of reason, for

he chose his path now, not floundering

blindly into soft crusts, nor plunging re-

gardless into an abattis of dead swamp
cedar. The track of blood at first lean

and at lengthy intervals, had grown into

a steady stream of broad splashes, sharp
and black on the snow, and in the glare

of the moon at its full. A baby wolf
would scorn such a trail as a lesson in

wood-lore, so easy was it now to follow.

The giant bull plodded on, ,but the wild

harpies followed fast on his heels, their

cries ringing on the frosty air like the

yells of maniacs through a many-vaulted
cave. An owl hooted from his perch on
a lone swamp elm; it was a weird change
in a weird drama, but the play was near-

ing its tragic close.

The moose had entered a tract of rough
land, cut up and rocky, with patches of

scrub wood in the valleys and along the

margin of the many streams. He had
swung down a shaggy cleft in the hills,

dotted here and there with young spruce

and fir. At the end of it he was con-
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fronted with a terrace of rocks which he
eyed painfully then stopped; as he did so

a long", lean body came loping along-

in

and out of the scrub and boulders at the

far end. Presently another, then an-

other ambled along in steady, patient

strides. Eager howls broke from their

slavering throats as they saw their quarry
ahead. They soon came up with him,

but, as if possesssed of all the cunning of

warfare, they encircled their enemy with

a safe circumference, settled upon their

haunches and prepared to lay siege to, or

attack; all with the surest precaution.

The victim stood sorrowfully still at

the foot of the terrace of rocks, his flanks

heaving horribly, his neck going down,
lower and lower, the blood breaking from
his wounds in mad gushes, freezing and
forming ruby icicles, down his sides.

Two jets of vapor shot from his nostrils

like the exhaust from a steam tug. The
wolves wound their circle of destruction

closer and closer as that great antlered

head kept falling. Down, down it went!

That ugly bulbous nose was within an

inch of the snow when an impatient

young wolf leaped forward. He was
quick but the moose was quicker. It

took but a moment for the huge beast to

catch the springing wolf on his horns,

drop him, and with an enormous lunge

rise and sink his whole weight on those

two fore legs of his, deep into the pros-

trate form beneath. A short, sharp

yelp, a quivering of huddled flesh, stiffen-

ing limbs and one of the trackers died

hungry. The incident failed to call forth

an iota of pity or excitement from the

circle, except for the short while spent in

laying his bones bare to the freezing

cold; but the exertion roused the moose
to a sense of his remaining strength for

he started up the rocky steps with a

fierce combatitiveness that was a sight

worthy to be seen. The ever ready,

ever patient circle broke to allow this su-

perior enemy foot-room, but filled up in

solid form again to follow the struggle to

the bitter end. The antlered monarch
had, however, reached the limit of his

endurance. He sprang up the acclivity,

bounded through the bushes and down
the other side leading his followers into a

grove of young trees. Not far further

did he go; nobly did he struggle against
the shivering and trembling of his knees;
against the dizziness that made him
stagger into every obstacle. Then his

eyes lost their seeing. He stood still;

slowly he stretched his great body to its

full height, shook those great branded
antlers, till the agony of his wounds
forced a mighty bellow from his throat.

The cry struck the ears of every wolf
like a knife, for they slunk away from
their victim, afraid, till they saw his great

head drooping, drooping, and watching,
waiting, they quietly closed in. The
moon had gone down over the tops of

the western hills. The stars sputtering,

slipped back into their blue depths, and
out of the east long stretches shot up
and across the coldness of the sky. The
black shadows left their hiding places in

the woods and stole away from the grey
glances of a new dawn. Then the moose
fell to his knees; once, twice he tried to

rise; his hoofs slid on the hard crusted

snow, but with a mightier effort he

gained his feet again, took several steps,

a bound, then fell, dazed, but still strug-

gling. What a fight he made! But all

was in vain! Blind, weakened, bleeding

with a long, shivering groan he fell over

on his side. As if still to show his splen-

did valor, his power to his enemies, his

immense antlers, falling against a small

maple, were caught thus, holding erect

still his proud head, defiant to the

death! In a second, two wolves were at

his throat, another on his back, a fourth

was sucking the yet warm blood oozing

trom his sides, while the rest of the pack
were rushing in to join the gory feast!

When Peter Canoe, the half-breed

hunter and trapper, arrived late that day
upon the scene, he saw the snow licked

clean, though bloody, a huge skull, and
still adhering to it the largest pair of

moose antlers he had ever witnessed.

Peter swore a French oath, but as the

antlers had been the object of his long

chase, he slung them over his shoulder,

tied them into place, lit his pipe, swore
again, and retraced his tracks through
the lone, cold wilds.



His Last Two Loads.

BY WILLIAM CARRELL.

n~~UST before dusk on an October

evening- a hunter stood on a marshy
point that jutted out into a bay of a

southern Ontario lake. He was tall and
slight, and his gun was nearly as long as

himself. Blue jean trousers protected

his thin legs, a course woollen shirt cov-

ered his body, an old felt hat was on his

head, and his feet were encased in a pair

of long cowhide boots. His small eyes

were keen and dark.

W His gun was an old fashioned muzzle
loader, with barrels about thirty-eight

inches long. They were beautifully in-

laid, and the stock, which was of the

finest black walnut, was handsomely
carved. The gun had evidently been an
old flint lock, as even when the hammers
were raised they came high above the

line of sight, but in the progress of the

world had been changed to use the old

percussion cap. Before leaving home he
had seen that it was properly primed, he
had loaded each barrel carefully with

three drams of black powder, with pieces

of wasps' nests for wadding rammed
down until the rod sprung from the bar-

rels, an ounce of No. 5 shot and more
wasps' nest wadding sent lightly home.
He wanted those loads to kill as he was
short of meat, and he intended to be sure

as those two loads were all the ammuni-
tion he had, He had drained the old

powder horn dry, and would not be able

to get to town for a fresh supply for a

day or two.

He stood on the point facing south, his

eager eyes glancing to the east, for he
knew that any ducks passing would come
from that direction on their way to the

marsh to roost. The sun was sinking in

the west, and was bathing the marsh and
lake with its soft red glow. The hunter
was standing easily, his gun in front ot

him, the stock on the ground and the

muzzle nearly on a level with his chin.

He might well have been taken for a
statue, he stood there so immovable.

Suddenly he sprang into life as his

eager gaze caught sight of two small
dark objects which had just shot from a

point a mile away. They were a pair of
black ducks, a drake and hen, the drake
about twenty or twenty-five feet in the
lead. They were going fast as night was
drawing near—about fifty feet above the

lake, and about thirty yards from shore.

They cut through space, their necks
outstretched, and their dark wings win-
nowing the air. There was a quivering
whistle as they passed. A»pair of yellow
legs on the opposite side of the point

gave out a warning whistle as they
dashed by him. That lone fisherman of
the marshes, the great blue heron, cocked
his head on one side and watched them
on their course. The hunter saw them
as they rounded the bend, he dropped on
one knee, and became perfectly still.

The mile had been covered in about
thirty seconds.

Up went the long brown barrels, and
right at the end of the gun the hunter
saw the leading drake. He switched the

muzzle about three feet ahead of him, and
while still keeping" the gun on the swing,
pulled the trigger. The drake stopped
and tried to recover himself, but the shot
had done its work. His head dropped
and in a series of somersaults he struck
the water far below. The drake had
hardly started to fall when the second
barrel spoke. The hen had frantically

tried to get away when the first shot was
fired, going up and out, but the charge
of heavy shot was too qujck for her and
caught her under the upraised wing.
She sank in a long slant dead on the

bosom of the lake.

It was pretty clean work and the hunter
smiled to himself as he hurried round the

point to where his boat was moored, for

out there on the lake floated his breakfast

and his dinner. He was quite content
now to wait for more ammunition.

The heron flew across the lake in the

fast falling- dusk scared and full of won-
der at the noise of the gun, and the

whistle of the yellow legs was stilled as

the hunter picked up his ducks and

started for home and bed.



In the Heart of the Selkirks.

The Caves of Cheops.

BY MRS. ARTHUR SPRAGGE.

irDIXPEDITIONS involve experiences

1 IH °f which experiments are a result;
"

or the sentence might be inverted

to expeditions involve experiments of

which experiences are a result.

One experience connected with the

mountains of British Columbia is not to

attempt expeditions in threatening-

weather hoping it may clear for it wont;
nor is the weather in one valley any in-

dication of what it will be in another, or

as the school boy explained, "climate

you have with you all the time, but
weather only a little while."

When we left our summer home at

Golden, in the Columbia valley, it had
been cloudy for several days, but we re-

joiced exceedingly in the absence of the

sun after an excessive torrid wave had
rolled over us and considered the condi-

tions admirable for climbing. At the

station there were positive signs of fine

weather so we confided ourselves, tents

and supplies to the Canadian Pacific ex-

press with absolute trust in the elements.

Three hours later in the Selkirks we ran

into a belt of mist that soon condensed
into solid rain; only twenty minutes from
Glacier House and to camp or not to

camp the question. We two women
were in charge of a government official,

who is so expert a camper, that one of

them promptly conferred upon him the

title of "Campaigner" by which he will

be known.
A hurried consultation resulted in not

to camp for the womenkind, but the man-
kind to continue on his way and pitch

the tents at Ross Peak water tank, half

an hour's distance from the Canadian
Pacific Railway's charming mountain
hotel, at the foot of the trail leading to

the cav§s.

It poured all night and we mourned
sore for the discomfort of our departed

escort. Nor was the morning propi-

tious, with low belts of mist lying along

the mountain sides and continuous

showers of heavy rain; however we de-

cided not basely to desert the Campaigner,
so took the first morning train and de-
scended into the valley of the Ille-celle-

waet, where we found our camp establish-
ed with a stove inside our tent. Thus we
defied the elements which are not to be
lightly esteemed in the Selkirks where
rainy days and nights are facts of pene-
trating cold and dampness beneath a can-
vas roof that no external fire can dissi-
pate. Nor could we indulge in refreshing
sleep with trains perpetually rolling by
like miniature earthquakes or snorting
and puffing at the tank while absorbing'
their liquid supply.

Sunday morning, the 20th of August,
was a lovely day, with a sunny sky and
cool wind, ideal weather for mountain
climbing—still, Deutschman, the dis-
coverer of the caves and our appointed
guide, did not appear, and his mail with
our commanding letter, reinforced by a
wire, reposed peacefully in his box be-
neath the tank. The Campaigner, who
has every confidence in his knowledge of
the mountains, said, "Let us start; the
caves are up the valley and it is no trick
to follow the trail!" The older woman
who has some considerable experience
both of trails and amateurs, hesitated, for
she had been told that the said trail was
involved in some places not to say ob-
scure; however, time was an object, the
official's leave of absence being limited;
so she was overruled and the trio started,
a preliminary survey having located an
apparently obvious path. Our escort
bore on his stalwart shoulders a twenty-
five pound pack, for with every confi-
dence in Deutschman's hospitality it was
quite possible his supplies might be lim-
ited. We soon began to ascend through
a magnificent forest of hemlocks, with a
fine undergrowth of Saskatoon bushes
whose plump juicy berries were most re-
freshing; the trail was plain enough so
far, though much encumbered by fallen

trees of large girth that are most annoy-
ing and wearisome to clamber over; but
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we pushed brave-

ly on and at last

came out of the

forest upon a

slope of long

grass.

Ponies had
been brought to

this point and
there were paths

made by them in

all directions.

The Campaigner
cast about and
the elder wom-
an's heart failed

her and she long-

ed ardently for

Deutschman; the

trail finally se-

lected seemed
the most used
and led down to-

wards the creek
—-we could not

at any rate go
far astray in the

narrow valley up
which we were
traveling with in-

s u r m o u n table

hills on either

side,—but alas,

it came to an ab-

rupt conclusion

on a steep hill-

side with a nice

bank of snow
and ice at the.

foot sloping to

the water's edge.

It was not far to

fall but seemed
an unnecessary
experiment, if

avoidable, so our
escort laid aside his pack and by the as-

sistance ol bushes and strong arms we
were hauled across the slippery green in-

cline and landed, with one tumble and a
bruised and a gashed arm on the snow
bank; thence on up the side of the brawl-
ing creek, a tiresome but gradual ascent
over big rocks and debris for half a mile.

At this point we came upon two boys
returning from the caves who informed
us that Deutschman had gone down to

MOUNT SIR DONALD.

the tank to meet us and we had missed
him on the trail where the long grass and
pony tracks had misled us, for we should
have gone up instead of dowrf and would
thus have avoided the creek and saved
ourselves much superfluous labor and fa-

tigue.

We were now on the right road, so
sat down to lunch and wait for

Deutschman who soon appeared upon the

scene and proved a fine type of the west-
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SCENE
MT. COUGAR.

AT LOOKOUT POINT.

e r n miner-

p r o s p ector,

tall, thin,
tough and sup-

ple as whip-
cord.

He sped on
with the Cam-
paigner's pack
to prepare our
way giving us
directions that

were easy to

follow, and we
proceeded on-

wards and up-

wards over
some stiff and
slip pery in-

c 1 in es along
the sides of the

canyon, which
grew narrow-

er and the trail

in consequence
ever steeper and harder. Our escort, re-

lieved of his burden, was now able to lend

a helping hand. The crossing of the

roaring creek on tottering wet rocks and
one small pole was somewhat adventur-

ous, calling for prompt and unhesitating

action. Then the worst was over, though
the ascent was long and arduous, it was
only steep and not made difficult with

brush, rocks and slippery grass, x^tlast

the canyon narrowed to a gully like a

deep cutting in which big plants and
bracken grew, almost breast high. The
path was hardly perceptible amid the

tangle of the luxuriant vegetation. We
heard shouts from the top of the bluff on
which Deutschman is represented and
knew we had arrived though no tents

were yet in sight.

Turning to the left as he had indicated

we scaled the side of the £ully and found
ourselves in a perfect natural park, dotted

with superb balsam firs from one hundred
and fifty to two hundred and fifty years

old, tall, straight, perfect specimens of

their kind. No more ideal place for a
camp can be imagined than this flowery

meadow, surrounded hy magnificent

snowcapped peaks in the heart of the Sel-

kirk mountains. Our tents were most
luxurious with beds of hay raised on

logs and abundance of blankets. Deutsch-
man had an appetizing supper ready with
bannocks to beguile an epicure, and the
best butter we had tasted in British Co-
lumbia. It had taken four hours of slow
climbing for the sun was hot and we had
both lunched and wandered from the

right path, to rise over nineteen hundred
feet above the Canadian Pacific Railway
and to accomplish two miles. It is how-
ever calculated that one of such miles is

equal to two on the level, so we had not
done so badly after all.

We made a preliminary survey of Cou-
gar valley before dark and its beauty ex-

ceeded our most sanguine anticipations,

with its great glacier, twin lakes, two
cascades, three waterfalls, two natural

bridges and beautiful views apart from
the caves, and the strange freaks of Cou-
gar creek. This stream rushes down
from its ice bed in the glacier at the head
of the valley and suddenly disappears be-

neath a great wall of rock, at the begin-
ning of the first natural bridge, which
has been called Gopher Bridge, from the

number of these little animals that infest

it—to reappear at the end of three hun-
dred and fifty feet, stealing quietly and
innocently out from beneath a grass
slope. It flows on with numerous cas-

cades and bends, then again dives into a
huge fissure in the rocks and under the

second natural bridge where it roars and
rumbles away into the bowels of the

earth. This channel, carved by the tor-

rent in the solid rock, is full of curious

round pot holes like huge cylinders. The
Campaigner assisted me into one imme-
diately below the second bridge whence
we gazed down over the vanishing fall

whose bottom is lost to sight. We stood
in this hole up to our shoulders and found
it much easier to get in than to get out
again for we were prospecting without
our guide.

Cougar creek after disappearing under
the Mill bridge is seen and followed in

its course through the caves immediately
beneath Deutschman's campfire; from
thence it emerges into daylight in a nar-

row canyon through which it glides

peacefully along for a few hundred feet,

then finally with a rush and kick of white
heels it is gone deep into the mountain
side.
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We sat long- over a glorious campfire,

telling- tales of experiences and adven-
tures. Our g-uide is a noted hunter and
it was in pursuit of a grizzly he first dis-

covered the caves of Cheops; he had
been away to the far north in the Peace
river district but always traveled alone.

We enquired whether he had never met
with either accident or illness that caused
him to regret his solitude. He replied,

that most partners were no good and not

to be trusted and the best men hunted
alone. The only trouble he had ever

met with had been a felon on his finger

which grew so serious he had to cut off

the digit at the first joint. Sometime
after he produced a relic from the North
that looked like a long, blunt tooth, and
set us guessing its origin. It was beau-
tifully mounted as a pin in a gold setting

with tiny bands clasping the fang. We
tried all sorts of animals possible and
impossible; in vain! We gave it up. It

was the top joint of Deutschman's fin-

ger mounted at much trouble and ex-

pense in Chicago. He evidently came of

a humorous family for among his treas-

ures he showed us a burnt leather post-

card sent him hy by his brother last

Christmas depicting the graceful camel
with the legend: "A camel can go eight

days without a drink. Who in hell

would be a camel?" Deutschman had
nearly lost his life on a snow slide and
narrowly escaped death from an enraged
grizzly; he had also fallen off a high cliff

but been only temporarily stunned and
broken no bones; so his toughness had
stood him in good stead; and he sur-

vived—-the typical western hunter and
prospector, the finest man God ever made
with the feelings and instincts ofa gentle-

man and the heart of a little child!

To our large and lonely tent we retired

late with visions of mountain rats, bears,

and porcupines which were not dispelled

by Deutschman following us inside and
laying heavy poles along the curtain to

keep out unexpected visitors as he cheerful-

lyremarked. He completed his ministra-

tions by placing a small log over the en-

trance when he retired and left us to our
solitude and reflections; the latter includ-

ing the fact that the Campaigner was be-

yond the reach of our voices on the other

side of the Mill Bridge.

SHOULDER OF MOUNT STEPHEN.

We slept so soundly however, after our
exertions, that no efforts of marauders
disturbed us, and awoke to a cold and
frosty morning at our five thousand feet

elevation, sighing deeply for our tiny

tent and stove at Ross Peak tank. Our
toilettes were in consequence much ab-
breviated and though it was but six

o'clock we heard the welcome roar of the

campfire and hastened to enjoy its warmth
and a substantial breakfast. - After this

repast Deutschman offered to show the

Campaigner his latest discovery in caves
which was not yet accessible to the fair

sex.

With some misgivings on the part of

the older woman they departed. The
twain left behind explored on all sides,

then returned to the camp and waited
patiently growing more and more uneasy
as time went on, though it was but nine
o'clock. At last Deutschman appeared
alone. The reason of the Campaigner's
absence follows taken down verbatim
together with a description of Canyon
cave, the most recent and finest dis-
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MX. COUGAR WITH DEUTSCHMAN AT LOOKOUT POINT.

covery yet made in Cougar, Creek valley.

He was the first person after Deutsch-

man to go down into what may be called

"The Pit," and suffered somewhat se-

verely for his temerity.

The Campaigner soon followed his

guide safely down into the canyon on a

half inch rope one hundred and twenty-

five feet long and they found themselves

in the largest cave discovered up to date,

which is big enough to contain a large

building with a hundred-foot
flag-staff on top; there is a hole
in its roof fifty feet in diameter
through which trees and moun-
tain peaks are plainly visible,

with a most weird effect as seen
from the bowels of the earth.

Out of this huge vault a passage
runs in a northwesterly direc-

tion, dropping gradually down
in a series of ledges. It was
followed for two miles, a dis-

tance eight thousand feet from
the brink of the canyon where
it led into a new grotto of en-

trancing beauty whose walls and
roof are covered with stalactites

varying in length from one to

twenty inches. Thousands of
feet of crystallized lime hang in

glistening draperies; some pure
white, others cream, shading to

a delicate pink; all sparkling in

the glare of light like myriads
of diamonds. For over a quar-
ter of a mile the floor is white
crystallized limestone, sounding
underfoot like flint.

Cougar creek disappears into

the cave at the bottom of the

canyon and its course was fol-

lowed for seven hundred feet

from the entrance where it turns

off into the mountain and is not
seen again, the passage used
being the old channel, which
was explored for two miles

without its end being discover-

ed. At times the roof was not

more than thirty or forty feet

high, at others several hundreds
of feet. In many places in the

crystal cave, the light would not
reach the top or give any idea

of its height. The air in some
of the branch passages was cold

but in the main one it was pure and pleas-

ant. A large slab of rock, like a big

shingle was brought up from the crystal

cave and we noticed the limestone had
crystallized upon it in a florcated pattern

exactly like the head of a cauliflower; the

whole piece measured about eighteen

inches in ' length by nine in depth and
looked like a mass of delicate carving.

The effect of a whole interior lined with
this pearly formation must be truly daz-
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zling and wonderful.

All went well with Deutschman and

the Campaigner until the return journey

up the one hundred and twenty-five feet

of rope was attempted. The guide led

the way and reached mother earth after

a hard struggle as the rope by this time

had become wet and slimy, and not being

knotted the ascent was a perilous one.

Nothing daunted however, the Cam-
paigner began to climb hand over hand
and slowly and surely approached the

top; now swinging in mid-air, then

touching small projections on the walls

of the canyon with his feet to propel him-

self upwards. The rope gradually

stretched with his weight until he was
within fifteen feet of the surface when
suddenly his hands gave way and he be-

gan to slip down.
With great presence of mind he gripped

the rope in his teeth, thus maintaining

his upright position, and at the same
time he endeavored to motion to Deutsch-
man who saw his danger, to pass him
another rope. He could not however,
hold on long enough to get it and know-
ing his situation exactly let go his molar
grip and clutching the rope with his

hands slid down it to the bottom in the

fastest time on record, carrying splinters

of rocks and dust with him and sustain-

ing many bruises in the fall. He was
completely exhausted but managed to

regain his feet, and after moving about
for a couple of hours, was able to reach

the top of the cave from a point at about
one-half the depth of the canyon having
during his sojourn discovered a passage
that led half way up the wall.

While the Campaigner was recovering
his equilibrium in the canyon, he directed

that the two women should visit the

practicable caves with Deutschman,
since there were only eight hours left to

devote to the valley. To hear was to

obey under these conditions as nothing
could be done for the victim who sternly

refused his guide's company in the inter-

ests of the fair sex. Deutschman at

once proceeded to light a small carbide

lantern which went out persistently un-
less violently and perpetually shaken.
To counteract this tendency he further

equipped himself with one small red and
one green lantern, also one candle and

MT. SIR DONALD.

several magnesium wires. Thus armed
the twain followed their guide docilely to

the upper cave beneath the first natural

or Gopher bridge. It was not the fine

open grotto in the mountain 'side a well

constituted cave should be, with a clean

sandy floor over which one could walk
upright such as Bermuda had prepared

us for. On the contrary it was an ugly

dark fissure in a wall of rock extending

deep into the earth from which the ends

ot a ladder protruded. It was strong

but Deutschman's legs are long; so the

rungs were far apart and when the two
women had squirmed themselves back-

wards through the orifice on to the first

bar, the next one seemed to involve

eternity. Fortunately there were not

many, the passage being only about

twelve feet below the surface; it was
however narrow, wet and winding and
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moreover lined with fine splinters of rock
like needles that threatened to impale us
or our garments. However we soon
came to another ladder, followed by a
second passage, a third ladder, a third

passage and a ledge from which the creek
could be seen disappearing underground.
This cave is as yet undeveloped and un-

explored and we were only taken into it

as a preliminary training in ladders, for

the Auditorium, which has nine of them.
The approach to it however, after squeez-
ing down the introductory ladder, is

much easier than the first cave we en-

tered. In it a large vaulted chamber is

revealed by the light from the Mill bridge

fall whose torrent of water sweeps by
with a dull roar to disappear in the dark-

ness beyond. There is a curious pot hole

corridor opening out of the passage to

the Auditorium, the apertures in which
grow smaller as the advance is made.
This gallery terminates in what may be

called the "Big Hole" into whose mys-
teries we did not penetrate. It had been
visited however, and the following ac-

count describes the enterprise:

•'Our guide (Deutschman) started us
down, carryinghimself a good stout rope.

The entrance seemed prosy and tame
after the others and little to see, but

tying a rope about his waist and giving

the Swiss guide stringent instructions to

keep it taut, he lay down on his side and
gracefully wriggled through a hole that

looked about large enough for a marmot;
the explorer followed and tumbled gently

into a pot hole, another gentle slide a pay
out of the rope, another pot hole; a sen-

sation of constriction about the body,

then a taller pot hole, or a tiny river run-

ning down one's back and nothing! In-

finite blackness touched here and there

by our feeble lanterns, showing a high

rounded vault; a stone cast off went
down, down and was lost i» the far, faint

roar oi the creek below. The Hole is

said to be two hundred and fifty feet

deep. Two hundred and fifty feet do not

express the vastness, the darkness, the
little narrow ledge on which we hung;
they do not express the courage Deutsch-
man must have possessed to venture
alone to the verge of such an unknown
abyss!"

The caves of Cheops are the result of

countless ages of erosion and the upper
ones we visited are devoid of either stal-

actites or stalagmites, because they are

entirely free from any drip of water; there

are some lacey perforations in the Audi-
torium cave together with a curious fluted

and fan-shaped canopy. The interior of
the large chambers is grey marble streak-

ed with white, while the passages are of

fawn colored rock shading from light to

darkest brown. It was foretold by Mr.
Ayres, a well known mining expert, that

should older caves such as the latest dis-

coveries be found they would be full ot

crystallized limestone as has been proved.

After we returned from the caves
Deutschman went in search of the Cam-
paigner whom he restored to us a sadder
and a wiser man, with a mouth and chin

cut and swollen out of all shape by his

struggle with the rope; a damaged ankle,

of which later the small bone was found
to be broken, and an injured elbow that

contained about an ounce of gravel.

The balance of the day was devoted to

sketching and exploring the natural

beauties of the valley so far as time would
permit, and at four o'clock the word of

command was given to start homewards.
We left «the caves of Cheops with many
regrets that we had not an available

week to devote to the locality and made
the return trip to the railway in three

hours under Deutschman's guidance over

a much better trail than the one we had
come up. A passing train stopping for

its evening drink at Ross Peak water
tank received us into its warm and com-
fortable caboose and deposited us in the

early morning at Golden, vastly content

with ourselves and our expedition.
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ON THE ROUTE OF THE MISSISSAGA CANOE TRIP.

An Exploring Trip on the Mississaga.

BY JOHN ARTHUR HOPE

ON September first I left the Canadian
Camp Club on Lake Waquekobing
with a member and one Indian guide

for a seven days' trip up the Mississaga

River to Clear Lake.

From the head of Slate Falls, one mile

and a half from the Club House, is a run

of g*ood, clear water for ten miles to

the gorge, a miniature canon, at the

head of which is Grand Falls, a three

mile portage lying between. After a

mile of fairly rapid water we landed at

McArthur's Landing.

Here we left the river and portaged
two miles to Axe Lake, a pretty sheet of

water dotted over with islands. Paddling

over its mile of surface gave us a rest

and when we reached the opposite shore,

we were ready for the next two miles

portage to Chubb Lake, which is only

half a mile across, and after a hundred
yards portage we dropped our canoe into

Bamaguszi Lake which is about a mile

wide. Another portage of a quarter of

a mile brought us to the south end of

Clear Lake, which is five and a half miles

long by three and a half miles wide and

surrounded by pine and hardwood ridges,

as Nature left them. A peninsula four

miles long runs through its centre, and
being full of points and bays, it resembles
a glove in shape. Here we made our
camp, paddling down to the east end, and
next morning to a cabin owned by the

Canadian Camp Club, where we stayed

three days.

The lake is full of trout and pike

—

two bad bedfellows !—of which we caught
sufficient for our wants.

A short walk around the sandy shore,

the first evening was rather unpleasant.

On a sandy point some ghoul had un-

earthed an Indian skeleton from its grave,

including an old Hudson's Bay gun,

leaving the bones to bleach in the sun,

after breaking the skull to extract the

teeth. The living should leave the dead
in peace !

Further on we come upon the tracks,

fresh and very large, of several wolves.

"See plenty wolf tracks; see plenty game
tracks ;" is a truthful saying of the Red-
man out West, and it proved no less

truthful here. A day's hard walking on
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THREE TROUT AND PIKE IN TWENTY
MR. t A. L. REYNOLDS, NEW

MR. J. A. HOPE (ON THE LEFT.

the north side of the Lake, over ridges,

through pretty ravines, and around sev-

eral small Lakes, disclosed plenty of

well worn trails of moose and deer. We
saw eleven of the

latter, although
we were making
plenty ' of noise

passing through
dead underbrush
and dry leaves,

while all the

young oak trees

we came across

looked as if they

had been struck

with a tornado,

for the branches,

thick as a man's
arm, were brok-

en and twisted,

while the bark
hung in strips

from the trunks

—the work of

Master Bruin

after nuts.

Now there are

only two ways

of getting a shot

at a bear in the

Eastern woods,
except by chance
or a good berry

patch—one from
a canoe, the oth-

er by fish bait.

As the gentle-

man with me had
never seen a bear
in his native

w ilds, he was na-

turally anxious
so see and get a

shot at one, if

possible. H i s

wish was grati-

fied.

The next morn-
ing shortly after

daybreak we
paddled quietly

along the north

shore catching
three fine trout

and two pike, in

about twenty
minutes. When near the west end of the
Lake under a high ridge, with some
scattered oak, I heard a rock roll down,
followed by another. Motioning to the

MINUTES ON CLEAR LAKE, ONT.

YORK; (ON THE RIGHT)

A DIRTY PIECE OF WORK ; SHOT OUT OF SEASON.
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MR. REYNOLDS, NEW
CLUB, READY

YORK,
FOR A

MEMBER OF THE CANADIAN CAMP
TWO MILE PORTAGE.

to stop pad-

eyes searched

Indian in the stern

dling, three pairs of

among the young- oaks for the bear
we knew was in one of them, although
not discernable. For a minute or so we
could hear the grunts of Bruin quite dis-

tinctly. Presently we saw the branches
of a young oak shake violently and Bruin's

head protruded from the top, some four

hundred feet above us. I motioned to

the Indian with my hand to put the canoe
round so that the gentleman between us
could get a clear shot over his left should-
er, as I was in the bow and therefore

in the line of fire. The Indian failed to

understand me. A second sign equally
failed. Catching a glimpse of black
through the branches I fired, but a little

too high. Bruin came out in plain sight,

and the gentleman fired at him past me,
the heavy blast making my head ring for

five minutes. As the bear scambled
up the ridge, offering a line shot from
head to quarters my rifle missed fire, and
Bruin disappeared over the ridge unhurt,
but badly frightened. Unquestionably
the gentleman would have bagged him
had the guide obeyed my instructions as
he kept very cool and was using a very
low trajectory smokeless rife. Ambitious,

intelligent, quick
to observe and
learn, the white
man is always
a better guide
and hunter than
the halfcivilized,

wholly demoral-
ized Indian from
the Reservations
all statements to

the contrary not-

withstanding.

On the follow-

ing morning we
packed up, pad-
dled to the west
end, and portag-

ed two miles

over to the Mis-

sissaga River,

fifteen miles a-

bove where we
left it at Mc-
Arthur's Land-
ing. We pas-

sed through hard wood ridges resembling
a farm yard instead of a moose country,

so thick were their droppings and the

broken branches of soft maples
From here to Squaw Chute is ten mil^s

of fairly swift water, through beautiful

scenery, the river broadening out and
sweeping round the base of great cliffs

hundreds of feet high. A short portage

with a quick run of five miles more
brought us back to the head of Grand
Falls, where we camped, arriving at the

Clubhouse early next day.

On oar return down the River we saw
several deer on the banks' within easy

shot. When about five miles above
Squaw Chute in a wild country devoid of

settlers, we noticed a dead deer shot

through the head lying on a sandbank.
After going over to it, an examination

showed that it had been shot with a small

bore high power rifle, some thirty hours

before, the pupil of the eye being still

bright. Some ten pounds of meat had
been cut from one quarter only. He was
a fine buck, weighing about two hundred
pounds, with a good head of horns, still,

of course in the velvet.

Who is responsible for this dirty work ?

Undoubtedly some party making the
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River trip. The Government should put

on reliable men to watch this river, or

stop the carrying of arms in the close

season. Speaking- of reliable men I know
it is very difficult to find them, as the

present system of mixing- up game and
politics is very defective.

Cutting some balsam boughs for our
beds behind a fire ranger's cabin in which
some summer tourists were staying, arm-
ed to the teeth as though they were in

Central Africa, we found where deer had
been skinned within the last few days.

One of them gave me a very plain hint

—taking me for a tourist too ! He told

me there was no objection to my killing

a deer—they were not bad fellows in that

part ! No doubt a few dollars were ex-

pected to make the 4 'not bad fellows"

feel good. Summer visitors who camp
with these fellows must have a good time,

and the game a mighty bad one. There
is a remedy for this state of affairs, and
that remedy will have to be applied ere

long if the game is to be preserved.

The Government cannot expect con-

scientious sportsmen to pay twenty-five

dollars for the privilege of hunting be-

hind "game hogs," who kill game for

little or nothing in the best months of the

year under the eyes-—closed of course

—

of the men who are paid to protect it.

The Authorities should remember the

genuine sportsmen have no objection to

paying a heavy license fee if they are cer-

tain of getting the game, and would much
rather do that than pay a small or no fee

with the certainty of getting nothing.

The Licensing System For Big Game.

THE Bureau of Biological Survey,

which is a branch of the United
States Department of Agriculture,

has recently issued a pamphlet dealing

with the statistics of hunting licenses. A
close study of the license system proves
that it is the most successful method
thus far devised of raising funds for game
protection. In recent years it has rap-

idly developed and has reached a point in

nine States where the income from this

source has placed the game department
on a self sustaining basis. In States of

the Union and Provinces of Canada,
where resident and non-resident licenses

are issued, it has furnished statistics that

will be most useful in determining the

future policies of Governments with ref-

erence to the important matter of game
protection. "Thus examination of the

returns shows that in 1905 nearly 10,000
licenses were issued to non-residents, and
that in seventeen States and three Prov-
inces of Canada 511,905 licenses were
issued to residents, and that so far as
figures are available the total number
of licensed hunters in the United States
and Canada was more than half a million

and the amount paid for licenses more
than $600,000."

The history of license fees goes back
to 1864 when the State of New York
made an abortive effort in that direction.

To Maryland however, seems to belong
the honor of enforcing the first resident

license so far back as 1872. New Jersey
inaugurated the first non-resident license

though in a far different form to that

known today. In Canada, Nova Scotia

imposed the first non-resident license,

starting the work in 1877, New Bruns-
wick adopting a similar law in the follow-

ing year. The Province of Quebec es-

tablished licenses in 1882, Ontario in

1888, Newfoundland in 1889, British

Columbia and Manitoba in 1890, and the

Northwest Territories in 1893. At pres-

ent the non-resident license is in force in

all the Provinces of Canada, and in all

but fourteen States of the Union, while

the resident license is in force in Quebec,
Ontario, New Brunswick and .Manitoba,

and in sixteen States.

Fees have undergone many changes,

particularly in the States, and the end of

these changes is not yet. The bulk of

them have taken place in the non-resi-

dent licenses. While British Columbia
and Manitoba have made no changes,

Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and Quebec
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have done so on several occasions.

Newfoundland maintained a $100 caribou

license from 1889 to 1899; then reduced
the rate to $40-$80; again increased it to

$100 in 1902, and reduced it to $50 in the

following- year. Nova Scotia, beginning
with a $20 rate in 1877 made the general

license $50 in 1878, $30 in 1881, $40 in

1902, and $30 in 1905. Quebec has had
rates varying from $20 to $30, and has
now adopted a fee of $25 for non-resi-

dents, except when they are members of

Fish and Game Clubs incorporated in

the Province, when they may hunt on
their own leased preserves for a fee of

$10. At present, Alberta, Ontario, Que-
bec and Saskatchewan have a non-resi-

dent license fee of $25; British Columbia,
. New Brunswick and Newfoundland one

of $50; Nova Scotia $30; Prince Edward
Island $15; and Manitoba $100.
The return of non-resident license fees

show that in 1905 British Columbia re-

ceived from this source $2,500; Manitoba
$400; New Brunswick $14,150; New-
foundland $4,300; Nova Scotia $1,740;
Ontario $11,075, and the others very
much smaller amounts. -

In Manitoba the resident licenses

brought in $3,950; Quebec $7,642;
New Brunswick $1,150, and Ontario
$11,190. As compared with 1903 .the

figures show increases of ninety per cent
in the number of licenses, and seventy-
five per cent in the receipts. In 1905 no
less than thirteen States licensed more
than 10,000 hunters each, and in six the
numbers exceeded 20,000. In every
case there was an increase of receipts in

1905, though in a few instances there
were small decreases in the number of
licenses issued—in most cases due to in-

creases in the fees. On the other hand
several large increases were reported,
notably in resident licenses. In New
Brunswick the number more than doubled
and in Wyoming the record showed an
increase of eight times those issued in

1903, while in several other States there
were increases of over seventy per cent.
So far as the statistics show the total num-
bers of licensed hunters in the United Stteas
and Canada for 1903 were 271,639, and
in 1905, 521,496. These figures are by
no means inclusive, representing as they
do only about one-fourth the population of

the States. Making allowances for ex-

emptions, Dr. Palmer believes it to be a
conservative estimate to place the hunt-

ing population of the States and Canada
at from two and a half to three millions.

The cost of collection varies in the States

and gives rise to some friction in various

instances. In Canada the licenses are

issued only by the Provincial authorities,

except Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.
In Nova Scotia persons other than the

Provincial Secretary issuing a license re-

ceives five per cent of the proceeds, and
in Newfoundland all officers are entitled

to a fee of $1 for issuing each non-resi-

dent license.

As a general rule the receipts from
license fees are devoted to game protec-

tion, but in twelve States they are ex-

pended in whole or in part for other pur-

poses. In every case in which license

fees are paid over to the State the re-

ceipts are small (usually less than $500)
and in most cases in which they are de-

voted to purposes other than game pro-

tection they amountto very little. In Wis-
consin in 1905 appropriations were taken

from the license funds for fish hatcheries

for bass and trout, and for the expenses

of a Commission of three persons to con-

fer with similar Commissions from other

States and Canada relative to the adop-

tion of uniform laws affecting net fishing

in international waters between Canada
and the States.

Various exemptions from the license

laws are made in several States usually

in favor of land owners hunting on their

own land, while British Columbia,
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland extend
such exemption to members of the Army
and Navy temporarily stationed in the

Province. Guests of landowners are

permitted to hunt without licenses under
conditions in Maryland and Virginia, and
this has been carried so far that invita-

tions instead of licenses are uften sought.

A similar provision for five days was al-

lowed in the Northwest Territories from
1893 to 1898, but since then a special fee

of $1 has been charged for such a priv-

ilege.

Several experiments in license legisla-

tion have been made in some of the

States. The possibility of making the
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protection of game self-sustaining- and of

maintaining a warden service from the

income derived from license fees has been
successfully demonstrated. Last year

warden services were maintained in nine

States without any appropriation from
the treasury. The right of a State to

impose higher license fees on non-resi-

dents has been questioned several times,

but on each occasion has been upheld on
appeal. The coupon license which pre-

vails in Ontario, and has been adopted
this year in Quebec, has also been in-

corporated in the legislation of nine

States. .Manitoba arrives at the same

result by requiring the return of a permit
with an affidavit stating the amount of
game killed.

About one-third of the States which
issue licenses either allow no export or

make no provision for carrying game
home. Other States allow licensees to

take home certain kinds of game but not

others. British Columbia allows no ex-

port except under special permit. Dr.

Palmer holds that a slight change of

policy so as to allow the licensee to take

with him a reasonable amount of game
would eliminate much criticism of the

game laws.

Our Vacation in the Kippewa District.

BY A. J. L.

4<(T^LL aboard!" shouted the conductor

W^M at the Central Station at Ottawa,
and our train glided out of the de-

pot. My friend and I had shaken the

dust of the Capital from our feet, and
were off on a fortnight's vacation in

the Kippewa and Lac des Quinzes dis-

tricts.

It was 12.40 a. m. on August 25th, the

date settled for the beginning of our hol-

iday, over which we had long talked, and
for which we had made many prepara-

tions. Now that we were on the train

we were too anxious to reach our camp-
ing ground to even think of sleeping, and
so we talked of all we meant to do till

we reached Mattawa at eight o'clock.

Here we changed trains and were not

kept too long waiting till we were once
more on the move along the branch line

for Temiskaming, which place we reached
punctually at noon.

At this point we boafded a steamer
belonging to the Temiskaming Naviga-
tion Co., and in her made a most pleas-

ant voyage to Ville Marie, which was to

be our starting point for the woods. We
found our lake trip to be the most charm-
ing we could possibly have imagined.
To sail fifty miles as we did along Lake
Temiskaming, bound by the illimitable

forests on every side, giving us all kinds

of charming views increased our satis-

faction with our holidays and the manner
in which we were spending them. When
we arrived at Ville Marie we had appe-

tites sufficient to allow us to enjoy the

excellent supper we found prepared for

us, and afterwards slept well as the best

preparation for an early start for the

woods in the morning.
Everything was ready and seven

o'clock saw us on the road. A team of

horses drove us to the old Fort Temis-
kaming, where we spent a couple of hours
fishing in the narrows. On account of the

high wind we had not much success

though we captured several pickerel of

good size. Then, taking advantage of a

fair wind, we sailed along the lake to the

Kippewa River, which is twenty-two
miles down the lake. It was eight o'clock

in the evening before we reached our

camping ground and we did much pad-

dling, though thanks to our sail we had
at times relief from this wock.

Just where the water comes rushing

down from the Rapids did we pitch our

camp, and a splendid campfire evening

and a long and quiet night did we enjoy.

With the break of day I was cooking
breakfast, and at six o'clock I had my
rod and tackle ready and was intent on

fishing. Right at the front of the Rap-
ids I pitched my line, and if had no

sooner touched the water than a black
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bass seized the bait and gamely fought

for freedom. For a few minutes we had

a fine tussle, but I landed him and found

a fish five and a half pounds in weight.

My success soon induced my friend to try

his fortune, and it was not long- before

we caught ten bass between us.

Despite all our preparations I forgot

my camera, or some fine backwoods'
scenes would have been one of the results

of this trip, unless indeed misfortune had
attended our efforts at developing.

Two grand days did we spend fishing

at this point and the black bass never

failed us whenever we took an hour with

them.
Our program would not permit a

longer stay and at four o'clock one after-

noon we bid good-bye to our friends, the

bass, and returned to Ville Marie by
steamer on our way to the Lac des

Quinzes. After a good supper at this

nice little settlement we arranged with a

man to supply a team and drive us over a
portage of twenty-two miles to Gillies

Depot.
A good night's rest enabled us to be

ready bright and early in the morning to

negotiate that portage. So far as riding

was concerned however we preferred to

be excused for the greater part of the

way the road was so rough that we were
continually in danger of being thrown
out. Accordingly we walked for most of

the way, and it was a mystery to us how
our baggage managed to get through at

all. It was five o'clock in the afternoon
of a very long day when we reached the

Depot* and though we were dog tired we
had made-up our minds to go into camp
that night and did not mean to back out.

Accordingly we got the canoe off, loaded
up, and launched it on the lake. Saying
good-bye to our friendly teamster, who
had done his best over a very difficult

job, we paddled along the shores of the
lake for five miles before we found a
camping ground which we thought to be
suitable in all respects. By seven o'clock
we had everything ready for a glorious
backwoods' supper. Our camp was
made, fire built and lit, and a fine six or
seven pound pike, which we had caught
on the troll, was in the frying pan!
The following morning was spent in

camp, and as a result everything- was

made snug and comfortable, although we
rested a good deal of the time, and made
up somewhat for the rough experiences

of the previous day.

In the afternoon we had a pleasant

paddle on the lake, visited an Indian en-

campment, caught more pike on our

troll, and on our return had a good smoke
and rest, while our evening round the

campfire was one that will linger long in

our memories. As the following day
was September first, the opening of par-

tridge and duck shooting, we had a long

talk about our plan of action, and finally-

decided to go up a small stream which
we had noticed, and see what fortune at-

tended our efforts.

An undisturbed night's rest fitted us

for anything, and after an early breakfast

we were off. A mile up the stream we
came to a large marsh, and here we saw
two fine deer disporting themselves. As
we had not been quiet they did not take

long to make for the woods. Deer and
moose tracks we saw in abundance, and
altogether we spent a pleasant day ex-

ploring and loafing—a day none the less

enjoyable if our "bag" did not amount to

much.
The rain came down all day on Sunday

and we kept to the camp. The mon-
otony of the day was very pleasantly re-

lieved by a return visit on the part of our

Indian friends from whom we obtained

some information as to the country and
its game.
The sun was shining brightly on the

following morning, but the sunshine did

not last, Clouds soon overcast the sky,

and there were scattered showers all day.

They did not deter us from , hunting and
fishing, though in neither occupation

were we very successful that day.

On Tuesday the weather was better

and we made another exploring trip

starting early in the morning and going
up a river running northeast from the

lake. We found plenty of evidence that

the big game is not efficiently protected

in that part. On one portage alone we
saw the carcasses of four moose, evi-

dently killed out of mere wantonness as

neither the heads nor any meat had been

taken. This was probably the work of

prospectors. There are good laws in

the Province of Quebec, but the weak
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point lies in their want of enforcement.
We went so far that day that night

found us at too great a distance to

return, and accordingly we camped out
along the river's bank, and enjoyed this

new experience as though we had been
novices. We found no difficulty in mak-
ing our way back to the camp next morn-
ing. In the afternoon we went down to

Gillies Depot and arranged for a team to

drive us back to Ville Marie.
At six o'clock on Thursday morning

we commenced our return, and when
making a stay of an hour at a small river

.called the Little Otter, I decided to make
my last effort at fishing on this trip, and
it proved to be the most successful of the

whole outing, for in less than an hour I

caught forty nice trout. When time was
called I was very sorry to leave the spot,

so engrossing was the fishing at this
place. Time was inexorable however,
and no further delay could be allowed.
As it was, the hour of five had gone when
we arrived at Ville Marie and the difficul-

ties of the road had again knocked us
all up.

At ten o'clock on Friday morning we
were on board the steamer Meteor on
our voyage down the Lake, and at six

o'clock next morning were back in Ot-

tawa, glad to see our families and friends

once more, well rested and recuperated

with the backwoods' life, and each fully

determined that if we are still in this

world next fall we will again visit the

neighborhood of those beautiful northern

lakes and rivers on camping, fishing and
shooting intent.

Up the Columbia to Windermere.

BY A. H. S.

DN the course 01 a western tour last

summer I visited Golden, B. C.

and was at once told that if I missed
the trip up the Columbia to Windermere
I should miss an experience which would
cause me life long regret.

I was charmed with Golden, and could
not believe anything could bean improve-
ment upon it. My play of imagination

enables me to recall the scene—a beauti-

ful town in one of the finest of all the

mountain valleys with the giant Rockies
on one side and the frowning Selkirks on
the other. The valley is wider than many
and the mountains seem much nearer
than they really are. They overshadow
the valley on every side and appear as if

they almost enclosed trie little town.
There were no mountain storms while I

was there, though I was told it was not
infrequent for storms to play all around,
and not a drop of rain to fall in the town.
The situation appears ideal, and though
the river rushes down with a force that

makes boating impossible at times and
exciting at the best, there are * 'sloughs,"

fine broad sheets of water like lakes, up-

on which the very best ot canoeing can

be enjoyed—as I know from one after-

noon's pleasant experience.

Under the fatherly care of the Rev. C.

F. Yates, the vicar of Golden, whose
name is so well known to our readers, I

was introduced to Captain F. P. Arm-
strong, of the steamer Ptarmigan, and at

once invited to make the trip of all trips

in Golden—up the Columbia River to

Windermere Lake. The offer was so

kindly made that although time was
pressing and much remained to be seen,

it was impossible to decline. I was told

to go on board on Thursday evening, as
it was intended to make an early start on
Friday morning, and to sleep on board
would save early rising- Accordingly

when I reported on board one of the

cabin berths was allotted to me, and after

a pleasant night I awoke to find that the

boat was still at her mooring posts at

Golden. When the first officer, Mr,
Russell, joined me at breakfast he ex-

plained that a party of prospectors were
expected by the morning train and these

gentlemen were wishful to land "at Spilla-
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macheene. For their convenience (as

another trip would not be made till the

following week) the delay had been

made. As a matter of fact however, no

prospecting party put in an appearance

and the trip was undertaken without their

company.
Directly after starting a boom thrown

across the river to catch the logs coming
down had to be opened to allow us to

pass through, and then we proceeded to

go alongside what seemed an endless

boom of logs. They must have been

there by hundreds of thousands, and gave
a small idea of what a vast industry in

British Columbia is that connected with

lumber. As far as possible these logs

were kept inside the boom though stray

ones would escape and cause annoyance.
Once past the main boom, interest was

soon taken up in other matters. The
river wound in and out in such a fashion,

and the currents were so strong, that

navigation appeared impossible. There
were times when we appeared to run into

the banks of set purpose in order to

turn. The crew fended us off by their

oars and at such times the engine room
telegraph was kept busily at work. From
the very starting point the views were
something wonderful, and up on the

bridge it seemed as if one might be satis-

fied with just sitting and looking, without
fear of tiring. For some distance up we
saw the work upon the Kootenay Central
Railway, which it is intended to run from
Golden to Windermere and ultimately to

some point further on. The rails were
laid for several miles, and the grading
done for some further miles, while higher
up construction camps were seen and
men and teams were apparently toiling in

confusion, though of course system was
at work through all. Still further up
the cliffs rose so precipitously that one
wondered how the engineers were going
to proceed with the work. Of course one
knew that surveys must have taken place
and all these difficulties had been consid-
ered and allowance made for them. If it

is found possible to run the Kootenay
Central all along this valley, and in view
of the Columbia all the time, the agents
of the new line will truthfully be able to
describe this as the scenic route. As we
went up the River the valley widened,

and though at no time for the first day
did we see many people it was evident

there were homes no great distance back.

Often we stopped at the most primitive

of landing places and once we took our
milk from a little platform right in the

river. At various places we landed
freight, often a most curious collection,

and in no instance during that first day
did I see a man at any landing stage.

With each man's lot was left an itemized

bill, and I was told that it was the rarest

thing for a complaint to be made of any
thing missing or lost. There were no
names at these landings and it seemed as

if we were going through a perfect wil-

derness and leaving things in a most
promiscous fashion. Of course there was
a good system with it all, and such a
system as makes this traffic a paying
one.

Friday evening on that boat will be

long remembered. As darkness came on
and the great lamps were lit, we could

see the mountains in dim outline on
either hand with the stretches ot water
now narrow and now widening out in

front, and the beautiful valley lending

softness to the wild and rugged moun-
tain scenery beyond. We kept on till

well after dark eventually tying up at

Spillamacheene.

The good boat was making steady

progress when I retired, and when I

awoke in the morning was still going
ahead. The whole of Saturday we kept

steadily on. In the morning we dropped
the Captain at a place called Foster's

Landing, where the landing had some
pretentions to be called a whajf, and Mr.

Russell took command. The difficulties

of navigation continued with us but were
all surmounted till we ceased to wonder
how even the loops were negotiated. If

anything, as we got further up the river

the scenery improved, though it was diffi-

cult to give the palm to any particular

stretch What can be said in all moder-
ation is that the most delightful surround-

ings continued all day, and the passen-

gers remained on deck enjoying the air

and the scenery, only leaving to partake

of well cooked and well served meals.

It was late in the afternoon when we
reached an important loch and bridge,

the former holding up the waters of the
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lake and contributing- to keep navigation

open during the dry summer weather,
and the latter giving- access from across

the river to a settlement on the other

side.

Here there were large warehouses into

which we discharged much freight.

Great stocks have to be laid in here, as

prospectors, ranchers, miners, and others

outfit here and in winter they are shut
off" from all but supplies taken in by
sleighs. We saw three fine stores each
of which seemed to do a good trade with
prospectors and Indians. There were
cmite a number of Kootenay Indians in

town that day and all of them were
mounted. In one case a brave was ac-

companied by his squaw and both were
on horseback. They alighted, tied their

horses and went into a store. Presently

they came out and the brave immediately
mounted and rode off. The squaw took
her horse to a large rock, from which she

mounted and rode after her husband,
who had never given the slightest glance

behind to see how his partner fared! It

was a contrast to the manners of the

white man, and the incident was watched
with interest and commented upon by
two ladies who were among our passen-

gers. At this point a couple of bears

were chained, and they much desired a
closer acquaintance than we were dis-

posed to allow.

On leaving this place the last stage of

our journey was entered upon, and in

some respects this proved to be the most
beautiful of the whole. The headwaters
of the river expanded into a lake of won-
drous beauty, and Windermere, named
after the English Windermere, was be-

fore us. The calmness and beauty of

the summer evening upon that lake is

one of the memories that will linger with
the writer throughout his life. When
the little town of Windermere was seen

from the water it seemed that here was
the most delightful retreat to which to

retire from the madding crowd. What
more could one want—a combination the

most beautiful of mountain, valley, lake

and river with all that the words can

convey; big game in the mountains, fish

in the lake, and the valley rich in fruit,

vegetables, flowers aud grain?

Prospecting and lumbering would ap-

pear to be the two great occupations for

those who live hereabouts, though along
the Columbia Valley there are ranches
upon which both horses and cattle are
bred, and much of the conversation in

Windermere is horsey.

We took in a further supply of wood
at Windermere for the engines were fed

with wood, and supplies were taken in at

either end.

As we sat at supper that Saturday
evening in the boat's dining room, look-

ing across the placid waters of the lake,

watching the fish rising, or glancing at

the little town, with its houses in their

gardens and its fine little church, the

whole scene appeared perfect, and the

peace was only broken by the music of

the bagpipes coming across the water

—

music that appealed to none of the three

who formed that little company, and was
absolutely distasteful to one. A Scottish

gentleman, who keeps his own piper and
owns a gasoline launch resides in that

remote part of the world, and that is how
we came to hear the bagpipes on Win-
dermere lake.

A closer acquaintance with Winder-
mere did not dispel the view as to its

prettiness or cause any doubt as to its

future. At present the river in summer
and the sleigh in winter alone keeps it in

touch with civilization, but with the ad-

vent of the railway new life will be im-
parted to it, and it requires no great

stretch of imaginatian to think of this

valley as covered with smiling fields and
fruitful orchards. At present much has
been done in this direction and the mar-
ket has been kept open by reason of the

voyages of the Ptarmigan whose trips up
the river and return are somewhat of

events for the people all along the valley.

The return journey was made in one

day as against the two occupied in tak-

ing the outward trip. Leaving Winder-
mere early on Sunday mornmg the inten-

tion was to land us at Golden in time for

evening service at the church. All went
well till about noon, when a big log drift-

ing alone on the waters of the river got

mixed up with the large stern paddle
wheel with disastrous results to the

latter.

It was a splendid practical illustration

that was given to me of the resourceful-
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ness of western men. Before I knew ex-

actly what we were doing we were tied

up to the bank, and the whole crew

headed by the Captain who with his

family had been picked up at the Landing-

were examining the damages.

By means of crowbars, axes and
hammers the broken parts were taken

out and removed from the scene, spare

pieces brought out, fitted, holes bored,

bolts put through and firmly secured by
nuts, and all done in the broiling sun and

by men perched in all sorts of positions

and hanging over the waters of the river.

For one hour the men worked hard and
at the end of that time the wheel ap-

peared to be as good as ever, and the

voyage was resumed. Dinner was
served while the repairing work was go-
ing on, and apparently everything was
taken as a matter of course. I even
ventured to ask the Captain if he had
not arranged this demonstration on pur-

pose to convince me that it is no idle

boast when it is claimed that Western
men are equal to any emergency that may
come upon them.
We took quite a number of passengers

down the river that Sunday and mail

was also gathered up at the different

landings. There were miners and pros-

pectors returning to Golden, men who
were tired, or said they were, of the will

o' the wisp that had lured them into the

mountains and given them no sudden
fortune, and talked of going to the

slower but more certain life of the prai-

ries; ranchers who wanted no settlers but
to be allowed to keep the wild freedom
of the ranch; and others returning from
holidays spent in the quiet retreats of the

Upper Columbia to the more strenuous
life of the cities. At Spillamacheene,
which we reached early in the after-

noon, a big crowd had gathered to watch
the boat, and here we landed a young
banker who had contributed much to our
gaiety all the way up, in order that he
might take a fishing excursion, this point
being a specially favorable one for

both canoeing and fishing.

Later on there were rumors that we
could not make Golden that night, but
the Captain scouted the idea, and we

continued to make progress. We saw a
strange phenomena just as evening was
closing in, which is locally known as
4 'the disappearing mountain." This was
at one of the bends of the river where we
had to make a very abrupt turn. For a
considerable time we appeared to be run-
ning directly into the mountain, the foot-

hills of which came right to the water's

edge. "As we drew nearer the mountain
seemed to drop down behind the foot-

hills, and the illusion was as complete as
though the mountain was gradually de-

scending into the earth. Of course what
happened was the restriction of our field

of vision as we approached the foothills,

these proving too high, as we got close

to them, to allow us to see the mountain
at all. To watch this gradual disappear-
ance, which ended in completely obscur-
ing the mountain, was most curious, and
few optical illusions can equal this one
which Nature herself supplies.

Next we were told the boom was
closed, and we could by no means ap-

proach the usual landing. A gasoline
launch that was flitting about that de-
lightful summer evening went ahead to

give notice of our approach, but we
passed it later on in oneof the ' 'sloughs.

"

Whether the people on board did their

errand and returned I do not know for by
this time it had become dark. At all

events we made the landing without mis-
hap though by the time we got there the

people had left church, and as we passed
the prettily situated place of worship all

was in darkness and many of the inhab-

itants of the little town had retired for

the night. No time was lost in making
for the Columbia House and following
their example.

In closing this little sketch of what
certainly is one of the most charming
trips the continent affords I should like

to thank not only Captain Armstrong for

his kindness in giving me the oppor-
tunity tor taking the trip, but also Mr.
Russell the first officer of the Ptarmigan,
and Mr. Devlin, who acted as pursur, for

their ready kindness and courtesy

throughout the memorable three days
spent in making the trip up and down
the Columbia.



The Story of Jacqueline's Treasure.

BY E. F. L. JENNER.

nF you and me only knew as much as

the fellow who lies under that rock
knew we wouldn't be toting* our

own loads, and carrying these old Snider

rifles!" The Game Warden leaned his

rifle against the side of the hovel, and
undid the strap of his knapsack as he

spoke.

It was growing dusk, and the October
moon had not risen. The maple trees

round Jacqueline's clearing were gorgeous
in their autumn tints of scarlet, crimson,

and orange. The Virginia creeper

which covered the walls and chimney of

the old log shanty might have been made
of cloth of gold.

'
'I paid two dollars and fifty cents for

hauling that rock, and I spent two days
cutting that cross, and the old fellow's

initials, and the R. I. P. on it! He was
a good Catholic, and though he died

without the rites of the Church, I thought
he would like to have some sort of a sign

over his grave. I owe him quite a lot of

good-will, but I would most everlasting-

ly like to know what he did with my old

cap box. Somewhere along the road we
have just come, there lies a fortune four

strong men couldn't carry off if it was
changed into twenty dollar gold pieces;

and somewhere else, not ten miles from
here, is another one. No one knows
what it amounts to; but I wouldn't
trade it for all the gold that ever came
out of Goldenville."

Now the Department of Works and
Mines acknowledges the fact that the

mines in the Goldenville have paid roy-

alty on two and a half millions' dollars

worth of smelted gold. How much more
has been stolen, and how many thousand
ounces have been sold without the pay-
ing of any royalty is another story.

We pitched our little tent in Jacque-
line's clearing, ate our supper, and when
my companion had taken a generous
drink, I reintroduced the topic of the

Jacqueline treasure.
' 'Jacqueline has been dead these many

years, and I reckon that if I had a dollar

for every day I've spent hunting for that

box I spoke about, I should be worth a

good many hundred dollars more than I

am now. I mind when old Jacqueline
came here. It was the year after the

big war in France (1870). He had some
money when he first came to these parts,

but he lost it in the mines. The Hooking
Bull took four thousand out of him at

one cold slap. He got tangled up in the

Little El Dorado, and lost a lot there,

and, to cut along story short, he came
down to hard pan. He squatted on a
little bit of land just outside the mines;
built a shanty, and sold garden stuff,

trout and moose meat to the miners for

some time.

"Then he and old man McGrath had a
falling out. McGrath was manager of

the Ophir in those days. He took up
Jacqueline's garden under prospecting li-

cense, and turned a gang of niggers

loose in it, (to prospect for some lead he
claimed to have found the drift of;—so

he said) and they dug that garden up
from one end to the other, and ruined

every blessed thing he had set out.

' 'Jacqueline was a regular old gentle-

man. I would judge him to be sixty

years old when he came to the mines.

His hair was snow white, but he was as

straight as a ramrod, and as supple as a

boy. He claimed to have been mining
all over the world, and he had been a

soldier in India at the time of the mutiny.

McGrath's niggers dug up his garden,

and wrecked his house with their blast-

ing. He knew better than to go to law
about it; he moved out here, built that

log shanty, cleared this bit of ground
we're camped on, and lived on his little

pension, and what he could make out of

his game and fish.

"Talk about shooting! I wish you
could see that old fellow handle the En-
field muzzle loader he used to carry. She
weighed about nine pounds, and threw a

bigger bullet than our Sniders do, but

Lord help the moose he looked at over

her sights! He had a little twenty guage
muzzle loader shotgun, made by^Horsely

of York. England, and she was the poi-
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sonest thing you ever saw with a round

ball anywhere from fifty yards to two
hundred. She was a dandy to sling shot

too. I've seen him topple a black duck
over, stone dead at eighty yards with

her! The first few years he lived here,

he made a fair living.

"He had twenty cents a day from the

Government, he raised most of his own
stuff", and he killed his own meat in the

woods. My father was postmaster, and
magistrate over to the Harbor, and Jac-

ueline used to come to him to get his

pension papers made out. My mother
was awful good to him, and if the

weather was rough, or he looked tired,

she always made him stay all night and
never charged him one cent for bed, sup-

per or breakfast. To tell the truth, we
all liked to have him round the house, he
was good company; and no more trouble

than a fly. He knew a lot too. He
kept us going with herbs, he showed
mother how to make enough medicine
out of rock pollypod and horehound, and
I wouldn't swap his recipe away for a

barrel of patent consumption cure.

"No matter how shabby his clothes

were, he always was clean and, by the

same token his dog always looked like a
dog that had a home and a master. The
last dog he had, he called Argus; he
bought him from the captain of a trading
schooner for a mink skin, and a gallon

of porpoise oil. Argus was a bit cross-

grained, but Jacqueline civilized him
down. He was one of these thin skinned
rat-tailed p'inters, that ain't no good in

briers, and want a top coat and pants in

cold weather. He had a dash of bull in

him though, and for all his thin skin, and
his cowardly ways, he wasn't afraid of
man, beast or devil if Jacqueline was
behind him.

I mind the time Angus McRae, the big
blacksmith over to the Mayflower under-
took to clean out old man Haskins. Has-
kinskept a littlestore where the Montcalm
Mining Company's office is now. He
was a harmless old fool, with a tongue as
long as a salmon rod, and no more actual
harm in him than there is in a six weeks'
old beagle pup. McRea got kind of
down on him, they had some words over
a counterfeit five dollar bill; McRae got
stuck on it; and he tried to pass it off on

old man Haskins. Haskins said that

when he sold goods, he wanted good and
lawful money of Canada in return for

them. Jacqueline was in the store, and
when McRae struck the old man he

jumped in between them. McRae was
good for three of him, but he'd no more
face Argus than he'd stand up against a
mad wolf. I never saw a dog clear for

action so quick. McRea took it well

too. He told Jacqueline that he'd give

him ten dollars for the dog!
"Well, as long as Jacqueline could go

to the woods and work this little bit of

ground, he didn't do too badly. As
time went on, he grew feebler and feebler.

The last three or four years he lived he

had precious little besides his twenty
cents a day of pension money. Father
used to help him out some, and mother
knit his stockings for him. The last

winter he was alive, father and I went to

Halifax, just before our harbor froze up,

and father bought a soldier's great-coat,

and cape for the old man. I got fifty

rounds of Enfield ball cartridge for him,

and when he came down to the Harbor to

get his pension papers signed at Christ-

mas time, Mother made him stay over
Christmas day with us, and she gave him
the coat and the other little trifles on
Christmas morning. We all noticed that

he acted kind of queer when he came to

the house, in fact my father said he was
getting more childish every time he saw
him. He put the coat on, then he took

it off, and hung it on a chair.

"You meant this for a surprise to me
Mrs. Watson," said he. "It is more
than kind of you, but before many weeks
you will see me wearing a different coat

to this, and I hope to see you wearing a

different dress too. I've kept an account

of all the little things you and your hus-

band have done for me, and before many
weeks are over I'll see that you are re-

paid with such interest as you never

heard of. I'm the richest man in Can-
ada today. I have moneys worth on me
to buy every mine, and house, and bit of

machinery in Goldenville. By the first

of next June I shall be able to buy the

finest house in London, and paper the

walls with hundred pound notes if I wish
to do so. In two years' time I shall

probably be the richest man in the world,
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and I'll keep this old coat as long- as I

live to remember your kindness. Now,
I'm going- to give you my Christmas
present, and by this time next year you'll

see that I've told you the truth!"

"He went down in his pants pocket
and fetched up a brass box I gave him
some time before. An officer gave it to

me, and it held a hundred percussion
caps. It had a screw lid on it, and your
caps couldn't get wet in it—in those days
none used a breechloader and we missed
a lot of shots through our caps getting
wet. He unscrewed the lid, and the box
was full to the top with little red stones.

Some of them were as small as duckshot,
others were as big as peas, and half a
dozen were as large as round .44 bullets.

He picked out the biggest one and gave
it to Mother.

"This is the biggest stone in the lot

says he. It's flawed, but later on you
shall have some that aren't flawed. He
picked out a little stone, no bigger than a
grain of number one shot, and gave it to

my sister Rose. This is a little one, but
you keep it until I ask you to give it

back to me; I will come for it before

very long!"

"Father thought the old fellow was a
trifle off", and said so to mother as soon
as he got a chance to speak to her alone.

She thought so too, and said that he had
better stay the night with us, as it looked
like a storm. Jacqueline wouldn't do so,

however. He said he had a long journey
to make, and he wanted to go home, lock

up his shanty, and fix things up before

he went.

"

"I'm going to leave my gun with you,
I sha'nt want it again this winter, you
can use her if you keep her clean," says
he to me. "I've got money enough to

take Argus where I'm going, and I'll

leave you the key of my place, so that if

you go moose hunting*you can get in

for the night. Be careful of the fire; the

old stove is none too good and the

stove pipe is a little shaky."

"That was the last we ever saw of old

man Jacqueline alive. He went off with

the old grey coat belted round him, Ar-

gus walking to heel, and some things

Mother had given him tied up in a brown
paper parcel under his arm. Father

stood on the stoop and watched him go.
It was about three in the afternoon when
he left the house. It's four hours' trav-

elling for a strong man from the Harbor
to this place, and the road is as had as
possible. A Swede, named Olsen lived

in the last house in the settlement, and
he saw the old fellow going by, and
asked him in to have a drink.

"That was a cold Christmas day.

There wasn't a flake of snow on the

ground, but the frost was in three feet.

Father was only outside the door a min-
ute or two, but his moustache was as

white as Jacqueline's when he came in.

The sky was leaden grey, and there

wasn't a breath of wind. I remember
as we stood on the stoop we could hear
Mike Hubiey's hound, old Rollo, running
a fox on the other side of the harbor.

"When 1 went out to do the chores
that evening, the snow had just com-
menced to fall. By the time I had the

cows milked, and the wood carried in

everything was white. Father and I got
our moccasins and greased them, think-

ing that we might be able to get some
still hunting next day, but we spent it,

and the next four days shoveling our way
to the barn, and breaking roads. The
snow came down until midnight without
a breath of wind, but by two in the

morning it was blowing a living hurri-

cane; and when the daylight came, the

drifts were up to the telegraph wires.

There hasn't been such a snow within

the memory of living man.

"As soon as we got the roads broken
out, and the way to the barn clear,

Father and I started for old man Jacque-
line's place to see how he made out.

(He had given Father a key to the pad-

lock on his shanty door.) There was a

light crust on the snow, just enough to

carry a man, and we made quick travel-

ling on the snowshoes. The shanty was
empty, it wras clean swept, there was
plenty of wood in the woodbox, and a

written notice tacked up over the bed to

say that Jacqueline wished anyone who
used the place while he was away, to

leave it as clean as they found it.

"That settles the matter says Father.

The old man got back all right, locked

up the place, and put through the woods
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for Halifax. Most likely he's made his

first stop at Melipsiguit Brook camp.

We'll run over there tomorrow morning

and see. Early next morning we started

for Mellipisiguit and we got there at

noon. The camp was empty, but some-

one had left it the day before. There

was fire in the ashes, and the snowshoe
tracks were quite plain. We killed a

farrow cow moose on Rabbit Plain bar-

rens, on New Year's day, and came home
with the rounds and the skin on two to-

boggans we made.
"That was an awful year for the

moose! Talk of dogging. You needed

no dog to kill them. They were as

helpless in their yards as cattle are when
they get into the slaughter pens at Chi-

cago. People who went half starved

most all the time lived all winter on

moose tongues and moose hastlets.

Moose hides sold for a dollar each, and
lots of people had from ten to twenty

hides to sell.

Towards spring the Government saw
that if something wasn't done, and done
soon, there wouldn't be a moose left be-

tween Yarmouth and Canso. I was one

of the men they put in as game wardens,

and from the end of February until the

middle of March I just lived in the woods.
It was a beastly sight to see the yards

where the poor brutes had been slaugh-

tered—-cows, calves and bulls, and un-

born calves as well, lying in the snow.
How many moose-dogs we shot, and how
many fellows we fined I can't say. I

was fired at twice, but they didn't man-
age to hit me. Old man Hawes of Tan-
gier tackled my father one night, when
he was driving home from prayer meet-
ing. Father fined him fifty dollars the

day before for dogging. He wished he
had kept away from him before he was
through with his job however. Dad was
a deacon of the church, and a magistrate
but he everlastingly whaled the tripes out
of old man Hawes!

"Mike Turnbull and I worked to-

gether. Mike was the ablest man on the

Eastern Shore, and he was a holy terror

to the doggers. One day late in March,
we started to travel from 'way back of

Sheet Harbor to St. Mary's River. The
trip is forty miles as the crow flies.

There was a good camp at the head of

Quoddy River, another one on Mellipsi-

guit, and the next stopping place was
this clearing we're in now. We made
for this place, spent the night in the

shanty, and in the morning we started

for the Harbor at grey daylight. The
sun had been warm for near a week, and
the drifts had settled quite a bit. It was
bitter cold that morning when the sun
rose; the kind of still, piercing cold that

goes through a home-knit lamb's wool
sweater, as if it was five cent cotton. We
went for all we were worth, as our grub
was short and we knew that the mid-day
sun would thaw the crust and make bad
going. The glare of the snow was more
than we could stand; we kept our eyes
down for fear wre would get snow blind.

Just as we got to the edge of the hemlock
I noticed a queer looking thing sticking

out of the snow.
"Wliat's that Mike? says I pointing to

it.

"It looks like a man's foot and leg,

says he, but I guess it's only some stump
thawed out of the snow."

"I went over to it, and I found old

man Jacqueline, lying on his back, stone

dead, frozen stiff and stark; and beside
him was his dog Argus. Last time I

saw Argus he was as fat as a seal, you
could hardly see his ribs. Now he was
wasted to skin and bone. His ribs

showed through the hide like the wires
in one of those old-fashioned crinolines

the women wore when I was a little kid.

His paws were round Jacqueline's neck,

and his nose was against the dead man's
face. Some people say a starving dog
will eat his master, but I can swear that

Jacqueline had no toothmark on his

body. We cut spruce-boughs and cov-
ered them up, then we put forthe Harbor.
"Dad heard our story, and he came

out with us. The nearest coroner was
sixty miles away, and Dad ordered the

old man buried, and said he'd take the

risk of any questions being asked. He
read the Episcopal burial service over
him, and buried his dog in the same
grave. All the old man had on him, was
an old silver watch, his pipe, the things

we had given him for his Christmas, and
and a little black metal cross tied round
his neck with a string. There were only
two words on that cross. They read:
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"For Valour!" There was no name or

date on it; maybe they had been scratched

off.

"I hunted his clothes thoroughly, to

see if I could find the old cap box, but it

wasn't there. I guess it must have fal-

len out of his pocket. Father had three

letters in the office, addressed to him.

One was his pension letter from the Eng-
lish War Office, the other two were from
London. The envelopes had the name
of Michaels and Montague, Hatton Gar-
den, London, on them. Father thought
they might be from some friends of his,

so when he sent them back to the dead
letter office, he wrote to the firm, and
told them the old man was dead. Father

took care of the watch, and some little

knickknacks the old man had in his

shanty. I held on to the gun, and I

have her yet.

"It was along some time in May, when
the trouting was getting good, and the

black flies were commencing to get in-

fernal bad, that a strange man came to

our house. He came on the stage. The
roads were as bad as I ever saw them.

He had on a light suit, and very light

patent leather boots. He was mud right

up to his ears, and he wore a big dia-

mond ring, and a pin to match it! Father
was used to all sorts of people. He had
a habit of sizing them up at a glance.

He carried the fellow's baggage into the

house, and then he says to Mother:
"That man has a good travelling outfit,

he never done a day's work in his life,

his hands are as white as a schoolmarm's.
He's a foreigner by the talk of him, and
he aint a gentleman either. No gentle-

man comes to a place like this wearing
diamonds. He comes from a city, his

boots are too thin for country wear, and
he never was in these parts before; or

else he would be dressed differently. I

bet dollars to doughnuts he's after some
news of old man Jacqueline.

t
If he isn't,

he's some stranger looking after a mine.

"Mother gave the man his dinner, and
he spoke for a room. After dinner I took
him up the river fishing. He cast a nice

line, and got some good trout but he
made as much fuss over a two pound
trout as an ordinary man makes over a
twenty pound salmon. After supper he
called Father into his room, and they had

a long talk together.

"Presently Father comes out, and says
to mother, "Where's them little stones
old man Jacqueline left here on Christ-
mas Day?" Mother says she had them
in her work box, but Tom, (that's me)
had taken them. I went up into the
garret, and hunted round among my old
duds until I found both of them. I had
clean forgotten about taking them. I

took them down to the stranger's room!
The sweat stood out on his forehead in

big beads when he saw them. He pulled

a little glass out of his pocket, and exam-
ined them turning them that way and
this in the palm of his hand.
"And you carried these round in your

vest pocket, and forgot you had them!"
says he when he'd finished looking at

them. Just for curiosity's sake I'd like

to hear how you happened to come by
these stones. Your father says he was
out of the room when Jacqueline gave
these two to your mother and sister, and
he didn't see how many others he had.

"I can't just say how many there were,"
I replied, "but I know that he had a cap
box so full he could only screw the lid

down one turn, and I have the mate to

the box, and if I fill it up with little

stones, we can soon see just how many
it holds, and we can make a good guess
that way.

"I took a teacup, filled it with gravel,

and picked out stones enough to fill my
own cap box. Then we turned them out
and counted them. There were fifty-six

all told. I was particular to size them
up like the stones Jacqueline showed me.
"And you mean to tell me that Jacque-

line had a box like that full to the top

with stones like those two," said the

stranger, when he'd counted them.
Mother and I said that he had just about
as many, and that they were just about
the size of the gravel stones which lay on
the table.

"Then your friend carried a King's
ransom in his pocket!" said the stranger.

"My name is Michaels. I am the senior

partner in the biggest diamond firm in

London. I have come three thousand
miles to look into this case, and I brought
a hundred thousand dollars with me to

buy as many of these stones . as I could
get. This little stone"—holding up the
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one Jacqueline gave to R^ose— "is one of

the finest rubies I've seen in thirty years.

It's worth twice its weight in the finest

diamonds that were ever mined. This

larger one is what we call flawed. If it

wasn't for that, it would be worth from

two to three thousand pounds. As it is

I'll give you a thousand pounds for the

two, and account to you for any balance

when the stones are cut. I have an ac-

count in the bank of Nova Scotia, Hali-

fax, and you can come to Halifax at my
expense, and see that I'm telling you the

truth. Now I've been open with you,

and I can tell you this. Somewhere
back in these woods there is a treasure

worth the ten best gold mines in the

world. A year ago, Jacqueline wrote to

us, and sent on one stone with his letter.

We had that stone examined by two of

the first experts in Amsterdam. They
pronounced it a better ruby than any they

had ever seen. There are only three

countries where rubies are found—Bur-
ma, Siam, and Ceylon. The rubies from
Burma are the best, those from Ceylon
and Siam are pale colored, and haven't

got the same lustre the Burmese rubies

have."
' 'He unbuttoned his vest, and took a

little green leather case out of the inside

pocket. He opened it, and on the white
satin inside was a stone about as big as

a big pea. It was cut like a diamond,
and it fairly blazed with light.

''That's the best, but not the largest,

ruby that's been sold in London for the

the last hundred years, Mr. Watson. It

looks a small thing, but it is worth at

least two thousand pounds sterling.

Now I've been in this country for a
month; and I made it my business to

find out about you people. They say
you know every foot of woods in this

An expensive hunt was that undertaken
by two Americans who went as far into

Northern Ontario as Englehart after

moose. They had no luck until one day
when they discovered what they believed

to be two moose standing together.

Each man selected his animal and the
rifles rang out as one. Both were suc-

cessful and made kills with their first

shots. When they went to examine their

game what was their chagrin to find that

county, and most of the next ones. I

heard a man say today that some one
was as honest as Squire Watson, and if

you people are inclined to work with us,

and for us, we will make it worth your
while. It's not a matter of dollars and
cents, but of millions and millions of

pounds sterling, if what Jacqueline told

you is true, and if you can find the place

he discovered these three stones in.

That cap box full of stones may be worth
three hundred pounds weight of coined

gold!"

"Father and Mr. Michaels went to

Halifax that week. They had a paper
drawn up that Father and I were to pros-

pect for Michaels and Montague and to

be paid for our time, and have a half

share of what we found. Michaels
sailed for England, taking our two stones

with him, and he paid Father four thou-
sand dollars for them, and promised in

writing, to send on any balance there

was after they were sold. He sailed in

the Heliopolis. She was spoken off Cape
Race, but she never reached port. Some
think she ran into an iceberg, and others

say some other ship ran her down and
sank with her.

"His firm paid us for two summer's
work. Then they wrote us that the bar-
gain was "off." Spring and fall, before

the leaves came on, and after they went
off, I've searched the roadside for old

man Jacqueline's cap-box. I've been
searching for near twenty years, maybe
I'll find it some day, maybe I never will!

"I don't believe in Spiritualists, but if

one came along I would give him all I

own if he could raise old Jacqueline, and
get him to tell me where he dropped that

cap-box, and where he mined the rubies

he had in it!"

they had shot a team of fine horses which
had been picketed by the owner while he
prepared a meal. They settled with him
for $600, which considering the time and
place where the loss occurred and the

difficulty of replacing the animals, was
no more than reasonable. When the

hunters departed they did not take with

them any portion of their game for the

purpose of displaying to admiring friends

proofs of their prowess.



Algy's Fluke.

BY D. D. DESHANE.

nT was in Belleville, Ont. , I had met
him first. I had gone into the little

gun-shop on the corner, for a rifle

which I had left to be repaired, and he
followed a moment later. One glance, I

knew him for one of the newest arrivals

from the Old Country. A Cockney at

that. London was written all over him
as plainly as if some artist had drawn a

picture of that mighty city across his

narrow face. He was about five feet

"four in heig"ht, with a smooth-shaven
face, from which looked out a pair of

sharp, shrewd-looking eyes. His move-
ments were as quick and nervous as his

speech was slow and drawling. He was
dressed in the regulation tourist cos-

tume, low shoes, knee breeches, belted

jacket, and double-peaked cap. Step-

ping- up to the gunsmith, he bowed
stiffly, and drawled:

"Aw-er-I want to buy a gun—don't-

ye-know."
"Yes sir. What kind of a gun would

you like?" asked the gunsmith, all

business.
1 'By Jove! I hardly know! Anything

that will kill a bear will do, I presume."
"Oh, I see! Going to hunt bears, eh?

Well here's a gun that's warranted to

kill a bear at any season of the year!"

lied the wily salesman, winking at me.
The Englishman examined the heavy

gun closely, and asked for information.

"Aw-er-is it true that bears are so

plentiful in this country? A fellah on
the train told me that they walked right

down the streets in broad daylight!"

"Well, they're not quite so bold as

that, but in season you can see them
along the river-banks and down in the

harbor in droves."

"How odd, by Jove! I must make a

note of that," and out came his note

book and pencil, and for a moment he
scribbled rapidly.

"Now you want a 'shot-g-un," said the

g-unsmith, briskly. "Mr. Berkley here

is an old hunter, and he'll tell you that

every sportsman carries a shot-gun."
"How d' ye do, Mr. aw-er-Berkshire

—

happy to meet you. My cawd, sir!" and

he reached me a delicate piece of card-

board, on which was inscribed in gilt

letters:

Percy Algernon Fitz-Hugh Gibbons,
London.

"No wonder he is such a runt," I

thought, as I was shaking his hand and
welcoming him to Canada. "A name
like that is enough to dwarf a giant!"

He wasn't in that shop more than fif-

teen minutes, but such good use did the

gunsmith make of the time, that he
worked off on the Englishman a rifle, a
shot-gun, two revolvers, and a hunting
knife, to say nothing of a pair of line-

man's spurs, which he had thrown in for

good measure.
The Cockney had seen those spurs

hanging on a hook behind the counter,

and in his innocence had asked what
they were for.

"Oh, those," said the shopman, so-

berly. "Those are also a part of a

hunter's outfit. I had nearly forgotten

them. When hunting bears, you must
always strap those on, then in case of

accident to your gun you've got some-
thing to fall back on. With those on
your feet it is the easiest thing in the

world to climb a tree, when the bear gets

you cornered and your ammunition is

all gone!"
And the Englishman believed him,

swallowed every word as greedily as a

hungry fish swallows a bait, and opened
his mouth for more. I had seen some
very verdant specimen of his kind be-

fore, but he was certainly the limit. I

felt sorry for the little cuss, too, because

there was something about him which
commanded my respect.

We left the shop together, and one
glance at that poor Cockney would have
sent a western desperado into fits. He
was a regular walking arsenal—he liter-

ally bristled with arms—and he was as

unconscious of the figure he cut in the

street as a new-born babe. He was as

much in earnest as if he were surrounded

by hostile savages and beasts of prey.

The Forest and Stream Club was
holding a meeting- that nig-ht, a"nd I in-
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vited him to attend. He was warmly
welcomed by the boys, who used him as

a butt for all their jokes, almost smoth-

ering him with ridicule. But there was
not so much fun in it, after all—he took

everything- so seriously—and no matter

how coarse or brutal the joke might be,

his good nature was never ruffled. What
struck me as being the most amusing
thing about him was his conceit. If he

was small in stature, he surely made it

up in conceit—it was simply colossal!

He could lie, too! When the boys tried

to load him up with unreasonable hunt-

ing stories, he always went them one

better. He told us some of the tallest

yarns about the large game that had
fallen before his unerring aim that I have

ever heard or read about. To hear him
talk one would think that any animal

which came within a mile of his gun was
simply committing suicide!

We were making up a party to go
North on a deer hunting expedition, and
Algy, as he insisted on being called,

jumped at the chance to accompany us.

He seemed to have all kinds of money,
which he spent like a Prince, and for my
part I was glad of his company. Two
days later saw us camped in an old

abandoned lumbering shanty, at the head
of Wolf Lake. Our camp was a very

crude affair! The roof leaked, the chink-

ing had fallen out from between the logs,

and it was anything but comfortable

quarters, especially when the wind blew
and the rain came down in torrents.

But we were prepared to rough it for a

few weeks, and took everything as a part

of the sport—even to the smoke which
filled the room every time we lighted a
fire. We looked to see Algy collapse,

but not he. He took his medicine like a

man, smoked innumerable cigarettes

and seemed to thrive on hardship. He
enjoyed it—or said he did—and was the

very life of the whole party!

There were five of us in the party, in-

cluding Thompson, a settler, whom we
engaged as guide and dog setter, and for

three days we hunted faithfully, but not
a hair of a deer did we see. The evening
of the third day, we held a council of

war, with Thompson on the floor. There
were few better hunters than Thompson,
and as a marksman he was unequalled,

at any rate by we Belleville sports. We
listened to him with respect.

"I tell you, boys," he said vehemently,
"it's all the bloomin' Englishman's fault.

We'll never get a shot at a deer with him
stalking in the woods. Why, a deer
wouldn't come within ten miles of him!
You can hear him crashing through the

brush for miles, and them blasted spurs
of his makes as much noise as a logging-
chain dragging after a team of oxen.
There is no use putting him on a run-
way, because he just sits down and
smokes. Such tobacco, too! The deer
can smell it over in the next county.
Now, tomorrow I'm going to tie him in

his bunk. I hate to do it, but it's the

only way, if you fellows don't want to go
back to Belleville empty handed!"

Algy joined in the laugh that followed
as heartily as any of us, after which he
produced his note-book and made a note
of the joke.

"How would you like to set the dogs
tomorrow, Algy?" I asked jestingly.

"By Jove, just the thing—don't-ye-

know!" he exclaimed, eagerly.

"All right, that's settled then; perhaps
our luck will change."

Everyone seemed pleased at my propo-
sition but Thompson, who retired to bed
in disgust.

Bright and early the next morning we
started Algy off with the dogs They
were a pair of large, powerful hounds,
keen on the scent and eager for the

chase, and for fear they would get away
from Algy we had tied the lines by which
they were held in leash about his waist.

Thompson had threatened his life if he
released them before he reached a certain

point, as we all wished to get stationed

on runways before the game was started.

Algy was pulled over the ground at

such a rate that I began to experience a

feeling of uneasiness for his safety. I

feared that in going through the brush
his gun mig^ht be discharged, and know-
ing how carelessly he carried that dan-

gerous weapon, there was no telling

what might happen.
Accompanied by Thompson, I followed

him as closely as possible, but we were
soon left far behind. Keeping on his

trail, we presently struck a heavy growth
of timber, through which we had to pick
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our way with great care. We had only

penetrated this a short distance when we
heard Algy's voice. He seemed to be
talking- to the dogs and just before we
reached him, we paused to listen.

4 'Let up now, you blawsted brutes!"

we heard him say, angrily. 1 'Don't

you see you've got me foul, you ugly
whelps?" I'll pay you off for this, see if

I don't!" and much more of the same sort.

When we got to where we could see

him, I nearly went into convulsions.

And Thompson, sober-minded chap as

he was, just threw himself on the ground
and roared with laughter. Poor Algy!
•He certainly was in a peculiar position

this time.

In some manner, the dogs had passed
one on either side of a small tree, and
being tied fast to Algy, found themselves
unable to proceed when that worthy had
brought against the obstruction, Know-
ing the dogs as I did, it was no difficult

matter to imagine how they must have
struggled to escape, with the scent of

game in their nostrils. Finding they

could neither break the lines nor pull

Algy apart, they had taken to circling

around and around the tree. When we
reached them, they had ceased to strug-

gle to escape, but only because they had
wound up all their rope to the last foot.

It was drawn good and tight, too, and
Algy was within its coils. Never did

bloodthirsty savage bind a victim more
securely than had those two dogs in their

mad endeavors to escape.

"Aw, by Jove, glad you've got here!"

said Algy when he caught sight of us.

"How did this happen, Algy?" I asked,

with feigned concern, as I began to

loosen his bonds.

"Well, it was the only way I could

hold them, don't-ye-know. I knew if

I let them go Mr. Thompson would be

vexed, so I just steered them straddle of

this tree, by Jove!"
We accepted his explanation as if we

believed it, and in a few minutes he was
free. His legs must have been pretty

sore from the chaffing of the ropes, but

not a murmur did we hear from him; he

shouldered his gun and followed us out

to the clearing as briskly as if nothing

had happened out of the ordinary.

A few minutes later, we released the

dogs. They hardly passed out of sight,

when we heard them giving tongue in

the most lively fashion, and we knew
that they had started game.

"Let's make for that knoll," said

Thompson, excitedly, pointing toward a
small elevation about fifty yards away.
We sprinted for the knoll, with Algy

in the lead, the muzzle of his gun always
keeping on a line with my head, no mat-
ter how much I dodged.
"Cock your guns, and keep your eyes

open!" ordered Thompson, when we had
reached the knoll. .

Algy at once obeyed by pointing his

rifle directly at Thompson's breast, and
pulling back the hammer till it rested at

full cock.

"Get up on that log, and point your
gun the other way. You handle a rifle

like a policeman handles his club in a

crowd. You'll hurt yourself yet, sonny!"
said Thompson, as coolly as if having
a loaded gun pointed at him was an
every day occurrence.

Algy scrambled up on to the trunk of a
fallen tree, where he balanced himself

with difficulty, and Thompson and
myself partly concealed ourselves behind

a clump of bushes. We could hear the

dogs away around on the left of us, and
from the noise they were making we
judged that they had started something
worth while.

In a few minutes Thompson's sharp
eyes caught sight of the deer breaking
over a knoll about three hundred yards

away, headed directly towards us. As
he disappeared in a hollow, running
easily, with a good lead on the dogs.

Thompson gave us our orders.

"The wind is in our favor, boys, and
he'll run right up to us. Wait till he

reaches that dead tree, about sixty yards

away, then fire. He's a beauty, and we
must get him!"
Two minutes more and I saw the deer's

antlers appear over the crest of another

knoll, one hundred yards nearer to us.

Instinctively I glanced at Algy. He had
also caught sight of the deer, and I could

see that he was wild with excitement.

His eyes were big, and round, and star-

ing, his fingers clutched the barrel of his

rifle nervously, . and his legs trembled

so violently that his spurs rattled like the
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bones of an end-man in a Minstrel show.

I had just time to note these things, and

no more, for, at this second, Algy's feet

went from under him like a shot, and he

sat down on that log with force enough
to break it, had he not been such a

featherweight. But that wasn't the worst

of it. When he struck the log his gun
went off, and the report echoed through

the valleys and over the hills with such

startling distinctness that for a moment I

was speechless!

"You damned little runt!" roared

Thompson. "Didn't 1 tell you not to

fire till he reached that tree?"

But Algy heard not one word he said.

He sat perfectly still on that log, staring

straight before him, seeming unable to

remove his gaze from the spot where the

deer had last been seen.

"By Jove!" he muttered, breathlessly,

"I believe I brought him down!"
"Brought what down, fool?" asked

Thompson, viciously.

"The deer, old boy, the deer! I had
dead sight on him, down't-ye-know, and
I'm sure I couldn't miss at that distance!"

"That deer was two hundred yards

away," growled Thompson. "You
couldn't hit a mountain at ten paces!"

"I know I got him!" said Algy, decid-

edly, getting up from the log. "I'm go-
ing to see!" and he started off without

stopping to pick up his cap, which had
fallen from his head when he sat down so

abruptly.

Thompson and I followed more leisure-

ly. I was vastly amused at the way
in which Algy could stretch his imagina-
tion, and as for Thompson, he was too

disgusted to even swear!

The deer was there all right, dead as

the proverbial doornail, shot fair through
the center of the forehead. He was a
beauty, too, of fully three hundred
pounds. I had had considerable experi-

ence in deer hunting, but never had I

witnessed such an extraordinary case of

fluke as this. I glanced blankly at Algy,

expecting to see him overwhelmed by his

good fortune, but saw nothing of the

kind. The measly little runt had pro-

duced his inevitable note-book, and was
coolly noting down the result of his re-

markable shot!

And Thompson! Well, he just seemed
to wilt. He sat down on a stone, look-

ing from Algy to the deer, and from the

deer back to Algy again!

"Well, I'll be blowed!" he breathed in

utter bewilderment. "Yes, I am blowed!"

Lord Grey's Western Home.
A Paradise for Those Retiring From the Fight.

BY AUGUST WOLF.

BORDERING the eastern shore of

the beautiful Kootenay Lake and
facing a panoramic series of moun-

tain peaks, their caps glistening in the

autumn snows, with Mount Loki tower-
ing ten thousand feet in its majestic

grandeur in the distance and the glaciers

of the Duncans overlooking the head-
lands, is the shooting ground which Earl
Grey, Governor General of Canada, has
just acquired in southern British Colum-
bia, northeast of Spokane. James John-
son, First Vice President of the Nelson
Agricultural Society, has been installed

as keeper, and it is likely the representa-
tive of King Edward in the Dominion

will bring out a party from Ottawa some
time this winter for an old-fashioned

hunt.

The Grey lodge will be in the midst of

such scenery as can be only equalled, not

surpassed, by the famed Swiss Alps.

The grounds leading to the hills are the

haunts of white tail deer and caribou,

while deeper into the mountains recesses

may be found, silver tip and grizzly bear

and the finest specimens of mountain
goat and sheep.

The grounds have a frontage of nearly

half a mile on the lake, the only place of

habitation at present being a log hut.

It is planned to reach the lodg by
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steamer, when the new line is put into

operation on Kootenay Lake. The near-

est neighbor is at Kuskanouk, eight

miles south. On the shore of the lake

thrive grouse, golden pheasant and quail,

and off the pebbly shore dart trout of

the Dolly Varden and Rainbow varieties,

which, fishermen say, are worthy the
skill and rod of any expert. A few miles

below on the Kootenay flats may be had
some of the best duck shooting in the

country.

Sportsmen in Spokane do not wonder
that once having seen the famous hunt-
ing and fishing grounds in the northern
part of the Inland Empire, Earl Grey did

not hesitate to become owner of a vast

acreage. When his son, Lord Howick,
who has hunted big game in Africa and
shot over the best preserves in England
and Scotland, saw the scenery, heard the

calling of the grouse and the whistle of

the early teal, the turf springing from the

sharp hoof print of an alarmed whitetail

before his eyes, the first tract proposed
was not sufficient and he prevailed upon
the owner to give up more ground, where
will be erected a hunting and fishing

residence, which is also to serve as a
ranch house. It will be beautified with

lawns and gardens, which will make an
ideal spot and and attract widespread at-

tention through the visits of Earl Grey
and his sportsmen friends.

William Randolph Hearst has an op-

tion on a tract adjoining Earl Grey's

lands, and Johnson is of the impression

the New Yorker will not let it expire.

"I feel almost certain that Mr. Hearst
will tire of the political turmoil soon,"

Johnson added, when visited a short time

ago, "and then he will think of the Koot-
enay again and the sport he and Mrs.
Hearst had here last year. If he does
he will come out and build a place."

When the Hearsts were in the Koot-
enays last year, Johnson volunteered to

teach Mrs. Hearst how to catch rainbow
trout, the gamiest fish in the waters ot

the northwest.
4 'Why," Mrs. Hearst said, "I have

never caught a fish in my life."

Johnson was patient, as all good fish-

ermen are, and Mrs. Hearst proved an
apt pupil in his hands. The following
day Johnson received a basket containing
seven beauties, with these words on Mrs.
Hearst's card: "My first catch; thank
you.

"

Johnson is enthusiastic over the out-

look for the coming season, and declares

the present one should bring a number of
prominent sportsmen, since all kinds of
big and small game are abundant, and
every place of vantage does not bristle

with rifles and fowling pieces.

He has numerous trophies of the hunt
in his library, where he passes his odd
moments in the study of horticulture and
arboriculture for let it be known that he
understands the art of budding and graft-

ing as well as he does that of potting a

deer at the first shot. There are two
trophies to which he points with just"

pride: One is the blue ribbon awarded
at the London Horticultural Exposition

in 1905, when his fruit exhibit outclassed

the best grown in any part of the British

Empire; tne other, the 54-inch spread of

antlers of a bull moose bagged several

years ago.

Hard on the Indians and the Settlers.

THE following strong Criticisms on
the conduct of both the Indians

and the settlers in the destruction

of big game have been received from Mr.

A. E. Robillard, of the Hudson Bay
Company's Post on Lake Nepigon. This

gentleman knows whereof he writes, and
no doubt his strong criticisms will apply

to some Indians and some settlers,

though we would fain hope not to the

majority. We further trust, that those

to whom his statements do apply will be

made to see the error of their ways by
the increasing efforts and good examples
of the rapidly growing numbers of

members of our Fish and Game Protec-

tion Associations. Mr. Robillard writes:

"When certain statements are made
concerning the better protection of our
game, there are individuals who criticise
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those who make them as being erratic,

and describe the statements as being- wide

of the proper course. They are the same
people who make a plea for the exter-

minator of whom I wish to speak.

Allow me to congratulate, and say a few
words in support of, a suggestion made
in one of your recent numbers by Mr.

William Pratt, of Penetanguishene, a

gentleman of whom we who advocate

better protection, and who do not wish

to see our game follow in the wake of the

buffalo and the pigeon, ought to be

proud.

"I have lived and (in season) hunted
from the Rockies to Newfoundland, and
I find that my opinions coincide with

those of other men who have spent some
time in the north woods, and who have
used their eyes and observed. We know
that in Ontario it is the Indian who is

the exterminator. He has the almighty
right to carry a gun and kill for his own
use; consequently he kills everything

that comes his way from a squirrel to a

moose the whole year round. So highly

developed is his instinct to kill that he
will shoot a worthless mink in its sum-
mer coat, when common sense should

tell him that the same animal would
bring him from four to six dollars in the

proper season.

"In the large stretch of country from
Abitibi west to Flying Post many Indians

have cleaned out permanently from their

trapping grounds the beaver and otter,

and as mink and marten are getting

scarce some of these strong fellows ac-

tually have to degrade their ancestors by
having to go to work.
"The transcontinental survey parties

are paying handsome wages and are al-

ways on the look-out for good men fa-

miliar with the woods to take supplies in-

land, carry mail, or work on the line.

But no, the Indian prefers to lounge
around his foul smelling tepee, and prey

on the fast disappearing game.

"In this section of Ontario from Lake
Superior to the Albany many an Indian

after having contracted debts with the

Hudson Bay Company to the extent of

fifty or seventy-five dollars comes out in

the spring with just a few mink and mar-
ten, not enough to give them a clean

sheet with the Company. These same
Indians have probably gone without flour

all winter, or most of it, and have lived

on rabbits—such is the scarcity of game.
The Indians of this district have been
used to a greater variety of food than
rabbits, for caribou were once plentiful.

"Last winter the red men had a re-

minder of past times in the form of an
old-fashioned feast. They slaughtered a
small band of thirty caribou in the deep
snow a little north of Lake Nepigon.
Another small band of six belonging to

the same herd were also killed by them
on the same day and in the same locality,

"for their own use." The skins of these

animals decorated the walls of a Hudson
Bay store this summer in the form of
beaded moccasins. So much for the

North country.

"Now about Nipissing, Parry Sound
and Muskoka. I have hunted red deer
down there, and the man who thinks that

the township owes him a living is the

settler. He shoots a deer at any time
for himself, for his friend in town, or

even for the deserving lumber camp, has
a string of them in his barn, or hanging
up in the woods to sell to the unfortunate
hunter, who waits all the year and buys
a license for the privilege of a bit of sport

for two weeks in the fall; and should the

hunter refuse to buy, this same butcher
will probahly poison his dogs. This is

the same person who barrels up the par-

tridge and ships them down the line.

"Just a word or two more. If it is

close season for all our" game in the heat
of the summer, why is the tourist al-

lowed to carry firearms into the country?"



A Loucheux Legend of the Bear.

BY CHARLES CAMSELL.

THE old Loucheux guide transfixed

a live coal with the blade of his

pocket-knife, as he sat cross-legged

before the blazing camp-fire, and held it

to the bowl of his pipe, while he gave a

few short quick puffs to thoroughly
ignite the tobacco. He was a man about
fifty-five years of age, active and supple

as a boy, and very picturesque in his

gaudy costume, but decidely ugly. His
Indian name was impossible to pronounce,

but he always preferred to be called by
his English name of Peter Ross ; and at

our first meeting his face broke out into

smiles, when I asked him if he were
Scotch.

The night was cold and stormy, though
it was only the middle of August, and
the wind whistled and moaned through
the tops of the few stunted spruce trees

that grew on the bleak shores of the

McKenzie River, a few miles up from the

Arctic coast. It had been a hard day's

paddle against wind and stream up to the

mouth of the Peel River ; so that when
a comfortable camp was made and after

disposing of a generous portion of the

mountain sheep that we had killed a few

days before on the eastern slope of Mount
Goodenough, the old guide began to get

reminiscent under the soothing influence

of a pipe of black tobacco. Perhaps the

incident of a few hours before, when we
had come suddenly on a large grizzly

bear walking along the beech, was still

fresh in his memory and accounted for

the particular train of thought ; or it may
have been that the feeling of satisfaction

and restfulness, which is always induced

in a voyageur after a hard day's travel and

a good supper, compelled the old man to

give utterance to thoughts' which as a

rule he kept to himself ; whatever the

reason, without taking his eyes off the

fire, he slowly said to me :

"I wonder, my grandson, if you ever

heard the reason why the bear that you
shot today has such a short tail ?"

Confessing my ignorance of the family

history of bears, I ventured the suggestion

that they possibly had been made that

way from the beginning.

With a smile of compassion at the

ignorance of the white man he relapsed

into. silence, and sat calmly gazing into

the fire and taking long whiffs at his

black clay pipe. It could easily be seen

that he was eager to relate the tale, and
knowing that he would begin as soon as

it suited him to do so, we waited in pat-

ience until the spirit should move him.

Shortly after he began again :

'*I remember" he said, "when I was a

small boy in the long winter nights, when
we never see the sun for nearly two
whole months, and there is only a little

light in the middle of the day, my grand-
father used to sit by the fire in his lodge
and tell me long stories of his people.

How the Indians first came to this couutry
how there came a great flood and all

the Indians and animals had to live for

many days on a large raft, until the Crow
made enough land for them to live on
again, how there used to be giants in the

country, and how Chi-ta-cho-lie came and
killed them as well as all the animals that

were dangerous to the Indians. All this

and more my grandfather used to tell me
in the long winter nights, when he had
nothing to do but smoke his pipe. The
Indians have plenty of stories."

The old man fumbled in his pockets for

some tobacco, and finding none, calmly
reached over and filled his pipe out of
my pouch.

"My own people" he continued, "which
you white men call Loucheux, have al-

ways lived near the mouth of the Big
River (McKenzie,) and though there was
always war between ourselves and the

Hus Kies (Esquimaux,) who tried to

drive
v
us back into the mountains, we

have always been able to hold our own
hunting grounds. That lop-stick that

you see on that point above us was made
to mark the last big fight we had with
them, and sixteen Hus Kies are buried

there. Now they don't bother us any
more."
The old man again relapsed into_silence,

probably at the memory of that last
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great battle with the Esquimaux in which

he himself had participated, and which he

had recounted to us a few evenings

before when we had passed an encamp-
ment of Esquimaux. The silence lasted

so long, that I made bold to disturb his

reverie by asking :

"But what about the story of the bear,

Pete ?"

The camp fire blazed up for a moment,
lighting up the weather beaten and im-

passive features of the old guide, and
then died down again leaving the recum-
bent figures of the members of the party

in seemingly deeper shadow than before.

He made a pretence that he had not

heard my question, but allowing sufficient

time to elapse to make it appear that he

was not doing so in response to it, he

continued.

"A long time before the Company
came to trade at Fort Macpherson, and
a long time before there were any white

men in the whole country, the Indians

lived here.. At first all the Indians were
animals and the animals were the Indians.

But the animals were then too clever for

the Indians and could not be killed by
them, so the Indians were compelled to

live entirely on fish. Often they were
not able to catch fish, and then many of

them died of starvation. There was
danger that the Indians might soon die

out altogether, so they were changed back
to what they are now. Even though it

is many years since the change took
place, some of the animals can still under-
stand the Indian language, and that is

why we always talk to the caribou and
tell them where to go when we hunt
them. But most of the animals have now
forgotten our language and cannot
understand when we speak to them.
In the time before the change took
place, all the bears both black and grizzly

had long tails, longer even than a dog's.

One day, late in the fall, after all the

lakes were frozen over, and it was getting
very cold, a bear was wandering about
the shores of a lake, looking for something
to eat. He happened to come across a
fox, who had a great quantity of fish

stored up for the winter, and feeling very
hungry at the sight of them, he asked
the fox for some. The fox answered in

a very surly manner.
"That is my catch for the winter, and

you can get some, like I did, in the lake

out there."

"But," said the bear, "I can't catch

them, I can catch all I want in the

summer, but I don't know how to do it

when the lake is frozen. If you will tell

me how you got yours, I will try and get

some for myself."

"The fox, though he had caught all

the fish with a hooked stick, was not

going to let the bear into the secret of

how to catch them, and besides he want-
ed to play a trick on the old bear. So he
instructed the bear to go to a hole on the

lake that he had made in the ice. "Now,"
he said, "you must sit down on that hole

and let your tail hang down in the water.

The water is very cold and it may hurt

you a little, but the longer you remain
the more fish you will have on your tail

when you pull it up."

"The bear, without considering any
treachery on the part of the fox, and not

thinking of the consequence, did as he
was instructed, and sat down on the hole,

allowing his tail to hang down in the

water. His greediness and desire to

catch a lot of fish compelled him to keep
his tail a long time in the cold water in

spite of the pain he suffered. At last

the fox saw that the ice had formed
around the tail and the bear was
frozen in, so he called out to the

bear.

"Jump out now, and pull out your
fish !"

"The bear obeyed by jumping up sud-

denly, with the result that nearly all his

tail remained fast in the ice, and only a

short stump was left on his body. Ever
since then the bears have had short tails.

And that is why they have to make dens
in the winter time, because they have no
tails to keep their noses warm when they

go to sleep."

The old guide rose, and knocking the

ashes out of his pipe, placed it care-

fully in his waistcoat pocket, remarking
at the same time.

"It is time to go to sleep, my grand-
son, for it is tar to Fort Macpherson yet,

and we will have to start early to get

there before sunset tomorrow !"



Ducks, Their Distribution and Migration.

Canada's Great Concern in These Game Birds.

DIHE valuable series of papers dealing
I with game and game birds issued
' by the Biological Survey of the

United States Department of Agriculture

has received a fine addition in a paper
written by Wells W. Cooke, one of the

assistants in the Department and pub-
lished by the Washington Government.

Mr. H. W. Henshaw, the acting chief

©f the Department, in submitting the re-

port to the Secretary of Agriculture,

states that the waterfowl, which were
formerly abundant over the whole of the

United States, are steadily diminishing in

numbers, and some species appear to be

threatened with extinction in the not dis-

tant future. Their value for food is great,

and they have formed in the past, and for

all future time should continue to form,

a valuable asset and an important source

of revenue to the several Provinces and
States which harbour them. The pre-

servation of the numerous species of

ducks, geese and swans is becoming an
important matter of legislative enact-

ment, and the report is intended to fur-

nish information as to the present range,

abundance and migration of the several

species with a view to practical legisla-

tion. There is much in this pamphlet
that is of interest to all sportsmen, and a

good deal that is of interest to Canadians
in particular.

In the introduction we are told that

wildfowl are distributed over the whole
world. From time immemorial ducks,

geese and swans have been held in high

esteem by mankind, and everywhere they

have been eagerly pursued for sport or

for food. Passing by the purely aesthetic

value of the birds as beautiful and wel-

come denizens of our waters and as lend-

ing the charm of life to our otherwise

desolate lakes; passing by too, their im-

portance to thousands of men who are

lured from business cares to pursue them
and who derive from their pursuit both

health and pleasure; their economic value

and importance as food are very great.

Their flesh not only is palatable and nu-

tritious, but is so different from that of

domestic fowls as to form a most wel-

come addition to the tables both of the

rich and the poor.

The flesh ot wildfowl constituted an
important item in the larder of the abor-

igines of this country, who by means of

the bow and arrow and various devices in

the shape of traps and nets succeeded in

obtaining them in considerable numbers.
As an addition to their larder wildfowl

became almost as essential to the first

settlers as they had been to the Indians,

and so far as game was concerned the

fowling piece soon became a more im-

portant part of the settlers' equipment
than the rifle. Neither the aborigines

nor the early settlers appreciably reduced
the numbers of the hordes of ducks and
geese that periodically covered the lakes,

ponds, rivers and marshes of the country.

It was not until comparatively recent

times indeed, that the increase of popu-
lation and of market gunners, together

with the invention of that potent engine

of destruction, the breech loading gun,

have had their logical effect in greatly

diminishing their numbers, and in prac-

tically exterminating not a few species.

So rapidly are some species diminish-

ing in numbers in certain States that the

market supply is already threatened, and
Minnesota has found it necessary to pass

laws prohibiting not only the export of

ducks but even their sale within the

State limits. Such radical legislation in

a State where only a few years since

waterfowl abounded on every lake and
waterway, reveals how imminent is the

danger and how pressing the value and
importance of prohibitive laws, and it be-

comes evident that if any considerable

number of waterfowl are to be preserved

spring shooting must be abolished and
the sale of wildfowl limited to the States

where killed.

The enforcement of moderately string-

ent protective laws, however, and the

establishment of preserves in the States

where waterfowl can be sure of- shelter
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and safety, are likely to result not only

in averting- the threatened extinction of

certain species, but in the increase of all

waterfowl to a point somewhat near their

recent abundance. Should the lessons of

the past be unheeded, then measures of

the most radical kind will be necessary.

Of the sixty-four species and sub-

species of ducks, geese and swans
which occur in North America, north of

Mexico, twenty-four breed in the United
States. The species most important are

the wood duck, mallard, black duck,
teal, canvasback, redhead and Canada
g-oose.

The author says it is a sadcommentary
on the laws of the States, and their pres-

ent system of game protection, that the

wood duck, one of the handsomest of

their native birds, is the species that has
suffered most. So persistently has this

duck been pursued that in some sections

it has been practically exterminated.

The wood duck is constantly diminishing
in numbers and soon is likely to be
known only from books or by tradition.

Wherever waterfowl already breed, or

where the conditions are such as to favor

their remaining- during the summer, every
effort should be made to increase the

number of breeding birds by adequate
protection, both in the spring- and during
the nesting- season, and wherever possi-

ble, game refuges or preserves suitable

for breeding purposes, should be estab-

lished.

Protective laws intended to shorten the

open season, to prohibit spring shooting-,

eliminate destructive methods of hunting,
and to stop sale or export have often

provoked opposition from those who
maintain that it is futile to attempt the

protection of migratory birds in the North
if they are not equally well protected on
their winter feeding grounds in the South.
Recent experience, however, shows that

under certain circumstances the results

of local protection are immediate and
very striking.

The last sentence should be read by
every Canadian who argues that it is

useless to prohibit spring- shootingin Can-
ada so long- as if is permitted in the bor-

der States. According- to the author of
this pamphlet it is of direct and immedi-
ate benefit to follow the Ontario policy

in this matter. Instances are quoted in

support of this contention. This is not

intended to weaken in any way the argu-
ment for g-eneral legislation, but rather to

stimulate local action, and to show that

the latter has a wider reaching- effect than
many people believe; and the contention

that it is no good to do anything locally

until others have been converted is one
that is not applicable. Co-operative leg-

islation on the part of the Southern
States is greatly to be desired and may
be expected to follow as the causes that

have led to the diminution in the number
of waterfowl are better understood there

and the effects of protective legislation

in Northern States and in the Provinces
of Canada are fully comprehended.
The problem of the legal protection of

ducks, geese and swans has two phases
—protection during- the breeding season,

and protection during migration and in

winter. The first phase concern twenty-
four species of ducks breeding in the

United States, while forty-six species

come under the head of winter residents

of the States. The author states that

from an economic point of view the

twenty-four species of ducks and geese
that breed in the United States comprise
the most important North American spe-

cies, while among the number are all the

species that at the present time need pro -

tection while breeding-. Out of these

twenty-four species, five are small and
confined to the South, but the other nine-

teen are all breeds that of late years have
decreased in numbers and have most need
of protection.

The causes of decrease are described

as market hunting, spring shooting and
destruction of the breeding- grounds for

farming purposes. Up to twenty years

ago market hunting was the principal

factor in the steady diminution of water-

fowl. Since 1885 however the problems
of duck preservation in North America
have entirely changed.
The prairie regions of Central Canada,

and portions of Manitoba, North Dakota
and Minnesota, a vast region crowded
with lakes, ponds, sloughs and marshes
that furnish ideal resting conditions, and
unlimited food form the "ducks' para-

dise." Forty years ago on the whole of

this vast region, two hundred miles wide
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by four hundred miles in length, every

available nook was crowded with water-

fowl and numbered its inhabitants by
hundreds of thousands. The forests

formed a partial boundary to the north,

while to the south the general absence of

suitable breeding grounds was the con-

trolling factor.

Railway building and extension in the

States have changed the face of the

country to the detriment ot the breeding

places of the ducks. What the author
calls "the final doom of the ducks" was
apparent when the Canadian Pacific

Railway crossed the prairies to the Rocky
Mountains, through the very heart of the

finest duck breeding grounds on the con-

tinent. During the past decade the last

stronghold of the waterfowl has been in-

vaded, and soon the great breeding colo-

nies of northern Alberta and Saskatche-
wan will be of the past. The future sup-

ply must come from small colonies scat-

tered in favorable localities over Canada,
and the northern portions of the United
States. Fortunately such favorable

places exist, and will continue to exist

for many years.

An important question in connection

with the protection of ducks is the time

when they pair for the breeding season,

since it is evident that if shooting is

continued after the birds have paired a

decided decrease in the number of broods
will result. While the present state of

knowledge does not warrant positive

statements as to the exact date of

pairing of each species, enough has been
learned to show that in the case of many
species pairing occurs before the breed-

ing grounds are reached. The Hon. J.

F. Thayer declares that mallards, black

ducks, gadwalls, widgeons, green winged
and blue winged teal, shovelers and pin-

tails are mated by March 1st, and should

be protected from that date, as if one is

shot the other will keep flying about until

within easy range. They should be pro-

tected from the time they leave the

South.

It goes without saying, according to

Mr. Cook, that all ducks should be pro-

tected during the breeding season. This
is the very least any friend of the ducks
would advise. The present rapid dimin-

ution in the number of waterfowl cannot
be stayed by any such partial measures.
"Nothing short of the absolute prohibi-

tion of spring shooting in every part of
the country should be advocated by those
who believe that duck shooting should be
enjoyed by future generations." The
open season should be during migration,
and preferably during the fall migration
which does not begin actively until Sep-
tember, and should close, even in the
South, with the end of migration about
December first.

Ducks, geese and swans are all migra-
tory. As far north as land extends geese
go in the summer and successfully rear

their young. The brant of Northern
Greenland spends the winter along the

South Atlantic coast of the United Seates.

Some of the blue winged teal that nest in

Southern Canada desert North America
in the fall and cross the equator to spend
the winter in Central South America.
Some of the pintail ducks of Alaska and
northeastern Asia cross the equator to

the islands of the South Pacific, four

thousand miles from their breeding
grounds.
Most of the migrants follow the same

route both in spring and fall, but the

common eastern brant forms an excep-

tion. These pass along the Atlantic

coast to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, thence

almost due north for two thousand miles

to its breeding grounds but it is practi-

cally unknown in the interior of Canada.
In the fall many thousands migrate along
the west shore ot Hudson's Bay, and
from its southern borders cross to

the Atlantic coast. Ducks seem to pre-

fer the marshes, lakes and streams of the

districts west of Hudson's Bay, and the

great bulk of the North American ducks
breed there. Thus there are two great

districts—the north suitable for a summer
home, and the south for winter; and the

migration route between them is nearly

northwest and southeast between Chesa-

peake Bay and Great Slave Lake.

Through much of the intervening two
thousand miles is a successien of lakes

large and small that find no counterpart

elsewhere on this continent, and which
furnish ideal conditions for ducks both
as regards food and shelter.
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Among the conspicuous species that

follow this migration route are the red-

head, canvasback and great scaup. Less

abundant, though still numerous are the

baldpate, pintail and lesser scaup, while

the route is extensively used also by the

mallard, gadwall, shoveller and ring-

necked duck. Nearly all the individuals

of these ten species that winter along the

Atlantic coast reach their winter home
by a pronounced south eastward migra-
tion, though it must be understood that

these individuals constitute only a small

percentage of the vast army of ducks that

breed in Central Canada.
The families of ducks, geese and swans

are represented in North America by
sixty-three species and eight sub species

—a total of seventy-one recognized forms
though several of these do not come as

far north as the States, much less Can-
ada. Of the sixty-four species and sub-

species that remain eleven are only acci-

dental in North America. One has been
recorded eighty times on the continent,

another twenty times, and a third only

once—in New York market. Seven are

found more or less regularly in Green-
land but are not known on the mainland.
Four species of eider ducks and the em-
peror goose do not go south even in

winter. Many of the fifty-four remain-
ing species breed in Canada, including

both species of swan and most of the

geese.

The following notes on the various

breeds of ducks with particular reference

to Canadian interests in these birds, have
been compiled from this publication and
will prove interesting to all our readers

who have had experiences with ducks:
The principal breeding ground of the

American merganser is in southern Can-
ada from the maratime Provinces to Sas-
katchewan. It breeds commonly near
Ottawa, and the Muskoka region in On-
tario, aud is not rare in the southern
part of the Province and on the shores
and islands of Lake Ontario. The breed-
ing range extends north to Central Un-
gava and on the Pacific coast regularly

to the Queen Charlotte Islands, and rare-

ly to the base of the Alaskan peninsula.
In mild winters it is found as far north as
Prince Edward Island and all south of
that point to the Gulf of Mexico. The

spring migration begins in April and
it is a late fall migrant.

The red-breasted merganser has a
breeding range as far north as Green-
land, and the northern coast of Siberia.

They breed on the whole western coast

of Alaska and down to Southern British

Columbia. In the winter, it braves the

cold on the great lakes. As it winters

so far north few migration data are

available.

Between the Rocky Mountains and
Lake Huron the hooded merganser is

the most common. Its winter range is

wide but mostly in the southern States,

and its migratory movements begin in

late February.
The northern half of the States and the

whole of Canada west of Hudson's Bay
constitute the principal breeding ground
of the mallard—the most common duck
on the North American continent and
probably in the world! A few breed in

eastern Ontario around Lake Erie. It is

common in Greenland and goes to the

extreme north. The mallard is a fresh

water duck, and in general it winters as

far north as fresh water is to be found.

The greatest number winter in the

South, and it is reported that in past

times as many as one hundred and twenty
thousand mallards have been sent to mar-
ket from Big Lake, Arkansas. In this

and neighboring States, market shooting

has now been forbidden and such deplor-

able slaughter has been decidedly les-

sened. It is amongst the earliest ducks
to move northward in the spring, cross-

ing into Central Canada early in April.

In the fall it remains in the north till the

lakes begin to freeze, and has ' been seen

in Canada up to mid-November.
The black duck breeds in southern On-

tario and is a common summer resident

of Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Sco-

tia and the islands of the Gulf of St.

Lawrence. The most northern points at

which it breeds are in southern Labrador
and Newfoundland. Somewhere in Lab-
rador and in Northern Ontario it meets
the red legged black duck, but the di-

viding line between the two is unknown.
In the prairie districts and north to the

Saskatchewan is the gadwall to be found.

Its winter range is in the south and it

arrives in Canada about the end of March
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leaving- about September.
From the western shore of Hudson's

Bay to the western shore of Lake Michi-

gan is found the American widgeon. Its

winter range is in the South, and it is the

end of April before it reaches its summer
home in Canada, leaving again in Sep-
tember.

The breeding range of the green
winged teal extends from New Bruns-
wick, through northeastern Quebec and
Newfoundland to Ungava Bay, Labrador.
It is a common migrant in Ontario and
undoubtedly breeds in the northern por-

tion of the Province, while it has been
recorded as a rare breeder in southern

Ontario. The main breeding grounds
however, are in west central Canada
from Manitoba to Lake Athabasca. It

is a hardy duck, and in general remains
as far north as it can find open fresh

water. During winter it is one of the

most abundant ducks throughout the

southwestern States. While one of the

earliest migratory birds it is not so early

as the mallard, and it has been seen in

southern Ontario as late as the end of

October.

The blue winged teal finds its principal

summer home between the Rockies and
the Great Lakes. Its winter range is

over a vast extent of territory, but the

species is one of the least hardy of our

ducks, and few individuals remain where
there is cold and ice. It is one of the

latest ducks to migrate in the spring,

and one of the earliest to move south-

wards in the fall.

In western Canada the common teal is

known. It is found there about the end
of April, and the southward migration

occurs chiefly in September. The com-
mon teal is distinguished for breeding in

two distinct colonies—one far north of

the equator, and the rest about an equal

distance to the south. The northern

breeders migrate south after nesting, and
the southern breeders migrate north.

Whether or not the members of these

two groups now represent subspecies,

they are so much alike as to indicate a

common origin, and a former continuous

breeding range. Whether the separa-

tion came gradually or rapidly, or the

reason for it, is not at present known.
The principal north American summer

home of the shoveler is in the prairie re-

gion of the interior from a little south of
the Canadian border north to the Sas-
katchewan.

Another common breeding duck
throughout a wide stretch of country is

the pintail. The western shores of Hud-
son Bay seems to be the eastern limit of
the normal breeding ground in North
America. Breeding records show that

they have been found on the St. Clair

River flats and the north shore of Lake
Erie. It is common throughout British

Columbia. The pintail vies with the

mallard in the earliness of its spring
movements; these two with the Canada
goose are among the first of the water-
fowl to wing their way northward.
Even in February, while winter holds
sway a few restless adventurers appear
in the north. Their late arrival in east-

ern Canada is noteworthy, for by late

April, when it reaches these parts, it has
penetrated a thousand miles further north
in the interior. The pintail not only mi-
grates early but is also among the earlier

ducks to breed. There is a southward
movement in August, but not till early

September do many appear south of the

breeding grounds.
The wood duck, while more closely

confined to the United States than any
other North American duck, is found in

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, rang-
ing north to Moose Factory on the shores
of Hudson's Bay. While absent from
the Rocky Mountain region it occurs in

southern British Columbia.
In western Manitoba, Alberta and

Saskatchewan is to be found the redhead
which is also known locally on the Pa-
cific slope. It has bred on the St. Clair

flats in Ontario. The northern range is

more restricted than that of any other

Canadian duck, and it is a rare visitor in

the maratime Provinces. A few winter

round Lakes Ontario and Erie. It moves
north with the great body of river ducks
soon after the first open water appears.

Alberta is the center of abundance of this

species in the breeding season. A single

individual was seen in southeastern Lab-
rador on September 23rd, and this bird

must have journeyed nearly two thousand
miles in a due easterly direction.

The canvasback also finds its center of
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abundance in Alberta during- the breed-

ing- season. The line of the Great Lakes
is the general route followed in their late

migration and some stop for the winter

as far north as Lake Erie. While acci-

dental in Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick it is found in southern British Co-
lumbia. The flocks cross Lake Erie

early in October, and the height of the

shooting season is towards the end of the

month.
In summer the principal home of the

scaup duck is in northwestern Canada.
Its winter range make it one of the prin-

cipal game birds of the Atlantic coast, and
it is probably more common there during

the winter than in any other part of its

range. FeW birds have a more pro-

nounced northwest and southeast migra-

tion than the greater scaup duck. In

spring the migratory route is along the

general direction of the chain of lakes

that stretch almost due north eastward
from Lake Erie to Great Slave Lake.

The return migration takes place in Oc-
tober.

A distinction needs to be drawn be-

tween the breeding range and the summer
range of the lesser scaup duck. Quite a

number of non-breedingindividuals spend
the summer many miles south of the

nesting grounds so that the eggs or

young are the only certain evidences that

the species breeds. It does not breed
regularly in the maratime Provinces; in-

deed there is scarcely a breeding" record

for the whole of North America east of

Hudson's Bay and Lake Huron. The
extreme easterly point at which the spe-

cies breeds are around Lake St. Clair and
the western end of Lake Erie. The
principal breeding- range is in the interior

of Canada, from south of the boundary
line to the edge of timber near the Arctic

coast. It is a late migrant and a late

breeding duck, and remains on its breed-
ing ground till quite late in the fall.

The ring necked duck has two summer
homes separated by the Rocky Moun-
tains. The greater number breed in the

interior from North Dakota north to

Athabasca Lake, and east to the western
side of Lake Winnipeg. Its principal

winter range is on the Gulf coast of Flor-
ida. It is one of the later ducks to move
in the spring, but its southern migration

takes place with other species in early

September.
One of the hardiest of ducks is the

American Golden-Eye, and though it is

one of the most northern breeding ducks,
its choice of hollow trees as nesting sites

prevents the extension of its breeding-

range into the treeless Arctic regions.

It has been noted north in Labrador,
Hudson's Bay, and near the mouth of the

Mackenzie River. In Alaska it breeds
'commonly in the interior as far north as

the Arctic circle but is rarely seen on the

coast. In winter it is tolerably common
on Lakes Michigan, Erie and Ontario,

and in mild winters it remains north to

Prince Edward Island. The records of

its spring migration are very irregular,

and it is a late migrant in the fall.

A few barrowT Golden-eyes breed in

eastern Canada, though their principal

summer home is in the Rockies, and it is

quite common in central British Columbia
while less common in the north. The
winter range is on the Gulf of the St.

Lawrence, and from South Alaska to

California. The winter and summer
homes overlap, and consequently migra-
tory records are not complete.

In the nesting season the buffle head is

almost wholly confined to Canada. It is

a tolerably common breeder in the north-

ern two-thirds of Ontario, and undoubt-
edly some pairs breed in Quebec and
southern Labrador, being a rare visitor

to the maratime Provinces. In Manitoba
and westwards to British Columbia it

becomes more common as a breeder and
ranges north to Fort Churchill, Fort

Rae, the mouth of the Mackenzie, and
the Upper Yukon. It is a common win-

ter resident of the southern half of the

United States, though some winter
around Lakes Ontario, Huron and Mich-
igan. It is an early migrant in the spring

and a late one in the fall.

Old squaws make their home on the

Arctic coast. They breed south to the

southeastern coast of Labrador, to Cape
Fullerton on the west side of Hudson's
Bay, and along the whole coast of the

mainland from Hudson's Bay to Alaska,

while it is a common breeder on the

Alaskan coast and the islands. In mild

winters they remain in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence and usually winter abundantly
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or. the Great Lakes. On the Pacific coast

they winter from the Aleutian Islands

southward. They are late migrants in

the spring- and early ones in the fall.

The harlequin duck breeds commonly
in Newfoundland, the west coast of

Greenland, the north coast of Labrador
at Ungava Bay, and Hudson Strait. Its

winter range is from the Gulf of the St.

Lawrence south, and it is not uncommon
on Lake Michigan. On the Pacific coast

it is found on most of the islands and
also in the interior of Alaska. They
are early migrants in the spring
In eastern Canada but on the Pacific coast

the ranges so overlap that no regular

progression northwards can be distin-

guished. It is a late migrant in the fall.

On the shores of the Gulf of the St.

Lawrence is found the American eider

and it is fairly common round Hudson's
Bay. It winters as far north as New-
foundland, and the Gulf of the St. Law-
rence, while in the interior it has occurred
on the Great Lakes. After severe win-
ters when they have been driven away
by the ice the American eiders return to

Prince Edward Island about the end ot

March, and do not then go south till

early in November.
The Pacific eider has its summer home

on the coasts and islands of the Behring
Sea, and along the coast of the Arctic

ocean, while it winters in the vicinity of

the Aleutians.

In the Arctic regions is the breeding
ground of the king eider, It winters as

far north as open water can be found, at

least to southern Greenland. It is com-
mon during the winter in the Gulf of the

St. Lawrence, and occasionally is to be
found in the interior on Lakes Ontario,
Erie and Michigan. The Pacific birds

winter abundantly in the Aleutians.

Spring migration begins in early Febru-
ary, and the birds wander south late in

the fall.

There is still much to learn about the

American scoter which ranges north to

Ungava Bay, Hudson Strait, and Fort
Churchill. Apparently it does not breed
south of Newfoundland or in southern
Labrador so that the multitudes of these

ducks that winter from the Gulf of the

St. Lawrence south along the Atlantic

coast must breed in northern Ungava.
The bird is much more abundant on the

Pacific coast. In winter it remains
around Newfoundland except when driven

away by the drift ice, and it is not rare

on the great Lakes. The Pacific birds

winter from the Aleutian Islands to Cali-

fornia. At the end of March the spring
migration begins, but the regular flight

in the fall does not occur until October.
Along the north shore of the Gulf of

the St. Lawrence, and north to Labra-
dor; in Manitoba and Alberta and the

Arctic coast, and in central and northern
British Columbia, is the white winged
scoter to be found. The winter range is

in the Gulf of the St. Lawrence, and
south along the Atlantic coast to South
Carolina, in the interior along the great
lakes, and on the Pacific coast to south-

ern California. Spring migration begins
late in March, and that in the fall as
early as August.
The surf scoter breeds in northeastern

Quebec, southern Labrador and New-
foundland, north as far as Hudson Strait,

breeds abundantly at Fort Churchill,

Hudson Bay, Great Slave Lake, proba-
bly at Athabasca Lake, north to the Arc-

tic coast, and west to the mouth of the

Mackenzie. It is a common breeder on
the headwaters of the Yukon and from
Sitka north. The birds remain around
the Gulf of the St. Lawrence until forced

away by the ice, and pass the winter from
about the Bay of Fundy south to Florida.

Birds from the south occasionally return

to NoVa Scotia late in March, and the

southern migration begins at the end of

August.
Tolerably common in southern Ontario

is the ruddy duck which breeds regularly

from Maine to northern Ungava and is

plentiful in central Canada. Its breeding

range on the Pacific coast extends north

at least to central British Columbia,
in the interior to Great Slave Lake and
York Factory, Hudson Bay. Southern
colonies have also been found at various

places. In its winter range the ruddy
duck varies greatly going very far south

in many cases, and in others remaining

as far north as Maine. It has the pecu-

liar habit of establishing .colonies far to

the southward of its usual - breeding
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grounds, and the breeding season of

these isolated colonies bears no relation

to the usual breeding- time in the bird's

ordinary range. It is a late migrant in

the spring, and it is the end of October

before the migration begins in the fall.

An article summarising the results of

the inquiries of the Department so far as

these relate to geese and swans will fol-

low in a future number.

My Fishing Experiences During 1 906.
BY WALTER GREAVES.

n regret to say that every trip I took

for both trout and black bass dur-

ing last year was attended with

poor success. During the early part of

May I spent three days in the vicinity of

Aylen Lake, in the Opeongo District.

We arrived there too late in the evening

to try the fishing that day and were
somewhat surprised and disgusted on
getting up early the next morning to find

about four inches of snow on the ground
with a strong north wind blowing. This

state of affairs continued during the re-

mainder of our trip with the result that

we caught very few trout. I used the

fly entirely but then none could expect

trout to rise well to the fly in such cold

weather. From the appearance and gen-

eral character of the several lakes and
streams we saw I feel, however, con-

vinced that the fishing must be good
when the weather is suitable. The deer

hunting too is, I believe excellent in the

autumn. Anyone looking for a good
place to stay near where there is nice

sport would do well to drop a line to Mr.
Dennison, of Aylen Lake, Barry's Bay,

Ont. , and he will get a satisfactory an-

swer as to terms, boats, canoes etc.

The place is clean and comfortable, the

meals satisfactory, and the whole family

civil and obliging. It is necessary in

making this trip to get the train, (Grand
Trunk,—Parry Sound Division) to stop

and let one off at Opeongo Forks. They
are very obliging about this but it is well

to have an order to this effect from the

Superintendent. Mr. Dennison, will meet
parties at the Forks on the arrival of the

train, if notified in time.

As to the bass fishing I went out only

a few times opposite Aylmer as the sport

was so poor that I did not consider it

worth while. My opinion is that the bass
are nearly all taken among the islands

before the season opens on 15th of June,
in fact I have been informed by people

who claim to know and have seen parties

fishing there that this is the case,—the

same as was done last year. I look up-

on this as a shame. Why cannot some-
thing be done to stop it? The guilty

parties pretend they are fishing for pick-

erel, and perhaps they are but they catch

bass all the same and do not seem to

know the difference. I say make the

law uniform for bass and pickerel and
then they cannot pretend they are going
pickerel fishing. I believe too, that the

bass fishing might, without a bad effect,

open on the 1st, instead of the 15th of

June, in many localities. I may add that

I was not the only one who found the

sport poor in these Lake Deschenes wa-
ters. Many of my angling friends have
told me their experiences were so disap-

pointing that they made only one or two
trips to the bass grounds during 1906.

In order to properly watch this large

body of water or the waters of say Shir-

ley's Bay and the islands therein, near to

which many of the bass spawn, it would
be necessary for the Government to em-
ploy an inspector there constantly from
say the beginning of May until the open-
ing of the fishing season. Why not do so?

I keep hoping each season to see an
improvement in the sport of these waters
but am always doomed to disappoint-

ment. Let us see what 1907 may bring
forth. Tho black bass certainly afford

excellent sport when taken on the fly

with a light rod and are to my thinking

far ahead of the trout as a game fish.

This is the opinion also of many of my
fly-fishing friends.

I hope that I may be able next season
to give more favorable reports of my ex-

periences. As stated in a previous ar-

ticle my sport in New Brunswick was
spoiled owing to want of rain and conse-

quent lowness of the water in the rivers

and streams. However, I cheerfully sub-

mitted to such a state of affairs.
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The Montreal Show.

Since our last month's number was
published the preparations for what
promises to be the record Canadian Show
io Montreal next April have proceeded

apace. The Arena, large as it is, has

has been found too small to meet all the

demands for space that will be made up-

on its capacity, and the question now is

whether, even with the annex that has

been erected, the floor space will prove

sufficient for the purposes of the Show.
The applications for space came from a

very wide area, and include all manufac-

turers of importance, ensuring- a fine

Show, and enabling" motorists to see the

very latest and best of all that is going
in every Department. There is no lack

of interest in the Sportsmen's side of the

Show, and those who are devoted to

fishing and hunting in the Dominion will

find much to interest and instruct them.

The Canadian market is becoming in-

creasingly important and if evidences of

this were wanted they would be found in

abundance from the very wide spread in-

terest taken in, and liberal support given

to, this show. Mr. R. M. Jaffrey, the

manager, who is indefatigable in arous-

ing and sustaining interest in the Show,
has had personal interviews with some
of the principal manufacturers and found

it not hard to induce them to take a per-

sonal as well as a trade interest in such

an undertaking. The chief railways in

Canada are likewise taking an active in-

terest in it and their exhibits will add
materially to the distinction which it is

believed will characterize the Show.
While many of the New York exhibits

will be transferred as a whole to Mon-
treal there will be many purely Canadian
features which will give the Show a

character of its own, and render it worthy
of the commercial capital in which it is

to be held, and of the Dominion whose

varied interests it will thoroughly repre-

sent. With this Show the sportsmen of

Canada will come into their own and find

their position more clearly recognized.

Motoring has a great future in Canada,
and in no better manner could this be
shown to both manufacturers and the

public alike than through the medium of

such an Exhibition as that planned to be
held in Montreal next April.

No Need for Worrying1

.

The persistent statements to the ef-

fect that Mr. Edison, with his marvelous
inventive faculty and keen attention to

details, has succeeded in producing a

storage battery which is at once light

and capable of a very long run, have been

followed by an official pronouncement of

a confirmatory character; and the state-

ments may thus be taken as coming from
the best and highest source. Automo-
bile manufacturers may be credited with

sense enough to appreciate the value of

the new discovery and its possible bear-

ings upon the future of the industry. It

must, if only one-half of what is claimed

for the new battery is true, revolutionise

the trade, and do much indeed to revolu-

tionise onr social . conditions. Once
again the horse is threatened, and enthu-

siasts predict that in the years to come
he will remain as a curiosity only. The
advent of the railways threatened him
once before, though he not merely sur-

vived but also continued to grow in num-
bers and usefulness, and history in this,

as in other cases, may repeat itself. At

the same time it will prove a public boon
if Mr. Edison can ensure his ideal, and
produce a horseless carriage that shall

practically come within the means of

every person. The congestion of our

large towns will at once be relieved, and

more and more will it be possible to live in

God's own country to the great £ain of

the public health, morals, and a vast in-
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crease in human happiness. If it is

made possible for the great majority of

people to live away from noise and bustle,

and be conveyed to and from their work
in the cities at less than is now paid for

car fares, it is obvious that an unpreced-

ented demand will arise for the horseless

carriages, and many industrial works will

be needed to supply only a fraction of

these demands. There will need to be

many changes in an industry which has

grown up out of change, and may be ex-

pected to adapt itself more easily to ad-

vances and changes than most others.

Automobile manufacturers, having pio-

neered a new industry, may be trusted

not to remain in the rut or to oppose
anything which promises to greatly ex-

tend the area of their own markets as

well as add very materially to the public

benefit. At present the Edison patents

will be made in the Edison factories, but

if—as will certainly be the case, if there

is no exaggeration in the stories told—

a

world wide demand arises, the permission

to manufacturers to use the batteries,

and even make them under royalties, will

doubtless be conceded. Considering all

that has been done in the past, and what
is going forward in the present, any man
would be foolish to place bounds upon the

possibilities of the future. There may
be—-doubtless there will be—modifica-

tions, alterations, and extensions of all

kinds in the future, but that the horseless

vehicle is the vehicle of the future, few
who are not wilfully blind can have any
doubt. The open mind, the willingness

to accept all that is good, the efforts to

eliminate drawbacks and to perfect good
points, are what are needed just now on
the part of manufacturers as well as the

public. It is in this spirit the stories of

the new storage battery should be re-

ceived, and manufacturers who have
proved by their present position their

willingness to adapt themselves to new
conditions will scarcely be found wanting
now.

How Automobile Manufacturing- has Grown.

Few people realise how vast, even in a
comparatively short time, has been the
growth of the automobile industry. For

instance it is expected that with the ad-

vent of the present year the Reo Com-
pany, with recent additions to its floor

space and machinery, will be able to turn

out one hundred and sixty cars per week.
They are now employing fifteen hundred
men, who turn out one hundred thousand
automobile pieces every ten hours. Their
receiving room is larger than the average
freight depot for a town of forty thou-

sand people. There are over two thou-

sand feet of shafting and about three

miles of belting in operation in their fac-

tory. It is believed that when the fig-

ures tor the past year are compiled the

automobile industry will rank second or

third amongst American manufacturers.

In the same connection the Ford Mo-
tor Company claims to hold the world's

factory record which is an automobile
every fourteen minutes. Quite recently

the average daily output of one factory

was increased from thirty to forty-two

machines per day. A few months ago
Mr. Ford announced that he would build

the four cylinder runabouts in lots of ten

thousand, and at the rate of one hundred
cars per day. The daily capacity is

being increased just as fast as men can
be trained and organized for their special

work. The latter is a herculean under-
taking which is going forward as rapidly

as possible. The secret of success in

such work is, according to Mr. Ford,

the use of superior materials so that

there will be no waste, the most accurate

methods of machining for the same rea-

son, and then perfect system and organ-
ization. Making automobiles like they

make sewing machines is the slogan, and
that great American industry was devel-

oped along the lines of accurate work-
manship and special materials.

Turning- the Tables.

After the poor show of American made
vehicles in the Vanderbilt race it is some
consolation to read of the great success

of the Thomas cat in the German army
manoeuvres. Mr. W. F. Simon, Presi-

dent of the Frontier Ironworks, of Buf-

falo, is a lieutenant in the German army
residing in the States on 4 'continued

leave of absence," having to take part in
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the manoeuvres three years out of every

five. Last autumn putting- in one of

these attendances, he took his Thomas
Flyer with him. When he reported to

his regiment, the Sixth Hussars, and it

was found that he had an automobile
ready for service,' he was appointed on
the staff of General von Woyrsch, the

Commander of the Sixth Army Corps.
As staff officer and aide to the General it

was his duty at frequent intervals to

carry the General from one point on the

field of battle to another, to do independ-
ent scouting, to carry despatches, and to

perform many other duties which an or-

dinary staff officer, not having the advan-
tage of a fast car, would find it impossi-
ble to perform. Including the car owned
by Mr. Simon, there were forty cars at

these manoeuvres, amongst them being
fine specimens of German, French and
Italian manufacture. Mr. Simon con-
tended that his car had two advantages
over all the rest. In the first place the
American vehicle developed its full power
capacity which the others failed to do,

and in the second place it had from four

to five inches more road clearance, which
allowed it to go over obstructions and
through places where the others could
not follow. Using the car under war
conditions it was the custom to ignore
the roads unless they provided the short-

est cut. They would go through ditches,

across fields and woods, and over obsta-
cles that ordinary tourists, no matter in

what part of the country they might be,

would think it suicidal to attempt to

pass. The Thomas always got through
when other cars stuck. On one occasion
General von Woyrsch owed part of his

victory to Mr. Simon and his car. One
day he learned of a movement ten miles

away which unless his Division Com-
mander was warned would result in tech-

nically wiping out a considerable portion

of his force. Mr. Simon was entrusted

with a dispatch to this Commander and
by going through ditches, over roads
and fields, and more obstructions than he
cares to remember with bumps galore,

he landed the dispatch in the hands of

the Commander in time for him to fore-

stall the move which had been aimed
against him. The two weeks of the

manoeuvres were exciting times both for

Mr. Simon and his car. On one occa-
sion in crossing a rickety bridge at full

speed three or four of the planks gave
way, but the great power of the car lit-

erally lifted it over the holes, though the
bridge had to be repaired before the
other cars could follow. As a result of
the experiences and feats of his automo-
bile, Mr. Simon believes that the respect
in which American manufacturers and
American automobiles are held will be
greatly strengthened throughout Ger-
many. Apparently there are good rea-

sons for the same, and the Thomas peo-
ple are to be congratulated accordingly.

The Tire Problem.

"The best of horses cannot run with-

out shoes!" was the remark of Hubert
Le Blon, the French driver of the Thom-
as Flyer, who although only eighth in

the Vanderbilt Cup Race, headed the

American team on that occasion. L'Auto,
the well known French automobile daily,

says that M. Le Blon "is a mechanician
without equal, a driver equal to the best,

and a sportsman in every sense of the

word. He drove a splendid race. The
Thomas is a great machine, but with all

of Le Blon's science, courage and ex-

ceptional skill as a driver he could not
make a round better than twenty-nine
minutes which wasn't fast enough to

win, because his touring car non-skid
tires were far from the equal of those of

the French, Italian and German cars."

It is now for the American tire manufac-
turers to see that their productions are

not at fault on a future occasion. One
weak point has been discovered and
must be made good before another inter-

national contest is entered upon.

An Economy Run.

What was called an "Economy Run"
was recently arranged by the New York
Motor Club. The cars were tested under

railway conditions for economy, relia-

bility and endurance. They stood the

tests well. As if to assist the Commit-
tee a blizzard raged all the way from

Lennox, Mass., to New York, and across

the Berkshire hills the autbmobijists had

experiences as trying as any that could
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be met at the very worst of times. Each
car took a full load of passengers at the

start, but the Premier, driven by Charlie

Singer, was the only one to carry all its

passengers through to the finish, many
of the others preferring, under the cir-

cumstances, to take to the trains. There
was a danger of the passengers freezing

as they had not anticipated such severe

weather and were not clothed for facing

it. Singer gave his only robe and also

his high shoes to the passengers, and
with difficulty got through himself with-

out injury. He was detained from twelve

to fifteen hours by the official car and as-

sisting struggling contestants. One
other point is noteworthy, and that is the

fact that Singer's car was the only one
that pulled through without needing a
single adjustment or repair. In econo-
my, reliability and endurance the autos
compare favorably with the trains, ac-

cording to this economy and endurance
trial.

Reality Versus Imagination.

The wide difference between reality

and imagination was forcibly brought
home the other day to Frank Kulick, the

famous driver of racing cars and head
tester at the Ford factory. He had read
several thrilling accounts of his own per-

formances, so well worked up from the

small pieces of fact on which they were
founded that he failed to recognize them
as actual occurrences in which he had
borne heroic parts. One in particular

struck his fancy—the man in the motor
car who raced after a pair of frantic

horses and stopped their mad career,

thereby saving the lives of a multitude of
women and children. The more he
thought about it, the more he wondered
if it could be done, and determined to

try it the first chance he got. A few
days later he was driving leisurely along
when a pair of runaway horses dashed
by him. Although this was in the out-
skirts of the city and no women and chil-

dren were about, Kulick considered that
this was his chance. He opened up his

big "6-40" and went after them. Though
they were going like mad he soon over-
hauled them and driving up beside the
wildly careening wagon he was preparing

to catch the bridle of the off horse when
that animal, catching sight of the auto-

mobile, communicated with his mate and
both swerved sharply up a side street,

the wagon skidding against Kulick's car

with disastrous results to a rear tire.

Nothing daunted he slowed up, turned,

and went after them again. Each time
he got within reaching distance the

course of the chase was changed, and
Kulick had to ride over curbs and other

obstructions to keep out of the way of

the swaying wagon. By this time the

wild chase had filled the streets behind
with a cheering mob, while both foot and
mounted police took up the chase as

well. Finally the runaways took one
more sharp turn, this time to the left,

striking Kulick's front wheel, dislocating

it, and then stopped, panting and unin-

jured—In their own barnyard. Kulick
was ruefully examining his damaged
beauty when the mounted policemen
dashed up and informed him that he was
under arrest on charges of reckless

driving, exceeding the speed laws, ma-
liciously damaging property, and several

other high crimes and misdemeanors.
It was in vain he protested that he was
merely acting the part of a public and
private benefactor. To police headquar-
ters he was taken and had to be bailed

out. Next morning the Judge heard his

tale but failed to sympathize with him or

appreciate his disinterested motives,

while the owner of the horses swore that

the motorist was the primary cause of

the runaway and threatened suit for dam-
ages. The fine and costs totalled $25,
and now Kulick expresses the opinion

that the men who wrote as he has been
written about are the most impractical,

visionary, and altogether useless append-
ages that encumber the front offices of an
automobile factory.

A Good Roads Scheme,

A good roads scheme has been launch-

ed for the state of Michigan which might
well be extended to some of the Provinces

of Canada. A bill has passed the State

Legislature under the terms of which the

State will pay $1,000 per mile towards
the construction of macadamized roads

built according to specifications laid
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We Pay More
For Raw Furs.

Dealers, Shippers, Trappers

OUR OFFER.
Wherever you are ; whether you have a large number of
skins, or a small number ; or if you know where you can
buy a large lot or a small lot—you should ship direct to
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Motor Boat Accessories
WHEN renewing and supplementing your

equipment in readiness for next season,

ask us for suggestions as to newest
ideas in

—

Spark Coils and Plugs,

Ignitors, Accumulators,

Horns, Lamps, Fittings,

Steering Wheels, &c.

CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.

1 JOHN MULLEN & SON, Limited,
I

321 ST. J(\nZS ST., riONTREflL.

I
WESTERN BRANCH—132 BAY STREET, TORONTO.

down by the State authorities. Further
than,this a branch prison, with accommo-
dation for one thousand prisoners, is to

be established at some favorable point on
the Northern Peninsula and the prisoners

employed at the useful occupation of

crushing trap rock for the roads. The
stone so crushed will be donated to the

different counties by the State as an addi-

tional aid and encouragement to good
road building. The good quality of the

stone furnished will also be a guarantee
of the excellence and permanency of the

roads. There are miles of muck and
swamp lands in Wayne county, in which
Detroit is situated, and it is intended to

bridge the whole with macadamized roads
such as will prove a credit to both the
county and the State.

The Six Cylinder Cars.

The last few months has witnessed a
good deal of controversy between the
advocates of four and six cylinder cars

with the result that the six cylinder men
appear to have the best of it. In the

course of the discussion some of the ar-

gument turned upon the question of the

identity of the original six cylinder man,
and as usual with all successful inventions

there were several claimants for the

honor. No general agreement could be

arrived at, but the Ford Motor Company
claim that apart from all controversy,

and without a shadow of doubt, their

concern is nowthe leadingproducerof this

type of touring car. During April, May
and June of last year the Ford Company
turned out over three hundred six cylin-

der cars, and it is believed that this was
a greater number than all other automo-
bile firms in the world turned out in the

same time of this particular form of ma-
chine. It is further claimed that there

are now on the road more "sixes" of

Ford make than of all others combined,

a fact which, if well founded, says much
for American buyers in their quickness to

grasp the modern idea.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.



SPORTS APLUAI! Edited by

Being a Section Devoted to Those Who Brave Wind

and Wave, in White-winged Yacht or Dainty Canoe,

in Fragile Shell or Swift Power Boat

LOU. E.

MARSH

Some Cruising- Yarns.

Now, boys, if you'll just drop your
yawl boats over side and pull along over
here, we'll gather around for a bit of

yarning*.

What'll we gab about? Oh, let us get
back to the good old cruising days and
tell each other of the lively happenings,
of storms and squalls and things that

get both starboard and larboard anchors
into our memories, and hold on despite

the passage of time.

Some of mine? Oh, they won't amount
to much. I never was wrecked or ma-
rooned or lost overboard on a dark night

or . Fire ahead? All right!

Well, I guess the narrowest escape I

ever had from piling up on shore was
coming up Lake Ontario from Port Hope
one night in James W. Commeford's
little mackinaw Tainui. We were bowl-
ing up the lake with a good wholesale
breeze on the lake. Shortly after mid-
night it blew up squally and nasty, and
by 2:30 we were staggering along under
shortened canvas with all we could do to

lug what we had aloft. In fact we were'nt
carrying it, we were ragging it. After

we had had a tidy little scrap with a
squall we decided to run into Whitby for

shelter. It was the tag end of a cruise

around the lake, and we were too tired to

stay up and jam her through till day-
break. Whitby light was just a lee of

us, so Gommeford square'd her away for

the light, and we rattled in with the

mainboom cockbilled and the jib bellying

out like a kite.

We were hyking in on the tops of big

seas and going like a ten canned pup
down a city alley when the light loomed
up overhead and "Commy" shouted to

get the hook ready, and to stand by to

gybe over arid round up. We shot by
leaving the light to starboard as per

usual. Just then the mackinaw shoved
her bows into a smother of foam.
"Great guns! We're on the beach!
We've missed the channel!" shouted
Commy jamming the stick hard over.

"Get in that mainsheet! Down on the

jib! Jam 'em tight!" Commy wasn't
shouting, he was screaming. We round-
ed up promptly, but the seas smashed
us square in the bows and threw us bod-
ily back.

"Give her some sheet! Quick or its

all off!" yelled the man at the helm. We
gave her some draught and Bill let her
off into the trough and she commenced
to gather way.
"Yank the foresail on her!" he order-

ed, and in an instant the full foresail was
aloft, the halliards made fast, and the

sheet gathered in. The instant the

sturdy southerly wind caught the fore-

sail the mackinaw was hove down upon
her beam end, but Commy never let her
up an inch. Fifty yards a lee of us was
the beach with the big white caps roar-

ing up the sand forty feet.

G-r-r-r-siz-z-chug!

"The center board's on!" said the

skipper. We hoisted her a point and up
shore we surged in the trough of the

seas. Inch by inch Commy edged her
out until at last, when we were a mile

down the beach, he had sea room enough
to come about and we hyked back for the

harbor.

This time we left the light on our port

and were O. K. Port Whitby light is

the only light on the north shore on the

westerly pier. That is about close

enough for your Uncle Dudley!

We had a couple of close 'uns in the

old hooker too. She was only twenty-
six feet over all but a good staunch little

schooner she was too, and we would
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about tackle anything in her. We left

Kingston one afternoon when the gale
signals were up and it was blowing thir-

ty-five miles an hour off the southwest,
and the seas were sweeping over the pier

heads so badly that one steamer refused

to leave the dock. People on the wharfs
warned us not to go out, but we were
young and headstrong and we went.
Everything was close reefed and we had
only the reefed mainsail and storm jib on
her when we poked outside. A minute
after we passed the pierhead we wished
we hadn't! Smash! A great big fellow

hit us abeam and drenched the entire

crew. We lay right out upon her bilge

in a supreme effort to keep her on her
feet and make her sail, but every big sea
just rooted her sidewise like a tub. To
escape going down upon a rocky point

we had to come about. Though we had
bucked out twenty minutes when we
came about we just nicely weathered the

pier where we had been tied up. We
were wet to the skin and every sea she
drove into saluted us with about a bar-

rel, but when we got aweather of that

point, squared her away, and added the

reefed foresail, how she did step along
down to Clayton, N. Y. , about twenty-
three miles!

Another day we bucked Tainui out of

Presque Isle Bay in an easterly storm
when the channel outside the Bay looked
as boisterous as the Niagara whirlpool
rapids on a busy day. There were times
in that turmoil of waters when it seemed
to be boarding us on every side.

Smash! Bang! Wallop! We got it

in that narrow channel until poor Tainui
staggered and wobbled like a drunkard.
Twice she stood dead and backed up in

that narrow channel until we had to start

her sheets to pick her up again. Ij; cer-

tainly was lively work, and down on the
shore to leeward the entire population of
the little summer resort on the point
gathered around the lighthouse to see us
win the open white capped lake or drown!

When we did square away the first sea
walked right up over Tainui's pointed
stern and threatened to sink us. We
gave her the full foresail and went tearing
down to Cobourg. Twice we lost our
dinghy through the line breaking, and

both times We had to take in the fore-

sail to get it.

The last time was just outside Co-
bourg, and the seas were so heavy that

when we closed down our duds, the wind
hove her down when we journeyed back
after that dinghy. Those who were
watching us from the piers thought we
had capsized and the rumor spread like

wildfire through the town. When we
did get that dinghy square away and
make the harbor, there were fully four

hundred people on the shore end of the

pier to see us come in and they gave us
a cheer. We told the Cobourgers that

we had enjoyed the trip, but at the same
time I for one had all I wanted in mine
for that day at least!

Talking about Kingston—that's the

place I put a charge of shot through
Canada's mainsail. I was down on the

L. Y. R. A. regatta on Fred Phelan's

mackinaw Kumin, of Toronto. We held

a sangersfest one night, and the next
morning at nine o'clock I was the first

man up. I only had one eye open and
that one blinked, but I was determined
to disturb the slumbers of the rest of the

crew; I hustled up the ship's cannon,
hoisted it on the cabin top, made a grab
at the cartridge box, rammed home the

shell, and fired!

I was reaching for another shell when
I got an excited hail. "Say, Lou, are

you going to fire her again?" came the

excited yell.

"Yep!"
"Well, for Heaven's sake, put her

muzzle up or use blank cartridge. You've
got a hole through our mainsail now!"

I dug the other eye open and there,

just across the pier, I could see Jim
Young's bronzed face peeping over Can-
ada's cockpit. He pointed to a hole in

the Cup winner's racing mainsail. I had
in my sleepy condition been firing shot
shells belonging to the shot gun!

You've heard a lot about premonitions,

intuition, and instinct. The most vivid

example I ever had presented to me was
one day in July seven years ago when
Bill Commeford, Fred Clarke andacouple
more of us on the old Tainui got mixed
up with the tail end of a cyclone. Yes,
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a real cyclone—one that blew down
houses and unroofed churches in St. Cath-
erines and Merriton. Well, anyway we
were coming across the lake from Port

Credit to Niagara in a bit of a four mile

breeze. There wasn't a cloud in the sky
and not an indication of a storm. All at

once Commeford, who was at the stick,

suddenly started to fidget and wound up
by asking me to reef down Tainui's fore-

sail. We thought Bill had gone daffy

and told him so, but he insisted that

something warned him a storm was
brewing and demanded the reefs. We
guyed Bill and tossed them in. Then he
demanded a reefed mainsail and jib, and
there was almost a mutiny. We had
hardly got the mainsail reefed when a
line of foam swept up from the south-

west and the wind was shrieking through
our wire rigging while the halliards

drummed on the mast like a regiment of

woodpeckers in a forest of hollow trees.

Under the impact of the wind the hooker
careened over deck under. We let go

everything with a run, and while the boys
struggled to smother down the canvas
and keep the gale from ripping it to

shreds as it lay on the deck I went out

on the horn to take in the jib. As far as

eye could see the lake was flecked with

whitecaps. It looked as if, a Brobdig-
nagian snowstorm had passed and left

the lake covered with snowflakes as large

as snowballs. The sea made up so rap-

idly that the hooker in her plunging
dipped me to the shoulders once or twice,

and wound up by plunging me clean out

of sight into a big comber. I was lay-

ing out on the horn with my feet wrapt
around the guys when she dipped me,
and my feet went up so high I remember
wondering whether I had better let go
before she took a complete somersault
and landed on me. When I got the jib

in we were rolling deck under both sides

and the dinghy towing astern had
swamped. That looked ominous for us,

but we got the dinghy alongside, and
watching our chance, when the Tainui

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun alnd Motor Sports In Canada.
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into the open cockpit astern. We had to
improvise a sea anchor from a bucket, a
couple of jibs, and an overcoat to get her
head around to meet the whitecaps. I'll

bet she blew ninety miles an hour for
about fifteen minutes! Then she steadied
down to a howling gale for an hour, and
at sundown the storm broke up and we
made the mouth of the Niagara shaking
out the reefs as we toddled in. That
was another close call for Tainui and her
crew of youngsters!

rolled to weather, yanked the dinghy on
deck and strapped her there. To prevent
her from whipping her sticks out we took
our halliards and used them for back-
stays. Even at that she rolled so smart-
ly that our sticks waved about like wil-
low wands, and the seas were coming

YOUR FURS
HIDES -TALLOW
ToJOHN HALLAM

TORONTO.
CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.
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IN Monday, Jan. 21st a wolf hunt for

the Province of Quebec will start

from Montreal and other points.

New Yorkers would need to leave the
night before in order to get the morning
or afternoon train from Montreal. On
Tuesday, Feb. the 9th, a wolf hunt will

be made from Desbarats, Ont., twenty-
eight miles east of Sault Ste. Marie,
Ont., (unless some better point can be
found) to make a systematic onslaught
on timber wolves in Ontario.
The party will be under the guidance

of an old wolf hunter. New Yorkers,
Bostonians, Chicagoans, the men of Mil-
waukee and sportsmen from other Amer-
ican cities will take part in one or other
of these hunts. Canada will also fur-
nish a contingent of stalwarts. The un-
dersigned will furnish the outfit to those
who are not supplied and will be glad to
get from those who are supplied
a detailed description of their
outfit in order that they may bring the
right thing only. The utmost comfort
that it is wise to have will be furnished.

Outfit—Personal:
Two pairs 10-pound blankets.
Axe and holster.

Sheath knife and holster.

Rifle gloves.

Arctic mittens (to wear and hang
around neck.)

Snow-shoeing coat (extra good).
Eskimo Dickay.
Buckskin moccasins.
Oil tan (in case of a thaw.)
One pair felt and five other pairs of

woolen socks.

Canadian Timber Wolf

Hunts in Midwinter,

Snow shoes and strings.

Jaeger helmet, with wind guard
sweater.

Ammunition belt.

Ammunition.
All these will be the property of the

sportsmen when the hunt is over.

Camp outfit, railway fare, sleeper,

food, guides and all things necessary in

addition to the above list will be furnished

for a lump sum of about $110 to western

people for the Ontario hunt. The prices

change according to the distance from
Chicago—$110 being the cost from Chi-

cago. The trip will take ten days from
Chicago to Chicago. Special railroad

rates are being applied for. The best,

guides are being arranged for.

The expense from New York and Bos-
ton to Desbarats, Ont., will be slightly

greater and also the expense from the

West to Quebec will be somewhat greater

than to Ontario.

These snow-shoeing camp trips have
been held twice already with the greatest

success and the keenest enjoyment but

this one with a wolf hunt thrown in will

exceed all that have gone before in nov-

elty, healthfulness and pleasureable ex-

citement.

Wolves are increasingwith the increase

of big game in Ontario and Quebec and
the wolves must be destroyed.

We want the co-operation of one hun-
dred sportsmen on each hunt if possible.

Following a heavy fall of snow it would
be quite possible to secure many wolves.

There is a bounty on each wolf killed.

This will be divided among the sports-

men. The skin would go to the man
who shot it as far as it is possible to

trace it—a vote will be taken on that.

The hunting party will take the train

to the nearest hunting grounds selected.



A FINE WOLF.

Then after an hour's practice on snow-
shoes the party will drive by settlers' or

lumber roads, as near as possible to the

permanent camp, which will be made
ready in advance. At the end of the

drive we will tie on the snowshoes, load

the toboggans and start for the perma-
nent camp of large canvas tents with a

stove in each. No trunks or valises will

be taken any further than the railway

station.

From the permanent camp we will try

to encircle a lake with an island in the

centre or a promontory extending to the

middle of the lake. On this island will

be stationed some of our best shots.

They will be buried in the snow, all but
their heads, both for warmth and con-

cealment from the wolves. The wolves
will be driven to the concealed sportsmen
—the sportsmen who are driving in the

wolves will overtake them if the snow is

deep and kill their share. At the end of

the drive the wolves will be between two
fires.

Good outfits will be furnished and

there will be no suffering, no hardships
and no colds taken on the bough beds.

Each tent will have its own guide and a

cook and will hold about eight sports-

men. Anyone can have a tent to him-
self at extra cost.

I do not promise a wolf to everybody
or anybody because the fox is a dunce in

the great school of woodcraft as com-
pared with the wolf.

The reports that I am receiving from
wolf centres are good. We hope for a
good wolf hunt in Quebec and a better in

Ontario.

Any sound man under sixty is good
material for a wolf hunt and some men
that are over that age would do. The
hardest work of course will be done by
the guides. We will guarantee that

there will be no freezing and no very

great discomfort to any or the party if

they will be good and do and dress as

they are told.

The hunt will be a most enjoyable

mid-winter break. The tents will be well

ventilated and meals served within its
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warm shelter. Each sportsman needs

to bring one complete change ol heavy

tweed suit and heavy wool under cloth-

ing. We will furnish the rest from the

gloves and stockings to the head cover-

ings, including the rifles if necessary.

We furnish ammunition, which is dutiable

when brought from the United States.

We much prefer furnishing everything,

as we know best what is needed but

those who have good useful outfits will

have the bill reduced according to the

cost to us of the corresponding outfit.

It will be necessary to send tailor meas-
urements ahead.

Twenty-five dollars must be deposited

as a guarantee and all names must be in

one week ahead of the time of de-

parture of each wolf hunt.

L. O. Armstrong,

Colonization Agent,

Can. Pac. Ry.,

Montreal.

AT THE END OF THE CHASE.



Our Medicine Bag
Major William Hendrie, of Hamilton,

Ont., writes:

"While recollections of my visit to

the North Country are fresh and vivid, I

should like to touch upon some subjects

of interest to sportsmen and the people

of Ontario in general,

r "First. The Indian.

I think the time has arrived (perhaps

I should say has long passed) when we
ought to re-consider the continuance of

the privileges given to Indians in allow-

ing them to hunt in season and out of

season, on their reserves and off their

reserves. Naturally in this connec-

tion I refer only to Ontario, and

the cry of "the poor Indian!" is to

my mind worn threadbare. They have

fished and hunted their own reserves un-

til wild life is practically exterminated;

the breeding season making no difference

to them. Indians are to be found all

over the North Country, on their re-

serves and off their reserves, shooting,

killing and selling game, the last named
practice being altogether too common.
It applies equally to construction camps
as well as selling direct to hotels and

provision dealers. Indians should be re-

stricted to their own territory, and should

be subject to the game laws as well as

other people. There is no excuse now
that the produce of the hunt is the sole

means by which the Indian can earn a

livelihood. Both in the lumber and in

the railway construction camps he can

throughout the winter earn as good a

wage as his white brother, and as an axe

man is superior to the foreign element

now coming im In the summer he can

earn from $2 to $4 per day as a guide.

On the whole therefore, he is, in compari-

son with many of the working classes in

our cities, far better off than they are,

and the plea that he must hunt for his

livelihood has now no force.

"Second. Game preserves and re-

forestration.

"There is no reason why these two

should not go hand in hand in a large

part of our northern territory. It is true

that in the Algonquin National Park we
have made a start along these lines, but
it would be better if smaller tracts of

rough land, say one or two townships
were selected here and there throughout
the Province, and the game thereon pro-

tected from everyone for a certain period

of years. By this means the surround-
ing country could be fed from these pro-

tected districts, the benefits of which, in

the case of the Algonquin Park is some-
what lost, inasmuch as it only feeds the

eastern portion of Ontario. There are

many square miles of land entirely un-
suitable for anything else but the grow-
ing of timber (both pine and the harder
varieties) and the propagation of feath-

ered game and fur bearing animals.

Exclude the lumberman, settler, squatter

and sportsmen from such selected areas

and in a marvelously short time there

would be a natural re-forestration with

no expense to the Government, and safe

retreats and breeding places for the

feathered game and fur bearing animals
of our northern country.

"My remarks on these two subjects

refer more particularly to the district

south of the French River, west of Nip-
issing, and north of Englehart, along the

western portion of the Temiskaming and
Northern Ontario Railway, both portions

of which I have traveled over on several

occasions."

Mr. E. F. L. Jenner sends this query
and request from Digby, N. S.

:

"Will any of your readeFS inform me
if they have tried to acclimatize the Hun-
garian partridge in Canada, and if so

with what success. Birch partridges are

becoming very scarce in this section of

Nova Scotia, and the local branch of the

People's Fish and Game Protective Asso-
ciation are thinking of importing fifty

pairs next spring. I shall be glad to

hear from anyone who can give "me any
information."
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We believe that efforts have been

made in Vancouver Island to acclimatize

both the English pheasant and the caper-

calzie, and that success is attending

these efforts. If our readers know of

similar attempts in other parts of Can-

ada ' 4Rod and Gun" will be pleased to

publish particulars of the same, which

will doubtless prove interesting to a

wider circle than even our Nova Scotian

readers.

As becomes the home of "Rod and
Gun and Motor Sports in Canada," the

general public of the city of Woodstock,
Ont. , turned out in such numbers as to

crowd the Council Chamber to overflow-

ing on the occasion of a meeting on Nov.
27th for the formation of a local branch

of the Ontario Fish and Game Protective

Association. Mr. A. Kelly Evans, and
Mr. Oliver Adams, attended from head-

quarters at Toronto and gave information

supported with facts and figures which
deeply stirred the feelings of those pres-

ent. By enthusiastic acclamation a

Woodstock branch was formed with the

following list of officers: President, Dr.

A. Beverley Welford; 1st Vice, Mr. J.

M. Cole; 2nd Vice, Mr. W. A. Karn; 3rd

Vice, Mr. W. D. Hobson; Secretary,

Mr. A. H. Smith, of the editorial staff

of "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada;" Treasurer, Mr. C. A. Pyne;

Committee, Messrs. William Bonnet,

Martin Wilson, E. W. Waud, H. P.

MacMahon and Daniel Miller. The new
branch gives promise of becoming one
of the most active affiliated to the Prov-

incial Association, which now consists of

thirty-three branches with "more to hear

from," and the whole organization ap-

pears certain to have a large influence in

directing the course of future legislation

on the subjects of fish and game.

Regrettable incidents occur with every

open season, and one of the most regret-

table of the past season was the detention

of eight Americans, and the fining of

two of their number for the offence of

shooting game out of season. Accord-
ing to the accounts given the party went
into the woods from Wahnapitae station,

Ont., on the main line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and proceeded to the

north of Wahnipitae Lake tor the pur-

pose of shooting moose. The open sea-

son commences north of the main line on
Oct. 16th, and the party on their return

had thirteen deer and one moose. The
season was not long enough for them,
and it developed that two of the deer
had been killed before the season opened.
These two deer were confiscated and the

two hunters, who came from Pittsburg,

were fined $50 by Police Magistrate Bro-
die, of Sudbury, before whom the case

was heard. American sportsmen are al-

ways welcome in Canada so long as they

will obey the laws, but it is conduct of the

kind quoted that leads to the outcry
against outsiders and give force to the

argument for raising the non-resident li-

cense fee.

From all the northern portions of the

Provinces of Quebec and Ontario reports

came in during the fall and early winter
of the increases in the numbers of wolves.
In the Algonquin National Park several

of the men engaged in lumbering opera-
tions were "treed" by these animals, and
permission was requested for the carry-

ing of firearms for the purpose of self

defence. Poison and various other rem-
edies were suggested. The difficulty of
shooting the animals prevent more hunt-
ers from harrying these pests, and thus
earning bounty money.

The argument that protection within a
given area increases the wild game in the

surrounding country is well illustrated

by the experience of Major Collins of
Toronto, who headed a party hunting
thirty-five miles north of Kearney, with-
in a mile of the Algonquin Park bound-
ary. They succeeded in getting fourteen

deer and a bull moose.

A series of adventures, pleasant and
otherwise, befell a party consisting of
Mr. J. G. Fleming, of Markham Street,

Toronto, Mr. William Linton, Sr., of
East Toronto, Mr. Wm. Linton Jr., of
Aurora, and Mr. A. Pointon, of McPher-
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son Avenue, Toronto, who hunted in the

Wahnapitae country. In going from the

railway to their j^camp they lost them-
selves and spent a night in a tumble
down lumber shanty. When they made
their camp safely and started hunting
they saw a moose which the dogs chased
towards the lake and followed with such
intentness that they lost themselves.

One dog turned up five days later and
the other, so far as the parties know,
is still in the woods. They were thus

compelled to follow still hunting, and the

crust of the snow was not hard enough
to enable them to do so successfully.

They did manage however, to get a fine

five year old buck which with about forty

partridges counted up the sum total ot

their bag.

A party of Toronto hunters consisting

of Messrs. J. McConnell, H. Hutson,
Walter Hutson, Stewart, A. Nelson and
E. Clark had a fine hunting trip about
fifty miles north of Trout Lake. They
each shot their two deer, and were well

satisfied with their outing. Mr. McCon-
nell saw a white deer, which as far as he
could see was a pure albino, a doe two
years old. He took a shot at it but in

his excitement made a clean miss. The
same gentleman had also a chance at a
wolf, but his gun was elsewhere at the

time. They report that they found both

deer and wolves numerous, but partridge

scarce.

Game Inspector Watson of Toronto,

had a curious experience recently. He
procured a fast gasoline launch in order

to overtake those who were shoot-

ing ducks from similar launches at var-

ious points on the lake not far from To-
ronto, a course forbidden by the law.

His own launch had only made a short

portion of the journey whep it stopped

dead and refused to budge. Nothing
daunted however, the Inspector held up
all boats as they returned and searched

them for guns. One of the boats he or-

dered to be laid up for the remainder of

the season.

Every year unfortunately we have the

same tale of game laws openly disre-

garded in the backwoods, and the in-

creased necessity for stronger measures
on the part of the Government, together
with all the educational influence the On-
tario Fish and Game Protective Associa-
tion can give, is forced upon us. Dr.
Norman Allen of Toronto, declares that

from authoritative accounts by eye-wit-

nesses he finds the settlers in the Hali-

burton district near the Algonquin Na-
tional Park are in the habit of killing

hundreds of deer out of season, espe-
cially during the winter months when the

animals gather together in "yards" and
are easily slaughtered. The close sea-

son also is not, from all he can learn, at

all carefully observed. Numbers of otter

beaver and other animals are continually

being destroyed, and the statement was
openly made that the worst offenders are

the game wardens who traffic in the skins

of these fur bearing animals.

Cock shooting was good in Nova Sco-
tia in the fall. As late as Nov. 20th
there had been no frost and the birds

were still in the Province—one gentleman
shooting two on the afternoon of the

19th within a mile of his house.

A fine way of doing business is that

adopted by the Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Company, 16 John St.,

New York. The Company, whose ad-

vertisement appears elsewhere in our
pages, guarantees every lighter for two
years, and wants no dissatisfied customer.

Accordingly they ask us to state that if

any of our readers who are using a
"Matchless" lighter are not obtaining the

fullest satisfaction, a letter to the New
York office describing the difficulty will

bring forth an immediate remedy or a

new lighter, as the occasion may demand.

A certain amount of dislocation always

occurs in every business when, from any
cause, removal is rendered necessary.

Owing to the growth in all the varied

Departments of their business the War-
ren Sporting Goods Company have found
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it necessary to remove to new and larger

premises at 101-3 King Street West,
Toronto. They are desirous that this re-

moval shall not cause them the loss of a
single customer, and they promise that

any small conveniences that may thereby
be caused to clients shall be more than

made good by prompter service and
quicker delivery. The proprietors, who
have had long, wide, and very varied ex-

perience of both sporting goods and the

hardware business, offer to place this

personal knowledge and experience at

the disposal ot clients, and thus render

them additional service. They further

„ promise the same attention to mail or-

ders that is given to personal purchases

and goods bought in this way if not sat-

isfactory, can always be exchanged. A
sporting goods business requires this

kind ot policy for sportsmen often wish

for advice and assistance in their pur-

chases. When these are forthcoming in

such generous fashion as the Warren
Sporting Goods Company offer, the re-

sult can scarcely fail to be success for

both the sportsmen and the business.

Everyone of us, sportsman or recluse,

finds eyesight dimming with age, and
from forty years up none can hope to es-

cape from what learned oculists call pre-

byopia, which interpreted into plain

English means old sight. Sportsmen,

however, need no longer sigh in vain for

their departed youth with its keen eye-

sight, for science has come to their re-

lief in a wonderful way, and though their

eye muscles may have become hard, and
those accommodating the eye for differ-

ent distances, decline to act, a most ex-

cellent substitute is found for them.

Those who have reached middle age and

are fond of shooting will find that the

bull's eye, two hundred yards away, is

fairly clear with the old peep and globe

sight but the pin head is blurred and their

aim is uncertain. Sportsmen may still

enjoy their shooting and keep up their

record for markmanship by using a Ste-

vens Telescope. If this fine instrument

is used we see not the bulls' eye, but a

minute image of it formed by the object

glass and magnified by the eye piece.

The formation of the bull's eye is at the

place where the cross hairs are laid

—

both on the same plain and equally dis-

tinct, enabling the old to see just as
plainly as the young. The enthusiastic

shooter will wish to keep up his favorite

amusement as long as possible, and it is

better for his health's sake that he should
do so. All who feel their eyesight and
consequently their aim deteriorating—or

better still before that happens—should
send to the J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.,
Chicopee Falls, Mass., who will forward
them free on request, and merely for the
mention of "Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada," a copy of a beauti-

fully illustrated thirty-two page catalogue
describing the advantages of their exten-.

sive line of Stevens' Rifle and Pistol Tel-

escopes. No sportsman should be with-
out a copy of this publication.

Mr. M. B. Squire, of Windsor, Ont.,

who under the non de plume of Hawk
Eye contributed an account of afine hunt-
ing trip in the country to the north of
Lake Superior to our special Hunting
Number in October, has recently returned
from a four months' trip to the West.
He reports seeing all kinds of game in

the course of his travels. On the whole
he believes the game to be as plentiful as

ever, though the deer are not so thick

along the railroad as they were in former
years. On the other hand the wolves
grow more numerous and bold, and on
one occasion he saw seven of these ani-

mals within one and a half miles of the

main line. The moose are increasing

fast in numbers, while the deer are going
north 'and west to districts where they
were never seen before. The caribou

grounds were found clear of tracks

though five dead carcases, which had
been killed in September, were found.

Two Indians were hunting in that dis-

trict at the time, and though he didn't

see them shoot, Mr. Squire, who was
camping at the time, saw Jthey had two
bags full of something on their backs.

After this it is not surprising to hear that

Mr. Squires' party were not as success-

ful with their big game hunting as they

could have wished.

In our November number we gave an
account of a large party of sportsmen
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visiting the Cassiar portion of British

Columbia for the purpose of engaging- in

a big game hunt. From the list given

was inadvertently omitted the n,ames of

J. E. Moore. M. D., Alliance, Neb. ; C.

A. Murdock, Kansas City; J. E. Camp-
bell, Indian Territory; and Frank J.

Jones, Knoxville, Tenn., although these

gentlemen arrived at Telegraph Creek on

the same boat as those composing the

larger party. We understand that the

gentlemen whose names we give above

had a most successful hunt, securing four

fine moose and six sheep. Mr. Murdock
has also the credit of obtaining the larg-

est moose head brought out of that part

of the country up to the present time.

The first three days of the open season

was long enough for a party of three To-
ronto sportsmen to kill four deer. These
gentlemen, whose names are J. R. Skey,

C. C. McNamara, and F. L. Summer-
hayes did their hunting north of Buck-
horn in Peterboro County. Prior to the

opening of the deer season they shot

eighty ducks and thirty partridges. On
the opening day they shot one deer, the

next day two, and one the third day, re-

turning home on the fourth day, and be-

ing the first party of successful hunters

to reach Toronto.

A new branch of the Ontario Fish and
Game Protective Association has been

formed at Campbellford, a place in which
the people are very closely interested in

the success of the Association's program.
Mr. A. Kelly Evans, Secretary of the As-
sociation, snowed how, by means of tak-

ing in the Trent Valley Canal, there

would be a waterway, including the Bay
of Quinte, Georgian Bay, Kawartha
Lakes, and Rideau Lakes,, making a
thousand miles of good fishing and beau-

tiful scenery—the finestsportsman's high-

way in the world. This would be an as-

set of incalculable value to the country

and well worth preserving. Mr. Oliver

Adams, Vice President of the Society,

pointed out the importance to the farmer
of the protection of those birds that de-

stroyed insects and noxious weeds. No
less than fifty members joined the new-

branch which was organized with the
following officers: President, F. W.
Wood; first vice-president, George A.
Payne; second vice-president, C. S. Gil-
lespie; secretary, A. B. Colville; treas-
urer, H. F. Skey; executive committee,
Rod Kellar, George Potts, E. Denmark,
F. E. Gaudrie, William Carnahan, May-
or W. J. Doxsee, and James Irwin. Mr.
Joseph Templeton, secretary of the Hast-
ings county branch, attended from Belle-
ville, and gave some valuable information
as to the working of a branch and the
useful services the members could
perform.

It is estimated that between seven and
eight thousand deer licenses were issued
in Ontario during the open season of
1906, a notable feature being the issue of
a license to a lady—Mrs. R. Patrick of
Gait. For several years past this lady
has taken out a license as well as her
husband, whom she has accompanied on
his hunting expeditions,

4 'Taxpayer" writing of game matters in

the Province of Quebec where a resident
license is not required, protests against
those 4 'who do very little work and pay
no taxes spending the whole of their val-

uable (?) time in the fall in the bush, and
frightening all the game they don't kill

out of the country." The writer thinks
a continuance of such a state of things
unfair to those who "do keep things
moving," and who when they do get a
day off, "stand a poor chance at any-
thing as the game is all scared out of the
place." He is not aware of a remedy
for this state of things but thinks there
ought to be one. A resident license, and
a limitation in the amount of the game
taken, is the remedy that has proved of
great service elsewhere, and will no doubt
sooner or later be adopted in Quebec.

The widespread nature of the demand
for good guns on the part of sportsmen
is well illustrated by the latest news
which reaches us from Philadelphia. In

that famous city the A. H. Fox Gun Co.,

has its home, and by making a good and
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reliable weapon have so extended their

connections, and their large numbers of

satisfied clients as to outgrow their fac-

tory. For some time they have been

unable to make all the guns they might
have sold and in consequence it became
an imperative duty to seek new and ex-

tended quarters. Negotiations were

opened with the Philadelphia Arms Co.,

and resulted in the purchase by the A.

H. Fox Co. of the complete plant and
equipment of the rival concern which is

now amalgamated with their own. By
this means the A. H. Fox Co. are now in

possession of what is described as the

finest and best equipped gun factory in

the States. Even this however, is not

likely to be too much for them, for al-

ready one-third of their complete output

for 1907 is contracted for, and indications

are such as to make it practically certain

that the new plant will have to be worked
to its fullest capacity to meet the de-

mands for the Fox guns in 1907. Sports-

men are both numerous and critical and

know the value of a good gun.

The fascination of deer hunting has

often been written about and every year

additional writers are attracted by reason

of the remarkable transformation effected

in men who follow out their hunting in-

stinct. It is astonishing, as one writer

says, that "men who never do a stroke

of hard labor and who are not accus-

tomed to rise from their downy couches

before nine a. m. and then in an atmos-

phere of warmth and comfort will get up

on a cold and frosty morning and break-

fast long before daylight, break the ice

on the water to perform their ablutions;

paddle down the lake in the chilly dawn
with the stars still shining brightly, or

plunge into the woods wet with the hoar

frost, or perchance snow that had fallen

during the night; stand all day on a run-

way be it raining or shining; carry canoes

or boats over portages and come back to

camp at night cold, wet, tired and hun-

gry and call it sport. They enjoy it too!

It shows what inherent strength the

healthy human frame possesses, when
men unaccustomed to such severe exer-

cise and exposure can undergo what they

do. They go into the woods with deli-

cate white hands and soft bodies and
come out again in a fortnight bruwn hale

and hearty, able to eat like a horse and
work like a Trojan; go back to shop or
office, hang up the rifle and hunting
knife, and with mind and bodies rejuven-

ated and invigorated follow on the daily

routine of life until hunting season once
more comes round." All this shows how
strong within us is primitive man!

For six years a Toronto daily evening
paper has awarded a $15 bass rod, reel

and line for the best small mouthed black
bass caught in Ontario waters. Last
season the prize was won by William
Robson, of Harwood, a little village on
Rice Lake, and the fish beat all the six

year records. The figures of weight and
dimensions were verified by Mr. J. Edmi-
son, the Harwood postmaster, and are as

under: Weight seven pounds three

ounces; length over all twenty-three

inches; girth seventeen inches. Rice
Lake is famous for its fish as well as its

ducks, and big game hunting can also be

had quite near. This record ought to

make its name even betterknown amongst
sportsmen and holiday makeis.

News from Nova Scotia is to the effect

that the branches of the People's Fish

and Game Protective Association are rap-

idly increasing in numbers throughout
the Province, and that the people, once
aroused, appear to be in earnest. So far

however the only branch that has affili-

ated with the parent society at Annapolis
is the Digby branch. Care requires to be
taken that the old proverb of the bundle

of sticks is not repeated again. Enthu-
siasm, which leads to the formation of a

number ot scattered societies, is not

enough. A central organization is

wanted, and every branch will be strong-

er for affiiliation. If good work is to be

done it is necessary that the sportsmen

of the Province should speak with a

united voice, and bring a united influence

to bear upon all matters in which they

are concerned. The sooner our Nova
Scotian friends carry their organization a

step further by affiliating their branches

with the parent society, and by this
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means exert their legitimate influence in

the most effective way, the better will it

be for the cause in which they are

working-

.

The Lure of the Labrador Wild is fur-

nishing Mrs. Hubbard with subject mat-

ter for lectures throughout Canada and
the States which add the thrill of truth

to a narrative of adventure that could

scarcely fail to interest and please. Mrs.

Hubbard, jealous of the honor due to her

husband, who died through starvation on
an exploration trip to Labrador, took up
the work where he left it off and carried

it through to completion! She had the

advantage of her husband's experience

and of the services of George Elson, the

half breed guide who made such heroic

attempts to save Hubbard's life; and
with a far better outfit and under more
happy conditions, she completed the

journey her husband had planned, but

which he failed to finish. The two
months' journey in the interior was re-

plete with adventure, and the George
River was traversed as well as the chain

of lakes and rivers leading to its source

from the south. The party met the Nas-
coupee Indians whose wealth consist in

their supplies of food and whose clothing

is secured by trading in furs, and obtain-

ed some interesting information from
them. Although they reached the coast

on August 27th, it was October 19th be-

fore a steamer arrived to take them off,

and a month later before they landed at

Quebec.

A correspondent writing from Saskat-
chewan on November 22nd states that on
that date the snow varied from four to

seven feet in depth, but as it was very
light it would probably settle. The snow
fall was sufficiently heavy to cause the

lumber camps to close down though he
thought some would resume when it set-

tled. The moose were moving about in

great glee, and he saw several places

where they had been sparring and frisk-

ing about in fine style. He also saw
several signs of timber wolves and meant
to try hard and get a crack at some of

them.

When the last birthday honors were is-

sued the cable informed us that the only

Canadian name included in the list was
that of Mr. E. S. Dawson, the King's
printer at Ottawa, who had a C. M. G.

conferred upon him. When the English
papers reached this country they revealed

the fact that another name of great inter-

est to many Canadians was also to be
found in the list—that of Dr. Wilfred T.

Grenfell, whose work on the Labrador
coast has given him a warm place in the

hearts of the Canadian people. Dr.

Grenfell entered upon the labors of a
medical missionary in a part of the world
where he could expect no material bene-
fits to follow his self sacrificing work.
By reason of his own force of character

he has made known the wants of his

enormous parish and aroused an almost
world wide interest in all that concerns
the poor people to whom he has been a

veritable "good angel." An English
commentator observes that the C. M. G.

given to Dr. Grenfell was "never bestowed
more worthily." We agree with this ob-

servation and would add that if all honors
were so well earned they would be the

more thought of than is the case at pres-

ent, and more worth the winning.

There are more fur bearing animals in

Canada than there are probably in any
other country in the world. In conse-

quence of this, trapping and the disposal

of furs is more widely followed in the

Dominion than elsewhere, and it becomes
a matter of importance to the many in-

dividual trappers to know to whom to

consign the results of their winter's work
with the best possible advantage to them-
selves. A firm that has a high reputa-

tion, which is worthily sustained, is

Messrs. Weil Bros., of Fort Wayne, Ind.

who, dealing direct with the trapper, sell

in turn direct to the manufacturer, hav-

ing their own representatives in London,
England, and Leipsic, Germany, the lar-

gest fur markets in the world; and are

thus enabled to give clients all the ad-

vantages of a great organization, with

speedy sale at the highest prices and

prompt settlements. One fact alone tells

the story of the firm, and is eloquent of

their methods, and of the success attend-
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ing them. Starting- in 1872 they con-

ducted their business on a total floor

space of nine hundred square feet. Their

present quarters require over seventy-five

thousand square feet of floor space, an

increase ot over seventy-five times its

original size. The volume of the busi-

ness now exceeds one million dollars per

annum. Such a business can only have
been built up by fair and honorable treat-

ment, and shippers can well understand
that the firm is not only reliable, but also

furnish prompt and correct returns, no
other style of business paying- them so

well. It is no wonder after this that they

receive consignments from every Prov-

vince of Canada, as well as every State of

the Union.

Painting- and exploring do not usually

go together, and when the exception is

found the most should be made of it.

Mr. F. Wilbert Stokes, who has been

recently showing some of his pictures in

Canadian cities, went both to the Arctic

and Antarctic in search of material for his

work, which is distinctly out of the ordi-

nary. The Far North is alive with glor-

ious color and gave Mr, Stokes ample
material for his finest efforts, though the

cold was so intense that only a few quick

strokes could be made before the paint

froze solid, although it was mixed with

petroleum. The experiences through
which Mr. Stokes passed were unique in

the life of a painter, and as might have
been expected found expression in the

works whichwere some of their results.

Mr. Stokes joined the Peary expedition

of 1893-4, on this occasion making his

second visit to the Arctic regions, and
having previously visited the Antarctic he

was in a position to judge the contrasts

they afforded. Despite its intense cold

the North would appear to hold the most
interest for the explorer. Even the ice in

the North is brilliant and ' translucent

while in the Far South it is darker and
more or less opaque. While the North
is brilliant with color, the South was ap->

palling in gloom, though occasionally

relieved by a burst of splendor, and the

many strange dissimilarities between the

two will fire the imagination of explorers

till our knowledge of both regions is

made more clear.

A deer story that many will read with
interest comes from the Province of Que-
bec. During last summer eight or ten

deer made a feeding ground on two farms
belonging to brothers named Dale living

in the neighborhood of Shawville. They
were not interfered with during the close

season, but after October the first, the

date of the open season in that Province,
the brothers considered that they had a
fair claim to some of the choice venison
they had so long been harboring. A
hunt was accordingly organized and some
curious results followed. Two of the

brothers, Bob and Ned, set out the dogs
while Tom watched a runway. As the

latter did not hit the trail at the right

place, he had the chagrin of seeing his

deer sailing past a couple of acres from
him, though he made up for it the next

day by shootingthe animal. Ned's dog got
mixed up with a deer that showed fight,

and when Ned went to its assistance it

threw him. The dog caught the animal

by one hind leg, and Ned getting up
succeeded in grasping its tail. Between
them they managed to throw the deer,

and Ned, with his knife, gave it what he
believed to be its death wound. He was
taking a breathing spell when the deer

again jumped up and made at him, bowl-
ing him over a second time, and then

making for the woods with all speed, the

dog following in his wake. The animal

had lost too much blood to escape, and
the dog soon pulled it down again.

When Ned arrived on the scene the noble

animal, which had fought so gallantly

for its life, was breathing out its last

gasp.

The lessons of the old world in for-

estry are constantly referred to, and the

foremost teacher in this subject is Ger-

many. The forest laws of some of the

German States go away back to 1547,

though it remained for Frederick the

Great to devise a code that should be of

general application. It was in 1740 that

he decreed a growth of seventy years

before forests were felled, and divided the

State forests into blocks which should be

cut in rotation. The law was carried so

far as to prohibit the wasteful destruction

of private forests. From these regula-
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Without hesitation or fear, take an

SAFETY-AUTOMATIC

REVOLVER
and

Hammer the Hammer

The Iver Johnson simply cannot

gooff unless the trigger is pulled

all the way back. Before this has been done
there is absolutely no connection between the revolver

hammer and the firing-pin—see the middle circle.

The left-hand circle shows how, by pulling the trigger, the safety lever is rrised into place under
the revolver hammer. When this hammer falls (see the right-hand circle) its blow is carried through
the lever to the firing-pin, and the cartridge is exploded with unfailing certainty. So that, unless you

Pull the trigger, you can drop the revolver, kick it, hammer it—do what you please—it cannot be
discharged by accident. That's why the sales of the Iver Johnson now exceed the sales of all other

American makes combined.

It is Just as Sure as It is Safe
For straight shooting and hard shooting it is unexcelled by any other revolver no matter what

; cs name or price. It is compact, graceful, easy to carry, easy to handle—in every way a gentle-

man's weapon for pocket, desk or home.

Our Free Booklet, "Shots," Tells You More in Detail

why the Iver Johnson has won its place in public favor. It also contains much revolver lore that

every man should know. Our handsome catalogue goes with it.

Iver Johnson Safety

Hammer Revolver
3-inch barrel, nickel-plated
finish, 22 rim fire cartridge,
32-38 center fire cn
cartridge - - $V OU

These revolvers can be fitted, at extra prices,

as follows: blued finish, 50c; 2-inch barrels,, no

additional charge; 4-inch barrel, 50c; 5-inch

barrel, $1.00; 6-inch barrel, $1.50; Pearl stocks,

22-32 caliber, $1.25; 38 caliber, $1.50; Ivory

stocks, 22-32 caliber, $2.50; 38 caliber, $3 00.

Iver Johnson Safety

Hammerless Revolver

3-inch barrel, nickel-dated
finish, 37-38 center
fire cartridge - - $7.50

For sale by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or will be sent
prepaid on receipt of price if your dealer will not supply. Look for the owl's
head on the grip and our name on the barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS
157 River Street, Fitch burg, Mass.
New York Office : 99 Chambers Street

Pacific Coast Branch: P. B. Belceart Co.. Alameda, Cal.
European Office : Pickhuben 4, Hamburg, Germany.

Makers of Iver Johnson Truss Frame Bicycles and Single'Barrel Shotguns.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gum and Motor Sports In Canada.
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Clark's Plum Pudding

For Your New Years' Dinner

in Camp or at Home.

Made from an old English recipe, its

delightfully rich flavor is unsurpassed.
No trouble—just heat and serve. If

you are in camp don't miss this treat

Get a supply of Clark's Plum Puddings.
Campers will find Clark's Pork and Beans,

Ready Lunch Tongue, Sliced Smoked Beef,

etc., all delightful and sustaining dishes.

WM. CLARK
MANUFACTURERS - MONTREAL.

tions, and the lessons of practical experi-

ence were evolved, the elaborate system
of sylviculture which is practiced under
most of the European States today, by
means of which renewal is made to keep
pace with depletion, while the product
gives an annual return of many millions

of dollars.

T Exploration in the Far North proceeds

despite all the difficulties in the paths of

the explorers, and the dauntless courage

displayed in the face of unparallelled

dangers deserve more than it seems pos-

sible the north will ever ,yield to those

who lead the bold attacks upon its se-

crets. Amongst those explorers Captain

Bernier will ever hold an honorable place.

Last summer he attempted to beat the

northern record and went as far as to

discover relics of the Franklin expeditions

and to take possession of islands in the

name of the Empire. The winter is be-

ing passed at Ponds Inlet in Baffins Bay,

and as soon as the tardy spring opens on

those northern shores it is the intention

to push the Arctic as far as possible

along the west coast of Greenland.

Mr. L. O. Armstrong of Montreal,
writes:

"I am organizing a wolf hunt in North-
ern Quebec and another in Northern
Ontario.

I would like to benefit by the experi-

ence of some of your readers as to the

ricocheting power of balls hitting the

ice. What danger would there be of

these flying across and hitting somebody
a mile or more away on the other side of

the lake? Elsewhere in your columns
there is given some details of the hunt.

If any of your readers have had experi-

ence of this kind I would like very much
to benefit by their advice. We intend to

hunt the wolves and keep it up until the

hunt is effective.

My plan has been approved by an old

Hudson Bay wolf hunter but in the mul-

titude of counsel there is wisdom and we
will need much multiplying of human
wisdom to meet that of the wolf. I shall

be very glad indeed if you make your

magazine the medium of obtaining in-

formation on this point. I should par-

ticularly like information as to where
wolves are to be found in numbers this

winter and the extent of territory over

which they wander."
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Stray Pellets.

The Hamilton Gun Club's annual tourna-
ment is booked for January 15, 16, 17 and 18th.
The shooting, as usual, will be at livefcirds and
targets.$1500 guaranteed.

* #

Fred Gilbert is again in the game with his
old time vigor and skill.

W. T. Hill, Indianapolis, Ind., who was the
origirator of sparrow shooting tournaments,
catching, trapping and shipping sparrows all
over the U.S. and Canada, is dead.

The three-day tournament given by the Hop-
kins Bros.' Co. at Des Moines, la., Oct. 30 and
31 and Nov. 1, was a notable event in more
ways than one. The event marked the reap-
pearance in the game of "King Fritz" Gilbert,
after an absence of more than a year because
of severe illness. Fred demonstraated he had
lost nore of his skill by breaking 195, 189 and
196 out of the 200 each day. a total of 580 out
of 600, a percentage of better than 96. Charley
Spencer was right behind the old fox all the
way, quitting with 574. Russell Kline had 573 in

the basket at the windup. For the amateurs
Dick Linderman quit with 560 for high average.
O. N. Ford was second with 556. Hoon of

Jewell was third with 553. Holland fourth, 552.

Then in order came Maxwell, the one-armed
wonder, with 551, and John Peterson with 550.

The weather was fine and the days ideal for
trap shooting. A set of Experts and a Leg-
aret tossed the disco the regulation distance.3 »

*

Quail in Southern Ontario this year have
ttot been more plentiful in a decade and there
are lots left over for seed.

* *

A successful pigeon shoot took place at Deer
Lodge, Winnipeg. Nov. 29th, when about fifteen

well known marksmen participated. Jas. Fogg
won first place with 17 out of 18 birds; John
Baird was second with 16, while R. J. Mac-
kenzie and Geo. McMillan tied for third with
15. C. H. L. Baldrick shot 12 birds out of 13

with one hand. He was not present in time to

take in the whole shoot.
* #

There was quite a gathering of members at

the Dartmouth, N.S., Rod and Gun Club ground
on Nov. 10th. Some excellent scores were made.
The club had for its guest, Mr. P. G. Blathley,

of the Toronto Rod and Gun Club. He was
greatly pleased with the location of the grounds

and spoke in high terms of the very complete

and perfect equipment of the Dartmouth club.

* *

Omaha Gun Club winter tournament opened

in a snow flurry. Fred Asher of Coon Rap-
ids la., was high gun for the three days with

464'out of 510, beating Charlie Spencer by one

bird O N. Ford tied with Spencer for second

place. Bad weather affected the averages.
* »

At the Craig, Mo., two day tournament
Chris Gottliet of the W.R.A . Co. won high av-

erage with 377 out of 400. O.N. Ford was high

amateur with 376. W. D. Townsend, Omaha,
won the Schmelzer handicap trophy with 44

out of 50 at 17 yards. O. N. Ford captured the
$230 Wyeth trophy, an open handicap, with 46
out of 50.

* *

The Surny South Handicap at Brenhaan.
Tex., will be held Jan. 21-26, 1907.

* *

Adam Mehling and David Evans shot a live
bird race at Pottsville, Pa., seven birds to the
man, for $50 a side. Mehling grassed five, Ev-
ans got four.

* *

W. B. Miller, holder, easily defeated Dr.
Lenow, challenger, in a contest for the live-
bird championship of Arkansas, with a straight
score of 25. Lenow killed but 16, being com-
pletely outclassed. The next candidate for ad-
mission is J. M. Pemberton, the former hold-
er.

* *

A writer in the London, Eng;., Field says: A
nearly rew gun af the first quality, made bv
one of the best English firms, burst in my hands
fortunately without doing any damage. I was
using at the time the very best quality and
most expensive cartridges supplied by the same
firm. I had fired a few shots at pheasants at
the commencement of a drive—standing alone

—

when, on pulling- the trigger, I heard, instead
of the usual explosion, a sound like a tap on
a tea-tray. The muzzle half of the fired barrel
fell to the ground, and the other barrel becom-
ing detached from the center strip had assum-
ed the shape of a new moon.

The gun maker, to whom I returned the gun
took counsel with another great expert, and
they came between them to the conclusion that
the barrel had been perfect, there had been no
muzzle obstruction, and therefore the mischief
must have been in some way due to the car-
tridge.

It subsequently occurred to my mind that
there had been a somewhat strange or irre<mlar
sound in the firing of the cartridge immediate-
ly preceding the burst, to which at the time I

had not attache^ importance.
On the next day's shooting I commenced

with the same lot of cartridges which I had
used on the last occasion, and after half-a-doz-
en shots I recognized a doubtful sourd about
the explosion. On opening and examining the
gun I found the barrel choked, and introducing
a stick into the muzzle pushed out downward
the shot charge and tne wads between the shot
and the powder.

This appeared to be a confirmation of the
theory that the burst was due to an imperfect-

lv loaded cartridge, which had exploded with
sufficient strength to drive the shot charge
more thar half tile way up the barrel, but not
out of the muzzle. The remainder of the lot of

cartridges was thereupon forwarded to the gun
maker for examination, when he admitted find-

ing another cartridge "loaded short with pow-
der.

Of course, the obvious moral is, "always ex-
arrine the barrel after a doubtful sounding ex-
plosion before inserting another cartridge." If

your readers will bear this in mind they may
avoid a serious risk of a shattered hand."

The above instance is not an exceptioral
one and illustrates, among other things, that
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GUN CLUB SECRETARIES
Who wish to conduct a successful and
systematic tournamentshould use the

Shogren System Supplies
Squad Score Sheets 1,6x39 in., $1.25 per 100
Cashier Sheets for tournaments, 25c. per set

Special Report Sheets, 100 on pad - 75c.

Shogren System Score Book, postpaid $1.00
Record Sheets. Crayons, Clamps, Gongs, &c.

Reversible Score Boards
For holding Squad Sheets

Write for free booklet, "How to Conduct a Tournament"

E. B. SHOGREIN
942 Pint National Bank Build.ng, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

Most Reliable

TARGET
and a general favorite.

Also quick set traps and extension traps.

Correspondence Solicited.

John Bowron
90 Wellington St. N. HAMILTON Ont.

GDN REPAIRING
Our facilities for Gun Repairing are unsurpassed

by any in Canada, we employ skilled workmen
capable of making a Gun throughout, and our

workshop is equipped with the latest and best

machinery for all kinds of repairs.

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave, TORONTO.ONT.

even cartridges turned out by the most reputa-
ble makers are not immune from defects which
may have disastrous results if not carefully
guarded against. In the hands of a careful
shooter a squib load should be a warning of a
very probable lodgment of a wadding and a
careful examination should follow before anoth-
er shell is fired from the same barrel.

Stanley Gun Club Shoot.

The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley
Gun Club, Toronto, took place on their grounds
on Saturday, Nov. 24th. The day being fine
there was a large attendance, including- several
visitors from sister gun clubs. Mr. White f\i

the Dupont Powder Co., and Mr. Halford of
the Dominion Cartridge Co., were also present.
The following are the scores'

—

Events — 12345678
No. targets — 10 10 10 10 10 25 25 10

Dunk 9 10 10 8 19 10 22
Elv

, 9 10 9 9 23
Parry 9 9 9 8 7 23
White 9 9 7 9 23 25 8
Thompson 10 8 8 7 9 18
Edkins 9 6 8 7 6 11
Kemp 8 7 7 9 7 23
Buck 7 8 6 6 «

Fritz 8 7 9
Ross 7 7 8 10 17

Herbert 3 3 4 8
Dey 8 8 6

Frank 5 7 13 5
McGaw 5 6 6 12
Ten Eyck 5 10 8 22
Townson 9 6 9 T 4

Mason 8 9 7 18 9
Edgar 4 10 7

Casci 14 IS
Ingham 6 23 9

Dorf u.. 12 20

Pearsall 19
* •

The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley
Gun Club took place on their grounds on Sat>
urday, Dec. 1st. There was a fair attendance
of members present. The day though fine was
marred by a strong1 northwest wind, which in-

creased at times to a hurricane, and scores
suffered accordingly.
The following is the result of Saturday's
shoot:

—

Events.— 1 2 3 4 0 6

No. of targets 10 10 10 10 25 25

McGill 7 14 21 24

Dunk 7 6 8 22 19

Buck 6 7

Kemp 6 6 3 8 14 16

Herbert 2 5 6 10

Thompson 8 9 67 15

Elv 6 8 9 6 21

Jennings 8 10 8 20 22

Brown 7 7 9 21 19
Hogarth u. 7 8 19
Fritz 1 8 8 16
McDuff 9 8 7 20 20
Lucas 6 5 7
Martin 4 8 8

Williamson 8 8. 19

Hooey 9 8 21

lntrhara 7 7 21 20

Artindale 1... 2 4

Edkins 17

Riverdale Club Shoot.

The Riverdale Gun Club, Toronto, held thetr
weekly shoot on Saturdav afternoon. Nov. 24th
on their grounds on Greenwood Ave., J. Log-
an winning the spoon from Bredannaz in the
shoot-off of the tie. Scores:—

.

Event 1, 10 targets—J. Logan 9, F. Bredan-
naz 9, J. Jennings 8, E. Hirons 8, C. David-
son 8, C. Logan 7, G. Logan 7. T. Logan 7, W.
Joselin 7, W. Lowe 6, D. Walton 5.

Event 2, 19 targets—C. Logan 19, Jennings

When writing advertisers kindly mention Bod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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GUN CLUB SUPPLIES AT WHOLESALE PRICES

Wc
Lead

Others

Follow

BLUE KUfK.

EXPKK'l TRAP. Cg>
^
Jftr==^l^

Warren's Expert Traps $5-5° eacn
Bowron Quick Set 7.50 §&T C
J. <J. Hand Traps 3 75

"

Warren Blue kocks 5. So thousand
Bown.n Black Birds 5.50 " *• C

'
HAND TRAP '

Gre- ner'sHammer'essGuns $85.00 to $200 00 Cogswell & Harrison $100.00 to $200.50

Clabrough & Johnston . 45.00 to 100.00 L. C Smith, American 30.00 to 300.00

_ • This departmrnt has lately been reoiganized and we
We Employ the Best Gun Expert in Canada havr put an expert in charge who comes highly recom-^— • nier,ded from the laigest Gun factory in the world.

Send us your Gun and Rifle Repair Work We can now guarantee satisfaction to all.

Our New Department in Hardware and Cutlery is up to the Minute. Mail orders filled promptly

WARREN SPORTING GOODS CO., 101-3 King Street West TORONT

8, Murray 7, Lowe 7, G. Logan 7, J. Logan 5,

Bredannaz 5, Walton 4, Joselin 4, Hirons 3.

Event 3, 25 targets (spoon)—J. Logan 23,

Bredannaz 23, Jennirgs 20. Lowe 18, Walton 17,

Joselin 17, T. Logan 15, Davidson 15, Murray 14,

C. Logan 14, Hirons 13, G. Logan 11.

Event 4, 25 targets—Jennings 24, J. Logan
22, Bredannaz 21, Joselin 20, Murray 18, G.
Logan 17, T. Logan 17, Lowe 12.

The weekly club shoot was held as usual on
Saturday afternoon, Dec. 1st, by the Riverdale
Gun Club, but the strong wind, accompanied
Uy snow, which blew into the faces of the
shooters, made good scoring almost impossible.
^TJi£ scones*—-

—

10 targets—Heys 9, Lowe 7, T. Logan 6, Bred-
annaz 6, J. Logan 5, Bennett 4, Hirons 4, G.
Logan 3, Cook 3.

- 10 targets—Cook 8, Bredannaz 6, Lowe 6,

Bennett 6, T. Logan 5, Hirons 5, J. Logan 5,

Hevs 4. G. Logan 3.

25 targets (spoon)—Bredannaz 21, Bennett
18, J. Logan 17. T. Lofran 17, Cook 16. Hirons
16, Heys 15, Mollon 15, G. Logan 14, Lowe 12.

10 targ-ets—Bredarnaz 7, Lowe 6, Cook 6, G.
Logan 5, Mollon 5, F. Duncan 5, W. Duncan 5.

2nd event, 10 targets—1st, J. T. Eftm and J.
A. McLaughlin, 9; 2nd, H. D. Romans 8, 3rd,
A. M. Stuart, A. Edwards and G. P. Monahan
7.

3rd event, 10 targets—2-man team—the fol-
lowing teams tied for first place with a score
of 8: J. T. Egan ard P. Monahan; H. D. Rom-
ans and G. P. Monahan; R. A. Johnson andA.
Edwards; L. F. Hill and H. Greene.

In the shoot off J. T. Esan and F. Mona-
han again tied with H. D. Romans and G. P.
Monahan with a score of 9. This tie will be
shot off at the next shoot, it being too dark
to finish.

4th event—Club Trophy—25 targets — handi-
cap—The scores in this event were as follows:

Broke Hdcp. Total

Dartmouth Doingrs.

G. E. Mclnnis
R. F. Eager
G. P. Monahan
H. D. Romans
J. T. Esran
A. Edwards
A. M. Stuart
R. A. Johnson
J. A. McLauphlin
H. Greene
L. F. Hill
F. Monahan

15

13

18

15

19

19

1<5

16

15

17

15

7

7

7
2

5
Scratch

Scratch
2
2
2

Scratch
2

2 9

A. Mci^au'ffhlin

Dartmouth Rod and Gun Club held its

monthly shoot at its grounds Nov. 7th. The
shooting was good and the results were in

some instances rather unexpected. The wind
was very blustery and interfered materially
with the shooting. The results were as below:

—

1st event—black powder squad—5 targets —
prizes presented by J. T. Egan: J. A. McLau-
ghlin and L. F. Hifl tied for first place. In
the shoot off first place was won by L. F. Hill.

5th event, 10 targets—1st, J
9, 2nd R. A. Johnson 8, 3rd H. D. Romans 7.

Mr. Mclnnis. the winner of the Club Cup,

is one' of the new members of the club.

The handicap is on a sliding basis and as

changed from month to month according to

the average made in that event in the previous

month.

Deer Lodge Pig-eon Shoot.

Gun lovers spent a most enjoyable day at

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.
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I

WISHING
OUR

Friends and Customers

A

Happy and Prosperous

New Year.

THE

Montreal Rolling Mills

COMPANY

The Empire
A CANADIAN MADE TYPEWRITER

PERFEC-

TION

In its

Simplicity

PRICE $60.00 ONLY.
Manifolding Qualities Unexcelled,

WRITING ALWAYS IN SIGHT
If you require a Typewriter you can find none that

will suit you better than the " Empire."

THE WILLIAMS M'fg. Co.,
MONTREAL.

Deer Lodge, Winnipeg, Nov. 8th. Mine Host
Chadwick had a fine bunch of fast birds in
training and when these left the traps it took
skilland a lot of luck to bring them to grass
within bounds. Despite a strorg wind and hard
fliers some good scores were made. John
Baird carried off the trophy with 14 birds out
of a possible 15. Dr. Cadham was second
with 13 and George McMillan landed third with
12. Fourth place was a tie between Mr. Ander-
son and J. Fogg, each of whom grassed 11.

After the shoot Mr. Chadwick served an old
time New England dinner to the assembled
sportsmen, eighteen of whom sat down to en-
joy

_
the spread. When the inner man had been

satisfied another hour was spent in reviewing
the events of the afternoon end explaining
"why". It was a jolly time and a hearty vote
of thanks was given Mr. Chadwick for the good
time provided.

Hiffh River (Alta.) Gun Club.

The most successful shoot ever held at High
River took place on Friday, Nov. 23rd. The
contests was at 25 birds. There were 15 con-
testants.

1st prize—Silver Cup—R. R. Carver,, score 22
2nd prize—watch fob—C. Crawford, score 21.
3rd prize — tobacco pouch, J. E. Brooks,

score 20.

'4th prize—'box cigars—J. A. Gillis. score 19.
5th prize—pair gloves—M. Sexsmith, score to
6th prize— pair cuff links, W. H. Todd,

score 17.

The cup was donated by Mr. Robert R. Carv-
er, who is putting it up for another contest.

Good shells are essential for good shooting
at the traps, and shooters testify that the
En dish made cartridges of Messrs. Cogswell it

Harrison are such as to enable them to make
records. Messrs T. Moore & Sons, of Montreal
who are the Dominion agents for the English
manufacturers, are in receipt of a letter from
Mr. Wm. Galbraith, of Messrs. Wm. Galbraith &
Son

;
wholesale grocers, St. Peter St., Montre-

al, in the course of which he says that having
used these cartridges for six weeks at c he traps,
shooting an average of seventy-five each week,
he has made average breaks running from nine-
ty to ninety-four per cent., a much higher av-
erage than he has usually made with other
shells. He has yet to meet a mis-fire or rup-
tured shell, and can unhesitatingly recommend
them to fellow trap shooters.

SHIP
YOUR FURS

To MCMILLAN FUR & WOOL CO.
KXPORTIRS p ^%
IMPORTERS F VJ

MINNEAPOLIS, • • - MINN.
WRITE FOR CIRCULARS

^ Alfred J.C. Robertson
A. M. I. N. A ; A. M. I. E. S.

NAVAL ARCHITECT
591 St. Catharine St., west, Montreal.

(Formerly on the'Design Staff pf Messrs. Denny,
Dumbarton.)

Designer ofCanadian yachts '

"Runaway", "Zingara'val'
'Martelr", "Dor-
"Calleroo", etc.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod aaid Gun alnd Motor Sports in Canada.
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Y early
i

Ship to Chicago or New York,

whichever is nearest.
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Best Material Wide Bearings, Polished Brass

Fittings, Split Base, Elevated

Gearless Commutator,

High Compression, Ex-

ceeds Rated H. P.

Guaranteed. Write for Catalog.

A High Grade Engine

at a Reasonable Price.

Write for Catalogue A.

DuBrie Motor Co.
436-442 Guoin Street,

DETROIT, MICH

ORDER BY MAIL
GENTLEMEN IN NEED OF A NATURAL HAIR

TOUPEE or WIG
Can only obtain THE BEST OFALL at the "Maison"

JULES 6 CHARLES.
For they have established this " Fact to the Point."
Seeing is believing—they invite you co view the
large variety of

ARTISTIC HAIR GOODS.
They are masterpieces of human skill. Mail orders
through our free catalogue are just as satisfactory
as your personal visit to our store. Write To-Day.

USE HAIRLENE for Thin and Falling Hair.

431 YOISGE ST., TORONTO.

Hamilton Powder Co,

Has manufactured sport-

ing powder since 1 86 1,

and with satisfaction to

its friends.

Use SNAP SHOT for every-

day work, and CARIBOU
when you want absolutely

the best results.

Write No. 4 Hospital

St., Montreal, or apply

at any local office.

ESIV ^uem
CAMERA
Adapted for plates or films, £|A Cf\

takes pictures 3^x4^ *piU«*}l/

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOG

Vise Photo Supply Co.,

501 Queen St. W. TORONTO.
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A WORD ABOUT

SWEATERS
HERE are several features about sweaters that the aver-

age man knows little or nothing about, and which add

greatly to his comfort and to the life of the sweater.

Good quality yarn is a very im-

portant feature.

^[ The ribs should be so "built up"

as to retain their orginal elasticity

until the garment is worn out.

^[ The sleeves should be knitted so

as to allow for proper fulness at arm

pit.

^[ In standing collar sweaters the

collar should be knitted into the

body, not sewn in,

Sweaters
Contain all these features and in

addition the prices for such high grade goods are so low that

they are within the reach of all.

\ Made in all colors or combination of colors, for Clubs. We
also make Monograms and Crests. Correspondence solicited

The Knit-to-fit Mfg. Co.
Retail Branch—597 St. Catherine Street, West,

MONTREAL P. Q.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"A Hunter's Luck"
is good luck when he has Shredded Wheat Biscuit or
Triscuit—the favorite food for the lover of outdoor sports and
pastimes—containing all the strength-giving elements of the
whole wheat berry in concentrated digestible form.

If the hunter returns without game there is shredded
wheat for the camp—ready cooked, ready-to-serve, palatable

and appetizing—good in any climate in any season.

Warmed over the camp-fire, TRISCUIT is a crisp,

delicious "snack," with or without butter, supplying the

maximum amount of nutriment in smallest bulk. It is the

whole wheat, cleaned, steam-cooked, drawn into porous
shreds, compressed into a wafer, and baked.

"Made in Canada."
THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT CO. LTD.,

NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

WOODS, LIMITED,
jOttawa, Canada.

A WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

\
Tents, Clothing, Lumbermen & Contractors'

j

Supplies.
J

- o . tli . i e : r>-_.:__ i i: YWe make a specialty of Outfitting Sportsmen, Hunters and Surveying Parties and carry a line

of everything necessary for their comfort, including Tents of all descriptions and prices, made
of Woods non-absorbent Duck and Woods Silk Sail Cloth bring proof against all kinds of
weather, the Tents made of Silk Sail Cloth having the additional advantage of being very
light, , 4

Woods Patent Storm Hood and Collar, Sleeping Bags and Sleeping Robes, Duck Coati, \
Pants, etc. Suitable Clothing of all kinds su h as Underwear, Shirts, Sox, Pants, Coats or y

A Fur-lined Coats. Sweaters, Blankets, Boots, Moct asins, Overalls, Caps, Mitts. Gloves, etc., ete. A
Y Flags and Sails a specialty. Largest Tent factory in America. We supply the largest f
M Lumbermen and Contractors in Canada. §

^ White for Catalogue giving Full Inform
^

^ Wood's Famous Sleeping Bag.
^

When writing adyertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun amd Motor Sports in. Canada.
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"OFF THE GROUND."

Just climb up your little ladder, go to bed like other folks, and

when you rise, you are as fresh as the morning glories, with

an appetite ready for a good breakfast. When you go hunting

in the Fall, take a " SUSPENDED " and pitch it high up in the

trees. Game will come around you, as it is a fact, that game
does not look up for the hunter, neither do they scent any

danger in the boughs of the trees.

With a "SUSPENDED" you do not have the worry of tent

stakes pulling up, the wind blowing your tent down, sleeping

in a mud puddle, or rheumatism, with that creepy, crawling
feeling that comes over you in the night.

We can tell you more about it if you will write for our

Twenty page catalogue. It will tell you ALL about it.

SUSPENDED TENT CO.,
418 E. 43rd Street, CHICAGO, 111. Dept. A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and G-un aind Motor Sports in, Canada.
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisements will be in-

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

FOR SALE—In the progressive town of
Lindsay, a bicycle and general repair business.
Up-to-date machinery. Faculties for gun re-
pairing. Excellent prospects. Good reason for
disposing. A splendid opportunity. Apply,
W. WebRter, Lindsay, Ont.

HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS—How to train
"dogs to hunt coon, fox, skunk; how to tan
furs, hunt bees, make scent baits, find young
mink, wolf, fox, kill skunk without odor; skunk
farming, etc. Send 30c money order for book.
P. W. Howard, Baraboo, Wis.

WANTED—To correspond with parties who
wish to hunt in the Rockies next open season.
Address C. Ellis, Ovando, Powell Co., Mont.

WANTED—Scalps of Moose, Deer and Cari-
bou.—A. E. Col burn, Taxidermist, 1204 South
Main street, Los Angeles, Cal.

YOUNG ENGLISH PHEASANTS For Sale.
$3.00 per pair. Also a few pair of wild mal-
lard ducks, the best decoys on earth.—John T.
Miner, Kingsville, Ont.

SHOOTING DOGS—We have some thor-
oughly broken Pointers and Setters that are
as handsome and as well bred as any dogs in
America. They are trained on quail, grouse,
wood cock, etc., and as ;->n<»Mting Dogs there
are none more reliable or satisfactory to bag
game over. We also have some hicrhlv bred and
pedigreed puppies, both pointers and setters.
High class pun dogs is our specialty. — The
C. S. Freel Kennels. R.. Loojrootee. Indiana.

INVESTMENT—HERALD FREE — Leading
mining and financial paper. News from all
mining districts. Most reliable information re-
garding mininy, oil industries, principal com-
panies, etc. No investor should be without it.

Will send six months free. Branch A. L. Wis-
ner & Co., 61 and 62 Confederation Life Build-
ing. Owen J. B. Yearsley, Toronto, Ont., man-
ager. Main 3290.

SLAVES of Indigestion and Tobacco, Wont
you let me write and tell you about a Wonder-
ful Root that I discovered on a hunting trip
that cured me of tobacco habit and indii»-A««

of twenty years standing, C. H. STOKES,
Mohawk, Florida.

FOR SALE—A 11 foot Foldine Canvas Boat.
Never been used. Good reason for selling. Ad-
dress Francis W. Kahle, 229 Washington street,
Buffalo, N.Y.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
in Canada, beginning with first issue June, 1899,

six volumes, all in good condition, $5.00 will
buy the lot. Address Box C, "Rod and Gun
in Canada", Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE—One 1886 Winchester Model Take
Down Rifle, 26 in. Octagon barrel, 50-100 caliber, im-
ported stock, fancy finish, clucked forearm and stock.
List price $36, will sed for $20. Rifle has never been
used, never saw the mountains, is perfectly new and
just as it was made. H. A. Zimmerman, Eperlj's
Mill, Cumberland Co., Pa., U. S. A.

WANTED—A representative in every city and
town in Canada and the United States, to so-
licit subscriptions for "Rod and Gun in Can-
ada." We will pay a liberal commission to
those whom we feel warranted niacin? the ag-
ency with This is an opportunity that should
be tak»»n advantage of by any person desiring
to make srood money. For further particulars
please address W. J. Tnylor. Publisher Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

FOR LI VE— Hungarian Partridge, Pheasants,
Quail. Ducks. Geese Swans. Peafowl. Wanted
live birds. Charles B. Denley. New City, N.Y.

FOR SALE—Beagles, Fox and Deer Hounds,
Crossbred

. Bloodhound and Foxhound Puppies
Trained ferrets.—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist, Un-
ionville, Ont.

FREE—My Sportsman's Guide ontains in-
structions for saving all trophies of the Rod
and Gun for mounting to the best possible
advantage. It also contains a complete list of
my prices for all the different branches of Tax-
idermy work. I claim that my work is not
beaten by any taxidermist in Canada. I will
gladly forward references to prove my state-
ment. Mv prices will show you how to save mon-
ey by shipping 1 to me.—Edwin Dixon, Taxider-
mist, Unionville. Ontario.

I will exohange two Pointer Pups 8 months old (dog
an I bitch), pedigreed. for pedigreed English Bloodhound
same age. W. T. Walsh, North Bay, Ont.

FOR SALE— 1 Edison Home Phonograph, 60 re-

cords, case etc. T-qxyWizard Cycle Camera, 1 Brownie
Camera. J. L. Heath, Rock Island, Que.

FOR SALE—Almost new speed launch, 32 x
4x2. Engine, two cylinder twelve-eighteen horse
power. Fifteen miles per hour. Cheap for a
quick buyer.—E. Drolet, ISM Notre Dame St. W.
Montreal, Que. 8-1

FOR SALE—Hotel, or Club Property, on
Island at head of St. Lawrence. A famous
headquarters for the best bass fishing grounds
on the St. Lawrence River. Fine building,
with three cottages, boathouse, ice house,
dock, etc., all in good repair; charming grove
of fine timber, ten acres of ground. An ideal
Club property, or a splendid chance for a good
hotel man. Buildings lighted by acetylene gas,
furnished throughout, and complete eouioment
of bed and table linen, china, glass and silver-

ware. Can be had at a bargain by prompt buy-
er. Address—Canadian Locomotive Company,
Limited, Kingston, Ontario.

When writkig advertisers kindly m ention Rod and Gun alnd Motor Sports in Canada.
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WANTED TO PURCHASE— 10 guage bore Ham-
merless Gun. Must be in good condition and cheap
for cash. Box M, Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE— I have for sale a Parker Hammerless
12 guage Gun, $150.00 grade, as good as new. I will

sacrifice to prompt cash buyer. Box M, Rod and Gun.

FOX, MINK. Coons, Lynx are easily trap-
E>ed with the Bentley Methods—many ways on
and, snow and water. Price and testimonials
for a stamp. I caught ninety foxes and seven-
ty mink last fall. It's the only method pub-
'ished by a professional trapper. Satisfaction
guaranteed.—Jesse Bentley, honest old trapper,
Arlington, Vermont.

FOR SALE—Mounted heads and antlers of
moose, elk, caribou, sheep, antelope and deer.
-W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

FOR SALE—English Beagles, Pups and
grown stock from the best strains in America,
and England, all pedigreed.—Elmer Tiffany,
Brooklyn, Pa.

FOR SALE—A limited quantity of 9 months
old brook trout for delivery in November at
530.00 per 1,000. Also a quantity of eyed eggs
for delivery in January at 50 cents per 1000.
Address Geo. M. Englert, Caledon Mountain
Trout Club, Inglewood. Ont.

FOR SALE — Thoroughbred American Fox-hound
pups. Champion bred stock and also grown stock.

P. O. Box 285, Port Hope

COME TO Mountain Valley camp^ located in
the wildest part of northern New Hampshire in
the valley of Indian Stream; those that wish
for the best deer, partridge, rabbit and other
small game hunting call on us for further in-
formation. Chappell and Lord, Pittsburg. N.

FOR SALTS—In the progressive town of
Lindsay, a bicycle and general repair business.
Up-to-date machinery. Faculties for gun repair-
ing. Excellent prospects. Good reason for dis-
posing. A splendid opportunity. Apply W. Web-
ster, Lindsay, Ont.

BUILD YOUR OWN BOAT bv the Brooks
System of full size patterns and instructions.
Anyone can do the work and get boat at £ reg-
ular price. We also furnish complete boats —
knocked down—ready to put together. Send for
free catalogue describing boat patterns and K.
D. Frames. Nearly 100 models. Note change of
address. Brooks Boat Mfsr. Co., Originators of
the Pattern System of Boat Building, 4612 Ship
street, Saginaw, Mich., U.S.A.

,
FOR SALE—

W

eu bred Fox Hound, broken to
Foxes John C. Fulton, Avonmore, Ont

HIGH BRED hound pup for sale, 4 months old
Price $5 if taken at once. Joe Shill, Winamac, Ind.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
in Canada, beginring with first issue June, 1899.
six volumes, all in good condition, $2.00 will
buy the lot. Address Box C, "Rod and Gun
in Canada", Woodstock, Ont.

WANTED—A STUFFED PASSENGER PIG-
eon, or a well preserved skin.—James B. Mc-
Kay. Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE—Hic-h Class English Setter
bitch, nearly two years old, partially broken,
has been worked on prairie chickens and email
Pedigree best in America, color black and tan

.

will make a grand shooting and breeding bitch
The first $30.00 takes her, and this is giving her
away.—Thomas A. Duff, 3 Maynard Ave., To-
ronto, Ont.

RAW FURS
Trappers, ship your Raw Furs to me. Highest

Prices. Fair Assortment.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST.

Estb'd Toronto Walkerton
18 15 1895
EXPORT AND IMPORT

C. H. ROGERS, wg»

HUNTERS
Wanting Mountain Sheep,

Goat, Bear or Caribou

will consult their interests

by communicating with

ROBT. E. CAMPBELL
LAGtGAN. ALTA. C. P. R. GUIDE. FIELD, B.C.

The Sportsmen's Event of 1907.

Exhibition.
Automobile, Motor Boat

and Sportsmen's
ARENA - MONTREAL.

April 6th to 13th , 1907.
Plans are now out for this International Sportsmen's Exhibition, the first ever held in Canada, and will

be sent on application. The Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk Railways have applied for space.

AUTOMOBILE AND SPORTSMEN'S EXHIBITION, LIMITED,
309 West Notre Dame St., Montreal. R. M. Jaffray, Manager.
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Stop for a Moment and

THINK

What Do

Water Cooled

Bearings Mean ?

Your Past Experience

Will Answer You.

The Victor Motor
Marine Engine

In 7 Sizes, from 1 1-2 H P. to 20 H. P.

THE ENGINE you have been looking for. A safe, sure and noiseless engine. One that will bring you
back. A new and perfect model. Distinctly new and prominent features, such as water-cooled
bearings, making a large saving in grease, the grease being always stiff, makes it easy to keep the

engine clean. Grooved shafts to prevent blowing from case. End bearings have half boxes to take up the

wear. All bearings babbited with the best babbit. Crank pins have center oilers. Although these are new
features of construction, yet the engine is as cheap as the chea pest of goodconstruction. My main object

was to build an engine for comfort as well as speed. No Hot Boxes. I use only the best material and good
workmanship. WRITE FOR CATALOG.

Built by [—

*

*—»
| | III 78 East Fort St.

"X- I I I— DETROIT, Mich.

THE BEST TIME TO
ORDER A LAUNCH IS NOW

And if you want the

BEST LAUNCH
and one that you

will be proud of you

will be consulting

your own best inter-

ests by ordering from

me. I build NOTH-
ING BUT HIGH
GRADE LAUNCH-
ES. Prices right, quality of work considered. Before ordering let me submit

quotations on whatever size launch you contemplate having built. I can build

you an eighteen foot boat, complete, ready for engine, at from $ioo to $150.

WALTER DEAN 1751
^£fe

®n St
' TORONTO

I have on hand in the neighborhood of THREE HUNDBED FIRST CLASS TOBOGGANS
from $5.00 up. Orders filled promptly.

Wihem writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gktn atad Motor Sports in Oan«da
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Unless you want to burnmoney

be careful what Pipe you smoke.

Pipes are by no means alike

even though they may look

alike. The

MS
special

is full first class and fully war-

ranted which is another way

of saying you get your money

back if anything is wrong.

More Power
Our "Schmidt" Marine Engines are built like
a watch—they run like one. They do not depend
on high speed for power, having ample bore and
stroke. Slow speed means, less fuel, longer life,

less trouble, more pleasure. We build them in
all sizes 2 to 40 H P. One to four cylinders. Two
cycle and four cycle. Our guarantee (no time
limit) gives you the protection you ought to have.

Our catalogue describes them in full.

MINN. BOAT & POWER CO., JEBFatA.

Send for Catalogue.

The

William English Canoe Co.,

Peterborough, Ontario.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in CXwmmU.
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Big

Timber

JAN. 21st 1907
'IN

Wo f Hunt

Quebec

Por particulars sec reading columns.

h. O. ARMSTRONG, Colonization Agent, Can. Pac.'Ry., MONTREAL

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun aind Motor Sports in Canada
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Big
TimberWolf

Hunt
ON

February 9, 1907

ONTARIO
FOR PARTICULARS
see reading columns

L. O. Armstrong
Colonization Agent,

Can. Pac, Ry.

MONTREAL

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun aind Motor Sports in Canada.
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ENGINES OF QUALITY
are the only kind we build arid are the only kind you
want.
Engines that give speed.
Engines to be depended upon.
Engines in which best possible workmanship and

material is found.
Before buying an engine write us for particulars

and quotatious. Built in the two to six cylinder type.

PREMIER MOTOR CO.
H. BEDELL, Proprietor

266 Adelaide Street West TORONTO
We also manufacture high class Stationery Engines.

HIGH
GRADE LAUNCHES

BUILT TO ORDER

Cut illustrates type that is

certain to meet ideas of any-
one desirous of securing an
up to date and well built

boat. Length, 21 feet over
all. Any make of engine
desired installed, but we re-

commend the Premier En-
gine. Same style in twenty-
five to thirty footers.

Writefor Catalogue and Quotations NO W.

Geo. H. Buxton 6 Son
256-8 Adelaide Street West.TO RONTC

LET TI1C

KODAK
Tell the story of the

home days of the chil-

dren, Photography is

simple now—Kodak has

made it so.

"KODAK HOME POR-
TRAITURE" is the title of

a beautiful little book that

shows more than a score of

such pictures, made both in-

doors and out, and gives

many valuable hints on how
to make them. It may be

had free, at the dealers or by
mail.

Canadian Kodak Co.
Limited

TORONTO ONTr

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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It is different from

the others. So is

the Adams Engine

The Adams Launch and Engine Mfg. Co.
PENETANG

ON.T.

We 5fas What?
A Snowshoe that you
can tighten. No need
of having a baggy or
loose shoe if you use

the

EMACK
ADJUSTABLE

SNOWSHOE.

Prices for best grades

No. 1. All Caribou. $6 00.

Patents Pending

No. 2. Built for service $5.00. Ladies , well finished $4.00.

(Tool to tighten Shoe goes with every pair.) Write for special Catalogue, or better still, ORDER A PAIR.

EMACK BROTHERS Leading
Taxidermists Fredericton, N,B.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun eund Motor Sports fa Canada.
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There are Many Excellent

CanoeiTrips in Ontario

Of which we can furnish Reliable Charts,

as well as providing the

Tents, Utensils,
Blankets, Provisions

and the Bait for Fishing:.

Our little book of information '

' Tourist
Topics", tells how best to arrange all the

details of a Camping Trip, and we send it for

the asking.

Michie & Co., Ltd.
GROCERS and

DEALEKS IN CAMPER'S SUPPLIES
7 King Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Established, 1835.

GUNS CHARLES LANCASTER
Gunmaker by Warrants of Appointment to

His Majesty the King, H. I. M. The German Emperor, H R H Prince Christian.

"THE ART OF SHOOTING," the Seventh and Revised Popular
Edition, 2/6; postage 6d. extra. Invites application for his illustrated

Gun and Rifle Catalogue and Special Cartridge* Lists.

ESTABLISHED AT 151, NEW BOND ST , W. IN 1826.

HAYMARKET, LONDON, S, W.
(Opposite the Comedy Theatre.

)

II, PATON ST,

Subscription'Blank,
W. J. TAYLOR, Woodstock, Ont.

Enclosed find $1.00, for which please send Rod and Gun and Moior Sports

in Canada to the following address for one year beginning with Number

Name

Street and Number or P. O. Box

City or Town „-

Province or State



Caliber 25-35, 3°-3°> 3°3- J ust ^e J? un f°r the

man who doesn't want to carry an ounce of unnecessary

weight. Weighs but 6 lbs. Has 20 inch. High-Pressure

steel barrel, yet shoots as strongly and accurately as the

heavier rifles. Net price $21.00.

SAVAGE 99 " TAKE DOWN " RIFLE
Caliber 25-35, 30*3°. 3°3- 32 "4<>. 38"55- A most excellent range

of caliber is offered in this popular gun. Is hammerless,

of course, has cylindrical magazine, can be taken apart

and reassembled without the use of any tools. 22 or 26

in barrel. Weight 7^ lbs Net price $20.00.

Send for complete catalogue. Adriress

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY
541 Blcecker St.. Utia. N.Y., U.S.A.

NOTICE.

To 1907 Boat Owners
Kindly do not decide on a Marine Engine
for your 1907 Boat until you have seen the

Fairbanks-Morse 1907 Models
These will undoubtedly be the finest engines
which will be offered to the Canadian Boat
Builders, and you owe it to yourself to

investigate before you buy.

MADE IN CANADA. SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
Limited,

MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER.



STEVENS
RIFLE TELESCOPES
HAKE POOR SHOTS IMPOSSIBLE!

ft GOOD many persons have mistaken ideas of Telescopic Sighted Rifles. They think

such arms intended for target shooting at rest only. Stevens Rifles, or in fact any

standard make of rifle equipped with Stevens Telescopes, are used extensively lor large

and small game shooting by veteran hunters in the roughest country. Such an arm is an

aid to any eye, a great aid to defective eyes. Until of late, Rifle Telescopes had been

prohibited in some galleries ; but today, their use is encouraged and sanctioned. It is

quite generally admitted that a Telescope Sight on a rifle prolongs the sport of a rifle-

man many years. A Stevens Telescope on a Stevens Rifle makes an arm suitable for

Hunting, and for Finest Target Snooting has NO EQUAL, It is good for Bad Vision and

not bad for Good Visiofi

Stevens Telescopes range in price from the ' Favorite"

at $8.00 to the "Multiscope" at $42.00

EVERY RIFLEMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE.

Send for beautifully Illustrated

Special Telescope Catalog —
describes all styhes and models.

Ask your dealer— insist on

STEVENS RIFLES, SHOTGUNS, PISTOLS,

FIREARM ACCESSORIES, Etc.

If you cannot obtain, KINDLY
LET US KNOW

Beautiful Hanger Mailed for Six Cents in Stamps

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Company
365 MAIN STREET,

CH1COPEE FALLS, HASS., U.S.A.

Printed by the Sentinel- Pevieir Press, IVoodstock, Ontario



W. J. TAYLOR, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT. Copy
Winter Sports in Canada



"WINCHESTER
MODEL 1907 SELF-LOADING RIFLE

The Gun That Shoots Through Steel."

.351 CALIBER HIGH POWER
This new rifle which has the thoroughly tried and satisfactory Winches-
ter self-loading system, shoots a cartridge powerful enough for the largest
game. It is a six shot take-down, handsome and symmetrical in outline
and simple and strong in construction. There are no moving projections
on the outside of the gun to catch in the clothing or tear the hands and
no screws or pins to shake loose. This rifle is easily loaded and unloaded;
easily shot with great rapidity ; and easily taken down and cleaned. List
price $28.00. The retail price is lower. Your dealer can show you one.

Send for circular fully describing this rifle.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co. New Haven, Conn.

Half the fun of life

outdoors is a GOOD
PIPE and the right kind
of a smoke. The best
all-round pipes sold in

Canada are the

MS
and nothing we can say will be half as

effective as giving one a fair trial. Made
with amber and black vulcanite mouth-
pieces, and every bowl guaranteed.
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Turkish Cigarettes

15c. Per Box

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Ji'otor Sports in Canada.
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Ross

Rifles

For Target and
Sporting Purposes

The best in the world.

303 Calibre. Military and Sporting Patterns.

Special calibres to order.

i

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ElliottEAR
Protectors

Save the ears when
the Gun is fired

SOU) BY

Ketchum.& Co., Ottawa, Ont. ; C. J.

Mitchell, Brantford, Ont.
;
R.Duncan,

Montreal, Que.
; Jas. T. Egan, Hali-

fax, N.S.; Hingston Smith Arms Co.,

Winnipeg, Man.

Canadian Agent

:

Edward G. White
85 Wurtenburg Street

OTTAWA ONTARIO

Taxidermists ^urTo
and Furriers dealers
Every description of work in our line done to order.

Satisfaction guaranteed—All work moth proof.
Game Heads, Fur Rugs, Robes, Navajo Blankets,

Agate Goods, Curios, etc.

Send for new illustrated catalog just complete.
Highest prices paid for Raw Furs, Eagles, Unmounted Game

Heads, Snake Skins, Natural Skulls, etc. Send for price list.

Taxidermists Supplies (wholesale and retail.) Artificial Eyes,
Felt Linings, Arcenical Soap, Tools, etc. Send for new illus-
trated price list. C. L. McFADDEN & SON ' -~7

408 17th St. Dept. H. Denver, Colo

MOST PEOPLE

Like to be
SHOWN
and that's what we are able to do, produce
the goods.

Our engines are accurately built in

quantities, on the interchangeable system,
with the aid of jigs and tools. The design
is right. The materials the best obtainable
for each place. The finish as good as we
can buy; and the fitting, that go to make
the outfit complete, are as carefully made
as the engine.

Our engines will satisfy you. Buy one.

Canadian Beaver
THE SHERMAN COOPER CO., LTD. TORONTO, ONTARIO

When writirp advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Honest Goods
We back up our advertising
with good honest value.

That's why the

Van Home

10c. Cigar

has been such a success.

Smoked and liked by all

good judges of cigars.

HARRIS.HARKNESS&CO.
MAKERS

MONTREAL

fLEFEVER GUNS
CAN NOT SHOOT LOOSE

I ' Any wear in the action can be immediately taken up by turning compensating
1< screw F slightly to the right (see cut). Pretty simple, isn't it? Our handsome

4! 1907 catalog A fully describing the many advantages of the Lefever over guns

J
1 of other manufacturers is yours for the asking.

I LEFEVER ARMS CO. Syracuse, n. y.. u. s. a.

g

When writir- advertisers kind ly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Safety and Efficiency

that cannot be found in any hammer
revolver of other makes, are united in the

H & R
Greatest Revolver

Value for the
Money

m

H&R POLICE
AUTOMATIC

IT can be drawn from the pocket and fired with great rapidity because the
hammer is sunk in the frame and CANNOT CATCH ON THE CLOTH-
ING, nor be accidentally discharged, yet can be readily cocked for deliberate

aim when desired. These safety features are not found in revolvers of other
makes. Shells are automatically ejected—making it easy to reload. Made of the

best materials, finely finished, and with proper care will last a lifetime. The price

is right, too. It costs you $5.00.

Specifications : 32 caliber, 6 shot, 3% inch barrel,

or 38 caliber, 5 shot, 3X inch barrel, nickel finish.

The celebrated H&R Hammerless Revolver, $6.00.

Ask for the "H&R" if you want a Revolver that will give perfect satisfaction for home
or pocket use. Sold by all dealers in first-class firearms. If they haven't it, take no other;

we will send it on receipt of price. Write for catalog.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO., 291 Park Ave,Worcester, Mass.

Makers of the celebrated H&R Single Guns

Conklin's
PenSeli-

Filling

For busy people.
No bother.
Fills itself.

Cleans itself.

No dropper.
Nothing to take apart.
Nothing to spill.

A dip in ink, a touch
of thumb to nickel
crescent and the
pen is full, ready
to write.

All the best dealers eTerywhere—
Stationers, Druggists, Jewelers-
handle the Conklin Pen or can sup-
ply you if you insist upon having it.

Costs no more than other fountain
pens of best grade. 100 styles and
sizes to select from shown in our
catalog, furnished free upon re-
quest. Any make or style of foun-
tain pen repaired promptly.

THE CONKLIN PEN CO.,
514-516-518 Jefferson A*e. , Toledo,Ohio.

Sole Mf'rs Conklin Self -Filling Pen.

Indoor Exercisers

AND

BOXI NG
G LOVES

All kinds of Indoor Sporting Goods

and Exercisers, Striking Bags,

Fencing Foils, etc.

Write for Catalogue

IRICELEWMON
«^ LIMITED

TORONTO

When writirg- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canad;
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Are You Convinced Yet

That Our Canvas Covered ft
Cedar Canoe is the Best f
All Round Canoe Made

Perhaps you have not seen or used our Canoes.

Send for catalogue and read what those say who

have tried them out in every way, and under all

conditions.

Do You Want a Motor Canoe?

We have one. Speed 8 miles per hour. Cannot

upset it or sink it. Best boat we have ever seen.

Our catalogue tells all about it.

R. Chestnut & Sons
FREDERICTON, N. B., CANADA

When writirg- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and JVotor Sports in Canada.
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IF you want to learn what

""""RUSSELL"is drive a
"it knows the road."

BACKED UP BY A FACTORY

Near enough to take care of you

Equipped to lo ok after you

(Determined to please you

iaqa Cycle &Mqtdr
TORONTO

Our 1907 Models are larger, stronger,

faster, quieter and richei than ever.

Model D.— 18 H. P. 2 Cylinder Touring Car ....... .$1600.

Model E.— 25 H. P. 4 Cylinder " " . . 2500.

Model F—40 H. P. 4 Cylinder off set " 3750.

When writirjr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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No. 10. $3.50 No. 14. $5.00 No. 12. $4.00
Size of seat 16x1 19x19 18x17
Height of back from seat 23 in. - 26 in. 24 in.

Height of arm from seat g]4ir\. 10 in. 10 in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furni-
ture is sold at less, but you would not want it at any price when placed alongside of YOU NGER'S
WILLOW FURNITURE. I grow my own Willow. 1 supervise personally the workmanship. I

guarantee strength and durability of every article. As to BEAUTY of this Furniture, it speaks for itself. The
handsome set, illustrated above, sells for $12.50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow.
That means coolness and comfort. There is no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and
unhealthy upholstered chair when you ean buy these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $10.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs,
Fancy Chairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilists Baskets, and numerous other articles.

Special baskets of any st/lemade to order. No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points.

W. YOUNGER, 666 YONGE STREET, TORONTO

"Say,"
Are you going fishing ?

Order a Canoe or Skiff

from

PeterboroughCanoe Co. Ltd

and you will catch fish.

PETERBOROUGH

Canada

Send for catalogue

When writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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SPECIAL

Light Motor Boats

IN STOCK,

Sizes

16 ft., 18 ft. & 20 ft

ANY SIZE BUILT TO ORDER

ROBERTSON BROS.,

Lfflnnnnefln W©fffe
FOOT OF BAY STREET,

HAMILTON - eftNHDft.

The Cut opposite shows

our 18 ft, Regular Stock

Launch. We have in

Stock this style from

18 ft. to 30 ft. A

variety of other styles

can be seen at our yards.

Give us a call, or send

for

ROBERTSON BROS.

CATALOGUE.

When writirg: advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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DO YOU KNOW
THE PLACE?

If not your pleasure has suffered. Take a free trip

—

a mental little journey—through Algonquin Park by asking

for the handsome publication on this resort issued by the

Grand Trunk Railway System. It contains a fund of

information, is handsomely illustrated with half tone plates

made from direct photographs and maps of the district.

Take the trip some evening after dinner, with your wife

and children. Then slam the door on your doctor for

1907 by taking your family next season on a real journey

through this ideal territory. Write for free literature to

J. D. McDonald, District Passenger Agent, Toronto,

or J. Quinlan, District Passenger Agent, Montreal.

G. T. Bell, 0
?ffHA^r' Montreal.

.
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1

ESIV SSmSL

CAMERA
Adapted for plates or films,

takes pictures 3^x4^ $10.50
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOG

Vise Photo Supply <X
501 Queen St. W. TORONTO.

Hamilton Powder Co.

Has manufactured sport-

ing powder since 1861,

and with satisfaction to

its friends.

Use SNAP SHOT for every-

day work, and CARIBOU
when you want absolutely

the best results.

Write No. 4 Hospital

St., Montreal, or apply

at any local office.

The Empire
A CANADIAN MADE TYPEWRITER

PERFEC-

TION

In its

Simplicity

PRICE $60.00 ONLY.
Manifolding Qualities Unexcelled,

WRITING ALWAYS IN SIGHT
If you require a Typewriter you can find none that

will suit you better than the " Empire."

THE WILLIAMS M'fg. Co.,
MONTREAL.

PRACTICAL DOG EDUCATION
is the title of a book by Thomas C. Abbott re-

cently published, containing some new and
thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or

rather dog education. The methods recom-
mended by Mr. Abbott represent the experience

of the best trainers throughout the country.

The man who masters the principles contained in

this work will be able to train any dog.

The book is handsomely bound in
Cloth and a copy will be sent, postage prepaid,

on receipt of the price, - $1.00
Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, Roa
s£?t.

G
ta oSnadL

otor Woodstock, Ont.
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"THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD."

Fewer parts in its mechanism than any other and these parts bigger and stronger. The only double
gun made in this country that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship,

balance, finish, etc. SEE ONE BEFORE YOU BUY.

MADE
ONLY BYA. H. FOX GUN CO., Philadelphia, Pa

Not connected with Philadelphia Arms Co.

For Smokers' Throat

j 5 Hoarseness, Voice Failures, Catarrh and
•< << Bronchitis yield to the one Infallible Specific

i i EVANS' ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES!:
4 i FROM ALL DRUGGISTS

£

5 t EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED
J

J J MontPeal. Toronto and New York £

The New Vermifuge and
Conditioner for Dogs

CHAMBER'S
CASTRIQUE"
Does not distress the >

animal. No starving £

required. Produces
J

healthy skin and 5

glossy coat. Enables J

you to rear the most h

delicate puppyor J

kitten. t

SEND FOR COPIES OF [
TESTIMONIALS C

PRICE; 50c AND $1-00 Per Bottle I

EVANS AND SONS. LIMITED
jj

MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK >

Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U.S.
f

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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BETHESDA
The Water of Quality

From the

FAMOUS BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS

At Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Has Two Important Properties—
As a Still Water it has wonderful well-

proved Medicinal Value, especially for

the cure of Kidney Diseases, Diabetes
and Bright's Disease—for which pur-
pose it is only sold in new half gallon

bottles.

There is a booklet which tells all

about this, which you can procure
either from the

BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS,

Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

or from

MICHIE & CO., LIMITED, Toronto, Canada.

As a Sparkling Water In quarts,

pints and splits It Is the
American Table Water.

For it not only blends perfectly with
wines and spirits, but it aids digestion,

and removes all uric acid troubles.

The best hotels use it. The best

dealers sell it. If your dealer has not

got it, write direct to

BETHESDA
AT

Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and ^otor Sports in Canada,
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Big
TimberWolf

Hunt
ON

February 9, 1907

ONTARIO
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Make Arrangements at Once— as the time is short —

—

L. O. Armstrong
Colonization Agent,

Can. Pac. Ry.

MONTREAL

When writirp- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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LET THE

KODAK
Tell the story of the

home days of the chil-

dren, Photography is

simple now—Kodak has

made it so.

"KODAK HOME POR-
TRAITURE" is the title of

a beautiful little book that

shows more than a score of

such pictures, made both in-

doors and out, and gives

many valuable hints on how
to make them. It may be

had free, at the dealers or by
mail.

Canadian Kodak Co.
Limited

TORONTO ONT.

Young Men and Women

!

Why Not Climb Up ?

Good Positions at Good Salaries await you if you will but prepare for them. We
can help you over all the TOUGH PLACtS if you will but do your best and give us a
chance. We have the best men in Canada employed to give instruction in our
courses. Write and tell us just what you need and let us tell you of our plans to
help yon, or clip out the following list and mark the subjects you would like to grow
strong in and send to us. We will then make the way plain and easy for you to
win out.

Higher Accounting
Chartered Accountancy
Commercial Specialist
Business I,etter Writing

and Follow-up
Systems

Arithnfetic(Commercial)
Business Practice
Modern Office Methods
Bookkeeping
Stenography
Typewriting
Shorthand
Elementary English
Penmanship
Commercial I^aw -

Advertisement Writing
Illustrating
Designing

Cartooning
lettering
Caricaturing
Journalism
Newspaper Reporting
Newspaper Editing
Short Story Writing
Novel Writing
Physicial Culture
Photography
Newspaper Sketching
Figure Drawing
Commercial Design
Catalogue Drawing
Matriculation

(any Univ.)
Teachers' Exams.
. ... (any Grade)
Arithmetic

(High School)

Algebra
Euclid
Trigonometry
English literature
English Composition
English Grammar
Commercial French
Botany
French
German
Latin
Greek
History

i Ancient and Modern)
Geography
Physics
Chemistry
Zoology

ADDRESS

W. H. SHAW.
The Shaw Correspondence School

President and.Founder. Dept. (R. G.) 898 TONOE STREET, TORONTO. ONTARIO
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Safety, accuracy and durability are the prime

features to consider in buying guns.

durability is a quality to which thousands

of shooters subscribe, but safety is the feature which

puts 2Har/m guns foremost in the favor of buyers

of presents for well-loved friends or relatives.

272ar/iit shotguns and rifles are made in all styles

and calibers of selected, special steels, drop-forged,

subjected to critical inspection by experts and to most

severe tests at each stage of construction. Guaran-

teed free from imperfection in material and work-

manship.

ffldr/in guns have solid top receivers making a

solid wall of metal between the shooter's head and

the cartridge. Premature discharge is impossible.

The cartridge cannot be fired before the action is

closed and rigidly locked.

The Tflar/i/t side ejection is a comfort which aK

men appreciate. The ejected cartridge cannot inter-

fere with the aim nor fly back into the shooter's face.

There are many other valuable fflar/i/i ideas included in every 2/iar/i/t

gun. Send six cents in stamps for our handsome Catalogue,

explains all and contains much other valuable information.which

67 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

The Hunter Free Spool Reel
A mechanically correct free spool

pull German Silver, Phosphor Bronze Bearings. Strict-

j
high grade. No screws or bearing caps to lose.

,.mplest take-down mechanism. Free spool makes

PRICE $8 50

it casting a pleasure and the novice or expert can do
far better work than with ordinary spool. Sold
by all dealers or sent express paid on receipt of

price. Fully guaranteed ormoney refunded if

not satisfactory.

The Chamberlin Cartridge Target Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

The King Air Rifle
JUST THE GUN FOR

A HEALTHY BOY,

HE KING is a real gun that shoots with great force
and accuracy by means of compressed air instead
of powder. Shoots BB shot and darts. Hammerless

action, splendid sights, polished walnut stock, nickeled steel barrel. Popular for

parlor and lawn target shooting,
we make the King Single Shot, King Repeater, King 500 Shot.
At leading dealers throughout the Dominion.
The King Air Rifles is the boy's delight. It takes him into the open air. Gives him physical and mental exer-

cise. Makes him manly, self-confident, self-reliable. Gives him unlimited pleasure. We have been making the
KING for twenty years. Booklet telling all about our Air Rifles Free.

THE MARKHAM AIR RIFLE CO.. Plymouth. Mich, U.S.A. g&Syg

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ENGINES OF QUALITY
are the only kind we build and are the only kind you
want.
Engines that give speed.

Engines to be depended upon.
Engines in which best possible workmanship and

material is found.

Before buying an engine write us for particulars

and quotatious. Built in the two to six cylinder type.

PREMIER MOTOR CO.
H. BIDDELL, Proprietor

256-258 Adelaide Street West TORONTO
We also manufacture high class Stationery Engines.

HIGH
GRADE LAUNCHES

BUILT TO ORDER

Cut illustrates type that is

certain to meet ideas of any-
one desirous of securing an
up to date and well built

boat. Length, 21 feet over
all. Any make of engine
desired installed, but we re-

commend the Premier En-
gine. Same style in twenty-
five to thirty footers.

Write for Catalogue and Quotations NO W.

Geo. H. Buxton 6 Son
256-8 Adelaide Street West.TOPONTC

STAG BRAND ALLCOCK S STAG BRAND

FISHING TACKLE
(Established 1800)

Rods

Reels

Lines

Flies

Hooks

Baits

etc.

Our
Tackle
has been
before

the

world
for over
100 years

and
stood the

test.

Fishermen can always rely upon Allcock's Stag Brand Goods. They never fail.

The Allcock, Laight & Westwood Co., Limited
78 BAY 8TREST, TORONTO REDDITCH, ENGLAND

"When wrltlrp advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE

American Sportsman's Favorite

ITS REGULARITY HAS WON THE CONFIDENCE OF
SPORTSMEN

Uniformity, high velocity, close pattern, quick ignition,

perfect combustion, excellent keeping qualities, great

. penetration with minimum pressure and recoil, are some

of its special features, which make it the preference of

MEN WHO KNOW
They Specify It in All Their Shells

E. I. du Pont dc Nemours Powder Company
WILMINGTON. DEL.

When writIre advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Try our
Celebrated
"FALCON

Brand

9 5

ENGLISH
VARNISHES

WE HAVE A SPECIALLY
MADE ARTICLE FOR

BOATS and YACHTS
Fresh and Sea Water

2 GRADES OF EACH

ALSO PAINTS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wilkinson Heywood & Clark, Limited
Canadian Branch : 300 notre dame ST., west, MONTREAL

FRANCIS C. REYNOLDS, Manager.

It's YOU we're after

BUT WHEN YOU TRY

MAJESTIC
METAL

POLISH
you'll be after US

Write for samples

MADE: IN CANADA
BY

Majestic Polishes,
LIMITED

575 Yongc St, TORONTO
CANADA.

AND

(Collectors
Our position as the largest andj foremost Manufac-

turing Furriers in the World.

(Established in 1723)
Enables us to claim that we can do better for you
than any one else. We will quote you highest market

prices and consistently pay them.

Revillon Bros.,
LIMITED,

WHOLESALE FUR DEALERS,

134-136 McGill Street, Montreal.
Paris, London, New York, Leipzig, Moscow,
Nijny, Nicolaiew, Khabarosk, Bokhara,

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor. Sports in Canada.
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4

MARBLE'

maybe justly described as a "long look
ahead." Having no stem to obstruct the

view when "holding above," it gives a com-
plete view of the object aimed at, and enables
one to make accurate shots at any range
without stopping to adjust rear sight. It is

exceptionally valuable for running shots and
is used for snap shooting by the most famous
riflemen.
Beads of Ivory or Gold,— 1-16, 3-32 or 1-8 in.

The lustrous Pope's Island Gold Bead in-

stantly reflects the faintest rays of light and
is clearly discernable in the early dawn or
evening twilight—adding valuable moments
to both ends of day and at the most favorable
time for securing shots at big game.
Price $1.00 at dealers, or direct. Mention

model and caliber.
All of Marble's Extra Quality Specialties

for Sportsmen are described in 56-page, free
Catalog " U."
MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO-, CLADSTONE, MICH.

lifter Shaving
use

ENNEN
BORATE D TALCUM

OILET POWDER
tand insist that your barber use

it also. It is Antiseptic, and
will prevent any of the skin
diseases often contracted.

A positive relieffor chapped hand

Chafing, and all afflictions uf
the skin. Removes all odor of perspiration.
Get Mennen's—the original. Sold every-
where or mailed for 25 cents. Samplefree.

Tn/ Mermen's Violet (Borated) Talcum.

GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark, N. J.

W. W. GREENER, THE
ENGLISH GUN MAKER

THE WORLD'S STANDARD OT EXCELLENCE FOR FIFTY YEARS.

The Greener Choke, The Greener Hammerless, The Greener Ejector, etc.

FOR FINE
GUNS.

A Few Testimonials.
" I have used your guns here

for the last 20 years, and find
them superior to all."

Alberta, Canada, Aug. 26, '01.

"Some years ago I purchased
a Greener gun. It has had very
hard usage,and the action to-day
is as tight and easy working as
the flay Ibought it ; some people
doubt my word when told that
the gun has been in use for 15
years."

Boston, U.S.A., Sept. 14, 01.

AND NOT EXPENSIVE GUNS ONLY.-
GUNS AT ALL PRICES.

Ask for our New Catalogue 24
from the offices of this magazine.

W. W. GRKENE)R'S Guns have been proved in every country and
climate in the world. Every shooting man knows they stand First
for shooting qualities, and being made upon the simplest possible

designs, they are the strongest and the lightest.

W. W. GREENER, Gun Maker, Established 1829.

Address: BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ORDER BY MAIL.
GENTLEMEN IN NEED OF A NATURAL HAIR

TOUPEE or WIG
Can only obtain THE BEST OFALL at the "Maison"

JULES 6 CHARLES,
For they have established this " Fact to the Point."
Seeing is believing—they invite you co view the
large variety of

ARTISTIC HAIR GOODS.
They are masterpieces of human skill. Mail orders
through our free catalogue are just as satisfactory
as your personal visit to our store. Write To-Day.

USE HAIRLENE for Thin and Falling Hair.

431 YOISGE ST., TORONTO,

No Matter How Cheap J

An Engine is in first cost, if it is not
RELIABLE it is dear at any price.

Any Canadian user of our engine will

be glad to tell you his experience.

Send to us for references, and for Free
Catalogue of our Reliable Cruising

Engines and our Beautiful Boats.

Fay&Bowen EngineCo.,
96 Lake Street, $

GENEVA, N.Y., U.S.A.
|

GUNS CHARLES LANCASTER
Gunmaker by Warrants of Appointment to

His Majesty the King, H I. M. The German Emperor, H R H- Prince Christian.

"THE ART OF SHOOTING," the Seventh and Revised Popular
Edition, 2/6; postage 6d. extra. Invites application for his illustrated

Gun and Rifle Catalogue and Special Cartridge Lists.

ESTABLISHED AT 151, NEW BOND ST ,*W IN 1826.

PATDN <\T HAYMARRET, LONDON, S, W.W I V/ll Ol., (Opposite the Comedy Theatre.

)

Hi

Subscription Blank.
W. J. TAYLOR, Woodstock, Ont.

Enclosed find $i.oo, for which please send Rod and Gun and Motor Sports

in Canada to the following address for one year beginning with Number

Name .'
.

Street and Number or P. O. Box

City or Town ...

Province or State

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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XMAS
$-|2.50

FOR A

$

GUN CABINET
^j,Made of Oak, antique finish. Heights ft. ioin., width 28 in.

depth 12 in.

Send us your address for one of our
Gun Catalogues.

THREE GRADES
$3, *4.50 and *6.

Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic,

close fitting, but not binding, comfortable ST
and convenient. Designed especially for J*
duck shooters, trap shooters, etc., but
suitable for all outdoor purposes. Must
be seen to be appreciated. Made only in A
three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray $L
and Scarlet.

The H. H. Kiffe Co..
523 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

THE BEST TIME TO
ORDER A LAUNCH IS NOW

And if you want the

BEST LAUNCH
and one that you

will be proud of you"

will be consulting

your own best inter-

ests by ordering from

me. I build NOTH-
ING BUT HIGH
GRADE LAUNCH-
ES. Prices right, quality of work considered. Before ordering let me submit

quotations on whatever size launch you contemplate having built. I can build

you an eighteen foot boat, complete, ready for engine, at from $100 to $150.

WALTER DEAN 1751 Queen St.
West TORONTO

I have on hand in the neighborhood of THREE HUNDRED FIRST CLASS TOBOGGANS
from $5.00 up. Orders filled promptly.

When writirer advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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2 to 100 H P. All OWNER/
OF

BUFFALO

Marine Motors
Have the

41
Buffalo Confidence."

The "Buffalo" always takes them safely

through storms and long runs

Without delay op accident.
It has stood up steady and strong through
the severe tests of towing and general service.

OUR NEW SLOW SPEED MOTORS
Are positively the only Motors filling EVERY DEMAND OF WORKING CRAFT.

Write To-day for our new Illustrated Catalog— full of more interesting

information about " Buffalo " Marine Motors.

Buffalo Gasolene Motor Co.,
1218-1230 NIAGARA ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail m'ixer, buy the

"Club" brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a 'Club Cocktail." it

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

GUARANTEED F
f£fl£f°

w will buy the only natural, never failing and prac-W i ticaMy indestructible cigar, cigarette and pipe
1 II lighter everi vented. There is nothing to getout

V/ ol ord r. No oi —no chemicals of any kind. >imply
a charred .wick, cube of flint, steel wheel and lever

to produce friction. When the fl'nt sparking cube or wick is

consumed, it can be replaced at trifli g c st (cube 10 cts., wicks
25 cts. doz.).

The Matchless
Cigar Lighter

LIGHTS CIGAR, CIGARETTE or PIPE
anywhere, at ny time—in
wind, rain or snow—o > land
or sea. the harder it blows
—THE BRIGHTER IT GLOWS. It

Fits the Vest Pocket
lik a match box—is always
ready and never fai I s to work

Automobilists,
Yachtsmen,

Hunters, Golfers
and all outdoor smokers
should have a matchless
CIGAR lighter. Try one. If

you don't like it your money
will be cheerfully refunded.
Buy from your dealer or we'll

supply you, postpaid, if he
will not. Illustrated and
descriptive circular free on
application.

Matchless Cigar
Lighter Mfg. Co.,

Dept. 12.

16 John St., New York.
2-3 actual size— With side removed, showing fuse

in position to light cigar, cigarette or pipe.

When writirgr- advertisers kindly mention Eod and Gun snd 3.
rotor Sports in Canada.
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A Suitable Holiday Gift for your Friend the Hunter.
He needs light to see his catch—Can he carried in the pocket.

ft)

No. 1

FLASH
LIGHT, m

Price
$2.oO.

Express Prepaid.

The Berlin Electrical Manufacturing Co.

SEND FOR OUR 1906 CATALOGUE

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Conn., U S- A.

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Unusually novel and practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy

for the finder to return lost k^ys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of offerine re-

ward for return. German Silver,
handsomely made, 25c postpaid.
Agents wanted.

C. E. LOCKE MFG. CO., 159,™,KENSETT, IOWA.

MAIL BOX ORu
, iPOJT OFFICE /c-

,
POSTAGE a ADDRLS5li?

IN5IDE.

4^5 «„

,

calls for a goud £un.
'3Hn*One" keeps anyBIO GAME
g

lock, action perfectly—cuts out
all residue of black or smokeless
powder—keeps all metal parts
bright and free from rust. Gen-
erous sample free. Write to
G.W.COLE CO., 129 Washing-
ton Life Bldg. , NewYork City.

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots are best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

6 Miners

They are the

lightest boot on
the market,qual-
ity and material

considered

.

They are made to fit, and wear. They are practically

waterproof—if properly taken care of. There are no

nails or anything to gall the feet. They will not harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU
Ask your dealer to order you a pair or write for cat-

alogue 0.

Witehell-Sheill Company
DETROIT, MICH

Manufacturers of Sporting and Athletic Footwear.

When writitff advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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// your comfort is a con=

'lOTT do not hesitate, but immediately get

into a

COMB/NATION

SUIT
the most comfortable, the most perftct fitting,

the most satisfactory underwear that has

ever been made.

The garments are hand knitted, in

one piece from neck to ankle, and are

ribbed, which insures a perfect fit at all

times and in any position.

We make them in Wool, Lisle,

Cotton, Silk, Linen, Silkoline, Cash-

mere or mixtures.

Catalogues on request.

THE KNIT-TO-FIT MFG.CO.
Retail Branch—597 St. Catherine Street, West

MONTREAL

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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FOIyl^OWING is an extract from a letter recently
received from a prominent Bostonian regarding

a Collie dog purchased from the

King Edward
Collie Kennels
"I must again thank you for sending Dan to me.

I don't think my wife would consider the crown
jewels hardly a fair exchange for him. He is perfect.
While he cannot talk very plainly he does whisper.
"Ha, ha"."

Only Prize Winning Collies For Sale.

For Particulars Address

N. GORDON
7 concord ave, TORONTO, Can.

A Portfolio of Beauties
Gauzy Draperies, Graceful Poses, Beautiful Dreamy
Faces. Twelve of the most catchy pictures wc
have ever offered, made in Sepia Duo-tint Prints.

Size 7x10 inches, ready to frame or passepartout,

together with our Art Catalog co« taining illustra-

tions of over 300 masterpieces, sent prepaid upon
receipt of 5oc, (U.S. Postage, Currency, P O.
Money Order or Express Order ) We are the

publishers of the largest line of Den Pictutcs in the

world . Address

The White City Art Company
368 Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FREE—An etching entitled (The First Monday)
(or Mother Eve's Washing on the I,ine) given
free with each order. This picture alone sells for
25 cents everywhere. It's a good one.

STEEL
FISHING RODS.

THE THRILL OF A
GALLANT STRIKE

NOT one of your leisurely catfish runs, but a bold, hungry, daredevil strike by
one of the gainey sort—How it quickens your pulse

!

^^S™6
!

6
*

1 a ^ifles afer as to the outcome of the battle if the rod's a '
'Bristol".

u -i+ il u i. 1
ori^mal steel rod—is built now as ever of the finest steel, and

built well. It has that willowy, "sensitive" feeling and never fails to report in-
stantly the manoevres of your fish. Yet the Strength back of the Flexibility
doesn t dimmish with hard service—and the big anglers know it. That's * ' Bristol'

'

merit.
The Combination Reel and Handle is a neAv departure—with "BRISTOL" grace

and value. ^ , _ , u0

See our name and trade Mark "BRISTOL" is on the real seat—then it "is the
genuine rod Guaranteed for Three Years.

Our beautiful catalogue showing rods for all fishing sent free on request.
Beautiful 1907 calendar sent on receipt often cents in silver.

The Horton Mfg. Co
32 Horton Street

BRISTOL, Conn., U. S. A.

When writirg- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"Vulcan <Sparte"
MADE IN CANADA Established 1898

YOU MUST HAVE A GOOD HOT SPARK
TO MAKE YOUR GASOLINE AUTO OR LAUNCH RUN RIGHT

"Duican Jtaumttktor"
MADIGIN PATENTS

Are sparking all high grade automobiles and motor boats in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR. Will last ten.

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO
TORONT°

No. 305-Winton Type, 6 volt, 70 A. H.
Long distance telephone, Main 5072.

CANADA
423-425 West Queen St.

Camming
anoeinq
1ruising

are delightful pastimes

but the perfection of enjoyment

cannot be attained without a supply

of

fCARMAN'S
English Breakfast

BACON
Ask Your Grocer.

F. W. FEARMAN CO., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ont.

Mountain Climbers!

Sportsmen

!

Collectors

!

I carry in stock the largest selection of 8x10
Photos of Scenes in the Rocky and Selkirk
Mountains, embracing all the notable views of
Banff and the Canadian National Park.

Priee 35e. each,
Or 6 for $1.50 unmounted.

North-West Indian and Game Pictures

—

never before on sale—at same price.

Postal Collectors will find my genuine
Photo Post Cards the handsomest and most
varied on the market. I have 400 subjects to
choose from.

Price 60c per dozen.

"Canada's National Playground," by Percy
T. Godenrath, is a Superb Guide and Souvenir
of Banff and the Park, containing over Fifty
Original Photos. Price 25c.

Byron Harmon,
PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTIST - - • BANFF, CAIN

SUPERIOR

WORKMANSHIP
MA I' E R I A L

STYLE
Are three of the leading features of every

LAKEFlELD CANOE. if you are
contemplating buying a Canoe next season, be-
fore doing so find out all about our models, and
we feel satisfied we can PLEASE you in EVERY
DETAIL, and also as to PRICE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Lakefield Canoe Building

& Manufacturing Co., Limited

LAKEFIELD, ONTARIO

t. -

- .. .

When writirtr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The smooth Fox Terrier.

CHAMPION ALDON TIPSTER
(Winner of 30 First and Special Prizes.)

Puppies and Grown Dogs by rftn C 1 1 C
' TIPSTER" and other noted fU II OALL
sires ——«_«

_

A. A. Macdonald
Queen's Hotel, TORONTO

A SATISFACTORY
DAY'S FISHING IS

ASSURED THE
USER OF A

Carlton

Automatic

Reel.

Every owner of
these reels praises
l.hem highly. Cana-
lian anglers who
Have not seen the
Carlton Reel should
ask their dealer to
show them one. If

your dealer does not
handle them, you
will confer a favor
by advising us of the
fact.

Our line consists of reels adapted to every class of
fishing, from the automatic to the light weight trout
reel.

The Carlton Automatic Reel not only increases
the sport, but assures the catch after it is once
hooked. It is almost hnman.
The 9 Multiple is an innovation in reel construc-

tion, the winding spool turning nine times to one
revolution of the handle ; and with our patent exten-
sion handle, a greatly increased leverage is obtained
when required.
Our illustrated catalogue " R. & G." tells all about

these reels as well as others of our manufacture. It

is free for the asking if you mention this magazine.

The CARLTON MFC CO.,
Exchange St., - - Rochester, N Y.

—BARBER—
JIUP SPARE H4MNB GASOLINE ENGINES.

Easily started. Run in either direction. Speed control.

Material, Workmanship
and Running Qualities

Guaranteed.

ALSO

Barber Reverse

Wheels.

High Grade, Moderate in Price

MANUFACTURED BY

BARBER BROS 100 GRAPE STREET,
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

Prospectors, Miners, Surveyors, Sportsmen, Everybody
FOR YOUR

TENTS,
CAMP BAGS,

COVERS,
CAMP BEDS,

Waterproof Clothing,

FOLDING CANOES,
Canvas Covered CANOES,

CATALOGUE FREE !

GO TO

Sonne's
(Sonne Awning, Tent &

Tarpaulin Co.)

Office:

327 St. James St.

Factory:

329 Craig St. West
MONTREAL, P.Q,

FOR YOUR

LAUNCHES,

MOTOR BOATS,

ENGINES, 2 & 4 CYCLE,

BRASS BOAT Fittings

of all Description.

catalogue free !

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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MADE IN CANADA.

Battery

Uniform Hot Spark
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR

Auto Gas Engine "Work,
Manufactured by

CARBONS LIMITED,
73 Adelaide Street, W.

,

>

I
Toronto- IP

How
far
havejW
walked?

Whether you walk for health, pleasure or
business—on city's streets, in the woods, or on
golf links it is interesting to know exactly how
much ground you have covered. The

American Pedometer
(Carried in the Vest Pocket)

regulates to your step and registers infallibly
the exact distance. It is but inches in diam-
eter, handsomely oickled and so simple and
sturdy as to be almost indestructible.

10 MILE PEDOMETER $1.00
100 " " 1.50

At Sporting Goods dealers. If vours hasn't
it we will send postpaid on receipt of price with
our guarantee. Write for free booklet D.

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.,
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Coon.

HAVE YOU A BIRD DOG?—-THEN YOU WANT

-SI Amateur
TrainerED. F. HABERLEIN.

A plain, practical and concise, yet thorough,
guide in the art of training, handling and the cor-
recting of faultsof thedog subservient to the gun
afield. Acknowledgedby authoritiesand amateurs
alike the most practical book on training ever
published. The author is a practical trainer of
over 30 years' experience whose system is up to
date andstandsunequaled, the acceptedstandard

New Edition Just Out.— Illustrated.
Comprehensible, popular form, devoid of long-spun
theories, based on practical experience throughout.
Not a large volume of pastime reading matter, but
guaranteed to contain the most practical information
on the subj ect at any price. Sent postpaid on receipt
of price—paper cover, $ | .00; finely cloth bound
And Gold Embossed, SI.50. Address:—
Subscription Department, Rod and Gun in Canada

Woodstock Ontario

Catalogue Free
Write Today

Learn to

Mount
Birds

Animals, Fishes,
Heads, Tan Skins
and Make Rugs.
sportsmen, fishermen,

trappers and nature-
lovers can now learn the won-

derful ai l of TAXIDERMY— can learn improp-
erly mount and sunt' ail kinds of game-birds
and animals. Save your fine and valuable

trophries. decorate home, den and office, with beautiful speci-

mens mounted by yourself. Double your interest in out-door
sporst. and enjoy your leisure hours. Taxidermy is the most
fascinating of arts, and is easily and quickly learned by men,
women or boys. The correct methods so long kept secret by
professionals areNOW taught with complete successBY MAIL.

A Very Ptofitable Business
Huntersand trappeis can greatly increase their incomes by

mounting and selling birds and animals, or mounting for oth-
ers. Many of our students have taken up TAXIDERMY as a
profession.

AND CAIinAI 1 1? highly endorsed byleading sportsmen
UU If vUflUULi magazines and by the best taxidermists;
is incorporated under the laws of Nebr., and is managed by
skilled taxidermists. Our display of specimens was given
F1KST GRAND AWARD AND NINE GOLD MEDALS at the
great Lewis-Clark exposition. We teach the most approved
methods and POSITIVELY GITARANTE K SUCCESS or charge
no tuition fee. Full course of 15 lessons covering every branch
of the art. Rates reasonable. "We want to send every inter-

ested reader of this magazine full .particulars.

PQPP , Beautifully illustrated Catalog, copy
rllCCi of Taxidermy Magazine and hun-
dreds of letters from Students. Write for these
TODAY. They fully explain our
school and cost you nothing.
May we send them?

Write Today
N. W. SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY.

10 S S-reet."
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_______ THE ENGINE OF QUALITY

"Perfection" Marine Motors

i

I

F you are looking for an engine that will give you good results it will pay
you to investigate the "Perfection," the best built small motor on the

market. Twenty- five years experience in the

manufacture of high grade machines has enabled

us to produce this engine.

Perfect design, proper construction, and hand-
some finish make the Perfection Motor.

MADE IN ALL SIZES

4
4

:
4
4
4
4 ' Guaranteed to give good results and we look
4' ' after them to see that they are doing it.

~ 1% H. P. $35-oo:~ \Wm

THE CAILLE

The Perfection has few working parts to get

out of order, are reversible, and are so simple a child

can operate them. Writefor Catalog.

PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
1302 Second Ave., Detroit, Mich.

JUST WHAT YOU NEED IAT
HOME

For doing the necessary repair-
ing of the " every day " jobs in
your home and doing them
RIGHT—there is no better or
more practical article on the
market than the No. 602

« NAPANOCH "

Pocket Knife Tool Kit

It embodies all the tools required
—a Pocket Knife, a Saw, a Rea-
mer, a File, a Chisel and a Screw
Driver. The Bag (which we pro-
vide) holds all the tools—it ean
be carried in your pocket. No
"hunting or fussing " when you
want a particular tool—the NAP-
ANOCH is always "on the job."
Sent postpaid on receipt of price
$2.25.

Guaranteed unconditionally.

U. J. ULERY CO.,
N 7 Warren St., New York, N. Y.

GLOVER'S
IMPERIAL

DOG REMEDIES
The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

SICK DOGS.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA.

FREE BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED

On application to

H. CLAY GLOVER, V S., 1278, Broadway, New York,
U. S. A*.

WESTERN CANADA'S
Favorite Malt Beverage:

DREWRY'S

REFINED
ALE
(REGISTERED)

The hunter and fisherman always
ask for it.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

E. L. DREWRY, F̂ °?E
D
S ,

Winnipeg.

He can't get away
because it's a '////NEWHOUSE TRAP.

NEWHOUSE TRAPS will catch and
hold the game every time.
Properly tempered springs, accurately

adjusted, do the work. v

Game can't wriggle loose—the clutch.
Of the jaws holds the catch sure and safe.*
The most powerful animal can't break;

a NEWHOUSE TRAP—or escape.
Write for catalog Made only by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltd.
Niagara Falls, Ont.
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The Lenox Hotel
IN BUFFALO

Modern. Highest Grade. Fireproof Throughout.

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES, EXCLUSIVELY

FOR PATRONS, operate between the Hotel, DepeU,

Wharves and through the Business District every few minutes,

EUROPEAN PLAN

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

George Duchscherer, Proprietor.

Do you want to get an

UP-TO-DATE BOAT OR LAUNCH
^C^^i with an engine that is

as sure to run as the tide, if so, we can supply you. Established

25 years.

JUTTEN'S Boat and Launch Works,
Foot of Wellington Street, HAMILTON, ONT.

kittle^tanr
;GASOLINE MOTORS

RELIABLE-REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

LIGHT, SIMPLE AND EASY TO OPERATE . ONLY THREE
MOVING PARTS. MAIN BEARINGS BABBITTED. MATERIAL

*VND WORKMANSHIP OF THE HIGHEST GRADE AND GUARANTEED
JUMP SPARK IGNITION.

BUILT IN MULTI- CYLINDER. TYPES
Send to-day for Circular "N"
UNITED MANUFACTURING CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
171-175 WEST WOODBRIDGE ST.

THREE PORT TYPE
NOl. 1 - z\ H P. $49
NO 3. 3
NO 5. 5

H.P.
HP.

72
ri6

TWO PORT TYPE

\h -2 H.P. **g
3 H.P. 6»
6 H.P. (double cylinder 175

ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR COMPLETE OUTFITS.

When writir<r advertisers kinrllv mention "Ron1 and Crim nniH Motor Snorts in Panairia
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SNOW SHOEING ON MOUNT. ROYAL.

Winter Sports in Montreal
BY F. W. LEE.

IFTER all, you don't have it so

bally cold!" remarked a young
Englishman at dinner. Having

seen his heavy overcoat in the hall I

asked:

"Is this your first winter in Canada?"
He nodded assentingly and one of my

beliefs was shattered, namely, that all

our ruddy faced kinsmen so little felt the
dry cold after arrival that they safely got
past their first Canadian Christmas with-,
out the aid of a muffler. However,
January was a persuader to the extent of
a waterproof.

Montrealers do not like a snowless
winter. In the frigid portion of 1905-06,
there was a painful lack of the beautiful

and our usual sports, skating excepted,

languished. We had a succession of

bright crisp mornings, a darkly clouded

sky at eleven o'clock, thick snow at noon
and rain at six. Then the heavens
would clear, the stars shine frostily and
the streets by next sunrise, be covered

with ice. This lasted for nearly two
months and we became heartily sick of

variableness. In February, things

looked up a bit and a respectable quan-
tity of snow accumulated, snowshoeing,
skating and tobogganing flourished and
it looked like old times.

This winter snowshoeing boomed! It

is a splendid exercise and we have a most
romantic field for exploitation. Our
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mountain and vicinity afford dozens of

routes from which to choose. The old-

fashioned club tramp has waned in popu-
larity and to tell the truth, there is some-
thing- puerile in a bunch of grown ups
twisting- along-

- in processional pairs.

Parties of say six, boys and girls seem
to take most. The limited number gives

ample scope for conversation, each
couple is so intent (or should be) on its

own business that the others go unheeded.
A pretty girl and slender, (slender mind
you—the stout one looks like a bundle),

arrayed in picturesque costume, sharp
air crimsoning- her face and making- lips

resemble cherries, alluring surroundings,

altho' a trifle wintry, and so forth and
so forth, result in a nice crop of matri-

monial mistakes—escapes—no, experi-

mental engag-ements. Many little stories

are related of what really did not happen
but unvarnished history g-oes unrecorded
and is only a pleasurable memory to the

interested- ones in future years!

Then, there is the 'selfish' old bach-

elor, stout, with a little bit off the top,

who rejuvenates himself in ugly gray
blanketing- and professionally gripping
his pork gut sieves, hikes to Fletcher's

Field with a man chum. He starts off

like a 'steen year old but slyly makes
short cuts and eventually strikes a little

inn back of the mountain, where, meet-
ing congenial souls he whiles away the

precious health giving hours in clouds of

tobacco smoke, a pot of suds on the

table before him. 1 understand he re-

turns to town in an electric car.

Giddy rinks, gay with fluttering colors

and enlivened by stirring marches from
regimental bands or discordant with
blare of a dozen brass makeshifts, are in

plenty and this form of sport is most
patronised. There are at least ten large

ones in the city and the attendance is

immense. Skiing, in a small way, has
its dat ing devotees and driving parties

are numerous. For the latter, a date is

usually set without regard to the weather
man's wishes and frequently resenting

the slight he sends a blinding snowstorm
just to show there's no ill feeling!

"Where is the toboggan slide?" asks
the winter tourist on arrival here. He
means the Park Slide, for without any in-

tended disparagement to the others in

Montreal its unrivalled situatiou back of
Mount Royal, its length and scientific ar-

rangement of chutes and hair raising

dips and above all ready access from the

city easily gives it first place. Many of
the young members complain you do not
get your money's worth, viz: but three

descents per evening—this on account of
the large membership over one thousand
strong. This may be the case with the

blase ones, the beginner is enthusiastic

with even this pittance!

The six chutes give guardians and offi-

cers of the Club plenty to look after and
to carry out their duties properly they
could not very well add others. Accidents
with the present safeguards are unknown.
We go through the gate, our badges

inspected by a man, mount steps and se-

lect chute number three which we were
told was very smooth. At the top of the

stairs we encounter a platform and on
this our toboggan is placed and we take

positions. The girls lay flat and tuck in

their dresses, then the steersman grips

his rope guard and a bar in the front

drops. We are shoved forth and fall

headlong-—so it seems! A sensation of

fear almost chokes, and our ears are

deafened with a roaring, rushing noise!

We flit downward and striking the firm

earth the noises lessen but not our speed,

for dark blurred dummies watching us

from the side zip by, above flash meteors,

lights stringing the place from end to end.

The keen wind cuts like a knife and the

icy furrow seems interminable! Then we
mount and descend the first dip and
speed slackens. What a heart sinking,

hair lifting, experience that first dip has
been! We can sit up and leisurely look

back at where we started from, now far

astern. We travel to the end, get off

the toboggan, turn around and walk back
nearly a mile. It is great sport and tame
words cannot describe its ginger!

Once an American said in relating how
he felt after a slide; 'T would not have
missed it for a thousand dollars and 1

wouldn't go it again for a thousand!"
So there you are! Perhaps he was put-

ting it on, he certainly was not so phleg-

matic as dozens who brave the cold,

night after night for their gentle descents.

During the season one evening is set

apart for what some call a 'fete de nuit,'
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or gala night, Tis then the bonfires

crackle, colored lights illumine the snow-
scape, sky rockets and candles bang and
fizzle, all for the pleasure of self invited

multitudes. On the last occasion the

slide was honored by the presence of his

Excellency the Governor General and
party.

Many non-members with toboggans,
skim the mountain side where there is a
clear expanse ahead and have, if any-
thing, more fun than the slide patrons.

There is however, a certain danger in the

pursuit. A treacherous root or stick

sneaking under thin snow covering, may
slit the sled from end to end or a devia-
tion towards a tree trunk may give more
than a headache!

But the soul stirring game aud pleas-

ure of all is Hockey. Experts declare

there is no sport its equal. The pick of

Montreal youth chase the puck, whether
on two by four ponds or the ^magnificent

sheets of ice where world's championships
are decided. Most of the great events

are pulled off here and agitate the minds
of thousands. When the effete East and
the lusty West battle like gladiators for

a silver mag and resultant championship,

then there is excitement!

Long before the crowning event every

fellow with sporting blood, has pasted a

schedule in his pocketbook and as the

season rolls on, ticks off progress, the

defeat of this team, the winning of an-

other. The games are generally held
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Saturday night and next morning- hun-
dreds of groups in as many rooms, dis-

cuss results, criticize newspaper reports,

tell of incidents unnoted by the referee,

the quick upward stick jab at a trouble-

some opponent or the swift trip of ven-

geance. Hopeful speculations follow

and supporters hotly compare the merits

of favorites.

In connection with securing seats for

these big matches there is a great deal

of profanity and elbowing wasted and
much strategy manufactured. The sale

opens early, about 8 a. m. and long be-

fore the lordly ticket vendor graciously

puts in an appearance the crowd in single

file may string for two blocks. Late
comers are simply out of it as those

ahead generally buy for friends. One
young blood had done himself the honor
to ask two ladies to go to a match and
came tearing up to find himself at last

place. He was in a fix. He knew the

girls would scowl if they had a poor po-

sition in the rink. He slipped down a
side street, talked a moment to a friendly

cabman, then came back. A moment
later there was a shout of "Runaway
Horse!" and a huge wild-eyed brute, its

driver gesticulating furiously, leaped to

the sidewalk almost atop the crowd.
There was a sheep like scatter, the air

was blue and our friend carelessly took a
satisfactory station. It was a put up
job, the cabby had perfect control over
his horse and was a dollar or two richer

as he chucklingly drove away!
At last comes the great deciding night.

The Arena is packed, even the roof gird-

ers are clustered with human flies. The
city's fairest tier the boxes and front

seats, behind crowd the equally enthusi-

astic, on top rows or in the twenty-five

cents seats huddle the 'gang' who root

in language more euphemistic than
refined.

A band plays but is unheeded, the

seething crowd is too im'patient for music.

Suddenly the rink is dotted with the

challengers, then the home septette

comes and babel breaks loose.

In the preparatory interval some favor-

ite local men nonchalantly twirling their

hockey clubs find time to tour the ice

keeping close to the sides just, for identi-

fication do you see. Each knows there

is a whole battery of feminine eyes upon
him, in imagination he can catch the
buzzing, "That's him!" as his admirers
enlighten their neighbors, The ordinary
lobster who has just paid three dollars

for two seats thus recognizes he is not in

it with the soft capped individual who
slides around gracefully and stirs up
enough envy and heart interest to last a
lifetime.

There is a pause, the rubber disc is

set, admonition rendered the players and
the fight commences.

It is impossible to fitly describe the

whirlwind of event, the soul stirring ac-

tion, the exhibitions of speed and dex-
terity, brute strength and ebullitions of
savagery. The newspapers fall back on
slang when giving an account. The
players sway the emotions and passions
of their beholders. Middle aged busi-

ness men impassive as bricks, become
animate with tremendous excitement,

shout till hoarse, shake a wad of bills at

the office boy if he wants to bet; the girls

forget their dinky toilettes and incur

damage in the frenzy of waving arms,
hats and handkerchiefs. The rich man
shakes hands with the laborer over a

pretty shot, the irreconcilables become
good friends.

Three hours fly and all is over. Tele-

graphs sing the news to every part ot

the Dominion, the crowd has scattered

and more hockey history goes into print!

Yes, it is a fascinating and strenuous

game, tho' as one of my young friends

observes in his usual coruscating Eng-
lish, /'not strictly to the candy." Some-
where in our fair country are the blind,

the halt and the lame, no longer wistful

to hear the ring of steel on ice, the

blocky rattle of sticks or thud of the

puck. They were once lured into

searching for transient Hockey fame.

Virile youth with the allotted chunk of

iron in his blood does not mind damages
to eye, nose mouth and face but the

tale is told in the laryngologist's surgery

or on an operating table when he gets

older. 'Tis sad but true and everyday

object lessons are utterly disregarded.

Every Montrealer looks forward to

winter. He can pack each hour of lei-

sure with incident and impatiently won-
ders why people decry our climate!



The Delights of a Snow Shoe Tramp.

BY MISS T. MURIEL MERRILL.

SUCH a day as was the Friday of my
visit at Picton, Ontario, made it

impossible to stay in the house, so

at one o'clock I started for a snow shcfe

tramp.
It was a glorious day; cold enough to

keep the snow from clogging- the shoes

but not too cold to be pleasant. The sun
shone brightly.

Down the hill, through the gate out

on to the bay I went. The sun made the

long smooth stretch of snow dazzling.

Following the south shore, at Vance's
Cove, I left the bay, walking over a

fence, up through a field, along the top

of another fence and over on to the road.

Crossing the road, I walked over an-

other fence, and began the ascent of the

Gorge. This is a ravine through which
a stream runs, draining the Uplands.
The southern bank is high and steep, but

level enough on top to walk on. It is

surely one of the prettiest spots near here,

especially in the early spring when the

snow is melting, the swamps full, and
the stream goes leaping from ledge to

ledge, a picturesque succession of foam-
ing rapids and waterfalls. Now it was
all frozen and deep in snow, but the

Gorge with its great white drifts and its

bare grav trees was nevertheless beau-
tiful.

Many of the drifts were crusted in ice,

making them hard to surmount when as-

cending the hill. But in snow shoeing
one does not mind such small inconven-
iences as this.

At last I reached the top, finding my-
self on the Uplands with a fine view of

the bay and the country. To the west I

could see the East Lake, the Sand Banks
and West Lake, and beyond, the great
Ontario.

I walked on, straight back towards
Lighthall's swamp, then paused. In front

of me were gleaming drifts of snow
edged by the dark cedar and pine of the
swamp. Beyond all was the sky, a
transparent blue banded with misty,
white clouds. The dark trees seemed
full of mystery, enhanced by the great

stillness which wrapped the hills;—

a

mystery which could be felt but not
spoken.

I listened. Not a breath of wind; not

a bird note; silence! Then from far back
towards the town came the faint barking
of a dog. This ceased. It was all so

very beautiful, so quiet, so lonely. I

looked up and saw a colored ring around
the sun—the sign of a storm in the near

future,—but what cared I with this one
day so fine.

On I went, the swishing sound ot my
racquettes keeping me company. With
a sweet whistle a Grosbeak flew across

the field. C^2~3!
Over two more fences and through

other fields. Here the snow was drifted

so hard that scarce a mark was left bymy
shoes. Then my right toe strap broke.

I untied the long thong which went
around my ankle, placed the middle of it

over my toe, passed the ends dow'n

through the shoe, up again, twisted each

end in and out of the thus formed toe-

strap, and tied them behind my ankle.

This fixed me as well as I had been
before.

At last I reached the cross-road. I

followed it past the main road, staying

on till I came to Macaulay's Woods.
Here I crossed the fence and after some
tramping found myself among the trees.

There is nothing more beautiful than the

woods in winter—the long white stretches

of snow winding between the silent

trees! No human foot-tracks could I

find. Here from tree to tree were the

prints of a squirrel's feet. Farther on
were two other tracks, side by side, the

foot prints grouped in threes. Two rab-

bits had passed this way making for a

cedar thicket which they had entered.

And near these tracks, circling round,

then following, were larger tracks, like

those of a dog. They were the foot-

prints of a fox.

Still on I went, winding in and out

among the trees. No sound but the

dragging of my shoes, an occasional

whisper of wind through the trees, and
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once the loud clear call of some bird.

I thought I noticed a faint odor of

smoke in the air. Then, too, were those

dark forms moving among the trees?

No. Only my imagination.

The Redman is always with me. He
haunts the woods wherein I walk; with

me he follows the course of the streams
through the open. On summer evenings

as I follow the shore in my canoe, I hear

the silken swish of his paddle cleaving

the water, the lapping ot the ripples

against his birchen boat. The air is

laden with the incense of his campfire,

which by night I see twinkling from
among the trees. The sound of his war-
cry, his songs, his death chant, comes to

me with the wind.
I walked almost as far as the stream

which drains the Pond, then made down
the hill. Part of it was steep enough to

aiford me a slide, a thing dear to the

heart of every snow shoer.

Reaching the foot of the hill, I turned
and looked back. There stood the great
trees, rising one above the other,—elm,

basswood, maple. The white, slope was
crossed with slanting shadows, giving
place, on the left to the gloom of a hem-
lock wood.
Along the foot of the hill I tramped,

over more fences, following the valley

towards town. A yellow dog from a
farm house on the opposite hill stood up-
right against a fence and serenaded me.
He discovered me before I left the woods,
and thought it strange anyone should be
there at this season. He looked too, as

if he were unacquainted with snow shoes,

but hesitated to give them a close inves-

tigation. So he stood there and barked
till I was out of sight and hearing.

I reached the road, removed my shoes,

slung them over my back and trudged
home through the town, a little tired but

very happy.

A Campfire Idyl.

BY FANNIE M'DONALD.

Have you sat beside the campfire 'mid the gloom of forest pines,

And heard among'st their tall tops the murmur of the winds;

As the flames shot madly upward, or sent forth a flickering light,

Making deeper still the shadows, and the darkness of the night?

Fragrant breath of balsam,

Sweet the scent of pine,

Couch of gathered spruce boughs,
And then—dream time!

Have you watched the twilight fade away by the ruddy campfire's light.

And seen the twinkling stars spread out in the canopy of night?

Have you felt the solemn stillness—Nature's hash?—it seemed a boon,
Disturbed perchance by whip-poor-will, or laughter of the loon.

Fragrant breath of balsam,
Sweet the scent of pine,

Couch of gathered spruce boughs,
And then—dream time!

Oh, the friendships that are formed around the ruddy ember's glow,

Cementing hearts together as the years still come and go;
Stories told and each enlivend by the laughter and the songs;

How they live again in memory as the season comes along!

Fragrant breath of balsam,

Sweet the scent of pine,

Couch of gathered spruce boughs,-

And then—dream time!



Big Game in British Columbia.

A •JONE of the Provinces of Canada

1^1 can ec
l
ua ^ British Columbia either

'
^

' in its magnificent scenery or its

wild life. Each Province possess nu-

merous attractions which specially com-
mend themselves to those born within its

confines, and to outsiders who know,
and knowing- love, some of their delights.

The charms of the wild are found

throughout Canada and the lure of the

primeval is felt in every Province, with

civilization and its influences ever press-

ing upon what has hitherto been left to

Nature and Nature lovers. So vast are

Canadian areas

that the primeval

will still be left

a long while yet,

though the stead-

iness and the in-

creasing strength

of the stream
ever t e n d in g
west and north

argue that not

too much of the

primeval will re-

main within a

few years ot the

present time.

British Colum-
bia has however
fine defences.
Her enormous
mountain areas

preclude the pos-

sibility of any-
thing more than
the peopling of

her valleys and lower slopes, though
the southern portion of the Province may
become a vast fruit garden. In her

mountains, forests and fisheries, to say
nothing of minerals, British Columbia
possesses sources of wealth whose totals

would "stagger humanity" could reliable

estimates be made of them. The amount
of exploration still to be done provides
work enough for a century at least, and
it may well be that at the end of that
time as much will still remain to be ac-

complished. Active pioneers are pushing
their operations further and still further

afield, and prospectors are ever on the

move. There is the charm of uncertainty

about pioneering which tempts men on-
ward and keeps them hopeful to the last.

Others have made discoveries in these

mountains and why not they? Many are

kept from regular work by the lure of

rich rewards from prospecting, and the

hope of stumbling upon an easy fortune ev-

ery passing hour. That there are minerals
and plenty of them a visit to the Provin-
cial Government offices at Golden, where
specimens are kept, will fully demonstrate,
and when one remembers the greed of

ELK AT HOME.

gold one is not surprised that the lure of

the mountains is so strong, and that

when once possessed by it a man rarely

recovers. All prospecting however is

not for minerals. Great as have been

the discoveries made in that direction,

there are probably greater still to come.

The chances are however that some at

least will be accidental, and those who
spend the best portions of their lives in

searching may still die poor. While
prospectors of this kind will always

haunt the mountains there are many oth-

ers who go to the same places for very
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ELK.

different reasons.

Some are attracted by scenic beauties

alone, and these can be satisfied with-

out too great an exertion on their parts.

Health giving- exercise will provide them
with such sights and scenes that they

will speedily agree with the correctness

of the phrase

bia. Language
is inadequate
to describe^the

bold and rug-

g e d beauties

of these won-
derful moun-
tains with their

glaciers, snow

*OWL^
Vi

' fields, ice fed

torrents and
both fauna and
flora so very

t

' '

\ d i ff e r ent to

much that is

found else-

where. There
are many who
need neither

to fish nor to

shoot to find

plenty to see

and to interest them throughout the
mountain districts. Nothing can equal
these sights, and nothing can surpass the

mountains in their wild grandeur and
majestic beauties, and the sightseer must
be exacting indeed who does not find sat-

isfaction in the scenes around him. How-

de-

this

the

which
s c r i bes

part | of

country as the

Won d erland

of Canada.
The mountains
are full of won-
ders. To see

a good propor-

tion of them
one should be

active and ac-

c u s tomed to

exercise. Giv-

en these rea-

sonable condi-

tions, andsome
of the most
marvelous pag-

es of Nature's

own book can

be turned in

British Colum-
HAPPY HUNTERS.
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ever,high the

waves of

c i v ilization

may surge
up a nd a-

round these

m o u ntains

they can
never over-

whelm them.

For a ges
to come they

w i 11 stand,

as they have
s t o od for

ages in the

past, and al-

though more
of their se-

crets and
t h eir won-
ders will be

given up to

p e r s istent

man with

the lapse of

time, they will still defy the ages and all

men's efforts to overwhelm them. They
may be surrounded, surveyed, prospected

and mapped out, but the mountains
themselves with all their varied changes
will remain, and will forever form the

finest attractions for British Columbia
that any country could possibly possess.

Like all mountainous countries, Brit-

ish Columbia has some wonderful water-

ways, only in a much larger measure
than most other places. As a matter of

fact just in proportion as her vast moun-
tainous regions surpass most other coun-

tries in their area, variety and beauties,

so do these waterways surpass much that

is found elsewhere. Lakes, rivers and
streams abound, and there are numerous
connections which make these waterways
wonderful means of intercommunication
throughout the Province. Waterfalls

are found everywhere, and many of them,
wondrous in their beauty, are sources of

endless delights to visitors.

For the big game hunter, British Co-
lumbia provides an unequalled field.

The hunting grounds comprise an area of

four hundred miles by seven hundred
miles teeming with wild life. Black and
grizzly bears, panthers, lynx, mountain

TROPHIES OF THE CHASE.

sheep and goats, wildcats, wolves, wol-
verines, moose, caribou, and other spe-

cies of deer are included in the big game,
while the smaller animals such as the

mink, raccoon, beaver, marten, fox,

hares and rabbits are very numerous and
widely distributed. The Province is the

home of the mountain sheep and the

mountain goat, and the grizzly bear
makes his home in these mountains.
Those who would visit Ephraim in his

habitat must go to the west. There are

sportsmen who have wandered the world
around, who have tried sport under all

conditions and in many places, and who
still give the palm to British Columbia.
To see these animals in their own homes
is a privilege hunters are willing to go
far to enjoy, and the only drawbacks to

British Columbia are the time and ex-

penses necessary for the journey and its

results. Big game hunting in the west
is not a thing to hurry over. It takes a
long time to reach the hunting grounds,
and when one has arrived, there is so

much to see that time is needed to appre-

ciate the sights. The game may not al-

ways be just where it is wanted, though
with a good guide it can generally be

found, and sportsmen need have no fear
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A FINE HEAD.

of failing- to find themselves in the posi-

tion of Happy Hunters.
The " lordly moose is to be found in

British Columbia in equally as large num-
bers] as in other parts of Canada, and
though he may sometimes be discovered

in positions where it is hard to get a

good shot at him the pleasures of seeing

moose in such places will often prove of
sufficient reward to the sportsman.
There are districts which are frequented
by moose and come to be known as their

particular resorts.

Both on Vancouver Island and on the

mainland are elk to be found, and the an-

imal is believed to be in need of more
careful preservation if it is not to be-

come practically extinct. No doubt in

some of the remote regions of the Prov-
ince elk may still continue to be found,

but all lovers of big game would like to

see elk numerous for years to come. At
present the herds on Vancouver Island,

and some in East Kootenay, are practi-

cally left alone to carry on the species,

and further protection should be afforded

to them without loss of time. There
are a few more difficulties than are found
in the other Provinces in the way of effi-

ciently protecting big game in British

Columbia, but the Provincial Govern-
ment have made a good beginning, and
need only to have their backs a little

stiffened to

g o further.

The difficul-

ties of trans-

portation are

not easily

overcome in

British C o-

lumbia, and

j law breakers

go beyond
the inhabi-

tated dis-

t r i c ts and
largely b e-

have as they

please.
There are
ways and
means how-
ever ofreach-

in g such
people and

the sportsmen of British Columbia, who
are a large and growing body of influen-

tial residents, backed up as they will be
in all reasonable demands by the ever

increasing number of visitors attracted to

the Province, will make it politically

profitable to legalize efforts in this direc-

tion. When it is politically profitable to

listen to the wishes of sportsmen—and
even go further, and comply with their

requests, efficient protection for big game
is assured.

There -are caribou grounds in British

Columbia and caribou hunters, if they go
to the right districts with a good guide,

one who knows the habits of these ani-

mals, are pretty certain to obtain that

for which they seek.

Bird shooting in British Columbia is

unequalled both on Vancouver Island and
the mainland. The immense system of

waterways attracts ducks, * geese, and
other fine game birds, while on Vancou-
ver Island the pheasant, partridge caper-

cailzie, and other birds, both native and
imported, will soon, it is hoped, be so

plentiful as to continue, with ordinary

care, to afford sport for years to come.
On the islands off the coast, and along
the mainland, birds abound, and although
there is a marked absence of bird life on
the higher reaches of the mountains the

valleys and the lower slopes reveal them
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in p 1 e n ty.

With the in-

creased pro-

tecti o n af-

forded to all

forms of bird

life there
should be no
doubt about
their future.

They are

cert a i n to

continue to

add their
c h arms to

the many
other attrac-

t i o n s in

which the
Province is

so rich.

So varied

and so won-
derful arethe

fisheries of British Columbia that they

may be said to stand alone. Everyone
knows something- of the commercial fish-

ing-

, and the salmon of British Columbia
find their way to all parts of the world.

The salmon ' 'run" is a sight which once

witnessed is never forgotten, and the sal-

mon canning industry is one of even na-

tional importance. The salmon of the

Pacific coast is said not generally to rise

to the fly, but there are those who be-

lieve proper efforts have never been made
to induce them to do so, and that with

one tithe the effort and patience expended
upon their brothers of the east they

would afford equally good sport with the

rod and line. Splendid sport is to be ob-

tained by trolling.

Trout is abundant all over the Prov-

ince, and though the palm is often given

to the Kootenays, eve.y portion has its

attractions for the angler.

In a recent issue of an official pam-
phlet entitled "Game of British Colum-
bia," Mr. A. Bryan Williams, the Pro-

vincial Game Warden, has an article on
' 'Sport All the Year Round," in the

course of which he describes how a man,
fond of fishing- and shooting and suffi-

ciently blessed with this world's goods
to be able to indulge his taste, can al-

ways find something to tax his skill.

TWO DAYS SPORT ON THEE-ACH-ANUS RIVER. SQUEAMISH VALLEY.

He imagines such an individual coming-
after big game, and commencing his ac-

quaintance with the Province in August.
In such a case a beginning should be
made with the Cassiar country. Our
readers know something- of this great
area from accounts of sporting-^expedi-
tions to those regions which [have recent-

ly appeared in our pages. Out in Cas-
siar, mountain sheep and mountain goat
mig-ht be hunted with chances tor a cari-

bou or a moose. Bear could also be ob-
tained, though the bear hunt might well

be deferred till spring when no other big

game was in season. There would be
no hurry in such a case, and when a re-

turn was made to the south the deer
would be hunted. At the end of Novem-
ber the sportsman would cross to Van-
couver Island, and try for wapiti. By
the end of December panther and wolves
will be the only big game left to hunt,

and as these are numerous all over the

Island, Mr. Williams advises that this

sport should be combined with duck
shooting. For panther shooting a guide
with a good dog is required, and while

after panther a good look out should be

kept for the wolves.

Fishing may be obtained from Decem-
ber, and while spring fishing is at its best

in the neighborhood of Port Simpson, it
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PTARMIGAN.

can also be pursued with advantage close

to Vancouver.
To be prepared for bear with the first

sign of spring is strongly advised and
for this the sportsman should be in

Wrangel at the beginning of April. The
Ishut River, which runs into the Stikine

River not far from its mouth, is believed

to be the best place for bear both black

and grizzly. A canoe should be hired

and an effort made to go up the river as

far as possible. While there is still snow
in the timber, the bears come out of their

winter quarters and are in prime condi-

tion. Early morning and late evening
are the best times for hunting these ani-

mals, and with a good pair of field glass-

es the slides can be examined at a dis-

tance and a fine skin often taken.

After June trout fishing for a month
and then salmon fishing, till the opening
of the fishing season again. It is only

a few favored portions of the world that

can offer the possibility of such a pro-

gram to the sportsman, and British Co-
lumbia is one of the most favored.

Then this program could he varied in a

hundred different ways according to in-

dividual tastes. Those who are fond of

the water could do much sailing and
cruising and that not only amongst the

islands of the Pacific but also on the many
fine lakes which add so much to the

beauties of the Province. Mote time
«jld, if so desired, be given to the bird

ting, which is unsurpassed, and

others again might be

attracted by the moun-
tains and go in for some
mountain climbing, not
only for sheep and goat,

but for the exercise and
the views alone. What-
ever they might do,

however they might
elect to spend their

time, it is pretty safe

to say they would find

health and pleasure in all

they did, and remember,
with an ever increasing

feeling of pleasure, the

fine tftne they had in

the Province of British

Columbia. It is certain

that with time, increased

transportation facilities in portions of

the Province as yet unreached, better

roads, better accommodation in various

places (in many it is at present of the

best) and an ever widening knowledge
of the possibilities of the Province, vis-

itors and tourists will rapidly grow
in numbers. There is no fear of its ever

being overrun in the same way as

Switzerland is today. Those who de-

sire the primeval and the wild

will always be able to obtain all

they can wish in British Columbia.

The territory is so vast, and so much of

it must always remain in the wild, that

when all other parts of Canada are

invaded, (and despite the continued

rush into the country that won't

be just yet) British Columbia will

remain with her grand mountains,

glaciers, waterfalls, rivers and
Jakes over the greater part of

her area very much in the same
condition as she is today.

In the midst of an ever changing world
the mountains retain their unchangeable-
ness, and it will only be by slow degrees

that the restless energies of man can pos-

sibly affect them. Everything that has
been done up to the present is not worth
counting. At present they form, and will

continue so to do for years to come, a

national playground the like of which is

not to be found elsewhere in the world,

let the globe trotter search where he
will.



Our Deer and Their Enemies.

BY ERNEST J. MCVEIGH.

IHE Department at Toronto have
done much to protect the deer dur-

ing- the last few years, but unfortu-

nately their efforts have been directed

against the least of the deer's enemies;

namely, the sportsman. We get each
year the figures of the Express Com-
panies giving numbers of deer handled,

and as these run into the thousands, we
say that they can't last at that rate.

But what do these figures mean anyway?
They mean of course that so many deer

have been killed by sportsmen, or their

guides, and the numbers in the country
have been reduced to that extent. They
mean further that the Government has
received in license fees at least three

times that number of dollars, and that

Sportsmen of Ontario have paid out at

least twenty times that amount for the

privilege of killing those deer. The fig-

ures do not take into account those de-

stroyed by the pot-hunter, and cannot
touch at all she fearful slaughter by the

wolf, his first cousin. I know how hard
it is for the Department to get after

those animals, but just the same when I

see how the Sportsman is surrounded by
rules and regulations I am reminded of

the story ot the Indians and the pony.
This band of Indians were found with a

wagon stuck in a slough, and were all

collected around one unfortunate pony
pounding him for all they were worth.
As the white man came up he called out
"Here, what in the dickens are you do-
ing? Why don't some of you get after

those other horses; that poor little cuss
is pulling alright?" The reply he got
was "Huh, no use pound them; they
won't pull anyway!"
The Sportsman is not doing much

kicking, and neither was the unfortunate
pony. The Sportsmen are fairly well in

hand now and pulling strong in the right

direction, so that we might devote a
little time and attention to the non-pull-
ing critter.

I am not going to say much about the

pot-hunter—as a matter of fact we are
all more or less to blame in this matter;
we, the Sportsmen of Ontario must take

a share of the blame for the pot hunter.
Do you ask how? Well, now let us rea-

son together. How many of us are
there who do not know at least one man
somewhere, who kills deer the year
round, and because he is, or we think he
is, a friend of ours we say nothing of it?

There is also the reason that we will not
be an informer. Is that right or is it

not? If five thousand of us each know
one such man, and that man kills twenty
deer in the twelve months how many
deer are we responsible for being killed?

These men also kill large numbers at

seasons when the death of one means
two or three.

Those Express Companies' figures

would look rather small if all deer killed

were counted up, wouldn't they? But
perhaps you don't agree with my prem-
ises? Well, I have tried to be reasona-

ble. There are ten thousand Sportsmen
in Ontario who hunt deer more or less.

I say that one-half of them each know-
one man who kills deer at any time it

seems good to him to do so, and I think

that is a reasonable proposition. Why I

know three or four men who—ahem!
Yes, as I said before I guess we are

much to blame in this matter of the pot

hunter. Let us however talk about the

wolf—he has no friends.

When I first visited the Highlands of

Ontario I did a lot of tramping around
looking for lakes in the summer, and
hunting in the fall, and I was simply hor-

rified at the number of places I came on
to where a deer had keen killed. Most
men who go to the bush know what I

mean, a patch of hair, with a few, a very

few bones. As my wanderings covered

a strip fifty miles long by five or six miles

wide, and as I found these hair patches

everywhere, I made an attempt to figure

out what it meant in the destruction of

deer. First I took the number of patches

I had found in a 6x50 mile strip and mul-

tiplied by the number of such strips we
could cut out of the deer country. This

only gave me four hundred deer killed.

But then what proportion of that fifty

mile strip had I actually walked over in
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my trips back and forth to lakes and
streams and partridge hunting", this lat-

ter mostly along roads, where the hair

patches were very rarely found? Well I

could not figure out that I had actually

covered, or brought closely under my
eye, more than two per cent of the total

area. Now it is nothing more than

reasonable to suppose that the portion of

the ground I did not see had at least as

many hair patches as the portion I had
seen, and granting this what would we
get?—20,000.

I am not prepared to say that all these

were killed in one season, as these

patches of hair do not disappear in one

year, but we all know that during the

winter the majority of the deer killed by
wolves are pulled down on the ice, and

no trace is left after the spring break up,

so that we will let those figures stand.

Then I went at it in another way.

There was a considerable number of

wolves in the district I was acquainted

with, and I made an attempt to arrive at

a reasonable estimate of the number.

To do this I interviewed all the hunters

and trappers I could meet, as well as the

men from the many lumber camps.

After compiling the figures and cutting

them down one-half to make allowance

For what Dooley calls poetic license, I

had left a total for the deer country of

350. This is I am sure well within the

actual figures. Now say that each band
of five kills a deer every day and we have
over twenty-five thousand to their credit.

That wolves do kill at about this rate

I know to be true, as there was a small

band of four or five in the woods on the

farm where I was born. They hunted

every night, and the old men were all

agreed that they always killed their deer

before morning. It will not do to say

that one deer to five is more than five

wolves would want to eat each day, as

we know that when deer tire plentiful

wolves do not eat the whole carcass, but

take one feed off it, and kill a fresh one
for the next meal.

Admitting that my figures are approx-

imately correct, whese does the number
taken out by the Sportsman come in?

Don't forget that he kills his deer at the

season when he does the least possible

damage, while the pot-hunter and the

wolf don't use very good judgment, and
are not regulated by the law to any ex-
tent. We hear about as often of a wolf
being killed as of a pot-hunter being
fined. This at least puts the wolf out of
business but only makes the other fellow
more careful.

Now what I want to come at is this:

Cannot something more be done than is

being done? And here is my suggestion.
Let the Department hire a number of
men, the best to be got, at a fair salary
as professional wolf hunters and give
each man his district, and in addition to
his salary allow him five dollars for each
wolf killed, and make him also a game
and fish warden.

Let them get to work and each get up
a connection with men all through his

district who will keep him posted on
movements of wolves, so that he may be
able to follow up the different bands.
He should be furnished with traps, poi-

son etc., by the Department, and make
a monthly report of work done and game
conditions generally in his district. His
reports alone would be valuable, and to
keep him up to the mark have it under-
stood that failure to show results will

mean his removal.

He can always get volunteers for a
wolf hunt when he can hold out a fair

prospect of sport. Young Canada will

never turn his back on a hunt, and I

think it possible to even secure a few
dogs that will run the wolf.

Then there are tricks of the trade that
have never been used in this country to

any extent. Such for instance as the use
of a female dog when in season to attract

the wolf and lead him into a trap, or
within reach of the rifle. There is al-

ways the chance of the capture of a fe-

male wolf that, held in captivity at a
shanty in the woods, would keep a band
of wolves in the vicinity, and give the
hunter a chance to reduce their number
and earn his salary. These things and
many others could be done by a man who
worked at it as a business, and I feel

confident that much good could be done.
The idea of the wolf hound has won-

derful possibilities. If such a dog can
be got it would pay the Department well

to bring a few to Ontario. The men to

work them can be found all over the
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country. Think of it you men of the

gun, would you need much urging to go
out with a pair'of wolf hounds, with a

chance of a shot at a big grey fellow?

There are plenty of men who know
more on the subject than I do. Let us

hear from some of you. This question

of reducing the number of wolves must
be faced in the near future if we are in

earnest in trying to protect our deer, and
as a starter how would it do for Rod and
Gun and Motor Sports in Canada to ask

for suggestions as to the best method of

doing this? It could do no harm, and
you never know what is under the other

fellow's hat until you ask him to show
up.

Give the Sportsman a fair chance to

secure the deer now yearly destroyed by
wolves and he will cheerfully pay an ex-

tra dollar or two for a license, and even

one extra dollar will give the Department
sufficient money to do considerable work.

I was greatly amused some time ago
in discussing this question with a gentle-

man who takes an interest in such mat-
ters, to have him advance the argument
that if we had no wolves we would have
no deer, as it was only when wolves

were plentiful that deer were plentiful.

To such men I make no appeal. We
have however, the authority of Mr Ern-

est Thompson Seton for the statement

that the more deer the more wolves, as

these brutes then wax fat and increase

their numbers, and like all other state-

ments made by him it has the ring of

good plain common sense. But think

what it means. We do all we can to

protect our deer, as we do in the Algon-
quin National Park, and we are only sav-

ing them for the wolves. These animals

increase as the deer do, and will con-

tinue to increase unless we make earnest

and determined efforts to destroy them.
Since writing the above I have been to

the woods and discussed this question

once more with a few old settlers and
hunters, and they agreed with me that a
great deal might be done in the way I

have tried to outline. One man who has
spent his life in the woods stated that

there was no use in trying to poison
wolves during the winter as they found it

so easy to kill the deer that they would
not touch anything only hot venison. In

April and May however, large numbers
could be got in this way, as the deer
could get away from them better at that
time.

As an illustration of the ravages com-
mitted by wolves, he told me of an in-

stance that came under his notice only
two years ago. He was at that time in

a district where the deer were plentiful

and the fall sport had been good.
During the winter one wolf came into

the district. They could never find by
the tracks that there had at any time
during the winter been more than one.

This backwoodsman found as many as
fourteen carcasses of deer in one small
swamp, each one having only a few
pounds eaten off it, and the signs point-

ed to the fact that only one wolf had
done the killing. I asked him if he
could make a guess at the total number
this wolf had killed, and his answer was,
"Well, I don't know, we did calculate

there was some hundreds of deer around
there, and he must have killed them
all for there was none next year."

This wolf had never been seen or heard
all winter; nothing but his tracks and
his work to show he was there and doing
business!

(We are fully in accord with Mr,
McVeigh's ideas on this question and
will gladly find room for the experiences

and suggestions of our readers on this

matter of wolves, their depredations, and
the best means of thinning them out.

From all parts of the northern country
come reports of wolves being on the in-

crease, and even near to some of the

settlements have these animals been
seen 'and their ravages noted. The sub-

ject might well be considered by the

members of the Ontario Fish and Game
Protective Association, and if thought
desirable Mr. McVeigh's suggestions

pressed upon the consideration ot the

officials of the Department. The exper-

iences of and suggestions from, many
sportsmen would be valuable in directing

intelligent efforts against the wolves, and
what was found best in Ontario would
also be of great importance in similar

efforts in the other Provinces and partic-

ularly in Quebec, where the the pressurs

of the wolves appears to be felt as

strongly as in Ontario.)



Our New Brunswick Sportswoman.

Further Hunting Successes of Mrs. Avery Moorehouse.

WWl|ANY of our readers will remember

JLI 11 stories in previous numbers
giving- accounts of the hunting-

successes of Mrs. Avery Moorehouse, of

Zealand Station, New Brunswick, as re-

corded in ' 'My Fir^t Deer," and "My
First Caribou," and will be pleased to

know that during last year the lady won
still further laurels with her rifle.

When Mr. Moorehouse was planning

his annual hunting excursion for last

open season he did not omit to take his

wife into consideration, feeling that she

had deservedly won the right to share the

pleasures, as he was sure she would
ease the discomforts, of the chase. Af-

ter much consideration and many prep-

arations—for both being old campaigners
knew the value of complete preparations,

and how essential these are to comfort,

to say nothing of success—it was de-

cided to make a start on Nov. 13th, and
to go up by the Keswick stream, previous

experience having demonstrated that

neighborhood to be a splendid district for

deer hunting.

Although six inches of snow fell on the

night of the 12th this was not allowed to

interfere with the effective carrying out

of the plans already decided upon. A

JUST AS HE FELL.

sleigh drive of seven miles took the
couple to their destination, and steps
were immediately taken to make the
temporary home as snug as possible. A
clearing was made in the snow, the tent
erected, and while Mrs, Moorehouse re-

turned home to attend to the "grub
problem," agreeing to rejoin the camp in

two days, Mr. Moorehouse completed
the fixing up of the house in the woods.
The camp, although completely isolated
and out of sight, was only about three
rods from the Canadian Pacific tracks,
and Mrs. Moorehouse was able to go
back with the team, and return to the
camp by means of the train. Mr. Moore-
house spent his first evening alone and
did not linger over the campfire, prefer-
ring the blankets and balsam boughs to
solitary meditations.

An early retirement enabled him to be
early afield, and after a hasty but sub-
stantial breakfast he started on a lonely
hunt. The morning broke fine and clear,

an ideal hunting morning, except that
the snow was too deep for good travel-

ing. Most of those who go still hunting
prefer a snowfall, believing that they can
thus more easily track the game, but Mr.
Moorehouse holds a different view and

prefers to do his still hunting
without the snow. He states

that when the ground is covered
with snow the deer are always
watching their tracks. How-
ever be very wisely made the
best of things as he found them,
and hunted with the snow on the
ground as carefully as he would
have done had things "been just

as he wished.

On reaching green timber
land he proceeded with caution
and was soon rewarded by a sound
which indicated that the object
of his search was approaching.
Remaining, perfectly still, but
peering about on all sides, he
was soon repaid by the sight
of a dandy buck breakfasting on
some ground hemlock. The
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deer presented a beautiful mark
and the rifle spoke with such
precision that the animal fell in

his tracks. This speedy success

was exhilarating, and to say
that Mr. Moorehouse was proud
of his success was merely ex-

pressing it mildly. After prop-

erly attending- to him he left the

carcass to be sledded out next

day.

With so much success to his

credit he returned to camp,
"boilt his simmer," as the dar-

key expressed it, and took a

short nap, feeling- perfectly con-

tented both with himself and the

world.

He was too restless however,
to remain in camp all day alone,

and so at two o'clock he again

started out for a hunt. It was
not long before he discovered

new tracks, and following them up found
that they led to a deep ravine. Although
on fairly high ground, Mr. Moorehouse
was trying to make for a higher point

still in order to be able to scan the whole
of the valley thoroughly, when another

buck sprang up almost at his feet.

With incredible swiftness the animal

sped away but the messenger of death

overtook him, Mr. Moorehouse's shot

nearly severing his backbone. This was
a fine shot, and proclaimed Mr. Moore-
house to be a true hunter, not losing his

head or his nerve, and acting promptly
when, the unexpected happened.

This second success was made within

one mile of the camp, and in sight of the

railway. A couple of bucks in one day
should be enough for any hunter, and
Mr. Moorehouse returned to camp, got
his own supper ready, made up his bed
afresh, and again retired early, sleeping

the sleep of the successful hunter whose
open air life and exercise induces peace-

ful and dreamless slumber.

At the appointed time, on the morning
ot the second day, Mrs. Moorehouse re-

joined the camp, having collected to-

gether enough eatables to stand a siege,

a toboggan to sled out the meat, which
she made sure in her own mind would be
forthcoming, and paraphernalia enough
to supply an Egyptian campaign. It re-

quired the whole day to put these things

MRS. AVERY MOOREHOUSE AND HER TROPHIES AT THE
HOME IN THE WOODS.

in order and to make the camp just as

Mrs. Moorehouse wished it should be.

That night a pleasant campfire chat pre-

ceded retirement.

Having heard the account of her hus-
band's successes, Mrs. Moorehouse in-

formed him at breakfast on the following

morning that she was just spoiling to

train her rifle on a deer, provided he had
not cleaned out the whole country. He
informed her that he had not quite gone
to that extent, and that he believed she
stood a fairly good chance to secure her
limit with plenty to spare.

With these preliminaries disposed of,

the hunt started and Mrs. Moorehouse
proved her husband's equal in woodcraft

as well as in marksmanship. They were
out about two hours when Mrs. Moore-
house succeeded in getting a shot at a
large buck, killing the animal with the

first shot. On examination the deer

proved to be much larger than either of

those which fell to Mr. Moorehouse's
rifle, and Mrs. Moorehouse is accord-

ingly to be very much congratulated.

Most sportsmen will understaud and
sympathize with her feelings, even if she

did, as the narrator has it, "go wild"

over her grand success.

This effort, and its accompanying suc-

cess, proved enough for that day, and
the remainder of the time before supper
was devoted to work and attending to
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the venison which was now fast accumu-
lating. There proved work enough to

occupy the whole of their energies for

the remainder of the day, and the supper

in the woods, with venison as the princi-

pal dish, eaten beside the blazing camp-
fire, and the lively chat, in which every

incident of the day's adventures was
gone over again, proved more than

enough compensation for the tired feel-

ing which overcame both hunters and

gave them a quiet night.

Next morning the couple were out

early, as all good hunters are, and took

the opposite side of the stream from that

on which the tent was pitched. A steep

ascent had been climbed and the sur-

rounding country surveyed without re-

sult. As they were cautiously descend-

ing, Mr. Moorehouse saw a deer, in the

attitude of listening, on the other side of

the stream. Instantly ^ both hunters

stopped, and Mrs. Moorehouse likewise

perceiving the animal took a hasty shot

at it. The deer immediately disappeared,

and Mr. Moorehouse, who had been

watching operations very carefully, was
of opinion that the shot was fatal. Ac-

cordingly they retraced their steps nearly

back to their camp in order to cross a

bridge, and take up the trail on the other

side of the river. When they reached

the place where they had seen the deer

they had not far to go, for not more than

two rods away the carcass was
found. It proved to be the largest

doe Mr. Moorehouse, who has had
considerable experience in such
matters, had ever seen. Although
by this time both hunters had
double successes to their credit, the

honors rested with Mrs. Moore-
house, and like the good husband
he is, Mr. Moorehouse agreed and
was the first to extend his congrat-
ulations.

The task of getting out Mrs.
Moorehouse's buck proved a diffi-

cult one. However both hunters
were in high spirits, and by no
means in the, mood to allow difficul-

ties to appall them. First Mr.
Buck was dragged over the snow
for several rods, and the journey
being all down hill this feat was
easier of accomplishment than it

might have been. Then there was noth-
ing to do but to make a float in order to

carry the quarry over the water. The
latter had risen a good deal during the

previous few days, and made this task an
arduous one. However the catamaran
was made, taken across the stream and
the fine buck shipped. The animal had
to be lashed firmly to the float as the

voyage to the camp was over a mile,

and there was some very difficult water
to navigate. Twice the catamaran bare-

ly escaped stranding on boulders in mid-
stream,, but by patience and good man-
agement the voyage was accomplished
in safety, and the cargo landed at the

camp. This is a ticklish kind of voyag-
ing and requires special skill. The on-
looker considers it easy until he tries, but
a few failures induces an added respect for

the pilot of a catamaran. As a woodsman
Mr. Moorehouse has managed catamarans
before, and made a successful voyage.

All four deer having been brought in,

the tent was struck the following morn-
ing, and the big game, tent and duffle

all shipped on the down train, and safely

put off at Zealand. Friends and neigh-
bors quickly heard the news, and gath-
ered to admire the trophies and extend
congratulations, in particular to Mrs.
Moorehouse, whose prowess "with the

gun promises to make her famous as Our
New Brunswick Sportswoman.



Hake Fishing Through the Ice.

An Exhilarating Winter Pastime.

BY CHARLES MCINTYRE,

HE expedition owed its conception

to the fact that Billy Lindsay one
evening met a party of hake fisher-

men (a weather-beaten, frost-inured crew
for whom the ice bound river has no ter-

rors) and at sight of their catch became
fired with ambition. He took advantage
of the first opportunity to lay the glow-
ing details of the occurrence before us

and signified his belief that, should we
make an attempt of the same nature, it

would be crowned with similar success.

When I modestly hinted that, having
many times when a lad fished hake under
circumstances much the same as those he
described, I might be relied upon to sup-

ply some valuable information, Billy was
frankly delighted to shift the responsi-

bility to my shoulders, although the

others, particularly Pipmore, expressed
their scepticism in unmistakable terms.

Lindsay and I seized upon Blake's first

serious moment to obtain his consent.

Pipmore agreed with the condition that

I was not to give all the advice. The
doctor (in whose office the discussion

took place) proved pessimistic, a circum-
stance at which we were not at all sur-

prised. With the help of much entreaty,

reproach and abuse, we finally overcame
his reluctance and he half-heartedly con-

sented to join us.

We threshed out the details and agreed
to meet at my home in readiness to set

out on the Monday morning following at

seven o'clock.

,
Billy Lindsay came almost upon the

stroke of the hour set. His stolid coun-
tenance was all aglow from contact with
the frosty air.

4
'Is it cold, Billy?" I asked.

"Well, not so awfully," was the hesi-

tating reply, "just-er-bracing.

"

I met his eyes and we both laughed.
"I hope Pipmore will forget that I

suggested this trip," he said earnestly.

"My wife insisted on this," he added
with an air of infantile helplessness, in

answer to my glance of curiosity in the

direction of the woolen scarf of brilliant

hue that encircled his neck outside his
overcoat.

"You might leave it here, Billy," I

suggested, looking carefully in another
direction."

"Do you know," he said in surprise,
"my wife thought of that and made me
promise I wouldn't."

"She wouldn't know whether you left

it or not," I tempted.
"No; that's true," he replied, shaking

his head thoughtfully. I was quite con-
fident that no argument of mine could
induce him to leave the scarf and I knew
that, as he hesitated, he searched his
slow-moving mind for a reason that
would make the wearing seem logical in

my eyes. "But still, I think I'll wear
it," he concluded lamely.

At that moment Pipmore arrived out-
side pulling a handsled.

"Cold?" I queried cheerfully as he hur-
ried to the sitting room fire with out-
stretched palms.

"Cold?" The word in itself was
harmless but the manner in which it was
uttered was absolutely profane.

"I'm sorry it's so cold," said Lindsay,
a trace 5f timidity in his tone.

"We aren't blaming you on that ac-
count, Billy," I told him.
"When we're out there on the ice,

shivering," remarked Pipmore with em-
phasis, "it will be a great comfort to
know that Lindsay's sorry. Thank you,
Billy/1

"Here's the doctor," I told them and
we turned to the window to watch him.

Palmer wore moccasins and oversocks,
his reefer, several sizes too large, had, it

was glaringly apparent, been filled out
with sweaters. A cap, with ear-tabs
which were tied beneath his chin, gave to
his solemn face an air of frivolity that
strongly appealed to us.

"He's a walking advertisement of a
mother's love," snorted Pipmore, as he
turned again to the fire.
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"Why it's Palmer," he added a mo-
ment later, as the doctor entered the

room. "But you're fooling- aren't you,

Doc? You wouldn't go even out to the

river in that outfit?"

"Why not? asked Palmer, bristling-.

"Oh, there's no particular reason,"

was the answer. "It gave me quite a

jolt when I first saw you but no doubt 1*11

g-et accustomed to it before nig-fit."

The doctor g-azed at him in mild

curiosity.

"I see," he said, "you're endeavoring

to be funny. I sometimes forget to

make allowances, you know."
"All rig-fit, Palmer; I'm dead," was the

good natured reply.

"Where's Blake, I wonder," remarked
Lindsay. "It's seven-thirty-five."

"He probably won't come," dolefully

rejoined Palmer. "Blake never has to

wait," he added with apparent envy;

"he's always last to come."
The minutes dragged. We listened to

the ticking of the clock and to Pipmore's

peppery upbraidings of the tardy one.

On six separate and distinct occasions

we made up our minds to go without

him. Once, we got as far as the stairs,

then decided to wait five minutes longer

and accordingly returned to the sitting

room. The five minutes had grown into

twenty when Blake, very natty in reefer,

knickers, tur cap and collar and fur gloves,

strutted round the corner.

"My wife said we wouldn't all be

here," said Lindsay, with an air of

triumph.

We met Blake on the stoop. His
eyes danced expectantly as he glanced

from one to another.

"Look here, Blake," began Pipmore
heatedly, "do you think this is to be a

matinee?"
"Ah, good morning," was Blake's

smiling reply. "The cuckoo clock

didn't cuckoo this morning'.".

"Of course the breakfast bell brought
you," retorted Pipmore.

"It was the cook who woke me," re-

plied Blake and sniggered.

Several seconds had flown before we
followed his example. Lindsay looked
at me for an explanation. I nodded to

signify that I would interpret later and
he grinned in expectation.

"Got your medicine chest, Doc?" in-

quired Billy eagerly a moment later.

"My wife told me that I could depend
upon you for that sort of thing."

"I have some Jamaica ginger," replied

Palmer, looking about apologetically, "it

was the only thing I could find at the
last moment that's good for chills."

"Jamaica ginger!" ejaculated Pipmore.
"I see a day of mad dissipation ahead."

"It'll make us feel snappy, anyhow,"
remarked Blake with asinine relish.

"Are we quite ready?" I asked of
nobody in particular. "Let's see: ten

lines, two axes, three tin mugs, a teapot,

a kettle, a frying-pan, tea, sugar, a
shovel, some smelt for bait, the grub

—

there's enough of that at any rate.

That's all, I guess!"
We set out. In a few minutes the

town lay behind us. Our cheeks tingled

with the frost as we hurried along the

road, a narrow swath of beaten snow
that wound ahead until swallowed up in

the woods. The biting air smote harshly
upon our nostrils and our breathing was
short and labored.

Gradually the gray of the eastern sky
gave way to warmer tints, that waxed
brighter yet and spread until the hills be-

hind us stood out sharply against a field

of radiant crimson. Before us, in the

distance, a high peak seemed crowned
with a diadem of flame as the glow fell

upon its purple crest.

"It'll be warmer now, perhaps," Lind-

say hopefully commented.
Palmer looked doubtful.

"I don't think so," he said; "the sun
isn't strong even at noon."

Pipmore gazed at him indignantly and
we hastened on.

As we swung into the woods the sun-

light fell cheeringly upon our backs and
our shadows were long upon the road

ahead. The first depressing effects of

the cold wore rapidly away and in its

stead came a glow of exhilaration born
of the brisk exercise.

"How large did you say these hake
are?" asked Pipmore puffing trom the

rear.

"From two to three feet in length," I

replied.

There was an involuntary quickening
of the pace on the part of the others,
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save Palmer, who did not seem greatly

interested.

Pip's face was quizzical.

* 'Stretching it; ain't you?" he asked.

"No," I replied; "a two-footer is con-

sidered merely of medium size."

Blake was suddenly impatient.
4 4How far have we to go?" he en-

quired.

"About three miles further," I told

him*
"Why in heaven's name didn't we hire

a team?" demanded Pipmore. Being

short of leg and rotund of stomach, Pip-

more suffered most because of this over-

sight. As there was no particular rea-

son, his query went unanswered.
"It'll be colder on the ice, than it is

here, won't it?" enquired Palmer.

"I scarcely think so," I reassured him.

"You won't remember the cold at all if

the fish bite freely."

"How many do you consider a good
catch, Mac?" asked Pipmore. "Oh,
thirty or forty. I brought home sixty

one night, I recollect."

"How old were you then?"

"About sixteen years, I think."

"How many lines had you?"
"Three!"
"Must have been quite a basketful,"

he ventured indifferently.

. "I wasn't prosperous enough in those

days to own a basket," I replied; I car-

ried them in a canvas bag."
Pipmore spoke with chilling delibera-

tion. "Sixty fish, each at least two feet

in length, carried in a canvas bag by a

boy of sixteen? Oh, Mac!"
They paused to gaze at me triumph-

antly.

"Oh, didn't I tell you that I hired an-

other boy to help me? I mean that I

hauled them on a hand sled?"

"I'm surprised at you, Mac'" said

Pipmore in exasperation; "I thought you
had talent; that story's about as artistic

as a home-made hair-cut!"

"You fellows are mighty particular, it

seems to me," protested Blake. "Mac
saw some chaps passing his place some
years ago, with sixty hake on a hand-
sled; wasn't that justification enough for

the yarn he's just told us?"
"No; another fellow saw the chap with

the sixty hake and told Mac about it,"

corrected Pipmore. "It was either that
way or else Mac saw a photo of the man
that saw the chap with the sixty hake."

I was suddenly in a hurry.

"A boy of sixteen," I heard Pipmore
mutter, "a mere lad, carrying a bag con-
taining sixty fish at least two feet in

length. Good!"
After a short interval, Billy Lindsay

laughed. "I'll tell that to my wife to-

night," he said turning his eyes in my
direction.

"Do," I said.

Then from Palmer:
"Won't it be colder if the wind comes

up?"
Blake laughed noisily. "Palmer's got

'em good this time," he cried. "Cheer
up, old man, it can't be any colder!"

We reached the crest of a long hill and
paused at this point of vantage with our
eyes upon the prospect before us. In

front the road wound round down to a
tiny village, that gave no sign of life

save for the smoke that curled upward
from its chimneys; beyond lay the river,

lifeless, shimmering, white, three miles

across and extending far toward the

northeast, where the high bluffs among
which it lost itself seemed but a hand's
breadth from base to summit, A long,

regular line of bushes, fixed a stone's

throw apart (a guide for travelers when
the snowstorms sweep down from the

hills) stretched from bank to bank and a

small island reared its precipitous sides

a mile from the nearest shore—save for

these the monotony ofthat lonely expanse
was unbroken. The keen wind' bit our
faces as we swung through the village

and we quickened our steps.

"We'll set our lines in the lee of that

island," I told the others. We'll choose
a spot far enough from the shore so that

we'll have a good depth of water and a

strong tide; we'd get no fish in slack or

shallow water."

"Thank you, sir," said Pipmore re-

spectfully. "You're awfully kind, I'm

sure."

When we had arrived within two hun-^

dred yards of the island, we halted and
set to work, Blake with the shovel to

clear of snow a wide space on the ice,

Lindsay to cut holes for the lines while

I baited the hooks and made ready the
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tackle.

"Cut round the edges, Billy," I ad-

vised, "or the hole will run down to a

point. No snap, is it?"

"How thick is this ice?" he paused to

enquire.

"A foot or thereabouts," I replied.

With earnest face he again swung the

axe and the crystal chips fell about him
in tinkling showers.

Meanwhile Pipmore and Palmer had
gone to the island to gather wood for a
fire. They talked as they worked and
-their voices came distinctly to our ears.

"Do you suppose we'll catch any-
thing?" asked Palmer.

"I've heard of fish having been caught
through the ice," was the reply, "but
I've never seen it being done."

"I'm somewhat skeptical myself,"
said Palmer,

"I believe you; you're usually able to

deliver the goods in that line," was the

cheerful rejoinder.

"Oh, it's merely that I lack enthusi-

asm. Now when Mac goes about any
undertaking, he has the rosiest visions;

if he plans to go fishing, he can feel his

basket stretching under the weight of the

catch before he has a line in the water."
"Palmer certainly has you sized up,

Mac," remarked Blake.

"I suppose if Mac should happen to

dream of gasoline, one night, he'd be
quite sure that some kind friend would
present him with an odor-wagon, next
day," was Pipmore's forcible illustration.

"Pip!" I called.

"Hello!" he replied.

"I dreamed last night that I saw you
gathering wood; my dreams are some-
times awfully foolish."

"He heard us," said Palmer in a tone
of annoyance.

Pipmore's reply was nonchalant. "I
don't care. Hey, Mac!" he called,

"that dream wasn't half as foolish as one
I had."

"What was it?" The words escaped
before I had an opportunity to think. I

winced in anticipation.

"I dreamed that you were willing to do
your share of the work and give no ad-
vice. I howled like a fiend."

"Howled?" My curiosity led me on
to certain catastrophe.

"Sure; howled to beat the auctioneer.
Thought 1 must be a raving maniac, you
know./
Even Lindsay laughed promptly.
Having, for the time being, no desire

to invite further shafts of ridicule from
Pipmore's nimble tongue, I made no
reply.

When I had made ready the lines, I

took an axe, went ashore and cut a dozen
or more green birch withes, each perhaps
three feet in length and as thick at the

larger end as a man's thumb. I was
making my way back when accosted by
Pipmore.

"I presume that those are the sort

of rods used to catch hake of three feet

in length," he remarked with exagger-
ated politeness.

Magnanimous in the sense of my su-

perior knowledge, 1 refrained from tak-

ing advantage of his ignorance of the

subject; I merely asked:

"Will you believe it possible when
you've seen it done?"

"I will," he replied with heartiness, "I

certainly will. Under circumstances of

that kind, I'd believe almost anything
you'd tell me."

Before I had time to reply, he was
chopping noisily at a log.

I found that Lindsay had already made
four holes and that Blake was wording
upon the fifth. . Each hole was a foot in

diameter and separated from the others

by at least two yards.

I selected a rod, slanted it so that the

tip projected above one of the holes at a

distance of, perhaps, two and one-half

feet and fixed the large end firmly into

the ice. I then took a line, dropped
sinker and hooks into the water, paid

out to the length of sixty feet, made
three hitches about the small end of the

rod, two more at the opposite extreme,

made fast the small coil that remained to

a convenient chunk of ice and the line

was set.

As I worked, I cast a glance now and
then in the direction of the lines nearest

me. I had paused to beat my arms in an

endeavor to warm my almost pulseless

fingers, when a. rod on my right bent

viciously. Up and down it swished,

twice, thrice, ere I could take the few

steps necessary to place myself beside it.
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As I seized the line a quick jerk told me
that the prize was a weighty one. Two
or three spasmodic tugs made my fingers

burn beneath the rough cord, then came
a steady, determined strain. I drew in

the line, hand over hand, rapidly and
with all the strength at my command.
A quick flash in the dark water, a splash,

and a hake fully three feet long lay toss-

ing and wriggling' upon the ice.

"A catch! A catch!" shouted Blake in

an ecstacy of excitement.

Pipmore threw down his armful of

wood and ran to us as speedily as his

short legs would allow.

It's a whopper!" he cried jubilantly.

"It's a whopper." Then he turned to

me as I stood rebaiting the hooks.
1 'If we catch fifty-nine more like that

one, Mac," he declared, "I'll believe

what you told us about that catch of

yours. No, no fooling; I mean every

word of it."

Then came Palmer, who had followed

Pipmore, though his progress had been
much more sedate. He was almost
excited.

"Why," he exclaimed, as he gravely
examined the prisoner," "it's as large as

a salmon! I
—

"

Billy Lindsay interrupted by lunging
awkwardly in the direction of another of

the lines. He slipped on the ice and fell

to his knees, sprang- up, slipped again,

clutched wildly at the air, shot forward,
writhed violently to check his career and
avoid sliding- into the hole, in some mir-

aculous manner succeeded in coming to

a standstill with one foot but an inch

from the edge, then seized the line and,

his jaw stern-set, his eyes startled, pulled

like mad.

Pipmore and Blake flew to his side and
urging him on with voice and g-esture the
while, watched in frenzied anticipation as

yard after yard of the line spun through
his flying fingers.

"Go it, Lindsay, old man!" shouted
Pipmore, bending to gaze into the water.

"Keep at him, Billy!" encouraged
Blake. "Keep at him! Don't let her
slack for a second!"

"He's a dandy!" shrieked Pipmore.
"How he does pull. I can almost
see—!"

At that moment sinker and hooks shot
on to the ice with a disheartening thud.

The trio gazed for several seconds in si-

lent astonishment. The hooks were
empty save for the bait, which was in-

tact. The excitement and expectation
faded from ,| their faces with pathetic

suddenness.

"He's gone!" said Pipmore accusingly

to Blake. "He's gone!"

Lindsay seemed dazed as he dropped
sinker and hooks into the water.

"It would perhaps be as well to let the

fish take hold, next time, Billy," re-

marked Palmer with ladylike gentleness;

"it's rather unsociable to jerk the line

away when he starts to swim toward it."

"That hake was only flirting with you,

Billy," Pipmore disgustedly declared.

Lindsay grinned reminiscently. "How
my wife would laugh if she were here

now!" he said.

"Did I hear you making a remark in

regard to a fire, Blake?" I asked a few
minutes later, having noticed that prep-

arations to that end had apparently

ceased.

"We had one in the grate at home last

night!" was the grave reply.

"Do you hear him now, fellows?"

burst out Pipmore. "Do you hear him
now? Mac is never satisfied unless he

has one's nose to the grindstone. He
walks us out here fourteen miles to fish

and now he wants to keep us working
like—."
At this point, Blake threw our fish at

his head, Pip ducked, caught it, and, by

way of completing his arraignment of

me, adroitly jerked it into the' back of

my neck. With a shriek of laughter he

darted off in the direction of the island.

I seized the fish and gave chase.

Pip's legs are too short to best me in a

race and, handicapped though I was, I

gained on him foot by foot. My fingers

were already stretched toward his collar

when he lay down suddenly. I left a life

sized impression of my person in a snow
drift. The hake shot upward, described

a graceful half-circle and descended

some distance ahead.

When I had extracted the snow from

my eyes, it was to find Pipmore seated

upon one of the sleds unconcernedly fill-
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ing his pipe.

"See anything of Mac, fellows?" he

enquired as I approached.

I at once began hostilities by kicking

the sled from beneath him. He sat

down upon the ice with painful abrupt-

ness. Across his chubby face flitted a

look of deep reproach.

I had already reached for the frying

pan, having in mind a chastisement be-

fitting his rudeness, when reinforcements

for both arrived; Blake, with one well

directed lunge of his shoulder, catapulted

me from my strategetic position, Lindsay,

with a bellow of defiance, bore lumber-
singly down to my support and the war
was on in earnest. Above the din rose

Pipmore's voice, shrill with alarm:

/'Don't break my pipe! Don't break my
pipe!" while Blake, one foot fixed on
either side the prostrate one, furiously

resisted our determined efforts to oust

him. The air was full of mittened fists

and, from beneath, Pipmore's feet execut-

ed flank movements which our forces

found extremely demoralizing.

The conflict ended only when Lindsay
withdrew to attend to a line that had
shown suspicious activity. These symp-
toms having ceased, we assisted Pipmore
to his feet, listening to his invective the

while with awe and admiration.

Again he and Palmer set out, to return

ere long each bearing an armful of dry
wood. In a few minutes we were toast-

ing our fingers above a boisterous blaze.

Blake filled the kettle with clean snow
and, when the water thus obtained had
boiled, poured into it a portion of the

Jamaica ginger which Palmer had brought
and added a quantity of sugar, We
drank greedily of the steaming liquid

thus provided.
4 'Do you know," said Palmer meditat-

ively, "that the heat from the fire makes
the air seem much colder in comparison.

"

Pipmore's face, as he turned to us after

having heard this assertion, was indica-

tive of soul-stirring emotion.
"If that man were a centipede," he

vehemently declared, "he'd kick with
every leg!"

"No," began Palmer, "it's merely that

I fail to become enthusiastic under disa-

greeable circum—" The remainder was
lost in a chorus of derision.

Lindsay and I went ashore and cut a
dozen spruce saplings. These, firmly

fixed in the ice and standing upright in

the form of a crescent, made, when
banked behind with snow, a comfortable
shelter from the gusts which now and
then swept round the spurs of the island.

In our absence the others had set the two
remaining lines and our preparations
were complete.

I stood leaning upon my axe regarding
the results of our labor when Pipmore,
in wildest excitement, shouted:

"Mac! Mac! Look at that line!"

I turned. One of my rods was bend-
ing so that the tip almost touched the

water. "It's a brute!" I exclaimed as

I seized the line and began to pull.

Never was such a fish caught on the

river, I told myself ecstatically. It was
at least as large, I was quite confident,

as any two I had ever seen. Each foot

of line meant labor. I momentarily ex-

pected to feel the cord part in my hands;
it seemed incredible that the slender

strands could withstand the strain re-

quired to overcome the stubborn resist-

ance from below. My pulses quickened
and my eyes were fixed with a stare of

fascination upon the black water.

At last it came! I was petrified with

astonishment! I dashed my hands across

my eyes, looked again and recognized

the object which had shot into view with

such grotesque suddenness. It was the

handle of our trying-pan! I turned in

stupefaction to gaze at the others. Blake

stood, his mouth agape, his eyes dilated

in astpnishment. Pipmore was mutter-

ing fearfully, over and over again, "He
said it was Jamaica ginger! He said it

was Jamaica ginger!" Palmer's serious

countenance wore the smile that comes
only under great provocation and Billy

Lindsay had already begun to guffaw.

Perhaps it was this latter circumstance

which brought to me poignantly how
plain was the hoax.

I groaned! In a daze, I turned again

to the line and drew in the remainder.

It was a sad spectacle! They had neg-

lected nothing; the whole cooking outfit

was there; the frying pan, the teakettle,

the teapot, the drinking mugs, also the

shovel and, last of all, the hake which I

had caught a short time before. I sat
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down weakly upon a convenient block!

"The fish is there and all the cooking
utensils!" earnestly exclaimed Pipmore.
"If I were you, Mac, I'd kick for a knife

and fork and a napkin!" The others

laughed.

"Try again, Mac," advised Blake,

with a frivolous giggle, "perhaps you'll

bring up an automobile." Again the

others laughed.

I said nothing. After a short and tor-

turing interval, I again set my line and
tried to look as if I had not been anni-

hilated.

"Look here, Mac," demanded Pip-

more, after a few minutes ot idle wait-

ing, "isn't it about time one of us had a

bite?"

"The fish don't always bite according

to schedule," I told him.

"Do you know, Mac," was his grave
rejoinder, "I believe that, with a little

help, I'd soon learn when they don't bite.

For instance, they don't bite this mo-
ment; when night comes I shall probably
have learned that this is one of the days
upon which they don't bite. Just think

of it— I shall be able to tell the folks in

town tonight that the hake weren't bit-

ing Blankety-blank-dash-hyphen-as-
terick!"

One of his spring-poles was bobbing
delightfully.

"Yes, I'm at home! Come right in!

Hope you're well! How is Mrs. Hake?
I'll introduce you to my friends; nice

fellows all of them, with five or six ex-

ceptions. You're coming, coming, com-
ing—hooray!"
He threw a two-footer onto the ice and

his cherubic countenance shone with ex-

ultation, "I just dropped him a line and
and he came!" he announced with much
relish.

"I wonder," remarked Palmer as he
viewed the new arrival, "what the fish is

thinking while it's being dragged through
the water."
"Of course you do!" Pipmore hurled

at him. "I knew you would!"
Blake was ready with a guess.
"I'll bet he thinks I'm usually a hake

but on this occasion I'm a sucker!"
With pipes alight we waited, moving

always to keep away the chill, at inter-

vals bobbing our lines and less frequently

warming our numbed hands at the fire.

Each moment of that long day was a
distinct and separate treat to me. It

was good to get out into the wide, wintry
solitude. The tingling scent of the wood
smoke, the little space we had cleared and
the banks of snow about it like an oasis

in a frozen desert, the wind-break with
its rustling boughs and its perfume re-

mindful of the forest, the chat of the boys
abrim with the aimable raillery of good-
comradeship—all these things tended to

impart a suggestion of romance that was
full of enjoyment.
The surroundings were gratifying to

the eye. Away to the northward loomed
the rugged, tree-clad hills, in front the

wind-swept pasture land sloped away
toward the horizon, to the southward a
low lying cloud of dusky smoke marked
the city's whereabouts, everywhere the

snow, pure, white, dazzling, and over-

head the glorious, glad sun. A solemn
silence lay on all the land; nothing moved
save that, now and then, far out on the

ice toward the northeast, crept tiny, toy-

like objects which we knew were teams.

For not even a moment did our interest

flag; there was always the probability

that, even though at one moment a line

gave no sign of life the next might bring
that vicious jerking of the rod which tells

of a bite. Then would follow the exhil-

aration of the resisting strain if the fish

were hooked, the moment of thrilling

suspense as the last few yards of line

came in and the peering into the water
for a first sight of the prey.

At the end of two hours, eleven hake
of an average good size and one small cod
lay upon the ice. Pipmore . and Blake
were in a thrill of excitement and de-

light, were arguing with heart warming
abusiveness in regard to the dimensions
of their respective catches and bending
above their lines in eager readiness to

add another trophy. Lindsay's usually

impassive countenance had shone when
he had taken his first fish, had glowed
when his second had appeared, and had
radiated when he had thrown the third

onto the fast growing heap. "Too bad
my wife isn't here!" he said regretfully

and we gauged his enjoyment accord-

ingly.

Palmer's efforts had been, until then,
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entirely unsuccessful. It seemed as

though his lines had been tabooed. His
demeanor indicated dejection. He spoke
no word of complaint but his face was
eloquently mournful as fish after fish

came to the surface. At last, ten lay

upon the ice and for not one was his the

credit. I well knew how to sympathize
with him but I knew also that to allude

to his poor luck or even to show that I

had noticed it would merely be to add to

his chagrin. Therefore I watched his

lines more closely than my own and
wished fervently in my thoughts that the

next fish might be his.

- The long expected happened at last.

There came an almost imperceptible ten-

sion of the line and the consequent sway-
ing- of the rod. The doctor was electri-

fied. He snatched at the line, missed,

snatched again and grasped it firmly

with his fingers. Then, his judgrnent

overbalanced by his eagerness, he tried

to bring- the fish to the ice with one jerk.

He straig-htened, his hand shot above his

head and he was at once in such a pre-

dicament that he must stoop to obtain a

new hold. While so doing the line must
be slack and the fish, in all probability,

would free itself. For but a second the

doctor hesitated, then bent to seize the

line lower down. As he reached, a loop

of the line which he had already taken
fell across his arm. He made a swift

motion to free himself but the cord
caug-ht upon one of the buttons of his

reefer. He swung- round sharply in or-

der to dislodgfe it but in his panic turned
in the wrong- direction. The line encir-

cled his body and the tugging of the fish

below tightened it beyond hope of speedy
extrication. He stood still, gazing at us
in imploring helplessness.

Blake came impetuously to the rescue.

"Run!" he shouted, "run!" Palmer
obeyed. The rod dangling behind him,
he darted away across the ice. With a

mighty splash the fish shot from the waJ
ter and ricocheted merrily in his wake.
Still Palmer ran and neither paused nor
looked back until two hundred yards or

more lay behind him! Then he turned
and, the fish having buried itself in the
snow, looked enquiringly in our di-

rection!

Blake, speechless, signaled him to run

further but he began slowly to retrace his

steps, his very gait indicative of disap-

pointment. He wound the line about his

hand as he came. Then suddenly he
stooped, seized the fish and held it up.

It was a most anaemic specimen but it

was a genuine treat to see the doctor's

face light up and the sprightliness with
which he came towards us.

"I'd rather Palmer got that one than

get a dozen myself," said Pipmore in an
undertone.

"Same here," agreed the others

heartily.

Palmer was almost excited for some
little time afterward.

When noon came and I advocated the

preparation of lunch, my suggestion met
with nothing that even remotely resem-
bled approval. Pipmore and Blake
treated my advice with ridicule, Lindsay,

the always agreeable, told me that there

was no hurry and Palmer curtly declared

that he wanted nothing to eat. I was
glad to perceive that they were enjoying

the situation to such an extent (I felt in a
manner responsible)—so glad that I pre-

pared the grub and refrained from in-

dulging in the kick which I felt was my
right. Palmer was unanimously elected

to watch the lines while I and the others

ate.

The tea was black but hot and well

sweetened. We had wheat bread, sand-
wiches, ginger bread, cake of various

kinds, cold (mighty cold) roast beef, two
apple pies and a jar of strawberry mar-
malade. Appetites? We were gluttons!

We bad finished and were leisurely

filling our pipes, when Palmer sprang,

rocketlike, toward one of the lines and
began to take it in. The energy which
each yard cost him told us that the fish

was a good one and was fighting hard.

Blake, as usually happens, chose to be
facetious.

"Palmer looks as if he had a pain,"

he cried, "while in reality he has ahake!"
"It's a submarine boat he's hooked!"

shrieked Pipmore derisively.

Palmer paid no heed to these sallies

but pulled lustily, a sparkle of determin-
ation in his solemn eyes and the frown
that comes of effort knotting his fore

head. When, after a last spasmodic tug
on Palmer's part, the fish lay threshing
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to and fro upon the ice, we gasped.

It was a cod and fully four feet in length!

The doctor listened to our enthusiastic

applause in apparently unappreciative si-

lence but as he sat at lunch I noticed

that at frequent intervals his gaze would
turn toward the spot where lay the cod.

I guessed then that he was indulging in

a few quiet moments of self congratula-
tion. It made up, I knew, for a great
deal of his*earlier disappointment and I

was mighty glad that he and no other
had caught that cod.

Lunch over and the dishes stowed into

the boxes on the sleds we settled down
to enjoy the long afternoon. The air

was still keen but the wind had died and
a great tranquility lay upon the river and
shore. The smoke from the fire hung in

a blue cloud above our heads, the sharp
yelping of a dog came to our ears from
the woods tar away on the right and the
sound echoed and re-echoed among the
hills.

An hour passed. We had a score of
bites and added a half dozen hake and
one skate to our catch,

* 'Better go ashore and get some wood,
Pip," I suggested; "the fire's getting
low."

The indignation depicted upon Pip-
mbre's rosy countenance was very pro-
nounced. "Doesn't cost anything for
that advice, does it?" was the caustic
enquiry.

"Not a cent," I replied cheerfully; "it .

it had I would have asked for the cash
before offering it."

"Be careful, Pip, my boy," cautioned
Blake; "Mac has his tongue with him
today,"

"He always has," replied Pipmore,
"and the sad part of it is that he has a
habit of using it."

"Yes?" I returned. "Be sure and
bring dry wood!"
"What foolish remarks that boy

makes!" was his rejoinder.

"No doubt," 1 returned, "no doubt. I

usually try to adapt my conversation to
the mental calibre of those whom I hap-
pen to address!"

"You're supposed to be down and
taking the count, Pip" declared Blake. I

laughed with the others. My hilarity
was somewhat premature.

"What awful rubbish Mac must get
off when he talks to himself," was Pip's

final thrust.

After a moment or two of mental
groping for something that would serve
to turn the tables, I gave it up, seized
the axe and set out for shore. My de-
parture was taken under a pelting fire of
derisive remarks.
When at last the bleakness of twilight

came, we took in our lines and piled

them on the sleds with the balance of the
outfit. On top of each load we placed a
portion of our catch, in all forty-two
fish. The big cod we placed, of course,
in the most conspicuous position possible.

Then, standing about in readiness to

start, we munched each a chunk of gin-

gerbread, all that remained of the appar-
ently too abundant supply with which we
had that morning set out.

As we set foot upon shore, the night
was fast deepening, and when we turned
our faces toward the long hill that lay

beyond, the lights of the village shone
out invitingly suggestive of warm supper
and cozy firesides. Our shoes squeaked
harshly at every step and our cheeks
burned and smarted from the unaccus-
tomed long exposure to the wintry wind.

Half way up the discouragingly steep

ascent, our pace grew less rapid in re-

sponse to Pipmore's fervent and not un-
welcome suggestion. We were tired,

hungry and cold, and when a clatter of
bells came to our ears from behind, were
all ready to pause and discuss the possi-

bility of a drive to the city.

A huge sled, with an ark-like box,
drawn by two heavy though lively step-

ping horses, came out of the darkness.

The driver, we saw, was an old man and
muffled so that only a small portion of

his face was visible. In answer to Pip-

more's hail he pulled up.

"Will you let us drive with you to the

city?" asked Pip. "We'll pay you what-
ever amount you think is proper."

"Git right aboard, gentlemen," replied

the old man in a voice full of meek aima-
bility. "Git right aboard!"
We went at the side of the box like

boys at an orchard wall.

"Cost you two dollars a head," re-

marked the driver in a manner that

seemed to apologize for the mention of
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an unimportant fact.

We paused. Pipmore spat out a word
that sizzled.

"Say, mister," he protested hotly,

"we don't want to buy this rig; we
merely ask to ride with you to the city!"

"I judged yo wouldn't want to buy the

whole rig
-," was the gently spoken reply,

"but I've got a pair of traces for sale if

ye'd care to make me an offer!"

Blake sniggered and Pipmore's mien
at the prospect of battle, waxed defiant.

"I suppose you wouldn't charge for

your society on the way," he remarked
-with pompous interrogation.

"It don't cost nothin' fer my society,"

was the mild reply, "but I charge for

answerin' fool questions. Be careful and
don't git into debt!"

Pipmore seemed oddly at a loss for

words and, after a moment of waiting,

Blake sprang into the breach,

"How much would you charge to let

us run behind?" he asked in his suavest

manner.
"Wouldn't cost ye a copper," was the

ready answer. "I wouldn't mind that a
bit; the horses has blinders on."

Blake stooped to fasten his overshoe.

I advanced to the attack.

"What would be the cost of riding

one yard?" I asked with a show of cour-

age which I was far from feeling.

"You'll always be poor," said the old

man a note of genuine pity in his voice,

"yo're so awful extravagant!"
I retired. Blake pushed Lindsay for-

ward but Billy balked and, covered with
confusion sought safety behind us. "I

wish my wife were here," I heard him
mutter darkly.

Meanwhile Pipmore had collected his

resources. He again took up the gaunt-
let.

"Look here mister," he queried with
much confidence, "do you ask the same
prices of all?"

"Not by no means," replied the driver

with an air of innocent pride, "not by
no means. The price depends on how
wise they look, the wiser, the cheaper.

Two dollars in a case like this, would be

the highest notch."

Whether or not Pipmore had a master

stroke in reserve to follow his first re-

mark we never knew; he looked utterly

crushed. We had little hope as Palmer
timidly advanced to do his part.

"We'll each give you fifty cents if

you'll allow us to ride with you to town,"
he said, "and we'll pay when we arrive

there!"

"Make it sixty, mister, make it sixty,"

was the eager reply.

"Very well, then; sixty cents," agreed
Palmer. We gasped with surprise.

"Now that's what I call talkin' busi-

ness," was the old man's cheerful com-
ment as we tumbled into the capacious
box which we found, to our huge delight

was half filled with hay.

We fastened the hand-sleds to the rear

stakes, then rolled into the hay in a claw-
ing, writhing, laughing heap. The whip
cracked, the horses sprang forward and
we were fairly started on the three mile

journey over the frosty road to an ac-

companiment of jingling bells and ham-
mering hoofs.

"I wish someone would come in,"

said Pipmore that night, as we sat about
the fire in Palmer's office.

"Why?" asked Blake.

"I'm anxious to tell about our catch."

"Pip caught one, I think," I remarked.
"Two, was it not?" queried Blake.

Pipmore grinned lazily and puffed at

his cigar. He was too tired and luxur-

iantly cozy to give battle.

"What did you say when the doctor

was wondering what the fish thought
while it was being dragged through the

water?" Lindsay suddenly asked of

Blake.

Blake carefully explained.

Billy* gave vent to a rumbling laugh.

"I'd forgotten," he said, "and—

"

"And you wanted to tell Mrs. Lind-

say?" interrupted Blake solemnly.

Billy nodded.

The acme of perfection in comfort can

never be attained without strenuous toil

inducing a desire for rest and an enjoy-

ment of that rest which -the constant

lounger fails to realize. The fine day in

the keen air gave us the boon of ap-

preciatice appetites, and the restfulness

allowed us to enjoy in retrospect and by

contrast the events of the day over

again. This is a part of the gain from

the healthy outdoor life which make
any discomfort appear as positive pleas-

ures when calmly surveyed from the

comfortable altitude of a cosy chair in a

warm room.



Told in a Logging Camp.

Some Bear Stories From the West.

BY CAROLINE D'A, LANG.

WHAT ! Not at the snow-shoe tramp
St. Valentine's night a year ago!

You missed a jolly good outing I

tell you!
Where?
Oh, the start was a little village snug-

gling between the Rockies and the Sel-

kirks.

Ah, what a night for a tramp! St.

Val himself must have superintended the

work of the winter fairies!

The Snow Queen worked unceasingly
from early dawn, spreading a new white

carpet over the old one, covering every-

thing displeasing to the eye, beautifying

all the time-worn logs and damp grey
stones with billowy snow, putting mush-
room heads on the stumps so that little

white cupids might sit on them unob-
served and piling the evergreens with
feathery snow heaps until they assumed
countless fantastic forms. The Frost
Fairies festooned and interlaced all the

leafless branches of the trees with a deli-

cate white tracery and scattered frost

gems everywhere to catch and reflect any
wandering rays of light from the vault

above.

Towards evening the Snow Queen
gathering together her white draperies
floated away beyond the mountains and
out peered the stars in countless myriads
twinkling with intense brilliancy while
ever and anon a meteor shot across the
sky adding its quota of light to the
scene. The moon, peeping over the
Rockies danced for a while as it surveyed
the valley then appearing in full view,
started on its course across the deep
blue dome to its resting place behind the
Selkirks.

And the air—Oh, ye who try to drink
health out of patent medicine bottles,

here in abundance free to all is one of
the Creator's great specifics!

The party assembled, a leader was
chosen, and the others followed with
song and shout willing to go anywhere
or everywhere.

What if the beginners stumbled or
fell, what if they went head first over
bank or fence? Who grumbled? Not
they, good natured chaffing only begot
merry retorts!

The party turned their backs on the
Rockies, crossed the Kicking Horse
River, then leaping clear of a bank down
into the bed of a narrow creek walked
under a canopy formed by the meeting of

graceful willows on either side of the

bank.

Leaving this fairy bower they climbed
a snake fence, crossed a large field,

skirted a wood and then struck for the

slough where a few months before boat-

ing was the chief exercise.

Here the level stretch made walking
perfect and a growl of dissent was heard
when the leader plunged into a dark
wood following a surveyor's line where
all had to go in single file.

Just as the foremost ones of the party

emerged into the open a coyote ran

across the path and with hue and cry

they started in pursuit, the rest ot the

party taking up the cry and joining in

the race.

The animal darted through an opening
in the trees on to the Columbia River

and soon sped out of sight but its tracks

could be distinctly seen on the snow.
The love of the chase impelled the

party to follow, not that they expected
to see the animal again, but soon the

pace got beyond the endurance of many
and they dropped behind by ones and
twos until only four were left in the field.

The tracks followed the tortuous wind-
ings of the river for some distance then

crossed a slough till they finally disap-

peared in the brush on the first bench of

the Selkirks.

It was when the four stopped here

they began to realize how tired they

were. ' 'There's a lumbermen's camp
not far away," remarked one of the men,
'
'let's pull up there and have a rest."

This met our approval so we went on
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till we came to a road that wound up the

foothills and in a short time we saw
lights that proceeded from some log
shacks.

Western lumber camps are composed
not only of the typical lumber jacks, but
also of many men brought up in a differ-

ent sphere in the East, consequently one
stumbles on accomplishments quite un-
expected amid such rough surroundings.
When we entered, one of the lumbermen
who had been playing a violin hastily

cached it behind his bench, a couple who
had been smoking dropped their pipes

into their pockets when they saw the two
ladies and offered them their seats.

There was a cheerful fire burning in a
camp stove near the middle of the room,
and alongside were bunks made of slen-

der peeled logs, and neatly laid thereon
were dark grey camp blankets. The
benches were home made as were also

the washstand and table but all showed
neat if rough handiwork.

One of the men was stretching a coy-

ote skin, and we told him of our chase.

"I shot this chap from the door where
he was after some food that was thrown
out yonder," he remarked.

"That reminds me of my first bear,"

said Is

' 'Your first bear!" mockingly cried one
of the party, 1

4

Your first bear, that would
imply two or possibly a score or more,

pray how many bears, O, mighty hunter,

have you chalked up to your credit?"

I pretended to look hurt and dignified.

"What is the story of your first bear?"

queried the lumberman who had first

spoken.

"Oh, if my friends discredit what I

say there is no use
—

"

"Not at all!" they cried in chorus.

"We assert the bear was genuine, let us

have him served up right away," in

which request the lumbermen all joined.

Nothing loath I proceeded—-"You
must know that from the first ,time I de-
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cided to leave Ontario for British Colum-
bia my chief ambition was to shoot a
bear. I had heard many stories of these

animals coming right into the town after

food, and I had no doubt in my mind
that I should get one easily. Judge my
disappointment when the first winter set

in and I had not even seen one although
I had diligently tramped over miles of

mountain land in search of them.
"Well, spring came by express that

year, and with it house cleaning. Some
vegetables principally turnips had been
dumped into a barrel and left in the back
porch to be carted away. One dark
night I heard a strange noise there and
peering through the window could dis-

tinguish in the dim uncertain light the

hindquarters of a black bear. The ani-

mal was half way into the barrel which
was tipped at an angle of about forty-five

degrees. Only a short time before a
large timber wolf had been shot in a yard
a few doors off and here I had a chance
of distinguishing myself by shooting a

bear! I wasn't a minute getting my
rifle and loading it, but when I started to

raise the window it shrieked and evident-

ly frightened the animal for I heard the

barrel drop to the floor as it resumed its

vertical position and peering out I could

just distinguish the retreating form ot

my intended victim after which' I sent a
hasty shot. Opening the door I rushed

out after it through the shed, but came
to the conclusion after searching the yard

and lane that I had shot the saw-horse as

it was the only body in the shape of an

animal that was on the ground.

"A few days after I heard the members
of the family laughing heartily.

' 'Entering the room I enquired the

cause of the mirth.
" 'Oh, nothing,' said one in a tantal-

izing tone while the others smiled mean-
ingly.

" 'But you could not laugh at nothing,

'

I insisted, 'what was it anyway?'
" 'Oh just that Murphy's black calf

was found dead in that clump of trees
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beyond our lane.'
"

One of the lumber-jacks grinned, and
kicking his feet towards a black bear
skin on the floor, said—"that's my first

black calf and last too!"

"Was he looting a barrel?" one asked.

"Pretty much the same," he answered,
"Last spring the cook reported hearing a
bear grunting around his shack one night
and next morningthe grub he had thrown
out after dinner was gone and there were
bear tracks sure enough.

" 'I'm going to have that gentTman,'
says I. So the next night I camped out
in the open in sight of a nice fragrant

meal good for bears.

"It was intensely cold, and towards
midnight I felt like a blamed fool and
wished I was under my blankets. I was
thinking of turning in when I heard a
twig snap in the bushes not far off and
what did I see but the darndest big—

I

beg your pardon ladies—a huge black
form making for the grub pile! I grew
hot all over but got ready to nail him.
He stopped and put his nose up as if

sniffing the air, then he turned and be-
fore you could say blue blazes was out of
sight in the bushes!

"I found I hadn't taken a right posi-

tion with regard to the wind so next night
fixed on a better place. At one in the
morning Mr. Bear hadn't arrived so
thinking he had struck this camp off his

visiting list I turned in. Wasn't I mad
next morning to find the fellows had the
laugh on me as the old chap had come
after all!

"Next night I said I'd hold the fort till

I got him. Making a blind of small
trees I entered on my watch at about
half after eleven. I did not mind it so
much this time as I was pretty well pro-
tected from the cold and had enough
room to scratch myself and keep from
getting cramped. It kept' getting colder
and colder as the hours advanced but I

didn't feel a bit lonesome till rummaging
through my pockets I found I had used
up all my eating tobacco, then I was in

a fix! I wondered if I dared make a
sneak to the shack, but I made sure if I

did that cussed bear would come along
and I'd lose him. So to pass the time I

took to sizing up that dump pile, yonder,
calculating how many loads would have

to be teamed down to the river allowing
an average number of logs to a load.

My head got as heavy as lead and I

found it hard work trying to shake off

the drowsiness that was stealing over
me!
"Next thing I knew the boys were car-

rying my stiff body into the shack.
" 'He's stone dead!" said one!
" 'Logging's over for him in this

world!' said another.
" 'We'd better bury him at once,' said

a third.

"'Ground's frozen solid as a rock,'

commented another.
" 'Let's pack him in ice and then plant

him decent in the spring and have a par-

son!' said one of my chums.
"It seemed no time before they had

dug a deep hole in the snow on the top

of a mountain, and chucked me in.

Then they gathered ice and laid it on top

of me with a layer of snow, and a bucket
of water was added to cement things.

"Now I wasn't dead by a long sight. I

was conscious what was going on but
powerless to move a limb. I couldn't

even move my eyelids, but I realized that

if I didn't get a gait on I would be buried

alive. Making a great effort I shot out

one arm.
" 'G'out!'*

"I opened my eyes and the only living

thing in sight was that bear finishing the

meal I had prepared for him.

"Gosh!
"These involuntary explosives seemed

to scare him for he shuffled off at a lively

pace.

"I seized my rifle but my hands and
arms were stiff* as pokers.

"I fired anyway and shot him as I

afterwards found out in the joint of his

hind leg.

"This kind of crippled him, and he

didn't get along so fast after that.

"I started after him but my limbs

were as stiff as the legs of a saw-horse.

I stumbled along somehow knowing I

daren't face the boys if I let him go
again. I commenced to limber up a bit

and gradually gained on him and when I

was fairly near I put a bullet into him
behind the ear and you bet I was glad to

see him drop.

"Some of the lads helped me and we
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skinned him and stretched his pelt on the

side of the shack before breakfast was
ready."
"Your story," remarked one of the

lumber-jacks nodding at me, "puts me
in mind of a little incident up Winder-
mere way. An Englishman came out

from the Old Country to learn ranching.

He was dead anxious to kill a bear and
had an idea they were easy to get, so

some fellows put up a job on him think-

ing he was pretty green. They got a
grizzly bear rug that had a mounted head
and carefully cached it in a clump of

bushes. Two fellows offered to accom-
pany the chap, whom they had nick-

named the Kid, on a bear hunt and after

giving him some lessons with the rifle

and other instructions in the art of bear

killing, they started out making a long

detour to tire him and gradually working
down to the bench where they had the

cache. Some distance off they chose a

position behind a fallen log and told the

Kid to keep watch while they tried to

round up a bear and drive it towards
him.

These two men went off in different

directions, one to crawl cautiously under
the rug, the other to take up a position

where he could watch the fun, for they

fully expected to see the fellow take to

his heels.

"They had substituted an unloaded
rifle for the charged one he bad been car-

rying so felt no fear of a disaster.

"All went well, some twigs were
snapped to draw the chap's attention,

then a bear's head peered through the

trees and looked savagely around.
"The Kid took aim, pulled the trigger

but of course no report followed, and the

fellow on the look out saw him bend
down as he thought to examine the rifle,

but in reality he was loading it from a
cartridge belt under his coat which the

fellows knew nothing about.

"The Kid raised his rifle again, took
aim, a sharp report followed and a bullet

whizzed over the head of a surprised

man in bear's clothing. In a second he

crouched to the ground the stuffed head
dropping in a ludicrous position to one
side.

"The Kid rushed excitedly to the spot

only to find out how he had been fooled.

Without a moment's delay he started in

thumping the trickster and didn't letup

until he had given him a black eye and
other tokens of his anger!

"Of course when this leaked out the

laugh was turned on the perpetrators of

the joke, but the only remark the Kid

made was

—

"Deuced sorry I didn't shoot the

beggar!"

Well rested, warmed, and re-invigor-

ated by our stay and the stories told we
made good time on our snowshoes on the

return trip and the rest of our journey

was unmarred by a single slip. The
fine exertion and the pure air induced

dreamless sleep, though some had thought

we might mix up bears and snowshoes in

inextricable confusion during the night.

How to Grow Wild Rice.

IHERE are very many lakes in Can-
ada suitable for growing wild rice,

and where if rice were grown, it

would furnish a great attraction for the

numerous flocks of ducks crossing the

Dominion in the spring and fall. Duck
shooting will always be a sport appealing
to large numbers of sportsmen, and
many who cannot afford to go hunting
for big game may hope to enjoy a day

with the ducks. A number of corres-

pondents have made enquiries in this

matter, and with a view of giving our

readers the benefit of information and

advice upon matters of such wide inter-

est, the following authoritative article

was prepared on the subject by one who
has had a long and personal experience

on a lake where wild rice grows in pro-

fusion:
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"In planting wild rice high water is

the thing- most to be dreaded—high wa-
ter and dry weather, for strange to say
this plant needs rain equally as much as

the grains grown on land. To properly

gather the grain for growing it should be
harvested when fully ripe, and not al-

lowed to thoroughly dry out. It is the

drying that kills the vitality of the seed.

It should be placed in boxes well lined

with moist packing, such as excelsior

moss, with paper between it and the

seed. Many mediums will do, provided
they retain the moisture in the seed.

Then express it—never ship by freight

—

as the sooner it is sown when once gath-

ered the closer it will be to theimitationof

Nature. In its native state it falls while

yet moist and full of its natural juices

directly into the black muddy beds pre-

pared by years—aye by centuries—of the

decaying straw of the plant itself. This
seed is in turn covered by the straw on
which it grew, preserving it from the

frost, as this seems to be as fatal as the

drying out.

"If the lake in which it is to be sowed
has a muddy bottom, with anywhere
from two to six feet of water over it, and
is not subject to very high and very low
water, and the seed is planted in the fall

while it is yet fresh, there is no doubt of

its growth, provided it stays there until

the next May. There are several causes
at work to remove it. Wild ducks will

dive for and pick up every seed visible;

it may be covered too deeply to germin-
ate by spring floods, and consequent flow

of mud; or the ice may carry it away.
"To escape these dangers have the

seed placed in tanks in cold storage, cov-

ered with fresh water, and kept at a tem-
perature just above freezing point. This
seed, sown in the spring while it is still

moist, will bring forth a full crop. It

can also, be shipped in common barrels,

with the seed well covered with water,

and if kept at a low temperature will

reach its destination in perfect safety,

while the seed will germinate over seven-

ty-five per cent.

"Now as to the sowing of the seed. I

have poured the freshly gathered seed
into the canoe, and kneeling behind the

front thwart was paddled up and down
the shallow places I intended to plant.

I found the best results were obtained by
planting thickly, as the heavy growth
seems to lend strength to the entire bed,

acting as a windbreak, etc. It is possi-

ble for the seed to remain many years in

the black liquid mud and still retain its

germinating powers, quickly showing
them when once near enough to the sur-

face to retain the heat from the sun.

"Above all things keep carp out of the

wild rice sown waters. Do not scatter

your seed too widely; rather cover a
small place well, and it will rapidly

spread itself. Wild rice seed gathered
from shallow shore beds seem to grow
best in similar depth of water. The
long black grain from the beds in mid-
lake replant the deeper places most suc-

cessfully. Beware of fermentation tak-

ing place. This will occur if the rice

becomes heated in shipping, or the water
in the tanks or barrels is not kept at a
sufficiently low point—the nearer freezing

the better, without allowing this to ac-

tually take place.

"Do not allow any seed to be gathered
until the beds have become fully filled.

So thickly should it be allowed to grow
that it is almost impossible to force the

canoe through a luxuriant crop of wild

rice.

"I have had no experience as to plant

growth where the bottom is of a clay or

alkali formation, but know from exper-

ience that this provender of the web
footed ones will grow and flourish against

great hardships. The only thing to

which it seems to submit is a state of

low water early in the season. Then,
when the long green ribbons* are floating

on the surface, to flood the plant, sub-

merging it a foot or so below the water,

is to kill it, or at least to have only a
grand crop of straw, and not a single

grain of rice."



Mr. C. E. E. Ussher.

IN announcement, which
cannot fail to prove of

interest to a very large

number of both native and
visiting sportsmen, has been
made by the Canadian Pacific

Railway. This is the promo-
tion of Mr. C. E. E. Ussher,
the General Passenger Agent
of the eastern lines, to the po-

sition of Assistant Passenger
Traffic Manager with head-
quarters at Winnipeg.

Mr. Ussher's long connec-
tion with sporting matters,

and particularly his work in

connection with the formation
and successful career of the

North American Fish and
Game Protection Association,

has brought him into contact

with many sportsmen. Few
of those who even knew him
well were however aware of a

tithe of all he has done in their

interests. Being a thorough
sportsman himself, with a

complete knowledge of all

transportation matters he has,

while strictly adhering to the

interests of the Company he
has served so well, been able

to arrange facilities and concessions

which have had much to do with

the great developments of sporting traf-

fic both from outside and also within the

Dominion. His knowledge of sports-

men's requirements, and just what con-

cessions would best serve their interests,

while developing the traffic to the benefit

of the Company, has proved invaluable.

In both railway and sporting matters,

Mr. Ussher has proved an earnest and
devoted worker, and his services in both
have come in for some well merited
encomiums.

It is no small testimony to Mr. Ussh-
er's efficiency as a railway wrorker for

him to be sent to Winnipeg in the ca-

pacity of Assistant Passenger Traffic

Manager. The development of the West
is proceeding at such a pace that a man
who is able to fully grasp the situation

and deal with the many problems daily

arising, is required at Winnipeg. The
Company are fortunate at such a junc-

ture in having a gentleman with Mr.
Ussher's capability and experience to

place in such a position. It is certain

that the West will gain much from Mr.
Ussher's careful oversight, ^his wide
views, his thorough knowledge and prac-

tical experience of railway work, and his

acquaintance with all transportation

problems. Mr. Ussher's sporting experi-

ence should likewise gain, and no doubt
he will in many ways continue to show
his deep concern in all that makes for the

benefit of sport and sportsmen. In his

new position he will be able to aid this

particular portion of western develop-

ment, and his work will prove none the

easier by reason that the country both
north and west of his new headquarters

furnish the best big game in the world.

Mr. Usher has had over twenty years'

service with the C. P. R. , and this long ex-

perience will now stand him in good stead

in the new and responsible position he is

called upon to fill.



The Maganetawan River.

nHE charm of the delightful region

throughout the Maganetawan River
District is in its rugged scenery, its

magnificent rivers and its inland lakes

dotted with myriads of islands set on the

bosom of the waters like gems scintillat-

ing in an emerald setting, the entire pic-

ture surrounded with a frame of loveli-

ness in its make-np of pine and birch

forests. This is the spot that appeals to

the weary worker from the din of a busy
city life—a place where rest and recuper-

ations from the toils and troubles of bus-

ON THE MAGANETAWAN RIVER.

iness is found and where health stalks in

every nook and cranny awaiting the den-
izen of the strenuous city life. The re-

gion is a delightful one for the summer
tourist who can secure comfortable ac-
commodation at several hotels and re-

sorts situated at different points along the
river. It is also a paradise for the ang-
ler and sportsman and fish of the gamiest
species, and abundance of large and
small game are found throughout the
surrounding country in easy distance
from the centers of tourists' stopping
places. Not one of the least attractions

of this portion of the "Highlands of On-
tario" is its altitude above the sea level

(1,000 feet), and the health giving quali-

ties of the atmospheric conditions to-

gether with the odor that ladens the air

with the balm of pine and balsam wafted
from along the river shores. During the

summer months, hundreds of campers
and canoeists pitch their tents and enjoy

the many pleasures that accompany a life

in "God's out-of-doors" and with the

smell of burning brush and the delights

and picturesqueness of the campfire flick-

ering againstdim
tree trunks, while

the party sit close

hoping for good
weatherand good
sport can a more
enjoyable holiday

be imagined than
this free and

g 1 orious outing

far from mun-
dane things.

There is an-

other side to the

life in the Mag-
anetawan River
region besides

that of the camp-
er, angler and
sportsman. The
cottages and ho-

tels contain a set

of people some-
what different to

those who long
for the woods

and brooks. There are the family who
take their belongings, a maid and the

children and leave the dusty city early in

the season and spend the entire summer
in this lovely place where care can be
thrown to the dogs, where the bother ot

dress and fashion is lost sight of and
where the children can run barefoot and
do as they feel disposed. Bathing, boat-

ing, canoeing andforest walks are among
the attractions that appeal to the children

and here is where they can enjoy them.
The hotels present another phase of life.

Here are the people who seek an, outing
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just for a change of scene and who spend

their holidays in lackadaisical idleness

enjoying- the perfect rest and pure air

that is found here, and returning to town
with a coat of tan that lasts until frost,

and with the satisfaction that their outing

has done them good and that they have
had a good time.

Summer is the ordained time for loaf-

ing and the "Highlands of Ontario" is

the Elysium of the loafer, and the loafer

to enjoy himself must get away from the

hurry and scurry of metropolitan life, the

puffing and whistling of locomotives and
the rumbling of traffic along busy streets.

Byron sang:

"There is pleasure in the pathless woods,
"There is rapture in the lovely shore

"There is society where none intrudes,"

This aptly applies to the

Maganetawan River region

where one can roam through
the forests and study nature in

all her varying forms. The
woods are alive with deer and
it is not an uncommon occur-

rence to see these pretty ani-

mals in herds.

The Maganetawan is reached
through Burk's Falls one hun-
dred and seventy miles north
of the city of Toronto by the

Grand Trunk Railway System,
and opens up a magnificent
region to steamboat naviga-
tion, to the tourist and partic-

ularly the sportsman. This
territory is just equidistant be-
tween the Muskoka Lakes and
Lake Nipissing, and the river

drains a surface of about four
square miles. Some idea may,
be gathered of its magnitude and of the
possibilities offered to canoeists by the
ramifications of the numerous tributaries

and their connected lake enlargements.
It is the very heart center for sport, with
rod and gun. Its rivers and lakes can be
ascended and descended in canoes, amid
the best of sport, while the eye is fascin-
ated by the fresh unsullied wildness of
its forest haunts.

Burk's Falls—stands on the banks of
the Maganetawan at the,head of steam-
boat navigation and about half a mile be-
low the forks of the river where the two

great north and south branches join.

From Maganetawan Dock the starting

point of the steamers "Armour" "Men-
orah" and "Wanita" and to which pas-
sengers are carried direct by the Grand
Trunk trains, the trip down the river is

made. A more lovely one is hard to

conceive. Burks Falls is a busy town
steadily growing and picturesque in its

situation. It has a population of one
thousand and a number of stores above
the average found in small places. Camp-
ers, canoe parties and hunters will find

all the requisites here for necessary sup-
plies. Long distance telephone and tele-

graph service is available and the town is

lighted by electricity. The hotel accom-
modation is good and the town boasts of

three hostleries where guests will be

GOOSE AND CECEBE LAKES. MAGANETAWAN RIVER.

thousand
therefore,

made comfortable.

The steamers of the Maganetawan
Navigation Company are modern and
handsomely fitted up for passenger traffic,

they are lighted by electricity and are

equipped with search lights.

For fifteen miles the river is followed,

winding to and fro as all Muskoka Rivers

seem to do. Lake Cecebe forms the

next link for ten miles, at the foot of

which is the village of Maganetawan.
After passing through the locks, the

steamer continues for three miles more in

the river, and then enters Lake Ahmic.
This is another of the gems of Muskoka,
most quaint in form. The lake is twelve
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miles in length. This is also another ex-

cellent route for boating-

, as there are no
rapids to interfere, or portages to make:
a nice diversity of paddling or rowing in

the river is interspersed with sailing on
the lakes.

From here on, the more adventurous
can continue their canoe route by the

Great River, twelve miles to Lake Wa-
wa-keah, and thence to Bying Inlet, about
fifty miles away on the Georgian Bay.

In this distance there are twenty portages

of varying lengths, from one of some
two miles to most of only a few yards.

It is a trip not to be attempted without

first-class guides. These portages made,
there are few difficulties to be overcome.
The angler will find an abundance of

salmon trout, bass, pickerel and other

varieties of fish. The speckled trout,

FROM ECHO ROCK, MAGANETAWAN RIVER

which every knight of the reel and rod

loves to play, are found in abundance in

these waters. One afternoon while on
the Maganetawan River, one of a party

caught ninety-seven trout, the largest

tipping the scales at two and a quarter

pounds.
The Lake of Many Islands, some seven

miles from Maganetawan River, is a

magnificent fishing haunt, black bass be-

ing numerous, and running from two to

eight pounds, also good trolling for sal-

mon trout.

Thousands of people throughout the

habitable globe suffer annually from that

most distressing and annoying ailment

commonly known as "Hay Fever,"

many of whom are not convalescent for

weeks after an attack of the malady, and
often days of rest and recuperation are

necessary to get back one's strength
and accustomed health. The disease is

also called by other names, such as "au-
tumn catarrh," "hay asthma" and "rose
catarrh." In some cases it comes on in

Junt, with the advent of the roses; in

others, with the new mown hay; but in

the vast majority, during the month of

August. At this season ot the year the

district recommended above is in nature's

most beauteous dress, and flies and mos-
quitoes are unknown throughout the re-

gions described.

The complaint usually continues until

frosty weather, and is aggravated by
dust, riding in street cars, and by the

pollen of hay or flowers. Few are aware
that in almost a stone's throw (compara-
tively speaking) of their own doors, lies

a locality rich in beautiful scenery, re-

plete with historical interest,

a land where health and pleas-

ure go hand in hand and
where perfect immunity from
Hay Fever is assured. This
region is the Maganetawan
River district which is recog-

nized as the "Mecca" of the

tourist and a haven for suffer-

ers from Hay Fever.

Physicians generally recom-
mend a change of climate for

the relief of the complaints
where such weeds and flowers

as ragweed and honey-suckle
are not indigenous, as these

and many other flowers and grasses
aggravate the disease. Many localities,

have been recommended such as moun-
tainous regions and the seacoast, but
generally at these resorts a great deal
depends upon the direction of the wind,
and results are not always satisfactory,

as if the wind should blow off shore, as it

frequently does, there is no relief.

.In the Maganetewan River district

conditions are different. It is of no con-"
sequence which way the wind blows.
The preponderance of water area to land
surface, the curative odors of balsam and
pine, together with the elevation of a
thousand feet, renders Hay Fever an
impossible condition.

The district altogether finely deserves
its high reputation and those who make
its acquaintance will not regret it.



Sport in Saskatchewan.

Duck and Chicken Shooting on the Prairies.

BY C. W. YOUNG.

DT is a long* way—from Cornwall to

Saskatchewan—to go for the fall

shooting-

, but it is worth it, espe-

cially when one has a small share in the

great Canadian heritage, and is anxious

to learn by personal observation the size

of the unearned increment from one sea-

son to another.

There is plenty of good hunting coun-

try between Montreal and Winnipeg, but

one sees little game from the car win-

dows. Here and there on the outward
trip, a hunter drops into the smoking
room full of anticipation, and coming
homeward parties drift in above Ottawa,
who have been in the woods; either way
the talk is of moose and deer and par-

tridges, and perhaps some lucky fellow

has a big head in the express car, which
all go out to see. There are hundreds of

lakes and rivers, on many of which one
would like to cast a fly at a more con-

genial season, but save for a stray gull

breasting the wind over Lake Superior,

not a feathered creature is to be seen.

Only a few miles west from Winnipeg,
one begins to see prairie chickens. We
are told that these birds are decreasing,

and that in a few years they will follow

the wild pigeons and the buffalo into ob-

livion, but it doesn't look like it. In the

neighborhood of Portage la Prairie,

where the land has been farmed for half

a century, chickens are still fairly plenti-

ful. Farmers in the West appreciate game
more than they do in Ontario, and it is

not possible for men and boys to roam
over the face of nature with guns and
without permission, as they do here, so

the birds have a chance. The game
laws are strictly enforced, and shooting
in the close season and on Sundays is too
expensive a luxury to be indulged in.

Some hours after leaving Portage,

ducks as well as chickens, are to be seen,

and the numbers increase as one goes
further west.

Some four hundred miles west of Win-
nipeg on the Canadian Northern, are the

Quill lakes, three of them, and quite re-

spectable bodies of water they are—Big
Quill, the largest, being about eighteen
miles long, and so wide you can hardly
see the opposite shore—the others some-
what smaller. The shores of these lakes
are mostly marshy, breeding places for

many ducks, and the half-way house for

millions more as they travel the great
aerial route from the far north to the
tropics.

At present this is practically virgin

country for the sportsman, as very few
of the ducks have ever heard the crack of
a gun, and the shooting is of the kind
one reads about in old books, but is not
often permitted to enjoy.

They do things in a hurry out west but
I was hardly prepared for the transform-
ation scene a year had effected along the
line of the Canadian Northern Railway.
Hamlets were budding into vil-

ages, villages into towns and
embryo cities, and newly-built ele-

vators were to be seen at every sta-

tion. About the Quill Lakes, the first

settler only three years ago put the
plough into the land that had been bear-
ing natural crops for untold thousands
of years, with only the buffalo to use a
little of them. Last year my good
friend Vokes of Winnipeg began opera-
tions as a farmer, yet at the end of a
drive of three or four miles from the
railway station, I found his modern resi-

dence—Wetasto—with every convenience
and luxury, a breakfast served by a Chi-
nese cook, an artist in his line, and a
welcome to be remembered.

In 1905 a few acres of wheat and oats

represented what had been done; now
there was wheat in shocks and stacks as

far as the eye could reach, a steam
thresher with a gang of thirty or more
men in attendance, and work to keep it

going for a week. In a fenced section

were a hundred or two thoroughbred
shorthorn cattle, the foundation of the

Wetasto herd, which will be famous
some of these days. This is a great

country for cattle as well as -for wheat,
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and will be the home of many prosperous
mixed farmers. It is over one hundred
miles north of the main line of the Can-
adian Pacific, but there is no need to

house cattle carefully as in Ontario.

Mere shelters are built, open to the south,

and food need be given only in stormy
weather. At all other times they help

themselves from the haystacks nearby,

and come out in prime condition in the

spring-. Cows would be sorry looking

sights in the East under similar treat-

ment.
But we didn't go West to look atwheat

and cattle, nor did we spend much time

over them in Saskatchewan this year.

One doesn't walk a great deal on the

prairie, and soon after breakfast on the

morning of arrival three of us got into a

wagon and drove a mile or • two to a

slough to have our first shy at the ducks.

There were not many there, as ducks go
in that part of the West, possibly three

or four hundred, and they were some-
what wild, but we accounted for several

mallards and teal, and picked up a chick-

en or two on our way back. In the af-

ternoon we strolled along Wetasto creek,

and by the time we were ready to retrace

our steps, each of us had all the ducks
he cared about carrying.

This was only in the way of beginning,

and next afternoon we drove to a bridge

crossing the channel between Big and
Middle Quill. It was a bright, nippy

day, with a strong wind blowing, and
had we made it, could not have been bet-

ter for sport. As we came near the wa-
ter we could see that it was literally

covered with ducks, which rose in clouds

as we approached and dispersed to safer

quarters. These they found in the open
lake half a mile or so west, or in a little

bay about the same distance eastward,

but neither place seemed to suit them,
for they were continually rising and flying

over us., The bridge could hardly be

considered a blind, but it served the pur-

pose, and we crouched behind the rails,

and kept an eye for what we were after.

"Look out, ducks coming," one would
shout, and the others would see a single

bird, a double or a treble, or maybe a

flock of a score or so. They would keep
near the water till near the bridge and
then rise to pass it. When they were

close by, we would get up and let them
have it, with more or less success.

Sometimes each would despatch a
duck or two; more often only one would
fall to the three guns, and occasionally

not that. It was the most difficult kind
of shooting, and decidedly puzzling to a
tenderfoot, who was making his first ac-

quaintance with the sport.' Had it been
a salmon, or a sea trout—but that is an-
other story. The speed coming down
the wind was terrific, certainly sixty or
seventy miles an hour, and it required a
good deal of experience to judge how far

forward to hold to do the business.

Nothing less than six or eight feet was
any use, and sometimes it would have to

be a good deal more. Using smokeless
powder, one could see if any feathers

were knocked out of the bird, and that

was not always by any means. Vokes
was using a twenty-guage gun, which
carried like a rifle, Drayton and I had
No. 12s. We used No. 6 shot at first,

but subsequently found No. 4 or 5 more
deadly.

There were all kinds of ducks, but
most of them were canvas backs, great
big fellows weighing- three or four pounds
each, and fat as butter. They were fairly

difficult to kill, and struck water hard
enough to pound every bit of life out of

them that was left. But if only wounded
they would give themselves a shake or

two, dive and swim oflf under the water
until out of range. The safest way was
to give them a second shot if they didn't

turn up white at once, and sometimes it

took two or three to do the business. If

you never shot a duck sitting in the wa-
ter you have no idea how hard it is to

hit them.
When the birds fell on the land there

wasn't much trouble, as the shock of

striking the earth usually settled them,
and sometimes they actually split open
from the force of the impact. If they

happened to drop where the grass was
long and were only winged, the dogs had
their work cut out in finding the cripples,

which scuttled away in short order.

Next to the canvas backs, teal were
most plentiful, both the blue and green
winged varieties—the latter the smallest

of all ducks, but most delicions eating,

There were quite a few mallards", great.
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handsome fellows, fully as big as the

canvas backs, an occasional widgeon,

blue bill and pin tail, and once in a while

one that none of us could identify—pos-

sibly a cross-bred. Spoonbills or shov-

ellers were quite plenty. These last do
not frequent Ontario waters as a rule,

and are despised by hunters in the west,

though in the fall, when good and fat,

they are not at all fishy and excellent

eating.

On such a day the ducks flew pretty

continuously all the time, but a good
deal thicker as evening came on. Then
there was no question of a single bird, it

was whole flocks at a time, and the de-

struction was greater. We shot till we
could see no longer, and then heard them
in swarms like bees overhead. We could

feel the whish of their wings and some-
times they almost touched us as they

passed. The result of this part of a day,

for we didn't go to the bridge till after

lunch, was over two bushels of ducks,

and several prairie chickens.

So far there has been comparatively

little shooting in this part of Saskatch-
ewan. The first settler went in only

three or four years ago, and most of them
have neither time nor inclination to mon-
key with a fowling piece. At the bridge

the ducks had been shot at a little, but

elsewhere we were the first shooters this

year, if indeed some of our haunts had
ever been visited by a white man with a

gun. One of these was where Wetasto
creek empties into Little Quill and there

is a narrow channel between two bays.

When some distance off, it seemed as if

all the ducks in the world were having a
picnic, and completely covered the water.

Though comparatively tame, they had no
particular use for people that came in

wagons, and didn't wait long enough to

get a close view of the intruders.

We had sent down a little steel

dinghy, which was a cranky craft, but

served to get across the channel and re-

trieve crippled birds. It was not necess-

ary, but we set out a few decoys, just to

see how they would work, and one of us
going to the other side, we had the ducks
pretty well between us. It was exciting

to watch them rising from the water,

away across the lake, and see them com-
ing nearer and nearer until within range,

when they would swoop down to make
acquaintance with the dummies that were
bobbing up and down, and find they were
victims of misplaced confidence, leaving
several of their number behind. The
flights were incessant, and the constant
banging made no difference. There were
a good many misses, as was inevitable,

but fun enough to keep one's blood ting-

ling, and we quit only when the ammu-
nition gave out, and it was too dark to

see any longer. It was quite easy to re-

trieve the birds, as one could walk al-

most any distance with waders, and we
had the boat and the dogs to help us out.

The latter were not at all anxious to go
into the icy water, and it was hardly fair

to expect it of smooth pointers, whose
talent lies in another direction. With so
many flocks, there were quite a few
doubles, and one lucky shot brought
down three big fellows.

Queer, isn't it, the objection mostgame
dogs have to golden plover. These de-
licious little morsels were plentiful, and
occasionally we varied the programme by
taking a stroll along the beach to take
toll of a flock. Neither old Semi or

Matchi would bring them out; they might
go to them and perhaps take them up,

but would drop them as if they didn't

taste good, and many were lost that way.
As a rule dogs will not eat game; ours
made short work of the bones of a chick-

en or a duck, but couldn't be persuaded
to touch what was left of a plover.

Prairie chickens were scarce this year.

Last season, in the same locality, we got
plenty every day, and they came well

through the winter, but seemingly did

not have good luck with the hatching, or

perhaps the little fellows were drowned
by the heavy rains when they were com-
paratively helpless. Shooting chickens

is not hard work, as practiced in Sas-

katchewan. We had two ponies, Rosette
and Bluette, who had been hitting the

trail for ever so many years, and were
well used to prairie ways. Two princes

of dogdom, Semi and Matchi-Manitou,
smooth pointers, always accompanied us

on our journeyings. They seemed to

know instinctively where chickens were
to be found, and would trot alongside or

behind the wagon for a mile or so, when,
of a sudden, they would branch off to
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right or left, and soon find something- to

interest them. There is nothing more
delightful in the whole range of sport than
to watch the field work of good dogs.

They quarter the ground, hardly leaving

a yard untouched, and when the scent is

found, the tails begin to wag, and with

nose to the grass, they follow the path of

the chicken. As the scent grows strong-

er, they become more intent, till they

stiffen out as if cast in bronze, and wait

for the man with the gun. When near

together, one will usually back up the

other's point, but sometimes each has a

bird of his own. The chicken is usually

only a few feet ahead but crouches in the

grass till flushed by the hunter, when a

shot generally settles the business, or per-

haps a couple are knocked down right

and left. One day, as we were driving

to the lake, Matchi, who had been taking

little interest in anything, wheeled like a

shot and pointed within ten feet of the

wagon. Two birds got up, only to fall

with two quick shots, and before they

could be retrieved, other two met
their fate, and one more within a couple

of minutes. The rest of the covey took
to the scrub, but we had no time to fol-

low them.
There are quite a few partridges in

some sections of the West, but being
smaller than the chickens, they do not

get much attention. One afternoon we
got several, while following up some
chickens that had taken to a bluff, and
side by side on a hot plate there was
little to choose between them, though the

flesh of the partridges was white and that

of the chickens quite dark.

Sometimes it happens that the chickens

seem to look for the hunter. After a

morning's driving, we sat down beside a
bluff near a wheatfield for lunch, and
were enjoying cold duck and Budweiser,
when a covey of half a dozen or more
came out of the stubble and walked into

the scrub. We could have potted the

whole bunch had the guns been handy,
but by the time we could get them out of

the wagon and loaded, the birds had dis-

appeared, nor did we get one of them,
though we fired several shots. A prairie

chicken is easy to kill on the wing if he
is in the open, but among the bushes the
issue is uncertain.

One is constantly reminded of the

presence of a little animal that is quite

common among the fauna of the prairies.

Not at all timid, one often sees these

little black and white creatures, with
great bushy tails, running in front of the

horses, or padding through the grass.

There is seldom any anxiety for too close

a view, and never an opportunity is lost

of putting a charge of shot into them.
They are not added to the game bag, but
left to rot where they fall, as they are

credited with all sorts of mischief, es-

pecially if there are any tame fowls about,

for they are inveterate thieves, and have
a liking for eggs and chickens when they
can get them, The skins are valuable

and masquerade as Alaska sable when
dyed and converted into muffs or ruffs,

but the men on the prairie seem to have
no time or inclination to remove the

pelts. Dogs as a rule avoid these ani-

mals, but there are exceptions, and of

such were a couple of Chesapeake span-
iels, on the Wetasto ranch. These dogs
liked no better fun than nosing out these

unsavory creatures, and when found
would rend them in pieces, regardless of

consequences, although they were invar-

iably banished to the outskirts for a day
or two after every such performance.

During the summer, Mephitis Ameri-
cana dwells mostly out in the open, feed-

ing on mice, birds and such small deer,

but as the weather gets colder he seeks

human company, and camps near the

houses and barns. One of them was in

the habit of stealing ducks and chickens

from the pile we brought home in the

evenings, but we had no idea where they

went, till we discovered the marauder
under the verandah, from whence he was
only dislodged after an hour's hard work
and digging under the steps where he

was ensconced. This fellow was a wise

guy and had piled away several dozen
of birds for his winter supply, as much
easier than hunting for them or robbing

hen roosts. He stole too many or he

might have enjoyed some of his thievings.

V



A Wilderness Cat.

BY HAROLD RAYMOND.

N the old barn beside the river,

forming- one of a litter of five, he

first opened his eyes
;
big green

eyes in a setting of jet, for he was a black

cat ; black all over, from tip of nose to

tip of tail. It proved a lucky color in his

case for he was the only one of the five

to be saved from a watery 'grave, and he

was chosen by the city cousin on

account of his rich, glossy coat.

All that summer he was petted and

glutted by the small members of the farm

home until he became as fat as Dutch
butter, then he was carried off by the

cousin, to, or rather toward the city,

tor he never reached his intended des-

tination. He had been dropped into an

old hat-box, strapped firmly as was
thought, and was given to the cousin to

carry. While on the way to the station

HE CAME DOWN UPON THE LITTLE BROWN
BIRD.

in the new double-seated wagon, master
Puss wriggled the bottom out of the box
and during the excitement of the ride

jumped out of the rig, unnoticed, and in-

to a thicket at the side of the road.

Here began his adventurous career.
He threaded his way carefully through
the brambles and bushes deep into the
shadows, where the sun pointed long
fingers of light through the closely woven
leafage. His glossy coat became tangled
and knotted as he strove against the
prickly creepers, while vines tripped him
up occasionally, no matter how careful
his steps. All day he plodded; till the
pangs of hunger brought him to a stand-
still. He looked around for his expected
saucer of milk but the only object ap-
proaching in appearance his favorite farm
dish was a huge white growth sticking
to the side of an old dead beech. He
went up to it, it looked queer, sniffed it,

but his hunger was not sufficient yet to

overcome his prudence; he didn't like the
strange smell and walked away.

Deeper and deeper into the woods he
went till soon those long grey fingers of

light faded from the forest and the grass,
the tree-trunks and the leaves melted in-

to dark grey shadows growing darker
and darker. He had now become im-
patient and more hungry. The way he
went became fuller of thorns and brambles
and he left, alas, quite often, tufts of
black, glossy hair along the path. With
the going of the light, too, the songs of

the birds died away and the coming of

the shadows brought a change of noise

and a feeling of danger to the wanderer.
The greyness sank into solid gloom.
The hoot of an owl close by gave him
cold shivers, and now he was quite non-
plussed whether to go forward or remain
where he was.

Gathering courage he started afresh.

Presently the sharpness of the brambles
grew less and the bushes were fewer and
farther between; the air became fragrant

with the scent of resin, pure and sweet
and the ground beneath his paws went
velvet soft to his touch, needing less cafe

in the treading. There was a continuous

song of sighs in the trees overhead; large

high tress they were, that held their

branches over him as though giving him

n
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the assurace of parental protection. He
passed through a wilderness of shrub
whose leaves were long and waving,
soothing him into a purr of satisfaction.

He stayed here some time resting, but

moved forward again under stress of

hunger and newly added thirst.

Loud sounds about him stopped him
abruptly. The howl of a fox, the cry of

a whip-poor-will, the splash of a leaping

trout in a stream near by, it was all so

new to him. After the passage of the

pines and the ferns he came out again

into the brambles and suffered anew the

cruel stings and torn sides. He went up
rocky hillsides where the way was perilous

and long. He descended them to en-

counter more thorns and woeful hedges.

Deeper and deep-

er he got into

the lonely woods
a hungry, little,

black-coated cat.

Th at same
night two men
camped on the

bank of a river.

They had paddled

up stream all day
and were sore

and tired. An
appetizing meal,

a short smoke
and they lay

down in their

blankets to sleep.

The younger man
before retiring was building a smudge
for the insects had not all gone, when a

strange cry came from the darkness of

the trees behind their tent. He paused

in his work, again the wail, plaintive and
weird came to his waiting ears. He
looked at his companion: "What noise

is that, Ned?" The other man listened

a moment. "Pshaw! it's only a cat bird,

Billy, come to your sleep, lad, you'll need

it 'fore to-morrow's over, " and he moved
to settle for the night.

The two men were about dozing when
again that strange cry echoed itself upon
the quiet forest air. This time it was
just a few yards from where they lay.

The younger man, the most susceptible

to the sound got up and went out. He
came back in a short while and in his

THE SQUIRREL CAME TOWARDS HIM ALONG THE LIMB

arms he held, tenderly, a little, black cat.

Perhaps it was the memory of home,
associated as it always is, with the ap-

pearance or name of a cat, that made the

men keep their foundling. However,
keep it they did, though they were bound
for a region that knew neither house nor
home, scarcely a human being in fact,

in all its tangled wilderness.

After a meal of fried fish, the remains
of their own last repast, the men became
staunch friends of puss. He followed

willingly wherever they led. Up long
tortuous rivers, threading through rocks

and islands, across the many lakes they

went, puss gradually learning to take

his place in the canoe as one of themselves.

Once only had he to be chastised for

stealing from the

pack; a douse in

the cold water
was sufficient
punishment for

the purpose ; after

that he became
quite obedient
and docile.

Eventually the

men reached their

hunting camp, a
lean-to in the

woods. During
the time spent in

securing their

game, they left

puss in the camp,
where, put to his

own resources, he often had to find his

own food. Fish had been usually his

allowance, as fish were plentiful and to

puss the most toothsome, but when the
hunters were away, and they sometimes
stayed more than a day—there was no
one to catch his coveted article of fare.

He went down to the shore to investigate,

but the banks sloped down too abruptly
for any chance of obtaining a finny mem-
ber of the depths himself. So he gave
that up.

Then he turned back into the forest.

Passing through some leafy bushes, cur-

iously prying into nooks and corners as
he went along, he noticed a movement,
a flutter of wings and he stopped jshort.

A little brown bird stood proudly upon a
quivering limb, lifting a voice of rare
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sweetness to mingle with the anthems of

the wilderness. Puss had no ear for

music. He crept up close to the singer,

closer, aud remaining quite still, without

the flicker of an eyelash, he suddenly

made a spring and with claws out-thrust,

mouth partly open, he came down upon
the little brown bird. Short was the

song, and owing to a sharp closing of

puss' jaws, it never sang again. This

was the cat's initiation into the art of

hunting, and after that many a little

brown bird and also grey and black, met
a sudden and disastrous end.

One cool morning while lying down on
a flat rock by the river, trying to receive

THE END.

what warmth he could from the rays of

the sun, he was startled to hear a sharp

whistle quite near him He raised his

head to see a snipe hopping about from

rock to rock. It was approaching him,

and crouching low he awaited with in-

terest the progress ot the newcomer.

The snipe had reached the water-edge of

the very rock on which he stood hidden

by another overhanging boulder. It was
strutting about with bobbing tail, darting

a long bill, now and then, into the moss
for hidden grubs. It began to walk

away from him when fearing to lose so

enticing a meal he made a rapid unerring

spring. The snipe was caught firmly in

that gaping mouth but puss had not

reckoned upon the slipperiness of moss or

water. His sharp claws, though they
held their victim safely, refused to hold

their master, and he went shooting down
the short declivity, like the launching of

a boat, never stopping until the water
was up to his chin. He was frightened

but still game. He held fast to his snipe

and though forced to swim ashore he
never let go the bird till he and it were
well up beyond the water, and on the

sunny bank where his coat was soon dried.

He enjoyed his well-earned meal.

Along came the day when the cat out
on one of his hunting excursions failed to

return in time to get aboard the canoe on
the voyage back to civilization. In fact,

puss had been in camp so seldom of late

that the men had almost forgotten him,

and when he failed to turn up on the day
set for the return, and after a vigorous
search in the surrounding woods, he
could not be found, the hunters forced

themselves to believe that their little

friend had become a prey to some larger

animal. Taking their stock of heads and
antlers, they were soon far away from
the little third member of the voyage out.

Did puss whine at their absence? Not a
bit of it ! He was now as wild as any-
thing in the woods, but as if he could not
forget his contact with humanity, he
never went far from the rough lean-to.

He would sleep there at night, and when
tracked by some beast of prey he would
make for the low shed and hide among
the spruce branches that formed the

single bed of the abode, and where, scent-

ing the late vestiges of man, his enemies
never followed.

Fortunately for puss game in all shapes
was abundant, deer-mice fell easy victims

to his rapacious maw and were always
within reach. Red squirrels were some-
times caught unawares, but chipmunks
were his most skilfull opponents, and
very rarely did he manage to dine at the

expense of these winged-like creatures

It was extremely galling to the cat to be
beaten in a game of stealth, and there

was one chipmunk especially which count-
ed puss his most attentive foe. This
cunning creature made his home at the

bottom of a natural pile of boulders in the

centre of a small valley, a short distance

away from the lean-to. Puss would sit

watching for hours at a hole where he
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had seen his enemy enter, only to find,

after his tedious vigil, the chipmunk seat-

ed on a rock some dozen yards away,
gallantly and noisily chewing a nut. He
would then in the most unsophisticated

manner, start washing his face, or biting

the burrs out of his black, glossy coat.

Sometimes he would chase him in one
hole and then slip around to a supposed
exit, only to be again fooled by the vision

of the little striped back a good safe dis-

tance away. There was a fair-sized rock

of globular shape which formed the apex
of the pile. On this puss would be

stationed in a crouching attitude, hour
after hour, waiting for his prey. Once or

twice the chipmunk, goaded by a fear of

danger came out, first a nose-tip, then

a head, then with a mad scamper he

would be bounding away over the leafy

floor of the valley, with puss in wild pur-

suit but the flying leap of the squirrel

was always too much for the cat, who
had generally to be careful where he

dropped for fear of a broken limb or some
such accident, and this carefulness lost

time. The day however came at last

when the cat won out. The chipmunk
had strayed away a little farther than

usual from its rocky den and on its way
back, it saw puss running to camp with

a bird in his mouth. Thinking perhaps
that a bird in the mouth would elicit more
attention from puss than a chipmunk in

the bush, the latter gave vent to a few
short chuckles, which contrary to expec-

tation, immediately drew the cat's atten-

tion, and he, catching sight of the squirrel

took the chuckles for a challenge. Drop-
ping the bird, with the speed of his best,

he sprang after the enemy. The chip-

munk flew up a maple tree, puss at his

heels; along a low hanging branch to the

ground; along the ground for a dozen

yards to a huge boulder; up the boulder,

down one side and off at a right angle to

a large beech; up the beech on the far

side to the first crotch and here with

another chuckle the squirrel disappeared.

Puss, on investigation, found a hole in

the tree, over which he watched tor a

few minutes, when to his disgust he saw
the chipmunk sitting on the extreme
lower branch of the tree, watching him
with wide sparkling eyes. He crept after

it. The squirrel came toward him along

the limb, as it was a little too high up
from the ground for a jump, and just

when the cat was about to seize it, it

made a quick spring in the air, and lit

cleverly on the bough just behind him/
Again puss was outwitted, for by the

time he had turned around, his prey had
slid down the trunk and was careering
along to his hole in the rocks. Stung
with a defeat so smartly effected, puss
followed, determined yet to conquer his

ingenious foe. He took a station on the
rock at the top of the hole where he had
seen the squirrel enter. In a short time
the chipmunk looked out. Puss made a
dive but the hunted one was again too
quick and eluded him. However the
sudden spring of the cat, loosened the
rock on which he crouched, and sent it

toppling down, immediately in front of
the hole, completely blocking the exit.

Puss noticed the advantage thus gained
and with the patience born of fresh hope,
he hid himself near the hole, the only re-

maining orifice by which the chipmunk
could effect his escape. Presently the

squirrel appeared, slipping about from
rock to rock. When the cat had got it

a good distance from the hole he made
after. The chipmunk bethought himself
no doubt of the other aperature but on
reaching it he found to his dismay en-
trance was impossible. It was too late !

On turning round he made a dash for an
opening in the rocks, but puss was the

first, and with a last chuckle—this time
it was full of pain—the unlucky squirrel

was fast in'the claws and teeth of it's arch

enemy and conqueror!
The snow was tardy that year, not ap-

pearing till late in November. It came
down during the night, a mere surface

layer of a few inches. When puss crept

out of his hiding-place in the lean-to,

squeezing through the slightly opened
door, amazement showed in every hair

of his hide. He looked about him, step-

ping gingerly on the soft whiteness, and
smelling every spot where he placed his

feet. The trees were familiar, however,
and as no danger seemed to lurk in the

silent covering of the earth he strode

bravely forward, bent upon a morning's
foray. He liked the snow when once he
became used to it, and it was a great
help to him in his search for food, the
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white undermass seemingly forcing into

silhouette any furred or feathered creature

careering over its surface. In this way
he caught a fine grouse the very morning
of the first snow. He was cunning

enough to climb a hemlock and blend his

black form with the dark needles of the

tree while he watched for a chance arrival

on the ground below. Was it instinct

of species that led him to follow the hunt-

ing custom of his wilder kind? For puss

had soon learned that greater chances of

success lay in the plan of hiding in trees

and laying in wait for a passing prey.

Especially was this fact borne to him
when the snow came and his black pelt

looked blacker against it and more easily

seen.

He lay upon the bough as though glued

to it. In his wild strenuous life he had
learned the foundation of success

—

patience ; and this morning he had lots

of it, for the sun had risen high and was
shooting warm rays through the dense

woods, rapidly licking up the limp snow
that had so lightly fallen, ere his keen

eyes caught a sign of life. It was a

deermouse flitting about at the base of

the tree. He glared at it from between
the branches then quietly stole along and
down on the far side. Little precaution

was needed before the wee creature was
punctured by a half dozen sharp teeth,

and about less time was taken up in the

dining thereupon. Back to his bough
he went and presently a shaft of warm
drowsy sunlight struck his resting place.

It also struck a chord of drowsyfeeling in

the cat. The snow melted and glistened

like diamonds, dropping from the trees

and bushes. The cat fell asleep ! The
sun growing warmer drew the snow
gradually from the earth in strings of

slowly ascending vapor. Belated birds

that had awakened to the approach of

winter at sight of this first virgin message
and had ceased to sing, now opened their

throats in sad farewells. A few days

and they would be on the wing and away
to the south

!

A sudden whirr of feathers beneath

him awoke puss to the recollection that

he was hungry. Looking down he saw
three grouse tramping about the slush

feeding on lichen and berries. He rose,

too keen to stretch himself, walked along
the bough until he was almost directly

above a bird and with nice reckoning,
dropped fair on the back of the victim.

With a loud whirr the others flew up and
escaped. Puss held his grouse by the

neck till it was dead, then dragged it off

to the lean-to, there to appease his hung-
er in silence and content.

A few days after this the snow came
down in earnest and when the cat made
his way out after a whole day and night
of the silent fall, winter was lord indeed
of the wilderness world. Puss fared ill

at first in the deep loose snow, but a

night's freezing put a crust on that held

firmly all winter. The cat, though
never fat, was in good condition and his

carnivorous propensities had a range
scarcely equalled by any other habitue of

the forest. He grew quite fearless and
would take longer periods of time away
from home, until he thought nothing of
staying away the whole day, though he
invariably sought the lean-to on the ap-

proach of night.

The winter sped apace. One cold day
in February master puss had wandered
far away from home. Food had become
scarce, hence, the wider radius of travel.

He went along at an easy lope stopping
now and then to look about him, or start-

led at the crackling of a dead limb in the

tense frost, then on again. He came to

a cedar swamp where the sour-killed trees

stood or lay about in grotesque confusion.

He was in the act of leaping over a fallen

twin-trunk, when his sense of smell caus-
ed him to turn his head. He saw a dead
grouse lying in a hollow between the trees.

He went up cautiously to it; a sniff was
the short prelude to a seizure when z-zing

with a howl of pain he dropped the bird

and snapped his jaws angrily at a ring of

serrated steel that held him by a hind-leg

to the fallen tree.

"B'en, ah teenk ah'll have been marten
for sure, dees time," muttered little

Nezaire Rouleau, the French trapper of

Gros Point, as he moved noiselessly and
swiftly up to his last trap in the frozen

cedar swamp. The early winter twilight

was closing in rapidly and the things of

the forest took on a lurid indistinctness

in the gathering grey gloom.
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"Boh gar ! dees wan fetch twentee

fahv' dollaire, an—Sauver moi! la Chat
Diable !" with a choking yell, the trapper

turned giddily, almost falling over his

snowshoes, and started back on his trail

through the woods, not once stopping to

look behind.

Alas for puss his one chance of escape

was gone ! He meowed piteously at the

fast receding form of the frightened trap-

per, who never turned back, and the cat

after many painful but vain efforts to re-

lease himself sank into silence, and curl-

ing himself into a fluffy ball lay in the

hollow of the logs to await events.

The stars sprung up out of the vast

blue as though struck sharply from the

steely depths. The moon arose. Far
back among the black shadows ot the

forest, a grey shadow dodged in and out

of the trees on a snowshoe trail. It kept

up a steady, tireless trot along the hard

crusted snow, occasionally lifting his

shaggy head to utter a long, low howl.

In his painful position by the fallen tree

puss heard those howls and sniffed the

air suspiciously and after a while with

fear. The noise drew nearer. Puss
made a last effort to release his numbed
and bruised limb. Of no avail ! He was

held firmly fast. He sank back again to

the hollow in the log. Presently the

blood-curdling voice shot echoes around
and about him. It was coming nearer,

nearer ! The cat raised his head. Soon
he saw the great form stealing forward
in long, silent strides. Puss's tail went
up and he nerved himself for a great
effort of defence. The wolf saw him and
with grinning chops and lolling tongue
made straight for the fallen log. The
cat scrambled to one side at the first lunge
but the steel trap clogged his agility.

The wolf turned sharply, quick for another
spring. This time the cat threw himself
fair against the glaring eyes of his foe.

The wolf dodged, not in time, however,
to escape the savage scratching of puss'

claws down his lank, frothy cheek, leaving
it bleeding and bare. Alas, the effort was
final for the cat ! With a great snapping
of his jaws the wolf closed his teeth on
the victim, and tore the broken-backed
body voraciously from the trap. The
end had come !

A short while and he was renewing
the quest of the snowshoe trail, weaving
his gaunt, grey shadow in and out of the

network of the cold, black shadows of
the forest.

Ontario's Commercial Fisheries.

MR. Edward Harris, whose interest

in and writings upon the subject of

the fisheries of the Great Lakes,

are well known, has issued a pamphlet
entitled "The Ontario Commercial Fish-

eries: How and Why Destroyed" (Tor-

onto. William Briggs,) which should be

read by everyone, and in particular by
those concerned in the preservation of

our fisheries. It is a sad story of waste
and neglect that Mr. Harris has to tell,

and he tells it very plainfy. While it

may be hoped that Mr. Harris takes an
extremely pessimistic view of the present

and future of our Great Lake fisheries,

there are quite sufficient uncontradicted

facts, apart from any opinions, to show
the very serious nature of the position,

and the need for a strong policy on the

part of the Government.
There are less fish caught—the figures

show that notwithstanding more plant,

more men, and more waters fished, there
was a decrease of five million pounds in

1905 in comparison with those of 1899

—

and an increased price obtained of no less

than half a million dollars, due to the
greater demand and scarcity of fish. The
worst feature of all, however, is that
ninety-five per cent of the entire catch
goes to the States, and the miserable
balance of five per cent only is left to
Ontario.

The revenue fees obtained from net
licenses etc. are placed at $46,303, and
this allows a small surplus above expend-
iture. To achieve that surplus by de-
priving the people of the Province of a
healthy fish diet is a heavy price to pay,
and a deficit should be cheerfully borne
if the fish remained at home.

If the nets, and with them the licensing"
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fees, are abolished the revenue goes, and
the cost of the Fisheries Department
would come upon the taxes. If the

present system is continued the fisheries

will collapse, and the same result brought
about, only when that happens the fish-

eries will also be gone. r jj
Mr. Harris describes the nets which

are at present licensed. Of these the

worst is the pound net by means of which
ten tons of fish can be taken at a lift.

Sometimes millions of recently spawned
fish are mixed up with the larger fish

when a lift is made, and thus destroyed.

To use the seine net all refuges of the

small fish—these refuges in many in-

stances serving them for food as well

—

are taken away. The gill net has fewer
objectionable features than the others,

and these could be remedied. At pres-

ent the mesh is too small, and they are

used too late in the fall. The hoop net

when set out destroys the game fish, and
consequently rod and line fishing. The
trap net is the poacher's, and in the opin-

ion of Mr. Harris if our fish were not
shipped to the States from every fishing

point the poacher's occupation would be
gone. It is the high price now paid for

our fish shipped to the States that makes
poaching pay.

A strong plea is put in by Mr. Harris
for the extension of the close season for

black bass to July 15th. He holds that

an angler who takes a black bass before
that date practically destroys from three

thousand to ten thousand fish which
might otherwise reach maturity. He
thinks the efforts to protect the black bass
which may be described as the last of the
game fish of Old Ontario, have not been
successful. As the black bass protect
and look after their young for a few weeks
after they are hatched, piloting them to

localities where they can feed in safety

from their predaceous enemies, the crop
of young fish is fairly complete.

Instead of the present regulations lim-
iting the catch and prohibiting sale, Mr.
Harris would simplify matters by concen-
trating all efforts upon enforcing the close

season. If that were done he believes
the general public would approve every
conviction for a violation of the law. There
is much to be said for this point of view,
though some record catches would be

made if the restrictions were removed.
The sturgeon, which is now about as

valuable as a cow, is becoming scarce,

and its taking should be prohibited.

The eggs cannot be fertilized and hatched
artificially; experience has shown that

the process of nature cannot be improved
upon. It is an abnormally reproductive

fish, and if properly protected might be
expected to again become fairly general.

A full grown sturgeon will deposit from
fifty thousand to one million and a half of

eggs, and the young soon after hatching
are so well protected by natural formation

as to be all but immune from attacks by
predaceous fish. "To protect this fish

would mean an almost fabulous increase

of wealth in our waters. For its de-

struction the Province may be said to

have received practically nothing in

return."

From figures quoted Mr. Harris con-

siders that one quarter of a pound of

lake fish per head per annum is all that

is consumed by the inhabitants of Ontario.

"This means that hundreds of thousands
of people never taste fish. In fact we
have ceased to be fish consumers. Even
Toronto, the centre of our intelligence,

is a wretched fish market compared with

an American or any other civilized city

of the same size. Half a pound of fish

supplied daily for a year to each inhabi-

tant of Ontario (which would be a quarter

of a pound when cooked) would require

456,250,000 pounds. That would be

twenty times the entire catch of our

waters at the present time."

When the late Government took over

the fisheries in 1898 the American tariff

should have been considered. That
alone, apart from the depletion of the

fisheries, was a justification to encourage

home consumption. There was then,

and is now, an import duty on our lake

fish going into the United States. That
amounted to $59,884 on the 21,553,884

pounds we sent there in 1905. That
was the smallest sum we ever paid the

United States for allowing them the

privilege of eating our fish. Had we
salted or smoked those fish then we
would have paid three-quarters of a cent

per pound duty, or $161,652. That
latter duty was, of course, prohibitory,

on salted or smoked herrings, and in-
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tended to be so. Were it not so it

would be increased. We have thus not

only destroyed our fisheries for the bene-

fit of the Americans and given them
$58,884 in Customs duties (yearly), but

we have been instrumental in building- up
a great salting and smoking fish industry

in the United States, which had we re-

stricted exportation might have been a

Canadian industry."

While throughout the world there is a

cry for pure food we are sacrificing "to
the gain of a few that article of absolute

purity the fresh fish of our lakes, which
Nature gave us as a free gift." The
healthiness of an addition of fish to our

ordinary diet is dwelt upon by Mr. Harris.

The author holds that there can be no
future for the fisheries under the present

system, and suggests it is but courtesy

to await the report of the Commission
recently appointed by the Dominion Gov-
ernment to inquire into the whole question

of our lake fisheries.

Mr. Harris contends that if proper

regulations were made and enforced by

the Dominion or Provincial Governments
the present catch would be reduced by
one half. "The coarse fish, large in

quantity, and not marketable in Ontario,

would still continue to be exported. If

taken under Provincial management, the

license system being abolished, profits

would be made from exported coarse fish

that would pay the greater portion of the

expenses in carrying on the industry.

The catch of yellow pickerel, whitefish

and lake trout, no longer caught im-

mature, would be greatly reduced in

quantity and sturgeon no longer taken.

A very limited number of tugs on the

Great Lakes would be ample to carry on
the fisheries on these lines. Canadian
poaching would cease. A carefully con-

sidered report, made under authority by
a competent Commission, might disclose

that Ontario, city, town ^.nd country
could be supplied with the purer kinds of

lake fish in perfect condition at rates

within the reach of all the people, the in-

dustry at the same time easily maintain-

ing itself."

The description applied by Mr. Harris

to this destruction of the fisheries of

Ontario is an "enormous wickedness."

The report of the Commission of 1893 he

calls the "record of a public crime," and
reprints some of the most important
items of the evidence given before the

Commission, one sentence of which in

particular may be quoted:—"The fisheries

will never recuperate unless better pro-

tected and they get into better hands."
Mr. Harris adds:—"The people of the

Province are now beginning to under-
stand the full enormity of the reckless,

senseless and to put it mildly, question-

able management of this great heritage."

It is more than doubtful, thinks Mr.
Harris, whether the sucker is a spawn
eater. "The suckers were placed in our
waters by the great Creator as a good
food for other fishes. They are the first

to spawn in the early spring running up
the creeks and rivers in advance of all the

other fishes. All fishes can follow them
with a certainty of having their proper
food. Suckers are not only a pilot fish

but a complete commissariat department
in our waters.

"

Mr. Harris proceeds to analyse the

reports of the Ontario Fishery Depart-
ment, the result leaving him in doubt as

to whether it is not possible to "fool all

the people all the time." "You search

in vain throughout the fishery reports for

one line indicating that cheap-wholesome
fish for the people of Ontario is even

thought of, always excepting the first

report which promised them. The whole
system of management seems to have
been dominated by the American plan of

unrestricted fishing, export to the States,

and hatcheries as a remedy for depletion."

The three hatcheries of Ontario have
their work described, and it is asked

what has become of the six hundred
millions of white fish, salmon trout and
pickerel that have been planted in Ontar-

io waters? These hatcheries have been

kept up at a great expense and apparent-

ly to no purpose. All fish that survived

to be as large as herrings were caught
in our fisherman's small meshed nets and
shipped to the States." Professor Prince

is quoted as saying:—"As I have repeat-

edly pointed out in various Blue-books it

is useless to expect results in artificial

stocking of rivers and lakes unless proper

protective measures are taken to prevent

the fish being exterminated: The Great

Lakes—Erie, Ontario, Huron and'Super-
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ior— have been planted for long- periods

of years with vast quantities of fine fish,

and yet the old plenteousness has not

been restored. Incessant over-fishing-,

and all kinds of destructive fishing, as

well as the capture of small immature
fish, has gone on without limitation."

The surrender to the American Trust

is described as complete and the people

of Ontario are said never to taste good
fish. The Province practically makes
nothing- and gives away everything.

Emphasis is laid upon the necessity

for engaging an expert to deal with the

many matters which arise in connection

with these fisheries, and for efficiently

dealing with which expert knowledge is

required. There are many open ques-

tions in connection with the fisheries

which require further knowledge before a
decisive opinion can be expressed or a
decisive policy adopted with regard to

them. Ontario's stake in these fisheries

is sufficiently large to make it well worth
the while of the Province to go to the ex-

pense of such an expert whose work
should soon tell upon both the fisheries,

and the manner of the disposal of the

fish. It is a work that cannot be under-
taken too soon.

Geese and Swans.

Distribution and Migration in North America.

nN continuation of the paper given

last month dealing with "Ducks,
their distribution and migration,"

compiled from one of the excellent publi-

cation of the United States Department
of Agriculture, we proceed to give par-

ticulars of similar inquiries regarding
geese and swans taken from the same
publication.

As becomes their importance geese is

first taken. The lesser snow goose was
the object of careful inquiry though much
remains to be learned as to the boundaries
of its summer home. They are known to

breed along the Arctic coast east of the

Mackenzie River and to cross to Victoria

Land, but here the record ends. "Vast
numbers" were reported in the springs of
1851-2, but with the exception of wander-
ers, the absence of further reports seem
to show that the great bulk of them breed
south of a line drawn from the north end
of Southampton Island to the south end
of Melville Island. It is believed that the
lesser snow goose breeds at the mouth of
the Mackenzie River, and the greater
sncw goose is restricted in its breeding
range to an area about half as large as

Greenland, and as yet scarcely visited by
an ornithologist. Their principal winter
range is in California, although numbers
visit much further south and also north
as far as southern British Columbia. In
the spring migration some continue up
the coast to Alaska, but all observers

agree that they are not common in Alaska.
On the other hand the species is an abund-
ant migrant along the Mackenzie at Fort
Simpson just south of the breeding
grounds. In spring the flocks fly at a
great height on their course towards the

north.

The lesser snow geese are the earlier

migrants, though they travel in warmer
weather than their eastern relatives,

owing to the higher degree of temperature
along their line of flight. Those that

reach their breeding grounds by way of

Alaska probably winter at least eight

hundred miles further north than those of

the Mississippi Valley, and spring opens
on the Pacific coast much earlier' than in

the interior. During the spring migra-
tion there is much diffeience in the length

of time spent at different points on the

route. The dates of the fall migration
indicate that the most northern breeders

do not remain so longas ten weeks on the

breeding grounds, and that they occupy
fifty-eight days in retracing the path
that required sixty-eight days during the

spring migration.

On both the eastern and western shores

of Hudson's Bay the great snow goose is

enormously abundant during the spring

migration, and they might be supposed
to pass from these points north to their

breeding grounds. It is strange how-
ever that they have never been found
breeding on any of the northern islands;
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nor have they been noted in migration
anywhere north, northeast, or east of

Hudson's Bay, with the exception of a

few stragglers at different points. It is

probable that these Hudson Bay geese
eventually turn to the north westward
and breed for the most part in Victoria

Land. While the winter range is trom
southern Illinois to the Gulf, it has ap-

peared in considerable numbers at differ-

ent times in the West Indies, though it

is not usually common anywhere south of

of North Carolina. The spring migration

commences in February, and that in the

fall takes place in October.

The blue goose is a rather rare bird,

and while according to Indian reports it

nests in the interior of Northern Ungava,
both nests and eggs are unknown to

science, and there is no record of the birds

anywhere in summer. During migration

the species has been noted as an occasion-

al visitant as far west as the western

shores of Hudson's Bay in the vicinity of

Fort Churchill, and east to New Hamp-
shire. Its winter range is principally the

lower portion of the Mississippi Valley,

while its presence has been recorded at

many other places at various times. The
few records of the spring migration indi-

cate that a move is made about the latter

end of March and Manitoba is crossed at

the end of April or beginning of May.
The bird is exceptional in the selection of

its migration route. The general trend

of migration among waterfowl in North
America is north-west and south-east.

Apparently the blue goose breeds entirely

east of Hudson's Bay and winters tor the

most part west of the Mississippi River,

so that its spring migration flight is to-

wards the north-east across at least

twenty degrees of longitude. At this

season the large flocks pass north along
the eastern side of James Bay, these

flocks containing a few snow geese; while

the enormous flocks of the latter that mi-

grate along the west side of James Bay
are accompanied by a few blue geese.

The fall migration occurs in October.

Somewhat of a mystery is the Ross
Snow Goose, the nest and eggs of which
are still unknown, and of whose breeding-

range there is no summer record. The
westernmost Arctic locality known is Fort

Anderson, and it ranges thence east to

Hudson Bay. It is rare at each extreme,
and the natural supposition is that the
breeding grounds are to the north of the
intervening district. While observations
on the birds of this region have been
made by several observers none seems to

have distinguished this small white species

from the larger snow goose. The present
winter home of this bird is in California,

though a few have been found elsewhere.
The migration path is different with this

species than any other. It is a fair pre-

sumption that the principal route coincides

with the districts in which the species is

most common. The greater number pass
from the breeding grounds to Great Slave
Lake and Lake Athabasca, continue south
to central and western Montana, and pass
to central and southern California. It is

April before the birds move and Septem-
ber before the fall migration begins.

The American white fronted goose
breeds on the shore of the mainland from
the mouth of the Yukon at least as far as

Fort Yukon. The bird winters in the

whole southern half of the United States.

Along the whole Atlantic slope it is rare.

Its principal home on the Pacific extends
from lower California to southern British

Columbia. The spring migration com-
mences in March and the fall migration
about the middle of July, though the latter

is so slow that the birds do not appear
in southern Manitoba until the end of

September, and it is the middle of Octob-
er before they reach their winter home.
As becomes its name the Canada goose

has its principal summer home in the in-

terior of Canada, from Saskatchewan
and Alberta north to the limit of trees.

Eastward it breeds commonly in the in-

terior of Ungava, and rarely on the coast

as far north as Okak and Ungava Bay.

It is not a rare breeder in Newfoundland
and is fairly common on the islands of the

Gulf of the St. Lawrence, and then west
through Quebec and northern Ontario to

the southern end of James' Bay. South
of this district any occurrence is acciden-

tal. In the interior the breeding range
extends somewhat further south. A
century ago the species bred not uncom-
monly right down to the latitude of St.

Louis. Now the number breeding- south

of the latitude of central Iowa is very

small though even of late years it has
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been known to breed in Tennessee. All

through the north it breeds in larger

numbers as one goes north, the western

boundary of the breeding range extending

from the interior of British Columbia to

the upper Yukon, with a few stragglers

west to the mouth of the Yukon. The
principal winter home is the southern half

of the Mississippi valley west of the Miss-

issippi River but the species is not rare

in the eastern States, and has been re-

corded during the winter in Maine, Nova
Scotia, Quebec and even Newfoundland.
On the Pacific coast it includes the whole
region to British Columbia, while it is an
accidental visitor to some of the islands

of the West Indies. More records on the

movements of the Canada goose have
been contributed than on any other three

waterfowl combined. The spring migra-

tion begins in February on the Atlantic

side, while it extends over March and
even April in some localities. As a mat-
ter of fact it is about the earliest water
bird to migrate in the spring, and through-

out the whole course of its journey from
its winter home to the Arctic coast it

keeps close to the melting ice and the

opening streams. Very careful records

which have been kept at the Hudson's
Bay Posts, show that the Canada goose
is amongst the most variable of birds in

the time of its arrival. This is natural

since its migration seems to depend al-

most wholly upon the presence of open
water, the time of which varies much
with the seasons. The average date of

arrival at Lac du Brochet Post on Rein-

deer Lake, Saskatchewan, is April 30,

with extremes of twenty-four days from
April 17th to May 11th. The fall migra-
tion starts in August and goes right on
till the end of November.
The Hutchins goose is the most north-

ern of the several forms of the Canada
goose nesting along the shores and islands

of the Arctic coast to the mouth of the

Mackenzie, and through the interior of

Alaska. It does not seem to breed in

the interior south of the barren lands, but
on the Pacific coast it breeds in the valley

of the Kowak River and abundantly in

the western Aleutians. There appears
to be no breeding record east of Hudson's
Bay. In winter it is more common in

California than elsewhere, although num-

bers spend that season in the rest of the

southern United States west of the Miss-
issippi River. Its normal eastern range
is to Hudson's Bay, Illinois and Louisiana.

It is a rare winter migrant in Maine, and
a few pass through Ontario. On the

Pacific it winters as far notth as southern
British Columbia. While spring migra-
tion records are insufficient to allow of

exact statements it is generally later than
the Canada goose, while in the fall its

flights begin early in August.
During the breeding season the cackling

goose is confined to Alaska, but also

breeds abundantly on the western Aleu-

tians. It winters in southern British

Columbia, and has been known to wander
east to Hudson's Bay. In spring it is

the earliest goose to reach the mouth of

the Yukon arriving there about the end
of April, and the fall migration does not

begin till late in August.
There is a lack of knowledge as to the

dividing line between the white bellied

brant and the black brant, The latter

breed on the east Arctic coast and reach

their summer home by migration from
the west and south-west, and not from
the south by way of the Mackenzie Valley.

There is no record of brant for nearly a

thousand miles on the Arctic coast of the

mainland between Franklin Bay and
Boothia Peninsula, and yet some form
of brant are common on all the islands

that lie between. They have been noted

at various points but there is no clear

evidence to show whether these were the

eastern or western form. The eastern

brant breeds on the west coast of Green-

land, and probably also on the islands.

Its winter home is along the Atlantic

coasts of the States, and records of its

visits to the interior are few and include

one in Ontario in the fall of 1887; Lake
Manitoba spring of 1889; and Comox,
British Columbia

,
January, 1904. Since

no brant in spring pass north alung the

west coast of Hudson's Bay all the indiv-

iduals of the species must perform their

spring migration on the Atlantic coast.

By the end of March the van has already

reached northern Nova Scotia; they spend

the next month around the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, and then move slowly north-

ward. All observers agree that the brant

do not go around the east shore of New-
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foundland, but steer more directly north

across the Labrador peninsula. They
are not over three months on their breed-

ing grounds when the fall migration sets

in. In the Gulf of the St. Lawrence they

reappear late in September, and at Long
Island about the middle of October, oc-

cupying less than sixty days in re-tracing

the flight to cover which one hundred
days are taken in the Spring. In the fall

migration great numbers pass south
along the western shores of Hudson Bay,
but as the species is almost unknown in

Manitoba and Ontario these birds must
pass through northern Quebec to gain
'the Atlantic coast. ^ 0* „,

f
^ Or j

r ;The principal breeding ground of the

black brant is along the Arctic coast and
islands. It is common on the Siberian

coast and west to the New Siberian

islands. The main body winter on the

coast of California, while there are many
on the Atlantic coast, and from both

coasts they penetrate far inland. They
begin to move northward in early March,
but so slowly that it is the middle of

May when they arrive at the mouth of the

Yukon. Instead of taking the long
course around the north-west of Alaska,

some brant that nest near the mouth of

the Mackenzie make a short cut across

the interior of Alaska, and for a few days
each spring the birds are abundant at

Fort Yukon, Fort McPherson, etc.

Migrants return to the south of the Yukon
from the middle to the end of September,
appear in British Columbia a month later,

and reach the California coast in No-
vember.

The barnacle goose has been taken
twice in Canada—at Montreal and near
Rupert House, James Bay and both of

these may have been strays.

A fine Arctic species is the emperor
goose with a very restricted range in the

vicinity of the Behring Sea. It breeds

along the Alaskan Coast, its principal

breeding ground being near the mouth
of the Yukon River. The Aleutian chain is

its main winter home, though stragglers

have been taken twice on Vancouver
island and three times in California. At
the extreme south-western part of the

range the northward movement begins

late in March, and a few start south

about the middle of August, though the

bulk remain on the breeding grounds
till October.
The two species of swan are known as

the whistler and the trumpeter. The
former breeds principally north of the Arc-
tic circle but a few nest on the islands in

Hudson Bay. It is fairly common dur-
ing the breeding season along the Arctic

coast in the vicinity of the mouth of the
Mackenzie, and not rare throughout much
of Alaska. In its winter range it is

probably about as common at Chesa-
peake Bay as in any part of its winter
home. It is more common along the
Pacific coast and winters regularly from
southern British Columbia to southern
California. The northward movement
begins in March. Since the species

breed to the westward of Hudson's Bay
and winters commonly in Chesapeake
Bay, and yet is practicnlly unknown in

spring in north-eastern North America,
it follows that its route in spring trends

to the north-westward, and it is evident
why at this season the species is not
uncommon in the region of the Great
Lakes and Manitoba. The fall migration
begins in late September, but few indivi-

duals arrive at their winter quarters on
the Pacific coast before November.

In the interior from the western shores
of Hudson Bay to the Rocky Mountains
is found the principal summer home of the

trumpeter swan. No nests have been
found in Alberta later than 1891, though
it is supposed to still breed in the interior

of British Columbia. As its summer
home is in the interior so likewise is its

winter home, and while it is not rare

south to Texas, it remains as far north

as it can find open water. On the Pacific

coast it is not uncommon from southern
British Columbia to southern California.

Early writers agree in considering it one
of the earliest migrants, arriving before

the geese but later records do not bear

out this view. The fall migration be-

gins early in September, but the birds

do not reach the Gulf of Mexico till about
the middle of November. The last re-

main on the breeding grounds till October
when they are forced away by the gath-

ering ice.

The preservation of the numerous spec-

ies of ducks, geese and swans, is becoming
an important matter of legislative enact-

ment in the States as well as in Canada.



Long Point Bay, Lake Erie.

ONG Point Bay is a considerable

body of water, situated a little east

of the center of Lake Erie on the

north shore. It is formed by the Long-

Point Island, which extends in a south-

easterly direction for about thirty miles.

As a result a magnificent bay is enclosed,

affording- unparallelled feeding grounds
for all varieties of game fish that fre-

quent Lake Erie. This bay is nearly en-

closed at the eastern end by projections

of land both from the island and the

main shore, while at other places it is

nine and ten miles in width.

Black bass are exceedingly plentiful,

and it is not exaggerating in the least to

say that during the summer of 1906 it

was often possible to catch the legal

number of eight good sized bass in less

than eight minutes. The writer has
stood on the stern of a tug, and while he
and two companions were each playing a
bass, hundreds of other bass could be
seen swimming all about, looking for the

bait. A party of eighteen anchored a

sailboat one afternoon about the middle
of the bay, aud in less than an hour,

fishing from the sides of the sailboat,

they took in one hundred and twenty-five

bass. The best bait for bass in this lo-

cality is minnows, and these can be pro-

cured in quantity and without difficulty.

The writer has fished nearly all the promi-
nent bass grounds of Ontario, and with-
out exception the best bass fishing he has
ever had has been found in and around
Long Point Bay.

The fishing grounds are reached by the
Grand Trunk Railway. Excellent ac-

commodation is provided at Port Rowan,
at St. Williams, and at Port Dover. A
new hotel containing seventy-five rooms
is now in process of construction at Port
Rowan' and it will be ready for the tour-

ist traffic of 1907. A splendid houseboat
is anchored throughout the season right

on the best fishing grounds, and a small
steamer meets all trains at Port Rowan.
A limited number of guests may be en-
tertained at the cottages belonging to
the Long Point Company and kept by
Walker Ferris. These cottages are sit-

uated nine miles across the bay from
Port Rowan. Many first class private

families in Port Rowan are prepared to

receive guests. Some six or eight

speedy gasoline launches and a number
of sailboats are available to carry par-

ties to the various fishing grounds in the

bay. At St. Williams mine host Mc-
Roberts provides excellent service at the

Palace Hotel, which is situated about
half a mile from the shore, where boats

can be secured. Port Dover already has
a continental reputation as a summer re-

sort. Its bathing beach and boating
facilities are well known. Tourists can
find first class accommodation at the Do-
minion Hotel, and Mr. Barlow, the pro-

prietor, will provide every facility for

enjoyment. At Orchard Beach visitors

are excellently cared for. A large nap-
tha launch under the management of

capable engineers will carry tourists to

the fishing grounds. Parties desiring

cottages for the summer can secure them
either at Port Dover, Port Ryerse, Nor-
mandale or Port Rowan.
When the shooting season comes,

Long Point Bay with its quantities of

wild rice and wild celery, is the home of

millions of ducks. The redhead and
canvasback are found there in vast num-
bers, and the hunter can find unlimited

sport. It is said that the canvasback
duck of Long Point Bay possesses a de-

licious flavor that is nowhere else at-

tained. Thousands of deer frequent the

protected shores of Long Point Island,

and the whole region is one of surpass-

ing beauty and an ideal spot for a sum-
mer vacation.

The angler can find all the bass that

the law will allow him to take practically

every day that he is on the water.

When his bass fishing ends, he can
amuse himself with pike and pickerel,

which abound in these waters, or an oc-

casional 'lunge may be taken. A few
large mouthed bass are found.

Camping sites may be located at al-

most any point for miles along the shore

front.

It might be mentioned that Long
Point Bay is the spot from which the

Government of Ontario have, for some
years, taken the parent black bass to be

used in re-stocking less favored lakes

and streams within the Province.



Beagles in Nova Scotia.

BY E. F. L. JENNER.

n think that the great majority of the

people who read 4 'Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada," are, like

myself, men of very limited means. Fur-
thermore, many of them have families de-

pendent on them, and their time for in-

dulgence in sport is limited to the few
days' annual vacation they take, and to

public holidays. Moose hunting and
wood cock shooting are out of the ques-

tion for such people. The first sport in-

volves considerable expense, to say noth-

ing of the loss of time: even in Nova
Scotia, where there are moose within

thirty miles of Halifax. Cock shooting
is not quile so expensive, but it means
the upkeep, and training of a setter or

pointer, the ability to go to the woods at

the time the birds are numerous, and the

purchase of a more or less expensive dog.
In the old days of falconry, writers spoke
of the sparrow and kestral hawks, as

"the poor gentleman's birds." I think I

am justified in calling the beagle "the
poor sportsman's dog," The price of a
well-bred beagle pup, in Nova Scotia is

something like five dollars. He eats

practically nothing, he is pleasant to look
at, and he requires absolutely no train-

ing. He makes an excellent-house dog,
and he does not chase sheep.

The only thing that can be said against
him is that he is a fool. All beagles are

fools, but some are bigger fools than
others, You cannot teach a beagle any
tricks, the word obedience does not occur
in the beagle vocabulary. His ambitions
are limited to three things; rabbits,

warmth and food. He will chase a rab-

bit all day, and half the night, he will

pass all his spare time under the stove,

and he knows exactly where his food-pan
is kept. Now I said that the beagle re-

quires no training. He trains himself.

The best thing to do with a young beagle
pup, is to send him out in the country to

some cottage or farm house where the

rabhits are numerous. His natural in-

stinct leads him to chase them. Chasing
them in a natural manner, he soon learns

their ways; and adapts himself to them.

It is a rare thing to find a self-trained

beagle who is a "back-tracker." It is

still rarer to find one who is a "quitter."
(These are two of the most odious faults

of which a beagle can be guilty.) On the

other hand, the beagle who has been
brought up in the house, or in the kennel,
may have the sporting instinct; but he is

apt to fail at the very time you want him
most. I know nothing more exasperat-
ing than to have three or four dogs in

full cry after a rabbit, or rabbits, and one
dog who has grown tired of the chase,

skulking in the bushes, and heading off

the rabbits as they come up to the line of

guns.
I am not alluding to a dog who is tired

out, footsore or sick. Dogs, like men,
will play out if they are overworked; but
some beagles seem to make a specialty

of hunting for an hour or two, and then
leaving the chase until they feel good and
ready to resume it. For such animals 1

recommend a charge of No. 6 shot at

close quarters, and a grave under an
apple tree. The "back - tracker" is

another most exasperating nuisance.

—

albeit, a well meaning beast. He maybe
pushes up his rabbit, follows him faith-

fully for some time, and finally is "at
fault." Then he begins to cast round;
possibly he is too eager, and overruns

the scent, then he comes on the track he

has just been following. He takes it up
again, and proceeds back "to the place

of beginning," when he finds himself at

fault again. Possibly he starts another

rabbit, and circles him down to the guns.

About back-tracking; I believe that bea-

gles are like setters and pointers. "Bad
shooting makes bad dogs'. " For a quit-

ter there is no excuse, the man who kills

a large percentage of his rabbits at the

first shot, will rarely be bothered with a

back-tracker. The man who "lays well

ahead of his game" will rarely be trou-

bled with his dogs eating, or mangling
rabbits—he will either make a clean kill,

or a clean miss. On the other hand,

when a rabbit goes away wifh one leg

broken, the dogs will chase him for sev-
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eral hundred yards, or possibly for half a

mile, before they pull him down. If no

one hears him squealing-

, and runs in to

the rescue, they will probably tear him to

pieces, and eat more or less of him. If

he is killed stone dead, they will give him
one or two shakes, and go after another

one.

I have nsver hunted rabbits in Ontario,

or Quebec, but in Nova Scotia we hunt

them as follows: From four to six men,
with as many beagles as they can muster,

arrive at the rabbit grounds about ten

A. M. By that time the sun will have
taken the chill off the morning air, and
the sportsman who shoots from ten to

half past four in December, or January,
will have had enough of it by the time

the light begins to fail. One or two
members of the party should have snow
shoes if the snow is at all deep, and the

crust is heavy enough to carry a man on
snowshoes. Each man should also have
a leash in his pocket, as it may be nec-

essary to catch up the dogs at any time,

and change from one place to another.

The best home-made leash I know of,

consists of ten feet of stout cod line,

with a snap at each end of it. It weighs
nothing, takes up very little room in the

pocket, and it does not chill the hand
like an iron dog chain does. The beagle
rarely tries to cut a cord leash with his

teeth.

The party spread out along some old

wood road, and when they are all in po-
sition the dogs are let go. It will often

happen that they will have as many rab-

bits on the go as there are dogs. Now
some people say that this is not right,

that the whole pack should be laid on one
track, and follow that one rabbit until he
is brought to bag. I don't agree with
them, and for this reason: If several

rabbits are going at the same time they
become confused, hearing the continual
baying of the different dogs in all direc-

tions, and instead of hopping leisurely

over the snow, and making an occasional
sprint when the pack is close behind him,
'Brer Rabbit, decides that the sooner he
quits such a dog infested locality, the
better for his health. He can travel
when the fancy strikes him, and under
those circumstances it takes some skill to
stop him. An old buck rabbit clearing

ten or twelve feet at a jump, is a target

worth shooting at; the same animal pot-

tering along, and stopping every now
then to listen to the dogs, scratch his

ears, or take a nibble at some particularly

succulent bit of browse, is about as
' 'sporting" a target for a shot gun, as an
empty quart bottle thrown into the

bushes.

Now though the rabbit can travel

pretty fast when the spirit moves him,

nature has arranged matters so that he
always travels in a circle, or, to be quite

correct in a more or less extended spiral.

He crosses the line of guns like a white

streak, and unless he is killed in doing so

you would suppose that he is heading for

the next county. This is not the case

however. In a few minutes he re-crosses

the line some two or three hundred yards

to the right or left of the place where he

first broke over.

Now and then he will run for half a

mile in a straight line, and* commence to

'•make short circles" in a patch of low
soft wood brush. Then one or more
members of the party who have snow
shoes cut across country, guided by the

hound's voice, and cut the rabbit off, or

catch up the dog. It is quite a task to

conduct a fractious beagle pup out of an
alder swamp, on the end of a leash, in

say two feet of snow. He treads on
your snow shoes, winds his leash round
the brush, and if two dogs are coupled

together, they may elect to vary the day's

adventures with a free fight. By the

time the beagle has hunted a couple of

seasons however, he becomes accustomed
to being in leash. He also knows that

it is not advisable to trip his master up
by treading on his snowshoes. He may
even learn to come to the whistle—when
he feels like doing so.

One thing about beagles, NEVER,
NEVER, use the whip on them. They
won't stand it. A cut from a light

switch for offences committed in the

house, or for chasing hens, may be all

right; but to beat a beagle in the woods
is to ruin him. Another little tip. Your
dog may be at fault, or he may not have

found a rabbit. If he is not giving

tongue, and you have any young sports-

men in the party, the dog may come up

to the line of guns, and receive a charge
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ot shot from some youngster who mis-
takes him for a rabbit It is useless to

bell a dog- in the snow; the bell freezes

up. Take two cents and bore a good-
sized hole in them. String them on a
split ring, and attach them to the dog's
collar. They will keep up a continuous
"tink-a-tink-tink-tink," wherever he

goes. Two cents is a small insurance to

pay on a good beagle.

Never hunt your dog without a collar.

The collar should be of plain leather, an
inch and a half wide with a good sized

ring in it. In the event of a difference

Of opinion arising between your dog and
one of his friends, the collar will save
him from a mauling. If he happens to

run into a wire fox snare, the chances
are that the collar will save your dog

—

even in the event of the snare being set

with a spring pole, he will stand a fight-

ing chance.

There is one phase of sport with bea-

gles, which is great fun, but not very
pioductive of game. It is the shooting
of rabbits with the .22 rifle. For this

work a single dog is definitely preferable

to a pack. The slower he is the better

the chance for making a bag. I need
hardly allude to the necessity for caution

when using a rifle, even a small bore, in

the vicinity of cultivated land, or near
people who are working in the woods.

At the present time, beagles are com-
mon in the counties of Digby, Yarmouth,

and Annapolis. There are some nice

ones in Kings County, and a few in Hali-
fax. It is only in recent years that the

rabbit has attracted much ' attention as a
quasi game animal, but every year sees
an increase in the number of beagles,
and in the number of people who prefer

to hunt rabbits over them, to purchasing
them from boys. One good thing has
resulted from the adoption of this sport.

There are not nearly so many rabbit

snares set, and left untended to become
death traps for partridges. Then there
is another point.

All through the winter months, when
the partridge is an easy victim to the
poachers, the woods are full of men and
boys who hunt with beagles. Some of
them no doubt kill birds on the sly, but
they never know at what moment they
will be up against someone who observes
the law. Before the beagle became an
institution, the poacher had the woods to

himself. If any one met him, he was
shooting rabbits, or looking after some
imaginary traps.

The rabbit disease is playing havoc in

some sections of Nova Scotia this year.

In the county I reside in it does not seem
to affect the covers which are hunted the

hardest. Possibly because tfciey are not
overcrowded; and nature has no cause to

apply her own remedy for over-crowding
and inter-breeding.

New Brunswick Corps of Guides.

THE fine game Province of New
Brunswick possesses a corps of

guides who are as good a lot of

men in their knowledge of the backwoods
and of their interesting inhabitants, as

can be found throughout the Dominion.
The organization possessed by these

guides is a model upon which the guides
of other Provinces might well found sim-

ilar associations! It is the custom of

the New Brunswick guides to hold an-

nual meetings at which all subjects in

which they are interested come up for

discussion, and the views of these men
with their practical experience and knowl-

edge, have great weight with the Gov-
ernment and influence the course of fu-

ture legislation. The last annual meet-

ing of the Association was held at Fred-

erickton in December when the guides

gathered from all parts of the backwoods
on a visit to the Provincial capital.

Mr. W. H. Allen, of Penniac, who
presided, expressed the conviction, in

which the guides agreed, that the hunt-

ing season which closed on Nov. 30th

was one of the- most successful in the

history of the Province. The number of

visiting sportsmen was larger than the

previous year and the great majority of
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them carried to their respective homes
splendid evidences of the fact that New
Brunswick is a fine big game Province.

He expressed keen regret that no scheme
had yet been devised for keeping an ac-

curate record of the numbers of moose
killed in the Province each season.

The funds of the Association showed a

balance in hand of $27.50.

The election of officers for the ensuing

year resulted as under:

Honorary President—L. B. Knight,

Chief Game Commissioner.
President—W. H. Allen of Penniac.

Vice President—David Manderville,

Northumberland.
Secretary-Treasurer—R. P. Allen,

Frederickton.

Executive Committee—Adam Moore,
Arthur Pringle, Hiram Manderville, Hen-
ry Braithwaite, George E. Armstrong.
Committee on Membership—T. H.

Pringle, W. T. Griffin, John Moore,
The following were elected to honorary

membership in the Association:

Hon. F. j. Sweeney, Surveyor General.

Mr. Carl Rungius, New York.
Prof. C. G. D. Roberts, New York.

Mr. Edward Cave, Recreation, New
York.'

Mr. Emerson Hough, Chicago.

Mr. W J. Taylor, editor Rod and Gun
and Motor Sports in Canada, Wood-
stock, Ont.

Mr. George L. Carnegie, New York.
Mr. Lloyd Roberts, New York.
Mr. Stanley Miller, Newcastle.

Mr. W. T. Whitehead, M. P. P.,

Fredericton.

Mr. J. J. McCaffrey, Fredericton.

Mr. J. S. Neill,

Mr. F. B. Edgecombe,
Mr. J. W. McCready,
Mr. Daniel Lucy, "

Mr. A. M. Gibson, "

Mr. Norman McDonald, "

Mr. C. W. Whelpley,
Mr. J. A. Bell,

Mr. G. A. Beatty,

Mr. R. T. Mack,
Mr. J. H. Hawthorn,
Mr. George Y. Dibblee,

Mr. George J. Barrett,

Mr. Joseph Walker,
Mr. John J. Bodkin,
Mr. John Palmer,
Mr. W. A. Lindsay,

Mr. W. T. Chestnut,

The guides expressed themselves as

so thoroughly satisfied with the high aims
and policy of "Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada" in making the won-
derful sporting resources of the Domin-
ion known to the tourists of the world,

and its fine advocacy of the effective pro-

tection of the people's inheritances in

forest, fish and game, that they unani-

mously adopted the Magazine as their

official organ. This step on their part

will give an additional impetus to the

conductors of the Magazine not merely
to continue on the lines laid down, which
have already proved so much in accord
with the views of our numerous readers,

but likewise to make turther efforts to

prove of use in all branches of sport

throughout the Dominion.
The Provincial Government were re-

quested by the guides to establish a spe-

cial license for deer for both resident and
non-resident sportsmen.
They likewise urged the Government

to adopt means for the better protection

of small trout in the streams and lakes

of the Province.

A reunion was held in the evening at

which speeches wrere made, songs given
and a selection of readings etc. , render-

ing the gathering both an enjoyable as

well as a profitable occasion. A fine

game supper was an appropriate wind-up
to a most successful Convention.

Reports from the old country show
that the fishing there was good up to

the end of the season. A number of

large pike were captured, one going up

to twenty-two pounds. Fine baskets of

roach were taken from several rivers.

A member of the British Sea Anglers'

Society took a nineteen pound nine ounce
cod at Deal, and another member over
sixty pounds of mixed fish. Fishing from
a boat in Great Yarmouth roads an
angler took a twenty pound cod on a
rod and a line, while he also secured four

others aggregating forty pounds, besides

some silver whiting.



Canadian Timber Wolf Hunts in Mid-Winter.

THE two timber wolf hunts, organ-
ized by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way for the provinces of Quebec
and Ontario, have created a vast amount
of interest on both sides of the line, and
it is reported that some hunters have
even come from England in order to take

part in this campaign against these

enemies of Canada's big game. The
hunt for the Province of Quebec started

from Montreal on January 21st, and
that for Ontario is scheduled to leave

-Desbarats, Ont.
,

twenty-eight miles east

of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., on February
9th.

The undersigned will furnish all the

necessary outfit to those who are not

supplied and will be glad to get from
those who are supplied, a detailed des-

cription of their outfit, in order that they

may bring the right thing only. The
utmost comfort that it is wise to have
will be furnished.

The following, which will be included

in the outfit, will be the property of the

sportsman after the hunt :

—

2 Pairs 10 lb. blankets.

1 Axe and holster.

1 Sheath knife and holster.

Rifle gloves.

Arctic mittens that can be hung around
the neck (to wear over gloves.)

Snow-shoeing coat (extra good.)
Eskimo Dickay.

Sweater.

Buckskin moccasins.

Oil tan moccasins (in case of a thaw.)
One pair of felt and 5 pairs of woollen

socks.

Snowshoes and strings.

Woollen helmet with wind guard.
Ammunition belt.

Ammunition.
,

Camp outfit, railway fare, sleeper, food,

guides, and all things necessary, except-

ing rifle, in addition to the above list,

will be furnished for a lump sum of about
$110.00 to Western sportsmem for the

Ontario Hunt. The prices will vary
according to the distance from Chicago,

$110.00 being the cost from Chicago.
The trip will take ten days from Chicago
to Chicago. Different starting points

and destinations will, of course, cause
a difference in price.

The expense from New York and Bos-
ton to Desbarats, Ont., will be slightly

greater—probably about $125.00.

Each sportsman will need to bring one
complete change of heavy tweed suit and
heavy wool underclothing^ The drawers
should be particularly heavy but loose.

We will furnish the rest, from the gloves
and stockings to the head coverings,

including rifles or guns, if necessary,

which would, however, cost about $2.50
in rental per week in addition to the lump
sum above given. We will furnish am-
munition, which is dutiable to American
Sportsmen Sportsmen bringing their

own guns should advise us as to their

make, so that proper ammunition may
be provided. We much prefer furnishing

everything, as we know best what is

needed, but to those who have good
outfits, the bill will be reduced according

to the cost to us of the articles they

bring. Those wishing to have every-

thing furnished will be required to send
in their tailor measurements ahead.

Special attention will be paid to the

shooting, so that there may be no chance
shots that will reach men instead of

wolves. The ammunition, will, there-

fore, be specially prepared and a special

training given in its use.

After much thought it would seem
to be best to have the encircling band
hunt in couples ; one man to have a

low-power rifle and one a shot gun with

buckshot cartridge. In case of an attack

by wolves (which is barely possible) the

shot gun, with knife and axe, would
make two men safe until help came.

Every man will be required to bring a

compass. His course will be laid out

for him each morning.
Good outfits will be furnished and we

will guarantee no freezing, no hardships

or great discomforts to any of the party

who will be good and do and dress as they

are told.

The hunting party will take the train

to the nearest station to the hunting

grounds selected. Then after an hour's

practise on snow shoes (which is enough
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to teach anybody their use) the party will

drive by settlers' or lumber roads as near
as possible to the camp, which will be
made ready in advance. At the end of

the drive the snow-shoes will be tied on,

the toboggans loaded and the start made
for the camp of tents, with a stove in

each. Any trunks or valises will be tak-

en no further than the station. Each
tent, which will be well ventilated, will

hold eight men, and have its own guide
and cook. '

From the permanent camp we will try

to encircle a lake with an island in the

centre or a promontory extending into

the middle of the lake. On this island

or promontory will be stationed some of
our best shots. They will be buried in

the snow, all but their heads, both for

warmth and concealment from the
wolves. The snow is dry in the country
we will hunt in, and this scheme works
well. Information just received would
indicate that Desbarats is a good place
for a wolf hunt. Island Lake, eighteen

miles north thereof, can be surrounded
with ease.

In addition to the drive various schemes
for trapping will be tried.

Wolves are increasing with the increase

of big' game and they must be destroyed.

Following a heavy fall of snow it would
be quite possible to secure many wolves.

There is a bounty on each wolf, and it

has been suggested that the total amount
of bounty accruing from the wolves killed

shall be divided among all the sportsmen.

The skin of each wolf would go to the

man who shot it, as far as it is possible

to trace it.

We do not promise a wolf to every-

body or anybody — because a fox is a

dunce in the great school of wood-craft

as compared with the wolf—but wolves
are being shot at the present moment
in our territory, and onr hopes are high.

The reports we are receiving from wolf
centres are good. We will certainly

learn something about wolf hunting
before we return.
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Any sound man under sixty is good
for a wolf hunt under these auspices,
and some men that are over that age
would do. The hardest work will, of
course, be done by the guides.

The hunt will be a most enjoyable
mid-winter break. These snow-shoeing
camp trips have been held twice already

L. O.
Co

with the greatest success
and the keenest enjoyment

;

but this one, with the wolf
hunt thrown in, will exceed
all that have gone before in

novelty, helpfulness and
pleasurable excitement.

We are not going to Labrador or to a

polar region, but to a forest primeval in

a beautiful, well sheltered country where
we will be able to keep a good wood fire

going whenever needed. We will sleep

in dry blankets in a new heavy canvas

tent every night, with a fire inside.

A deposit of $25.00 will be required as

a guarantee, and all names with deposits

must be made one week ahead of time of

departure. Payments must be made by
Express order, which should be addressed

to L. O. Armstrong, Colonization and
Tourist Agent, Can. Pac. Ry.

,
Montreal,

who will be pleased to answer all enquiries

regarding the hunts. The balance of the

payments must also be made in Montreal
before the issuing of the tickets.

Armstrong,
Ionization Agent, Can. Pac. Ry. , Montreal.

Alpine Club Notes.

Special meetings of the Club were
called at Winnipeg on Jan. 17th for the
purpose of making such changes in the
constitution as the practical working of
the Club have shown to be necessary.
In addition to constitutional questions,
the preparations for and publication of a
Year Book, and the arrangements for the
next Summer Camp in the Paradise Val-
ley, Alberta, were planned and mapped
out.

r Mr. A. O. Wheeler, F. R. r G. S.,

President of the Club, visited the Capital
at the end of last year, and spent the last

few days of the year, and the opening
days of the new one, in Alpine Club
work. At Ottawa he addressed the Can-
adian Club on the aims and work of the
Alpine Club, and likewise delivered his

finely illustrated lecture on the Wonder-
land of Canada to a goodaudieuce of the
general public. Mr. Wheeler lectured
also at Toronto and Woodstock and on
his return to Calgary stopped off at Win-

nipeg and lectured at that City, which is

the headquarters of the Club. The pro-

ceeds of these lectures will go towards
the cost of the publication of the first

Year Book.

Amongst the new members of the Club
is Mr. Cowdry, of Waterford, who has
climbed six of the highest peaks in the

Swiss Alps, including the Jungfrau and
the Matterhorn.

It would greatly facilitate the work of

the Secretary and Assistant Secretary if

those desirous of joining the Club would
write for application forms early, and re-

turn them as promptly as possible after

they are properly filled in. When it is

remembered that the ballots have to be

sent by mail to every active member of

the Club, and that election has afterwards

to be declared at a regular or special

meeting it will be obvious that the longer

and fewer the lists the less -trouble is

given and the smaller the expense in-

curred.
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A man is only as

old as he feels

Some people are always young— in spirit and

vigor. The man who feels his age is the man who
neglects his stomach and liver. , As the years pile up

the delicate organisms grow weaker.

Abbey&
vescentShit

strengthens the system to resist the added strain. A
perfect laxative — it removes all poison from the

system, purifies and enriches the blood and keeps the

liver and kidneys active without any reactionary effects.

AT ALL DRUGGISTS — 25c. & 60c.

IThea writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and 3£otor Sports in Canada.



AUTOMOBILES m AUTOMOBILING

The Montreal Show.

With each passing month the pros-

pects for the success of the Sportsman's
Show at Montreal improve. The amount
of space taken up, the number of entries

of important manufacturers already

made, and the interest taken in the Show
by the great railway companies of Can-
ada, all ensure such a Show as has not

yet been equalled throughout the Do-
minion. It is certain that the very latest

developments in the progressive and
pleasurable art of automobiling- will form
by no means the least interesting- portion

of the great Show, and all who can make
it convenient to be in Montreal from
April 6th to 13th should be on hand to

see the Show. It will be interesting to

note the progress made in Canada in an
industry which, unless all indications are

proved false, has a wonderful future be-

fore it. The comparison of American
vehicles with those of European manu-
facturers will prove deeply interesting,

and educative, and many an automobil-
ist will derive pleasure from studying de-

velopments on both sides of the water.
At present it is a nice point which
country carries off the palm of superiority.

There are points in the French vehicles

which seem to give them the lead, until

it is discovered that the American ma-
chines can show other points which may
well commend themselves to those who
indulge in the new form qf locomotion.
There are also points in which the Ger-
mans and Italians can show we have still

something to learn, while there are those
as to which we on this continent feel our-
selves competent to give lessons. Al-

though so much has been done, and done
in a short time, there remains much still

to do, and every manufacturer and mem-
ber of the general public interested will

be glad of the opportunity of seeing in

Canada a Show that will display all the
advances recently made in the world of
automobiling. It is right too that this

Show, which it is to be hoped will meet
with such marked success as to become
an annual fixture, should be held in the

commercial capital of the Dominion.
From Montreal the whole of Canada can
be covered, and it is the place to which
the Canadian public are drawn in ever in-

creasing numbers. No better city could
have been selected, and the great Arena,
although it has proved too small, pro-

vides a home for the Show, the like of
which could not be found elsewhere in

Canada. All sportsmen should remem-
ber the date and assist in swelling the

numbers of visitors if their engage-
ments render such a course at all

possible.

The Speed Question.

As long as automobiling endures (and

enthusiastic autoists can be found who
confidently predict that this will be as

long as 4he world lasts) we shall have the

speed question with us. We still have
reckless drivers of horses, although the

reckless driver is now frowned down and
looked upon as a discredit to himself and
those unfortunate enough to be connected

with him. When we have reached the

same stage of public opinion with regard

to autoists the battle will have been won.
Speed in automobiling, as in driving, is

very largely a matter of discretion on the

part of the individual driver. What is

dangerous in a city should be allowable

on a country road. The man of ordinary

common sense should with a little experi-

ence be so able to regulate his speed that

at all times he may keep within the

bounds of safety. Of course accidents

will never be entirely avoidable, though
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these should be reduced to the lowest

minimum, and will be when every driver

uses his discretion wisely. In all cases

of great changes heavy responsibilities

rest upon those who adopt new forms.

Particularly is this the case when the new
form is one of locomotion, and the pub-
lic roads are used. Careful discretion is

all that can be expected from them, but
this discretion should be acted upon in a
very generous manner. We shall always
have the indiscreet man with us, but

autoists themselves can do a good deal to

make his position untenable, and reduce
the number of such individuals by mak-
ing their conduct a little less than crimi-

nal, and declining in all cases where they
are caught to give them the crown of

martyrdom. Much can be done by such
methods to break down the country
prejudice against the automobile.

The Good Roads Problem.

A series of road tests for automobiles
has resulted in the decicision that better

time can be made over a macadam road
than over brick and asphalt pavements or

a dirt road, but the brick pavement is

preferable for dust. Observations show
that the macadam, unless oiled or sprink-

led, is dustier for all classes of travel

than the brick. While macadam is the

best for speed, and under ideal conditions

for comfort too, it is less desirable than
brick under every day conditions. These
tests do not help us much in Canada.
Brick may be ideal, but it is in the region
of the impossible, though if we could get
a great extension of macadam roads we
should have taken a long step towards
the day when the good roads problem, in

which our country people are very closely

interested, will be solved. It is just as

well we should know what is the right

thing to do, even if at present we find it

impossible to do it.

More About the (Hidden Tour.

The story of the Glidden tour was
worth the telling several times over, and
it has been told from many points of
view. One of the best of these stories

is given in a finely illustrated booklet by
Leroy Fairman, entitled "With the Lucky

Thirteen." In brief but telling phrases
the chief incidents of the tour from day
to day are recorded. The run it will be
remembered was from Buffalo to Bretton
Woods, Maine, and included a Canadian
route. Originally it was intended to

mark the routes through a portion of On-
tario, but the harsh restrictions of the

measure passed last session induced the

managers of the tour to alter their plans,

and lay down a new route by means of

which the Canadian portion of the tour

was confined to the Province of Quebec.
The Canadian border was crossed at

Rouse's Point, and it is gratifying to

know that the Customs officials were so

obliging as to release each car in the

space of one minute, so well had every-

thing been prepared beforehand. In

Canada the tour was a veritable triumph.

At Montreal the reception was something
to be remembered, and although there

was some grumbling about the accommo-
dation afforded at Three Rivers, the old

and romantic city of Quebec more than

made up for any deficiencies elsewhere.

While both in Montreal and Quebec the

tourists were treated to a round of re-

ceptions that left no doubts on their

minds as to the genuineness of their

welcome to Canada, it is to be noted that

the warmth of their reception was
equally as keen in the country districts.

Again and again the writer bears testi-

mony to the enthusiasm of the French-

Canadian country people, who when
their supply of bunting ran out impro-

vised flags out of table cloths, and took
other means of showing that they were
not troubled with any prejudices against

autos and autoists. In this respect the

feelings of the French-Canadian country

people are in marked contrast to those of

the people of Ontario. Quebec gained

what Ontario lost, and the Quebec peo-

ple not only saw a sight, which was in

itself a liberal automobile education, but

gained materially from the passing

through their midst of three hundred
tourists who paid liberally for the whole

of their supplies. The title of the book-

let is due to the fact that thirteen cars

went through the tour, complying with

all the onerous conditions without a

breakdown. The roads and the hills are

stated to have been so bad in places that
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their badness was beyond belief and it

needed actual experience to demonstrate
to the autoists that people could continue

to live alongside them while such condi-

tions remained in force. If the tour had
no other result than to eall public atten-

tion to this matter of good roads it

should result in much good. As a mat-
ter of fact it had many other results, one
of which was to make the country people
familiar with some of the good points of

the automobile in contrast to their draw-
backs of which they already know
enough. It is to be hoped that the Glid-

den tourists, for all their stated inten-

tions to the contrary, will find it possible

to visit Canada again next year.

Do Not Negrlect the Car.

The importance of caring for the mo-
tor car cannot be too strongly empha-
sized, and it is perhaps no exaggeration
to say that good and regular care of the

car will double its working life. Cars
should be well cleaned and oiled every
time they are returned to the garage, and
if this is done they not only retain an ap-

pearance of which their owners may well

be proud, but also enjoy a longer term ot

life which vastly increases their value.

At first sight constant cleaning seems
like a kind of slavery, but this method
like many others is wonderfully easy
when regularly practiced, and is only a

matter of a few minutes at a time when
both knowledge and skill are brought to

bear on the work.

Russell Car Successes.

It is gratifying to hear that the Russell
car shipped to England for the personal
use of Mr. Warren Y. Soper, of the firm

of Aheam and Soper, electricians, Otta-
wa, has come in for high enconiums and
done excellent service. The car was a
Model B. Russell touring car, and has
been used by Mr. Soper and his family
while touring in England and on the con-
tinent. It was shipped in one large case,

with every adjustment made ready to run,

so that when uncrated it was only nec-

essary to pour in the gasoline, and the
machine could be ridden from the dock
on arrival.

A Russell car has been supplied to Sir

Joseph Ward, Premier of New Zealand.
While on a tour in both Europe and
America last year Sir Joseph made per-

sonal inquiries and inspections with a

view of purchasing an automobile for his

own use. On his returu home he decid-

ed that a Canadian car would suit him
best of all, and ordered one of Canadian
design and workmanship. One of the

1907 Russell Models has been prepared
and shipped to New Zealand.

Tb e True Value of Brakes.

Mr. Henry Ford, of Detroit, has this

to say on the brake problem: I
4 This may

be summed up in a few words. Given
two sets of brakes, one for service, the

other for emergencies, each of which will

hold when engaged and drop free from
the drums when released, and either of

which will lock and slide the wheels un-

der full load and on a good surface—as

dry asphalt or macadam—and you have

an ideal brake equipment. Obviously

more than this is "ridiculous excess."

In a more practical sense excessive brak-

ing ability is a decided disadvantage and

a most expensive luxury. The limit of

braking possibility in an automobile is

the point at which the wheels lock and
slide—in other words the maxium effi-

ciency point is to be found, not in the

area of contact surface in the brakes

themselves but in the traction afforded by

the contact of the rubber tire-shoes with

the road. * In the case of a very heavy

car of course the traction would be great-

er and the tire cost correspondingly

higher—for every time a tire is slid on

a hard surface it takes dollars out of the

pocket of the owner. He is an unwise

driver who relies on locked brakes and

tire traction for sudden stops. The true

art of driving consists in control by throt-

tle and spark, with a keen eye on the

road ahead and on all cross streets, de-

pending on brakes only to bring the car

to a full stop after it has slowed down
under closed throttle. Excessively large

brakes are a temptation to reckless driv-

ing by reckless persons, while to the

knowing buyer the. exploitation of large

braking surface is a confession ot excess-

ive weight in that car. Excessive
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weight nowadays signifies either faulty

design or poor materials—the use of

quantity instead of quality to obtain

strength. So great is the expense of

locking wheels on a heavy car that it has

been said:
4
It is cheaper to keep agoing

than to stop.'
"

International Courtesy.

The statement made by Mr. Henry
Ford, of the Ford Motor Company, of

Detroit, at the close of the Vanderbilt

races in which he frankly admitted that

the best car won (the gist of which state-

ment was published in ''Rod and Gun
and Motor Sports in Canada" at the time)

has drawn forth the quoted response un-

derneath from the distinguished inventor

and builder of the Darracq cars, one of

which was the victor in the international

contests. As a fine example of interna-

tional courtesy it is worth giving in full,

and this we have much pleasure in do-

ing: "I have been deeply touched at the

congratulations which you have been
good enough to send me on the occasion

of the victory of our car in the Vander-
bilt Cup Race. Your praise is the more
appreciated as it emanates from one
whose reputation is well known in Eu-
rope. I wish to assure you that the deli-

cacy of your sentiment is appreciated and
I wish to thank you with all my heart.

French cars will doubtless again meet
American cars in an international contest.

I hope you will be represented and that

the meeting will always be in a friendly

and sportsmanlike spirit as in the past.

I thank you again for your kind words
and send you in return my best wishes
for the success of your cars for the sea-

son of 1907. Please accept, dear sir, the

assurances of my most distinguished re-

gards. (Signed)

A. Darracq."

A Small Car.

The smallest Columbia gasoline car

made by the Electric Vehicle Company is

the two cylinder eighteen horse power
which has had a good sale for two sea-

sons. This is held to prove the accuracy
of a statement of the President of the

Company to the effect that the two cylin-

der car is still the most desirable for

many people who do not care to invest in

a car of more than moderate size and
power.

Pure Luxury.

Pure luxury in vehicle furnishing is

said to be best exemplified in some of

the models for electric town carriages for

private use, The interior of the latest

electric brougham is lined with dark
green heavy broadcloth. The furnish-

ings are of the very highest grade of ma-
terial and workmanship and include dome
electric light, card case, memorandum
pad, mirror, toilet set, umbrella holder,

electric bell and speaking tube connecting

with the driver's seat, and electric cigar

lighter. The utilization of electric cur-

rent for other conveniences is in vogue to

some extent. Electric foot warmers for

winter use and electric fans for summer
have been installed in a number of vehi-

cles. These however are not recom-
mended by some experienced users on
account of the possible danger of over-

heated connections. The fan is also a

rather awkward addition to the interior

of the vehicle as the best patterns are not

always easy to keep in order.

Superstitious Autoists.

One would scarcely credit the pioneers

of a new means of locomotion with su-

perstition. Several cases however have
occurred which show that both owners
and drivers are not above that feeling.

In the last contest for the Vanderbilt Cup
the Committee heeded the protest of

Foxhall Keene, and replaced the number
thirteen which he had drawn by a large

X. As a concession to this human weak-
ness no numher thirteen car was sent out

of the Thomas factory last year. The
cars shipped in the early part of the sea-

son jumped from number twelve to four-

teen, number thirteen being kept at the

factory for experimental purposes. Some
of the men fought shy of this particular

car for sometime, but after it had been

out for several times and nothing in par-

ticular happened to it, there has been no

further difficulty in obtaining drivers, and
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THE

HAYFLEX
Flash Light

There has been no important improvement in
flash lights for years until the RAYFLEX came.

Its Case is a seamless cold drawn aluminium tube.
Cannot rust. Light weight.

The Battery has a seamless cell. The only flash
light so made. Prevents local action and
waste.

LIGHT CAN BE LOCKED OPEN

Price $2.50
BATTERY RENEWALS 50c.

Express paid to anywhere in Canada.

John Millen & Son, Ltd.
321 St. James St., MONTREAL
132 Bay St, TORONTO

the number that is supposed to bring ill

luck is almost forgotten.

Just Push the Button.

Jones, the New York manufacturer of

the well known speedometer that bears

his name, has added the Jones Auto-An-
nunciator to his list of inventions and
productions—the first American instru-

ment of the sort. It is designed for

communicating instructions to the driver

of a car by the push-button method.
The plate, which is fixed on the dash-
board in plain sight of the driver, is let-

tered: ' 'Start, Stop, Fast, Slow, Left,

Right, Home, Club. Pressure of a but-

ton inside the car rings a bell and also

Mluminates a particular signal.

A Great Cycling" Event.

The greatest cycling event of the year

-the six days' race at Madison Square

Gardens, New York,—has resulted in a

win for Joe Fogler and Eddie Root, on
Iver Johnson truss frame bicycles. Both
riders attribute their victories to the many
excellences of the machines they rode,

giving particular praise to the rigidity of

the frames and the light easy running
qualities, which from their point of view
made them superior to any other machine
ridden in the race. The tests through
which the machines were taken were
pretty severe. They were in continual

use for six days, in that time they covered

2,200 miles, and on several occasions

were ridden through smash-ups and had
sufficient hard usage to test the strongest

and most enduring of frames. To say
that this success is a great triumph for

the Iver Johnson truss frames is merely
to state a fact, and the further fact that

it took place under the eyes of a multi-

tude of people attracted to the Gardens
by the event, should proclaim far and
near not merely the triumph of the cycle

but also its wonderful wearing qualities.

When writirrr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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A Duggan Boat For Ottawa

Lake Deschanes, where Ottawans do
their sailing and a whole lot of their

paddling-, is to have another Duggan
designed Seawanhaka Cup boat. Glen-

cairn 111 is now up there, the property of

Mr. Brig-ham, and the latest addition is

the Ivaloo purchased by Mr. Douglas
McNair, from a member of the Royal St.

Lawrence Yacht Club, and though she

never competed in any of the Seawan-
haka Cup races, was one of the fleet

built to defend the trophy in Thorella's

year and has since trimmed up the best

of them. Glencairn 111 is a cup winner
of the old days, but Mr. Brigham has

maintained her well and, she is in shape
to give the new ones a red hot battle for

Lake Deschanes honors. Mr. McNair
is a keen racing man, and with a little

experience with his new racing machine,

should be able to do some good work
with her. He has renamed the Ivaloo

the "Lady of the Lake" and will sail her

under the Britiannia Boating Club's

burgee. Ivaloo is thirty-five feet over
all, nine foot beam and with her board
up draws on nine inches. Her spars

are all hollow, her sails silk and her

fittings brass. Her racing outfit embraces
everything in the line of spinnakers and
reaching and baloon jibs.

T. A B. World is L.Y. R. A. President.

The Lake Yacht Racing Association of
Lake Ontario, the organization which
under the leadership of such men as Mr.
Aemilius Jarvis of Toronto, Mr. E. H.
Ambrose of Hamilton, Commodore Mott
of Oswego, brought about the adoption
of the Universal Rating Rule by the
Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes,
has adopted the rules, and next year's

Canada's Cup races will be sailed under

them. Of course the adoption of the
rules by the L. Y. R. A. was purely
formal for the L. Y.L.A. is the governing
body, but at the same time the adoption
of this rule guarantees that no racing
machines will be recognized on the rac-
ing circuits of any of the Great Lake
Yacht racing organizations. Seaworthi-
ness, wholesomeness of model, staunch-
ness of construction, and moderateness
in rig, are not now sacrificed to extreme
speed, and the man with the good com-
fortable cruiser can no longer excuse his
craft when the other fellow goes by with
"Well ! that's a racing machine and this

is only a cruiser !" Boats built under the
new rules must have all the attributes of
a cruiser, and speed is only a relative
matter—a case in which a .designer does
the best he can in the speed line with
rules which compel him to turn out a
cruising model.
At the annual meeting of the L.Y.R.A.

held in Hamilton recently Commodore
T. A. E. World, of the Queen City Yacht
Club, Toronto, was selected as the new
President of the Association while the
Commodore of the Kingston Yacht Club
becomes vice president. ' Mr. M. Ross
Gooderham of the R. C. Y. C. Toronto,
was re-elected secretary-treasurer and
the executive council includes such well
known and genial yachtsman as Tom B.
Pritchard, of the Rochester Yacht Club,
Guy R. Rudd, of the Royal Hamilton
Yacht Club, James S. McMurray, of the
R. C. Y. C. Toronto, and Mr. J. P. Mott
of Oswego.

Canadian Yacht For Jamestown.
The chances are that Canada will be

represented in the racing at the James-
town Exhibition next summer. Mr.
Aemilius Jarvis, of the Royal Canadian
Yacht Club Toronto, who is the Canad-
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ian member of the Yacht Racing Com-
mission of the Exhibition, attended

a meeting* of the Commission
recently at which the entire scope of the

racing was discussed. The meet will be

one of the best ever held down the

Atlantic coast, for trophies have been
received from King Edward, the German
Emperor, President Roosevelt, and Sir

Thomas Lipton. The President's cup is

the one Canadians are interested in, for

it has been alloted to the twenty-seven

footers. The twenty-seven footers are

Canada's Cup size boats, and Vice Com-
modore Nickolls, who is building a new
Fife boat for the Canada's Cup Challenge

says that if his boat is successful in lift-

ing the cup, he will send her to James-
town in search of the President's silver-

ware.

Only Two Canada Cup Boats.

After all this talk of five or six Canada
Cup challengers the field has narrowed
down to two, and thesame two designers,

as were represented in the contest of

1905, will be utilized by Canadian yachts-

men in their latest endeavor to wrest

Canada's Cup away from the Rochester

Yacht Club. For a while last fall there

were rumors of boats to be built by
various syndicates, and it was said that

the Royal Hamilton Yacht club would
again have a candidate. This Hamilton
boat was supposed to be under the wing
of George Tuckett, owner of the twenty-

five foot champion of Lake Ontario, Keno.
It was said that he would sell Keno and
obtaiu another design from George
Owen, the designer ot Keno and such

fast ones as Petrel 11, Whirl, Chiryia and
other L. Y. R. A. champions. The sale

of Keno, however, did not take place,

a nd the genial George will get his annual

and extensive dose of sunburn from her

decks, and Bill Burnside will
f

be along

just to see that George does not forget

to come back home.
Two Canada's Cup boats will be built

by R. C. Y. C. members. Vice Com-
modore Nicholls still pins his faith to

Fife, the great Scotchman, who designed

Temeraire, the unsuccessful challenger

of 1905, while a syndicate headed by Mr.

Aemilus Jarvis,the renowned racing skip-

per, is buildiug one from lines and

frames supplied by Mylne, who designed
Zoraya, the unsuccessful candidate for
the honor of representing Canada in the
race of 1905, and the boat which so
handily defeated Iroquois, the cup defend-
er of the year before, in the contest at
Charlotte for the Fisher Cup.

Mr. Jarvis likes Zoraya. In fact he
liked her from the day he first saw her
and always said that she was the superior
of Temeraire. That she was superior
to the Fife boat was amply proven last

season when she defeated her in thirteen
straight races, and, then went across
the water and trimmed Iroquios which
had beaten Temeraire for Canada's Cup
the year before.

As per usual the Cup boats will be
built at Oakville by Captain Andrews,
who has built every cup boat Canada
ever sent after the silverware, or utilized

to defend possession against the foreign
invader. The frames, which were sawn
out in England, at the shops of the
designers, have arrived and are now set
up at Andrew's shops and the planking
will be proceeded with right away. Both
boats will be canvassed by Ratsay the
famous English sailmaker.

Trial races to enable the selection of a
challenger, in which Zoraya and Teme-
raire will also compete, will be held here
in July. The old boats should prove
great pacemakers for the new ones.

A Misplaced Letter.

I have received a letter from Mr. J. H.
Palmer, ofTreesbank, Manitoba, regard-

ing the new Universal Rating Rule for

racing yachts. Though this letter is

prompted by a misinterpretation of the

formula for discovering racing length

following upon a typographical mis-

take, the letter is well worth space.

It shows that Mr. Palmer is a careful

reader and does some tall thinking over
matters acquatic though he is buried

pretty well inland. The letter follows

—

"I would much like to know the models
of the N. Y. Y. C. for finding sail area
especially, when the lengths (water line I

presume) and displacements are known.
If there is any rule for displacements and
lengths outside of actual measurements
would like to know what it is. According
to the "Amended Universal Rating
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Rule," you seem to say that the rating

measurement is got by multiplying the

length (water line ?) by the sail area in

feet and dividing this by 5.5 the cube

root of displacement.

Now I won't conclude off hand that

this process contains no atom of reason,

but will confess my inability to discover

it.

The cube root here is the edge of a

cube of the same capacity as the subaque-

ous portion, but the five and a half is not

variable and whence comes it ? It is

certainly a curious combination and is to

be divided into another curious combina-
tion of sail area and water line. There may
be some possible ratio, but not necessary,

between sail area and water line, but why
involve them, and also divide them by
the other funny business ? The resulting

numbers by such a process with different

vessels may have some ratio for classing,

but it seems, on a cursory glance, to be

a real funny way of getting it. Then,
after all this mathematical puzzle, in

looking a little farther down the page,

the classes seem to depend simply on the

length ;—which puts me still deeper in

the mist,—trustified as it were.

This latter is about the only rule ad-

visable, I should think, in classifying, or

where is there any play for ingenuity

in designing for extra sail power to the

weight to give speed ? Compelling a

boat to carry inside ballast is to lower its

chances. The more grip the better for

pointing up, but the harder in tack, and
the lower and heavier the counterpoise

the better for sail area. Leave the de-

signer free on all such points and let the

best boat win.

Yours truly,

J. H. Palmer.

Treesbank, Man., Dec. 26th. '06.

Now for the explanation. If Mr.
Palmer will pick up his "Rod and Gun"
for December again and read the rule

putting an "r" in place of the "f" in the

second word of the second line of the

formula it will make sense. The correct-

ed rule will then read—The new rating

rule shall be—The length multiplied by
the square root of the sail area, divided

by 5.5 times the cube root of displace-

ment shall be computed according to

amended universal rating rule."

The Ottawa Pour.

I have also received the following
letter :

—

Edmonton, Alta. , Canada.
To the Editor.

"Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada."

I have read with some interest your
jocund article in the Xmas. number of
the magazine, entitled "Sore Blow to

Ottawa" as touching Mr. Grierson's

recent investigations into the amateur
standing of the Ottawa Rowing Club's
Four.

After commenting on Mr. Grierson's
'

veracity and renowned reputation in

Ottawa as an authority on sporting mat-
ters, which by the way, is somewhat
previous news and as yet not fully estab-

lished, your narrative proceeds to confuse
charges of professionalism in foot-ball,

hockey, and rowing in such a loose and
careless manner as to give the reader

the impression that each and every one
who participated therein committed the

awful crime of "not refusing to accept

good money." As there still remains a
few of us, and among them the Ottawa
Four who are as clean as ever, this is

rather unfait, to say the least.

Mr.Grierson,havinga great lot ofleisure

time, may, by a long hazard, disclose a
few horrible and desperate characters, so
that the innocent and unprotected public

may look out for them ; but it will re-

quire something more than hearsay and
rumor to prove this heinous charge
against the Ottawa Rowing Club.

To assert that because members of the

Ottawa Four played football and hockey
with certain ones who subsequently may
have collapsed under the paralysing

scrutiny of this new reformer sounds
rather arbitrary, to say the least. Accord-
ing to this argument it must surely be an
oversight to leave our popular and jovial

friend Mr. Haycock unlabelled and
alone.

What will become of those foot-ball

gentlemen, such as Toronto University

and Montreal, who played against the

mercenary and avaricious Rough Riders ?

And what will become of all the Rowing
Clubs who competed against the tainted

Ottawa Four ? Shall we have to skidoo,
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or will life still be worth living ? It is

a gloomy prospect surely.

With regard to the so-called disgusting

conduct of Ottawa athletes on the field,

the most intense disgust displayed has

generally been that of the supporters

of teams who meet defeat from Ottawa.
It is a matter of the commonest obser-

vation that the rougher the game, the

larger has been the crowd assembled to

witness it. The majority of the public,

in any city, enjoy watching a little friend-

ly slaughter, and the papers advertise it.

The bluff works splendidly.

But "win at all costs," and "anything
to get the money" is certainly a new
slogan for Ottawa. However it has a

determined ring to it and Ottawa hockey-
ists should be induced to adopt it this

winter, and no doubt they will.

Mr. Grierson's frantic efforts \ 'to wade
through blood and slaughter to a throne"

of purity and innocence reminds one of

a boy blowing a bubble larger and larger

till it bursts and there is nothing to it.

We all know how great an athlete Mr.
Grierson has been but if Ottawa is to

receive such purging as has been stated

he will need to prove himself a greater

purgative than he did an athlete.

After we are all rounded up and pickled,

and this brave Patsey has worked him-
self into the king row of cheap notoriety,

there will be no one left but himself, (and
Mr. Haycock, whom he has seen fit to

spare for some reason or other.) But
when that great work has been accomp-
lished we trust that he will not fold up
like a pocket-camera and sink back into

oblivion again. We presume that with
all the prestige he has gained as an
authority on purity he will turn his super-

fluous time and experience toward the

pure food investigation, and do a good
work there.

Being situated at present at a rather

remote distance from Ottawa we do not
come in touch here with the daily reports

of the great reform going on, but now
and again a faint wail reaches us as a
fresh batch of victims are being slaugh-
tered at the capital.

Your article in the last issue of this

magazine is, no doubt, written in proper
humor but I regret to notice, not only
that the main point of argument against

the Ottawa Four is that it was a good
crew, and therefore, ought to be black-
listed, but also the apparent vein of ex-
ultant pleasure at the prospect of such
an event. Surely this is not consistent
with the truly genuine amateur athletic
attitude.

We admit that we were a pretty good
crew, but it can scarcely be used as an
argument against us.

As a believer in Ottawa I submit the
above observations and trust they will be
kindly received.

(Sgd.) One of "The Four."

The above letter is signed by a member
of the grand Ottawa Four which Mr.
Grierson promises to disrupt by his dis-
closures. I plead guilty to hasty pre-
judgement of the case, but, at the same
time, it is remarkable that the letter of
protest contains no direct word of denial
of the charge. The writer contents him
self with jocularity.

Sometime during last season the
Crofton Storage Battery Company, of
Toronto, announced their intention to add
to their usual lines one of sparking bat-
teries contained in transparent celluloid

, cases. In the meantime however, the
results of experiments and observa-
tions of similarly enclosed batteries

justify them,they consider, in withdrawing
this notice. They find the chief objection
against celluloid contained batteries to
be as follows:—First, the excessive rapid
disintegration of the positive plates owing
to internal local action

;
second, constant

leakage of the celluloid battery cases caus-
ed by the swelling of the plates during
process of disintegration

;
third, the high-

ly explosive and extremely inflammable
nature of this material. The firm states

that each of these reasons is substantiated
by all the successful battery makers of
Europe and America, and no better proof
can be shown than the Company's own
collection of unsatisfactory celluloid ac-

cumulators, which is open for inspection.

The company are the sole manufacturers
in Canada of the "Vulcan Accumulator,"
and wish to maintain the high standard
they have already secured.



Our Medicine Bag
Dr. Franklin Hawley, whose paper on

"Scientific Deer Hunting-" in our October

number aroused a very widespread inter-

est among sportsmen on both sides of the

line, has expressed his willingness to an-

swer inquiries on this subject, and judg-

ing- from the number of unsolicited com-

munications received by us from our

readers, Dr. Hawley will be kept busy

for some time to come. All letters ad-

dressed to Dr. Hawley, care of "Rod
and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,"

Woodstock, Ont. , will be promptly for-

warded to him. It will be of interest to

many of our readers to know that Dr.

Hawley proposes to write further on the

same subject, and if those interested will

let him know upon what points they de-

sire definite information he will, in the

course of future articles, deal with those

points in the able and practical manner
in which our readers now know that he

is a past master, and they will thus assist

him in making- his future contributions

more effective and of greater service to

themselves. We are sure this subject is

far from exhausted, and that our readers

will agree with us in welcoming- further

efforts from Dr. Hawley on a subject of

intense interest to all of them. • J
-

'f The unwritten law of the woods was
recently upheld by the law of the land in

a case heard before the district judge at

Parry Sound, Ont., and the facts are of

interest to every sportsman. Mr. W. A.

Clarke, who is the clerk of York Town-
ship, and Mr. W. J. Hill, registrar for

West York, enjoyed a hunt?ng trip to the

Parry Sound district in 1905. In the

course of the hunt the party encountered

a three year old bull moose, which
charged them so furiously that it looked
like a case of kill or be killed. The
hunters—no blame to them—selected the

former course, and although they had no
license for moose, killed the animal,

which they hung upon a tree, while they

proceeded to get the necessary license

before removing it. After they had se-

cured the license they returned for their

game and found it missing. With some
trouble the thief was located, brought
before a magistrate, and the case sent for

trial. At the first trial the jury disagreed
but on the second occasion in November
a conviction was forthcoming. Sentence
was deferred and no one was anxious to

send the prisoner for incarceration, the

object being to obtain a legal ruling to

the effect that a hunter's booty is his

property and that the theft of it is a pun-
ishable offence. Now that the unwritten
law of the woods—which is generally

honorably observed—has been declared

the law of the land every hunter will be
satisfied that in this instance at least the

old declaration that the law is "an hass"
is not true.

From returns received by the Grand
Trunk Railway System whose lines tap

the best territory for fish and game, we
find in comparison with the season of

1905, that the hunters of last fall had a
full measure of success. During the fif-

teen days open season of 1906 the Cana-
dian Express Company alone transported

3,100 carcasses of deer with an aggre-
gate weight of 318,215 pounds., all of

these being shipped from points on the

Northern Division and Ottawa Division

of the Grand Trunk, against a total of

2,796 carcasses in 1905, or an increased
304 deer with an increase in weight of

11,820 pounds. The districts from
which the largest numbers were shipped
were the Maganetawan River (Burk's

Falls), Trout Creek, South River, Lake
of Bays (Huntsville), Kearney, Powas-
sen, and the Haliburton region. This
number of course cannot be taken as an
estimate of the number killed as a large

number are eaten, by the hunters in camp
and a larger number are transported

home by the settlers. When it 4s con-
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sidered that nearly 5,000 hunters were in

the several districts during- the open sea-

son and that each hunter is allowed by

law two deer, it can be conservatively

estimated that close upon 10,000 deer

were killed during the fifteen days of the

open season between November 1st and
November 15th, From other authentic

information it is found that during- the

last seven or eight years deer have been

seen from 150 to 200 miles further north

than they were found before. Instead of

diminishing- in numbers, the deer in the
4 'Highland of Ontario" are increasing.

The woods are full of them and the game
laws are so well enforced by the Ontario

Government that good hunting in that

territory is assured for years to come.
Without a doubt the hunting season of

1906 in the Province of Ontario has seen

the largest influx of hunters that has ever

been. Not only from the towns and
cities of Ontario have the Nimrods
turned out in large numbers, but from the

sister Province of Quebec and from the

United States many have taken advan-
tage of the well known attractions that

appeal to lovers of sport and the life in

the woods following the chase. There
has been some discussion in the newspa-
pers as to whether the large number of

hunters who go in each year in quest of

deer will eventually have a tendency to

diminish the supply but this has not been
borne out by the facts and by the returns

received each year. This game is not on
the decrease but on the contrary they

seem to be multiplying in the several dis-

tricts in which they are found, though
the regions in which railway construction

has been going on for same time has had
the effect of driving them further north

or to other parts of the Province where
the more sparsely settled districts are

tound.

The Dominion fisheries are no less

wonderful than the other resources of

Canada. According to the last report of

the Department of Marine and Fisheries

the whole catch of fish in Canadian wa-
ters by Canadians, including fish prod-
ucts, seals, etc., during 1905, aggregated
the large sum of $29,000,000, nearly as
much as the total production of both gold

and coal in the Dominion during the
the same period. This constitutes a rec-

ord, exceeding by $4,000,000 the large

output of 1901 which was considered an
exceptionally good season. In product-
iveness Nova Scotia lost the lead which
the Province has hitherto held, and Brit-

ish Columbia becomes in this particular

the banner Province. All the Provinces
with the exception of Prince Edward
Island, which shows a slight diminution,

have substantial increases to their credit,

the change in the position of British Co-
lumbia being due to an increase totalling

over four and a half millions, the follow-

ing table giving the figures;

British Columbia $9,850,216
Nova Scotia 8,259,085
New Brunswick 4,847,090
Quebec 2,003,716
Ontario 1,708,963
Saskatchewan 1,811,570
Prince Edward Island 998,922

From a commercial standpoint the five

most valuable kinds of fish are:

Salmon $8,989,942
Lobsters 3,906,998
Cod 3,421,400
Herrings 2,303,405
Whitefish 1,051,161

During the fiscal year the fish and fish

products, including marine animals, ex-

ported from Canada to foreign countries,

chiefly the United States and Great Brit-

ain, amounted to $16,040,000, being an
increase of over $5,000,000 over the pre-

vious year.

An angler in Scotland met with an ex-
ceptionally game salmon on the Liddie.

After an hour's fight, in the course of
which it ran for a mile and gained the
Esk, a communicating river, it was caught
in the landing net and secured. It turned
the scales at sixteen and a half pounds,
and was entitled to be designated as one
of the light weight champions.

The stories that are told of the practi-

cal extermination of the buffalo afford

melancholy reading. By courtesy it was
termed ' 'hunting," but ''slaughter" was
the correct definition. If the hunter
were concealed and to leeward of the an-
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imals, they were really at his mercy. At
first the buffalo's thick hide afforded him
a certain amount of protection, but when
the extra heavy Sharpe's rifle was per-

fected the doom of the animal was sealed.

The demand for buffalo robes increased

and the slaughter became a systematized
business. A first class hunter had half a
dozen skinners with him, and established

a camp in the vicinity of the ranging buf-

falo herds. This camp was generally a
dug out in the ground, made so as to at-

tract the least attention. From twenty-
five to fifty were often killed in a day,

and it was only a question of persistence

for the man with the gun and the dura-
tion of daylight, as the ignorant brutes

absolutely refused to stampede. No
more were killed than could be handled
at once, as a frozen buffalo was not a
thing with which it was profitable to

wrestle. Now captive herds in the pos-
session of the Canadian and United
States Governments are practically all

that are left of the immense numbers
which once roamed the western plains in

countless thousands. The necessity for

the effective preservation of our remain-
ing big game was never better illustrated

than in the story of the buffalo.

Sport was remarkably good in New
Brunswick last season, and some of the

results are to be seen at Mr. Avery Moore-
house's taxidermy establishment at Zea-
land, N. B. One head sent to him for

mounting contains twenty points, and
has a spread of sixty-two inches. An-
other, shot by Mr. Crab, has antlers de-

scribed as "enormous," while a third,

shot by Mr. Lee Brewer, has fine antlers

containing thirteen points.

Mr. Wesley Crouse, of Zealand, N. B.

holds the record for the last season, hav-
ing killed two deer with one shot.

Mr. B. Cronse, of Zealand, N. B., had
a tame fox which he kept chained near
his house during- the summer. Not long
ago it broke the chain and took to the

woods. A trapper named Brewer suc-

ceeded in capturing- it, and the parties

are now squabbling- over the ownership
of the fox.

One of the essentials to a thorough en-

joyment of the Canadian winter is a suf-

ficiency of warm under clothing, to-

gether with warm sweaters for out door
sports. With these at hand one can be
out of doors with complete enjoyment
and great advantage to health all the

winter through, without any fear of tak-

ing cold or feeling ill effects. In all

clothing there are many kinds, and not
equal efficiency is to be found at all

points. Strong claims are put forward
on behalf of the Knit-to-Fit under cloth-

ing, one advantage of which is the shap-
ing of the garments in knitting so as to

avoid the drawing.and binding one has
often suffered from in using ordinary
combination suits. As every garment is

produced complete by itself on a separate

hand operated knitting machine they can
be and are made to special measures as

readily as in standard sizes. They can
be made in all weights and materials

(though the best of the latter are always
chosen) and are handsome, warm and
guaranteed unshrinkable. The under-
clothing is healthy, and the warm outer
clothing form splendid auxiliaries, mak-
ing a complete whole with which it is

easy to maintain comfort throughout the

winter season. The Knit-to-Fit Manu-
facturing Company, whose address is

597 St. Catherine Street West, Montreal,
issue an excellent catalogue giving very
full particulars of their underclothing for

men, ladies and children, together with a

method of self measurement, quality,

weight, fabric, color and price. The ab-

solute comfort of these garments is

strongly insisted upon, while theirvariety

is such as to meet all tastes and require-

ments. Equipped with Knit-to-Fit gar-

ments one is able to meet all weathers,
not merely with equanimity, but also

with the absolute enjoyment that adds a

new pleasure to life.

Bird reservations form a most interest-

ing portion of the work of the United
States' Bureau of Biological Survey, and
as several of them are on the Canadian
border the good effects ot their establish-

ment and work can scarcely fail to be felt

on the northern side of the line. During
last year five small unsurveyed^ islands

situated on Lake Superior, four miles
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from the south shore, were established

as the Huron Islands Reservation. These
islands are occupied as breeding- places

by about seven hundred gulls and a few
mergansers. In the summer of 1905

from 1,200 to 1,500 young gulls and a

few mergansers were hatched. All the

unsurveyed islands lyiug near the mouth
of Siskiwit Bay on the south side of Isle

Royale in Lake Superior are now estab-

lished as the Siskiwit Islands Reserva-

tion. These islands are well known
breeding places for gulls. Both groups
of islands contain the most extensive

^breeding colonies of herring gulls in the

interior. They are small, low, swampy
or rocky, and of no value for agricultural

purposes. They are the breeding or

winter resorts of large colonies of useful

or interesting birds, and in setting them
aside as reservations the States are car-

rying out a policy which has been suc-

cessfully adopted in Australia, New Zea-

land, Canada, the British Colonies in

Africa and other parts of the world. It

may also be mentioned as interesting to

Canadian sportsmen that the establish-

ment of similar reservations off the coast

of Louisiana has preserved thousands of

wild ducks from slaughter

With the progress of the steel towards
the north new names become familiar, and
Latchford, which was a little more than a

name a few months ago, is rapidly devel-

oping into a town. It is now a station

on the Temiskaming and N. O. R.

,

and Mr. J. B. McKinley, who is

known as a guide to the Montreal River

districts, has opened a large boarding
house there. No doubt it will soon be-

come a headquarters for parties taking

to the woods, and it will, by reason of its

position, form a good starting or return-

ing point for much of the northern coun-

try. It is a little startling to hear that

at Latchford, an outpost of civilization,

there is a billiard parlor in connection

with the new house.

A correspondent writing from Saskatch-

ewan says: "I succeeded in getting a

large black timber wolf, in fact I got two
and should have bad more but it got too

dark to fix my baits properly and as a re-

sult I missed^-just how many I don't
know, but enough to eat up entirely the
carcass of my moose. This was done in

one visit in one night. I had an idea the
deep snow would hamper the moose in

their efforts to escape from the wolves,
but from the amount of trotting I have
seen them do this season in snow up to

their bellies it looks as if the loose snow
was little or no impediment to their speed
while the jumps of the wolves seem to

indicate that they lumber heavily through
the loose, deep snow. The droppings of
the latter show that they eventually get
there all the same as the stools are al-

most entirely of moose hair. It is fur-

ther noticeable that there are few if any
cows with two calves, though in the
spring many indications of twins were
seen. Clearly there has been poaching
somewhere. No fine heads have been got
this season as far as I have seen, and I

must have seen more than one hundred
of those taken. This year the moose
have been almost as tame as barnyard
cattle, and on the Friday before open
season I ran fourteen before sunrise.

Only a week afterwards when I was alone
I stalked into a bunch of seven (the most
I have even seen together) getting within
seventy-five yards of the one furthest

away. Though all saw me they were
careless in moving off. Only one had
horns, and they were poor. As I wanted
a big head I allowed them all to go.
Familiarity with the railway may have
caused this apparent carelessness. The
visiting sportsmen have been few this

year, for which fact I am not sorry. As
the moose have been phenomenally plen-

tiful this season a large numher of visit-

ing sportsmen would have brought more
in their train next year to the great de-

struction of the game next season.

Wolves are reported to be very numerous
among the caribou."

They are troubled with wolves in Man-
itoba as well as in Quebac and Ontario,

and are able to organize hunts even in the
neighborhood of Winnipeg. Last winter

Mr. G. A. Merrick, a well known resi-

dent of the Prairie City, killed between
twenty-five and thirty of these pests in a
radius of twenty miles from trrat place.
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He is likewise organizing- some hunts

during the present winter and on a recent

occasion had a grand day's sport result-

ing in the killing of a wolf. It was a

cold day, the glass registering twenty-

five degrees below zero and a keen north

wind blowing. There were six hunters

in the party with a pack of ten dogs

—

eight staghounds, an English Foxhound,
and an Airedale terrier. Four of the

hunters were mounted and two were

driving. They had not gone more than

a mile and a half from their rendezvous,

ten miles out of Winnipeg, when they

sighted a wolf stealing away from a hay-

stack where he had no doubt been having

a comfortable nap. Although the snow
was three feet deep on the level, with

drifts a foot or two deeper at short inter-

vals, the four riders got well away, and
in three quarters of a mile almost over-

hauled him. He was turned within a

couple of hundred yards of a barbed wire

fence, and the dogs who were much hin-

dered by the heavy going, wTere given a

chance. One of the staghounds man-
aged to delay the animal till the whole
pack dashed in and then the end soon
came, although the quietus was given by

a blow on the skull with a stirrup iron.

The quarry was rescued from the dogs,

and an attempt made to find more wolves.

It was not long before two were seen

away. in, the distance, but a barbed wire

fence made a detour necessary and they

escaped. The foxhound picked up a

scent which was followed for a mile and
a half, but the wolves could not be locat-

ed, althongh fresh tracks were found.

One of the hunters, Mr. Wilford Wal-
lace, , who happened to be by himself,

started a wolf and ran him for three

miles, once getting within one hundred
yards of him. The wolf was big and
fresh, and as the dogs had not been
called up, he got away. In this chase
Mr. Wallace's horse went at a gallop

through drifts big enough to make the

average horse founder at a walk. Mr.
Wallace was mounted on a thoroughbred
stallion on which horse, when hunting in

the same district last year, he chased a
wolf for thirteen miles.

Thos. Johnson, the well known sports-

man of Winnipeg, is the proud possessor

of a pair of black ducks, which he shot

at Lake Manitoba last fall. The birds

are perfect specimens of their species,

which is so rare in Manitoba that a hunt-

er of Mr. Johnson's experience had never

seen any before. They are now in the

hands of the taxidermist.

Of the handy things devised for the

benefit of sportsmen and others who go
into the woods by Mr. Marble, of the

Marble Safety Axe Company, Gladstone,

Mich., there appears to be no end. The
latest is a folding pick attached to the

Safety Pocket Axe. More than ever can
the Safety Axe be now described as "the
handiest tool a sportsman ever carried."

Every one who has tried the Safety Axe
knows its advantages, and there is no
need to expatiate upon them here. No
one who has used it once would ever will-

ingly be without it again. With the

Folding Pick, which can be securely and
instantly locked either up or down and
will stand umlimited service, the useful-

ness of the implement has been vastly in-

creased. It will now be indispensable to

every mountaineer, prospector, miner and
geologist, as well as every camper,
sportsman and guide. When the pick is

folded the axe head can safely be used as

a hammer. The Pick will be attached to

the No. 2, twenty ounce axe after May
first at an additional charge. Even more
than before will it be necessary now to

include this axe in any outfit for the

woods or mountains. It means three

tools in one, and those just the very tools

one must have if any expedition is to be

even a moderate success.

Local naturalists are making some
interesting experiments with a view of

increasing both local and general interest

in the collection of native animals and
birds in the Exhibition grounds at Bran-
don, Man. A collection of Canadian live

squirrels is one of the ideas to carry out
which an effort is now being made, and
with that end in view the capture of a
black squirrel alive from Ontario was so-

licited. A backwoodsman whose advice

was sought as to the best methods of

capture said: "Bait a box trap with

pine, hazel or walnuts. The trap which
is about fifteen inches long by nine inches
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in depth and width should be taken to

the haunts of the squirrels, and nailed or

tied well up among the branches of an
evergreen tree. It should also be covered
with moss or green branches to take

away the appearance of its being- a trap

as squirrels are both cunning and suspi-

cious. The box trap acts with a sliding

door and is held up in position by a piece

of stick. A small piece of green sewing
thread is tied to this stick and drawn
tight across the inside of the trap, two
inches above the floor in such a way that

the squirrel will have to climb over it to

get at the nuts. It can also be set

with a 1 'figure of four" if preferred. A
wire trap is the best. If a wooden one
is used it should be examined night and
murning as the squirrel will soon eat its

way ont."

An important decision has been arrived

at by the Ontario Government with re-

spect to the Temiskaming and Northern
Ontario Railway. The End of Steel, so

far as present contracts go, will take the

line to the junction of the Black and Ab-
itibi Rivers, and it is now the intention

to at once push forty miles further north.

The junction of the Black and Abitibi

Rivers is one hundred miles north of New
Liskeard and over two hundred miles

north of North Bay, bringing up the to-

tal mileage, with this authorized extension

to about two hundred and fifty miles.

The railway is notable as an experiment
in Provincial Government ownership, for

its success in opening up a country
which has proved so rich in minerals as

well as in timber, and in running north
instead of taking the usual trend to the

west. This stretch of two hundred and
fifty miles of railway is a long step to-

wards Hudson's Bay which has been
looked upon with more or less indefinite-

ness as the eventual goal of the line ever

since the first mile was laid from North
Bay. A good many ideas concerning the

North Country have been revised in the

light of actual experiences gained by the

construction of this line, and the develop-

ments which have followed, and it seems
in the light of the present by no means
unlikely that what may be termed a new an-

nexation of the Bay will do much for the

further developments of the great re-
sources of the Dominion.

The sportsmen, and indeed the people
of Manitoba as a whole, are much agi-
tated by the action of the Dominion Gov-
ernment in grantiug a lease of some sev-
enteen sections of marsh lands on the
southern shores of Lake Manitoba for

twenty-one years at $5 per section yearly.

Many people think the Government have
failed to realize the situation, as this

lease means the shutting out of sports-
men generally from some of the choicest
shooting grounds in Manitoba for the
benefit of one man. It is generally rec-

ognized that Senator Kirchkoffer, to
whom the lease was granted, is a true
sportsman, but the mystery as to how
and why the lease was granted at all

deepens the more the matter is consid-
ered. In this case the Dominion Govern-
ment is injuring the Province for no ap-
parent benefit as the small amount of ren-

tal cannot be an inducement sufficient to
justify the granting of the lease. If this

lease is permitted to stand the agita-

tion in favor of the lands being placed
under Provincial control, as in the older

Provinces, will gain much in strength
and compel the Government at Ottawa to

give attention to it. Either that will

come about, or the lease be cancelled to-

gether with the permanent setting aside

of these marsh lands as inalienably the

property of the public. The latter is

the only alternative to a very unpleasant,
if not untenable, position.

The story of an interesting hunting
incident comes from the Province ot

Quebec. Mr. P. Twohey, of Thorne,
near Shawville, who has spent a lifetime

amongst the picturesque hills of that

portion of one of the best of Canada's
many fine gamefields, never until the

last hunting season, succeeded in getting

a deer. His good luck this last time
however, made up for a good many
previous disappointments. In Peter's

own words:—"Itwas a cracking big buck
and I fairly jumped with joy when I saw
him drop after the third shot !"
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Wolves are not only numerous in

Canada but their depredations have also

given rise to much trouble in the States,

and the following sentences appear in

the Report of the acting chief of the

Bureau of Biological Survey (Mr. H. W.
Henshaw) : — ' 'Gray wolves are still

numerous in the West and in certain sec-

tions are so abundant that they cause

much loss to ranchmen and farmers.

Their large size and strength make them
formidable enemies of calves and colts

and even of full grown animals. The
problem of ridding the forest reserves

and cattle ranges of gray wolves was
taken up by the Biological Survey at the

request of, and in co-operation with, the

Forest Service. An experienced field

naturalist was detailed for the work and

visited parts ofWyoming and New Mexico
for the purpose of determining the extent

of the losses in live stock and game and
of studying the methods most effective

in destroying wolves. The protection of

stock on the western ranges, and of wild
game in the forest and game preserves
from the depredation of wolves, coyotes,
panthers and other carnivorous animals
is of such growing importance that it is

intended, if funds are available, to employ
assistants acquainted with the habits of
these animals to visit the several reserves
and contiguous stock ranges for the
purpose of devising methods for the des-

truction of the animals."

In accordance with the unanimous de-

cision of the delegates at the first Conven-
tion of the National Organization of
Casting Clubs an International Fly and
Bait Casting Tournament will be held at

Racine, Wis. in the month .of August
next. This will be the first official series

of events to be held under the rules and
regulations of the National Organization,
and the Racine anglers are putting forth

every effort to make the meet successful

in every way. They have issued a taste-

When writirj? advertisers kind ly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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fully gotten up card extending- a cordial

invitation to all interested to attend the

gathering and participate in the events.

They have elected the following commit-
tees to take charge of the tournment, and
these in their .turn have appointed the

undermentioned gentlemen as their

Chairmen :

—

Program Dr. C. F. Brown.
Publicity A. H. Barnes.

Tournament J. R. Dishington,

Financial C. H. Washburn.
Reception E. B. Hand.
Entertainment A.J. Horlick.

Trophies O. F. Botsford.

A large entry list is confidently expect-

ed. Any club in process of formation,

or any sportsman or angler who is inter-

ested or desires to keep in touch with

the situation can have all information on
addressing A. H. Barnes, Secretary,

Racine, Wis.

To be able to double the producing
capacity of a manufacturing business

after a quarter of a century's existence,

speaks well both for the article manu-
factured and the methods of business

that have been pursued. This is the

happy position of the Enterprise Manu-
facturing Company, of Akron, O., who
are well known throughout Canada and
the States for their prodnctions of fish

hooks and fishing tackle. Founded in

1880, with Mr. E. F. Pflueger as the
leading spirit, it has been successful from
the start. Many of its products were
the result of Mr. Pflueger's inventive

genius and are protected by patents

owned by the company. On Mr. E. F.

Pfleuger's death in 1901, his four sons —
J. E. Pflueger G. A. Pflueger, E. A.

Pflueger and G. T. Pflueger—succeeded
to the management and have since con-
ducted it with such marked success that

extensions are now absolutely necessary.

Some idea of the present dimensions of
the business may be gathered from the

fact that during the past season the

Company sold from one hundred to one
hundred and fifty millions of fish hooks
of their own manufacture—it being re-

peated with emphasis that this is no fish

story. There is a good deal of reality

about the story when it is accompanied

by the building of a five story brick
structure, one hundred feet by fifty feet

in ground dimensions in a business part
of the city. Great as the number of

Americans who follow the "gentle art,"

they are unable to take such enormous
totals of hooks as those quoted, and the
Company's products now find their way
into many foreign countries in addition

to thoroughly covering the North Ameri-
can field. Their fishing tackle catalogue
is one of the most complete ever pub-
lished, and both illustration and letter-

press are such as to make it valuable to

all consulting it. Dealers should send
for a copy of this catalogue, which they
may procure for the asking, if they will

only mention in their request the name
of "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada.

"

The changing aspect of the country
owing to the manner in which the forests

have been and are being cut down is

becomingly increasingly serious in Old
Ontario, and the subject is being discus-

sed with special reference to the large

but spapsely populated townships in the

north of Peterborough county. Lum-
bering, which not so long ago formed an
important industry in those parts, is not
only on the wane but must soon cease

for want of supplies, while much of the

land thus denuded of forest growth is

unfit for agriculture, and if left alone will

soon grow up in a wilderness of brush,

It is suggested that the government
should take the matter in hand, buy out

those who have interests in this rough
land, and seed it down with pine. The
project is a large one, but if conducted on
a large scale by the Government would
undoubtedly pay. In twenty-five or thirty

years the trees would have reached a size

making them of commercial value, and
then, cutting in accord with the latest

forestry knowledge, the pine might be

} Alfred JX. Robertson ^
A A. M I. N. A ; A. M. I. K. S. A

\ NAVAL ARCHITECT \

f 591 St. Catharine St., west, Montreal. f
A (Formerly on the Design Staff of Messrs. Denny, A
V Dumbarton.) V
A Designer ofCanadian yachts "Martell", "Dor- A
y val'

, "Runaway", "Zingara", "Calleroo", etc. V
3^^^-%><*k^^^^^-^^-^^V^§
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CLARK'S
Pork and Beans

Fine

For

Winter

Tasty and nourishing—it is just the food to

build up robust health and to make a good
supply of warm, healthy blood.

Clark's Pork and Beans is a perfectly cooked

and tastily seasoned dieh, which can be eaten cold

or served steaming hot in five minutes. The name
of W. Clark guarantees purity and high quality.

Wm. Clark, Mfr., Montreal

made practically inexhaustible. What
this would mean to the future of the

older portion of the province can at pres-

ent be only vaguely imagined and not

realized. Both directly and indirectly

the benefits would be enormous and
more than justify Government interference

and expenditure. The experience in

this older portion of the Province should

also be a guide to the Government in dis-

posing of the lands in the new portion of

the Province. Ample should be retained

for forestry purposes, and wherever the

land is not fit for agriculture the beneficial

influence from planting such areas with

trees should not be overlooked.

The paper read by Mr. Judson F.

Clark, late Chief Forester of Ontario, at

the meeting of the Canadian Forestry
Association in Vancouver (a summary of

which appears in the December num-
ber of ''Rod and Gun and Motor Sports
in Canada") was reprinted in full in

"Forestry and Irrigation," the organ of

the American Forestry Association. The
second title of Dr. Clark's paper was "A

careful discussion of the forest wealth o^
the Dominion, with suggestions as to its

proper exploitation," which expresses
tersely and completely the objects of the
paper. In the same number is given
particulars of a course in practical lum-
bering established at Yale. Another
important point dwelt upon is the de-

pendence of mining upon the forest while
the progress of the United States in their

forestry work is recorded. Some par-

ticulars of this work appeared in connec-
tion with our account of the Canadian
Forestry Convention, though this refer-

red almost entirely to the west, while
the Government, not satisfied with that

alone, now purposes extending its good
work to the east.

The reports of the wanton destruction of

eggs of wild geese and ducks in Alaska
have roused the States' sportsmen on the

West coast, and they are sending a peti-

tion to President Roosevelt asking for

Fedral protection for the birds and that

efforts be made to punish the "butchers."

When writixg- advertisers kindly mention Bod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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One traveller and sportsman said
;
''They

are slaughtering birds and destroying

eggs by the thousands in Alaska. It is

partly on account of the wanton destruc-

tion of the nests there that ducks are

becomming so scarce on the coast. The
Alaska ducks and geese come south

when the real cold weather sets in. I

know of one man employed by the Gov-
ernment of Alaska who makes more from

the sale of ducks and duck eggs than he

does from the Government. The man
has boasted of the fact. He has a gaso-

line launch which he uses in his work
and goes to the nesting places for eggs.

He takes a small boat around in the

marshes to collect the eggs. He told me
he got eggs by the barrel full and sold

them to the miners for food. Alaska is

not the only place where the nests are

robbed however. There is a great deal

of this work done on the Coast and it

should be stopped."

Mr. L. O. Armstrong writes :

—

Waquekobing Lake in Ontario is the

summer home of a good many sportsmen

and their number is increasing. These
people spend money freely among the

settlers and are popular with them. They
are scrupulous observers of the game
laws . There are a few Indians on a

Reservation near by who came up to

this lake and net for fish out of season.

Everyone of these Indians can get work
at$1.50 per day andupwards. Why should

they any longer be allowed to destroy the

game ? I believe in giving the Indian

the same privilege as anybody else but

no more. Where he can get plenty of

work he should be treated quite as well

but no better than any other citizen.

I was very glad to read Major Hend-
rie's contribution to your Medicine Bag
in the January number'and would like to

add my opinion to his. Those who know
me know that I am a friend of the Indian.

I should have one law for white man and
Indian.

There is another man who needs look-

ing after and that is the white settler who
uses nets and dynamite out of season.

He takes his own share and the share of

fifty or a hundred settlers around him
besides. Public opinion wants to beformed
on this point, so that the Government

will be asked to do what is right by th«

people of Canada.
I would like to have an expression of

opinion from people who are conversant
with these offences and I know that they
are legion.

That there is an illegal traffic in both
game and game birds between Canada
and the States is scarcely open to doubt.
The solution of the difficulty is to make
this traffic unprofitable when it will no
longer be pursued. Deputy Inspector
Game Warden George Shelley, of Niagara
Falls, made a seizure of several hundred
ducks at Chippewa just before they were
taken across the border, and confiscated

the whole consignment. Without doubt
they were sent to Chippewa that they
might be taken across securely by water,

and avoid the supervision of the Customs
officials. The birds were believed to have
been shot along the shores of Lake Erie.

It is alleged that there are launches both
in Lake Erie and along the Detroit River
regularly engaged in this illegal traffic.

If so, it is high time the authorities

traced out this matter and made it warm
for those thus engaged in law breaking.

The Desbarats, Ontario, Wolf Hunt,
will start from Desbarats on Saturday
morning, Feb. 9th. Participants should
leave their starting points in time to reach

Desbarats Friday evening, Feb. 8th.

The conditions are right . Guides and
local authorities say that wolves and
snow conditions suit. They have had a

heavy snowfall and W. J. Smith, son
of W. R. Smith, M. P. P., writes :

"There are lots ef wolves found around
Bass, Island, Patton, and Stuart Lakes,
north of Desbarats." This is, fortunately

'

the exact spot chosen for the Ontario
Hunt. We will encircle Island Lake
from every side, and put our first per-

nament camp just south of it.

The Quebec Hunt must, however, be

postponed. There is barely a foot of

snow now in the great wolf-country tri-

angle, whose base would be a line drawn
between Maniwaki and Nomining, and
whose apex would be Piscatosing Lake.

There is just now a crust that will

bear a wolf anywhere. Then the very

light covering of snow makes showshoe-
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A DAY IN THE WOODS
Gives a keen appetite, but as

every sportsman knows, it is

not always convenient to carry

a large supply of food. TMS

is where BOVRIL comes

ill as it contains in the small-

est possible bulk, and in the

most convenient form for

instant use, the entire nour-

ishment of beef. It makes

an appetizing sandwich or a

palatable and invigorating

drink.

ing difficult, owing to thickness of the

brush, to cover and press down which
there is not enough snow. Add to this

the fact that the wolf gets so much good
food just now in the far back country
that he is not tempted to the front and
that he is therefore at present almost
inaccessible. Sum up all this and you
will have the reason why it is advisable

the hunt in Quebec be postponed until

conditions improve.

There is a very large band of wolves
about Piscatosing Lake about three

hundred in number, roughly speaking, I

am informed by one who helped a wolf-

bound person out of a scrape.

Wherever I have been in Quebec on
the border settlements I have found that

the newspaper wolf campaign has done
a world of good. The wolf is being
trapped, poisoned and hunted with suc-

cess and much enthusiasm. The edu-
cational value of the information about
bounties and the mischievous nature of

the wolf has brought out a crusader kind
of feeling to get at the wolf from which
nothing but good results will obtain.

L. O. Armstrong.

•STANDARD" DOG WASH, ".lls^

DESTROYS
ALL SKIN

X>
v

DISEASES.

THE WEST CHEMICAL CO., 126 Victoria St., TORONTO
Robt. S. West, Perrv, O., U. S. A.

< Established 1880.

The RICHARD BELIVEAU Co., Ltd.

WINE MERCHANTS,
330 MAIN STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

TRY
INVALID CC

PORT,
THE GREATEST TONIC OF THE AGE.

$10.00 per case
(

M
Q
I

gES£8
)

$1.00 per bottle (quart).

The Builder"
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisements will be in-

serttd in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

FOR SALE—In the progressive town of
Lindsay, a bicycle and general repair business.
Up-to-date machinery. Faculties for gun re-
pairing. Excellent prospects. Good reason for
disposing. A splendid opportunity. Apply,
W. Webster, Lindsay, Ont.

HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS—How to train
4ogs to hunt coon, fox, skunk; how to tan
furs, hunt bees, make scent baits, find young
mink, wolf, fox, kill skunk without odor; skunk
farming, etc. Send 90c money order for book.
V. W. Howard, Baraboo, Wis.

WANTED—To correspond with parties who
wi»h to hunt in the Rockies next open season.
Address C. Ellis, Ovando, Powell Co., Mont.

WANTED—Scalps of Moose, Deer and Cari-
bou.—A. E. Colburn, Taxidermist, 1204 South
Main street, Los Angeles, Cal.

SHOOTTNO DOGS—We have some thor-
oughly broken Pointers and Setters that are
as handsome and as well bred as any dogs in
Ameriea. They are trained on quail, grouse,
wood cock, etc., and as snoot in or Dogs there
are none more reliable or satisfactory to bag
game over. We also have some hiehlv bred and
pedigreed puppies, both pointers and setters.
High class pun dogs is our specialty. — The
C. S. Freel Kennels. R., Loogootee, Indiana.

WANTED—A representative in every citv and
town in Canada and the United States, to so-
licit subscriptions for "Rod and Gun in Can-
ada." We will pay a liberal commission to
those whom we feel warranted niacins- the ag-
ency with. This is an opportunity that should
be taken advantage of by any person desiring
to make good money. For further particulars
please address W. J. Taylor, Publisher Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

FOR LIVE Hungarian Partridge, Pheasants,
Quail, Ducks, Geese, Swans, Peafowl. Wanted
live birds. Charles B. Denley, New Citv N.Y.

FOR SALE—Beagles, Fox and Deer Hounds,
Crossbred Bloodhound and Foxhound Puppies
Trained ferrets.—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist, Un-
ionville, Ont. •

FREE—My Sportsman's Guide contains in-
structions for saving all trophies of the Rod
and Gun for mounting to the best possible
advantage. It also contains a complete list of
my prices for all the different branches of Tax-
idermy work. I claim that my work is not
beaten by any taxidermist in Canada. I will
gladly forward references to prove my state-
ment. My prices will show you how' to save
money by shipping to me.—Edwin Dixon, Tax-
idermist, Unionville, Ontario.

FOR SALE—A 11 foot Folding- Canvas Boat.
Never been used. Good reason for selling. Ad-
dress Francis W. Kahle, 229 Washington street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

INVESTMENT—HERALD FREE — Leading
mining and financial paper. News from &U
mining districts. Most reliable information re-
garding mining, oil industries, principal com-
panies, etc. No investor should be without it.

Will send six months free. Branch A. L. Wie-
ner 4c, Co., 61 and 62 Confederation Life Build-
ing. Owen J. B. Yearsley t Toronto, Ont.
ager, Main 3290.

SLAVES of Indigestion and Tobacco, Wont
you let me write and tell you about a Wonder-
ful Root that I discovered on a hunting trip
that cured me of tobacco habit and ind1p-*<«t«r»»

of twenty years standing, C. H. STOKES,
Mohawk, Florida.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
in Canada, beginniner with first issue June, 1899,
six volumes, all in good condition, $5.01 will
buy the lot. lAddress Box C, "Rod and Gtm
in Canada," Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE—One 1886 Winchester Model Take
Down Rifle, 26 in. Octagon barrel, 50-100 caliber, im-
ported stock, fancy finish, checked forearm and stock.
List price $36, will sell for $20. Rifle has never been
used, never saw the mountains, is perfectly new and
just as it was made. H. A. Zimmerman, Eperly's
Mill, Cumberland Co., Pa., U. S. A.

I will exohange two Pointer Pups 8 months old (dog
and bitch), pedigreed. for pedigreed English Bloodhound
same age. W. T. Walsh, North Bay, Ont.

FOR SALE— 1 Edison Home Phonograph. 60 re-

cords, case, etc. i-^xyWizard Cycle Camera, 1 Brownie
Camera. J. L. Heath, Rock Island, Que.

FOR SALE—Hotel, or Club Property, on
Island at head of St. Lawrence. A famous
headquarters for the best bass fishing grounds
on the St. Lawrence River. Fine building,
with three cottages, boathouse, ice house,
dock, etc., all in good repair; charming grove
of fine timber, ten acres of ground. An ideal
Club property, or a splendid chance for a good
hotel man. Buildings lighted by acetylene gas,
furnished throughout, and complete equipment
of bed and table linen, china, glass and silver-
ware. Can be had at a bargain by prompt buy-
er. Addressi—Canadian Locomotive Company,
Limited. Kingston, Ontario.

FOR SALE—Hi"-h Class English Setter
bitch, nearly two years old, partially broken,
has been worked on prairie chickens and ouail.

Pedigree best in America," color black and tan,
will make a grand shooting and -breeding bitch.

The first $30.00 takes her, and this is giving her
away.—Thomas A. Duff. 3 Maynard Ave., Te-
ronto, Ont.

When writix^ advertisers kind ly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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FOX, MINK, Coons, Lynx are easily trap-
ped with the Bentley Methods—many ways on
land, snow and water. Price and testimonials
for a stamp. I caught ninety foxes and seven-
ty mink last fall. It's the only method pub-
lished by a professional trapper. Satisfaction
guaranteed.—Jesse Bentley, honest old trapper,
Arlington, Vermont.

FOR SALE—Mounted heads and antlers of
moose, elk., caribou, sheep, antelope and deer.
—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist, Unionville, Out.

FOR SALE—English Beagles, Pups and
frown stock from the best strains in America,
and England, all pedigreed.—Elmer Tiffany,
Brooklyn, Pa.

FOR SALE — Thoroughbred American Fox-hound
pups. Champion bi ed stock and also grown siock

P. O. Box 285, Port Hope.

COME TO Mountain Valley camp, located in
the wiluest part of northern Mew Hampsnire in
the valley of Indian Stream; those that wish
for the best deer, partridge, rabbit and other
•mall game hunting call on us for further in-
formation. Chappell and Lord, Pittsburg, M.

FOR SALE—In the progressive town of
Lindsay, a bicycle and general repair business.
Up-to-date machinery. Faculties for gun repair-
ing. Excellent prospects. Good reason for dis-
posing. A splendid opportunity. Apply W. Web-
ter, Lindsay, Ont.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
in Canada, beginring with first issue June, 1899,
six volumes, all in good condition, $5.00 will
1»uy the lot. Address Box C, "Rod and Gun
i* Canada", Woodstock, Ont.

WANTED—A Stuffed Passenger Pigeon, or a
well preserved skin.—James B. MdKay, De-
troit, Mich.

IF YOU WANT to have a Successful Hunt-
ing trip next fall, write to one of the most
•ompetent guides in the best big game country
in Montana. Special rates to fishing and camp-
tag parties.—Wm. J. Marshall, Ovando, Mont.

9-4 .

PHOTOGRAPHIC, Operator and Retoucher,
mr Finisher, also lady retoucher and printer

—

strictly first class-^that would like a position
im the West, should correspond with J. F.
Cooke, Photographer, Port Arthur, Ont. 9-1

WANTED—Names and addresses of anyone
desirous of securing a.fiftv dollar Ithaca Gun
free. Address, Premium Dept., Rod and Gun in
Canada, Woodstock, Ontario.

WANTED—The nam* and address of anyone
desirous of securing absolutely free a Twelve
Foot Patent Steel Duck Shooting- Boat manu-
factured by the Michieran Steel Boat Co.., De-
troit, whose boats are unsurpassed in every
particular. Address, Premium Department, Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock. Ontario.

RAW FURS
Trappers, ship your Raw Furs to me. Highest

Prices. Fair Assortment.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST.

Estb'd Toronto Walkerton
18 15 189 5
EXPORT AND IMPORT

C. H. ROGERS, WAl
c
K
I£

T0W

HUNTERS
Wanting Mountain Sheep,

Goat, Bear or Caribou

will consult their interests

by communicating with

ROBT. E. CAMPBELL
LACKJAN. ALTA. 0. P. R. GUIDE. FIELD, B.C

The Best Place to Purchase
YOUR GUNS, RIFLES, AMMUNITION,
SLEEPING BAGS, BLANKETS, RUBBER
SHEETS,PACKSACKS,DUNNAGE BAGS,
TUMP LINES, FOLDING STOVES, LAR-
RIGANS. SHOE PACKS AND TENTS from

Is the old reliable TUq H Dli/C PH I imifarl Write for cata-
firm of liie U. rirVH UU., L I 111KGU logue& quotation

123 King Street East, TORONTO

When writicg- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Ship Your Furs
Dealers, Shippers, Trappers

DIRECT TO US ON GUARANTEE 1

WE GUARANTEE to pay you more money in actual cash in your
pocket than any other Fur House in America. Don't be fooled

byF some unreliable house which OFFERS high prices but
DON'T pay them after they get your furs. We are proud of our
record of 20 years of square dealing and we ask you to look up our

standing by referring to any bank or business house anywhere.

We pay highest prices.

We pay cash on
delivery. We pay
expressage. We want
Fur Buyers.

We have large European orders that we
must fill for our agencies at Leipsig, Berlin aud
Paris. We must pay you good prices. We
want furs from every good section of North
America, especially Canadian and Canadian
Northwest collections. We must have

Fine Dark Mink, Badger,
Oppossum, Marten, Silver
Fox, Muskrats, Fisher,
Skunk, Red Fox, Otter,
Raccoon.

Wherever you are ; whether you have a large number of skins, or a small num-
ber ; or if you know where you can buy a large lot or a small lot—you should ship direct
to us. Don't sell to any one else under any circumstances until you have written us for
our highest prices. We pay the day received, or will hold any shipment separate for ap-
proval if you ask us to. Ship to us to-day. Remember our guarantee and that you are
perfectly safe in dealing with us. Write to-day for price lists.

M. SLOMAN & CO.,
WITH A RECORD OF TWENTY YEARS OF HONORABLE DEALING

118-120 Congress St., DETROIT, Mich.

References :—Any Bank, Express Cc . or Mercantile Agency in Detroit, Mich. Also any reputable
fur house in the U. S.

When writire- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.



THE TRAP
ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA is the Official Organ of the

Dominion of Canada Trap-shooting Association. All communications for this department
should by addressed toW. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap," KingsviUe, Ont.

Tournament Dates
1907.

August 7, 8, 9—Toronto, Ont., Seventh Annual
Tournament of Dominion of Canada
Trap Shooting Association, under auspi-
ces of Stanley Gun Club. Thomas A.
Duff, Secretary-Treasurer, 3 Maynard
Ave., Toronto, Canada.

Stray Pellets

The many friends of the well known trap
shooter, Mr. F. H. Conover, will regret )to> hear
of the sudden death of his father, Mr. Peter
Conover, which took place at his home in
Leamington, in December. Deceased was a fine
type of the old English gentleman and was
held in the highest respect by all his acquaint-
ances. Although he had reached the ripe age
of eighty-four his death was nevertheless a
great shock to his family and friends. We ex-
tend our heartfelt sympathy to the family of

the deceased.
* * *

D. C. Ripley, the well-known trap shooter
of Hamilton Gun Club, was one of the Tigers
of that city which swallowed all the compet-
ing Canadian football teams in 1906.

* * *

A New Year's Day shoot at live pigeons
was held at Blerheim, Orit. The scores at six-
teen birds were—Robert Rumble 13, Jas. Rob-
ertson 12, Reg. Marksby 12, Dimon Garrod 12,

Fin. Robertson 12, Percy Slater 11, Jas. Laurie
9, Albert Marksby 8.

* * *

Jack Marcon's annual live bird shoot at
Lagoon Park, Sandwich, Ont., Dec. 20th, was
attended by a large number of devotees of the
game. One of the features was an old fashion-
ed match, gun below the shoulder, 21 yards
rise, one barrel. Donaldson, Windsor, won out
with seven straight, with Chappell, Sandwich,
one behind. In the ten bird race, Jack Mar-
con won first money with a straight. Young-
blood, Pike and Joe Girard scored nine each
and Joe Marks, Wood and Fillion e ght each.

* * *

W. M. Ford won the amateur trap shooting
championship of the United States at Fraser's

Island, N. Y., out of a field of eighty ama-
teurs, with 94 out of 100, after shooting off a
tie with F. W. Moffatt. The special prizes for

professionals were won by Sim Glover, Ballis-

tite representative, with 96, first, and H. b.

Welles Dead Shot Powder man, with 93, sec-

ond. The shoot was under the auspices of N.

Y. athletic club.
* * *

At the special lOO'-target handicap shoot of
Boston Athletic Association Gun Club, Dr.
Gleason demonstrated that he still has his
shooting with him by topping the list with
96, outclassing all his opponents all of whom
had the assistance of a handicap by added
birds.

* * *

A number of "Over the Border" Thanksgiv-

ing day shoots were held. At Cleveland, O.,
W. H. Heer, the professional, was high with 136
out of ISO. The high amateurs were:—C. E.
Doollttle 186, C. A. Rice 135, R. E. Guessit 131,
R. W. Ewalt 131, J. Seborn 129 and L. Burton
122. At Marquette, Kar., H. Anderson was
high for the day with 172 out of 200. At Gate
City, N.D., Tonsager was high with 35 out of
45. At Johnstown, Lee M. Battlefield slaugh-
tered 92 out of 100 and was easily first. Son?e
of the professionals were at Patterson, N. J.
Elliott broke 92 out of 105, Fanning 7*8 and But-
ler 76. Elliott subsequently broke 148 out of
153,

Gaucho ' (Capt. Du Bray) discusses enter-
tainingly in "Shooting and Fishing" a contin-
uation of an interesting series of articles on
trap shootiugv "the respective merits cf the 32
and 34 inch barrel as compared with the ac-
cepted standard length, the 30 inch. He comes
to the conclusion that in the hands of a large,
powerful, broad-chested, muscular, long arm-
ed man the 32 inch and to a still greater ex-
tent the 34 inch barrel has an advantage over
theshorter barrel. The advantage of the longer
barrel lies in enabling the shooter to align it

more accurately and to discover any inaccuracy
of aim more readily. As to the shooting pow-
er of the long and short barrel there is* little

difference either as to velocity or pattern.
There is slightly less variation with the long-
er barrel. The disadvantage of the long bareel is

that it handles less slightly, more weight and
leverage being naturally thrown in the left arm
and wrist. The writer properly emphasizes the
necessity of the long barrelled gun being built

to balance properly and to avoid muzzle heavi-

ness which would be fatal. It is interesting to

note in this connection that both Gilbert and
Crosby use 32 inch barrels.

* * *

The Grand American Handicap for 1907 will
be held at Chicago. The handicap distances
will be 16-23 yards instead of 14-22 yards • as for-

merly. The amateur and professional cham-
pionship events will be at 200 instead of 150

targets as it was last year. Professionals will

be barred from competing for the money or
trophies in any Interstate Association events
anywhere except the G-.A.H. and the profession-

al championship, at Chicago. The Southern
Handicao this year will be held at Richmond,
Va., and the Western Handicap at Denver, Col.

where it was so successfully held last year.
* * *

The Philadelphia Arms Co., makers of that

splendid shooting arm, the Ansley H. Fox Gun,
has been elected a member of the Interstate As-

sociation.
* * *

The top scores at the Tournament of Pale-
faces held on the erounds of Boston shooting
Association at Wellington. Mass., were Mar-
shall 156, Elliott 153, Griffith 131, Dickey 149,

McArdle 149, German 148, Buffalo 146. Gleason
145, out of 170.
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GUN CLUB SECRETARIES
Who wish to conduct a successful and
systematic tournaraentshould use the

Shogren System Supplies
Squad Score Sheets 16x39 in., $1.25 per 100

Cashier Sheets for tournaments, 25c. per set

Special Report Sheets, 100 on pad - 75c.

Shogren System Score Book, postpaid $1.00

Record Sheets, Crayons, Clamps, Gongs, &c.

Reversible Score Boards
For holding Squad Sheets

Write for free booklet, "How to Conduct a Tournament"

E. B. SHOGREN
942 First National Bank Build nj, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

Most Reliable

TARGET
and a general favorite.

Also quick set traps and extension traps.

Correspondence Solicited.

John Bowron
90 Wellington St. N. HAMILTON Ont.

6DN REPAIRING
Our facilities for Gun Repairing are unsurpassed
by any in Canada, we employ skilled workmen
capable of making a Gun throughout, and our

workshop is equipped with the latest and best

machinery for all kinds of repairs.

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave,, TORONTO.ONT.

The Trap Record for 1907

It may, at the beginning of another trap
shooting year, be of interest to take a survey
of the work done at Canadian traps by Cana-
dian amateurs and we,, therefore, give below a
resume of the best scores at the various tourn-
aments reported dn Rod and Gun in 1906.

We have also compiled the total scores of
the most active amateurs with the average of
each. In this record is included only the
names of those who shot at 1000 targets or
more in the different tournaments and who shot
through the programme for the tournament or
for the day. It cannot be fairly said that this
table of averages is more than approximately
correct as showing the relative ability at the
the traps of the different shooters for the rea-

son that their scores were, for the most part,
made on different grounds, under different wea-
ther and other shooting conditions!. The record
is interesting, however, as showing what a
small per Rentage of difference there is between
most of the shooters named and what a deli-

cate task a handicap committee has before it

in attempting to make a distinction between
them. All these scores were made at extreme
handicap distances and are more creditable

than the percentage would indicate.

HIGH SCORES.

Hamilton Mid-winter Tournament, Jan. M5-
19. 440 targets:—G. L. Vivian 381, Thos. Upton
375. G. M. Dunk 372.

Ottawa, April 16th, 200 targets: A. W.
Throop 193, E. G. White 194, T. M. Craig 190,

G. M. Howard 189. W. J. Johnstone 187, W. H.
Ewing 184.

Toronto Junction, April 12 and 13, 400 tar-
gets—Tryson 368, Bradannaz 3», Dunk 350, Jen-
nings 34,7', W. A. Smith 343, Thos. Upton 341

Ridgetown, April 19 and 20. 400 targets —
H. Scane 36|p. D. McMackon 361, Fred Galbraith
343, C. Scane 328.

Montreal, Good Friday, 140 targets:—W. H.
Ewing 134, Edwards 133, Westover 131, Throope
129, Johnstone 129, Howard 129, Pepin 129, Red-
man 129.

Owen Sound, May 10th, 205 targets:—G. B.
Smith 185. G. M. Dunk U84, W. A. Smith Ml. C.
E. Harris 179, W. M. Morrison 177, H. A. Mal-
lory 175, T. Upton 174, Harrison 173. Mav 11th
105 targets—Dunk 149, Upton 149, G. B. Smith
146, Harris 146, Morrison 143, Harrison 142, H.
A. Mallory 140, R. Luck 140', W. A. Smith 139.
Both davs—370 targets—Dunk 333. G. B. Smith
331, Harris 324, Upton 323, Morrison 322, W. A.
Smith' 320, Mallory. 315, Harrison 315.

London, May 17th and 18th—First day, 200
targets:—R. E. Day 194, H. Scane 194, F. Gal-
braith 191, A. Mahler 190, B. W. Glover 190 W
A. Smith 189, T. Upton 184. Second day, '

200
targets^H. Scane 190, R. E. Dav 186, A. Mah-
ler 184, B. W. Glover 183, F. Galbraith 1S2, W.
A. Smith 182, T. Upton 182. Both days, 400
targets—H. Scare 384, R. E. Day 380, Mahler
374, Glover 373, Galbraith 3T73, Smith 371, Upton
366.

Canadian Indians — Montreal, May 24th and
25th:

—

1st day, 200 targets-W.H.Ewin- 189, D. McMack-
on 18o, T.A. Duff 185, J. E. Jenningsil85, B. F.
Paine 185, P. Wakef ; p' J " e-. nnmont 184 J.H.
Rainville 183, H. Scane 183, Geo. McCall 183,
Geo. Beattie 183. A. W. Westover 18? C. G.
Thompson 181, C. Aubin 181, G. L. Vivian 18C,
E. C. Eaton 180, T. Uptor 180.

Second day, 200 targets — Westover 193,
Throop 191, Ewing 189, Paine 189, Dumont 188,

Beattie 188, Scane 187, Rainville 185, McOill 184,

Vivian 183, C. G. Thompson 183, Wakefield 183,

Craig 182, Howard 1S2, Upton 182, McCall 182,

W. A. Smith 180, E. J. Marsh 180.

Both davs — Ewing 378; Westover 375, Du-
mont 372, Beattie 371, Scane 370, Rainville 368,

Wakefield 368, Throop 366, McCall 36£>. Duff 364,

Thompson 364, Vivian 363, McMackon 362, Upton
362, Jennings 362, Howard 360.

Ayton, Ont., June 6 and 7—First Day, 185

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Gun Club Supplies
at Wholesale Prices

BLUE KuCK.

Warren's Expert Traps $5. 50 each
Bowron Quick Set 7. 50

*'

J. C. Hand Traps 3.75
"

Warren Blue Rocks 5.50 thousand
Bowron Black Birds 5.50

Cogswell & Harrison $100.00 to $200.50
L. C. Smith, American 30.00 to 300.00

We Employ the Best Gun Expert in Canada. This department has lately been reorganized and we
have put an expert in charge who comes highly recommended from the largest Gun factory in the world.

Send us your Gun and Rifle Repair Work We can now guarantee satisfaction to all.

Our New Department in Hardware and Cutlery is up to the Minute. Mail orders filled promptly

WARREN SPORTING GOODS CO., 101-3 King Street West, TORONTO

EXPERT TRAP.

Greener's Hammerless Guns $85.00 to $200.00
Clabrough & Johnston. . . . 45 00 to 100.00

targets^G. M. Dunk 169, T. A. Duff 164, H. A.
Mallory 164, W. A. Smith 162, R. E. Day liJB, A.
Mahler 157, G. B. Smith 155. Second Day, 195
targets—H. A. Mallory 178, G. M. Durk 176, G.
B, Smith 174, R. A. Day 174, W. A. Smith 173,

A. Mahler 165, C. Harris 165, T. A. Duff 164.

Both days, 380 targets—Dunk 345, Mallory 342,

W. A. Smith 335.

Quebec, June 16th, 265 targets—W. H. Ew^
irg 184, G. M. Howard 181, H. des Rivieres 181,

T. M. Craig 176, C. G. Thompson 172, Boswell,
Rainville and Dumont 171.

.Winnipeg, July 25 and 26—Both days, 250 tar-

gets—F. H. Sprague 219, T. N. Williamson 217,

Paul Johnson 216, H. W. Lightcap 211, W. E.

Rowe 209, J. H. Stair 206, F. G. Simpson 2%,

E. K. Cavalier 200, Tom Brodie 197.

Elmwood, Ont., July 6th, 155 targets—H. A.

Mallory 140, G. B. Smith 137, W. A. Smith 132,

Dr. Cook 128, Dr. Perdue 124.

(Clifford; Ont., July 20th, 140 targets—W. A.

Smith 130, G. B. Smith 137.

Drayton, Ont., July 27th, 180 targets*—H. A.
Mallory 166, Dr. Perdue 165, H. Cull 161, G. B.
Smith 161, Dr. Cook 146.

Dominion Tournament, Hamilton, Aug. 8, 9

and 10--

First Day—200 targets—A. W. Throop 190,

Geo. Beattie 190, W. Slaney 188, F. Galbraiith

188. J. H. Rainville 187, Redman 186, Glover

185. Dr. Green 183, G. M. Howard 182, G. M.
Dunk 181, Dr. Wilson 181, W. P. Thompson ISO,

P. Wakefield 180.

Second Dav. 200 targets 1—H. Scane 190, W.
H. Ewing 190, Dr. Stoctknell 189, J. E. Jennings
186, M. E. Fletfiher 186, R. Day 185, F. Galbrai-
th 185, B. Smith 185, Dr. Wilson 164, Geo. Mc-
Gill 184, G. M. Dunk 184, T. M. Craior 184, G.
M. Howard 184, Geo. Beattie 153, Geo. Cline
183. Thos. Upton 181, A. W. Westover 181, W. J.
Johnstore 181, J. H. Rainville 180, J. E. Hovey
£0.

Third Day, 200 targets^-T. M. Craip- 192, Dr
Green 189, J. E. Jennings 188, M. E. Fletcher
187, W. A. Smith 186, P. Wakefield 184, J. Hun.
ter 184, Redman 183, Mallory 182, GaUbraith 182,
W. H. Ewingr 181, Dumont 180, Johnstone 180, N.
G. Bray 180, Hovey 180, R. Day 180, W. P.
Thompson 160.

Three days, 600 targets—Galbraith 555, Jenn-
ings 552 Ewirg 548, Redman 548, H. Scane 547.
T. M. Craig '546, Dr. Green 546, Geo. Beattie 5*46.

R. Day 544, Howard 543, Rainville 542, Dunk Sttl,

P. Wakefield 540.
Stratford, Aug. 6 and 7'—300 tar^etsl—A. Mah-

ler 278, G. M. Dunk 276, W. C. Turnbull 272.
Neustadt, Ont., Sept. 21st—140 targets— G.

B. Smith 131, Dr. Perdue 126.

Clinton, Ont., 0«ct. 10th 180 targets— Roy
Luck 167, Geo. Beattie 164, R. E. Day 163, Fred
Galibraith 162, B. W. Glover 160.

THE AVERAGES.
Name. ' S. A. Broke Pier Cent

G. L. Vivian 1240 1054 .85
G. M. Dunk 2900 %T,2 .887
G. W. McGill 1400 1214 .868
Thos. Upton 2630' 2297 .JB74

A. W. Throop 1200 1098 M
T. M. Craig 1403 1269 .89

G. M. Howard 1405 1274 .893

W. H. Ewlng 1405 1294 .92

C. Redman ... 1200 1075 .896

F. A. Heney 1075 1014 .845

J. H. Rainville 1200 1071 .692

T. A. Duff 1780 1519 .854

P. Wakefield 1400 1203 .86

J. E. Jennings 1400 1261 .90

Geo. Beattie 1200 1093 .911

W. A. Smith 2985 2608 .874

B. W. Glover 1400 1247 .89

R E. Day 1580 1432 .90 .

H. A. Mallory 1725 1484 M

When writiro- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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D. McMackon 1600 1425 .89

H. Soane 2000 1B4& .92.4

F. Galbraith 1400 1271 .90.8

W. P. Thomson 1200 1068 .89

Geo. Dumont ...... 1000 900 .90

A. W. Westover 1000 905 .905

C. Kenyon 1000 856 .856

Geo. S. McCall MX) 888 -888

Toronto Traps

The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley
Gun Club took place on Saturday. Dec. 8th.
There was a fair attendance of the members,
but owing to a driving snow storm orly five
events were shot, including the first of a series
of spoon shoots, at 25 targets. The Spoon
Shoot is a handicap with extra birds to shoot
at, and was won by McDuff, with a straight
score. The following is the score of the spoori
shoot—25 taro-ets—Kemp 15, Fritz 18, Herbert
13', Douglas 23, Buck 24, McDuff 25, Thomas 17,

Edkins 13, Masor 18, Dey 118, Dunk 21, J. G.
Shaw 17, J. A. Shaw 19, Chapman 12, Ely 19,

Thompson 19, Ingham 22.

The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley
Gun Club took place on their grounds on Sat-
urday, Dec. 13. In addition to regular events a
spoon shoot was held at 25 targets, the spoon
shoot being a handicap with extra birds to
shoot at. P. Wakefield with a handicap of one
made 25 straight without his extra bird, thus
winning one spoon. Mr. Ingham, with three ex-

tra, also made a possible with his< handicap. In
the shoot-off for the second spoon, Mr. Ingham
won. The following are scores:

—

Events— 1 2 3 4 o 6

No. targets— 10 10 10 10 25 25

W. Wakefield 9 9 19

P. Wakefield 8 10 9 25 17

McGill ..j... 10 8 9 9 23 23

McDuff 8 6 9 9 24 22

Dr. Cook 8 9 3 18

Herbert 5 5 i6 14

Fritz 10 19

Buck i... 8 24

Dunk e 21

Brown • 7 5 19

Thoimpion 6 6 9 24
Ely 7 9 24 23

Edkins | « 8 7 23
Thomas 7 19

Bey
i 7

Ingham , 7 9 10 25 24

Murray 5' 23

Lucas G 17
Martin j > ...!... 7 21

Dorf 6 19

Townson 24
The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley Gun

Club was held on Saturday Dec. 22nd the day
being fine and cold. As usual, in the sooon
event, No. 4, man" close finishes occurred, Mr.
Edkins and Mr. Williamson made straight scores
—in the shoot off Mr. Williamson won. Follow-
ing score of spoon event:

—

25 targets—McGill 23, Thompson 24, Durk 24,

Cashmere 23 Fritz IS, Kemp 24, Buck 17. Booth
22, Hulme 24, Farmer 19. Marsh 23. El- 24. Insr-
hani 15, Dr. Cook 19, Lucas, 17. Edkins 25, Ho-
garth 20, Mason 23, Wilson 20', Williamson 25,

Townson 17.

The Ideal B everage

(LONDON)

A; Pale Ale, p datable, full

of the virtues of malt and

hops, and in sparkling con-

dition, is the ideal beverage.

Now when chemists announce
its purity, and judges its merit,
one need look no further.

The Riverdale Gun Club held a shoot
Saturday, Dec. 22nd. Scores:...

Events. 10 20 25 20
F. Bredannaz 9 13 24 16
J. Jennings 9 ie 23 18
E. Hirons ...ffi g 14 24
D. Walton j e 15 21 14
W. Brown 9 15 19 17
J. Logan .(...,.. 8 15 19 13
W. Murray 6 16 17 16
G. Logan 8 ltf 14 16
W. Lowe T I® 13
T. Logan 12 U
H. . Hirons 1 U
W. Duncan i...... 12

National Gun Club Shoot

At the last regular meeting of the National
Gun Club a very pleasant evening was spent,
when two of the retiring officers, Mr. W. Tay-
lor, financial secretary. and Mr. A. Parker,
corresponding secretary, were presented with
a beautiful gold locket and gold ring, suitably
engraved. The presentation was made 'by the

?
h
ou
p
r FURS

HIDES -TALLOW
ToJOHN HALLAM
J TORONTO.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

The Balmy Beach Gun Club held its first
shoot of the season on its new grounds or Eas-
tern Ave., just west of the Woodbine on Satur-
day afternoon, Dec. 15. President Draper cele-
brated the occasion by making a straight in the
first evert and John F. Ross followed' suit in
the 25 target event. Following are some of the
scores:

—

At 10 targets—Draper 10, Davis 8. J. A.
Shaw 8, Ross 8, Ten Eyck 7. J. G. Shaw 7.

. At 10 targets—J. A. Shaw 10, Mason 9, Cas-
ci 8, McGaw !8, J. G. Shaw S. Rioss % Draper 7.

At 25 targets—Ross 25, Casci 23, Ten Evck
21, Davis 21, J. G. Shaw 21, J. A. Shaw 20.

When writirg- advertisers kind ly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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OUT-SHOOT THEM ALL

The picture below is that of " Bob " Edwards, the

man who made the old reliable ITHACA, the hardest

and closest shooting gun in the world . He was the

first man to perfect the taper choke and is the oldest

barrel borer in the United States.

^[ We guarantee every gun in every part—shooting included.

^[ We cross bolt our hammerless guns in addition to under
fastening and guarantee never to shoot loose.

IT. We have barrels made special with extra heavy double
thick nitro breech which will stand a bursting pressure
of about 40,000 lbs. to the square inch, thus insuring
absolute safety to the shooter.

% We make seventeen different grades guns ranging in price

from $17.75 net to $300 list.

H We build everything from a featherweight 53^ lb. 20 gauge
gun to a 10^ lb. 10 gauge duck, fox and goose gun.

1} Send for Art Catalog and Special Prices.

Send 2Sc.\for "SAM"
The Finest Dog P/c-

ture Ever Published.

LOCK! BOX No." 13,

When writirpr advertisers kind ly mention Rod and Gun and Mctor Sports in Canada.
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S H OT
"pOR years our Shot has been

giving universal satisfaction

to the sportsmen.

In its manufacture we pay
particular attention to the selec-

tion of the material, making and
finish, and as a result it to-day
has the reputation of being al-

ways up to standard.

Each bag bears our

trade mark, thus :

Ask your dealer for this brand ?
when ordering your shot.

£
•

THE •

MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS 2
COMPANY §

PRTZE. MEMl and GUP MAKER.

Clubs and individuals desiring anytuing along the

above line, or Jewelry, should write the specialist.

JAS. D, BAILEY
JEWELRY PARLORS,

| 75 yonge ST., TORONTO.

president, Mr. C. B. Harrison, or behalf of the
members of the club. Mr. Taylor and Mr. Par-
ker replied with suitable words, thanking the
members of the club for their kindness and
wishing them every sucfcess in the coming lea-
gue shoot. The regular weekly shoot of the
club took place on their grounds on Saturday,
Dec. 22nd. The following are the scores:

—

Event No. 1, 10 birds—Harrison 7, Williams,
Vanduzer 7, Westwood 3.

10 birds—Dr. Vanduzer 9, Roul-
Hooey 7, Davis 8.

10 birds—Ross 8, Waterworth 6,

7, Law&on 5.

10 birds—Turner 7, Jordan 2,

Westwood 5, Cockborne 7-

-10 birds—Waterworth 4, West-
wood 6, Coath 3, Wallace 4, Turner 7.

Event No. 6, 10 birds—Davis 4, Roulston 6,

Westwood 6. Rolbertson 8, Coath 4.

Event No. 7, 25 bird£>—Hooey 17, Westwood
U3, Ross 17, Roulston 8.

Cup event, No 1, 25 birds—Harrison 19, Wil-
liams 18, Hooey 22, Turner 15, Dr. Vanduzer 20.

Cup event, No. 2, 25 birds—Cockborne 20,

Jordon 18, Westwood 12, Wallace 22, Waterwor-
th 19.

Cup event No. 3, 26 birds—Usher 23, Lawson

5, Hooey 5, Dr.
Event No. 2,

ston 5, Coath 1,

Event No. 3,

Usher 9, Jordan
Event No. 4,

Dr. Vanduzer 6,

Event No. 5-

New Year s at London
The Springwood Gun Club held a most suc-

cessful shoot on New Year's day with a splen-
did attendance of shooters. The day was a tri-

fle dark for gunners, but good scores were made
The winners of the high average were: Reming-
ton 1, Day 2, and Graydon 3. The prize winners
in the different events were: Event No. 1, Gray-
don, Day and Avey; event No. 2, Bryce, Webb
and Crow; event No. 3, Remington, R. K.
Walker and Breckon. The scores were:

Percentage handicap, 15 bird events:

—

1 2 3 Ttl.
*Day 86 86 73—245
Breckon 71 70 90—231
Webb 58 90 71—219
Bryce 53 91 8&—230
Simcox 75 66 73—214
Brock 68 73 46—187
R. K. Walker 48 Rfi 93—227
*Glover 8© 86—172
Blackburn 70 55 68—193
F. Brown 68 66 53—187
Avey

i
75 93 68—236

J. Brcfwn 58 63 83—204
Burns 38 63 44—145

Crow 63 88 68^239
Romington 75 80 100—255

R. B. Walker 55 51 51—157

Graydon 88 73 76—240

Joe Bissett 55 53 34—142
*S cr£ito\\

Special event, sweepstakes, 25 birds:—Webb
17 yards, 21; Glover, 20 yards, 22; Day, 20 yards,

19; Crow, 17 yards, 18; Graydon, 17 yards, 19 :

Breckon, 17 yards, 22.

Woodstock Wins Prom Ingersoll

A team match took place between Wood-
stock and Ingersoll shooters at the former city

on New Year's Day and resulted in a victory

for Woodstock by 68 to 60 out of 110 shot at.

Three other events at 10 targets were shot dur-

ing the afternoon. The visiting marksmen were

entertained by the Woodstock club. The follow-

ing are the scores, event No. 3 being the team
race:

Woodstock.
Targets 10 10 10

1J
D. Miller '. ... • q a
J. Thompson • ; r.

J. Dutton 8 *
- 7

Dr. Welford
L. Walters *

*

F. Farlow 7 * i

Dawes § 5 *

J. Maynard P^ y *
£

Ed. Dutton .

'

Walker .-• * ?

John Dawson 6
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T. EATON C°LIMITED

WHEN YOU COME WEST—TO|WINNIPEG
You'll realize the full force of "Westward the star of Empire takes its way."

You'll find a City modelled on Metropolitan lines. You'll also find this great
EATON store—a twentieth century organization—presenting shopping facilities

that are unsurpassed, even by the largest merchandising institutions in Metropol-
itan centres.

At present this large store covers a shopping1

area of six acres of floor space, and is soon to

be enlarged to over 9 acres. Employment is
guven to a small army of 1400 people—during
the holiday week its numbers reached 2000.

Hunters, Tourists, Homesteaders can supply their needs at this^store at a'great
saving 'of time, trouble and money. Price conditions prevail that are equally as
favorable as they are "down East". Selection and qualities are equally attractive.
Our Mail Order system covers this great Western Country like a map. Drop in and
see us when you come to Winnipeg. It will pay you.

T. EATON C°LIMITED
PORTAGE AVE. WINNIPEG

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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More Power
Our "Schmidt" Marine Engines are built like
a watch—they run like one. They do not depend
on high speed for power, having ample bore and
stroke. Slow speed means, less fuel, longer life,

less trouble, more pleasure. We build them in
all sizes 2 to 40 H P. One to four cylinders. Two
cycle and four cycle. Our guarantee (no time
limit) gives you the protection you ought to have.

Our catalogue describes them in full.

MINN. BOAT & POWER CO., M̂ **TE
8
R
A .

FOR 80 SUBSCRIBERS
WE WILL GIVE

A Course in

Advertisement Writing
AT THE

Chicago

School of Advertising
The man who can prepare an advertisement

that "Pulls" can command a salary "Worth
While."

To anyone sending us

Fifty Subscriptions
we will send a

IF(D)Ddlninis}

aiwas BflDaitt
11 foot Special—38 in. beam, 12 in. deep.

20 in. at ends, with jointed oars or

double paddles, carrying case, etc,

Made by the

Life Saving Canvas Boat Co.
of Kalamazoo, Mich.

Iny^ersoll.
J. Staples „,... f g
Janes 2 4
Kirbyson 9 g
W. Staples f ft

R. Harris 6 g
Brebner 6 8
Ruckle 1... ft 1
Partlo 4 8
Cole S
Nichols 5
Harris 6

The Woodstock shooters also won the live
bird shoot by a wide margin, killing 25 to Injg-
ersoil's 12. The birds were fast and the weata-
er none too favorable for the sport. The score*
were: Miller 5, Harris 1, E. Dutton 3, Herbert-
son 1, Dawes 4, Partio 2, J. Dutton 4. W. Sta-
ples 3, Parlow 5. Janes 3, Dawson 4, Cole t.

New Year't Shoot'at Kingsville
A very successful sparrow and blue roek

shoot took place at Kingsville, Ont., on New
Year's Day. The piece de resistence of the pro-
gramme was the case of Sovereign shells kindly
donated by the Dominion Cartridge Co. Mon-
treal. The prize was offered for team compe-
tition and proved a great attraction, bringing
out many of the. old shooters who had not been
seen at the traps for many moons. A large
crowd of interested spectators were also at-
tracted to the grounds. The shells were won
by a team captained by Dory Wigle. The second
prize, $5.00, was won by the team caDtained by
W. A. Smith.

The absence from the shoot of "Injun" Con-
over, Dupont representative, was greatly re-
gretted, but as he was scheduled for Toronto
shoot the same day and could not very well be
in two places at the same time there was no
help for it. "Injun" is the daddy of trap
shooting in Western Ontario and is always a
welcome figure at local tournaments. The day
was very mild for the time of year, altho 1 h

too dull for the best shooting.

Scores at Srvarrows: — Total.

No. of birds:— 5 10 6 £»

W. A. Smith 5 9 5 19

A. Cascadden 5 5 1 11

Delbert Quick 1 & 2 &

Will Malatt 2 5

W. Duggan 2

Windle Wigle 5 3

Howard Wigle 3 3

Dean Du~eran 3

Gordon Wigle *

J. Pastorious *

0. A. Quick 2

Scores at Targets".—

Team race—25 targets—Dory Wigle 21, J.

Miner 21, W. J. Malott 21, Dean Duggan 17, 2.

Pastorius 16. Total 96. W. A. Smith 22, D. Mc-
Kenzie 18, Byron Wigle 20, Tom Pastorius IS,

Windle Wigle 9. Total 87. Nelson Wigle Vi,

Gordon Wigle 17, Monroe Wigle 13, W. Du^gaa
13, Dr. Jenner 20. Total 83.

Sweeps—10 birds—Dory Wigle 7, W. J. Mal-

ott 4, W. A. Smith 9, Tom Pastorius 5. Nelson

Wigle 8.

Live Birds at Essex

Frank Stotts held his annual live bird shoot
at Essex, Ont., Dec. 27th. The day was ftae

and the birds a good strong healthy lot.

Shooters were present from Windsor. Sandwich,
Amberstburg, Kingsville and other local points.

The best shooting was done by Joe Girard of

Petite Cote, who ran through the regular evemta
without a miss, scoring 27 straight. Loui*
Youngblood of Sandwich, the hero of many a
bloody battlefield, was present and as us»*l

had the goods with him ready for delivery*

Jack Marcon, ,the Lagoon Park crack.
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A Safe Gift to Him
There seems to be inborn in every man a love for good fire-

arms. When the annual Christmas question, "What shall I give
him?" comes around, it is always safe to decide upon the

IverJohnson
Safety Automatic Revolver

It is so good and so safe that as many Iver Johnsons are being sold as
of all other makes combined. It's the best house and office weapon,
and the best for the pocket. If the hammer hits against the top of the
bureau-drawer, or catches in the pocket, the revolver cannot dis-

charge. In fact you can "Hammer the Hammer, "without fear of ac-
cidental discharge. Pull the trigger and it shoots quick and true.

Our Free Booklet "Shots" Tells More In Detail

just how the Tver Johnson works,
catalogue goes with it.

Our handsome

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAMMER REVOLVER
3-inrh barrel, nickel-plated finish, 22 rim fire cartridge,

32-38 center fire cartridge, $6.SO

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS
REVOLVER. Sinoh barrel, nickel-plated finish,

32-38 center fire cartridge, .... $7.50

For sale by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealer everywhere, or will be sent pre-

paid on receipt of price if your Healer will not supply. Look for the owl s head on the
grip and our name on the barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS ANO CYCLE WORKS, River St., Fitchburg, Mass.

New York Office: 99 Chambers St. Pacific Coast Branch: P. B. Bekeart Co., 1346

St. Alameda, Cal. European Office: tickhuben 4, Hamburg, Germany.

Makers of Iver Johnson Truss Frame Bicycles and Iver Johnson Single Carrel Shotguns

came down to "show them." Jack, however,
had trained down a little too fine trying to
shake off a cold and he missed a few. Charlie
Thresher of Amherst burg did good work as did
also Rebidoux, the crack field shot of Maiden.
Garnet Wigle of Ruthven, the youngest shooter
of the lot, surprised everyone by proving him-
self to be almost the best. The p-enial Frank,
as. usual, gave everybody a good time, both
inside and out, and when he Dulled one's tooth
as he did in the last event it was, after all,
a sort of painless extraction, whKh did not
hurt much. The scores:

—

Event, No. 1, miss and out—Girard 1, Young
blood 2, Roden Gunn 1, Marcon 2, Stotts 1.

Event No. 2, 7 birds—Girard 7, Youngblood
6, Donaldson 6, Roden Gunn 6. Marcon 5, Thres-
her 5, Rebidoux 6, Malatt 4. Stotts 6

Event No. 3, 10 birds—Girard 10. Young-
blood 10, Roden Gunn 10, Don 8, Thresher 9,

Marcon 7, Rogers 7, Wigle 9, Malott 6, Rebidr."-*-

6, Stenlake 6. Stotts 8.

Event No. 4, 10 birds—Girard 10, Young-
blood 9, Roden Gunn 8, Don 8, Thresher 8, Mar-
con 7, Rogers 5, Rebidoux 7, Stotts 6, Wigle
7, Healev 5.

Event No. 5, miss and out— Girard 2,Young-
blood 2, Marcon 0, Roden Gunn 2, Thresher 0,

Malott 0, Wigle 0, Rogers 0.

Event No. 6, miss and out—Girard 2, Young-

blood 5, Roden Gunn 11, Marcon 2, Thresher 0,
Stotts 12.

HICHFST /WARD
AT ST LOUIS

.=,_- ^ VORLO'S FAIR

Adopted by governments of U. S., Canada and Eng-
land. We supplied every U.S. Alaskan Boundary
Survey in last 10 years. Hundreds of testimonials
from Gov. officials. Naval Commanders. Army Offi-

cers. Prospectors. Explorers and others; the best ever
published. 15 models to select from. Catalog: free.

Write tod av. A0M r r 0|_niNG ^ AT On., ^lAMISBMRC- OHIO

Exeter Gun Club

roho
Th

tv,
H
?
r
2
n

.
Indians held a holiday shootwhen the following events were shot.

Event:- 1 2 3 4 5Targets— 10 10 20 10 10 60

J?"0.
0 10 8 15 9 42

Cashing 10 10 16 9 9 54
Dissett 5
Treibner 8 9 8 9 34
Johns g 10 8 26
Kerr 8 10 19 7 9 53
Carrlck 39 9 6 27
Smith H 7 7 14
Smith Wm 8 9 11 7 5 40
Hartlivb 9 9 15 7 6 46
Stanlake C

i
9 8 8 25

Snndprs 9 9 9 27
Creech 6 0
Salter 6 6
Stanlake N 3 4 1

Green 5 8
The Club will hold their second annual

shoot on Good Friday, March 29th, 1907. Pro-
gramme later.

Wardsville Celebrates

At the New Year's shoot of the Wardsville,
Ont., Gun Club the following scores were made:

Shot At. Hit.
Bert Miller 25 18

A. B. O'liara 25 23

Frank Henderson 25 20

D. G. Reid 25 20

C. E. Lang 25 20

A. Mclhtyre 25 20

Jacob Wilson 25 24

Neil Edwards & *£

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and I otor Sports in Canada.
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Second International

Automobile, Motor Boat
and Sportmen's Exhibition

:. THE ARENA
MONTREAL

APRIL 6th to 13th, 1907

i§ The finest show in the Dominion assured.

]\ €| All the best Automobiles, both of American and European

;;
make will be shown.

* €][ The lattest accessories for motoring, both on land and water

| will be on view.

I ^ Everything for the Sportsman, Explorer,Camper, Canoeist,

• Hunter and Fisherman can be seen.

I . .

™~3

| f| The Railway Companies of Canada are making extensive

exhibits.

I €| Every sportsman, whatever his favorite branch of sport, will

be interested and should attend this Exhibition.

Address all communications to

Automobile and Sportmen's Exhibition
LIMITED

R. M. JAFFRAY, Manager.

309 W. Notre Dame St., MONTREAL

When writirgr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Second Anniversary

January 1 8th, 1907, was the Second Anniversary of the organ-

ization of this House under its present name. That its career has

been one of steady advancement is a matter of history.

What other Raw Fur House can boast of equal progress in

such a short time ?

THE REASON
IS JUST THE OLD FASHIONED ONE :

Honest Business Methods, Prompt and

Courteous Treatment of Shippers

and Highest Prices

the market affords, every day in the year and this is the only old

fashioned thing about this House, which is right up-to-date in all

other particulars.

FURS, SKINS, GINSENG
Deer SkinsCHICAGO IW>** NEW Y0RK

121-129 Michigan Street 1/CV1 vJIYlllO 16 East 12th Street

We charge NO COMMISSION and WE PAY ALL EXPRESS OR
FREIGHT CHARGES on Furs.

Price List and Shipping Tags sent on request.
Ship to New York or Chicago, whichever is nearest.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Mctor Sports in Canada.
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"OFF THE GROUND."
I 1

Just climb up your little ladder, go to bed like other folks, and
when you rise, you are as fresh as the morning glories, with
an appetite ready for a good breakfast. When you go hunting
in the Fall, take a " SUSPENDED " and pitch it high up in the
trees. Game will come around you, as it is a fact, that game
does not look up for the hunter, neither do they scent any

danger in the boughs of the trees.

With a "SUSPENDED" you do not have the worry of tent

stakes pulling up, the wind blowing your tent down, sleeping

in a mud puddle, or rheumatism, with that creepy, crawling
feeling that comes over you in the night.

We can tell you more about it if you will write for our
Twenty pige catalogue. It will tell you ALL about it.

SUSPENDED TENT CO.,
418 E. 43rd Street, CHICAGO, 111. Dept. A.

When writirg- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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Miniature Animal Poster.
Regular size, 14 x 13V2 inches.

A GREAT SERIES OF
ANIMAL STUDIES

In colors, by Paul Bransom, the
well-known animal artist, are now
within the reach of art lovers.
These studies which weie arranged
for a series of covers for the year
1907, are so exceptionally attractive
that the publishers have prepared
some artist pi oofs in large size,
14 by 13% inches of picture surface,
the most happy size for "frame and
decorative purposes. These studies
will be sold at 25 cents each, se-
curely packed, postage paid. We
also give any two of the series
free with a years subscription to
FIELD AND STREAM. This sub-
scription may either be a new sub-
scription, renewal, or extension
Bubscription.

FIELD M STREAM
"AMERICA'S MAGAZINE FOR SPORTSMEN"

Field and Stream is practically in a class by itself. Our former com-
petitors in their mad chase after big circulations have gone out into the
field of the general magazines. Our policy remains unchanged. We are
proud to still hold our place as America's foremost magazine for sports-

men—and by sportsmen, too. That's a point you must not miss. The men
behind Field and Stream are genuine sportsmen, not mere literary theor-
ists. Our articles are practical and authoritative, yet with no lack of
literary excellence, either. The fact that for twelve years Field and
Stream has held its place at the top of all publications for sportsmen,
speaks stronger than a whole book of praise.

A COMPLETE SPORTSMAN'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
By special arrangement with the publishers, that greatest of all

books tor sportsmen, The Complete Sportsman's Guide, by Buzzacott,
the book which has been so heartily endorsed by Roosevelt, Cleveland,
General Miles, and scores of other
sportsmen, and which is unques-
tionably the best, most complete
and most authoritative book ever
written for sportsmen, can be given
with a year's subscription to FIELD
AND STREAM for $2. It contains
544 pages, with a thousand illustra-
tions. It weighs twenty ounces,
and is one complete sportsman's
library in one volume. If you wish
the two animal studies here shown
included with the book, add 50
cents to the book offer. FIELD
AND STREAM, Buzzacott's Book
and the two animal studies will
co?t you $2.50—a great combina-
tion indeed!

Addre-s FIELD AND STREAM
36 West 21st St., New York

$1.50 yearly or 15 cents a
copy at ail news stands.

Miniature Poster. Regular size, 14 x 13% incVs,

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and iilotor Sports in Canada.
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Best Material, Wide Bearings, Polished Brass

Fittings, Split Base, Elevated

Gearless Commutator,

High Compression, Ex-

ceeds Rated H. P.

Guaranteed. Write for Catalog.

A High Grade Engine
at Reasonable Price

Our improved mixing valve gives
ALL the power of the gasoline by
perfect mixture and can be slowed
down so that engine will just turn
over, taking an explosion Every
Time.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

Kvery detail of our engine does its work as
it should be done.

DuBrie Motor Co.
436-442 Guoin St., DETROIT, MICH.

Write for Agent's Proposition.

THE

MAJOR Reversible

Valveless

Marine Engine
,

for

907
1 1-2 H. P. Kugine only,
$33. 15 New features,
better engine, stronger,

more horsepower.

MAJOR
ENGINE

can be used for stationary work. We built and sold

5.000 engines last year. We are building 10,000 engines
this year from 1 1-2 to 20 H. P. If you want agency,
write at once.

Detroit Gas Engine & Machinery Co.
62 Congress, St. E ,

DETROIT, MICH.

FURS
To MCMILLAN FUR & WOOL CO.

SHIP
YOUR

EXPORTERS pi In^(porters r W r"C^>
MINNEAPOLIS, - - - MINN.
WRITE FOR CIRCULARS

Send for Catalogue.

The

William English Canoe Co.,

Peterborough, Ontario.

AT THE LIVINGSTON ANNUAL

Grow Shoot
Our Crow Decoys and Calls were used with the greatest success. 197
Crows were killed in one day by two men, over eleven of our Crow
Decoys. The calls are most natural tone. All Ooods Chiaranteed.
Address—

CHAS. H. PERDEW, SR., HENRY, ILL., U.S.A.

When writirg advertisers kind ly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The Adams Launch and Engine Mfg. Co.
™etang

We if£5 What?
A Snowshoe that you
can tighten. No need
of having a baggy or

loose shoe if you use
the

EMACK
ADJUSTABLE
SNOWSHOE.

Patents Pending

Ladies', well finished $4.00.

Prices for best grades

No. 1. All Caribou $6.00. No. 2 Built for service $5 00

(Tool to tighten Shoe goes with every pair.)

EIVIACK BROTHERS L
T?Alsts Fredericton, N.B

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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Marbles
Reversible Standard

Front Sight

Combines one Ivory and one Gold Bead-
Both beads are the same size and are furnished
in either 1-16, 3-32, or 1-8 inch sizes.

The lustrous convex surface of the Pope's
Island Gold Bead instantly reflects the faintest
rays of light and is clearly discernable in the
early dawn or evtning twilight—adding valuable
•moments to both ends of day and at the most
favorable time for getting shots at big game.

The sight can be instantly reversed . Simply
pull up the bead carrier against the pressure of
the spring until it clears the groove in. ;base

—

then turn it around. u'-rftNfff* *8 81
The tapering sides of the groove take up any

lost motion that may occur through wear and
always keep both beads in perfect alignment.

A dowel near each end of groove engages
with holes in bottom of bead carrier. These
would take up the shock of a blow on either end.

Sold by dealers or direct. Price $1.50. Mention
caliber and model. Send for 56 page, free catalog

MARBLE SAFETY AXE COMPANY
GLAD TON F, MICH U. S. A

Shoot
hard,
straight,
often

—

with
English
Schultze

Most reliable bulk smokeless
powder on the market.

Canadian Agents: The London
& Toronto Trading Co., 37 Yonge
St., Toronto.

The Victor Motor
Marine Engine

Stop for a Moment and

THINK

What Do

Water Cooled

Bearings Mean ?

Your Past Experience

Will Answer You.

In 7 Sizes, from 1 1-2 H. P. to 20 H. P.

THE ENGINE you have been looking for. A safe, sure and noiseless engine. One that will bring you
back. A new and perfect model. Distinctly new and prominent features, such as water-cooled
bearings, making a large saving in grease, the gi ease being al*a\ssi ff. makes it easy to keep the

engine clean. Grooved shafts to prevent blowing from case. End bt arii gs ha ve hall bcxes 10 takeupthe
wear. All bearings babbited with the best babbit. Crank pins have center oilers. Although these are new
fe atures of construction, yet the engine is as cheap as the chep pest of good construction. My main object
was to build an engine for comfort as well as speed. Ao Hot Boxes. I use only the best material and good
workmanship. WRITE FOR CATALOG.

Built by r—•» I I I I I 78 East Fort St.R. S. HILL &ETROIT. Mich.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and >fotor Sports in Canada.
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SHREDDEDW
A CAMP COMPANION

When you go into camp, or start on a hunting, fishing or any other

kind of a trip, the importance of your food supply should receive care-

ful consideration—otherwise you will be sorry you failed to provide

for the appetite you are sure to get.

Shredded Who!e Wheat Biscuit

should go along with you by all means. It is quickly and easily

prepared, and is splendid in combination with milk, cream, fruits,

vegetables and lots of other things. You can prepare it in a dif-

ferent way for every meal—a welcome relief

from monotony. It will do you lots of

good, too. €[ It is made solely of the

whole wheat berry, and contains more
strength and vigor and vitality than any
other food, as whole wheat is composed
of all the elements which enter into the

construction of the human body-
muscles, teeth, bones, tissues as well

as heat and energy. Write for

"The Vital Question Cook Book,"

free. Triscuit is a whole
wheat cracker. Better for toast

than bread and fine with butter and
cheese. Compact and easily carried.

THc CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY, LTD.. Niagara fans, unt.

MAHF in r.AMAna
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Rod and Gun's Premium List
Over $5,000.00 worl-h of Premiums will be distributed FREE during the next

sixty days to our subscribers. The list of premiums comprises practically every-
thing manufactured for sportsmen.

Over sixteen thousand sportsmen receive Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada every month and the list is constantly growing. There are thousands of

other sportsmen who have never seen the magazine but who would gladly subscribe
if a copy were shown them. Every subscriber should therefore take advantage of
this offer and work up a list of subscribers among his friends and acquaintances and
earn some of the premiums offered. We will gladly furnish you with as many sample
copies as you require for the work and do everything in our power to assist you.

For One Subscription

We will send your choice of a

quart bottle of West's Standard Dog
Wash; recognized the world over as

the best dog wash. Or a Set of Ten
Beautiful Pictures, 7x9; just the

thing for a sportsman's den.

For Two Subscriptions

We will send your choice of a copy
of. Fox Trapping, a book of instruc-

tion, telling how to trap, snare,

I
poison and shoot; a valuable book
for trappers. Or a copy of Mink
Trapping, a book of instruction

giving many methods of trapping
a valuable book for trappers. We
will send a copy of each of these

books for four subscriptions. These
books are edited by A. R. Harding,
nicely illustrated and contain 200
pages.

For Three Subscriptions

We will give a Vest Pocket Light
valued at $1.50. Every hunter,
angler and yachtsman should own
one. Or your choice of a King Air
Rifle, manufactured by the Mark-
ham Air Rifle Co. of Plymouth,
Mich. Or an Akron Fountain Pen;
a strictly high grade fountain pen,

absolutely guaranteed; price $r.5o.

For Four Subscriptions

We will send a box containing 25
Van Home 'Cigars; a very superior
brand manufactured by Harris,
Harkness Co., of Montreal. Or we
will send a box containing 50 cigars
for eight subscriptions.

For Five Subscriptions

We will send a "Napanoch" Tool
Kit consisting of knife, reamer, file,

saw, chisel and screw driver, con-
tained in a leather pocket book 4^

inches; manufactured by U.

J. Ulery Co. of New York.

For Six Subscriptions

We will send a Clive Illuminated
Clock, manufactured by the Electric

Contract Co. of New York.

For Seven Subscriptions

We will send your choice of Bristol

(No. 1 , 2 or 10) Steel Rod, with
polished maple handle. For eight

subscribers we will send the same
rod with celluloid wound handle.

For Ten Subscriptions

We will give you your choice of a
pair of Fisher Tube Hockey Skates,

price $5.00; the lightest, strongest,

easiest running and most beautiful

skate in the world. Or a Hunter
E-Z Apart Reel; full German Silver

phospor bronze bearings; price $5.
Or a Stevens No 16 Crackshot Rifle.

Or a Savage Junior 22 calibre single

shot rifle.

For Eleven Subscriptions

We will send a Kodak Developing
Machine, manufactured by the

Canadian Kodak Co. of Toronto.

For Twelve Subscriptions

WT
e will send a pair of 15 inch

"Witch Elk" Hunting Boots, man-
ufactured by Messrs. Witchell, Sons
& Co., Detroit, Mich.
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MANUFACTURERS

BY

ROYAL APPOINTMENT

HARDY BROS.
THE GREAT PRACTICAL ENGLISH FISHING

ROD, REEL AND TACKLE MAKERS
produce the best in the world.

If you want the greatest

satisfaction you must have

A "HARDY" Cane Built Rod

A "HARDY" Perfect Reel and Tackle

8£TThe English Field Says: "It is to Messrs.

Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod

makers."

Hardy Bros. International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 16 cham-
pionships.

Hardy Bros, have been awarded
forty-one Gold and other awards.

M*We publish the finest and most extensive
Catalogue which is sent iree to any address,

HARDY BROS.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND

For Thirteen Subscriptions

We will send a Bait Casting Rod,
manufactured by the Fischer &
Tesch Mfg. Co. of Chicago, 111.

Price $8.00.

For Fifteen Subscriptions

We will give a

Korona Camera, fam-
ous for lens equip-

ment and sound prin-

ciples of con struction

;

'manufactured by the

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
of Rochester, N.Y. Size 3^x4^;
value $11 .00.

For Twenty Subscriptions

We will send your ch6ice of 500
Sovereign Loaded Shells, manufac-
tured by the Dominion Cartridge

Co., or 1000 shells for forty sub-

scriptions. Or a Century Camera,
4x5, including a double plate hold-

er and sole leather carrying case.

For Fifty Subscriptions

We will send a 16 foot Basswood

Canoe, with two paddles, manufac-

tured by the Wm, English Canoe

Co. of Peterboro.

These goods are absolutely new, coming direct from the factories and are fully guarantee d.

We are constantly adding to our Premium List and if there is any article yru w?nt that is not mentioned,
write us full particulars, and we will arrange to get it for you, and tell you how many subscriptions it will be
necessary to send us fo<r it. F]or particulars, sample copies, etc., write to

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."
WOODSTOCK. ONT.

When writirer advertisers kindly mention Eod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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o*tf*Rl0 est Ca^4o4 ,

There are Many Excellent

Canoe Trips in Ontario

Of which we can furnish Reliable Charts,

as well as providing the

Tents, Utensils,
Blankets, Provisions

and the Bait fop Fishing'.

Our little book of information * 1 Tourist
Topics", tells how best to arrange all the

details of a Camping Trip, and we send it for

the asking.

Michie & Co., Ltd.
GROCERS and

DEALERS IN CAMPER'S SUPPLIES
7 King Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Established, 1835.

Collan

Oil..

is an article that

every sportsman re-

quires. It is abso-

lutely guaranteed to

PRESERVE and
SOFTEN, all kinds of

SHOES, HUNTING
and FISHING
BOOTS, GUN CAS-

KS. Asa rust preven.

tory and cleaning oil, it has no super-

ior. Every gun owner should use

it regularly.

Ask your dealer for it or send fifty

cents for half pint sample line to

J. R. BUCKELEW
111 Chambers St. New York.

OUR BIG FREE
^

r CATALOG if you are
interested in boats.

It tells how YOU e*n Duud *

launch— sailboat— rowboat or

canoe by the Brooks System of ex-

act size patterns and illustrated in-

structions—at a very small cost. It

* also tells

5JP_ 2I '*

311 ama-
t e u r s

built boats by* the Brooks Svstem last

year—also quotes prices on patterns

—

knock-down frames with patterns to

finish — and complete kno:k-down
boats ready to put together.

REDUCED PRICES. Patterns of all Rowboats
and Canoes $1.50 to $2 00

—

paunches and Sailboats 20
ft. and under $4 to $5.

From 21 to 30 ft. inclu-
sive Is to $10. Satis
faction ?nrmte*-l
or money refunded
BON'T F0RCc-T r 1 |)

FOR TH e
. C4TV.0Q.

BRHOKS BOAT
MFC. CO OrigiratorPofthP Pxttern

System of Boat Puiid'rg.

4602 SHIPST-, SACIMW, MICH., U. S. A
,(Formcr]y of Bay City.)

"

MSfW



A new model easily and quickly taken apart for cleaning or packing,
md reassembled without the aid of any tool. The " Take Down"

feature in nowpy interferes with the strength or ac-
curacy of the weapon. It has a *6 inch barrel, with
cylindrical magazine. Weight J 3-4 pounds. Send
for Catalogue and full description.

Our Savage Featherweight Sporting Rifle it the
lightest " big game " weapon ever made. Weight ig

pounds. Caliber 25-35, 30-30 and 303.

aims COMPANY,
542 Bleacher St.. Utlca New York. U.S.A.

NOTICE.

To 1907 Boat Owners
Kindly do not decide on a Marine Engine
for your 1907 Boat until you have seen the

Fairbanks-Morse 1907 Models
These will undoubtedly be the finest engines
which will be offered to the Canadian Boat
Builders, and you owe it to yourself to

investigate before you. buy.

MADE IN CANADA. SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
Limited,

MONTREAL. TORONTO, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER,



In camp or field

—at mountain or

shore there is al
1 iyj ways a chance

to enjoy some shooting.

To shoot well you must be

equipped with a reliable

firearm; the only kind
we have been making for

upwards of fifty years.

OUR LINE

Rifles, Pistols, Shotguns,
fyifle Telescopes, etc.

Ask your deal-
er, and insist
on the STEV-
ENS. If you
cannot obtain,
' et us hear
from you.

Send for 140

p a g e Catalog.
Mailed for 4e.n1
stamps to cover
postage. I f a
shooter, 3' o u
ought to have it

Send ti cts. in stamps for Heautifoj Hanger,

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.
365 Main Street

Chicopee Falls, Mass., U. S. A."

Printed by the Sentinel- Review Press, Woodstock, Ontario



Our Vanishing Deer.

nternational Automobile & Motor Boat Show, Montreal



WINCHESTER
MODEL 1907 SELF-LOADING RIFLE

" The Gun That Shoots Through Steel."

.351 CALIBER HIGH POWER
This new rifle which has the thoroughly tried and satisfactory ^Winches-
ter self-loading system, shoots a cartridge powerful enough for the largest
game. It is a six shot take-down, handsome and symmetrical in outline
and simple and strong in construction. There are no moving projections
on the outside of the gun to catch in the clothing or tear the hands and
no screws or pins to shake loose. This rifle is easily loaded and unloaded;
easily shot with great rapidity ; and easily taken down and cleaned. List
price $28.00. The retail price is lower. Your dealer can show you one.

Send for circular fully describing this rifle.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New Haven, Conn.

O»«0»*0«-0-»»»0»*0

ASK FOR

(LONDON)

India Pale Ale

6-

Brewed from selected hops, choice

barley, malt and pure spring water,

with the utmost care. Bottled at

the brewery depots to ensure

proper handling. That is why
Labatt's Ale is equal to the finest,

surpassed by none, though it costs

consumers only about half as

much as imported goods.

D. of C. T. S. A.

Trophies and Medals

Made by us are a
guarantee of value

Jewelry Parlors

75 Yonge St., Toronto

dAS. D. BAI LEY
Sketches Furnished. ^
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Sweet

Caporal

Cigarettes

The purest form

in which tobacco

can be smoked."
—Lancet.

I.V^^^^^Si^^^^^^WW^WMV^IW^WVW^V^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Ross

Rifles

For Target and
Sporting Purposes

The best in the world.

303 Calibre. Military and Sporting Patterns.

Special calibres to* order.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec

When writirpr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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t THE

FORD RUNABOUT
IS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO FOLLOW ROD AND GUN

FORD RUNABOUT, $750, 4-CYLIN D ER, 1907 MODEL "N."

The strength of this car to withstand daily service and hard usage has been
evidenced by the severe tests made by purchasers in every part of the continent.

It takes the roughest roads and across-country tours, and is yet to be
defeated by any car of less than $1000 value or 22 h.p.

It is the ideal car for the man who takes frequent outings, as the car is easily
manipulated, while possessing all the superior advantages.

4 cylinder, vertical motor, water-cooled, 15 h.p. direct drive, 3-inch double
tube tires. Hills taken on the high gear as readily as 40 and 50 h.p. cars.

$750 complete with lamps, post horn and tools

The FORD 6-CYLINDER TOURING CAR
1907 MODEL " K " SELLS FOR $3,500.

We are the largest manufacturers of 6-cylinder Motor Cars. The dominant
feature of this car is its freedom from vibration. The mechanism is perfect, each
part built as if it were our only manufacture.

40 h. p. Tires 34 in. x 4 in. Tread 56 in. Seats 7. 2600 lbs.

Wheel base 120 in. Throttle control. Speed 60 miles down to three on the high gear.

You cannot purchase a more serviceable or more comfortable car than our
$3500 Model " K " at any price.

|

Our Catalog details each car. Compare! the description carefully with any
other you may have. Let your good judgment do the rest.

FORD MOTOR GO. OF CANADA,
WALKERVILLE, OINT.

LIMITED

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Don't be selfish. If

you have smoked the

Van Home

10c Cigar

and like it, tell your
friends about it. It is

for sale wherever Good
Cigars are sold and
smoked by the best

judges of cigars.

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal

Conklin's
Self-

Filling Pen
For busy people.
No bother.
Fills itself.

Cleans itself.

No dropper.
Nothing to take apart.
Nothing to spill.

A dip in ink, a touch
of thumb to nickel

'

crescent and the
pen is full, ready
to write.

All the best dealers everywhere—
Stationers, Druggists, Jewelers-
handle the Conklin Pen or can sup-
ply you if you insist upon having it.

Costs no more than other fountain
pens of best grade. 100 styles and
sizes to select from shown in our
catalog, furnished free upon re-
quest. Any make or style of foun-
tain pen repaired promptly.

THE CONKLIN PEN CO.,
614-516-518 Jefferson At*. , Toledo, Ohio.

Sole Hf'r« Conklin Self-Filling Pen.

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots are best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

6 Miners

They are the

lightest boot on
the market,qual-
ity and material

considered

.

They are made to fit, and wear. They are practically

waterproof—if properly taken care of. There are no
nails or anything to gall the feet. They will not harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU
Ask your dealer to order you a pair or write for cat-

alogue 0.

Witchell-Sheill Company
DETROIT, MICH

Manufacturers of Sporting and Athletic Footwear.

When writir'g advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Panada.
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THE

Bass Bait

This is a high class bait, mounted
with best nickle-plated swivels, finest

quality steel split rings, very best

bronze hollow point treble hooks, all

water fowl feathers tied by high class

workmen, perfect in every way. Has
proven successful in lakes and rivers

inhabited by Bass Sample 50 cents.

Money refunded if not as represented.

Hartung Bros. & Co.
MANUFACTURERS

85 Reservoir Ave,, JERSEY CITY. N.J.

Taxidermists
and Furriers "sisssaf
FUR AND CURIO DEALERS
Every description of work in our line done to order.

Satisfaction guaranteed. All work moth proof.
Game Heads, Fur Rugs, Robes, Navajo Blankets,
Agate Goods, Curios, etc. Rattle Snake Belts, Hat

Bands, etc. Odd and Useful.
Send for new Illustrated catalog just completed.

Taxidermists SuppliesHighest prices paid for
Raw Furs,
Unmounted Game Heads
Snake skins,
Natural Skulls, etc.

Send for Price List

iwholesale and retail)

Artificial Eyes, Felt Linings.
Arcenical Soap, Tools, etc.

Send for New Illustrated
Price List

C. L. MetADOtN & SON
Address—Dept. H., 408 17th St., DENVER, Colo.

Purs, Skins, Ginseng,
Deer Skins

Chicago
12 1- 1 29 Michigan Street

New York
15 East 1 2th Street

M F. PFAELZER, Mgr. N.Y. Branch

Will pay at all times the highest prices and give a fair and liberal
assortment.

Try us and we will convince you. Price list on application.

We charge no commission and we pay all express or freight
charges on furs.

Ship to Chicago or New York, whichever is nearest.

Upon application to our Ntw York House we will mail one of our Price Lists printed in French, which
were gotten up for the special benefit of our French-Canadian Shippers.

When writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Columbia Insurance Company
OF JERSEY CITY

This company issues a floater policy insuring against damage occasioned by
Fire, Explosion, Lightning, Theft and Navigation , at reasonable rates.

For further information apply

GEO. McMURRICH & SONS rLTATB
AS Toronto 1

Two Cylinder 4 h.p. Marine Motor

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF SMALL

MARINE MOTORS AND LAUNCHES
OUR Engines are from the latest and most up-to-date designs, are

constructed by the most skilled workmen and only the very
best material is used, have few working parts, are noted for

their simplicity, durability and strength, easily handled by the
inexperienced and are fully guaranteed. SEND FOR CA TALOGUE.

McKEOUGH & TROTTER, Limited, Chatham, Ont.

When writirp advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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STAG BRAND ALLCOCKS STAG BRAND

FISHING TACKLE
(Established 1800)

Rods

Reels

Lines

Flies

Hooks

Baits

etc.

Our
Tackle
has been
before

the

world
for over
100 years
and
stood the

test.

Fishermen can always rely upon Allcock's Stag Brand Goods. They never fail.

The Allcock, Laight & Westwood Co., Limited
78 BAY STREET, TORONTO REDDITCH, ENGLAND

Send for Catalogue.

The

William English Canoe Co.,

Peterborough, Ontario.

Mountain Climbers

!

Sportsmen

!

Collectors

!

I carry in stock the largest selection of 8xio
Photos of Scenes in the Rocky and Selkirk
Mountains, embracing all the notable viewi of
Banff and the Canadian National Park.

Price 35e. each,
Or 6 for $1.50 unmounted.

North-West Indian and Game Pictures

—

never before on sale—at same price.

. ,
Postal Collectors will find my genuine

Photo Post Cards the handsomest and most
varied on the market. I have 400 subjects to

choose from.

Price 60c per dozen.

."Canada's National Playground," by Percy
T. Godenrath, is a Superb Guide and Souvenir
of Banff and the Park, containing over Fifty
Original Photos. Price 25c.

Byron Harmon,
PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTIST- - BANFF, CAN.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE "EVER CAMP OUT" BED

Price $3.75, $1 00 additional for netting and supports. Light
weight, closely woven tents to cover whole thing furnished.
Write for descriptive circular and full particulars.

This bed is indispensable to the camper, as it
is off the ground, consequently, is neverdamp and is always free from snakes, toads and
all reptile life, and with thenettingtent.issecure
against flies, mosquitos and all winged insects.
It is the ideal camp bed. The cot is strong—it
will hold 500 pounds easily; itisverv light-
weighs only eightpounds; itwillfoid up to
a package 16 inches long by eight through,
consequently is easily carried.

THE "EVER CAMP OUT" BED
is a boon to hunters, anglers, campers,
canoe-tourists, sportsmen, and to the
man who wants to sleep out doors.

GREEN BAY COT CO.
Dept. 338 GREEN BAY, WIS.

2 to 100 H. P.

Nothing Useless Put In

Nothing Useful Left Out

This accounts for our success.

Buffalo Marine Motors are designed and

built to give satisfaction and do it.

Write for 1907 catalogue and get

posted as to new sizes and styles.

Our New Slow Speed Engine fills a long felt want.

BUFFALO GASOLINE MOTOR CO.
1218-30 Niagara St.

BUFFALO, IN. Y.

Best Material, Wide Bearings, Polished Brass

Fittings, Split Base, Elevated

Gearless Commutator,

High Compression, Ex-

ceeds Rated H. P.

Guaranteed. Write for Catalog.

DuBRIE MOTOR CO.
Drop Foi'ge Crank, Bronze Connec-
tion Rod, Direct Acting Plunger
Pump, Piston Rings Pinned in Posi-
tion, Mixing Valve with Float Feed
and Throttle using all the Gasoline
with Wide Range of Speed, Perfect
Lubrication, Exceed Rated H. P.
Guaranteed. S im p le

,
Compact,

Powerful, Reversible.

7* HP $60. 6 HP $9 ).
ME£FIT

Elevated Commutator 'operated WITHOUT
GEARS—positive, simple, noiseless and safe.

DuBrie Motor Co.
436-442 Guoin St., DETROIT, MICH.
Write for Agent's and Boat Builders' Proposi-

tion.
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THE FOND FATHERS
APPRECIATE

OUR SPONSON CANOES

Tf They are the only absolutely Safe Canoes made,
and are an ideal family craft. They never leak, and '

with them ladies can canoe in safety and comfort.
Can be paddled or fitted with oars for rowing.

U Our Catalogue tells all about them, also describes

our Paddling Canoes and our Power Canoe, the

jauntiest little Motor Boat afloat. Send For It.

R. Chestnut & Sons
FREDERICTON, N. B., CANADA

Wnen writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The Victor Motor Marine Engine 1| h.p. up
to 20 h.p.

THE Engine you have been looking for. A Safe, Sure
and Noiseless Engine. One that will bring you back.
A new and perfect model, distinctly new'and pro-

minent features, such as water-cooled bearings, making
a large saving in grease. The grease being always stiff,

makes it easy to keep engine clean.
In the construction of this engine my main object was

to build an engine for comfort as well as speed. I consider
this engine in a class by itself. No Hot Boxes. Grooved
shafts preventing blowing from case. End bearings have
half boxes to take up wear. All bearings babbited with the
best babbit. Crank pins have centre oilers. Although
those are new features of construction yet the engine is

as cheap as the cheapest. I use only the best material and
workmanship. Please call for catalogue before you buy
elsewhere.

BUILT BY R. S. HILL,
78 East Fort Street

DETROIT, MICH.

GUARANTEED F
f^JJ

0

m yv will buy the only natural, never failing and prac-

^fe. a \ i"» tic illy indestructible cigar, cigarette and pipe
1 If lighter everi vei ted. There is nothing to get out

V/ of ord r. No oi —no chemicals of any kind, 'imply
a charred wick, cube of flint, steel wheel and lever

to produce friction. When the fl nt sparking cube or wick is

consumed, it can be replaced at trifli g c st (cube 10 cts., wicks
25 cts. doz.).

The Matchless
Cigar Lighter

LIGHTS CIGAR, CIGARETTE or PIPE
anywhere, at ny time—in
wind, rain or snow—o land
or Sea. THE HARDER IT BLOWS
—THE BRIGHTER IT G LOWS. It

Fits the Vest Pocket
lik a match box—is always
ready and never fai I s to work

Automobilists,
Yachtsmen,

Hunters, Golfers
and all outdoor smokers
should have a matchless
cigar lighter. Try one. If

you don't like it your money
will be cheerfully refunded.
Buy from your dealer or we'll

supply you, postpaid, if he
will not. Illustrated and
descriptive circular free on
application.

Matchless Cigar
Lighter Mfg. Co.,

Dept. 12.

16 John St., New York.
2-3 actual size— With side removed, showing fuse

in position to light cigar, cigarette or pipe.

If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the

(< Club
M

brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art. Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his an of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." it

merely required a little ice ta cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G. F.HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

GASOLINE MOTORS
RELIABLE-REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

Light, simple and easy to operate . only three
moving parts. main bearings babbitted. material

and workmanship of the highest grade and guaranteed
jump spark ignition

.

built in multi- cylinder types
Send to day for Circular "N '

UNITED MANUFACTURING CO.
DETROIT, MICH.

171-175 WEST WOODBRIDCE ST.

THREE PORT TYPE
NOI. 1 - Z\ H P. $49
NO. 3. 3 - S H.P.

NO 5. 5 - 8 H P.

ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR COMPLETE OUTFITS

72
115

TWO FCRT 1VFE
$48H.P.

3 H.P.

6 H.P. (double cylinder} 165
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How\
far
havejW
walked?

Whether you walk' for health, pleasure or
business—on city's streets, in the woods, or on
golf links it is interesting to know exactly how
much ground you have covered. The

American Pedometer
(Carried in the Vest Pocket)

regulates to your step and registers infallibly
the exact distance. It is but iV2 inches in diam-
eter, handsomely nickled and so simple and
sturdy ^as to be almost indestructible.

10 MILE PEDOMETER $1 00
100 " " i.5o

At Sporting Goods dealers. If yours hasn't
it we will send postpaid on receipt of price with
our guarantee. Write for free booklet D.

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.,
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

A Portfolio of Beauties
Gauzy Draperies. Graceful Poses, Beautiful Dreamy

-

Faces. Twelve of the most catchy pictures wc
have ever offered, made in Sepia Duo-tint Prints.

Size 7x10 inches, ready to frame or passepartout,

together with our Art Catalog containing illustra-

tions of over 300 masterpieces, sent prepaid upon
receipt of 5oc. (U. S. Postage, Currency, P O.
Money Order or Express Order ) We are the

publishers of the largest line of Den Pictures in the

world. Address

The White City Art Company
368 Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FREE—An etching entitled (The First Monday)
(or Mother Eve's Washing on the I,ine) given
free with each order. This picture alone sells for
25 cents everywhere. It's a good one.

l^"* HAVE YOU A BIRD DOG?-— THEN YOU WANT

421 Amateur
TrainerBY-*-

ED. F. HABERLEIN.

A plain, practical and concise, yet thorough,
guide in the art of training, handling and the cor-
recting of faultsof thedog subservient to the gun
afield. Acknowledgedby authoritiesand amateurs
alike the most practical book on training ever
published. The author is a practical trainer of
over 30 years' experience whose system is up to
date andstandsunequaled, the acceptedstandard

New; Edition Just Out.-Illustrated.
Comprehensible, popular form, devoid of long-spun
theories, based on practical experience throughout.
Not a large volume of pastime reading matter, but
guaranteed to contain the most practical information
on the subj ect at any price. Sent postpaid on receipt
of price—paper cover, $ | .00: finely cloth bound
And Gold Embossed, $1.50. Address:—
Subscription Department, Rod and Gun in Canada

Woodstock Ontario

Catalogue Free
Write Today

Learn to

derful

Mount
Birds

Animals, Fishes,
Heads, Tan Skins
and Make Rugs.
sportsmen, fishermen,

TRAPPERS AND NATURE-
LOVERS can now learn the won-
rtof TAXIDERMY—can learn to prop-

erly mount and stuff all kinds of game- buds— and animals. Save your fine and valuable
trophries. decorate home, den and office, with beautiful speci-
mens mounted by yourself. Double your interest in out-door
sporst. and enjoy your leisure hours. Taxidermy is the most
fascinating of arts, and is easily and quickly learned by men,
women or boys. The correct methods so long kept secret by
professionals areNOW taught with complete successBY MAIL.

A Very Profitable Business
Huntersand trappeis can greatly increase their incomes by

mounting and selling birds and animals, or mountiii >• for oth-
ers. Many of our students have taken up TAXIDERMY as a
profession.

AIIR CPUflfll Benignly endorsed byleading sportsmen
UUIl dvnUvLi magazines and by the best taxidermists;
is incorporated under the laws of Nebr., and is managed by
skilled taxidermists. Our display of specimens was given
FIRST GRAND AWARD AND NINE GOLD MEDALS at the
great Lewis-Clark exposition. We teach the most approved
methods and POSITIVELY GUARANTE K SUCCESS or charge
no tuition fee. Full course of 15 lessonscovering every branch
of the art. Rates reasonable. We want to send every inter-
ested reader of this magazine full particulars.

FDEC Beautifully illustrated Catalog, copy
rnl.E.1 of Taxidermy Magazine and hun-
dreds of letters from Students. Write for those
TODAY. They fully explain our
school and cost you nothing.
May we send them?

Write Today.
f. SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY,

Amaha. Nebr.

*I0 S Street.
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BETHESDA
The Water of Quality

. From the

FAMOUS BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS

At Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Has Two Important Properties—
As a Still Water it has wonderful well-

proved Medicinal Value, especially for

the cure of Kidney Diseases, Diabetes
and Bright's Disease—for which pur-
pose it is only sold in new half gallon

bottles.

There is a booklet which tells all

about this, which you can procure
either from the

BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS,

Waukesha, Wisconsin. U.S.A.

or from

MICHIE & CO., LIMITED, Toronto, Canada.

As a Sparkling Water In quarts,

pints and splits it is the

American Table Water.

For it not only blends^ perfectly with
wines and spirits, but ft aids digestion,

and removes all uric acid troubles.

The best hotels use it. The best

dealers sell it. If your dealer has not

got it, write direct to

BETHESDA
AT

Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

When writir advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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No. 10. $3.50 No. 14. $5.00 No. 12. $4.00
Size of seat 16x1 19x19 18x17
Height of back from seat 23 : n. 26 in. 24 in.

Height of arm from seat g
l/2 m. 10 in. 10 in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furni-

ture is sold at less, but you would not want it at any price When placed alongside of YOUNGER'S
WILLOW FURNITURE. I grow my own Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I

guarantee strength and durability of every article. As to BEAUTY of this Furniture, it speaks for itself. The
handsome set, illustrated above, sells for $12. 50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow.
That means- coolness and comfort. There is no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and
unhealthy upholstered chair when you ean buy these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $10.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs,

Fancy ('hairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilists Baskets, and numerous other articles.

Special baskets of any st/lemade to order No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points.

W. YOUNGER, 666 YONGE STREET, TORONTO

Young Men and Women

!

Why Not Climb Up ?

Good Positions at Good Salaries await you if you will but prepare for them. We
can help you over all the TOUGH PLACES if you will but do your best and give us •
chance. We have the best men in Canada employed to give instruction in our
courses. Write and tell us just what you need and let us tell you of our plans to
help yon, or clip out the following list and mark the subjects you would like to grot*
strong in and send to us. We will then make the way plain and easy for you to
win out.

Higher Accounting
Chartered Accountancy
Commercial Specialist
Business fetter Writing

and Follow-up
Systems

Arithmetic(Commercial)
Business Practice
Modern Office Methods
Bookkeeping
Stenography
Typewriting
Shorthand
Elementary English
Penmanship
Commercial I<aw
Advertisement Writing
Illustrating
Designing

Cartooning
lettering
Caricaturing
Journalism
Newspaper Reporting
Newspaper Editing
Short Story Writing
Novel Writing
Physicial Culture
Photography
Newspaper Sketching
Figure Drawing
Commercial Design
Catalogue Drawing
Matriculation

(any Univ.)
Teachers' Exams.

(any Grade)
Arithmetic

(High School)

Algebra
Euclid
Trigonometry
English Literature
English Composition
English Grammar
Commercial French
Botany
French
German
I,atin
Greek
History

(Ancient and Modern)
Geography
Physics
Chemistry
Zoology

ADDRESS

W. H. SHAW,
The Shaw Correspondence School

President and Founder. Dept. (R. G.) 898 YONGB STREET, TORONTO. ONTARIO
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ALGONQUIN
ATIONAL PARK

TARIOi

A 2,000,000 ACRE FISH AND GAME PRESt RVE
interspersed with 1200 lakes and rivers. Speckled trout, black
bass and salmon trout abound. Magnificent canoe trips.
A paradise for the camper and angler. Altitude nearly
2000 feet above sea level. Pure and exhilarating atmosphere.

A beautifully illustrated publication giving full
description, maps, etc. sent free on application to G. W.Vaux
Room 917, Merchant's I,oan and Trust Building, Chicago, 111!
F. P. Dwyer, 290 Broadway, New York, in.Y.
T. H. Hanley, 360 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
W. Robinson, 506 Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
W. E. Davis, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.
G. T. Bell, General Passenger & Ticket Agent, Montreal.

A SATISFACTORY
DAY S FISHING IS

ASSURED THE
USER OF A

Carlton

Automatic

Reel.

Every owner of
these reels praises
;hem highly. Cana-
lian anglers who
lave not seen the
Carlton Reel should
ask their dealer to
show them one. If

ypur dealer does not
handle them, you
will confer a favor
by advising us of the
fact.

Our line consists ot reels adapted to every class of
fishing, from the automatic to the light weight trout
reel.

The Carlton Automatic Reel not only increases
the sport, but assures the catch after it is once
hooked. It is almost hnman.
The 9 Multiple is an innovation in reel construc-

tion, the winding spool turning nine times to one
revolution of the handle ; and with our patent exten-
sion handle, a greatly increased leverage is obtained
when required.
Our illustrated catalogue " R. & G." tells all about

these reels as well as others of our manufacture. It

is free for the asking if you mention this magazine.

The CARLTON MFG. CO.,
Exchange St., - - Rochester, N Y.

Canting
aooeimj
ruising

are delightful pastimes

but the perfection of enjoyment

cannot be attained without a supply

of

English Breakfast

BACON
Ask Your Grocer.

F. W. FEARMAN CO., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ont.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.
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Du Pont Smokeless
tor S H OTG U N S and RIFLES

BEST FOR ALL KINDS OF SHOOTING
» INFALLIBLE—SMOKELESS "

The Dense Powder for Shotguns. Always the Same in any Climate.

" New Schultze " and " New E.C. (Improved)"
Bulk Smokeless Powders that are Perfect

MADE IN AMERICA BY AMERICANS.

Shells loaded with the above powders can be pur-

chasedfrom any dealer in any Stale in the Union,

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.

ESTABLISHED 1802.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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STEEL RODS
$J.603 PIECE, CORK GRIP

IO-FT- FLY and 8 1-2 FT- BAIT

Small Profits
Quick Sales

Trout Flies

For Trial — Send Us

\C r for an assorted sample dozen. Onalitv A F1i»cIDC Regular Price, 24 cents. \£Ud,IV M TIICS

30c ,m'£SSS^S^Sn
- Quality B Flies

AAr for an assorted sample dozen. OnaliK; C Fli*>cUl/C Regular price, 84 cents. VUdllly V/ TIICS
AC- for an assorted dozen. Race FliocUJl Regular price, 84 cents. L»a5> I IHCS

Try Our New Braided Silk Enameled Waterproof

Metal Center Line
Size No. 5, 4^c. per yard.

Size No. 4, 5^c. per yard.

Put up in 20-30-4 )-50-IOO yards lengths.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO.
523 Broadway, NEW YORK

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.

HILDRETH 3 H.P. AND 5 H.P. MO I OR

QUALITY
IS FIRST
with us. We build our motor first and
build it of the very best materials, and
the highest grade throughout. Then
we fix the price as low as first quality
will warrant. Others fix a low price,
impossibly low, and build a cheap engine
to fit the price. If you want first quality
Get a Hildreth.

8 sizes, Single and Multiple Cylinders,
2 to 22 H. P.

HILDRETH MFG. CO.
7 WALL ST., LANSING, MICH.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada,
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Safety and Efficiency

that cannot be found in any hammer
revolver of other makes, are united in the

H & R
Greatest Revolver

Value for the
Money

B&R POLICE
AUTOMATIC

IT can be d-avvn from the pocket and fired with great rapidity because the

hammer is sunk in the frame and CANNOT CATCH ON I HE CLOTH-
ING, nor be accidentally discharged, yet. can be readily cocked for deliberate

aim when desired. These safety features are not found in revolvers of other

makes. Shells are automatically ejected—making it easy to reload. Made of the

best materials, finely finished, and with proper care will last a lifetime. The price

is right, too. It costs you $5.50

Specifications : 32 caliber, 6 shot, 3% inch barrel,

or 38 caliber, 5 shot, 3% inch barrel, nickel finish.

The celebrated II & R Hammerless Revolver, $6.50

Ask for the " H & R" if you want a Revolver that will give perfect satisfaction for

or pocket use. Sold by ail dealers in first-class fire arms. If they haven't it, take no
we will send it on receipt of price. Write for catalog.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO., 291 Park Ave. 9Worcester, Mass.

Makers of the celebrated H & R Single Guns

home
other;

GUNS
Rl

AND

English and American

|

SHOT GUNS
All makes kept in stock. 4

AMMUNITION 1

All sizes of cartridges and shot shells

loaded with black or smokeless powder

RICE LEWIS & SON
UJ1ITED .

TORONTO. i

CUS5%,
N0.6

"lor,,

Un Down, When noH""
5

A

'"DerfrialManufac'
1"1

"9

CANADA

You Want j

Best Dry

Batteries

for that New
Automobile 0 r

Launch.
No matter how

good the Engine
is, if your batter-

ies are not right,

the engine isn't

much good.

Better use Best

Dry Batteries
than to wish you
had.

For Sale by the
Best Dealers.

THE
Berlin Electrical Manufacturing Co,,

LIMITED
474 Ring St. W.,

Dept. R. G.
Toronto, Ont.,

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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if

Perfection" Marine Motors I
THE ENGINE OF QUALITY

s

I
F you are looking for an engine that will give you good results it will pay
you to investigate the "Perfection," the best built small motor on the

market. Twenty- live years experience in the
manufacture of high grade machines has enabled
us to produce this engine.

Perfect design, proper construction, and hand-
some finish make the Perfection Motor.

MADE IN ALL SIZES

H. P. $35.00

THE CAILLE
Guaranteed to give good results and we look

after them to see that., they are doing it.

The Perfection has few workingpts > get
out of order, are reversible, and are so simple a child

can operate them. Write for Catalog.

PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
1302 Second Ave., Detroit, Mich.

f

JUST WHAT YOU NEED AT
HOME

For doing the necessary repair-

ing of the " every day " jobs in

your home and doing t.hem

RIGHT—there is no better or

more practical article on the

market than the No. 602

» NAPANOCH

"

Pocket Knife Tool Kit

It embodies all the tools required
—a docket Knife, a Saw, a Rea-
mer, a File, a Chisel and a Screw
Driver. The Bag (which we pro-

vide) holds all the tools—it ean
be carried in your pocket. No
"hunting or fussing " when you
want a particular tool—the NAP-
ANOCH is always "on the job."

Sent postpaid on receipt of price

#2.25. .

Guaranteed unconditionally.

U. J. ULERY CO.,
N 7 Warren St. , New York, N. Y.

G LOVER'S
IMPERIAL

DOG REMEDIES
The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

SICK DOGS.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IM

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA.

FREE BOOK ON
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO PEED

On application to

H CLAY GLOVER, V S., 1278, Broadway, New York,

U. S. A..

WESTERN CANADA'S
Favorite Malt Beverage

:

DREWRY'S

REFINED
ALE
(REGISTERED)

The hunter and fisherman always
ask for it.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

E. L. DREWRY, F
RS°?S Winnipeg.

He can't gfet away
because it s a '»NEWHOUSE TRAP, 1

NEWHOUSE TRAPS will catch and
hold the game every time. ,

Properly tempered springs, accurately
adjusted, do the work. "v ,

Game can't wriggle loose—the clutch
Of the jaws holds the catch sure and safe.*
The most powerful animal can 4 break:

l NEWHOUSE TRAP-or escape.
Write tor catalog Made only by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltd. -

Niagara Falls, Ont.
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66Say, 99

Are you going fishing?

Order a Canoe or Skiff

from

PeterboroughCanoe Co. Ltd

and you will catch fish.

PETERBOROUGH

Canada

Send for catalogue

A Peerless Region for the Tourist,

Camper, Canoeist, Angler
and Sportsman.

A new territory now accessible by rail and of-

fering the best fishing and shooting in America.
Scenery unexcelled, hry- fever unknown, magnifi-
cent canoe trips.

Black bass, speckled trout, lake trout, wall-eyed
pike in abundance. Moose, deer, bear, partridge
and other game during hunting season.

, Handsomely illustrated book tell you all about it sent
tree on application to G. W. Vaux,9i7 Merchants Loan
& Trust Building, Chicago, 111. F. P. Uwyer, 290 Broad-
way, N.Y. T. H. Hanley, 360 Washington st. Boston,
Mass, W. Robinson, 506 Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
w. K. DAVIS, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.
G. T. BELL. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agent, Montreal

Aland of

Lakes and Rivers

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ENGINES OF QUALITY
are theonly kind we build and are the only kind you
want.

Engines that give speed.

Engines to be depended upon.
Engines in which best possible workmanship and

material is found.

Before buying an engine write us for particulars

and quotatious. Built in the two to six cylinder type.

PREMIER MOTOR CO.
H. BIDDELL, Proprietor

256-258 Adelaide Street West TORONTO
We also manufacture high class Stationery Engines.

HIGH
GRADE LAUNCHES

BUILT TO ORDER

Cut illustrates type that is

certain to meet ideas of any-
one desirous of securing an
up to date and well built

boat. Length, 21 feet over
all. Any make of engine
desired installed, but we re-

commend the Premier En-
gine. Same style in twenty-
five to thirty footers.

Write for Catalogue and Quotations NO W.

Geo. H. Buxton 6 Son
256-8 Adelaide Street West,TO RO N TO

GUNS CHARLES LANCASTER
Gunmaker by Warrants of Appointment to

His Majesty the King, H I. M. The German Emperor, H R H- Prince Christian.

"THE ART OF SHOOTING," the Seventh and Revised Popular
Edition, 2/6; postage 6d. extra. Invites application for his illustrated

Gun and Rifle Catalogue and Special Cartridge Lists.

ESTABLISHED AT 151, NEW BOND ST /W. IN 1826.

PATflN QT HAYMARKET, LONDON, S, W.
r H I Ull Wl.j (Opposite the Comedy Theatre.)II,

Subscription Blank.
W. J. TAYLOR, Woodstock, Ont.

Enclosed find Si.oo, for which please send Rod and Gun and Moior Sports

in Canada to the following address for one year beginning with Number

Name

Street and Number or P. O. Box ....*...-

City or Town

Province or State

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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No Matter How Cheap

An Engine is in first cost, if it is not
RELIABLE it is dear at any price.

Any Canadian user of our engine will

be glad to tell you his experience.

Send to us for references, and for Free
Catalogue of our Reliable Cruising
Engines and our Beautiful Boats,

I Fay&Bowen EngineCo.,
«j 96 Lake Street,

I
GENEVA, N.Y., U.S.A.

After Shaving
use

ENNEN
BORATED TALCUM

OILET POWDER
an d insist that your barber use

K0t4 it also. It is Antiseptic, and
^^yaj, will prevent any of the skin

diseases often contracted.

A positive relieffor chapped hands^^^ Chafing, and all afflictions uf
the skin. Removes all odor of perspiration.
Get Mennen's—the original. Sold every-
where or mailed for 25 cents. Samplefree.

Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum. ,

GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark, N. J.

W. W. GREENER, the
english gun maker

THE WORLD'S STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR FIFTY YEARS.

;The Greener Choke, The Greener Hammerless, The Greener Ejector, etc.

FOR FINE
GUNS.

A Few Testimonials.
" I have used your guns here

for the last 20 years, and find
them superior to all."

Alberta, Canada, Aug. 26, '01.

1
' Some years ago I purchased

a Greener gun. It has had very
hard usage and the action to-day
is as tight and easy working as
the <iay Ibought it ; some people
doubt my word when told that
the gun has been in use for 15
years."

Boston, U.S.A., Sept. 14, 01.

AND NOT EXPENSIVE GUNS ONLY.-
GUNS AT ALL PRICES.

Ask for our New Catalogue 24
from the offices of this magazine.

W. W. GREENER'S Guns have been proved in every country and
climate in the world. Every shooting man knows they stand First
for shooting qualities, and being made upon the simplest possible

designs, they are the strongest and the lightest.

W. W. GREENER, Gun Maker, Established 1829

Address : BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

When writirg advertisers kindds JO^oh prarc unf) ptre pon uonumn iCtorts in Canada.
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Summer Trips
ON THE LINE OF THE

I Canadian Pacific Railway

McGregor Bay, from Dreamer's Rock, near Little Current,
Eastern Georgian Bay

Where shall I go for this summer's outing ?

Have you ever been through the

EASTERN' GEORGIAN BAY ISLANDS
an archipelago of islands innumerable and beautiful ; or paddled down those most
accessible of wild canoeing rivers

THE FRENCH OR MISSISSAGA RIVERS?
For ideal sections for Canoeing, Camping, Shooting,
Sailing, Motor Boating, and all that makes Summer
wbttk . Outing enjoyable and healthful,

L 0. ARMSTRONG, Tourist Agent. CP R., Montreal.

f

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE Canadian Pacific Railway
Will this season open up Its

Famous New Line to the

Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay and
French River

Bala Falls, at Outlet to Muskoka Lake

For Canoe Trips, Fishing,
Shooting and Summer

Resort Locations
WRITE TO

L. 0. Armstrong
Tourist Agent, Can. Pac. Ry.,

MONTREAL

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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EVERY SPORTSMAN
SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF THE

£NCYCLCJ

CAMPINC AND CAMPINC OUTFITS
OUTDOOR LIFE PROVISIONS

OUTFITS RECEIPTS CLOTHING
MEDICINE FISHERMEN'S AND
ANGLERS MANUAL HUNTERS'
AND SPORTSMEN'S GUIDE

SHOTGUN SHOOTERS' MANUAL
CAMPERS' MANUAL WOODCRAFT
BIC GAME HUNTERS' MANUAL

RIFLEMEN'S GUIDE
TRAPPERS' GUIDE

SECRETS OF ALL ARTS BOATS
CANOES DOC TRAINERS' CUIDE
GAME REGIONS ' CAME AND
FISH LAWS. ETC BLINDS
WING AND TOWL SHOOTINC

AND 1.000 OTHER SUBJECTS

COMPLETE
SPORTSMAN'S

GUIDE
FREEYOU CAN GET IT

TT is unquestionably the best, most complete and
most authorative book ever written for sports-

men. Contains 544 pages, with 1,000 illustrations
;

weight 20 ounces. Is the only complete sportsmen'

s

librmy in one volume.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SAYS :

"Its chapters on camping and big game hunting are exceptionally
good,

"Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., also thanks you for the note and book
which you kindly sent him."

EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND SAYS :

"Your books are so very practical in their treatment of matters con-
nected with the sport you and I so greatly love, that they cannot fail

to be useful to every sportsman."
GENERAL NELSON A. MILES SAYS :

"Your book is certainly one of the most practical, instructive and
interesting volumes I have ever had the pleasure of reading. I con-
gratulate you on the success it deserves."

SPECIAL OFFERS
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are

enabled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a

limited time and we advise everyone who wishes the book to take advantage
of them at once.

OFFER
A

OFFER
B

OFFER
C

The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia,
Full Gilt Library Edition, sent to any address in Canada, the United
States or Great Britain, postpaid, for $1.12.

The complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia,
together with an annual subscription to Rod and Gun, either new
or renewal, postpaid, $2.00.

The complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia
will be sent free to anyone sending two new annual subscriptions to

Rod and Gun, at the regular subscription price, $1.00 per annum. Your
own subscription and that of one of your friends will be accepted.

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,
W. J. TAYLOR, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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LEE AND SARGENT
MONTREAL

Handle all Kodak Goods as well as the Leading* Plate Jameras

How About a Kodak This Spring? 2^88
next winter, of people met, places visited, good times enjoyed, the memories
it will stir in future years, and we will "gamble" that in a few years money
will not buy your album of snapshots.

Or Perhaps You Have a Kodak ? fStS SK
your results or careless handling of your films ? Send us your next lot to

develop, print or enlarge from and we will show you what careful attention and
"knowing how" will do in the way of artistic results.

Enlarging is a Specialty of Ours ! ^Zg
:l!Z

piZ
well worth enlarging or copying and coloring and a colored enlargement or print

artistically framed makes a perfect gift.

If you want any special little job done, send it to us and same will receive

personal attention.

LEE AND SARGENT ZZL%:°^n\^ Montreal

The KODAK METHOD of Tank Develop-

ment has succeeded, not simply because

of its convenience, but because it gives

better results than are possible by the

dark-room method.

The Experience is in the Tank.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited
Kodak Catalogues at the TADAIUTA On

dealers or by mail. 1 UXtUW 1U, L»aD

THE

MAJOR Reversible
Valueless

Marine Engine *™

1 1-2 H. P. Engine only,

$33. 15. New features,
better engine, stronger,

more horsepower.

MAJOR
ENGINE

can be used for stationary work. We built and sold

5,000 engines last year. We are building 10,000 engines
this year from 1 1-2 to 20 H. P. Write at once for

special inducement to our agent in each locality.

Detroit Gas Engine & Machinery Co.
62 Congress, It. E ,

DETROIT, MICH.

"ROD MAKING"
This book explains how to make perfectly balanced

and finished Bait Casting Rods, of Split Bamboo,
L,anCewood, Bethabara, and Greenuart, used in vari-

ous Tournament Events and Fishing. It gives the cor-

rect dimensions and tapers and explains the secret of

varnish. It contains the Standard Bait and Fly Cast-

ing Rules by which all Tournaments in the United

States are conducted. Hundreds of dollars expense
and years of experience — all for 25 cents in stamps.

Write today. If not a sportsmen yourself, get it for a

friend who is. He will prize it highly. One would
not part with the knowledge it contains for fifty times

its cost. Get in line for the Greatest Sport on Earth !

The World Tournament will be held in our city in

August, 1907. Come and see us.

BENJ F FLEGEL ^ANUFACTURER °F FINE FISHINC fACKLEi

163 Sixth Street, Racine. Wis.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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1 907 RUSSELL MODELS

THREE IN NUMBER
Each striving to outdo the other and each embodying
the most popular and approved designs as displayed

this year at the Great Shows in Paris and New York.

Designed for Canadian Conditions Built to Give Satisfaction

The up to date Features-We have them in all models

Metal to metal disc clutch
Selective sliding gear transmission

Nickel steel in all gears and shafts
The most powerful braking system known

Model D.—2 cylinder 18 h.p., 90-inch wheel base, tires 30 in. x 3| in.

Model E.—4 cylinder 25 h.p., 104-inch wheel base, tires 32 in. x 4 in.

Model F.—4 cylinder 40 h.p., 113-inch wheel base, tires 34 in. x 4 in.

in front and 4\ in. in rear. Double ignition, accumulator
and magneto, accommodation for seven passengers.

$1600
$2500

$3750

Canada Cycle and Motor Co., Limited

TORONTO JUNCTION, CANADA
Branches—WINNIPEG VANCOUVER MELBOURNE, AUST.

When writirjr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts iri~ Canada.
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Try our
Celebrated

"FALCON'
Brand

ENGLISH
VARNISHES

WE HAVE A SPECIALLY
MADE ARTICLE FOR

BOATS and YACHTS
Fresh and Sea Water

2 GRADES OF EACH

ALSO PAINTS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wilkinson Heywood & Clark, Limited
Canadian Branch : 30O NOTRE DAME ST.

FRANCIS C. REYNOLDS, Manager.

west, MONTREAL

BARBER
JUMP SPARI MARINE MSOHKB ENGINES.

Easily started. Run in either direction. Speed control.

Material, Workmanship
and Running Qualities

Guaranteed.

ALSO

Barber Reverse

Wheels.

High Grade, Moderate in Price

MANUFACTURED BY

IMS -

-mm

BARBER BROS 100 GRAPE STREET,
SYRACUSE, »6W YORK.

SUPERIOR

WORKMANSHIP
MATERIAL
STY Lt

Are three of the leading features of every
LAKEFJELD CANOE. if you are
contemplating buying a Canoe next season, be-
fore doing so find out all about our models, and
we feel satisfied we can PLEASE you in EVERY
DETAIL and also as to PRICE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Lakefield Canoe Building

& Manufacturing Co.,
LAKEFIELD, ONTARIO

Limited
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"THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD."
Guaranteed to shoot all smokeless

powders and never shoot loose.

Spiral top-lever and main springs
guaranteed never to break.

Fewer parts in its mechanism than any other and. these parts bigger and stronger. The only double
gun made in this country that ever equalled the best imported makes in workmanship,

balance, finish, etc. SEE ONE BEFORE YOU BUY.

MADE
ONLY BYA. H. FOX GUN CO., Philadelphia, Pa

Not connected with Philadelphia Arms Co.

For Smokers' Throat

Hoarseness, Voice failures, Catarrh and
Bronchitis yield to the one Infallible Specific

EVANS' ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASIILLESJ
FROM ALL DRUGGISTS

Jj

EVANS AND SONS. LIMITED C
Montreal. Toronto and New York

),

rrvmnr rinnr <nnnnnnnrinnnf

The New Vermifuge and
Conditioner for Dogs

CHAMBER'S
CASTRIQUE"
Does not distress the
animal. No starving
required. Produces
healthy skin and
glossy coat. Enables
you to rear the most
delicate puppy or
kitten.

SEND FOR COPIES OF
TESTIMONIALS

PRICE ; 50c- AND $1-00 Per Bottle

EVANS AND SONS. LIMITED
MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK
Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U.S.

When writiro- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun a»d Motor Sports in .Canada.
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ESIV SS^SL

CAMERA
Adapted for plates or films, £1A CA

takes pictures «P IU • %JV
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOG

Vise Photo Supply jX
501 Queen St. W. TORONTO.

ElliottEAR
Protectors

Save the ears when
the Gun is fired

SOLD BY

Ketchum & Co., Ottawa, Ont. ; C. J.

Mitchell, Brantford, Ont.
;
R.Duncan,

Montreal, Que.
; Jas. T. Egan, Hali-

fax, N.S.; Hingston Smith Arms Co.,

Winnipeg, Man.

Canadian Agent %

Edward G. White
85 Wurtenburg Street

OTTAWA ONTARIO

The Empire
A CANADIAN MADE TYPEWRITER

PERFEC-

TION

In its

Simplicity

PRICE $60.00 ONLY.
Manifolding Qualities Unexcelled,

WRITING ALWAYS IN SIGHT
If you require a Typewriter you can find none thn(

will suit you better than the " Empire."

THE WILLIAMS M'fg. Co. r

MONTREAL.

PRACTICAL DOC EDUCATION
is the title of a hook by Thomas C. Abbott re-

cently published, containing some new and
thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or

rather dog education. The methods recom-
mended by Mr. Abbott represent the experience

of the best trainers throughout the country.

The man who masters the principles contained in

this work will be able to train any dog.

The book is handsomely bound in
Cloth and a copy will be sent, postage prepaid,

on receipt of the price, - - $1.00
Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, Bod
3^t?i? o»nada

otor Woodstock. Ont.
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The 1906 edition of Marble's 5
fr
P
ef* Catalog which contains

" HINTS TO HUNTERS," is nearly exhausted.

It is an .article of vital importance to every outer-man, woman or youth. It is
the " boiled down " knowledge of years of woods life.- It will be the means of
saving you many discomforts—and perhaps your life. Send for catalog now.

The Specialities shown here are a few of those which have built up a business
which in 1899 occupied only 600 feet of floor space, to the present perfectly
equipped factory and business departments occupying 30,000 feet of floor space.

The " square deal " and promptness in backing up our guaranty did it.

All of MARBIylS'S " Extra Quality » SPECIALTIES are sold by dealers, or we
will send direct, prepaid.
Safety Pocket Axe No. 2. You can cut down a tree with it and you can carry it in your pocket. 20 oz.,

11 in., $2.50. No. 6, same with hickory handle and folding guard, $1.50.
Ide.->1 Hunting Knife No. 41. Handle of leather and fibre washers, lignumvitae tip ; 5 in. blade, $2.25 ;

t; in., $2.50 : with sheath. No. 42 has stag tip and center. Add 50c.
Satety Hunting Knife. Guard folds into handle and locks blade open ; 4 3-4 in. blade, $3.00 ; Sin. $3.50;

5 in., heavy, $4.00.

Waterproof Matchbox, size of 10 ga. f-hell, 50c.
improve i Front Sight. Having hole under bead it gives a complete view ofobject, even when holding

above. No need of rais'n rear sight. Invaluable for running shots and snap shooting. Beads are
1-16, 3-32 o< 1-8 in. Ivoryor Gold. State model and caliber, $1.00-

Reversible Standard Front Sight. Torevene: Simply pull up bead carrier and turn around. The
tapering sides of the groove take up any lost motion that may occur through wear. Same size
beads as Improved, $1.50.

Jointed Kifle Kod. Sections of brass with iteel joints. Steel swivel at tip. Cocobola handle. State
caliber, $1.00.

Automatic Rear Sight . When not locked down a simple spring in the hinge instantly brings it into
proper position should it be struck on front or back. This allows it to be used on a rifle with a
longfimg boit. The lower sleeve locks the elevating sleeve and holds the disc stem rigid at any
elevation $3.00.

Standard Front Sight . Furnished with beads same sizes and colors as Improved . $1.00.
Handy Compass. Fastens on coat Always in sight. Keeps your directions while walking.
Jeweled needle, $1.25.

5i DELTA AV. GLADSTONE MICH-MARBLE SAFETY AXE COMPANY.

OF THE MANY LAUNCH

BUILDERS
WE were the first to build Gasoline
^Launches in Ontario and we have
always endeavored to EXCEIy. We
still keep the same object in view.
WHEN you buy a launch, you

entrust the lives of Yourself and
your I,oved Ones to the Builders.

THEREFORE
BEFORE deciding, Compare prices
with interior construction, NOT out-
ward appearance ONI,Y. With an
inferior boat and an unreliable en-
gine, you are helpless if caught in a
storm.

WE HAVE A LARGE* STOCK ON HAND OF

CANOES, SKIFFS AND GASOLINE LAUNCHES
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

If desired, we will supply Hulls to Engine Builders or to those who wish to install

their own engine.
Send for Catalogue. Boat Livery.

We will exhibit at the Automobile and Sportsmen's Show, april e-f*AoT

H. E. GIDLEY &CO., PENETANGUISHENE, Ontario, Canada.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FIND TheLENOX HOTEL
IN BUFFALO

MODERN HIGH GRADE FIREPROOF
UNEXCELLED SERVICE THROUGHOUT

Our own rapid Electric Carriages, exclusively1 for
Patrons, operate continuously every few minutes from
Hotel through Business District and to all Depots and
Wharves for principal trains and steamers : : :

EUROPEAN PLAN

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

George Duchscherer, - Proprietor

FOLLOWING is an extract from a letter recently
* received from a prominent Bostonian regarding
a Collie dog purchased from the

King Edward ?

Collie Kennels
}

"I must again thank you for selling Dan to me. ?
I don't think my wife would consider the crown O
jewels hardly a fair exchange for him. He is perfect. •
While he cannot talk very plainly he does whisper. A
"Ha, ha"."

£

Only Prize Winning Collies For Sale, j

For Particulars Address $

N. GORDON}
7 concord ave, TORONTO, Can. 9

The smooth Fox Terrier.

CHAMPION ALDON TIPSTER
(Winner of 30 First and Special Prizes.)

Puppies and Grown Dogs by
"TIPSTER" and other noted
sires

FOR SALE

A. A. Macdonald
Queen's Hotel, TORONTO

Prospectors, Miners, Surveyors, Sportsmen, Everybody
FOR YOUR GO TO FOR YOUR

TENTS,
CAMP BAGS,

COVERS,
CAMP BEDS,

Waterproof Clothing,

FOLDING CANOES,
Canvas Covered CANOES,

CATALOGUE FREE !

GO TO

Sonne's
(Sonne Awning, Tent &

Tarpaulin Co.)

Office:

327 St. James St.

Factory:

329 Craig St. West
MONTREAL, P.ft

LAUNCHES,

MOTOR BOATS,

ENGINES, 2 & 4 CYCLE,

BRASS BOAT Fittings

of all Description.

catalogue free !
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Spring Brings
THAT

" UPSET PLAYED-OUT '9

FEELING
Which is Nature's way of telling you that the system
needs renovating. The winters work—lack of exer-

cise—hasty eating—are beginning to tell. The head
aches—stomach is upset—liver won't work—appetite

gone—just " dead tired " all the time. That's " Spring
Fever."

Abbeyfc
vescentSalt

revitilizes the whole system— purines and enriches the

blood—cures biliousness—keeps stomach and bowels
clean and. healthy—clears the skin—stirs the liver

—

makes you eat and sleep well.

Abbey's Salt is two medicines in one— an ideal

laxative and perfect tonic. It is a combination of

fruit juices. Pleasant to take— quick to act—sure to

cure.

AT ALL DRUGGISTS—25c & 60c a bottle

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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Our Vanishing Deer.

BY THE REV. DR. MURDOCH.

HHE most interesting-

, and at the same
time, pathetic, objects I saw on a

visit to the West were the deep-
worn, but now long deserted, buffalo

trails still visible, and the huge boulders
here and there on the prairie, each sur-

rounded by a deep trench; these stones
smooth worn, where, for perhaps a mil-

lion years, the shaggy inhabitants of

these plains had rubbed an*d scratched
themselves. These appeal strongly to

the imagination; for they speak of glory
departed, and departed forever.

The same feeling comes to one who
loves the woods when, after an absence
of some years, he again revisits a run
way in the northern wilds. One day last

September I struck back from the shore
of Lake Joseph, Muskoka, to hunt up a
pond where, I had heard, a couple of
beavers were at work. Running the
little steam laoinch Midget pretty well up
towards the head of the lake, the guide
and I started west, crossing the Canadian
Pacific Railway and the James Bay Rail-
road tracks, which here run side by side
close to the shore where we tied up the
launch. We traveled along an old lum-
ber road running through a beaver
meadow and cranberry marsh, and in five

minutes we Were in the depths of a wild

uninhabited country, which extends from
the Severn River on the south to the

Rainy River on the north. Twenty years

ago deer swarmed over this entire terri-

tory. Even in 1892 they were still nu-

merous. There are still a few, even in

the country between Parry Sound and the

Severn; but not one where there were
scores even ten years ago, and only afew
scattered tracks are now seen. The old

runways are there; and we followed one
some miles; but the narrow track, in some
places cut deep into the hillside, is no
longer used; is filled with leaves and
fallen twigs, and only here and there

could a recent track be discovered. The
fact is the deer have vanished and are

gone, except a straggling doe and fawn.

The same thing is true in the country

along the Maganetawan, which until

within the last few years was the best

deer country I know of. But there, too,

friends report to me a sad change; the

deer scarce, and camps of hunters with

their dogs at intervals of a few miles.

And what has brought this about?

Why are the deer vanishing over these

vast tracts of forest land?

Not the encroachments of civilization. I
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doubt if there are as many settlers in the

region under discussion as there were
twenty years ago. In travelling along
the government roads where such exist,

deserted homesteads are frequently met
with showing that former settlers have
moved away. This region from the Sev-
ern to Parry Sound is largely uninhabited
and uninhabitable.

Not the depredations of the grey wolf.

In the dark forests west of Commanda
Lake and north to the French River, I

believe there are some wolves. But
south of Parry Sound I could hear of

none!

Not the destruction of theirfood or shel-

ter by the clearing away of the native for-
ests. For though the white pine has been
removed, yet the whole country is now
covered with a dense growth of young
pines, poplars, white and yellow birch

and wild cherry, affording an ideal cover
for game and especially for deer. The
cedar and tamarack swamps remain un-

touched by forest fires, and afford a

warm and secure shelter for the deer
during the storms of winter. In fact

deer cannot do without these swamps.
Few even of those who hunt deer and
have assisted in dressing them know that

our deer have no gall gland. It is for

this reason, and to supply this lack, that

deer must have the bitter browse found in

these swamps. They are especially fond
of pine needles; and when the lumber-
men fell a tree the deer are on hand, as
soon as the men quit work in the evening,
to feed during the night. This is the

reason that deer kept in parks do not
thrive. The men in charge do not know
enough to supply this essential part of a

deer's diet; so they soon pine away. I

saw in the Zoological Gardens in London
one of our Canadian deer. He was a
poor little specimen, and would not
weigh more than sixty pounds though he
was, by his horns, a mature buck. I

was ashamed to let anyone know that it

was a Canadian deer!

In fact the whole of Northern Ontario
south of the Canadian Pacific Railway is

ideally fitted to be the home of tens of

thousands of deer, even as it used
to be at a comparatively recent date.

Why then are the deer vanishing?
The answer is DOG! D-O-G'.f And I

was almost going to say Hog.*
I am not unmindful of the increased

number of enemies that deer have had to

encounter in recent years; the increase in

the number of summer tourists, some of
whom at least are not always careful to

observe the game laws; the multiplication

of rifles and guns of all descriptions in

the hands of irresponsible parties; the

formation of unnumbered Gun Clubs the

members of which with their camp fol-

lowers invade the woods in increasing

numbers.
But after an experience in hunting

deer with dogs and without them (for

the last twenty-five years without them)
extending over forty years I know what
I am talking about when I affirm that the

use of hounds in hunting has been the

chief cause of the rapid depletion of our
forests of this, the noblest of our Cana-
dian game. While as I have said this is

not the only cause it is the chief cause.

You may tinker the game laws as you
like; but if hounding is not stopped, and
stopped soon, the deer, outside of the

Algonquin Park, will continue to vanish

until they will be like the wild pigeon and
the buffalo, only the memories of long

ago.

Closely associated with the hound in

the destruction of the deer is the Gun
Club, where a dozen or more take their

hounds and camp followers and settle

down in a locality which they systemat-

ically hunt until they clean out the deer;

and then they move on to pastures new.
In -the year 1892 I saw the work of

such a Club from Pittsburg, Pa. They
were camped on the Severn near the Lost

Channel about twelve miles up from the

mouth. They had a pack of hounds,

colored cooks and a numerous retinue of

attendants. They had men underbrush

paths to the runways, and erect comfort-

able seats at convenient points. Then
the guides distributed the hounds at in-

tervals through the woods, and the

slaughter began. Fawns were shot and
left to rot where they fell, or fed to the

dogs. They cleaned out that entire lo-

cality and then moved on. There were a

few deer still remaining when I was
there. I managed to shoot one; (I. could

have shot two fawns) but when my com-
panions went back two years afterwards

fDogs can penetrate into the dense swamps and windfalls, and drive out the deer from these their natura 1

hiding places, where the still hunter must be content 10 leave them,
When some years ago. firms carried on lumbering in the Moon River country, they had two skilled hunters

employed all winter shooting deer for their camps. This is only one example of the hog.
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they did not get a deer. The Pittsburg

Club had gone, but so had the deer!

My companion of last September
pointed out to me a small lake we passed

where the Maple Leaf Club (I do not

know whence they came) had built their

camp and had hunted deer with hounds.

They had certainly made a clean sweep
before they moved on.

I am not going- to theorize about dog
or no dog. We are confronted not with

a theory but with a condition: deer van-

ishing from favored localities where they

were until recently numerous.
Look at the question

of game protection

from the point of Geo-

graphy. There is a

false assumption that

because our heritage of

unexplored forest and
lake, extends almost to

James Bay, that, there-

fore,] the deer territory

tSi ! ipracticallyunlimited.

This is 1 entirely erron-

eous, i iU:/Ji''

The Habitat of the

Red Deer in Ontario is

practically bounded by
the Kingston and Pem-
broke Railroad on the

east, the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway on the

north, the Severn on
the south and the

Georgian Bay on the

west. There are a few
deer north of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way,, but they have to fight a hard battle

with the great depth of snow and the

timber wolves, f

As one goes north of Lake Nipissing
the deer give place to the lordly Moose
fitted by Nature to cope both with the

wolves and the deep snow.
Now this small area which I have de-

scribed as the special home of the deer is

penetrated by a number of railroads:

The Kingston and Pembroke Railroad
runs through what was one of the grand-
est deer countries in Ontario, penetrat-
ing to the head waters of the Mississippi
and Fall Rivers. There is a railway
clear up to Haliburton; and another to

Coe's Hill. There is the Grand Trunk to

REV. DR. MURDOCH

North Bay; and more recently the Can-
ada Atlantic from Parry Sound running
down through the Algonquin Park and
crossing the Kingston and Pembroke at

Renfrew. And now, within the past two
years and just opening for traffic, we find

two new Railroads, the Canadian Pacific

Railway and the James Bay Railway run-

ning west of the Muskoka Lakes, and
cutting right into the last refuge of 0111

Ontario deer, penetrating a large tract ot

country that hitherto could be reached
by the hunter only after a long wagon
ride over rough roads. These new roads

cross the Maganetawan
in the neighborhood of

Deer Lake, cross some-
where about Wolf
River, pass through a

splendid forest land

west of Commanda
Lake and so go on to

the north. The last

time I hunted on the

M a g a netawan near

Whitestone, I drove
from Amic Harbor, a

d i stance of fourteen

miles. Were I to go
back next fall the Rail-

road would land me
right at the hunting
ground.
Look at this question

of hounding deer in the

light of the experience

and mature judgment of

the sportsmen of our

as well as thos3 of the

without exception.

Every Province of the Dominion, ex-

cept Quebec, and every State of the Un-
ion has long since found it absolutely

necessary to put a stop to hounding
deer. I say except Quebec; but there

dogs are allowed for only ten days; from
October 20th till the end of the month.
This too, only in restricted areas. Is the

universal verdict of our brother sports-

men in all these States and Provinces

wrong? Are the Solons who here tell us

that our Canadian deer really enjoy run-

ning with heaving sides and tongues loll-

ing from their mouths, to plunge into the

icy waters of a lake;* are these alone

right?

sister Provinces
Northern States

+1 saw on an island in Temagami L,ake the hair and a scrap of the skin of a deer that had been killed the pre-
vious winter by the wolves.

*L,ast ovember a buck hard pressed finally took to an ice fringed lake, waded along the shore for some dis-
tance till he came to a bay, He then lay down in water about four feet deep among some logs and drift wood
hiding from doars. From deer thus chilled if they survive at all, the hair drops off in, large patches, and they
perish of cold when winter sets in.
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And then another most unsportsman-
like and cruel thing- of which the Ontario
hunter is alone guilty, is the shooting of
fawns, that is deer under a year old.

The fact is that the fawns brought down
by our hunters are barely five months old

when killed. I saw one killed with the

red hairs of its baby coat still adhering-

.

It was not much bigger than a Jack
rabbit! Even Quebec that allows hound-
ing during ten days of the warmest part

of the open season, draws the line at

fawns.

I have actually heard the objection

raisecl by a grown up man: "But how
am I to distinguish a fawn from a lawful

deer?" Any man who cannot tell a fawn
from a grown up deer as far as he can
see an ear or a tail or even the outline of
the back had better take a few lessons

from an experienced hunter. That is

just one more objection to hounding; it

does not lend itself to the training of a
race of self-reliant woodsmen. Any
duffer can have a guide place him on a
runway and can blaze away at a passing
deer, making sure that the guide will

call and get him back to camp without
his getting lost. But such a man will

never know the joy of getting out alone
in the still, solemn forest, with the dead
leaves falling around him, and the fra-

grance of the autumn woods in his nos-
trils, pitting himself against the cunning
of an old buck, every sense on the alert,

his eye scanningevery nook, watching the
direction of the faint breeze, feeling at

every step with the toe of his "botte sau-

voge" lest he break a twig; and then at

length to see the gleam of an antler, and
by a well placed and merciful shot to

drop the buck in his tracks! No, the
still hunter alone is the one who knows
anything about the real joys of our Can-
adian forests and streams, or who can
understand the poet when he sings:

"There is pleasure in the pathless wood,
"There is a rapture on the lonely shore!"

And in addition to the prohibition of
hounding and doing it at once, and
making it a criminal offence to shoot a
fawn, there are other restrictions that

would greatly help the re-stocking of

these depleted solitudes with deer:

A check placed upon the indiscriminate

slaughter of the deer by Indians and
settlers * at all seasons of the year.

The appointment of competent and en-

ergetic Game Wardens, and the appoint-

ment of a sufficient number of them to

practically cover the ground, and to in-

sist that these men keep moving over the

game country. These men should be
permanent and well paid Government
officials. They should be appointed not

by political favor but for their fitness and
integrity. A local man is simply no
good. I know of an instance where the

Game Warden lives in the settlement he
is supposed to watch. He is related by
marriage or otherwise to almost every

family in the locality; and he himself is

one of the chief offenders against the

game laws. There is supposed to be a
game warden and fisheries inspector

for the Lake Joseph district. Yet the

guide of whom I spoke gave me the

name and address of a man who had six

salmon trout nets in Lake Joseph in the

autumn of 1905 and who shipped his

catch in boxes to Toronto.

Let every dollar of the thousands col-

lected each year for shooting permits go
to paying for game protection. If more
money is needed charge more for permits.

Let the Chief Game Warden see to it

that his subordinates do their duty. Let

him remember that the game laws will

never be enforced from an arm chair in

the Parliament Buildings, nor by men
appointed by political favor. If the pres-

ent Government of Ontario will make as

great an improvement in the adminis-

trating of the game laws as they have in

improving and enforcing the liquor laws

of our Province they will earn and re-

ceive the lasting benedictions of all

who love and are proud of the glories of

our Canadian woods, and who desire to

think that their children and children's

children will still have a heritage in the

splendid deer which are now threatened

with speedy extinction over large areas

where they were abundant even in recent

years.

*One morning last July I heard the crack of a rifle thrice repeated. I found that a neighboring settles, had seen a
doe (her fawn's track was found in the edge of the woods) in the meadow and had fired three shots with his

Savage rifle at her. fortunately missing her.



August Days in Temagami.
BY FRANK J. CLOWES.

Temagami.

Far in the grim Northwest, beyond the lines

That twin the rivers eastward to the sea,

Set with a thousand islands, crowned with pines,

Lies the deep water, wild Temagami:
Wild for the hunter's roving, and the use

Of trappers in its dark and trackless vales,

Wild with the trampling of the giant moose,
And the weird magic of old Indian tales.

All day with steady paddles toward the west
Our heavy laden long canoe we pressed;

All day we saw the thunder-traveled sky
Purpled with storm in many a trailing tress,

And saw at eve the broken sunset die

In crimson on the silent wilderness.
-—Archibald Lampman.

Note—It was in the fall of 1896 that Lampman made the trip by canoe to Lake
Temagami, and return, via Lake Nipissing and the Metabechawan River. Special

interest is lent to the expedition by the fact that it was here the poet sustained the

injury to his heart that brought on his premature death.

THERE were only four of us all told,

but we were a whole international

alliance in ourselves. It began
when "Friar Tuck" and myself together,

took our trial trip in the summer of 1905
up the length of the Kawartha Lakes

—

Gull River system over into Upper Mus-
koka waters in Lake of Bays and Fairy
Lake. Before "Friar Tuck," who is a
glossy browed young attorney-at-law
from New York City, departed across the

invisible frontier line, we had entered
into a reciprocity treaty to join forces for

a Temagami raid in the then-distant Au-
gust following, each with an extra re-

cruit. I enlisted "Romeo," a fervid,

youthful engineer from Mount Royal, and
was happy in the acquisition of a kindred
spirit, endowed with no meagre fund of

camp-lore. "Friar Tuck" impressed into

the service his fellow citizen, the mercan-
tile "Daffydowndilly." The writer, sole

Toronto member, completed the Cana-
dian contingent, and held the post of

camp secretary-treasurer (by self ap-
pointment.)

Thus, when the whole cosmopolitan
quartette assembled at North Bay on the

morning of Sunday, August 5th, the

months of planning and calculating amid
alternating hope and fear that lay behind

were all forgotten in sheer exhiliration

that our cherished dream had come true.

As our train drew near Temagami
about five p. m , there loomed up ahead
a black summer thunder cloud that vol-

leyed and flashed and rent open the win-

dows of heaven. Floods of rain were
gushing down as we jumped off at the

gateway to a domain of watery mazes.

Prisoners of the deluge, under dripping

eaves, Friar Tuck and I interchanged

satisfied self-assurances reminiscent of a

similar start in persistent rain the year

before, and prophetic of a like happy
journey. Hardly had the heaviest fallen

before Our twin Lakefield canoes dipped

their first into the waiting lake. Six-

thirty saw us striking down the northeast

Arm to make a start, were it only a start,

from our launching place for the first

night out. Ignoring desultory volleys of

rain, spattering like a rear guard fire on

the trail of the storm, we paddled a good
half hour down channel, winding out

among the thick-set islands. In the



ON THE WAY NORTH; THE INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE AT NORTH BAY AWAITING THE
DEPARTURE OF THE TEMAGAMI TRAIN.

drenching- of a renewed steady, down-
pour, we landed on one of the smaller

islands against the north shore. There,
with rain drops dripping- off our hats,

trickling- down our backs and running-

down our leg's, we set up the silken pyr-

amid we called Home, built our stone

stovelet and coaxed our fire into flame

with birch* bark. Shortly the shower
ceased, and a speechless quartette sat

about a cheery hearthstone silent save
for smacking- lips, crunching- jaws and
the increasing sighs that bespoke the

content that reigned in the, inner man.
Discomforts melted, hearts warmed up,

mirth held sway; we stretched our cloth-

ing and persons by the heat of a blazing
pile of driftwood; the jovial campfire hour
sped by; we turned in about ten to our
couch of boughs, the artistic work of

Friar Tuck, official tent-erecter and bed-
layer; and all slept the sleep of minds at

peace with themselves and the world.

Daybreak disclosed a sky heavily over-

cast; the wind was east; early gusts of

rain delayed our departure till mid-fore-

noon. Once aboard and away, eyes were
opened wide to the wonders that Tema-
gami even here at its threshold unfolded.

We journeyed among park-like islands,

between - shores heavily timbered right

down to the water's edge; through nar-

rows into broad stretches; and so coast-

ed past those erratic capes and twining

bays that give the lake its shore line of

two thousand two hundred miles to its

hundred square miles of surface. As wre

traveled we trolled; our American allies

with copper line and "otter" bait; we
with linen hand line and spoon. An un-

eventful hour and a half was broken sud-

denly; for while both canoes, side by
side, were passing a point on the south

shore, all in a moment, first to one and
then to the other came a smart tug at

the line. We Canadians drew our first

bass; while our- comrades landed

a strange fish that Daflfydow.ndilly

thought a pickerel, Romeo held to

be a dore, I guessed to be a wall-eyed
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pike, and Friar Tuck did not know. We
later learned we were all right. Just as

our line, in the act of being" let out again,

was dangling fifteen to twenty feet be-

hind, it was greedily snatched by the

third fish, which came up another sur-

prised wall-eyed. He dispatched, and
the line out-slipping again, immediately
number four anticipated our fondest hopes
promptly scooped in the spoon, and the

next moment lay gasping and goggle-
eyed in our hold. Four fish, all about of

a size at two pounds apiece, all within

five minutes or so, allayed the fishing

fever. So we hied us for the nearest

island on our route, situated breezily in

mid-channel, ten miles from the head of

the arm and at the foot of a long wide
stretch of clear water. The gloomy
clouds scattered and gave place to brilliant

sunshine, beneath which the lake rippled

and sparkled enchantingly. We lunched
off bass and wall-eyed, tasted one against
the other, and found both so good that

neither excelled.

Soon after resuming paddles, we reached
the foot of the North-East Arm, and the

parting of the ways. A charming blue

avenue of lake set with purple Islands

beckoned us towards the south, but our
course led northward and westward,
skirting the rear of Temagami Island.

On our right, deep bays opened and re-

ceded into obscure shores. To our left

we caught a glimpse of Temagami Inn,

soon hidden behind Bear Island, to the
north of which we held on our way. That
island astern, we headed into the broader,
more open reaches of the North Arm.
Just then we sighted in the distance, be-
neath the steep, rocky, evergreen-laden
bluffs of the eastern shore, a gleaming
strip of level beach. Thither we turned
aside and revelled in an ideal bathing spot
sunny, sand, stoneless with clear, pure
water. Then we broke away again, the
American section to troll slowly along un-
der injunctions to bring in a trout for

supper, the Canadians to go on ahead to
choose and prepare the camp site. We
pioneers landed at the southern extremity
of Rabbit-Nose Island, whence we gained
a magnificent view of the noble lake
stretching south to Garden and Bear
Islands and many beyond, and north past
Squirrel Point to Devil's Mountain. Al-

most on our heels came the fishers with,

sure enough, a salmon trout of four
pounds weight, gracing their canoe.

The evening was transparent. We raised

no tent to shut it out,—indeed, we set up
our tent only four times on our trip,—but
spread our blankets on spruce boughs
laid in the open. Fanned by light airs of
night, lulled by incessant waves lap-lap-

lapping against the rocky shore, smiled
on by clear bedecked sky and bright full

moon, we slept the night away right in

the all-out-of-doors.

We awakened to a morning perfectly

still and a lake as of glass. We pointed

our bows northward again. Steep for-

ested heights rose on the right; on the

left we passed in an hour • the rugged
features of outstanding Squirrel Point,

crossed the mouth of Granny Bay, passed
Granny Island, and, opposite the wide-
agape mouth of Devil's Bay, arrived be-

fore noon at Keewaydin Camp, head-
quarters of the well known American
camping organization, situated on Devil's

Island. It is a choice spot, a level point,

with wide view both up and down the

lake. The throngs of sun-tanned boys
and men, the log headquarters' lodge,

dining-hall and store-houses, the numer-
ous white-walled tents gleaming among
the groves behind, and the gaudy blan-

kets sunning on the line, formed an ani-

mated scene. The freedom of the muni-
cipality was extended to as by an old

comrade of Friar Tuck's. Disaster all

but befell us here, for Romeo had pulled

the nose of one of our canoes, loaded as

it was, high up on the dock, and left the

stern afloat. Playful waves lapped at it

in our absence and we were suddenly

called out of the lodge by the alarm that

our canoe—what canoe ,would not in such

a plight?—had capsized and discharged

its cargo into the lake. Luckily it was
not the grub-pack; so tragedy became
comedy. The sun, too, was kind to us,

and blazed on our soaked dry-goods out-

spread in the clearing, while we engaged
in doing full justice to the plenty of Kee-
waydin's table. The other boys ate as if

they never expected to get a square meal
again; and I did fairly well myself, being

relieved from the burden of cooking for

the crowd.
Immediately after dinner a Keewayd-
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inite party set out southwards for the

Temagami River, and by the time they

had shrunk to black dots down the lake,

we were reloaded for the north. The
lake continued to reveal its wonders of

wooded shores and islands. At 4:30 we
reached the new store, postoffice and
hotel of Lady Evelyn on the northern-

most extremity of Deer Island, and not
on the lake whose name it bears. In-

stead of wheeling- in sharp to the left

past the hotel we blundered on up the

lake. In this we were furthered by a
passing fisherman, who, when asked
where we should strike the head of Deer
Island, replied "Keep right on." When
we did jibe in to the left two miles fur-

ther, the narrow boulder-bedded cut we
wormed through admitted to a placid ex-

panse of lake, that Romeo and I, being
the scouts, explored to its furthest recess

only to find no exit. It was a land-locked

inlet off Whitefish Bay and easily two
hours out of our course. So we fell back
on the opening, crowded the second

canoe just entering-

, back out of the gap,

and diligently set about retiring from our
position before . night fell. We were
obliged by hastening sunset to pitch

camp at the first best spot, a sloping-

rocky landing- place on the west shore ot

Whitefish Bay.

The deviation had paid for itself, how-
ever, for, as we had been coming up the

bay, not far north of the hotel, the boys
in the other canoe got the bite of the trip

on the "otter." A keen tussle ensued.

The lancewood rod bent under desperate

sustained tugging, the reel ground in

slowly and hard, the copper was tense

with the strain and flashed as it swayed
in the sun; we all sat around watching
Daffydowndilly carefully winding, paus-

ing, releasing, windingagain. For fifteen

minutes we watched the game, then of a

sudden the line went slack, the bait came
in, the battle was over and we had . not

even caught sight of the fish.

After a quickly made meal, on landing',

we built a hot fire close to the water's
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edge, and before it finished the drying of

our clothes. Campers across on Sheeps-

head Island called over in friendly warn-

ing: "Did we know we were building

a lire on the mainland? The fire rangers

had driven them off the mainland some
days prior, and the rangers might be

along again, though not that night."

We admitted a strong suspicion that we
were on the mainland, and confessed it

was a fire we were building; but we were

not calculating to abide on said mainland

till the fire rangers came in the morning,

and were disposed to lay us down in

peace for the night. As we sought our

couches of moss and spruce, low in the

clear northern sky the auroral lights

w ere flashing brightly. Later, over the

dark bold shore line opposite, up rose the

blood red moon, paling as she rose, and
drifted calmly through the spotless sky

and the night.

Next morning (Wednesday) we rose to

meet the rising sun fairly flooding into

our camp from in front. (Whenever pos-

sible our camps were placed, at Daffy-

downdilly's express desire, where the

first rays of the sun would strike; but we
noticed that Daffy generally took his

"early morning sun" in bed). As we re-

traced our way southwards, the ripples

in our wake were the first to ruffle the

long shadows of a peaceful lake wherein
the twin of the main shore drooped down-
ward from the land's edge in flawless

perfection, to kiss the reflected blue be-

neath. Before Lady Evelyn Hotel we
swerved to the right, navigated the

boulder-strewn slit between Deer Island

and the mainland, and wheeled to the

right again in Sharp Rock Inlet. An
innocent porcupine dowTn for a drink drew
a fusilade from Romeo's revolver; our
partner chased him ashore and up a tree,

but the peppering of ten shots only

served to make the poor lubber climb

higher and cling tighter. It was strik-

ing to observe the contour of the lake

bed, exposed by the sun's brightness,

through the marvelously clear water.

Massive boulders strewed the rocky bot-

tom, and often rose up as though threat-

ening shipwreck, but we glided high
above them. Camps gleamed from sev-

eral of the numerous islands. We
crossed the main body of the inlet diag-

onally and followed up a narrow, lengthy
arm north and northeast to its extremity.
This was marked by a log shack on the
hillside, by a babbling brook, the north-
ern outlet of Lake Temagaml, and by

—

the inevitable—our "first portage." The
carry is not over four hundred yards, by
a well-trodden path, with some stones
and grades. Daffydowndilly and I each
bore, helmet-wise, a canoe; the other two
shared the one hundred and sixty odd
pounds of baggage, trimmed and packed
for the one trip per portage to which we
had pledged ourselves. We were feel-

ing proud of ourselves until a party of
four, two tourists with a guide apiece,
came tripping past us on the trail; and
as the nimble heels of one guide vanished
out of the limited field of vision framed
by my canoe, the proprietor of the heels
handed this parting bouquet to me
(grunting and smothering and wobbling
over the stones); "Take longer steps;

you won't wear out your moccasins so
fast." I noticed, however, that the "gen-
tlemen" fussed with cameras while the
guides had to go back again for the bal-

ance; and we went on our way.
Diamond Lake, to which Sharp Rock

Portage ushers, is a silent, glistening
gem, studded with islands. Romeo drew
in a two pound bass enroute, on the
Devon minnow; our comrades likewise
pulled in a wall-eyed. We traversed the
width of the lake—its length carries it

out of view to the east—and entered a
narrow inlet retreating into the north.
We listened long for the hum of falling

water; this broke on us suddenly, and
led aside into a passage at the right up to
the head of Lady Evelyn Falls. The
portage is hardly more than three hun-
dred yards in length; but it has ups and
downs all its own, over big rocks and
little, before it drops to the river below.
After lunch at the foot of the portage in

the heat of the day, we plied the rod
again. A voracious wall-eyed, the only
self-sacrificing inhabitant of the upper
pool, came to my first cast with Devon
minnow; then Romeo and

,
Daffydown-

dilly with flies landed two bass at the foot
of the lower falls.

We left the Falls behind, threaded the
rock-reefed channel below, and wended
amidst the charms of the islet-strewn
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Narrows, to issue thence upon the be-

witching- glories of Lady Evelyn Lake.
Before us spread noble vistas of blue

lake, flanked by wooded islands posted
in parade ranks, and overlooked by dark
shores purpling away to the dim north.

Impressed by the grandeur of the scene,

with one voice all said: "Why push on
in the mere effort to compass distance?

Is not this the Promised Land? Can we
come upon the peer of this the most
beautiful lake in America? Let us camp
here amid the beauty till time to go."
Thus we landed along in the afternoon,

near the south end of the lake, on a
point facing three ways, and full in the

broad view of the most gorgeous of sun-
sets and rosy after-glow. Just at dusk
we were visited by three young men from
a Keewaydincrew of three canoes, who
had passed on down the lake just as we
landed and had camped on an island half

a mile further north. Genial chaps, hail-

ing respectively from Harvard, Yale and

Princeton, they spend their summers in

the bracing wilds of Canada and were
then off with their guides" on a three

weeks' trip through the trout streams,

the east branch of the Montreal, the

Sturgeon and Obabika back to headquar-
ters. When pipes had been smoked
empty, our guests paddled away into the

night; but we ourselves still chatted on

keeping watch on the pole star and the

playing Northern Lights, or gazing out

into a sky brimming with a myriad of

stars not seen in these less transparent

southern latitudes. Then we turned in just

as the ruddy moon popped over the east-

ern shore; and slept as one can sleep

after a day of heat and effort in a night

of God's free fresh air.

Day dawned clear and still. We tum-
bled up just about as soon as the sun

peered over the - forest horizon. He
forthwith began to make his power felt.

We entrusted the bulk of our chattels to

Providence and our faith in human na-
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ture and, with a day's provisions on

board, embarked for anywhither. We
followed down the centre of the lake,

stretching seven or eight miles ahead,

with rows of islands on both sides, and
long- reaches of water between them and
the shores. A bass hooked himself to

our troll just a few minutes out; and
Friar Tuck and Daffydowndilly reported

a small common pike, which they re-

turned to his native element. A strip of

sand was the invitation for a scamper
ashore, a swim and a sun-bath. The
south wind, risen considerably mean-
while, carried us along at a smart clip.

Towards the north end of the lake, we
pulled up for lunch on the tip of a rocky
island, from which we could see the pur-

ple ridges, the source of the trout streams
rising to the west. We made a circuit

up the arm of the lake towards those
ridges. It was an alluring prospect;

shores drawing together in front, the left

low, the north girt by a high bluff, but
both thickly wooded. Back of the head

of the arm ranged forest 'clothed slopes,

the distinct outlines of the lower blend-

ing with the dim and still dimmer purple

of the higher, till all were capped by a

mountainous, upstanding ridge that cut

the horizon sharp across from south to

north. Was it because we must needs

face about on the southward trail that

those hazy terraces glistened with that

fascinating glamour and made at least

one of the party inwardly resolve that

another summer would carry him deep
into their heart? But for this time it

was about ship and set to with a will, for

the veil drawing over the sun, the sigh of

the wind and the scent of the air fore-

told rain. We kept towards the west
shore to study its configuration. While
spinning along at our best gait, we
caught two more athletic little bass.

The wind dropped with the sun and by
the time we reached "home," the hori-

zon was screened with moist, slant-wise

streaks. Up with the tent was the first

order; bass, sago, prunes and bannock
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the second; the third was—spruce

boughs.
The rain held off from our niche in the

landscape till daylight; then came beating

on our silk roof In guerilla showers,

drenching the woods well. It kept us

a-bed in the dry till ladylike hours and
placed us on the two-meal-a-day plan.

Our first repast might have been named
either breakfast or dinner, but assuredly

served for both. Repacked about two

p. m., we again took up the thread of

our travels, despite the damp day. Our
last lingering look on Lady Evelyn the

splendid was of shores gloomy black and
skies dull grey, but entrancing as ever

even in such mood. The Falls were
reached and passed by four thirty, another

half hour took us across Diamond Lake.

Not yet had we emerged from Sharp
Rock Portage when rain came on again,

steady and business-like. We struck

down the Inlet to the first camping-place

spied, a clump of spruce on an island of

sloping rock. Miserable though it be to

land with sodden clothing under a soak-

ing shower, a brief space sufficed to fit us

up perhaps our cosiest, handiest little

camp of all. Then when the shower had
ceased, to see Romeo, costumed in his

only dry change, toboggan off into the

lake again, was enough to put us other

three in the best of humor; and, after a
hearty meal, we were all, Romeo included

ready to enjoy in good fettle a blazing

hot, drying-fire, under a sky swept clear

of every last wreath of vapor, and with

"every star that ever was made" out

aglow.
We wakened to face Daffydowndilly's

4 'early morning sun" beaming from the

opposite shore square into our wide-open
tent. Clear dawn's promise of a fair day
faded before a cloudy sky that remained
hazy all forenoon. Daffy, getting into the

canoe to catch a front view oT our camp,
performed us an avalanche down our
smooth-faced landing into the lake; but
religiously held aloft his camera. Romeo
followed suit with his second dip. It

was time, we thought, to get away from
there. We first recrossed Sharp Rock
Inlet, and detoured to the west of Beaver
Island, through a narrow twisted channel

to regain the lake below Deer Island. A
moderate south wind was blowing in our

faces as we continued down the lake.

The now familiar landmarks of Keeway-
din on the left, Granny's Island and
Squirrel Point on the right, had been al-

ready passed when the wind veered to

the south-east. A moment more and it

switched right round to the east. It be-

gan to blow squally. Distant thunder
grumbled. Clouds obscured the sun.

Storms were seen riding along the hori-

zons. By the short time Rabbit Nose
was reached a great gale was blowing
from the east. It was then past noon,
and quite in order to halt right there on
the northern tip of the island; and a

northward bound party of two appeared
to find our old location on its southern
point no premature haven for themselves.

We had made just enough headway with
the preparation of our dinner to be fixed

to the spot, when the gale shifted plumb
around to the north and swooped with

redoubled fury full on our bare bivouac.

In a twinkling that whole lake north of us

was lashed into a riotous mass of black

surges and foaming white-caps, magnifi-

cent to behold. Seething rollers boomed
and echoed on our rock-bound shore.

The wind howled fiercely, chilled us to

the bone, tossed our hair, shook at our

footing, fought with our fire and .cooled

our pots. We munched our meal in

gratitude that we had any to munch.
Then, as staring at the tumult served not

to abate the violence of a storm that

seemed good for days, we freighted

through the underbrush to a sheltered

cove on the east side. A party composed
of an American gentleman, his two sons

and two Indians, were harbored at the

same spot.

They bye-and-bye essayed the weather.

We saw them safely started, man and
boys seated, an Indian paddling each

canoe, steering broadside on for the

northwest arm, and immediately re-em-

barked ourselves. Once out in the open
lake fair in the path of the storm, we
wondered what kept us back so long.

Have you ever known this the crowning
joe of canoeing—to ride before the storm?

The waves heave up astern; they threat-

en to go over you; they lift your light

craft, teetering buoyantly with them;
they surge hissing along the gunwale
and pass forward in powerless rage; then
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your canoe slips easily down the on-

swelling- billow, to rise again to the next;

this measured, graceful undulation fal-

ters not while wave advances, wave rolls

by; and you, a fleck on the bosom of the

uproar, may enjoy it in safety so long as

water buoys, wood floats, mind rules and
you watch your waves. It was an ex-

citing
-

ride. Forty minutes out, and we
rolled under the lee of the dock at Bear
Island nearly five miles below.

We stopped just long enough to buy
out the Hudson Bay store and fill our

packs, and started again for the south.

The wind had perceptibly increased, and
we headed a little east of south to gain

the shelter of a cluster of islands a

couple of miles distant. More than once

in the scurry across, swamping seemed
imminent ; the waters frothed and foamed,

tossed high frantic arms, reached up
angry fingers clutching at the canoe's

sides—once or twice waves lapped over

a little, and a. spent crest sprayed in; but

always the waves fell back broken and
discomfitted. We sped on, until we
slid behind the first island; thence for-

ward it was leisurely paddling, the thick

set clumps of rock-rooted trees breaking

the wind's rage.

At the southern fringe of the archipela-

go, where unbroken lake again opened
out, appeared an island well wooded,
whose tip projected a flat spacious shelf

into the lake. On this cape stood up-

right a massive rock the size of a trap-

per's hut. In the lee of this rock we
landed, close behind it kindled our fire,

beneath it snuggled and ate our thankful

evening meal to the orchestral whistling

of the wind around our cosy nook. In

the silent sunset radiance floated clouds

of black edged with fluffy pink; clear blue

showed between; stars twinkled as night

came on, and later, a fragment of moon
glimmered. Not for one moment
throughout the night did there cease the

roaring of a blast that old-timers pro-

nounced a * 'rip-snorter," and that in

winter would have been a young blizzard.

It swished the waves running by the

point, whipped the shore with ever re-

curring rumble, rustled among the

bushes and crooned among" the dark fir

trees. We half froze. Undressing (?)

for bed, we mummied ourselves in every

garment our wardrobes contained; and
so passed the night in tolerable comfort
in our nest of boughs and blankets, with
our tent laid flat over all, and held down
by stones.

Sunday morning (August 12th) dawned
fair and white, but the wind careered
with velocity unstayed, and the lake yet

ran high. A forty minute paddle through
another rough stretch landed us about
10:30 a. m. at Camp Temagami, summer
paradise for boys. The island and its

surroundings render it an ideal place for

the end it serves. Our whole party were
so generously welcomed by Mr. Coch-
rane, the moving spirit of the island, and
by our friends there, that it was three

hours before we could tear ourselves

away.

ENROUTE THE INTERNATIONAL ATLANTIC
LEAVING CAMP TEMAGAMI SOUTH BOUND.

We crossed the South Arm, and with
one last look at the blue waters^sparkling

amid the islands away to the distant

north, we bade farewell to Temagami,
queen of all lakes, passed into the con-

fines of Outlet Bay, and entered on our
river travel.

In retrospect, the Temagami River trip

seems a three days' idyll, adrift down the

rippling sun-dappled current amid a coun-
try pleasant to look upon. Right and
left rose high banks, thick set with musi-
cal pines, watching, as they have watched
through generations, the ever flowing

stream. Now it runs smoothly; now
expands into pool or lakelet; now darts

down a handsome little rapid; now roars

full voiced over rocky ledge; now passes
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through open lake, low-shored devious
Red Cedar, or gem-like Lake of Islands,

each pine crowned islet an ideal tarrying

place. Finally, canoes glide gracefully

down the six mile rapids, angling dash
after dash, curve after curve, to where
the river takes its last leap just before

joining the Sturgeon.
Reveries were, ever and anon, brought

up short, however; for there were little

rapids to shoot, falls to be approached
cautiously, and portages to make. Of
these last there were thirteen, none severe

but yet sure death to day-dreams. They
began, for instance, with that at Tema-
gami Falls, where the walking is through
low-lying brush and the mosquitos ate,

drank, and made merry upoti bare arms;
and there was, again, that at the log-chute
below Surveyor's Lake, where the short

trail climbed sheer up the bank across

prostrate trunks waist high, and then
sheer down again; there was the first

island-portage where it was only a lift

over the rock into the eddy below; there

was that where the innocent looking root

tripped the foot of the secretary and
brought him low, to find a branch jammed

through the timbers of his canoe; further-

more, there was that of the dividing ways
and the likewise dividing comrades. It

happened thus:

—

We landed on the left bank at the head
of Portage number ten, to make what
was described as a jaunt of eight hundred
and fifty paces. I, being first off, follow-

ed the path up to where, just past the

brow of the hill, it forked into two branch-

es of seemingly equal proportions. On
the principal of keeping closer to the Falls,

I chose the right, and, after trudging

about a quarter of a mile along an uneven
winding track came out in plain sight of

the foot of the Falls On to an open space

perched on the piecipitous river's brink,

but littered with traces of former way-
farers. Hallooing back I got no reply, I

returned, hallooing, to the forks—again

no reply; to the brow above the landing

—still no reply. There was but one thing

to do. I chased along the left branch,

calling at the top of voice. The path, at

first easy, began to wind, to go down and
up, became more and more narrow " and
twisting and rough, crossed fallerf trees,

scaled steep rocks, ran along the tops of
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logs, writhed between saplings set thick

as berry bushes. Surely, methought,
they never came through here. At the

end of three-quarters ol a mile, my cries

were answered. I came upon Friar Tuck
and Daffydowndilly, the later with his

canoe wedged tight in an impassable
groove. After turning them back, I

hastened to overtake the ardent Romeo,
who enjoys a portage as some men enjoy

their meals, and once started goes for-

ward at an all day lope. It was another
half mile before his welcome voice re-

sponded and verily, but for being over-

hauled he might be going yet. A humbled
party we plodded back to the foot of the

Falls.

Though we saw no otherhuman beings

during three days, animal life abounded.
It began a mile below Temagami Falls,

at the entrance to Cross Lake, with a

flock of ducks, which at the behest of

Romeo and Daffydowndilly, must be

stalked. We chose the Armada forma-

tion, and our whole navy advanced in

line on the prey. Of course, we got no-

where within range, but this incident

opened the revolver warfare that was
waged whenever teal, or blue-bill, or

mallard, or snipe, or swan, or flamingo,

or other wonder of Romeo's vocabulary,

happened, in the ordinary pursuit of its

livelihood, to be sitting on the river along

the route of our trip. The feud contin-

ued into the outskirts of civilization. At

the junction of the Sturgeon where we-
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purchasad fresh supplies from a French
Canadian habitant, Romeo volunteered

in what he called French to execute the

pullet Madame had granted us to ap-

pease our hankering-

. Twice he crept

stealthily up and fired point blank; twice

the fowl promptly squawked and scream-

eel and scuttled off limping. Finally it

took refuge under a wood-pile, whence it

was ignominously dragged by Madam's
little girl to a less romantic martyrdom.
The closing episode of the campaign was
a thunder of broadsides from both ca-

noes at a pet porcupine slaking his thirst

out of the Sturgeon; and was effective

only in bringing down on us the rage of

the owner, raking hay on the bankabove.

He waxed more and more wrathy the

more his startled wits came together,

and the last we saw of him he was fairly

breathing fire.

Below the first Island falls we saw our

first moose, a calf, feeding among the

lily-pads. He waded ashore on our in-

trusion, stood a moment eyeing with ears

wide outstretched, then trotted away in

to the woods. At our last camp on the

river, also, Romeo, who had crossed to

a vacated cabin to bake in a beneficent

stove left there, came back near bed time

with his heart jumping. He reported

that just as he came out of the cabin to

go to the canoe, he heard a grunt and a

splash, and held the candle high to see

the vanishing hind quarters of a full

grown moose.
The fishing in the Temagami was

good. A few minutes casting with

Devon minnow in the eddies below rapids

would bring all the bass we needed, fresh

for our meal.

We entered the Sturgeon Wednesday
noon, and accompanied thousands of

pulp logs down its course. At the end
of the afternoon's hard paddle down a

tortuous, monotonous, dilatory current,

among increasing habitations, we found
further progress down stream barred by
extensive log jams. The next morning,
was, therefore, occupied in a fourteen

mile wagon ride over a characteristic

rough country road to the town of Stur-

geon Falls. There our generally uncouth
and unbarbered appearance excited the ad-

miration of all the small boys; but others

seemed suspicious of our respectability.

By evening we had made the mouth of

the Sturgeon, and five miles of Lake
Nipissing to Duke's Point. The follow-

ing day (the seventeenth), old Nipissing
whose tempestuous capabilities we had
dreaded, lay one level, unruffled sheet

beneath the blazing sun. Across that

sheet, stroke after stroke, hour after

hour, we crawled one whole famous live-

long day. Well out from shore as we
were, the bank seemed to keep right

abreast, and the land marks ahead to

walk right away. But we did catch up
toward sundown and arrived at last in

North Bay.

* * * * . *

So the twelve day cruise that had stim-

ulated for months the tingling of antici-

pation passed, like a dream of last night,

into the realm of reminiscence. Yet
such a hold does that nomad life get upon
the heartstrings that Romeo is already

planning a honeymoon paddle there next

June. His less favored associates con-

tent themselves with living those scenes

over and over again in vivid memory un-

til, sure as warming suns rekindle the

"big woods" into life, summers to come
will see us on the trail again. For the

the call away from here is a mysterious

thing, as the far flight of the wild-fowl

in the dark hours. Agony of sun-blister-

ed arms ; ache of frost-numbed limbs ;

fatigue of rugged portage, long drawn
and oft-repeated ; distress of relentless

downpour and cheerless clamber ashore
;

harassment of malicious gusts, puffing out

again and again the flickering flame, or

blowing all ways into smarting eyes
;

these, and more than these, the true

lover of the woods bears with cheerful

fortitude. These only test his mettle
;

these only prove him of the kin,

—

"I think heroic deeds were all conceived

in the open air,

And all great poems also."

For there is an indefinable something
radiating from the glint of chaste waters,

the flash of murming river, the calm of

brooding forest, the splendor of rising

and setting sun, the unspeakable majesty

of heavens alight with twinkling worlds

untold — an indefinable something that

lifts one out of himself, and bring's the

spirit face to face with the primeval and
eternal.



The Alpine Club of Canada.

Notes and News.

Shortly before Christinas the Calgary
members of the Alpine Club of Canada
gave a reunion dinner at which the Pres-

ident and his wife were the guests of

honor. It was followed by presentations

to the President (Mr. A. O. Wheeler)
and the chief mountaineer (Mr. M. P.

Bridgland) of handsome gold watch fobs

on which the Club's crest was engraved
in a charming design interlaced with rope

and ice axes. The evening was spent

amidst mountain scenes, as depicted by
numerous fine photographic views, and
the Camp of last summer was lived over

again in the telling of many thrilling

reminiscenses. The Club yell was given
amidst wild enthusiasm, and carried each
individual member back, in imagination

at least, to the triumphs achieved on the

heights of Mt. Vice President. It is

gatherings such as this that bind the

members together in a spirit of patriotic

comraderie that means success to the

Club.

During the month of January the

President gave a series of illustrated ad-

dresses in Eastern Canada with the ob-

ject of spreading the Alpine Gospel, and
making known the Alpine Club of Can-
ada. Canada's mountain regions, and
the doings of the Club in the Yoho Val-
ley last summer, at its first Camp were
vividly depicted to more than one thou-
sand persons, and indirectly the magnifi-

cent mountain scenery of the Provinces
of Alberta and British Columbia were
made known to many thousands.

Addresses were given to good houses
at Collingwood, Ottawa, Woodstock,
Toronto and Winnipeg.

The Collingwood address was given
under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A.

At Ottawa the address was under the

management of the Canadian Club,
and the vote of acknowledgment was
moved by Sir Sandford Fleming, K.
C. M. G.

At Woodstock the address was under
the auspices of the Alpine Club. It was
ably managed by Mr. J. D. Patterson,

whose energetic work on behalf of the
Club is known to every member, Mr. W.
J. Taylor, the enterprising publisher of
"Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada," the Club's official organ, and
Mr. A. H. Smith, who is on the editorial

staff of the same publication.

The Toronto address was also given
under the auspices of the Alpine Club of
Canada. Professor A. P. Coleman, the

eastern Vice President, was in the chair.

The vote of acknowledgment was moved
by Mr. Byron E. Walker, President of
the Canadian Bank of Commerce, and
seconded by Professor Ramsay-Wright,
of Toronto University, who stated that

although he had always been ot opinion
that Switzerland held the grandest moun-
tain scenery in the world, he was now
forced to admit that there was something
to be said for the Canadian mountains in

this respect.

Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler arrived in Win-
nipeg on the delayed train at ten minutes
past six o'clock on the evening of Janu-
ary tenth. The energetic President of
the Club was however at the Auditorium
of the Y. M. C. A., where his lecture

was to be given, fully twenty minutes
before the hour announced. The pictures

were pronounced the finest mountain
scenes ever shown in the city, and the

lecture was listened to with marked at-

tention. To see these pictures was the

next best thing to a month in the Rockies.

The Rev. C. W. Gordon D. D. ("Ralph
Connor") presided, and paid a well de-

served tribute to Mr. Wheeler's services

to the mountains, and through them to

the whole of the Canadian people. Mr.
Wheeler was coming into his own not a

moment too soon. If his work ceased
now, Canada would be his debtor, but
they all hoped he would be spared for

many years to both the Club and the

country. After the lecture the local

members of the Club, to the number of
twenty-four, adjourned to a supper, with
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the President as the guest of honor.

Unhappily Mrs. Wheeler was confined to

her hotel during- the whole of their visit

to Winnipeg" and was not able to be

present. Dr. Gordon again presided.

There were only two toasts—the King
and the President. Mr. Laird, Treasurer

of the Club, spoke in warm appreciation

of Mr. Wheeler as man and President of

the Club, and found himself in hearty

agreement with those present. In reply

Mr. Wheeler thanked the members pres-

ent for their kindness and good will and
their hearty support in all that had been

undertaken in the name of the Alpine

Club of Canada. He outlined in a few
practical sentences some attainable

schemes in view, when the Club shall

have trebled its membership, as it has

now a speedy prospect of doing. Amongst
these is a habitation at the present head-

quarters, for the library and other prop-

erty of the Club. Notably there will be

a drafting room such as the English Al-

pine Club now possess in London.
On the following day a meeting of the

Winnipeg members was held in order to

discuss the affairs of the Club. The
revenue, program for the coming year,

next summer's camp, the immediate pub-
lication of a Year-book, and the publica-

tion of a hand-book containing the con-

stitution and list of members, was
amongst the business before the meeting.

On January seventeenth a second
meeting was held at Calgary for the same
purpose. The action of the Winnipeg
meeting was unanimously endorsed.

The results of the two meetings may be
summarized as follows: It was decided
to publish immediately a hand-book con-
taining the Constitution and a list of

members, to be distributed to members
and prospective members for purposes of

reference. It was further decided to

publish, as soon as the material can be
collected, an illustrated Year-book, simi-

lar to the publications of other Alpine
Associations, setting forth the organiza-

tion of the Club, the records of its mem-
bers, the work done during its first year,

information of interest concerning the

mountain regions of Canada, and ac-

counts of climbs made by its members in

the Canadian Rockies. Scientific studies

already made of prominent glaciers and

the first steps taken in that direction,

during the Club's first meet in the Yoho
Valley, will be a feature. An appropria-
tion was made from the Club's revenue
for this purpose.

On the motion of the Rev. Dr. Herd-
man an appropriation of $50 was voted
towards the amount still due upon the
handsome granite monument recently

erected at Laggan, in honor of Sir James
Hector, the discoverer of the Kicking
Horse Pass, a pass that is now traversed
by the line of the Canadian Pacific

Railway.
Paradise Valley, one of the beauty

spots of the Rocky mountains, was se-

lected as the site of the second annual
camp. It is situated about four miles
east of the beautiful Lake Louise, and is

reached from the pretty little station of
Laggan on the Canadian Pacific Railway.
The official climbs for graduating mem-
bers will be Mts. Temple (11,600 feet

above sea level) and Aberdeen (10,300 ft.)

Both meetings unanimously confirmed
the elections of members held by ballot at

intervals since the annual meeting in

July, 1906.

The Club has now a membership of six

honorary, nine associate, ninety active,

and seventy graduating members. The
membership extends not only throughout
Canada, but to England, the United
States and South Africa.

The President wishes it to be known
that any member desiring an ice axe for

the coming season can obtain the same
by making an application to him. If such
applications are received in good time the

ice axes will be imported from Switzer-

land, the cost being from five to six dol-

lars. In the same manner members de-

siring Swiss edge nails for climbing boots
can obtain them by making application

in the same manner. Address Arthur O.

Wheeler, Calgary, Alberta.

The terms of the Art Competition,
open to members of the Club, will short-

ly be issued. Those entering will be re-

quested to submit six mounted photo-

graphs of mountain scenery. The views
will be on exhibition at the Summer Camp
when judges will be selected and prizes

awarded.
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The Library is growing-. Dr. J. Nor-
man Collie, who is a member of the Eng-
lish Alpine Club, as well as the Alpine

Club of Canada, is sending- two books:
* 'Climbs and Explorations in the Cana-
dian Rockies," by himself and H. E. M.
Stutfield, and his own book on the Him-
layas. Professor Hornaday's book,

"Campfires in the Canadian Rockies,"

and an English book containing two Al-

pine articles by Dr. Collie have been
presented by two officers of the Club.

If any friend of the Club should find on a

second hand bookstall or old library Paul

Kane's book on his wonderful journey

from "Muddy York" to the Pacific coast

it would be a very valuable and accepta-

ble gift.

Among the active members-elect are

Mr. Allston Burr, of Chestnut Hill,

Mass., and Miss Gertrude Benham, of

London, England. Both Miss Benham
and Mr. Burr have made good records in

Switzerland and Canada.

Three new associate members, Mrs. P.

Burns and Mrs. C. W. Rowley, Calgary,

and Mr. Byron E. Walker, Toronto,
have been added making this important
list number nine. Mr. Walker has, from
the very first, been a friend of the Club,

and it is of happy augury to have a gen-
tleman of such influence with young men
all over the Dominion in such close rela-

tionship with the Club. There is no bet-

ter sport for bankers than mountain-
eering.

The estimated revenue for the year
will exceed thirteen hundred dollars, and
the opinion was expressed that by some
means or other, and preferably by an en-

tertainment at Calgary, an effort should
be made to increase this revenue to fif-

teen hundred dollars.

There will be plenty of climbing in

front of those who attend the next Camp
in the Paradise Valley. Mt. Temple is

described as more of a strenuous than a
difficult climb. Both Mts. Temple and
Aberdeen, however, will provide work

enough to ensure that the graduates earn
their qualifications.

There are some mountains within
range of Paradise Valley which are
stated by Mr. Wheeler to be amongst
the most difficult of all the mountains in

the Rockies.

The financial results of the President's
eastern tour was an addition of $100 to
the funds of the Club.

The two days' round trip, which proved
such a popular feature of the Yoho
Camp, will be repeated at the Paradise
Valley Camp. Many amateurs heartily

enjoyed their experiences of sleeping in

the open and as the nights were fine there
were no drawbacks except from the por-
cupines and other small deer which at-

tempted familiarities. There is no better

way of seeing the country immediately
surrounding the Camp than by joining in

such a trip.

It is suggested that accommodation
be provided for two hundred members
at the Paradise Valley Camp. Last
year's undertaking was a big one, but
this year's efforts promise to over-
shadow it.

At the Yoho Camp last July forty-four

members graduated, fifteen of whom
were ladies.

It is proposed that in future the Club's

financial year close on December 31st.,

instead of the end of March as at

present.

The manner in which the name and
fame of the Club has spread abroad is

astonishing. It was a notable feat for

such an organization to hold a Camp at

all, and it speaks even more for the lat-

ent talent in mountaineering amongst
young Canadians that so many amongst
tbem were sufficiently enthusiastic to go
through the hard work necessary for

qualifying.



A Leaf From a Naturalist's Notebook.

BY BONNYCASTLE DALE.

nhad heard it stated that the alarm
clock was a fruitful source of mad-
ness. If the word anger had been

used it would just have hit our case.

Fritz winding the clock last night had
inadvertantly moved the hour hand back.

Br-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r it went; several hours
later the innocent hands pointed to half-

past three. I leaned out, threw on an
old dressing

gown, and
stumbled down
the steep island

path formy dip.

I noticed the

stars sharp in a

dark sky, not a

line of light in

the east. It was
May and I shiv-

e r e d through
my plunge,
chattered my
way back to the

"shanty, "

lighted a little

camp stove, ur-

ged the fat boy
to arise, cook-
ed the simple

morning meal
—we ate it and
stepped outside

to see what the

morninglooked
like.

It was even
darker than be-

fore. Fritz eyed
me as I stepped
in doors, walk-
ed over to

. my
hunting coat, detached my watch, and
came and fairly stuck it in my face, laid
it down and deliberately started to undress.
The clock said four fifteen ; the watch
just midnight. The bunk creaked as the
fat lad bumped heavily in.

Unable to sleep I sat on a great log
that had drifted and lodged high on the
rocks by the annual spring flood. I was
on the north point of Beaver Island, mid-

NEST OF THE GALLINULE : COMMON MUDHEN

way across -Rice Lake. Several times

before the first dim grey line spoke of the

coming day 1 heard migrants passing

over. The low plaintive calls were from
spotted sandpipers and Wilson's Snipe ;

the loud shrill whistle of the big Yellow-

legged plover ; the flight of the waders
was on. I could just distinguish the

rude steps in the bank when I returned

to finally awak-
en Fritz. He
insisted on see-

ing the watch
before he mov-
ed. Halfanhour
later we were
gliding north,
the Otonabee
River our ob-

jective point.

Nature had
decked the win-

t e r withered

marshes in a

low dress of

springing
green, reeds

weresprouting,
flags were un-

folding their

sword-1 i k e

points, pucka-
fa r u s h was
drawing up
enough mois-
ture to send
out swelling

buds—"Pussy-
willows" as the

children call
them — Kah-
shugans of the

dusky faced papooses with their great
brown eyes. We saw a wee toddler near
the Indian landing, a shy wee maiden of
the Mississaugas, running away from us
up the river bank, her fat little dusky
arms laden with these furry blossoms ;

she was fully as shy as any other animal
we met this day.

Now the canoe was urged into' the
meandering paths, the waterways, the
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streets of these industrious marsh dwellers'

quaint, villages. We often wonder if

they pre-empt their lots without violent

quarrels as in the case of certain bipeds.

Here, right in front of us was a little

strip of bog-

, not more than thirty feet

long by six to ten wide, on it was one
partially built muskrat house, several

foundations for the nests of wrens, many
a half finished red-winged blackbirds

nest. In a cut out centre of a clump of

flags a pair of Virginia rails were estab-

lishing their basket-like home, myriad
snails crowded every twig and root and
branch of the stunted "drownded land"

trees. In the hollow of one tree, a mass
of white phosphorescent wood, was the

nest of a tree swallow ; in the forks of

the same
d warfed
black ash
a w o o 1

crowned
nestof the

kingbird
sh owe d,

and d i -

rectly op-

posite, not
ten feet

away, a
pair of

crow
Black-
bird s

—

thepurple
Grac kle,

one of
the starling family—are occupying the

first flat of an old oak stump. The shal-

low pools beside this bog island held many
a darting bunch of fry, young maskinonge
mainly, although we saw one lot of young
big mouth bass. All about the edges of

these ponds young bullfrogs, those born
twelve months ago,were busily feeding on
the gnats and flies that had hatched out

last night. On one log we saw a fine

specimen of the black snake. It watched
us from its cruel slant eyes and wriggled
off into the black liquid mud as Fritz

aimed the camera at it; " April Fool," he
cried—his blood was bounding with the

wonder of the scene.

It was remarkable to hear this busy
colony suddenly cease its low twittering

MALE LOON AND YOUNG UTTERING HIS ANGRY TREMULOUS CRY.

murmur as a hawk, a heron or even a
crow swept over. If it passed closely

a perfect wail of terror followed its flight,

but the warning cry of the mother bird to

the brood was wanting. It was too early

in the season for this.

"Look at Methuselah!" laughed Fritz,

pointing to a great snapping turtle that

poked its evil looking hooked head out
of the marsh within twenty feet of us.
" I wonder what kind of animals they

are?" no doubt thought the turtle; we
must be a regular puzzle to the inhabit-

ants of the wilds, with our semi amphib-
ious habits, half bird, half fish—paddling
along in our shell, leaving it in two sep-

arate bodies, paddling with our long arm
like blades, hoisting our white winged

sails, and
during the

open sea-

son emit-

ting fireand
smoke
and death

from our-

p oi n te d

arms.

One
nest of a

Gallinule

—the com
mon mud-
hen, was
so daintily

built that

Fritz sim-
ply had to picture it—so he said. Along
we went, paddling where we could, push-
ing over the half dry swamp where we
must, disturbing gaunt blue herons,
striped harlequin bitterns, orange red

flashes of least bitterns, quaking black-
ducks, squealing woodducks, soft flying

little hooded mergansers and a rare nest-

ing blue-winged teal.

Suddenly darting out of a marsh chan-
nel we almost ran into a male loon that

was leading two coal black downy young-
sters to the larger safety of the outer
lake. Down went the little chaps like

the lumps of coal they resembled and the

loon said something—-now if some of the

professors of languages could translate

this I fear it would be naughty—it sound-
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ed like the cross between a saw mill and
a maniac's screech and plump Fritz

trembled all over his fat body. Really

it is uncanny the way these great north-

ern divers alarm and disturb Nature
students—then I could fancy the bird

saying-: "Well if that don't beat all,

here's the woman left me to tend to these

birds until they are big enough to dive

for their own fish, there's the lake not a
full mile ahead, and here's one of these

dangerous big animals. Look out !"

(this was yelled at the youngsters who
popped up like black corks right near us,

dipping down instantly again)" Why I

bet this one's twenty feet long —four

eyes, two heads, four arms, why what a

monster! Ah ; would you!" and down
the loon dived as Fritz vainly tried to net

one of the lit-

tle ones. We
secured a pic-

ture of the big

angry bird and
the two babes
and soon lost

sight of them
in a bend of the

river, but we
could hear him
talking about
us for half an
hour after.

That day we
spread our
lunch on one she eyed
of the ancient

battle grounds of the red mens' ground
so eloquent of the days long gone, when
every tree concealed an enemy and your
epidermis was soon liable to resemble a

magnified pin cushion, with pins sticking

in it the size of arrows. Fritz managed
to upset the old black tin that held the

strong hot tea ; he had been trying to

watch the trees behind and pour tea at

the same time. 4 'Say can't you talk

something about food when a fellow's

trying to eat instead of those bally In-

dians!" Then he went down (hurriedly)

and threw cold water on top of the tea,

I really fear he has scalded his tat legs.

But it was worth landing here, Indians
or no Indians. "Kill—deer—Kill deer"
sounded out behind us and a fluttering,

broken winged bird stumbled and rolled

off ahead of the advancing boy. A moth-
er bird endeavoring to decoy an unwel-
come intruder away from her nest. Out
came the camera. A pile of brush was
builded within six feet of the nest, we
took one full hour to find it, although we
knew within fifty yards of where it was.
Then, while Fritz ate everything there

was left in that big lunch basket, except

a few handfuls I had warily stowed away
in my camera case, I waited, bulb in

hand, for the inquisitive, watchful bird.

She ran all about me, playing a really

pretty game of hide and seek, poking her

head up over tiny hillocks and watching
me with bright eyes, the clearly marked
black and white ring on her neck giving

her away every time. Finally after each
and every mosquito had sampled me,

she returned

and I made a
picture, just
as she stood
over the nest

and eyed the

camera.

It was our
intention to re-

turn and try

to get a pic-

ture 01 the
industrious
muskrat that

was building

on the little

the camera. bog island we
had visited the

first thing in the morning. We well
knew it would not appear until almost
sunset, making the light very weak for
photography, but we had one of the
latest lenses. So as long as we could
see fairly well ourselves, so long could
we take the busy furbearer's picture.
The sun was very close to the horizon

when we finally got our camera float

staked out in front of the partly built

house, got it well covered with wild rice

straw and flags, secreted ourselves and
our canoe far back in the marshy bog.
There we lay, eyes centred on the weed
covered stump that would soon be a
fully built house, pipes secretly puffing
out that which we feared would be a tell-

tale of our hiding place. Luckily the
wind blew from the camera towards us.
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Fritz no doubt
wanted to warn
me he saw the

muskrat, but

why should he

deem it neces-

sary to pinch

so hard ? No
doubt he wan-
ted to impress
it on my mind
—well he did.

There was the

animal, just a
black nose and
a pair of bright

eyes among- the

floating" debris

from which she

was building

her nest. We
three sat per-

fectly s t i 1 1

—

watching one.

Then, satisfied

we were stumps
or roots or what not, she leisurely climb-

ed out on to the half built house and
dragged a mass of wet flags, parrot grass,

wild rice straw, willow cuttings, alder

branches, floating bark, up with her and
stood stamping them down. At that

instant the curtain sang out a merry tune,

the muskrat leaped into the water and
sank with hardly a splash, and Fritz

said "For goodness sake let's get home,
I'm being eaten alive!" Out of the marsh
we dashed, followed by a host of buzzing
mosquitoes. Fritz's head, as seen from

THE BUILDING OF THE MUSKRAT HOUSE I SHE STAMPED DOWN THE
CUT UP FLAGS AND WILD RICE STRAW.

behind, looked not unlike a small beehive
with the insects greatly disturbed, and
his waving arms reminded me very much
of Don Quixote and his windmills.

A great peace seemed brooding over
the wide calm lake. All the marshes be-

hind us were sunk in the silence that

precedes the darkness ; the very wind
had respect for the quiet of the twilight

;

not a ripple disturbed the mirrorlike

surface of the water, excepting where two
very hungry animals were urging a canoe
for the distant dim shores of the Beaver.

Game and Bird Life in Saskatchewan,

|R. Bruce E.Johnson, of Picton, Ont.

,

who during the past summer has
been doing some pioneering in Sas-

katchewan, writes:

—

"All your numerous readers, like my-
self, have heard and read much of our
great North-west and of its infinite pos-
sibilities. One has only to be out here to

realize something of what the future holds
in store for this wonderful country, and
to share the faith of the pioneers who are

now adding to the population of our new
Provinces by thousands every summer
month. Many of these pioneers leave

comfortable homes in the east and bring

outtheir effects, carve out new homes for

themselves, assisting to make this new
portion of the world contribute its share

to the breadstuff's which now form such
an important item in the world's bill of

fare. A good many of these settlers live

in sod houses which would be a curiosity

to the easterner, though here there is no
choice, and most of the new comers cheer-

fully make the best of the situation. They
succeed in making these homes far more
comfortable than many who have never

seen them would imagine to be at all
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(
possible. Lumber out here is a valuable

article and prices run high. In addition

many have not the means of hauling- it

the long distances required, and therefore

have to use the materials they have at

hand, The poplar is found in the sand

hills and on the river banks, and with the

help of this wood, and a plentiful supply

of ingenuity, it is astonishing what warm
and comfortable sod houses are made.
Later on, as good returns are reaped from

the hard work put into the soil, more
substantial and v better houses will be

built, but in the meantime those who take

the discomforts which must accompany
any change with good humor and courage
are doing well, and finding a good deal of

enjoyment in life even under the condit-

ions which all pioneers must face.

Now your readers will doubtless be

interested in hearing something of the

game of the country. I have only had
two months out here and have as yet

much to learn. However I have been

out here quite long enough to see that

the Indian has had his share of both fish

and game in the past, and has in addition

wasted a good deal more than he used.

This was the home of the buffalo and his

trails arestill to be seen in every direction,

while innumerable quantities of his bones
are still strewn over the plains, mute
evidences of the immense slaughters

made in years gone by for the sake merely
of the hides and tongues of the animals.

In those palmy days no one thought the

numbers could be materially lessened,

far less extinguished, and no care was
taken to place reasonable bounds upon
the greediness of individuals. To have
some conception of the immensity of these

herds one has only to see their trails

which are still deep in the prairie sod.

Within a few rods of my sanctum there

are eight trails running- side by
side, which seems to show that they
travelled in such immense herds that a

number of trails were necessary. If a
crook or curve occurs in one of these

trails it is found in the whole group, show-
ing the military order in which the herds
passed to the different feeding grounds.
Some fifteen miles west of the great
Saskatchewan River I picked up a horn
in a good state of preservation and also

a mammoth skull. I am keeping these

as relics of the plains. They are all that
remain for the modern hunter, and we
have to be content with them.
Some time ago I saw a flock of six

antelopes a long way off. They are quite
plentiful among the sandhills, though only
occasionally do they wander on to the
plains as the settlers are occupying the
ground so fast. It seems to me that
hereabouts at any rate they will soon be
a fine game animal of the past. There
are also some varieties of deer here-
abouts. Many settlers expect to find
the game very plentiful but such is not
the case. There was not too much shel-
ter for big game at first and the settlers
are now taking all the timber in sight
for firewood, driving what game there
is to the sandhills where the hunter must
follow them if he expects success.
There are several varieties of game

birds here. Prairie chickens and grouse
are most plentiful even where wheat has
been grown the longest Wild ducks are
at home, and lay their eggs and hatch
out their young on the prairies. Mothers
and youngsters are often to be seen mak-
ing their way to the sloughs and lakes
where the water is often covered by
thousands of young ducks. Several kinds
of plover abound, and these are fine game
birds. Wild geese are plentiful and
make a fine show when a flock of them
fl

;es overhead. There is also a large blue
crane which fly in large flocks, and are
similar to wild geese.

Several varieties of insectivorous and
singing birds are natives of the country.
The meadow lark is by far the best sin-
ger, and he keeps up his song all through
the summer to the joy and pleasure of
the settlers. There are blackbirds and
buffalo birds which are very tame, their
favorite resting place being on the backs
of cattle and horses. They keep the
settler company as he breaks up the
prairie. There appears to be a number
of varieties as they differ in

(
size and

plumage, and some fine specimens are
seen. There is a bird which I think be-
longs to the gull family, but which also
resembles a tame pigeon. These are
numerous and appear to be particularly fond
of grasshoppers. They follow the plough
closely and hopping on the ground are
easily seen and captured."



The Mysteries of the Caribou.

BY ADAM MOORE.

OR the last fifteen years I have been

studying- the habits of the caribou

in the Little Tobique country in

New Brunswick. It is difficult, if not

impossible, to account for their actions,

although I think the food supply must
have something- to do with them.

The country is heavily wooded and
much of it is covered with a tall growth
of fir trees that are covered with moss.

Whenever there are heavy gales many of

these trees break down, and the moss on
the windfalls supplies the favorite food of

the caribou in late fall and winter.

There is also a little three leaved plant

that grows in these open fir groves and
torm the caribou's favorite food in

summer.
The caribou were apparently increas-

ing every year until 1901, and in that

year they were more plentiful than I had
ever seen them before. The same year

the reports from Maine were to the ef-

fect that the deer were so thick they were
eating all the food and the caribou had
left the country. I took little stock in

these reports as I knew that rifles were
plentiful in the Maine woods, and caribou

are such fools at times that it looked as

if they had all been killed instead of mi-

grating. Now, however, I begin to

think that perhaps most of them did

migrate.

Up to 1901 there had always been

enough windfalls in the Little Tobique
country to make a fair supply of food for

the caribou. In August of that year

there was a terrible gale in the Pictou

Lake region which lake is the head of

the Little Tobique River. This gale

broke down so many trees that there was
an over supply of moss that fall and
winter. The caribou gathered in there in

numbers I have never seen equalled. In

November and December these blow-
downs were alive with them, and we
were sure that caribou were on the in-

crease.

Between August, 1901, and October,
1906, there has been no heavy gales in

that country, and every year caribou

have been getting- more scarce. Still,

Arthur Pringle, and some other guides
who hunt on the headwaters of the Mir-
amichi and Nepisiquit Rivers, where the
country is mostly barren covered with the
white caribou moss, reported them more
plentiful every year, and they also said

that 1901, when we had them so plen-

tiful, was their poorest season. These
barrens are from thirty to fifty miles'

south and east of the. Little Tobique.
Last year all the Tobique guides re-

ported caribou very scarce, and the gen-
eral opinion was that the caribou were
leaving us as they had left Maine. We
knew however, that in our case they had
not been killed off as we supposed had
been the case in Maine.

Early in last September there were
quite a number of caribou near Pictou

Lake, but they had all gone at the be-

ginning of October, and we saw no signs

of them till late in November.
In October there were several terrible

gales and the trees were blown down
worse than they had been for a long time.

Our trails were filled with windfalls, and
I remarked at the time that if there were
any caribou in the country they oug-ht to

be there but I had no hope of seeing

them as plentiful as they used to be.

We had been to the barrens on Nepis-

iquit River with our sportsmen after car-

ibou late in October and early in Novem-
ber, and found them plentiful. We
found no trouble in each man getting- a

good head, and were well satisfied that

by going thirty miles from our home
camp we could get caribou.

On November 22nd I saw the fresh

tracks of a small band of caribou moving
west. On the 26th of the same month I

went six miles south from Pictou Lake.

It had snowed a little the night before,

and there were fresh tracks of four bands

that had crossed the trails, all going

west, from six to fifteen in each band, as

I could tell by the tracks. When I came
back in the afternoon I found that two

more bands had crossed the tracks I had

made in the morning, and all the bands
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were going the same way. From that

time until I left the woods on December
11th the whole of the woods were alive

with caribou, all drifting west but scat-

tered over the country eating- the moss
off the trees that had been blown down
in the recent gales. I never saw caribou

tracks so thick over such a large piece of

country as they were on Little Tobique
last Decemher.
Word comes from the guides on Mir-

amichi that caribou are scarce there this

season. Now if it isn't the food supply

that causes the caribou migration, or

rather drifting, it looks very much like it

to me. When the green stuff they live

on in summer freezes, and there is a
scarcity of windfalls off which to get the

moss, they go to the barrens, but 1 think

they prefer the tree moss to the barren
moss, when they can get plenty of it.

Just what this present migration will

amount to it is hard to say at present,

but I don't think the caribou will cross

the St. John River, as the deer are so
plentiful on the west side that there will

be no moss left for the caribou.

One of the most peculiar things about
the caribou is their way of drifting. All

the caribou in a certain piece of country
for miles will be drifting in the same di-

rection. There will be hundreds of them
broken up into little bands, all moving
the same way yet each independent of the

others. They will keep this up for days,

until apparently all have passed.

There may be no more tracks for

weeks, when they will begin to come
back again, and the drifting will be in

the other direction—just the same, bands,
pairs and singles. This will be kept up
for more days, the caribou sometimes
traveling steadily for miles without stop-

ping for food, then again scattering and
feeding, but always moving in the same
direction.

Does each little band know where the

others are, or where they are going? If

they don't how can they keep going as

they do? If they do,how do they know?
They are not in sight of each other.

How does the movement begin and why?
I am fain to confess that the ways of

caribou are still mysteries to me.

Two Deer With One Shot.

IN the February number of 1 'Rod
and Gun and Motor Sports in Can-
ada" we gave a note stating that

Mr. Wesley Crouse, of Zealand Station,

N. B., was so fortunate as to make a

hunting record and kill two deer with one
shot. This occurrence was rare enough
to justify further particulars in order to

place the full facts before our readers.

Mr. Grouse's story is plain and straight-

forward, and is confirmed by several hunt-
ers who were in the neighborhood at the
time. One of our contributors, Mr.
Avery Moorehouse, also vouches for the

truthfulness of the story as do several

neighbors.

Mr. Crouse, accompanied by his son
Harley, was on a hunt for moose on the
banks of the Keswick River in New-
Brunswick. The time was the middle of
September and the trees had retained a
considerable amount of foliage. Both
hunters were on an old lumber road, Mr.
Crouse being somewhat in advance of
his son. All of a sudden he saw a deer
ahead of him, and with the quickness of

a practised hunter fired at the neck. He
saw the animal fall, and both hunters at

once went forward to examine the game.
They were astonished to discover the

carcasses of two deer instead of one, both

being warm and just shot. The two deer

must have stood exactly in the line of

fire, and the bullet passed through the

necks of both animals. Mr. Crouse de-

clares that he saw only one deer at the

time he fired, and had not the slightest

idea any other animal was near. Every
possible examination was made at the

time to clearly ascertain the correctness

of the statement which it was foreseen

would be received with some shadow of

doubt, and on the deer being taken to the

settlement seasoned backwoodsmen and
hunters carefully examined bothcarcasses

and expressed themselves satisfied. Mr.

Crouse is also declared to be a modest
man, not one who usually boasts of his

exploits or exaggerates them in any way,

and his neighbors say they are convinced

of the truth of his story. . He is to be

congratulated on his success, and all

sportsmen will agree that the woods of

New Brunswick must be pretty thick with

deer when it is possible to kill two of

them with one shot.



Hunted by Wolves.

One Night's Thrilling Experiences.

BY E. S. SHRAPNEL.

nT was towards the end of November
in the year 1863, that 1 with several

others, went on a hunting and trap-

ping- expedition, some thirty miles north

of the city of Quebec. Our camp was on
the banks of the Montmorency River.

We were near a small clearing belong-

ing to a settler whose primitive log

shanty was the most remote from the

city in that direction, his nearest neigh-

bor being over five miles away.
In those days the roads after about

twelve miles north of the city, Were noth-

ing but indifferent trails, in most cases

impossible for a wheeled vehicle; so we
experienced considerable difficulty in

dragging in our supplies for several

weeks.
The fur bearing animals were very

plentiful in the neighborhood, and con-

sisted of moose and caribou, deer, lynx,

bears, wolves, mink, marten, fisher etc.

While conversing with the settler on
our arrival, we were informed that an old

Indian had passed the shanty about six

weeks before with the intention of trap-

ping higher up the river by several miles,

.

but although he mentioned he would re-

turn that way inside of a month, nothing
had been seen of him since. We did not

give this matter a second thought, but

after erecting a comfortable camp, ar-

ranged matters for a hunt on the follow-

ing morning.
There had been snow enough for us to

bring in our provisions, tent and camp-
ing utensils on toboggans, and that

night about six inches more fell and the

weather got considerably colder. We
started out next morning separately each
taking enough food for a lunch, more to

explore the neighborhood than to hunt
or set traps, but of course taking our
guns with us.

I went in a northerly direction for sev-

eral hours, but saw little evidence of

game except hare and lynx tracks; one
of the latter I shot as it was sneaking
out of a swamp on my right pursued by

a black pointer bitch which I had taken
with me. As the skin was a very fine

one, I concluded to take it with me, and
accordingly soon stripped it off the car-

cass. After proceeding a mile or so, I

was resting a while and discussing my
lunch, when I noticed a deer crossing the

far end of a beaver meadow about three

hundred yards from the position I then
occupied. It was too far away for me to

shoot with any certainty, so, after the

animal had disappeared I headed towards
the spot intending to follow.

When I reached its trail which was
quite distinct, I had little doubt that the

snow being so soft I could soon get near

enough for a shot. This I did inside of

an hour but only wounded the animal
which dashed off. I eagerly followed,

especially as blood was plentiful along its

trail. But hour after hour passed with-

out my being able even to sight the ob-

ject of my pursuit.

Night was approaching and it w;as

commencing to snow, so I judged it wise

to return to camp. Naturally, I had not

noticed the direction the trail had led me
for several hours, so considered it safer

to return on my own tracks, .but when I

recollected how soon it would be dark
and the distance I had traveled, I com-
menced to have doubts as to my ability

to reach camp that night, especially as

there would be no moon until towards
morning, and I had no previous knowl-
edge of the lay of that part ot the

country. However, I hastened at my
best pace, occasionally breaking into a
run when the nature of the ground al-

lowed it, my dog keeping close to my
heels.

It grew colder and the wind rose al-

most to a gale, blowing the snow in

minute particles into my face and soon
filling completely the tracks I had made
earlier in the day. I halted then to con-

sider my position. Already it was nearly

dark. I was aware the general course

of the river was north and south. I had
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a compass and started due east feeling-

confident I should strike the river in that

direction and then I could keep down it

until I reached camp.
Every few minutes I had to stop and

consult the compass for my direction and
then plunge on again. Shortly it be-

came so dark that to proceed seemed im-

possible. Already I had fallen heavily

several times over fallen trees and hidden
logs, as their coating of snow rendered

them invisible in the intense gloom of

the woods. v

"Lost!" Now I knew however it would
be impossible for me to reach camp that

night. So quickly seeking a more shel-

tered locality I set about making a fire.

That was easier said than done. I had
first to find some dry birch bark and
sticks to make a blaze, to give light for

collecting- dry logs with which to feed

the fire. In day time this would have
been easy enough, but what with the

darkness and the materials being- cov-
ered with snow, I occupied fully half an
hour before I could warm my numbed
fingers in the cheerful blaze.

The cold was now intense and in spite

of my exertions in collecting wood I felt

chilled to the bone. Added to that my
provisions were all disposed of at noon,
and there was the certainty that I had to

remain alone all night in that howling wil-

derness. However in another half hour
I had quite a pile of branches and logs
collected, and as the fire was now throw-
ing out some heat I seated myself and lit

my pipe, determined to make the best of
a bad job.

Have you ever been in a similar situa-

tion? There is nothing I can assure you
rcmmtic about it, when every hour
seems like three and all your previous
sins are brought before your recollection

like a ghostly panorama!
Well, an hour or so passed, my pipe

was refilled and more logs placed on the
fire. I felt very tired and in spite of
miserable surroundings felt drowsy. I

must have dozed off as I reclined on a
heap of cedar boughs. Anyway, I was
suddenly awakened by a long drawn
melancholy howl that seemed to vibrate
through my whole system. I started up
to a kneeling position to ascertain the
cause. My dog who had previously been

curled up asleep before the fire was now
sitting up and staring full in my face, her
eyes gleaming fearfully in the flickering

firelight.

While I gazed, she again howled,
commencing with a low moan and ending
in a most unearthly yell, all the time
keeping her eyes fixed on mine in a most
unaccountable stare, It made my flesh

creep to that extent that I seized a small

log and hurled it at her. While reflect-

ing on the cause which I attributed to

our uncomfortable location, I distinctly

heard what at first sounded like a distant

echo of my dog's lament. But as it

ended with a few sharp yelps a new in-

terpretation flashed across my mind

—

"a wolf!"—and not so far away either!

It now occurred to me that it must be
following on my trail. Evidently the

scent of the reeking hide that had been
hanging from my belt was the attraction.

It had dragged after me on the logs and
fallen trees I had lately crossed, espe-

cially as the snow had increased consid-

erably since the storm commenced. I

listened for several minutes feeling- any-
thing but comfortable; perhaps there was
more than one following.

Again came the weird howling echoing
through the aisles of the forest. This
time I was confident it issued from more
than one throat and evidently nearer my
position. I jumped up, seized my gun
and placed fresh caps on the nipples.

What should I do? It was so dark
I could ^not travel without a light of some
kind and I hated to leave the fire, but to

remain and perhaps be serenaded by a

pack of starving- wolves the rest of the

night was more than my nerves would
stand!

Once more came the yelping chorus,

and from the different tones I concluded

there must be quite a number of the vi-

cious brutes following.

Without loss of time I climbed

into the lower branches of a hemlock
tree that was within a few yards of my
fire. Then I thought of my dog, who
was now showing every sign of fear, and
was vainly trying to follow me to my
elevated position. I knew it would be

impossible to get her up, " as

it was as much as I could do to get* my-
self up- with my gun. All this time I
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could hear the howls of the hungry
brutes getting- rapidly nearer.

Suddenly there was silence; they had
evidently approached within view of the

fire. A minute or so passed, when a

low growl from my dog told me plainly

they were at hand, and only prevented

from rushing in on my dog by the near-

ness of the fire. I could plainly see

their eyes reflected by the firelight, but

could not distinguish their forms as they

slunk about in a wide circle of the in-

tense gloom.
I now felt safe for a time. How long

could I stand the bitter cold of which I

was at once reminded on leaving my po-

sition near the fire? Then again, that

would soon burn out if not replenished,

and then good-bye to my poor dog.

Perhaps a half hour passed. The cold

increased and my limbs were becoming
so numbed that I felt I must do some-
thing to promote circulation or I would
certainly freeze to death. I made up my
mind at last to descend at all costs.

First I would try what a shot would do.

I fired where I saw a pair of eyes re-

flected. There was a sharp yelp, and
then from the howling and whining grad-
ually receding I concluded there was a
stampede among the brutes.

I now scrambled down and hurriedly

piled some more wood on the fire. My
fingers were so numbed that it was only
by the greatest efforts that I managed to

load my gun. Away in the distance the

hatetul noises still continued as if my
late neighbors were holding a sortof con-
sultation.

Remain where I was I would not, but
how was I to proceed? To reach the

river in the dark was impossible; I had
had recent experience of that fact. I

rapidly thought out a plan. Why not
construct a bundle of torches from birch

bark? There was plenty in the neighbor-
hood. Whipping out my knife I soon
had as many as I could carry. I lit one
and at once commenced a rapid march in

the direction of the river. Luckily the

snow had ceased and the wind had fallen

considerably, enabling me to advance
with more comfort. However I still had
a nervous dread that my late torment ers

whohad so recently retreated might pluck
up courage enough to follow. Therefore

I was continually breaking into a run
wherever the nature of the ground per-

mitted which was generally where some
beaver meadow intercepted my course.

The violent exercise did me good for I

was soon in a warm glow. As my
torches burnt out I lit others and within

a couple of hours I had the satisfaction of

hearing rapids. I therefore knew I was
nearing the river at last, and in a few
minutes I had reached its banks where I

rested a short time and lighted my pipe.

Resuming my journey in a more leis-

urely manner, I soon perceived indications

of a trail leading down the river. This

encouraged me wonderfully, for it re-

called the conversation at the settler's

shanty about the old Indian being trap-

ping a few miles north of our camp, and
consequently the trail I was following

would likely lead me to his headquarters.

This it eventually did, for I had not pro-

ceeded more than a mile when I almost
walked up against it. It was very small

built of rough logs with a birch bark
roof. This I noticed almost at once by
the expiring flicker of my last torch. I

noticed also with surprise, that the door
was open. I called out several times but

no answer came. I then endeavored to

urge my dog to enter, but she would not,

only starting one of her unaccountable
howls.

While I was hesitating whether or not

to enter, the matter was settled abruptly,

for echoing along the river again came
the horrid yelling chorus, which seemed
to increase in volume every instant,

showing the pack were coming down the

river at their best pace.

I hesitated no longer but bolted

through the cabin entrance calling for

my dog to follow. To my intense sur-

prise she would not do so but continued

her wretched howling. Quickly lighting

a match I inspected the door and its fas-

tenings. It was of stout split slabs and
the bar that secured it inside was of

solid maple.

I was about cutting a strip of bark

from the inside of the roof to make an-

other torch when the dog suddenly leaped

through the half closed doorway snarl-

ing fiercely. I swung- the door, to in-

stantly and fastened it. None too soon,

for of all the hellish noises I have ever
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heard that was the worst. It made my
hair stand stiff on my head and great

drops of perspiration trickled down my
face in spite of the severe temperature.

To make matters worse my dog kept up
a furious barking until I kicked her into

silence.

It was some time before I could suffi-

ciently collect my thoughts or do any-
thing except lean my back against the

door. I could hear the whining and

A GRUESOME SPECTACLE.

snuffing of the brutes as theyslonk about daylight

of traps and an old gun near the door.

On turning about for further examina-
tion I was simply horrified. A ghastly
skeleton was jumbled all of a heap in the

further corner with the flesh freshly torn
from the bones, several of which had
been wrenched from their sockets and
lay near, together with torn shreds of

clothing. It was a fearful sight and al-

most paralyzed me after my late excite-

ment and recent experie nces. However,
without losing

time I set about
starting a fire.

L u ckily there

was a heap of

wood in one
corner and I

soonhadacheer-
ing blaze leap-

ing up towards
the center of the

roof, a hole in

which had been
left for letting

out the smoke.
Then gathering
up an armful of

c e d ar boughs
that had evi-

dently formed
the bed of the

poor old Indian

I scattered them
over what was
left of him, as

the horrifying

s ight sickened
and unnerved
me in my pres-

ent unenviable
position, which
u n 1 u c k ily I

seemed likely to

oc c u p y until

outside.

I thought of my gun again but could
hardly make up my mind to open the
door to shoot, and besides the darkness
rendered every object invisible. How-
ever on reaching up above the low door-
way I managed to rip off some of the
bark the root was composed of and soon
had a light.

Hanging from the walls were numer-
ous skins, and in a corner was a bundle

appeal ed.

After what seemed to me hours had
passed, interrupted frequently by the

snarling and scratching of my disap-
pointed pursuers, I became aware that

the moon was lighting up the surround-
ing objects and a spirit of revenge seized
me.

Cautiously I opened the door enough
to allow the barrels of my gun to protrude
a little, and then waited a chance to
shoot. I had hardly got into position
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when my opportunity arrived. A group
of five huge grey wolves suddenly ap-

peared from behind a bunch of stunted

hemlock trees and advanced boldly to-

wards the door. I waited until I got
several in line and then fired. The effect

was instantaneous—two rolled over

while a third commenced a rapid retreat

on three legs uttering discordant yells

followed closely by what appeared to me
to be over a dozen others who seemed to

spring up mysteriously from the sur-

rounding undergrowth. I helped them
along with my remaining barrel which
seemed to increase their pace considera-

bly although without visible effect. The
excitement over, I barred the door and
feeling utterly worn out stretched myself
by the few embers of the fire remaining,

to endeavor to obtain a few hours' sleep.

This was useless. The sickening musky
odor which impregnated the cabin, to-

getherwith the consciousness of what was
scarcely hidden by the cedar branches,
seemed, after my late terrifying exper-

iences to be too much for my over-strained

nerves. In vain I argued with myself
that the danger was over, and that it

would be wiser for me to remain where I

was until daylight. I simply could not.

So, seizing my gun and calling my dog,
who appeared to be still trembling in the

most unnatural manner, I boldly left my
gloomy shelter, glanced cautiously around
the moonlit glades and then started at

almost a run down the river trail. I

must honestly own however, that I fre-

quently stopped and glanced back, for

all fear of my late pursuers was far from
gone.

I must have traveled several miles
when the (to me) blessed dawn appeared
in the east. I stepped out with renewed
vigor and shortly, as the sun appeared
above the tree tops I entered the clearing

where our camp was situated. There I

found my three friends just about start-

ing to search for me.
I soon gave them particulars and lost

no time in demolishing a hearty break-

fast after which, and a short rest, I re-

turned up the river trail with them. We
gave the old Indian's bones a decent

grave, skinned the two wolves I had
killed, and then packing what effects re-

mained in the cabin on a toboggan re-

turned to camp. On consulting the set-

tler he was of opinion that the Indian had
been seized with some illness, neglected

to close his door securely at night, and
the wolves had taken advantage of and
made a meal of him.

I have hunted and trapped in all the

Provinces of Canada for years since, and
have had many dangerous experiences,

but never one that so greatly affected

my nervous system, or thrilled me with
such a night long horror as this true

story I have so indifferently endeavored
to relate.

I had heard previously from numerous
hunters and backwoods settlers that the

large grey timber wolf was cowardly in

the extreme and that he would never at-

tack man. This may be true in most in-

stances but not always. I have been
told often in out-lying districts of people

mysteriously disappearing when traveling

in wild sections of unsettled localities,

especially in winter time and on frequent

occasions. When the snow had left in

the spring their bones have been found
and in some cases identified by means
of portions of their clothing lying

near.

We saw nothing more of the wolves
except one, which we trapped in the old

Indian's shanty, although their weird
howling was heard nearly every night

during our stay in that neighborhood. I

need hardly add, that all of us took care

to be not far from camp when darkness
set in during the remainder of our hunt,

which altogether was very successful.

The severe weather in the west has
evidently emboldened the wolves out
there, and driven them in tl^eir hunger
to take desperate courses. From Badg-
er, (Man.) it is reported that Arthur
Dore and Louis Moore, two veteran
woodsmen of the district, were treed at
evening by a particularly voracious pack,

and had to spend the whole night in that

unpleasant position. The mercury reg-

istered twenty below, and only the heavy
clothing of the men prevented them from
succumbing. As it was they were badly
frost bitten, when the next morning
brought them a welcome rescue by some
wood cutters.



Black Duck Shooting in the Creeks.

BY R. L. FORTT.

jO the man who can sit all day, half

I submerged in a frozen rushbed,
' cramped and numb, with a cold

wind singing in his ears and still enjoy

life, this article may appeal. To the

others and, let us hope the minority,

those "who do not care for shooting-,"

my advice is turn over this page and get

busy elsewhere.

The Black is perhaps, the finest all

round Canadian duck that flies. It nests

in Ontario, in fact all through southern
Canada and the northern States. Sly,

wary and most
s u spicious, to

make a credita-

ble bag you
need to know
their habits like

a book—to dis-

cover their

roosts—unearth
t h eir feeding

grounds, their

h i ding places

and learn all

their little pecu-
liarities. Fur-
ther you must
take advantage
of every bit of

local condition.

Besides all this

you must be
able to handle
your gun with
deadly precision

or this precious

duck lore is

wasted.

In early October, when the heavy fall

winds and edge ice begin to»make them-
selves apparent, the Blacks desert the
large lakes and shore marshes to push far

up the little creeks and inlets where they
hide away, evidently perfectly secure and
with abundance of food—the choicest of
wild rice and lily roots always within
reach. When I say creeks I always
have East Creek in mind. For, of all

the streams I've ever shot through East
Creek is my ideal, and indeed it would

up against n

captivate anyone who has once paddled
its lengthy, snaky course. About fifteen

miles in length, it runs the most erratic,

listless course imaginable through one
great big marsh. The creek itself is

hardly ten feet wide in places, and aver-

ages a scant ten yards. Winding, twist-

ing, turning in all directions so much so

indeed, that there is not a single stretch

of more than fifty yards and every suc-

ceeding bend seems the same as the last.

It is here we find the Blacks and added to

such conditions as heretofore described

such creeks spell

"sn a p-s hoot-
ing" in capitals.

A c cordingly
c h o o se your
day, you want a

slight head
wind, and be at

the mouth of

the stream by
daylight. • For
snap shooting,

where the man
in the bow does
all the shooting
and the stern

man all the

work, you wTant

a light fifteen

foot open cedar
or b a sswood
canoe. Never
let the man be-

hind you have a

gun. It is quite

easy and satis-

factory to take turns in the bow or divide

the spoils. If you are going to paddle
to the head of the creek the best way is

for one man to take the bow going up
while the other has all the shooting com-
ing back.

The man with the guns should always
have one ready in his hands, the other

cocked between his knees. In snap-

shooting it is a great comfort to have
an experienced hand behind you. The
novice ships water, bangs the canoe and
probably treats you to a paddle's worth
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of creek every few minutes. On the

other hand "the man who knows" pokes
the nose of the canoe around every little

point and into every little bay without
making- a sound while, with each suc-

ceeding motion of the boat you realize

that he is intent on shoving all the water
he can reach right behind him.

Such sport is unequalled—to turn a

bend and flush a huge pair of Blacks-
then as they climb high with mighty rush
of pulsating wing- to cuddle the ever

ready gun to your cheek and—outwardly
cool but jubilantly excited within—to

pick your birds and lay them low—one
duck per barrel. Can you beat it? I

think not.

As to the

guns for such
work there is

very little choice

and this can be
easily left to the

individual taste

Many cling to

the a n c ient

thundering-

10,

while some, and
they are a grow-
ing community;
sing the praises

of the little 16.

How ever the

general run up-

holds the 12-

gauge weapon both barrels full choke.

Such an arm, loaded with 3% drams bulk

smokeless or its equivalent and lyi oz.

chilled 6, is a very hard combination to

outclass.

So much has been written on the best

gun that it seems superfluous to once
again rehearse and confirm the general

opinion. To come down to facts, there

is "no best" and any standard maker can
easily supply your needs. Just one point

though; never make the great mistake of

using black powder loads in your creek

shooting. The hanging clouds of smoke
will invariably spoil your chances for a
second barrel, while under its friendly

shadow many cripples get into the edge
marsh unnoticed. Re the gun question
again: A good many people prefer a
repeating shotgun for their snap-shoot-
ing as an extra barrel or so often means

SNAP SHOOTING

more birds and sometimes stops cripples

which otherwise would escape.

Once, in East Creek, when using a

Winchester "pump" I downed four birds

out of five flushed; each bird required a

charge of shot and I missed the fifth

clear. The other Blacks were all stone

dead. This was a case where a double

would have been away outclassed. Once
—but this speaks very poorly for my
shooting abilities— I missed a big Black
five times, then got him with the last

shot. To get in six barrels you have to

work the action pretty fast and your shots

are liable to be careless ones which
merely "punch holes in ozone." Far bet-

ter use a double, take your time and
place two tell-

ing shots.

Now let us
swing to the

other, and pos-

sibly the most
i n t e r e s ting

page, of creek

shooting. That
is, stand shoot-

ing and here

we should sub-

divide again in-

to three classes

—M o r n i n g
shooting in the

feeding grounds
the roost and

the flight shooting in which you catch
the birds coming to roost or towards the
feeding grounds. No use going at it

helter skelter and hoping to get ducks.
Once in a very great while you, may be
on the edge of a shoot and pick up a few
Blacks but this method never pays. Do
the thing with a system. First find the

particular part of the creek—probably
some rice filled bay or hole which the

Blacks seem to frequent and investigate

carefully—from a distance. Learn ex-

actly where the birds congregate, what
time they come in, and from what
direction.

If you must build a hide choose it

some time before the shoot, then leave it

severely alone, and above all things dis-

turb the ducks as little as possible. In

the way ot stands it is far more satisfac-

tory if, perhaps, not quite so comfortable
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ENJOYING THEMSELVES.

to take advantage of any little clump of

rushes and to substitute a short board or

so for the somewhat elaborate and im-
posing- affairs one sometimes comes
across. The latter though they may be
comfortable usually spell "duckless"
mornings, for as I once heard an old
s h o o t er re-

mark, "Blacks
a i n 't sleepy

bird s"—and
they aren't.

If in a morn-
ing- shoot, give

yourself lots of

time and pull

into your hide,

at least, fifteen

minutes before

daylight. Re-
m e mber that

the early shoots

are the shoots;

for Blacks, es-

p e c i ally, fly

very low and
w ith seeming
carelessness in

the semi-dark-

ness of early

m o rning. In

the Creeks the

shoot is nearly

always located

on some big

s t retch, well

grown with
rice. If in

pad dling up
s t r e am you
should chance
on a shoot

—

they are easy
to discover as

both shores of

the Creek are

one mass of

feat hers for

per haps one
hundred yards
—do not delay

at the outside

t w e n t y-four

hours in taking
advantage of it.

Indians and
market hunters

are always on
the look-out for such shoots and as they

clear them out pretty thoroughly take the

shoot before it's too late. In the early

shooting practically all through Septem-
ber, decoys are not a great advantage but
if you do use them, do not take more
than halt a dozen and remember that

BUILDING A HIDE FOR LATE FALL SHORE SHOOTING.
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four decoys well

set out are

worth about two
dozen carelessly

pitched in. Al-

ways set them
head on to the

wind and make
sure the string-

is fastened well

under the bow
of the decoy.

Never smoke
in your stand.

If the 'skeeters

are very bad
just grin and
bear it—far bet-

ter to do with a

little discomfort

t h an to miss
say half a dozen
c h a nces. As
soon as possi-

ble after pulling

into your hide get settled, sit still, and
open your eyes. When a flock or any
ducks show themselves on the sky line

get down and stay down until they are

well within shot. Then don't hurry but
pick your birds. Hurried flock shooting
rarely counts and it is better to waste an
extra second or so in aiming than to blaze

THE HUMBLE HOME OF BRE'R MUSKRAT.

away carelessly as soon as you have the

general direction. An old Indian named
Tobico, once wisely remarked: 4 'Ducks
is big things, but there's lots of air all

around 'em."

Never turn to watch a bird circling be-

hind you—this invariably spoils a possi-

ble chance. And in calling do not try to

see how many
''quacks" you
can sound in a
minute. Hur-
ried quacking^

usually indi-

cates sudden
fright or dis-

t urbance
among the

ducks; so study
thebirds them-
selves and call

"artistically.
"

A b ove all

t h ings never
go to pick up
your birds—if

in a morning
s h o ot—until

you are prac-

t i c ally sure

that all your
c h ances areA FEW CHOICE ONES.
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g-one. Shooting in the timber, your dead
birds are very easily marked down and
picked up three hours later.

Once in a while, as in the case of a

winged duck, you may go by the maxim,
' 'a bird in the hand is worth two in the

marsh," but then only on condition that

the shooting is very slack and you are

practically sure of a few birdless mo-
ments. This picking up before the shoot

is over brings to my mind a very foolish

thing I once did away up West Creek.

West Creek is built very much on the

order of East, but runs in the opposite

direction. We
had found a

little shoot on
the lower end
of the Big marsh
—a vast rush-

b e d t h rough
which the Creek
winds. I was
stationed on a
well k n own
point called the

Big El m—

a

leaning log af-

fording splen-

did cover on the

edge of the

Creek.
I had twenty

decoys out and
had fired a doz-
en nice shots.

Eight Blacks
lay on their

backs in the

open stream and I was feeling at peace
with the whole world. At nine o'clock

the shoot seemed over—not a duck had I

seen since a quarter to eight and it look-

ed as though there would be nothing
else doing.

I slipped the canoe into, the water in-

tending to run out, pick up my birds and
be back in my hide within five minutes.
All went well in theory but in practice it

was not a success. I paddled sixty

yards down the Creek where two birds

had drifted with the stream and as I

turned to go back something caught my
eye and made me glance hurriedly up.

There, coming from three different

directions, wings set and necks stretched

A LIKELY SPOT.

out were Blacks galore. At least one
hundred and fifty birds were setting their

wings for my decoys while I was lying

out in my decoys one hundred yards
away. Of course I kept still where I

was but they caught sight of me too soon
and "skidooed.

"

In the hope that they would come
back I crawled dejectedly into my stand
and waited another two hours. But they
never did. I have often thought what
might have happened if I had remained
hidden—but it's ever so in shooting and
it's always the things which might have

happened that

we dream about.

H owever, it

is needless to

say that since

then I leave my
dead birds until

the shoot is

over.

The fascina-

tion of duck
s h ooting can
never be fully

appreciated ex-

cept by the

true devotee of

the sport. If

only reasonable

success attends

the shooter any
discomforts are

speedily forgot-

ten, and one re-

members o nly

the thrills fol-

lowing the good shots. No one can attain

any success in this sport without discom-

fort, but the compensations are more than

ample, and the amateur may be assured

that he will be repaid many times over

for any unpleasantness he may experience

in his efforts at the beginning of the day.

This "roughing it" is all part of the

sport, and it is the part which, when you
know something of it from actual per-

sonal experience, you would be very loath

to forego. It forms not the least pleas-

ant portion of some very delightful rem-
iniscenses, which are the inalienable

property of every duck shooter and
which in after days lives he over again to

his continual pleasure and delight.



The North American Fish and Game Protective

Association.

Successful Conferences at Quebec.

ft pJY the general consent of all the

1 Wjt delegates present the two days'
"

1 conference of the members of the

North American Fish and Game Protec-

tive Association held this year in the

city of Quebec proved the most success-

ful in the history of the organization.

Readers may be reminded that the aims
and objects of the Association are in brief

the efficient preservation of forests, fish

and game throughout North America.

So far the Association has only succeeded
in covering a portion of the Canadian Pro-

vinces and a number of the States of the

Union. Year by year its influence and
its work grows both in area and in effec-

tiveness and the reports presented this

year showed remarkable progress along
the whole line. To further mark the

international character of the Association

its annual conferences are held alternately

in Canada and the States and the President

is selected from among the citizens of the

country in which the conferences
are held. Last year the meetings took
place in Boston and this year the turn of

Canada coming round it was felt that it

would be a marked compliment to the

energetic and able spirit shown by M.
Jean Prevost, the Minister for Coloniza-

tion Mines and Fisheries for the Province of

Quebec to meet in the capital city of his

Province and accord him the honor of the

Presidency.

A prominent feature in all gatherings
of the members of the Association, and a
characteristic which marks its whole work
is the broad minded spirit and the wide
outlook shown by the consideration which
is given to every subject brought in view.
Many of the members and lease holders
in the Province, have had their personal
interests touched by the legislation pro-

duced and carried through by M. Prevost.

But with the generosity and fair niindedness
that always marks the true sportsman
they recognized the fact that the hon.
gentlemen was doing his duty and noth-
ing more than his duty in bringing with-

in the purview of the license duties the

members of incorporated clubs. Through-
out the Quebec gatherings there ran

deep feelings of gratitude to the Minister

who has set such a good example to all

charged with similar duties in other

Provinces. It is perhaps not too much
to say that M. Prevost is the first Cana-
dian statesman to take a statesmanlike

view of his departmental duties. At the

risk of his political future he inaugurated

a new departure and when the wrath of

vested interests were poured out upon
him he stuck manfully to his guns and
succeeded in partially carrying out a policy

with which his name will be ever associat-

ed. It was fitting, therefore, that the most
successful series of gatherings in the

Association's history should beheld under
his Presidency, and that this and other tes-

timonies given by individual speakers

should reward the efforts he has put
forth on behalf of the cause. Complim-
ents for criticism proved no doubt a

pleasant exchange and the commenda-
tions of experts were probably gratifying

after the fault finding and criticisims to

which the hon. gentlemen is no stranger.

The Mayor and Council of the City of

Quebec placed at the disposal of the

delegates the fine Council Chamber and
the adjoining committee rooms at the

beautiful City Hall; and the Mayor (Mon.
Garneau) added to this kindness by attend-

ing and personally welcoming the dele-

gates. He emphasized this welcome to

the delegates from the States while as-

suring the members from the sister pro-

vinces that they were at home in the city

of Quebec

—

1 'that city of antiquity so full

of historical research and scenic beauty,

which guards the great forests to the

north, the haunts of the moose and the

caribou, together with the rivers and
lakes which are the homes of the trout

and ouananiche, the salmon etc., truly a
sportsman's paradise." He freely admit-

ted that this great wealth of fish and
game was due in no small respect to the
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good work of the Association in strength-

ening- the hands of those upon whom fell

the duty of protecting fish and game. He
extended to them "the welcome ofabrother

sportsman whose pleasure it is to roam
through the forests, to navigate its rivers,

to cross its lakes and to delve into the

haunts of the game of this magnificent

paradise".

M. Prevost responded to this wel-

come and proceeded, after thanking the

delegates for electing him as their Presi-

dent to point out that after taking office

ke found that ever since the Association's

establishment they had consistently and
persistently pressed upon the Govern-
ments of the various Provinces and
States the adoption of measures calcu-

lated to aid the efficient protection of

fish and game such as the tag and cou-

pon system for the shipment of game,
the abolition of netting in inland waters,

severe penalties for infraction of the fish

and game laws and in particular for the

dynamiting of fish. He found, when
he assumed office, that these reforms had
not been granted in the Province of Que-
bec but as they commended themselves
to him he was delighted to find himself
clothed with the authority for introduc-

ingthem into the Legislature and pressing
them upon the members. He was glad
to say the Legislature acquiesced in their

joint demands and the Province of Que-
bec was now on record as having adopt-
ed the larger majority of the planks of
the Association's platform. While living

under different flags and while separ-
ated by an international boundary line

these formed no barriers whatever to the
sportsmen of the two countries. "In
aims in sympathies, in the love of na-
ture for nature's sake, as well as for her
healing and restorative powers; in our
ideals of true sportsmanship, our respect
for law and order, our efforts for the
protection of fish and game and our fra-

ternal regard for brother sportsmen we
are one and undivided."
The report of the committee present-

ed by Mr. E. T. D. Chambers, the Sec-
retary-Treasurer recorded the resignation
as representative of the Province of
Quebec on the executive committee of
Mr. C. E. E. Ussher, and also of Mr. D.
G. Smith, the representative of New

Brunswick who has moved from Chat-
ham, New Brunswick, to New York.
Both gentlemen were original members
of the Association. Tbe Secretary also

recorded that the Province of Quebec
had made the biggest leap forward in

fish and game protection in 1906 of any
year in the history of the Province. Re-
markable progress had also been made in

New York State while the progress of
the Provincial Fish and Game Protective

Association in Ontario had likewise

proved notable. There had been five

resignations during the year and twenty-
four new members had joined, the pre-

sent membership standing at a hundred
and forty-two.

Mr. G. H. Richards of Boston, sub-

mitted the report of Massachusetts,
which stated that several important

laws had been enacted during 1906 in

furtherance of the objects for which the

Association was formed viz:

1. A close time for pike perch from
the first of February to the first of June
has been established and transportation

of said fish within or into the State be-

tween said dates has been forbidden

wherever they may have been caught.

2. Prohibition of the sale of trout

except those artificially raised, has been

extended for a further period of three

years.

3. The close time for trout, land-

locked salmon, and lake trout has been

lengthened by six weeks. Hereafter it

will be from August 1st to April 15th

following, thus adding a month at the

beginning of the close season and two
weeks at the end. Sale is prohibited

duriffg the close time.

4. A close time till November 1st

1911, has been created for the heath hen,

and the sale and possession of the same
has been forbidden and efforts made to

efficiently protect and propagate the

hen.

5. Woodducks have been protected

from killing and sale until September 1st,

1911.

6. The snaring of ruffed grouse upon
his land by an owner of land has been

forbidden.

7. The sale and possession of ducks
and teal during their respective close

seasons is prohibited.
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8. The open season for quail is No-
vember and the sale is prohibited. Quail

killed elsewhere may be sold in Novem-
ber and December provided they are not

killed or transported in violation of the

laws of the districts in which they are

killed.

9. The sale or possession of prairie

chicken, whenever or wherever taken,

has been made unlawful.

10. The shooting- of pheasants during
the open season for quail has been made
unlawful.

This legislation marks a great step in

advance, and the spirit of reciprocity is

seen throughout these new laws. No
prairie chicken exists in the State of

Massachusetts, and this law is enacted
entirely for the protection of other States
and Provinces.

Dr. J. T. Finnie, of Montreal, submit-
ted the report from Quebec as follows:

In my report at the last meeting of
this Association in Boston 1906, I stated

that the Minister of the Department, who
controls our fish and game interests in-

tended to introduce amendments to the

"Game Act" which would bring this

Province more in line with the other
Provinces and States. The Hon.
Jean Prevost kept his promise and suc-
ceeded in making changes such as were
recommended by the Congress called by
himself in December 1905. The "tag
system" has been adopted and it has wor-
ked wonders in putting a stop to the
wholesale slaughter of our deer herds

—

and has certainly been a great aid to the
public carrying bodies, such as our rail-

ways and steamboats in compelling the
hunter to obey the law. Complaints
have been few comparatively speaking
as to the wanton killing of our large
game, and 1906 will long be remembered
by those interested in the work as being a
year marked by a decided improvement
by the public in respecting the law.
The sale of woodcock and partridge has
been prohibited until 1908. Let us hope
that the department will still further ex-
tend this prohibition for at least two
years more. I regret to say that some
leaders continue to evade the law. If

those who persist in encouraging this
sort of thing, and they are people, who

by education and social standing ought
to know better, would only think that as

Mr. Charlton stated at the Boston meet-
ing, they are buying stolen goods, and
therefore equally guilty before the law,

with the one who sells it, then possibly

they might look at it differently, They
buy what belongs to the Province or the

State, and no dealer has a right to have
them in his possession. Another advance
in the new Act is that each and every

bird constitutes a separate offence, the

penalty increasing with the subsequent
infractions of the law. Our license fee

for hunting remains the same, except

where a non resident of the Province is

a member of an incorporated club, then,

the fee is only ten dollars ($10.00,), pro-

viding the hunting is done on the territory

of the club to which he belongs. A bounty
of fifteen dollars ($15.00) is nowgiven for

every wolf pelt, when properly vouched
before a justice of the peace, providing

such wolf has been killed by a resident

of the province. In some of the counties

this should be ample to make such profit-

able. I have not been able to get returns

from the Department since the Act came
into force, but hope that the work has
been taken up by some of our people,

who live in the districts where these pests

abound as they are most destructive to

our deer herds. With regard to fishing

—Non-residents whether a member of an
incorporated club or not, must for salmon

fishing pay $25.00 for a license—and
for any other kind of fishing, non-mem-
bers of a club pay ten dollars($10.00,)and

members of a club five dollars ($5.00.)

The law allows such licensees to take

home with them twenty-five pounds of

fish—provided the conditions of the Fis-

hing Act are fulfilled. So gentlemen you
see that a marked change has been made
in our fish and game laws, and the bene-

fits resulting, therefore, have been very

marked and I trust and believe that the

revenue will show a much larger sum
than in the past year. Our game wardea
system has also been much improved,

most of the old wardens have been dis-

pensed with, and a few have been appoint-

ed in their places, at fairly good salaries,

to devote their whole time to the work,
and are expected to do their duty without
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fear or favor. With regard to duck shoot-

ing-, the law has been changed so as

to eliminate the exceptions made in the

previous act to sheldrakes and loons—
so that now no shooting is allowed at any
time after 1st day. of March until Decem-
ber 1st. The question of cold storage

is one that is far from satisfactory. There
are abuses under the head that should be

remedied—either have no cold storage of

game at all, or see that the conditions

demanded by the Government are carried

out. As it is at present the officers so

appointed are of no use and should be

dispensed with. No regular visits are

made to take an inventory of what is

there and of what has been sold. Apart
from this, I believe it is the belief of

many, that game kept in cold stor-

age for months is really not fit for food

—

and the same applies to fish, and the

subject is one that should receive the

serious consideration of this Association.

In conclusion I would once more refer to

the long open season for our large game.
I may say as I have already said, that

our open season is far too long, and, if

we in this Province of Quebec wish to

preserve our magnificient game preserves
for future generations, we will have to

be up and do something, ere it be too
late. With every Province and State
around us realizing fully what it means
for the future, shortening the open sea-

son to, from ten days to six weeks, our
Province goes on, in the same old way
and makes no change. A four months
open season for our large game is far too
long. I have pleaded before and repeat
it again, that unless a change is made
quickly, there will be little left for our
children. I trust the department will not
be influenced by those who cannot see
beyond their own selfish interests, but be
guided by those, who have given time
and thought to this question, and who
feel that it is for the best ultimate good
of the Province, that a shortened season
should be enacted. In conclusion I

must repeat what I said last year that
there has been a great awakening in this

Province towards the better protection of
our fish and game and much is due to the
present Minister who controls this work,
our worthy Chairman arid President, the
Hon. Jean Prevost.

Mr. Wilson, of Glen Falls, N. Y. brought
in a report from New York State in which
it was recorded that never in the history

of the fish and gamedepartment had they
had men more capable and more hon-
est. Business men, who having suc-

ceeded in business matters, are making
a business of operating the hatcheries, of

properly planting the several varieties of

fish produced, and in a conservative but
sure way are enforcing present laws re-

garding protection of fish and game, and
recommending the passage of further

legislation at the present session of the

Legislature. It was the determination
of the New York members ro secure

proper protection for white fish in New
York waters of the great lakes in

harmony with those of their neighbors,

pending the coming of international con-
trol of all joint waters on this continent,

especially those of the great lakes. At
no time in the past has there been so

much thought given to this question,

and thousands of sportsmen are in favor

of such an arrangement, believing it

to be the only satisfactory solution of

thequestion of the preservation of fish life

in those waters. They have had the us-

ual difficulty in settling the question of

sale of fish and game coming from other

States, at a time when these States have
a close season, and also the cold storage

question. The present Legislature will

undertake to pass a license law for all

gunners. The Commissioner has asked
for a law preventing pollution of waters,

absolutely prohibiting refuse of all kinds

being put in the waters of the State other

than tide waters. He has also recom-
mended a law prohibiting dogs in the

forest reserves, and for an amendment
to the grouse and woodcock law limiting

the bag to not over six birds a day, and
not allowing transportation for over six

of each variety at a time. There seems
to be a few moose, and deer are plentiful

even in well settled districts adjacent to

the forest reserves. Several colonies of

beaver proved successful, and arrange-

ments have been made to secure more. A
bill has been presented to the Senate stop-

ping spring shooting of wild fowl, and
there is one before the Assembly making
the close season for wall eyed pike from
March 1st to April 30.
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Mr. L. O. Armstrong-

,
Colonization

and Tourist Agent of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, Montreal, read the following

paper on wolves:

I believe that the Great Creator of the

Universe and Maker of animate things

made wolves, pike, suckers, ling, dog
fish, sharks and other creatures that are

great destroyers of better lives than their

own. I cannot find any other purpose

for which the Infinite Power intended

these than to afford man an opportunity

for the exercise of patience, ingenuity

and perseverence in destroying this en-

tire wolfish series of families, whether
on land or in water. I began to hunt
the cruel, cowardly, crafty, sneaking-

wolf over twenty-five years ago. I have
always felt grieved that I have not had
more time and cunning- to put up against

his in the game. I have done my best

under the circumstances. I suffered and
have sent many substitutes in my place.

I have several friends on the plains of

the Northwest who hunt very success-

fully in the old way on horseback and
with. dogs. One Winnipeg friend has
been very successful. He has instituted

one novelty which is worth mentioning.
He has built a big toboggan upon which
he hauls his wolf hounds as near as pos-

sible to the wolf and then lets them out

fresh upon the game. The fish and
game authorities of the State of Michi-

gan are getting up a wolf hunt with

hounds. A trial is to be made with Irish

and Russian wolf hounds. These both

run by sight. The Southern hound may
also be tried, but he runs by scent and
gives tongue. It is a question which is

the best. I think that with deep snow
and good snowshoers the Irish and Rus-
sian hounds would prove the best. They
could be brought up to the wolf in leash,

following on the snowshoe track, and let

loose on the wolf, who would be more
tired than they would be. Before the

heavy fall of snow I would like to try

the hounds that hunt by scent. The
Irish wolf hound is very fierce, very
swift, very powerful. A friend writes

me: "They are the fastest dogs on the

Australian plains and the only dog I

ever saw that would pull down a "Blue
Flier" in a straight run. I have used
them in Australia hunting kangaroo and

wild pig. They run silently and by eye-

sight." We are starting tomorrow on a

snowshoe wolf hunt—the first of a series

that will last through the coming winters
as long as the wolves last. We will

come back wiser regarding the wolf,

whatever success we may have against
the enemy. We expect to drive out
every wolf, lynx and fox (and have a
certain small hope of wakening up a
bear) out of two townships. We aim
high with regard to wolves in general;

we shall try to aim right for the individ-

ual wolf. This is the time and place to

ask our President to endeavor to have a
grave defect in the Quebec wolf bounty
statute remedied. Its present conditions

shut out any but the inhabitants of Que-
bec from receiving a reward for killing a
wolf. Mr. President and gentlemen, if

it is a good thing to kill a wolf (and who
will say that it is not) why should not
any and every man be invited and en-

couraged to slay him? It is not a money
making enterprise for the sportsmen.
No individual sportsman can hope to

make more than a quarter of his ex-

penses out of bounties; but undoubtedly
the larger the hunt the more successful it

will be. Then why should not the Gov-
ernment contribute $15 towards these,

expenses whatever his nationality or

Province may be? Every deer is worth
$100 and every moose $500 to the Prov-
ince in the way of revenue. .Each wolf
slain means the salvation of several deer

and moose. I would therefore ask the

Honorable Minister (not the President in

this case) the following question, namely:
Is there not a tendency on the part of

the Government to look only at the Gov-
ernment revenue side rather than at the

revenue of the Province. I would ask
the Government to look at the matter
from a selfish point of view (if it is possi-

ble to make the average politician look

at anything selfishly) and if it looks at it

in that light the Statute will be widened,

so that any Jew, Turk, heretic, infidel,

Doukhobor, Vermont or Massachusetts
Yankee may get that $15. I am very

glad to note that the press of America
has taken up the idea of a general wolf
campaign with much sympathy. The
press has given encouragement gener-

ously and three States and two Provinces
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are organizing large wolf hunts. In our

Province of Quebec the effect of publicity

has been to turn a very large percentage

of our settlers into enthusiastic wolf

hunters and trappers. I have kept two
people in my office busy for the past two
months almost entirely on wolf hunting

matters. It would take too long to tell

you of the many suggestions and plans

that have been given me about giving

the finishing touch to the wolf during

the past winter, but a few of them might

be interesting. One of the successful

baits used in poisoning them has been

butter. Pieces of well washed butter,

taken out of the water with wooden pal-

lets, so that the human hand may not

touch the butter, are rolled together with

a good dose of strychnine in the centre,

placed there by the same wooden pallets.

These are placed in not too conspicuous

places; in fact, I think it is better to

cover them with snow, as the wolf will

smell it several feet away under the

snow. The dose of the strychnine must
be a good one, because the wolf is hard

to kill. Both the wolf and the bear take

a great deal more poison than other ani-

mals tor which it is used. The pallets

are to be used again when placing the

butter into position, thus to a large ex-

tent keeping the human smell away from

the bait. Another lure for the wolf is

the cooking of meat in camp; also cook-

ing bacon, in fact, it is wise to keep it

sizzling all the time on the stove in order

that the savour may attract him. An-
other way is to place a hare that has

been freshly caught near a tree after

having been dragged along the trail

made by snowshoers. The hare is cut

so as to allow the blood to drop on the

trail, which will entice the wolves up to

the tree in which a couple of men are

hidden. Still another method used is to

put some live animal in a»wooden cage

covered with strong wire. Men are sta-

tioned within easy shooting distance of

the cage, so as to shoot the wolves while,

they are trying to get at their intended

victim in the cage. Some of these

methods we will use and in addition we
will have night and day hunts. We will

ferret out the animals in the dense

growth of the valleys and hunters will be

posted on the large ridges to watch for

them if they take to the hills. A second
hunter will follow each man so that if a
wolf doubles back and hunts the hunter
the second man may be fortunate enough
to get on the trail of a tired wolf and run
him down. We will at least have one
large wolf hound with a mountain lion

record. He killed a mountain lion in the
Rockies. We will have some thorough-
ly experienced wolf hunters and if we do
not get wolves we will know the reason
why and be prepared to do better next
time. We believe that if our members
are sufficient we will get some wolves;
if not those who are fortunate enough to
be with us may have a chance at

lynx, bear or fox. The section of On-
tario that we have selected is a good
bear country and we will have one or
two guides who are particularly good at

locating the sleeping bruin in winter.
One thing we have started to do and
that is to popularize winter sports in the
woods of Canada and help materially«in

the long run, directly and indirectly, to

lessen the number of wolves, whether it

be in the forests of the east or in the
mountains of British Columbia. The
sportsman can have just as good a time
in mid-winter as in mid-summer—in my
opinion a better time, but I may be prej-

udiced in favor of snow and snowshoes.
I think there is no doubt but that wolves
this year are destroying beaver, all the
deer family, partridge and hare in greater
numbers than ever before. There are
exaggerated stories about him, but it

would take a man with a good imagina-
tion to tell stories that require more in-

genuity, craftiness and boldness than the
wolf possesses. My own experience
with the wolf goes to show that he has
learned the range of the modern rifle.

When I first made his acquaintance I

could shoot him from the seat in a sleigh
with a shot gun. That day is over. We
will have shot guns with us on this hunt,
but in this case we will have snowshoes
and the help of deep snow that will tire

out the wolf quicker than it will a good
man. The study of the wolf howl is in-

teresting. It is certain that he carries

on a conversation with other wolves.
When a solitary wolf finds his prey a
little too hard for him to tackle alone
that howl of his is equal to wireless tel-
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egraphy in telling other wolves that there

is something doing in his vicinity. The
howling becomes a steady and continuous

sound when the hunting of the prey be-

gins. The jaw of the wolf is strong

enough to break a young colt's or heifer's

leg and he will tear a piece of flesh right

out of a strong healthy horse or cow.

The wolf is the hereditary enemy of the

fox and that is about the only pest that

he helps to destroy. He is particularly

fond of the spoiled fat dog; and he

does some good in destroying the few
that he gets of these. He will some-
times bury his prey to hide his presence

in the neighborhood. He not only

scents danger, but he sees and hears it

better than any other animal. He does

not mind the presence of women and
children and the thought, has suggested
itself to me that we might on our hunt
dress some of the hunters as women.
This might give us a better chance of

success. The wolves can kill a single

horse or cow, and when they have a par-

ticularly vicious animal to down they

hunt in relays. The moose, for instance,

is hunted by different bands; when one
band tires in the chase another will take

it up until their prey is run down. When
brought to bay or slightly wounded the

wolf will tackle anyone. When caught
by a band of wolves the proper thing to

do is to light matches and make a fire if

there is no tree to climb. They will not
attack a man alongside of a fire. C. H.
Deutschman, the discoverer of our Na-
kimu Caves, near Glacier, (he is reliable

in these matters) tells me that he knows
of a. girl of seventeen or eighteen who
was pretty nearly killed by a wolf. When
the wolf made for her throat she protect-
ed it with her arms, which were terribly

lacerated. A big Newfoundland dog,
which accompanied her, attacked the
wolf from the rear. The wolf turned up-
on the dog and killed it, but in the fight

between the two animals the girl es-

caped. I have yet to find the proof of
a wolf or wolves in Canada attacking
and killing a healthy active man who
was not tired out; but I have evidence
that is satisfactory to me— and have it

in abundance—of wolves treeing men.
Now, I would rather not demonstrate in

person what these wolves would have

done to one of these men if he had come
down out of the tree while they were there.

There are other wolves that this Associ-

ation has to deal with. There is the

lumberman wolf, who is at the present

moment supplying his camp with meat
and fish out of season; there is the In-

dian wolf who refuses work atfrom $2 to

$3 per day, but would rather kill fish

and game out of season, and there is the

mercenary hoggish settler who will kill

eight or ten deer, eat a little and sell the

rest, and sometimes let it spoil in sum-
mer. Every member of this Association
ought to have the feeling of a first-class

wolf hound against these other wolves
as well as the four legged hound. There
are many lumbermen, Indians and set-

tlers on the other hand who are good
sportsmen. I have known some of them
to rebuke so-called sportsmen for un-
sportsmanlike conduct.

The rest of the sitting was taken up
with discussions on these papers. More
than one speaker objected to the raising

of the wolf bounties although there was
general agreement that the wolf slayer,

whether resident or non-resident, should
be entitled to the bounty and the resolu-

tion to that effect was unanimously
agreed to.

Considerable attention was given to

the best means of preserving the remain-
ing specimens of the genuine American
bison. These specimens are, it was
pointed out, only to be found in the far

Northwest. The President of the Un-
ited States (who it was stated would
shortly join the Association as a member)
has taken considerable interest in this

question. The Association unanimiously
agreed to request the Governments of Al-

berta and British Columbia to take steps

to safe guard the last remaining herd of

bison by enacting a perpetual close time

for bison, by increasing the bounty on
wolves which prey on the calves, and by
setting aside the range of these bison as

a public preserve.

Attention was called to the fact that in

New York State a method has been found

for disposing of mill refuse at a small

profit and the Provincial Govern-
ments might now be called upon to put

in force the laws against the contamina-
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tion of water without any danger of hind-

ering- or driving- away large industries de-

pendent upon water supply.

A long discussion ensued upon a sug-

gestion put forward to allow the shoot-

ing of sheldrakes on salmon streams, it

being contended that sheldrakes were no
good lor food and seriously injure the

salmon fisheries. Strong opposition was
engendered to this proposal on the ground
that if sheldrakes were allowed to be shot

other birds would likewise be killed and
at least the whole family of ducks be dis-

turbed on their feeding grounds. The
whole subject of spring shooting would
receive a set back if once spring shooting

were allowed and sportsmen having made
progress in this direction should not give

up one inch of the ground they had gain-

ed with difficulty. The Chairman pointed

out that if sheldrakes were allowed to be

shot they would be seen not only on
salmon rivers but also at Sorel and near

Montreal. Several speakers agreed with

this and it was ultimately decided not to

recommend any alteration. Last spring

only three permits were granted for spring

shooting and each of these were given to

natural history professors.

The dynamiter came in for strong- con-

demnation and several speakers urged
that a year's imprisonment without the

option of a fine was not so severe even

for a first offence. It was also advocated
that in the case of dynamiting the inform-

er's name should be witheld.

Strong advocacy was also given to an
increase in the penalties for the killing of

beaver it being pointed out that half the

fine on the present limited penalties did

not pay a man for his time and trouble in

securing the evidence necessary for a con-

viction.

The afternoon session was largely oc-

cupied with the discussion ofa bill brought
before the Legislature by Mr. J. Hall

Kelly member for the county of Bonaven-
ture. This bill would allow the killing

of a second bull moose on payment of a

further fee which Mr. Kelly suggested
might be fixed at one hundred dollars.

He calculated that if one hundred extra

bull moose were killed under the provis-

ions, of his bill the number of moose in the

Province would not be seriously diminish-

ed while the revenues of the Province
would benefit to the extent of ten thous-
and dollars. Money was required by the
Province, particularly for educational pur-
poses, and he believed that sporting in-

terests would not be injured in the least

by the enactment of his proposals. Many
sportsmen would willingly pay an extra
hundred dollars for a chance at a second
head. Uncompromising opposition was
put forth to the entire proposals of the
bill and the Association declined to go
on record in their support.

Early in the afternoon the conference
adjourned for the purpose of allowing the
delegates to accept an invitation offered

by the Provincial Government for a trip

to Ste. Anne de Beaupre and a banquet
at Montmorency Falls. A special car

was placed at the disposal of the dele-

gates by the Quebec Electric Railway and
by special arrangement with the Redem-
ptorist Fathers, who have charge of the

famous shrine, the church was illuminat-

ed and the organist was present and
played on the grand organ. The treasury

of the church was shown to the delegates
and all the questions asked were very
courteously answered. Every delegate

was impressed with the records of the

immense numbers visiting the shrine and
the huge stacks of crutches left by those
who have been cured at that place. The
Church is a wonderful monument of the

faith of the people and in its richness and
beauty is marvellously attractive even to

those who stand outside the faith it re-

presents. At Montmorency Falls a

splendid banquet was provided at the

Kent House. The Premier of the Pro-

vince was expected to preside but as the

Legislature was in session he was detain-

ed at Quebec. In his absence the Hon.
Jean Prevost proved a gracious and en-

tertaining host and under his presidency

both the meal and the after proceedings
were heartily enjoyed. The menu, which
was got up in a most appropriate style,

included caribou soup and other dainties

which were particularly enjoyed by the

sportsmen. The toasts included the

King, the President of the United States,

the North American Fish and Game Pro-

tective Association, the Stars and Stripes

the Press and His Majesty the Wolf.
After the formal toasts had been drunk
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the proceedings were delightfully inform-

al and enjoyable and it was with regret

that the time for parting came. The
special car conveyed the guests back

to Quebec, the party breaking up with

many hopes of meeting again under simi-

lar auspices.

On the following morning the Executive

Committee reported in favor of legislation

for the destruction of sheldrakes on sal-

mon rivers, such legislation to be so

framed as to avoid the risk of killing

other ducks. It was suggested that the

difficulty might be overcome by issuing

special permits only to fish wardens.

Mr. Watson of Glen Falls, N. Y. , read

a valuable and interesting paper on the

white fish which was described by several

of the experts present as a most valuable

contribution to piscatorial history. The
paper in full will appear in a future num-
ber of this magazine.

In the course of the ensuing discussion

Mr. A. Kelly Evans expressed his firm

conviction that the fisheries of the great

lakes if properly developed and managed
would prove a more valuable source of

income to this country than all the mines
of Cobalt.

The subject of Federal control of inter-

ternational waters gave rise to an inter-

teresting discussion. Mr. Wilson con-

tended that in the States public opinion

was ripe for Federal control and at a re-

cent conference in Chicago, at which sev-

eral Canadian representatives were present

a resolution was passed in favor of such

control. On the other side Mr. Kelly

Evans contended that Ontario was almost
alone concerned in this matter in Canada
and would not yield one tittle of her rights

in this Province to the authorities at

Ottawa. The chairman on behalf of

Quebec confirmed this statement and Mr.
Wilson ultimately yielded to the assur-

ances of the Canadian representatives

that the time is not yet ripe for pressing
this matter in Canada and agreed to

await future developments. It was like-

wise pointed out that there is at present
an international Commission dealing with
all questions affecting international waters
and from this Commission may come de-

velopments which cannot at present be seen.

Upon the recommendation ofthe Execu-

tive Committee it was agreed to recom-
mend the prohibition of the exportation

of maskinonge, black bass and speckled

trout and also to limit the legal catch of

the fish and the number of partridge to

be shot.

An interesting discussion took place

upon a proposal to make the lessee's of

salmon rivers ex officio justices of the

peace in order that they might deal with
poachers on their preserves. The chair-

man speaking for himself declined to

agree to any such proposition as it would
make the lessee's both prosecutors and
judges in their own cause. As this mat-
ter will very largely affect the Province
of Quebec he would agree to make the

guardians of salmon rivers justices of the

peace. This was declared to be quite

satisfactory by those making the sug-
gestion it being pointed out that they
only put forward the proposition because
in the districts concerned there was no
one else capable of filling the office and
to have to go fifty miles to find a magis-
trate meant that the law was inoperative.

The conference also agreed to recom-
mend the preparation by the Provincial

Governments of a special pamphlet de-

scribing the powers of the justices of the

peace in order that they might make
themselves acquainted with both their

duties and their powers and be able to

deal properly with the cases that came
before them.

Mr. A Kelly Evans gave an address
describing the formation, progress and
work of the Ontario Fish and jGame Pro-
tective Association. The Provincial

organization now consisted of thirty

branches scattered throughout the

Province and with nearly three thousand
members. He especially dwelt on the

work done by the branches at Parry
Sound, Penetanguishine, and Lindsay
through whose exertions the Ontario
Government has been led to provide a
swift gasoline launch for patrolling the

Upper Georgian Bay and enforcing the

fishing regulations in those waters. The
Hastings County branch had likewise suc-

ceeded in coming to terms with the net

fishermen of the Bay of Quinte and thus
helping to preserve a very important
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fish spawning- ground. As an illustration

of the value of organization he pointed

out that for fifteen years the anglers of

London had been endeavoring to prevent

net fishing at and near the mouth of the

Thames. They failed in their endeavours

until they became a branch of the Associa-

tion, when, with the full influence and

power of the Association to back them

up, they succeeded in inducing the Minis-

ter to abolish all net licenses. As a

further instance of the interest taken in

the work by all classes he mentioned, the

. Woodstock branch which although situat-

ed in a district in which there is neither

game nor fish has a membership of one

hundred including the most influential

residents in the city. In dwelling upon

the success of their first Annual Conven-

tion he explained the work of the com-

mittee on transportation. On that com-

mittee they had six representatives of the

two great railways, one each for passen-

ger, freight and express, and only four

representatives of the Association. After

a strong fight the recommendations arriv-

ed at by the committee were unanimous.

This meant that the railway and express

companies would assist them in stop-

ping illegal transportation and if success-

ful in stopping the market would render

unprofitable the work of poaching. He
trusted when he met them next year that

the Association would have sixty branches

with six thousand members.
Upon the request of the President many

of the experts present gave their opinions

on the use of automatic guns. The
use of these guns was generally condemn-
ed as unsportsmanlike and the only voice

raised in mitigation of this condemnation
was Mr. Robert Plumb, of Michigan who
thought the automatic gun was merely

following upon the lines of improvements
which had been taking place since the

change from the old flint Jock. The
conference by special vote recommended
the prohibition of automatic guns, which
were described as amongst "devilish

devices."

The committee on elections brought
in their report, and nominated officers for

the ensuing year :

—

President Hon. Jonathan P. Allds, of

Albany, N. Y., and named the next

place of meeting, Albany.

Mr. E. T. D. Chambers was elected

secretary-treasurer, and the following
vice-presidents of the association :

—

Hon. L. R. Carleton, Augusta, Me.
F. S. Hodges, Boston, Mass.
Hon. J. F. Sweeney, Moncton, N. B.

Hon. W. C. Witeerbee, Port Henry,
N. Y.

A. Kelly Evans, Toronto. Ont.
Dr. J. T. Finnie, Montreal, Que.
F. J. Butterfield, Derby Line, Vt.

S. A. Megeath, Franklin, Pa.

Dr. George E. Porter, Bridgeport,
Conn.
Henry Russel, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committees—J. F. Sprague,

Monson, Me ; Geo. H. Richards, Boston,
Mass.

;
Henry Russel, Detroit, Mich.

;

C. F. Burhans, Warrensburg, N. Y.

;

Oliver Adams, Toronto, Ont,; Nelson W.
Fisk, Fisk, Vermont ; F. A. Phelps,

Wilkesbarre, Pa.
; J. C. Chamberlain,

Bridgeport, Conn. ; W. J. Cleghorn,
Montreal.

Auditors, L. O. Armstrong and W. J.

Cleghorn.

Dr. Finnie, of Montreal, read the fol-

lowing paper on "A Plea for a Shorter
Season for our Large Game:"
At the present time in this Province

the idea seems to be too generally ac-

cepted that we have such a surfeit of

large game—by which we mean moose,
caribou and red deer—that there is no
need for the present to curtail the long
open season, which extends from Sep-
tember 31st, to December 31st, and in

the case* of caribou to February 1st. You
hear it said that in spite of the long sea-

son, deer and even moose are on the in-

crease, and in the case of caribou they

are well able to take care of themselves,

and there is little fear of anything hap-

pening to seriously effect their numbers
for years to come. This argument has
gone on for a very long time and possi-

bly twenty years ago or even fifteen years

ago, the argument had some weight.

But latterly, with the rapid increase of

our railway systems where thousands of

men are sent out to our wild bush lands,

many of them armed, and who in every

spare moment think of nothing else

but the wanton destruction of our
herds of moose and deer at all seasons
of the year, this is no longer the case.
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The rapid increase of our immigrant
population who are largely imbued with

the idea that it is the proper thing to kill

every game animal they met with no
matter in what season of the year; the

devastation of our bush lands not only

by the lumbermen but by the Corpora-
tions who are wanting pulp for paper
manufacturing without limit as to the

size of the tree , are having a very

grave influence on the future of

our game preserves and unless some
very stringent limit is put upon this

scandalous work, that is going on, on

every side, the day is almost measurable

in its closeness when the fauna of this

country will be something to read about

only. It will have gone the way of the

buffalo, wapati, and the elk that roamed
in large numbers in this great country

and all of which have gradually become
extinct years ago. Moose and red deer

are plentiful all through the Eastern

Provinces, also caribou. Settlements

were few and forest was evident every-

where. There was ample cover for them
and consequently plenty of food, but as

the country became cleared the game had
either been killed out of it, or had re-

tired to forests still undisturbed by the

invader. Now as I have said this pro-

cess is going at a greater pace than ever

and just as surely will the same result

follow—the modern gun with its rapid

fire, the increasing desire of taking a

holiday in the woods—all are having a

most important effect upon the future of

our game, both large and small. Now I

feel that we in this Province should take

heed and insist upon not only a short-

ened season, but also that the stretches

of land that have been set apart for the

preservation and propagation of our
game should be rigidly guarded against

the vandal, who is also too evident on
every side, guarded from the intrusion of

everyone no matter how high a position

he may hold. There is positively no ex-

cuse for allowing hunters to go into the

woods in the month of September. Not
only are the trees laden with their beau-
tiful autumn foliage, but the temperature
is such that game will not keep twenty-
four hours, and would be and is utterly

useless for edible purposes after that

space of time. Then again there is the

great danger of human life, when, par-

ticularly those who are not well versed
in woodcraft and whose ideas of objects

at a distance are somewhat vague, are

apt to aim at any moving object that in

color and position leads them to believe

is a deer or a bear and unfortunately too
often turns out to be a human being.

For these reasons I believe that Septem-
ber should be cut out of our open hunt-
ing season; the early days of October
are almost as bad—flies are yet plentiful

and the foliage is still abundant and the

dangers already mentioned apply with
almost equal force. For these reasons 1

would suggest that this Association rec-

ommend a much shortened season—say
from October 15th to December 15th.

In the case of caribou I would not for

the present insist upon any change as

they are largely found in the extreme
east of the Province and are better able

to look after themselves than the others.

In offering these few remarks on this

subject I am prompted solely by a desire

to see the season shortened and a mini-

mum of waste of our game with a maxi-
mum of pleasure to those whose tastes

lead them to our forests for securing a

fair return for their time and money.
We are fortunate in having as our Presi-

dent one who is keenly watchful of any-
thing that will lead to more satisfactory

protection of one of the most valuable

assets of the Province, and I hope that

the Association will express itself with

no uncertain sound on this question—the

Association being composed of those

whose thoughts and wishes are for any
measure that will help to perpetuate our
game and fish from practical extinction.

Dr.Johnson, of Boston, gave a charming
nature talk on the higher ideals of sports-

manship. He described the true

sportsmen as one who never had a heavy
bag or a full creel but who, nevertheless

extracted the highest enjoyment from his

experiences with nature's wonders. He
himself as a fisherman, was always les-

sening his chances with the fish. For
some years he had had much pleas-

ure in fishing with a single number twelve

hook with the barb filed off—as a matter

of fact it was little better than the time

honored bent pin. Helost plenty offish but

he got lots of fun and supreme pleasure.
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There were many hunters too, who were

hunting- with the camera and not with

the rifle. They were friends with every

bird, animal and wild thing- and they ex-

tracted from Nature the hig-hest enjoy-

ment she could bestow upon her votaries.

In a beautiful word picture he put forth

a powerful plea for the preservation of

the Canadian forests. As long as they

existed Canada would be the most pow-
erful attraction for every sportsman, and
the true sportsman would be elevated by

a visit to her majestic forest aisles. A
true sportsman might have less success

as the world counted success, but he

would acquire more skill and he would
lead a higher and a better life. He as-

sured them from personal experience of

the supreme delights to be attained from
following the higher ideals of sports-

manship and urged the youngest amongst
them to give those higher ideals a trial,

being assured that the result would be

more satisfactory both to themselves and
their friends.

Mr. Van Felson of the Tourialle Club
drew attention to a mounted trout at the

end of the hall. He stated that four

years ago his club stocked some small

lakes which were at the time devoid of

fish life and the waters of which were
slimy and impure. The fish had thriven

and multiplied so well that forty of them
averaging four and a quarter pounds, had
been taken during the past season and
the waters of the lakes were now pure.

It was the intention of the Club to stock
the whole of the ten lakes on their pre-

serve with brook trout.

The conference passed votes of thanks
to all those who had assisted to make
the conference proceedings so successful,

particular mention being made in compli-

mentary terms Ot the efforts put forth by
the Provincial and Civic authorities of

Quebec.
The Chairman in bidding the delegates

au revoir expressed a hearty hope that he
might be able to meet them all again
next year. He dwelt upon the broad
view taken by the members of the Asso-
ciation and the evidences, constantly, ac-

cumulating of the effects of its work as

shown by the reports made by the vari-

ous Provinces and States represented in

the Association. He mentioned that

from reports in his possession he believed

the Caspecedia River to be the finest

salmon fishing stream in the world. In

two years when the lease of that river

expired it would represent to the people

of the Province a capital of several hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars. He
urged them to continue in the good work
to which they had set their hands. Let
them assist in preserving their forests, to

protect their fish, and to multiply their

game. Then they would deserve well of

their fellows and the good word of pos-

terity!" Au Revoir/"

One of the most pleasant of the many
pleasant functions in the series of gath-
erings which took place during the Con-
ference was the luncheon given on the

second day at the Garrison Club by the

Mayor of Quebec and local sportsmen.
The great advantages of the fine Club
were placed at the disposal of the dele-

gates, and the noon interval was pleas-

antly passed in its luxurious rooms.
The luncheon was served in the beautiful

dining room under the presidency of the

Mayor (M. Garneau) who accorded a
hearty welcome to the delegates, spe-

cially emphasizing the warmth of the

feeling of Canadian sportsmen towards
their fellows from the States. A splen-

didly arranged and well cooked lunch
was efficiently served, and the delegates

had great temptation in lingering long
beyond the hour appointed for re-assem-
bling. The toast list was commendably
brief and merely included the King, the

President and the North American Fish

and Game Protective Association. In

speaking to the latter toast the Chairman
emphasized the broad platform upon
which the Association stands and attrib-

uted its marked success mainly to this

fact. The Hon. Jean Provost replied,

acknowledging with hearty appreciation

the great services rendered by the civic

authorities in making the gatherings in

the old city of Quebec a series to be long
remembered in the history of the As-
sociation. -

.



Wolves and their Destruction

OHE subject of wolves and their de-

predations has been taken up with

great interest recently in Canada,

owing largely to the general belief that

these animalsare increasing in numbers
and that they are causing havoc among
the big game of the Dominion. It is

no use preserving our moose, caribou

and deer for the wolves, and it is little

wonder that sportsmen feel strongly up-

on the matter and are inclined to use

emphatic words where wolves are con-

cerned.

Wolves are not merely troublesome in

Canada, but their ravages are also caus-

ing deep concern in the States, and more
particularly in the western States. On
the western cattle ranges the losses by
stockmen through wolves are described

as "enormous," and the big game on
forest preserves have suffered so serious-

ly in the same way that the Biological

Survey, in co-operation with the Forest

Service of the States, have been led to

undertake special investigations with the

object of ascertaining the best methods
for destroying these pests. The result is

a pamphlet compiled by Mr. Vernon
Bailey, assistant in charge of Geograph-
ical Distribution, entitled ''Forest Ser-

vice—Bulletin 72," issued by the United
States Department of Agriculture. The
pamphlet shows the same care and com-
pleteness in its compilation as has so

long distinguished the publications of

this Department, and given them world
wide fame and interest.

The writer divides the wolves of North
America into two groups—the smaller

coyotes or prairie wolves of the western
United States, Mexico and southwestern
Canada, comprising several species and
sub-species; and the larger grey, black,

or timber wrolves distributed practically

throughout the whole of North America
from Florida and the table land of Mexi-
co to the Arctic Ocean. The latter include

half a dozen species comprising amongst
them the dark grey wolf of eastern Can-
ada, the almost white wolf of northern
Canada and Alaska, and the large black
or dusky wolf of the northwest coast re-

gion. As a rule the largest forms occur
in the far north.

Wolves still occupy most of their orig-

inal ranges, except where crowded out of
the more thickly settled regions. The
inquiry is held to demonstrate that the

increase in the number of wolves is not
due to the forest reserves. In the States

these reserves are largely in the moun-
tains, and the wolves breed largely be-

low their edge, or on the reserves only

when open foothill country is included.

The wolves are said to follow the cattle

from the valleys to the mountains and
back again, as in the old days they fol-

lowed the buffalo.

The report then proceeds to discuss

the present situation as regards wolves
in nineteen States. Incidentally state-

ments are made that in eleven years

$67,866 have been paid for the destruc-
tion of 20,819 wolves in Wyoming; in

one county in New Mexico $2,540 in four

years for 127 wolves; and $119,952.38
for 29,346 wolves in Minnesota.

This is succeeded by the following par-

agraph: "The few recent reports to

hand from Alaska, with others from nu-
merous localities across Canada, indicate

that wolves are more generally distributed

over the northern part of the continent
than in the United States, but also that

they are generally less numerous there

than in some of the western stock ranges.
North of the agricultural and grazing
areas of Canada wolves depend mainly
on game for food, and usually follow the

herds of caribou and musk ox, in some
cases killing moose and deer.','

The stock killed by wolves is mainly
cattle and young ones, though if these
are not available full grown ones are

killed. They are usually attacked from
behind and literally eaten alive. The
ranchmen in the wolf country maintain
that an animal even slightly bitten by a
wolf will die of blood poisoning. More
cattle are therefore killed than are eaten.

Evidently the wolves prefer freshly killed

beef. In summer they rarely return for

even a second meal from the same ani-

mal; but in winter, when in the snowy
north the cattle are gathered into pas-
tures or stables, they often return to a

carcass until its bones are picked.
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It is believed that in the western

United States the wolves kill far less

game than either coyotes or mountain
lions. "Many deer are killed by wolves

in the timbered regions of Northern

Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, and
in parts of Canada, especially during the

winter when snow is deep and domestic

animals are housed. On Grand Island

in Lake Superior, a grey wolf appeared

on the game preserves of the Cleveland

Cliffs Iron Company, in January, 1.906,

when the snow was two feet deep.

Within the next thirty days it killed

thirteen deer and one caribou, the car-

casses of which were found by the party

organized to hunt the wolf. Wherever
wolves inhabit timbered country they are

destructive to game in proportion to their

abundance, to the abundance of game,
and to the scarcity of domestic cattle.

In the far north caribou, mooseand musk
ox are their principal prey, while in some
parts of the United States and Canada
they kill many deer every year. Over
the central plain regions of the United
States wolves in great numbers origin-

ally preyed on the buffalo herds, but the

buffalo wolf has now become pre-emi-

nently the cattle wolf."

In the way of protective measures
wolf proof barbed wire fences are recom-
mended for the protection of domestic
cattle, the cost often not amounting to

more than one season's losses.

Bounties, even when excessively high,

have proved ineffective in keeping down
the wolves, and many ranchmen are

questioning whether the bounty system
pays. In many cases in the States three

bounties are paid on each wolf killed.

The system lends itself to frand. To ex-

terminate animals like wolves is a

long and costly process. It is pointed

out that although Virginia encouraged
the killing of wolves almost from the

first settlement of the colony, and some-
times paid as high as $25 for their scalps,

wolves were not exterminated in that

State until the rewards had been in force

for more than two centuries. Wolves
did not become extinct in England until

the beginning of the sixteenth century,

although efforts towards their extinction

had begun in the latter half of the tenth

century. France, which has maintained

bounties on these animals for more than
a century found it necessary to increase
the rewards to $30 and $40 in 1882, and
in twelve years expended no less than
$115,000 for nearly eight thousand
wolves. Dr. T. S. Palmer holds that
bounties cannot be said to have brought
about the exterminatiou of a single spe-
cies in any State.

Wolf skins are often ruined by the re-

quirements of bounty laws, especially

when the head, feet or ears are cut off.

The importance of preserving the skins
in condition to bring the highest market
price is as great as that of making it im-
possible to collect bounties twice. A
slit in the skin can be sewed up so that

it will never show on the fur side but
cannot be concealed on the inside. A
single longitudinal or vertical slip, or
double cross slips four inches long in the

center where the fur is longest, would
serve every purpose of the law without
seriously impairing the market value of
the skin.

Hunting wolves with rifles, or with
dogs and horses, capturing the young in

the dens, trapping and poisoning are all

considered and recommended. In no
other way can the number of wolves be
kept down so surely and so economically

as by destroying the young in the breed-

ing dens. As more applicable to Canada
however we quote in full the descriptions

as to the best methods of poisoning and
trapping.

Many wolves are killed by poisoning,

and more would be so killed if the meth-
ods followed were less crude. Strych-

nine is generally used with nothing to

disguise its intense bitterness, the pow-
der being either inserted in bits of meat
or tat or merely spread on a fresh car-

cass. In most cases the wolf gets a
taste of the bitter drug and rejects it,

and if the dose is swallowed it may be
too small to be fatal or so large as to act

as an emetic. An old and experienced

wolf will rarely touch bait poisoned in

the ordinary way, but sometimes a whole
family of young may be killed at a car-

cass. Usually when wolves are poisoned

they go so far before they die that if

found at all it is not until their skins are

spoiled. To encourage poisoning it must
be possible to secure the skins in good
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condition, or at least to find the animals

after they are killed, so that the ranch-

man may have the satisfaction of know-
ing that he has accomplished something
towards the protection of his stock. In

the case of poison it is of the first im-

portance to determine the amount that

will kill with certainty in the shortest

possible time. According to German and
French authorities on toxicoligy, the

smallest dose of strychnine that will kill

a twenty-five pound dog is approximately
one-fourth of a grain. Quadruple this

for a hundred pound wolf and we have
two grains. Mr. B. R. Ross, of the

Hudson Bay Company found that this

quantity would kill a wolf quickly. Ex-
periments by Professor David E. Lantz,

of the Biological Survey, would indicate

the best results from a still larger dose.

One grain killed a twenty-one pound dog
in seventy-five minutes, while two grains

killed a forty-pound dog in twenty-seven
minutes, without acting as an emetic.

For a wolf therefore, four grains of pure
sulphate of strychnine would seem to be

a proper dose. Tests of forty pound
dogs with one and two grains of cyanide
of potassium in capsules caused the dogs
to vomit in about fourteen minutes after

which they fully recovered. Other more
deadly poisons can not be safely handled,

and strychnine is the only practical poi-

son that can be recommended.
For wolves place four grains of pul-

verized sulphate of strychnine in a three-

grain gelatin capsule, cap securely, and
wipe off every trace of the bitter drug.

The capsules should be inserted in apiece
of beef suet the size of a walnut, and the

cavity securely closed to keep out the

moisture. The juice of fresh meat will

dissolve the gelatin capsule, hence only
fat should be used, 'ihe necessary num-
ber of these poisoned baits may be pre-

pared and carried in a tin can or pail, but
they should not be touched with naked
hands. Old gloves or forceps should be
used to handle them. The baits may be
dropped from horseback along a scented
line made by dragging an old bone or

piece of hide, or may be placed on,

around, or partly under any carcass on
which the wolves are feeding, or along
trails followed by the wolves. Partial

concealment of the bait usually lessens

the wolf's suspicion, while some kind of
scent near by or along the trail insures

its attention. The gelatin capsule will

dissolve in about a minute in the juices

of the mouth or stomach. When the
strychnine is taken on an empty stomach
it will sometimes kill in a very few min-
utes, but when taken on a full stomach
the wolf may have time to travel some
distance before dying. In experiments
on dogs the animal usually becomes help-

less in one or two minutes after the first

symptoms of poison and dies five or six

minutes later.

Most of the wolves trapped are less

than a year old, generally spring pups
caught the following fall or winter.

After a wolf has reached his third year
and ran the gauntlet of traps, poisons,

guns and dogs, its chances of dying of
old age are excellent. For wolves noth-
ing smaller than a number four double
spring trap with heavy welded or special

wolf chain should be used. If the trap

is to be staked or fastened to a station-

ary object, the chain should have a swivel

at each end; if to a drag, one swivel next
the trap is enough. A wolf will bite and
break an ordinary flat steel chain and
will break any ordinary chain that is al-

lowed to twist and kink if it is fastened

to an immovable object. The best an-

chor for a wolf trap is a stone drag of
thirty or forty pounds weight to which
the trap is securely wired. A long oval

stone is the best, but a triangular or
square stone can be securely wired.

Ordinary galvanized fence wire or tele-

graph wire should be fastened around the

ends of the stone and connected by a

double loop of the wire and the trap

chain fastened to the middle of this loop.

A jerk on the trap tends to draw the trap

together and the spring of the connect-

ing wire loop prevents a sudden jar that

might break trap or chain. Twisted or

barbed fence wire may be used if suffi-

ciently strong, but it is not so easily

handled. If no stones are available, or

if the trap must be immovably fixed, it

should be fastened with twisted iron

stakes that can be driven below the sur-

face of the ground. They should be at

least eighteen inches long and of good
iron straps three quarters of an inch wide
and three sixteenths of an inch thick.
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In light soil they should be still longer.

If a picket pin sufficiently strong, pro-

vided with a swivel that will turn in all

directions, can be purchased at the local

hardware stores, it may not be necessary

to have a pin made to order. The trap,

chain and stone drag should be buried

out of sight close to the runway where
the wolves follow a trail or road, cross a

narrow pass, or visit a carcass, with the

trap nearest the runway and flush with

the surface of the ground; to keep the

earth from clogging under the pan, the

pan and jaws snould be covered with an
oval piece of paper, and over this should

be sprinkled fine earth until the surface is

smooth, and all traces of paper and trap

are concealed. The surface of the

ground and the surroundings should ap-

pear as nearly as possible undisturbed.

The dust may be made to look natural

again by sprinkling water upon it.

Touching the ground cr other objects

with the hands, spitting near the trap,

or in any way leaving a trace of human
odors nearby should be avoided. Old,

well scented gloves should be worn
while setting traps and a little of the

scent used for the traps should be rubbed

on the shoe soles. A little piece of old

cowhide may be used on which to stand
and to place the loose earth in burying
drag and trap. A narrow trail may be
made by dragging the stone or scraping
the foot from across the runway to the

trap, A slender line of scent should be
dragged along this drag mark or cross

trail, and more of the scent placed
around the trap and six inches beyond it,

so that the wolf will follow the line di-

rectly across the trap, stopping with his

front teet upon it. With old, experi-

enced and suspicious wolves however, it

is better not to make the drag mark, but
to set the trap with great care, close to

the side of the trail and put the scent

just beyond it. If possible place the

trap between two tufts of grass or weeds,
so that it can be readily approached from
one side only.

The use of scents is strongly recom-
mended experience having demonstrated
their value, and it is further stated that

many of the methods recommended for

the destruction of wolves can be applied,

with slight modifications, successfully to

the destruction of coyotes which are like-

wise very destructive animals.

The Destruction of Deer by Wolves, Lynx and

Pot Hunters.

BY E. J. MCVEIGH.

EFERRING to the question of re-

ducing the number of wolves in

Ontario, I have been writing to a
few of the men I know who have know-
ledge of this subject and quote below from
two of the replies received to date. I

select these as one deals witfc the Pot
Hunter and the other with four legged
animals.

For the present I will not use the

names of my correspondents but hold
them for future use if required.

The first letter is from one of the best

known-hunters in the Province and reads
as follows:

"Your letter to hand enquiring about
wolves and deer. Now as to the quan-

tity of deer a wolf will kill, I think at a
small estimate would be, fifty deer a year
to each wolf. I am satisfied that an aver-

age of one deer a week don't excuse
them and there are lots of times that ten
deer a day don't any more than excuse a
wolf in winter season, for they kill them
then for fun for themselves when the

snow is deep. Now I have been in the
woods all my life and I have studied their

nature better than I can explain.

"Three years ago there was a gang of

twelve wolves close to my place, and I

was after them all winter, and I know
from other winters that the yard of d-eer

was anywhere we will say about four

hundred head. This gang got into the
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yard about the first of January, and the

first of March there was not a living- deer

in the yard for I went around behind

them throwing in pills at every deer for a

couple of weeks, until I had about $7
worth of strychnine distributed. Not-
withstanding this I never got one of

them owing to the quantity of deer.

They didn't need to touch anything only

what they had killed themselves. We
will say that in the circle of ten miles

each way from here will contain two
hundred wolves at least. There is no-

body knows but them that travels the

bush, and I have seen more than I would
tell for nobody would believe it unless

they were hunters or something like

that.

"And another thing that should be

exterminated is the lynx, for they kill

deer right and left as well as wolves, and
there is nothing thought of them at all,

as the wolves gets the blame that should

go to them.

"

The second letter is from a lumber-
man who is also a sportsman. It reads

as follows:

f
4Your favor regarding the destruction

of deer by wolves to hand and noted.

I may say that just in this section of the

country wolves are not numerous, al-

though I sometimes find the remains of

deer that have been so killed. There
are another kind of wolves that destroy

more deer than those with the four paws,
and I refer to the mighty hunter, who in

season and out of season by every un-

lawful means destroy deer. Last sum-
mer I spent a great many nights at my
summer house on Lake, and as

soon as the sun went down during the

months of July and August, you could
hear the rifles crack for miles round as

far as you could hear the reports. This
seems a disgrace in a civilized country,

and it will be only a short time until our
deer will be wiped out, not by sports-

men, but by the man who fancies he has
a right to kill whenever and wherever he
likes or can. There is a big field open
here for the Government, the Game As-
sociations, and any Sportsman."
You will note that these letters sup-

port statements made in the article on
"Our Deer and Its Enemies," and brings
the lynx under the limelight. I confess
I had overlooked him for the moment,
but he may be dealt with while the wolf
is receiving attention.

The more you study this question the

more urgent seems the necessity for the

Government to take action. You will

note where our hunter speaks of the de-

destruction of four hundred deer in his

district. Had there been one good man
devoting his full time and attention to

hunting the wolf in that vicinity is it not
likely that these deer might have been
saved? This man when he says he "was
after them all winter" means that he
went out to try to get a wolf when he
felt like it, he did not devote his whole
time to it. Our other correspondent
speaks most bitterly of the pot hunter
and his doings. Now I am familiar with
the district he has reference to and I

know that one good man could stop the

destruction now going on, or ninety-five

per cent of it, but there is nothing being
done.

The figures with regard to the Indian

population ot Canada are at present of

doubtful value as a means of deciding on
the growth or decline of the Red men.
The latest figures show an increase,

but this is declared to be due to the in-

clusion of Indians hitherto not counted,
but now brought within the count by the

opening up of the north country. Mr.
E. Stewart, Dominion Superintendent of

Forestry, who recently returned from a
visit to the far northwest, states that the

Indians up there are dying off rapidly.

In 1887 there were over eight hundred

Indians at Fort Simpson, and today the

number is less than three hundred.
Consumption is the scourge and is large-

iy due to the Indians adopting the white
man's habits in an exaggerated form.
They build small houses, and during the

cold weather keep them at a temperature
which would kill a white man. There
was not a physician within one thousand
miles of Fort Simpson, and in his opin-

ion the Government should send doctors
into the country to endeavor to check the

ravages of consumption and other dis-

eases amongst the Indians.



Fish and Game Protection in Alberta.

OHE sportsmen of the new Province

of Alberta are alive to the impor-

tance of protecting- one of the best

assets of their rich Province—its fish and

its game, and an energetic and wide

spread organization has been set on foot

for that purpose. The Association is

receiving commendations from all parts

of the Province, and is likely soon to be-

come a power in Provincial affairs.

One of the most active branches is that

located at Calgary, the members of which

had a recent meeting and a long discus-

sion at the City Hall over matters affect-

ing" fish and game interests in Alberta.

The bylaws of the Ontario Association

were adopted without a dissenting voice,

so far as they apply to the foundation of

a local branch:

The following were elected the first

officers of the branch :—Hon. President,

Hon. W. H. Cushing"
;
President, Rev.

G. H. Hogbin
;
Vice-Presidents, Mr. R.

A. Darker, Dr. Ings, and Mr. Osborn
Brown

;
Treasurer, Mr Peet; Secretary,

Mr. K. D. Johnston ; Executive Commit-
tee, Messrs John Drewe, W. C. Thomp-
son, Chas. Comer, A. G. Woolley Dodd,
Dr. Mason, Jas. Short, Wm. Reilly, G,

W. Bryan, and J. Mosley.

A draft of the proposed new game
laws for the Province was submitted,

and the members of the local branch
expressed their general approval of the

same. The principal changes proposed
are the extension of the close season for

beaver until 1912, and the protection of

prairie chicken from Sept. 15th, 1907,

till Sept 15th, 1909.

A long discussion ensued and various

opinions were expressed as to the results

of an open season for mountain sheep and
goats instead of closing the season for

the next two years.

In the opinion of Mr. Laxton^ of Banff,

who contended that the game had not

decreased during the last ten years, the

result of the closing would be the drifting

of the game from Alberta.

The majority however were in favor of

the closed season.

The branch expressed approval of the

licensing system for big game hunters,

both resident and non-resident, and sug-
gested that the resident license be fixed

at $2.50.

Support was given to the proposed
clause imposing upon every fur dealer

the sending in of returns to the Govern-
ment, showing the numbers of skins

handled by them during the previous year.

A trappers' license of $10 was also ap-

proved. Upon all heads leaving the

Province a fee of five dollars will be pay-
able, and they will be stamped with the

Government seal which will allow them
to be sold.

Approval was expressed of the proposal

to prohibit the hunting of big game with
dogs, and it was suggested that it would
be advisable

. to give legal authority to

anyone at any time to shoot any dog
found hunting big game.
The sale of wild game is to be prohibited

if the new law passes as proposed. It will

then be unlawful for hotels or restaurants

to supply wild birds unless the proprietor

shoots them himself.

An exactment is also proposed similar

to that in force in the Yellowstone Park
in the States (and the Temagami Reserve
in Ontario) by which all guns taken into

the Canadian National Park will have to

be sealed until they are taken out again.

All unlicensed guns found in the Park will

be confiscated and the penalty imposed
will be twice the amount of the license.

The next session at Edmonton will

take up the question of giving a bounty
on coyotes.

It was decided to approach the railway

companies regarding transportation to

game wardens. Mr. Lawton the game
warden from Edmonton, was warmly
thanked for the great services he had
rendered to the organization in the initial

stages.

It was reported that several cases of

flagrant violation of the game laws had
been taken up by the Association and
successful prosecution proceedings taken.

One in particular was a case where
twenty-one head of deer were slaughtered

"not a thousand miles from Calgary."
A Provincial Convention for the whole

of Alberta was announced, and arrange-
ments were made for the same, including

particular attention to the part which
Calgary and its delegates are bound, to

play in such an important gathering.



Proposed Forest and Game Preserve for B. C,

miles. The region thus delimited con-

tains no coal nor other valuable minerals,

no agricultural lands and no timber of

commercial value, so that, commercially,
and industrially, the people of British
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By

John M. Phillips

|HE Provincial Government of Brit-

ish Columbia is now being strongly

urged by Dr. W. T. Hornaday to

set aside the fine mountain area between
the Elk and the Bull Rivers in the Fer-

nie District of southeastern
British Columbia as a game
and forest reserve. The re-

gion in question is that vis-

ited by Messrs. Phillips and
Hornaday in September,
1905, concerning which and
their adventures in it, they
have recently published a
book, entitled "Campfires in

the Canadian Rockies."
Beyond question, the terri-

tory described must be high-
ly picturesque and attractive

from a scenic point of view,
and also well stocked with
mountain goat, mountain
sheep, grizzly bear, black
bear and other animals. The
mule deer which once were
numerous, have been shot
out until that species is now
rare, and of elk only a few
solitary individuals remain.
Marten, lynx and wolverine
are still fairly plentiful. The
works of nature as found in

that region are extremely in-

teresting, and the country as
a whole, if preserved in its

present natural wildness,
would make a grand resort

for camping parties, of Na-
ture-lovers and photogra-
phers. It would be in every
sense a paradise for camera
enthusiasts, desirous of pho-
tographing mountain scenery
and both large and small
game in its wild haunts. (Length 30 miles; average width 15

MAP SHOWING THE LOCATION OF THE PROPOSED FOREST
AND GAME PRESERVES.

Dr. Hornaday has drafted
a bill and submitted a map
showing the boundaries of the proposed
reserve. The reservation as proposed by
him would be about thirty (30) miles in
length by fifteen (15) miles in width, and
would therefore contain a total area of
about four hundred and fifty (450) square

miles; total area
450 square miles.)

Columbia would make no sacrifice in car-

rying out the idea proposed. The re-

serve is situated between two main lines

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
would be accessible from three points

—

Michel and Fort Steele on the South, and
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Banff on the North.
Owing to the natural conditions of the

country, it would be entirely possible for

two game wardens to effectually protect

the reservation. Dr. Hornaday proposes
that the enabling act shall designate the

mountains between the Elk and the Bull

Rivers as the "Goat Mountains" and the

reservation as "Goat Mountain Park."
From the encouragement and sym-

pathy which the author of this move has
received, there is some reason to hope
that the scheme may be carried into

effect.

A Life and Death Struggle.

nHAT wolves are numerous in On-
tario, whatever may be the case

with Quebec, is certain, and the

residents in the immediate neighborhood
of Port Arthur have good evidences of

that fact.

In the lumber camps not far from the

town wolves have not only been heard but

also seen, and repeated attempts have
been put forth to kill some of the savage
brutes. One afternoon, before winter

was far advanced, the men at one of the

lumber camps saw a wolf in pursuit of

a deer. It had just pulled the animal
down when the men drove it off, but the

deer was dead.

Later on in the same camp a resort

was had to poison. The howls of the

wolves were so persistent, and they grew
so bold, that it was felt an effort must be
made to clear them out. A large quan-
tity of poisoned meats were put about
and two days afterwards one of the men,
Paul Lemouraux, who is well known in

Port Arthur, went the rounds to see if

any results had followed. He found two
huge brutes dead, and a third as he sup-

posed in its death struggles. Incau-

tiously he ventured too near, and the an-

imal making a jump at him tore his

clothes from him and also badly marked
some of his flesh. A desperate struggle

ensued. Fortunately for himself Lemor-
aux had retained possession of his axe,

and made repeated attempts to get in a
fatal blow. The wolf dodged and get in

some nasty scratches with its powerful
claws, not merely tearing the man's
clothes to ribbons but also inflicting deep
flesh wounds. Nothing but desperation

enabled the man to keep up, and

strengthened his arm for the delivery of a
blow landing on the animal's head
stunning it for a time. Before it could
recover a second blow put it out of busi-

ness forever and only just in time. Ex-
ertion, loss of blood, and bodily pain had
done their work and the man was all but
exhausted. Even when the battle was
over he was far from safe. He was
exposed to the bitter cold and unable to

proceed to camp except at the slowest
pace, and by dint of great effort. Noth-
ing but dogged determination enabled
him to make the journey. As soon as
his situation was discovered in camp
every attention was paid to him, and in a
tew days he was in a fair way towards
recovery.

Mr. McDougall, of the firm of Messrs.

Todd and McDougall, at whose lumber
camp these events took place, is one of

the members of the Moose Lodge Camp,
to which a number of sportsmen through-
out Ontario belong. Mr. Dan Miller and
Mr. Hodder of Woodstock, Ont. , who
belong to the same camp, shot a moose
in the immediate neighborhood the sea-

son before. They returned to camp for

the purpose of making arrangements for

getting out the moose, and on their re-

turn found that the wolves had saved
them all trouble in the matter, having
cleaned the carcass so well that scarcely

enough was left to make a meal.

There were many other reports of the

boldness and persistence of these ani-

mals, and it seems by no means improb-
able that sportsmen will have to organize

for the destruction of wolves if the big

game of the country is to be saved »frora

destruction.



Exploring Northern Ontario.

BY JAMES DICKSON, O. L. S.

NO seeker after some rural retreat in

this Ontario of ours, trying to find

a place where he may spend his

brief summer holidays away from the

haunts of men, need ever be at a loss

where to look for a quiet nook within a

few hours' run of any of our centres of

population. There are numerous spots

where, at a minimum cost, he can luxur-

iate in the healthiest atmosphere, enjoy

the purest water under God's heaven,
and have all the necessaries, and many
of the luxuries, of life at his tent door.

Numbers of those who have been
blessed with a sufficiency of this world's

goods to afford the outlay, hie them away
by one of our ocean racers to the

lands of their fathers in the east; or to

the awakening Orient by wending their

way westward, to study there strange
peoples, and view those mystic lands

where the inhabitants have recently ex-

changed their baby linen for the clothing
of manhood, and laid aside their childish

toys for the implements of civilization,

thereby fitting themselves for their place

amongst the nations of the earth.

One day a Cabinet Minister expressed
to me the dearest wish of his heart, and
that was to bury himself and his family
in some out of the way place, where for

a few weeks neither the telegraph
boy nor the postman could find him, and
where mentally and physically he could
have a real rest. I could thoroughly
sympathize with him, as I know there are

very few gentlemen who are such public
drudges as members of a Government,
and knowing as I do from personal experi-
ences the effects of a holiday in the woods.
So numerous, so easily accessible, so

glorious in their beautiful scenery, and
all other accessories which render an
outing enjoyable, are these haunts that
the difficulty lies in the matter of choice.

To any inquirer after such a retreat I

would simply say that if you wish to re-

main in touch with your fellows and with-
in reach of the daily mail bag, pitch your
tent on the shore of the first lakelet any
of our railways leading in a northerly di-

rection winds around, and you will won-
der how you could ever think of any
other spot. If it is your intention to

cut loose altogether from civilization . for

a season launch your canoe on the near-

est waters at the end of any of the lines

running northerly, or on the first stream
crossed by the Canadian Pacific Railway
west of Pembroke, ply the paddle for a

short time, and you have it.

In either case there is no difficulty in

the way which need deter any man from
taking all the members of his family, of

both sexes, with him. The fact should

not be lost sight of that the ladies and
children of the household both require

and enjoy these outings quite as much,
if not more, than the head and grown up
boys thereof. In the great majority of

cases the daily occupations of the head
of the household brings him in contact

with variety both in persons and places

and gives him both mental and physical

changes. The position of both wife and
little ones is entirely different. With
them it is the same monotonous routine

day in and day out, unchanging from
month to month.

I care not how elegant the home, how
luxurious the furnishings, or how pleas-

ing and healthful the surroundings may
be, a complete change for all periodically

is a big factor in invigorating and re-

newing the strength of body and mind.

I have read how the "Sage of Chelsea"

maintained two residences equally healthy

and pleasing in every respect. He so-

journed in each alternately and was al-

ways benefitted by the change. I have
never felt the slightest respect for those

fellows who rush off for annual outings

and leave wife and little ones at home to

a humdrum course of existence. Why even

a run out for a day would do them good.

It frequently happens in Canada that

the contemplated trip is so far away in

the wilds that no white woman could

either go herself or take her children

with her. In such cases it should be a

first lien on the amount of money set

aside for the outing to provide some cozy

nook for those other members of the

household. Your readers may all depend
upon it that they would find such a course

a first class investment.

In the discharge of my professional

duties I took such an outing last year,
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but made provision for those I was
obliged to leave behind. I traveled more
or less over thirty-two townships, did

several hundred miles of canoeing, pad-

dled across many picturesque lakes and
along magnificent rivers with easy por-

tages, where ladies may travel one hun-

dred miles from any railroad without any
dread of torn dress or wet feet. As I

have never seen that section of country

described except in the official reports of

surveyors, I have thought that a brief

account of my four months' trip might
be interesting to some of the readers of
' 'Rod and Gun."
Acting under instructions from the

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines
for Ontario (the Hon. Frank Cochrane) I

left home on June seventh last year to in-

spect the newly surveyed townships
which were officially described as lying

"north of the watershed." My party con-
sisted of four men with a cook, and we
had three canoes. Our first objective

point was Chapleau, the second division-

al point on the Canadian Pacific Railway
west of North Bay. After spending a
day in North Bay purchasing supplies

we reached Chapleau on Saturday morn-
ing, June ninth.

On stepping off the train very little is

visible except the Company's buildings
with forest clad hills beyond. A few
paces from the station however, and the
visitor realizes that he is in a clean well
kept little hamlet with two good hotels,

several up-to-date general stores, and
various branches of industry. Five min-
utes' walk from the station brings one to
the shores of a beautiful lake. This
stretches five miles across the railway
track on the west, while on the southeast
it gradually narrows down to a river, the
Nebusquashing with its fountain head
many miles to the south. On its shore
there is an Indian reserve, and here by
some freak of nature, as in all other
places where the natives have had deal-

ings with either Anglo-Saxon, Celt or
Gaul, the younger generation have been
so successful in imitating the whites that
one would almost think they had thrown
in their lot altogether with the aliens. It

is different with the older members who
retain the complexion, features and all

the characteristics of the aborigines.

Here we were north of the watershed,
or what is commonly called the Height
of Land, which divides the waters flow-

ing south from those which meander
north into the Arctic seas.

Our canoes were unfortunately carried

a station further west and we had to

await their return. When they arrived

we found that a general overhauling and
re-painting was absolutely necessary be-

fore we could venture out in them. It

was therefore not until the morning of
Tuesday the twelfth of June that camp
was struck and a start made. We had a
clear and uninterrupted run of fifteen

miles down Chapleau and Henderson
Lakes. Two short portages took us into

Edith Lake, a lovely sheet of water
stretching northwards I know not how
far, as one mile of its southern end was
the limit of this route.

We returned to within a couple of

miles of Chapleau, then turned east and
went two miles more up a crooked bay
with a portage of one mile into Loon
Lake. The Lonely River has its source

here rising in a deep bay at the north

end. Loon Lake is a magnificent sheet

of deep pellucid water, with many stretch-

es ot shallow water and hard sand bot-

tom along its rock bound shores. It is

fully six miles long from north to south

terminating in a narrow point, if such a

term is permissable when applied to wa-
ter. There are several small and one
large rocky island near the north end.

Paddling for two miles up another bay
opposite the east end of the largest

island, wt went, with short portages be-

tween, across Emerald, La Blanc and
West Lakes, three small gems nestling

amidst the pine clad hills, into Lonely

River at Twin Lakes. Descending this,

a sluggish stream a trifle over one chain

wide, for a couple of hours, we crossed

a portage of thirty chains situated on the

left bank and landed at the south end of

Trout Lake. This is another delightful

sheet ot water surrounded by rocky well

timbered mountains. It is some two
miles wide and looks as if it might ex-

tend fifteen miles north. Loon River en-

ters a short distance east of the end of

the portage, and by taking this short

carry one avoids several miles of very rough

stream. Re-tracing our steps for three
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miles we packed east one mile into the

Nemigosanda River which discharges

into Trout Lake, one mile north of Loon
River. It is about equal in volume of

water to Loon River, is very tortuous,

and flows through a wide and very wet
marsh. During the hot summer months
it is a very great moose haunt.

From this stream we returned by the

same route as that by which we came in

Loon Lake, and from another point on its

east shore made an excursion of some
six or seven miles by another network of

small lakes which unite together to give

the Nemigosanda a

start. We returned

again to Loon Lake
and a few days on
its shores ended our
work in that section

of the country. Ac-
cordingly we made
our way to Chap-
leau, arriving there

on Monday the

ninth of July, hav-
ing been gone just

four weeks,
The lakes through

which we made our
way are one and all

beautiful with well

wooded shores, and
n e a rly everyone
stocked with lus-

cious and gamey
fish. All the time
we had good water
and the air|was sa-

lubrious and healthful,

fine and convenient
wife and bairns could be taken for a sum-
mer's outing without either danger or

difficulty, and where capital summer
homes might be erected.

Next day we took train and journeyed
east by the Canadian Pacific Railway to

Matagami Siding. At this point all

goods destined for the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's Post on the Matagami River are
transhipped, and from here they are
transported by means of canoe and tump
line to their destination some seventy
miles north as the crow flies. At Mata-
gami Siding we were again south of the
Height of Land which is about half way

SWIFT WATER ON THE MATAGAMI

We found many
spots where both

between that point and the Post. As the

way to our next field of operations was
by the Matagami Post we were bound to

follow the same route.

At the Siding we found the supplies on
which we were to subsist for the next
three months awaiting us. Here also

we had to bid good-bye to civilization

with not a chance for even a home letter

for that length of time.

The following morning we loaded up
and launched our canoes on a small brook
which after a serpentine course of three

miles through a marsh discharged into a
bay of the Spanish
River. We found
that when all goods
were shipped and
two men in each
canoe the space be-

tween the water and
the gunwale was so
narrow as to leave

no room for fooling,

at least in deep wa-
ter or even with a

mod erate wind.

Our course now
was up the Spanish
River. By mid-day
we made the second
portage, and a little

before sundown we
reached the fourth

which is named the

dam. This dam,
which is now nearly

all washed away,
had been erected by

lumbermen to facilitate the transport of

logs, and when in a good state of repair

must have raised the level of the water
nearly to the head of the river.

The route next day was along narrow
lakes alternating with short stretches of

river. Here some fine mountain scenery

can be seen, but unfortunately the allied

forces of the lumberman's axe, and the

fire fiend have marred much of its beauty.

Where only a few years ago towered the

majestic virgin forest there can now be

seen many large areas of naked rocks

and hills of yellow sand, clothed only

with a few berry bushes and blackened

stumps. Here and there along the shores

dilapidated lumber camps bear testimony
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to the fact that the forests in this section

of the country are exhausted, and except

when broken by the hoot of the owl or

the howling of the wolf silence will have
undisputed sway for decades to come.
The last three miles of this branch of the

Spanish River flows through a dense
swamp. The river is narrow and the

bends are so numerous and sharp that it

is only by the exercise of great care that

the canoes can be worked round some of

them. Finally on rounding one we es-

pied a beaten trail leading up a hill a
short distance to the right and turning

out of the

stream into a

s m a 11 marsh
we pushed our
way to the

landing. There
were now only

two small lake-

lets between us

and the Height
of L a n d

—

P e r ch Lake
and Blue Lake
with a short

carry between
them. On the

west shore of

Blue Lake, and
at a distance

of only a few
c h a ins from
the one we
were on, an-

other portage ONE OF the upper cascade
star ted off.

This is the

trail to Biscotasing Station on the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, and is a few miles
longer than the one by which we came
rrom the railway line.

We now had a one mile carry over a
good trail to Dividing Lake on the Mata-
gami River. This is the most southerly
point reached by that magnificent chain
of waters.

Following the course of this lake for

one mile we turned to the right into a
brook. It is narrow and stony. The
water was low and our deeply laden
canoes struck rather heavily against some
of the sharp rocks. Accordingly we had
to unload two of them and apply white

lead and patches before entering upon
the next lake "Molly." When about
half way down the "Molly," a fierce

squall, which had been threatening for

some time suddenly burst upon us. For-
tunately we were very near the shore,
and although it was not an ideal spot for

a camp, we unloaded as quickly as possi-
ble in order to prevent swamping. Be-
fore we had made things fairly comforta-
ble it was past the middle of Saturday
afternoon, and we remained in this camp
till the following Monday.

Below Lake Molly the stream increases

in volume and
the water is

good to the

n ext portage.

This is about
t h r ee-tourths

of a mile in

length over a
good trail and
cuts off a long
bend of rough
river into Min-
isikogwaLake.
Here we were
overtaken by a
small flotilla of

H u dson Bay
Company ca-

noes going to

the Post with

a cargo ot

goods from
Matagami Sid-

ing, where the

Company owns
a large store-

house. We had met them going out

light on the forenoon of the day we left

the Siding.

Minisikogwa Lake has an extreme
length of some ten miles stretching north.

It is well studded with islands for half its

length then tends easterly, finally nar-

rowing down to a good sized river, with
only one more easy portage, five miles

south of the Hudson Bay Company's
Post. At a distance of half a mile from
the Post, on rounding a bend of the

river, we found ourselves in another lake,

and saw the Post in a large green field.

Not far from the Company's buildings

there were a dozen or more Indian tents

S IN THE FIRST FALLS OF THE
FREDERICK HOUSE RIVER.
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clustered together, for the hunters with

their families were in from their trapping"

grounds. On landing we found that the

Post has been built on a narrow point,

and that a large sheet of water, the Mat-
agami Lake, with beautifully wooded
shores, stretch away twenty miles south,

uniting here with the stream we have
been descending. At a short distance

from the storehouses stands a small An-
glican Church in an unfenced cemetery,

there being only a small dilapidated fence

around a few isolated graves, and the few
bovines belonging to the Post were graz-

ing amongst the

mounds.
This Post,

like all others

belonging to the

Great Company
has what may
not inappropri-

ately be called

its own hunting
grou nds, its

own section of

the natives with

whom to trade

and keep in sup-

plies and gen-
erally look after.

I found that

there were some
twenty families

depending upon
the Matagami
Post for all the

n ecessaries of

life beyond what
they themselves
o b t a ined by
means of their

rifles and traps.

When we
were there most of the men were away
freighting for the Company, and only the

old men with the women and the children

were at home. They proved the best

clothed and the cleanest lot of Indians I

ever met. I did not see a dirty person,

a rag, or a naked foot amongst them. I

had a talk with one old veteran, who had
flowing in his veins the blood of half the

nations of Europe, with an admixture of

native blood as well. He first saw the

light at the Laclosh Post on the Georgian
Bay. Born as it were into the Company's

FIRST FALLS ON THE FREDERICK HOUSE,
WESTERN CASCADE.

service he had spent his whole life with
them and had now reached his eighty-

fourth year. He had traveled over many
of the backwoods of Canada and also

crossed the Rockies, being one of the

party with Sir George Simpson when they

were so reduced for food that they had
to eat their horses and resort to other
extremities. He meanders around the

Post leaning upon two stout staves.

"I am now old and feeble," he says, "and
not able to work. I am so nearly blind

that I cannot see your face, and I have to

subsist on charity."

We left the

Post on Friday,

the twentieth of

July. What
h o wever with

broken weather
and mishaps to

canoes, al-

though we had
only two por-

tages to make,
it was not until

the following

T uesday fore-

noon that we
reached the base
line,
miles

Post. This line

is the northern

boundary of the

Temagami Re-
serve, and for

several days we
had been trav-

ersing its west-

er n boundary.
The Mata-

gami River from
the Post is a
width ranging
Its waters are

fifty-six

from the

LOWER

large deep stream with a

from three to five chains,

a dark chocolate color, and expand occa-

sionally into long narrow lakes.

Three miles further down we found the

portage between the Matagami and the

Frederick House chain of waters. As
our program arranged for our crossing at

this point we cached our canoe and the

major part of the supplies, while we pro-

ceeded on^down stream for another thirty

miles to Sturgeon Falls. Before we
reached that point we had four portages
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to cross and one rather nasty rapid to

run. Sturgeon Falls is a magnificent

cataract of full thirty feet in a distance

of four or five chains. It must be a grand
sight at high water.

At noon on Friday August the third we
were back at our cache. A thoroughly

wet afternoon and night followed, and
we disturbed nothing till the next morn-
ing. That day we had a visit from a

couple of courteous gentlemen who had
come from Massachusetts to spend a va-

cation in the northern woods. Both
parties were glad to exchange greetings,

and we compared notes to our mutual
advantage.

There was now an eight mile portage
ahead of us This long carry was
broken by three small lakes and some
three quarters of a mile of a creek,

which reduced the actual packing by at

least two miles. At the end of this long
carry we dipped our paddles in Porcu-
pine Lake, a sheet of water stretching to

the northeast one and a half miles and
discharging its waters into a large brook
called the Porcupine River. The dis-

tance in an air line between Porcupine
and Night Hawk Lakes is only a trifle

over seven miles, but by this stream,
which is one of the feeders of the Night
Hawk, it is twenty-five. This route
suited me very well as the stream flows
through several of the townships I had
come so far to inspect. The Porcupine
is a fine canoe stream, almost devoid of

either swift water or rapids, and only ob-
structed for a few miles by fallen timber,
which is only troublesome at a low stage
of the water.

It was not till the twenty-third of Au-
gust that we sighted Night Hawk Lake,
which is next to Abitibi the largest body
of water in this section of the country.
If it were reduced to a square it would be
fully equal in area to two townships. It

has numerous and well timbered islands

on its surface.

At one time there was a Hudson Bay
Company's Post situated on its western
shore. It has however now been aban-
doned and the buildings are gone. The
nomadic families who at one time were
dependent upon it for supplies are now
distributed between Matachewan on the

Montreal River, Abitibi and the Mata-

gami Posts. The volume of its waters is

kept up by several large streams which
are in turn fed by numerous lakes. It

discharges its waters one mile east of
Porcupine Creek, and its collected waters
are henceforth known as the Frederick
House River, which even at its source is

equal in volume to the Matagami.
The distance to Frederick House Lake

is six miles, a narrow marsh fringing both
sides of the stream for the entire dis-

tance. The Frederick House is six miles
long, by a little more than half that dis-

tance at its widest part. We camped
for a few days on a sandy point half way
down its eastern shore. This point ter-

minated in a miniature mountain top on
which are a few Indian graves.

My work took me fifteen miles down
this stream. On the way we passed the

first obstruction to navigation, a magnifi-

cent cataract with a fall of forty-three

feet. It is divided into several parts by
small well timbered islands. A green
moose hide and a pair of velvet covered
antlers at the head of the portage bore
testimony to the fact that some white
man, whose taste for moose meat was
stronger than his respect for the game
laws, had recently been in the neighbor-

hood. No Indian would leave such a
valuable hide to rot in the bush.

Thursday, the sixth of September,
found the party back at the south end of

Frederick House Lake. From there we
made our way to tbe head of Barber Bay
which stretches south for two miles from
a point one mile east of the entrance to

the river. The portage into Driftwood
River starts from the head of this Bay,

but as the map we had for our guidance
laid it down in the wrong place we ex-

perienced some difficulty in locating it.

After a good search we found it a few
hundred yards up a small creek so shal-

low that the canoes had to be dragged
through the mud. The total length of

this portage is seven miles, but the trail

is a good one and is broken by three

small lakes. We finally launched again

on a small pond and proceeded to its out-

let, a narrow but deep stream, with the

alders frequently meeting overhead.

We continued down this stream for a

couple of hours when we entered Moose
Lake, a shallow body of water two and
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a half miles from south to north by a

little over half that distance from east to

west. Finally three-fourths of its shore

is a marsh. Its outlet is Driftwood
River which starts on its east shore al-

most at the north end. This stream is

about the same size as the Porcupine.

After a run for a mile or two south and
east it trends almost due north till within

three miles of its mouth, when it turns

easterly and discharges into Black River,

one half mile above the confluence of that

stream with the Abitibi.

The Driftwood has a total length of

twenty miles. It is a fine canoe stream

but very tortuous. While its upper halt

is free from obstructions of any kind, the

lower half is a good deal obstructed by
timber and chutes. The portages are

numerous but none of them are either

long or difficult.

In order to complete the season's oper-

ations the party went down the Abitibi,

passing Iriquois Falls on September
twentieth, and here received the first

news from home since the ninth of July.

This river was descended to a distance of

twenty miles below the falls, and to

within five miles of the crossing ot the

new transcontinental railway.

From this point a return was made up
stream to Couchiching Falls, a short run

made up the Mistooga River, another

fine canoe stream which unites with the

Abitibi from the east, and we wended our
way up the Black River to the End of

Steel on the Temiskaming & Northern
Ontario Railway, ten miles south of Mc-
Dougall's Chute. There we abandoned
the worn out canoes, took the train, and
arrived home on the seventeenth of Oc-
tober.

During the whole season we were in a
good country. Signs of moose were
abundant everywhere and numbers of

them were seen. In some places, espec-
ially on the Spanish River, both red deer
and caribou were also seen. We also

saw bear, mink, marten, fox and musk-
rat. Partridges were likewise numerous.
Very few ducks however were seen ex-

cept at Moon Lake and neighborhood.
Where we did see them they were suf-

ficiently abundant to stock a Province.

As the trip was one of business and
not of pleasure we did not indulge in

fishing except when camped on a lake

shore, on which occasions the camp was
always kept well supplied with pike and
pickerel. The latter is little, if any, in-

ferior to trout as a table fish, and its fa-

vorite haunts are in waters so rough that

it would seem impossible for any form of

life to avoid being dashed to pieces.

Only in a few places was fresh beaver
work to be seen, although old work was
in abundance everywhere. This was the

more remarkable when it is remembered
that that section of country has only been
trapped over under the eyes of the factors

of the Hudson Bay Company, who never

permit any variety of game in their

neighborhood to be exterminated. A
few years ago some epidemic prevailed

amongst them and seems to have gone
far towards exterminating the whole spe-

cies. One Indian told the writer that he

had found as many together as four dead
in one house, and six and ten in only two
houses.

Both the Government and the Churches
have spent and are spending large sums
of money in their endeavors to elevate

the Red man. The whole of the north

country has been practically in the hands
of a powerful corporation for upwards ol

two centuries. There has been marrying
and giving in marriage, and the propaga-
tion of large families. This union of

races has however seldom had the effect

of elevating the savage; most frequently

indeed the mixing of the races has had
the opposite effect. This result is no
doubt largely due to the fact that the

families have neither been removed from
the influence of the maternal sur-

roundings nor educated in the civilization

of the white man. Thus instead of get-

ting them to a higher state of existence

they are taught to be content with their

present condition of dirt and misery, and
of feasting and starving according as

game is abundant or scarce. A few of

them cultivate some square rods of pota-

toes, with perhaps a small onion or cu-

cumber bed. If they would only extend

these operations to a few acres, with one

half the labor, and none of the hardships,

they now endure they would soon be in a

condition of comparative affluence. I

write in their own interests when I repeat

that it is a matter for sincere regret that

some means of elevating the younger
generation cannot be devised.



Destruction of Game Birds in Alaska.

President Roosevelt Interested.

RESIDENT Roosevelt and members
of the Boone and Crockett Club
have taken up the petition of 200

sportsmen in Spokane to stop the whole-
sale destruction of game birds and their

eggs in Alaska, and it is more than likely

that Major Majtson, a federal government
employee in the Northland,
will be called to account. Dr. T. S. Pal-

mer, who has charge of the game pre-

servation in the Bureau of Biological

Survey of the Department of Agriculture

at Washington, D. C, has sent a letter

to Al Wiesmann asking for the names of

the offenders. His letter in part follows:

"l should he greatly obliged if you
would send us any facts in your possess-

ion relative to this destruction of wild

fowl and their eggs, or any information
which can be used to prevent the recurr-

ence of the practice."

Mr. Wiesmann says that Major
Matson boasted while in Spokane last

year that he makes more from the sale of

wild ducks and their eggs than he does
from the government. Mr. Wiesmann
says that Major Matson has a gasoline
launch, which he uses in his work and
that he goes to the nesting places daily

for eggs, which he collects by the barrel

and sells to miners for food. He also

boasted of shooting boat loads of young
ducks in the marshes.

Dr. Alexander Lambert of New York,
a member of the Boone and Crockett
Club, says in his letter to Dr. Henry
Power, referring to the Spokane sports-

men's complaint of the destruction of
Alaskan game :

"I am very much interested* in all such
matters, and 1 know that President
Roosevelt is also. I shall be very glad
to help you in any way I can and I shall

be glad to see that any petition you
desire to send on the matter is placed in

right hands. I will also bring the matter
up before the Boone and Crockett Club.
It was through this club that the game

laws for Alaska were passed, and the

President is a member, very much interest-

ed in the doings of the club. Besides, we
have members who look after just the

sort of thing you desire. Send on your
petition, and I shall place it where it will

do the most good."

The petition signed by more than 200
sportsmen interested in the protection of

game birds and their eggs, has been
forwarded and it is expected that the

federal government will take some ac-

tion to stop the flagrant destruction of

birds in the far north.

"It is not in Alaska only that the nests

are robbed," Mr. Wiesmann said. "It

has lately come to our notice that the

nests around Moses Lake, west of Spo-
kane, have been robbed in a systematic

manner by those who are looking for

eggs for food. One woman told me
they had no trouble getting all the eggs
they needed early in the season, but

later were forced to break more than one
hundred eggs before they could secure

enough for breakfast. Of course, we have
laws to cover this, and we intend to see

that there is nothing of this sort repeated

next season, if it is possible to prevent

it."

Wild* swan, ducks and geese have not

been so numerous at Moses Lake in years

as they are this season. Heavy snows
and cold winds in the Northlands drove
them to the stubble fields in the central

and southern parts ot Washington.
They are also plentiful along the Colum-
bia and Snake Rivers, where good sized

bags are not uncommon. The reaf

sportsmen are satisfied with less than

the number allowed by the law, but mar-
ket hunters utilize almost every known
means of destruction except machine
guns, in their greed to get the tempting
prices offered by dealers, who supply the

hotels, restaurants and markets not only

of this State but also those adjoining.



The Ontario Wolf Hunt.

BY L. O. ARMSTRONG.

WE liave joined in some and read of

other wolf hunts on the prairie or

where a clump of timber is sur-

rounded by five hundred to one thousand
people where the wolves cannot getaway,
although there may be difficulty in ferret-

ing- them out of their lairs. We have
had the wolf hunt on the plains, which is

done on horseback, where the coyote,

and occasionally the timber wolf is fin-

ished by the hound but wolf hunting
with a rifle where the hunter hopes to

shoot his wolf in thick timber with deep
snow is a novelty and one that has
proven to be the very keenest kind of

sport. Of all the denizens of the wild

woods the wolf is the most difficult to

shoot. Occasionally when ravenous he
will attack a camp. He has been known
to kill dogs outside of a camp when in

large bands, but such was not the good
fortune of the Canadian Timber Wolf
Hunt that has just returned from the

wilds. Only three wolves were bagged
after much hard work and the keenest
kind of hunting, but nevertheless every
man returned from the hunt with the

strongest possible zest for more of it.

The party started from Desbarats,
Ont. , on Saturday morning, February
9th. The hunters consisted of Charles
Wake of the Equitable Life Assurance
Co., New York; J. A. Cruikshank, Sec-
retary of the Canadian Camp Club, 42
Broadway, New York; Lt. G. H. Payne,
of the United States Armv, now station-

ed at Fort Brady, Mich. ; C. H. Chap-
man, Game Warden of the State of
Michigan; Geo. V. Fisher, Gloucester,
Mass.; Messrs. Ernest Tremblay, and L.

Laferriere of 4 'La Presse"; Capt. Lan-
driault of "La Patrie" and Military In-

structor, Montreal; Lt. Carabon of the
10th Infantry, Auxonne, France;
Mr. Forbes Sutherland, Montreal; Rob-
ert McCreary, Cleveland, Ohio; L. O.
Armstrong, Canadian Pacific Railway,
Montreal, and others. The chief guides
were Charles H. Deutschman, the dis-

coverer of the Nakimu Caves near the
Great Glacier, B. C. ; Thos. Barrett of

Big Moose Lake, N. Y. ; Harry Spurr-

way, Desbarats, Ont.; Donald Bell, Des-
barats, Ont.: Caribou Jack McLeod,
Rydal Bank, Ont., and some local guides
who were engaged when we hunted in

their vicinity.

Every man in the party was a fairly

good shot. Carabon was the best pistol

shot. We had two old Wolf hunters

with us and every man but the French
Lieutenant was accustomed to winter

camping conditions. He is a very pow-
erful man and had extra weight to carry

but all through he was a splendid exam-
ple of the mastery of mind over matter
and in spite of many tumbles on the

start while snowshoeing he stayed with

the boys to the finish, and made every

man in the party a personal friend. His
English vocabulary was very small as far

as expressions went but his understand-
ing was large and his expressions grew
plainer and more frequent as the days
went by. So popular was he with the

boys that theyinsisted upon making him
one of the Vice Presidents of the Wolf
Hunters' Club of America, which was
formed in the forest.

The start from Desbarats was made in

sleighs. Our heavy Mackinaw coats

were made on the Hudson Bay pattern

but of better material keeping us abund-
antly warm. The roads were very heavy
and our dinner the first day consisted of

soda biscuits and sardines, which we
purchased at the little country store and
when five o'clock came the ravenous ap-

petites, characteristic of life in high alti-

tudes, had made itself manifest. At the

very last settler's house we were fortu-

nate enough to be surprised by a batch

of home-made pies that had just come
out of the oven and were very nicely

browned. The party took the whole
baking. The tent and outfit were two
hours behind. We drove from the last

settler's to the shore of Bass Lake.

Using our snowshoes as shovels we
cleaned away the snow down to the

ground and made room for three tents in

T shape, i. e. two at right angles to the
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third. We cut boughs, poles, crotches,

tent pegs and everything was ready but

the tents and provisions at seven o'clock.

We made torches of birch bark and be-

gan to feel hungry and anxious as to

whether the food and outfit would ar-

rive. Just at that time dark forms were
seen in the distance and they proved to

be the rest of the party. The lady of

the hot pies had very thoughtfully sent

along a pot of hot potatoes, which she

covered with a cloth and they remained
hot during that four mile trip. This
little thoughtfulness made the sex dearer

to us than before, if possible, and she

was afterwards referred to as "the
pie woman with the mouth of pearls.

"

On Sunday morning we found that we
had three guides who had skill as cooks
and the breakfast of corn meal mush,
bacon and beans, with the pine apple

hunks from Singapore was better than
anything we had ever tried in camp.
The therapeutic value of pineapple is in

no other place so effective as it is in

camp. It is easily transported—is not
injured by frost—in fact it is improved
by freezing. The Hovis bread (made in

Montreal) is one that will keep fresh for

a fortnight. It is put up in small loaves
and is admirable for luncheon on a long
trip. Another feature that it is advisa-

ble to have when one uses toboggans is

triscuit and shredded wheat. Their use
is in preparing a hurried luncheon. They
are made into a soup with a little spice

added and something to enrich it, or

eaten with sugar or syrup. The whole
time taken to cook it in boiling water is

two minutes.

Our camp on Bass Lake was in an ex-

quisitely beautiful spot. We arrived at

the lake between two enormous peaks
with spring-fed streams of running water
between them. We crossed the lake

where there was a summer canoe route;

its outlines are bold and beautified with
heavy uncut and unburned timber. We
spent the first morning in looking for

wolves. We found large yards of deer
and moose, but the mining prospectors
and lumbermen had driven away the

body of the wolves, so that we decided
to strike camp and move further north.

With sticks we killed a magnificent
fisher. Caribou Jack trapped him and

he had to be killed to put him out of
his misery. He is the pluckiest animal
of his kind in the woods and showed
plenty of fight even when caught in a
trap. We had always heard that fisher

was not good to eat, but we realized that

he had been feeding on rabbits and after

skinning him we put him into the pot
and found him to be very good indeed.

He would have been better for food had
he been left hanging for a few days; as it

was he was tender enough.
We had a very large log fire outside of

the tents, and a square open front sheet

steel tent stove inside with a large stove

pipe, which gave the greatest possible

amount of ventilation. It was a decided

success. The open fire when the temper-
ature is thirty-five degrees below zero is

enough to eat by but to sit about quietly

in the open tent it is not quite sufficient.

With this stove in our 12x14 tent, the

conditions tending to perfect sociable

conditions were all right. Although
close to straggling settlers to the South;

on the North was the boundless white

silence, relieved only by precipitous crags

and pine and other trees, stretching to

the shores of James Bay. The Hon.
Hempstead Washburne said of these

lakes last year that few lakes in

Switzerland equal them in beauty. The
American contingent and the French
Lieutenant could not find sufficient ex-

pressions to convey their admiration of

the scene. Some of the men admitted

that they had dined a little too much and
too often and that the liquid part of the

menu hac[ been too freely indulged in

just before leaving, but two days in the

woods on snowshoes, enabled them to

throw off the bad effects of the delicious

poison they had been taking. About the

third day every man was fit for the real

hard tramping before us. That first day,

the twelve miles (as the crow flies) of

climbing over mountains in the unbroken

forest—breaking our trail all the way,

was very hard work indeed. Breaking a

snowshoe trail means exceedingly diffi-

cult work for the leader, very hard work
for the second man, and moderately hard

work for the third man. The rest have

an easy time of it. Two of the older

men took turns at breaking the trail.

During the first five minutes, Lt. Cara-
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bon on a heavy grade bowed his head to

miss a projecting limb, caught another

with his snowshoes and took his first de-

cided header. The hole in the snow
might have been made by an elephant

lying- down. Considering Lt. Carabon's

weight of two hundred and forty pounds

it was not surprising. Coming up with

a smile on his face, well covered with

melting snow he exclaimed '
imais cest

epatant which might be translated, (holy

smoke but it is immense!) He could not

find adjectives enough to express his ap-

preciation of his enjoyment of everything

and the phrasing in the French vocabu-

lary is unlimited as compared with ours.

Feeling the need of a rest we stopped

on a small lake to test and become famil-

iar with our guns. Here we were delight-

ed to find that we had among our hunt-

ers seven or eight crack shots. We had
the Champion of the Province of Quebec.

We had a man for whom a special medal
was struck at the Rockcliffe Military

School. We had in Lt. Carabon the best

pistol shot with the automatic Colt.

We had old hunters who took the prize

for swift shooting and skill combined.

We portaged over Big Island

Lake and from Small Island Lake to

Patton Lake. There are two Island

Lakes—Big Island Lake and Small Is-

land Lake. We avoided the regular In-

dian canoe portage to get more into the

wilds and in doing this we came to a

seven hundred foot precipice which
looked impossible to negotiate but after

much searching we found a rock slide,

which went down to the lake at an angle
of sixty-five or seventy degrees or

steeper. It would have been impossible
had it not been for the many small pop-
lars and birches that grew in the broken
rock. It was a snowshoe slide and we
went down, catching trees and twigs as
we went. This brought from the French
Lieutenant "mais c*esttres ca/e" (but it is

very extraordinarily exciting, by a literal

translation.)

About three o'clock in the afternoon
we were within a mile and a half of the
house of one of the settlers, who had
gone into the wilderness because of an
isolated basin of good land in the hills.

The leader of the expedition was a mile
ahead of the rest, hurrying along to get

tea boiled for the party who had four
miles to travel after that. Feeling ex-

hausted there was a call for whiskey but

the faithful guide who carried it refused

to give it without instructions from the
chief. Moving, but almost exhausted,
the hunters came straggling in and it

was surprising to note how marvelous is

the effect of tea in the woods; it is far

more lasting than is whiskey.
The French Lieutenant turned up the

fifth, leaving some of the older hunters
behind and our "respect grew greater

along with our liking for the representa-

tive of France. Four cups of strong tea

apiece did not seem anything out of the

common.
We found the inhabitants of the farm

house down with grippe. This was the

case in almost every one of the settlers'

houses we met. We were getting rid of
all our little bodily ailments and feeling-

fit to join a Polar Expedition party.

Why should they be ill? The reason is

that these farm house people keep vege-

tables in their cellars and travel from the

house to the stables without any extra

covering. They are very careless about
ventilation and breathe vitiated air. We
who were out all day long in the open
were shedding our clothing. We found
it very difficult to dress lightly enough.
We found our Eskimo Dickey of canton

flannel, thrown over our under coat of

great value. It had no weight and
helped to break the wind and keep out

the snow and cold admirably. We car-

ried our overcoats on our shoulders in

military fashion or in our light pack
bags. Another valuable article of

clothing was the helmet in which we
slept at night and which we wore all

day. It can be shaped as a cap and worn
on the top of the head or can be pulled

over the face, covering all but the eyes

and nose and even the nose can be cov-

ered, leaving the eyes alone visible.

This accounted for the fact that in spite

of forty degrees below zero and a little

high wind, not the least frost bite was
experienced by any of the party.

While on the question of outfit I must
say something about the McClary cooking
stove—small, portable, and capable of

being knocked down without injury and
packed up in a very small compass—it
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proved valuable. It cooked for fifteen

hungry men a three course dinner when
time permitted. It had an oven that
would bake. It was also sufficient to

heat the large tent, around which bundles
of blankets made seats for the party.

Enjoyable social conditions prevailed on
the plan of the old Indian tepee. We
made much of the evening- entertainment
by asking each member of the party to

give the most interesting episode of his

life and these were told under the other
exceedingly warm social influences that

prevail at night and at night only. We
had a variety of apposites of national

character. We had the French Cana-
dian gaiety and politeness and the old

France exhibit of the same qualities. We
had the large American experience of

"globe trotters." Wehad the Anglo Cana-
dian veterans relate their experiences in

camping and canoeing extending over
thirty or forty years and we had the
necessary freedom of roasting and jollying

those who entered into too extraordinary
narratives. Our three experienced guides
made quick work of washing dishes and
putting away everything, so that every
evening was quiet—in tact in looking
back upon those ten days there does not
seem to have been a lost hour.
The Ontario Government wired that

according to the statutes we could not
use hounds on the wolf hunt because of
the possibility of their chasing a deer.

By telegram we overcame their scruples
but it was too late and the hounds return-
ed home to our very great regret, because
the Fort Brady contingent went with
them.
We now reached the forest home of

Alec Ross, ex-Mounted Policeman, the
last settler on the ranch about twelve miles
north-east of where we were last camped.
Here we found that some of the women
were afraid to go from the house to the
barn on account of wolves. This first

night, whether we made too much noise
or not, we did not hear any wolves. We
had in our party one man who had served
in the Mounted Police. He had a decided
tendency to teach others how to do things
and one consented to be taught, having
a little respect for the teacher's reputed
qualifications. Lt. Carabon was the
good natured victim of his intentions and

when he told the Lieutenant how to run
his snow-shoes close together, and when
at the third step the Mounted Policeman
teacher took the header in the snow, great
was the jollying that took place. The
man left us later with "cold feet." Before
leaving however, he volunteered to supply
us with rabbits and, disdaining our copper
wire brought for the purpose, he used
twine and little sticks, with which to

make snares to keep up his record of

fifty a day. Next morning we went out
to see them but the traps were gone.
There were innumerable rabbit's tracks

but the hares had eaten the trap strings

and departed. We then tried our own
methods, which were most effective.

The scenery was exquisite. Every man
in the party said it was the happiest day
of his life. We had not as yet heard a

wolf although we had seen their tracks.

On the two last nights of our stay we
determined to lay in ambush for the wol-

ves at their crosssings. These crossings

are well marked paths with plainest wolf
signs very frequently in evidence. Twelve
of us went in parties of four to the differ-

ent wolf crossings. We buried ourselves

in the snow lying down at full length but

did not see even the shadowy form of a

wolf. We were excited and pretty tired

after our hard work and the three or four

additional miles that we had tramped.
We had just sufficient excitement to keep
us awake. One of those of our party who
could imitate well the wolf howl did so.

There was a scramble for revolvers, axes,

knives,- etc. but no wolf came within a

hundred yards of us. They smelt the

bait, smelt the human beings and prowled
and howled around us and did nothing

more all night long. We could not get

a shot at them.
The wolf feeds in the night as much as

possible but the game keep out of his

way at night, so that he is compelled to

hunt in the day as well. The next morn-
ing after the unsuccessful ambush as one

of the parties was tramping up an Indian

trail a deer bounded across the path, fol-

lowed by a band of wolves. We gave
chase but there were nine inches of soft

snow on the top of the crust, which favor-

ed the wolves and made it. hard going for

the snowshoers. However, in about
five minutes of running we came to a
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lake, two-thirds of which was surrounded
by precipitious. bluffs so that we saw the

deer could not escape except in one
direction. We therefore hurried to the

other side so as to intercept the whole
band. The wolves chased the deer to the

foot of the bluffs. Then the deer doubled
back and finally it caught sight of us, and
bounded across the lake straight for us,

as a deer will sometimes do when hard
pressed. The animal covered the five

wolves so that we could not get a shot
until they were quite close. Then there

was a crack of fifteen shots. Three of

the wolves were dropped, and the other
two were wounded but escaped. If we had
had a couple of hounds we would have
caught these two also. The deer escaped
scott free. One of the wolves we shot
was a magnificent specimen.
We left poisoned bait over a course of

ten miles long behind us. The result

from this we shall not know until there

is a thaw, as a heavy fall of snow covered
what we may have got. We had a thor-

oughly practical and successful woll hunt-
er to put out the bait. While it was some-
what disappointing to be able to get only
three wolves with our rifles the hunt left

every member of the party keenly anxious

to go at it again. I never knew a hunt
entered into and followed up with so much
zeal. The fifteen men who formed the

party were extremely good companions.
I must particularly mention Lt. Carabon
of the 10th Infantry of Auxonne, France,

who is now on a three years' leave of

absence. Also C. H. Deutschman, a

Rocky Mountain Guide who has done a

good , deal of hunting in the Rockies and
formed a valuable addition to the party.

The greatest amount of comfort was
experienced by the party in spite of the

cold, thus leading us to understand how
it was that the Indian who was out of

doors so much could go with so little

clothing in the old days, when he lived

this life continually. The burying in the

snow of all but the head was a great suc-
cess. Nobody need freeze in a storm or
blizzard when there is snow enough to

cover them. When you are entirely cov-
ered with just a handkerchief perhaps
over the mouth and two inches of snow
over that you will soon get to be warm.
Our outfit was so nearly perfect that .no'
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fault was found with anything.

One result of a camping trip winter or

summer is the very delightful experience
of successfully learning to help one's

self. In these days of general prosperity

we feel a growing difficulty in the already

difficult question of obtaining domestic
servants. The camp teaches us to help

ourselves in great many res-

pects, and turns the absence of domestic
servants into a matter of almost pleasure

when taken in the right spirit and when
it does not happen too often or for too

long a period.

We had thorough sportsmen with us
and in spite of our many opportunities of

getting a deer and moose not one shot
was fired at any game out of season. I

doubt if the thought of shooting out of

season ever entered the mind of anybody
present.

Mr. R. L. Low of New York had killed

a large moose in our vincinity last fall in

the open season and his guide killed an-

other. He took away the head only and
one or two roasts, leaving the rest with
Alec Ross who preserved it in a barrel of

slightly salted water. After being par-

boiled it made delicious steaks and
roasts.

Writing this account some days after

the event the feeling comes very strongly

upon us that for the fagged out business

man there is no experience, summer or

winter, which will do as much lasting

good in as short a time and with so much
enjoyment as a winter outing on snow-
shoes with a well organized equipment of

tents, blankets and grub. We realize

that winter wolf hunts will have a great
vogue in Canada in the near future and
very many expeditions will start from
different points of our three thousand mile

wide northern country, (organized on the

lines of this one) which will be very suc-

cessful in the good days to come.

} Alfred J.C. Robertson )
A A. M. I. N. A ; A. M I. E. S. A

\ NAVAL ARCHITECT \
Q 591 St. Catharine St., west, Montreal. f

(Formerly on the Design Staff of Messrs. Denny,
Dumbarton.)
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"OFF THE GROUND."
1 <* 1

Just climb up your little ladder, go to bed like other folks, and
when you rise, you are as fresh as the morning glories, with
an appetite ready for a good breakfast. When you go hunting
in the Fall, take a " SUSPENDED " and pitch it high up in the
trees. Game will come around you, as it is a fact, that game
does not look up for the hunter, neither do they scent any

danger in the boughs of the trees.

With a " SUSPENDED" you do not have the worry of tent
stakes pulling up, the wind blowing your tent down, sleeping
in a mud puddle, o*r rheumatism, with that creepy, crawling

feeling that comes over you in the night.

1! I

We can tell you more about it if you will write for our
Twenty page catalogue. It will tell you ALL about it.

SUSPENDED TENT CO.,
418 E. 43rd Street, CHICAGO, 111. Dept. A.



AUTOMOBILES and AUTOMOBILING

The International Show at Montreal: Forecasts of the

Exhibits.

As readers of these pages are well

aware the Second International Automo-
bile, Motor Boat, and Sportsmen's Show
will be held at the Arena, Montreal, on
April sixth to thirteenth, both dates in-

clusive.

Arrangements have now proceeded so

far that success is assured, and the finest

Show yet held in Canada of automobiles,

motor boats, and their numerous access-

ories will be seen in Montreal on the

dates mentioned. The interest taken in

the Show has proved widespread not only

in Canada but also in the States, and the

leading manufacturers in all departments
have taken up space. Every foot of ac-

commodation afforded by the Arena was
early engaged, and the directors of that

great establishment, who for some time

had had the question of extensions be-

fore them, hastened their plans forward,

and erected at the north end of the build-

ing an annex—a two story building of

brick and iron, one hundred and sixty

feet by fifty, the whole of which extra ac-

commodation is likewise entirely taken
up by exhibitors.

It has been wisely decided that all dec-

orations, signs, etc., shall remain in the

hands of the management, whose con-
trol shall be absolute. All booths are

prohibited and the result will be a clear

and uninterrupted view of the exhibits

and an equality on the part of each ex-
hibitor. The electric light will enter
largely into the scheme of decoration,

and strings of these lights will be dis-

played all round the inside of the build-

ing-, giving a brilliant effect to the ex-

hibits and presenting a sight which can-
not fail to impress every visitor. These
decorations will be worked out in white,

green and gold, and being multiplied

many times over will, particularly in the

evenings, give a dazzling and delightful

appearance to the vast hall.

The ground floor of the Arena proper

will be given up to automobiles, and all

the latest and finest models for 1907 will

be on show. Not only will the leading

Canadian makers be adequately repre-

sented but also those of the United
States, and in addition English, Scot-

tish, French and Italian manufacturers

will have fine displays. Particularly no-

ticeable is the attention this show has at-

tracted throughout the States. The
leading manufacturers there look upon it

as equal in importance to the Shows
which have attained such high positions

as those of New York, Chicago and Bos-

ton. The Canadian market is yet in its

infancy, and is capable of such great de-

velopments that the manufacturers of the

States are anxious to look over the

ground and gauge some of its possibili-

ties. For such purposes as these the

Show affords them the best of facilities,

and they are not only making fine ex-

hibits—and thus making Canadian motor-
ists acquainted with their resources—but

also taking a direct and personal interest in
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its success, which efforts will alone go a

long- way to assure an attendance from a

wide area. There cannot be a doubt that

this attendance will alone be a considera-

ble factor in the success of the Show.
The interests of those who are concerned

in it are so widespread as to assure at-

tendances from both Canada and the

States as shall make a financial balance

on the right side absolutely certain.

Special rates will be granted by the rail-

way companies and nothing left undone
which can add to the interest already

evoked in the show.
In the automobile section there will be

found represented such prominent Cana-
dian manufacturers as the Canada Cycle

and Motor Company, Toronto; the Ford
Motor Company, Walkerville, Ont. ; the

Monarch Motor Company, Montreal; the

Chatham Motor Car Company, Chatham,
Ont. ; the Dominion Automobile Com-
pany, Toronto; the Eastern Automobile
Company, Montreal; the Franco-Ameri-
can Automobile Company, Montreal; the

Automobile Import Company, Montreal
and others. The following important
and representative manufacturers of the

United States will be found to have fine

exhibits:—The Packard Motor Car Com-
pany, Detroit; the Stevens-Duryea Com-
pany, Chicopee Falls, Mass. ; the Winton
Motor Carriage Company, Cleveland, O.

;

the Pope Manufacturing Company, Hart-
ford, Conn.; Olds Motor Works, Lan-
sing, Mich.; Cadillac Motor Car Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich. : the H. H. Frank-
lin Manufacturing Company, Syracuse,
N. Y. ; Buick Motor Car Company,
Jackson Mich. : Baker Electric Company,
Cleveland, O. ; Babcock Electric Carriage
Company, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Knox Auto-
mobile Company, Springfield, Mass.;
Rapid Motor Vehicle Company, Pontiac
Mich. ; Thomas B. Jeffrey and Company,
Kenosha, Wis. ; the Max,well Motor
Company, New York; the White Motor
Car Company, Cleveland, O. ; the Reo
Motor Car Company, Lansing, Mich.;
the Wayne Motor Car Company, De-
troit, Mich.; the Dragon Motor Car Com-
pany, Philadelphia.

The European manufacturers who will

be represented by some very fine cars
will include the Napier Motor Car Com-
pany, London, England; the Humber

Motor Car Company, Coventry, Eng-
land; the Argyle Motors, Limited, Glas-
gow, Scotland; the Darracq Motor Car
Company, Paris, France; the Mercedes
Motor Companny, Paris, France; and the

Fiat Motor Company, of Milan, Italy.

The annex will be given up entirely to

the motor boats, accessories, etc. In

this section will be found the best dis-

play of motor boats ever shown in Can-
ada. All the prominent manufacturers
in both the Dominion and . the States of

both engines and accessories will make
displays. Amongst them will be found
such leading and representative firms as

Nicholls Bros., Toronto; the Toronto
Gas and Gasoline Engine Company, To-
ronto; the Canadian Fairbanks Com-
pany, Montreal; McKeough and Trotter,

Chatham, Ont.; the St. Lawrence Engine
Company, Brockville, Ont. ; the Econ-
omic Power, Light and Heat Supply
Company, Toronto; S. F. Boswell and
Compary, Toronto; the Franco-American
Automobile Company, Montreal; the

Rubber Tire Wheel Company, Montreal;

John Forman, Montreal; John Millen and
Sons, Toronto and Montreal; Dr. Jae-
ger's Woolen System, Montreal; Eerlin

Electric Manufacturing Company, To-
ronto; the Lamb Engine Company, Clin-

ton, Iowa; the Terry Marine Company,
New York; C. F. Spitaldorf, New York;
Shelby Steel Tube Company, Pittsburg,

Pa. : Byrne, Kingston and Company, Ko-
komo, Ind.

;
Dayton Electrical and Man-

ufacturing Company, Dayton, O. ; Bad-
ger Brass Manufacturing Company, Ke-
nosha, Wis.; Prest-o-Lite Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.; R. H. Smith Manu-
facturing Company, Springfield, Mass.

;

American Coil Company, Foxborough,
Mass,; the Buffalo Gas Engine Company,
Buffalo, New York; Societe des Access-

ories, Automobiles, France; Guyard and
Miller, France; Pelo and Redford, Lon-
don, England, etc.

In the tires and accessories department,

which will be found in the annex, and
which will also include a fine assortment

of electric goods, such well known man-
ufacturers will have exhibits as the Dun-
lop Rubber Tire Company, Toronto and
Montreal; the' Canadian Rubber Com-
pany, Montreal; the Canada Battery

Company, Berlin, Ont.; the Michelin
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Tire Company, Paris; the Diamond Rub-

ber Company, Akron, O. ; the Chicago

Battery Company, Chicago; the Fisk

Tire Company, Springfield, Mass. : the

Spragge Umbrella Company, Norwalk,

O. ; etc., etc.

These lines will be handled principally

by the following companies:—-The Do-
minion Automobile Company of Toronto;

the Eastern Automobile Company, Mon-
treal; the Canadian Automobile Company,
Montreal; Wilson and Company, Mon-
treal; the Franco-American Automobile

Company, Montreal; the Dominion Mo-
tor Car Company, Montreal; Henry Mor-
gan and Company, Montreal; and the In-

ternational Automobile Company, Mon-
treal.

The Dominion Cartridge Company,
Montreal, will show a fine ammunition
outfit, and Messrs. Spalding Bros., of

New York, will have sportsmen's outfits

of all kinds.

From the foregoing list, which is by

no means complete, the reader will gather

that in whatever branch of sport he may
take an interest he will find in this Show
all that he may want to examine. The
progress made in every department, both

large and small, will be there for his ex-

amination, and it is not too much to say

that for interest and education such a

Show has never yet been seen in Canada.
The galleries of the Arena have been

taken by the great railway companies of

Canada, including the Canadian Pacific,

Grand Trunk, Intercolonial and Reid's

Newfoundland Railway.

The Canadian Pacific Railway exhibit

will consist of trophies of the chase.

The artificial will be avoided as much as

possible. Moose, caribou, deer, lynx

and wolf pelts—actually killed in their

own country—will be on exhibition in

addition to antlers belonging to the first

three. The splendid trout country to the

north of Montreal will be pictured in a
novel way. The most famous of the

French Canadian guides from that terri-

tory will be brought down, and they will

give fifteen minute talks in the lecture

hall upon their own country, giving

practical lessons on the way they outfit

for fishing and shooting trips. The pic-

torial display will include a magnificent
set pf pictures of the French River,

Muskoka and Eastern Georgian Bay
country never before taken. Few of the

people of the East know how beautiful

and idealistic this country is from the

point of view of the summer tourist, ca-

noeist and camper. The innumerable
channels, the infinite labyrinthe of islands

extending for three hundred miles along
the shores, with the historic camping
places where De La Verandrie, Mar-
quette, Duluth, Hennepin, De La Salle,

and all the long list of storied names con-

nected with the development of our
country—the country where they camped,
slept, ate, fished, shot, packed and trav-

elled with the Indians— is one full of in-

terest. In this section we have many of

the canoe routes and explorations made
by the early voyageurs. We have for in-

stance the Voyageurs' Channel near the

boundary between Algoma and Nipissing
Districts and we have the voyageurs'
sites near the mouth of the Mississaga
River. We have at Thessalon, the point

from which Henry in his realistic narra-

tive, describes the crossing to Mackinac
Island, where now is Mackinac City and
the witnessing of the terrible massacre in

the Old Fort. Then there is the famous
stopping place on Campment D'Ours Is-

land, opposite Desbarats, where there

was a very old Indian town, which was
delivered in the cession to Great Britain

—in fact there are one or two old men in

that country who remember the place

when it was still an important Indian
village and trading post of the North-
West Company. On the next island

west, is the niche in the wall, where to-

bacco was burned in prayer to Gitche
Manitou to give favorable winds. From
thence is encountered the swift current of
St. Mary's Channel on the way to Sault
Ste. Marie. From these places will be
guideswho will tell all about them. The
picture gallery in itself will be well worth
visiting. The Canadian Pacific Railway
intends to give useful information in such
a way that a man may feel that he can go
there himself without a guide.

The Grand Trunk Railway exhibit will

be based on a series of large photog-
raphs depicting hunting and fishing

scenes in the several districts reached by
the lines of the Grand Trunk Railway
System which attract thousands of sports-
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men during the open seasons, including

the several territories which make up the

area in Ontario known as the * 'High-

lands of Ontario" and the districts in

Northern Ontario including the famous
Temagami Forest Reserve, and the fam-

ous Algonquin National Park in the east-

ern section of the "Highlands." Other

scenes that will be shown will embrace

the several tourist districts that appeal

to the ever increasing brotherhood of

travellers who are looking for new
fields to explore. These large photog-

raphic views will be artistically arranged

and their surroundings embellished with

a collection of mounted fish, game and
feathered fowl that have been collected

for the Grand Trunk from time to time,

and which represent specimens of the

fish and game that are found in the

several districts that will be shown.
Representatives familiar with the

country and competent to give reliable

information will be on hand to answer all

enquiries that may be made.
On the left side of the entrance to the

Arena will he found a number of Indians

living in an imported Indian village.

They will be under the charge of Thomas
Canadian, will live in a tepee, and engage
in the making of birch bark canoes, bas-

kets, and other Indian employments.
This village will without doubt prove

interesting and attractive to visitors.

In the Arena proper will be showrn every

evening a magnificent series of moving
pictures./ They will consist of scenes of

moose hunting in New Brunswick, quail

shooting, salmon fishing, deer hunting,

motor boat racing, on the St. Lawrence,
the Vanderbilt Cup race and many others

aggregating eight thousand feet of canvas
shown on a screen thirty-five feet long.

"Economy of Standardization"

"Just because some people have pecul-

iar whims and are willing to pay for

freak ideas in an automobile, other people

who buy high priced cars must pay more
than the automobile is worth" says Henry
Ford in explaining why one maker
charges $6,000 for a car which, to the

mind of the laymen, possesses no super-

iority, either mechanically or in finish

over other cars at half the price.

"Wealth enables some people to display
bad taste and to insist on having their
own amateur ideas carried out in cases
where the extensive experience of the
manufacturer dictates the exact opposite"
continued Ford. "Some makers find it

profitable to cater to those whims. It's

humorous, but it is a fact, that almost
every man believes in his heart that he
possesses inventive genius. The attach-
ments and dev'ces they ask us to put on
their cars would make artgels weep

—

and men swear. If they have the money,
they can always find makers who will

put anything they ask for on their car.

They pay for it but as it is impossible to

estimate what this policy of changes costs
in the aggregate, such makers find it

necessary to put a high price on the car

in the first place as a safe-guard. Then
again, some wealthy customers are as
stingy as they are arbitrary and so, know-
ing that such maker will consent to

certain variations from his standard de-

sign in order to effect a sale, the pros-

pective customer insists on this being
done in his particular car, gratis. Of
course someone has to pay the bill

—

hence the exorbitant list price of cars

built by concerns which make a practice

of catering to caprice.

Ford success has been due, in large

part, to our inflexible rule in this matter.

Perhaps we have made mistakes—but

they have been corrected the instant they

were discovered. Our experience with

over 8,000 cars ought to qualify us to

decide what the average motorist really

needs. We build Ford cars accordingly

and set the price at a figure which will

be profitable when such models are

turned out in quantities with absolute

uniformity, every part from motor to

body being standard and interchangeable.

Under no circumstances will we make
any changes from such design as we
determine for the standard model. Cus-
tomers who think they want some fea-

ture changed—who want to pay again

for experience we have already bought—
are welcome to get it wherever they may;
we will not pander to such. Result,

Ford customers receive for about halt

the price others would have to charge, a

car any part of which can be instantly

replaced and every feature of which is
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"CYRUS"
Bicycles

" ADLAKE

"

Bicycles
'THVO high-class wheels,
-- giving value for every
cent of their price. Every
dealer should sell these

lines.

Get our Bicycle Catalogue. We have in the press our new catalogue of

Motor Car and Boat Accessories
Lamps, Horns and Spark Plugs

Shall we send you a copy?

JOHN MILLEN & SON, Limited
321 St. James St., MONTREAL 132 Bay St, TORONTO

We are Exhibiting in Stands 19, 20 and 21 at the Sportsmen's and
Automobile Exhibition at Montreal Arena, April 6th to 13th. ~"*§

the result of the ripest and most exten-

sive experience."

A British Review.

The London "Times" recently gave a

review of automobilism in the old country

from 1896 to 1906 and found a truly

astonishing rate of progress in that

decade. From suspicion, doubt and in-

difference to enthusiastic support is a long-

step, but it has been made and in pro-

portion to the progress of the past that

of the future will be at a much increased

rate. The preliminary difficulties, which

were by no means light, have been over-

come, and the industry is now on a stable

footing and giving employment to many
skilled mechanics. The writer holds that

one of the greatest gains from the prog-

ress of the industry is to be found in the

increase of intelligence and interest in

mechanical matters amongst the general

population. Scarcely less than this is

the wider knowledge gained of their own
country through touring. In both these

cases Canada would gain from an exten-

sion of automobiling here, and the rate of

progress, though it might not be as great

as in the old country, is bound, when
once it takes a leap forward and over-

comes all the early obstacles to

go forward with a speed that will be
equally astonishing as any rate of prog-

ress in the old country. The dust nuis-

ance has increased steadily in England
and given cause for a great outcry. Till

some remedies are found and put into

practice the dust will continue to cause

"incalculable mischief." It will be seen

that motorists have troubles of their own
in England as in Canada.

Beating: the Railroad.

To Denver again belongs the honor of

placing travel by automobile at the top-

notch for speed, serviceability and pleas-

ure as against the railroad. In the recent

Denver-Colorado Springs speed and re-

liability contest nearly every well-known

and popular car of the higher priced type
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JAEGER,
Every Motorist Needs

"Jaeger" SSL Clothing

JAEGER

United O&rmanft.

For every sport in every season "Jaeger"

Pure Wool has proved its superiority—not

only for durability and comfort, but for its

healthful qualities.

Motoring especially, demands that the

body be kept at an equable temperature

—

protected against chills from exposure —
hence "Jaeger" Pure Wool Clothing is a

necessity to every motorist.

The Motor Ulster here illustrated is made
from Heavy Double Fleece Cloth in the best style.

Send for our illustrated catalogue No. 1 of

motoring specialties.

rV« L A v A11 C * I Iw^U^A 316 St. Catherine St. W., M01
UI\ JaegCr V>0., Limited 286 Portage Ave., Winnipeg

was entered. Excepting the run to

Littleton, which is ten miles south of

Denver, it is a prairie road to Colorado
Springs. This largely runs through deep
arroyos or sharp ravines washed out by
the terrific rains cutting through adobe
soil, which makes it impossible to main-
tain bridges in many places. There is

a constant rise in the run of forty-five

miles from Denver to Palmer Lake. The
elevation of Denver is exactly one mile

above sea level, while that of Palmer
Lake is 7,230 feet. For seven miles there

is a constant long hill approaching Pal-

mer Lake. In no place is the road good
when the eastern thoroughfares are taken
as a standard. The winning car, a 24

horse-power Premier touring car, driven

by M. B. Fletcher, covered the 80 miles

to Colorado Springs in 2 hours and 28

minutes, which is an average of 32 and
4-10 miles per hour, while the nearest

competitor, a popular 60 horse-power
car, made the run in two hours and 39

minutes. Since the railway schedule

time to the same point is 3 hours and 15

minutes, it is noteworthy that the auto-

mobile has a big margin to the good.
In assigning a reason for the splendid

victory won with his car, M. B. Fletcher

says that it was largely due to its wonder-
ful adaptability to rough roads and to

its powerful and efficient motor. Not
since Linn Matheson a few months ago
took a physician in a Reo light touring

car from Denver to the bedside of a dying

man in a neighboring city quicker than

by railroad schedule time has such a
sensation been created among motorists

as has the recent Denver contest.

How to Insure Your Automobile.

The insurance of automobiles promises

to become an important and extensive busi-

nessin the future, and eveninthe present it

isachievingno mean performances. When
a man gives a large sum for an automo-
bile he requires insurance against acci-

dents, and it is a mark of the progress

automobiles have now made, and of the

perfection of this new form of locomo-
tion that insurance men have grappled
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with the problems presented by this new
feature in our social life and successfully

brought to bear upon them the rules

which have done so much for human
benefit in other departments. The auto-

mobile can now be insured under a policy

which seems to cover all possible require-

ments. For such a purpose the Columbia
Insurance Company has been established,

and although it operates under a New
Jersey charter, it is also licensed under
the Government of Ontario and has made
the necessary deposit. Mr.F. Herrmann,
who is perhaps the best known marine
insurance man in New York, has taken

up the management of the Company,
while the Ontario agency is in the cap-

able hands of Messrs George McMurrich
and Sons, of Toronto, whose long insur-

ance record is a guarantee of the posi-

tion and standing of any company for

whom they consent to act. The policy

issued by the Company contains some
valuable features which should recom-
mend it to every automobilist. One of

the most important is the "valued" fea-

ture, which fixes the value of the auto,

prevents any dispute with the company,
and ensures the payment of any loss in

full. The policy is so wide in its provis-

ions as to include all losses by fire(whether

originating in the machine or otherwise,)

explosion, lightning, and theft whether
in the garage or on the road, on a rail-

road car or on water, and makes no re-

strictions whatever as to the use or stor-

age of gasolene. A further valuable
feature is that the policy is a full indem-
nity contract for its full value throughout
the term for which, it is written, and in

case of partial loss and payment for the
same, it goes back automatically to the
original amount. In cases of collisions

etc. it includes payments for damages
done to other property up to the amount
of the policy. The premium rates are
moderate, and such a wide and com-
prehensive policy ought to be welcomed
by every automobile owner.

A Spark Plug and Attachment.

Spark plugs do foul once in a while,
even with the greatest care, and any de-
vice which will make a foul plug
work and get you home, or ignite the
engine until a convenient time for re-

placing it, is bound to be appreciated by
users. The Duplex Ignition Company,
1555 Broadway, New York, have a de-

vice which will make the most refractory

plug get to work. This consists of an
attachment screwed on the top of the

plug which acts also as a protector

against rain and spray. In this little at-

tachment is a switch which is closed so
long as the plug keeps on sparking. If

the plug stops working pull the switch

and it starts once more. The severest

kind of tests, even that of a cracked
porcelain within the plug, cannot resist

this device. The theory of the attach-

ment is the placing in the high tension

circuit of an extra condenser, which
highly intensifies the force of the current

and compels it to jump where it should,

instead of oozing through the short cir-

cuit. The saving ot annoyance and de-

lay on the road is well worth the price of

$2 asked for the plug. A full description,

illustration, etc., will be sent on applica-

tion to the Company if you will mention
"Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada."

Established 1880.

The RICHARD BELIVEAU Co., Ltd..
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FOR SALE
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in Canada, mounted in best style with neck cut

close to shoulder. A rare chance to secure such a

large even set. Photos mailed and price quoted on
application to "ROD AND GUN," or

ALEX. ELLIOTT
Peterboro
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Pour Canada's Cup Boats.

(^Instead of only two boats to back up

the challenge for Canada's cup, Canada

will have no less than four in the running

though only three of them are * really

eligible for the annual race. The four

boats now building are

—

A Fife boat for Vice Commodore Fred-

eric Nicholls of the R. C. Y. C,
Toronto.
A Mylne boat for Mr. W. C. Gooder-

ham of the R. C. Y. C. , Toronto.

A Payne boat for Mr. Cawthra Mulock,

ot the R. C. Y. C, Toronto.

An Owen boat for Mr. George Tuckett

of the R.C.Y.C., Hamilton.

Only the first three are eligible for the

actual' challenge. The fourth, though

built in Canada and owned by a Canad-

ian, is out of the contest because she was

designed by an American. George Owen
her designer is located in New Winthrop,

Maiys. >Ie was in Hamilton for three or

four years and just left there a year ago.

While there he was remarkably success-

ful in designing small boats. He turned

out Helen, Whirl, and Chairyia, the top

notchers in the twenty foot class on Lake

Ontario and Keno and Petrel 1 1 the best

boats in the twenty-five foot class. Keno
was owned by Tuckett and he liked her

so well, that in face of the fact that

his boat would, even if she proved the

faster of the quartette of twenty-seven

footers built this year, be^ ineligible for

the challenge, he gave Owen the order.

The Mulock boat is a new comer in the

field. She was held under cover until

the very last moment. She is being

built in England from the designs of

Arthur Payne jr. the son of the man who
designed Strathcona, the unsuccessful

defender of 1903, and of Gloria, the

winner of the Coup de France, the em-
blem of the Mediterranean champion-

ship, brought to Lake Ontario six or
seven years ago by Mr. H. C. McLeod,
general manager of the Bank of Hamilton.
Payne is said to be "the" man in the
younger school of designers, but those
who know of the changes he made in the
keel of Strathcona after his father died
are not too confident in his abilities.

However the Payne boat will probably
have the advantage of the handling of Mr.
Aemilius Jarvis, the great amateur racing
skipper, for he is interested in the syn-
dicate, headed by Mr. Cawthra Mulock,
which is building her.

This is in itself a tremendous advant-
age to her in the trial races though it is

a well known fact that if Mr. Jarvis
takes part in the trial races at all his

services will be entirely at the disposal
of the committee in charge of the matter
of selecting a challenger from the can-
didates and he will handle any boat on
their discretion.

The feature of this year's challenge
for the Cup is that two of the prospective
challengers are to be built entirely in

EngJand and shipped here ready for the
water. This has never been done before
though of late years the frames for Cup
boats have been cut in England and
shipped out here to be completed in Oak-
ville, near Toronto.

I was in error last month when I said

that two of the challengers were building

at Oakville. Only one of the Fife boats
is being built there. The other boat, the

craft from the blue prints of Mylne, who
turned out the speedy Zoraya, is too

being built in England. Like the Payne
boat she will be planked up in mahogany
which is cheaper in England than cedar.

The fact that Canada was to have four

boats and that two of them were to be
built over the pond has roused trje Roch-
ester Yacht Club and, while nothing
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definite is known of the construction of

any other defender except the W. H.

Gardiner boat it is freely rumored that

they may produce a boat from the designs

of the blind Wizard, Nat Herreshoff. If

they do, this will be the first time the

Wizard has entered Canada's Cup con-

test. A boat of his design is of course

to be feared even though the new rules

prevent him designing a racing machine
such as he has periodically turned out for

the defence of America's Cup. Iroquois

which defended^the Canada's Cup succes-

fully in 1905, and lost in 1906 to Zoraya
in a Fisher Cup race, is a Herreshoff

boat but she is from the board of a nep-

hew of the Wizard. Iroquois is an ugly

looking big tub but she was a pretty

fair craft at last in the light breeze and
on a reach. The Tuckett boat will be

down at Toronto at the trial races for

the selection of a challenger and will be

right there with the racing goods to

deliver when the other boats get away
from the trial racing. They will meet
them on their merits in the L. Y. R. A.

racing, if there is any this season and
will in addition compete in all the Royal
Canadian Yacht Club events for the

twenty-seven foot class.

The Jamestown Race.

And by the bye just while we are talk-

ing over the twenty-seven foot class do
not let it slip your memory that President

Roosevelt has put up a cup for the class

at the Jamestown Exposition and that

Canada will be well represented there

The challenger for Canada's Cup will

be there and if present arrangements do
not miscarry, so will the Tuckett boat
and the Nicholls craft if she is not suc-

cessful in winning the honor of represent-

ing the R. C. Y. C. at Rochester. The
Jamestown race comes off a month after

the Canada's cup race and at present it

looks as if there will be a formidable
flotilla of Canadian invaders to do battle

for the silverware.

The twenty-seven foot class is not the
only class in which Canada will be repre-

sented either, for Mr. Jarvis isnegotiating
for the purchase of the double hulled

freak Dominion of the Seawanhaka Cup
fame. If he gets this unique craft he

will take her down to the Exposition and
sail her in the free for all sweepstakes.

Dominion can step along some, and,
if she gets her breeze and water condi-

tions, will make the best of them hustle

to keep her out of the money.

The Pitting Out Season.

We are on the verge of the fitting out
season. Every fine day makes the de-
votees of acquatic sport fidget and in a
week or two the fine days will find the

yachtsman looking over his craft as she
lies shored up in the yards figuring upon
the work she needs to put her into grand
shape for the coming season, and the

paddler will be daubing his second best

suit up with varnish remover and hot
wax. Already the oarsmen are putting
in good stout training licks upon the ap-
paratus at the winter club houses. The
smell of spring puts zest into their te-

dious task of conditioning themselves for

the early spring races, and they are itch-

ing to get afloat.

Judging irom the activity around
Hamilton, Toronto and down Montreal
way things are going to boom more than
ever in acquatics this season. Up in

Hamilton they are already talking of an-

other challenger for the Lipton Cup for

twenty-one footers at Chicago and
around Toronto the thing of the hour in

the sailing line is of course the Canada's
Cup. Down Montreal way, the question

of a challenge for the Seawanhaka Cup
has not yet been settled and the indica-

tions . are that the big thing in the ac-

quatic line down that way this year will

be launch racing. In and around Mon-
treal last summer three or four pretty

speedy launches were turned out and the

rivalry in the game last season has been
a potent factor in the construction of a

half dozen out and out racers.

In Ottawa the acquatic interest will

center around canoeing and rowing,

though at that the sailing game is look-

ing up in Lake Deschenes. The general

interest of the city is focussed upon the

Ottawa Rowing Club's great four and
much speculation is being indulged in

with regard to the probable action of "the

Canadian Association of Amateur Oars-

men with regard to Harvey Pulford of
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the Champion Four since his athletic

standing has been questioned by the C. A.

A. U. Of course Pulford has been tak-

ing the money for football and hockey
for a few years but the Oarsmen's Asso-

ciation winked at his declaration. Now
that a storm has been raised over the

matter it will be interesting- to see just

exactly what they will do with Pulford.

At a recent meeting of the C. A; A C.

held in Toronto it was announced that

only amateurs whose standing was of the

best would be accepted in the Canadian
Henley competitions. Ottawa is the

center of the Canadian Canoe Association

interests too and the paddlers down that

way are making their annual ante-season

threats to get together a war canoe crew
and a couple of fours and come down to

the Canadian Henley and clean up in the

canoeing events. If they do come down
they will have their hands full for the

Toronto Canoe Club war crew has struck

its stride again and will be hard to beat.

The T. C. C. too has a Senior Fours that

is as good as the best of them and there

are a few junior paddlers who will be
ripe for the top notch events this sum-
mer. Orillia, too, is coming along nice-

ly in the canoeing events and Anderson
their crack paddler will be a hard nut to

crack in the singles this year.

The ]Ytotor Boat Outlook.

Last year was a cracker-jack season
for the motor boat industry but the com-
ing season will, unless the manufacturers'
predictions are all awry, make it look
small when the final returns of sales

come in.

This year Canada is going in more
than ever for the semi-racing type.

Canadians are demanding speed and
Canadian engines are giving it to them,
or at least promise to do so. Nearly
every Canadian engine on the market has
been materially improved during the past
winter and the hulls already turned out
by the builders show marked improve-
ments both in design, material and con-
struction. There are already built in

Toronto over three hundred launch hulls

ranging in size from the diminutive six-

teen foot to the forty-five footer and they
are of every description from the out and

out racer, with flat floors and knife like

bow, to the good wholesome full bodies'

boat, with ample cabin accommodation.
Up in Hamilton Jutton and Robertson
have turned out over half a hundred and
Kingston, Ottawa and Montreal builders

have been working to their capacity all

winter.

Winnipeg men are taking a hand in

the sport this summer too and before the

season is over it is estimated that the

Red River and Lake Winnipeg will have
at least two score new launches. All

through the west where there is any nav-

igable water at all launches are being
sold by Eastern firms. The West is get-

ting time for a trifle of sport and many
are turning to the water.

Motor engines are growing in demand
every day with the wonderful extension
of the use of motor boats, which promise
indeed to come in more general use than
any other boats in the history ofthe world.

Energetic business men have not allowed
this marvellous growth to pass unnoticed,

and much attention has been given to

motor engines. The Caille Bros. Co., of
Detroit, who have worthily achieved" a
high reputation for making fine machines,
have added a new department to their

plant under the name of the CailJe Per-

fection Motor Co. and devoted it to the

manufacture of marine gasoline engines
and launch hardware. The Company
claims that in their Perfection Motor they

possess an engine of an exceptionally

good design which they follow up with
the most careful constructibn. Every
part is not only carefully made but also

thoroughly inspected by experts, and if

the slightest degree of inaccuracy is dis-

covered such piece is rejected. All wear-
ing parts are babbitted with the very best

babbitt. While every attention is paid to

the manufacture of each part, the finish

is by no means neglected, with the result

that the Perfection Motor well sustains

its name throughout. A fine handsome
catalogue is published by the company
and a copy will be forwarded to any of

our readers interested in engines upon
sending in a card with the request for

the same and mentioning "Rod and Gun
and Motor Sports in Canada."





A Fine Hamilton Boat.

IHERE was a gathering of boatmen
and others interested in motor boat

1 developement at Hamilton early on

the morning- of Monday, December seven-

teenth, when Messrs Robertson Bros.,

the well known launch builders of that

city, held a trial of a thirty-foot runabout

launch, designed and built by themselves,

upon which they have expended consider-

able care, and which will probably make
a record on the lake during the coming
season. Early in the day the weather

appeared very favorable for the trial, but

later on the temperature fell several de-

grees below freezing point, preventing

the free flow of oil to the cylinders.

While the engine
worked well un-

der these untow-
ard circumstan-

ces it was not

thought advis-

able to make any
lengthy run with

an insufficient

supply of oil.

With the engine

turning at six

hundred revolu-

tions per minute
•a speed of thir-

teen miles per

hour was attain-

ed, and as the

speed of the en-

gine is one thou-

sand revolutions

per minute, a

speed developement of fifteen miles per

•hour is confidently anticipated.

Several of the experts present remarked
on the total absence of wave making or
setting at the stern or lifting the bow
out of the water, features so noticeable

in speed boats. This indicated that the

hull was not driven at anything like its

full capacity, and the opinion was pretty

generally and freely expressed that the
hull, equipped with a more powerful en-

gine will prove one of the fastest on the
lake.

There was much comment on the part
of those present upon the appearance and

THE BOAT AFLOAT : SHOWING HER TRIM

performances of the launch, and if its

future proves equal to its promise it will

do much to enhance the fame of the noted
Hamilton firm. Messrs Robertson in

laying out and constructing their launches
adopt good shipyard practice and- leave
out all short cut methods, which a*e gen-
erally considered good enough for small

boats. Experience in the building of

wooden vessels of every description has
taught them that a study of the strength

of the materials, and their proper distri-

bution throughout the structure, is essen-

tial to success in the building of a launch.

They therefore keep closely in touch with
all the latest practice in shipyard boat

building, contin-

ually acquiring

a wider know-
ledge of the

theory, and a
deeper one of the

practical work-
ing of their busi-

ness, the full de-

velopements of

which cannot
possibly be fore-

seen.

The 1 a u nc h
which has been
built for Mr. C.

H. Watson, ot

Hamilton, has
an over all length

of thirty feet, L.

W. L. twenty-
nine feet 2 inches,

beam extreme four feet 6 inches, draught
extreme twenty-four inches. The dis-

tribution of the machinery, placing of the
gasoline tank, and arrangement of the
seats are shown in the construction plan
of which we give an illustration on the
previous page. The length of the for-

ward deck is ten feet, of the after deck
four feet six inches, and of the cockpit
thirteen feet.

The frames are of white oak 7/8" x 7/8"

spaced 7 1/2", the centres running in one
length from gunwale to gunwale. The
kelson 1 1/4" x 6" is likewise of white
oak running the whole length and kneed
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to stem and transom. The keel is twenty-

two feet long from stem to end of skeg,

is in one piece moulded two and a half

inches forward, this depth extending- back
to amidships, then increasing- to six inch-

es- at the aft end. The siding" of the keel

is four inches, the keel is notched to re-

ceive frames, and the keel and kelson
thoroughly bolted together. The plank-
ing is of British Columbia cedar finished

half inch. The sheer streaks, wales,

cockpit coaming, and decks are of mahog-
any, with lockers and seats of the same
material, while trie interior of the cock-
pit is panelled in mahogany. The space
aft of the engine is occupied by two seats

placed across, and the space forward of
the engine is left open for chairs. The
floor is of pine covered with linoleum.
The engine which is fifteen horse power,

was built by the Hamilton Motor Works,
Limited, of Hamilton, and is of the three
cylinder, two cycle, three port, type, and
during the short trial given the boat on
the occasion mentioned above worked
admirably. The principal of one man

We have received the following :

—

Knowing how eagerly your readers

search your very interesting publication

for information when contemplating an
outing after big game I beg leave to ask
a small space in your columns which may
prove interesting and afford information

to some of your readers. For six to

seven years past a very considerable num-
ber of sportsmen from different parts of

the United States have chosen that sec-

tion of New Brunswick which is drained
by the Tobique River and its tributaries

and they have been in nearly all cases

most successful. Last year an unusually
large number of sportsmen visited that

district and were well satisfied with the

results. I believe that one reason for

the preference given that district is

the fact that several of the local guides
have not only provided comfortable
Camps but have also made arrangements
to furnish everything required by the

sportsmen at a fixed charge per day.

Many sportsmen prefer this arrangement
and find it much more convenient to go
to their hunting district only taking their

rifle, ammunition and clothing, rather

than buying a lot of supplies, part of

which may never be required, besides the

control has been well worked out by the
builders of the engine. Levers leading
to the carburettor and commutator are

attached to the steering wheel spindle,

by means of which the gasoline feed and
timing of spark can be controlled by the
man steering. The lever operating the
reversing clutch is also within easy reach.

The engine can be started, stopped and
reversed by the man steering without the

man leaving his seat.

The illustration which we also give of

the boat afloat shows her trim, proving
the distribution of weights to be well

chosen. The position of machinery with

regard to the centre of buoyancy is shown
in the drawing.

The boat has sufficient accommodation
for a small party, but with shorter for-

ward and after decks considerably more
room could be obtained in the cockpit.

The builders have now under way a hull

built on the same moulds, having a cock-

pit seventeen feet long, which will seat

easily from eight to ten guests or pas-

sengers.

trouble of getting them into camp. Mr.

George Armstrong of Perth is an exper-

ienced and reliable guide and can take

parties to as comfortable Camps, either

with supplies or without them as the

party may prefer. The Ogilvie Bros,

are similarly situated and are first-class

Guides. Mr. Robert Barr, Macnaquack,
York County, N. B. has his headquarters

in a delightful district where he has

comfortable camps for sportsmen. His

headquarters are near Sisson Lake. This

Lake is celebrated for its four pound
speckled trout and is a great resort for

moose and deer. There are numerous
small lakes in that district and the woods
in the vicinity of Sisson Lake are the

most favorable for travelling through of

any section of that country. I know that

several gentlemen from the United

States went to Mr. Barr's district and had
excellent sport and returned home well

pleased with the success they had and

with Mr. Barr's unceasing efforts to

make them comfortable while they were

with him. Mr. Barr's Home Camp can

be reached by waggon, four-fifths of the

distance being over a good turnpike road

and the balance over an unusually good

portage road. "One Who Knows.""



Our Medicine Bag

There have been deputations to the

Ontario Minister of Public Works, and a

conference with the net fishermen of the

Bay of Quinte, to see if better arrange-

ments cannot be made by means of

which the fishing in the Bay can be bet-

ter protected and much improved. The
Hastings County branch of the Ontario

Fish and Game Protective Association

from its inception has strenuously ob-

jected to nets of any kind being placed

in the Bay, contending that this bay is

the natural spawning ground of white-

fish, as well as of game and other fish of

many kinds. In consequence of this its

waters would be more profitable to the

Province if retained for rod fishing

alone as such a policy would rapidly

improve the fishing and attract immense
numbers of tourists to the district. In

addition to this it would form an undis-

turbed haven for the whitefish to spawn,
and thus enormously increase the num-
ber of whitefish in Lak^ Ontario. The
net fishermen argued that tney were
themselves anxious to protect the game
fish but thought it was not fair they

should be precluded from catching the

coarse fish and the white fish during the

fall for at least a short period of time.

Considerable interest was shown in

Winnipeg recently in a fine specimen of

a bald eagle, which was shot by G. H.
Baird, of the Grand Trunk Pacific engi-

neering staff at Prince Rupert, the west-

ern terminus of the line. He forwarded
it to Bert Grey, the manager of the

Winnipeg Hotel, who had it mounted.

Noteworthy incidents that deserve rec-

ord here, as indicating the growth of a

healthy public opinion in favor of the

forests of Canada, are two connected

with politics. Don't be afraid, reader

—

the magazine has nothing political about

it, and is not likely to have. No, but
the fact that both the orthodox parties in

the electoral struggle in British Colum-
bia put forest protection in* the fore-

ground is strong evidence that public
opinion in that Province favors safe-

guarding one of the Province's finest

assets. In the Ontario Legislature, the

new Leader of the Opposition (Mr. G.
P. Graham) in outlining the future policy

of his party placed in the very first place

"a practical and progressive forest

policy." These are something more than
straws showing the way the wind is

blowing; they are facts which demon-
strate that the efforts of those who for

so long seemed like voices crying in the

wilderness are now having effect, and
will produce good results for the future

of the Dominion.

That there is much room for develop-

ment work in northeastern Canada is

evident to anyone who will study the

map and realize in the very least the con-
ductions that obtain there. The man-
agement of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, who have done so much for the de-

velopment of other portions of Canada,
are credited with a scheme, which if it

materializes, will do much for the whole
Dominion. The Company has purchased
the Quebec Railway Light and Power
Company, and the electric railway from
St. Joachim to Murray Bay. These steps

are taken to foreshadow a scheme of

building a line direct from the city of

Quebec to Cape Charles, which lies at

the entrance to the Straits of Belle Isle.

This would mean a line of one thousand
miles in length, and would prove too

long and tedious as a passenger route,

except for those desirous of seeing

something of the country. As a freight

route however it has wonderful possibili-
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ties. Between Cape Charles and Liver-

pool three days of the ocean voyage
would be saved and fog dangers escaped.

The snowfall on this route is not more
than half that of western Canada, and
freed from this and other difficulties,

there should be a freight development
that should do much to relieve the pres-

sure now increasingly felt each year in

sending abroad the evergrowing agricul-

tural products of the Dominion.

Mr. "E. Stewart, the chief of the Do-
minion Department of Forestry last year

made a trip down the Mackenzie River

to Fort McPherson, and thence crossed

over by way of the Peel River to the

Yukon. -Mr. Stewart states that the

area drained by the Mackenzie is one
hundred thousand square miles, more
than the whole area drained by the St.

Lawrence. He found spruce, poplar and
birch at the mouth of the Mackenzie.

The log houses at Fort McPherson were
built from timber grown in that district.

At Fort Providence, five hundred and
fifty miles north of Edmonton, he saw
wheat in milk on July fifteenth, and
afterwards discovered that it was har-

vested on July twenty-eighth. He also

saw tomatoes, potatoes and peas grow-

ing there.

The Railway Committee of the Do-
minion House of Commons have ap-

proved of the issue of a charter to the

Saskatchewan Valley and Hudson Bay
Railway Company to construct a line

from Edmonton via Pelican Lake, one

thousand miles to Hudson Bay. The
promoters are given authority to sell or

lease to the Canadian Pacific, Grand
Trunk or Canadian Northern.

A correspondent, who writes under

the name of "Nipissing," and addresses

his communication from North Bay, al-

leges that the enforcement of the game
laws in that district is a farce. While he

agrees that the red man is a law unto

himself as far as big game is concerned,

he contends that the pot hunter is no

better. Last June 4 * three magnificent

specimens of moose were shot and killed

in the water on the north shore of Lake

Nipissing, between the mouth of the
Sturgeon River and Britton's Creek in

broad daylight. " This act was done on
by white men, while the Indians got the
credit of it, A big seizure was made a
year ago in Sturgeon Falls by Game
Warden Pardiac but had to be returned.

What is wanted as a remedy for this

state of things is now an old story; the
full enforcement of the game laws by
competent men.

It will be interesting to our many
readers to know that the cots and many
other articles manufactured by the Gold
Medal Camp Furniture Company, Ra-
cine, Wisconsin, have been adopted as
the standard by the United States Gov-
ernment, and immense quantities have
been shipped for use in Panama, Cuba
and the Phillipines.

They are writing from the States to

tell how wolf hunting is there carried on
by dogs, but as our readers are aware
this kind of sport has been carried on
for some time in Manitoba, and with a
considerable amount of success.

At the same time it is very encourag-
ing for the warfare on the enemies of our
big game to note how very general and
widespread the interest in this matter has
now become. In several parts of Can-
ada, and.in various northern States, the
wolves are having an uncomfortable
time, hunters and guides alike doing
their best to thin their numbers, while
sportsmen are lending an occasional hand
in the work.

One of the Indians on the Garden
River Reserve, near Sault Ste. Marie,
wrote thus on the subject of wolves:

—

* 'There are men here that would hunt
wolf, and would know how to hunt them.
When wolves know you are after them
or when you follow their track they go
right round and come on the same track.

They allway come try catch you from
behind, and when they dogO rightaroimd
they jump one side on the track into a
brush pile or anywhere they can hide
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^TT We want you to see how our magician pro-

duces DOMINION CARTRIDGES and SHOT
SHELLS, and if you will visit our Exhibit at

the Montreal Auto & Sportsmens' Show, April 6th

to 13th inclusive, you will witness this wonderful

manufacturing creation.

Dominion Cartridge Co., Ltd.
Montreal

as you won't see him, and they jump at

yon, so you got be careful when hunting

wolf. If I was talking to you perhaps I

could explain this better to you. Of
course this is Indian. What I have been

told by them, those that I have been
talking to. Good-bye."

A good story in this connection comes
from the far west. Mountain sheep are

safe from the wolves above the timber

line, but when they go down below that

line the wolves are soon after them. Two
sheep chased in this way took refuge on

a ledge to reach which it was necessary

to pass around a narrow path just wide

enough for one animal at a time. A
pack of seven wolves attempted to follow

when one after the other the whole were
hurled over the cliff by the sheep butting

them. The narrator says he could

scarcely believe his eyes. ' 4

It was about
the cleverest thing I ever saw in fights

amongst animals. Both sheep cautious-

ly moved to the edge of the cliff, looked

down on the wolves below, and then
leisurely turned backs and began to
browse on some root that hung from the
rocks that had sheltered them."

The bob-cat, or as he is called by some
the tiger-cat, are causing havoc amongst
the deer in many sections of New Bruns-
wick. They have put in an appearance
at Zealand Staton, while at Beaver-dam
and Tracy Station they are destroying
the deer at no small rate. If the Govern-
ment does not put a bounty upon them,
or take some other action to exterminate
the nuisance, the deer will continue to
suffer to a greater extent than many
people realize. When they are met in

bands hunters, unless well armed, are in

considerable danger from these cats.

Last fall a single cat attacked two hunt-
ers, and so sudden was the attack that

they fired their rifles at random, while
Mr. Cat made good his escape.
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A fine illustrated twenty page booklet

issued by the Suspended Tent Co., of

Chicago, should go into the hands of

every one interested in out door life. It

is profusely, and finely illustrated, and
explains the uses and advantages of their

Tent. To see the erected tent in their

Photo—engravings, and gain an inside

view, goes far to persuade those who pe-

ruse this booklet, of the advantages of

this form of tent over those ordinarily

erected on the ground. Tbe booklet

gives a clear and concise description of

these tents, their erection and uses, and
show how easy it is, by their means to

increase the comforts of outdoor life,

and gain the height of enjoyment from
holidays spent in the woods. Well ven-

tilated, mosquito proof and firm, and a

comfortable bed just the same as one has
at home. What more can a camper
want? A copy of this booklet can be

procured by anyone who will send a card

for the same, and mention "Rod and
Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."

Mayor Hendrie, of Hamilton, writes:

"I notice in your February number, page
759, a trip to ''The Maganetawan River"

page 760 that one of the party who ac-

companied the writer, "took in one
afternoon 97 trout, the largest tipping

the scales at two and a quarter pounds."
(These are his own words). "What
kind of sportsman must this party have
been to kill 97 trout for the mere pleas-

ure of destruction? It is wasteful and
criminal and is what the Ontario Fish

and Game Protective Ass'n. are endeav-
oring to put down. In the same num-
ber 797 in your "Our Medicine Bag" the

writer assures your readers that the

game laws are so well enforced by the

Ontario Government that good hunting
in that territory is assured for years to

come. This is not so, the game laws are

not enforcedin Ontario, and notwithstand-
ing the number of deer killed last season,

they are not as plentiful in the districts

where a few years ago they were very
numerous."

Picture postcards are as popular as

ever, and the collection of them affords

interest and amusement to many people.

The Dominion Cartridge Company, of

Montreal, have just issued one, which is

finely gotten up and likely to prove an
effective advertisement for their goods.
Two mounted cowboys, whose outfits ap-

pear complete, are on a western prairie,

and while riding round a board pick out
words upon it with shots from their re-

volvers, the words reading, "Only Do-
minion cartridges can do this."

Tenders for pulpwood concessions in

the district of Nipissing north of the

townships of Holmes, Burt, Eby, Otto,

Boston, etc., and immediately west of

the interprovincial boundary line, will be

received at the Department of Lands,
Forests and Mines at Toronto up to

March 8th. The tenderers are asked to

say what they will pay as bonus in addi-

tion to the dues charged and successful

tenderers will be required to erect mill9

on the territory and manufacture the

wood into pulp within the borders of the

Province. All further particulars wished
for by tenderers can be obtained from the

Department at Toronto.

An interesting conflict of authority has
arisen between the Dominion and Provin-

cial law as- regards the protection of the

big game in the Canadian National Park
The Park is Dominion property and is

under Dominion law. Under the laws of

Alberta an extensive seizure of game
heads took place last year and fines and
forfeitures followed. On an appeal to

the Supreme Court the convictions were
quashed by Judge Sifton who held

that the Dominion regulations applied to

the Park, and all Provincial laws incon-

sistent with them were ultra vires. The
members of the Alberta Fish and Game
Protective Association have now set

before them the task of endeavoring to

bring the Park regulations into line with

the strictest game protection laws of the

Province. May they succeed in that

work and that right speedily, for the sake

of the big game in the Park !
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Without hesitation or fear, take an

Iver Johnson
SAFETY-AUTOMATIC

REVOLVER
and

"Hammer the Hammer"

These Three Circles
Tell the Story

The IverJohnson simply cannot

go off unless the trigger is pulled

all the way back. Before this has been done
there is absolutely no connection between the revolver

hammer and the firing-pin—see the middle circle.

The left-hand circle shows how, by pulling the trigger, the safety lever is rrised into place under
the revolver hammer. When this hammer falls (see the right-hand circle) its blow is carried through
the lever to the firing-pin, and the cartridge is exploded with unfailing certainty. So that, unless you
pull the trigger, you can drop the revolver, kick it, hammer it—do what you please—it cannot be

discharged by accident.

It is Just as Sure as It is Safe
" For straight shooting and hard shooting it is unexcelled by any other revolver nd matter what

ics name or price. It is compact, graceful, easy to carry, easy to handle—in every way a gentle-

man's weapon for pocket, desk or home.

Our Free Booklet, "Shots," Tells You More in Detail,

why the Iver Johnson has won its place in public favor. It also contains much revolver lore that

every man should know. Our handsome catalogue goes with it.

Iver Johnson Safety

Hammer Revolver
3-inch barrel, nickel-plated
finish, 22 rim fire cartridge,
32-38 center fire ap p«
cartridge - - $00U

These revolvers can be fitted, at extra prices,

as follows: blued finish, 50c; 2-inch barrels, no

additional charge: 4-inch barrel, 50c; 5-inch

barrel, $1.00; 6-inch barrel, $1.50; Pearl stocks,

22-32 caliber. $1.25; 38 caliber, $1.50; Ivory

stocks, 22-32 caliber, $2.50; 38 caliber, $3 00.

Iver Johnson Safety

Hammerless Revolver

3-inch barrel, nickel-plated
finish, 37-38 center j»rt
fire cartridge - - UM 0U

For sale by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or will be sent
prepaid on receipt of price if your dealer will not supply. Look for the uwVs
head on the grip and our name on the barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS
157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
New York Office • 99 Chambers Street

'

Pattftc C' aft Branch : P. B. Bekeart Co.. a lameda, Cal.
European Orrjcv : Pickhuhen 4, Hamburg-, Germany.

Makersof Iver Johnson Trass Frame Bicycles and'Single Barrel Shot^ms,

[Hammer
the

'Hammer

charge
[Impossibly
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Mr. James J. Harris writes from Day
Mills, Ont. :—" I beg to state that the

criticisms passed by Mr. A. E. Robillard

in the January issue of "Rod and Gun
and Motor Sports in Canada" apply

equally to the conditions prevailing in

this part of Algoma, both as to the

slaughter of the big game by the Indians

and the settlers. I know of one Indian

who went out of the woods, eight miles

from Thessalon, with fourteen red deer

in one load. This same Indian was hunt-

ed up by someone but not fined. Moose
and red deer are killed right here out of

season by settlers for their own use. We
have no game wardens here that I know
of so that the Indians and the settlers

have full swing. I know one man who
killed five red deer the first part of No-
vember and the skins of some of them
decorated his sleigh this winter. Tourists

come here from different States, fish out

of season, and have all kinds of firearrns.

Of course most of the tourists who carry

firearms in the heat of summer are quite

harmless to the game as they generally

shoot up in the air or at a tree
;
although I

could name two tourists, one settler, and
one ex-game warden who went out for

rifle practice on the shores of Mud Lake
and brought back three deer with them.
You can 'he sure that the deer didn't walk
back. This killing was done from Sep-
tember 20th to Oct. 10, 1905.— I have
lost track of the exact date. These same
two tourists took a guide the same sea-

son and went up the Canadian Pacific

main line west of Sudbury, spending a

few days in the woods on both sides of

the main line. When they left the Michi-
gan Soo they had three fine moose with
them. These tourists, who were from
Ohio, took the guide with them as far as
the Michigan Soo in order to be able to

get away with the third moose. I live on
the south side of Lake Waquekobing, at

a point where the Mississaga canoe trip

ends, and have a fair idea of the actions

of some of the tourists. Quite often do I

see signs of deer and moose hides in

some of the packs, and at other times
when one cannot see the signs I can smell
the scent of a killing. This would be a
good point at which to station a game
warden. In addition to his other duties

he could tell the tourists the different

kinds of fish caught in this lake. One
of these gentlemen fishing here last

August caught three pickerel in Clear
Lake, east of the Club house, and he
called them trout."

An extraordinary fine consignment of
furs was received by Messrs M. Sloman &
Co., of Detroit, during the month of
January. There were only three skins,

but they were unanimously declared by
fur experts to be the three most magni-
ficent specimens of the rare black and
silver grey fox skins ever seen in that

city. They came from Labrador and
were so carefully packed that on their

arrival they were not in the least injured,

despite the long and difficult journey they

had made The pelts measured a little

over four feet from tip to tip, and even to

the uninitiated the marvellous texture of
the fur told at a glance why the Royalties

of Europe are so eager to obtain the

skins of this almost extinct, animal. The
value of this consignment can be best

appreciated when it is stated that one of

the pelts was valued in its raw state at

$1,000 and the other two at $1,200. The
three skins will furnish the material for a
large muff and scarf and after they have
been prepared and made up only a vague
estimate can be made of what the set will

bring. The price will be sufficiently

high, however, to deter any but the

exceedingly rich from using the Labrador
fox to defy King Frost. The black and
silver grey fox skins are invariably ship-

ped to London, where they are sold at

one of the exclusive fur sales held there

annually. A small box could hold all

that are shipped every year from the

United States, and the pelts are becoming
more and more scarce every day. M.
Sloman & Co., handle over 35,000 mink,
and 30,000 raccoon skins in twelve
months, and yet their annual shipments
of the rare fox skins will not exceed
twenty-five pelts. Owing to the danger
of injuring the fur the black and silver

grey fox is rarely shot. Trappers spend
many days arranging large steel traps

with which they ' are captured. The
Indian method of poisoning the animals

has been also discarded as it was 'found,

the drugs deprived the fur of its lustre.
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There is only one fur that approaches the

black and silver grey fox in value, and
that is the coat worn by the sea otter.

The fox, however is fashion's demand
and as a result the pelts, especially the

fine specimens, are as costly as the rar-

est jewels.

Three Americans—Liger, Scott, and
Sieck—were each fined $25 and $8 costs

for illegal fishing in Niagara River, a

little below Queenston. They were ar-

rested by Ontario officer Oliver Taylor,

and Chief of Police P. Reid, of Niagara-

ori-the-Lake. In addition to the fine and
costs their boats and tackle were also

confiscated.

Estimates— which of course can never

be anything more than estimates—have
at various times been made as to the

number of buffaloes that once roamed the

western plains. Mr. Ernest Thompson
Seton puts the numbers at sixty millions,

though others have gone so far as to

double this estimate. All are agreed,

however that the numbers were very
large, and that millions are not too

great at which to put the figures. Now
with the exception of a herd of some four

hundred, roaming the wilds of the far

north-west, all are in captivity, the latter

being in the possession of either the

Canadian or States' Governments, and
now numbering 1297, having increased

from 256, which was their number in

1859. The bison is reported to be rapid-

ly increasing, and attempts to interbreed

bison with common cattle have proved
most successful. The hybrid is called a

"catalo," and while it is very hardy and
lives out on the plains during winters that

would be fatal to domestic cattle, its hide
or 4 'robe' is also valuble, being worth
indeed more than the entire body of the

steer.

Reports came from Fort William to

the effect that the lumber camps in that

neighborhood are playing havoc with the
deer and moose. Some of the camps
are stated to maintain regular hunters,
whose sole business it is to see that the
tables are supplied with moose and deer.

Those engaged in the railway construc-

tion camps are said to be equally guilty

in breaking the law. So bad is this

slaughter that the descriptive phrase is

that men are killing moose and deer the

same as they would rabbits. Several

of the camps are stated to have more
moose meat than beef, while it is further

stated that moose meat is served every
day in many of the hotels. The deep
snow this winter render the animals per-

fectly helpless, and it is simply pot hunt-
ing and slaughtering that is going on.

The fine game country out there should
be protected, and if there is no game
warden for that section (and the people

out there say there isn't, or at least they

never know nor have seen any sight of

one) an appointment should be made at

once.

Distinctive Canadian features are at-

tractive enough to supply any amount
of material for hangers, show cards, and
fine booklets published by Canadian firms.

The hanger issued for the present year

by Messrs E. L. Drewry, of the Redwood
and Empire Breweries, Winnipeg, is

entitled 4 'Life on the far famed prairie

wheat-lands of western Canada," and
represents a horseman riding across a

prairie wheat-field, from which the wheat
has been cut and carried. While the

horse and his rider are prominent in the

foreground, the smoke of the threshing

machines can be seen in the distance, and
the whole is a beautiful representation

of a typical western scene. The picture

is a fine lithographic production of a

water color sketch by H. Etwell of

Bulmann Bros., Winnipeg, the original

of which is in the possession of the firm

issuing the hanger. The whole work is

artistically printed and reflects credit

upon all who are concerned in its get-up
and issue.

The anglers of the River Thames Dis-

trict of Ontario are up in arms against a

suggestion that the net fishing licenses

for the mouth and lower reaches of the

river, which used to be granted without

question shall be issued again in 1907.

In 1905 the strongest protest possible

was put forward against the further is-
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suing- of these license with the result

that deputations from the net fishermen

and the anglers went to Toronto, and
each laid their cases before the Premier
and the Minister of Public Works. The
net fishermen represented that they

caught only coarse fish, such as is not

used in Canada, and sent them across

to the States, and their living depends
upon their licenses. On the other hand
the anglers point out that the bass and
pickerel used to spawn in the river and
would still do so but they cannot get past

the fishermens' nets. Only an odd fish

now and then escape the trapes set for

their capture, and the angling on the

upper reaches of the river is entirely

spoiled. Whenever a seizure of fish is

made the consignment invariably contains
considerable numbers of the finer fish,

all bound for the States. The Minister
promised restricted licenses for 1906, and
then withdrawal from the date. Now the
net fishermen are making efforts to have
them renewed, and the anglers are oppos-
ing the very idea. An attempt to restock
the river ended in failure, the fish being

taken from the cold waters of a lake, and
not thriving in the warmer waters of a
shallow stream. The London members
of the Ontario Fish and Game Protective

Association are opposing any further

grant of net licenses, and have been

successful.

In opening the Ontario Legislature the

Lieutenant-Governor referred to the pro-

posed extensions of the borders of Mani-
toba and Ontario. The authorities of

the lattter Province have urged 4 'that

the boundaries of Manitoba be extended

northward to Hudson Bay by carrying

forward the eastern boundry of that

Province until it strikes the Churchill

River, and then by following the middle

of the channel of the said river until the

latter debouches into Hudson Bay, and
that for geographical and other reasons

the reminder of the territory of Keewatin
lying east of the suggested eastern

boundary of Manitoba contiguous to

Ontario and bounded on the north and
east by Hudson Bay and James' Bay be

allotted to the Province of Ontario."
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A correspondent writing from Sas-

katchewan says that the moose have been

very numerous near the camps since the

deep snow fell. "I stalked one on the

open and got within thirty yards while he

was within two hundred yards of the

station. In less than half an hour we
saw a cow and two calves crossing at

the same place. The snow is now so

deep that it is well up on the sides of the

little calves, yet they trot along nicely."

A resident of Campbellford, Ont., was
recently fined $20 for killing acow moose,
and a hotel keeper of the same place was
fined a like sum for the illegal possession

of the skin.

Developments in Temagami are mak-
ing rapid strides, and "King" Dan
O'Connor reports that he will have a new
line of steamers running from Temagami
round to Latchford in time for the tour-

ist traffic this year.

James Houston, of Chatham Township,
Ont., a farmer nearly seventy years of

age, had a recent experience with a tame
deer which he will trust not to have re-

peated. He is an enthusiastic hunter
and some years ago securing a couple of

young deer, he kept them on his farm.

A few Sundays ago he noticed that they

had escaped from their enclosure in

which they were usually kept, and in an
attempt to get them in again the buck
attacked him. A terrific struggle ensued
and Houston only escaped by managing
to open a gate against which he was
pressed, and after getting through dash-
ing it in the animal's face. Before he
could reach the house the deer sprang
over and after him, but he managed to

secure his gun and shoot the animal
dead.

An out-of-the-world mission is that at

Nelson House, over six hundred miles

north of Winnipeg, where the Indians
make their contributions to the work in

which they are so deeply interested by
means of furs. It is reported that the

surveyors for the projected Railway from
Winnipeg to Hudson Bay have located

their line within ten miles of the Mission,

which will thus, before many years are

over, be brought within reach of civil-

ization.

The Chippewa Reserve between North
Bay and Sturgeon Falls, Ont. , will be

opened for settlement, an arrangement
having been made by means of which a
new Reserve will be created further north

and the Indians compensated for remov-
ing. The Reserve is over 90,000 acres

all of which is described as good agricul-

tural land.

The swamp lands lease, about which
so much trouble was raised in Manitoba,
has been cancelled by the Dominion
Government, and the Minister for the

Interior declared, from his place in the

Dominion Parliament, that it is not the

intention to grant any such leases in

future.

The members of the Hastings County
branch of the Ontario Fish and Game
Protective Association and the net fish-

ermen have come to an agreement by
means of which seines are in future to be

prohibited in the Bay of Quinte, and any
net fisherman breaking the agreement is

to forfeit his license. A fast boat is also

to be provided for patrol purposes.

As the result of a debate in the Senate

the Government has agreed to the ap-

pointment of a special committee to ar-

range for an investigation of the re-

sources of the undeveloped portions of

Canada. The Hon. G. W. Ross pointed

out how much Ontario had gaired from
such explorations and predicted an

equally great return to the Dominion.
In Ontario the results had been a sur-

prise to everyone, and the immense re-

sources in minerals, timber and agricul-

tural land discovered had been unsus-

pected.

The anglers of the River Thames won
a great victory by inducing the Ontario

Minister for Public Works to consent to

withhold for one year, and probably for
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two, the issuing of net licences on that

river. For fifteen long- years this agita-

tion has been carried on with practically

no result. Backed up however, with all

the influence of the Provincial Associa-

tion they have now succeeded, and the

absence of the nets will this year give the

fish a chance to recuperate. Formerly
the fish came from the Lake and used
the river as a spawning ground. All the

rod and line fishing in the world will do
no harm to the fishery, particularly un-

der the limited catches allowed, but the

nets have so depleted the numbers of the

fish in the higher reaches of the river as

to render the fishery there practically

non-existent. Whether the fish will re-

turn^ intone year or even two may be

questionable, but it is eminently satisfac-

tory that a chance is to be given to them,

On this subject Mr. George Chalmers,
who is the Deputy Game Warden for

West Kent, writes from Tilbury, Ont.

,

to make a protest on behalf of the fish-

ermen. The letter is notable as show-
ing the want of information on the part

of one in an official position. The whole
letter is based on a series of misconcep-
tions. Mr. Chalmers should know that

net fishing on a Canadian river means
that the net fishermen take not only their

own share of the fish but also the share

that belong to their fellows, and worse
than all the net fishermen in the Thames
have taken the fish for the benefit of the

people of the States, to the exclusion of

the people of Canada to whom the fish

really belong. The abolition of net fish-

ing on the Thames means that everyone
can have their reasonable share, and the

man of moderate means can have his

fishing just as freely as the millionaire.

What Mr. Chalmers advocates, if he will

only think over it, is exclusion, monopoly
and greed. The interests of a very small

class are opposed to those of the whole
people, and a great asset, belonging to

the whole people, is to be destroyed for

the sake of a few. It is surprising to

find a public official, who should safe-

guard the interests of the people, no
better informed than to imagine the

opening of a fishery to the people is

against the public interest. Rod and
Vine fishing means that everyone may

have a share, and that the fishing will

remain good in perpetuity. If Mr.
Chalmers will look at this question from
the side of the people instead of from
that of a very small class, he will prob-
ably moderate his views if he does not
altogether change them. The people of
Canada want never to lose sight of the

fact that the fish belong to them, and not
to a few net fishermen only. The latter

have no right to deplete the fisheries for

their own private gain, and to the loss of
the whole people. When moreover the

fish are sent out of the country, and
Canadians are deprived of a nutritious arti-

cle of food, which for health's sake alone

ought to be theirs, the position is inde-

fensible.

Mr. Chalmers Is wrong in stating that

an Ontario Commission for Fish and
Game is proposed to consist exclusively

of members of the Ontario Fish and
Game Protective Association. What is

suggested is that on the new Commission
two seats shall be allotted to Represen-
tatives of the Provincial Association—

a

very different thing. Mr. Chalmers like-

wise makes a great fuss about the fact

that the members of the new Commission
are not to receive pay. Evidently Mr.
Chalmers is unaware of the tact that

the members of the present Game Com-
mission are unpaid, and they have given
fair satisfaction. The amount of volun-

tary public service done throughout
Canada has clearly escaped Mr. Chal-

mers observations, and the country might
be a little better for some more of it.

Everyone of us has still something to

learn on these subjects, and Mr, Chalmers
forms no exception.

The Hamilton branch of the Ontario
Fish and Game Protective Association

held their annual meeting last month
when a paid up membership of eighty-one

was reported. In the course of the

annual report, which was presented by
Major William Hendrie. the energetic

local secretary, it was stated that as a

result of a delegation to the Minister of

Public Works some necessary measures
had been taken against the carp in Bur-

lington Bay, though much still remained
to be done against this fishing pest.

There was a lengthy reference to the
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Provincial Convention at Toronto and the

report continued :

—

The Department of our Fish and Game
is greatly in need of the practical advice,

so that the vast resources of this country
may be utilized and preserved, not al-

together for the present generation, but
for those who are to come after and that

this has not been done, our fisheries,

(both fish and game) and feathered fowl,

show in greatly diminished numbers.
The profits accruing to the people of
Ontario for the year 1905 from our
fisheries, resulted in the beggarly sum of
some $16,000, the bulk of our food fish,

which went to make up tm's amount,
were exported to the United States by
the different Fish Trust Companies, who,
at present, control all our lakes. 4 'As a
food, our fish should be valuable property
to our people, but their high price, owing
to their scarcity and the demands of the
Trust Companies, place them beyond the
reach of the great bulk of the people"
The election of officers resulted as

under :—President, Mr. Thomas Upton
;

1st Vice President, Mr. James Crooks ;

2nd Vice President, Major R.H. Labatt
;

3rd Vice President, Dr. Groves ; Execu-
tive Committee : Captain Spencer, Mr.

John Hunter, Mr. George Dean, Judge
Monck, Dr. J. Overholt, Dr. Malloch,

Mr. G; Beattie, and Mr. H. Barnard
;

Secretary-Treasurer, Major William
Hendrie.

With the energy he has shown through-
out the work of establishing and up-

building the Ontario Fish and Game
Protective Association, Mr. A. Kelly

Evans, the Secretary-Treasurer, address-

ed the members of the Toronto Stock
Exchange calling special attention to the

financial side of the efficient protection of

fish and game. The general advantages
to the Province from such work were
immense and particularly so from the

financial side. . As an illustration he
quoted the case of Maine^ which State, it

was estimated, gained in 1906 the im-

mense sum of $25,000,000 from visiting
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sportsmen and tourists. ' 'Think of the

economic meaning- of these figures!"

said Mr. Evans. 4

'In that year 250,000
visitors came into the State and left

behind them millions ot dollars for which
the State gave none of its material

resources in return — not one stick of

timber or one pound of ore ! It was
money-earned outside the State !" Mr.
Evans also pointed out the great advan-
tages ofOntario over Maine in the matter
of area, and contended that its geog-
raphical position was equally as favorable

for the great bulk of the population ot

the Mississippi Valley as Maine for the

New England States. Convinced by the

facts and figures adduced the members of

the Exchange heartily and unanimously
endorsed the platform of the Association
and expressed approval of its methods.

Sportsmen who prefer an open sight

will be glad to learn that the Savage
Arms Company, of Utica, N. Y. are

now in a position to furnish their Model
1904 Junior Rifle with an open rear sight

specially designed by them in place of

the regular peep, if so desired. Owing
to the many inquiries received for a sight

of this nature the above Company took
steps to meet the demand, as it is their

policy to do everything" in their power to

meet the wishes of their patrons.

Ottawa is to have a summer carnival

of Sport and an Old Boys' Reunion from
Saturday, July 27th, to Monday August
6th, both inclusive, and already promises
are made that there shall not be one dull

moment, night or day, for the whole ten

days. All old Ottawans are requested

to register with R. Patching, Carnival

Secretary, City Hall, Ottawa, and in ad-

dition to the many thousands of for-

mer residents who are expected to swell

the ordinary population of the City on
that occasion, many thousands of sight-

seers and holiday seekers will be drawn
to the Capital of the Dominion on that

occasion. Arrangements are to be made
for every kind of sport on land and wa-
ter and altogether those who can possi-
bly manage to be present may be assured
of the best of good times.
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Tournament Dates

May 9, 10-*Ridgetown Gun Club. C. H. Bast-
lake, secretary-treasurer.

August 7, 8, a—Toronto, Ont., Seventh Annual
Tournament of Dominion of Canada
Trap Shooting Association, under auspi-
tes of Stanley Gun Club. Thomas A.
Duff, Secretary-Treasurer, 3 Maynard

Stray Pellets.

The Exeter (Ont.) Gun Club promises a one-
day target shoot for Good Friday.

• . • »

The annual tournament of the Canadian In-
dians will be held at Clinton, Ont., under the
auspices of the Clinton Gun Club on May 24th
and 25th.

« « •

- Montreal Gun Club will have their annual
tournament on Good Friday when some rich
prizes will be hung up for competition.

• • «
' We understand that St. Herbert's, Ottawa,

will hold their annual tournament on Easter
Monday.

• • •

Indirectly we hear that some of the gun
fclubs are putting in good work at their prac-
tice shoots, but. they are apparently too modest
to send their scores in for publication. Verily,
the fear of the handicap committee is the be-
ginning of wisdom.

• » •

J. E. Cantelon, Clinton, Ont., familiarly
known among his shooting friends as "Shorty"
and now holder of the pigeon championship of
Canada, was royally banquetted by the mem-
bers of the gun club and citizens of Clinton on
Jan. 11th and presented with a fur-lined over-
coat, the occasion being his intended departure
from Clinton to accept a position as traveller
with a Hamilton firm. If "Shorty" leaves
Clinton it will be a distinct loss to the local
gun club, but the shooting fraternity of Ontario
do not intend to lose him and wherever he goes
their good wishes will go with him and he will

be expected to keep right on the firing line.
• • •

On January 17th, that long billed bird, first

cousin of Shuhshuhgah, visited the wigwam of
the brave Canadian Indian. Chief King Pin, like

wise High Scribe and Chief of- Wampum, and
left there a little Minnehaha, first papoose bcrn
to the Tribe. Or, in paleface Choctaw, on the
above date, there was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas A. Duff, Toronto, a daughter, upon
which happy event we beg to offer our hearty
congratulations.

• * •

A very interesting and clcsely contested
shooting match took place at Gladstone, Ont.,
Jan. 3ist., between Dorchester and Gladstone
Gun Clubs, which resulted in the following score
in a possible 16.

Dorchester—W. Richmond 10, A. C. Stelk 9,

W. Fifield 13, C. Wallace 5, J. Rennie 9, R. Wal
lace 13, C. Richmond 14, A. Wallace 10, J.
O'Brien 9, R. Townsend 3. Total 95.

Gladstone^—J. Brodie 14. J. Thompson 10, J.

Johnston 12, V. Jackson 9, C. Burns 8, C. Ro-

gers 11, W. Topham 5, W. Falls 7, G. Thompson
8, A. Hunter 12. Total 96.

• • •
When a man attains pre-eminence in any

branch of sport it often augurs, as Herbert
Spencer said to the young man who beat him
so badly at billiards, "a mis-spent life." But
that cannot be said of Lord Walsingham of
London, though he is easily the best shot in
England. He is an accomplished writer, one of
the first entomologists of the day, a fellow of
many learned societies and the owner of the
finest collection of moths and butterflies in the
world. Yet he has devoted enough time to his
favorite sport to make himself the all-round
crack shot of the kingdom. He is probably the
only man in the world who shoots wasps on
the wing. That requires marvelous accuracy of
aim. To practice on these little pests and oth-
er insect game he had a miniature rifle special-
ly constructed for himself. His bag of 107t
grouse to his own gun, shooting for close on 15
hours on end, has never been surpassed. On an-
other day, on the Yorkshire moors, he brought
down 421 brace of grouse, using 1100 cartridges,
which shows what a large per centage of his
shots are fatal. He is an expert with the rifle
as with the shotgun, and has hunted big game
in Oregon and California, but of late years he
has preferred hunting insects.

• • •

The 50-target handicap shoot on the Balmy
Beach Club grounds for a handsome cud given
bv Mr. A. V. Pearce was won by Fred Lyonde.
The following are the scores: F. Lyonde 46, J.
F. Ross 45, P. J. Boothe 44 J. A. Casci 44, J.
G. Shaw 44, C. D*vis 43, W. Draper 43, J. A.
Wilscn 40, C. D. TenEvck 39, W. Seager 38, G.
J. Mason 38, W. H. Adams 37, W. T. Wilson $6,

G. H. Smith 36.
• * •

Woodstock Gun Club have elected the fol-

lowing officers:—Hon. President, John D. Pat-
terson; President, Dr. Welford; 1st vice pres.,

Frank Hyde: 2nd vice pres., W. J. Bond; 3rd

vice pres., J. Dawson; secretary, W. E. Bon-
nett: Asst. sec, F. Farlow; treasurer, H. Wil-

lis: captain, S. Dawes. Managing committee^ —
Messrs. W. Martin, J. E. Thompson, Dr. Brind
Joe Maynard, J. Button, C. Hubner and G.

Walker. The club will hold a one-dav tourna-

ment, also home and home shoots with other

clubs.
• • •

The present officers of Springwood Gun Club

of London, are: President, W. A. Brock; treas-

urer, S. A. Webb; secretary, B. W. Glover: ex-

ecutive committee, D. W. Breckon A. Tillman,

R. E. Day, E. Simcox, and Wm. Gibson; audi-

tors, Day and Avey.

Hamilton Winter Tournament.

The Winter Tournament of the Hamilton
Gun Club held on their new club grounds Jan.

15, 16, 17 and 18 was, as usual, a huge success.

Owing to the prohibition of pigeon shooting

in the adjoining States, this shoot
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RUNNERS-UP AND WINNERS OF THE GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP, 1907

Reading left to right—Buffalo Smith, J. E. Cantelon (winner) and H. D. Kirkover

baa for year& taken on the character of an in-
ternational affair and is the one big annual
live bird event of Canada. This year there was
a great gathering of the clans* from all points
of the compass. Boston sent a delegation of
five "Palefaces", prominent among whom were
Buffalo Smith, well known in Canada as a
good trap shot and the runner up for the
Grand Canadian Handicap last year,, and E.
C. Griffith, one time winner of the Grand Am-
erican Handicap, both at live birds and tar-
gets. The genial face of Dr. Gleason, however,
was absent and this was generally regretted.
Eastern Canada sent Walter H. Ewinig of Mon-
treal, a trap shooter of the right sort, who
e«t such a wide swath at targets last year and
probably will again this yetar. From the wild
and wooly West came W. J. Saunders, Killar-
ney, Man., who won the target chani|»iPinship

of Manitoba last year and was evidently look-
ing for more worlds to conquer in the effete

With him came W. N. Williamson, of Bran-
don, who learned the shooting game years ago
in Old Ontario and has not yet forgotten how.
Britton and McBean, Winnipeg, were other
welcome guests. Ridgetown came down hand-
somely and in full force with all their war
paint on and the decks cleared for action.

Harry and Charlie Scane, McRitchie, Laing,
Galbraith and How Bates comprised the dele-

gation, all top notchers and well able to take

care of themselves in any company. A. Tols-

ma, Detroit, who has one Grand Canadian
Bast. With him came W. "NT. Williyumfwiijof Bran
Handicap win to his credit, was there, .Qnite

willing to accept the honor again if ' sufficipntly

Breed and with him came his friend, J. A.

Gilchrist of Cleveland, a thorough sportsman.

Poolittle and Burns. Cleveland, O., who clean-

ed up nicely on targets last yew, were also

there. Harry D. Kirkover of Buffalo came a-

cross the border to show us how and sustain-

ed his reputation as a target and live bird

shot of the first rank. Toronto was represen-
ted by a strong contingent. "Shorty" Cante-
lon of Clinton dropped into town the night foe-

fore with his friend, J. E. Hovey. "Shorty"
being of large proportions came in at the
dark of the moon so as not to attract too
much notice. He brought with him his faithful

Parker and a goodly supply of John S. Cole's

"Roman candles" and these in the hands of

the aforesaid "Shorty" proved a deadly dope
for the live birds as subsequent, events proved.

Hamilton itself, of course, supplied its full ouo-
ta of contestants. This was no trouble for

Hamiilton. It is so full of good trap shooters
th|st all it has to do to get an army of ex-

perts is, like Roderick Dhu, to whistle and
find them, if not behind every bush, at least

coming around every corner with shot gun and

shells ready for the frav. If there were not so

many enthusiastic sportsmen there they would

not be able to carry on the. game in the splen-

did way they do. There were oiher goon

shots there of course, from different parts or

Canada and the TJ. S. and, as a matter of

fact, it was, no place for any other kind.

The professional element was wellreP .

rese?~

ted. There were present, J. A. R. KM^U, J.

R. Tavlor and J. A. Cameron of the Winches-

ter Repeating Arms Co., H. H Stevens and

J R. Cole, jr., of the Union Metallic Cart-

ridge Co • F L. Hallford of the Dominion Car-

tridge Co' E. G. White of the Duoont Powder

Co and N B. Darton of the Marlin Arms Co.

"Iniun" Conover, of the Dupont Co was owing

to illness in his 'family, unable to ^ present

and his absence -was pjemeral y re-ret^;
The work of the professionals at the traps

was exceptionally good and was a ,ood ob ed

lesson for the amateurs present. The weather

conditions the first two davs were e^remely

unfavorable to good scores and this as shown

by the fact that of all the crack shots pres-
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Some of the Participants in the Hamilton Winter Tournament.

ent, both professional and amateur, not one
got to the ninety per cent, mark the first nay.
Elliott kept the lead on his brother "pros" the
first two days, Taylor was h.gh the tnird day
and Stevens was unapproachable the fourtn,
losing but one target out of 220, a feat cer-
tainly creditable to himself and the goods he
represents. Stevens was high professional for
the tournament breaking 564 out of 600, an ex-
tremely good record under the circumstances.

Outside the professionals, only four out of
about sixty amateurs had the pluck to shoot
through the target programme. These four
were from Boston and the hifcb. man was E. C.
Griffith with 549. Not a Canadian amateur shot
through. The fact that there were no average
prizes offered, the slowness with which the tar-
get events were pulled off and the bitter cold-
ness of the weather, no doubt accounted for
this. It is doubtful if target shotting in mid-
winter in Canada can ever be a success. It is

as much a test of physical endurance as skill
under such weather conditions as^ attended this
meet and many shcoters declined to risk an at-
tack of pneumonia for the 'sake of making even
a good score at the trap. With the live bird
shooting the "time exposure" is much shorter
and besides one associates this kind of shoot-
ing with colder weather.

And the live bird events created just as
much enthusiasm and were just as hotly con-
tested as they ever were. The first event, a, 10
bird event with $200 guarantee, was the prelim-
inary canter to the bliff event of the shoot. In
this Buffalo Smith, H. P. Bates, W. J. Saun-
ders and C. Scane had straight scores. In the
Grand Canadian Handicap event at 20 live Ifctirds

over 50 entered and the guarantee of $500 filled.

When the smoke of battle cleared away it was
found that there were three candidates for the

honor of winning the Grand Canadian Handi-
cap and with it, in reality, not only the Cana-
dian championship, but the International, as
well, for in all respects it is an international
contest. The three men with straight scores
were J. E. Cantelon, Clinton, Ont

f ; Buffalo
Smith, Boston, and H. D. Kirkover, Buffalo.
They agreed to divide the purse which paid
them $56.60 each, and shoot off, miss and out,
for the honor. Smith missed his fourth bird
and Kirkover his fifth, leaving the plucky lit-

tle Canadian the winner. Naturally, the home
element were much pleased at the result. Can-
teiloh's work in this event and. indeed, through-
out the tournament was exceptionally good as
he misised but one bird out of 40 shot at.,

In the other three 10-bird events of the pro-
gramme the following had straight scores: J.

E. Cantelon, Clinton; F. Galbraith, Ridigetowni;

T. Tipton, of Hamilton : G. H. Has
sam of Boston ; E. C. Griffith, of Boston;
J. Martin, Brooklyn; A. King. Hamilton, D.

McMaekon, Hip-hgate: M. E. Fletcher, Hamil-
ton: W. A. Smith, Kingsville and P. Wakefield
of Toronto.

Preparation for such a shoot as this in-

volves a lot of hard work and great credit is

due the officers of the Hamilton Gun Club in

charge of the arrangements for the success of

their efforts. The following may be particular-

ly mentioned:

—

Executive comtmitteev—Pr. Overholt, T. Up-
ton, Dr. Groves, Jas. Crooks, and P. Crooks.

Tournament managers—Jas. Crooks and Dr.

Grovps.
Live bird secretary—Pr. Vernon.
Tarro-et secretarv—-E. W. Burrow. i

FioTrl cao+ain—Wm. Wark.
Official referee*—C apt. E. V. Spencer, J. E.

Morris and Pr. Hunt.
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The individual smoker \S

is known by the pipe he ^
cherishes. The change
from the old clay pipe of

the last generation to the

Special

of to-day is like changing from a freight

car to^a Pullman coach. It's a step in

advance of anything previously attempted.
Ask *your dealer to show you the

"H.B.B." assortment.

Handicap coimmitbee—M. E. Fletcher, Ham-
ilton; P. Wakefield, Toronto, and W.A. Smith,
Kingsville.

A substantial warm luncheon was provided
on the grounds and altogether the comfort and
convenience of the shooters were well looked af-
ter.

The money in each live bird event was di-
vided as follows: First event, 10 birds, $10 en-
trance, $200 guaranteed, straight scores $23.25 ;

nine, $13.95; eight, $9.30. Second event, 20 live
birds, entrance $15, $500 guaranteed, first mon-
ey $56.60; nineteen $28, eighteen $21, seventeen,,
$14. Third event—10 birds, $7.50 entrance, ten
$27.30, nine $9.40. Fourth event—10 birds, en-
trance $7.50, ten $11.75, nine $7.00, eight $4.70.

Fifth event—10 birds, entrance $7.L»J. ten $19.35;
nine $5.80, eight $6.30. This last was class
shooting.

The scores:—
LIVE BIRDS.

Number of Birds 10 20 10 10 10 SA. K.
Buf'lo Sffiith, Roxbury.Mass.10 20 8 8 9 60 55
H. T). Bates, Ridgetown, Ont. 10 18 30 28
W.J. Saunders, Killaraey,M. 10 16 8 8 6 60 48
•C. Scane, Rid<retown, Ont... 10 15
M. Reardon, Hamilton, Ont. 9 15 6

"49", Toronto
, 9 17 7

"Farmer", Oakville 9 16

T)r. Wilson, Hamilton 9 w
M, E. Fletcher, Hamilton.. .v.. 9 18 9

Norris, Buffalo i 9) 19

E. G. White, Ottawa ..........i... 9 14 8

F. Oalbraith, Rid^etown 9 18 10 9 10 60 56
H. D. Kirkover, Fred'a,N.Y. 9 20 30 29
Oeo. Stroud. Hamilton 9 16 7 40 32

R. C. Riplev, Hamilton ...... 9 1« 40 32
G. H. Hasslrfrn, Boston 8 16 8 1-0 7 60 49
R. H. PowpII. Boston ..' 8 17 6 7 6 P9 44
E. C. Griffith. Boston

, 8 16 6 10 7 ?(\ 47
J. Martin. Brooklyn 8 16 9 10 8 60 51
O. E. Roolittle. Cleveland... 8 18 9 *n "w
W H. Ewinig, Montreal 8 16 9 8 9 60 50 .1 . W. Broderick

30 25

8 8 60 46

8 w 50 41

4 40 29

8 9 30 26

9 10 m P5

30 28

40 31

w. A. Smith, Kingsville 8 17 9 10 50 44
11. Luck, Pt. Edward 8 18 9 9 50 44

A. McRitchie, Ridgetown... 8 19 8 7 8 60 5t
Alex Tolsma, Detroit 6 14 30 21

S. H. Loomis, Geneva,N.Y. 8 10 §

H. H. Stevens, New York... 8 16 6 9 6 60 46

J. F. Summers, Easton.N.J 8 15 9 40 m
G. Laing, Ridgetown 8 15 8 40 31

A. King, Hamilton ......) 8 1'8 9 10 9 60 52

J. E. Jennings, Toronto 8 16 8 8 50 4t

g. L. Vivian, Toronto ... 8 17 8 8 6 60 47

c. Crew, Scarboro June 19 6 8 7 50 4»
.t. E. Hoovey, Clinton, Ont.. 18 20 is
r>. McMackon, Hi<rh«"ate, Ont.' 7 18 9 10 8 60

N.B. Darton, New Haven, On. 4 18 6 8 5 60 41

T E. Cantelon. Clinton, Ont. 20 lfl< 9 40 39
r»r Grppn, Hamilton 7 18 1 8 50 48

FT. A. H'Ofninicr. Hm-m'Ron 6 17 8 4 R0 35
.T. i\. OilchH«t, Cleveland... 4 1fi 9 9 9 60 47

IT. 7 16 8 7 50 38

T-T. O-rnHjum, Hamilton
i

16 20 16

.T. R. T^vlor, New^rV.O 7 '16 9 7 7 '60 46
r> WaJcpfield, Toronto 7 16 9 fi in po 48

"R
.
W. T^ms Bo c+on ... . 15 5 6 7 50 33

TT. M. Rlayton, Toronto ... 5 14 30 U
.T. Flpmmg, Toronto 6 11 30 17

T. TTnt<~»n, TTami'l +mi 7 w 10 7 30 24

c. .T tvp+pHpII, Bradford 7 9 20> 16

A. E. Simn^on, Simroe 9 7 9 30 2S

J. A. Snittpl. Brantford ... 5 S 20 13

\
.

8 9 20 17

'RiW HamTton
W. "PaHriVk, Toronto J..

R. Flpmina". Toronto ... .

J. Lvnrh. H*™mon ... .

.T. HrooVe;, "fl>"-"M 1 *"'~>n ....

O. S PSVod. TT*~,?l + nn .

j\ ??t rril,^ -fr^^n+Q.v,

n A . "RnHon Winninp-g.
Marln.tt, Simcoe ... .

9 9

7

5 4

20 13

20 18

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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TARGETS.
1st Day 2nd Day. 3rd Day. 4th Day

No. Targets S.A. B. S.A. B. S.A. B. S.A. BHassain !.. 100 71 100 77 180 147 120 103H W. Burns 100 76 >0G 72 180 143 160 140
Powell 100 77 100 82 180 153 220 198
Griffith ....... 100 87 100 87 180 168 220 207
Buffalo Smith 100 83 100 w icfl 149 ?2n iqk
Kramer ... 80 54

86 100
Doolittle 100 75 60

77 100

71 100

Hawkins 100 69
Norris 100 74 80

67
Williamson 100 83 60
Saunders 80 62

Ewing 100 79 100

Lalng ...... 1O0 58 60

88 100

70

36 100
Long .. 40 28

100 87 100
White 100 77 100
Taylor '. 100 8? 100

80 100
Stephens 100 88 100
W. A. Smith 100 82 80
Upton 100 78 80

73 80
Dr. Wilson 100 69

100 81 80
AlcMackon 100 77

88Galbraith 80
Geo. Beattie 100 83 80
11. Scane 100 76 80
Kirkover 100 85 80
"Farmer" 100 70 60
P. Wakefield .\ 100 75

69
100

Broderick 100 80
53 20

McGill 78 .80

Dunk 100 88 100
Vivian 100 85 1O0
Marsh 100 79 100
Britton .... 100 76 80
Fleming 40 28 20
Ripley 40 31
Stewart 60

1st Day 2nd Day 3rd Day. Ttl
No. targets—

£

s.A. B. S.A. B. S.A. B Total
Marlatt 20 18 80 54 100 72
Luck 20 8 80 67 100 75
McRitthle 20 17 40 32 60 49
Gilchrist . 20 16 60 41 GO 37 149 94
"39" 40 30 40 30
Hallman 20 7 20 7
Skedd 20 18 100 83 120 101
Crew 20 15 60 45 100 79 180 139
Spittal 40 13 40 13

Graham 40 29 40 29
Karr 60 53 100 84 160 137
Mason .... 80 67 80 67

G. H. Beatty ... 60 45 60 45

Marshall 40 28 40 28

Toronto City League Tournament.
The first annual tournament of thenCity Blue

Rock League, unfinished from Jan. 1st was com
pleted on Saturday, Jan. 12th. The day open-
ed wild and stormy, but towards noon cleared,
and was all that could be desired for good
shooting. The scores on Saturday were better
than on Jan. 1st. In all 90 prizes and twelve
high average prizes were awarded to the suc-
cessful competitors. The Queen's Hotel Cup,
alued at $50, for first high average, was won
by J. E. Jennings of the Riverdale Gun Club,
with 107, out of a possible 120 shot at, Dunk of
the Stanleys being second with 106, and C. D.
TenEyck of the Balmy Beach being third with
105. F. H. Conover of the DuPont Powder Co.
was present on New Year's Day, and shot in
lour events. Mr. Halford of the Dominion Car-

Total
S.A. B.
600 398
540 431
600 519
600 549

63 160 130 80 68 440 367
49 160 124
83 160 137 360 297
80 200 151

100 71 200 140
58 180

100
132

67
57 180 159 80 74 420 373

40 36 60 4£ 180' 147
91 180 155 60 55 440 380
47 160 105
90 100 87 20 18 320

100
281

70
65 160

40
101

28
91 180 164 220 208 600 552
67 180 159 220 206 600 529
87 180 175 220 207 600 556
90 180 165 220 205 600 540
90 180 167 220 219 600 564
68 180 150
61 20 16 40 30 240 185
57 120 101 300 231

180 153 100 92 380 314
71 180 152

140 1 9C1Z5 oU 55 300 Zoi

60 20 12 60 54 260 219
66 140 123 80 76 300 248

64
65 180 170

ISO

360
140
320

41 160 111

90 160 137 80 68 440 370

60 180 129

16 100 69

75

86

180
200

148

174

85 20 19 60 54 280 243

84 100 90 300 253

64 180 140

15 20 15 80 58

60 56 1011 87

56 60 56

tridge Co. was present on both days. The fol-

lowing is a list of. winners in each event:

—

Event No. 1, 20 targets—C. Harrison 20, O.
Spanner 19, Dunk 19, Jennings 19, Stedman 19,

Eby 18, Hogarth 18, McGill 18, Thompson
18, Ten Eyck 17, Stanley 17, Wright 17, Telfer 17,

Lowe 17," A. Anderson 17.

Event No. 2, 20 targets—Mathews 20, Ten
Eyck. 19, C. T. Logan 19, R. Wakefield 19, T.
Loiran 18, C. Mongenel 18, Bate 18, Usher 18, Mc-
Gill 18, Dr. Cook 18, Casci 18, Hooey 18. Thom-
as 17, W. Best 17, F. A. Parker 17, Carmody 18.

Event No. 3, 20 Targets—O. Spanner 20, C.

Davis 20, Joselin 19, Dunk 19, C. Harrison 19,

Hooey 19, Bredannaz 18, Marsh 18, Casci 18, R.
Gould 18, Stedman 18, Parker 18, Hulme 17,

Hogarth 17, McGill 17.

Event No. 4, 20 Targets—Ten Eyck 20, C. T.
Logan 19, Anderson 19, Anderson 19, Lowe 19,

Jennings 19, Eby 18, W. Best 18, J. G. Shaw 18

C. Davi3 18, C. Harrison 18. G. Mason 18T W.
Wakefield 18, Casci 16, Turner 18, Edkins 18.

Event No. 5, 20 Targets—Hulme 20, J. F.
Ross 19, W. Best 19, Vivian 1&, Eby 18, J. A.
Shaw 18, T. Logan 18. Bredannaz 18. Buck 18,

C. Davis 18, P. Wakefield 18, McGill 18. Jen-
nings 18, W. Wakefield 18, J. Townson 18.

Event No. 6, 20 Targets—J. G. Shaw 20, J.
F. Ross 19, Jennings 19, Vivian 19, Dr. Jordan
19, Parker 19, Dunk* 18, Ten Eyck 18, Miller 18,

Draper 18, Fenton 18, Mason 18, W. Wakefiqld 18

A. Williamson 18, P. Wakefield 18.

High Averages—J. E. Jennings 107, Dunk 106,

C. D. TenEyck 105, W. Best 104, O. Spanner 103
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<x. L. Vivian 103, C. Davis 103, F. Hooey 103,

Eby 102, McGill 102, Dr. Jordan 102, F. A. Par-
ker 102, A. Hulme 101.

Parkdale vs. Balmy Beach.
The Parkdale Rod and Gun Club and the

Balmy Beateh Gun Club met Saturday after-
noon, Jan. 19th, in a schedule match of the
City League series on the grounds of the Park-
dale Club, and the event was ^.orough j enjoy-
ed by every one who took part in It. The fol-
lowing scores were made:

—

Parkdale—G. Thomas 21, Alex Wolfe 21 Ward
20, Parker 20, Fenton 20, Reed 19, Cluff 18, Wil-
liams 18, Godsen 17, Hooey 17. Total 191.

Balmy Beach—J. G. Shaw 23, Seafc-er 22, Bar
vis 22, Casci 22, Ross 21, Lyonde 20, F.A. Shaw
20, Boothe 19, Draper 19, Pearsall 18. Total 206.

Riverdale Gun Club Practice.
The regular weekly practice of the River-

dale Gun Club was held on the club's grounds
on Saturday afternoon, Jan. 19th, with a very
fair turnout of members. In the spoon event
the shooting was very good indeed, the winner,
W. Joselin, having won out with a straight
score of 25. Following is the score of the
spoon event:

—

J. E. Jennings 22, G. Logan 22, W. Joselin,
25, T. Logan 23, J. Logan 20, F. Bredannez 20,
C. Logfcin 21, E. Bonid 20, D. Walton 18, E. Hir-
ons 20, W. Murray 17, C. Davidson 18, W. Lowe
18.

On Saturday afternoon, Jan. 26th, the regu-
lar weekly shoot of the Riverdale Gun Club
was held on the club's grounds, when some
rery good scores were made. In the "spoon
•vent" G. Logan, D. Walton and T. Logan tied
with a score of 25 each (including their handi-
cap of 3 targets) and in the shoot off of the
tie T. Loggn and D. Walton again tied for
first honors, G. Logan havinn- missed getting
into the running again by one target. Mr. J.

E. Jennings, as usual, made his weekly straight
of 25 without a miss, which feature is now be-
coming a strong favorite with Mr. Jennings.
Appended is result of main event, the Spoon
shoot:— • _
Spoon event—25 targets—W. Joselin 21, G.

Logan 22, T. Logan 22, F. Bredannaz 22, J. E.
Jennings 21, J. Logan 21, D. Walton 22, E. Hir-

ons 22. Murray 21, A. Cook 19, W. Ltowe lffi, E.

Bond 17, W. Duncan 14, J. Whitlam 13.

Stanley Gun Club Shoot.

The league shoot scheduled for Saturday,
Jan. 19th, between the Stanley Gun Club and
the National Gun Club of this city took place

on the grounds of the Stanley Gun Club and
resulted in a win for the home team. H. Stev-

ens, the V.M.C. Co.; J. A. R. Elliott, W.R.A.
Co.; E. G. White, Dupont Powder Co.; Darton,
Marlin Arms Co.; and J. R. Taylor, W.R.A.
Co., all professionals, were present, and gave
an exhibition of target shooting. The follow-

ing are the score:

—

Professionals.
Total.

J. A. R. Elliott ...22 25 24 2i 94

E. G. White 24 24 25 21 98

J. R. Taylor 25 25 24 25 99

Darton 23 24 23 23 93

H. Stevens..,...i 25 25 25 24 99

National team—Dr. Jordan 23, Mathews 23,

Granger 23, C. Harrison 2'/ Manner

22, Westwood 21, Davis 20, Lawson 20, Stanley

20. Total 216. Ten men average 21S-10.

Stanley team^George Vivian 25, .) .
William-

son 24, George Cashrrore 24, Geo. Dunk 23. A.

Hume 23, McDuff 23. J. V - n, Lucas
22, Ingham 22, W. Lewis 21, F. Martin sr. 21,

A. Dey 21, P. Wakefield 21, George McGill 20,

Booth 20. Total 332. Fifteen men average 22

13-15.

Hamilton Happenings.
There was a good attendance at the regu-

GUN CLUB SECRETARIES
Who wish to conduct a successful and
systematic tournamentshould use the

Shogren System Supplies
Squad Score Sheets 16x39 in., $1.25 per 100
Cashier Sheets for tournaments, 25c. per set

Special Report Sheets, 100 on pad - 75c.

Shogren System Score Book, postpaid $1.00
Record Sheets, Crayons, Clamps, Gongs, &c.

Reversible Score Boards
For holding Squad Sheets

Write for free booklet, "How to Conduct a Tournament"

E. B SHOGREN
942 First National Bank Build.ng, CHICAGO, IU.

THE

Most Reliable

TARGET
and a general favorite.

Also quick set traps and extension traps.

Correspondence Solicited.

John Bowron
90 Wellington St. N. HAMILTON Ont.

GUN REPAIRING
Our facilities for Gun Repairing are unsurpassed

by any in Canada, we employ skilled workmen
capable of making a Gun throughout, and our

workshop is equipped with the latest and best

machinery for all kinds of repairs.

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eastern Ave, TORONTO.ONT.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Shoot Straight

To be able to do this you must
have the proper equipment.

requires good

SHOT
to shoot straight.

SHOT that is well

made, uniform,
round, true to size

and highly polish-

ed, is the kind we
make.

When ordering ask your dealer

for "M.R.M."

MADE BY
(

THE
,

MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS
COMPANY

!^<>^>^>^»<>^K>^'«'<>«*<>»K>«'<>«' 1

The Exeter Gun Glub
The Huron Indians will hold thHr 2nd Annua

Tournament on March 29th, when 10 events will be

shot, including Trophy and Merchandize events

$10.00 will be g ven as a prize for first high

average and $5.00 for second high average.

The Secretary will be pleased to fciwaid a copy
of the program to any trap-shooter on receipt ol a
postal card asking for same.

W. JOHNS, Secretary-Treasurer.

J. W. CREECH, Assistant Secretary.

EXETER, Ontario.

Irigrersoll Item

The following is the result of the shooting
for the W. J. Elliott Cup for the season of
1906. The cup was shot for in three evsnts, 20
targets at each event. Some cf the members
not being present at all three events their
scores are only for the events at which they
were present.

F. McMulkin
W. Ireland (7)
D. Winders
J. Staples
Geo. Janes (5)
F. W. Staples
W. Cole (10)
H. W. Knight
W. J. Kerbyson ....

Geo. Ruckle (10) ....

Geo. Riddle
Geo. Nichols

,

W. A. F^dgar
J as. Walker
W. J. Ross ..:

Messrs. George

Staples 14, Geo. Janes 11.

the cup by three targets.

lar shoot of the Hajmilton Gun Club on Satur-
day, Jan. 12th. The principal event al the
day was the Klein & Binkley trophy at twen-
ty-five targets. Following is the score for the
K. & B. event:—

Waterbury 23, Beattie 21, Bates 21, Barnard
18, G. Cline 17, M. E. Fletcher 23, Br. Green
23, Dr. Wilson 23, J. Crooks 18, Dean 13, Rich
13, Stuart 18, Karr 19. Royal 22, Davies ll.Bow-
ron 17. Jones 18, C. E. Thomson 13, W. P.
Thomson 20, Hawkins 20.

. , ,

The regular shoot for the Klein & Binkley
trophy was held at the Hamilton Gun Clulb

grounds on Saturday, Jan., 26th. Following is

the score:—Raspberry 16, Beattie 23, Court
Thomson 21, Jones 20, M. E. Fletcher 22, Bates

21 Dr. Wilson 20, Barnard 14, Dean 18, Bowron
15' Hunter 22, A. Lee 17, Davies 15, Ripley 21.

2 3 Ttl.
15 13 6 34
8 8 13 36
16 16

16 17 17 50
14 14 17 50
11 15 14 40
8 « 24
14 16 30
18 16 15 49

9 9 m
13 13

18 11 13 42

15 15 12 42

12 12

14 12 10 36
John Staples

score of fifty
tie at twenty
result: John

Mr. Staples winning

Winnipeg Scores.
A very enjoyable time was spent at Deer

.Lodge Saturday afternoon, Jan. 5th, when a
return match between some of the old time
crack shots took place. The strong wind and
snow storm made the shooting difficult at
times, nevertheless some good scores were made,
and of course the usual excuses for missing the
fast birds were heard 'occasionally. Fred \

Scott's teaan won out with five ibirds and the
losing team had to pay for the supper, which
was a 'credit to any hotel in Canada. The fol-

lowing are the scores made by b'ouh teams, the
possible being 18 birds each man.

Fred W. Scott's team—Fred W. Scott 15. .1.

McLeod Holiday 16, Armstrong 11, Phippen 12.

Total 54.
, JTom Bradie's team—T. Bradie 17, Lloyd

S. B. Ritchie 12, Ball 12. Total 49.

The team shoot Saturday afternoon, Jan.
12th, resulted in a tie and both captains were
obliged to shoot at three birds each to decide

the match, the losers to pay for the supper.

Mr Holiday succeeded in killing his three birds

straight, Mr. Armstrong losing by one bird.

Following are the scores:—
J. McLeod Holiday 15, S. B. Ritchie 15, H.

C. Chapman 16, T. D. Loyd 11. Total 57.

Roy W. Armstrong 15, Tom Brodie 15, JaS-

Cashain 15, Wilson 12. Total 57.

Some fine records were made by shooters us-

ing Stevens Rifles, Stevens - Pope Rif-

les, and Stevens Rifle ,
Telescopes at

the third annual tournament of tfce

Tndoor .22 Caliber Rifle League ol the United

States held at Rochester, N.Y. The gathering

is an important one and crack shots from all

sections of the country competed. The first

three prizes in the championship one hundred,

shot match was won by marksmen shooting

with the Stevens or Stevens-Pope rifle. Full

scores were made in the continuous match toy

three men using Stevens Rifles. Telescopes

were u?ed in all *the matches ^J^noS
factors in raising records and malun* top-notch

scores. There were c ther victories won (by those

using Stevens Rifles which demonf^atf
more their splendid advantages m the hands of

good men.

A fine exhibition of marksmanship.

was • dis-

tTtive «cor? of the match. While giving due

When writing advertisers kindly mention Kod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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T. EATON C°LIMITED

WHEN YOU COME WEST—TO WINNIPEG
You'll realize the full force of "Westward the star of Empire takes its way."

You'll find a City modelled on Metropolitan lines. You'll also find this great
EATON store—a twentieth century organization—presenting shopping facilities

that are unsurpassed, even by the largest merchandising institutions in Metropol-
itan centres.

At present this large store covers a shopping*
area of six acres of floor space, and is soon to

be enlarged to over 9 acres. Employment is
given to a small army of 1400 people—during
the holiday week its numbers reached 2000.

Hunters, Tourists, Homesteaders can supply their needs at this"store at a"great
saving -of time, trouble and money. Price conditions prevail that are equally as
favorable as they are "down East". Selection and qualities are equally attractive.

Our Mail Order system covers this great Western Country like a map. Drop in and
see us when you come to Winnipeg. It will pay you.

T. EATON C°;
PORTAGE AVE.

MITED
WINNIPEG

When writirg- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"^itkan (Sharker"
MADE IN CANADA Established 189

YOU MUST HAVE A GOOD HOT SPARK
TO MAKE YOUR GASOLINE AUTO OR LAUNCH RUN RIGHT

'

'Dxtkan Accumulator"
MADIGIN PATENTS

Are sparking all high grade automobiles and motor boats in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR. Will last ten.

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO
tob°nto

No. 305-Winton Type. 6 voT70 a H LonS distance telephone, Main 5072.

CANADA
423-425 West Queen St.

credit to the shooter, the gun, which made such
a score possible, should not be forgotten. Mr.
Coleman shot with an Ansley H. Fox gun list-

ed at $50.00 and he and others were delighted
with the shooting -qualities of the gun. A book-
let of this new gun will be mailed free to any
of our readers who will request a copy of the
same from the A. H. Fox Gun Co., Philadel-
phia, Pa., and mention ,"Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada."

A car load of the reliable Blue Rocks have
just been shipped by the Chamberlain Cartridge

and Target Company, of Cleveland, O., to

Messrs. D. H. Howden and Company London.
Ont., and all orders for Ontario for less than

car load lots can be supplied by them, giving

quicker delivery and freedom from all bother

of Customs duties.

Hamilton Powder Co.

Has manufactured sport-

ing powder since 1861,

and with satisfaction to

its friends.

Use SNAP SHOT for every-

day work, and CARIBOU
when you want absolutely

the best results.

Write No. 4 Hospital

St., Montreal, or apply

at any local office.

YOUR FURS
HIDES-TALLOW
ToJOHN HALLAM

TORONTO.
CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

ColIan

Oil..

is an article that

every sportsman re-

quires. It is abso-

lutely guaranteed to

PRESERVE and
SOFTEN all kinds of

SHOES, HUNTING
and FISHING
BOOTS, GUN CAS-
ES. Asa rust preven-

tory and cleaning oil, it has no super-

ior. Every gun owner should use

it regularly.

Ask your dealer for it or send fifty

cents for half pintjsample can to

J. ft. BUCKELEW ;

Chambers St. New York.

When writirr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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1 WE HAVE AT LAST SUCCEEDED IN DEVELOPING

Motor float
SAFE, SURE AND RELIABLE

Equipped with a (Ij 2Aft
2 h.p. motor for..«POl/V/

Let us tell you about it

Nicholls Brothers, Limited
ioi LAKE STREET, TORONTO.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada
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|

r~nHIS is a Model which proved so
1 successful last year. We are

|
again offering it. A Good, Roomy

Motor Boat

SAFE, SURE, STEADY
Fast enough for Business
Large enough for Pleasure
Sure enough for Anywhere
We have them in stock

Nicholls Brothers, Limited
ioi LAKE STREET, TORONTO.

"1

!
t

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun tmd Motor Sports in Canada.
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• Do you ever have trouble with I

your [gnition Apparatus ? Buy a

SYNTIG COIL
and your trouble will be no more

We make them for Automobile
and Marine as well as Stationery

Engines. They are specially de-

signed to give a Fast Hot Spark
with small amount of Current.

Let us send you a Descriptive Catalogue.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS FOR THE

Mosler

Spitfire

Plug
Nicholls Brothers, Limited

IGNITION DEPT.

ioi LAKE STREET, TORONTO.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisement* will be in-

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS—How to train
doge to hunt coon, fox, skunk; how to tan
furs, hunt bees, make scent baits, find young
mink, wolf, fox-, kill skunk without odor; skunk
farming, etc. Send 30c money order for book.
F. W. Howard, Baraboo, Wis.

WANTED—To correspond with parties who
wish to hunt in the Rockies next open season.
Address C. Ellis, Ovando, Powell Co., Mont.

WANTED—Scalps of Moose, Deer and Cari-
bou.—A. E. Colburn, Taxidermist, 1204 South
Main street, Los Angeles, Cal.

SHOOTTNG DOCS—We have some thor-
oughly broken Pointers and Setters that are
as handsome and as well bred as any dogs in
America. They are trained on auail. grouse,
wood cock, etc., and as snooting Dogs there
are none more reliable or satisfactory to bag
game over. We also have some hiehlv bred and
pedigreed puppies, both pointers and setters.
High class pun dogs is our specialty. — The
C. S. Freel Kennels. R., Loogootee, Indiana.

WANTED—A representative in every city and
town in Canada and the United States, to so-
licit subscriptions for "Rod and Gun in Can-
ada." We will pay a liberal commission to
those whom we feel warranted nlacine the ag-
ency with. This is an opportunity that should
be taken advantage of by any person desiring
to make ifood money. For further particulars
please address W. J. Taylor. Publisher Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

FOR LTVE Hungarian Partridge, Pheasants,
Quail. Ducks. Geese. Swans, Peafowl. Wanted
live birds. Charles B. Denley, New City. N.Y.

FOR SALE—Beagles, Fox and Deer Hounds,
Crossbred Bloodhound and Foxhound Puppies
Trained ferrets.—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist, Un-
ionville, Ont.

FREE—My Sportsman's Guide contains in-
structions for saving all trophies of the Rod
and Gun for mounting to the best possible
advanta.ee. It also contains a complete list of
my prices for all the different branches of Tax-
idermy work. I claim that my work Is not
beaten by any taxidermist in Canada. I will
gladly forward references to prove my state-
ment. My prices will show you how to save
money by shipping to me.—Edwin Dixon, Tax-
idermist, Unionville, Ontario.

FOR SALE—A 11 foot Foldinc Canvas Boat.
Never been used. Good reason for selling. Ad-
dress Francis W. Kahle, 229 Washington street,

Buffalo, N. Y.

INVESTMENT—HERALD FREE — Leading
mining and financial paper. News from all
mining districts. Most reliable information re-
garding mining, oil industries, principal com-
panies, etc. No investor should be without it.
Will send six months free. Branch A. L. Win-
ner A Co., 61 and 62 Confederation Life Build-
ing. Owen J. B. Yearsley, Toronto, Ont., man-
ager. Main 3290.

SLAVES of Indigestion and Tobacco, Wont
you let me write and tell you about a Wonder-
ful Root that I discovered on a hunting trip
that cured me of tobacco habit and indie**********
of twenty years standing, C. H. STO'KBS,
Mohawk, Florida.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Qua
in Canada, beginning with first issue June, 18S§.

six volumes, all in good condition, $5.00 wi»
buy the lot. (Address Box C, "Rod and G*fc
in Canada," Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE—One 1886 Winchester Model Take
Down Rifle, 26 in. Octagon barrel, 50-100 caliber, im-

ported stock, fancy finish, checked forearm and stock

.

List price $36, will sell for $20. Rifle has never been
used, never saw the mountains, is perfectly new and
just as it was made. H. A. Zimmerman, Eperly's
Mill, Cumberland Co., Pa., U. S. A.

I will exohange two Pointer Pups 8 months old (dog
and bitch), pedigreed, for pedigreed English Bloodhound
same age. W. T. Walsh, North Bay, Ont.

FOR SALE— 1 Edison Home Phonograph, 60 re-

cords, case. etc. 1-5x7 Wizard Cycle Camera, 1 Brownie
Camera. J. L. Heath, Rock Island, Que.

FOR SALE—Hotel, or Club Property, oa
Island at head of St. Lawrence. A famoui
headquarters for the best bass fishing ground*
on the St. Lawrence River. Fine building,
with three cottages, boathouse, ice house,
dock, etc., all in good repair; charming grove
of fine timber, ten acres of ground. An ideal
Club property, or a splendid chance for a good
hotel man. Buildings lighted by acetylene ga»,
furnished throughout, and complete equipment
of bed and table linen, china, glass and silver-
ware. Can be had at a bargain by prompt buy-
er. Address—Canadian Locomotive Company,
Limited, Kingston, Ontario.

FOR SALE—Hiffh Class English Setter
bitch, nearly two years old, partially broken
has been worked on prairie chickens and. nuail.
Pedigree best in America, color black and ta*,
will make a grand shooting and breeding? bitch.

The first $30.00 takes her, and this is giving her
away.—Thomas A. Duff, 3 Maynard Ave., To-
ronto, Ont.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FOX, MINK, Coons, Lynx are easily trap-
ped with the Bentley Methods—many ways on
hind, snow and water. Price and testimonials
for a stamp. I caught ninety foxes and seven-
ty mink last fall. It's the only method pub-
lished by a professional trapper. Satisfaction
guaranteed.—J esse Bentley, honest old trapper,
Arlington, Vermont.

FOR SALE—Mounted heads and antlers of
moose, elk, caribou, sheep, antelope and deer.
—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

FOR SALE—English Beagles, Pups and
grown stock from the best strains in America,
and England, all pedigreed.—Elmer Tiffany,
Brooklyn, Pa.

FOR SALE — Thoroughbred American Fox-hound
pups. Champion bied stock and also grown stock

P. O. Box 285, Fort Hope.

COME TO Mountain Valley camp, located in
the wiiuest part of northern New Hampshire in
the valley of Indian Stream; those that wish
for the best deer, partridge, rabbit and other
mall game hunting call on us for further in-
formation. Chappell and Lord, Pittsburg, H.

FOR SALE—In the progressive town of
Lindsay, a bicycle and general repair business.
Up-to-date machinery. Faculties for gun repair-
ing. Excellent prospects. Good reason for dis-
posing. A splendid opportunity. Apply W. Web-
ster, Lindsay, Ont.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
In Canada, beginring with first issue June, 1899,
six volumes, all in good condition, $3.00 will
buy the lot. Address Box C, "Rod and Gun
In Canada", Woodstock, Ont.

WANTED—A Stuffed Passenger Pigeon, or a
well preserved skin.—James B. MdKay, De-
troit, Mich.

IF YOU WANT to have a Successful Hunt-
ing trip next fall, write to one of the most
competent guides in the best big game country
in Montana. Special rates to fishing and camp-
ing parties.—Wm. J. Marshall, Ovando, Mont.

9-4

PHOTOGRAPHIC, Operator and Retoucher,
or Finisher, also lady retoucher and printer

—

strictly first class1—that would like a position
in the West, should correspond with J. F.
Cooke, Photographer, Port Arthur, Ont. 9-1

WANTED—Names and addresses of anyone
desirous of securing a fiftv dollar Ithaca Gun
free. Address, Premium Dept., Rod and Gun in
Canada, Woodstock, Ontario.

WANTED—The name and address of anyone
desirous of securing absolutely free a Twelve
Foot Patent Steel Duck Shootiner Boat manu-
factured by the Michigan Steel Boat Co., De-
troit, whose boats are unsurpassed in every
particular. Address, Premium Department, Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock. Ontario.

FOR SALE—Sail Boat, twenty footer, batwing
sails, air-tight compartments, excellent condition, snap;
send for photo. A. E. Tatham, Listowel, Ont. 10-1

FOR SALE—ATTENTION, SPORTSMEN 1

1907 championship records, pocket sporting com-
pendium, baseball, walking, bowling, skating, trotting,

pacing and running horse, athletic, pugilistic, etc. 200
pages. Prepaid for 10 cnts coin or stamps. Jos.
Templeton, Belleville, Ont. Box 864. 10-1

FOR SALE—Wild Geese, have been used as
Decoys and shot over. Apply to Sam Schell,
Port Perry. 10-1

TOURISTS—Book early for splendid health-
givmer canoe trip in New Ontario next summer—great fishing and photographing of moose,
deer, etc.. guaranteed.—Jake Longer, (Licensed
Guide), care Rod and «Gun, Woodstock, Ont.

YACHTS of all descriptions For Sale and
Charter*. Let me know your requirements and
I will mail you particulars of the best available
yachts of the size and type, plans and specifi-
cations for building.—Frank Bowne Jones,
Yacht Agent, 29 Broadway, New York. 9-B3

FOR SALE—A brand new 2 h. p. gasoline
marine engine—a bargain. Address Box D., care
Rod and Gun Office, Woodstock, Ont. 10-2.

FOR SALE—New, Stevens Favorite Rifle,
25 cal., Lyman sights, Nos. 1, 5, and 12, $10.00.
—Carman J. Hall, Box 16, Clinton, Ont.

FOR SALE—Eggs for Hatching from Barred
and Whdte Rocks, Black Minorca, Rhode Island
Red. Write for prices.—J. H. Smith, Cedar
Hydge Poultry Yard, Box 124, Niagara Falls
South, Ontario.

TO SELL—A handsome live white owl, mea-
sures five feet four from tip to tip. A rare
chance for anyone wanting a beautiful bird.

—

Geo. Nichols, Ingersoll, Ontario.

TO SELL—A pair of tame Coons. Price $15.
also a large buck hound, trained for deer — a
good looker and well trained. The first $50.00
takes him.—Geo. Nichols, Ingersoll, Ont.

CANOE TRIP MAPS for Ontario waters.
Send me details of trip you wish to take and
let me make you a miap of same showing port-
ages, rapids, etc. Prices on application.— CM.
Palmer, Box 452, Toronto, Ontario. 10-1

FOR SALE—One Smith hammerless, special
grade, 2i, li, 14, with Hunter single trigger,
two sets barrels, one Crown steel trap full

choke, other Damascus field modified, Silver's
recoil pad, Lyman sights, perfect condition

—

price $100. Will take high grade field gun and
difference. Also Remington semi-hammerless. 16g
good a& new, $8.00. Lock Box 84, Kingsville,
Ont. 10-1

FOR SALE—A quantity of Brook Trout
Fry, also yearlings. Address G. M. Englert,
CaJledon Mountain Trout Club, Inglewood, Ont.

10-2

row FURS
To MCMILLAN FUR & WOOL CO.

exporters pi In ^»
ISPORTEHS r K9

MINNEAPOLIS, - - - MINN.
WRITE FOR CIRCULARS

When writirtr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Red Seal Dry Battery

For Ignition,

Automobile,

Stationery,

Marine.

Three sizes

A-6 in. x 2 1-2 in

B-7 in. x 3 in.

C-8 in.x 3 1-2 in

THE RED SEAL is without a doubt the best Ignition Battery
ever offered. It has a high initial amperage and will uphold

its average energy for a much longer time than any other high grade
cell on the market.

<J

Chemically Connect
A perfect combination of the highest quality of energy-producing
elements.

For over fifteen years we have been
making the MESCO—the standard dry
battery for telephones, &c.

We also make the MANHATTAN
—for all purposes where a dry battery
can be used.

Red Seal Mesco Manhattan
25 cents 15 cents 15 cents

Special Prices for Quantities.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co
"PIONEERS IN THE BATTERY BUSINESS"

NEW YORK
17 Park Place
14 Murray Street

CHICAGO
188 Fifth Ave.

FACTORIES
Jersey City, N.J.
Ravenna, Ohio.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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We have a tew left,

But they are going fast,

So you better order now

' THE FAMOUS '

*bJUIIllI BEBVEfi

MARINE MOTOR
MANUFACTURED BY

IS
CO., LTD,

212 Lisg*ar St., Toronto, Ont.

When writing advertisers kind [Y mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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It is different from

the others. So is

the Adams Engine

The Adams Launch and Engine Mfg. Co.
PEN

0
E
N
T
T
AN

S

HUNTERS
Wanting Mountain Sheep,

Goat, Bear or Caribou

will consult their interests

by communicating with

ROBT. E. CAMPBELL
LAOGAN, ALTA C. P. R. GUIDE. FIELD, B O

BIG GAME calls for a good £im.
"j»in.-One" keeps any
gun good—oils trigger,

lock, action perfectly—cuts out
all residue of black or smokeless
powder—keeps all metal parts
bright and free from rust . Gen-
erous sample free. Write to
G. W.COLE CO., 129 Washing-
ton Life Bldg. , Mew York City.

When writing advertisers kind ly mention Bod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada,
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MISS FIRING?? ?

Don't stop your
motor on' the road,

pull up this switch

and your PLUG
will immediately
FIRE again.

Equip your boat

with the Duplex
Attachment. When
the engine starts to

miss, do not stop it,

donot replace plugs

—just pull the little

switch and your engine will no longer

miss a single fire. Fits all plugs and
makes them waterproof.

PRICE $2.50.

Duplex Ignition Go., Inc.

1555 BROADWAY, Circular R, NEW YORK
AGENTS WANTED.

When your engine starts

MISSING
Pull this LITTLE SWITCH!

Saves Stoppage
Delay
Anntfyance o n

the road
THE.

Duplex Plug
IS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

HIGH COMPRESSION ENGINES
BOAT ENGINES

SOOTING CYLINDERS
AND SPLASH LUBRICATION

IMPORTED UNIQUE PORCELAINS

DUPLEX IGNITION CO.
1555 Broadway, Circular G,

Agents Wanted. New York City.

LEFEVER GUNS
CAN NOT SHOOT LOOSE

Any wear in the action can be immediately taken up by turning compensating

screw F slightly to the right (see cut). Pretty simple, isn't it ? Our handsome

1907 catalog A fully describing trie many advantages of the Lefever over guns
of other manufacturers is yours for the asking.

LEFEVER ARMS CO. SYRACUSE, N. Y„ U. S. A.

When writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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jEgj SB

1
RODS

Can always be relied upon to land your fish regardless of

the size. That takes an intruding doubt out of an exciting tussle

with a " big one." The "Bristol"—the original steel rod

—

is of finest metal, and perfect in manufacture and finish. We
guarantee it against breakage, from defective material or work-
manship, for three years after leaving the factory.

No angler has known the full joy of sport until he has used
the " Bristol." Ask any of the fraternity who knows.

Our name and trade-mark " Bristol " is on the reel seat of

every genuine rod.

Our handsome catalog, with illustrations of all rods, sent free on request

For ten cents in silver, we will mail our beautiful 1907 calendar

The HORT0N MFG. CO.
32 Morton St., Bristol, Conn., U.S.A.

Write the " Sonne " Awning, Tent and Tarpaulin
Co., Montreal, or us directfor Catalog A.

WE MAKE BOATS that are
Best for Hunters, Best for Fishermen, Steady to Shoot or Cast
from. vSafe for Wife or Children, will not Puncture, cannot
sink. Will outlast Steel or Wood, and carry more load Made
of best canvas, tempered steel frame, with flat bottom. Folds
compactly for carrying by hand. Checks as baggage. Every
one Guaranteed. Safe, Durable and Satisfactory.

Life Saving Folding Canvas Boat Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

BOYS! ATTENTION!!!
Do you want a new GUN ?
A new BOAT ?

A new TENT?
Anew CAMERA?

Get to work NOW and earn one or all of them
before your summer vacation. ,

We will tell you how to do it. Write AT ONCE
for particulars to

IV. J. TAYLOR, Publisher,

ROD & GUN & MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA.
WOODSTOCK, Ontario.

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Unusually novel and practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy

for the finder to return lost k^ys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of offering re-

ward for return. German Silver,
handsomely made, 25c postpaid.
Agents wanted.

;™,KENSETT, IOWA.

^ -1AJL BOX ORi-J
.

.
ipost office c

P05rAGtaADDRE55^°
in5iD£

C.E. LOCKE MFG. CO., 159,

CAMPING MADE CONVENIENT
Send for our free catalogue on

camp conveniences, which illus-

trates new ideas and new goods,
that enable you to really make
your vacation a pleasure.

We also have for distribution
the following Sportsman Manu-
als, each containing 136 pages,
nicely bound .

4JRX SJN. X 3.ETg iu
<
mug

The Camper's Manual, The Fisherman's Manual
and the Sportsman's Manual. Thevare worth at" least

50 cents each
;
only 30 cents for the three, or 10 cents

for any one delivered to you by mail. Write today.

GOLD MEDAL CAMP
FURNITURE MEG. CO.,

Dept. E, RACINE, WISCONSIN, U.S.A.
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We Pay The Duty
IN order to introduce the high-grade "Smalley

Marine Engine" into the Dominion, we will,

for a limited time, make a special concession
by paying the duty on all engines sold direct
from our factory into this territory. This offer

is made solely for advertising purposes and will
be withdrawn just as soon as a sufficient number
of engines is placed to familiarize the Canadian
public with the superior merits of this machine.
The "SMALLEY" was designed to meet the

demand for an engine that should prove more
reliable, more economical, more powerful and nearer
mechanically perfect than the ordinary gas engine.
How well her designer's expectations have been
fulfilled is demonstrated by the following remarkable record made in the British
Reliability Test by the "Squirt" equipped with a SMALLEY engine.

Reliability—Non-stop both days, 20 hours. Distance covered 168J sea miles.
Economy—Less than § of a pint of fuel per horse power per hour. 20 h.p. engine.

20 hours running, 32 gallons of fuel.

Quietness—Absolute silence.

Control—Full speed ahead to full speed astern, 20 seconds. Stop and restart 15
seconds,

"Actually the best performance was that of Messrs. Camper and Nicholson's
30-footer "Squirt," No. 13 in class B."

—

The Motor Boat, Aug. 25, 1906.
A large illustrated catalog brimful of engine information sent on request.

ADDRESS, DEPT. H.

SMALLEY MOTOR CO., LTD.
BAY CITY, MICH., U.S.A.

THE KING AIR RIFLE.

THE King Air Rifle is a winner because
it includes all that a boy can think of

in aperfectAir Rifle. It is the readiest
seller because it is strong and handsome and because it is the best
advertised Air Rifle offered to the trade. The King has made a
tremendous success—each year for twenty years it has shown a
marvellous growth and 1906 was the "KING" year of the twenty. 1907 looks still better
—why'not make it the Banner Year in your Air Rifle selling business? Get in the King-
Row and share in the King Profits. Glad to send you our advertising circulars.

THE AVARKHAM AIR RIFLE CO., Plymouth. Mich., U.S.A. SX^frSMS:

THE OLD RELIABLE BLUE ROCK
We have just shipped D. H. Howden and Co., of

IyOndon, Out., a carload of Old Reliable Blue Rocks
and all orders from Ontario points for less than car

lots will be shipped by them.

This will give quicker delivery and no bother or

delay on account of custom duties. The price will

also be satisfactory as compared with any other

target, quality being taken into consideration.

Send for catalogue of Leg&ett Traps.

The Chamberlm Cartridge 81 Target Co., Cleveland, ohio

When writirg advertisers kind ly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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Mill

V To*

3HDDED WlCATi
A CAMP COMPANION

When you go into camp, or start on a hunting, fishing or any other
- kind of a trip, the importance of your food supply should receive care-

ful consideration—otherwise you will be sorry you failed to provide

for the appetite you are sure to get.

Shredded Who'e Wheat Biscuit

should go along with you by all means. It is quickly and easily
' prepared, and is splendid in combination with, milk, cream, fruits,

vegetables and lots of other things. You can prepare it in a dif-

ferent way for every meal—a welcome relief

from monotony. It will do you lots of

good, too. H It is made solely of the
whole wheat berry, and contains more
strength and vigor and vitality than any
other food, as whole wheat is composed
of all the elements which enter into the
construction of the human body

—

muscles, teeth, bones, tissues as well

as heat and energy. H Write for

"The Vital Question Cook Book,'

free. Triscuit is a whole
wheat cracker. Better for toast

than bread and fine with butter and
cheese. Compact and easily carried.

THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY, LTD., Niagara Falls, Ont.

MADE IN CANADA
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Modern Sporting Gunnery
A MANUAL OFPRACTICAL INFORMATIONFOR SPORTSMEN

OF TODA y.

A uthor of

By HENRY SHARP.
The Gun Afield and Afloat," " Practical Wildfowling,

- With over 250 Illustrations.

etc.

Page.
.... V.PREFACE

CHAP. 1.—A RETROSPECT 1

CHAP. II. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS 22
Barrels, Actions, Fore-end
Fastenings, Locks—fixed and
hand-detachable.

CHAP. III. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS—Contd 43
Safety-holts, Ejector, One-
Trigger.

CHAP. IV. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS—Uontd 65

: The Processes otf Manufacture,
and the Gun complete.

CHAP. V. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS—Contd 92
Sizes, Lengths, Weights, and
Charges, Boring, Shooting-
Power and Performances, Pat-
tern, Penetration and Recoil.

CHAP. VI.—SHOT-GUN AMMU-
NITION 125
Cartridges, and Cartridge-
Loading, Primers, Gunpow-
ders, Powder pressures and
Barrel Bursts, Shot—Velocity
and Sizes.

CHAP. VII.—MODERN SPORT-
ING RIFLES 162

CHAP. VIII.—MODERN SPORT-
ING RIFLES—Cont 191
Single-loading, Magazine, and
Double Rifles.

CHAP. IX.—THE NEW ACCEL-
ERATED EXPRESS RIFLES
AND AXITE POWDER ....215

" An exhaustive manual."—The London Times.
" Pratical and up-to-date:'—Daily Graphic.
" Singularly lucid. . highly intelligent. . . particularly good:'—The Field. [The Globe]
"A capable and comprehensive volume, An excellent manual of practical information."—
" It will tell the sportsman everything he wants to know."—United Service Gazette,
"Mr. Sharp goes very thoroughly intothe detailsof his subject."—The Times Literary Suppl't
»' A very comprehensive and ably-urriiten work."—The County Genltleman.
" An invaluable text book."—The Morning Post
"A mine of information."—The Sporting Chronicle.
" A thoroughly complete and up-to-date account of the firearms and ammunition of today."
" The marked originality displayed, and the vast amount of practical information contained in

this manual, which is copiously illustrated, entitled it to the first place as a standard work
of reference in modern sporting gunnery."—The Pall Mall Gazette,
" Formany years to come this book will be recognized by sportsmen in every corner of our
globe as being the standard work on the modem sportingfirearm, both rifiled and non-
rifled."—The Indian Field. '

.

" Bears evidence of the most painstaking investigation."—Shooting Times.
" Other works similar to this have been written, but none of them equals this one in in-

terest"—American Field.
.

"One of the most able works ever produced on technical gunnery,"—Evening Standard and
St, James's Gazette.

Will be sent post paid on receipt of price, $2.00. Address Book Department, ROD and GUN
and MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA, Woodstock, Ontario.

CHAP. X.—BALL AND SHOT
GUNS AND THEIR DEVEL-
OPMENT 231

CHAP. XL—THE eUoHTING -OF
RIFLES 256
Trajectory.

CHAP. XII .—SPORTING BUL-
LETS 295

CHA.P. X I I I. — MINIATURE
RIFLES FOR MATCH, TAR-
GET, AND SPORTING PUR-
POSES 322

CHAP. XIV.—GUN FITTING 354
The Try-Gun and its uses,
Stock Form and Measure-
ments, Second-hand Gun Buy-
ing.

CHAP. XV.—GAME SHOOTING
IN GREAT BRITAIN 373

CHAP. XVI.—W I L D FOWL
SHOOTING IN GREAT BRI-
TAIN 410
The various species, Guns and
Loads.

CHAP. XVII.—THE SPORTSWO-
MAN; HER RATIONALE IN
THE FIELD AND HER
EQUIPMENT 430

CHAP. XVIII.—LADIES IN THE
FIELD. 441
(By the Duchess of Bedford.)

CHAP. XIX. — S HOOTING
ABROAD 446
The necessary Armament; The
import Duties on Guns, Rifles,

and Cartridges; The Sport to
be obtained; Arms suitable for
killing Big Game.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,
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MEN OF SCIENCE
And men in every walk; of life admit the serious

£ effects ot a bald head to health »nd vigorous mauly
appearance. The " Maison " JUICES & CHARGES

f are the recognized authority on Meu'i Natural

Hair Toupees and Wigs

No Toupee or Wig made on this continent can
compare favorably with our Goods. Distance is

no matter of inconvenience. We suit thousands
by moil and suit them v» ell.

You save railway fare and hotel expenses of
travelling agents in placing your order with us.

For catalogue and information write

The " Maison "

JULES 6 CHARLES.
431 YOIMGE ST., TORONTO.

Use HAIRLENE the famous Hairgrower.

TheFamousNepigon River

(TOURISTS' PARADISE)

Finest Brook Trout Fishing on the Continent

Revillon Bros.,
(Established 1723) UMITED

NEPIGON. ONT.
OUTFITTERS FOR TOURISTS,
HUNTERS, PROSPECTORS,

ETC.

We carry a complete line of Anglers, Touristst
Campers, Sportsmen's and Prospector's Outfits, sucb
as Canoes, Tents, Bedding, Camp Equipment, Fish-
ing Tackle, Hardware, Boots and Shoes, Provisions,
etc., etc.

We also furnish experienced and reliable canoe-
men and guides.
For further information, write for pamphlet and

map sent free of charge.

HAVE YOU SEEN
our THREE HUNDRED DOLLAR LAUNCHES? If

not you had better not delay having a look at them. They
are going so fast that there won't be one left to look at

i pretty soon.

1 JUST THINK
I They are 22 ft. by 44 inches, have brass fittings throughout

and are equipped with a 2 H.P. 2 cylinder BUFFALO
MOTOR. This, sounds reasonable, doesn't it ?

I
JUST A FEW LEFT ! WHO WANTS ONE ?

j
Merchants Awning Qo. Ltd.

GENERAL SPORTS OUTFITTERS,

154 Notre Dame St., West, 229 Notre Dame St., East,

MONTREAL.

| Canadian Agents for the Buffalo Motors.
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Korona

Cameras
Are the embodiment of all the best ideas in

Camera making, including many valuable fea-

tures entirely their own.

IN DESIGN, workmanship and finish, Koronas

are distinguished for their simplicity, perfect

construction and durable qualities.

MECHANICALLY , every working part has been

developed to the highest efficiency and all

adjustments are capable of great latitude of

movement.

OPTICALLY, as makers of high grade lenses of

all kinds for over twenty years we have made

Koronas famous for their lenses.

ONE LOOK
THROUGH A
TURNER-RE/OH
PRISMATIC
BINOCULAR

Will convince you that the ordinary field glass

at any price is a waste of money. Every sports-

man needs a Binocular. With a Turner- Reich

Binocula r you can examine your game before

it is in range of a gun.

Gundlach Manhattan

Optical Co.,

798 Clinton Ave M So, Rochester.N.Y,

NECESSARY
inexpt rienced people

built boats by the Brooks Sys-

tem last year. Why not you ?

We supply exact size patterns of every

part of the boat and illustrated instruc-

tions covering every step of the work.

OUR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOCUE quotes prices

on patterns, knock-down frames with,

patterns to finish and complete knock- J
down boats ready to put together—laun-
ches—sailboats-rowboats and canoes.

REDUCED PRICES- Patterns of all Rowboats
and Canoes $1.50 to #2.00—launches an i .

sailboats 20 ft. and under $4-00 to $5.00.

Fk m 21 1o 30 ft. inclusive. $10.

Our patterts and the materials cost

but a tiifie ccm^aied with a factoiy

built beat.

Satisfaction
guaranteed
or money re-

in rded.
Write us.

BROOKS BOAT
MFC. CO Originators of the Pattern

Qystem of Boat Building

SHIP ST., SACINAW, MICH., U.S.A.
(Formerly of Bay City, Mich.)

IT SEEMS REDICULOUS
TO MENTION

BLACK FLIES
IN MARCH

But there is an old proverb which'says, "In
time of peace, prepare for war." 1 am doing that
now. I am putting up my spring stock ot FLY
P1ZEN My facilities for filling rush orders are
small. 1 am only a retail druggist doing business
in a small town. Both ihe RETAILER, and
CONSUMER should write me without delay. I

would rather supply the public through the RETAIL
DRUG TRADE, and the retail drug trade through
THE NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL
CO. of CANADA, or the CANADIAN DRUG
COMPANY, than send out single boxes.

I can fill orders for the consumer at 25 cents a
box. FIVE BOXES FOR A DOLLAR. Just
make a note of the name, " JENNER'S FLY
PIZEN."

E. J E N N E R.
Digby, Nova Scotia.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"RAJAH 99 SPARK PLUG
AND HOOD

I
IGNITION ABSOLUTELY I

SURE

HAVE STOOD THE TEST FOR THREE YEARS WITHOUT ANY
CHANGE IN CONS1RUCTION, NONE BEING FOUND NECESSARY.

NO OTHER SPARK PLUG MADE CAN SHOW SUCH A RECORD.

"QUALITY" IS OUR MOTTO

The main portion of the hood is of porcelain, which completely covers the spark
plug and has a neck on one side recessed to permit the introduction of the Rajah
Clip Terminal, which engages the slot in the brass cap on spark plug, making a
perfect connection and at the same time fastens the hood in position. A. rubber
nipple covers a portion of the insulation of secondary -wire, and ferrule end of ter-

minal, and is of sufficient length to be stretched over the neck of the hood making a
perfectly water tight connection

The Rajah Hood and rubber connection carries the insulation from the wire down over the spark plug to
the cylinder head thus obviating all possibility of short circuiting.

RAJAH AUTO-SUPPLY CO., 140 Washington St. New York CityJ
JNO. MILLEN & SON, Ltd., Montreal & Toronto

1 MADE IN CANADA. $

! Ml t

It's YOU we're after

BUT WHEN YOU TRY

MAJESTIC
METAL

POLISH
you'll be after US

Write for samples

MAD& IN CANADA
BY

Majestic Polishes,
LIMITED

575 Yonge St., TORONTO
CANADA.

4

4>

1

1

4
4
4
4
i A

Batten)

Uniform Hot Spark
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR

Auto & Gas Engine Work.
Manufactured by

CARBONS LIMITED,
73 Adelaide Street, W. , . Toronto.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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Tenders for Pulpwood Concession.

Tenders will be received by the undersigned, up to

and including the eighth day of March next, for the

right to cut the Pulpwood on a certain area, in the

District of Nipissing, north of the Townships of Holmes,
Bart, Ejy, Otto, Boston, etc., and immediately west of

the interprovincial boundary line.

Tenders should state the amount they are prepared
to pay as Bonus, in addition to such dues as maybe
fixed, from time to time, for the right to operate a pulp,

or pulp and paper industry on the area referred to.

Successful Tenderers will be required to erect mills on
thi territory, or at somi other place approved by the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and to manufacture
the wood into pulp in the Province of Ontario.

Parties making tenders will be required to deposit
with their tender, a marked cheque, payable to the
Treasurer of Ontario, for ten per cent of the amount
of their tender, to be forfeited in the event of their not
entering into agreement to carry out the conditions,
•tc. The highest or any tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.

For particulars as to description of terrirory, capital
required to be invested, etc.

,
apply to the undersigned.

F, COCHRANE,
Minister of Lands, Forests,

and Mines.

Toronto, December 29th, 1906.

No unauthorized publication of this notice will be
paid for.

Remodelled, Handsomely Furnished, New ~
\ Throughout

THE ALBANY
41st Street and Broadway, New York

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
In the heart of the city.

500 Rooms 300 Bathrooms
European Plan. Cuisine Unexcelled.

Gentlemen's Cafe. Ladies' Restaurant and
Moorish Room. Popular Prices. Plenty of life

—

but homelike. Single room and suites with and
without bath. $1.00 per day and up Send for
booklet. ROBtRI P. MURPHY
Meet me at the College Inn. under The Albany,

New York's leading Rathskellar. a place to eat,

drink and be merry. Music. 3L*n

AT THE LIVINGSTON ANNUAL

Crow Shoot
Our Crow Decoys and Calls were used with the greatest success. 197
Crows were killed in one day by two men, over eleven of our Crow
Decoys. The calls are most natural tone. A.U Goods Guaranteed.
Address

—

CHAS. H. PERDEW, SR., HENRY, ILL., U.S.A.

The Best Place to Purchase
YOUR GUNS, RIFLES, AMMUNITION,
SLEEPING BAGS, BLANKETS, RUBBER
SHEETS,PACKSAC K.S,DUNNAGE BAGS,
TUMP LINES, FOLDING STOVES, LAR-
RIGANS. SHOE PACKS AND TENTS from

9$?

IstheoldreHable The |) p|KE QQ Limited
123 King Street East,

Write for cata-
logue & quotation

TORONTO

When writirgr advertisers kindly mention Rod aond Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The only one in Canada, 1907

INTERNATIONAL
AUTOMOBILE and SPORTSMEN'S

EXHIBITION
The Arena, Montreal, April 6 to 13,1907

AN EXHIBITION OF AUTOMOBILES, MOTOR BOATS,

MOTOR ACCESSORIES AMD SPORTING GOODS

The Exhibition Event of 1907
LIST OF EXHIBITORS WHO HAVE ALREARY RESERVED SPACE:

A utomobiles
Dominion Automobile Company, Toronto, Ont.
Eastern Automobile Company, Montreal, P.Q.
Canada Cycle & Motor Company, Toronto June.
Packard Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich.
Stevens-Duryea Company, Chicopee Falls,Mass.
Winton Motor Carriae-'e Company, Cleveland, O.
Pope Manufacturing- Company, Hartford, Conn.
Napier Motor Car Company, London, Eng.
Clement Bayard, Paris, France.
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Walkerville,

Ont.
Canadian Automobile Company. Montreal.
Darraeq Motor Car Company. Paris, France.
Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.
Cadillac Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich.
Wilson & Company, Montreal and Ottawa.
H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Co., Syracuse,

N. Y.
Geo. N. Pierce uomoany, Buffalo. N. Y.
Buick Motor Car Company, Jackson. Mich.
Baker Electric Company. Cleveland, Ohio.
Babcock Electric Carriage Company, Buffalo,

N. Y.
Knox Automobile Company. Sprinerfield, Mass.
Rapid Motor Vehicle Comoanv, Pontiac. Mich.
Franco-American Automobile Co., Montreal,Que.
Leon Serpolet. Paris. France.
Thos. B. Jeffrey & Company, Kenosha, Wis.
Monarch Motor Company, Montreal, Que.
Henry Morgan & Company, Montreal, Que.
Maxwell Motor Car Company, New York, N.Y.
White Motor Car Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Argyll Motors, Limited, Glasgow. Scotland.
(Automobile Import Company, Montreal. Que.
Humber Motor Car Company, Coventry, Eng.
Chatham Motor Car Company, Chatham, Ont.
Carter Car Co., Detroit. Mich.
E. B. Thomas Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.
Wayne Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.
Dragon Motor Car Co., Philadelphia' Pa.
Marcedes Motor Co., France.

Motor Boats anH 4rces«"'ips
Franco-American Automobile Co., Montreal,Que.
Michelin & Company, France.

. Societe des Accessories Automobiles, France.
Guyard et Muller, France,
Geo. H. Terry Company, New York, N.Y- •

John Forman, Montreal, Que.

Connecticut Telephone Company, Connecticut,
C. F. Splitdorf, New York, N. Y.
American Coil Company, Foxborough. Mass.
John Millen & Sons, Montreal and Toronto.
Shelby Steel Tube Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Byrne Kingston & Company, Kokoma, Ind.
Peto & Radford. London. Ener.
Dayton Electrical & Manufacturing Co., Day-

ton, O.
Badger Brass Manufacturing Co., Kenosha, Wis.
Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woolen System, Montre-

al. Que.
Dominion Cartridge Company, Montreal, Que.
Merchants Awning Company, Montreal, Que.
Buffalo Gasolene Motor Company, Buffalo, N.Y.
Rublber Tire Wheel Company. Montreal, Que.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Montreal,

Que.
Canadian Fairbanks Company, Montreal, Que.
Nicholls Bros., Toronto, Ont.
Economic P. L. & Heat Supply Co., Toronto,

Ont.
Berlin Electric Manufacturing Co., Toronto,

Ont.
St. Laurence Engine Company, Brockville, Ont.
S. F. Bowser & Company. Toronto. Ont.
Diamond Rubber Company. Akron, O.
R. H. Smith Manufacturing Co., Springfipld,

Mass.
Racine Boat Company, Muskegon, Mich.
Prest-o-Lite Company. Indianapolis. Ind.
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co., Toronto,

Ont.
Pierce Racine Motor Boat Company, Racine,

Wisconsin.
Motsino-er Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton, Ind.
Pierce Engine Co., Racine Wis.
Acetyvone Co., Niacf^q. Falls, N. Y.
Schrader Valve Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
London Auto Snpnlv Co., Chicago, 111.

G. W. Barkie, Montreal.
Bode Company, Montreal.
Canada Battery Co., Berlin. Ont.
Gabriel Horn Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.
Spragge Umbrella Co., Norwalk, Ohio.
Chicago Battery Co., Chicago, 111.

Iver Johnson Co., Boston, Mass.
Warner Instrument Co., Madison, Wis.

Truscott Boat and Parts Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich. „

The Sheridan Valve Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

FOR PARTICULARS, PLANS OF BUILDING AND APPLICATION BLANKS, address

THE AUTOMOBILE AND SPORTSMEN'S EXHIBITION, LIMITED
R. M. JAFFrfAY, Manager

309 NOTRE DAME WEST MONTREAL

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Why is the fflar/in Repeating Shotgun, Model No. 17,

the best low-priced repeating shotgun in the world ?

By making this gun with a solid frame and a

straight grip stock a number of parts have been

eliminated. The result is a stronger, simpler,

cleaner gun than any other repeating model, and a

very much less costly one.

The exclusively fflar/isi solid top and side

ejection are features of Model 17, and to these

famous fflar/i/z ideas are added the new double

extractor and a two-piece safety recoil block

—

devices which repeating shotgun users will welcome.

The fflar/i/z breech block and working parts

are cut from solid drop forgings. The barrel of

special rolled steel is bored for both smokeless

powder and black. The guaranteed fflarli/?

pattern of over 325 pellets with 1^ oz. No. 8

shot in a 30-in. circle at 40 yards is maintained

in Model 17.

When the ducks come rushing in among the decoys or the

grouse roar off" through the dead leaves, you cannot be armed

with a better, quicker, harder-hitting gun than the 7/?ar/is2

Model 17.

It is a first-class quail gun. For woodcock, snipe, prairie

chickens, sharp tail grouse or any other bird shooting it is

unsurpassed.

Its records at the traps are wonderful.

If your dealer cannot supply you write us direct. A complete description of

Model No. 17 is given in our 1906 Catalog. Sent FREE for six cents postage.

7%eTfflar&fifirearms Co 67 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

THE ~

ML

LAMB MARINE ENGINE
Has become famous by its reliability

and many other features. We carry
a large stock in our New York store

Guns, Fishing Tackle, Canoe Fit-

tings, Boats, Marine Hardware,

Small Electric Light Outfits

AND PLEASE REMEMBER WE HAVE

EVERYTHING For Boats and Engines

GEO. H. TERRY CO.
92 Chambers St., New York, N.Y.

Send for Catalogue—C.A. for Engines. C.B. for Marine
Hardware. C.C. for Boats. CD. for Fishing Tackle.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Rod and Gun's Premium List
Over $5,000.60 worth of Premiums will be distributed FREE during the next

sixty days to our subscribers. The list of premiums comprises practically every-

thing manufactured for sportsmen.

Over sixteen thousand sportsmen receive Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada every month and the list is constantly growing. There are thousands of

other sportsmen who have never seen the magazine but who would gladly subscribe

if a copy were shown them. Every subscriber should therefore take advantage of

this offer and work up a list of subscribers among his friends and acquaintances and
earn some of the premiums offered. We will gladly furnish you with as many sample
copies as you require for the work and do everything in our power to assist you.

For One Subscription

We will send your choice of a

quart bottle of West's Standard Dog
Wash; recognized the world over as

the best dog wash. Or a Set of Ten
Beautiful Pictures, 7x9; just the
thing for a sportsman's den.

For Two Subscriptions

We will send your choice of a copy
of Fox Trapping, a book of instruc-

tion, telling how to trap, snare,

poison and shoot; a valuable book
for trappers. Or a copy of Mink
Trapping, a book of instruction

giving many methods of trapping;

a valuable book for trappers. We
will send a copy of each of these
books for four subscriptions. These
books are edited by A. R. Harding,
nicely illustrated and contain 200
pages.

For Three Subscriptions

We will give a Vest Pocket Light
valued at $1.50. Every hunter,
angler and yachtsman should own
one. Or your choice of a King Air
Rifle, manufactured by the Mark-
ham Air Rifle Co. of Plymouth,
Mich. Or an Akron Fountain Pen;
a strictly high grade fountain pen,
absolutely guaranteed; price $1.50.

For Four Subscriptions

We will send a box containing 25
Van Horne Cigars; a very superior
brand manufactured by Harris,
Harkness Co. , of Montreal. Or we
will send a box containing 50 cigars
for eight subscriptions.

For Five Subscriptions

We will send a "Napanoch" Tool
Kit consisting of knife, reamer, file,

saw, chisel and screw driver, con-
tained in a leather pocket book 4^

inches; manufactured by U.
J. Ulery Co. of New York.

For Six Subscriptions

We will send a Clive Illuminated
Clock, manufactured by the Electric
Contract Co. of New York.

For Seven Subscriptions

We will send your choice of Bristol

(No. 1, 2 or 10) Steel Rod, with
polished maple handle. For eight
subscribers we will send the same
rod with celluloid wound handle.

For Ten Subscriptions

We will give you your choice of a
pair of Fisher Tube Hockey Skates,
price $5.00; the lightest, strongest,

easiest running and most beautiful
skate in the world. Or a Hunter
E-Z Apart Reel; full German Silver
phospor bronze bearings; price $5.
Or a Stevens No 16 Crackshot Rifle.

Or a Savage Junior 22 calibre single

shot rifle.

For Eleven Subscriptions

We will send a Kodak Developing
Machine, manufactured by the
Canadian Kodak Co. of Toronto.

For Twelve Subscriptions

We will send a pair of 15 inch
"Witch ElkM Hunting Boots, man-
ufactured by Messrs. Witchell, Sons
& Co., Detroit, Mich.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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MANUFACTURERS

BY

ROYAL APPOINTMENT

HARDY BROS.
THE GREAT PRACTICAL ENGLISH FISHING

ROD, REEL AND TACKLE MAKERS
produce the best in the world.

If you want the greatest

satisfaction you must have

A "HARDY" Cane Built Bod

A "HAW Perfect Reel anfl Tackle

^The English Fikl-o Says: ' It is to Messrs.
Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod
makers."

Hardy Bros International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 16 cham-
pionships.

Hardy Bros, have been awarded
forty-one Gold and other awards.
fl^We publish the finest and most extensive
Catalogue which is sent free to aDy address.

HARDY BROS.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND

For Thirteen Subscriptions

We will send a Bait Casting Rod,
manufactured by the Fischer &
Tesch Mfg. Co. of Chicago, 111.

Price $8.00.

For Fifteen Subscriptions

We will give a

Korona Camera, fam-
ous for lens equip-

ment and sound prin-

ciples of construction;

manufactured by the
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
of Rochester, N.Y. Size 3 5^x4 5^;
value $1 1. 00.

For Twenty Subscriptions

We will send your choice of 500
Sovereign Loaded Shells, manufac-
tured by the Dominion Cartridge

Co., or 1000 shells for forty sub-

scriptions. Or a Century Camera,
4x5, including a double plate hold-

er and sole leather carrying case.

For Fifty Subscriptions

We will send a 16 foot Basswood
Canoe, with two paddles, manufac-

tured by the Wm. English Canoe
Co. of Peterboro.

These goods are absolutely new, coming unteilium the laciuiitb alio arc lull) guaranteed.
We are constantly adding to our Premium 1 ist and )f there is any article you want that is not mentioned,

•ite us full particulars, and we will arrange to get it for you. and tell you how many subscriptions it will be
cessary to send us for it. For part culars, sample copies, etc., write to

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,"
WOODSTOCK, ONT.

When writirp advertisers kinddg ao^opi pxre unQ pxm poy; uox^uera iC[orts in Canada.
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There are Many Excellent

Canoe Trips in Ontario

Of which we can furnish Reliable Charts,

as well as providing the

Tents, Utensils,
Blankets, Provisions

and the Bait for Fishing.

Our little book of information
'

' Tourist
Topics", tells how best to arrange all the

details of a Camping Trip, and we send it for

the asking.

Michie & Co., Ltd.
GROCERS and

DEALERS IN CAMPER'S SUPPLIES
7 King Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Established, 1835.

THE BEST TIME TO ~1\T \ ~/\ T
ORDER A LAUNCH IS Jl > V V

And if you want the

BEST LAUNCH
and one that you

will be proud of you

will be consulting

your own best inter-

ests by ordering from

me. I build NOTH-
ING BUT HIGH
GRADE LAUNCH-
ES. Prices right, quality of work considered. Before ordering let me submit

quotations on whatever size launch you contemplate having built. I can build

you an eighteen foot boat, complete, ready for engine, at from $100 to $150.

WALTER DEAN 1751 Queen St.
West TORONTO

I have on hand in the neighborhood of THREE HUNDRED FIRST CLASS TOBOGGANS
from $5.00 up. Orders filled promptly.



SAVAGE TARGET MODEL
is built strictly on Savage Qual-

ity lines, which means the best
value and superior quality in every

individual party.
Savage Target Model shoots 22 caliber ammunition,

and appeals to the target shooter, who requires a masterpiece
in workmanship, and accuracy. These requirements are met
by our Target Model, as they are in no other low priced gun.
No gun "just as good as a Savage " except a Savage.
The Savage Target Model is a nicely balanced gun for off-

hand shooting, weighs 4 3-4 pounds. Sold by all dealers or if

they do not carry them, we will send this gun direct for $8.50.

SAVAGE ARMS CO., 453 Savage Ave.. Utica, N.Y., U.S.A.

All shipments prepaid.

Fairbanks-Morse
2 Cycle 3 Port
4 and 8 H. P.

Marine
Engines

For 1907
The finest and best Marine Engine ever offered for sale anywhere.

Has more points of merit than any other. Its equipment is the Very
best procurable.

If you intend buying an engine this year, get full particulars of this
one before you buy.

Write today for New Catalog.

The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver



STEVENS
" ' Out-of-doors ' with a STEVENS—best thing for a

growing boy ! Learning to shoot well and acquiring

qualities of Self-Control, Decision and Manliness are all due to

STEVENS FIREARM EDUCATION.

Stevens Arms are Ideal Arms for Man or Boy."

Ask your Dealer for Stevens
Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols, Rifle
Telescopes. Insist on our time-
honored make. If you cannot
obtain,

Please communicate with us.

Everything you want to know
about the STEVENS is found in

140 Page Illustrated Catalog.

Mailed for four cents in istamps

to pay postage.

Beautiful Ten Color Hanger—fine decoration for your "den' or club
room—mailed for 6 cents in stamps.

J. STEVENSARMS & TOOL CO.,
365 Main Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS., U S. A.

Printed by the Sentinel-Review Press, Woodstock, Ontario



Speckled Trout and Other Beauties.



WINCHESTER
HighPowerBigGame Rifles

You don't use a tack-hammer to drive a tenpenny
nail; neither should you use a low power rifle

when you hunt big game. What you need is a

Winchester high power rifle—one that hits a

smashing, knockdown blow. Such rifles are the

Model 1886, .33 Caliber; Model 1894, .30 Win-
chester and .32 Special Calibers, and Model 1895,

.30 Army, .35 and .405 Calibers, using high power
smokeless powder cartridges with metal-patched,

soft-pointed bullets. The accuracy, reliability

and killing power of these rifles is established

and if you sight right the game is yours Win-
chester guns and Winchester ammunition are

made for one another. Ask for Winchester make.

FREE: Send name and address for large illustrated

catalogue describing all our guns.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO,
NEW HAVEN. CONN

If you want the best to be had in a briar

pipe, with no nonsense in quality or

extravagance in price, ask your dealer

for the

special

and look for the label. We guarantee it

to the extent of refunding rnoneyin every

instance where not entirely satisfactory-

This pipe has pre-eminently the

largest sale of any make known in the

British Emnire. Must be a reason.

HEYES BROS*, Wholesale Distributors, TORONTO.
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Ross

Rifles

For Target and

Sporting Purposes

The best in the world.

303 Calibre. Military and Sporting Patterns.

Special calibres to order.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec

When writir- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports m Canada.
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Here are some reasons why a fflarf/n Model 1897,

.22 caliber repeating rifle is the most satisfactory

small bore repeater you can possibly own. : : : :

In finish, workmanship and balance this rifle

is unsurpassed. The Jfflar/in quality of steel

drop-forgings constitutes all the working parts.

Every single piece and screw and pin in this gun is

made with care to a standard pattern so that all

parts are positively interchangeable. The barrel

of excellent steel is carefully bored and the deep

rifling gives absolute accuracy and great wearing

quality. This and other 272ar///z rifles are the

only repeating rifles to which telescopes can be

attached because the top of the breech is solid and

the empty shell is ejected from the side.

The fact that this rifle handles .11 short, .11 long, and

.11 long-rifle cartridges appeals strongly to all lovers of the

small bore rifle.

For all sorts of small game this rifle is recommended, and

with the long-rifle cartridge it is very deadly to hawks, owls,

eagles, geese, ducks and any other shy birds which are hard to

approach and require a hard blow to kill.

As a target rifle at long or short ranges, with or without a

telescope, the jfflar/in Model 1897, .11 caliber repeating

rifle is the guaranteed equal of any in the world.

If your dealer cannot supply you, write us direct. A complete description of

Model 1897 is given in our 1906 Catalog. Sent FREE for six cents postage.

7Ae 7flar/ififirearms Co., 67 Willow Street, New Haven, Com

Have you ordered your

Canoe, or Skiff, or

Launch for next Spring

SEND US YOUR
ORDER NOW

Send for Catalogue

Peterborough

Canoe Co. Limtcd,
i

PETERBOROUGH

writlrjr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Van Home

10c Cigar

is good— always good. The
cigar you never tire of.

Don' : take any chances on

uncertain kinds. Quality

brings success and every-

body admits that Van
Home is a success. Try it.

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal

OF THE MANY LAUNCH

BUILDERS
WE were the first to build Gasoline
launches in Ontario and we have
always endeavored to EXCEL,. We
still keep the same object in view.
WHEN you buy a launch, you

entrust the lives of Yourself and
your L,oved Ones to the Builders:

THEREFORE
BEFORE deciding, Compare prices
with interior construction, NOT out-
ward appearance ONI,Y. With an
inferior boat and an unreliable en-
gine, you are helpless if caught in a
storm.

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK ON HAND OF

CANOES, SKIFFS AND GASOLINE LAUNCHES
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

If desired, we will supply Hulls to Engine Builders or to those who wish to install

their own engine.
Send for prices and full particulars.

We will exhibit at the Automobile and Sportsmen's Show, 6-f3
A
%r

H. E. GIDLEY &CO., PENETANGUISHENE, Ontario, Canada.

When writirc advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and iV
rotor Sp orts in Canada.
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TEMAGAM

I

A peerless region for the Tourist. Camper,
Canoeist, Angler and Sportsman reached by theA LAND OF LAKES ANDJRIVERS

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM
A new territory now accessible by rail and offering the be.<=l fishing and shooting in America. Scenery un-
excelled, hay fever unknown, magnificent canoe trips.

Black bass, speckled trout, lake trout, wall-eyed pike in abundance. Moose. 'deer, bear, partridge and
other game during hunting season.

Handsomely illustrated book, telling you
all about it, sent free on application to

G. W. Vaux, 9i7iMerchants L,oan and Trust B'ld'g, Chicago 111.

F. P. Dwyer, 290 Broadway, New York City, N Y.
T. H. Hanley, 360 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
W. Robinson, 506 Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

J. D. McDonald, Union Station, Toronto.

J. Quinlan, Bonaventure Station, Montreal.

W. E. DAVIS, G. T. BELL,
Passenger Traffic Manager Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent,

Montreal Canada. = Montreal, Canada.

When writircr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Summer Trips
O/V THE LINE OF THE

Canadian Railway

McGrREGOR BAY, FROM DREAMER'S ROCK, NEAR LITTLE CURRENT,
Eastern Georgian Bay

Where shall I go for this summer's outing ?
Have you ever been through the

EASTERN GEORGIAN BAY ISLANDS
an archipelago of islands innumerable and beautiful ; or paddled down those most
accessible of wild canoeing rivers

THE FRENCH OR MISSISSAGA RIVERS?
For ideal sections for Canoeing, Camping, Shooting,
Sailing, Motor Boating, and all that makes Summer
wrttf . Outing enjoyable and healthful,

L. 0. ARMSTRONG, Tourist Agent, CP R., Montreal.

When writirc- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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r"f Canadian Pacific Railway
Will this season open up Its

Famous New Line to the

Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay and
French River

Bala Falls, at Outlet to Muskoka Lake

For Canoe Trips, Fishing,
Shooting and Summer

Resort Locations
WRITE TO

L. O. Armstrong
Tourist Agent, Can. Pac, Ry.,

MONTREAL

When writirgr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
j

Columbia Insurance Company
OF JERSEY CITY

This company issues a floater policy insuring against damage occasioned by f

Fire, Explosion, Lightning, Theft and Navigation, at reasonable rates. J

For further information apply
|

GEO. McMURRICH & SONS fTOT^AST
l Toronto

j

The smooth Fox Terrier.

CHAMPION ALDON TIPSTER
(Winner of 30 First and Special Prizes.)

Puppies and Grown Dogs by re\ n C A I T
' 'TIPSTER" and other noted f U II 5A L

t

sires

A. A. Macdonald
Queen's Hotel, TORONTO

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots are best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

6 Miners

They are the

lightest boot on
the market,qual-

ity and material

considered.
They are made to fit, and wear. Thev are practicall)

waterproof—if properly taken care of. There are no
nails or anything to gall the feet. They will not harden

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU
Ask your dealer to order you a pair or write for cat

alogue 0.

Witehell-Sheill Company
DETROIT, MICH

Manufacturer-; of S iortingand AthWic Footwear.

The Victor Motor Marine Engine U h.p. up
to 20 h.p.

THE Engine you have been looking for. A Safe, Sure
and Noiseless Engine. One that will bring you back.
A new and perfect model, distinctly new and pro-

minent features, such as water-cooled bearings, makiug
a large saving in grease. The grease being always stiff,

makes it easy to keep engine clean.
In the construction of this engine my main object was

to build an engine for comfort as well as speed. I consider
this engine in a class by itself. No Hot Boxes. Grooved
shafts preventing blowing from case. End bearings have
half boxes to take up wear. All bearings babbited with the
best babbit. Crank pins have centre oiler's. Although
those are new features of construction yet the engine is

as cheap as the cheapest. I use only the best material and
workmanship. Please call for catalogue before you buy
elsewhere.

BUILT BY R. S. HILL,
™

When writirg- advertisers kind dg jo;oh p>Tre im-j3 pu-e pojj uoi^uara A\ orts in Canada.
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A SATISFACTORY
DAY S FISHING IS

ASSURED THE
USER OF A

Carlton

Automatic

Reel.

Every owner of
these reels praises
them highly. Cana-
liaii anglers who
have not seen the
Carlton Reel should
ask their dealer to
show them one. If

your dealer does not
handle them, you
will confer a favor
by advising us of the
fact.

Our line consists of reels adapted to every class of
fishing, from the automatic to the lightweight trout
reel.

The Carlton Automatic Reel not only increases
the sport, but assures the catch after it is once
hooked. It is almost hnman.
The'9 Multiple is an innovation in reel construc-

tion, the winding spool turning nine times to one
revolution of the handle ; and with our patent exten-
sion handle, a greatly increased leverage is obtained
when required.
Our illustrated catalogue " R. & G." tells all about

these reels as well as others of our manufacture. It
is free for the asking if you mention this magazine.

Tbe CARLTON MFG. CO.,
Exchange St.. - - Rochester, N Y.

Carriving

anoein^
ruising

are delightful pastimes

but the perfection of enjoyment

J
cannot be attained without a supply

of

B English Breakfast

Bacon
j

Ask Your Grocer.

F. W. FEARMAN CO., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ont.

For Smokers' Throat

1 Hoarseness, Voice Failures, Catarrh and f
% Bronchitis yield to the one Infallible Specific P

J

3 EZANS' ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES!:
FROM ALL DRUGGISTS

EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED
MontPeal. Toronto and New York

The New Vermifuge and
Conditioner for Dogs

CHAMBER'S
CASTRIQUE"
Does not distress the
animal. No starving

required. Produces
healthy skin and
glossy coat. Enables
you to rear the most
delicate puppy or
kitten.

BEND FOR COPIES OF
TESTIMONIALS

PRICE ? 50c* AND $L00 Per Bottle

EVANS AND SONS. LIMITED
MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK
Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U.S.

-r-r-»Tnmnnr wmroyynrrv
When writirn- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Russell Construction

!

What is it ?

Perfection of Design
Excellence of Material

Accuracy and Finish of Workmanship

And these three backed up by a factory near enough to take care of you, determined
to give you more for your money than you can obtain elsewhere, and careful to

look after you when you have bought.

MODEL O.

ONE OF THE RUSSELL THREE
All Models Embody the Design We Adopted at the Start

We Were Right Then Our Ideas HaVe Prevailed
We Are Still in the Lead

-1907 MODELS

—

Model D.—18 H.P. 2-cylinder, 90-inch wheel base, speedy, roomy
and comfortable - - - - - - - $1600

Model E.—25 H.P. 4-cylirfder, 104-inch wheel base, powerful, light
touring car - - - - - - - - - $2500

Model F.—40 H.P. 4-cylinder, 113-in. base, high powered touring car,
to carry seven passengers, double ignition, magneto
and accumulator. $3750

Metal to metal disc clutch, selective sliding gear transmission, nickel steel in all

gears and shafts.

Canada Cycle and Motor Co., Limited

TORONTO JUNCTION, ONTARIO.
Branches—OTTAWA. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. MELBOURNE, AUST.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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No Matter How Cheap

An Engine is in first cost, if it is not
RELIABLE it is dear at any price.

Any Canadian user of our engine will

be glad to tell you his experience.

Send to us for references, and for Free
Catalogue of our Reliable Cruising
Engines and our Beautiful Boats.

1
I

t
|Fay&Bowen EngineCo.,

|
96 Lake Street, f

t GENEVA, N.Y., U.S.A. |

After Shaving
use

ENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

OILET POWDER
tand insist that your barber use

it also. It is Antiseptic, and
will prevent any of the skin

diseases often contracted.

A positive relieffor CHAPPED hands

Chafing, and all afflictions uf
the skin. Removes all odor of perspiration.

Get MenneiTs—the original. Sold every-
where or mailed for 25 cents. Samplefree.

Try Mermen"$ Violet (Borated) Talcum.

GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark, N.J.

HILDRETH 3 H.P. AND 5 H.P. MO 1 OR

QUALITY
IS FIRST
with us. We build our motor first and
build it of the very best materials, and
the highest grade throughout. Then
we fix the price as low as first quality
will warrant. Others fix a low price,

impossibly low, and build a cheap engine
to fit the price. If you want first quality
Get a Hildreth.

8 sizes, Single and Multiple Cylinders,
2 to 22 H. P.

HILDRETH MFG. CO.
7 WALL ST., LANSING, MICH.

When writirrr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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fobs HOTGUNS and RjfekfcS

DUPONT SMOKELESS
BEST fOR ALL KINDS Of SHOOTING

" INFALLIBLE " SMOKELESS

The Dense Powder for Shotguns. Always the Same in any Climate.

" New Schultze " and " New E.C. (Improved)"
Bulk Smokeless Powders that are Perfect

Made in America by Americans

Shells loaded with the above powders can be pur-
chased from any dealer in any Slate in the Union,

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER GO.
Established 1802 WILMINGTON, DELEWARE.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Hod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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STEEL RODS
$J.603 PIECE, CORK GRIP

IO-FT FLY and 8 1-2 FT- BAIT

Small Profits
Quick Sales

Trout Flies

For Trial — Send Us

15c

30c

60c
65c

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular Price, 24 cents,

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price, 60 cents,

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price, 84 cents,

for an assorted dozen.
Regular price, 84 cents.

Quality A Flics

Quality B Flies

Quality C Flics

Bass Flies

Try Our New Braided Silk Enameled Waterproof

Metal Center Line
Size No. 5, 4^c. per yard.

Size No. 4, 5^c. per yard.

Put up in 20-30-4 3-50. 100 yards lengths.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO.
523 Broadway, NEW YORK

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.

W. W. GREENER, itie
english gun MAKER

THE WORLD'S STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR FIFTY YEARS.

The Greener Choke, The Greener Hammerless, The Greener Ejector, etc.

FOR FINE
GUNS.

A Few Testimonials.
" J have used your guns here

for the last 20 years, and find
them superior to all."

Alberta, Canada, Aug. 26, '01.

"Some years ago I purchased
% Greener gun. It has had very
hard usage and the action to-day
is as tight and easy working as
the 'iay Ibought it ; some people
doubt my word when told that
the gun has been in use for 15

years."
Boston, U.S.A., Sep t. 14, 01.

AND NOT EXPENSIVE GUNS ONLY.—GOOD
GUNS AT ALL PRICES.

Ask for our New Catalogue 24
from the offices of this magazine.

W. W GREENER'S Guns have been proved in every country and
climate in the world. Every shooting man knows they stand First
for shooting qualities, and being made upon the simplest possible

designs, they are the strongest and the lightest.

W. W. GREENER, Gun Maker, Established 1829
Address: BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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EVER-READY' SAFETY A25
RAZOR™!?Blades*!7

'i

ihe Onlv 12-Bladed Dollar Razorl
i

in the; world 1

Guaranteed as good a shaver as any fSd.UU razor ever 1
made. By guarantee we mean money back if you find the 1
"Ever-Ready" otherwise. We want every man to buy 1
and try. We claim emphatically that the razor is not 1
made that shaves better—easier—smoother—safer—clean- 1

! er—quicker, oris more lasting or as economical in use as 1
an "Ever-Ready." With 12 blades—each blade critically 1
perfect—true and keen-edged and capable of many shaves 1
—with handsome safety frame, handle and blade-stronper I
all compactly and attractively cased and all for $1.25— 1
you make a mistake if you do not purchase an "Ever- I
Ready" Safety Razor. No knack—no skill required— I
simply impossible to cut the face. Shaves any growth of 1
beard—thick - thin, stiff or soft.

" Ever-Ready " blades can be stropped. We send pre- I
paid, or your dealer will sell you, extra "Ever-Ready" 1

|
Ml,,, sgM

blades to fit "Gem." "Star," and " Yankee" frames, or to
add to your "Ever-Ready " set-twelve blades for $1.00.

"Ever-Ready" Razor sets are sold by Hardware, Cutlery.
Department Stores, Jewelers and Dmgg'sts throughout
the World. Remember it's the "Ever-Ready" razor you
want. Matl ordjrs prepaid npon receipt of Canadian
Price. $1.25.

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR CO.
303 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

"THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD."
Guaranteed to shoot all smokeless Spiral top-lever and main springs

powders and never shoot loose. fuarant.ed never to break.

oflttPM. H. FOX GUN CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Not connected with Philadelphia Arms Co.

When writirj? advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the

"Club" brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art . Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his an of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." It

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G.F.HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

A Portfolio of Beauties
Gauzy Draperies, Graceful Poses, Beautiful Dreamy
Faces. Twelve of the most catchy pictures we
have ever offered, made in Sepia Duo-tint Prints.

Size 7x10 inches, ready to frame or passepartout,

together with our Art Catalog containing illustra-

tions of over 300 masterpieces, sent prepaid upon
receipt of 5oc, (U. S. Postage, Currency, P O.
Money Order or Express Order ) We arc the

publishers of the largest lineof Den Pictures in the

world. Address

The White City Art Company
368 Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FREE—An etching entitled (The First Monday)
(or Mother Eve's Washing on the L,ine) given
free with each order. This picture alone sells for

25 cents everywhere. It's a good one.

f HAVE YOU A BIRD DOG? THEN YOU WANT

Si Amateur
-<-BY-*-

ED. F. HABERLEIN. Trainer
A plain, practical and concise, yet thorough,

guide in the art of training, handling and the cor
recting of faultsof thedog subservient to the gun
afield. Acknowledgedby authoritiesand amateurs
alike the most practical book on training ever
published. The author is a practical trainer of
over 30 years' experience whose system is up to
date andstandsunequaled, the acceptedstandard

„ New Edition Just Out.—Illustrated.
Comprehensible, popular form, devoid of long-spun
theories, based on practical experience throughout.
Not a large volume of pastime reading matter, but
guaranteed to contain the most practical information
on the subject at any price. Sent postpaid on receipt
of price—paper cover, $ 1 .00: finely cloth bound
And Gold Embossed, $1.50. Address:—
Subscription Department, Rod and Gun in Canada

Woodstock Ontario

Catalogue Free
Write Today

Learn to

Mount
Birds

Animals, Fishes,
Heads, Tan Skins
and Make Rugs.
sportsmen, fishermen,

trappers and nature-
LOVERS can now learn the wod-
rtof TAXIDERMY—can learn to prop-

erly mount and suuf all kinds of game-buds
— and animals. Save your fine arid valuable

trophries. decerate home, den and office, with beautiful speci-

mens mounted by yourself. Double your interest in out-door
sporst. and enjoy your leisure hours. Taxidermy is the most
fascinating of arts, and is easily and quickly learned by men,
women or boys. The correct methods so long kept secret by
professionals areNOW taught with complete success IsY MAIL.

A Very Profitable Business
Huntersand trappei s can greatly increase their incomes by

mounting and selling birds ami animals, or mountin < for oth-
ers. Many of our students have taken up TAXIDERMY as a
profession.

Alii! CPIIAAI Is h'S^'y endorsed byleading sportsmen
UUn vVnUULi magazines and by the best taxidermists;
is incorporated under the laws of Nebr., and is managed by
skilled taxidermists. Our display of specimens was given
FIRST GRAND AWARD AND NINE GOLD MEDALS at the
great Lewis-Clark exposition. We teach the most approved
methods and POSITIVELY G UAHANTE K SUCCESS or charge
no tuition fee. Full course of 15 lessons covering every branch
of the art. Rates reasonable. We want to send every inter-
ested reader of this magazine full particulars.

ustrated Catalog, copy
Taxidermy Magazine and hull

dreds of letters from Students. Write for these
TODAY. They fully explain our
school and cost you nothing.
May we send them?

FREE:??"""""

Write Today.
r. SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY

"maha, Nebr.

'lO S S-REET."
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"Perfection" Marine Motors

4

!
X
f* —— THE ENGINE OF QUALITY —^——— 2

i

i

i

THE ENGINE OF QUALITY •

F you are looking for an engine that will give you good results it will pay
you to investigate the "Perfection," the best built small motor on the

market. Twenty- five years experience in the

manufacture of high grade machines has enabled

us to produce this engine.

IJBH^IIIr^ Perfect design, proper construction, and hand-HbH some finish make the Perfection Motor.

MADE IN ALL SIZES

i% H. P. |35 .oo

The Perfection has few working parts to get

out of order, are reversible, and are so simple a child

can operate them. Write for Catalog.

THE CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO
1302 Second Ave., Detroit, MichGuaranteed to give goocLresults and we look

after them to see thatj they are doing it.

%

1
x

JUST WHAT YOU NEED AT
HOME

For doing the necessary repair-

ing of the " every day " jobs in

your home and doing them
RIGHT—there is no better or

more practical article on the

market than the No. 602

" NAPANOCH

"

Pocket Knife Tool Kit

It embodies all the tools required
—a Pocket Knife, a Saw, a Rea-
mer, a File, ft Chisel and a Screw
Driver. The Bag (which we pro-
vide) holds all the tools—it ean
b« carried in your pocket. No
"hunting or fussing " when you
want a particular tool—the NAP-
ANOCH is always "on the job."
Sent postpaid on receipt of price
•2.25.

Guaranteed unconditionally.

U. J.ULERY CO.,
N 7 Warren St.. New York, N. Y.

GLOVER'S
IMPERIAL

jOG remedies
The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

sick: doos.
rim SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IM

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA

FREE BOOK ON
iSJfiASES AND HOW TO FEED

On application to

fl. ILAY uLOVER, VS., 1278, Broadway, New York,
ur. s. A*.

WESTERN CANADA'S
Favorite Malt Beverage

:

DREWRY'S

REFINED
ALE
(REGISTERED)

The hunter and fisherman always
ask for it.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

E. L. DREWRY, f
r
«Pt^i°e

d
s. Winnipeg.

He can't get away
because it's aNEWHOUSE TRAP. '

NEWHOUSE TRAPS will catch and
hold the game every time.
Properly tempered springs, accurately

adjusted, do the work.
- Game can't wriggle loose—the clutch w
Of the jaws holds the catch sure and safe.^
The most powerful animal can't break-;

a NEWHOUSE TRAP-or escape.
Write tor catalog. Made only by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltd
Niagara Falls, Ont.
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SOMETHING NEW IN AUTOMATIC REELS

The "KELSO"
It cannot get out of order only through accident. Capacity 100 yards H

Line. Case of Aluminum, Satin Finished, Steel Bearings only 7 1-2 ounces. It

is both light and strong and with ordinary care it should last a lifetime.

Can use on rod either above or below hand. Guaranteed.

If your dealer cannot supply you, send his name and address to us and we

will fill your order through him. Price $5.00. The "KELSO" brand LINES,

REELS, RODS, LEADERS. FLIES and HOOKS are as good as can be

made. Manufacturing and Jobbing; Fishing Tackle is our business exclus-

ively; Headquarters for every tiling required by anglers. Catalogues to

trade only.

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers St., New York

ElliottEAR
Protectors

Save the ears when
\ (he Gun is fired

SOLD BY

Ketchum & Co., Ottawa, Ont. ; C. J.

Mitchell, Brantford, Ont.
;
R.Duncan,

Montreal, Que.
; Jas. T. Egan, Hali-

fax, N.S.; Hingston Smith Arms Co.,

Winnipeg, Man.

Canadian Agent

:

Edward G. White
85 Wurtenburg Street

OTTAWA ONTARIO

The Empire
A CANADIAN MADE TYPEWRITER

PERFEC-

TION

In its

Simplicity

PRICE $60.00 ONLY.
Manifolding Qualities Unexcelled,

WRITING ALWAYS IN SIGHT
If you require a Typewriter you can find none that

will suit you better than the " Empire."

THE WILLIAMS M'fg. Co.,
MONTREAL.

PRACTICAL DOC EDUCATION
is the title of a book by Thomas C. Abbott re-

cently published, containing some new and
thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or

rather dog education. The methods recom-
mended by Mr. Abbott represent the experience

of the best trainers throughout the country.

The man who masters the principles contained in

this work will be able to train any dog.

The book is handsomely bound in
Cloth and a copy will be sent, postage prepaid,

on receipt of the price, - - $1.00
Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, ^sp^KnadL0'01 Woodstock, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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T
rEVERY SPORTSMAN

SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF THE

1
I
hi*

CAMPING AND CAMPINC OlrTFITS

OUTDOOR LIFE PROVISIONS
OUTFITS RECEIPTS CLOTHING
MEDICINE FISHERMEN'S AND
ANGLERS' MANUAL HUNTERS'
AND SPORTSMEN'S GUIDE

SHOTGUN SHOOTERS' MANUAL
CAMPERS' MANUAL WOODCRAFT
BIG GAME HUNTERS' MANUAL

RIFLEMEN'S GUIDE
TRAPPERS' GUIDE

SECRETS OF ALL ARTS BOATS
CANOES ' DOC TRAINERS' CUIDE
GAME RECIONS ' GAME AND
FISH LAWS. ETC BLINDS
WING AND FOWL SHOOTING

AND 1.000 OTHER SUBJECTS

COMPLETE
SPORTSMAN'S

GUIDE
FREEYOU CAN GET IT

TT is unquestionably the best, most complete and
most authorative book ever written for sports-

men. Contains 544 pages, with 1,000 illustrations
;

weight 20 ounces. Is the only complete sportsmen's

library in one volume.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SAYS :

"Its chapters on camping and big game hunting are exceptionally
good,

"Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., also thanks you for the note and book
which you kindly sent him."

EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND SAYS :

"Your books are so very practical in their treatment of matters con-
nected with the sport you and I so greatly love, that they cannot fail

to be useful to every sportsman."
GENERAL NELSON A. MILES SAYS :

' 'Your book is certainly one of the most practical, instructive and
interesting volumes I have ever had the pleasure of reading. I con-
gratulate you on the success it deserves."

SPECIAL OFFERS
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are

enabled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a

limited time and we advise everyone who wishes the book to take advantage
of them at once.

OFFER
A

OFFER
B

OFFER
C

Rod

The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia,
Pull Gilt Library Edition, sent to any address in Canada, the United
States or Great Britain, postpaid, for $1.12.

The complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia,
together with an annual subscription to Rod and Gun, either new
or renewal, postpaid, $2.00.

The complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia
will be sent free to anyone sending two new annual subscriptions to
Rod and Gun, at the regular subscription price, $1.00 per annum. Your
own subscription and that of one of your friends will be accepted.

and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,
W. J. TAYLOR, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO.

When writiru udvertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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H&R

H&R

Greatest Revolver
Value for the Money

ONE OF OUR MOST POPULAR MODELS

AUTOMATIC DOUBLE
ACTION REVOLVER

IN QUALITY AND FINISH superior to any other make revolver sold
at the same price. In EFFICIENCY, for home or pocket use, equals
any high priced revolver. WORKS VERY SMOOTHLY—shells automatically ejected.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY— cylinder can be locked by turning it so that hammer point
comes between cartridges. Yqu might then break the hammer by hitting it with a sledge,
but you could not discharge the revolver. Pull the trigger, that's the only way to fire it.

SPFCIFTCATTONS- J 32 caliber, 6 shot, or 38 caliber, 5 shot, ) eftbr-^cih iua i tojNb.
-j 3^ inch barrel> finest nickel finish j $a.au

The celebrated H&R Hammerless Revolver, $6.50.

The New H&R Revolver Grip, shown herewith, can be attached to H & R Re-
volvers, giving a pocket weapon the grip of an army model. Price $1.00.

Sold by all dealers in first class firearms. If they haven't the H&R, take
no other. We will ship prepaid on receipt of price. Write for Catalog.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO., 291 Park Ave, Worcester, Mass.
Makers of the celebrated H&R Single Guns.

lieRAJAH" SPARK PLUG
AND HOOD

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY
SURE

HAVE STOOD THE TEST FOR THREE YEARS WITHOUT ANY
CHANGE IN CONSTRUCTION, NONE BEING POUND NECESSARY.

NO OTHER SPARK PLUG MADE CAN SHOW SUCH A RECORD.

"QUALITY" IS OUR MOTTO

The main portion of the hood is of porcelain, which completely covers the spark
plug and has a neck on one side recessed to permit the introduction of the Rajah
Clip Terminal, which engages the slot in the brass cap on spark plug, making a
perfect connection and at the same time fastens the hood in position. A rubber
nipple covers a portion of the insulation of secondary wire, and ferrule end of ter-
minal, and is of sufficient length to be stretched over the neck of the hood making a

perfectly water tight connection.
The Rajah Hood and rubber connection carries the insulation from the wire down over the spark plug to

t
he cylinder head thus obviating all possibility of short circuiting.

% RAJAH AUTO-SUPPLY CO., 140 Washington St. New York City I
JNO. M iLLEN & SON, Ltd., Montreal & Toronto.

||

When writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Have you noticed the handsomely designed
covers of magazines, and of lectnt books and
catalogues? Have you ever been impressed
with the drawings and designs found in our
leading newspapeis? Have you been attracted

by the cartoons and caricatures of our daily

papers? Have you ever wondered at the

beautiful designs in recent wall papers, tapes-

tries, carpets, furniture and all manufactured
articles?

This is practical art. This is the work
of the illustrator. This is the work for

which there is an unlimited demand, and
for which big prices and salaries are paid.

This is the special work which we are teach-
ing to hundreds of people the world over
with entire success.

Our students earn good money while study-

ing, often making from $10 00 to $15.00 per

week; and when competent they can earn from
$20.00 per week upward. Just placed two*

students. Only spare time evenings is necess-

ary. A few months will fit you. You learn at

home. Write to-day for our FREE booklet.

It tells you all about it.

OUR OTHER COURSES

Clip out this coupon, mark any course you
want and send to us.

Higher Accounting
Chartered Accountancy
Commercial Specialists
Bookkeeping
Stenography
Penmanship
Advertisement Writing
Illustrating
Designing
Journalism
short Story Writing
Photography
Matriculation (any Univ.)
Teachers' Exams (any grade)
Commercial French
French
German

The Shaw Correspondence School

R. G.

393 Yonge St. , Toronto

W. H. SHAW, . President.

How
far
have^W
walked?

Whether you walk for health, pleasure or
business—on city's streets, in the woods, or on
golf links it is interesting to know exactly how
much ground you have covered. The

American Pedometer
(Carried in the Vest Pocket)

regulates to your step and registers infallibly
the exact distance. It is but 1% inches in diam-
eter, handsomely jjickled and so simple and
sturdy as to be almost indestructible

10 MILE PEDOMETER $1 00
KX>

.

" " 1.50
At Sporting Goods dealers. If yours hasn't

It we will send postpaid on reoeipt of price with
our guarantee. Write for free booklet D.

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.,
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

Timers and Distributers
Are our SOLE product. We
have specialized on these par-
ticular and delicate parts of
the igniiion system.
Our shop facilities are such

as to enable us to offer the
public an article most care-

fully and accurately made at

a. very attractive figure. We
have a large variety of types
and would be glad to give

further information regarding.

C L. ALTEMUS & CO.,
So. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

THE

MAJOR Reversible

Valveless

Marine Engine ^
1 1-2 H. P. Engine only,
$33. 15 New features,
better engine, stronger,

more horsepower.

MAJOR
ENGINE

can be used for stationary work. We built and sold
5,000 engines last year. We are building 10,000 engin'es
this year from 1 1-2 to 20 H. P Write at once fpr
special inducement to one agent in each locality.

ASK FOR CATALOG
Detroit Gas Engine & Machinery Co.

62 Congress. St. E , DETROIT, MICH.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Metor Sports in Canada.
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ENGINES OF QUALITY
are the only kind we build and are the only kind you
want.

Engines that give speed.
Engines to be depended upon.
Engines in which best possible workmanship and

material is found.
Before buying an engine write us for particulars

andquotatious. Built in the two to six cylinder type.

PREMIER MOTOR CO.
H. BIDDELL Proprietor

256-258 Adelaide Street West TORONTO
We also manufacture high class Stationery Engines.

HIGH
GRADE LAUNCHES

BUILT TO ORDER

Cut illustrates type that is

certain to meet ideas of any-
one desirous of securing an
up to date and well built

boat. Length, 21 feet over
all. Any make of engine
desired installed, but we re-

commend the Premier En-
gine. Same style in twenty-
five to thirty footers.

\\ rite for Catalogue and Quotations NO W.

Geo. H. Buxton 6 Son
256-8 Adelaide Street West,TO RONTC

GUNS CHARLES LANCASTER
Gunmaker by Warrants of Appointment to

His Majesty the King, H I M. The German Emperor, H R H Prince Christian.

"THE ART OF SHOOTING," the Seventh and Revised Popular
Edition, 2/6; postage 6d. extra. Invites application for his illustrated

Gun and Rifle Catalogue and Special Cartridge Lists.

ESTABLISHED AT 151, NEW BOND ST , W. IN 1826.

PATflN QT HAYMARKET, LONDON, S, W.rHIUIl W I >j (Opposite the Comedy Theatre.)II,

Subscription Blank.
W. J. TAYLOR, Woodstock, Ont.

Enclosed find $i.oo, for which please send Rod and Gun and Motor Sports

in Canada to the following address for one year beginning with Number

Name

Street and Number or P. O. Boa

City or Town

Province or State.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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WE MANUFACTURE

GASOLINE ENGINES
From 112 H P to 20 H P.

From the latest and most up-to-date patterns. They are simple, reliable and
durable, easy to start and can be managed successfully by the inexperienced

We also make LAU \CHES, beautifully designed, made by practical workmen from
the very[.best material, from 15 ft. up at popular prices.

15 ft. Gasoline Launch complete
16 ft. Gasoline Launch complete
18 ft. Gasoline Launch complete

$150
$200
$275

SEND FOR CATALOG

McKEOUGH & TROTTER, Limited, Chatham, Ont.

GASOLINE MOTORS
RELIABLE -REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

LIGHT, SIMPLE AND EASY TO OPERATE . ONLY THREE
MOVING PARTS. MAIN BEARINGS BABBITTED. MATERIAL

AMP WORKMANSHIP OF THE HIGHEST GRADE ANO GUARANTEED
JUMP SPARK IGNITION.

BUILT IN MULTI- CYLINDER TYPES
Send to day for Circular <4N"
UNITED MANUFACTURING CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
171-175 WEST WOODBRIDGE ST.

THREE PORT TYPE
NOI. 1 - z\ H P $49
NO 3
NO 5.

3-5
5-8

H.P.

HP.
72
115

TWO PORT TYPE

1*1 -2. H.P.
-

3 H.P. 6»
6 H.P. (double cylinder} 165

ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR COMPLETE OUTFITS.

Send^lOc in stamps for our book entitled "Ingnition. Vaporization, Installation and Operation of a Gasoline Motor"
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Our Motor Canoe
RUNS EIGHT MILES PER HOUR ON TWO PINTS GASOLINE

THIS canoe, like our paddling canoes, is built of cedar and

covered with one seamless piece of canvas, consequently

cannot leak. The sponsons prevent it from upsetting or

sinking. It only weighs 500 pounds complete, and is the

steadiest, safest, jauntiest little motor boat afloat.

Price $325.00

Send for Catalogue of High Grade Canvas Canoes to

R. Chestnut & Sons
FREDERICTON, N. B., CANADA

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE "EVER CAMP OUT" BED

Price $3.75, $1 00 additional for netting and supports. Light
weight, closely woven tents to cover whole thing furnished.
Write for descriptive circular and full particulars.

This bed is indispensable to the camper, as it
is off the ground, consequently, is never
dampandisalwaysfree from snakes, toads and
all reptile life, and with the nettingtent.issecure
against flies, mosquitos and all winged insects.
It is the ideal camp bed. The cot is strong—it
will hold 500 pounds easily; itisvervli'kht-
weighs only eight pounds; it will fold up to
a package 16 inches Ions by eight through,
consequently is easilv carried.

THE "EVER CAMP OUT" BED
is a boon to hunters, anglers, campers,
canoe-tourists, sportsmen, and to the
man who wants to sleep out doors.

GREEN BAY COT CO.
Dept. 338 GREEN BAY, WIS.

2 to 100 H. P

Nothing Useless Put In

Nothing Useful Left Out

This accounts for our success.

Buffalo Marine Motors are designed and

built to give satisfaction a?id do it.

Write for 1907 catalogue and get

posted as to new sizes and styles.

Our New Slow Speed Engine fills a long felt want.

BUFFALO GASOLINE MOTOR CO.
1218-30 Niagara St.

BUFFALO, IN. Y.

THE KING RIFLE

THE King Air Rifle is a winner because
it includes all that a boy can think of
in aperfectAir Rifle. It is the readiest

seller because it is strong,and handsome and because it is the best
advertised Air Rifle offered to the trade. The King has made a
tremendous success—each year for twenty years it has shown a
marvellous growth and 1906 was the "KING" year of the twenty. 1907 looks still better
—why not make it the Banner Year in your Air Rifle selling business? Get in the King-
Row and share in the King Profits. Glad to send you our advertising circulars.

THE MARKHAM AIR RIFLE CO.. Plymouth. Mich., U.S.A. 2S£V»%&f.
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STAG BRAND ALLCOCK'S STAG BRAND

FISHING TACKLE
(^stab'ished 1800)

Rods

Reels

Lines

Flies

Hooks

Baits

etc.

Our
Tackle
has been
before

the

world
for over
100 years
and
stood the

test.

Fishermen can always rely upcn Allcock's Stag Brand Goods. They t ever fail.

The Allcock, Laight & Westwood Co., Limited
78 BAY STREET, TORONTO REDDITCH, ENGLAND

Send for Catalogue.

The

William English Canoe Co.,

Peterborough, Ontario.

FOI<I<OWING is an extract from a letter recently
received from a prominent Bostonian regarding A

a Collie dog purchased from the Y

King Edward ?

| Collie Kennels
\

• "I must again thank you for selling Dan to me. •

Q I don't think my wife would consider the crown Q
J jewels hardly a fair exchange for him. He is perfect. »
X While he cannot talk very plainly he does whisper. A
V "Ha, ha"." V
• •

$ Only Prize. Winning Collies For Sale. $

§ For Particulars Address ^

fN. GORDON}
0 7 concord ave, TORONTO, Can. 9

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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\ BETHESDA
The Water of Quality

From the

FAMOUS BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS

At Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Has Two Important Properties—
As a Still Water it has wonderful well-

proved Medicinal Value, especially for

the cure of Kidney Diseases, Diabetes
and Bright's Disease—for which pur-
pose it is only sold in new half gallon

bottles.

There is a booklet which tells all

about this, which you can procure
either from the

BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS,

Maukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

or from

MICHIE & CO., LIMITED, Toronto, Canada.

As a Sparkling Water In quarts,

pints and splits it is the

American Table Water.

For it not only blends perfectly with
wines and spirits, but it aids digestion,

and removes all uric acid troubles.

The best hotels use it. The best

dealers sell it. If your dealer has not

got it, write direct to

BETHESDA
AT

Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

When writlrjr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FORD CARS

| Model N 4 Cylinder Runabout $750.00

Vertical motor, water cooled, developing full 15 H.P. Planetary trans-

. mission with direct drive. Weight 1000 lbs. Equipment includes 3 inch
double tube tires, oil lamps, horn and tools.

The Ford Model is the result of the greatest manufacturing enterprise of the

century. Only by building immense quantities is it possible to make such a car

at such a price. No other car of its weight has so much power. No other car

can compare with it in speed, endurance, flexibility or the quality of material

used in its construction.

Model K 6 Cylinder Touring Car $3500.00

Six Cylinder, vertical, water cooled engine, developing full 40 H.P. Tires,

34 in. x 4 in. Wheel base 120 in. Speed from a walk to 60 miles an hour on
the throttle with full load of seven people.

Write us for full information about these cars

FORD MOTOR GO. of Canada, Ltd.

WALKERVILLE, ONT.

When writing: advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Try our
Celebrated
"FALCON"

Brand

ENGLISH
VARNISHES

WE HAVE A SPECIALLY
MADE ARTICLE FOR

BOATS and YACHTS
Fresh and Sea Water

2 GRADES OF EACH •

ALSO PAINTS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wilkinson Heywood & Clark, Limited
Canadian Branch : 300 notre dame ST., west, MONTREAL

FRANCIS C. REYNOLDS, Manager.

—BARBER—

=

JUMP SPARK MARINE GASOLINE ENGINES,
Easily started. Run in either direction. Speed control.

Material, Workmanship
and Running Qualities

Guaranteed.

ALSO

Barber Reverse

Wheels.

High Grade, Moderate in Price

MANUFACTURED BY

BARBER BRrS-, 100 GRAPE STREET,
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

SUPERIOR
WO R KM A N SH I P

MATERIAL
STY Lt

Are three of the leading features of every
LAKE FIELD CANOE. if you are
contemplating buying a Canoe next season, be-
fore doing so find out all about our models, and
we feel satisfied we can PLEASE you in EVERY
DETAIL and also as to PRICE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE:

LakefteEd Canoe Building

& Manufacturing Co., Limited

LAKEFIELD, ONTARIO

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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WE CARRY THE MOST
COMPLETE LINE OF

Fishing Tackle and Guns
OF ANY HOUSE IN NEW YORK

We also carry a complete line of Marine Engines,

Marine Hardware, Boats, Boat Fittings and
Electric Light Outfits for boats of all sizes from 20 ft. up

IN FACT

Everything for Boat™ Engine

Type of 4 cycle 4 cylinder 24, 40,
70 and 100 H. P. LAMB ENGINE.

We Arc General Sales Agents

GEO. H. TERRY CO.
92 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Sole Ag-ents fob Ontario—Nicholls Bros., York St., Toronto.
Sole Agents for Quebec—Franco American Auto Co., Montreal.

Send for Catalogues^ for PSS:" [2 for Fishing Tackle

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Modern Sporting Gunnery
A MANUAL OFPRACTICAL INFORMATIONFOR SPORTSMEN

OF TODAY.

By HENRY SHARP.
Author oj " T'fie Gun Afield and Afloat," "Practical Wildfowling," etc.

With over 250 Illustrations.

Page.
PREFACE V.

CHAP. V
I.—A RETROSPECT 1

CHAP. II. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS 22
Barrels, Actions, Fore-end
Fastenings, Locks—fixed and
hand-detachable

.

CHAP. III. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS—Contd 43
Safety-bolts, Ejector, One-
Trigger.

CHAP. IV. —MODERN SHOT-
GUNS—Contd 65
The Processes otf Manufacture,
and the Gun complete.

CHAP. V. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS—Contd 92
Sizes, Lengths, Weights, and
Charges, Boring, Shooting-
Power and Performances, Pat-
tern, Penetration and Recoil.

CHAP. VI.—SHOT-GUN AMMU-
NITION 125
Cartridges, and Cartridge-
Loading, Primers, Gunpow-
ders, Powder pressures and
Barrel Bursts, Shot—Velocity
and Sizes.

CHAP. VII.—MODERN SPORT-
ING RIFLES 162

CHAP. VIII.—MODERN SPORT-
ING RIFLES—Cont 191
Single-loading, Magazine, and
Double Rifles.

CHAP. IX —THE NEW ACCEL-
ERATED EXPRESS RIFLES
AND AXITE POWDER 215

CHAP. X.—BALL AND SHOT
GUNS AND THEIR DEVEL-
OPMENT 231

CHAP. XI.—THE SIGHTING OF
RIFLES 256
Trajectory.

CHAP. XII.—SPORTING BUL-
LETS , 295

CHAP. X I I I. — MINIATURE
RIFLES FOR MATCH, TAR-
GET, AND SPORTING PUR-
POSES 322

CHAP. XIV.—GUN FITTING 354
The Try-Gun and its uses,
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Our Fishing and Hunting Trip in Northern Ontario

BY FRANK CARRELL.

|HE acceptance of an invitation to

join a German friend on a trip to

the wilds of Northern Ontario,

many miles north of Cobalt, which is so

well known to most Canadians today,

and a telegram "To come on immedi-
ately," intimating that he was waiting

for me at Temagami, was the cause ot

my hurriedly departing from Quebec, one
Sunday afternoon this fall, without even
a change of clothing. I barely had time

to gather up my camping kit, which con-

sisted of a pair of red Hudson Bay
blankets, a suit of heavy underwear, a

half dozen pairs of thick woolen socks, a

pair of top moccasins, made by the Lake
St. John Indians, a cheap sailor's rubber
suit, a jersey and a few sundry articles.

Added to this miscellany was my rifle

and eighty pounds of ammunition, and
last but not least, my kodak and sixty

films, and. then I was off for the land of

big game and fish in our sister Province.

Within nineteen hours of railway

travel, from Quebec, I found myself at

North Bay, a town of four thousand pop-
ulation, and a busy railway junction, for

here converge the Canadian Pacific, the

Grand Trunk, and the Temiskaming- and
Northern Ontario Railways, under whose
united schedule for the arrival and de-

parture of their respective trains, it has
been made possible for a traveller leav-

ing one train, to find another ready to

take him back from where he has come,
or, in any other direction he desires to

go, without getting off the railway

platform.

It was intensely interesting, standing-

about this terminal, for many reasons.

The train I had left was proceeding- on to

Duluth, Minneapolis and other American
western cities, and was known as the

"Soo" flyer, the train which followed in

our wake upon the same rails, having
joined the Canadian Pacific, a little east

of North Bay, was the Grand Trunk ex-

press from Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Tor-
onto and southern points, the train going
in the opposite, direction was the M Im-
perial Limited" and another train, longer

than any one of those I have mentioned,
was the Temiskaming and Northern On-
tario, bound north for New Liskeard,

some one hundred and thirteen miles due
north, passing through the wonderful
Cobalt mineral discoveries, or the Klon-
dike, of Ontario, and the great sports-

man's paradise of our neighboring Prov-

ince, vieing with our Lake St. John dis-

trict in its attractions for large game.
On the platform of this station, stood

a gathering of a most interesting lot of

men, a few women among them, and I

felt that I was not the least conspicuous
of the motley crowd, with my Sunday
attire, of swallow tail coat, white vest

and stylishly checked trousers, my leath-

er case and rifle hung over my shoulder,

and a great big heavy EngHsh portman-
teau by my side.

What must the hardy miner or appro-
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priately dressed huntsmen have thought,
as he gazed at my ' 'make-up" as I

boarded the long train about to leave for

Ontario's most Northern point, in fact,

almost as far as the steel rail of modern
progress has been laid? But what mat-
tered it if I was not becomingly
dressed, or rough and ready in appear-
ance, like most of those who wrere my
companions on that well filled train of
eight cars, destined to the different sta-

tions intersecting a forest, as rugged and
panoramically entertaining as the wilds
of our great Northland so grandly set

forth, for the lover of nature, to admire
in its most majestic state?

We went up grades, winded in and
out of mountains, not very high it is

*

true, but just big enough to form obsta-

cles, which the railway engineers pre-

ferred to shun rather than put the On-
tario Government, who are the builders

of this line, to the extra expense of rock

cutting, or tunneling, which would bring

the cost of the road up to astounding
figures of expenditure, for the "opposi-

tionites," to criticise.

We saw the hardy settler burning
stumps and clearing soil, and the lumber-

man felling and preparing for market, the

tall and stately virgin timber, until our

train came to a standstill at the lunch
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counter at Temagami.
Here we found a new station house in

course of erection, being- built of hand-

some cut stone, and a settlement of per-

haps twenty-five houses, with a fairly

good hotel of fifty rooms, and three

small general stores. My German friend

was on the platform and herein I was
taken by surprise, for I had not expected

to meet him until I had reached the end
of the line, near Haileybury, some forty

miles further north, but through an un-

fortunate delay in securing" his guides,

we were compelled to stay here for sev-

eral days, so with bag1 and baggage, I

was invited off the train and a comforta-
ble room secured for me at the Ronnoco
Hotel, pleasantly situated by the border
of Temagami Lake.
The first experience I had of the strict

enforcement of the game laws of Ontario,

was fully illustrated, before I had carried

my gun ten feet away frcm the train.

Up stepped a smart old gentleman, who
threw aside his coat lapel in a most offi-

cial manner, exposing to view a badge,
and at the same time demanding my gun.
For a moment I thought this was a
pretty way to be invited by a friend to

go hunting-, and after the laborious work
of conveying- it through a respectable

civilized community *with the pompous
feeling that everyone who gazed upon
me, must have come to the conclusion
that I was a promising looking sports-

man, in my Sabbath togs, and then to

arrive at a point some hundreds of miles
north of Toronto, in the hinterlands of

Ontario, and be peremptorily relieved of
the most essential object of my whole
outfit. My abject look of consternation
was evidently the cause of bringing forth

a good natured smile, from my friend,

who said: ' 'Never mind, when we want
it we can get it again."

"Yes" replied the efficient game war-
den," if you are going to take it away
out of here, but you will not get it, if you
want to use it around these here
diggings."

And so I found I had been up against
the Ontario Game Laws, which, during
the close season, prohibit the carrying of
a rifle, within the limits of its preserved
park, which covers an area of over three
thousand miles and in which is situated

Temagami, the beautiful lake known un-
der that name. The hunting season is

only permitted between the 16th of Octo-
ber and the 15th of November, and even
then strict rules are enforced to protect

the standing- timber and unwanton
slaughter of game.
The proprietor of the hotel where I

was destined to stop at is one of the

best known men in this district, having
been engaged in almost every vocation

necessary to a country like this for the

past twenty years, long before the rail-

way ever made its appearance. Natur-
ally, he has grown rich with the develop-

ment of the country and may be said to

be "well ofT," owning three hotels, sev-

eral stores, and a number of small steam-
boats, which ply up and down the lake.

He is an Irishman in every respect, and
with his genial and clever wife, do every-

thing to make the tourist, prospector or

miner as comfortable as circumstances
will permit. And it may be said that

little is lacking at Temagami, even if

there is not a plot fertile enough to grow
a vegetable on, or large enough to pas-

ture a cow. The surface covering is of

a rocky mixture, moss covered here and
there, to break the monotony, and then

the virgin forest, filled with pine, balsam,
poplar, spruce and birch, the former be-

ing very plentiful, and looking its best,

as it stands above its more stunted

neighbours with a dignified appearance,

offering to the sportsman, charming
camping sites throughout the timbered

group.

The new Temagami station house, in

course of completion and costing over

$17,000, would be a credit to .any large

sized town, representing the fact, that

this point, is destined to be a popular

one in the future prosperity of this new
railway. The day I arrived in Temaga-
mi, the weather was superb, although the

19th of September. It was like a June
summer afternoon, so warm and balmy
was the atmosphere, while the air was
pungent with thescent ofpine and balsam.

Shortly after the arrival of the train

from the south, the toot of the steam-

boat is heard, and a few paces away
brought us to the pier of the O'Connor
Company, which has in commission, a

half dozen steamboats and gasoline
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launches, for the accommodation of the

large number of ever increasing- guests,

who annually come to this attractive

sheet of water.

Lake Temagami (the place of deep wa-
ter) is about thirty miles long and topo-

graphically something like an octopus,

with arms stretching out in all directions.

It is studded with over fourteen hundred
small islands and the canoeist, hunter, or

camper, may readily call it the Eden Gar-

den of Sir Izaak Walton, for its waters
offer the best of fishing, the forest is

overrun with big game, the camping
sites are ideal, the shores being of a
slightly rocky nature and void of marsh
or swamp, while rich foliage affords the

finest canopy from the sun's scorching

rays in summer or the damp dews of

fall, while the

opening of the

Tern iskaming
and Northern
O n tario Rail-

way, bring it to

within a com-
f o r t able car

ride of a few
hours from al-

most any east-

e r n Canadian
or Nor thern

American city.

Dan O'Con-
nor, the pro-

prietor of the

Ronnoco, (O'Connor spelled backwards)
Hotel, at Temagami, with the assistance
of some associates, has recently erected
two commodious hotels, on prominent
points along the lake, the "Inn" on
Temagami island, and "Lady Evelyn" on
Deer island, almost at the extremity of
the lake. Both have excellent sites and
accommodation for over a hundred
guests in each. They are artistically
built with rough hewn pine logs, huge
fireplaces and large covered in verandas,
where the rest seeker can ask for no
more quiet, or picturesque recreating
home, and where the sportsmen can in-
dulge in all kind of seasonable sport to
their heart's content.

It was to be the first hotel for which
we took passage on the steamer "Belle
of Temagami," the captain of which,

THE RONNOCO HOTEL, TEMAGAMI

was an old veteran of the sea who had
sailed in almost every water on the face
of the globe, and who could tell some in-

teresting yarns of any port, a foreign
vessel ever entered, but was now run-
ning this steamboat in summer, and
building fast motor boats in Ganonoque,
in winter, an odd combination of occupa-
tions for such a worthy seafaring man,
but his summer work was only followed
to satisfy the innate craving for the sea,

which his land position did not gratify.

The purser was a young medical stu-

dent, from Toronto, spending his vaca-
tion in this healthy pursuit, where he
could store up renewed energy for his

educational studies, and at the same time
enjoy a good wholesome outing. Such
are some of the people you meet when

travelling in a
strange part of

this country!

We left Tem-
agami at 4:30

in the after-

noon, and the

trip of over an
hour and a half

t h r ough this

most delightful

glade of lake,

and forest is in-

describable. It

was a panorama
of ever chang-
ing views, and

charming vistas, upon a course winding
in and out among hundreds of green
islands, through channels almost hid

from view, and around prettily wooded
points, suddenly bringing us into broad
expanses of the lake, with the sun's

shades and shadows playing about the

fringes of the forest, bordering the calm
mirrored water, reflecting all that over-

shadowed it, and making a picture so

complete and finished in all the various

elements of nature, that one could revel

in it for hours.

As the sun began to sink behind the

Eastern hills, it shed a halo of tints up
into the deep blue sky, the coloring of

which, blended in perfect harmony with

all things around us. We were thrilled

beyond expression. To go on dreaming
in this way is one of the latitudes of the
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indolent sportsman, for there are times

when every lover of outdoor life has to

give up his sport to admire nature, and

these are the moments when opportunity

seems to knock at his door, with inspira-

tion of the wonderful works of Mother
Earth in teaching" her children the divine

lesson of the philosopher, that it is as

beautiful to die, as it is to live. In both

is there so much mystery, that even the

greatest skill and occult science of mor-
tal man cannot solve the hereafter of

our spiritual existence, the disintregation

of our lives, the inevitable end of all

things, or the immortality of the soul.

But watching the perfection of nature as

it is, we are assisted in having'confidence

in the evolution that follows death and
herein is the strongest plea for the wor-
s h i p of all

things that are

per feet. The
nature we see

today, is that

of y e sterday,

and thousands
of years ago,

and the eyes

with which we
gaze upon it are

the kind of eyes

w h ich others

h a ve seen it

with before, and
yet from all that

is written and that has come down to

us, from the beginning of the world no-

where do we find one dissenting voice

against those perfect works, and if op-

portunity offers, it is possible for every

one of us, with or without riches, to drink

of this beautiful portion, and if we do not
take advantage of that opportunity, we
have missed one of the greatest of all

the gems and diadems of life, and its

happy ways.
Our boat was not a large one and we

were only a few passengers on board,
hut we all enjoyed that short trip of nine-

teen miles through Lake Temagami, and
when we landed on the wharf, at the end
of the journey, it was with regret that

we had to turn our backs upon the set-

ting sun, in all its glory, disappearing
behind the low lying hills, on the oppo-
site shore. But a good supper, was

awaiting us, in the Inn, and with sharp-

ened appetites, we lost no time in doing

it full justice.

I was beginning to enjoy the post-

ponement of the departure of our hunting

party, as I was seeing much of this

beautiful Lake which I otherwise might

have missed.

After dinner we made up a party and

hired a small steam launch ''The Chance"
which, "by chance," happened to be at

the wharf that night, with a private ex-

cursion party, and went over to Bear Is-

land, about a mile and a half distant,

where there is a Hudson Bay Post, and

about ten well built houses, occupied by

Indian families belonging to the Algon-

quin Ojibway tribes, who spend their

summers there, engaged in fishing and
acting as guides

for the visitors.

We met the fac-

tor Mr. H. W.
Wood, who re-

ceived us very

k i n d ly, and
hoped we would
h ave a good
time, in our
sea rch of a

pleasant even-

ing's entertain-

ment among the

Indians.

We were look-

to organize a

and it was not long before we
stood in front of Michael Cat's plain

villa, and peering through the windows,

and open door, we observed a most pic-

turesque and interesting sigrit- The
head of the household, an old Indian, of

some eighty years of age, was standing

at a table in the far end of the front room
on which was a very moderngramaphone
with which he was entertaining his de-

voted squaw, who, was sitting by his

side, sublimely happy in listening to the

strain of "The Old Folks at Home," un-

conscious of the appropriateness of the

musical rendition, to the surroundings.

We remained on the threshold until

the notes of the tune had died away, then

our guide, George Friday, stepped inside

and in the tongue of the old couple asked

for the loan of their house for a dance.

BEFORE WE BROKE CAMP AT HAILEYBURY

ing for a house in which
dance
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PISHABOO AND DAVID CARRYING OUR OUTFIT OVER THE
PORTAGES.

This was readily granted, and the gram-
aphone which I thought was to supply

the music, was carefully packed up and
put away in another room, but we were
not to be without the usual stimulant for

a "hoe down" or "pow wow," for one of

our party succeeded in finding a fiddle,

and for an hour there was a lively time

in the old man Cat's house, which woke
up all the little Cats who came around
bashfully, staring at the strangers from
dark recesses of the room. It seemed
that our guide had sent messengers
around and gathered in all the young In-

diangirls and in a short time we had two
full sets going it at a lively gait. The
dances were all new to me and were un-

like any I was accustomed to, or like

those I had seen danced by Indians be-

fore. They were very much in accord
with the changing customs of the Indians

inhabiting the Temagami Lake, who are

more or less a half-bred colony who have
adopted semi-white habits, evento speak-
ing the language, which most
of them have acquired, with a
broad Scotch accent, although
our hosts that evening, did not
understand a word, but, they
belonged to the school and
were the exception to the

younger element referred to,

who have strong fancies to im-
itate the white people in dress,

customs and habits, sometimes
to a ludicrous degree.

A great many of the tribe

also speak the French language,
taught them by the mission-
aries, who were among the first

strangers to preach the gospe*
in these parts, over a hundred
years ago.

Bear Island Post, of the great
Hudson Bay Company, is a
very old one, having been es-

tablished on this lake for over
two hundred years, although
its present site is of more re-

cent date, having been re-

moved from Temagami Island

where it formerly stood, and
where now stands the Inn Ho-
tel. This latter Island was
once the meeting place of the

Ojibway Indians and among
the interesting relics left be-

hind, is the old cemetery.
But to return to our merry dance and

the gathering of almost the whole settle-

ment on the verandah of the old man
Cat's homestead. I joined in one of the

dances with the Belle of Temagami, much
to the amusement of my friend, the Col-

onel, and afterwards took a stroll out
doors to breathe the cooler atmosphere,
where I was more than astonished to see

a number of the Indians smoking cigars

and cigarettes. Since arriving in Tema-
gami that afternoon I was witness to this

extravagant habit on the part of the In-

dians, who largely indulged in cigars,

which I noticed by the label they were
pleased to expose on them, cost ten

cents, and not what might be supposed,
three for five cents, or cheaper, as the

case might be. This is another of the

old characteristic traits of the Indian,

which does not seem to die out with time,

education or even the mixing of Scotch
blood, as they are as thriftless and inju-

WHERE WE CUDDLED OUR TIN PLATES ON OUR KNEES.
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dicious in spending- their hard-

earned money to-day, as they

were when the white man first

came among them, to purchase

their pelts for glittering pres-

ents of useless value, the In-

dians being attracted by their

brightness or flashing colors.

N o t withstanding all the

criticisms which may have been

passed upon the Hudson Bay
Company for their heartless

and mercenary exchange of

goods, and supplies, for fur

skins, amounting it is said, to

ten and twenty times their

market value, they certainly endeavored

to educate the Indian to a sense of econ-

omy and thrift, by only allowing him
useful and serviceable goods, although

several very old Indians in the district,

one of whom I met, a Mrs. Turner, re-

members the time when the Hudson Bay
Company exchanged a rifle, or shot gun,

for a pile of pelts as high as the top of

the barrel, when standing upright on the

ground. What kind of furs were ex-

changed in these barters I did not learn,

but, if the old Indians have handed down
to their progeny of the present generation,

guns with extraordinary long barrels,

there was certainly a good reason for

manufacturing them in that way.
To-day it is said that the influence of

the Hudson Bay Company, is declining,

caused to a great extent by a large num-
ber of independent merchants, who, with
their many wares, are pushing their way
into the most remote parts of the North,
and attracting-, or alluring the Indian to

ON LAKE TEMISKAMING, A FEW
HAILEYBURY.

KLOCK S FARM HOUSE ON LAKE QUINZE.

their shacks by selling them expensive
and oftentimes gaudy goods, which only
help in a great measure to impoverish
the unfortunate aborigine for the winter
as well as cheating him whenever oppor-
tunity offers, but, from what I could see

of the Indian of the present day, this com-
petition is not going to do any serious

harm in the future, as it is calculated to

teach the Indian to know where he gets
the most for his furs, an opportunity they
never had until within recent years. An-
other very odd feature which I noticed
that evening, on Bear Island, was the
extraordinary white features and appear-
ance of many of the young Indian girls,

several of whom it would be difficult to

believe were even halfbreeds, so white
was their skin, and certainly the excellent

pronounciation with which they spoke the
English language, would deceive any one
not previously acquainted with their an-
cestry. Many of them are employed in

the several hotels around the. lake, and
they prove to be industrious and
reliable helps. There was also

present with us that evening a
very respectable looking matron
of perhaps thirty years, who
made as good a showing in ex-

ecuting the "light fantastic," as

any of the Indians on the floor.

She was the school teacher of

this reserve settlement and
this was her second season at

this occupation, so, it is evident

that she is greatly interested in

her work. This school was es-

tablished through the exertions

of Mr. T. B. Caldwell, M. P.,
MILES OUT FROM
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for North Lanark, who is one of the old-

est prospecting capitalist in mining- pro-

perties in this district, whose efforts in

pressing- upon the Dominion Government
the necessity of this course, in order to

educate the young Indian children, whom
Mr. Caldwell had' seen running around in

idleness, at this Post, on his many trips

through these parts, were most successful

and the Government to-day is proud of

the writing and spelling exercises which
have been received as a result.

We left the

island for our
hotel across the

lake, about ten

o'clock with a

very pleasant

i m pression of

the a d vanced
state ofciviliza-

t i o n of the

members of the

t r i be around
this Post, and
on our way
back we could

not help being
amused at the

h e terogeneous
group on board
our little steam-
er, which con-

sisted of a col-

ored engineer,

an Indian cap-

tain and pilot,

several Indians

b e 1 onging to

t hree different

tribes and other

persons repre-

senting six na-

tionalities, one
of which was a

French Canadian^ hailing from the city

of Quebec.
Before breakfast next morning we

trolled for half an hour, catching several
fine bass and pike but when we returned
to the hotel, were made to realize that
we were not such successful fishermen as
we had thought, for we learned that only
a few days previous, a Mr. W. Smith, of
New York, had brought up, from the
bottom of the lake a thirty-four and a

THE WRITER ON THE PORTAGE.

half pound trout. These big monsters
are quite plentiful and if one wants to go
to the trouble ot using a steel or copper
wire line, about two hundred feet long,

to reach to the depths of this water, they
can count on such catches, without any
more trouble than the laborious effort of
hauling them in. Although they may not
all reach such a ponderous size as the
above specimen, they are known to be a
common catch at fifteen and twenty-five

pounds. Pickerel and rock bass are also

v e ry plentiful

and rise to the
fly very readily,

although troll-

ing seems to be
the p o p u lar

mode of fishing

in this 1 a ke,

presumably be-

cause it is the

most convenient
of the t wo
ways, and re-

quires no bait,

only an ordi-

nary tin spoon,
a 1 though bait

e n hances the

chances of suc-

cess to a great-

er degree.

Our return to

Temagami, the

same day, was
a n other truly

d elightful sail,

over water as

calm and clear

in which was
r e fl e c ted as
plainly as in a
mirror, every

cloud in the

sky, as well as the tall foliage, which
skirted the indented shores of the main-
land and islands. We saw numerous
flocks of ducks, one of which we almost
ran into, creating such a scattering as we
disturbed them from their morning's sun
bath with much excitement and a furore ot

anger at our daring intrusionamongthem.
After lunch, at the "Ronnoco" Hotel,

we again resorted to the lake for another

troll, during which, we witnessed an
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interesting- incident on the water. We
saw a little red squirrel swimming- across,

from one island to another, a distance of

about a quarter of a mile. He was with-

in a hundred feet of his destination,

when, we attempted to head him off out

of curiosity to see what he would do, or,

if we could chang-e him in the course in

which he was going-, but to our great

surprise, he quickly veered around and
instead of being frightened, made strenu-

ous efforts to climb into our skiff. His

attempts to obtain a footing on the side

of the boat were in vain, and as we were
afraid our guide would kill him if he

succeeded in his struggle to be taken

aboard, we issued orders to shove him off

with one of the oars, which was carried

out, but it was really pathetic to see the

little fellow turn around and with his

bright eyes bulging out of his head, give

us such a pitiful look, as if inviting us to

reconsider our decision and let him come
aboard, but, on receiving no encourage-

ment, he continued on towards the shore

for a few more yards, then made another

halt, again turned round, and looked at

us for a few more seconds, seemingly in

doubt as to whether we were serious in

our first decision, or not, and perceiving

a resolute look upon our faces, proceeded
on his way, finally reaching the shore,

where he shook the water off his fur coat,

stood on his hind legs, with his tail

spread out behind, and licking his front

paws, heaped all kinds of invectives upon
us, in his own peculiar chattering way,
after which, he jumped upon a tree and
disappeared into the woods.

After this interesting lake incident we
did not think to come across another,

equally as fascinating, but nevertheless,

such was our luck that afternoon, and
further on our course, we again saw the

calm water ruffled, and paddling towards
the commotion to investigate the cause,

we found a small bird fluttering above
the surface, with the appearance of being
held down underneath the water by some
unseen object. 'The situation was such
that we conjectured that some dark eyed
monster of the deep had hold of it, and on
moving nearer saw the captor in the form
of a water-snake, about a foot and a half

long. Whether it was our approach, or

renewed vigor after a rest for breath, we

never knew, but the bird gradually dis-

appeared from view, beneath the surface,

never to come up again, and we could
not help feeling that we had been the

silent witnesses of a little tragedy in the

middle of that lake which was so radiant

in its extreme beauty at that memorable
moment, and it was difficult to believe

that the animal life which had just de-

parted was lost—only gone to complete
the evolution of the world, which makes
such tragedies lawful.

We returned to our hotel, so satisfied

with the entertainment which nature had
provided for us, that it required no great
effort to entice us to participate in a sump-
tuous repast.

The next day we began preparations
for our northern trip in real earnest, and
it was none too soon, for one of our In-

dian guides, Charley, a fine handsome
looking fellow, standing over six feet

high and speaking the English with the

prevailing Scotch accent, and who had
been engaged with us for some days,

was drinking himself into as many drunk-
en stupors as he could conveniently sleep

off during the day, and when night came
he entered upon a finale which made him
a thirsty riser early next morning.
We were surprised that the authorities

sold him liquor at all because he was well

known for his strong aversion to sobriety

when in close proximity to a bar room,
but this is one of the greatest oversights
in this country where the half-breed,

which Charley held claim to, by his birth,

is allowed equal privileges in the drinking
habit with that of the white man, and
this law exists to the benefit of the hotel-

keepers, and the degeneracy of the half-

breeds. We learned, and had no doubt
on the question, that Charley, once in

the woods never touched the vile stuff,

and could be depended upon, for being
one of the best guides in the district when
on thetrail,butthis assertion wasdoubtful,
as we noticed Charleywas aspoiltguide and
inclined to too much familiarity with his

patrons, and not sufficiently disciplined

as to his place at all times. He thought
nothing of drawing up a chair on the

verandah of the hotel where we were
sitting, and unhesitatingly making him-
self one of our group, without any invita-

tion and with as much freedom as if he
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were one of ourselves. This fault was as

much due to the proprietor of the hotel

as anyone else, who allowed the guides

to take their meals at the same table

with the guests, and drink along-side of

them at the bar, the result of which is

becoming- a serious drawback to the

sportsmen visiting this district. The
guides are well, if not too well paid,

Charley receiving 3.00 per day and living

expenses.

All arrangements were made for a

start by the up train which was due

early in the afternoon and with baggage,
guns, and our two guides, filled with an
over supply of the "Oh-be-joyful" we left

Temagami for Haileybury, over thirty

miles further north, and near the end of

the present system of theTemiskaming and
Norhern Ontario Ry. passing on the way
the now famous Cobalt mining camp,

several photos of which we took from
the car platform.

Our train consisted of eight cars, six

of which were passenger coaches, and
all were crowded with the same descrip-

tion of a crowd which pass up and down
this line, every day. They constituted

lumbermen, miners, Government officials,

prospectors, capitalists, sportsmen etc.

Even the Government Ministers have
recently been up this way .on an
official tour, going as far as NewLiskeard,
the end of the present railway system, and
then by contractor's train for ninety miles

further where the steel rail comes to a
temporary end, from which point they
continued on over the surveyed road for

many miles more, inspecting the country
and observing the nature of the soil, with
the object of establishing an experimental
tarm, where the land is supposed to be

very fertile and suitable for colonization
and which the Ontario Government have
decided to boom in order to attract the
incoming settler. Strange to say this

land lies over three to four hundred miles
north of Toronto and is considered an
improvement, as far as agriculture is con-
cerned over the intervening land which
we had recently passed through, which is

of a more or less mineral substance. This
railway which now covers one hundred
and thirteen miles from North Bay to New
Liskeard, is destined to run to Hudson
Bay, in the near future.

Haileybury, where we spent our last

night before embarking on our long
canoe trip, is adequately situated on
Lake Temiskaming, and promises to be
one of the important centres in the pres-

ent development of this northern country,

and particularly at this point which is so

accessible to the inland waterways which
seem to stretch in all directions, thereby

making it possible to carry on an immense
trade in shipping as well as by rail, which
must naturally follow in the development
of Northern Ontario.

Lake Temiskaming,upon which Hailey-

bury occupies an excellent site at its up-

per end, is ninety miles long, and in some
places over ten miles wide. Up to now
there has been little or no colonization,

or agriculture, around it, although on the

opposite shores in the vincinity of Villa

Marie and Murray City in the Province of

Quebec, there are considerable settle-

ments, with prosperous looking farms

which will in time, be reached by the

Canadian Pacific Railway who contem-
plate stretching a branch line up the east

side of Lake Temiskaming paralleling the

new Government line on the west side.
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Haileybury has a population of about

two or three thousand inhabitants, is

well laid out and shows signs of fore-

thought in its situation, practically due to

the fact that, here, over twenty years

ago, before a railway was ever thought

of, one of the old Hudson Bay factors

realized that this spot was a most suitable

one for a town and as the impression be-

came more indelibly impressed upon him,

he gave up his position with the fur trad-

ing company ; secured a title to most of

the land and from that moment, has

spared no efforts to boom Haileybury ,which
he christened after the school, by that

name in England, at which he received

his education. As the little settlement

grew into a village and then a fair sized

town, this man became very wealthy and
there is no doubt his excellent judgement
made him very rich. Today he is holding

the office of Mayor. He is an exception-

ally original character and publishes a

newspaper, known far and wide, as the

most unique publication of the kind. It

comes out in the words of the proprietor,

"As the spirit moves him" and as the

whole of the editorial and local work is

accomplished by himself and done in a

manner which would put the writings of

Mark Twain in the shade, did his many
humorous and satirical articles find

their way among the great mass of the

reading public, it is not surprising to find

him a power and an influential personage
of no mean order, in his own domain.
While I was in Haileybury I had the good
fortune to be present on one of the pub-
lication days, and as an instance of some
of the many interesting articles which
appeared in the reading coluumns of the

"Haileyburian" I herewith reproduce the

following for my readers to judge of

the style of this exceedingly eccentric and
interesting character. Samples :

—

Hunting- Season Opens

We see men armed, ' cap a pie ' arriving at
this isolated portion of an imperfectly

, finished Globe. We wonder why they come,
and in answer to our wonderment, we are
informed that they come for the purpose of
shooting Moose and Bears. We grin at the
appropriateness of the answer, for the word
' moose ' is derived from the Indian verb,
' bemos ' (I walk), and the animal is well
named, for if a man wants to shoot a Moose,
he has to walk, provided that he kills the
Moose in season. In the matter of bears, it

is well known that this is a bare country,
and the expected shot at a bear usually ends
with a shot at a squirrel, which is most
frequently missed, but which occupation
affords endless enjoyment in cleaning the
' trusty ' rifle.

Men or Moose, Which ?

We are nearing the time when men are
shot, instead of deer. If we could only pick
out the particular men, we would hail this
season with delight, but, unfortunately,
there seems to be an indiscriminateness
about the shooting when men are in season,
or rather, we should say deer, that prevents
the sure and certain annihilation, of an
objectionable relative who stands in the way
of a comfortable competency. We would
suggest an amendment to the present game
laws, to the effect that no man with expecta-
tions should be allowed to hunt deer with
the expected.

Haileybury was not at its best when
we visited it for the reason that a very
destructive fire had consumed about half

the town, only a few weeks previous to

our arrival, burning out almost the entire

business section, upon the ashes of which
was rising a succession of new wooden
shacks, temporarily erected to continue the

business of the various stores destroyed,

until more substantial buildings could be
put up. But the owners and residents,

who were the victims of this conflagra-

tion were very hopeful looking in their

new temperary quarters, and the only
drawbacks which we found in doing busi-

ness with them, was that they were in-

variably without the articles which we
desired. What was still more surprising

than any such short comings, was a
Government Survey Office with several

clerks and not a map of the district which
we are going through. One of' the offic-

ials offered us the same apology as that

we heard everywhere when we enquired for

something that was not to be had. "We
had them before the fire!"

While we might have excused the

Haileyburians for such oversights we
could hardly do so in the instance of the

Government, who certainly showed con-
siderable remissness in not sending a new
supply of maps, after the conflagration,

which had occured some four or five

weeks previous. But these troubles were
not our worst ; we found a great differ-

ence in the Indian and white guides which
we found around Temiskaming, in com-
parison with these we were personally
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acquainted with in the Lake St. John
district, and we were not long in encount-

ering our first troubles with them. When
we got off the train at Haileybury our

two guides, one an Indian, and the other

a white man, immediately filled the two
remaining seats in the only hotel bus at

the station, leaving us to shift for our-

selves. When we noticed this, we pol-

itely invited them to get out, as we had
an express waggon hired for our kit, and
we desired them to accompany it. Upon
being told that they were to go down with

the express waggon they resented it in

some very strong language and one of

them went so far as to intimate that if we
did not intend to board them at the lead-

ing hotel, they were not going at all,

which threat immediately brought about
their peremptory discharge and we were

of the best known guides in the district

named Pishabo, with another detailed to*

look after me, called David. The former
could speak English very fluently, but the
latter only a few words; but what he did

say was interesting and always worth
quoting, and we made up our mind if we
were to take any notes on this trip, that

we would certainly put down all David
said. They were typical Indians in soc-

ial features but in dress, had adopted the
customs and styles ot the modern white
man.
The first information I asked David,

was where he had come from, and his

answer was characteristically Indian :

—

"A long, long, long, way," which el-

ongated reply might have been under-
stood by the aborigine, but to me it was
still indefinite, so I had to question him

HEAD OF NAVIGATION ON TEMISKAMING LAKE: LOOKING DOWN THE QUINZE RIVER
FROM THE FIRST PORTAGE.

consequently left without guides, the

first day out from Temagami.
We had decided to leave Haileybury

with an exploring party organized by Dr.

Barlow, formerly of the Geological De-
partment, at Ottawa, who had recently

left the Government to enter the service of

a German Syndicate of capitalists who
are looking for investments in this region.

They were on their way to Lake Abitibi,

in charge ot a member of the Dominion
Government, Professor Anderson Gordon,
and as my friend was the principal pro-

moter and general manager, of the whole
foreign company, we decided to join for-

ces as far as the Hudson Bay Post at

Lake Abitibi.

We secured two other Indian guides

to take the place of those we had dis-

missed, and in this change, we were
more fortunate, for we had obtained one

again on the subject, and this time he
replied :

—"Way up Montreal,"
From this I understood that he belong-

ed to the Caughnawaga tribe living near
the city of Montreal, but I was mistaken
for he meant up the Montreal River,

which is one of the most important bran-
ches of the upper Ottawa, which finds

its way into the St. Lawrence and then
on to the sea, and which was the river

navigated by the first discoverers of this

water route between the Great Lakes and
Hudson Bay, many years ago. Thus you
see how intricate, though interesting, is

the understanding of the Indian when
transmitting his thoughts into words.

In obtaining new guides we lost a day
and when we were finally ready to start,

a regular hurricane was in evidence on
Lake Temiskaming. The wind had
whipped the water into a foaming mass
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of waves, which followed one another in

such quick succession, that they swept

the shore with the fury of a cataract, and

made it impossible for us to think of car-

rying out our arranged plans, so we de-

cided to lay off for a day which happened

to come in very appropriately, for it was

Sunday.
The hotel system in this country is not

the best, while the rates range from $2.50

and upwards for board and lodgings

which could be had anywhere in the

Province of Quebec for half the money,

but this being a new district, where

everybody is supposed te be overburden-

ed with a plethora of greenbacks to buy

mines, or stocked with mines to sell, and

in this respect there are a few of the latter

who you may accidentally come in con-

tact with, and who retain a blush when
asking a hundred thousand dollars for

some claim upon which they have picked

up a few promising samples of ore. One
man who heard that we were looking for

properties, approached one of our agents

with a proposition by which he offered

hima small commission of fifty thousand

dollars, if he would dispose of his prop-

erty for five hundred thousand dollars,

which he maintained was the lowest price

at which he would sell.

There are hundreds, if not thousands,

of these cases, in fact as many as you
see little tents in every direction you
wander and in many instances where you
hardly expect to find a tent squatter, you
may perceive the signs of the prospectors'

hammer, pick or shovel.

Friday night the drinking in our hotel,

as well in the other similar establishments

of Haileybury was one of the worst features

of our stay there. It naturally attracted

a crowd of very boisterous and intoxicat-

ed men who made the night and day hor-

ribly uncomfortable, but the early closing

by-law on Saturday night and all day
Sunday proved a boon and a blessing to

our disturbed feelings in this respect and

we welcomed this restriction and appreci-

ated its good effect in Haileybury more
than ever before in Ontario. It might
be said that since the conflagration burned
out two or three of the thriving bars, the

drinking crowd of the town have congre-

gated itself into the remaining few hotels,

with the result of over-crowding them
and from such congestion emanates the

trouble complained of.

So far, and we are told it is worse up
north, the water in all this district is of a
yellowish colour and very brackish and
full of sediment. Thisisno doubt caused
by the composition of the clay soil and
soft substance of the beds of the lakes and
rivers, but the greatest surprise of all is

the fact that in Temagami, Cobalt and
Haileybury and we presume in all other

places in the vicinity, it is difficult to ob-

tain a drink of pure spring water, which
necessitates the use of imported water.

This comes from Montreal, almost a
thousand miles away, which seems to be
a strange paradox when so much water
istobeseeninall directions. It was myfirst

experience of being in a country where
you had to be careful of the water you
drink, and it is not uncommon to be seen
carrying about the streets, bottles of
drinking water from Montreal, which
costs about forty cents a bottle, with a
rebate of fifteen cents when the bottle is

returned. There is certainly a fortune
awaiting some enterprising person who
will sink an artesian well near by, which
would supply the demand.

Sunday we took a long walk into the
woods and crossed over a narrow strip of
land on to a small island, a mile and a
half distant from Haileybury, the soil of
which is composed of limestone and is

therefore a great resort tor scientists and
fossil hunters several of which we found
at work with their little hammers, break-
ing stones, looking for antique impres-
sions of the fauna, and other reptile life,

inhabiting these parts many thousands-
of years ago.

(to be continued.)



The North American Fish and Game Protective

Association.

THE HON. JEAN PREVOST.

Minister of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries, for the Province
Quebec, Ex-President of the Association.

of

|HE international character of the
North American Fish and Game
Protective Association is well illus-

trated by the portraits given herewith. To
maintain and even extend its influence on
both sides of the border line it is the
custom to meet alternately in Canada and

the States, and to select as President

some distinguished personage who has
rendered good service to the cause in the

Province or State in which the gathering

for that year is held. Thus for last year

the honor was given to M. Prevost,

whose services to the cause in Quebec
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have given him a well deserved reputa-

tion throughout the continent ; and for

the present year the honor has fallen upon
Senator Jonathan P. Allds, of Albany,

Amongst the many enthusiastic members
of the Association, and friends fof the
cause in the State, the next annual gath-
erings at Albany will be sure to cause

SENATOR JONATHAN P. ALLDS.

Member of the Senate of the State of New York, the new President

of the Association.

N. Y. The State of New York is not
known as the Empire State without good
cause, and in fish and game matters it is

well to the front amongst all the States
of the Union. The report from the
State presented at Quebec was not only
encouraging for the good work done but
also hopeful for better things yet to come.

great rejoicings. The gatherings wilL

hearten the workers, give information to

the general public, and influence the

course of future legislation. In such a

work Senator Allds is the right man in

the right place, and is certain to justify

the confidence reposed in him by his fel-

low members of the Association.



LAKE MINNEWANKA.

WEST END OF LAKE MINNEWANKA.

Fishing on Lake Minnewanka.
BY C. W. A.

SROBABLY a very large number of

the readers of this magazine have
1 heard or read of Lake Minnewanka.

If they have not they have still something
more to learn about the far west. This

lake is an ideal spot for the enthusiastic

fisherman,— that is a fisherman who likes

to tempt large trout from the deep soli-

tudes of a lake.

In this fisherman's paradise, the best

fishing- is to be had during- the months of

June and July. Owing-, I suppose, to the

cold through the winter the fish do not
leave the bottom to look for food until

well on in May. The spawning season
is very early, they first begin to spawn in

August and of course stop biting almost
immediately.

The fish caught, are, I believe unlike

any other fish caught in Canadian Lakes.
In appearance they resemble the land-

locked salmon but on observing them
closely a difference can be detected. A
gentlemen fishing on the Lake this sum-

mer said they were black salmon but we
are not quite sure of this. During the

month of July the fish is of a pinkish hue
almost like the salmon. In weight they

run from two pounds to thirty-four pounds
the latter being the largest ever caught
since the present residents have been
here (about seventeen years.) The aver-

age weight is from two and a half to four

pounds.
The fish are not so gamey as might be

expected in such cold water but still a
large one on a light rod can give very

good sport for a short while. The larg-

est number ever caught in one day was
twenty-seven, all averaging about three

pounds each.

One Sunday morning, ("the better the

day the better the deed") I was out with

a gentleman, and we were lucky enough
to catch twelve in two hours. We had
hardly moved more than a hundred feet

in each direction so it showed that the

fish were feeding in that one spot. The
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day before, the same
gentleman had been

down the lake about
five miles and had
caught fourteen, so he

went away perfectly

satisfied with his fish-

ing on Lake Minne-
wanka.
The hand line, which

is, I suppose familiar

to all fishermen is used
chiefly for fishing on
this Lake, but quite a

number of sportsmen
bring their rods with

them as they consider

it more sport to fish

with a rod. They are

right in this, because

there is no sport what-
ever in fishing with a hand line. If you
are in need of the fish it is alright to use

the hand line, when you want
sport as well as fish use the rod.

Another drawback to the rod fishing is

the depth of the lake. The fish keep
very near the bottom and therefore very

long lines, and alsoheavily weighted ones,

are needed to reach them. Unless you
have a very heavy rod and large reel you
-cannot put line enough on the weight
to reach them.

The largest fish ever taken on a rod

DEVIL S CAMP, EAST OF LAKE MINNLWANKA

LAKE M1NNEWANKA.

weighed twenty-four pounds, was three
feet, six inches long, and eight and a
quarter inches deep. I happened to be
the lucky fisherman that time. I was
not expecting to catch so large a fish as
it was late in the season for these big
ones. I was trolling slowly along at the
time in about thirty feet of water, with
an eight ounce steel rod and about twenty
yards of a fine Japanese silk line and had
been lucky enough to catch three or four
small ones weighing about three pounds
each.

When first I struck
the big one I thought
I had hooked a log, a
large number of which
are lying on the bot-

tom of the
,
Lake, I

was not allowed to

remain long in doubt
for a fierce tugging
at the line to one side

soon convinced me
that I had a very large
fish to deal with, and
that it would take all

my strength and abil-

ity to land him safely.

After the first pull he
reeled in very easily

until he came in sight

of the boat, but as

soon as he saw that,
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he made a dive for the bottom with such

force and speed that he nearly carried

tackle and all away. I had only a small

landing net in the boat, having- foolishly

come out without a gaff. It was no use

trying to land him without the gaff, so, as

I was not far from the house I called for

a gaff. It was some time before I at-

tracted the attention of some one at the

house but as soon as they heard me and
understood what I wanted my father

came out in the other boat with the gaff.

Meanwhile the fish had been towing me
along at a fairvrate and had got into deep

water. I had to be very careful with him
because I was afraid if he took it into his

head to make another rush downwards he

would take out more line than I could

afford to let him have.

As soon as my father reached me I reeled

him in again but could not reel him close

enough to gaff him. I was afraid to

force him too much in case he should

break my light tackle and get away. We
decided to try and tow him in to the

shore where we could gaff him without

so much danger of his getting away. We
towed him in safely and as he was getting

fairly tired by this time we had very little

trouble in gaffing him. The gaff, how-
ever struck a soft part in the side and did

not hold, but just cut a great gash. This

woke him up and he made another dash
for deep water. He did not go very far

however and I soon reeled him in again,

and this time gaffed him successfully.

We sent him to Calgary the same day to

be set up and he is now beautifying the

Government museum at Banff.

One drawback to the fishing is that

the fish will not rise to the fly. There are

lots of fishermen who will not use any-
thing but the fly, and consequently when
they find that only the troll is used, they
will not fish. The Lake is not so very
much fished as there were only two hund-
red and ninety-seven fish taken out of it

last season ; which is too small a number
to make any difference to the fish in the

Lake, seeing that the Lake is from ten to

twelve miles long with an average width
of a mile throughout in length.

The outlet of the Lake and the Cascade
River used to give very good trout fish-

ing, but thanks to a mining town which
sportsmen know is death to all trout

fishing, and owing to the inactivity of
the Government in not stopping the un-
lawful means used by some of the miners
in fishing, it is a thing of the past.

The drive from Banff to the Lake is a
pleasure in itself. The road, nine miles

in length, winds through the majestic

Rockies with everchanging scenery, across
the rustic bridge which spans the beauti-

ful Cascade Canon, (a source of pleasure to

all kodak fiends,) and ends up in front of

a rustic chalet nestling under a miniature
forest of spruce trees, and in full view of

the Lake.
At this chalet the smiling face of the

host is alone a welcome to all who
come. Everything in the way of fishing

tackle can be hired at the Chalet, and in

season a good meal of fresh fish may
always be had.

To those who prefer mountain climbing
to fishing, there are a few good peaks
close at hand for them to distinguish

themselves by climbing. Mt Aylmer 10,365
feet high, and Cascade 9,875 are two of

the principal ones.

The Veracity of Deer Hunters.

R. C. L. Smith, who is one of the

best known guides in British Col-

umbia, writes to us:

"I notice an article in your Magazine
by Mr. E. J. McVeigh entitled, '

'Why
are Deer Hunters the Greatest Liars in

the World?" Now just why they should

put Ananias to shame is a question
which deeply concerns many of your
readers seeing that so large a proportion
of them are deer hunters. I think I can
give some explanation of the matter, and
as Mr. McVeigh appears so very solicit-

ous about it I will endeavor to submit to
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him and your readers an explanation of

the actions of his friends.

"Before I begin however, I wish to

thank him, on behalf of the deer hunters

and the general public, for the lasting

benefit he has bestowed upon us by
teaching us how to classify lies by their

relative strength, and file them away for

future reference, in order that one may
be able to name any particular brand of

nose paint. As the species and sub-

species can only be recognized by their

strength one must develop a very fine

taste in order to be able to know just

what proof a particular lie reaches. Of
course one doesn't need to bother about
what it is made of, the number of the

distillery, or whether the revenue has

been paid upon it, for no doubt a

"moonshine lie" can be made as strong

as any other. Now Mr. McVeigh says

he has made a study of deer hunters for

twenty years. In that case there is no
need for us new beginners to try and do
quick work. No doubt Mr. McVeigh
can tell the sod corn variety by the smell

which marks him at once as an expert

and a man of large experience.

"He also gives us another valuable

pointer for which we are very grateful.

If we wish to be real artists at lying we
must, first take the measure of our deer

and then cut our lie to fit. For instance

he says he doesn't see why Joe should
tell such a big lie abcut the spike buck,

"ihen he goes on to tell us that in order
to properly classify the lie his friend told

him, about shooting a running deer at

three, hundred yards, he carefully stepped
the ground and found that it was twenty-
five feet from Joe's gun when he fired

the first shot, passed within fifteen feet

of him and dropped at sixty feet. Now
let me do a little figuring and see if I

can't find the strength of this lie. In the

first place I find he is very exact in his

distances—fifteen, twenty-five and sixty

feet. Take the figure five as the initial

figure. As Mr. McVeigh can measure
the distance accurately by stepping it he
is clearly not a new hand at the business.

Now by adding the fifteen, twenty-five
and sixty together we get one hundred,
and by multiplying this sum by five we
obtain the magnificent result of five

hundred. Now I like a man who can lie

by fives. It makes figuring very easy,

brings out the strength of the lie in round
numbers, and you don't have to pester
your head with fractions.

"Mr. McVeigh wishes to know why a
man who can handle a gun like Joe
would tell such a bare faced lie. I will

try and explain this a little later as we
are not quite ready for that yet, because
we wish to talk a little more about this

lie before we classify it and lay it aside.

Taking into consideration that this is the
first deer hunt of which he gives us an
account of taking any part, and he says
a man may not tell a first class lie the
first day, I wish to give the brother all

due credit, and feel it only just to the
rest of us to make certain deductions.
In the matter of the second day's hunt
of which he gives us an account, I feel

that I must give him full credit, particu-

larly as he says we always lie on the sec-

ond day. With regard to the second
day we will therefore say that the whole
thing is a lie and is made of whole cloth.

Its strength can be placed at par and we
surrender the belt. It is not necessary
for him to wear it outside his coat for we
all know it anyway.
"Now as we have disposed of these

weighty matters I wish to have a little

talk with the champion and try to ex-

plain why his friends have lied to him so
shamefully. My friend, it is because you
have acquired the habit of showing your
friends up at every opportunity, and they
have been amusing themselves at your
expense. You should have had the wit
to have seen through their tales, and the

reasons for them. Deer hunters are no
bigger liars than other men, but they do
not like one who is forever trying to

catch them in a lie, and they have taken
this course to break you of the habit,

giving you credit for smartness sufficient

to see the point."



Speckled Trout and Other Beauties.

ERNEST J.

DT was while rowing up the Lake that

the discussion started, owing I

think to a chance remark of my
own. There were four of us, and while

I want you to know us well there are

reasons why our own proper names

should not stand out too boldly in this

narrative, so I beg to introduce the

bunch as John M., the Adonis of the

party and known as "Jack," Robert B.

called "Bob," Frederick H. , the father

of the party but known as "Fred," and

myself and I was, and amcalled "Mack."

Now I know that this is a bad start for

me; you may abbreviate a man's name as

you will without doing him serious harm,

but once call him "Mack" and his case

is hopeless. I am one of those unfortu-

nates, I always have been called "Mack"
and fear I always will be. I have known
men for years who would shout "Hello!

Mack!" at me across the street and the

same man would ask me some day 1 'What

my name was, anyway?" I had a man,

a stranger, come some hundreds of miles

to see me last fall, and on his return

home he called me up over the long dis-

tance 'phone and the lirst thing he said

was, "Is that you "Mack?"
But to get back to the boat. We were

four tried and proved friends who had es-

caped from business and family cares for

six days' outing in the wilds, and were on

our way to the head of a ten mile lake

where we were to stay with a family who
lived "Far from the madding crowd,"

and were neither altogether hunters,

trappers, fishers or farmers, but were

some of all four. The family consisted,

so we understood, of the father and

mother, one son, a young man, and

three daughters, young women, and the

dispute arose through me stating that if

we were bachelors instead of old married

men we would likely have a much better

time, as the girls would take more inter-

est in us.

This was denied by John M., who I

suspect could not conceive of any condi-

tions where girls would not not take an

interest in him
y

and somewhat to my

MCVEIGH.

surprise the other two seemed to agree
with him and went so far as to say that
they had never found any difference since

they had been married. Now I had,
and I told them about the time I stayed
at an hotel in a small country town and
the proprietor's daughters pulled hair

over who would bring in my breakfast
until I told them how long I had been
married, and how after that the servant
girl waited on me, and how poor the
board became. Even that sad and
"ower true tale" did not move them, and
things were said about people who did

not "improve on acquaintance," and that

even if girls did make a mistake at first

they soon got to know a man and knew
when and how to "drop him;" and many
others unkind and hard to bear things
from friends who knew you so well.

They were very stubborn and I was
firm, so that finally I proposed that we
put the matter to a test. When we ar-

rived at the Dowlings, the people we were
to stay with, it we found the girls at

home one of us would pose as a bachelor
while the others would speak of their

wives and children in their most natural

and engaging manner, and see what
would come of it. I added that to make
it perfectly clear as to who was right, I, as

the least prepossessing of the party would
take the part of the poor miserable
bachelor!

Now I hate to say it about my friends,

but the glimpse I then got of their true

nature hardened my heart against them.
They seemed to agree at once with the

fact that I was of course the one possess-
ing the least good looks of the lot. John
M. nearly upset the boat trying to see

his reflection in the water; but I did not

mind that so much as to note Father
Fred sit up and straighten his collar,

while "Bob" just laughed. I had never
before noticed what an idiotic laugh he
had!

But while they seemed so perfectly

agreed on this point they did not ^accept

the balance of the proposition with any
great enthusiasm, and it was only after
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I had spoken my mind at considerable

length that they finally agreed to do their

part and help me in mine. Even then it

was not what I said so much as the fact

that 4 'Bob" remembered that some one

had told him the girls would not Kkely

be at home anyway. All this had taken

up considerable time and we had been so

interested in the matter that I had for-

gotten to take my turn at the oars, and
we were now so close to the Dowling's
place that, as I pointed out, it was not

worth while making a change, and in a

few minutes we pulled up to the landing,

the boys in a beautiful glow of health

and perspiration. There, coming down
from the house ( 'on hospitable thoughts
intent," were two or the girls anyway.
While the boys were mopping their

hot and red faces I stepped ashore and
introduced myself, and then, at the same
time taking occasion to speak of the

beauties of the country and their won-
derful Lake that presented such new and
delightful charms the nearer we ap-

proached their comfortable home. I

continued in this strain to give the boys
time to get their wind. '

'I was just re-

marking to my friends how delightful it

would be if they could have brought their

wives along, as for me I would like to

have my sister with me to enjoy it," I

jauntily remarked. I was interrupted at

this point by "Bob" who wanted to know
"whether if I had brought her along I

would have made her do all the rowing?"
while Fred remarked that "Some peo-
ple's sisters knew better than to travel

with their brothers." John M. was too

busy trying to get his hair to lay down
to say anything, but I knew from the

glance he gave me that he was thinking
things he would like to say but not be-

fore the girls. By the time we had got
our traps out of the boat the third young
lady and the mother had come out to wel-
come us, and we went up the house to

wait for supper, that the ladies informed
us would be ready in half an hour.

The old man and the son came in

shortly and we were all getting on a
most pleasant footing of friendship by
the time we sat down to the table. That
meal did not make us less friendly I can
assure you, even though John M. did

remark that some people could get an

appetite from very little work.^ I retort-

ed that his wife always said he could eat
if he never worked. The girls wanted
to know if my sister kept house for me,
but I said no, that I had my mother

t
.with

me also. "Bob" had started to laugh
but he stopped, and the look he gave
me had a sort of admiration in it.

After supper we sat out between the

Lake and the house and smoked, and
when the housework was finished the

girls came out and joined us. One of
them asked me if I had ever been in a

bark canoe and I said I was a little bit

afraid of them but would like awfully well

to go out in one with some one or two
who knew all about it. She said that

she and her sister were very good hands
and would take me out, and I could just

sit still and watch them. John M. said

he always wanted to learn how to handle
a canoe, but the girls told us their canoe
would only hold three, and there should
be two to do the paddling.

Have you ever been out on a broad
sheet of water in a bark canoe on a sum-
mer evening with a gentle wind blowing,
and the little waves giving you a slight,

very slight, lift and fall, while the sun
went down behind the hills and the shad-
ows stole out across the water, while not
a sound broke the perfect stillness, with
a soft cushion at your back, a good sup-
per under your vest, your best pipe in

your mouth, and two as fine girls as you
could find to keep the paddles going?
As the sun went down the wind died

away and left us floating on a lake of

glass. Then the girls sang, and how
they could sing. I was almost -sorry for

those poor chaps back at the house !

When we got back they wanted to

know if I had got over my fear of a
canoe. I told them "yes, I thought I

could stand it, and the girls and I would
take the canoe next day and leave the big

boat for them as it was so much more
safe." John M. seemed to choke on
something in the stem of his pipe, and
Fred got up and went down to the Lake,
while Bob just looked at me. They cer-

tainly do act strange sometimes, and I

thought I knew them so well. Seeing
the humor they were in I suggested that

it was time for bed as we had a hard day
before us. It was then found that there
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were naturally a limited number of sleep-

ing rooms, and the question was who

would double up with who? I said that

anything would do for me. Being a

single man I had the habit of sleeping

alone and did not know whether I could

sleep double or not, but I could try. The

girls said "no," they could do better

than that. Mr. M. and Mr. B. could

sleep together while Mr. H. could sleep

with their brother, and I could have aroom

to myself. I remarked, "anything to be

agreeable," and I would go to my room

at once. The lock was not very good on

the door and accordingly I braced it with

a chair, so that when Jack and Bob came

and asked me if I was asleep I told them

I was and that they must not speak loud

or they would disturb the others.

They did not speak loud but they told

me some things about myself, through

the keyhole, that I had never heard be-

fore. I remembered that "a soft answer

turneth away wrath" so I told them that

being out on the water in the evening

always made me very sleepy and I wished

they would go away. I did well not

to depend on that lock, but the chair held

like a hero and at last they went away
and I went to sleep.

The next morning was glorious, an
ideal one for fishing, and we were all

down to breakfast early eager to be off.

Bob wanted to know what the arrange-

ments for the day were and I told him
there was no change as far as I knew.
He and the other two could have the

boat, while the girls and I would take

the canoe.

He told me he understood I was to

show them how to kill trout but I smiled

at him indulgently and said I would be
glad to teach him after I had a few les-

sons myself, and I was going to get them
today. He wanted to know what Fred
thought of that; but he said, "don't ask
me you ass, come on and help pull that

old tub!"

Jack was out in the kitchen trying to

get the third girl to go with them, but
she had to stay and help mother, so the
three went off by themselves. After
they got under way I went down to the
landing and told them they looked a
merry lot of fishermen, and asked them

if they were going to a funeral. They
told me to go somewhere where water is

supposed to be mighty scarce, and they
said other things to me also that they
would not say before their children. I

told them so, and asked them what their

wives would think of such things. The
girls were down by that time and they
could not answer any more, not anything
worth while anyway. The girls said that

my friends seemed to be cross that morn-
ing and that we would not go the same
way they did. Of course I agreed with
them, and we went our own way, and if

you think it was not a pleasant way I am
sorry for you all, that's all!

Did you ever sit in the bottom of a
canoe and fish for and catch fine speck-
led trout, you in the middle and a nice

jolly girl at each end, one with a paddle
in the water to keep her steady and the

other to use the landing net? If you
did you know, and if you did not you
can't understand, so what is the use?

We landed about ten thirty and had
lunch, making tea over a small fire and
then loafed for two happy hours, then

back to the canoe and more fishing and
then home by slow and easy stages, and
not by the most direct route either.

The others were in ahead of us and
were in somewhat better spirits but the

gloom settled down once more when our
catch proved the. greatest, and the girls

praised my fishing until I thought Bob
would have a fit. That night the girls

played the organ and we had singing. I

can't sing, so the other fellows were
ahead of me there, and pushed me into

the background without mercy, but it

was my turn again next day. So it went
on, two of the girls going out with me
and one staying at home, for the shortest

week that we ever put in and the day ot

departure came all too soon. This

threatened to be serious for me when my
one time friends got me alone on the way
down the lake. There had been dark
hints thrown out and it seemed to be up
to me.
The night before we were to start I

consulted the old gentlemen as to the

prospects of a fair wind down the Lake

next day, and he was of the opinion that

we would have it and strong at that. I

then sought out the brother and ques-
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tioned hini as to the ownership of a small

sail I had found in an outhouse. He
told me to take it and welcome and he

could get it back the first time he went
down.
Now I was ready for the gang-, and

told them as they had done so much
rowing all week I would agree that they

should do none on the way home. This

had a wonderful effect, but when we were
ready to start and I produced and set up
the sail you would think I had done them
an injury. John M. looked at the sail

then at the water that was rolling down
the lake ahead of the wind and said,

"Well, I'll be damned!" The other two
did not seem to have anything to add to

that, so "Good-bye," "Good-bye,"

"Come back again!" "Sure we will,"

and we were off, with the little sail pull-

ing like a horse. As we settled down
each to our own liking I remarked,

—

"And now gentlemen the question was,
I think, "Do girls take more interest in

single men than they do in married ones?

Shall we resume the debate?" I managed
to dodge the fish Bob threw at my head,

but Father Fred reached for me with a

gaff hook, "Just let me hear any more of

that from you and you trail behind the

boat. You didn't have to sleep with the

man who snored like a horse with the

heaves."
I am glad to say we are still friends;

but while they have forgiven me they

don't forget.

Fly Rods.

BY WALTER GREAVES.

Dhave read a number of interesting

articles recently in English, Ameri-
can and Canadian papers and mag-

azines in regard to the merits of various

fly rods and the best material for the

construction of the same. It seems to

me that Hardy's split cane rods with steel

centre must be really first class. I should

certainly like to try one but they are very

expensive. I, too, have such a fine stock

of rods that I do not require any more,

and to speak the truth I do not see how
one could have a better for practical pur-

poses than my 7oz. 10 1-2 ft. 8 strip split

bamboo rod that I purchased from the

Chubb Rod Co. of Post Mills, Vt. about
ten years ago. I have used a great

many rods of English and other makes
in split bamboo, greenheart, lancewood
and hickory &c. and have not yet found
one that could beat my Chubb rod for

casting against a heavy wind or for play-

ing large fish. I have landed many grilse

and black bass and played several salmon
with it and it is apparently just as good
as the day I bought it. It is german

silver trimmed and cost me only $15.00
at the factory.

It will thus be seen that, although I

am an Englishman, I admit that first-class

rods can be made in the United States,

and there are other excellent makers
besides Chubb who can turn out beautiful

rods but for my part I have, not used a
better rod than the one above referred to

nor do I ever expect to do.

I do not favor greenheart as a material

for fine fly rods as it is liable, to break
quite unexpectedly; at least such is my
experience. I consider first quality lance-

wood far superior to greenheart and I

prefer "kalaki" to either, but the latter

material is not, to my knowledge, used
by professional rod makers. Most of my
rods are without dowels and with standing
guides, and I seldom use one made in

any other way.
I am already beginning to repair and

re-varnish my rods so as to have them
in good shape for the spring fishing. I

take great pleasure in doing this work
during my leisure moments.



Royal Trout Fishing in Canada's Killarney.

BY E. A. BRADFORD.

E took our tickets for the Lake of

Bays, but had no intention of stop-

ping there. Years enough ago our

unsophisticated imaginations might have

been fired by the railway literature with

picture things something smaller than

whales accompanied by text assuring all

the world that the hotels were gorgeous,

and that the surrounding waters "teemed"
with bass and trout which anyone could

catch.

Too well we knew by experience that

the same dispensation of Providence

which makes rivers flow past great cities

also provides that fishing shall be bad in

proportion to the excellence of the neigh-

A fellow traveler was going to visit a
friend who vouched for fishing and good
accommodations in the "Huntsviile dis-

trict." This sounds definite enough un-
til you get there and discover that it is as

big as all outdoors, with lakes every-

where and the fates of a year's sport de-

pending upon the choice made while the

steamer is waiting to haul in its lines.

When the clerk asked where we wanted
tickets to we asked him in despair

whether he was a fisherman, and, upon
his answering that he was, he was told

to supply a ticket to the fish. "Deer-
hurst," he said, and threw the tickets

out.

HAYSTACK BAY LAKE OF BAYS DISTRICT, "HIGHLANDS OF ONTARIO."

boring hotels—for where the hotels are

attractive there tourists abound, and
there is almost a fisherman for each fish.

We were looking for something less like

the civilized Catskills, something more
rural than the Adirondacks, and more
like the Wild West before it was almost

all irrigated and fenced except the Na-
tional playgrounds, subject to reserva-

tion rules enforced by army officers, and
that's no joke.

Such spots are easier to find now in

Canada's Killarney, to the east of the Thir-

ty Thousand Islands of Georgian Bay and
north of Lake Ontario, but just where this

year's selection should be made was left

to the casual confidence of the "smoker"
on the way. Nor was the reliance mis-

taken.

It cannot be found on any map or time
table, but we had no occasion to regret

the choice he made for us. We were in

search of the simple life and we found it.

Across the lake and in the distance a
house or two could be seen, but there

was nothing like a settlement. There
was not even a country store, or a post-

office, or a road. In fact, there is but a
single building at Deerhurst, but it pro-

vided clean beds, fare plain but good, no
mosquitos or malaria, and everything
was done for sportsmen by a sportsman,
whose eighteen-pound "trout" hangs in

the hall with the gunshot wound which
was necessary before he could be landed.

There are horns, too, and stories about
them, but this is an article about fishing,

and the beauty of fishing at Deerhurst is
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that you can do it all yourself. There
are guides, of course, and pleasant fel-

lows they were, but after one or two ex-

cursions in their company you prefer to

do your own fishing, a catch 4
'all by your

lonesome" gaining in attractiveness,

whatever it loses in number or weight.

Since this is not an attempt to rival

"resort" literature, but a plain recital of

a personally conducted excursion, the

truth is set down that not every man can
catch bass at Deerhurst, and not even
the best fisherman can always get them.
If it were so the sport would become an
industry, and fishermen who take no in-

terest in fish out of the water, would
abandon them to that class of fishermen
who take interest in fish in the water.
The fish in the Lake*of Bays have moods
and appetites after their puzzling and
enticing kind. It is this which gives the
sport charm like a lottery. It is the per-

petual chance that some day the great
prize will come to you which kindles
hope eternal and encourages the fisher-

man to look ever forward, forgetting
past ill luck, and forever seeking solace
in future possibilities for past errors and

misadventures. No true fisherman is

ever "down on his luck," and some of

the craft, there be who have found profit

in applying to serious affairs the comfort
and consolation of their fishing phil-

osophy.
There was scant cause for philosophy

while we were there. Blank days there

were, but they were the exception. It

was rare that several two-pounders or

three-pounders could not be taken before

breakfast, and the catch repeated in the

forenoon, or in the afternoon's lengthen-

ing shadows. And there was one royal

day. The air was still and muggy and
from the southwest, what there was of

it. It was just such a day as country

lads are accustomed to say that the fish

will bite. They certainly did bite that

August afternoon. Three boats were
fishing in the same bathtub, so to speak;

that is, in the same small, likely spot.

Now there are traditions of bass

weighing over five pounds, but they are

rare. The peculiarity of this catch is

that it not only included a five-pounder,

but four successive fish averaging nearly

five pounds, and that none of the other
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boats had even a bite. Repeatedly the

lucky man's boat was towed by his fish,

and yet he returned and caught again

where those who had not left the spot

could not get a strike. The fish were

duly photographed, and a record made
before the witnesses for the purse of en-

try in the Toronto Star's annual compe-
tition. All were taken on a single gut

and a six ounce rod in the manner too

familiar for recital.

There is no "salmon" fishing at Deer-

hurst, but it
v
can be had by canoe trips or

buggy rides. We went for these "trout"

five times, and drew
but a single blank.

Twice we got the

law's limit. They
must be trolled for in

the deepest water at

midsummer, and fish-

ermen who are accus-

tomed to use light

tackle even in tidal

waters are aghast at

the manner of fishing

proposed to them.
Our guide produced
what he called his

lucky rig. It was
codfish line with four-

teen sinkers, each of

them an ounce or

more. A horse power
windlass would hard-

ly have been more
becoming the noble

landlocked "salmon"
and as it chanced,
although that identi-

cal rig caught ten tish

on those grounds last

year, the lucky spoon
would not work this

year. So we landed
and with a worm or

two dug with a pad-
dle point caught real

trout, the true thing, the speckled brook
beauties, such as are a day's boast at

home. These we used for bait, impaling
them upon an "Archer spinner," a Brit-

ish bait much liked in Canada because it

spins with its mouth closed, and open-
mouthed fish are shunned rather than
swallowed. Thus we got what the Can-

THREE SALMON TROUT 11, 19 AND 22

LBS. RESPECTIVELY, FBOM HOLNOW
LAKE. LAKE OF BAYS DISTRICT.

adian statute calls a "lake trout." And,
truth to say, the catch was disappointing.

He came in like a codfish, small blame
to him, dangling at the end of, say, two
hundred feet of hand line, decorated with
all those sash weights, and impeded in

his breathing as fish are when they come
up quickly fromagreat depth. Nor was he
any prettier to look at than to catch in

such a manner. He lacked the steely

sheen ot the true salmon, and had the

spots without the brilliancy of the real

trout, showing damascened sides like a

gun barrel or a haddock when he is yet

alive, as few people
see them in the city.

Trying another day
we rigged in more
orthodox fashion, us-

ing copper wire, which
required no sinkers.

A fish line copper
wire has the defects

of its qualities. If

the angle it makes at

the rod's tip is at all

sharp it will not pay
out or come into the

reel handily. There-
fore in order to get

a straight draught
from the reel, or near-

ly straight, it is nec-

essary to sit in the

canoe facing the

guide, and not facing

forward, as is more
agreeable both to

passenger and pad-

dler. And after all

is said and done the

chance of a kink re-

mains. It happened
to us at the cost only

of the wire on the

reel with its attach-

ments on the business

end, including a lead-

er and spoon which could not be replaced

in Huntsville. But if a kink be avoided
copper wire improves with use, growing
softer and smoother, and has been known
to be used for years.

We rigged again another day with a

twisted steel wire line, which developed
still other faults. It suffered as much in
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a day's fish-

ing as a linen

or silk line

will in a year,

and became
u ntrustwor-

thy", strands

break ing

here a nd

t h e re, and
throwing out

u n p leasant

little spicules

of steel. Al-

so it devel-

oped a ten-

dency to coil,

so that it

would not

run through
the guides

well. How-
ever, it last-

ed through
two d ays'

RABBITS BAY LAKE OF BAYS DISTRICT, "HIGHLANDS OF ONTARIO.

fishing, which yielded eight fish, four be-

ing the legal limit to a single rod.

This fishing was in sister lakes whose
fish, according to local lore, do not min-
gle, although there is water connection
between the lakes. Certain it is that the

fish in the two lakes run differently, but
there is nothing surprising in that, as

Canada has almost as many sorts of fish

as it has bodies of water, each of them
producing differences in markings and
tint, even when the individual fish are of

the same species. But it is not true that

in these two takes the fish do not mingle.

Both sorts were caught in each lake, and
one was even marked with trout spots
on one side and with the damascening on
the other side.

The fish took indifferently the Archer
spinner baited with either minnow or
perch, or the Otter spoon. Probably
they would have appreciated a striped

bass troll, but time was too precious to

justify experiments.
Tn fishing, as in everything else, it is

a pretty good rule to follow the customs
of the country. We took these fish to

weigh eight, five and three pounds, the
latter being perhaps the average, and
smaller being quite unusual. Indeed,
small landlocked salmon are so rare that
there is no minimum fixed in the law, as

in the case of other game fish. They
run to over thirty pounds, and are often

taken up to fifteen. They are a surpris-

ingly strong fish, more muscular than a

bass, but lacking the bass's pluck and
wind and trickiness.

They do not know how to run their

noses under a stone, or how to swim
flatwise instead of following their noses

with the hook in them, nor to leap from
the water and fall back upon a tautened

line. Feeling the barb, they give a rush

straight away of amazing vigor, then

they either give up or swim toward the

rod until it almost seems as though they

were off the hook, and at the last they

give another rush, which is trying to

tackle and deftness in management of

net and rod. Finally when even moder-
ate sized fish are taken into the boat it is

necessary to stun them with a blow or

they would be all over the boat, or out of

it, in their leapings. It is good sport

enough, but not like fishing with the fly

for the ouaniniche of Lake St. John.
Sometimes great quantities are taken,

one man not being ashamed to admit to

us having caught one hundred and three

on the line. The natives net and salt

them, and they do so most successfully

in the spawning season, thus killing the

goose which would lay golden eggs for
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them indefinitely if they showed more
moderation. As it is, the time is near

when Canada's remotest streams will

have been combed over as thoroughly as

the American.
The waters we visited were either

spring-fed or drained from forest-clad

hillsides. There were almost no streams,

and actually none where fly fishing was
practicable. We heard of fly fishing in

regions familiar to the curb market, in

Cobalt, Nipissing and along the French
and Maganetawan Rivers. It is seldom

necessary to pack into that country. Al-

most anywhere construction trains will

take passengers, even if the regular

trains are not taking passengers. And

Easterners will ride upon Canadian roads
with the same surprise that they discover
that travel west of Chicago is in some
respects more comfortable than east of
it. Far past the country of sawn lum-
ber and barbed wire, many miles beyond
split rails and hewn posts, beyond the

stump fences built by loggers, and in the

country where you look up to the horizon

as from the bottom of an enormous bowl,
ranging with the eye over countless miles

of pathless forest with never a discovera-

ble trace of human foot or axe, even
there the cafe car and the sleeper will

take you as quickly and luxuriously as to

the Saranac or the White Moun-
tains.

How I Shot My First Wolf.

BY JAKE LONGER.

"Ah, ma'm'selle, voulez-vous danser?
Non, monsienr, jai le mal aux pieds."

OHIS is what we sang, when from the

crest of "La Lac Perdue" we saw
lying before us Lake Mozhabong.

There were just the four of us in that

lonely region—four "voyageurs" we loved
to call ourselves. So, for sheer joy, we
sang over and over again the only snatch
of French "Chanson" that we knew and
vivid were the memories that came to

each of us then. Seven long weeks we
had seen no white faces but those of our-
party, and even they, tanned and be-
whiskered were nor so comely as be-
fore. But they helped us believe we
were"voyageurs"and it was with pleasure
that we thought again of our last night
at Bisco, when with the French boys and
girls we danced all night and almost
raised the roof at Legace's boarding
house.

Seventeen days we had toiled eastward
on Langevin trial. The wily old guide,
with the cunning inherent from his mother,
had obliterated almost every trace on his
travel. He left no blazes on the
trees, he avoided leaving foot-prints on
muddy shoes and on the Spanish River,
he had "hung us up" for nearly three
whole days.

But now the grind was over and with

feelings of satisfaction for duty done and
work accomplished, we paddled four or

five miles up to Moose Narrows and
pitched our camp.
The next morning I was up by eight.

As we intended to l4
lie up" that day to

bake and do our washing, I slipped on
my light mocassins, crawled out of the

tent, and looked around. It was a
beautiful morning, scarcely a ripple was
on the lake, and the sun was streaming
through the trees in patches, all around
that great oppressive silence which
makes itself felt in lonely regions, was
broken only by the hoarse cries of a pair

of ravens soaring overhead, and the dual-

toned nasal vibrations, from the other

tent.

Taking my axe I proceeded to cut the

breakfast kindling, and had struck but

two or three blows, when I heard a

splashing to my left, as of some animal
wading through the shallow water ot

the Narrows. I said to myself that it was
probably a deer, so running to the tent,

I took my rifle and crept noiselessly down
to the point. When I peered across, I

could see no deer or moose or sign of

any living animal. Before me was the

narrow stretch of shallow water, the

high rocky cliffs, and to the right and
left the lake stretching out wider and
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wider. It seemed strange that no sign

of life was there. I was certain that an
animal of some kind had crossed for I

heard its splashing. A deer or moose
could certainly find no such speedy cover

on that mountain of rock. Happening,
however, to look to the right I saw a

movement on the further side—a move-
ment of a greyish animal which for the

moment, I took to be a fox, the distance

no doubt being responsible for that mis-

take. Slightly turning, I stooped to take

a lean over the big boulder, and just then
the animal saw me. Slowly it arched its

back like an angry cat, and looked at me
through the tops of its eyes. I at once
recognized that it was a wolf.

With the discovery came the paralyzing

thought ''what if it runs before I fire, or

what if I miss ?" Calming myself, how-
ever, as best I could, and taking careful

aim, I pressed the trigger. The wolf
leaped forward, and bounded along the

edge, making for a narrow gully that ran
up over the mountain. But I knew he
was hit for he ran very erratically, some-
times stumbling and rolling head over
heels. I quickly pumped another cart-

ridge from the magazine and Was about
to fire again when he suddenly fell, and
half slid, half tumbled down the rocks
into the lake. The sudden immersion
revived him, however, and swimming to

shore he ran swiftly up the height. I

fired again and he made a quick motion
forward and sideways and soon gained
the underbrush. Disappointed and sick

at heart, I heard him crashing his way
up the gully. In a few moments all was
still. So wading quickly across, I rush-
ed madly up the ascent, rifle in hand. I

had gone probably two or three hundred
yards when it struck me that I had better

proceed cautiously, so as not to come sud-
denly upon him, and—wounded ! It was
well that I did so, for scarcely had I gone
a dozen paces, when right before me,
within twenty feet, partly hidden behind
a pine-log, he was lying glaring fiercely

at me and snarling. I was not long in

getting a "bead" on his head, but in that
moment I know not what spirit of econ-
omy seized me, but I suddenly remem-
bered that I had but one big bullet left,

so feeling in my vest pocket, I took out
my Morris-tube with a little thirty-two

Smith and Wesson revolver cartridge

and substituted that for the big soft nose
Lee Metford. At this moment the wolf,

although bleeding profusely, rose to its

feet, but it was too late. Aiming at its

head, I fired. He dropped in his tracks

and rolled over dead.

I will not attempt to describe my feel-

ings at that moment. I had often longed
for just such an opportunity and to think

that the dream had been realized gave
me a taste of the sportsman's exhilaration

My next thought was of course, to get
him down to the canp. Setting my rifle

against a tree, I dragged him slowly down
to the water, then going up for the rifle

I waded across to camp. The boys were
up and wanted to knew what I meant by
making such a noise, I replied "wait un-
til you see the nice fawn I have." "Shure,"
says Dave, "you're not afther shoot-

in' another deer and us sick, of the blessed

venison." By this time Scotty and I were
into the canoe, and paddling swiftly

across, Dave and Roy watching us from
the shore. When we came back, a merry
party, it was Dave who lifted that wolf
out and carried him up the bank. He
was a fine specimen indeed, and measured
five feet six inches from tip to tip. He
had an unusually large head, and a fine

set of ivory white teeth.

Next morning bright and early, my
mate and I bade Dave and Scotty good
bye and started on our long trip to the

taxidermist at Bisco. We paddled hard,

and the weather being favorable and the

rapids high, we sighted the old Hudson
Bay Post in less than three days. Jim
Armstrong, the obliging "factor" advanc-
ed me the fifteen dollars Government
bounty, while Wright, the taxidermist

took the skin in charge and forthwith pro-

duced an article of merit in the form ofan
artistic floor-rug.

The next day we waited at Bisco watch-
ing the trains go through ; then the fol-

lowing morning, having purchased suffi-

cient provisions to replenish our supply

back at camp, we went, turning our backs
on civilization, and paddling steadily on-

ward through the morning light, every

stroke of the paddle urging us on toward
the realms of forest and flood, the haunts
of the majestic moose, the timid deer and
the bear, otter and beaver.



Our Big Game and Their Enemies.

BY E. R. LA FLECHE.

I
have read with much interest the ar-

ticle on "Our Deer and tbeir Ene-
mies" by Mr. McVeigh, which ap-

peared in your February number.
Mr. McVeigh says that we should

prosecute the pot hunters. He is right,

but the question is, how are we to do so?

Sportsmen find poachers in every

game district, and they generally employ
them as guides. I have always found
that a good guide was with very few
exceptions also a good pot hunter

The sportsmen are not to blame for

not reporting or prosecuting the poach-
ers, because if they should do so, it would
not be safe for them to return to their

favorite hunting grounds, or the chances
would be ten to one, that their camp,
canoes, etc., would be destroyed some-
time before the opening of the hunt the

following season. And not only this;

but they would run a great risk of being
mistaken for a deer.

There are many ways in which a few
pot hunters can get even with the sports-

men, and in the end the sportsmen in-

variably get it on the neck. This is so
true, that very few sportsmen dare to

prosecute or even report the poachers
they know.

I will state a few facts. In New On-
tario, in one of the Polish settlements,
there is a fellow who is well known as
the "Big Pole," This man is a regular
pot hunter. Not only this, but he will

watch the sportsmen's camp and when
he finds no one in, he will loot it. There
are many sportsmen who when they re-

turned in the evening, have found pipes,

tobacco, ammunition and firewater all

gone. He also steals hounds which are
left chained up in camp, hides them, and
uses them with his friends aftei the sports-
men are gone. Still no one dares to
prosecute him; he is known as a crack
shot, and everyone fears him. The re-

sult is that he has his own way and kills

moose and deer the year round. The
Game Warden of the place knows him,
but he dares not open his mouth for he
fears that some morning his horses or
cattle might be found dead or his stable,

barns and their contents burned down.
If a sportsman should expose the

poachers he finds, he would have to

change his hunting ground every year,

for the very reason that these fellows are
found everywhere.
The Game Wardens do not do much to

stop poaching. Some years ago I was
hunting in Western Ontario with several

other parties. . One of them, camping a
few miles from me, saw a deer in front of
their camp the morning before the open-
ing of the hunting season, and the deer
was killed. A pot hunter who had taken
the party in, on his way home informed
the Game Warden, and up comes the

Warden and after the boys had treated him
fine, in the way all sportsmen always
welcome strangers who call attheir camp,
he told them that he had a very painful

duty to perform. He arrested the party

and made them appear before the J. P.

They pleaded guilty and were fined ac-

cording to the law. But where the fun

comes in, is to see the same Warden who
was so conscientious in making the

sportsmen obey the letter of the law,

failing to act, when two of his friends

killed thirty-two deer during the rutting

season the following month. Although
he was fully aware of the slaughter of

the deer, he did not have them fined.

Oh, no! he was too much afraid that

should he expose them, it would be bet-

ter for him to move out of that country.

This is the reason why the pot hunters

have "carte blanche" to do as they

please. I will add that the party who
was fined was connposed of ten men,
everyone of whom had his license, and
all the deer they got was eight including

the one killed the morning before the

opening of the season.

I will also state how a Club got paid

for having prosecuted a pot hunter who
was fishiug with nets and killing game
Out of season on their reserve in Quebec.
The result was that the sportsmen had

to lose much time and money, the poach-

er was too poor to foot the bill of ex-

penses and the only satisfaction thqy got,

was that the following year they found
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on their arrival at camp all their boats,

seven canoes and two large skiffs, with

paddles, oars, axe handles, etc., cross-

cut in two besides all their utensils and
stoves destroyed. The pot hunter knew
that if he had burned these articles the

insurance company would have had to

pay. By cutting- the boats in two and

by boring holes in the kitchen utensils he

ensured that the sportsmen would get it

on the neck.

It is a well known fact that there are

far more game killed by the pot hunters,

than by the sportsmen. The time these

fellows slaughter the deer is during the

rutting season in the month of December.
Theyknow the lay of the country and

where the deer are to be found; they

watch the runways and if a doe comes
along they will kill her and also the buck
when he comes. It is an easy matter for

a pot hunter to kill several deer every

day at this time of the year.

One poacher guaranteed me that if I

would go with him we could kill from
twenty to thirty deer in one week.

This man is a good guide and always
gets $3 a day during the hunting season.

Amongst the party who employs him, are

some of the members of the Game Pro-

tective Associations. They know him to

be a pot hunter of the finest water, but

as these gentlemen generally return

home with their number of deer, they

say nothing.

We blame the Game Wardens for not

doing their duties. Well, I don't blame
them. The salaries they receive are not

adequate to the risks they would run
should they prosecute the pot hunters in

their vicinity. It is "O. K." for them to

soak the city sportsmen. They know
that the J. P. will not take into considera-

tion that he is a poor settler with a fam-
ily, and that he will be fully fined. When
however, a man has just a horse and a
cow the J. P. will in many cases let him
off with a warning.
To illustrate how well our game is

protected, I will say, that as I am writ-

ing this I have before me a letter dated
24th of January, 1907, from Kenora,
Ont.

,
stating that the moose and caribou

are being slaughtered in that vicinity by
the Indians and pot hunters. The front

quarters are left on the lakes, but the

hind ones are sold at $2 to $2.50 per
quarter, and this sum represents two
bottles of whiskey and a spree. Then
when they sober up they go and kill

more. There is no doubt that there is a
Game Warden there, but perhaps he is

an hotel keeper. If not, why does he
not stop this wholesale slaughter? Well
the reason he does not, is due to the fact

that pork and beef is very high, and that

moose and caribou must be cheap; and
that should he open his mouth he would
make more enemies than friends.

The law says, that no moose or cari-

bou shall be killed on the western side of
the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
after such a date, and the hunting sea-

son is so short and framed in such a way
that very few moose or caribou are an-

nually killed by the sportsmen who pay
their $5 license. It is a well known fact

that sportsmen who go in that district

have a very slim chance to secure game
at that season of the year. It is nice to

frame laws to protect game, but where
the shoe pinches, is to see that at the

present time the Indians and others have
4 'carte blanche" to slaughter these ani-

mals. Why is this tolerated?

It is prohibited to sell whiskey to the

Indians; still they manage to get all they

want, and as they are now drawing
moose and caribou meat into Kenora in

sleigh loads they are having a great

time.

We often hear the game laws are a
farce, and I am of the opinion that there

are good reasons for this.

The Government gets a good revenue
from the licenses issued and from the

furs, etc., which are confiscated each
year. Where does the money go? Some
say to protect the Algonquin Park.

Where does the balance go? Sure-

ly it is not all spent in paying boun-
ties for wolf scalps, as there are but very
few killed. How much salary do the

Game Wardens draw annually? We
have here in Ottawa one of the best

Game Wardens there is in the whole
Province of Ontario. Each year he con-

fiscates thousands of dollars worth of furs

etc. ; and I am informed that his salary is

only $300 per year, which I consider very

inadequate for the services he gives.

What is the use of protecting the game
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in the Park if outside of it the poachers

are able to do nearly as they please? I

am also informed on the quiet that right

in the Park poaching is going on, and
that the beavers, otters, mink etc., are

kept down by these fellows.

It is a well known fact that although

the Park is supposed to have been well

protected for many years, there are few
beavers, otters or mink to be found out-

side of the Park.

Why not pay a living salary to good
reliable Game Wardens and do away
with those vwho are afraid to act?

I have been much amused by the ad-

vertisements concerning the extermina-

tion wolf hunts. It would be indeed

very unkind for the wolves to escape
such a well laid plan, but judging from
the experience I have with them, I am
afraid that the hunters will not get
enough wolves to count in very many
scalps.

Owing to the declivities of the Cana-
dian Rockies etc., the wolves have now
a strong hold and will laugh for many
years to come at the sportsmen who will

try to exterminate them with snowshoes,
dogs and rifles.

Extermination hunts have often been
tried in the stock raising States, and the
result is, that the wolves are still holding
their own in these States.

In my opinion, there is only one sure
and safe way of destroying the wolves,
and that is by the extensive use of steel

traps, and not by the use of poison, be-
cause in districts where it is much used,
all the small game is destroyed. After a
few years the country is completely deso-
lated, and besides very few wolves are
destroyed with it, Some of the pups are
caught that way but very seldom old
ones. With steel traps properly set the
young and old ones are caught.

Professional wolf trappers -should be
hired at a monthly salary the year round,
in addition to the following bounties
viz: $15 for pups, $20 for dog and $25

for the she wolf. By having fifty or
more trappers properly equipped and
employed during a few years in each
Province the wolves would soon decrease
and there would be a good chance to

save the small amount of deer we have
especially in Quebec.
A wolfer requires several dozen of

traps, as each set takes from two to
four and to be at all successful he needs
at the very least one hundred, which at

$30 to $35 per dozen, take a certain sum
which very few settlers of the North can
afford to lay out. Besides there is not
one settler out of a hundred who knows
how to trap them.

I say that the trappers should be paid a
salary besides a good bounty. Some
people may think that a wolfer would
make good money in such a case. Well,
this is not so. There is a lot of hard-

ship in wolfing and although a man be
paid $50 per month besides the bounty
he will make just a living. Should some
do well, then the sooner the wolves will

be destroyed the better. It is well to

bear in mind however, that the wolves
are not so plentiful as the black - flies in

June, and with the present bounty of $15
per scalp there is no living to be made and
this is the reason why very few are

killed.

All the Provinces should establish an
uniform bounty, and one which will be

a real inducement for the professional

wolf trappers, and which will offer no
temptation for the scalps of wolves from
neighbouring Provinces.

Booklets with instructions how to trap

wolves should be freely distributed in the

infested districts, thus enabling the set-

tlers to get a share of the scalps and
bounty. There are many sure ways of

trapping wolves the year round without

having to slaughter the deer to bait

them. There is a good scent which can

be very cheaply made and which, com-
bined with a water set, is a sure go
every time on the wolf.



The Fine Fishing Waters of Quebec.

BY E. T. D. CHAMBERS.

IT was one of the most noted writers

on angling- subjects in the United
States who said some time ago

that owing to the depletion of the fish in

most American waters, he invariably

went to Canada when he wanted the

very best fishing.

I have written elsewhere of the trout

and salmon fishing of Newfoundland and
of the big burley black bass of the Tema-
gami district of New Ontario, and it has

been suggested that the present paper

should be devoted to some practical sug-

gestions concerning a few of the many
sporting attractions open to the angler in

the province of Quebec.
The difficulty in complying with such

a request is that the subject is such a

large one that it is difficult to know where
to draw the line. Nettle and Wells and
Alexander have written volumes upon
the salmon rivers of Quebec, her trout

lakes and streams have proved the inex-

haustible subject of scores of writers, and
once when I undertook to write some-
thing for the publishing firm of Harper
and Bros, on the ounaniche I found that

I had only skimmed the surface of the

subject when I had made a book of over
three hundred and fifty pages.

There is much good fishing still to be
had in the more settled parts in the Pro-

vince of Quebec, and even to this day
there is excellent bass fishing in Brome
Lake at Knowlton and brook trout

abound in many a meandering Eastern
Townships stream and lake. But it is

the more distant and often far northerly

waters of the Province that appeal most
successfully to the angler-tourist. This
enormous fish and game reserve of Nature
is accessible from at least four main
points, and may be divided into as many
distinct divisions. Each of these ter-

ritories is larger than many an European
kingdom, and therefore capable of many
a sub-division.

There are the upper Ottawa and Gati-

neau district, that of the St. Maurice, the

northern Quebec and Lake St. John
country and the Gulf division comprising

the salmon and trout waters of the north

shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
This enumeration, however, onrts the

regions of splendid sport to be had in

the St. Lawrence and lower Ottawa Riv-

ers, in the Ste. Agathe and other dis-

tricts immediately north of Montreal, and
in the far famed Gaspe peninsula.

Much has been made by individual

writers interested in advertising the at-

tractions of rival States and Provinces,

of the fact that certain waters in the Pro-

vince of Quebec have been leased to clubs

and private individuals, and that from
such lakes and streams the public are now
excluded. This is quite true, and I have
at present before me a map showing the

whole of the waters so leased. Some
clubs have quite large sections of country

so reserved and leased for their own
special use, and yet a glance at the map
before me is sufficient to convince the

most casual enquirers that the entire

territory so leased constitutes but a most
insignificant part of the wild country still

open for visiting anglers, and in some
cases and under certain conditions, avail-

able for further reserves.

The Provirce of Quebec was the first

and is almost the only one of the Provin-

ces to lease out these fishing and hunting
territories. In so doing it has no desire

to deprive its own people of free fishing,

nor yet to discourage the visits of those

non-residents who are attracted by the

wealth of fish in the waters that is to be

found scarcely anywhere else. Two
reasons have influenced the action of the

Government in this respect. It was
found that the wild area of the Province

was far too large for the Government to

satisfactorily protect, and the leasing of

portions of this territory to individual

sportsmen or clubs was resorted to as a

means to, and on the condition of, an

efficient system of protection by guard-
ians on the part of the lessees. Only on

these conditions were fishing rights leas-

ed for the comparatively small rentals

paid for them. The amount of the ren-

tals received from these waters goes to
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aid in the protection of other fish and

game, and furnishes another reason for

the policy of the Government in the

premises.

What are known as the coarser game
fish are found in many localities quite near

to the city of Montreal. Both above and
below the Lachine Rapids are to be had
bass, whitefish, maskinonge, dore, pike

and many varieties of other coarse fish.

Between Vaudreuil and Montreal there

are many good fishing resorts, and espec-

ially at the junction of the Ottawa and
St. Lawrence Rivers, twenty-one miles

from Montreal by G.T. R. which is a fav-

orite resort for anglers. Pike and dore

may be caught by trolling with a spoon
or minnow. Dore run here from one to

ten pounds in weight, and maskinonge to

an enormous size, one taken in the Ot-
tawa, near Rigaud, some years ago hav-
ing weighed sixty-two pounds. A gud-
geon or a spoon is the favourite bait, and
a salmon reel and seventy-five yards of

line are almost necessities when angling
for these fish. Some specimens have
been known to give a two hours' battle.

Whitefish are also at times taken in these

waters. They are most successfully fish-

ed for in oily- looking water where two
currents meet, and from an anchored
boat. They usually take a white and
grey or white and yellow fly of rather

small size, and often seize grasshoppers
with avidity. Black bass, though scar-

cer in those waters than formerly^ occas-
ionally rise to the fly up to about the 10th
of July. For a month thereafter they are
generally taken by trolling with either a
spoon or a small gudgeon. Like the white-
fish they are seldom taken in these wide
waters when a north or north-east wind
is blowing.V Perch are also plentiful in

the vicinity of Vaudreuil, and take both
minnows*and worms freely. %

Lakes St. Louis and St. Fcancis both
abound with black bass, dore and mas-
kinonge. Lachine, Beauharnois, Pointe
Claire, Coteau Junction, Valleyfield and
River Beaudette are all good points for

the angler who desires to try these free

waters.

The trout lakes in the country north of
Montreal may be reached by a short rail-

way run over the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way. Some of these attractive waters

are in the vicinity of St. Jerome, and
others within seven or eight miles of New
Glasgow. Half and three quarter pound
trout are good fish in these waters, and
while much larger ones are but seldom
taken, there are plenty of the size men-
tioned. Ste. Agathe is the name of a
station in the same neighborhood, but
about sixty miles from Montreal, in the
centre of a group of most picturesque
lakes in which there is good fishing, the
trout, however, being of moderate size.

St. Jovite is the centre of numerous fish-

ing waters, and fifteen miles further north
at the terminus of the branch railway, is

Labelle, near which excellent sport may
be obtained.

The district of the Upper Ottawa almost
rivals the famous Lake St. John waters
in the immense number of its lakes and
rivers and the abundance of fish writh which
they are stocked. The Ottawa takes its

rise only thirtv-two miles south of the

Height of Land between the St. Lawrence
waters and those flowing into Hudson
Bay. It is some eight hundred miles in

length, being almost as long as the Rhine,
and having three times its volume of

water. From its head waters it is pos-

sible to pass by comparatively short por-

tages into almost any of the great north-

ern rivers of the Province of Quebec.
Thus the head waters of the Ashuapmou-
chouan, the great feeder of Lake St.

John, are not more than fifty miles from
the Ottawa. It is only thirty-five miles

from the headwaters ofthe Ottawa to those

of tbe Gatineau, one of its principal tribu-

taries, and from the latter to the source
of the St. Maurice the distance is only six-

teen miles. Generally speaking there are

intervening lakes which enable the cross-

ings to be made almost entirely by water.

The entire country north of the Ottawa is

one of Lakes. Here there are any num-
ber of beautiful waters, suitable for the

erection of private camps and club houses
on their picturesque banks, which may be

leased for almost nominal sums from the

fish and game department of the local

government of Quebec, and many of

which have seldom been fished by white

men at all, almost all of them being as

well stocked with trout, or it may be with

bass, as they were when the first white

men visited them.

ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA.
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Lake Kippewa, one of the lakes in this

section of the country is fifty miles long

by five to six broad. It may be reached

by railway from Temiscamingue, where
there is a good hotel. Bark canoes and
guides can be had at Mattawa. Two
steamers ply in summer on the lake, and
closely connected with it are a group of

smaller waters, their combined area with

that of Kippewa exceeding one thousand
four hundred square miles. They are

all well supplied with fish and discharge
their surface waters by the Kippewa river.

Lac des Chats, the Mississippi river and
lakes, Allumette lake and the Chichester
lakes are all famous fishing places in this

part of the country.

The Gatineau one of the most impor-
tant of the Ottawa's tributaries, is nearly
four hundred miles long, and the country
drained by it is thickly bespangled with
lakes of all kinds and sizes, containing
all sorts of fish to be found in this region,
and connected by beautiful streams.
Splendid trolling is to be had in the Gati-
neau and many of the lakes that discharge
into it, and in others of its tributary
waters, there is to be had as fine fly-

fishing as any to be found in this part of
the world. Some of the trout and bass
in these" waters are of very large size,

while specimens of their whitefish weigh
as high as thirteen pounds. The Gatineau
Valley Railway enables anglers to enter
the heart of this paradise of the angler.

In all parts of the country containing
the waters above described there are
numerous opportunities for the visiting
angler to enjoy himself to his heart's con-
tent, without trespassing upon anybody's
private preserves, while if he desires to
secure for himself and his friends a de-
lightful locale for a summer camp, he may
lease on easy terms, not only the site for
the camp, but also the exclusive right to
fish and to preserve a number of the
surrounding waters. Full details in re-
gard to the available lakes, streams and
territories for lease can be had either
from the department at Quebec or from
any of the local fish and game officials of
the Government.

There are also any amount ot such
territories to be leased in the St. Maurice
district. The whole country drained
by the St. Maurice River and its tribu-

taries is thickly dotted with lakes connect-

ed with a net work of streams, so that

with very little intervening portaging al-

most the whole country may be traversed

by the aid of a birch-bark canoe. On the

east this territory adjoins that of the Lake
St. John country, and portions of it may-

be quite easily reached by the line of the

Quebec and Lake St. John Railway and
its La Tuque branch which runs out from
it towards the west. There is also a

good portage route into it from Lake
Edward, a good part of which is by way of

intervening lakes.

The St. Maurice River, which gives its

name to all this territory, is one of the

largest tributaries of the St. Lawrence,
being over four hundred miles long. In

common with all its tributaries it abounds
in all kinds of coarse fish, most of the

smaller streams and lakes in the territory

drained by it being stocked with the larg-

est and gamiest brook trout. Its princi-

pal tributaries are the Shawinigan, Mata-
win, Rat, Vermillion, Flamand, Ribbon,

and Manouan from the west, and Mekinak,
Petite and Grand Bostonnais, Coche,
Tranche and Vindigo from the east. The
St. Maurice is navigatable to La Tuque,
now reached by a branch of the Quebec
and Lake St. John Railway, and soon to

be reached by the line of the Transcon-
tinental railway. Grand Piles, seventy-

five miles below La Tuque, is reached by

rail from Three Rivers, and is a good
pointfor obtainingguides and all necessary

information concerning the surrounding
country and its attractions for the angler.

From this point as a centre, there are

any number of good angling resorts to be

reached. It is possible to get by - way of

the St. Maurice River and tributaries to

Lake St. John by three different routes ;

by Little Bostonnias river, by Big Bos-

tonnais river and by La Croche river and
then from lake to lake. Two days and a

half are occupied in making the portages,

but there is no river entering directly into

Lake St. John from this direction. Fish-

ing is good al the way across. It is

from Grand Piles, or by ascending the St.

Maurice River in a steamer that the mem-
bers of the famous Laurentian and Shaw-
inigan fishing clubs reach their preserves.

They own a magnificent series of lakes

where brook trout have been taken up
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to five and six pounds in weight. It is

impossible to mention the names of even

a tithe of the fishing- grounds that may
be reached from Grand Piles, but the

guides there know the best of them.

The Mattawin flows into the St. Maur-
ice from the west,- some twenty-five miles

north of the Piles. It is easily ascended by
canoes and some of its tributary streams

contain large quantities of fish. In the

angle formed by the junction of the St.

Maurice and the Mattawin, an explorer,

some years ago, made out a list of seventy-

one lakes, aU of which teemed with fish.

There are also a number of lakes con-

taining good fish within easy distance of

Shawinigan Falls, a station on the Great
Northern Railway, where comfortable

hotels are to be found.

From St. Barthelemi station on the

Canadian Pacific Railway, good fishing

waters can be reached by a drive of about
fifteen miles, while the celebrated Masti-

gouche group of lakes is reached by stage

from St. Gabriel, on the Joliette branch
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, seventy-

eight miles from Montreal. The local

headquaiters for anglers is the Masti-

gouche House.

The Richelieu river, the outlet of Lake
Champlain, flows into the St. Lawrence
forty-five miles above Three Rivers.

There is fair fishing in almost its entire

length, especially for black bass, pike,

perch and chub. Guides can be had at

both Lacolle and at St. Johns. Similiar

fishing can be had both at Chambly Basin,

ten miles below St. Johns, and again
at Beloeil, where the Grand Trunk Rail-

way crosses the river.

In the St. Lawrence, off Sorel, at the

mouth of the river, good fishing for bass,

dore, pike, perch, etc.,may be had in the

Chenel du Moine five miles distant, at He
des Graces, in Baie St. Francoisr Baie de
Valliere, off Pointe a Mecco, He du Moine,
etc. Guides from Sorel charge $1.50
per day.

The city of Quebec is the Mecca during
the angling season of fishermen from all

parts of the civilized world. They come
from all parts of Canada,from every State

of the American Union and from many
countries of Europe, some for salmon,
others for ouananiche and more still for

the various trout waters both in the north
and south

To the south are the splendid waters ot

the Gaspe peninsula, containing some of

the finest salmon and trout waters in the

world. Some of these waters, like the

Cascapedia, and the Restigouche, with
its valuable tributaries, including the

Metapedia, enjoy a world-wide reputation.

Many of them are leased to anglers.

There are many more of them, including

both rivers and lakes which may still be
obtained from the Provincial Government.
Some of these, which were formerly diffi-

cult of access, will soon be within easy
reach of visiting anglers, because of the

rapid extension of railway communica-
tion. The proposed new line of railway

through the interior ot the Gaspe penin-

sula will open up a great wealth of waters
well stocked with game fish.

Then on the south shore also are the

well stocked waters of the Temiscouta
and other districts reached by the Inter-

colonial and Temiscouta Railways, sev-

eral of which will no doubt be rapidly

taken up by individual fishermen and
clubs. Most of these waters are now
fairly accessable, and have been but

little fished.

There are still a number of unleased

salmon waters on the north shore of the

St. Lawrence, though most of these are

many miles down the Gulf and require

some time to reach them. Anglers of

leisure would enjoy no doubt, the sail to

them by yacht or schoftner, though not

every angler can afford to run down to

one of these streams as Mr. J J.

Hill does, in his steam yacht, from five

hundred to six hundred miles below
Quebec.

Space would entirely fail to enter into de-

tail concerning the salmon streams of the

Lower St. Lawrence, on either shore, at

the tail end of an article of the length to

which the present one has grown. And
the same remark applies to the trout

waters in the same districts, many of

which furnish the best of sea trout fishing

and to those of the interior of the Gaspe
peninsula, of which only merest mention

has been made. These require an article

to themselves. And even then there is

the enormous Lake St. John country with

its wealth of salmon, trout and ouana-
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niche, and in which may be included the

waters of the Saguenay district, as well

as the marvellous trout fishing- in Lake
Edward.
The ounaniche has frequently been

described as the gamiest fish that swims.
It deserves a series of chapters. And so

does the enormous feeders of Lake St.

John with their wonderful rapids and
waterfalls, and vast supplies of fish.

The fish and game department of the

government of Quebec and the passenger
department of the Quebec and Lake St.

John railway distribute to all applicants,

descriptive literature of the fishing waters
in this section of the province, which may
be depended upon for accuracy, and per-

haps "Rod and Gun" may at some future

time open its columns to a more thorough
description of some of the attractions of

this most beautiful of all Quebec's North-
ern sporting country.

Fish and Game Protection in Alberta,

|HE Provincial Fish and Game Asso-
ciation for Alberta, the formation

of which was foreshadowed in the

last number of "Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada" is now an accomplish-
ed fact, a successful organization meeting
having- been held in Calgary, and the

new Association started on what it is

hoped will prove a long career of useful-

ness and service, The Convention was
held at the invitation of the Calgary
branch, and the Rev. G. H. Hogbin, as

President of the local auxiliary, was
called upon to preside over the Provin-
cial Conference. The delegates present
were Messrs. Osborn Brown, E. A.
Adams, Inspector Duffus, R. B. Dark-
er, and Dr. Ings, of Calgary; Ford and
Oakley, of Priddis; Captain Cottingham
and Mr. Stephenson of Red Deer; Mr.
Stanford of Stavely; Mr. Sibbald, of
Gleichen, Mr. Brewster and Mr. Luxton,
of Banff; Mr. McDougall, of Morley;
Mr. Andrews, of Macleod; and Mr. F.

Beddingfield, of Pekisko.
In the first place the delegates pledged

themselves to the formation of a Provin-
cial Association, and accepted, with a
few minor alterations to meet the special
requirements of the Province, the consti-
tution and bylaws ot the Ontario Fish
and Game Protective Association. These
necessary changes were referred to a
special committee to arrange.
The election of officers resulted as

under:

Hon. President, Hon. A. C. Ruther-
ford, Premier of the Province.

President, Rev. Geo. H. Hogbin, Cal-
gary.

Vice-President for the North, T. A.
Brick, of Lesser Slave Lake, M. P. P.

for Peace River.

Vice-President for the Center, Captain
Cottingham, Red Deer.

Vice-President for the South, Thomas
Andrews, of MacLeod.

Secretary-Treasurer, George B. Mc-
Dermott, Calgary.

It was decided to elect the Executive
Committee through the local branches,

Calgary to have three representatives,

and each of the other branches one.

This preponderance was given to Calgary
in order to ensure a quorum at any has-

tily called meeting of the Committee, it

being felt that in such cases the Calgary
men could be relied upon to attend, and
the other branches could certainly muster
two—five being a quorum. The mem-
bership fee was fixed at one dollar per

annum, to be equally divided between
the local and central funds.

The remainder of the time was entirely

given up to the consideration of the draft

measure now before the Alberta Legisla-

ture dealing with game protection.

A strongly endorsed suggestion to the

effect that the magpie be included in the

list of birds that may be shot all the year
round was carried when it was found that

the name of the bird had not been given
in the list.

The clause referring to mountain sheep
and goats proposes a close season till

1909. This was objected to by some dele-

gates present as being too long, and it

was suggested that one year was suffi-

cient, provided that does and young ones

were permanently protected. On the

other side it was contended that two
years' protection was short enough con-

sidering the present position of these

animals. Considerable blame for the

slaughter of big game was laid upon the

railway construction camps, the men
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composing which were said to be ignor-

ant of the game laws. Ultimately it

was decided to recommend a close sea-

son till October, 1908, females and young
ones to be at all times protected, and the

present season, when opened, to be

shortened.

The Stoney Indians were charged with

much of the slaughter, and it was stated

that this is largely due to a misunder-

standing. The Stonies believe that their

treaties with the Canadian Government
gives them hunting rights, whereas it is

alleged that these treaties are subject to

the laws of the Province. The only way
out of this difficulty would appear to be

the negotiation of a further treaty with

them which would make the matter quite

clear. So long as things remain as they

are the Stonies will feel that they are un-

der a grievance, and will persist in their

destructive hunts, while the white men
will continue likewise to cherish a griev-

ance against them. The Provincial au-

thorities should call the attention of the

Dominion Government to the matter and
urge immediate action.

As one means to the end aimed at

—

the stopping of the slaughter of big

game, the prohibition of the sale of am-
munition to Indians was suggested, but

it was stated that the Stonies have a spe-

cial permit from the Government to pur-

chase a limited amount of ammunition
and this could not be easily withdrawn.

Satisfaction was expressed with the

clause making it unlawful to kill more
than two antelopes during a season and
limiting the season to one month, viz:

October first to November first. Similar

approval was given to the clause allow-

ing only one deer, and one moose, to

each hunter and fixing the season from
November first to December first. It

was further proposed that it be made un-
lawful to kill the females or the _young
of the protected game.

Mr. Ford, one of the delegates from
Priddis, announced his intention of bring-
ing into the country some Chinese pheas-
ants which he intends to turn out at

Priddis, if three years' protection can he
assured to them. A clause in the pro-

posed new act covers such a case, and it

is- therefore probable that before long
Chinese pheasants may be seen on the
Albertan prairies.

The need for the protection of elk was
strongly urged and the delegates were
unanimously in favor of such protection
till November, 1909.

Messrs. Cottingham, Darker, An-
drews and Luxton were appointed as a

deputation to proceed to Edmonton with

the decisions of the Convention, and
press them upon the attention of the

Minister in charge of the bill.

Exportation of big game will only be

allowed at $5 per head. Game guides
and camp helpers are to be licensed in

all cases except when accompanying res-

idents in pursuit of game birds. The
onus of seeing that visiting sportsmen
have complied with the law in respect to

licenses etc., is to be upon the guides,

and the penalty for neglect of duty is to

be loss of license and fine. Search war-
rants are to be secured by Game Guar-
dians when suspicion is strong enough to

search houses for evidence.

The clause of the new bill relating to

ducks etc., which was strongly support-

ed, reads as follows: "No person shall

hunt etc.
,
any bird of those specias of

the family anatidae, commonly known as

ducks, geese, and swans between the

first day of January and the first day of

September, and not more than fifteen

ducks shall be killed or taken by any
person in one day before the fifteenth of

September, nor more than twenty-five in

any one day after that date, and that this

section does not apply to ducks that can-

not fly commonly known as flappers, they

being- protected under this ordinance."

The draft bill provides for a close sea-

son for grouse till the fall of 1909. This
proposaj found strenuous advocates,

while others were in favor of fixing the

date at 1908; and others again strongly

argued for the alternative of shortening

the season and limiting the bag as the

best means of arriving at the object

aimed at. The latter course was ulti-

mately carried on the casting vote of the

Chairman This, if it is carried into,

effect by the Legislature, means that the

season is to be the month of October,

with a limit of fifteen birds in one day,

and one hundred for the season. The
fine for violation of the law is to be $10
per bird, each bird constituting a sepa-

rate offence. Exportation of birds will

be allowed at one dollar per dozen, -but

only two dozen birds will be allowed to

be carried out by one person in one
season.

Fishery matters were talked over at

length, and it was decided to try- and ar-

range a Conference on these subjects

with the Dominion Fishery Inspector.



Thirty Seasons of Maskinonge Fishing.

BY W. HICKSON.

DT has been said that fishing for

maskinonge is very much like deal-

ing in mining stock—on certain

days success lifts you to the clouds, while

on other days you are away down in the

deep valley of disappointment without a

single ray of sunshine to comfort you.

After an experience ot maskinonge
fishing on the Kawartha Lakes nearBob-
caygeon covering thirty seasons, the

writer feels inclined to dispute the fore-

going assertion, and would amend it by
saying that if you go fishing for mask-
inonge on "good days" your success

will always keep you on the mountain
top.

1 should like to be allowed here to

quote an uncouth ballad in which there

is "more truth than poetry," and which
runs like this:

When the wind blows from the South.
Then it blows the hook into the fish's

mouth.

When it blows from the West,
Then it is that the fish bite the best.

When it blows from the North,
The old fishermen rarely ever goes forth.

When it blows from the East,

Then it is the fish bite the least.

Notwithstanding these predictions, as

the sixteenth of June draws near all fish-

ermen who fish for maskinonge overhaul
their fishing tackle, and have everything
ready for the opening day. Bright and
early on the first morning of the open
season no matter in what direction the
wind may be blowing they go out. If

the catch is nil they return in the even-
ing declaring that there is no maskin-
onge in the lake!

Allow me to relate for the benefit of
your readers some of my experiences in

the exciting sport of taking the mask-
inonge. On one ideal evening in July I

secured a boat, and having made all my
preparations was out very early the next
morning on the placid bosom of Sturgeon
Lake. The birds had just begun their

melody in the beautiful copses along the

banks of the lake, and the sun was
shooting out his meteor beams across the

eastern horizon. Although I fished hard
all day using different kinds of bait and
different weights of sinkers, I returned

at night with nothing but a sunburnt
face, blistered hands, tangled lines,

broken hooks, tired arms, a voracious

appetite, and withered hopes. In those

days I was a novice at that kind of fish-

ing, but I remember well that on that

day there was a hot, dry, east wind
blowing.

A few days afterwards I went from the

same landing, in the same boat, and was
reeling out the same line with the same
bait, when to my surprise before more
than half my line was out I felt a tug
that made me think I had caught the

bottom. However I was soon assured
that 1 had something better than rock at

the end of my line. A dart was made
to leeward at a rate that made my line

sing through the water. As I had never

before had hold of a fish of such large

dimensions I did not know what to do.

I therefore pulled and tugged on my line

till I did manage to turn him. Then I

warped the line in, hand over hand, till I

saw him coming towards the boat at a
furious rate. In my enthusiasm at that

sight I gave one tremendous yank in or-

der to lift him into the boat. He djd not

take kindly to this treatment, and just as

he touched the boat he doubled himself

up, made a mighty slash with his huge
tail fin, and broke my tackling off at the

swivel. So suddenly was I relieved of

his weight that I almost toppled out of

the boat and into the lake on the other

side. As soon as I recovered my bal-

ance, I stood holding up my line in a sort

of a maze, thinking how I would have
handled him had I managed to get him
into the boat. As I was examining the

part of the swivel left to me an old

Scottie, who had fished all his life, came
up to me inhislittle butternut "dug-out,"
and greeted me with "Is that yersel?"

To this query I replied, "Good morning,
my friend!" "An' what's yer luck?" he
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further asked, and a recital of my experi-

ence followed. He listened intently, and
at the end exclaimed, "Hoot, mon!
Did'n ye noo h'd brak aw yer tackling?

A manan, coom awa' wi' me, an' I'll

show ye hoo." To fix my tackling- and
accept the old Scot's invitation (to have
refused which would have been a gross

offence to him) was the work of a mo-
ment. We were soon off again, the old

man taking the lead, as he knew all the

good fishing grounds. It was not long
before 1 saw him straighten himself up in

his little "dbg-out," play his line, keep-

ing it taut all the time, till he had tired

out a beauty. Then, with the dexterity

of a professional, he poised his gaff,

darted it into his prize, lifted it into his

boat, and secured it.

It is needless to tell the reader that I

noted carefully how the old man played
his fish, and how well he secured it. I

began to try my luck on the same
grounds, and lucky I was for I landed
several fine specimens of these noble fish

that morning. Those were the times
when there was no legal restraint on the
numbers of fish caught. There were
also few fishermen, no tourists, and an
abundance of fish.

Since that first lesson I have caught
hundreds of maskinonge, some of which
were twenty pounders, and I have had
some very exciting sport with some that
were over the twenty pound mark.
There is only one thing I regret in my
dealings with my old friend, the Scot,
and that was letting him know that I

could beat him in fishing for maskinorge.
That knowledge was a pill my dear old
friend did not like!

One beautiful morning, some five or
six years after my first lesson, I was fish-

ing on the same grounds, and noticed
my ever welcome friend the Scot, coming
towards me in his fishing craft.- When
he got near enough he accosted me thus:
"Deary me, is that yer sel?" followed by
"Hoo are ye mon?" I replied in my most
courteous manner, and then telling him
that I had dulled my hooks in crossing a
bar, requested the loan of his file it he
had it with him. "A yes mon, an' ye
shall hae it wi' a thousand welkums."
To hand the file to me he drew alongside
my canoe, and looking into it he saw

several fine fish ranging from eight to

fifteen pounds piled up in the bow. His
countenance fell at this sight and he ex-

claimed "A mon, a mona, gie me that

file" which he had handed to me, and
which I at once returned. I saw imme-
diately that he was hurt on account of

my large catch. As he started off I went
along with him, and strove as best I

could to soothe his wounded feelings.

He met my advances in a good spirit as

soon as his ruffled feelings were smoothed
down, and we were soon the best of

friends again. From that day however,
I never allowed him to know the extent
of my catches. In the course of the

years he passed away from the lake and
this world to solid peace and we hope
lasting pleasure.

It is almost a proverb that "one at a

time is good fishing," but I have beaten
that by one hundred per cent. A friend

and myself in the same boat have caught
"two at a time" more than once in Stur-

geon Lake. About nine years ago on a
charming July morning, Mr. H. Fowler,
artist, of the town of Lindsay, and my-
self were out on our favorite grounds. I

was in the stern of the canoe and steered

along a ledge which is the bottom of the

lake at this place. We had not proceed-
ed more than half way along the ledge
when I received one of those sharp elec-

tric tugs which told me at once that busi-

ness was in progress. I shouted to my
friend, "Now I have a good one!" which
he immediately contradicted by yelling,

"No, you haven't; I have him!" My re-

tort was as quick as his response: "No,
sir, I tell you I have him!" His next in-

terrogatory was "What will you bet,

dear boy?" I could only say "No time

for betting now!" Indeed each of us
was handling his line with all agility,

coiling it rapidly near us in the bottom
of the canoe. Only a few moments
elapsed from the time each got the inti-

mation that "something was doing," till

two splendid 'lunge came, like a pair of

horses under control of bit and bridle, to

the stern of our canoe, and then, and
not till then, did each conceive of the

possibility of a fish being on each hook.
It was so, however, and as each fish

turned his tail towards the stern of our
canoe, to dive into his native element
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again, each threw

the bright sparkling

water like a shower
bath over us with

his large tail fin.

With this sight the

eyes of my friend

grew larger and he

could only ejaculate

•'Well, this does
beateverythingyet!"

All this time the

lines were spinning

out over the side of

the canoe, and each
was kept busy with-

out any further com-
ment. About sixty

feet of line was
drawn out taut, and
then our fish sud-

denly turnedtowards
the canoe again.

Once more we were
engaged taking in

line, and just as we
were the busiest my
friend suddenly call-

ed out, "There, my
fellow is running
across your line!"

"Well, we'll have
now!"—for I had not

A F TNE CATCH FOR TWO FISHERMEN.

could only

let him go
say,

just

the remotest idea

of going down to see what his "fellow"

was doing just then.

On they came till they were within a

yard of the stern of the canoe, and quite

near the top of the water. As the lines

were not crossed I led mine to starboard,

and my friend led his to the larboard.

There we each played his fish, each
"shinneying on his own side," till our
prizes were tired out. Then we took
them in and knapped them.

As I said before I have caught hun-
dreds of maskinonge, and yet I can safe-

ly say that not more than a dozen of all

I have taken would each weigh fifteen

pounds and over. I have found the

greater number to range from seven to

ten pounds each. I well remember the

first twenty pounder I caught. He kept
swelling as I looked at him lying in the

bottom of my canoe, till I would have
wagered any amount within my reach
that he was over thirty pounds. To my

surprise when placed

on the scales he
weighed twenty-one
pounds! I have con-

cluded ever since

that when you hear
of fishermen taking
three or four twenty
pounders in one day
you had better ask
them to allow you to

see them on the

scales. Just once
I have seen more
than one twenty
pounder taken in one
day. This was two
years ago last season
on Pigeon Lake by
two fishermen in one
forenoon, and an il-

lustration is given of

their catch which
will give the reader

a good idea of their

abilities as fisher-

m e n , and of the

good fortune attend-

ing them that day.

The first of Sep-
tember six years ago broke beautifully

clear, and as I felt like taking some game
I took my gun and red copper bait, and
was soon off in my canoe for a bay about
two miles from Bobcaygeon, hopingtose-
cure a few black ducks. In my endeavor
to get to the far end of the marsh where
they were feeding, I broke a dry cedar
limb, which caused these wary fellows to

rise instantly. As I was too far away for

a shot I watched them as they winged
their way out of my sight to the west.

Then, retracing my course to the Lake,
I took off my hunting coat, threw out
my bait, and started for Jack's Rock, a
few rods away. Just as I got opposite

to it and on the east side I took a nice

maskinonge. After playing him for a
time I landed him, threw out my bait

again and continued my course on the

east side of the ledge till I came near the

north shore of the lake. I then attempt-

ed to cross to the west side of the ledge,

and was in the act of turning when I got
a tremendous pull which caused me to

suspect that my hooks had caught on
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some sunken log. This tug however
was followed almost instantaneously by a

steady vibratory motion or feeling which

assured me that there was something

with more life than a log at the other

end. Immediately I seized the line be-

tween my thumb . and forefinger of my
right hand and let out all my line. Then
my canoe began to move quite lively to-

wards the line. This continued for sev-

eral moments when I felt the line slack-

en. I took it in until I well knew that

my fish was within four or five yards of

my canoe. He however kept down deep,

and maintained a continuous tugging at

the line as though he were trying to find

out what was at

he went off to-

wards the east

till he had all

my line out,

and again the

boat moved

q u ite radidly

tow ards the

fish. This man-
oeuvre was re-

p e a ted four

times. On his

return to the

boat for the

fourth time he

rose to the top.

When I saw
him I would
have declared

that he would
forty pounds. I

the other end, Again

MY CHAMPION LUNGE.

have weighed at least

picked up my knapping
stick, and poised it in my right hand to

hit my prize on the head. He saw my
movement and darted off at lightning

speed. However my knapping stick was
descending at lightning speed too, and I

struckhim right on the centre of the back
knocking off a large piece of scale.

This only maddened him, and he lashed

the water in every direction as he'disap-

peared in an oblique direction towards
the bottom. I now held the line in my
left hand and felt my forefinger sting.

When I looked at it I found that it was
burnt as if it had been seared by a hot
wire, the cause being the rapidity of the
line passing over it. I pursued the same
tactics as before and at last had the

pleasure of seeing him float passively on

the top. This time my knapper descend-
ed square on the centre of his head.

His muscles and huge fins quivered, and
the struggle was over. I lifted him into

my canoe, stared at him for a few sec-

onds, and said to myself, "That fellow

will weigh between thirty and lorty

pounds!" Then I looked at my watch
and found that I had been playing with
him for twenty-five minutes. I also dis-

covered that I was wet through with the

water he had been throwing over me. In

half an hour I was home, and Mr. C. E.

Stewart, Editor of the Bobcaygeon Inde-
pendent, measured and weighed him with
the result that he tipped the scales at

twenty-four pounds nine ounces; length

forty-eight and
a half inches;

girth nineteen

and a half inch-

es. This is the

largest fish I

ever landed.

Of course I

may have had
hold of larger

ones, and they
broke away

—

as the monsters
always do. To
be frank about
it, I think this

is the largest

o ne J ever

hooked, and the

picture will show that he was a beauty.

On June fifteenth last season, as on
the same date many seasons before, I

got my tackling ready, and was off in my
canoe in very good time the following

morning. Before I had gone a mile I

landed a nice nine pound 'lunge. As I

neared my old grounds I found them
dotted with boats, and so did not stay to

make an extra one. I had a friend who
lived on the shore and went to pay him
a visit. At three o'clock in the afternoon

I was on the grounds again, and had
no sooner reached them than a terrific

thunderstorm, accompanied with hail and
rain broke over the lake. Ten of us

landed on a little island (Muskrat by
name) and crawled under our boats. We
listened to the thunder as it crashed peal

after peal over us, and to the hail ana the
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rain as they battered on the bottoms of

our boats. Just when the storm was at

its height a bolt struck the largest bass-

wood on the island, the tree being only

four rods from us. The whole top of the

tree was carried away, and three of us

were badly shocked. By the time the

storm ceased its fury we had recovered

sufficiently to make our way home. It

was five o'clock before we were released

from our "prison" as some termed it,

though we were glad of the shelter at

the time. When we got out we saw a

farmer's barns and stables all ablaze

about a mile north of us, the fire being

the work of the lightning. In less than

an hour we were at home, little if any
the worse for our unpleasant experience.

We strung out our fish and as the pic-

tureshows we did not get a bad catch.
Last season I fished for maskinonge

six times, and caught fifteen of these

noble fish. The greatest number I

caught at one time was three, and the
least was one, so that all who read this

and are good at mathematics may find

out how many times I landed three and
how many times one.

In closing allow me to say that Bob-
caygeon has excellent connections with
the outside world by both boat and rail-

way, and lies right in the centre of the
ninety mile stretch of the^ Kawartha
Lakes, whose crystal waters and beauti-
ful scenery along their banks afford a
never ending delight to tourists.

In the town of Niagara Falls South,

there recently occurred the death of Mr.
George Biggar, a noted Canadian taxi-

dermist, The late Mr. Biggar, who had
reached the age of sixty-five years, and
taking a deep personal interest in his

work, succeeded in setting up his speci-

mens in fine imitation of Nature. Their

pose and expression were so good that

Mr. Biggar was never in want of work,
specimens from far and near finding his

way to his place of business. Sportsmen
found in Mr. Biggar a friend and helper,

who could enter into their wishes and
efficiently carry them out, and his death
will consequently cause wide spread re-

gret amongst the ranks of the ever in-

creasing army of Canadian sportsmen.



Alpine Club Notes.

Spring is in the air. The Alpine Club

has ceased to hibernate. The tocsin has

been sounded and the call to arms gone

forth. Below will be found notices re-

lating to the date of the second annual

camp, obtaining ice-axes and the forma-

tion of an Art Section.

The second annual camp will be held

in Paradise vvalley, commencing early in

July. A circular notice wifl be issued

later giving the details. The funda-

mental principle of the camp is that only

members can attend. Those, therefore,

who wish for the holiday of their lives in

the mountain regions of their own

country should make inquiries whether

they can qualify for membership.

Paradise Valley is a beautiful spot,

offering perfect alpine conditions. At

its head, within a stone's throw of where

the camp will be pitched, is the Horse-

shoe Glacier, a huge mass of crystal ice,

filling up the cirque of precipices de-

scending from the crests of Mts. Hunga-

bee, Lefroy, Aberdeen, Pinacle and

Temple. Members desirous of studying

glaciers and their action can take a sun-

shade and stroll over after tea.

The mountains surrounding the Valley

are the most attractive of the entire

chain. Several of them, viz :—Hunga-

bee, Lefroy and Victoria are peaks of the

Continental Divide—the Backbone of

Canada. Mts. Hungabee and Deltaform,

close by, have only been ascended once
;

while Mt. Lefroy is the massif on which

the daring American climber, Phillip S.

Abbot lost his life when attempting a first

ascent. All these are within easy reach.

The camp will be reached from the

little station of Laggan on the Canadian

Pacific Railway. A good driving road

extends beside a brawling mountain

torrent and through the forests clothing

the slopes of Mt. Fairview to Paradise

Creek. From here on a pony trail leads

up Paradise Valley, besides one of the

most picturesque glacial torrents to be

met with. The distance from Laggan is

about eight miles.

Within a few miles of the camp is

situated the luxurious summer hotel of

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
at Lake Louise, a sheet of water of
transcendent loveliness, surrounded by
towering fir crowned heights, and
shadowing peaks of snow-clad white,

which form its background. A good
pony trail leads to Lakes Mirror, and
Agnes—the Lakes in the Clouds.

On the opposite or eastern side of

Paradise Valley are the Valley of the Ten
Peaks and Consolation Valley. In the

former lies the celebrated Moraine Lake,
surrounded by precipices and hanging
glaciers and walled in by the serried array

of the Ten Peaks on one side and Mts.

Temple, Pinacle, Eiffel Peak and Hunga-
bee on the other. Consolation Valley

holds two charming lakelets of trans-

parent blue and at its head are park lands

bright with flowers, and dotted with

golden larch. At the corner of the two
valleys rises the ruined Tower of Babel.

The Rev. J. R. Robertson, Rupert W.
Haggen and two others of Revelstoke,

B.C. are planning to make the first ascent

of the centre peak of Mt. Begbie, a

glacier crowned massif of the Gold
Range, situated a few miles south of the

town. They will be accompanied by the

Swiss guide, Edouard Feuz Jr. , who has
spent the last two winters at Glacier, near

the summit of the Selkirk Range. The
climb will be made as soon as the snow
is sufficiently off the mountain to permit

of the ascent.

It is in the air that J. D. Patterson, of

Woodstock, one of the Club's most active

members, will organize a party to make
the primary ascent of the North Tower of

Mt. Goodsir. It is, within a hundred
feet or so, as high as the South Tower
and is more difficult. In fact it is said to

be inaccessible.

All round, there is suppressed excite-

ment in the air. The President is re-

ceiving orders for ice-axes, and alpen-

stocks from all sides, and this year it is
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expected will be one of great activity and

developement for the Alpine Club.

Members of the Club who desire to

obtain ice-axes or alpenstocks for the

second annual camp, to be held in

Paradise Valley in July, may order them
through the President.

As these articles will be imported from

Switzerland, all orders should be sent in

at once and must be accompanied by the

sum of five dollars ($5.00) to cover the

cost.

Address Arthur O. Wheeler, Box 167,

Calgary, Alberta.

For the purpose of organizing an Art

Section of the Club, it is proposed to in-

augurate an annual Art Competition,

subject to the conditions named here-

under.

1. Competitors shall contribute six

mounted photographic views ; size and

quality of prints unrestricted, but mounts
must be all of one size for each exhibit.

2. The subjects shall be as follows,

viz :—Two mountain landscapes (Forest,

water, mountain)
One group of figures (In camp,

climbing, or travelling afoot or on horse-

back.)

One landscape with cloud effects.

Two Alpine landscapes (Snow, ice,

rock berg.)

3. Entries will be received by the

President up to the 30th June, 1907.

4. Exhibits will be placed on view at

the second annual camp, in Paradise

Valley in July next, when judges will be

selected to award the prizes.

5. All exhibits will be the property of

the Club, so that each year's Competition

may be framed and used to adorn the

Club's library, when it has one.

6. Two prizes will be awarded.

7. The Competition will be open to

all members of the Club.

Address, Arthur O. Wheeler, P.O.-

Box 167, Calgary, Alberta.

Applications for membership are still

coming in. The latest is one from Edin-

burgh in which the writer (Mr. Middleton)

states that he expects to be in Canada

before the summer and wishes to join the

Club as an active member. Mr. Middle-

ton has already done some climbing in

the mountains round Banff.

It is hoped that before the present year
is out an official conquest may be made
ofMt. Robson, lying far north of the

railway, and the highest mountain in the

Rockies. Mt. Logan, in Alaska, the

highest peak in Canada is another pro-

position which the Club would do well to

unfold ere that aggressive and greedy
individual, the cosmopolitan mountaineer,
boldly, though cannily, puts it in the bag
of his conquests.

The Year Book will, it is expected, be
ready for the market in June. All

members of the Club are entitled to one
copy gratis, but it is hoped that many
members will purchase copies for friends

and thus assist in the work of dissemin-

ating information regarding both the

Club and the history of Canadian
mountaineering. Contributions are

promised by members of the Club who
have done good work in the Rockies.
All contributors must be members of the

Club.

The first of a series of valuable mono-
graphs to be issued under the caption
"Americana Alpina," by the American
Alpine Club has been received for the

library. It is a beautiful piece of work,
both as to contents and get-up. Many
of the photographs are the full size of the

quarto page, and they are all taken from
a very high altitude. The letter press is

by Professor J. N. Le Conte, who writes

about the regions of the High Sierras,

Single copies are sold to members of the

Alpine Club of Canada for .35 payable to

the Treasurer of the American Club, Mr.
William S. Vaux, Jr. 607 Bailey Building,

Philadelphia.

The Librarian has received two auto-
graph volumes from the author, Dr. J.

Norman Collie, an honorary member of
the Club—one on the Himilayas, and the

other on the Rockies. If any member
feels disposed to follow such a worthy
example there are some very valuable
Alpine books, the gifts of which would
make the Librarian's eyes shine.



CROW RIVER AT MARMORA, HASTINGS COUNTY, ONT.

Our Fishing Excursion.

BY C. H. HOOPER.

THREE causes combined to bring

about the effect. I was in Trenton;

I wished a trip on a locomotive and
I had heard of a lake. The Central On-
tario Railway is not built with a view to

establishing- speed records. It extends

from Bancroft—a hundred miles inland

—

to Picton and runs violently down many
steep places with a quite unnecessary

multiplicity of reverse curves, rock cut-

tings and doubtful trestles. Moreover
its road-bed is not a feather one. These
conditions seemed ideal for my purpose,

but as I had decided that the run down
on the engine would be "the thing," it

became necessary to find an excuse for

the journey up. This was where the lake

at Marmora became useful.

A pass, kindly furnished by the Chief

Engineer of the road lent a certain amount
of authority to my proceedings and,

coupled with' an ingratiating manner of

my own soon * 'fixed" the engine driver.

At noon, therefore, my cousin and I,

grasping our rods boarded the "up-train"

and proceeded to while away the time

with a little game of 4 'draw" with an
obliging "commercial" who used his

sample case as a card table. It proved
an unhappy game. Our car was at-

tached to the tail of an interminable train

of empty freights and at every station it

seemed necessary to cut out the centre car.

These proceedings conducted with a

hearty good will on the part of the

driver reminded one more of naval tactics

than anything else. The train would be

dislocated with a wrench that set every

window rattling and then, after a pause
the disjointed ends would be rammed to-

gether with a crash which unseated the

unhappy passengers and filled the car

with blasphemy.
Our "traveler's" line was "drugs" and

when his samples left the floor and pre-

cipitated themselves into hiswaistcoat his

language rose to the sublime. Many a
promising "jack-pot" failed to material-

ize owing to these violent practices and
by the time experience had taught us to

listen for the coming crash our destina-

tion had been reached.

There is little civilization apparent at

Marmora Station. A road from the

platform disappears into the environing

bush. Down this road we and our be-

longings were conveyed by wagon to the

town, some two miles distant on the

Crow River. Here we learned that the

lake lay yet another two miles up the

river.

With camera, grip and rods we pro-

ceeded to tramp up the river bank to our

fishing grounds passing many likely

looking spots en route.

At the lake dwelt one "Green" who
accommodated fishermen for a reasona-

ble charge per diem. His house was the

only one on the lake and we, by a happy
omen, were his first guests.

But we did not linger to ask questions.

The evening shadows were beginning to
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stretch across the islands and channels so

we unlimbered our tackle and proceeded

to work. It being too late to procure

live bait I bent on an old reliable copper

spoon, presented to me by an octogen-

arian who, if his testimony be true, had
landed with its aid some few hundred
weight of fish. Barring a dullness of

the hooks it was just as killing as when
first used. My cousin preferred a min-

now, albeit a dead one. Not knowing
the water we trolled along in the likely

looking places near at hand but without

success. As the sun sank I swung the

boat across the mouth of a weedy inlet

and trailed the old spoon through an out-

lying patch of

lily-pads. Here
thought I, we
will surely get
a call.

The slender

tip of the split

bamboo curved

and nilerated

to the pull of

the lure. Not
a sound broke
the evening
stillness as the

boat drifted

along between
a widening "V"
ofrippled wake.
Then the ex-

p e cted came.
The rod buckled sharply and thinking

that I was foul of a weed I gave line, but

in an instant far astern the water parted

to the leap and plunge of a maskalonge.
Having no apprehension about the rod or

line I went to work at once to boat the

fish. After all a maskalonge's bolt is

soon shot and after five minutes mulish
fighting 1 had him in the net. He
proved a youngster of his kind, weighing
so little over five pounds that we could
not possibly call him six. At this mo-
ment the tea horn blew and perforce we
returned to the boat house.

We found that Green was indeed a long
headed man. His dining room was out
of doors, roofed hut, with mosquito net-

ting for walls. Thus by lamp light, im-
mune to insect pests we supped with the

evening breeze fanning the table cloth

that man.
his face, in

GREEN S LANDING, CROW LAKE, HASTINGS ONT.

and blotting out all recollections of high
summer heat.

After the meal we smoked in semi-
obscurity on the verandah overlooking
the lake and improved our acquaintance
with Green.

My heart warmed to

"Angler" was writ large on
the way he handled our tackle but above
all in his deliberate manner of speech.

But he was wedded to steel. These all

day and every day anglers realise the

lasting qualities of that metal in a rod.

Split bamboo gets its tips wet and soon
doubles limply up. Lancewood and
greenheart truly play from the hand to

the tip but
"s o m e h ow"
he didn't "cot-
ton" to them.
B e t h a b ara,

Dagama, and
such fashiona-

b 1 e materials

he had not
heard of. Steel

servedhimbest.
Then we

went into the

matter of lines,

baits and all

the other fas-

c i n a ting re-

quirement s ot

Walton's dis-

ciples while the
moon slowly rose over the hills, throw-
ing a long silver path across the lake and
the weird yells of the loons pealed across
the open spaces or faintly echoed from
behind the islands.

But I wished to try a cast before
breakfast next day—a practice seldom
indulged in in these cold northern lakes,

so we reluctantly retired to bed, sure of
a good sleep by the careful screening of
the windows with wire.

An hour before breakfast we were on
the lake again gingerly handling oars
soaked with the coldest dew and rods
and reels the metal of which seemed sin-

gularly uncomfortable to the touch.

My cousin had now furnished himself
with a trolling spoon haviug lost faith in

dead minnows as bait. But again the

luck was against him and a vicious drive
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brought me to my teet in a few minutes

after leaving the landing.

This time there was no question about

a maskalonge. The rapid, wicked

dives, leaps and constant worrying de-

noted the presence of my old friend, the

black bass. But a four-pounder (as he

subsequently proved to be) cannot be

dealt with lightly. He claims the at-

tention in a manner which admits of no

wandering thought.

But the steady strain of the old bam-

boo brought him at last to hook and, as

I tapped himv lovingly on the head, the

triple hooks fell from his mouth—a pal-

pable warning that the ancient spoon

needed the touch of a file.

But our time—all too short—had fled

and the breakfast horn called a halt to

our piscatorial efforts. Slowly we turned

to the landing inwardly praying for one

more strike—just one before we left the

lake on our return journey. But it was
not to be.

There are few more unpleasant tasks

than unjointing the old rod, emptying

the gut and packing all up for the re-

turn. We hurry through it sullenly

thinking only of the unpleasant things to

be. In this case we had a four mile

walk carrying our traps and the nine

pounds of fish, before us. The sun had
grown hot, the road we knew was dusty.

Green commiserated. What was better

he produced some beer and at last we
tramped off only pausing while crossing

the dam at Marmora to take a snapshot

of the river.

At the station we arranged to leave

the fish in the passenger car and then

board the engine. As the two would be

nearly a quarter of a mile apart I re-

flected that we would have to do some
sprinting.

Presently the train swung in with a

shrieking of brakes and succession of

concussions as the engine shouldered

back against the momentum of some
thirty cars of huge saw logs and a few
loads of iron ore.

The belated passenger coach swung
and jumped at the end after the manner
of the cracker on a whip. The few pas-

sengers looked dishevelled. We raced

to the rear, deposited our fish and then

galloped madly along the uneven ballast

to the far distant engine, arriving pant-
ing as the conductor—dwarfed by dis-

tance—swung up his arm at the rear.

But we need not have hurried. The
driver had not yet got his pipe going to
his complete satisfaction. I called his

attention to the conductor. 4 'Let him
wave," said he ponderously (why are all

engine drivers fat?) and proceeded to tap
down the glowing tobacco neatly all

round. Then he leaned leisurely for-

ward and i 'opened her up." "Bang-
bang-bang-bang!" went the tightening
couplings in a retreating vista of con-
cussions until, when the engine had at-

tained a respectable speed, the unfortu-
nate passenger car was yanked from a
state of inertia to some five miles an hour.
I could almost hear the inmates swear.
The engine crew were gentlemen; this

fact became at once apparent as they gave
to us their seats, preferring to stand

—

easily swaying to the extraordinary evol-

utions of the foot plates.

An engine is very human. It is al-

ways doing something new—or threat-

ening to. Moreover, it is constantly
roaring, rearing, rattling and generally
"carrying on" in a remarkable way.
The engineer looked forward always

—

with the train behind he seemed to have
no care. As the speed increased and
the curves multiplied I glanced back-
ward. The long line of high piled cars
rushed after us, swaying sideways, tug-
ging at the couplings, doubling round
the curves, seeming to hunt the engine
down the track like pursuing monsters.
I reflected on the momentum of this huge
sinuous battering ram which thundered
after the scuttling engine with the lurch-

ing coach at the rear positively bucking
along the rails, until a long train of
smoke from a rear axle caught my eye.

I shouted to the driver above the roar
and din of things and pointed astern.

He glanced at the smoke and kindly in-

formed me in a hurricane shout that it

was caused by a "hot-box," promptly
dismissing the subject from his mind. I

wondered. On we thundered through
clanging cuttings in the solid rock,

swaying over trestles and taking nerve
wrecking curves on the outside edge.

A cow appeared far ahead ' between
(
the

rails and the driver reached for a lever
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overhead. Instantly an ear piercing

series of shrieks rose above the general

din and Providence put it into that cow's

head to step slowly—so slowly aside,

while my cousin unthankfully "lammed"
her with a chunk of coal from the ten-

der as we tore by,

Half a mile from the stations the

brakes would be applied by a simple,

scarcely perceptible twist of the driver's

wrist. Then amid squealing brake shoes

and ponderous heaves and bunts from
the rear we would grind slowly past the

platform and endeavor to bring the last

car within reasonable distance of the

station. It was here that the torpedo
shunting tactics took place and, placed

as we were on the rammer we could af-

ford to enjoy the discomforts of the

rammed. Now the driver looked back-
wards. A hand waved with a circular

motion far in the rear. The lever would
be thrown back and the throttle gently

opened and shut. Again the wave. The
driver testily reopened the throttle a
little less gently and we backed a little

faster. He closed it. Again the wave.
"D— !" muttered the driver savagely and
jerked at the throttle. We rushed back
crowding the cars, banging them one on
another until a terrific crash sent the

whole train moving back some few yards
and frantic waving of arms could be seen
on both sides at the rear.

Then again the start—the jerk—the

series of increasing jerks and final crack
of the whip as the rear car leaped to

motion and the passengers (we could see

them in fancy's eye) fell back in scolding
heaps on the rearward seats. Then
came the gradually increasing impetus,
the fleeing before the apparent wrath
following and the soothing stories from
the fireman of wrecks and smash-ups
exactly as we passed the places where
such had occurred.

Thus, clutching to the rails provided
for the purpose we swung down the line

that day, through forests, through cut-

tings, over trout streams and skirting

the edges of little lonely lakes, with a
few thousand tons of logs and iron driv-

ing us onward and in the distant rear the

unhappy passengers and our precious

fish.

Trenton drew near. We were part ol

that merry, irresponsible train crew now.
With grimy hands we helped (or thought
we did) to pilot the old coughing rattle

trap through the yards. My own prov-
ince was the whistle on which at inter-

vals, with the driver's permission I pro-

duced the professional "t o o o o o tooot

toot" at street crossings while my cousin

toyed with the injector. The throttle

and air brake were forbidden ground,
but we were quite happy and it was with
the most real regret that we finally

stepped down to the platform after a

grimy hand-shake all round and shouted
a cheerful farewell. Truly, life was not

so bad a thing in this hearty old world
while fish still swam the waters and gen-
tlemen piloted the trains.

Lights and Shadows of the Backwoods.
BY HENRY JARVIS.

* CW%H Wel1 ! " Said Father O'Brien, "I

IrA ll was walking up the railroad,

when I met old McWatt, by the

cattle guard, at the road crossing. The
old gentlemen looked up, and whilst

doing so, missed his footstep, slipped

into the hole which was some four feet,

deep, though dry at the bottom. I looked
at him and said"Now I cannot say what's
up for Watt is down !" Father O'Brien
was a big, husky, kindly man, although
it was no safe thing to tread on the tail

of his coat, for his tongue was nimble,
and scarastic when occasion called !

We four were sitting one cold morn-

ing, in the month of February, in the

office of the Hudson Bay Company at

their log camp No. 2, in the township of

H— ,
having just eaten an excellent

breakfast, carefully prepared by the busy
cook, whose zeal to provide for the bodily

comfort of his reverence, had produced
some extra luxuries from which we all

gained considerable satisfaction. There
was the doctor, the cook, his reverence
and myself, comfortably engaged in en-
joying a a post prandial smoke. The
wind was blowing a hurricane and the

trees were rocking to and fro in so vig-

orous a manner, that if it had not been
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for the frozen castle in which they stood,

they would probably have been on the

top of the roof. The doctor smiling at

Father O'Brien's ardent satisfaction, in

his own capability of making a joke on

the spur of the moment, remarked "I

have no doubt, your reverence that you

stood shaking- your sides, whilst Watt
rubbed his bruises, but I can assure you
that I do not think I remember a single

funny speech I ever made, though I fre-

quently come across some laughable in-

cident in the course of my professional

duties. The other day I happened to be

in the vicinity of the sleep camp. Com-
ing towards me I noticed, five men carry-

ing a man in a blanket. Operations at

that time were at the far end of No 2 cut,

some three miles from the camp. It

must be a serious accident. I started to

meet them in order to ascertain as soon

as possible the nature of the trouble.

There lay a young French Canadian in

the blanket, with blanched face and in a

semi fainting condition "Cut foot, bad,

doctor," cried out one of the exhausted
bearers. "Take him to the sleep camp,"
I replied "I will be there directly," as I

hurried off to the office for the necessaries.
4
'I found my patient lying on a bench

by the stove, with a terrible gash in his

deer skin moccassin, from toe to instep,

but no sign of bleeding. I noticed that

his second pair of socks were red in color,

and where cut at the first sight assumed
the appearance of the edges of a bad
flesh wound. Stripping his foot, I found
nothing wrong. He had simply cut the

moccasin and the three pair of socks,

then in his fear, seeing the edges of the

red stockings, fainted. The other stupids,

who carried him, were equally deceived!"

We all laughed at the doctor's experi-

ence. Harry, the clerk turning towards
them, said "Doctor; you know Charlie

the Indian ? Well he went out last fall

to see his brother, who was laid "in the
hospitial with typhoid ; whilst there he
scraped up an acquaintance, with some
young girl, and returned with a great
account of her perfections and attractions.

After a while I found out her name and
told Thomson, the foreman. Now what
do you think Thomson did ? Why he
sat down and wrote Charlie, the Indian,

the most loving letter you ever saw. By
Jove ! it was melting ! Next mail,

Charlie got the letter, and took it to the
blacksmith's shop for Bob to read it.

Bob and Charlie were nuts and Thomson
had given Bob the wink Well sir ! after

that Charlie told every one "While
squaw in the spring" and thinks so yet !"

The young scamp then looked at me,
as much as to say "Your turn next !"

His reverence smiled, the doctor fixed his

eyes upon me as if diagnosing my appear-
ance, and Harry chuckling, like the
young idiot he is disrespectfully added
"Go to it boss !" My experience of life,

a solitary life, spent amongst the forest

trees and lakes ; an odd thunderstorm in

summer, a fall of snow in winter, a chance
meeting with a bear in a blue-berry
patch, or a glimpse of a sneaking wolf,

in the shadows, on the edge of a frozen
lake. Rather would I set out for a forty

mile walk on the point of a compass,
than try to spin a yarn, even, to such good
company as I found myself amongst on
this stormy day. But I felt I was up
against the inevitable.

"Well gentlemen" I replied, in response
to the challange, "some few years ago, I

was inspecting some lots in an out of
the way district. There were but few
settlers, in the neighbourhood of the one-
horse saw mill, when I was boarding.
Amongst the few was a young couple,
from the old country, recently married,
who were trying to make a home for them-
selves. They were living in a small
shanty, busily engaged in chopping for

the first burn, of the intended clearance.

The weather was fine and warm ; and
whilst the husband was felling, the wife

sat working at some knitting, watched
his operations, occasionally chatting as
he rested. He was cutting down a large
tree, which in the act of falling, lodged
in a crutched birch, the trunk holding by
a few slivers to the stump. The slivers

being cut from the underside, the trunk
slid quickly back on the stump, swung,
and pinned the unfortunate woman. The
poor husband endeavoured with long
pries to release his imprisoned wife, but
the tree being too heavy he was then
forced to leave her and run to the saw-
mill for assistance. When we arrived,

the wife perfectly sensible, smiled cheer-
fully. Immediately, with united effort,

we released the .unfortunate lady, but I

am sorry to say, she died in the course of
a few minutes. It was sad, very sad.
The husband through grief became nearly
insane, though afterwards when some-
what recovered he left the country.



The Common Whitefish.

(Coregonus Clupeiformis.)

BY C. H WILSON.

F the nine species of Whitefish in

this country the Common Whitefish

or Great Lakes Whitefish is the best

known and most highly valued as a food fish.

It is one of the most delicate of table

fishes, as it feeds upon minute organisms,

and a form of this fish found in Otsego
Lake N. Y. is as highly prized as any
food fish that swims in our waters. It

exists throughout the Great Lake region,

being especially abundant in Lakes Erie,

Huron, Michigan and Superior. The
eastern limit of its range is Lake Cham-
plain and it is found in LakeWinnipeg and
possibly further west. Owing to its

small weak mouth it is seldom taken

with a baited hook.

The Whitelishes are by far the most
important group of fresh water fishes of

North America, probably of the world.

This species is the best of the tribe, but

some of the others nearly equal it in

merit, and all are more or less esteemed
for food. Among the fishes of the Great

Lakes it ranks next in value to the lake

herring, lake trout and wall eyed pike.

The Common Whitefish reaches a larger

size than any other of its species in the

United States, examples of 23 lb. having
t>een taken at an early day, but the aver-

age weight is under 4 lb.

The spawning season begins the latter

part of October, and continues into

December. At that season there is a

general movement of the fish to shoal

waters of the lakes, similiar to the mig-
ration of Anadramous fishes from the

ocean to the rivers. After spawning
the fish return at once to the deeper

water.

This fish reaches maturity in the third

or fourth year, a full grown specimen
deposits from ten to seventy-five thous-

and eggs,—the rule for determining ap-

proximate spawning capacity being to

allow ten thousand eggs per pound
weight, which in water of 34 degrees

hatches in 150 days.

In nature the eggs of the Whitefish
are subject to the attacks ofmany enemies
for nearly four months. The Mud Puppy
(Necturus Macwlatus) -commonly known
as "Lizard" or "Water Dog" by the

people along the Lakes is especially

destructive. Mr. George Fisk of Ecorse,
Michigan, states that at one haul of a net

prepared for that purpose he took two
thousand of these lizards, and in one of
the Detroit papers he reports as follows:

—

"The lizards were so gorged with White-
fish spawn that when they were thrown
on shore hundreds of eggs would fly

out of their mouths." In 1883 a full

series of these reptiles were collected

from the Detroit River of a length of 1 1-4

to 13 Inches. When we consider that

these reptiles are feeding upon eggs from
November until April, some idea may be
formed of their capacity for destruction.

Another voracious destroyer of White-
fish ova is the Common Yellow Perch
(Perca Flavacens.) Other fishes, craw-
fish and wild fowl make the eggs of fishes

a considerable portion of their diet, but
the lake herring, owing to the fact that

it is the most numerous species inhabitat-

ing the spawning grounds of the White-
fish, is considered to be the greatest
devourer of Whitefish eggs , and is also

considered to be the principal agent in

keeping in check the increasing numbers
supplied from the fertilized ova.

The principal instrument used in taking
Whitefish is the Gill Net, set at or near
the bottom in comparatively deep water,
although considerable quantities are

taken in Pound nets and seines

The artificial propagation of White-
fish has long since passed the experi-

mental stage, having attained a high
degree ot perfection, the work being car-

ied on with great facility, its value being
especially apparent when it is considered
that under natural conditions only a very
small percentage of the eggs hatch, while

through artificial propagation from

m

*A Paper read at the Conference of the North American Fish and Game Protective Association at Quebec.
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seventy-five to ninety per cent, of eggs
are productive.

Carl Miller of New York, and Henry
Brown of New Haven, Conn., are credit-

ed with the first attempt to propagate

Whitefish artifically near New Haven.
Further experiments were made in 1858,

and in 1868 Seth Green and Samuel Wil-

mot began a series of experiments. In

1869 N. W.Clark of Clarkson, Michigan,

took up the same work, and in 1872 he

was aided by the U. S. Commission, a

million eggs being taken that year from

Lake Michigan. Since that time both

the National and State Governments have

made the Whitefish the object of their

most extensive operation,—the output

for New York State in 1906 being over

thirty-eight millions : while the national

government the same year planted in the

Great Lakes alone over two hundred and
sixty millions of Whitefish fry.

In the fishing industries of the United
States for 1884, prepared through the

cooperation of the Commissioner of Fish-

eries Spencer F. Baird and the Superin-

tendent of the Tenth Census, by George
Brown Goode and assistants, we find

after stating the Whitefish to be abun-
dant and the most important food

fish in the Great Lake region, in quality

of flesh, standing preminent among our
fresh water fishes it takes up the subject

lake by lake as follows :

"The larger specimens are found in

Lake Superior. At Whitefish Point out
of seventy-four half barrels there was not

one fish under six pound in weight, while

at Grand Island the fish average fourteen

pound, few being taken less than ten

pounds. In Lake Michigan, fish of five

and eight poundshavebeentaken. In Lake
Erie at Vermillion in 1876, a specimen,
weighing seventeen pounds was taken,

although the average catch is two and a
half pounds, being the same a,s Lake
Ontario."

Three reasons are assigned for the

decrease of Whitefish in Huron Bay, Lake
Superior and vicinity during the past
fifteen years,—namely, sawdust, naviga-
tion and over-fishing, as many as seventy-
two half barrels having been taken in one
lift of thirty-five foot Pound net. In

Green Bay City, Wisconsin and vicinity,

where in previous years Whitefish have

been the most abundant species, in 1863-

thirty-six barrels being taken at one lift

of net, now 1883, five hundred
pounds is considered a very good catch,

and according to the fishermen's lan-

guage—Whitefishing is played out !

For ten years previous to 1883 there

has been a decrease between the Straits

of Mackinac and the Delour passage, the

principal cause being, probably, that the

fish have been disturbed on their spawning
beds, an eminent authority stating posi-

tively, that some of the once most famous
spawning grounds have been entirely

abandoned, owing to the above cause,

and advocates the stopping of fishing

after November 1st.

In Lake Huron at North Point, Thun-
der Bay is considered the best spot in

that localty for the capture of Whitefish,
and one of the best in all the Lake region.

A few are caught in Gill nets. in spring,,

but the bulk is taken from the latter part

of September until winter, the height of

runs being from 10th to 15th of November/
at which time they are spawning-. It is

thought that in the last two years,

1882-3, the number of nets have doubled,

and fish have decreased two-thirds in

number since 1865.

At Huron, Ohio, on Lake Erie, White-
fish are thought to have decreased fifty

per cent since 1875, owing to over-

fishing.

In Lake Ontario since 1867 Whitefish
have decreased. In 1859 forty-nine

thousand were taken in one haul of net,

many being small and young, fully half

of which were thrown away before the

net could be hauled in. At Stonington
Beach it is claimed that seventy-five

thousand fish were taken ashore by one
haul of a seine. At Chaumont, where
formerly there were from sixty to seventy
men employed, taking from three to five

tons a day, now 1883 sufficient fish can-

not be taken to pay the men for time

and labor.

There are abundant reasons for the

alarming decrease of Whitefish—a de-

crease so marked in Ontario
that excepting during the spawning sea-

son in certain - localties of this Lake no
fish are taken. •

Let us now consider conditious of a
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more recent date regarding Whitefish in

the Great Lakes.

The Bureau of Fisheries, in its pamph-
let, of Statistics of Fisheries in the Great

Lakes, show a table of catch of White-

fish in those waters from 1880 to 1903 as

follows :

1880 1903

Lake Superior 2,257,000 lb. 794,022 lb.

" Michiganl2,030,400 " 1,972,594 "

" Huron 2,700,788 " 692,863 «'

" Erie 3,333,800 " 302,805 "

" Ontario 1,064,000 " 25,384 "

For all lakes including Lake St Clair

21,463,900 lb.3, 813,259 lb

And this in the face of the very succes-

ful operation of Whitefish hatcheries on

the part of the National and State

Governments.
The Michigan Commission, through

its statistical agent, makes the following

report on Whitefish catch in Michigan
waters of the Great Lakes :

1891 1904

8,110,000 lb. 4,197,000 lb.

It is significant, perhaps, to note that

the catch of suckers in the same waters

for 1904 was 5,000,000 lb.

Mr. John N. Cobb, Agent of the U. S.

Commission, says—The fisheries of Lake
Erie are of immense importance, and
far surpass those of any other
of the great Lakes or any other body
of fresh water in the world, and when
one considers the enormous increase of

fishery apparatus used in this lake, it is

surprising that the catch has been so well

sustained.

The American shore, 414 miles in

length, is formed by New York, Pennsyl-

vania, Ohio and Michigan. The total

catch for 1899 for all of these States is

2,066,314 lb ; while in 1903 the catch

was only 302,805 lb. The report shows
that in 1903, as compared with 1899, a

reduction of twenty-seven per cent in

persons employed, nineteen per cent less

investment, and sixty per cent less in

quantity of all fish taken, the only in-

crease in any species being blue pike.

Of Lake Ontario, Mr. Cobb states that

while 1897 and 1899 shows an increase

in the fisheries of this Lake, owing to

liberal stocking of same this increase

does not apply to the Whitefish.

The five statistical canvasses made by

the U.S. Commision, give no encourag-
ing sign for the future of Whitefish in

Lake Ontario, the catch of 1880 being

1,064,000 lb ; while that of 1899 was
only 161,935 lb: the report of 1903 show-
ing only 25,384 lb.

Regarding the decrease in the White-
fish of the Province ofQuebec, I may say in

the absence of statistical reports, from
that Province, that the report of the

Joint Commission of United States and
Canada shows, after a careful investiga-

tion on the part of this Commission ex-

tending over a period of from March 2,

1893, to December 31, 1896, that in Lake
Ontario the catch of Whitefish in Canad-
ian waters, to have been in 1870, 621,400
lb ; in 1895 126,650 lb ; with but two
reports intervening, which showed an
increase over the figures of 1870. The
catch in Lake Erie is shown to have been
in 1880, 3,333,000 ; in 1893 1,292,000 ;

the loss between 1890 and 1893 being
sixty-three per cent, this notwithstand-
ing the fact that the size of mesh of Gill

nets had been reduced from five and a
half to four and a half inch.

In Lake Huron in 1880 Whitefish
stood first in size of catch ; while in 1894
it stood fourth in size of catch, as com-
pared with Whitefish, trout, herring, wall

eyed pike and sturgeon ; the catch in

1880 being 762,000 lb; in 1894 187,000
lb ; the number of nets increased in that

time four to one, and the catch of White-
fish decreased about seventy-fiYe per
cent. A considerable proportion of all

Whitefish taken in the lake are caught
during the spawning time.

In Lake Superior the statistics for

Canadian waters show a comparatively
steady increase during recent years, co-

incident with an increase of amount of
apparatus; although the testimony ob-
tained in the Port Arthur region indicated

a considerable falling off.

In Mississquoi Bay, an arm of Lake
Champlain extending into Canadian
territory, this report shows in 1880 the

maxium year from 1884 to 1893, a catch
of 21, 815 lb. as compared with 6,256 in

1893.

The following values of Great Lakes
Canadian Catches of whitefish are sub-
mitted by Prof. E.E. Prince, Com. of Fish-

eries of the Dominion.
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1889 1894 1899

$7, 002, 209 $4,598,972 $3,313,970

1904 1905

$3,545,100 $2,895,820

Professor Prince in his report of 1901

states that the decline of the lake White
fish in Lake Erie has been followed by an
enormous increase in the takes of so

called Lake Herring or lesser White fish,

a species of inferior edible quality and of

less market value. He also states that

the White fish in Lake Ontario where
twenty years ago, the white fish ranked
of first importance in quality and market
value, it is now of comparatively insig-

nificant moment.

Mr. Hutchins of Midland, Ontario,

'before a Commission which satin 1892

informed the Commissioners that' 'White-

fish are the most valuable fish in the

Georgian Bay—that is for the fisherman

—and should be husbanded more than
any other, for they can be destroyed

more quickly than any of the other kinds
of fish by reason of their innocent nature,

they are not greedy or voracious, while

salmon trout feed largely upon them

.

Mr. S.T. Bastedo in his most admirable
report as Deputy Minister of Fisheries for

Ontario, in 1902 in connection with the

commercial fisheries of that Province re-

garding Herring and Whitefish says
among other things : The most potent
argument in favor of a close season for

Herring is that it is alleged, and no
doubt with more or less truth, that large

numbers of trout and whitefish are taken
by fishermen while nominally fishing for

herring.

The catch of herring during season of
1902 in Lake Erie shows an alarming
decrease when compared with 1901.

One of his overseers, Mr. Laird, of

Kent, in his report, in substance states :

The past season has brought ruin to

more than one fisherman, and others
have not made enough to pay expenses.
If some means are not adopted at once
for the better protection of herring and
Whitefish, when these fish are on the
spawning ground, the fishing industry,

as far as they are concerned, will in the
near future be a thing of the past.

Mr. Bastedo further reports that a de-

crease in Whitefish is everywhere reported
except in the North Channel of Lake
Huron, and unless a larger output from
our hatcheries is made, there can be but
one result,—and that will be deplored

—

the complete annihilation of the Whitefish.
To rely upon its natural increase for

reestablishment would, it has been said,

be like a farmer relying upon the seeds
which fall from the ripened grain for next
season's crop.

It might be said here that Mr. Bastedo
has made strenuous effort for the enact-
ment of uniform fishing laws and regu-
lations governing international waters,
both as Deputy Minister of his Province,
and as a member of the North American
Association.

The close season for today in the Pro-
vince of Ontario for Whitefish in Lakes
Erie and St. Clair is from the first of
November to the thirtieth. The close
season for the Province of Quebec on
Wr

hitefish is from the 10th of November to

the 1st of December.
The Winconsin law reads as follows :

"It shall be unlawful to catch White-
fish by means of net of any kind or set

line between first day of November and
fifteenth of December. The size limit

of Gill net is four inches stretched mea-
sure. The size limit of fish is two
pounds in the round and one and a half

pounds dressed."

The state of Ohio has the following
law regarding Lake Erie :

Close season for nets between fifteenth

of December and fifteenth of March.
After November twentieth, 1906, no Gill

nets shall be used with meshes less

than three inches, factory measure. Size

limit one and three quarters pounds in the

round."
In Illinois it is unlawful to take or at-

tempt to take, catch or kill by any means
whatsoever in Lake Michigan, any White-
fish or Lake Trout between fourteenth

day of October and succeeding thirtieth

of November. Size limit of all nets not

less than one and one half inches square.

Size limit of fish taken one and one half

pounds."
The law of the State of Vermont, as

applying to Lake Champlain, is that no
netting is allowed excepting a license to

net sturgeon in open season with nets
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with a stretched mesh of not less than

eleven inches.

I may say for New York State that

the question of a close season for White-
fish has been agitated somewhat but it

has not been thought necessary, provided

the hatcheries are numerous, and the

fish properly planted. No netting- what-

ever is allowed in Lake Champlain.
In Pennsylvania the close season on

Whitefish is from 15th of November to

I5th of March. Gill nets 3}£ inch stret-

ched measure, and Pound nets 2 inch

stretched measure are allowed. No. size

limit.

The following- laws are in force in

Michig-an. The close season for white

fish on Lake Erie, Detroit and St. Claire

River is from 20th of November to 1st

of March. Size of Gill nets 4^ inches

extension measure provided further that

gill-nets with mesh not less than 23^ ex-

tension measure may be used for taking-

perch, herring, black fins, long-jaws or

any fish excepting White fish, lake trout

and black bass. Size limit 2 pounds in

the round.

I am especially grateful to Professor

Prince for statement regarding the laws

regulating the Whitefish fisheries which
maybe summarized asfollows:' 'Close sea-

son November 1st to November 30th

weekly Sunday close time, a minimum
size limit of two pounds weight, a fishing

license issued by the Provincial Govern-
ment (at Toronto) specifying kind, length,

mesh and so forth."

Enough has already been said to show,
without any shadow of doubt, that there

has been an almost continuous falling off

of the catch of Whitefish in practically

all of the lakes it inhabits.

It has been shown that improvident

fishing, absence of protective legislation,

or poor administration of such legislation

when present, and, perhaps, unwise legis-

lation, have all conspired to produce
fatal results regarding the Whitefish on
this continent, regardless of State or

Governmental lines ; and had it not been
for the beneficent and successful opera-

tion of hatcheries in reproducing the

Whitefish it would have been long since

disappeared as a food fish, at least in the

(jreat Lakes of North America.
The question now for us is the adop-

tion of a system of Protection that will

prevent extermination and will eventually

rehabilitate the Whitefish in those waters.

Undoubtedly, one reason for the diminu-
tion of catch of Whitefish is the class of

fishing with attending results, as spoken
of by the Deputy Minister of Ontario,

namely, the taking of Whitefish in Herr-
ing nets and selling same for Herring.
This question has disturbed the Depart-
ment of Fisheries of Michigan and Mr.
Bower, the Secretary of that Department,
states, regarding immature fish, that

according to the estimate of the statis-

tical agent, there are twice as many %

illegal Whitefish caught in Michigan
waters today in number, as there are

legal Whitefish. In other words, two-
thirds in number of catch of Whitefish
in Michigan waters are illegal fish.

The question of proper identification of

species here presents itself, and that, too,

disturbs the successful administration of the

law, and those not familiar with the

proper and scientific names of fishes will

not convict on complaint of violation,

notwithstanding fish have been seized

by deputies well versed and well satisfied

in their own mind as to the identity of
species, after head had been removed and
perhaps salted.

It would seem to be necessary that

some other than ordinary method be
adopted in the identification of the

Whitefish and the Herring. This matter
has been taken up in Michigan, by Prof.

Jacob Reighard of Ann Arbor, Michigan,
and a paper "On the identification for

legal purposes of mutilated or dressed
specimens of Whitefish and Herring
from the Great Lakes" is published in

American Fisheries Society's report, 1906.

This able gentleman has been experiment-
ing successfully with the scales of these

fishes, using them as proof of identifi-

cation of these varieties ; and fish seized,

claimed as immature or as illegal fish,

have been successfully identified and re-

turned to parties from whom they have
been seized who claimed they were not
illegally taken.

The embodying in the law of the clear

definition of what the fish are, including
the scientific name of the same, is urged
by Mr. Meehan of the Pennsylvania Com-
mission, Mr. Bower of the Michigan Com-
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mission, Mr. John W. Titcomb of the U.

S. Commission, and Dr. Tarleton H.

Bean, State Fish Culturist of New
York.

This question of legal identification

leads up to the question of size limit of

the Whitefish. This question is most
important in all varieties of fish life that

they may have the opportunity of re-

producing their kind at least once before

they are taken for the table or market.

It is a question that, next to the hatcher-

ies, seems to vhave been most important

m
in the minds of many, the former Deputy
Minister of Ontario intimating that it is

more important than a close season. Mr.
Samuel Fullerton of St. Paul in an able

article on "Protection" speaking of im-

mature fish after having seen a large

shipment of fish of one-half and one
pound weight; puts it plainly at least

when he asks ; What is the use of pro-

pagating Lake Trout and Whitefish when
fishermen are allowed to catch and sell

fish of this size ?"

The pollution of waters, no doubt, has
had a large share in driving the White-
fish from their spawning grounds, as in-

dicated by various heads of Commissions,
and this is reasonable too, as this fish

comes on the shoals and in shore to

shallow waters to spawn.

There is no doubt whatever that the

pollution of waters of Lake Champlain
has practically changed the spawning
beds of another shcal and shallow-water-
spawner, the Wall Eyed Pike.

The writer of this paper stands for a
close season for all valuable fish life from
the time it reaches the spawning
grounds, if there for the purpose of re-

production, until they have performed
their functions and have departed in

peace. To his mind it is just as neces-
sary as to protect the wild fowl (with eggs
already in process of growth) on its

way to its nesting grounds there to re-

produce and replenish the supply of its

kind for the benefit of the whole continent
and not for a small coterie of men who
see only the present pleasure and profit

to themselves to the exclusion of pleasure
and profit, yes, and life, perhaps, of the
people who own these fish and
game birds that should be fairly

plentiful, and for the pleasure and benefit

of all

In the discussion of the question of a
close season and other forms of protec-

tion to the Whitefish in the Great Lakes,
there must be the question of harmony
of law as between the two great countries

that control their borders.

The North American Association was
founded upon this rock, and there she
must stand or fall, and it is to our credit

that we so stand. However the question

of our position cannot change the neces-

sities of the case regarding the successful

administration of protective legislation as

between the two nations on the Great
Lakes.

How vital are our interests here, not

only concerning this one species of food
fish which furnish food for the masses of

our people, but reaching to all the fish

life of these waters, for you may be as-

sured that the same causes that have
depleted the supply of Whitefish will, at

a later date, apply to them all.

This is our heritage and if we waste it

like the profligate, we shall just as surely

resort to the husks of the prodigal.

An agreement carrying uniform laws
regarding close seasons, size of catch and
proper legal identification of species, in

the States and Provinces in joint waters

and their tributaries, that are resorts for

purposes of reproduction, would be a
magnificent achievement for the protective

elements of both countries, and of lasting

benefit to mankind.
The writer of this paper quite agrees

with the Dominion Commissioner of Fish-

eries, Professor Edward E. Prince, when
he says "the fisheries laws are too serious

in their effects direct and indirect upon
the fishery resources of the country, the

welfare of the fishing population and the

interest of the State to allow of ill-infor-

med one sided or hasty formulations of

regulations and injudicious or blindly

vigorous enforcement."
Let us not deceive ourselves, however,

that this is all of the story, for the proper

administration of these laws is a moun-
tain upon which all States and Provinces

have wearied, stumbled and fallen. The
commercial spirit has ever stood in the

way ; the thirst for profit of the indivi-

dual and corporation has blocked the
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wheels. The ambitionsof men have swept

aside the question of justice and the poli-

tician has ever had his fatal pull.

Mr. C. D. Joslyn of Detroit, Michigan,

former president of the American Fisher-

ies, Society, in an address before that

Society at White Sulphur Springs, West
Virginia, in 1905, speaking of agreements

between the States and Provinces, said :

"Friendly as our neighbors are, willing

as they are to cooperate with us, it yet

remains that no State can make a valid

and binding agreement with Great Britain

or any of its Provinces. The Province of

Ontario, and I think the entire Dominion
of Canada, are very much alive to the

serious condition of lake fisheries, yet,

without a valid treaty to bind them, their

legislative bodies, like those of the States,

are quite likely to yield now and then to

the importunate demands which 'vested in-

terests' in the fishing industries may and
do sometimes make.

Under the circumstances then, nothing
like uniformity can be obtained. Still, if

the fish of our great Lakes are not to be

entirely destroyed, if they are to be pro-

pagated, planted and protected in these

waters so as to produce the best or even

beneficial results, it must be done in a

uniform manner, under uniform laws,

uniformly enforced.

It is too plain for argument that this

uniformity can only be brought about on
our side of the lakes by our National

Government.
So forcibly have these things come

home to us who live on the Lakes that at

the meeting in Chicago, which I have
mentioned, it seemed to be the unanimous
opinion of those present that the entire

matter of propagation, planting and pro-

tecting fish in our inland seas should be
put in the hands of the Federal Gov-
ernment.

This is certainly and surely the only
means of saving the food fishes which
naturally thrive in them, for those who
are to come after us.

Mr. S. W. Downing of Put-in-Bay,
Ohio, in an article on "Close Season for

Whitefish" recently said :

"We believe in having laws made for

the protection of the fish, and believe in

having said laws made very simple and
binding so that there shall be no mis-

understanding, and alter they are made
have them strictly enforced with a penalty

sufficiently heavy to effectually prohibit

the probability of the same person com-
mitting the second offence.

We believe that a law might be enacted
and made interstate and international,

which would work a hardship to no one,

be just to all alike, and yet be almost a

perfect protection to the industry, and
that would be to simply have a size limit

making the limit large enough for each
variety of fish so that every fish retained

for market or for the table shall have a

chance to spawn at least once ; all fish

under the size limit to be returned to the

water with the least injury possible.

With such a law, with a heavy penalty

for having undersized fish in one's pos-

session, with a fearless officer stationed

in each port where fish are brought for

sale and that the slaughter of immature
fish would be effectually stopped, and the

work of propagation still carried on to

the fullest degree, we believe that but

a short time would elapse until the effect

would be plainly seen and the Lakes
again teeming with all kinds and especial-

ly with this the best of all fresh water
fishes."

Mr. Oregan Milton Dennis, Secretary

and counsel for the Maryland State

Game and Fish Protective Association,

recommends the passage of a uniform
law by the States fixing the minimum
size of fish to be had in possession, or of-

fered for sale, thus preventing an adjacent

State from receiving in its market fish of

the prohibited size which otherwise offers

an inducement to the fisherman, to evade
laws of his own State, and prevents the

adjacent State from aiding him in its

violation by taking from him undersize

fish for sale.

There is little room in this paper for

further discussion regarding International

control of the Fisheries of the Great
Lakes.

You are, no doubt, familiar with the

progress already make by the U.S. Gov-
ernment regarding federal government
control so ably presented by the Hon.
George Shiras, 3rd., of Pennsylvania, the

support given by President Roosevelt,

also Secretary Root, who recently at a

dinner of the Pennysivania Society, stated
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that"only by federal control can our mig-

ratory birds and fishes be adequately

protected" and the efforts of members of

staff of the U. S. Fish Commission and

others."

In my opinion" this is not a problem

too difficult of solution. Mr. Shiras

cites many instances of federal control in

the States, one regarding- migratory fish

passed twenty years ago ; this law pre-

vented the importation and landing of

mackerel during the spawning season,

and continued on the statute books for

five years—the Lacey Bill and other

federal game laws, notably governmental
control in Yellowstone Park and the

Wichita Game Refuge
;

The recent act of June 28, 1906, en-

titled "An Act to protect birds and their

eggs in game and bird Preserves" where
the general Government assumes cus-

todianship over birds on land within a

State heretofore wholly under the criminal

jurisdiction of the local game laws.

These instances, with many others,

show the ability of the United States

Government to assume federal control of

fish and game in the various States while

the fisheries'judgment of 1898 states that

waters whether vested in the Crown, as

represented by the Dominion, or as rep-

resented by the Province, in which they
are situated, are equally Crown property,

and the right of the public in respect of

them are precisely the same. The decis-

ion of the hig hest tribunal
in the Empire that the enact-
ment of fishery regulations and restric-

t
: ons is within the exclusive competence
of the Dominion Legislature and is not
within the Legislative powers of the Pro-
vincial Legislature sets finally at rest all

question as to the authority of the Federal
Government in enacting fishery laws.

I close with extracts from, an article

A permanent Forestry Association has
been formed for the Province of New
Brunswick. This important step was
taken at a recent Forestry Convention at
Fredericton, at which also a Forestry
course at the University of New Bruns-
wick, with a series of outside lectures
and inspectors such as exist in the dairy
business, was urged. A rigid and com-
prehensive fire protection service and

by Mr. Samuel Fullerton of St. Paul,

Minnesota.

"There is only one solution Feden
Control." Listen to his remedy :

A federal law and a treaty with the

Dominion of Canada making a uniform
close season on the Great Lakes so as to

protect these fish in the spawning season,

a license system for all market fishermen,

and a rigid inspection of their catch ; no
Whitefish or Lake Trout allowed on the

market in any state less than two pounds
undressed ; a sufficient number of boats
owned by the Governments of both coun-
tries to look after the planting of fry and
see the young are placed in the most
natural surroundings ; that these boats

act as a patrol ; that no fish be taken for

spawn except under direct supervision of

proper authorities ; that no Gill nets be
allowed during the time fish are taken for

eggs.

Mr. Fullerton urged the American
Fisheries Society to go on record regard-

ing federal control, and go home deter-

mined to get their Congressmen and
Senators at Washington committed to

this proposition.

"Our only salvation" he continues "if

we would save our fish is by the Congress
of the United States first making a treaty

with Canada, for any scheme that leaves

out Canada as far as the Great Lakes are

concerned, would not be feasible.

Then after the treaty is made let the

United States with the cooperation of

the Dominion assume control, not only of

propagation, but the protection,—and I

predict before the Convention, that we
can have our old time fishing restored in

the Great Lakes, not only to what it was
twenty years ago, but with the added

knowledge that has come to the fish

culturist, an increase of a thousandfold!"

stricter enforcement of the laws prohibit-

ing the cntting of logs under ten inches

in diameter were pressed upon the Gov-
ernment. An act prohibiting the export-

ation of pulpwood trom Crown lands was
likewise recommended. TheConventionwas
largely attendsd and it. appears likely to

form the starting point for a new depart-

ure in the work of forestry in New
Brunswick.



Why our Deer Are Vanishing.

BY JOHN ARTHUR HOPE.

[r^SpME few years ago I was staying

jkjjl; with a friend in order to enjoy a few
™JI days' partridge shooting. I could

not help noticing that this worthy went
systematically to work to kill the last

bird out of every covey found. Despite

my character as a guest I could not re-

frain from strong remonstrances at such

murderous conduct—for I could call it no

less—when he replied that he 4 'might not

be alive next season, and therefore in-

tended to enjoy all the sport he could

while he could get it." Selfishness, with

a total disregard for the rights of others

—present and to come—could go no

further!

This same selfish conduct—merciless

in its cruel severity and total disregard

for the rights of those to come—is de-

pleting the southern part of Ontario of

its big game. Ontario possesses the

finest natural game preserve on the

American continent—a place intended by

nature to feed and shelter countless

thousands of deer. It is useless to close

our eyes any longer to the fact—patent

to all who love the woods and its beauti-

ful fauna—that the deer are yearly de-

creasing in numbers!
Many theories have been put forward

to account for this decrease, chief

amongst them being the depredations of

the wolves. In theory the wolf is a mon-
ster of iniquity; in practice he is nothing

of the kind.

In the last thirty years I have been
round the world living on my rifle and
traps; here game rearing, there fishing

and, shooting; everywhere studying the

Book of Nature. Not once have I ever

caught Nature tripping or dared to as-

sert that the Creator was wrong and in-

significant man right. It is only man,
insignificant man, who makes mistakes.

Nature never makes mistakes. If we
will only observe and follow her laws

—

as she insists we shall or pay the penalty

—the deer of our woods will not decrease
but increase, as it was intended they

should when they were created. Nature
has a reason for everything she does. If

not why were there created two such en-

tirely opposing groups of animals as the

carnivora and herbivorous—always found
together in every country in the world
where wild ?ame exists? It was not in-

tended that one should prey upon the

other until only one remained. That
both were intended to survive is certain,

otherwise they would not have come
down to the present day through un-
known ages.

The only animal in our eastern woods
able to kill a deer is the wolf. If this an-

imal is as destructive as some maintain it

is, the deer in this Province should have
been extinct years ago. Now I state

nothing new to those who have studied

the unwritten laws of the woods when I

assert that were there no carnivorous,

there would be no herbivorous animals
anywhere on the face of the globe.

When civilized man took over the

North American continent it swarmed
from east to west with several kinds of

noble game.* The carnivora of the west
comprised the panther, wolf and coyote,

with the wolf in the east. We know
that the principal food of the Red man at

all seasons was supplied by this game.
As the wolves were in greater numbers
then than they are now—for the Indian

never left his wigwam or trail to kill one
—how is it that the game was not ex-

terminated?

If there were no wolves there would
be no deer, for the latter would deterior-

ate and become extinct. Why? Because
Nature intended the carnivora to prey,

not upon the strong of either species,

but the weak, old and diseased, not only

of its own kind, but upon those of the

herbivorous in particular. This is what
all carnivora do, and in a lesser degree
they prey upon the smaller herbivorous.

In like manner the falcon tribe prey upon
the insectivorous birds. It is Nature's
methods of eliminating the weak from
the strong, the diseased from the sound,
so that only the strong and healthy

should remain to propagate its species

for all time—in a sentence, the survival

of the fittest, for nature abhors weak-
lings in beast or bird.

*The reason for the apathy of the American Government to the slaughter of the buffalo was that 'the de-
crease of the buffalo would break the back of the Indian warfare in the middle westeru States, the then frontier—
not a very creditable policy for a civilized and powerful nation to adopt!
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The idea that wolves live entirely on

deer is erroneous. Fully half of their

food is derived from rabbits, partridges,

woodrats, mice etc. For more than

three centuries the fur trappers have pur-

sued the furry tribe relentlessly. Wher-
ever furry animals have been exterminat-

ed or nearly so, the rabbits and other

small rodents have increased for a time,

until interbreeding brings on disease,

when they die off by thousands in one

season. Again why? Because their nat-

ural enemies have been killed. In other

words the balance set by Nature has been

disturbed. To find few rabbits (when
they are not hunted by man) is to find

little fur That is the reason why ex-

perienced trappers like to find signs of

plenty of rabbits, partridge, etc., on the

grounds they have selected for winter's

trapping—for fur follows the game. The
more fur the more numerous the game.
The Red man gave a volume of informa-

tion in six words—"See plenty wolf

track; see plenty game."
Wolves hunt in packs—rarely alone.

They eat up everything clean that they

kill, and can go from seven to nine days
without food if necessary. In spring
they kilt all weak fawns and old deer; in

summer they live mostly on small fur

and feather—like the fox and badger
they will eat frogs. When deer are

forced to "yard" in winter the wolves
pick out the weak ones and old with un-
erring instinct, and unless the pack is a
large one will not attempt to pull down
the mature bucks. The instinct of self

preservation warns the deer not to leave
their "yards" unless necessity drives
them, or they will fall an easy prey in the
deep snow. They therefore present a
bold front to the wolves, such as only the
keenest hunger will cause them to face.

The lone wolf will not attack a healthy
deer—only a fawn, or badly disabled or
worn out doe. He will no more face a
buck than he will walk on glare ice, for

he is an arrant coward.
Twenly years ago I was killing—or

rather chasing—rabbits in Australia,
where they had become a pest. The
Government wanted to destroy them
root and branch. In order to do this they
copied Nature—and failed. Every stray
dog that could be picked up in Sydney

and every other dog that could be pro-

cured, was sent up country to the rabbit

camps. Here they were employed to

chase all the strongest rabbits out of one
district into another, for all that the

many and various breeds of dogs could

succeed in catching were the weak, and
diseased. The result was that the rab-

bits increased and swarmed over miles

of new country every year. The men
swore, broke camp and followed them

—

to do the same work all over again with

the same result. Cats and mongooses
were brought from far and near and
turned down to assist Nature, which
wanted none. These cleared out the

weak ones we left, including snakes, liz-

ards, iguanos and other abominations,
drove out the rest and struck down on
our trail for the new paradise, living by
the way on any stray lamb or domestic
fowl they came across. Our work re-

minded me very much of Charles Dick-
ens' "Circumlocution Office" in "Little

Dorritt" on "How Not To Do It." The
writer ventured to suggest shooting the

dogs, replacing them with steel traps,

kill all the does caught, and let the bucks
go free. The Government "pigeon-
holed" my modest suggestions and order-

ed my immediate arrest as a dangerous
irreconcileable. The rabbit is still mas-
ter of the situation!

The Australian Government copied

Nature to destroy—and failed. The
Ontario Government is going against

Nature to preserve—and is failing. The
former killed all the old and weak; the

latter are allowing all the young and
strong to be killed. Had the latter

adopted the former course, and the for-

mer taken the latter course, all would
have been and would be well. But all is

not well now. We are blaming the wolf

for that of which he cannot be guilty.

Let me reiterate: Nature never makes
mistakes.

Away with false theories; let us come
down to facts. We have made one law

to protect the young of both sexes of the

deer tribe throughout the year, made an-

other to nullify it, with several others to

make that one law absolutely useless,

and appointed .one man to enforce this

law in an Empire Province.
,

By Sub-section 2 of Section 8 of the
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game laws of Ontario it is enacted that

"No person shall at any time hunt, kill

or take any cow moose, or young moose,
reindeer or caribou under the age of one
year." A most excellent law, but one
that is rendered useless by the provision

at the end of the same section allowing

the hounding of deer in the open season.

The several others to which I refer

above are the Indian, the settler and the

armed tourist. Let us take them in or-

der, the reader remembering that I am
only concerned for the game and the sci-

entific and humane hunter.

First the dog hunters. Men who
hound deer advertise the fact that they

are neither self-reliant woodsmen, hu-
mane hunters, respectors of the laws of

Nature, preservers of game, or have any
regards for the rights of others—present

and to come. Seventy-five per cent—at

the lowest-—of the deer driven past the

runways by dogs are does, fawns and
young deer. At the highest estimate

there are not ten men out of every hun-
dred sufficiently expert with the rifle or

versed in woodcraft to pick out a deer

over a year old rushing at top speed, es-

pecially through ttees and underbrush,
^nd drop it clean. For every one killed

three are sent away to die. One is some-
times retrieved; the other two go to feed

the wolves and foxes. At the lowest es-

timate then we have a loss of fifty per

cent of young deer—a cruel and dis-

graceful piece of work on the part of

those who make such things possible.

The old Boer hunter considered two car-

tridges sufficient to get an antelope on
the veldt at long range. The western
hunters consider a belt full insufficient to

get a deer at fifty yards in the woods!
A yearling buck has two small knobs

under the skin and the second year two
small spikes. It is therefore very hard
to distinguish— I grant you that—jump-
ing through timber. The experienced
hunter will pick out a yearling by the

color of its coat. There is no more pa-
thetic sight to a humane man than to see

a doe plunge into a lake or river or worst
of all a muddy creek interlaced with un-
derbrush and fallen timber, struggle
through, and then turn to watch with

. yearning eyes the frantic efforts of her
fawn or fawns to get through mud and

brush after her, their large, soft pleading
eyes starting from their heads in terror

at every bay of the hounds. Yet the

writer has seen men inhuman enough to

take advantage of this-—one of Nature's
saddest sights. Some men will, it is

true, stay their hands at such a sight,

but these men are rarely found using
dogs. This is the reason one seldom
meets with the scientific hunter—a man
who believes in a maximum of exertion

to a minimum of destruction, necessary
to true sport-—using dogs. Out for a

good head the scientific hunter knows,
that the cunning brain in that head is

not likely to be met with flying for his

life along a runway with yelping curs be-

hind him. Bringing up the rear of his

flying harem let his keen nose catch the

taint of a human being, and woe betide

the dog that comes within range of his

forefeet and strong antlers, when he
turns in his tracks, as turn he will, to

break through where the air is untainted.

Does with fawns, and young deer are

more afraid of dogs than of man.f It is

not contended here that all men using
dogs are not sportsmen. The writer is

well aware that there are some fine old

sportsmen, who are past their prime and
therefore unfit to undertake the strenu-

ous labor necessary to still hunting, who
use dogs. They are however the excep-

tion and not the rule.

Again the hounding of deer where
there are settlers causes untold bitter-

ness, disrespect for the law, with some-
times open threats of violence on man
and dog. One hunting party with dogs
can shoot or wound most of the young
deer, and chase the rest, with all the old

bucks out of a settlement, twenty miles

square, in less than fifteen days, to the

complete exclusion of every other hunter

who comes in, or who belongs to the

neighborhood. The settler who respects

the law, along with his neighbor who
does not—and the latter are legion—feel

aggrieved, wait until the few deer left

return, and kill them out of season, often

without mercy in their yards. In justice

to all then it is most unfair to expect

sportsmen to travel hundreds of miles,

pay a heavy license fee, and in the end to

find the ground they have selected for

their hunt in the short time allowed by

j-When in British Columbia, some few years ago, a yearling fawn chased by a pack of coj-otes rushed up,
palpitating with fear, and placed the writer between itself and its enemies—sufficient proof of whom it was the
most afraid.
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law swept clean before their eyes—often

by their own countrymen—with a few

dogs. Neither is it justice to ex-

pect the settlers, who look upon the deer

that they have respected in the close sea-

son, which have fed upon their land, and

often upon their crops as in some degree

their own property, shot or driven out of

the country by a couple of unskilled

hunters. The settlers have no objection

to the still hunter, quite the contrary, let

him come from where he may. The still

hunter and the dog hunter are however
two entirely different men and can never

agree.

Secondly we have the Indians, or

rather the half breeds, who are allowed

to kill our finest game all the year round.

This is a most unfair and stupid law.

Why should this so called Indian be al-

lowed to slaughter game and net fish

when he is able to earn his living—and
does—as a guide in the summer and fall

months, and at various other work in the

winter? Under this law the half breeds

slaughter game wholesale, and without
regard to age or sex. Much of this

slaughter is done for logging camps, and
incidentally for other camps. The half

breed makes no secret of the fact. Why
should he when there is no one to en-

force the law? I know an old Indian
who hunted moose and deer every winter
for these camps. On asking him one
day if he spared cow moose he replied,

"No, shoot everything I see, white man
killing out game; have my share while
its young!" Hark! one—two—three

—

four shots! Our red friends are actually

shooting deer (February second) within
half a mile of where I am sitting writing
this article, and when there is two feet

f snow on the ground! Once when I

was on snowshoes I followed the trail of
two Indians. The trail led me to a
moose "yard" where these men had
killed two moose and wounded two more.
The dead ones were skinned, cut up and
taken on hand sleighs to a logging camp.
This was just as I expected. Piled up
outside the storehouse at the lumber
camp I found the two moose, loosely
covered with a few empty sacks. "We
employ Indians to kill moose! I defy
you to prove it!" shouted the foreman in

answer to my charge. "Will you deny

that this is moose meat?" I asked
throwing aside the sacks and exposing
the meat. "I do not deny it," replied

the foreman, "some Indians brought it

here and asked me to take care of it until

they could remove it to their own camps,
Indians you know (with a sneer) have a
right to kill game when they like. Now
get out of this camp and do your worst!"
punctuating his language with certain

threats. Certainly I could prove nothing
as he knew, neither did I try single

handed to rectify a monstrous blunder
made by men who seem to look upon the

woods of this great Province as being
similar to a game shop in a city, which
can be emptied one day and filled the

next. I am not unmindful of the fact

that the Indian is constantly and sorely

tempted to break the law—made for his

benefit. We may hope that he often

does this in ignorance of the fact that

base and selfish men are bribing him to

his own undoing. They ask him both in

and out of season to get them a head
worth mounting, paying him an amount
which appears to him worth the service.

In the same way the logging camps
bribe him to bring them tons of meat.
When he is set such a bad example by
his superiors who can blame this Son of

the Woods from learning his lesson thor-

oughly?
The armed tourist who appears in the

summer months is only human, and can-
not be expected to drift past moose and
deer in his canoe, and withhold his hand.
The temptation is too great. Remove
the temptation and you remove the cause
of so many carcasses being left to feed

the wolves or rot along the canoe routes.

"I shot a fine bull moose and a deer, and
wounded two more on my trip," said a

tourist to me, "but I can't take them
out." "Why kill them then?" I queried.

"Well, I wanted meat, and the law al-

lows one to kill game when one is in

want of meat! "One moose and a deer

and wounded two more, all in twelve

days. No wonder the wolves are get-

ting plentiful. As this tourist was an
alien traveling for pleasure his claim can-

not be admitted. The summer tourist

has a good deal of temptation thrown in

his way. A canoe glides upon game,
which is always at its tamest when it
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seeks cool lakes and rivers, both to find

freedom from the flies and to feed on
water plants. It would therefore be ask-

ing too much to expect all sorts and con-

ditions of men to passfully armed through
the best game sections of this Province

^without some of them taking a heavy
toll. It is ridiculous to suppose that

men carry arms in the backwoods for the

pleasure of packing them over the por-

tages—to catch fish.

Bear hunting! Yes, some keen and
conscientious sportsmen carry rifles on
the off chance of seeing a bear. Protect

the bear in the summer months, and all

excuse is at an end.

Wolves? I have had a long experience

in the woods, both here and in the West,
and except on the prairies, I have never
seen a live wolf outside of a steel trap.

Further I have never met with an old In-

dian of the woods who has seen one
either. A master of woodcraft, and a
coward to boot, it would be strange if

we had seen such a sight.

That big game is on the decrease need
not, I think cause any amazement when
the above roughly sketched facts are con-
sidered. As will be seen the big game
have no real protection throughout the

year—if we except a single man in an
arm chair. It is no use passing laws
that nullify each other, and it is of no use
making others to stop the slaughter of

game when there is no one to enforce

them—no one but some local politician

at a few dollars per year and his living to

earn after his salary. Who can expect
such a man to enforce laws when such
actions will get him into hot water with
his relatives and neighbours? and his po-
sition in the community made untenable.

The more civilized a people become the
more stringent are the game laws. Let
the motto be—"Justice to all, particu-

larly the game, and partiality to none!"
Stop the hounding of deer at the earli-

est possible moment and allow only still

hunting with an extension of fifteen days
south of the Canadian Pacific Railway
main line. Stop the killing of does for

two years in badly depleted districts.

Separate fishery and game matters
from politics, and give permanent ap-
pointments to well paid men as fish and
game guardians—one to ten townships in

sparsely settled districts, less townships
in a fairly well settled district, and more
in unorganized districts. Each man

should be a practical energetic woods-
man, with a thorough knowledge of all

game and its habits—and a stranger to

the district to which he is appointed. In

all cases the services of these men should

be retained only on proofs of ability, and
the fearless discharge of duty.

Give them full power to confiscate all

firearms, fishing nets etc. illegally used,

and to arrest the refractory. Empower
them to search all logging and other

camps for game, and give them the right

to see all hunting licenses, and collect

all unpaid license fees from hunters.

Each warden ought to collect enough of

such fees, which under the present sys-

tem are unpaid, to cover the cost of his

salary.

For the next few years the Govern-
ment could increase the license fees pay-

able by residents and non-residents until

the game increased. With the increase

of game more hunters would come in, for

there is room for all who may come in

this great Province. Every few years

change the wardens from one district to

another. They make friends fast.

The knowledge that such men are em-
ployed, and may drop in anywhere at any
moment will hold the Indian, the settler,

and the armed tourist in check. Impris-

onment should be substituted for fines,

as the latter are useless.

Each warden could easily find enough
to do destroying stray dogs, wolves, etc!

License all guides and give them the

right as deputy wardens to collect all

hunting fees on a percentage basis. Hold
them responsible for the good behaviour
of everyone they take into the woods.
Then, despite the real wolf our big game
will increase, more licenses will be taken

out, and the Government will have plenty

of money and to spare. Real and efficient

protection is profitable both directly and
indirectly.

If I have handled these questions with-

out gloves I have only one excuse to

offer—my love for the great woods and
its innocent denizens and noble fauna. I

was born in them, and want to die under
the shadow of the great pines. May I

always be near the gentle, mild-eyed,

lovable deer, the lordly moose,—yes, and
the cowardly wolf! May they walk over

my last resting place centuries hence, as

they have walked over the same spot

centuries before I can make my long rest

there!



How to Help the Taxidermist.

BY HORACE MITCHELL.

NOT long ago a lady brought me a

canary to" be mounted in the regu-

lation way—"In the highest style

of the art," as some of our taxidermist

friends put it. As I opened the box con-

taining the specimen, I wondered why so

large a package was needed for so small

a bird. Well, when at last I reached
that canary, I found it had been wrapped
first, in a silk handkerchief, next in about
two inches of cotton batting, then tissue

paper around all, and lastly the box filled

up with more cotton.

Now this is one of two extremes that

I wish to say something about. There
are few who show unnecessary care in

getting their specimens, or trophies, into

the taxidermist's hands in good condition,

but many indeed who are guilty of the

other extreme, of gross carelessness.

It is a surprising fact thata sportsman,
after spending considerable time, money
and energy in going into the woods and
securing a fine moose head, for instance
—which he naturally desires to get
mounted—will allow his guide to so mu-
tilate the scalp (skin of the head) as to

render it worthless. Yet such is the
case, as experience has shown.

Last season, a very fine moose head
came in, with scalp skinned off in good
shape, but with both horns neatly sawed
off close to the skull, the latter having
again been sawed in two, down the
middle!

Not only is that an instance of the ex-
treme of carelessness, but of lack of
judgment and common sense. Again,
some time later, there came to hand
three good sets of moose from Temaga-
mi. The scalps had been taken off, but
the entire nose from the nostril," together
with the lower lip and chin, were gone!

I have also seen scalps of valuable
heads badly damaged by having been
dried up by the campfire. Other in-
stances could be enumerated, but they-
are not necessary.

To the sportsman who does not really
know the requirements of the taxider-
mist as to receiving specimens—such

requirements being very simple after all

— I would say, get a book on taxidermy
and read up, if you wish to save your
specimens, at least the preliminary work,
such as skinning, etc. To the sports-

man who will trust his moose head in the
hands of his guide, I would say, for

Heaven's sake, stand over him with a

club or an axe, and see that he follows

out these simple rules :—Start by cutting

around inside of mouth, leaving all the
lip, both inside and outside parts, also

the full depth of nostril, on the scalp.

Then open on back of neck—never on
the under side, or throat, of deer or

moose, skin carefully past eyes and tear

ducts, pare off as much fat and flesh as
possible, and then rub in lots of salt on
flesh side, stretch out in a cool, shady
place to dry till you are leaving, when
you can pack your scalp up in good con-
dition.

Goodness knows, it is hard enough
even with a good scalp to do a moose
head right! Only the scientific taxider-

mist with many years of practice and ex-
perience can do good work, as the num-
bers of badly mounted heads (birds, ani-

mals and fish too) one sees throughout
the country . testify. However, space
will not permit going into the other

branches of this line now, but at a fu-

ture -time I hope to have something to

say on good and bad work, etc., and
hope to see some contributions by other
operators who should give us the benefit

of their experiences.

It is a wide field, taxidermy. Sports-

men from all over the world come in con-
tact with the taxidermist, and impart to

him a mine of information as to game
districts, the use and abuseof game laws,

hunting and camping experiences, etc.

Then that ridiculous secrecy among
taxidermists should be dealt with, and in

view of the fact that the public are com-
mencing to discriminate between good
and bad work, a free exchange of ideas

and information would also help to make
matter of interest and of benefit , to the

sportsman as well as the taxidermist.



The Future of the Algonquin National Park.

TO attempt the task of fish and game
preservation without ensuring- that

the forest shall receive protection

first is similar to the old plan we have all

ridiculed of putting the cart before the

horse. Yet something like this appears to

have beenthepolicy of theOntarioGovern-
ment in dealing with the great Provincial

Preserve known as the Algonquin Na-
tional Park. They have there set aside

an area, roughly speaking, of two thous-

and square miles where the beauties and
wealth of the forest might be preserved

for all time, providing cover and suste-

nance for the big game, and the finest of

waters for the fish.

There are in this grand Preserve very

nearly two hundred lakes, many of them
of surpassing beautv and most of them
studded with islands, adding greatly to

the other natural attractions of the re-

gion. Moreover eight rivers watering
the Province, and doing much for its fer-

tility, take their rise in the Park and it is

of the utmost importance to the people

of the whole Province that these headwa-
ters should be preserved. Before the

Park was set apart as a Provincial Pre-

serve timber leases had been granted, and
at the present time the whole of the Park
is stated to be under lease in this way.
These leases are annual, but so long as

the dues have been paid upon them it has
been the policy of the Department to re-

new them without question. Further-

more at the time they were issued they

were understood to include only the

pine, then considered the only timber of

merchantable quality. Now that timber

has appreciated so greatly in value the

lumbermen contend that they can cut all

the timber, with the result that large

areas in the Park are being made bare,

and the whole is threatened. Islands of

surpassing loveliness have had their

beauties spoiled by the same ruthless

hands. In one case, if not in others, a
foaming, swirling torrent has been re-

duced to a trickling stream in summer,
and unless something is done a similar

fate awaits all the rivers. According to

the Park Rangers, who should know, all

the game within the boundaries of the

Park is increasing and that at a rapid

rate. The protection afforded them has
proved most beneficial, and provided

cover and food is left to them their future

would be secured.

In order that they might make per-

sonal acquaintance with things as they

exist in the Park, the members of the

Fish and Game Committee of the Ontario
Legislature, of the Game Commission,
and representatives of the Press were
taken to the Park last month by the

Grand Trunk Railway as their guests.

The special train left Toronto just before

midnight of March fifteenth and the

guests were taken to the headquarters of

the Park, where a station is known as

Algonquin Park. Here, on the banks of

Cache Lake, resides the Superintendent,

Mr. Bartlett, and sevetal of the Rangers
when they are "at home." The special

train was ran into a siding and made the

headquarters of the party who numbered
from forty to fifty, and included two of

the Ontario Ministers—the Hon. Dr.

Reaume, Minister of Public Works and
the Hon. J. W. Hanna, Provincial Sec-

retary.

After breakfast on Saturday several

members of the party set out on snow
shoes across one of the arms of Cache
Lake. The snow was deep but there was
a good crust and walking was easy. We
reached an island across which a fine

portage had been cut and going was here

of the best. There were no end of deer

trails and a smart lookout was kept for

these animals. The trail led on across

other arms which appeared to open upon
both sides but we turned to the left with

the intention of rounding the island and
returning by another way. Several

members entered the woods and present-

ly the snowshoers were rewarded by the

sight of two deer crossing the lake to

seek shelter in the woods on the further

shore. We had a splendid view of them
for many minutes as the animals went
through the crust and found the going
very hard. One of our experts, a gen-

tleman from Ottawa, told us that it was
just under such conditions that the

wolves had the advantage of the deer.
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Where the deer with their thin legs and

their leaps went through the crust, the

wolves could run on top and catch them.

In the woods the advantage was with the

deer but out on the open and with thick

soft snow, the deer had no chance. No
wolves followed, and we watched the

deer till the dark shadows of the thick

woods hid them from view. Then our

snowshoe tramp was resumed and we re-

turned to lunch with better appetites for

our exertions. Falls were few and most
of the trippers took to the snowshoes as

though they'were old hands.

In the afternoon snowshoeing was
again followed by many of the party

while others went back on the railway

track to visit a beaver colony. It was
interesting to note how many were will-

ing to stand patiently in the snow while

the beavers, (who had doubtless a good
supply of winter lood stored away) took

advantage of the open water to come out

and partake of fresh food. Several

young shoots were nipped off by them,

and were as clean cut as though knives

had been used.

Saturday evening was devoted to a

consideration of the future of the Park.

It was a revelation to the members of the

House, and apparently to the Ministers

themselves, that the whole of the Park
was tied up as above stated. Various
suggestions were put forward with a view
of putting an end to this state of things

but the only one that appeared to be con-
sidered feasible was that of purchasing
the lumbermen's rights and getting rid

of them once and for all. The Govern-
ment appears to have regulating powers
and could, if theypleased, do muchin this

way to retain some portions ot the Park
in a good state. They could restrict the
size of the timber to be cut, and they
might surely set a time limit. To allow
lumber cutting indefinitely all over the
Park means that limits can be held till

timber grows again and the Province
will be held in bond forever. Looking at

the matter from an extreme point of
view it was agreed that it would be a
good thing for the Government even to
face full compensation in order to regain
complete powers throughout the Park.
Many favored the placing of the Provin-
cial Preserves under the same Depart-

ment as that dealing with game and fish,

but it was held that superior to every-

thing else was the question of the

leases. The dams erected by the lum-
bermen are also damaging the trees

round the lakes, destroying the scenic

beauties and drowning out the spawning
beds. In some cases the usefulness of

these dams has gone but they still re-

main and prevent the fish from going up
the rivers as they otherwise would.
There appears to have been no provision

for the removal of these dams with the

result that after use they are still left to

the injury of the Park and without the

slightest compensating advantage. The
attractions of the Park are so great that

their development would repay the Prov-
ince directly, and many times over indi-

rectly, everything spent upon it. The
inclusion of a portion of country to the

south of the Park was strongly recom-
mended on the ground that itisunsuitable

for agricultural purposes butwell adapted
for the growth of pine and pine is grow-
ing there, which, if protected for a few
years will prove an asset of considerable

value. The question of accommodation
in the Park came in for some considera-

tion, and while the advantages of an ho-

tel from which excursions could be ar-

ranged was recognized, it was held that

this time it should be well understood
that whoever undertook this work should
do so with the full knowledge that liabil-

ity to change of regulations must be as-

sured and questions of compensation
not entertained. If something of this

kind could be done visitors would simply

pour in, for the Algonquin National Park
is easy of access and possesses attrac-

tions and room sufficient to give health

and pleasure to all who may choose to

come. One gentleman said he had been
in Switzerland and though he had search-

ed diligently he had found nothing so

fine as the Park could show them. It

was agreed on all hands that the visit

had been a revelation in more ways than

one and that its educational value could

not be estimated. Advantage was taken

of the presence of the \linisters and
members of the Provincial House to air

these requirements for the Park, if in any
sense it is to become what it should and
ought to be—a great national playground
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for the people. Everyone agreed that

something should be done to improve
matters and the Ministers were assured

that here was a chance to do something
for the people, which, if accomplished,

would cause their names to live in his-

tory. Public support would also be as-

sured.

On Sunday morning a short service

was conducted in the dining room at the

Rangers' headquarters by the Rev. Mr.

Chadwick of Windsor, who was present

as a guest of Dr. Reaume's. Then a

long snowshoe tramp was undertaken by
a select few, the majority preferring the

comforts of the cars. In the afternoon

there was a run down to Joe Lake, and
while the train was taken as far as Canoe
Lake in order to obtain water for the en-

gine, snowshoes were again put on and
a beaten trail taken to Joe Lake. Across
this lake could be seen the remains of a

mill, the buildings connected with which
were surrounded by the houses of what
only a few years ago was a busy village

inhabited by as many as six or seven
hundred people. The timber was cut,

the mill was stopped, the firm we were
told assigned, and the people who once
lived here are now scattered in many
distant places. We also saw one of the

dams which do so much injury to the

Mr. E. J. McVeigh writes:

—

It is always well to know what the

other fellow thinks when you attempt to

put him on his defence. The following

letter gives us a peep under the hat of

that much abused individual, the pot
hunter:—"To Mr. McVeigh; Dear Sir:

I have seen a piece in "Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada" with your name
at the head of it, and I think you are
right in most things you say, but don't
you think you are a little hard on the
man who sometimes kills deer out of
the hunting season? It is mostly men
who are in the bush all the time who do
this and they see how many the wolves
kill, and how can you blame them if they
think that a few more can't make much
difference and if they don't kill them the
wolf will anyway? The Government pays
fifteen dollars if you kill a wolf, but that
is no good; no man can spend his time

fisheries. Some of the enthusiasts

wished to fish through the ice but a re-

flection of the day and occasion withheld

them. On a return to the old place half

a dozen of the strenuous ones again vis-

ited the beavers and though parties had
been down in the morning and failed to

see them, they were obliging enough to

show themselves again and even to per-

mit a snapshot, although the light was
against any success in this direction.

Testimony was borne to the excellence

and completeness of the arrangements,

made by the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany, and it was the general opinion that

the trip will be rich in good results to
the Province. All the arrangements so

far as the Grand Trunk was concerned
(and it should not be forgotten that these

even included moccasins and snowshoes
without which not much could have been
seen) were in the capable and competent
hands of Mr. H. R. Charlton, Advertis-

ing Agent of the Grand Trunk and Mr.

W. P. Hinton, Assistant General Passen-

ger Agent while the trip was organized
and Mr. H. Maisonville, Private Secre-

tary to the Hon. Dr. Reaume, Minister

of Public Works. The absence of any
hitch, even of the slightest kind, shows
how thoroughly these gentlemen did their

work.

hunting wolves at that price or twice

that, and if one is killed it is by chance,

and no one hunts them at all. If they

were hunted they would clear out even if

not killed. I think a regular wolf hunter

who would work at it all the time as you
say, would do lots of good. The time of
the year when most good could be dorre

men are not in the bush much, I mean in

the last end of the winter, and it is then

a man could hunt up dens and kill the

young ones. Yours truly.
"

This idea of tracking the wolf to the

den and destroying the pups is one I had
overlooked; it looks good to me. But
exact knowledge is hard to get. What
we want now is information as to wheth-
er there is or is not a regular season for

the wolf litter, and what that season is.

Someone must be possessed of this

knowledge and I have hopes we will hear
from him. With congratulations on the-

success of the agitation so far.



A Fine Tourist Region.

THERE are numberless places in Can-
ada where a fine outing can be

combined with the best of fishing

and good hunting in the season; and in

this respect Ontario is not the least

amongst the Provinces. Indeed so well

favored in this matter is the great Prov-

ince of Ontario that choice is difficult,

though, fortunately, where there is so

much that is good it is hard to go wrong.
The Highlands of Ontario are likely

however to long hold their pride of place.

To the very finest of scenery, they add
all the charms of water, the lakes being

abundant and every one beautiful. A
fine center for which to book is Dorset,

where there is good accommodation and
which serves as a splendid headquarters
from which to make expeditions of all

kinds. It is the starting place for Hol-
low Lake, one of the finest speckled trout

fishing grounds north of Toronto. The
Indian name for this lake is Kahweam-
hegewagamag, and the tourist will re-

quire to extend his holiday if he wishes
to learn the correct pronunciation.

Dorset can put forward claims to fa-

vor for several reasons. It is easily ac-

cessible by railway and being near the

best fishing and sporting grounds, trips

can be made by all wishing to take a

share in healthy recreation coupled with
good sport, "ihere are so many lakes in

the country near by that trips of long or
short duration can be arranged, and the
very height of enjoyment attained.

Every hunter, fisherman, tourist and
camper knows the value of a good guide
and steps have been taken at Dorset to

secure this great advantage to every
visitor. An organization has been
formed which might well form a model
for similar ones throughout the Province.
The local guides without waiting for the
Government to adopt a system of organ-
ized guides formed one of their own.
They took no local or restricted view
either, but boldly and successfully
launched "The Ontario Guides' Associa-
tion." The organization was born only
one year ago, but it is in a flourishing
condition and promises to long survive
and extend its sphere of usefulness and
service.

One of the main objects of the Associ-

ation is to promote and facilitate travel in

the Lake of Bays and Algonquin Park
regions of the Province, a task which in

view of the beauty of the country and its

many claims upon the travelling public is

the least arduous of the lines of work
taken up by those forming the organiza-
tion.

One of the most efficient means by
which this work can be done is to secure
for the public competent and reliable

guides. Every traveller in Canada will

endorse that sentiment. It is only those
who have been off" the beaten track who
realize how much the success of their

holidays depend npon the competency and
reliability of their guides. The Associa-

tion tests every man before admitting
him to membership, and if tourists en-

gage a member of the Guides' Associa-
tion, the Association guarantees both his

reliability and his competency. The
traveller, tourist, fisherman, hunter,

canoeist or holiday maker can feel quite

at ease when he has such a guide to pilot

him through any of the little difficulties

which the ordinary city man encounters
in the backwoods, and may rely upon the

very best of treatment.

To be eligible for membership the

guide must have a permanent residence

in the Province, be at least eighteen years

of age, have had three years' experience
in work as as a guide, possess a charac-

ter for reliability, and own a thorough
equipment. Furthermore he has to be
recommended by three members of the

Association who must vouch for his

standing both as a guide and as a citizen.

Having secured admission a member
may be dropped on a two-thirds vote of

a local committee or of the general exec-

utive for violation of any rule of law or

conduct unbecoming a citizen of the

Province.

Every sportsman maynotagree with the

next aim of the Association which is to

maintain a standard rate of remuneration
for these fully quailified guides, that rate

being fixed at $3 per day and necessary

expenses. Many a sportsman has paid

as much for unqualified men, and all who
have had experience will agree that a

cheap guide is an unqualified mistake. If

fully competent and equipped for his
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work and a man upon whom absolute
reliance can be placed, the price charged
is not too high, and those who know how
much not merely of their success but of

their absolute safety and comfort depends
upon their guide will willingly and cheer-
fully pay this amount, on being assured
of a full return for their money.
The Association goes further and is

built upon a broader foundation still. It

seeks to render assistance to its members
in many ways. Not only does it seek to

make them the very pick of the guides of
the Province, but it will look after them
when they need help—in cases of sick-

ness or disability, and when death over-
takes them will do all that is possible,
w ith the moderate means at their dis-

posal, for their families. These objects
will secure the sympathy of all who
know trom personal experience what a
fine set of good hearted fellows our Can-
adian guides are.

The organization is very complete in all

its details and will undoubtedly carry into
practice as far as it is humanly possible

the ideals with which they have set out.

Recognizing as they do that their in-

terests are closely bonnd up with the

protection of the forests, the fish and
the game of the Province, they have com-
piled a code of rules for the guidance of

their own members by means of which
they seek to live up to their professions.

The guides not only keep strictly within

the letter of the law themselves but also

see that the parties under their charge do
likewise. 4

'It shall be the duty of every

guide to live up to and protect the game
and fish laws of any Province to which
he may go."

All honor to the spirit animating these

men in founding such an organization

and may it do them the best of service!

Certainly it is calculated to do them un-

told good, for sportsmen must prefer to

go to a district where in addition to at-

tractions, they can be quite certain of find-

ing the most reliable guides to make
their outings a success in the present,

and a life long delight in going over in

imagination such pleasant experiences.



The Ontario Game Laws.

BHE prominent position assumed by

the Province of Ontario in all mat-

ters of fish and game protection,

and the activity and zeal of the Provin-

cial Association, which has built up a

strong- org-anization on the broadest

platform, have given a wide interest to

the effort put forth by the Provincial

Government to amend the game laws of

the Province. The Government have had
the great advantage of a Game Commis-
sion, whose reports and recommendations
have been of great value, and several ot

the amendments recommended by them
have been placed in the new bill present-

ed by the Government to the Legislature.

Prior to the introduction of this bill

into the Provincial House, it had been
arranged that the Premier and the Cab-
inet would receive a deputation from the

members of the Ontario Fish and Game
Protective Association for the purpose
of formally presenting to the Govern-
ment the resolutions adopted by the Pro-
vincial Convention, and ask them to initi-

ate legislation upon the lines indicated by
them. This deputation waited upon the
Ministers at noon on March fifth and was
composed of representatives of all but
the most distant branches. While pri-

marily concerned with pressing their own
resolutions, the delegates necessarily
made lengthy references to the new bill,

the full provisions of which had not been
fully considered owing to the short inter-

val between its introduction and the re-

ception of the deputation.
Mr. McConnell, of Belleville, voiced

the wishes of the Hastings County Branch,
which are an efficient game warden in

the northern part of the County; and a
good man with a fast gasoline launch to
patrol the river and bay.

Messrs. W. H. Chittick and J. W.
Weldon of London, thanked the Minister
for the good work done in stoping net
fishing at the mouth of the Thames, and
both expressed the strongest views that
this course was in the public interest in

its widest and best sense. Now every-
one would be allowed a share in the fish-

ing upon equal terms, and it would no
longer be a monopoly in the hands of a

few and for the benefit of the people of
the States.

Mr. Wilson of Dunnville, advocated
an equal treatment for the Grand River
He explained that the fishermen put
down their pound nets for days before
the opening of the season, and on the
opening day they pulled them up with
sometimes ten tons of fish in them. He
thought they ought to be compelled at

least to wait till the opening day before
putting down their nets. They were
overrun with carp, but also had plenty of
other kinds of fish.

Mr. J. P. Downey, M. P. P., on be-

half of Guelph, expressed himself as in

hearty sympathy with the movement for

the better protection of fish and game,
and believed the work would amply re-

pay the Government, the Province and
the public.

Major William Hendrie, of Hamilton,
drew attention to the importance of the

Provincial Convention, which was at-

tended by close upon one hundred dele-

gates from twenty-six branches situated

in all parts of Ontario. The Association

heartily joined with the Government in

maintaining much of the northern coun-
try, mostly Governmental lands, for the

use of the whole people and not for any
particular class. The Government must
remember that in such a course they took
upon themselves a decided responsibility.

They placed themselves largely in the

position of landowners in the old coun-

try who saw that the game that they

reared was efficiently protected. It was
the duty of the Government to see that

the animals breeding in that vast north-

ern country were not entirely destroyed

nor the waters depleted of fish. This

equally applied to the food fish in which

there had been immense losses. There
were some ideas in connection with the

preservation and protection of fish and
game in the old country which might

well be adopted in Canada. For in-

stance the care and money expended in

the preservation of grouse moors, much
of the land composing' which was of a

wild and uncultivatible character, was of

great value both to the district and the
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land, and if it were not from the revenue

derived from shooting, its sparsely set-

tled domain would see very little outside

money going into it. In our northern

portions there was a vast acreage unsuit-

able for agricultural purposes, which can

be made valuable in such a way as will

return a good revenue to the Province, if

only wise measures are adopted by means
of which the fullest advantage can be

taken of the fishing and shooting within

its borders. He did not for a moment
advocate the principle of private domain,
as the Association was a unit in its wish-

es to have the Government handle the

whole of the available shooting and fish-

ing territory of the Province as one huge
public game preserve, for the use of the

masses of the people irrespective of po-
sition and wealth. To give some idea cf

how this matter was viewed across the

line, it had been publicly stated by the

Game Commissioner of Maine that "the
value of a moose head to the people of

the State is $500." By that was meant
that $500 was spent in the State by every
sportsman who endeavored to enjoy the

-distinction and pleasure of shooting a
moose. What a contrast this was to

Ontario! Here the largest of our big

.game was not considered of any great
value at all. It was a common thing for

a moose to be killed for his hide— the

same kind of thing which in years gene
by.was the cause for the destruction of

the buffalo. He would not even go into

the more important matter of the food
fish of the Great Lakes. A generous
and attentive ear from the Cabinet was
desired for those who were interesting

themselves in these most important mat-
ters, and doing what they sincerely hoped
and believed would be beneficial to those
who would come after them in this great
Province of Ontario. They felt strongly
that it was only fair to the coming gen-
eration that we should leave them lands
and waters note entirely destitute of fish

and game. The Association did not ap-
proach this large and important subject
in a dictatorial spirit, recognizing that
changes must come gradually—but they
must come soon. They maintained their

position to be correct, and hoped that the
Cabinet would be fully in accord with the
deputation on the matter. They had

much knowledge on how the game laws
were broken and the fish illegally caught.

Many other matters along the same lines

could be gathered by such an organiza-

tion. It was in the spirit of willingness

to help that they approached the Govern-
ment that day, feeling that with their

large membership, situated in all parts

of Ontario they were in a position to as-

sist with advice and practical knowledge,
the Fish and Game Department of the

Government.
Mr. Thomas Upton, Hamilton, ex-

pressed the wishes of the members of the

Association to assist the Government in

every possible way. If properly managed
the protection of fish and game was a

good business proposition for the Prov-

ince. In ten ) ears the Department had
received $143,131, and only expended

$85,530, leaving a surplus of -$57,596

which had been contributed to the gen-

eral fund, This went to show that if

efficiently preserved fish and game would
not only give many good sportsmen
much enjoyment and healthy recreation,

but also be a source of revenue to the

Province. They wished to ask that all rev-

enue derived from this source in future be

spent in further protecting the fish and the

game, and in order to do this they main-
tained that game and fish wardens shculd

be paid such a salary as would enab'e

them to devote their full time to ihe

work, both the fish and the game needing

protection all the year round. In the

new bill there were certain changes with

which they were not in entire accord.

From the experience of a friend and him-

self in quail shooting last fall he was sat-

isfied that there would be good shooting

next fall, and he supported an open sea-

son for quail for 1907. He could see no
reason why they should be deprived of

the pleasure of a few days of the finest

sport of which he knew. In the event of

a hard winter, such as we experienced

three or four years ago it might have
been advisable to protect quail by closing

the following season, but at present such

a course was unnecessary. He would
suggest that the open season for ducks,

etc., be altered from September
first to September fifteenth, because if

this were done it would leave no excuse

for carrying a gun before the season was
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opened for all feathered game. He
thought no sportsman used an automatic

gun, but only one who "was out to

slaughter the game," and he supported

the clause forbidding the use of such

guns.

Mr. A. Kelly Evans, the Secretary of-

the headquarters branch, expressed in-

debtedness to the Ministry for the new
bill and proceeded:

"While we have not yet found time to

thoroughly master the details of the pro-

posed measure, we feel that, in its broad

scope, it is undoubtedly a great advance

towards the objects this Association has

at heart. Our Association hopes that

the Government will send this Bill, after

its second reading, to a Special Commit-
tee, and thus give those interested an op-

portunity of considering, and if necess-

ary, criticising it. We wish to take this

opportunity of emphasizing to the Hon-
orable the Premier and his Ministry, that

this Association has as its ultimate goal,

a much greater work than even the bet-

ter protection of the Game Fish and
Game of the Province, namely: The
saving from destruction of the food fish-

eries of the Great Lakes. It is only nec-

essary to point out that from a total

catch in 1893, of 28,623,657 lbs. of food

fish, there has been a decrease, equalling

in 1905 the enormous amount of 6,051,-

357 lbs., while the implements of destruc-

tion,—including tugs, boats and nets of

all kinds and descriptions—have almost
doubled. Taking the value of fish as

given in the latest printed reports of the

Province, it will be found, that an aver-

age would be about six cents per pound,
and, therefore, these figures show that

by a falling-off of six millions of pounds
in the total catch, there would be a loss

of $360,000 in 1905, or capitalizing this

sum at five per cent, we find, that the

capital value of the fisheries of Ontario
shows a shrinkage at present values ot

fish of $7,200,000

The broad principle our Association
takes in reference to these matters is that
the regulations as to the food fisheries

which tend to the benefit of the masses
of the community should be carried out
fearlessly, even if so doing causes a tem-
porary injury to a comparatively speak-

ing, small section of the population, who
could very easily find in a short time

other means of employment. It is gen-

erally admitted that eighty-five per cent

of the food fish caught in the Province

go to the United States, and it has been
alleged that some of the fish sold in the

markets of Toronto, Windsor and other

points, was originally caught in our own
waters, has gone to the States, and been
shipped back—we having to pay the

American duty, our own duty and the

added freight. I mention these facts

and emphasize the interest our Associa-

tion takes in them at this juncture, in or-

der that no possible misconstruction as

to our Association being simply com-
posed of sportsmen interested in a sel-

fish way, should be entertained by the

Government. This deputation, the dele-

gates to which have come from many
parts of the Province, was arranged be-

fore the proposed Act was introduced,

and with a view of asking the Ministry

to embody the findings of our recent

convention in the Bill. I am happy to

say that I find many of the suggestions of

our convention have been adopted, and
I trust it may possibly so happen that

when the measure is discussed, amend-
ments and alterations may be made, if

we can show that there is good cause for

such being done; and that in any case

our representatives may be given a pa-

tient hearing by the Chairman and Mem-
bers of the said Committee.

Mr. Graham, of the Iroquois Hotel,

Toronto, read the following petition :

—

Toronto, February 28th, 1907.

To the Honorable Colonel J. B. Whitney,
Prime Minister of Ontario,

Toronto.

Sir :

We, the undersigned, members of the

Toronto Hotelkeepers' Association, who
are owners or managers of the leading

hotels of this city, respectfully beg to

draw to your attention the following

facts :

(1) That the Tourist traffic from the

United States attracted by the fishing of

this Province is of financial importance to

us, and can be largely increased
;

(2) That we learn from old customers

who have been passing through the town
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for years, that the fishing- is rapidly be-

coming- very poor where orig-inally it was
superb, and that they speak of seeking

other places
;

(3) That In our opinion there is not a

practical and efficient system for the en-

forcement of the present Laws as they

apply to fish and game
;

(4) We also draw to your attention

the alarming depletion of the fisheries of

the Great Lakes, and the fact that the

great bulk of the fish now caught are ex-

ported to the United States, and that we
tind difficulty in obtaining the finer forms
of food fish in consequence

;

(5) As an Association we have be-

come a Branch of the Ontario Fish and
Game Protective Association and heartily

endorse the findings of its Convention,

recently held in the University of Toronto;

and trust that as far as possible the Laws
and Regulations will be amended in ac-

cordance therewith : with this exception,

however : That we object to the Asso-
ciation's recommendations as to placing

any additional varieties of fish and game
upon the list already prohibited for sale

in this Province, as we consider it only

right that we should at any time, be able

to provide our guests with at least two
kinds of game

;
namely : Venison and

Wild Ducks, purchased during the open
season

;

In conclusion, we are unanimously of

the opinion that a great asset to the Pro-

vince exists in its Game Fish and Game,
as an attraction to Tourists, and that it

would be a good policy for the Govern-
ment to quadruple its present expenditure
in the direction of enforcing the Laws as

they apply to Fish and Game ; that the

whole system be re-organized ; and that

officers be appointed on living salaries,

selected for their fitness for the work.
We have the Honor to be, Sir,

Yours respectfully,

(Signed)

G. A. Graham, Iroquois Hotel,

Wm. C. Sailey, King Edward Hotel,

Geo. Wright, Walker House,
Messrs McGaw & Henry Winnett,

Queen's Hotel,

C. R. Palmer, Palmer House,
E. R. Hurst, Daly House,
P. J. Mulqueen, Tremont House,
T. M. Bayne, Walker House,

Angus Gordon, King Edward Hotel,

Alf. A. Ryley, Grand Union,
L. Shea, Elliott House,
F. D. Manches, Arlington House,
Nelson Bros., Rossin House,

The Premier, in reply, expressed the

obligations of the Government to the

gentlemen forming the deputation. It

was their intention to refer the Game
Bill, after its second reading, to a special

committee, and that committee would
welcome such information as the mem-
bers of the Protective Association could
give. Their information would make
the work of the Committee and of the

Government the lighter and enable them
to deal with matters of moment in a more
intelligent manner than could be the case

if they did not possess the information
those before him had it in their power to

give. He assured them the course they
suggested was the one the Government
had chosen, and they might rely upon
their recommendation receiving the earn-

est attention of the members of the Com-
mittee, and of the Government.

The Hon. Dr. Reaume also addressed
the deputation, laying particular stress

upon the difficulties encountered in carry-

ing out the law. It was all very well for

the members of the Assembly to go to

him and request an Inspector for their

county, and then when the law was en-

forced and one man caught to come to

him and beg the man off. He never
realized the value of the work of the

members of the Fish and Game Protect-

ive Association so much as he had done
since he took office. The difficulties of

enforcing the law in such a Province as

Ontario could scarcely be realized, but he
meant to make efforts to do this, and he
heartily welcomed the assistance of the

stalwarts who formed the bulk of their

Associations. He pointed out how at the

Sault and Windsor he had done some-
thing to ensure that Canadians should
have at least a share of their own fish.

When the fishermen told him that the

fish were their own fish, and that they
had a right to sell them where they could
make the most money, he informed them
that if they stood on their rights they
would soon learn that the people also had
rights. When the time came for the re-
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newal of their licenses they would find,

if they persisted in their course, that he

would have something to say to them.

From that heart-to-heart talk great good

had resulted, and Canadians could now
obtain their own fish if they wanted them.

He would like to see the Canadians follow

the example of the Americans in respect

to the fisheries—to supply the fishermen

with the boats, nets, etc. and to take the

catch as the Americans are now doing.

With regard to the exportation question

they must look to Ottawa. So far as he

was concerned it would not require much
persuasion to induce him to accompany
them to Otiawa if any deputation could

be arranged for that purpose. He believ-

ed the new system of inspection proposed

in the bill would act much more efficiently

than that at present in force, and he

could assure them he was in earnest in

his endeavour to secure better protection

for both the fish and the game.
The members of the deputation thank-

ed the Minisers for their courteous recep-

tion and withdrew.

The Bill to which so many references

appear above, was introduced into the

Ontario Legislature by the Hon. Dr.

Reaume, Minister of Public Works, who
has charge of the game and fishery in-

terests of the Province. The bill is known
as No. 137 and entitled ' 'An Act respect-

ing the Game, Fur Bearing Animals,

and Fisheries of Ontario." A note on
its front page states that the draft includ-

es amendments to the Game Act as re-

commended in the reports of the Game
Commission for the past two years. No
substantial change was made in the Fish-

eries Act, although the language was in

many cases altered as was found necessary

for purposes of consolidation.

The most important step taken under
the bill was the inclusion for'the first

time of the fish and game under one de-

partment to be known as the Game and
Fisheries Branch. This is a step in the

right direction, and every friend of fish

and game was in hearty accord with the

proposed measure so far. The exten-

sion of the open season for big game to

one month all over the Province proved
more contentious, though as it is guarded
by the regulation that the licenses are

only good for fifteen days, the majority of
sportsmen seemed to favor the change.

In the third place the establishment of a

gun license gave rise to much controversy,,

although farmers and farmers' sons were
exempt, and also the holders of big game
licenses, the gun license fee being includ-

ed in the larger license. Power was
taken to increase the non-resident license

fee from twenty-five to fifty dollars. An
important provision in this connection is

the one providing for the reduction of the

non-resident fee to Canadians from other

provinces to the same amount the several

provinces permit residents of Ontario to

hunt within their boundaries. The Board
of Game Commissioners was abolished

under the bill. The use of automatic

guns was prohibited.

The cow moose and the young of deer,

moose, reindeer, or caribou under the

age of one year are to be protected.

While two deer to one license is still al-

lowed, not more than one of them must
be a doe, and although when two or more
persons are hunting together the numbers
may be made up so that the aggregate
amounts to two each no one person must
kill more than one doe.

Duck protection goes a little bit farther

under this bill, and many duck hunters

would like it to go farther still.

Under the head of fish it was decided

to have a close time for sturgeon. Power
was taken under the bill for fishery leas-

es, and for free licenses for guests, points

that gave rise to much discussion.

The bill is being considered in Com-
mittee as we go to press. The Committee
after a strenous fight, knocked out

the clause providing for a gun license.

An equally strenuous struggle took place

over the clause prohibiting the use of

automatic guns in the Province, but it

was retained. The struggle of struggles,

however, promises to take place over the

clause giving the Lieutenant-Governor

power to issue fishing leases. A signi-

ficant sign of the times in this matter
was thepassing ofa resolution by the Com-
mittee (on hearing of the application for

an extension of the Tadenac Club lease)

in favor of the cancellation of all existing

leases, and the prohibition of such' leases

for the future.



Bait Casting in Canada.

BY BENJAMIN WESTWOOD.

]H[LE Bait Casting in Canada to a

limited extent has been indulged in,

and I venture to say that there are

a great many fishermen who have never
cast an artificial Bait either Minnow,
Spoon or Spider after the fashion of Fly
casting ; hence
I write this ar-

ticle to assume

my fellow fisher-

men that there

is much sport in

store for them
in this directu n,

without the la-

bor and much
time spent in

the often fruit-

less search for

live minnows.
Here is a

method of catch-

ing fish stand-

ing side by side,

as scientifically

as Fly casting,

with all the re-

lative sport at-

tending it. Dur-
ing this last

season I have
been very much
i n t e rested in

this newer meth-
od of catching

fish and secured

a fine lot of bass

and pickerel as

a reward for my
efforts. I have
for days used
only a small

casting Spoon, Devon or Spinner with a

two joint six foot casting Rod and double

gut leather with a very free running mul-
tiplying Reel and enamelled silk Line. I

have been astonished to find after making
many and frequent inquiries from numer-
ous fishermen that while they may cast

many a Fly for trout and bass they have
never cast an artificial Bait for bass or

MR. BENJAMIN WESTWOOD.

Of the Allcock, Laight and Westwood Company,
Limited, Toronto.

other fish, notwithstanding the fact than

our neighbors across the line have been
doing so much duriug the past two or

three years in developing this Bait Cast-

ing method by frequent Bait Casting
Tournamentswhich have been so popular,

and taken uphy
the press and
reported so ex-

tensively a 1 1

over the United
States. In con-

sequence of the

great demand
there has grown
up a large trade

in what is called

Bait Casting
Rods, mostsuit-

able for thispur-

pose, and made
especially for
this kind of fish-

ing. They are

generally, if not
always, made in

two joints from
five to six feet.

Being in close

touch with the

principlecentres

of the Fishing
Tackle trade in

the United Stat-

es for so many
years I have ob-
served particu-

larly the large

trade that has
grown up in

Bait Casting
Rods and Reels,

and am convinced that Bait Casting in

Canada is bound to develope in the near
future into large proportions as it is now
doing in the United States. While it is

admitted by all that Fly fishing is the
most scientific fishing for either Trout or
Salmon, yet here is a new style of casting
for Trout, Bass, Pickerel or Salmon and
not fall far short, if at all, as a scientific
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method of catching fish, and from my
own experience just as enjoyable and full

of real sport.

In some localities last season where I

was fishing it was most amusing- to see

the astonishment of the natives as they

saw me casting from a rock or from the

shore or from a boat some fifty or sixty

feet with a small Spoon or Spinner and
immediately land safely a good sized fish

with the small Bait hooked in the mouth,
and cast the same Bait and bring out

another fish in so short a time. They
said ' 'surely vthis is a new method of oat-

ching fish such as we never saw before !"

I have been asked by many persons

which is the best way to successfully do
this kind of fishing and what is the best

outfit to secure. Some of the authorities

in the States where they have had long

experience in this line of fishing advised

a two joint Bass Rod from five to six feet

long which is called a Bait casting rod,

with large stand up rings and a good
sized end ring on tip of Rod so as to

allow the Line to run quite freely when
casting from a Multiplying Quadruple
Reel. They alsoadvised in some cases

a Raw Silk Line but from my own exper-
ience last season I favor an Enamelled
Silk Line as the most suitable. It does not
absorb the water and must run easier on
this account, besides it must pass through
the air more freely being heavier and
smoother, thus enabling a longer cast to
be made. Frequently when casting with
a light-weight artificial Bait it is neces-
sary to facilitate the casting by attach-

ing near the Bait on the Leader a
small Sinker which will carry the line

farther.

The conditions of Bait casting are
somewhat different to Fly casting inas-

much as the Bait can be brought back
again after the cast has been made under-
neath the water until such times as the

free running reel brings it to the end of
the Rod tip again in case there is no fish

secured.

I am quite free to confess that I am
greatly taken with this method of fishing

which offers to the fisherman far more
variety and sport than still fishing can
possibly do, besides making better use of

his Rod, Reel and Line, and developing

his skill as a sportsman.

That there seems to be a considerable

amount of interest taken in the Interna-

tional Tournament of Bait and Fly Cast-

ing Clubs, which is to be given by the

Racine Fly Casting Club, at Racine,

Wis., August 15, 16, 17 next is evi-

denced by the many commendatory let-

ters which the Committee are receiving

from various sources. The manufactur-

ers are responding nobly to the call

which has been made on them, and are

particularly moved to do so in * view of

the recent action of the affiliated clubs in

determination not to solicit donations of

prizes for club contests or merely local

tournaments, and as a result, the prize

list promises to be the biggest ever of-

fered. It is the general impression that
there will be the biggest crowd at Racine
that has ever attended a Tournament in

the history of the sport. It is the earn-

est desire of all Committees that no fa-

voritism be shown anyone in any way,
and this, of course, is meeting with gen-
eral approval. The National Association

has given the matterof the * 'professional'*

its close attention. Every consideration

and courtesy will be extended to the rep-

utable and sportsmanlike "professional,"

and opportunities will be given him to

display his skill and make records. A
sincere effort will be put forth to make
all restriction of "professionals" as fair

and friendly as possible, and to look after

their welfare and enjoyment to the fullest

extent. However, it is recognized that

the time has arrived to establish a dem-
arcation between the two different inter-

ests, and the Racine Tournament will be
conducted largely for the caster who en-

gages in the sport solely for the love of

same, and who is without trade jeal

ousies or financial interest in the ga*me



New York Sportsmen's Show,

OHE New York Sportsmen's Show
appears to go on from success to

success and this year formed no ex-

ception to the rule. There were larger

crowds than ever in the Madison Square
Gardens, New York, from Match 1st to

9th, during which time the finest collec-

tion of sportsmen's equipments ever col-

lected together were inspected by many
thousands not only of sportsmen but also

of the general public. So large was the

ist displays, while the guides here found
their headquarters. The large tank in

the centre was used for canoeing and
tilting contests.

All the trade exhibits were to be found
in the balcony and by far the most con-

spicuous, both for tasteful arrangement
and extent, was that of the New York
Sporting Goods Co., 17 Warren St.,

New York. The stand was decorated in

green and gold, with a profusion of elec-

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS COMPANY.

attendance that those responsible for the

Show are credited with the determination
to keep it open for three weeks next year
in order to comfortably accommodate the

enormous crowds wishful to examine the

exhibits.

Arrangements followed much on the

lines of those which have stood the test

of actual practice in past years. The
ground floor was given up to the great
transportation companies of both Canada
and the States, and there were taxiderm-

tric light effects which could not fail to

gain attention from every visitor. Those
thus attracted found their time not wast-
ed, for an examination of the goods dis-

played showed the wonderful variety of

the exhibit. A complete line of camping,
fishing, hunting and general outing
goods were shown. •» There was a splen-

did collection of firearms—Savage, Ste-

vens and Remington. For fishermen the

Bristol Steel Rods were prominent.
Much interest was taken in the display of
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the new Goodyear "Pneumatic" base-

ball.

In bicycles the Corbin Two Speed
Coaster Brake and a complete assort-

ment of Hudson Bicycles were shown.

The widespread interest of the public

in everything connected with camp life

was illustrated by the continuous crowds
around the display of canoes made by E.

M, White & Co., of Oldtown, Maine;

and the "Gold Medal" cots, tables, chairs

and other articles which add so materially

to the pleasures of an outing.

The New York Sporting Goods Com-
pany were the sole representative of the
wholesale sporting goods' distributors of
New York. There were many manufac-
turers and jobbers unrepresented who
might easily avail themselves of this

annual opportunity to advertise their

goods in one of the most effective and
far reaching ways open to any trade.

The Game Society of Nova Scotia.

T~HE members of the Game Society

of Nova Scotia have held a two
days' conference at Halifax. The

interest recently aroused on the subjects of

fish and game throughout the Province

was shown in a marked manner at this

Conference, the delegates from the

Peoples' Society outnumbering the mem-
bers of the Game Society. Yarmouth,
Digby, Kingston, Kentville, Wolfville,

Truro, and New Glasgow were all rep-

resented. Game Wardens Cameron and
Yuick were also present. The former
made a reputation for himself by secur-

ing a large number of convictions against
people who took part in the killing of

moose in the deep snow three years ago.
A long discussion took place on the

question of a close season for partridge,

the result being that it was decided not
to ask any change in the existing season
viz. October first to November first.

The proposal to change the open season
for woodcock to September first instead
of August twentieth was accepted.

A lengthy consideration was given to

the question of the sale of moose meat.
The eastern delegates were opposed to

the sale being allowed, but those from
the western counties did not wish for a
change, and matters therefore remain as
they were.

Non-residents fishing without a license

was likewise a matter to which much
attention was given. It was decided to

interview the Provincial Government on
the matter, the anomalous condition of the
law regarding the fisheries by means of
which the Dominion Government and the
local authority share the jurisdiction being
the cause of much inconvenience. The
belief was strongly expressed that a mod-
erate license fee would not adversely
affect the tourist traffic.

Spring shooting for ducks is allowed

in Cumberland County, but not elsewhere
in the Province, and this anomaly gave
rise to much discussion. So prolonged
was the consideration given to many of

these matters that it was midnight before

the Conference adjourned.

The following morning the question

of the protection afforded to wildfowl

again came up. The different shore
birds have of late years been much sought
after. The plover, yellow legs and sev-

eral smaller birds are growing scarce.

No opposition was offered to the pro-

posal to remove the English sparrow from
the list of protected birds.

The following sportsmen, gentlemen
who are enthusiastic sportsmen and lovers

of game, birds, and fish were elected

to the council :—-George W. Stewart,

Truro ; Dr. W. B. Moore, Kentville; and
Commissioner Kelly, of Yarmouth.

There were many allusions to the ill-

fated and unlamented "Petty Trespass
Act" of last year, and voice was given to

the rumours which have been in circulation

for sometime. A projected bill is said to

contain clauses which seek to prevent the

public from cutting firewood for sporting

camps, gathering brush, or even cut a

few poles with which to erect a tent.

While the members of both Societies

are strongly in favor of any reasonable

measures which will protect the forest

from wanton destruction, they are unal-

terably opposed to any measure which
seeks to rob the people of their lawful

heritage. If a bill of the kind foreshadow-
ed is submitted, or a clause comes up in

any bill designed to interfere with the

rights of prospectors, trappers, sports-

men or tourists who wish to pass their

vacations in the woods, there are enough
friends of the movement now on the alert

to detect and prevent the mischief.
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The Montreal Show.

By the time this number reaches the

hands of subscribers, the final arrange-

ments for the Montreal Show, which wil 1

be open from April 6th to April I3th, will

be well in hand, and the only Show of its

kind in Canada this year be assured of

the success it deserves. The great Rail-

way Companies of Canada have coopera-

ted both by exhibits, which will in them-

selves constitute no mean portions of the

Show, and also by granting reduced fares

which should result in vastly increasing

the attendance. There are many thous-

ands of people, not plentifully endowed
with this world's goods, who would like

to see such a Show, and they will appre-

ciate this action on the part of the Rail-

way Companies as giving them a chance

of examining the latest inventions in every

department connected with outdoor life.

The good will extended to the promoters

by the manufacturers south of the line

ensures such a display as will well repay

every visitor, who can make it at all

convenient to attend, to do so. The
arrangements we described last month
all stand and have been supplemented by

several others which will add to the effec-

tiveness of the displays in every branch.

It is not too much to say that this Mon-
treal Show is giving rise to much interest

throughout Canada. It is a fine oppor-

tunity for comparing the progress made
in Canada with the established reputa-

tions achieved by manufacturers in the

States. The very finest of everything

will be shown and it is a great compli-

ment to the growing importance of the

Canadian trade that so strong an effort

should be put forth to make a show in

Canada that will worthily represent to

the Canadian people how much can

be done for them by American manufac-
turers. Canadians will never be satisfied

with less than the best and when that

best is to be obtained south of the line,

there they will go. The Canadian manu-
facturers are expected to show up well

and the European exhibits cannot fail to

attract a large measure of attention. Al-

together the Show promises to mark an
era in the progress of development in

sporting manufactures.

The Railways have made the following

rates :

(1)—Special Excursions—Round trip

tickets to be sold to Montreal at lowest

one-way first-class fare from Quebec,
Sherbrooke, Brockville, Smith Falls, Car-

leton Junct. , Ottawa and intermediate

stations in Canada. Tickets will be sold

on Tuesday and Wednesday, April 9th

and 10th, 1907, good for return on the

15th.

(1)—Certificate plan arrangements

—

One way tickets to be sold at Montreal
on Certiricate Plan, April 3—13, inclusive,

from all points in Eastern Canadian Pass.

Ass'n. territory, viz ; Stations in Canada
east of and including Port Arthur, De-
troit and St. Clair Rivers. Certificates to

be honored up to and including April

17th for return passage.

Shows in the States

Big Shows have been held in Boston and
Chicago, and lesser ones in Minneapolis

and Portland, Me., each of which is

described as the most successful ever held

in its immediate district. Boston went
in for "Bigger, Better and Busier" and
according to local records achieved all

three. At Chicago success was so mark-
ed that preparations were actively com-
menced on the ground for next year's

show. The Minneapolis Show was de-

scribed as the first important one west of

Chicago and many of the Chicago ex-

hibits were seen there. The Portland

show was the second annual event of the

kind in the Maine town, and although the

streets were piled high with snow the

autos gave a satisfactory account of
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themselves, all the more satisfactory by

reason of the difficult conditions under

which the trials were held.

Solving the Good Roads Problem.

The people of Connecticut believe they

have found a solution of the Good Roads

Problem. Tax the autos ! What could

be easier ? It is proposed to raise no

less than $5,000,000 by loan and to spend

the whole of it on making" good roads.

As the autoists would benefit considerably

by such expenditure it is proposed to tax

them fifty cents per horse power per

annum. It is estimated there are at pres-

ent 400,000 horse power in automobiles in

the State. The tax would thus bring in

$200,000, an amount that would suffice

to pay the interest on the loan. The
benefit to the farmers from the adoption

of such a policy would certainly be calcul-

ated to overcome their prejudices against

the automobile as they would secure the

inestimable boon of good roads, and all

that would come to them from the use of

such roads, without a cent of cost to

themselves. At present this policy

could not be adopted in Canada, but it is

certainly open to debate whether autoists

would not, in such a case as that of Con-
necticut, gain more than they would lose

by the adoption of such a policy.

Preparing- for the Vanderoilt Cup Race.

With the knowledge that lack of pre-

paration has been the main cause for the

defeat of American cars in the Vanderbilt

and other cup races in the past, work has

already been commenced at the plant of

the E. R. Thomas Motor Company at

Buffalo on the remodeling and tuning up
of the three big 1 15-horsepower racing

cars that will represent that firm on the

Long Island course this fall. A separate

wing of one of the new concrete and steel

factory buildings has been set aside for

work on the racing cars and lathes, drills

and other machinery installed for this

work alone. The cars have been taken
down and the alterations planned are now
in progress. It is expected that they will

be on the road early in July which will

give them almost three months for final

tuning up. The cars have already been
given gruelling tests through their par-

ticipation in the race of last year when
one of them led the American team in the

final by a good margin. When they

appear on the course this fall it is expect-

ed they will be in trim to meet on equal

terms the best that Europe can present.

The care exercised in the original design

and assembling of the cars is shown by
the fact that the changes to be made are

merely in detail although they will alter

the appearance to some extent. The
most important one to the eye is the sub-

stitution of separate seats and gasolene

tanks. Last year, it will be remembered
by those who witnessed the automobile
derby, the seats of the Thomas cars were
sunk in the gasolene tanks. The danger
from flying stones was considered too

great, however, and cylindrical tanks

have been put on instead. The most im-

portant mechanical changes are in the

placing of channel-section cross braces

under the engine bases and transmission

cases. The frames will be shortened to

allow better negotiation of turns and the

carburetors will be placed on the left hand
side of the motor instead of on the right.

This will save weight in the intake piping

and practically concentrate all the mech-
anism of the motor in one spot. In so

far as the saving of time in a long race

like theVanderbilt is concerned the change
of most importance is in the fitting of de-

tachable rims to the front wheels. Last

year detachable rims were used on the

rear wheels only. The day of the race

was ushered in by rain and it became
necessary at the last minute to substitute

touring car non-skid tires for the racing

tires that had proven so reliable in the

elimination trial. As a result of this

change Le Blon, who drove the Thomas,
found it necessary to make nine tire

changes, seven of which were on the

front wheels, where clincher rims were
used. Although he led the American
team even with this handicap it is estim-

ated that with detachable rims on the front

as on the rear he could have saved ap-

proximately thirty-five minutes which
would have put him on almost even terms
with Wagner, Lancia and Duray the front

wheels of whose cars were fitted with de-

tachable rims. Although it will be ap-

proximately three months before the cars

are on the road preparations are already
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being made for a testing- ground. A good
portion of the actual testing will probably

be done on one of the tracks in the vicin-

ity of Buffalo, but it is realized that this

method is not all it should be and road

tests will not be neglected. Last year,

owing to the speed limits, it was necess-

ary practically to petition the farmers

along a stretch of a dozen miles of ma-
cadam to allow the cars to be tested out

and to keep off the roads for an entire

morning. They good naturedly consent-

ed and lined the road to watch the fastest

travelling they had ever seen. They were
satisfied with the sight and several have

already said that they would co-operate

with the company's officials this year

when the cars are ready to be let out.

With all this preparation the Americans
should make a good showing in the next

international contest.

A Good Hint.

Only those who travel upon roads

or are under the necessity of making fre-

quent use of them, can realize even to a
partial extent what good roads would
mean in the way of saving time, trouble
and expense. There is a public awaken-
ing on this matter and most of it is due
to be maligned automobilist. In the
course of a Government inquiry held at
Washington recently, Mr. L. W. Page,
director of the Office of Public Roads,
made this significant statement in the
course of his evidence: "The Agricul-
tural Department is teaching the farmers
how to kill wolves and how to get better
crops, but we are doing scarcely any-
thing to improve the roads."

A Sigrn of the Times.

A significant sign of the times is to be
found in a piece of news from Omaha,
Neb. It is stated that scarcity of skilled
labor has compelled the Karbach Auto-
mobile and Vehicle Company to discon-
tinue the manufacture of motor trucks
for a year. Although they offered sev-
eral inducements to skilled workmen to
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forsake the east in their favor they were
not able to secure sufficient men to keep
the work going. They hope to be able to

do so in the course of the next year.

The moral would appear to be that auto-
mobile manufacturing offers a splendid

opening for young mechanics. If they
put in skill and ability their reward seems
certain. Here at least is a profession

that is not over crowded.

New Fields to Conquer.

Automobiles are being made with a
view of being used both in the Arctic and
Antarctic regions. Mr. Walter Well-
man, who is now fitting out in Paris in

anticipation of his dash for the North
Pole during the coming summer, has
been supplied with a special automobile
constructed at the De Bion Boutin fac-

tory, and this he will use (if his inten-

tions hold good wrhen he shall have
reached high latitudes) for his final dash.

The Commander of the British expedi-

tion to the South Pole is being supplied

with an automobile specially designed for

ice travel. It would be a triumph indeed

if automobiles were to succeed in cases

where so many failures—meritorius fail-

ures we would call them—have had to be

recorded. In the case of such a success

the most sceptical would have to admit

that automobiles have indeed come to

stay. The prospects look fine for such a

conquest!

An American-British Challenge.

Recently the Hon. C. S. Rolls, whose
name is well known in auto circles, vis-

ited the States and on his return to Eng-
land made some criticisms on the high

grade cars of the States which were con-

sidered in the light of aspersions. These
were met with an unequivocal challenge

which the British manufacturer has failed

to meet. He was challenged to a relia-

bility contest between a Thomas Flyer

and a Rolls-Rpyce. The contest was to

he under the charge of a committee to be

appointed by Judge W. W. Hotchkiss,

President of the American Automobile

Association, and to be run within thirty

days of issue in order that the' roads

might be in the worst possible condition.

To guard against specially prepared cars

being entered, the Committee were to be
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authorized to select any Thomas Flyer

or Rolls-Royce in the country, the manu-
facturer to reimburse the owner of any
car so entered. This wide challenge was
not accepted but the result will probably

be beneficial to the American cars inas-

much as European makers will in the fu-

ture be a little more discriminating in

their criticisms.

• A Pine Tested Coil.

Every portion of the automobiles were
put to pretty severe tests in the course of

the last Glidden Tour, and none came out

better than the coils made by the Pitts-

field Spark Coil Company, of Pittsfield,

Mass. In one case the cover was not

even removed from the coil from the time

the auto left Buffalo until the end of the

tour was reached. The performance was
remarkable, and is about the best testi-

mony that could be given to the efficiency

of the coil. This however is not all.

The Pittsfield.Spark Coils are made from
a design which has demonstrated in prac-

tice all that theory advanced; they are

manufactured from the best of materials

by skilled mechanics, and under the most
careful supervision. The manufacturers
show their faith in this coil lry offering a
full guarantee if their instructions (as

published in their little booklet on the

•care of^coils) are carefully followed out.

They also make the Pittsfield Timer, of

which many good things are said by
those who have tested it; the Pittsfield

Switch, a double throw switch, which is

a handsome and most useful addition to

any car or coil; the Jewel Mica Spark
Plugs and the Jewel Marine Plug. The
plugs are made in all threads and sizes

and fully guaranteed. The firm claims,

not without good reason, that the name
"Pittsfield" on any ignition goods means
the very best that can be manufactured.
Autoists in Canada will have an opportu-
nity of examiningthese goods at the Mon-
treal Show and they should not fail to

take full advantage of this opportunity.

Spark Plugs and Plug- Protectors.

All autoists know the importance to be
attached to spark plugs and plug protec-
tors, and how necessary it is that in such
specialties they should have the best if

the very height of enjoyment on their

tours is to be attained. The "Sta-Rite"
spark plugs and plug protectors made by
the R. E. Hardy Company, 86 Watts
Street, New York, claim to have reached

this high standard and experience has
demonstrated good foundations for that

claim. Their mica plugs have an inner

mica core rolled flat on the bolt, making
a short circuit impossible, and this core

is in turn protected from heat by mica
washers held under great pressure. A
separable porcelain plug is also made and
both can be had in special sizes adapted
to requirements of different motors. In

addition to the standard six sizes, they

regularly manufacture forty-two different

style plugs. The Sta-Rite spark plug
protector fits any standard seven-eighths

inch shell and is made in a larger size to

fit over the entire valve cap and plug on
engines so constructed. The porcelain

cap withstands any amount of heat from
the engines while the rubber tube affords

flexibility to the secondary wire.
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Exeunt Ottawa's Four.

Even if the Ottawa Rowing- Club does

not run foul of the Canadian Associa-

tion of Amateur Oarsmen on the pro-

fessional question with Harvey Pulford,

and Eddie Phillips, their famous cham-

pion senior Four is seriously disrupted.

Eddie Phillips has a bad leg, the result

ot a kick in a Rough-Rider Montreal

rugby game last fall and cannot bend it

enough to row, and unless the doctors

who have been at him for two months

now get a move on, Phillips will be out

©f the boat and it is not likely that Wil-

fred Poapst will come back from the West

to row. He is doing too well out Edmon-

ton way to bother with rowing, and that

leaves only Pulford and Haycock avail-

able and what the C. A. A. O. will do to

Pulford the hockey-rugby-lacrosse man
who plays for glory and the long queen

is not hard to foretell. It looks as if the

Ottawa Club would have to buy wreaths

for that grand Four and start in to bring

wp another Four in the way in which it

should go. There is some good junior

material lying around loose in Ottawa,

the home of champions and every sport

which requires brawn and skill, but it

will take a season or so to mould it into

shape.

The great Four was not evolved in a

day.

Lookout For R. St. L. Y. C.

The Royal St Lawrence Yacht Club will

shortly become a factor in Lake Ontario

small boat racing. The famous organi-

zation of Lake St. Louis has joined the

Lake Sailing Skiff Association of Lake

Ontario, a Canadian body which looks

after racing craft under twenty foot class

and promises to try their fortune for the

various cups and trophies raced for an-

nually on Lake Ontario.

There are cups for the fourteen and
sixteen foot over all dinghy classes, six-

teen and eighteen foot racing measure-
ment skill classes and sixteen foot knock-
about class. While the Lake St. Louis
Corinthians can tackle the whole row of

silverware if they desire, the chances are

that they will not attempt the latter class

—at least for a while. All the present

sixteen foot knockabouts of Lake Ontario

are deep draught craft and unsuitable

for Lake St Louis shallow waters and of

course the rule allows the construction of

a ballasted centre board craft, but the

class, on the whole, is unsuited for the

shoal waters of the St. Lawrence River

enlargement. The other classes are all

skimming dishes and capable of sailing in

anything deeper than a heavy dew, so

that they are just the caper for Lake St.

Louis work. Lake St. Louis is the home
ofthe famous Seawanhaka Cup craft and
the men who build and handle these big

skimming dishes can be depended upon
to design, build and handle boats for the

L.S.S.A. classes which will make the

western boats hustle to keep the silver-

ware from journeying eastward. The
Royal St. Lawrence is a well to do
organization too, and the Club, if it goes
in seriously for these Canadian trophies

will make things hum along the north

shore of Lake Ontario. The entrance of

the Royal St. Lawrence, too, will, it is

thought, encourage the Rochester and
Oswego Yacht Clubs to come in and
make the contests international. These
American Clubs have been in prospect for

some years. The Royal St. Lawrence
people have already taken up the L. S. S.

A's. new sixteen foot one design dinghy
class and will have several of that class this

summer. Whether they will take up the

fourteen foot dinghy, the most popular
small boat class on the Great Lakes, and
the new eighteen foot waterline class is not
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yet known. The L.S.S.A. has also this

year taken in two more clubs, the

Alexander Yacht Club and Parkdale Canoe
Club, both of Toronto, making the roster

of subordinate organizations as follows;

—

Royal Toronto Skiff Club of Toronto.

Royal Canadian Yacht Club of Toronto.

Queen City Yacht Club of Toronto.

National Yacht Club of Toronto.

Alexandra Yacht Club of Toronto.

Sunnyside Yacht Club of Toronto.

Toronto Canoe Club of Toronto.

Parkdale Club of Toronto.

Island Acquatic Assn. of Toronto.

Balmy Beach Sailing Club of Toronto.

Lakeside Cove Sailing Clubof Toronto.
Mimico Yacht Club of Mimico.
Royal Hamilton Yacht Club of Ham-

tion.

The Victoria Yacht Club of Hamilton.

Eddie Ournau's Defeat.

The defeat of Eddie Durnan of Toronto

by George Towns the world's champion
in a three mile sculling race on the

Nepean River last month was not unex-

pected in Canada, and in Toronto, where
Eddie makes his home, of course there

were enthusiastic sportsmen who backed
him in betting but outside of that city the

Towns' money overwhelmned the Burnan
change.
The race itself did not amount to much

and Durnan was rather easily beaten by
three lengths.

It was Australian methods versus

Canadian and the Antipodean idea was
superior.

Durnan is a clean oarsman with a great

sprint. Towns is steady with a lot of

stamina and staying powers.

He "dug right in" and carried Durnan
along at such a clip the first mile that he

weakened him. Then he kept right at

him and when the time came for the

Canuck to sprint Durnan was so -far be-

hind, and so tired, that he couldn't get

within real striking distance of the

champion. Durnan made a desperate

effort but at no stage of the journey did

he look as if he were going to clean up
the $2500.

Durnan was cabled to challenge Towns
for a race at Toronto this summer but the

latest news from the south of the equator

is that he is going to retire, surrendering

the title to his brother Charlie who is to

row a race here.

There is talk of Frank B.Greer of Bos-
ton, the American Amateur champion
turning "pro" and taking a whirl at the
Durnan game. Durnan's backer, Mr.
Lawrence Solmon, of Toronto, will cover
Greer money for a race anywhere.

A Herroshoff Eoat Out.

When you come to look the situation
over it was really funny !

What was funny ?

Why the Canada's Cup situation.

Just imagine, if you can, two big club's

like the Rochester Yacht Club and the
Royal Canadian Yacht Club of Toronto try-

ing to play a simple littlegame of bluff on
each other.

All along during the winter influental

members of the R. C. Y. C. in Toronto
were whispering to sporting writers who
hadheard of a Payne boat for Canada's cup
purposes—the third Canuck boat—"Keep
it dark or else the Rochester men will

get Nat Herreshoff the blind wizard to

design them a boat and th^n we may not
lift the Cup. Shut up and they'll pin their

faith to their own Gardiner design and
we will lift the Gup."

Well, the Toronto men did keep things
dark until the last of February and now
the news leaks out that the Rochester
men had a Herreshoff boat under cover
all the while and they were enjoining
everyone in the know in the Flower City
to keep mum lest those Canucks should
find oufc.

Well ! anyhow both cats are out of
of the bag and the Rochesterians are
pitting the pick of two, a Herreshoff and
a Gardiner creation, against the best boat
turned out by A. E. Payne jr., William
Fife and Alfred Mylne. A Herreshoff
boat defended in 1905 but it was by
William Herreshoff a nephew of the
great blind man. This is Herreshoff's
first attempt at Canadian cup boats.

Rowing- Prospects.

The Argonauts ofToronto lose three men
from their Henly eight this year-—Joe
Wright the stroke, John Walsh and Pud
Kent. Wright is retiring, Walsh , is in

New York, a practising lawyer, and Kent
is in Winnipeg. To replace these men
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they have a number of good men from

the'second eight which won the junior,

intermediate, and senior eight races at

the Canadian Henly and had the best of

the American crews outclassed at Wor-
cester, when they were disqualified for

fouling the Riversides. The club pro-

mises this year to turn out the finest jun-

ior eight which ever represented this

great Club. Joe Wright has taken the

juniors under his wing and is licking

them into shape. He is going to stay

with the youngsters too all the way this

summer, and thinks that he will just

about produce an octette which will take

the measure of the seniors in a short race.

The Dons of Toronto will have a good

eight this year but the Torontos have

dropped the big boat and will strive to

take down some of the laurels in the fours.

Hamilton will not aspire higher than the

fours this year but Winnipeg will be right

to the front with a first class eight. They
have nearly all of last year's crew in line

yet. The Ottawa eight plans have faded

into thin air but the St. Catharines boys

are hopeful of being able to put a big

shell crew on the water for the Canadian

Henly.

Joe Wright Retiring:.

Big Joe Wright the greatest acquatic

athlete in Canada is to retire from row-

ing and will devote his time this year to

coaching the Argonauts of Toronto.

f^This is about the 'steenth time Wright
has announced his retirement but the

chances are that he will carry *t into effect

this season. Last year he said he would
retire but the Argos could not find any-

body to stroke the Henly Eight and
Wright was persuaded to come out again.

This year there is no Henly crew and
Wright says he is out of the racing game.

Joe is forty-two years of age -and has

been rowing over twenty years. He has

pulled in every style of racing the Argos
ever went into and has stroked eights and
fours to victory so often that he has for-

gotten some of them. When he wants
to tell you how many races he has won he

had to sit down with the club record to

look it up. He has rowed all over the

continent to say nothing of making three

Henly trips with the Argos.

Wright is a big fellow. He weighs
in condition 188—192, a chap with trem-
endous chest and arms, light waist, good
thighs and legs, powerful but not bulky.

He is not only a remarkably able stroke

but he is a thoroughly grounded coach,

and a general all round athlete. He
used to play a good game of ball and on
the rugby field five years ago was said to

be the best centre scrimmager in Canada.
He is a boxer of "championship calibre, a

wrestler of more than ordinary ability,

and years ago was good with the weights.

Yachting- Flag: Officers.

Things are already shaping up for the

yachting season on Lake Ontario. Vice
Commodore Judd of the Royal Hamilton
Yacht Club of Hamilton, will fly the

Commodore's burgee while Mr. John
Lennox becomes Vice Commodore.
Rear Commodore George J. Tuckett the

giant yachtsman was re-elected to that

office. While the annual elections of the

Royal Canadian Yacht Club do not take

place until the last of April it is practic-

ally certain the Commodore Dr. A. A.

MacDonald will be re-elected without

opposition. Vice Commodore Frederic

Nicholls is also slated for re-election and
Mr. G. Marlatt of Oakville will likely be

the Rear Commodore. The Queen City

Yacht Club has re-elected Commodore
T. A. E. World for the fifth term—it

may be more but I think it is his fifth

—

and Vice Commodore Phelan and Rear
Commodore Ewing both were again un-

animously chosen for the same offices.

At the National Yacht Club, another To-
ronto organization Commodore E. B.

Collett gets another term with Mr. H.

Jones as Vice Commodore and Mr. Ellis

as Rear Commodore. Dr. Weismiller
was re-elected Commodore of the Park-

dale Canoe Club with Mr. Lougheed as

his Vice Commodore and Mr. Russell

Medland as his Rear Commodore. The
latter looks after the sailing and motor-
ing sections.

After Tacoma Cup.

The Toronto Canoe Club has a chal-

lenge event on tap already. On July 4th

they will go to Detroit to meet the Taco-
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ma Club four in a race for the Tacoma
Challenge trophy. The Tacoma claim

the western fours championship and have
already successfully defended this trophy
against several challengers. Last year
they tried to arrange a race with the T.

C. C. Four but the race fell through.
This year the Toronto men are going to

send down their strongest crew. At this

distance this looks like Kipp, Livings-

tone, Nasmith and McNichol.

Lively War Canoe Racing-.

Things are certainly going to be lively

in War Canoe Circles this year. Down
east the Champion Grand Trunks are

taking their defeat of last year by the

Toronto Canoe Club hard, and are al-

ready talking of revenge, while all the

rest of the organizations down that way
are in secret conclave trying to devise
means for taking the measure of the

Britannias of Ottawa, the C. C. A.
Champions. Up in Western Ontario
the men are already at work in the gym-

nasium with an occasional paddle on the

bright warm days, awaiting the time
when they can with safety let out a link

or two on the water. The Toronto
Canoe Club had a pretty good season
until the time the Grillias took them into

camp and they are working hard already

to get into shape to trim the northerners.

The Island Acquatics of Toronto which
looked good enough for champions before

the season opened a year ago, but who
took an awful slump on the race course,

are saying nothing but sawing wood,
while the Parkdale Canoe Club, the baby
organization of Lake Ontario, is buying
a new war canoe and have already de^

cided to send a war canoe crew to the C.

C. A. meet in the east in August. They
will be at the Canadian Henly, too, but
have determined also to take a crack at

the Easterners right on their own mill

pond.

It is of course too early yet to predict

anything of the Muskoka summer clubs'

doings but up along the Temiskaming
there will be things doing this summer.
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Haileybury already has a vigorous canoe

club and New Liskeard threatens to fol-

low suit. Around Cobalt there are plenty

of paddlers but in the summer time the

men are too busy looking- for Cobalt

bloom or peddling certificates to bother

with such light recreation. However
when the Haileybury meet comes oft" Co-

balt will be strongly represented.

The Canada Cup Race.

A little slip in the March number may
be usefully corrected here. It was stated

that Mr. Cawthra Mulock was at the

head of a syndicate for the building of

the Payne boat which is to be entered for

this annual race. Mr. Mulock— all hon-

or to him—is having the work done at

his sole expense, and if he wins, as we
trust he may, the honors will be all his

own. Mr. Cawthra Mulock is one of the

most public spirited members of the R.

C. Y. C., Toronto, and no expense is

being spared to ensure that the Mulock
boat has the best of chances for winning
the Canada Cup.

Marine Engines.

Everyone interested in marine engines

—and they are a constantly growing
number in ' most of our communities

—

should see the new catalogue of the

Fairbanks-Morse Marine Engines issued

by the Canadian Fairbanks Company,
Limited, of Montreal, Toronto, Winni-
peg and Vancouver. The first place is

given to a description of the justly popu-
lar 2-cycle, 3-port engines for small

launches. These engines possess sim-
plicity, ease of operation and reduced vi-

bration, together with the steady motion
due to an explosion at each revolution in

a single cylinder engine. They are plain-

ly described and illustrated in the cata-

logue. The Sheffield 4 cycle marine en-

gine made in 4 1-2, 9 and 18 horsepower,
with one, two or four cylinders is like-

wise described. Attention is also given
to the Goodwin submerged exhaust de-
vice which enables a two cycle gasoline
motor to be exhausted under water with-
out loss of power, doing away with the

noise and disagreeable odors resulting

from an open air exhaust. The device
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makes no difference about starting- the

engine and the boat may be run back-

wards. Descriptions of the "Orswell"

system of jump spark ignition, and the

"wizard" magneto are included, and the

whole catalogue is both finely illustrated

and printed, adding much to the pleasure

of its perusal. A copy will be forwarded

to any of our readers who will make ap-

plication on a postal and mention "Rod
and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."



Our Medicine Bag
Geneva Park, situated on the north-

east shore of Lake Couchiching, has
been leased for a term of years by the

Broadview Boys' Institute of Toronto,
as a site for its popular Boys' Camps, and
as a summer Resort. The Park contains

forty-two acres, about one-third of which
consists of an athletic field and beautifully

shaped groves, the remainder being- a

dense wildwood, the home of squirrel,

chipmunk, ground-hog and birds in rare

profusion. This is the centre of the best

fishing on Lake Couchiching, and only

two miles from Lake St. John the favour-

ite fishing waters of the Rama Indians,

whose reserve adjoins. Geneva Park is

the starting point forthe renowned Severn
River canoe-trips. In the Park are cot-

lages and camp sites for rental, and
Geneva Lodge which will accommodate
twenty guests. A new dining hall

erected this season will seat one hundred
at one time. A Camp of Boys from
twelve to seventeen years of age opens
in June and continues until September.
Tents with floors are provided. A pro-

gramme of camp attractions and educa-
tional features is arranged. Boys may
stay for one day or ten weeks if the num-
ber in attendance can be kept within

seventy-five. A store of camp supplies is

kept in the Park. Geneva Park is the

centre of Cottagers and Campers in the

neighbourhood. The Provincial Y.M.C. A.

Summer School and Senior Boys' Con-
ference will be held at Geneva Park dur-

ing August. Longford Mills is the rail-

way station for the Park, and there is a
steamboat connection from Oritlia, Barrie

and Jackson's Point. Write for booklet
giving full particulars to C. J. Atkinson,
Broadview Boys' Institute, Toronto.

On the question of the extension of the

open season for deer as provided for in

the Ontario Bill a correspondent writes:

—

4 'To do so would be unwise, and result

as in the past, in wasteful and useless

slaughter. The year previous to the enact-

ment of the present open season, the

markets of Toronto were reeking with

the stench of rotton venison, which pre-

vailed to such an extent that the officers

of the Board of Health were compelled to

take action. In other markets similiar

conditions prevailed. This resulted from
the open season for deer being from
October 15 to November 20th. Hundreds
of carcases were left in the woods to rot.

Not once in ten years could venison pro-

cured in October be shipped out of the

woods in condition fit for food. Ninety

per cent of the hunters are in favor of the

open season as at present in force, namely
from the 1st of November to the 15th,

both days inclusive. As a rule by the 1st

of November farmers in the older settled

portions of the Province have completed
their fall work, enabling thousands of

them to enjoy their annual deer hunt,

looking forward to it with each recurring

year as one of the most enjoyable events

of their lives. This also applies, to a

large extent, to the rank and file of the

residents of our cities and towns. It is

a sound policy to let well enough alone,

and not meddle or interfere with the open
season that has been so satisfactory to

such a large majority of those concerned.

The extension of the open season as

proposed would necessitate increased ex-

penditure for special patrol service to

even partially enforce the game laws re-

garding deer."

Mr. F. H. Conover of Leamington,

Ont. , writes :

—

4 'Up to the present time the Quail (Bob
White) are wintering in excellent condi-

tions mostly due to the absence of heavy

snows and sleet storms. The majority of

sportsmen last fall were quite lenient and

left over a good supply of birds for the

coming season's nesting. Sportsmen in

quail sections who are well versed in the

habits of these birds know well that shoot-
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\ng has never exterminated our quail.

The well known evil is the hard winters

with its deep snow and crust and there-

fore absence of food. The pesky fox,

skunks, the domesticated home cat,

(termed by sportsmen, the bush cat)

hawks, and that old black thief, the crow,

the latter a nest robber are the enemies

of the quail. The crow will seek out

and pillage more nests than any other

known enemy. The suggestion of a close

season for a term of years for quail is a

most ridiculous one for many reasons.

These birds in question only multiply to

a certain extent, on account of an increas-

ed number of cock birds to every bevy
for each succeeding year. Therefore a

majority are without mates. The result

is meeting and egg breaking contests de-

stroying the whole setting of eggs. This

is performed by the male bird. It would
appear that some of our exponents of new
game bills compare our quail on a parell-

el with sparrows and the rice destroyer,

the German carp. The open season for

quail, the month of November is long
enough, —We ask no more."

A fine colored hanger has been pro-

duced and issued by the Dominion Car-
tridge Company, of Montreal. The
illustration is one of a typical western
scene. In the foreground are two mem-
bers of the Royal North West Mounted
Police mounted on splendid horses and
with full accoutrements. In the distance
are seen cattle peacefully grazing on the
prairies, while further back still are the
blue hills. The police, with their reputa-
tion for marksmanship, are riding round
a board on which they pick out with un-
erring aim, by means of shots from their

revolvers, the words "Only Dominion
Cartridges can do this." The coloring
is most effective, and the drawing of both
horses and their riders give great attrac-
tiveness to the hanger. The whole forms
a picture at once striking and forceful,

and should draw an inreasing measure ot
attention to cartridges capable at all

times of doing the best of service for
those using them.

An application is now before the On-
tario Government on behalf of the Tadenac

Game Club, the membership of which is

almost entirely confined to inhabitants of
Toronto, requesting leases which in the

aggregiate will give them control over
17,299 acres in the Georgian Bay. The
Club, which already controls Tadenac
Bay, wish to have all the rights- of owner-
ship including the fishing and shooting
rights, over all the preserve.

A handy little device which combines
simplicity with effectiveness—as all good
things do—is a new revolver grip espe-

cially designed and manufactured by the

Harrington and Richardson Arms Com-
pany, of Worcester, Mass. This com-
bines with a pocket revolver the grip of

an army model, and offers a better hold
than any similar device yet tried. It is

as solid as though it were a part of the

frame, but can be detached by removing
two small screws, thus allowing the re-

volver to be used either with or without
the grip. A drilled hole in the grip en-

ables the revolver to be further secured
by a ring or thong. These grips, which
cost only one dollar, can be furnished on
all H. and R. revolvers except the Amer-
ican, Young America and Safety Ham-
mer D. A. lines.

The Fish and Game Committee of the

Ontario Legislature have spoken out on
the question of fish and game leases

in no uncertain way. They have unani-

mously declared in favor of the cancella-

tion of existing leases and the prohibition

of all future leases.

Fancy a staff of twelve men being set

to guard an area of two thousand square

miles ! That is the case in the Algonquin
National Park, and there is little wonder
if allegations of poaching are sometimes
heard, and even if there is some amount
of truth in these allegations.

A thrilling story of exploration in the

great North land is told by Constable L.

E. Seller of the Royal North West Mount-
ed Police who has been on duty on the

shores of Hudson Bay for three 'years.

In February of last year he made a won-
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derful daring- journey covering nearly one
thousand miles, occuping forty-five days
with an interpreter and one native guide.

A supply ship failed to appear and as she

was believed to be wintering near Repulse
Bay the Constable and his little party

determined to patrol to the place. When
they reached that point th^y found that

the vesssel had gone nearly five hundred
miles further north. With their dog
train they set out and although short of

rations and not fully equipped for such a

journey it was accomplished. The nati-

ves, comprising seventy all told, are said

to live on the ice all the winter. They
manage to subsist on seal and live hard
lives. The natives told him there was
copper and a dull looking material like

silver in the vicinity.

On March 11th Deputy Game Warden
Colbeck, of Sault Ste. Marie seized over
one hundred gill nets owned by American
fishermen which were being used in

Ontario waters.

Jake Longer whose successful encount
er with a wolf is told on page 958 of the

present issue, is a licensed and reliable

guide. He promises a splendid health-

giving canoe trip, with plenty of oppor-
tunities tor fishing and photographing,
in the summer. All lovers of the wild who
contemplate such a trip, and wish some
one to make the arrangements for them,
will do well to communicate with him,

care of this office.

Like most other questions that of the

Manitoba marsh lands lease has two sides

and it is only fair to our readers, having-

given them a view of one side, to also

show them a little of the other. The
marsh, about which such a hubbub was
raised, extends all round the southern

shore of Lake Manitoba, from Westbourne
on the west side to Oak Point on the east,

eighty miles in length, and four miles

wide on an average. The same class of

shooting extends over the whole area,

and it is contended that if reasonable pro-
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tection were afforded at certain points,

where birds might have a sanctuary from

the incessant shooting- that goes on in

and out of season there would be a chance

for the perpetuation of the sport. As all

is open, and shooters pound away with-

out intermission, there will be very little

left for anyone in the course of a few years.

Senator Kirchkoffer, who has a lodge out

there in which he has entertained many
distinguished visitors, including the

Prince of Wales, the Governor-General,

and many o^d country people and eastern

sportsmen, would have given such pro-

tection. That point indeed was the

strongest argument in favor of the lease.

The Senator, as is well known, is a fine

sportsman, and never sold a bird in his

life. All the game killed is given away,
and no one was ever refused a day's shoot-

ing, and the use of the Senator's outfit of

boats and guides. The lease has gone,

and "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada" opposed the continuance on high

grounds of principle. If, however it was
right for anyone to have such an exten-

sive lease, an exception might have been
made in such a case as that of a gentle-

man who behaves as Senator Kirchkoffer

has always done. No doubt such reasons

largely guided the Dominion Government
in granting the lease, and though we still

believe such a grant to have been wrong
in principle—the Government should give

the birds the protection of which they

apparently stand so much in need— it is

well our readers should be made aware
that there were reasons for the step

taken.

Mr. A.W. Connor, who has had tw7enty

years' experience in the gun and sporting
goods' business, and who is well known
in this connection, has been engaged to

travel for the Lefever Arms Company of
Syracuse, N. Y. Mr. Connor will doubt-
less do a great deal to develope the sales

department of the Lefever Company.

The importation of Game for re-stock-

ing purposes is growing in favor in Can-
ada, and some most successful experi-

ments have been made, giving promise
of far wider and more important efforts

of the same kind in the future. It is well

therefore for our readers to know the
name of the largest exporter of live game
in the world—Julius Mohr Jr. of Ulm,
Wurtemburg, Germany. Mr. Mohr has
acquired the right of capturing game on
the largest manorial estates in Hungary
and Bohemia and is in a position to meet
any demands upon his resources. He
exports annually some thirty thousand
pairs of Hungarian partridges, and
thousands of pairs of Hungarian deer,,

hares and other game for stocking pur-

poses. To give some idea of the extent,

to which Mr. Mohr has developed this

business it maybe mentioned that he em-
ploys two hundred men with five thou-

sand yards of netting for the capture or

hares alone in the winter season. The
demand in the States has grown so great-

ly that Mr. Mohr found it necessary to

establish an agency in that country and
Messrs R. A. Wenz and William J. Mac-
kensen, who have a fine establishment at

Yardley, Pa., hold the sole agency for

the United States and Canada. All com-
munications addressed to the firm will re-

ceive prompt attention and arrangements
made to supply the requirements of any.

who wish to take part in the work of re-

stocking some of our depleted sections of
country. Mr. Mohr's park, where many
of the various game and animals are

bred, or kept in stock, runs along the

banjcs of the beautiful Danube River, near
Ulm. As Mr Mohr has patrons in all

parts of the globe it is necessary for him
to maintain a large and varied collection.

Visitors to this wonderful park can there

see a finer and more varied stock than in

most zoological gardens, and any reader

who may happen at any time to be
travelling in Germany should make it a

point to visit Mr. Mohr's interesting

place. There is plenty of room for re-

stocking in Canada and probably ere

many years are over this work will be
carried on in many sections on a large

scale.

Professor Macoun, who has spent over
twenty-eight years in British Columbia,
declared at the last meeting of the Cana-
dian Forestry Association, that unless

the eastern slopes on the Rockies are

protected from forest devastation the
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OVER A MILLION AND A HALF

Iver Johnson
SAFETY A UTOMATIC REVOLVERS

have been sold, and we have never learned of a single accidental dis

charge—our claims have made good.
Do you, who are about to buy a revolver, realize what these remark

able facts mean to you?
This tremendous sale of 1,500,000 Tver Johnson Safety Automatic _^

Revolvers means that the Iver Johnson must excel in all those points
of revolver excellence that appeal to revolver users.

The great record of" never an accidental discharge" means
that it is impossible for you to harm yourself or others through
striking an Iver Johnson hammer on bureau drawers; through
dropping the weapon on the floor; through catching the
trigger on the pocket, etc. To prove it, "Hammer the
Hammer'*—the revolver won't go off. But pull the trigger
and its action is sure and effective.

Read all about
them in our

FRFF ROOIfLFT "QHOTQ" 0ur eataloene eroes with it. show-rn" DWUM.CI, O P1L? I O ing details of construction.

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver
3-inch barrel, nickel-plated finish, 22 rim fire cart-
ridge, 32-38 center fire cartridge $ui5U

Iver Johnson Safety Hammerfess Revolver
3-1'nch barrel, nickel -plated finish, 32-38 center fire

cartridge S>7 5U
For sale by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or sent prepaid on receipt of price it

your dealer will not supply. Look for owl's head on grip and our name on barrel.

IYER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS, 157 River Street, Fltchburg, Mass.
New York : 99 Chambers Street. Pacific Coast : P. B. Bekeart Company, Alameda, Cal.

Europe: Pickhuben 4, Hamburg. Germany.

Makers of Iver Johnson Single Barrel Shotguns and Iver Johnson Truss Frame Bicycles

plains of Alberta and Saskatchewan will

soon become void of moisture.

historical event deeply concerning- both
countries.

President Stewart took occasion at the

last meeting of the Canadian Forestry
Association to set right a possible mis-

conception as to the meaning of the

term "forest reserve." It does not mean
an area of timbered land set aside and
never utilized. On the contrary the best

possible use is made of it, a nucleus being
preserved for future growth and no ex-

termination anywhere permitted.

It is suggested that Quebec should
join with New York and Vermont in

celebrating on July 4th, 1909, the 300th
anniversary of Samuel de Champlain's
•discovery of the lake which now bears
his name and which is within the terri-

tory of the Province and the two States
mentioned. The event was one of deep
interest to both Canada and the States
and would call public attention to a great

The Green Bay Cot Company, Green
Bay, Wis., is now marketing a new
camping- comfort in the shape of an off-

the-ground cot, which is a great conve-
nience to holiday makers and campers.
This cot is light, and can be rolled up in

a very small package, weighing only
eight pounds. The cot is provided with
mosquito netting' and a tent over all, pro-

viding against the weather, insects, rep-

tiles and mosquitoes.

Several points of great interest were
brought out at the eighth annual meet-
ing of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion. The membership now stands at

1,222, a gain of 875 in less than five

years. The Association's work extends
over 7,200,000 acres of Dominion Forest
Reserves.
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JAEGER,
The "Jaeger" 5$ Season

Every season is the "Jaeger" Pure Wool season. No
other clothing is as well adapted to the body for all

seasons of the year. "Jaeger" Pure Wool Clothing

and Bedding keeps you in first-rate condition—fit for

anything—free from colds, chills and other ailments.

For camping, fishing, hunting, or for any occupation

demanding durability and comfort in one's clothing,

"Jaeger" Pure Wool far surpasses every other kind

of wear.

"Jaeger '' Pure Wool Sweaters, Underwear, Shooting Jackets, Knitted
Cardigans, Socks, Stockings, Gloves, Mitts, Sleeping Rugs and Blankets, etc.,

UnitM Qarnrant, are ?nade with BESTwagfrom the BEST kind of wool. Send for our illus-

trated catalog No- I

r\ C* ~ I l^U^J 316 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal
Dr. JaCgCr i^O., LimitCd 286 Portage Ave

, Winnipeg

Mr. E. Stewart, chief of the Domin-
ion Forest Service, who is leaving- Gov-
ernment employment for private work in

British Columbia, presided over the last

meeting of the Canadian Forestry Asso-
ation. He was described as the father

of the Association and most of its subse-

quent success was likewise attributed to

him. Mr. Stewart, in his address, urged
that public influence should be brought
to bear upon the Government to press

upon them the increasing importance of
forestry work.

The Quebec Government are about to

create a forest reserve about* Ottawa,
from Rivere du Loup to the Ontario
boundary. This will create a third re-

serve for the Province and means another
60,000 acres set aside for forestry, fish

and game preservation.

An Auto Speedometer

A motometer, which is described as
simple and positive, has been placed on
the market by the R. H. Smith, Manu-
facturing Company, of Springfield, Mass.
It is most useful for autoists and will

give them accurate records of their spins

or tours. It consists of a vertical spindle

driven through a flexible shaft from the

wheel of the automobile, and carrying

upon it weights similar to those of an or-

dinary flyball governor, so arranged that

the vertical movement secured by the

pivoted lever arms of these weights as

they lengthen out and approach each
other under the action of centrifugal

force or gravity upon the weights, is

communicated directly to the indicating

stem carrying pointers that rravel over

the scales of the instrument. Thus the

action of the centrifugal force from the

balls of the governor part of the apparatus
is communicated directly to the indicator,

which makes it extremely accurate. An
odometer is driven off the vertical shaft

by means of a worm gear. Three of these

instruments were tested at the recent

Sportsmen's Show at New York and
found to be true to the thousandth part,

or within one-tenth of one per cent—

a

wonderfully accurate instrument. , These
instruments will be on exhibit, and tests

will be made of them, at the Montreal

Show, and the results will be noted in our

pages.
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Tournament Dates

May 9, 10—Ridgetown Gun Club. C. H. East-
lake, secretary-treasurer.

May 24, 25—Quebec, P. Q., Canadian Indians sec-
ond annual tournament. Thomas A. Duff,

High Scribe, 3 Maynard Ave., Toronto, Ont.
August 7, 8, 9—Toronto, Ont., Seventh Annual

Tournament of Dominion of Canada
Trap Shooting Association, under auspi-
ces of Stanley Gun Club. Thomas A.
Duff, Secretary-Treasurer, 3 Maynard
Ave., Toronto, Out.

Stray Pellets.

A harrowing tale comes from Comet, Ont.
The Harrow club arranged to shoot a match
with the Comet cracks but failed to show up.
Harrow says it was a case of too much cold
weather, but Comet declares it was a case of
cold feet. Not to be disappointed the Comet
men had a shoot among themselves. In a 25-

bird event, Frank French broke 23 and Godfrey
Pigeon 21. Sides were chosen, ten to a side for
ten birds, with F. French and B. Pigeon cap-
tains. The former's team scored 71 and the
latter's 75. In a five bird shoot, four on a
side, the scores were:— F. French 5, F. Pigeon
4, A. Anderson 5, G. Pigeon 5. Total 19. P.
Pigeon 4, E. Pastorous 4, H. Richardson 4, G.
Gibb 2. Total 14.

• • •

Jack Marcon held a successful live bird
shoot at Lagoon Park, Sandwich, Ont., Feb.
22nd. There were three seven bird and one 10-

bird event. In the first event, 7 birds, Screa--
ton, Young, Youngblood, Brown, Chapman and
Hobson, were high with 6 each. In the second
event, 10 birds, Charlie Young was high all a-
lone with o straight score. Simpson, Adams,
Marks, and Mercier got 9 each. In the third
event at 7 birds. Young, Youngblood, Ford and
Chapman made straight scores. In the last
event, 7 birds. Thrasher, Youngbilood, Young
and Rabidoux were high with 6 each.

• • •

The executive of the Canadian Indians have
decided to hold their annual tournament May
24th and 23th, at Quebec City. The shoot will
be on the fine grounds of the Quebec Cluib, lo-
cated on the "Kent House" property, formerly
the residence of the Duke of Kent. The shoot-
ing will be over two sets of Legglett traps and
there w-ill be at least $350 added money. Que-
bec is a city of such historic interest that a
visit to it will be a treat in itself. The tourn-
ament promises to be "bigger and better" than
ever."

• • *

The Cincinnati Gun Club house was burned
oa Feb. 23rd, with all its contents. A number
of guns belonging to members and a considera-
ble amount of arcmunition was destroyed. The
family of superintendent Gamibell, who occupied
the building, lost every article of clothing.

• • •

The following were the averages at the In-
terstate Tournament at Kansas City: Profess-
ionals, out of 450 shot at, C. G. Spencer 420,
Geo. W. Maxwell 418, C. B. Adams 415, D. El-

liott 388. Amateurs—Dan Bray 421, William
Veaoh 410, Alex. Mermod 408, F. E. Rogers 407.
Alex Mermod won the Grand Western Handicap
at 25 live birds* with a straight score.

• * •

A Gun Club has been organized at Orange-
ville, Ont., with the following officers:— Hon.
President, E. C. Complin; President, R. H.
RcMnson; vice-president, J. Z. Henry; Secreta-
ry-Treasurer, A. Li. C. Kirkwood; members (be-
sides the above officers) W. E. Irvine, J. 'W.
Ruddy, W. H. Riddell, Jas. Lynn, C. W. Wat-
son.

• • •

C. W. Budd, a veteran at the traps, has re-
tired and his place has been filled as U.M.C,
and Remington representative by Geo. W. Max-
well, Hastings. Neb.

• * *

The St. Louis Sportsman nominates St.
Louis as the location for the 1908 G.A.H.

Ont

• * «

A gun club is being organized at Olinda,

Sporting Life's Trap Shooting- Review For 1906

As usual, the trap shooting review of Sport-
ing Life for the year just passed, is a valuable
contribution to the literature connected with
this popular and widespread sport. The clever
work of the lady editor of the Sporting Life's
gun department,' is well illustrated in the work
before us. If her heart had not been in her
work it must have broken in the arduous task
of tabulating the scores of the prominent shoot
ers of the country. One has only to glance at
the review to see the immense amount of work
involved in its preparation. The records of 140

shooters are given including their total scores
at each tournament they took part in, and
their daily and general average wins. Many of

the shooters honored with a place in this "eral-

lery of immortals" are Comparatively unknown
in ' Canada but among them we are glad to
note several of our well known experts, who,
having wandered from their own firesides to
make a record on the other side of the line have
got into the limelight of the sporting editress

and have, Consequently, had all their " 'orrible

facts" laid bare, so to sneak. Of the Cana-
dians, E. G. White, the DuPont expert, made
the very creditable average of .932 per cent.

Harry Scane. Ridcretown, gets a .905 per cen+

mark, and Thos. Upton, Hamilton, .873 per cent

Of the leaders on the American side, na-
turally the honors fell to the professionals. W.
H. Heer won the professional average with a
total score of 13.537 breaks out of 14,0'55 shot at

or .963 per cent., beating his nearest competi-
tor Crosby by 3-1000 of one per cent. Crosby
shot at 12.155' and broke 11,667 or but two tar-

gets less than .96 per cent. flat. Another pro-
fessional, C. G. Spencer, was third high man
with a total of 13,403 out of 13,995, an average
of .957 per cent. Fourth high man, the well-

known C. M. Powers, who broke 4992 out of

5230 or .954 per cent., was hijrh amateur.
We give below the averages of those who
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made .90 per cent, or better shooting1 at 3,000

or more targets in regular tournament work.
The professionals are marked (P) and the am-
ateurs (A).

S.A. Bke. Pet.
W. H. Heer (pY 14055 13537 .963

W. R. Crosby (P! 12155 11667 .959

C. G. Spencer '. (P) 13995 13403 .957

C. M. Powers ... (A) 5230 4992 .954

L. R. Barkley (P) 16420 15513 .944

Ed. O'Brien (P) 8610 8130 .944

T. E. Hubbv (P) £645 5334 .944

W. Huff (P) 8340' 7872 .943

J. L. D. Morrison (P) 3330 3143 .943

Pi. O. Heikes (P! 12705 11930 .939

J. R. Taylor ... (P) 13995 13126 .938

H. G. Taylor (A) 9950 9341 .938

H. C. Hirschey (P) 7630 7153 .937

H. J. Borden (P) 3940 3694 . 937

H. Dixon (A) 3010 2820 .936

J. M. Hawkins (P) 12975 12069 .930

O. N. Ford (A) 13770 12852 .933

R. R. Barbel- (P) 11385 10580 .929

L. H. Reid (P) 3850 3579 .929

Wm. Veach (A) 4045 3761 .929

H. Money (P) 5765 5354 .928

H. D. Freeman (P) &B50 5246 .928

L. S. German (P) 4740 4396 .927

F. A. Weatherhead (A) 3990 3699 .927

L I. Wade CP) 5450 5051 .926

D. A. Upson (A) 4810 4454 .926

G. E. "Kelsey" (A) 3750 3469 .925

J. A. R. Elliott (P) 9265 8565 .924

F C Riehl (P) 17885 16525 .923

Guy Ward (P) 3155 2913 .923

C A Young (P) 11450 10576 .923

L. Willard (A) 5860 5404 .922

A. M. Hatoher (P) 6530 6027 .922

H. Dunnill (A) 3020 2781 .920

L. J. Squier (P) 12075 11102 .919

A.. Merraod (A) 5460 5013 .918

T. J. Hartman (A) 3225 2951 .918

G. Maxwell (A) 8945 8205 .917

j s Day (P) 3930 3602 .916

Si /V*. Huntiey (A) 9340 8548 .915

C. D. Linderman (A) 3340 3053 .913

J S . Boa (P) H380 10403 .914

J. S. Thomas (A) 3280 2992 .912

W. D. Stannard (P) 16485 15032 .911

C Gottlieb (P) 14235 12976 .911

C D Plank (P) 9325 8497 .911

M". E. Atchison (A) 4420 4031 .911

H. C. Kirkwood (A) 4035 3699 .911

7 R Graham (A) 5125 4562 .909

K. Shephardson ... (A) 6070 5512 .908

E C Griffiths (A) 5085 4621 .908

H. R. Bonser ...... (A) '4170 3787 908

C. O. LeCompte (P) 13505 12259 .907

R L. Trimble .: (P) 7440 6748 .907

G K Mackie (A) 10625 9607 .904

W M Folrd (A) 4670 4224 .904

W S Hoon . ... (A 6640 5977 .900

E." F." Gleason ...... (A) 3375 3040 .900

Other 90 Per Cent Men

or more shots there are 26 men who averaged 90

Besides those breaking .90 per cent, for 3000

per cent, or better, shooting less than. three -

thousand shots and more than one thousand.
The names are given below with shots fired and
percentage made. (P) means professional, (A)

means amateur.
S. A. Bke. Pet

A. E. Confarr (A) 1S25 1241 .936

W. Henderson (A) 1380 1290 .934

E. G. White (P) 1850 1726 .932

T. Saxon (A) 2130 1975 .927

C. T. Callison (P) 1740 1609 .925

W. W. Shemwell (A) 1340 1240 .925

p Hood • (A) 2765 2553 .923

F. E. Rodgers (A) 2455 2277 .923

P. J. Holohan (A) 1795 1629 .922

E. Hoi ling (P) 1400 1302 .922

Kx. L. Lyon (A) 2550 2357 .920

.). E. Crayton ... (A) 1800 1654 .918

J. MfcArdle (A) 1745 1604 .919

G. Deering (A) 2580 2362 .915

J. H. Noel (A) 2880 2636 .915

\. Willerding (A) 1850 1691 .913

E. H. Storr
H. McMurchy
F. . Bills "...

L. Z. Lawrence
J. W. Garrett
F. Moseley
H. Scane
Mrs. Ad. Tapperw'n
O. R. Dickey
B. Dunnill

(P) 2860 2608 .911
(P) 1670 1523 .911
(A) 2635 2400
(P) 1515 1379
(A) 1695 1531
(A) 1765 1-801

(A) 2440 2209
(P) 2510 2268
(P) 2925 2635
(A) 1810 1629

910

911)

909

907

,905

903

900

In addition to the above ninety per centers,
there were a number of good shots, with whose
names Canadians are more or less familiar,
whose average fell somewhat below that mark]
but whose records will doubtless interest our
readers. These we give alphabetically:—

S. A. Bke. Pet
Neaf Apgar (P) 7130 6262 .878
C. W. Budd (P) 9350 8210
R. R. Barber (P) H385 10403
C. E. Doolittle (A) 2190 1951
J. S. Fanning (P) 7865 6827
Capt. Hardv (P) 3875 3387
W. G. Hearne (P) 3030 2625
Russell Klein (P) 7990 7141
Thos. Marshall (P) 560O 4824
Stanley Rhoades (A) 2930 2635
H. H. Stevens (P) 9485 8428
Buffalo F. Smith (A) 4160 3560
Thos. Upton (A) 2520 2200

.878

399

The Grand Prix Du Casino.

The following account of the contest for the
Grand Prix at Monte Carlo, the principal Euro
pean trap shooting event of the year and one
of international interest, taken from the Lon-
don Field, will be read with interest by Cana-
dians.

Pi reading accounts of this tournament one
is struck with the fact that this rich prize is
won each year by what we, on this side of the
world, would consider a very modest score.
Either the quality of the birds shot at or the
quality of the marksmanship or the conditions
surrounding the contest must be vastly differ-
ent from that on this continent. That £1035
(over $5000) and a valuable trophy should have
been won from a field of 154 shooters with a
score of twelve straight, seems to us. very re-
markable. Last year the prize was won with
but 9 out of 11.

"The cold weather did not interfere with
the sport at Monte Carlo, and the stand was
hardly large enough to hold all the, assemblage.
The opening day, Feb. 4, of the Grand Prix, the
trophy for which is a very handsome ormulu
tea 8,1(1 coffee service with tray and urn to
match, even more elaborate than anything
which has yet fallen to the lot of those whose
names are set forth on the marble tablets at
the back of the stand, was accompanied by fine
weather, with a bright sun and a g'ood light,
and a slight breeze.

The birds from England were of excellent
quality, but as there was very little wind to
help them, and they were opposed to such good
shots, it was only by mere accident that any
got away. Experts were, however, puzzled ev-
direct from the traps or shot out from the cor-
ners like snipe to make good their escape. The.
fact that the English and the Italian marks-
men have each taken the leading events a doz-
en times, and had thus tied, rendered the sport
even more interesting, and probably served to
bring the seventy Italians across the frontier,
nor II. Grassell," who won for the first time in

1890, and 1893, thus instituting the new rule,

that a former winner stands back one meter,
and last year's winner two meters, has joined
the great majority, but he was replaced by Sig-
ner H. Grasselli, ' who won for the first time in

1902. and then repeated his triumph in 1905 and
1906. The Italians brought across the frontier
with them some of the best men they could find

without omittinxr Signor Marconcini, who ought
to have won la'st year, had he not missed the
twelfth bird. Last year the whole of the" mon-
ey, consisting of the 175 sweepstakes 'and the
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CORNED
BEEF.

Never Fails the Camper
Clark's Corned Beef is a dish that never

fails in the Camp, or the Home. Whole-
some, tasty and economical, every tin is

full of sweet, tender beef—nicely corned,

boneless and wasteless. For good nourish-

ment and fine relish there is nothing to

equal Clark's'Corned Beef.

WIT CLARK, MFR., MONTREAL

sum of 800 sovereigns added bv the manage-
ment, was divided among five Italians and a
representative of the Argentine Republic, Mr.
Luro, aid a Frenchman, the best English scores
being made by the Messrs. F. Thellusson and
Carroll, who killed 9 out of 11. Mr. Roberts to-
day killed both his birds smartly within brief
distance of the traps. Mr. Chase got a very
awkward bird, and he was the first of the Eng-
lish representatives to break down, while H.
Fraser failed to realize the hopes enter t aimed
from his American form. P. Thellusson got a
smart pigeon, which had just escaped him in
the second round, falling dead outside the boun-
dary. Both Capt. Strattord and Mr. Braco
commenced with r» miss. Messrs. G. Harrison,
Greif. and Erskine followed suit, with Mr.
Donald, and Messrs. Walters, Watkins, and
Pearce in the same boat. Signor H. Gra&elli
grassed his two birds in nice style.

It was warmer on Feb. 5 and the wind had
quite dropped, and the grayish sky did not im-
prove the flight of the birds. The number of
shooters had increased from the 147 on Monday
to 154; less ^certainly than the 175 of last year,
but still of the very best class. After the first

round of today and 43 misses the stewards de-
cided that those who had failed to kill 2 out
3 should retire, and when the fourth round was
ended 60 out of the 154 withdrew. There were
38 misses in the fourth round, and the day's
shootine: showed as a result that only 32 had
killed 4 birds, while 62 had missed one, with a
possible miss out of the 8 yet to be trapped,
which put them out of court. Out of the 32

not havine misfeed were 110 less than 16 Itali-
ans, including Signori H. Grasselli and Schian-
nini, both prize winners and crack shots, sup-
ported by Si^gnor Catenacci. The same remark
may apply to Count Lazzaro, Signori Marcon-
cirri, Fadini, Fiachetti, Fortunio, Gagiliardi,

Ghirlandi, Chiericatti, di Gnazia, Setti and
Montana. Count Trauttmansdorff , who won for
the first time for Austria in 1892 shot well, and
the Marquis de Villaviciosa was in his old
form.

The contest for the Grand Prix was con-
cluded in fine weather on Feb. 6, there being a
bright sun and a brisk westerly breeze across
the shooting ground. In the fifth, sixth and
seventh rounds misses were prolific, and the re-
sult was pretty well fined down at the close
of the eighth round, when Count Trauttmans-
dorff, Mr. Hall, Signor Interdonatoj, and P.
Thellusson only had killed all their birds. Sig-
nor Interdonato was the first to miss in the
ninth round, and the tenth saw Mr. Thellusson
out of the fray. In the long run Mr. Hall stay
ed them all out with 12 consecutive birdsi, which
left England winner of the prize for the thir-
teenth time, the Italians now beinf^ second
with twelve wins.

Mr. Hall had for many years been shooting
at Monte Carlo 1

, but had not displayed capabil-
ities anything up to Grand Prix form. The un-
fortunate man among the competitors at the
very close was Count Trauttsmansdorff

, who,
tyinrr with Mr. Hall, missed his twelfth bird,
while the Englishman secured the prize with a
smart shot. After that the second, third), and
fourth orizes had to be shot for, and the Coufit
passed b" Mr. Roberts and Signor Interdonato,
he having to put up with a share of the fourth
money. Below are the final results:

—

Grand Prix Pu Casino, of 8 sovereigns each,
with 800 sovereigns added to a work of art
1035 sovereigns); second 160 sovereigns and 26
per cent of the entries (475 sovereigns); third
80 sovereigns and 20 per cent (330 sovereigns);
fourth 40 sovereigns and 15 per cent (226 sover-
eigns), the balance to the winner: 12 birds, 3 at
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SHOT
Constant care and watchfulness

in the manufacture of our Shot
has always been our policy, and
the result is that for years it has
been giving perfect satisfaction

to those using it.

The material we put into it and
the care taken in finishing it,

have earned for it the reputation
of always being up to standard.

When ordering Shot from your
dealer, specify " M. R. M."

Bontmtl Uollinft'UUlfe

Company.

26 meters, 99 at 27 meters; last year's winner
stood back 1 meter.

Shot At Killed

Mr. Hall (1035 pounds and trophy 12

H. F. Roberts (divided second and
third of 805 pounds

Signor Interdonato (ditto)
Count Trauttmansdorff (divided

fourth of 226 pounds
Signor Schiannini (ditto)

Winners of the Grand Prix Du Casino.

.1872 G. L. Lorillard
1873 J. Lee, V.C., C.B ,

1874 Sir William Call
1875 Capt. Aubrey Patton ...

K7'6 Capt. Aubrey Patton ...

1877 W. Arundel Yeo
1878 H. Cholmondeley Pennell
1879 E. R. G-. Hopwood
1880 Count M. Estherhazy ....

1881 M. G. Camaner .*

1882 Count de St Quintin
1883. H. J. Roberts
1884 Count de Ca&erta
1885 M. L. de Dorlodot
1891 Count L. Gajoli
1886 Siernor Guidicini
1887 Count Saline
1888 C. Seaton
1889 Valentine Dicks
1890 Sismor Guidicini
1892 Count Trauttmansdorff .,

1893 Sifrnor Guidicini
1894 Coujit C. Zichy
1895 Signor Benvenuti
1896 M. H. Journu
1897 Signor G. Grasselli
J898 Curling

U. S.
England
England

.'. England
England
England
England
England
Hungary

...Belgium
France

England
Italy

Belgium
Italy
Italy

...Italy
England
England

Italy
... ......Austria

Italy
...Austria

Italy
France

.........Italy

...England

1899 M. R. Moncerge F
1900 Count O'Brien Spain
1901 M. Guyot France
1902 Signor H. Grasselli Italy
1903 Pellier-Johnson England
1904 Signor Schiannini Italy
1905 Signor H. Grasselli ......Italy

1906 Signor H. Grasselli Italy
1907 Hall Englaad

Fred Gilbert, Ex-Chamnion Trap Shot of the
?33 EWorld, Re-appears after Long" Illness.

Fred Gilbert, the Wizard of Spirit Lake, for
years champion trap shot of the world, is con-
valescing after a protracted illness, at Hot
Springs. His condition for the past year has
inspired predictions that Gilbert who swept'all
before him in 1903-4 and 5 with performances
which marked a new era in trap shooting,
Unless he should suffer a relapse, it is announ-
would never regain his once marvelous form,
ced that he will shoot over the Chicago traps
preliminary to the Interstate Association tour-
naments which begin at Richmond, Va.. May 8-

10th, closing with the Pacific Coast Handicap
at Spokane in September.

Carrying off the highest honors in 1903-4,

with phenomenal scores, Gilbert eclipsed him-
self in 1905 by breaking 590 out of 600 targets in

three days* shoot at Des Moines, and then
breaking 588 out of 600 at St. Joseph, Mo., an
actual record of only 22 misses in 1200 targets

shot at during six consecutive davs. Whether
this performance can ever be duplicated or ap-

proached by the former champion is a question

the reply to which is scheduled as one of the

interesting trap shooting events of the coming

Toronto Rod'and Gun Club.

' On Saturday, March 2nd, the Toronto "Rod
and Gun Club''' held a sparrow competition of

fifteen birds per man, on their grounds at Tod-
morden- the respective teams were chosen by

the President and Captain as closely as possi-

ble from the members present, and the result

proved that the division of forces was worthy
of their fair judgment, for, after quite an excit-

ing contest and shooting off a tie, the match
resulted in a final "tie" for want of birds,

210 having been disposed of. Notwithstanding

the effects of a cyclonic breeze, the average

score was very satisfactory. .

The shoot was followed bv a dinner at tne

Todmorden Hotel, when Mr. Grange, the genial

proprietor, again demonstrated the high ex-

cellence of his culinary department. After the

usual expressions of loyalty and toast to lhe

King". Our Country, the Club, and its President

Mr G W Meyer, the latter gave a synopsis oi

the club's shoots, up to date, and gave the

names of the various trophy wiimers, at the

same time presenting them with the V™™*™*
through their skill with the ^n: The ''Stroth-

er Prize", a sterling silver Beaker, given by

Air Lancelot Strother, for the best score at 100

live birds (50 pigeons and 50 sparrows) was

gained bv the Resident. Mr. G. W. Meyer with

94 per cent., the next scores were Strother W
per cent., Patton 91 per cent., Tinning

?
1 P- ,

Skev 90 p. c, Blatchley 90 p.c. (Asling 85 p. c.,

etc f ete
P

The "Club Trophy" (carbuncle sleeve

links) at 40 live pigeons, fell to L. Strother,

with 37, Meyer 35. Skey and Hope 32, ete. etc.

The Club Trophy" at 40 sparrows, after a

lively tie shoot, went to H F. Hope with 38,

W. R. Skey 30, Asling 29, Patton 28, Tinning

26
' The

' "high gun" prize dedicated by H. A.

Shaw for best season's average at clay t>was

was accorded to Percy Blatchley.

A very enjoyable evening succeeded, render-

ed pleasant by recitals of hunting, adventures

and experiences of general gun-lore that couia

only be surpassed by the capabilities pi an

angler's meeting; every member left with ttie
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unexpressed feeling of winning those prizes next
season.

It should be of interest to gunners to know
of the advantages and opportunities offered to
the members, through the active interest shown
by the officers and executive of the Toronto
Rod and Gun Club, whose aim is to develop
their capacity, not only in form, but through
live bird shooting.

The season commenced on Nov. 3rd, '06,

since which time twenty club shoots have tak-
en place, including New Year's Bay; the aver-
age attendance being ten shooters, with an
occasional private shoot. about 1300 pigeons,
2500 sparrows, and 2000 artificials have been
disposed of—the paucity of the latter demon-
strating the greater interest in the live bird
targets. The Club numbers 31 members. The
officers at present are: Messrs. G, W. Meyer,
President; H. M. Asling, Vice President; Dr.
W. R. Patton, Captain; J. H. Telfer, official

referee; Sydney H. Jones, Secretary-Treasurer,
100 Marlborough Avenue. 'Phone N. 445. Exe-
eutive committee, H. F. Hope. W. R. Skey, F.
W. Mathews, P. J. Thomas. F. B. Poucher and
R. Tinning.

The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley
Gun Club was held on their grounds Feb. 9th.
It being an off day in the Blue Rock League, a
spoon shoot was held. The day was fine, and
the attendance good. In the spoon shoot Viv-
ian, with two additional birds and Buck with
three additional birds to shoot at, made
straight scores. In the shoot-off Buck won.
Result of spoon shoot, 25 birds:

—

Kemp 23, Hulme 22, W. Wakefield 24, Fritz
23, Buck 25, McGrath 25, Marsh 20, Dunk 24,

Douglas 23, Ely 21, Vivian 25. P. Wakefield 24,

Edkins 18, Dr. Cook 14, Hogarth 24, Martin 21.

Townson 21, Thomas 17, Massingham 20 Mann
14, Dey 14, Thompson 20.

The Balmy Beach Gun Club members were
visited on Saturday, Feb. 9th by Walter P.
Thompson of Hamilton, E. J. Marsh of Park-
dale, and a number of members of the Stanley
Gun Club, and a pleasant afternoon's shooting
was indulged in. The first event was a club
handicap shoot, in which all the competitors
received extra targets except T. IT. Casci, und-
er a new handicap system that is being tried.
The following scores were made:

—

25 targets (handicap)—Draper 25, Pearsall 25,

Mason 25, Seager 25, Davis 25. Lyonde 25, J. A.
Shaw 25, Ross 24, Casci 23, Hunter 22, Smith
21, F. G. Shaw 21, Boothe 20, J. A. Wilson 19,

Dingman 18.

25 tarerets—T. McDuff 24. H. Thompson 23,

P. Wakefield 22, W. Wakefield 22, Douglas 21,

Hulme 21. Dunk 21. W. P. Thompson 20, E. J.
Marsh 20, Edkins 19, Sawdon ir., 19, Townson
18, McGrath 18.

10 targets—Hulme 10. Dunk 10, Ingham 10,

McDuff 10. J. G. Shaw 10. J. H. Shaw 10. Sea-
ger 9. Casci 9. Marsh 9, Davis 8, Pear&all 8, Mc-
Grath e.

The match on Feb. 16th between the Stanley
and Balmy Beach Gun Clubs, on the grounds
of the latter, resulted \n a win for the Stan-
leys, whose average was 22 1-5 for 15 men, to
the Beach Club's 21 1-5 for ten men. There was
a big turnout of members of both clubs, sixty
shooters takine: part in the match. The scores:

Stanley—Fleming 25, McDuff 23, Turp 24. W.
Wakefield 23, Vivian 23, Martin 23, Dunk 23,

Hulme 22, Farmer 22, Dev 21, P. Wakefield 21

Thompson 21. Parry 20, Buck 20, Lewis 20. To-
tal (15 men ) 333.

Balmv Beach—Ross 24. Adams 22. Casci 22,

Boothe 22. Davis 21. F. A. Shaw 21, Lyonde
20, Ten Eyck 20. Sealer 20, J. G. Shaw 20. To-
tal (10 men) 212.

The second match between the Parkdale and
Balmy Beach Gun Clubs, in the Toronto blue
rock series, was shot Saturday, March 4th on

GUN CLUB SECRETARIES
Who wish to conduct a successful and
systematic tournamentshould use the

Shogren System Supplies
Squad Score Sheets 16x39 in., $1.25 per 100

Cashier Sheets for tournaments, 25c. per set

Special Report Sheets, 100 on pad - 75c.

Shogren System Score Book, postpaid $1.00

Record Sheets, Crayons, Clamps, Gongs, &c.

Reversible Score Boards
For holding Squad Sheets

Write for free booklet, "How to Conduct a Tournament"

E. B SHOGREN
942 First National Bank Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

Host Reliable

TARGET
and a general favorite.

Also quick set traps and extension traps.

Correspondence Solicited.

John Bowron
90 Wellington St. N. HAMILTON Ont.

the latter grounds, resulting in a win for th«
home team. The scores were as follows:

Parkdalev-Reed 21, Fenton 21, G. Thomas 19,

Williams 19, Hooey 19, Parker 19, Devins 18,

Pearce 18, Ward 16. Wolf 16. Total 186.

Balmy Beach—Booth 22, Seager 22, Ross 29,

Pearsall 20, J. A. Shaw 20, Davis 19, Casci 18,

Dingman 18, Draper 18, Lyonde 18. Total 195.

Owing to the wind storm which blew with
bulldog tenacity all afternoon, the scoring1 In
the league match between the Stanley Gun Club
and the Riverdale Gun Club March 4th was not
as good as was expected it would be; howev-
er, the shooting was very good under the cir-

cumstances, as will be seen from the average
as made by the Stanleys of 19 12-15, as against
19 6-15 of the Riverdaies. The respective scores:

Stanley—McDuff 23, Dunk 23. Richardson 21.

Fritz 21. P. Wakefield 20, Schofield 20, Cashmore .
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D. of C. T. S. A.

Trophies and Medals

Made by us are a

guarantee of value

Jewelry Parlors

75 Yonge St., Toronto

JAS. D. BAILEY
Sketches Furnished.

ASK FOR

(LONDON)

Porter
Undoubtedly the best brewed on. the

continent. Proved to be so by an-

alysis of four chemists, and by

awards of the world's great exhibi-

tions, especially Chicago 1893,

where it received ninety-six points

out of a possible hundred, much
higher than any other Porter in

the United States or Canada.

•»»o«»-o-»»o*»,o»*<>••

20, Buchanan 19, W. Wakefield 19, Massingham
19. Vivian 19, Duff 19, Martin 18, Douglas 18,
Fleming- 18. Total 297. Average 19 12-15.

Riverdales—Best 23, Knox 21, Bennett 21, G.
Logan 20, Bredannaz 20, Duncan 20, Lowe 20,
Miller 19, T. Logan 19, Bond 19, Davidson 19,
Heys 18. Hirons 18. Jennings 17, Joselin 17. To-
tal 291. Average 19 6-15.

The Central Rod and Gun Club held their
weekly shoot Mar»ch 4th. The scores for the
spoon shoot at 20 birds was as follow?: A.
Knox 20, F. Bean 19, J. E. Avan 18, W. Knox
18. A. Bunker, 17, E. Earls 15, J. Crewe 14, J.
Dean 11, B. Rogers 8, A. Taylor 7.

The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley
Gun Club was held March 9th. This being their
bye in the City League, a match was held lor
a silver spoon and four trophies presented by
the president, Mr. McGill. The match was shot
at 25 targets per man, handicap from 1 to 5 ex-
tra birds to shoot at. Mr. Dunk, with one ex-
tra, and Mr. Martin and Fritz, with four ex-
tra, made straight scores; five scores of 24 shot
off for the balance of the tvophies, Mr. Vivian
and Townson being the winners. The club was
also honored by a visit from Mr. E. G. White,
the Eastern representative of the DuPont Pow-
der Co. The following were the scores in the
special match for silver spoon an.I four tro-
phies at 25 birds:

—

Douglas 11, McGill 22, Vivian 24. Buok 20,
Kemp 22, P. Wakefield 22. Dunk 25, Herbert 23,
Thompson 21, Fritz 25, McDuff 20, Dey22. Mas-
singham 24, McGrath 19, Edkins 21, Richardson
17, Ely 22, Cashmore 21, Sennett 17, Martin 25,
McBain 12, Townson 24, Morshead 14. Dr. Cook
24. C. Wilson 23, Lucas 19, Hogarth 24, Rock 13.

The league match March 9th on the Balmy
Beach Gun Club's grounds, between that club
and the National Gun Club resulted in a vic-
tory for the latter. The scores:

—

Nationals—A. E. Davis 25, Westwood 22

Grainger 22, Lawson 22, C. B. Harrison 21, Ral
ston 21, A. Gould 21, Monkman 21, Carmody'21
Vanduzen 20. Total 216.

Balmy Beach—C. Davis 22, Adams 21, Casci
21. J. A. Shaw 21, J. G. Shaw 21, Lyonde 20

Anderson 19, Boothe 19, Draper 19, Ten Eyck 19

Total 202.

Hamilton Happenings.

There wa sa good attendance at the regular
shoot of the Hamilton Gun Club held on Sat-
urday, Feb. 9th. The weather was good, and as
a result .some good scores were made, The club
medal and Klein and Binkley trophy were shot
for. the former being won by M. E. Fletcher,
with .a straight score of 25 targets. Following
are the scores:

Club Medal K.&B. Tro.
Both events at 25 targets.

J. Crooks
Beattie
Stuart
Bowron
Rich
Ripley
Wark
Ben It
Upton
Bates
M. E. Fletcher
Hunter
Dr. Green
D. Fletcher
Merritaian
Dr. Wilson
Marshall
J. Cline
C. Thompson
Dean :

Davies
Cantelon
Nemmert
Waterbury 22

The Balmy Beach Gun Club of Toronto, vis-

ited the Hamilton Gun Club. Feb. 23rd, and a

21

21

20

IS

17 14

19 li

11 16

21 21

21 1*

20 15

20 20

17

25 23
22 21

22 2-4

17

15

22 24

21 li

17 12

19 IT

16 -14

13 5

22 *13

9
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team race was shot, which resulted in a win
for the Hamilton Club toy three targets. Fol-
lowing are the scores:

—

Hamilton^Bates 24, Raspberry 24. Dr. Wil-
son 23, Dr. Green 22, Hunter 21. Wark 19. Court
Thomson 19. Marshall 19. Fletcher 20. Cantelon
17. Total 208.

Balmv Beach—Booth 23. Davis 23. Casci 22.

J. G. Shaw 21, Seager 21, Lyonde 20, Mason
Draper 20, J. Wilson 18. W. Wilson 17. Total 205.

Following is the score for the Kleini and
Binkley trophy, shot on above date:*—

Targets 25—Wark 16, Bates 23, Fletcher 21,

Rasnberry 20. Hunter 20. Bowron 13. Dr. Wilson
21, Dunham 10, Marshall 11, Court Thommson 20.

Dorchester Beats Ingersoll.

In a team shoot between Dorchester Sta-
tion and Ingersoll Gun Clubs, on the grounds
of the former on Feb. 14th, the home team
heat the visitors with a score of 8'6 to '79. The
score, 25 birds per man:

—

Ingersoll—Kirbyson 71, Geo. Nichols 15, A.
Williamson 8, W. Staples 16, G. Janes 11, H.
W. Partlo 8. Total 79.

Dorchester—C. Richmond 14, J. Rennie 13, A
Wallace 11, W. Richmond 12, W. Fifefield 17,

Dr. Banghart 19. Total 86.

In a team shoot at Ingersoll, Feb. 26th, be-
tween Ingersoll and Dorchester Gun Clubs, Ing-
ersoll' won from Dorchester by 31 shots. The
visitors brought eleven men, and the contest,
which was at 25 birds each, w,as greatly enjoy-
ed. The weather conditions were very favora-
ble for the season of the year and the scores
on the whole were very creditable. The visitors
were pleasantly entertained, and it is hoped
that the two clubs may have another meeting
before long. The scores:

Dorchester—W. Fiefield 21, C. Richmond 16,

C. Wallace 15, Dr. Banghart 19, W. Richmond
13, A. C. Stelk 17, J. Cawsey 17, W. Rennie
17, A. Wallace 13, J. Rennie 11, R. Wallace 15,

Total 174.

Ingersoll—W. Staples 19, J. Staples 24, R.
B. Harris 19. F. McMulkin 21, Geo. Buckle 10,

W. Ireland 19, Geo. F. Janes 21. W. Kirbyson
24, W. Cole 14, H. W. Partlo 15, Wm. Ireland 19.

Total 205.

Blenheim Club Shoot.

The Blenheim Gun Club held a match ^t 25

blue rocks Feb. 26th sides being captained by
Samuel Burk and Samuel Hartford. The scores
were as follows:

—

Sam. Burk 17, W. E. Hall 19, Ed. Ridley 6,

J. Wetherald 14, S. Lineham 22, F. Magee 15,

L. Handv 16, James Rouse 10, G. Bowden 19,

J. F. Miles 11, Ed. Ramsden 9. T. Taylor 20,

N. L. McLeod 12, A. Burk 19. Total 209.

Sam. Hartford 12, C. Lowes 1»J, Jas. Burk
23 V. Hartford 20, T. Pickering 17, C. Wether-
ald 14, B. Burk 13. H. Burk 14. W. J. O'Brien

Sam Hartford 12, C. Lowes 16, Jas. Burk
P. O. Slater 9, O. Gill 20. Total 230.

The losers provided a muskrat supper serv-
ed at six o'clock at the Vester House.

team race at Ridgetawn, March 13th. The
scores were as follows:

Ridgetown—W. Thorold 24, Geo. Laing 20
A. McRitchie 16. Fred Galbraith 23, H. Scan*
21, J. Soane 18. W. Hardy 16, J. McLaren 21
C. Scane 19. H. Catton 21, F. Gammage 23 D.McMackon 21, J. Brim 22, W. D. Bates 16, Sim
Coll 19, Dan Leitch 11. II . Ferguson 10, N, Camp
bell 21, P. Gilbert 15, Frank Galbraith 18. Total
375.

Blenheim—W. Haitford 17, W. E. Hall 21 V
Hartford 15, J. Wetherald 18, Geo. Taylor '

22.
H. Burk 12, F. McGee 20, M. Burk 13, C. Lowes
15, F. Pilon 19, S. Burk 14, Theo. Pickering 22,

T
Bur£ 18 - W - J - O'Brien 13, Geo. Reynolds

17, L. Handy 13, C. Wetherald 14, Geo. Bowden
20'. T. Taylor 20, S. Hartford 10. Total 333.

Dartmouth Doings.
The Dartmouth Rod and Gun Club heldtheir monthly shoot March 6th. The hkrhwind and extreme cold made good shooting al-most impossible, and as a result the scoreswere not up to the average. In addition to themembers, quite a number of guests were pres-

ent. The different events resulted as follows:
^ « £ven17 10 targets—1st A. Edwards and
G. P Monahau, 9; 2nd, J. T. Egan, 8; 3rd, J.

art ^
cIjaughlm

'
George Mcl.nnis, A. M. Stew-

2nd event (sweepstakes)—10 targets—1st J.
±. togam 10. 2nd, J. A. McLaughlin 8 ; 3rd, A.M. Stuart and Geo. Mclnnis 7.

3rd event, (Club Cup)— A

Name. b
J. A. McLaughlin
G. E. Mclnnis
H. D. Romans
A. Edwards
G. P. Monahan ...........

F. Monahan
E. H. McElmon '

A. M. Stuart
T. C. Gue
J. T. Egan
Geo. L. Flawn

Hdcp. Total
15 2 17
14 5 19
14 5 19
19 2 21
19 2 21
17 2 19
9 16

16 2 18
18 25
20 20
8 7 15

C. Gue.
-25 targets. 18

An excellent shooting record was recently
made with the Lefever gun. Mr. John Stafford
who favors this gun as a most reliable ins-tru-
ment, recently won eight straight twenty - five
bird matches by its means, scoring .944 per
cent. The Manufacturers have produced a hand-
some catalogue descriptive of the advantages
possessed by their guns, and shooters may
have a copy of the same by sending a postal
to the Lefever Arms Company, Syracuse, N.
Y., and mentioning "Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada."

Ridgetown Defeated Blenheim.

Rido-etown downed Blenheim in a 20-man

The Gun Club at Malone, N.Y., will hold a
tournament on May 2nd and 3rd, at which cash
prizes of at least $300 will be offered. While the
Club is young they have conducted two very
successful shoots and they promise a ''good
time and a square deal" to any Canadian
shooters who may attend.

jOES LIKE SIXTY

'

f tf*4£TA To introduce our tamouj

FOr $150.^H GIL SON
GASOLINE ENGINES
STRONG ENOUGH TO SAW WOOD, errind feed, and run all kinds of

machinery. FROST PROOF. Starts readily in coldest
weather. Write for catalogue—all sizes. FREE TRIAL.
GILSQK MFG. CO., Ltd., Dept. 228 Guelph, Gnt., Can.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THIS is a Model which proved so

successful last year. We are

again offering it. A Good, Roomy

Motor Boat

SAFE, SURE, STEADY
Fast enough for Business
Large enough for Pleasure
Sure enough for Anywhere
We have them in stock

01 LAKE STREET, TORONTO.
Nicholls Brothers, Limited

When writirtr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Do you ever have trouble with i

your Ignition Apparatus? Buy a
j

it

SYNTIC COIL
and your trouble will be no more

We make them for Automobile
and Marine as well as Stationary

Engines. They are specially de-

signed to give a Fast Hot Spark
with small amount of Current.

Let us send you a Descriptive Catalogue.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS FOR THE

Mosler

Spitfire

Plug
Nicholls Brothers, Limited

IGNITION DEPT.

101 LAKE STREET, TORONTO.

When writirf? advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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TheLENOX HOTEL
IN BUFFALO

MODERN HIGH GRADE FIREPROOF
UNEXCELLED SERVICE THROUGHOUT

OUR OWN RAPID ELECTRIC CARRIAGES, EXCLUSIVELY FOR
patrons, operate continuously every few minutes from
Hotel through Business District and to pdl Depots and
Wharves for principal trains and steamers : :

EUROPEAN PLAN

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

George Duchscherer, - Proprietor.

FURS
To MCMILLAN FUR & WOOL CO.

SHIP
YOUR

EXPORTERS
1HP0RTIR3

MINNEAPOLIS, - - - MINN.
WRITE FOR CIRCULARS

GUNS-
RIFLES

English and American

SHOT GUNS
All makes kept in stock.

AMMUNITION
All sizes of cartridges and shot shells

loaded with black or smokeless powder

RICE LEWIS & SON
LU1ITED

TORONTO.

GUARANTEED F^flJJ
0

r /-y will buy the, only natural, never failing and prackl 1 s> tie;illy indestructible cigar, cigarette and pipr
^jl VI lighter ever i vented. There is nothing to get out\^ X/ of ord r. No oi —no chemicals of any kind. Mmply

a charred wick, cube of flint, steel wheel and lever
to produce friction. When the fl'nt sparking cube or wick is
consumed, it can be replaced at trifli g c st (cube 10 cts., wicks
'25 cts. doz. ).

The Matchless
Cigar Lighter

LIGHTS CIGAR, CIUARETTE or PIPE
anywhere, at ny time—in
wind, rain or snow—o • land
or sea. the harder it blows
—THE BRIGHTER IT GLOWS. It

Fits the Vest Pocket
lik a match box—is alway*
ready and never fai I s to work

Automobilists,
Yachtsmen,

Hunters, Golfers
and all outdoor smokers
should have a matchless
cigar -lighter. Try one. If

you don't like it your money
will be cheerfully refunded.
Buy from your dealer or we'll

supply you, postpaid, if he
will not. Illustrated and
descriptive circular free on
application.

Matchless Cigar
Lighter Mfg. Co.,

Dept. 12.

16 John St., New York.
2-3 actual size— With side removed, showing fuse

in position to light cigar, cigarette or pipe.

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Unusually novel and practical. Only Key Tag which makes it easy

for the finder to return lost k^ys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of'offeriiisr re-

ward for return. German Silver
handsomely made, 25c' postpaid-
Agents wanted.

C. E. LOCKE MFG. CO., KFNSF1T, IOWA.

When writirg advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HOTEL CUMBERLAND
NEW YORK

S. W. Corner Broadway at 54th Street

Ideal location- Near Theatres, Shops, and Central
Park. Fine Cuisine, Excellent food and reasonable
prices. NEW, MODERN ANO ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Within one minute's walk of 6th Ave. and Sub-
way and accessible to all surface car lines. Tran-
sient rates $2.50 with Bath and up. SEND FOR BOOKLET

Under the management of
Harry P. Stimson Geo. I,. Sanborn

PITTSBURG, PENN.

HOTEL SCHENLEY
Surrounded by three acres of lawn and gardens,

.away from the noise and smoke.

Absolutely Fireproof

THE LEADING;HOTEL' IN PITTSBURG
Opposite the Six';Million Dollar Carnegie Institute

and library, also the Carnegie Technical Schools.
Wire or write and Automobile will meet you at Un-
ion Station and take you to Hotel in ten minutes.
The most attractive Hotel in Pennsylvania.

Send for Booklet
JAMES RILEY,

Proprietoi and Manager.

STOP AT THE

New Princess Hotel
WHEN AT

Atlantic City

South Carolina Avenue. 200 feet from Beach.
The Princess Hotel is newly furnished through-

out with rare taste and possesses all modern requi-
sites for convenience and comfort of the guests.
Golf privileges and privilege of the Atlantic City
Yacht_Club extended to the guests. American and
European Plan.

A BOOKLET will be gladly furnished upon
application.

Rates, Running from $12.50 to $30.00 per week,
according to the location* of the rooms.

For any further information address

CROWELL & COLLIER
The Princess Hotel,
Atlantic City, N. J.

THE NEW KENMORE,
Albany, N. Y.

Strictly Fire Safe

ONE OF THE BEST HOTELS IN THE CITY

EUROPEAN PLAN
$30,000 Spent in Improvements

$1.50 and upwards. 100 Rooms and Bath. 175
Rooms with hot and cold running water. Special
attention paid to tourists. IyOng Distance Telephone
in every Room. Cuisine and Service Unexcelled.
Prof. Strauss' Famous Orchestra a Feature.

Busses meet all Trains and Boats

Send for Booklet
OAKS HOTEL CO. J. A. OAKS, Prop,

When writing advertisers kind ly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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PALMER MOTORS
25 THOUSAND RUNNING
25 STYLES AND SIZES
25 MOTORS PER DAY

1 1-2 to 25 Horsepower; One, Two and Four Cylinder; Two or Three Port
;
Jump or Snap

Spark IgnitionpTwo or Four Cycle. Send for New 1907 Catalog (R & G)

PALMER BROTHERS
COS COBB, CONN.

NEW YORK,
242 Fourth Avenue

PHILADELPHIA,
The Bourse

BOSTON,
85 Union Street

PORTLAND, ME.,
48 Portland Pier

"Dean" Canoes
-ALWAYS IN THE LEAD

"The Finish" Henley Regatta, Aug. 4, 06. Toronto Canoe Club ist, Orillia 2nd. Both "Dean" Canoes.

CANOES OF ALL KINDS
WALTER DEAN, TORONTO

Long Distance Phone. SEND FOR CATALOG.
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The picture below is that of
*

' Bob '

' Edwards, the

man who made the old reliable ITHACA, the hardest

and closest shooting gun in the world . He was the

first man to perfect the taper choke and is the oldest

barrel borer in the United States.

We guarantee every gun in every part—shooting included.

We cross bolt our hammerless guns in addition to under
fastening and guarantee never to shoot loose.

% We have barrels made special with extra heavy double
thick nitro breech which will stand a bursting pressure
of about 40,000 lbs. to the square inch, thus insuring
absolute safety to the shooter.

1[ We make seventeen different grades guns ranging in price

from $17.75 net to $300 list.

1[ We build everything from a featherweight 5^ lb. 20 gauge
gun to a 10% lb. 10 gauge duck, fox and goose gun.

% Send for Art Catalog and Special Prices.

When writirp advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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COMMONWEALTH HOTEL
Opp. State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1.00 per
day and up; rooms with piivate bath for $1.50 per
day and up; suites of two rooms and bath for $3.00
per day and up. Weekly rates on rooms with hot
and cold water and shower baths, $6.00 to $9.00;

rooms with private baths, $9.00 to $12.00; suites of
two rooms and bath, $14.00 to $22.00. Send for booklet.

StorerF. Crafts, Manager, Phone, Haymarket 181.

"ROD MAKING 5»

This book explains how to make perfectly balanced
and finished Bait Casting Rods, of Split Bamboo,
Ivancewood, Bethabara, and Greenhart, used in vari-

ous Tournament Events and Fishing. It gives the cor-

rect dimensions and tapers and explains the secret of

varnish. It contains the Standard Bait and Fly Cast-
ing Rules by which all Tournaments in the United
Stfttes are conducted. Hundreds of dollars expense
and years of experience — all for 25 cents in stamps.
Write today. If not a sportsmen yourself, get it for a
friend who is. He will prize it highly. One would
not part with the knowledge it contains for fifty times
its cost. Get in

1

line for the Greatest Sport on Earth !

The World Tournament will be held in our city in
August, 1907. Come and see us.

EENJ. F. FLEGEL manufacturer of FINE FISHING TACKLE.
»

63 Sixth Street, Racine, Wis.

k\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\]iiiiniu//i/////////7^

tw//////////™

BEST OF ALL
SUMMER PAST IM E S
For the early morning "appetizer" the picnic-

party, the fishing trip and the innumerable
acquatic sports of summer a good canoe is in-
dispensable.
When buying one it pays to get the BEsT.

There's one sure way to do that. Look for this
name plate.

"This name plate guarantees to you correctness
of models and quality " "Old Town Canoe"
materials are carefully selected and the work-
manship expert from lone experience. Both
are peculiar to the "">ld Town Canoe."
MODELS FOR every use. Prices, packed, $28 up
Write now for free illustrated catalog of can-

vas covered canoes, rowboats and yacht tenders.
Agencies all large cities. Write factorv for
catalog.

THE OLD RELIABLE BLUE ROCK
The Stanley Gun Club of Toronto, Canada,

have just installed a Leggett Trap and will use

Blue Rock Targets.

This is the largest and most progressive Club

in Ontario. Enough said.

I). H. HOWDEN & CO., London, Ont.

Distributors.

Send for Catalog of Leggett Traps

The ChamberliiTCartddge 81 Target Co., Cleveland, ohio

HENR1CKS MAGNETO l^TJt'Z
WITHOUT THE AID OF BATTERIES

It is better and more durable than any Dynamo. Its governor regulates the speed
regardless of speed of fly wheel. Its governor adjusts to imperfect fly wheels.
Its governor insures a constant and uniform spark. The spark does not

(

burn the
contacts of the engine. All strains ate removed from the bearings of Magneto.

^SS' HENRICKS NOVELTY CO. ^L^'Xtt:

When writirrr advertisers kind ly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HUNTING ik

| A CAMPING
OUTFITS

IN this store every requirement for a Camp-
ing, Fishing or Hunting Trip can
be had and all information as to where

and when to go. We will tell you what to

take, and what is sometimes as important,
what not to take. Our representatives make year-

ly trips to the woods, fish and hunt in practically all

the good localities and gather valuable information

which is free to the sportsman.

We sell sportsmen's supplies of real merit at

prices that are consistently low, and carry the largest

stcok in New York.

Our sto'-e is conveniently located on Warren
Street, just off Broadvvay, or if you can't

call, let us mail you our 164-page book
No. 036.

P. R. ROBINSON, President.

NcwYorkSportingGoods Ca
17 WARREN ST..NEW YORK.

Would you like a Good Rod for little money ?

0urPEERLESS Rod is well named

It is made of selected cane, with fine nickel plated mountings, closely wound in two
colors of silk, snake ring guides. Generous sized cork grasp made in an improved
manner, each rod has extra tip, put up in flannel covered wood form in neat cloth bag.

No. 3501a, length 9 feet, weight b\ ozs. Rod suitable for Light Trout Angling.

No. 35f lc, lenth 10 feet, weight 7 ozs. Rod suitable for Heavy Trout Angling.

EITHER ROD $5,00.
HANDBOOK ON TROUT TACKLE FREE UPON APPLICATION.

WILLIAM MILLS & SON,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY. Sole Agents forH. L, Leonard Rods.
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MISS FIRING

Don't stop your

motor on the road,

pull up this switch

and your PLUG
will immediately

FIRE again.

Equip your boat

with the 'Duplex
Attachment. When
the engine starts to

miss, do not stop it,

donot replace plugs

—just pull the little

switch and your engine will no longer

miss a single fire. Fits all plugs and
makes them waterproof.

PRICE $2.50.

Duplex Ignition Co., Inc.

1555 BROADWAY, Circular R, NEW YORK
AGENTS WANTED.

When your engine starts

MISSING
-&k Pull this LITTLE SWITCH!

Saves Stoppage
Delay
Annoyance o n

the road
THE m.

Duplex Plug
IS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

HIGH COMPRESSION ENGINES
BOAT ENGINES

SOOTING CYLINDERS
AND SPLASH LUBRICATION

IMPORTED UNIQUE PORCELAINS

DUPLEX IGNITION CO
1555 Broadway, Circular G,

Agents Wanted. New York City.

LEFEVER GUNS
CAN NOT SHOOT LOOSE

Any wear in the action can be immediately taken up by turning compensating

screw F slightly to the right (see cut). Pretty simple, isn't it ? Our handsome
1907 catalog A fully describing the many advantages of the Lefever over guns
of other manufacturers is yours for the asking.

LEFEVER ARMS CO. SYRACUSE, N. Y„ U. S. A.

When writlrp advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE SPRINGFIELD MOTORMETER

"The Speedometer
That Has Proved It"

Unless a speedometer is accurate and stays accurate, it is

worthless.

To be accurate and remain accurate is its ivhole duty.

Every manufacturer is obliged to claim it. Every buy-

er is entitled to pi-oof.

If you can see with you own eyes an indisputable demon-

stration of accuracy,—holding the watch and counting

the revolutions yourself, not on one but on three

Motormeters siniiltaneously,—that is proof.

If back of this, there is reputation, gained by seasons of

sale and use under all conditions, that is also proof.

We offer both kinds. The first at all the big shows,

the second every day and all the ti me.

Do' you want a speedometer that you can know is right?

Then specify the "Springfield Motormeter."

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Costs less than any other speedometer with a reputation.

Costs no more than experiments.

For any car made complete with fittings :

50 Mile Pattern $45.00
60 Mile Pattern $50.00

SEND FOR CATALOG AND BOOKLET, "FACTS.'

The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

ESTABLISHED 1865. INCORPORATED 1883.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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CANADIANS ARE PROUD OF

THE

MAGAZINE
Because it can stand side by side with the best monthlies.

Because it proves that Canadian writers are alive to their

opportunities.

Because it aims at and maintains a high literary standard.

Because it is a magazine worthy of its name.

Because its advertising is exceptionally select.

To read it is an evidence of culture.

To advertise in it is an evidence of good sense.

Every well read Canadian reads it.

Every well-advertised Canadian product of sufficient com-
mendableness is introduced by it.

Manufacturers and dealers in Sporting Rifles, Shot Guns, Motor Boats, Auto-
mobiles, Steam Launches, Canoes, Tents, Fishing Tackle, or Camping Equipment of

any kind should advertise in THE CANADIAN MAGAZINE, because it is read by
the ' lass of people who can afford such things.

The Ontario Publishing Co.
15 WELLINGTON ST. EAST, TORONTO.
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OF course Chiclets are popular ! The delicious chewing gum in its damty
candy covering and the six drops of pungent peppermint which flavor it, are the

very good reasons why you will be benefitted no less than you will be

pleased if you buy a 5c or 10c packet of CHICLETS to-day. Should your druggist

or confectioner not sell Chiclets now send us a dime for sample and a booklet.

CHICI,ET PALMISTRY. L,oak at your hand ! If you have a cross on the Mount of Jupiter (the cushion at

the base of the first finger) you will have a happy marriage.
If your Life L.ine (the line forming a semi-circle around the thumb) starts on the Mount of Jupiter it denotes

vou have great ambition which will be fully rewarded. .

When the Heart L,ine (the line running across the palm along the base of the Mounts below the fingers) is

well defined with a triangle near the end of the Life L,ine, it shows brain power, kindness of heart and tact.

You can read any hand with the CHICLET PALMISTRY CH iRT. Sent with every ten-cent package.

FRANK H. FLEER & CO., INC. 530 No. 24th St., Philadelphia, U.S.A.

About the latter end of April, the angler will hear, or feel,

the first contingent of the Black Flies and Mosquitos.

About the same time, the retail dealer will
receive the first enquiries for

Jeimer's Fly Pizen
Will either of them be in a position to meet the demand ?

The angler with an immunsing dose of the best fly preventive in the world, the retail

dealer with one of those little red packages, which are so conducive to the fisherman's
comfort.

There is no excuse for any fisherman suffering from the intense itching;, the dis-

figuring swellings and the other unpleasant consequences of being badly fly-bitten, when
he can purchase immunity for twenty-five cents. Now any sort of man can put up a
"remedy" which will keep off flies. If you have no objection to smelling like a pole-cat,
and do not mind having your face and hands denuded of cuticule by some crude prepar-
ation,—well and good.

JENNER'S FLY PIZEN doesn't smell bad. It doesn't

blister the skin, and it KEEPS OFF FLIES

(Wholesale from the manufacturer, E. Jenner, Digby, N.S., or from any branch of the National Drug
and Chemical Co. of Canada, cr the Canadian Drug Company, Ltd.) Retail price 25c per box, postage paid.

EDMUND JENNER, Digby, Nova Scotia
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertiscmenti will be in-

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS-^How to train
dogs to hunt coon, fox, skunk, how to tan
furs, hunt bees, vmake scent baits, find young
mink, wolf, fox, kill skunk without odor, skunk
farming, etc. Send 30c money order for book.
F. W. Howard, Baraboo, Wis.

WjANTED—To correspond with parties who
wish to hunt in the Rockies next open season.
Address C. Ellis, Ovando, Powell Co., Mont.

WANTED—Scalps of Moose, Deer and Cari-
bou.—A. E. Colburn, Taxidermist, 1204 South
Main street, Los Angeles, Cal.

SHOOTING ' ' S—We have some thorough-
ly broken Pointers and Setters that are as
hendsome and as well bred as any dogs in
America. They are trained on quaii grouse,
wood cock, etc., and as Shooting Dogs there
are none more reliable or satisfactory to bag
game over. We also have some bierhly bred and
pedigreed puppies, both pointers and setters.
High class gun dogs is our specialty. The C.
S. Freel Kennels, R., Loogootee, Indiana.

WANTED—A representative in every city and
town in Canada and the United States to so-
licit subscriptions for "Rod and Gun in Cana-
da." We will pay a liberal commission to
those whom we feel warranted placing the ag-
ency with. This is an opportunity that should
be taken advantage of by any person desiring
to make good money. For further particulars
please address W. J. Taylor, Publisher Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

FOR LIVE Hungarian Partridge, Pheasants,
Quail, Ducks, Geese, Swans, Peafowl. Wanted
live birds. Charles B. Denley, New Citv. N.Y.

FOR SALE—Beagles, Fox and Deer Hounds,
Crossbred Bloodhounds and Foxhound Puppies
Trained ferrets.—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist,
Unionville, Ontario.

FREE—My Sportsman's Guide contains in-
structions for saving all trophies of the Rod
and Gun for mounting to the best possible
advantage. It also contains a complete list of
my prices for all the different branches of Tax-
idermy work. I claim that my work , Is not
beaten by any taxidermist in Canada. I will
gladly forward references to prove my state-
ment. My prices will show you how to save
money by shipping to me.—Edwin Dixon, Tax-
idermist," Unionville, Ontario.

FOR SALE—A 11 loot Folding Canvas Boat.
Never been used. Good reason for selling. Ad-
dress Francis W. Kahle, 229 Washington street,

Buffalo. N Y.

FOX, MINK, Coons, Lynx are easily trap-
ped with the Bentley Methods—many ways on
land, snow and water. Price and testimonials
for a stamp. I caught ninety foxes and seven-

ty mink last fall. It's the only method pub-
lished by a professional trapper. Satisfaction
guaranteed.—Jesse Bentley. honest old trapper,
Arlington, Vermont.

INVESTMENT—HERALD FREE — Loading
mining and financial paper. Neva from all
mining districts. Most reliable information re-
garding mining, oil industries, principal com-
panies, etc. No investor should be without it.
Will send six months free. Branch A. L. Win-
ner & Co., 61 and 62 Confederation Life Build-
ing. Owen J. B. Yearsley1 Toronto, Ont.,
ager, Main 3290.

SLAVES of Indigestion and Tobacco, Wont
you let me write and tell you about a Wonder-
ful Root that I discovered on a hunting trip
that cured me of tobacco habit and indier*«tt/>a
of twenty years standing, C. H. STOKES,
Mohawk, Florida.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
in Canada, beginning with first issue June, 1899,
six volumes, all in good condition, $5.00 will
buy the lot. (Address Box C, "Rod and Gun
in Canada," Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE—One 1886 Winchester Model Take
Down Rifle, 26 in. Octagon barrel, 50-100 caliber, im-
ported stock, fancy finish, checked forearm and stock.
List price $36, will sell for $20. Rifle has never been
used, never saw the mountains, is perfectly new and
just as it was made. H. A. Zimmerman, Eperly't
Mill, Cumberland Co., Pa., U. S. A.

I will exohange two Pointer Pups 8 months old (dog
and bitch), pedigreed, for pedigreed English Bloodhound
same age. W. T. Walsh, North Bay, Ont.

FOR SALE— i Edison Home Phonograph, 60 re-

cords, case, etc. i-5X7Wizard Cycle Camera, 1 Brownie
Camera. J. L. Heath, Rock Island, Que.

FOR SALE—Hotel, or Club Property, on
Island at head of St. Lawrence. A famous
headquarters for the best bass fishing grounds
on the St. Lawrence River. Fine building,
with three cottages, boathouse, ice house,
dock, etc., all in good repair; charming grove
of fine timber, ten acres of ground. An ideal
Club property, or a splendid chance for a good
hotel man. Buildings lighted by acetylene gas,
furnished throughout, and complete equipment
of bed and table linen, china, glass and silver-
ware. Can be had at a bargain by prompt buy-
er. Address—Canadian Locomotive Company,
Limited. Kingston, Ontario.

FOR SALE—Hisrh Class English Setter
bitch, nearly two years old, partially broken,
has been worked on prairie chickens and quail.

Pedigree best in America, color black and tan,
will make a grand shooting and breeding bitch.

The first $30.00 takes her, and this is giving her
away.—Thomas A. Duff, 3 Maynard Ave., To-
ronto. Ont.

When writire advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FOR SALE—Mounted heads and antlers of

moose, elk, caribou, sheep, antelope and deer.
—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

FOR SALE—English Beagles, Pups and
grown stock from the best strains in America,
and England, all pedigreed.—Elmer Tiffany,
Brooklyn, Pa.

COME to Mountain Valley camp, located in

the wildest part of northern New Hampshire in

the Valley of Indian Stream; those that wish
for the best deer, partridge, rabbit and other
small game hunting call on us for further in-

formation. Chappell and Lord. Pittsburg, M.
H.

FOR SALE—In the progressive town of

Lindsay, a bicycle and general repair business.

Up-to-date machinery. Faculties for gun repair-

ing. Excellent prospects. Good reason for dis-

posing. A splendid opportunity. Apply W. Web-
ster, Lindsay, Ont.

WANTED—A Stuffed Passenger Pigeon, or a
well preserved skin.—James B. McKay, De-
troit, Mich.

IF YOU WANT to have a Successful Hunt-
ing trip next fall, write to one of the most
competent guides in the best big game country

In Montana. Special rates to fishing and camp-
ing parties.—Win. J. Marshall, Ovando, Mont.

FOR SALE—A Liver and White Pointer Pup about

eight months old, fully pedigreed from the St. Thomas
kennels. His brother sold for $25. The first spurts-

man sending along $10 secures him. The finest oppor-

tunity for securing a good pointer at a bargain price.

Write N. B. Pollock, Aylmer, Ont.

Member of a well known English County Family with

four years expjrience in the Motot Trade, will act as

AGENT for buying new and second hand MOTOR
CARS and BUS CHASSIS in England and ship to

Canada. Satisfactory reference and guarantee given.

Apply, terms, Nicholas Lechmere, Rippledene, Tap-

low, England.

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE.— A number of second

band Automobiles, all thoroughly overhauled by the

factory. Apply to J. D. Dawson, City, xi tf

FOR SALE.— Boat Frames with patterns ef all parts,

and directions to finish. You can make your own canoe,
row boit, or launch at small cost, and employ your spare

time pleasently and profitably. No experience requirtd.

Make one for summer holidays. Catalog.
R. McGregor & Co. 99 Gladstone Avenue, Toronto.

PHOTOGRAPHIC, Operator and Retoucher,
or Finisher, also lady retoucher and printer

—

strictly first class—that would like a position
tat the West, should correspond with J. F.
Cooke, Photographer, Port Arthur, Ont. 9-1

FOR SALE—Sail Boat, twenty footei , batwing
sails, air-tight compartments, excellent condition, smip;
send for photo. A. E. Tatham, Listowel, Ont. 10-

1

FOR SALE—ATTENTION, SPORTSMEN
1907 championship records, pocket sporting com-
pendium, baseball, walking, bawling, skating, trotting,
pacing and runnin? horse, athletic, pugilist ; c, etc. 200
pages. Prepaid for 10 cents coin or stamps. Jos.
Templeton, Belleville, Ont. Box 864. 10-1

FOR SALE.— Launch 22 by 5^ inch beam, com-
promise hull Canopy top with side curtains. Hull almost
ew and in fine condition. Buffalo 7^ motor as good as
when it came from shop. Apple Dynamo, Electric lights,
Pantasote cushions, Brass railsand fully equipped. Outfit
cost over $800.00; will sell for $600 00. W.

J. McMINN,
Little Current Ont.

xlv

FOR SALE—Wild Geese, have been used aa
Decoys and shot over. Apply to Sam Schell
Port Perry. 10-1

TOURISTS—Book early for splendid health-
giving canoe trip in Hew Ontario next summer
—great fishing and photographing of moose,
deer, etc., guaranteed.—Jake Longer, (Licenced
Guide), care Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont.

YACHTS of all descriptions For Sale and
Charter. Let me know your requirements and
1 will mail you particulars of the best available
yachts of tne size and type, plans and specifi-
cations for building.—Frank Bowne Jones,
Yacht Agent, 29 Broadway, New York. 9-fl3

FOR SALE—A brand new 2 h. p. gasoline
marine engine—a bargain. Address Box JJ., care
Rod and Uun Office, Woodstock, Ont. 10-2.

FOR SALE—New, Stevens Favorite Rifle.
25 cal., Lyman nights, Nos. 1, 5, and 12, $10.00.

—Carman J . Hail, Box 16, Clinton, Ont.

FOR SALE—Eggs for Hatching from Barred
and White Rocks, Black. Minorca, Rhode Island
Red. Write for prices.—J . H. Smith, Cedar
Hydge Poultry Yard, Box 124, Niagara Falls
Boutn, Ontario.

TO SELL—A handsome live white owl, mea-
sures five feet four from tip to tip. A rare
chance for anyone wanting a beautiful bird.

—

Geo. Nichols, Imgersoll, Ontario.

TO SELL—A pair of tame Coons. Price $15.
also a large buck hound, trained for deer •— a
good looker and well trained. The first $50.00
takes him.—Geo. Nichols, lngersoil, Ont.

CANOE TRIP MAPS for Ontario water*.
Send me details of trip you wish to take and
let me make you a map of same showing port-
ages, rapids, etc. Prices on application.— CM.
Palmer, Box 452, Toronto, Ontariq. 10-1

FOR SALE—One Smith haimmerless, special
grade, 2i, 1±, 14, with Hunter single trigger,
two sets barrels, one Crown steel trap full
choke, other Damascus field modified,. Silver's
recoil pad, Lyman sights, perfect condition

—

price $100. Will take high grade field gun and
difference. Also Remington semi-hammerless, 16g
good as new, $8.00. Lock Box 84, Kingsville,
Ont. 10-1

FOR SALE—A quantity of Brook Trout
Fry, also yearlings. Address G. M. Englert,
Caiedon Mountain Trout Club, Inglewood, Ont.

10-2

FORSALE IN TORONTO, CANADA—35-Ft.
Elco High Speed Gasoline Launch, 20 miles
per hour. Used about two months. 50 h. p. 4

cylinder engine. Mahogany hull throughout,fully
equipped, Cape Cart hood, glass wind shield,
wicker chairs, searchlight, etc. Cost delivered
$7000. Owner has purchased a larger boat. Will
be sold at a bargain. Write at once.—The
Electric Launch Co., Bayonne, N. J.

WANTED TO PURCHASE—Hammerless gun
—12 preferred. Must be in good condition and
cheap for cash, about 30—7}—14—3. Write Box
M., Rod and Gun. xl—13

When writirtr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FOR THE

CAM R
OR THE LONG

TRAMP
in winter or summer, nothing so satisfy

ing or so strengthening as

Shredded
Wheat

Biscuit and Triscuit. They are ready-

cooked, ready-to-serve, and contain all

the muscle-making material in the whole

wheat grain made digestible by steam-

cooking, shredding and baking.

TOASTED TRISCUIT (the Shredded

Wheat Wafer) is the ideal food for camp-

ers, for picnics, for excursions on land or

sea. All grocers sell Shredded Wheat.

The Canadian Shredded Wheat Co. Ltd

,

NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIOi.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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PITTSFIELD SPARK COIL Co.
PITTSPIELD, MASS.

OUR RECORD FOR 1906 :

Franklin Car Won the Maxwell Car Established
Economy Test the 3000 mile Non-Stop Record

Franklin Car Transcontinental Record

—

l_ij|fTBF~j6Jm New York to San Francisco 15 1-4 Days.

Haynes Car Place in Elimination Vanderbilt Cnp Race.

Stevens-Duryea, Elmore, Premier, Thomas and Royal Tourist in the Glidden Tour.

All these cars were equipped with the Pittsfield Coils and
in several cases with our entire ignition outfit. Can there
be better proof of the excellence of our product ?

Slightly higher in price but far superior in quality and
efficiency.

Our New High Tension Magneto is a wonder. We manufacture the
Jewel Mica Spark Plug made in all threads—best in the world. We shall

exhibit at the Montreal Show, April 6th to 13th. Call and see us.

HAVE YOU SEEN
our THREE HUNDRED DOLLAR LAUNCHES? If

not you had better not delay having a look at them. They
are going so fast that there won't be one left to look at

pretty soon.

j JUST THINK
j

They are 22 ft. by 44 inches, have brass fittings throughout |

and are equipped with a 2 H.P. 2 cylinder BUFFALO f

MOTOR. This sounds reasonable, doesn't it ?

! JUST A FEW LEFT ! WHO WANTS ONE ? I

Merchants Awning <£o. Ltd.
j GENERAL SPORTS OUTFITTERS,

\

154 Notre Dame St., West, 229 Notre Dame St., East, \

MONTREAL
j

Canadian Agents for the Buffalo Motors. !
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THE 1906

MARBLE'S 56S? CATALOG
which contains

FREE
HINTS TO HUNTERS is nearly exhausted

It is an article of vital importance to every outer—man, woman or youth. It is

the " boiled down " knowledge of years of woods life. It will be the means of
saving you many discomforts—and perhaps your life. Send for catalog now.

All of MARBLE'S " Extra Quality " SPECIALTIES are sold by dealers, or we
will send direct, prepaid.
Safety Pocket Axe No. 2. You can cut down a tree wtth it and you can carry It in your pocket. 20 oz.,

11 in., $2.50. No. 6, same with hickory handle and folding guard, $1.50.

Safety Hunting Kr.ife, German Silver and Hard Kubber Handle. Guard folds into handle and locks
blade, open; 43 4 in. blade, $3.00 : Sin. $3.50; 5 in., heavy, $4.00.

*Idei>l Hunting Knife No. 42. Center of handle and tip are genuine stag. Trimmings are brass and
hard fibre washers; 5 in. blade $2.75: 6 in. blade $3,00, with sheath. No. 41 has leather washer
center and lignumvitae tip. Deduct 50c.

Waterproof Matchbox, size of 10 gauge shell, 50c.

Improved Front Sight. Having hole under bead it gives a complete view ofobject, even when holding
above. No need of raising rear sight. P.eads are 1-16, 3-32 oi 1-18 in. Ivory or Gold. State model
and caliber, $1.00.

Reversible Front Sight. Same size beads as Improved, $1.50.

Jointed Rifle Rod. Sections of brass with >teel joints. Steel swivel at tip. Cocobola handle. State
caliber, $1.00.

Rifle Cleaner. Brass Gauze Washers on Spiral Wire. Follows the twist. Removes lead. 50c.

Flexible Rear Sight . When not locked down a simple spring in the hinge instantly brings it into
proper position should it be struck on front or back. 3.00

Standard Front Sight. Furnished with beads same sizes and colors as Improved. $1.00.

Handy Compass. Fastens on coat. Jeweled Needle, $1.25.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE COMPANY 51 DELTA AV., GLADSTONE. MICH-

QUALITY

Canadian Beaver
11-2 H P. $80.00
3 H. P. 135.00
6H.P. 260.00 QUALITY I 1-2 H. P. $80.00

3H.P. 135.00
6H.P. 260.00

Ever since our business was started, the one aim has been to make Canadian Beaver quality superior to

any other. We believe we have succeeded in this and to-day Canadian Beaver Engines are the QUALITY
engines of Canada.

Here is what quality consists of as we know it : GOOD WORKMANSHIP, GOOD MATERIALS,
CORRECT DESIGN. Under one of these heads come every part that can possibly go into a gasoline engine

and make or break it as to results, and they are what count, for quality allows nothing but first-class results.

Are you interested in quality. Write us for your 1907 requirements.

SHERMAN COOPER CO.
Gasoline Marine Engines

210 L1SGAR ST., TORONTO.

When writlrp: advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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MOTOR BOAT ENTHUSIASTS
should get acquainted with the HI-PO Waterproof Dry Bat-
teries immediately. You need have no fear of salt or fresh

water in your motor boat if equipped with HI-PO Batteries.

HI-PO Batteries have been—as an extreme test

—

submerged in water to base of connections for a
period of six months and longer without being affec-

ted by action of the water.

HI-PO
Waterproof Dry Batteries

Have greater recuperative ability
and are less affected by climatic
changes or conditions than any dry
battery made.

THEY ARE ABSOLUTELY [IMPERVIOUS TO WATER
p""""Every Motor Boat Owner and all others interested in a
Waterproof Highly Recuperative Dry Battery, un-
affected by moisture or climatic conditions should write us.

Samples furnished private users at regular price, retail.

Write for descriptive circular and full particulars, addressing

LINCOLN ELECTRIC 00.,(
I,1

B
n
i^

n
) 1 Union Spare, New York

If your dealer cannot snpply you please furnish his name and address

MEN OF SCIENCE
And men in every walk of life admit the serious
effects of a bald head to health *nd vigorous manly
appearance. The " Maison " JUL,ES & CH^R^ES
are the recognized autnorityon Men's Natural

Hair Toupees and Wigs

No Toupee or Wig made on this continent can
compare favorably with our Goods. Distance is
no matter of inconvenience. We suit thousands
by mail and suit them well.

You save railway fare and hotel expenses of
travelling agents in placing your order with us.

For catalogue and information write

The "Maison"

JULES 6 CHARLES,
431 YONGE ST., TORONTO.

Use HAIRLENE the famous Hairgrower.

TheFamousNepigon River

(TOURISTS' PARADISE)

Finest Brook Trout Fishing on the Continent

Revillon Bros.,
(Established 1723) LIMITED

NEPIGON, ONT.
OUTFITTERS FOR TOURISTS,

HUNTERS, PROSPECTORS,

ETC.

We carry a complete line of Anglers, Tourists,

Campers, Sportsmen's and Prospector's Outfits, such
as Canoes, Tents, Bedding, Camp Equipment; Fish-

ing Tackle, Hardware, Boots and .Shoes, Provisions,

etc., etc.

We also furnish experienced and reliable canoe-

men and guides.
For further information, write for pamphlet and

map sent free of charge.
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Made in

1/ MARINE MOTORS

4 h.p *75

are superior to any other
marine engines because of
the direct-acting Vertical
Plunger pump which can
never bind or get out of
order; because of the ori-

ginal design of Generator-
Valve with Float-Feed and
Throttle, which is better and
simpler than any Carburetor

6$f|£T and gives a wider range of

H P speed, at the same time
utilizing every unit of

power in the gasoline ; and because of
the Elevated Gearless Commutator which is

positive, noiseless and safe—operated by
the pump eccentric, and has no dangerous,
noisy gears. These are themost important
improvements ever offered in a marine
engine, and you muit have them if you want

the best. Send for Catalog.

DuBRIE MOTOR CO.,
430 GUOIN St., DETROIT, MICH.

-

Make a Motor B oat

of any Boat in 5 minutes
The Waterman Out-Board Motor
The greatest marine motor improvement in re-
cent years, makes it possible for anyone owning

or renting a
row boat t o
convert it into
a IHotor Boat
in five min-
utes time with-
out tools. This
motor is quick-
ly and easily
attached (or
detached ) at
the stern of
any small
boat, weighs
only 40 lbs.,

complete, will
drive an 18-ft.

row boat 7
miles per hour
for 8 hours on
one gallon of.
gosoli n e, is
strong and ab-
solu t e 1 y de-
pendable. It is

the simplest motor in existence—consists of only
three parts. Any boy or woman can attach and
operate it. Send for descriptive catalog.

WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO.
1514 Fort St., West, Detroit, Mich.

.«..c. ••••••••••*••••

| THE HEART OF A GASOLINE ENGINE
'< — - "BEST" DRY

BATTERIES
never drop off suddenly.

They are RELIABLE for your

Launch or Automobile Ignition

Ask your neighbor about them

I

Space 93 at the Show, April 6th to 13th
|

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DEALERS.

The Berlin Electrical Manufacturing Co. Ltd

474 KING ST. W.
f
TORONTO, ONT.
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s. pat. orr,

STEEL RODS

Filled With a Rod of Steel-
' Bristol " Steel—the gamest fish

submit. Nothing else for 'em to do. "BRISTOL" Rods
are light, pliant, graceful

; yet strong and dependable.

the originalthe standard steel rod-

experience enter into

The " BRISTOL'
steel rod.

Twenty years of rod-building

' BRISTOL" products.

The newest and most significant feature of interest to fisher

men is our THREE YEAR GUARANTEE.
When buying a steel rod look for our trade-mark '

' BRISTOL

'

stamped on the reel seat, all others are imitations.

Catalog, with illustrations of
Rodsfor all vse<. free on regveet The HORTON MFGCO, 32 Horton St.,

BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

TROUT FISHING

Have the very best that is going. Our Trout
Spinner the finest made and the most successful.

If you wish the best of sport and the height of good
fishing you cannot do better than secure our Trout
Spinners.

Here is another that will help you. Make your
equipment complete and you will enjoy your fishing.

The quality of the material used is' the best, the
work put into it is of the highest order, and you
may rely upon it in every way.

MANUFACTURED BY

Hartung Bros. & Co.
85 Reservoir Ave,, JERSEY CITY, N.J.

These goods are on sale by the Warren
Sporting Goods Company, Toronto, and

Watt & Squires, Brantford, Ont.

ForGuns
"3 in One" Oil Has No Equal
for oiling trigger, lock, every action part. Does
not dry out quickly like heavier oils, gum, harden
or collect dust no matter how long gun stands.
"3 in One" cleans out the residue of burnt powder
(black or smokeless) after shooting, leaving the
barrel clean and shiny. It actually penetrates
the pores of the metal, forming a delicate per-
manent protecting coat that is absolutely
impervious to water or weather. No acid.

F-0 „ A test will tell. Write for samplerree bottle. G. W. COLE COMPANY.
129 Washington Life Bldg.. New York. N.Y.

rates

1
MOUNT BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Sportsmen! Fishermen! Hunters! Lovers of Nature

!

The wonderful art of Taxidermy,
so long: kept secret, can now be
easily learned right in your own
home.

WE TEACH BY WAIL how to
properly mount Birds, Animals.

Heads, tan skins, make rugs, etc. A
jhthd and fascinating- art for men

and women. Easily, quickly learned dur-
ing- spare time. Enjoy your leisure hours.
Decorate home and den with vour fine

eisnre nours. trophies. Or increase vour income selling-
mounted specimens and mounting for others. Latest methods
reasonable rate. Success Guaranteedomo tuition fee. Endors-
ed by thousands of satisfied students. Write to-day for full
particulars.

LEARN

The Canadian School of Taxiderm" Nanaimo, B. C
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Hamilton Powder Co.

Has manufactured sport-

ing powder since 1861,

and with satisfaction to

its friends.

Use SNAP SHOT for every-

day work, and CARIBOU
when you want absolutely

the best results.

Write No. 4 Hospital

St., Montreal, or apply

at any local office.

BOYS! ATTENTION!!!
Do you want a new GUN ?
A new BOAT ?
A new TENT?
Anew CAMERA?

Get to work NOW and earn one or all of them
before your summer vacation.
We will tell you how to do it. Write AT ONCE

for particulars to

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher,

ROD & GUN & MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA.
WOODSTOCK, Ontario.

Every Motor Boat Owner is Interested in

Spark Plugs
We have made arrangements with the R. E. Hardy
Co., New York, to supply us with a quantity of their
famous Sta-Rite Spark Plugs, which we are going
to GIVE AWAY TO MOTOR BOAT OWNERS.

FOR TWO SUBSCRIPTIONS WE WILL
SEND ONE OF THESE PLUGS

Only a limited number to be distributed.

PLUGS SELL FOR $1.25 EACH

J. J. TURNER & SONS
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

The Largest Manufacturers and Dealers
in Canada of

Tents, Flags, Awnings,

Waterproof Goods, Life

Belts, Life Buoys, Canoes,

Row Boats, Oars, Paddles,

Hammocks and every de-

scription of camping goods.

Cities Towns, and Villages Decorated to order

Note the address

—

J. J TURNER & SONS.

PETERBOROUGH, ONT., CAN.

Write for catalog.

1 /"Vestablished |B80V"\;|,

WATERPRO0^

F^lgT PREVENTING \

CHAMBERS STJ%*

Collan

Oil..

is an article that

every sportsman re-

quires. It is abso-

lutely guaranteed to

PRESERVE and
SOFTEN all kinds of

SHOES, HUNTING
and FISHING
BOOTS, GUN CAS-

ES. Asa rust preven

tory and cleaning oil, it has no super-

ior. Every gun owner should use

it regularly.

Ask your dealer for it or send fifty

cents fo? half pint'sample can to.

J. R. BUCKELEW
1 1 Chambers St. New York.
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NAME THE BEST DRY BATTERY
'ON THE MARKET!

You are not in a position to do it until yoy have tried the

RED SEAL
Dry Battery

Built for Ignition purposes, the Red Seal will stand up and do its

work under conditions that put ordinary batteries out of business.

We have competitors in price only—none in quality

SPECIAL, PRICES FOR QUANTITIES

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
" PIONEERS IN THE BATTERY BUSINESS"

NEW YORK CHICAGO FACTORIES
17 Park Place 188 Fifth Ave. Jersey City, N. J.

14 Murray St. Ravenna, Ohio

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The only one in Canada, 1907

INTERNATIONAL !

AUTOMOBILE and SPORTSMEN S
j

EXHIBITION 1
The Arena, Montreal, April 6 to 13,1907 \

AN EXHIBITION OF AUTOMOBILES, MOTOR BOATS, \

MOTOR ACCESSORIES AMD SPORTING GOODS *

\

The Exhibition Event of 1907
LIST OF EXHIBITORS WHO HAVE ALREARY RESERVED SPACE

:

Automobiles
Dominion Automobile Company, Toronto, Ont.
Eastern Automobile Company, Montreal, P.Q.
Canada Cycle & Motor Company, Toronto June.
Packard Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich.
Stevens-Duryea Company. Chicopee Falls,Mass.
Winton Motor Carriage Company, Cleveland, O.
Pope Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn.
Napier Motor Car Company, London, Eng.
Clement Bayard, Paris, France.
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Walkerville,

Ont.
Canadian Automobile Company, Montreal.
Darraeq Motor Car Company. Pari*. France.
Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.
Cadillac Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich.
Wilson & Company, Montreal and Ottawa.
H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Co., Syracuse,

N. Y.
Geo. N. Pierce company, Buffalo, N. Y.
Buick Motor Car Company, Jackson, Mich.
Baker Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Babcock Electric Carriage Company, Buffalo,

N. Y.
Knox Automobile Company, Springfield, Mass.
Rapid Motor Vehicle Company, Pontiac. Mich.
Franco-American Automobile Co., Montreal,Que.
Leon Serpolet, Paris, France.
Thos. B. Jeffrey & Company, Kenosha, Wis.
Monarch Motor Company, Montreal, Que.
Henry Morgan & Company, Montreal, Que.
Maxwell Motor Car Company, New York, N.Y.
White Motor Car Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Argyll Motors, Limited, Glasgow, Scotland.
lAutomobile Import Company, Montreal, Que.
Humber Motor Car Company, Coventry, Eng.
Chatham Motor Car Company, Chatham, Ont.
Carter Car Co., Detroit, Mich.
E. R. Thomas Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.
Wayne Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.
Dragon Motor Car Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Marcedes Motor Co., France.

Connecticut Telephone Company, Connecticut.
0. F. Splitdorf, New York, N. Y.
American Coil Company, Foxborough, Mass.
John Millen & Sons, Montreal and Toronto
Shelby Steel Tube Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Byrne Kingston & Company, Kokoma, Ind.
Peto & Radford. London, Eng.
Dayton Electrical & Manufacturing Co., Day-

ton, O.
Badger Brass Manufacturing Co., Kenosha Wis.
Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woolen System, Montre-

al, Que.
Dominion Cartridge Company, Montreal, Que. 4
Merchants Awning Company, Montreal, Que. $
Buffalo Gasolene Motor Company, Buffalo, N.Y. $
Rub|ber Tire Wheel Company. Montreal, Que. a
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Montreal, \

Que. '

Canadian Fairbanks Company, Montreal, Que. f
Nicholls Bros., Toronto, Ont. *

Economic P. L. & Heat Supply Co.. Toronto. 0
Ont. 0

Berlin Electric Manufacturing Co., Toronto,
Ont.

St. Laurence Engine Company, Brockville, Ont.
S, F. Bowser & Company, Toronto. Ont.
Diamond Rubber Company, Akron, 0.
R. H. Smith Manufacturing Co., Springfield,

Racine Boat Company, Muskegon, Mich.
Prest-o-Lite Company, Indianapolis. Ind.
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Co., TorontJ

Ont.
Racing

Motor Boats and Accessoiies
Franco-American Automobile Co., Montreal, Que.
Michelin & Company, France.
Socdete des Accessories Automobiles, France.
Guyard et Muller, France.
Geo. H. Terry Company, New York, N.Y.
John Forman, Montreal, Que.

Pierce Racine Motor Boat Company,
Wisconsin.

Motsdnener Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton, Ind.
Pierce Engine Co., Racine. Wis.
Acetyvone Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Schrader Valve Co., Bridgeport. Conn.
London Auto Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

G. W. Barkie, Montreal.
Bode Company, Montreal.
Canada Battery Co., Berlin. Ont.
Gabriel Horn Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.
Spragge Umbrella Co., Norwalk, Ohio.
Chicago Battery Co., Chicago, 111.

Iver Johnson Co., Boston, Mass.
Warner Instrument Co., Madison, Wis.
Truscott Boat and Parts Co., Grand Rapids, \

Mich.
The Sheridan Valve Co., Bridgeport, Conn. f

FOR PARTICULARS, PLANS OF BUILDING AND APPLICATION BLANKS, address J

THE AUTOMOBILE AND SPORTSMEN'S EXHIBITION. LIMITED
\

R. M. JAFFRAY, Manager 4

\
309 NOTRE DAME WEST MONTREAL
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It's YOU we're after

BUT WHEN YOU TRY

MAJESTIC
METAL

POLISH
you'll be after US

Write for samples

MADE: IN CANADA
BY

Majestic Polishes,
LIMITED

575 Yonge St., TORONTO
CANADA.

Remodelled, Handsomely Furnished, New
# Throughout 4

\ THE ALBANY
§ 41st Street and Broadway, New York

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
In the heart of the city.

500 Rooms 300 Bathrooms
European Plan. Cuisine Unexcelled.

Gentlemen's Cafe. Ladies' Restaurant and
Moorish Room. Popular Prices. Plenty of life—
but homelike. Single room and suites with and
without bath. $1 .00 per day and up. Send for

booklet. ROBERT P. MURPHY
Meet meat the College Inn, under The Albany,

New York's leading Rathskellar, a place to eat

drink and be merry. Music.

a?

AT THE LIVINGSTON ANNUAL

Crow Shoot
Our Crow Decoys and Calls were used with the greatest success. 197
Crows were killed in one day by two men, over eleven of our Crow
Decoys. The calls are most natural tone. A.U Goods Guaranteed.
Address—

CMAS. M. PERDEW, SR., HENRY, ILL., U.S.A.

The Best Place to Purchase

9$9

YOUR GUNS, RIFLES, AMMUNITION,
SLEEPING BAGS, BLANKETS, RUBBER
SHEETS,PACKSACKS,DUNNAGE BAGS,
TUMP LINES, FOLDING STOVES, LAR-
RIGANS, SHOE PACKS AND TENTS from

9$?

Is the old reliable
"J"f|Q Q_ P|KE CO., Limited Write f°l Cata

firm of

123 King Street East,
logue & quotation

TORONTO
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MANUFACTURERS

BY

ROYAL APPvlNTMENT

HARDY BROS.
THE GREAT PRACTICAL ENGLISH FISHING

ROD. REEL AND TACKLE MAKERS
produce the best in the world.

If you want the greatest

satisfaction you must have

A "HARDY" Dane Built Kofl

A "HARDY" Perfect Reel and Tackle

/I^The English Field Says: "It is to Messrs

Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod

makers.

"

Hardy Bros. International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 1 6 cham-
pionships.

Hardy Bros, have been awarded
forty-one Gold and other awards.

^"We publish the fineEt and most extensive
Catalogue which is sent free to any address.

HARDY BROS.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND

WE MAKE BOATS that are
Best for Hunters, Best for Fishermen, Steady to Shoot or Cast
from. Safe for Wife or Children, will not Puncture, cannot

H jsink. Will outlast Steel or Wood, and carry more load Made
Jp

of best canvas, tempered steel frame, with flat bottom. Folds
^compactly for carrying by hand. Checks as baggage. Every
'one Guaranteed. Safe, Durable and Satisfactory.

Write the " Sonne" Awning, Tent and Tarpaulin
Co., Montreal, or us directfor Catalog A

.

Life Saving Folding Canvas Boat Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

MOTOR BOAT INSURANCE
prprr\|="D/\| rjync policies afford absolute indemnity against loss or
1 L l-* 1— rs.A-*i_ l_l_V^ I LJO» damages by fire, explosion, collision, sinking,
stranding or any other dangers of navigation.

Total Worth of Underwriters $15,000,000.
Responsibility of Underwriters Unlimited.

For particulars address— E. S. KELLE Y, GENERAL AGE,NT,
ST. JOSEPH, Mich., U. S. A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"OFF THE GROUND."
l I

Just climb up your little ladder, go to bed like other folks, and
when you rise, you are as fresh as the morning glories, with
an appetite ready for a good breakfast. When you go hunting
in the Fall, take a " SUSPENDED " and pitch it high up in the

trees. Game will come around you, as it is a fact, that game
does not look up for the hunter, neither do they scent any

danger in the boughs of the trees.

With a "SUSPENDED" you do not have the worry of tent

stakes pulling up, the wind blowing your tent down, sleeping
in a mud puddle, or rheumatism, with that creepy, crawling

feeling that comes over you in the night.

! I

We can tell you more about it if you will write for our

Twenty page catalogue. It will tell you ALL about it.

SUSPENDED TENT CO.,
418 E. 43rd Street, CHICAGO, 111. Dept. A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE

'SOVEREIGN'
THE SHORTSMAN'S AND
prospector's FAVORITE

Made from genuine Chrome Tanned German
Calf Skins and Waterproofed.

Every pair guaranteed genuine Oak Tanned
Soles, Waterproofed.

Full Bellows Tongue to top.
The most Waterproof Boot made and will not

harden when not in use.
Made in Tan or Black, specially to your order.
l^Pint Can Waterproof Dressing with every

pair.

9
12
15

INCHES HIGH $ 8.00

$ 9.00

$10.00

Express fully paid anywhere in the Dominion.
None genuine unless stamped "Sovereign."
Kindly remit cash with order.

The Laidlaw Watson Shoe Co. Ltd.

AYLMER (WEST) ONT.

Purs, Skins, Ginseng,
Deer Skins

Chicago
12 1- 1 29 Michigan Street

New Yoi»k
15 East 1 2th Street

M F. PFAELZER, Mgr. N.Y. Branch

Will pay at all times the highest prices and give a fair and liberal
assortment.

Try us and we will convince you. Price list on application.
We charge no commission and we pay all express or freight

charges on furs.

Ship to Chicago or New York, whichever is nearest.

Upon application to our Ntw York House we will mail one of our Price Lists print* d ir P)tn<k, which
were gotten up for the special benefit of our French-Canadian Shippers.

When writlre advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Tent*, Camming Goods, Marine Sullies
Brass Boat fittings, Flaty*

When in MONTREAL visit us.

SONNE'S MARINE STORES 327 ST. JAMES ST.

It is different from

the others. So is

the Adams Engine

The Adams Launch and Engine Mfg. Co.
PENETANG

ONT.

*6Drop Us a Line 99

Above is a picture of
'bur new "Artistic" Minnow — made

like a piece of jewelry — and it gets 'em.

HEDDOK'S"
MINNOWS DOWAGIAC

19

The most popular, successful and
artistic artificial baits ever made

Get in touch with us—we'll help you catch fish

WRITE FOR BOOKLET
|fjAMES HEDDON&SON, Dept.

,
DOWAGIAC, MICH

When writirg- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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"Vulcan barker"
MADE IN CANADA Established 1888

YOU MUST HAVE A GOOD HOT SPARK
TO MAKE YOUR GASOLINE AUTO OR LAUNCH RUN RIGHT

'italom Accumulator"
MADIGIN PATENTS

Are sparking all high grade automobiles and motor boats in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR. Will last ten.

No. 305-Winton Type,

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO.
to
o5?a

n
dT°

(TvoTtoa H Long distance telephone, Main 5072. 423-425 West Queen St.

THE WOLVERINE AUTO BOAT SaT.'.o^Ao?^
but a marvel of speed, safetv and comfort. Price with 2 Cylinder Engine $265. 4 Cylinder $445. Both 21 ft.

Wealr<^;Lfi^ WOLVERINE CANOE COMPANY

* MADE IN CANADA, f
»

»
»
»
»

t

Batten)

£

I
£

Uniform Hot Spark
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR

Auto & Gas Engine Work.
Manufactured by

CARBONS LIMITED,
73 Adelaide Street, W. , . Toronto.

EVERY AUTOMOBILE and MOT01
BOAT OWNER should have a

Duplex
Plug

Attachment
Then when your plugs~starts missing no need to stopyoi
motor— just pull the little switch. The device fits any plu

and* protects it from rain and water splashes.
In exchange for THREE SUBSCRIPTIONS to "KO

AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA" we wi

send one of these Duplex Attachments. Cost $2.50.
Only a limited number on hand, so send in your thr<

subsciiptions NOW.
For full particulars regarding this contrivance, addre

DUPLEX IGNITION CO., 1555 Broadway, New Yorl

Wenz & Mackensen
YARDLEY, Pa.

Agents for Julius Mohr, Jr., Ulm Germany.
Exporter of all kinds of Live Game, Wild Anim-
als, Fancy Pheasants, Ornamental Waterfowl,

Fancy Pigeons, etc.

Pheasants: Ringnecked, Golden, Silver, White,
Reeves, Amherst, Versi-color, Elliot, Soemmering,,
Impeyan, Peacock, Argus, Melanotus, Satyr, Tra-
gopans, Prince Wales and others. Swans : White,
black, black-necked, and Bewick, Fancy Geese,
Ducks and. Pigeons, Peafowl, Flammingoes, Cranes,
Storks. Game Birds : Quail, Partridges, Black
Game and Capercailzies. Deer : Red Deer, Fallow,
Roedeer, Axis, Japanese, Albino, Gazelles, Antelopes
etc. Wild Boars, Foxes, Hares, Rabbits, Squirrels
and Ferrets. Bears, Monkeys, Dogs, etc.

Write for Price-list

When wrltirp advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gufi and Motor Sports is Gaaada.
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SKND FOR OUR 1906 CATALOGUE.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

MlODLEFIELD, CON. U S A.

CAMPING MADE CONVENIENT
Send for our free catalogue on

camp conveniences, which illus-

trates new ideas an! new go jds,

that enable you to really make
your vacation a pleasure.

We also have for distribution
the following Sportsman Manu-
als, each containing 136 pages,
nicely bound .

4U4XSJN.X3.FT.EiU.ulNE

The Camper's Manual, The Fisherman's Manual
and the Sportsman's Manual. Thev are worth at least

50 cents each
;
only 30 cents for the three, or 10 cents

for any one delivered to you by mail. Write today.

GOLD MEDAL CAMP
FURNITURE MEG. CO.,

Dept. E, RACINE, WISCONSIN, U S.A.

MARINE GAS ENGINES!

WE PAY THE DUTY
In order to introduce the high-grade

"Smalley Marine Engine" into the Dom-
inion, we will, for a limited time, make a
special concession by paying the duty on
all engines sold direct from our factory
into this territory. This offer is made sole-
ly for advertising purposes and will be
withdrawn just as soon as a sufficient
number of engines is placed to familiar-
ize the Canadian public with the superior
merits of this machine. The"SMA.I,I,EY"
was designed to meet the demand for an
engine that should prove mere reliable,
more economical, more powerful and
nearer mechanically perfect than the
ordinary gas engine. How well her de-
signer's expectations have been fulfilled

is demonstrated by the following remark-
able record made in the British Reli-
ability Test by the "Squirt" equipped
with a SMALLEY engine.

Reliability—Non-stop both days, 20
hours. Distance covered, 168 1-2 seami.es.

Economy—Less than 2-3 of a pint of
fuel per horse power per hour. 20 h. p.
engine, 20 hours running, 32 gallons of
fuel.

Quietness—Absolute silence.

Control—Full speed ahead to full
speed asteru 20 seconds. Stop and restart
15 seconds.

"Actually the best performance was
that of Messrs. Camper and Nicholson's
30-footer "Squirt," No. 13 in 'class B."

—

The Motor Boat, Aug. 25th, 1906.

A large illustrated catalog brimful of
engine information sent on request.

^ZZ * • Address Dept. h
SMALLEY MOTOR CO Ltd

Bay City, Mich., U. S. A.

When writlrir advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sp orts in Canada.
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Have You Ever Shot a Parker Automatic Ejector ?

Pronounced by all as Head and Shoulders above anything on the market.

Do you want a gun? Will you buy one in 1907? If so write us to-day and J
tell us what you want.

1 PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn., U. S. A.
|

I N. Y. SALESROOMS, 32 WARREN ST.
|

Lackawanna
Valveless Reversible

MOTORS
ARE NOTED FOR-

Simplicity, Easy Starting and Easy Operating

Qualities, Extreme Durability and Economy,

Send for catalog.

LACKAWANNA MF'G. GO.
INEWBURGH, IN. Y.

Wnen writicfr advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Baby 'Al-Vista' No. 2
NEW 1907 MODEL

CAMERA ONLY $5.00
COMPLETE CAMERA and OUTFIT $7

Prepaid to any point in the United States

or Canada.
This camera covers a scope of nearly 180 de-

gress, made possible by the swinging lens.

Size of camera, 6 5-8 x 3 3-4 x 3 1-3.

Size of picture, 2 1-4 x 63-4.
Three exposures on any daylight leading film

at cost of 20c.

All sales subject to 15 day's trial.

Full leather cover. Rapid rectilinear lens.

Fan movement timing device, ad ptable to in-

stantaneous or time exposures of any degree.

Larger models, $20 to $100.

Illustrated catalog on request.

MULTISCOPE & FILM COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS

15* Jefferson St. - Burlington, Wisconsin-

No. 4 Separable
Double Porcelain
Price Net, F O B.

,

N.Y., $1.25

lain Cap have their own

Sta-
Rite
Plugs
Trade Mark Reg.
U.S. Pat. Off.

Were Rightly Nam-
ed in 1902.

Double Porcelains do
not break because
inner heated Porcelain

Tube and outer Porce-

coutraction and expan-

sion. Single Porcelain Plugs are handicapped
because contraction and expansion is not uni-

form and tube either breaks or leaks.

Sta-Rite Joints do not leak.

Tension Springs prevent parte loosening
No Broken Bolt Heads; they are turned

from Solid Bessemer iteel Rods.

Sta-Rite air spaces and glazed insulating sur-

faces permit perfect ignition in oil and soot.

latest circulars and 25c six huh rule sent free

on request. Sta-Rite Mica Plugs $1.50 each.

The R. E. -HARDY CO., 86 Watts St.

New York City.

JOHN FORMAN, Canadian Distributor,
Montreal.

RICE IvEWIS &CO., Toronto.

No. 10. $3.50 No. 14. $5.00 No. 12. $4.00
Size of seat 16x1 19x19 18x17
Height of back from seat 23 ; n. 26 in. 24 in.

Height of arm from seat gy2 in. 10 in. 10 in.

THE distinctive feature about my Willow Furniture is not the price, but the quality—lots of Art Furni-

ture is sold at less, but you would not want it at any price when placed alongside of YOUNGER'S
WILLOW FURNITURE. I grow my own Willow. I supervise personally the workmanship. I

guarantee strength and durability of every article. As to BEAUTY of this Furniture, it speaks for itself. The
handsome set, illustrated above, sells for $12. 50. It comprises three comfortable arm chairs, made of Willow,
That means coolness and comfort. There is no reason in the world why you should sit in an unventilated and
unhealthy upholstered chair when you ean buy these artistic chairs at prices from $3.50 to $10.

We also manufacture a variety of other Rush and Willow Furniture, including Settees, Arm Chairs,

Fancy Chairs, Invalid's Chairs, Tables, Picnic Baskets, Automobilists Baskets, and numerous other articles.

Special baskets of any st/lemade to order No extra packing charges for shipping to outside points.

W. YOUNGER, 666 YONGE STREET, TORONTO

When writing advertiser kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.
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There are Many Excellent

Canoe Trips in Ontario

Of which we can furnish Reliable Charts,
as well as providing the

Tents, Utensils,
Blankets, Provisions

and the Bait for Fishing*.

Our little book of information "Tourist
Topics", tells how best to arrange all the

details of a Camping Trip, and we send it for

the asking.

Michie & Co., Ltd.
GROCERS and

DEALERS IN CAMPER'S SUPPLIES
7 King Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Established, 1835.

Boat Factory a Big 1

Price when you can build

your own boat in your leis-

ure time at a very little cost

for materials and patterns. No
tool experience or previous know-
e d g e

neces-^r1 ^
Our Big Free Catalog tells how 21,31]
inexpeiienced people built boats last

year by the Brooks System of exact;
size patterns and illustrated instruc-j
tions :— quotes prices on patterns -
knock-down frames and complete
knock-down boats—all kinds—canoes—sailboats—rowr oats and launches
Greatly Beducfd Prices. Patternsof
all rowbeats and canoes, 51.5° to
52. co. Launches and sail-
boat?, soft.ant'under,
$4 to $5. From 21 to 30
ft. inclusive,$5 to $10

'

Satisfaction guar-
anteed or nonsy
refunded.
Write us.

mm
^ brooks BOAnmr. co
Originators of the Pattern System of Boat

Building.

4604 SHIP ST., SACINAW, MICH. U-S- A-
(Formerly of Bay Mich.;

- 's used by the most expert and
discriminating sportsmen, in design

construction, workmanship and hnish, it

is perfect. Possesses all the good qualities

of a bamboo rod with added strength and
durability. Can be packed in a crowded

suitcase. No parts to lose or get out of or-

der. Always ready for immediate use.

CONSTRUCTION—Manufactured
throughout irom the very fine t grade

of evenly tempered, seamless steel «.

Ubilig, insuring STRENGTH, DURABIL-

ITY, ELASTICITY and FLEXIBILITY. Made
n all lengths and weights-lor fly bait,

uiuskalmnge 01 tarpon. Handle is

made entirely of brass with a reversi-

ule cork grip.
'lELEbCOFic Feature — Can be

nstantly telescoped from its great-

est length into the length of the

Handle joint, or automatical-

ly locks at any point between.

Any length or degree of flexi-

uility can be had, making-

,t an ideal rod for any clas*

.t fishing. Line passes on
outside of rod through
^uioes, instead oi on
ilie inside, prevent-

ng rotting, rusting

>x corroding.
Send for our

Handsomely
illustrated
Catalog E /J/j

Fischer Rod Mfg. Co.w§£g»»i st

j

When writir* advertiser* kindly mention Rod and Ghin and Motor Si in Canada.



SAVAGE TARGET MODEL
is built strictly on Savage Qual-

ity lines, which means the best
value and superior quality in every

individual party.
Savage Target Model shoots 22 caliber ammunition,

and appeals to the target shooter, who requires a masterpie
in workmanship, and accuracy. These requirements are met
by our Target Model, as they are in no other low priced gun.
No gun "just as good as a Savage" except a Savage.
The savage Target Model is a nicely balanced gun for off-

hand shooting, weighs 4 3-4 pounds. Sold by all dealers or if

they do not carry them, we will send this gun direct for $8.50.

SAVAGE ARMS CO, 453 Savage Ave., Utica, N.Y., U.S.A.
All shipments prepaid.

DON'T EXPERIMENT

With Cheaply Made Engines
The first cost of a Marine] Engine' deceives a good

many people and spoils many well planned pleasure

boat trips. When you purchase a Marine Engine you

want one you can rely upon at all times.

Get a 1907 Model

FAIRBANKS-MORSE
Two Cycle, 3 Port Engine and you can depend upon it at all times, and be sure of re-

j
I turning to shore when you start out on a water trip. No valves to get out of order. No

I s] .rings. Simple to understand. Economical as to gasoline.

I Sec our Exhibit at the Motor Boat Show. Send for our new catalog M E 13

L
The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.,

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER



"Great Oaks from Little

Acorns Grow
!"

The Record of a Decade.

IN
1896 we employed 44 men and

our plant was quite diminuitive-

To-day we employ over 1200

men and our factory buildings

cover an area of over 1 2 acres.

"Reason Why"—We have satis-

fied the diverse requirements of

the Shooting World to a pre-

eminent degree !

Ask your dealer for STEVENS RIFLES,
SHOTGUNS, PISTOLS, RIFT,E TELES-
COPES. Persist in insisting on the STEV-
ENS. If unable to obtain, let lis hear from
you.

140 Pages of Pictures and Prices will be

found in our latest catalog. Also a vast

amount of general FIREARM INFORMA-
TION. vSend 4 cents in stamps to cover post-

age.

A very pleasing decoration for your wall is

our BEAUTIFUL HANGER. Mailed

for 6 cents in stamps.

J. Stevens Arms& Tool Co.
365 MAIN STREET

Chicopee Falls, Mass , U.S.A.

Printed by the Sentinel-Review Press, Woodstock, Ontario
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.22 CALIBER AUTOMATIC RIFLE
This wonderful little rifle is in a class by itself for pleasure and sport. After
loading it all that it is necessary to do to shoot ten times is to pull the trigger
for each shot, as the recoil of the exploded cartridge operates the repeating
mechanism. The use of this rifle develops accuracy of aim when snooting
rapidly, an accomplishment all hunters strive for. For city, country or camp
the .22 Automatic is very handy. To fully appreciate it you should shoot it.

Winchester Gu>is and Winchester Ammunition are Sold Everywhere
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

TROPHIES
We are supplying them for the

"Indian" Shoot also for the

D. of C. T. S. A.

This is the age

of the Specialist

On prizes of all kinds—Shoot-

ing, Rowing and Paddling

—

save 15 per cent, at the

Jewelry Parlors

JAS. D. BAILEY
75 Yonge M., N. E. Corner King

TORONTO

GOLD MEDAL

AWARDED TO

John Labatt
for

Ale and Porter
At St. Louis Exhibition; 1904.

Only Gold Medal for Ale in Canada.
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4

Sweet
Caporal

Cigarettes

"The purest form

ing which [tobacco

can be smoked."
—Lancet.

% 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ROSS
RIFLES

For Target and
Sporting Purposes

The best in the world.

303 Calibre. Military and Sporting Patterns.

Special calibres to order.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY
Quebec

When, writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HILDBETH PJIHRINE DIOTOBS
SINGLE AND MULTIPLE.

"They Make
the Round Trip"

|>

2 to 22 H.P-

WHY ? Because they are! |

I. Durable 2. Safe 3. Reliable

OUR CATALOG TELLS ALL

tyildreth Manufacturing Co.THE

{ LANSING, MICH , U. S. A. &

ElliottEAR
Protectors

Save the ears when
the Gun is fired

SOLD BY

Ketchum & Co., Ottawa, Out. ;
C. J.

Mitchell, Brantford, Ont. ; R. Duncan,
Montreal, Que.

; Jas. T. Egan, Hali-

fax, N.S.; Hingston Smith Arms Co.,

Winnipeg, Man.

Canadian Agent

:

Edward G. White
85 Wurtenburg Street

OTTAWA ONTARIO

The Empire
A CANADIAN MADE TYPEWRITER

PERFEC-

TION

In its

Simplicity

PRICE $60.00 ONLY.
Manifolding Qualities Unexcelled,

WRITING ALWAYS IN SIGHT
If you require a Typewriter you can find none that

will suit you better than the " Empire."

THE WILLIAMS M'fg. Co.,
MONTREAL.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod aid Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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[
You simply can' t go wrong

when you buy a

TT TT

Van Home

10c Cigar

Every one sold to-day as

good as those sold yesterday

TRY IT

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal

EVER-READY* SAFETY ^25
RAZORSBlades

The Only 12-Bladed Dollar Razor!
in the; world

Guaranteed as good a shaver as any $5.00 razor ever
made. By guarantee we mean money back if you find the
"Ever-Ready" otherwise. We want every man to buy
and try. We claim emphatically that the razor is not
made that shaves better—easier—smoother—safer—clean-

quicker, oris more lasting or as economical in use as
an Ever-Ready." With 12 blades—each blade critically
perfect—true and keen-edged and capable of many shaves
—with handsome safety frame, handle and bladestroDper
all compactly and attractively cased and all for $1.25—
you make a mistake if you do not purchase an "Ever-
Ready" Safety Razor. No knack—no skill required—
simply impossible to cut the face. Shaves any growth of
beard—thick -thin, stiff or soft.

" Ever-Ready " blades can be stropped. We send pre-
paid, or your dealer will sell you, extra "Ever-Ready"
blades to fit "Gem." "Star," and " Yankee" frames, or to
add to your "Ever-Ready " set—twelve blades for $1.00.

"Ever-Ready" Razor sets are sold by Hardware, Cutlery,
Department Stores. Jewelers and Drnggjsts throughout
the World. Remember it's the "Ever-Ready" razor you
want. Mail orders prepaid npon receipt of Canadian
Price, $1.25. »

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR CO.
3C3 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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WE CARRY THE MOST
COMPLETE LINE OF

Fishing Tackle and Guns
OF ANY HOUSE IN NEW YORK

We also carry a complete line of Marine Engines,
Marine Hardware, Boats, Boat Fittings and
Electric Light Outfits for boats of all sizes from 20 ft. up

in fact

Everything for Boat™ Engine

Type of 4 cycle 4 cylinder 24. 40,
70 and 100 H. P. LAMB ENGINE.

We Arc General Sales Agents

GEO. H. TERRY CO.
92 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Sole Agents for Ontario—Nicholls Bros., York St., Toronto.
Sole Agents for Quebec—Franco AmeripanAuto Co., Montreal.

Send for Catalogues] 3 for Fitung"
I 2 for Fishing Tackle
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THE BEAUDRY MARINE 07

BUILT ON HONOR
Embodies all improvements devisable, and is a TYPE OF EXCELLENCE that

may in some respects be copied, but which cannot be equalled.

Worth Every Dollar You Pay For Them and More

Cylinders bored and finished by special process, ground piston

and piston rings, crankshafts of special .35 to .40 carbon steel,

steam hammered, turned and then ground to size. Crank cases

of special aluminum alloy.

t/3

c/i

-I

o

Ci.

All bearings of ample size, insuring easy running with maxi
mum economy of fuel.

i, 2 and 4 Cylinder 4 Cycle 4 to 40 H. P.

Larger Sizes Built to Order.

Write for Catalog R and Prices to

Beaudry Gasolene Engine Co.
31 1-2 BLEURY STREET, MONTREAL, QUE.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod aud Gun and Motor Spores in Canada.
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THE KING RIFLE.

THE King Air Rifle is a winner because
it includes all that a boy can think of
in a perfectAir Rifle. It is the readiest

seller because it is strong and handsome and because it is the best
advertised Air Rifle offered to the trade. The King has made a
tremendous success—each year for twenty years it has shown a
marvellous growth and 1906 was the "KING" year of the twenty. 1907 looks still better
—why not make it the Banner Year in your Air Rifle selling business ? Get in the King-
Row and share in the King Profits. Glad to send you our advertising circulars.

THE MARKHAM AIR RIFLE CO.. Plymouth. Mich., U.S.A. JSS&tt&SSg.

The smooth Fox Terrier.

CHAMPION ALDON TIPSTER
I

Winner of 30 First and Special Prizes.

Puppies and Grown Dogs by rftn CA! C
TIPSTER" and other noted f U M O A Lt

A. A, Macdonald
Queen's Hotel, TORONTO

CONVINCING REASONS
Why the WITCH-ELK
Hunting Boots are best

For

Sportsmen

Engineers

6 Miners

They are the

lightest boot on
the market, qual-
ity and material

considered

.

They are made to fit, and wear. They are practically

waterproof—if properly taken care of. There are 00
nails or anything to gall the feet. They will not harden.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU
Ask your dealer to order you a pair or write for cat-

alogue 0.

Witehell-Sheill Company
DETROIT, MICH.

Manufacturers of Sporting and Athletic Footwear.

The Victor Motor Marine Engine 1| h.p. up
to 20 h.p.

THE Engine you have been looking- for. A Safe, Sure
and Noiseless Engine. One that will bring you back.
A new and perfect model, distinctly mew and pro-

minent features, such as water-cooled bearings, makiug
a large saving in grease. The grease being always stiff,

makes it easy to keep engine clean.
In the construction of this engine my main object was

to build an engine for comfort as well as speed. I consider
this engine in a class by itself. No Hot Boxes. Grooved
shafts preventing blowing from case. End bearings have
half boxes to take up wear. All bearings babbited with the
best babbit. Crank pins have centre oilers. Although
those are new features of construction yet the engine is

as cheap as the cheapest. I use only the best material and
workmanship. Please call for catalogue before you buy
elsewhere. iC"

78 Flas* Fort Street
DETROIT, MICHBUILT BY R. S. HILL

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod aid Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE CHESTNUT

Canvas Canoe
IS

undoubtedly the strongest, handsomest, best modeled and light-

est canoe made in Canada ; and the price is about one half that

of other cedar canoes.

We are continually receiving letters like the following :

"My brother has recommended me to apply for the agency for

your canoes, which he says are the best on earth."

Parry Sound, Ont. W. B. W. Armstrong.

"I used one of your canoes last year and found it perfect."

Cobalt, Ont. Severin Ferland.

"Your canoes are alright, as I have been in them while away
in the wilds of Quebec last summer. I never thought that a can-
vas canoe would stand the racket, but after what I saw last sum-
mer am fully convinced that they are the only canoe."

Brockville, Ont.
. Geo. S. Buckman.

If you want the best paddling canoe, the best freight canoe or the best

motor canoe in the world, send for catalog.

WE ALSO BUILD A CANOE THAT WILL MOT UPSET OR SINK.

R. Chestnut & Sons
FREDERICTON, N. B., CANADA

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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\A/ANTED !

"THE MAISON"
JULES & CHARLES

HAIR SPECIALISTS and manufacturers of

Men's Natural Toupees and Wigs want the addresses

of men wearing or intending to wear a toupee or wig.

We mail free to any part of the world our latest catal-

ogue on BALDNESS, illustrating Natural Hair Cov-

erings. Every bald man or those with thin hair will

welcome this interesting circular. Mail your

addiess to-day. i

The " Maison 99

JULES 6 CHARLES,
431 YONGE ST., TORONTO.

TRADE MARK

LOVERS OF

Fine Fishing Tackle
will find our 1907 stock a marvel of excellence and
novelty. We have spared neither time nor expense
in collecting the best makes of all countries and are
now prepared to fill all orders for

SALMON FLIES, TROUT and BASS FLIES,

FLY RODS, BAIT RODS.
ARTIFIOAL LURES T \RPON OUTFITS
IMPORTED and DOMESTIC LINES and LEADERS

Our famous "Touridif" Rods have won more
prizes in open competition during the past year
than any other make. Send for catalog H.

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH COMPANY
57 READE ST., NEW YORK

MARINE GAS ENGINES

WE PAY THE DUTY
In order to introduce the high-grade

"Smallev Marine Engine" into the Dom-
inion, we will, for a limited time, make a
soecial concession by paving the duty on
all engines sold direct from our factory
into this territory. This offer is made sole-
ly for advertising purposes and will be
withdrawn just as soon as a sufficient
number of engines is olaced to familiar-
ize the Canadian public with the superior
meritsof this machine. The"SMALLEY"
was designed to meet the demand for an
engine that should prove m-re reliable,
more economical, more oowerfuland
nearer mechanically poffect than the
ordinary gas engine. How well her de-
signer's expectations have been fulfilled
is demonstrated by the following remark-
able record made in the British Reli-
ability Test bv the "Squirt" equipped
with a SMALLEY engine.

Reliability—Non-stop both days, 20
hours. Distance covered, 168 1-2 seami'es.

Economy—Less than 2-3 of a pint of
fuel per horse power t>er hour. 20 h. p.
engine, 20 hours running, 32 gallons of
fuel.

, Quietness—Absolute silence.
Control—Full speed ahead to full

speed astern 20 seconds. Stop and restart
15 seconds.

"Actually the best performance was
that of Messrs. Camper and Nicholson's
w-footer "Squirt," No. 13 in class B."

—

The Motor Boat, Aug. 25th. iqo6.

A large illustrated catalog brimful of
engine information sent on request.

Address Dept. h
SM ALLEY MOTOR CO., Ltd.

Bay City, Mich., U. S. A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod aid Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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BETHESDA
The Water of Quality

From the

FAMOUS BETHESDA MINERAL SPRING

At Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Has Two Important Properties—
As a Still Water it has wonderful well-

proved Medicinal Value, especially for

the cure of Kidney Diseases, Diabetes
and Bright's Disease—for which pur-
pose it is only sold in new half gallon

bottles.

There is a booklet which tells all

about this, which you can procure
either. from the

BETHESDA MINERAL SPRINGS,

Maukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

or from

MICHIE & CO-, LIMITED, Toronto, Canada.

As a Sparkling Water in quarts,

pints and splits it is the

American Table Water.

For it not only blends perfectly with
wines and spirits, but it aids digestion,

and removes all uric acid troubles.

'The best hotels use it. The best

dealers sell it. If your dealer has not

got it, write direct to

BETHESDA
AT

Waukesha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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EVER CAMP OUT" BED
C These cuts show our bed set up and covered by

canvas tent. A netting cover would be same shape
and size. It's the lightest and most compact,

and, above all, the most comfortable camp bed yet of-
fered. Weighs only seven pounds. With tent and net-
ting complete, it weighs only thirteen pounds.

Quickly set up, easily packed and
handy to tote. You need it. Write
now for a book with full descrip-
tion and prices.

GREEN BAY COT CO.,
Department 338.

GREEN BAY, WIS.

SOMETHING NEW AND PRACTICAL

FROST'S IMPROVED KELSO AUTOMATIC REEL
Capacity 100 yards. Case of aluminum, satin finished ; steel bearings; only

7 1-2 ounces. It is both light and strong. With ordinary care it should last a
lifetime, Can use on rod either above or below hand. Guaranteed. Price $5 . 00.

If your dealer cannot supply you, send his name and address to us and we
will fill vour order through him. The ELSO" brand LINES,
REELS. RODS, LEADERS. FLIES and HOOKS are as good as can be
made. Manufacturing- and Jobbing; Fishing Tackle is our business exclus-
ively; Headquarters for everything required by anglers. Catalogues to
trade only.

H.J. FROST & CO. 90 Chambers St, New York

2 to 100 H. P.

Nothing Useless Put In

Nothing Useful Left Out

This accounts for our success.

Buffalo Marine Motors are designed and

built to give satisfaction and do it.

Write for 1907 catalogue and get

posted as to new sizes and styles.

Our JVew Slow Speed Engine fills a long felt want.

} BUFFALO GASOLINE MOTOR CO.
0

1218-30 Niagara St.

BUFFALO, IS. Y.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE SPRINGFIELD MOTORMETER

"The Speedometer
That Has Proved It"

Unless a speedometer is accurate and stays accurate, it is

worthless.

To be accurate .and remain accurate is its whole duty.

Every manufacturer is obliged to claim it. Every buy-

er is entitled to proof.

If you can see with you own eyes an indisputable demon-

stration of accuracy,—holding the watch and counting

the revolutions yourself, not on one but on
j
three

Motormeters similtaneously,—that is proof.

If back of this, there is reputation, gained by seasons of

sale and use under all conditions, that is also proof.

We offer both kinds. The first at all the big shows,

the second every day and all the time.

Do you want a speedometer that you can know is right?

Then specify the "Springfield Motormeter."

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Costs less than any other speedometer with a reputation.

Costs no more than experiments.

For any car made complete with fittings :

so Mite Pattern $45.00
60 Mile Pattern $50.00

SEND FOR CATALOG AND BOOKLET, "FACTS.

1

The R. H. Smith Mfa. Co.
ESTABLISHED 1865.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
INCORPORATED 1883.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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MODEL

1906

Surprisingly Good
for the price. Surprisingly cheap

f
for so good a revolver. The new J

WW (D W% DOUBLE ACTION

H QL K REVOLVER
PRICE

is a thoroughly well made, durable and serviceable arm. Light in weight,
only ten ounces, and small in size, it is particularly adapted for those who
desire a safe and efficient revolver at a moderate price. An
ideal noise-maker for the Glorious Fourth. Safe for a boy to
handle and has none of the disadvantages of the dangerous toy pistol.

{22
Caliber, Seven Shot, Rim Fire, Double nr
Action; 2*4" barrel, finest nickel finish, «Pa.7

5

Also made with 4%" and 6" barrel.

The celebrated H & R Hammerless Revolver, $6.50

For Sale by all dealers in Reliable Sporting Goods. If your dealer does
not have it, don't take any other make—we will deliver one on receipt
of price.

Write for Catalog of Revolvers and Single Barrel Shot Guns.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO., 29 1 Park Ave., Worcester, Mass.

H&R
[Greatest!

lfevolve*!

lvalue fo*l

^theMoney

"RAJAH" SPARK PLUG
AND HOOD

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY
SURE

HAVE STOOD THE TEST FOR THREE YEARS WITHOUT ANY
CHANGE IN CONSTRUCTION, NONE BEING POUND NECESSARY.

NO OTHER SPARK PLUG MADE CAN SHOW SUCH A RECORD.

QUALITY 1
* IS OUR MOTTO

The main portion of the hood is of porcelain, which completely covers the spark
plug and has a neck on one side recessed to permit the introduction of the Rajah
Clip Terminal, which engages the slot in the brass cap on spark plug, making a
perfect connection and at the same time fastens the hood in position. A rubber
nipple covers a portion of the insulation of secondary wire, and ferrule end of ter-

minal, and is of sufficient length to be stretched over the neck of the hood making a
perfectly water tight connection.

The Rajah Hood and rubber connection carries the insulation from the wire down over the spark plug to
the cylinder head thus obviating all possibility of short circuiting.

RAJAM AUTO-SUPPLY CO., 140 Washington St. New York City

JNO. MULLEN &. SON, Ltd., Montreal & Toronto.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod a,nd Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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NAME THE BEST DRY BATTERY
OIN THE MARKET!

You are not in a position to do it until yoy have tried the

RED SEAL
Dry Battery

Built for Ignition purposes, the Red Seal will stand up and do its

work under conditions that put ordinary batteries out of business.

We have competitors in price only—none in quality

SPECIAL PRICES FOR QUANTITIES

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
"PIONEERS IN THE BATTERY BUSINESS"

NEW YORK CHICAGO FACTORIES
17 Park Place 1F8 Fifth Ave. Jersey City, N. }.

14 Murray St. Ravenna, Ohio

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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LEFEVER GUNS
CAN NOT SHOOT LOOSE

Any wear in the action can be immediately taken up by turning compensating

screw F slightly to the right (see cut). Pretty simple, isn't it ? Our handsome

1907 catalog A fully describing the many advantages of the Lefever over guns
of other manufacturers is yours for the asking.

! LEFEVER ARMS CO SYRACUSE, N. Y„ U. S. A.

Try our
Celebrated
"FALCON

Brand

99

ENGLISH
VARNISHES

WE HAVE A SPECIALLY
MADE ARTICLE FOR

BOATS and YACHTS
Fresh and Sea Water

2 GRADES OF EACH

ALSO PAINTS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Wilkinson Heywood & Clark, Limited
Canadian Branch : 300 notre dame ST., WEST, MONTREAL

FRANCIS C. REYNOLDS, Manager.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FOR THE

CAM R
OR THE LONG

' R A M R
m winter or summer, nothing so satisfy-

ing or so strengthening as

Shredded
Wheat

Biscuit and Triscuit. They are ready-

cooked, ready-to-serve, and contain all

the muscle-making material in the whole

wheat grain made digestible by steam-

cooking, shredding and baking.

TOASTED TRISCUIT (the Shredded

Wheat Wafer) is the ideal food for camp-

ers, for picnics, for excursions on land or

sea. All grocers sell Shredded Wheat.

The Canadian Shredded Wheat Do. Ltd.

,

NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and G*un and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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Model '93, Large Caliber Rifle. When the crash

of the fleeing buck and doe makes your heart jump
and brings your gun with a jerk to your shoulder^

And your eye follows those good 7/^zr//n sights

as you lead the white flag for a shot, it's a comfort

to know the gun is going to do its part.

2%ar///i Model '93s are sure-fire and accurate.

All Tflar/j/t rifles are simple, strong, easy to carry

and have that balance which makes you shoot well.

772ar/in '93 rifles are made in calibers .25-36 to

-38— 5 5. They are getting the test results every-

where at big game, from Virginia deer to Kadiak bear.

The barrels are of " Special Smokeless Steel,"

the best obtainable, and are rifled deep and severely

tested.

The working parts are all of drop-forged steel

blocks cut to simple patterns. All Zffar/i/t parts are

interchangeable.

The 27Zar/ezi solid top is accident insurance of the best

kind. The 2/lar/isi side ejection throws the shell aside, not

into the line of sight or into the eves.

Remember all fflar/i/i Rifles are proved and tested
c

r

safety. Safe, sure and strong. What more can we say to the

hunter of big and dangerous game?

These and many other valuable TTlarftsi features are fully explained in

our handsome catalogue. Sent FREE upon receipt of six cents in stamps.

7%ejfflar/lrtfirearms Co 67 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

MOTOR BOAT INSURANCE
prprp)fTDyv| i i f^YI

-")^ policies afford, absolute indemnity against loss or
' L- L_ rv /-\ l_ l_i_v^ I damages by fire, explosion, collision, sinking,
stranding or any other dangers of navigation.

For particulars address

Total Worth of Underwriters $15,000,000.
Responsibility of Underwriters Unlimited.

E. S. KELLEY, General Agent
ST. JOSEPH, Mich., U. S. A.

GASOLI NE MOTORS
RELIABLE-REVERSIBLE -TWO CYCLE

light, simple and easy to operate . only three
moving parts. main bearings babbitted. material

and workmanship of the highest grade and guaranteed
jump 5park. ignition.

BUILT IN MULTI- CYLINDER TYPES
Send to-day tor Circular "N"
UNITED MANUFACTURING CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
171-175 WEST WOODBRIDGE ST.

THREE PORT TYPE.

NOT. 1 - z\ H P. *49
NO 3.

NO. 5.

3-5
5-8

H.P.

HP.
72

TWO PORT TYPE

H.P. - S4B
3 H.P. 63*

6 H.P (double cylinder) 165

ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR COMPLETE OUTFITS.

Send 10c in stamps for our book entitled "Inanition, Vaporization. Installation and Operation of a Gasoline Motor"

When writing advertisers kindly mention Hod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Have you noticed the handsomely designed

covers of magazines, and of recent books and
catalogues? Have you ever been impressed

with the drawings and designs found in our

leading newspapers? Have you been attracted

by the cartoons and caricatures of our daily

papers? Have you ever wondered at the

beautiful designs in recent wall papers, tapes-

tries, carpets, furniture and all manufactured

articles?

This is practical art. This is the work
of the illustrator. This is the work for

which there is an unlimited demand, and
for which big prices and salaries are paid.

This is the special work which we are teach-

ing to hundreds of people the world over

with entire success,

Our students earn good money while study-

ing, often making from $10 00 to $15.00 per

week; and when competent they can earn from

jso.oo per week upward. Just placed two

students. Only spare time evenings is necess-

ary. A few months will fit you. You learn at

home. Write to-day for our FREE booklet.

It tells you all about it.

OUR OTHER COURSE

Clip out this coupon, mark any course you
want and send to us.

Higher Accounting
Chartered Accountancy
Commercial Specialists
Bookkeeping
Stenography
Penmanship
Advertisement Writing
Illustrating
Designing
Journalism
Short story Writing
Photography
Matriculation (any Univ.)

Teachers' Exams (any grade)
Commercial French
French
German

The Shaw Correspondence School

R. G.

393 Yonge St., Toronto

VV. H. SHAW, - Presidenl

TO
m

Amateur Photographers
\

Use best materials for best results. •

f

The "WELLINGTON"

PLATES, PAPERS and FILMS
Made in England. Known Everywhere. •

f

The "WELLINGTON"

SEtF DEVELOPING PLATE

NO CHEMICALS NECESSARY f

For particulars ask your dealers or
write the Canadian -representatives

WARD & co.;
13 St. John Street - MONTREAL.

cam})intj

anoein<£
ruining

are delightful pastimes

but the perfection of enjoyment

cannot be attained without a supply

of

fCARMAN'S
B English Breakfast

BACON
Ask Your Grocer.

F. W. FEARMAN CO., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and (run and Motor Sports in Canada.
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EVERY SPORTSMAN
SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF THE

CAMP1NC AND CAMPING OUTFITS
OUTDOOR LIFE PROVISIONS

OUTFITS RECEIPTS CLOTHING
MEDICINE FISHERMEN'S AND
ANGLERS' MANUAL HUNTERS'
AND SPORTSMEN'S CUIDE

SHOTCUN SHOOTERS' MANUAL
CAMPERS' MANUAL ' WOODCRAFT
BIG GAME HUNTERS' MANUAL

RIFLEMEN'S CUIDE
TRAPPERS' GUIDE

SECRETS OF ALL ARTS BOATS
CANOES DOG TRAINERS' GUIDE
GAME RECIONS ' GAME AND
FISH LAWS. ETC BLINDS
WING AND FOWL SHOOTING

AND 1.000 OTHER SUBJECTS

COMPLETE
SPORTSMAN'S

GUIDE
FREEYOU CAN GET IT

TT is unquestionably the best, most complete and
most authorative book ever written for sports-

men. Contains 544 pages, with 1,000 illustrations
;

weight 20 ounces. Is the only complete sportsmen's

library in one volume.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SAYS :

"Its chapters on camping and big game hunting are exceptional 1

good,
"Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., also thanks you for the note and book

which you kindly sent him."
EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND SAYS :

"Your books are so very practical in their treatment of matters con-
nected with the sport you and I so greatly love, that they cannot fail

to be useful to every sportsman."
GENERAL NELSON A. MILES SAYS :

' 'Your book is certainly one of the most practical, instructive and
interesting volumes I have ever had the pleasure of reading. I con-
gratulate you on the success it deserves."

SPECIAL OFFERS
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are

enabled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for a

limited time and we advise everyone who wishes the book to take advantage
of them at once.

OFFER
A

OFFER
B

OFFER
C

The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia,
Pull Gilt Library Edition, sent to any address in Canada, the United
States or Great Britain, postpaid, for $1.12.

The complete American and Canadian
together with an annual subscription to
or renewal, postpaid, $2.00.

The complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia
will be sent free to anyone sending two new annual subscriptions to
Rod and Gun, at the regular subscription price, $1.00 per annum. Your
oWn subscription and that of one of your friends will be accepted.

Sportsman's Encyclopedia,
Rod and Gun, either new

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada,
W. J. TAYLOR, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FORD CARS

Model N 4 Cylinder Runabout $750.00

Vertical motor, water cooled, developing full 15 H.P. Planetary trans-

mission with direct drive. Weight 1000 lbs. Equipment includes 3 inch
double tube tires, oil lamps, horn and tools.

The Ford Model N will climb a hill on the high gear as easily as most high

powered 4 cylinder touring cars will on the low. -This means power and^power
is what is needed. When the emergency comes (as it does to all motorists,)

Model N will always show excess power. A season's use has proved its

reliability.

The Ford 6 Cylinder Car $3500
is at the head of the touring car class just as the 4 cylinder Ford leads all the runabouts.
40 H. P. .6 cylinder motor—the most' flexible power and the most perfectly balanced
engine possible to make.

Write us for full information about these cars

| FORD MOTOR CO. of Canada, Ltd.

| WALKERVILLE, ONT.

1

a

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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f Baby 'Al-Vista' No. 2
I NEW 1907 MODEL

CAMERA ONLY $5.00
COMPLETE CAMERA and OUTFIT $7
Prepaid to any point in the United States

•r Canada.
This camera covers a scope of nearly 180 de-

gress, made possible by the swinging lens.

Size of camera, 6 5-8 x 3 3-4 x 3 1-3.

Size of picture, 2 1-4 x 63-4.
Three exposures on any daylight loading film

at cost of 20c.

All sales subject to 15 day's trial.

Full leather cover. Rapid rectilinear lens.

Fan movement timing device, adaptable to in-

stantaneous or time exposures of any degree.
Larger models, $20 to $100.

Illustrated catalog on request.

MULTISCOPE & FILM COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS

154 Jefferson St. - Burlington, Wisconsin

ONLY THREE PARTS

SMALL IN SIZE. GREAT IN CAPACITY. 80 YARDS.

which can be easily taken apart for cleaning and oil-

ing, in the

"TRI-PART"
The newest thing in bait casting reels, and with
one exception—the "Takapart" Reel, which we make
also—it is the best ever put on the market. Reel frame
and reel seat drawn from one piece of plate brass, with-
out solder, joint, or rivet, finely finished and beautifully
nickelled, with spool of German silver. If properly
cared for will last a lifetime. Quadruple gearing, has
greater capacity for its size than any other bait casting
reel made. Its simplicity of construction enables us to
offer it at a price within the reach of all fishermen. $3.50.

Also Featherllght and Expert high grade single
action ope n frame reels, ranging from 85c to $3.25. All
dealers. Our booklet, giving valuable information,

—

FREE. We guarantee all our reels (low or high priced)
to be perfect in construction and will make repairs
(,/ any) free. No other maker will do this.

A. F. MEISSELBACH & BRO.,
& Prospect Street, Newark, H. <J.

Also "Takapart" Reels and Harrimac Landing Nets.

Tor Paddling or Toher
There's do other summer sport like

canoeing, and no canoes like thel enobscot. They
are strong, light, durable, capacious, comforta-
ble, speedy, safe and easily propelled. Canvas
covered cedar canoes, of beautiful finish, built
by experts from carefully selected materials.
Send for free 1907 catalog of canoes, row boats
and auto canoes before you buy. Write tor it nolv. I

,
0ARLET0N CANOS CO., 701 Main St., OLD TOWN, ME.g

SJn0A
is used and recommended by the

largest fire-arms manufacturers \r\
"America. Experienced gun users every-
where say it is the best rust preventative*

on earth—on water, too.
Being a light oil it enters the pores 1

of the metal and forms an impercept-
ible^ covering that is moisture-proof
"(without making the gun sticky or

j

greasy to handle. Best for oiling the
fine mechanisms of the finest gunfJ
because it does not dry out, gum fi

|

harden, turn rancid, collect dust

^

C* sample. G.W.Cole^rree Company,
55 New St
New York, N. Y.

it 99Drop Us a Line
and catch one of our new booklets — it not

|v only " brags up" the "DOWAGIAC" Minnow s

;

it tells you how to bait
.cast and catch fish.

f

' 1 y 'Above is a picture of
our new "Artistic" Minnow — made

like a piece of jewelry — and it oets 'em.

HEDDON'S"
MINNOWS DOWAGIAG

§9

The most popular, successful and
artistic artificial baits ever made

Get in touch with us—well help you catch fish.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET
JAMES HEDDON & SON, Dept. ,

DOWAGIAG, MICH

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Fie- Marine Motors [2i " - W
4" - $75

61 - $95

4 BF.A PONS why mi Brie engines are speedier, operate at lowest fuel cost, run
easier, cmieter. and last lor?er than any other- (1.) Correct design, form and
shape of pistons and size and location of ports, producing perfect scavenging.
(2. ) Original arnerntor Ta'v*». with float feed ar.d throttle—better than any carbu-
retor (X 5 PERFECT COOLTNO SYSTEM—direct-acting, non-binding vertical

\ plunder prmn, ard we take water from top of cylinder where hottest. (4. ) Elevated
Cearless Commutator—positive noiseless, safe. Other reasons, convincing ard
vital to vou in catalog, free on request. DTJ BRIE MOTOR CO., 430 Guoin St.,

Detroit. Mich. Prices for complete engine

BARBER
JUMP SPABI MARINE GASOLINE ENGINES,

Easily started. Run in either direction. Speed control.

Material, Workmanship
and Running Qualities

Guaranteed.

ALSO

Barber Reverse

Wheels.

High Grade, Moderate in Price

MANUFACTURED BY

DADDTD QQAC 1 oo grape streetDnnDLn Dr^wO*, Syracuse, n**' vo/?*

Have you ordered your

Canoe, or Skiff, or

Launch for next Spring

SEND US YOUR
ORDER NOW

^"^ "

I
Send for Catalogue

Peterborough

Canoe Co. Limtcd,

PETERBOROUGH

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THE SHADE OF THE DEPARTED FISHERMAN WAS t

settling" accounts with St. Peter. "It seems to me, observed the

Saint, as he figured up the debit and credit sides of the Ledger,

that you led a pretty decent life on earth." 2t

IYou never fished "for count;" you threw back all your small fish, and ]£

you observed the close season. On the other hand your account carries a

heavy debit for profanity during the months of May arid June for the last j£

thirty odd years. After that, I only find one day's hard swearing charged ^
up to you. I find two of your friends who have not come here to settle

accounts yet, are in the same box,—in fact, my assistants and myself have

remarked the diminution of profanity in Eastern Canada during those 4fr

months, for the past three years. "If you can give me a reasonable cause

for this, I shall be much obliged, and you may find it to your material

advantage to do so."

Your services are not required,'' remarked the Saint to the imp who

"The explanation is a very simple one, replied the shade. For thirty-

nine years I was tormented by black flies and mosquitos, — you are a

practical fisherman yourself, and know all about those things. One day

I read an advertisement in Rod and Gun in Canada, bought a twenty-five

cent, box of JENEER'S FLY PIZEN, and with the exception of one day,

.when we forgot to replenish our stock, we had no more bother with mos-

quitos and black flies." X
¥

was in attendance. As the satelite from the nether regions vanished, the £
recording angel made a marginial note of the preparation, J-E-N-.N -E-R-S \
F-L-Y P-I-Z-E-N. "Where is the stuff procurable, I may possibly require j*

some if I decide to spend a vacation on earth." enquired the Saint. jj*

%
"You can get it wholesale from any branch of the National Drug and ft

Chemical Company of Canada, or from the Canadian Drug Co., St. John,

N. B., or direct from the proprietor, E. Jenner, Water St., Digby, N. S. It

costs 25c a box, and every box gives a fisherman two dollars and a half's

5 worth of solid comfort in fly time."

S f
t 9
$ |
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Do You Want Comfort?
IF YOU WANT COMFORT,
IF YOU WANT YOUR
OUTER GARMENTS TO
FIT WELL—IF YOU WANT
ECONOMY—YOU SHOULD
WEAR

COMBINATION SUITS !i

They are perfect, elastic and give \

with every movement of the body.

They can be had in any fabric, Silk,

Lisle Thread Wool, Silkoline, etc.

from $3.00 up.

The Up-to-Date Sweater

for Motoring, Golfing, Hunting, etc., is

our "WESCUT," made £0 as to button

around throat or be left open as desired.

Made in any color from $2.SO up.

The Knit-to-Fit Mfg. Co.
RETAIL BRANCH

597 St. Catherine St. West - MONTREAL, P.Q.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The picture below is that of " Bob " Edwards, the

man who made the old reliable ITHACA, the hardest

and closest shooting gun in the world . He was the

first man to perfect the taper choke and is the oldest

barrel borer in the United States.

If We guarantee every gun in every part—shooting included.

We cross bolt our hammerless guns in addition to under
fastening and guarantee never to shoot loose.

If We have barrels made special with extra heavy double
thick nitro breech which will stand a bursting pressure
of about 40,000 lbs. to the square inch, thus insuring
absolute safety to the shooter.

If We make seventeen different grades guns ranging in price

from $17.75 net to $300 list.

If We build everything from a featherweight 5^ lb. 20 gauge
gun to a io}4 lb. 10 gauge duck, fox and goose gun.

If Send for Art Catalog and Special Prices.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ENGINES OF QUALITY
are the only kind we build and are the only kind you
want.

Engines that give speed.
Engines to be depended upon.
Engines in which best possible workmanship and

material is found.

Before buying an engine write us for particulars

and quotatious. Built in the two to six cylinder type.

PREMIER MOTOR CO.
H. BIDDELL, Proprietor

256 258 Adelaide Street West TORONTO
We also manufacture high class Stationery Engines.

HIGH
GRADE LADNCHES

BUILT TO ORDER

Cut illustrates type that is

certain to meet ideas of any-

one desirous of securing an

up to date and well built

boat. Length, 21 feet over

all. Any make of engine

desired installed, but we re-

commend the Premier En-
gine. Same style in twenty-
five to thirty footers.

Write for Catalogue and Quotations NO IV.

Geo. H. Buxton 6 Son
256-8 Adelaide Street West.TORONTC

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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STAG BRAND ALLCOCKS STAG BRAND

FISHING TACKLE
(Established 1800)

Rods

Reels

Lines

F/ies

Hooks

ttaits

eic.

Our
Tackle
has been
before

the

world
for over
100 years
and
stood the

test.

Fishermen can always rely upon Allcock's Stag Brand Goods. They never fail.

The Allcock, Laight & Westwood Co., Limited
78 BAY STREET. TORONTO REDDITCH, ENGLAND

Send for Catalogue.

Th<

William English Canoe Co.,

Peterborough. Ontario

A SATISFACTORY
DAY'S FISHING IS

ASSURED THE
USER OF A

Carlton

Automatic

Reel.

Every owner of
these reels praises
them highly. Cana-
dian anglers who
have not seen the
Carlton Reel should
ask their dealer to
show them one. If
your dealer does not
handle them, you
will confer a favor
by advising us of the
fact.

Our line consists of reels adapted to every class of
fishing, from the automatic to the light weight trout
reel.

The Carlton Automatic Heel not only increases
the sport, but assures the catch after it is once
hooked. It is almost hnman.
The 9 Multiple is an innovation in reel construc-

tion, the winding spool turning nine times to one
revolution of the handle ; and with our patent exten-
sion handle, a greatly increased leverage is obtained
when required.
Our illustrated catalogue " R. & G." tells all about

these reels as well as others of our manufacture. It

is free for the asking if you mention this magazine.

Tbe CARLTON MfO. CO.,
Exchange St., - - Rochester, N Y.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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WHY IT PAYS TO DRIVE A

RVSSELL
The Russell has a good record.

Owners of these cars in the past are still driving Russells.

THEY ARE SATISFIED. The car has done its work well;

the makers have used their customers well.

The Strongest Argument : SATISFIED OWNERS.

This is your assurance when you purchase a Russell.

THE 1907 RUSSELL is stronger, simpler and more refined than its predecessors. There is no car
with more handsome lines, or more luxurious appointments. All models have engine in front under
the bonnet, shaft drive, metal-to-metal disc clutch, selective sliding gear transmission, two powerful
sets of brakes on each rear wheel. Nickel steel used in all gears and shafts.

Model D.. 18 H. P. Light Tpuring Car, 90 in. wheelbase, 30x3 1-2 in. Tires—$1600
Model E., 25 H.P. 4-cylinder Touring Car, 104 in. wheelbase, 32x4 in. Tires—$2500
Model F. , 40 H.P. 4-cylinder Touring Car, 113 in. wheelbase, 34x4 in. Tires

in front and 34 x 4 1-2 in. in rear - - —$3750

Write for catalog and book of letters from satisfied owners.

Canada Cycle and Motor Co., Limited

TORONTO JUNCTION, ONTARIO.
Branches—OTTAWA. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. MELBOURNE, AUST.

When writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod aid Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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How
far
have>W
walked?

Whether you walk for health, pleasure or
business—on city's streets, in the woods, or on
golf links it is interesting to know exactly how
much ground you have covered. The

American Pedometer
(Carried in the Vest Pocket)

regulates to your step and registers infallibly
the exact distance. It is but inches in diam-
eter, handsomely nickled and so simple and
sturdy as to be almost indestructible.

10 MILE PEDOMETER $1.00
100 " " 1.50

At Sporting Goods dealers. If yours hasn't
it we will send postpaid on receipt of price with
our guarantee. Wnte for free booklet D.

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.,
go* Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

"The EXPERT
I!

REEL
Large capacity, light
in weight.
Very strong—exten-

sively used in lake and
salt water fishing.
Smaller sizes for

trout or bass—fly rod.
Hardened steel bearings. No gearing

to get out of order.
Hardened steel click double pointed

reversible, others have brass click.

Back sliding. No gearing to cause
trouble.
Patented brake guard.
Removable spool.

Only one screw in whole reel, and it

can't work loose.

Best trolling reel made.
Will stand hard usage.
We guarantee perfect construction and, will make

repairs, if any,, free, which no other maker will do.

Price $2.00 to $3.25. 40-60-80-100 and 200 yds.

Ask to see them at nearest dealers. Insist on it

being stamped "Expert." Our booklet will tell

you all about them for postal.

A F. MEISSELBACH & BRO.
5 PROSPECT ST.
Makers of famous 'Takapart,' 'Tripart

NEWARK, N.J
and 'Featherlight' reels

IllflllllllilllMl

THE 1907 EDITION

Marble's Catalog
Will be ready May 1st. Mr. Marble has written an article for it entitled

"HOW TO USE, A COMPASS"
Compasses of all kinds have been used by Mr. Marble. First in his boyhood

days as a trapper and hunter; later in his business as timber estimator and sur-
veyor. His twenty-five years of experience "in the silent places'" previous to en-
gaging in the manufacturing business have enabled him to write an exceedingly
simple yet comprehensive explanation of the various uses of a compass. He also
tells the styles to buy for different uses and how to know a good compass from a
poor one.
The woods life of Mr. Marble made it possible for him to conceive and invent

the accessories shown here and 33 others.
Our catalog shows 90 "extra quality * Specialties for Sportsmen. Sold by deal-

ers or direct, prepaid. Money back if not satisfied.

Safety Pocket A*e No 2 —Nickle plated steel and hard rubber handle, $2.50.

Ideal Hunting Knife No. 42—5-inch blade, $2.75. 6 inch, $3.00: with sheath.
Safety Hunting Knife—German Silver Fittings, 3-4 in. blade, $3.00; 5 in. $4-oo.

Waterproof Matchbo*.— Size of 10 gauge shell 50C.

Improved Front Sight— 1-16, 3-32 or 1-8 inch beads. Ivory 01 gold, $1.00.

Reversible Front Sight—Same size beads as Improved, $1.50.

Jointed Rifle Rod—Brass sections with steel joints. Cannot break. $1.00.

Rifle Cleaner—Brass gauze washers on spirally bent, spring steel wire. 50c.

Flexible Rear Sight—Always in position, unless locked down. The lower
sleeve locks the elevating sleeve and holds disc stem rigid. £3.00

Standard Front Sight—Beads same size aud colors as Improved, $1.00.

Handy Compass—Fastens to coat. Always in sight Jeweled needle. $1.25.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE COMPANY, 51 DELTA AVE., GLADSTONE, MICH-

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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At.

TEMAGAM

I

A LAND OF LAKES AND RIVERS A peerless region for the Tourist, Camper,
Canoeist, Angle^and Sportsman reached by the

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM
A new territory now accessible by rail and offering the be.=t fishing and shooting in America. Scenery un-
excelled, hay fever unknown, magnificent canoe trips.

Black bass, speckled trout, lake trout, wall-eyed pike in abundance. Moose, deer, bear, partridge and
other game during hunting season.

Handsomely illustrated book, telling you
all about it, sent free on application to

G. W. Vaux, 9i7JMerchants I,oan and Trust B'ld'g, Chicago 111.

F. P. Dwyer, 290 Broadway, New York City, N ST.

T. H. Hanley, 360 Washington St. Boston, M ss.

W. Robinson, 506 Park Building, Pittsburg, l a

J. D. McDonald, Union Station, Toronto.

J. Quinlan, Bonaventure Station, Montreal.

W. E. DAVIS, G. T. BELL,
Passenger Traffic Manager Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agen«,

Montreal Canada. Montreal, Canada.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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STEEL RODS
$J.603 PIECE, CORK GRIP

10-FT FLY and q H2 FT- BAIT

Small Profits
Quick Sales

Trout Fties

For Trial — Send Us

iC~ for an assorted sample dozen. Oiialifv A FIi*>«IOC Regular Price, 24 cents.
V/uailiy l lv3

Ifin for an assorted sample dozen. Onalitv R Flip*DUC Regular price, 60 cents.
^Udlliy O

(\0c f°r an assorte(i sample dozen
Ul/C Regular price, 84 cents.
/yC„ for an assorted dozen.

Regular price, 84 cents.

Quality C Flics

Bass Flics

Try Our New Braided Silk Enameled Waterproof

Metal Center Line
Size No. 5, 4%c. per yard.

Size No. 4, 5^c. per yard.

Put up in 20-30-43-50 I00 yards lengths.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO,
523 Broadway, NEW YORK

TACKLE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.
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"Perfection Marine Motors
THE ENGINE OF QUALITY ———————

IF
you are looking for an engine that will give you good results it will pay
you to investigate the "Perfection," the best built small motor on the

market. Twenty- five years experience in the

manufacture of high grade machines has enabled
us to produce this engine.

Perfect design, proper construction, and hand-
some finish make the Perfection Motor.

MADE IN ALL SIZES

y2 h. p. $35 .oo

The Perfection has few working parts to get

out of order, are reversible, and are so simple a child

can operate them. Write for Catalog.

THE CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
1302 Second Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Guaranteed to give good results and we look
after them to see that they are doing it.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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One of the Sights of Winnipeg

THE EATON STORE
HUNTERS, HOMESTEADERS, TOURISTS
coming to Winnipeg will find the great Eaton Department Store one of the most interesting places to visit.

At present it covers six and a half acres of floor space and a big addition is in course of construction, which

when completed will give a total shopping area of over nine acres.

The regular employees of the company now number in the neighborhood of 1500 and 2000 or thereabouts

will be required on completion of the new building.

Buying and selling always for cash and aided by the establishment of extensive factories and by buying

offices in both London and Paris, the Eaton store is enabled to sell the finest qualities of merchandise at the

lowest possible prices.

Almost everything that you require can'be obtained here. The gigantic Mail Order system of the Eaton

Company extends from ooast to coast, covering the whole of Canada.

If coming to Winnipeg call and see us—if not, write for a catalog, you will find that dealing at the Big

Store pays.

T. EATON C°;I M IXED

PORTAGE AVE. WINNIPEG

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Cana<
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The Cowichan Riiver,

(Vancouver Island)

BY OSCAR C. BASS.

IHE name Cowichan means a great

deal to the fishermen who have
fished in the waters of Vancouver

Island. It is stream named after one
of the most war-like tribes of Indians on
the British Columbia Coast. The raids

and battles of the Cowichans are—but

that is another story which I will tell

you another
time !

At present we
are considering

the finny inhab-

itants of the
Cowichan wat-
ers rather than
the dusky peo-

ple, now peace-
f u 1, peaceable
and happy, who
spend their days
on the rock
sheltered and „ .

'

.

pine clad shores
Binns, photographer.

o f Cowichan the cowichan

Bay where they have an uninterrupted
view and command of the entrance from
the sea to the river which Ion

brought strange, mysterious
from the fastnesses of the great

g ago
stories

hills in the back-ground. Now,
however, the merry, joyous, hospitable
Cowichan sings out an invitation to the
white fisherman with his modern equip-
ment of Greenhart, patent reel, fly-book

and French wicker basket. He is as wel-
come as the brown man, who sits and
watches with a certain amount of stolid

interest the ef-

forts and man-
oeuvres of his

white brother

to lure those

"beauties" to

the surface;

You have read
of the thorough-
ly Engl i s h Iy
austere trout of

the Koksilah
river. He is a

difficult chap' to

get acquainted
with, is that

Koksilah gen-
tleman ; but you have become greatly

attached to him when once you hook on.

Well, the Cowichan fellow is a perfect

Irishman for conviviality. He is a bit of
an epicure, however, and has had to have

IN A RAINSTORM.
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invented especially for his refined taste a

particular fly, which is called the "Cow-
ichan Coachman." Don't ever attempt
to go fishing in the Cowichan without it.

If you do, and the trout find you out, the

"devila rise" will you get. The 4 'Cow-
ichan Coachman"is a sort of half-brother

of the old reliable "Royal Coachman.;"
it is built with the same white wings,
without the dash of red, but with a claret

body, bound with gold bands running
diagonally. If you haven't any with you,
ask Frank Price

of the "Tzo
v
iiha-

lem" (bet you a

dollar you can't

pronounce that

right off without
a lesson) and he
will lend you a
couple.

I-

As the trout

of the Koksilah
resemble in man-
ner thepeculiari-

ties of their

home, so do the

C o w i c h ans.

Their home is in

the twenty odd
miles from the

mouth to the

source, a series

of glad surpris-

es. The lover of
scenery is cap-
tivated at every
bend of the river;

t h e different

reaches, rapids
and whirl-pools
each have dif-

ferent music
;

but, Great Scot,
it is music, real

music ! The
waters come laughing, dancing, singing,
running, jumping, skipping. There is no
sullenness

; no frowning
; no roaring.

The shady places have the appearance of
lovely resting spots, peaceful retreats; the
open places are bright, merry and as in-
viting. Some say that the Cowichan gets
angry in the winter and in freshet time

;

but to the lover of Nature it is merely as
the addition of a full organ accompani-

Binns, photographer.

GETTING THEIR WIND ON THE ROAD TO
THE COWICHAN

ment is to an orchestra from the point of
view of a musician ; there is merely an
added depth to the tone ; an extra touch
of grandeur and heavenliness to the music.
No, the Cowichan never gets angry like

other rivers do.

But this is attempting to enter into
rhapsodial figures about scenery, and has
nothing to do with fishing. However
there is yet to be born the true fisherman
in whom God has neglected to instil a
thorough love, if not worship of Nature.

And where is

the fisherman
who has not

gone into ecsta-

cies over tfee

beauties s u r -

rounding the
pool where he
haswaged scien-

tific battle on
equal terms with

a wily old trout?

The Cowichan
trout is a com-
panionable fel-

low
;

you can
catch a basket

full ofhim(some
days;) or you
can content
yourself with a

few. He ranges
in size (to be

worth catching)

from a pound
upwards (note

the characteris-

tically piscatorial

indefinite n e s s

of "upwards.")
But along about
three or four

pounds is the

weight from
which the best fun is obtainable. When
struck, he will stop just a second to con-

sider what his particular role in the play

is to be. This puts you off your guard,

and your arm muscles relax instinctively,

and your eyes wander to the tip of your

rod for the purpose of following the line

down to the water and locating the trouble.

You have struck a snag, you think. It

is that momentary off-guardednes's which
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ruins you. That trout has been

simply sizing you up, and has

probably made a run towards
you as thoug-h he were simply

delighted to see you, with a
* 'pleased-to-meet-you" express-

sion of candour, and just as you
think he is going to run between
your legs he will make a quick

half-circle, so turning the line

in the current as to make a kink

in the cast, which he then dex-

terously snaps, and walks away
with your Cowichan Coachman
and the best part of a fifty-cent

cast. Just to show you there

is no ill-feeling on his part, he

will jump around you a couple

of times, giving you a chance of

seeing your cast and fly. He
doesn't go away and sulk, and

get mad and dig his nose in the

sand. Oh, no ! Then you go
ashore and overhaul your tackle.

A LIKELY SPOT AT SAPTLEHM, ON
THE COWICHAN.

A MORN 'NG S CATCH ON
COWICHAN RIVER.

THE

Having effected repairs, you
probably imagine that pool

is spoilt by that chap's gambols.
Not a bit of it ! Go straight

back, and ten chances to one the

very same gentlemen, with your
old fly and cast, still- trailing

like an admiral's pennant, will

give you another interesting

run for your money, and probably
again beat you. He harbours
no ill-will, and you cannot get

angry with him.

You may get mad at his

Koksilah brother, who is a des-

perate fighter, an unrelenting

antagonist, a terror to ex-

pensive tackle, but the Cowich-
an trout breaks tackle for the

mere sport and deviltry of

the thing. He seems to

laugh at your discomfiture,

and, like a true sport, comes
back cheerfully to give you
your revenge !

Binns, photographer.
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How God Made Temagami.

BY CV. WARM AN.

DO you know why and how Gitch
Manitoti made Temagami ?" asked

old Miniseno, pushing the tobacco
down into his pipe, and glancing out over
the limpid lake, where a white launch
was threading its way through the maze
of islands.

"You remember Meniseno, of course,
father of Weiga, of Temagami—old

Meniseno who went mad and battled with
a bull moose and was broken ! Well
this was the same, but before this fight

with the moose."
Nobody knew why or how God made

Temagami, and when we all said so, old
Meniseno settled back against one of the
huge columns that carries its share of the
roof of Temagami Inn and made it all

clear to us. It is a stupid Indian, if he
has passed the half century mark, who
cannot tell you how Gitch Manitou, or
Wes-a-ka-chack made all things.

"There is nothing remarkable about

the fact that Gitch Manitou made Tema-
gami" said Meniseno, by way of preface,

"but it is remarkable that so great a

thing could be so simply done."

Here he paused to collect his thoughts,

and blew smoke above his hatless head.

He put his gnarled hand upon the head

of Woodgi, the land-lord's little dog, and
gazed wistfully out over the water,

while out of the nestling islands a bark

canoe came slowly, driven by his daugh-

ter, Weiga, of Temagami.
"You must remember" Meniseno said

;

that all this beautiful wilderness was
once a bleak, barren, waterless waste.

All the way from the big-sea-water to the

salt sea, which is far to the north, there

was only wirid-swept s.and.

"Now when Gitch Manitou saw this,

he said, "This is not good" and he caused

Countless springs of water to well up
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from the sapless sands. He drew his

fingers across the face of the earth and
furrowed out rivers that run down to the

sea, and yet so great was the desert thus

reclaimed that he saw the need of more
water. It is easier to trail over the open
face of a lake in winter than to thread the

forests, and it is infinitely easer to paddle
in summer than to walk, so Gitch Manitou
concluded to make Temagami. "

By this time we were eager to learn

just how it was done, but Meniseno was
in no hurry and removed his pipe and
almost smiled as the little bark canoe
poked her bow
npon the shiv-

ering shoreand
Weiga walked
up the bank,
bringing with
her the White
Lady from
Bear Island,

whom the old

man named
Kesis, because
Kesis is Ojib-

way for sun-
shine. So, ac-

cord i n g to

Meniseno, she
was the sun-
shine . of the

Island.

When t h e

young people
hadnodded and
passed— Kesis
carrying the
Indian, girl up
*to her own room,
on.

''If you were to take a dipper full of

molten silver and spill it upon the sandy
shore down by the water edge it would
sprawl and splash and spangle and then
lie quite still. Well, that is just the way
our God made Temagami. He simply
reached over into the deep sea, scooped
up a handful of water and spilled it here
on what was then a sandy waste. The
water fell heavily. Here and there it

drove deep into the sand, and when Gitch
Manitou looked down he saw this won-
derful lake with its numerous inlets and
outlets, and he called it Temasrami, which

A TWENTY POUND LAKE TROUT LAKE TEMAGAMI

the old Indian went

means as you all know, "Deep water."
The simple child-like faith of the aged

Indian was beautiful to behold, and his

face told us that he would not hesitate to

follow his God to the end of the earth,

and beyond.
A white sail glistened among the ever-

green isles and the white launch loafed

in the offings. Some boys were diving
from a huge rock that raised its granite

head out of the crystal water, while down
on the little wharf big fish floundered and
glad children romped and played upon
the shingled shore. The little dog rub-

bed up against

the old man's
knee and peer-

ed up into the

furrowed face,

but the soul of

Meniseno had
gone with
Gitch. He was
musing upon
the history of

it all. Present-

ly he said :

" Be c a u s e

of the water
the grass and
flowers and
the forest
came. Be-
cause of the

good God of

theRedManthe
bear, the beav-
er, the moose
and the red

deer Came and
what had been a desert ' waste, became a
beautiful world. Yes, he went on with

a trace of enthusiam, "Gitch Manitou
made all this—all this entrancing Tema-
gami with its fourteen hundred islands

and three thousand miles of shore line."

The summer winds came sighing

through the cedars, humming in the

hemlocks, lifted the iron grey tresses of

the old Indian and puffed the perfume of

the pipes through the wide verandah and
then drifted out over the clear water to

where the white sail shimmered in the

sun and the white launch was now cutting

figure eights among the islands.

Presently Meniseno was moved and he
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went on, telling- us in detail, how each

isle and mount was made. "Old Noko-
mis"said he, "climbed upon the hill be-

hind us. here, (it was a mountain then,

when first splashed up by the spilled

water) and lost her footing-. She sat

down and began to slide. She dug her

heels into the earth, but she was unable

to stop until she reached the foot of the.

mountain, and when she did stop she had

pushed a great mass of earth and stone

far into the lake, which is now called

"Old Woman Island" because an old

woman put it there.
'

At this

point some-
one sug-

gested that

these were
fables. "I

not under- *

stand" said W^U/^mmBHUtP^^^U
the Indian, [

:*> \jBMwBBj^fKFfrT^^KK^^^M
looking
from one to

another of

the guests.
' 'Fish stor-

ies !" the

man ex-

plained.

" N o —
that was
before the

white man,
when every-

thing was
true a

hone
when
cached
ly against the wild cat wolf. Have

Island ?" he
one marked

n d

s t
;

w e

on-

and
you seen the grave on Bear
continued excitedly, "the
with a black stone ?"

Nobody had seen it, and Meniseno
continued, ''Well that is the grave of the
first white man who dipped a paddle in

Temagami. He met a great chief of the
Algonquins and asked him for powder.
The Algonquin passed his horn oyer, and
as the canoes rocked side by side the white
man let the horn iall into the deep water.
"Excuse me" he said and dived down to
fetch up the horn. When the Algonquin

l'HE DIVING ROCK TEMAGAMI

had waited maybe two or three minutes he
looked over the side and saw the white man
standing there on the sandy bottom of

the lake cooly pouring the powder out ot

the Indian's horn into his own.
"Now the Algonquin had never seen a

thing like that done by one man to an-

other. He saw that this stranger was
thoroughly bad, so he sat back in his

boat and waited and when the white man
came up struck him with his paddle and
because of all this there is the grave on
one side of the grave-yard, marked with

a black stone. "That" said Meniseno
significantly
' 'is the way of

the white
man.

"

"A n d is

that true,

too ?" asked
the young
man who had
inter rupted
the storyteller

"Well" he

answered, and
there was the

faintest hint

of a smile
around h i s

eyes : "may
be so that was
aftertho, white

man. The rest

is true about
the lake and
the islands."

"And how
did he make
Cobalt, this*

Gitch God of yours ?" asked the sceptic.

"Just as he made all else, out of any-

thing—out of nothing." And the old

Indian, stretching out his arm, closed

his fist on a handful of Temagami air

and then opened it as if to show us the

nothingness of nothing, out of which his

Gitch made things.

"Ah," said Meniseno, "the white man
is wondrous wise, yet he knows so little

that the ancient children of Gitch could

teach them. Of course you must know
thatthere was nothingbadin thedays when
only the Red men roamed these wilds.
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The world was wondrous fair. The
stars were more brilliant, the moonlight
clearer, the sunshine brig-hter, and the

sky was a deeper blue. Why Gitch
Manitou used to gather stray sunbeams
and weave them into cloth of gold. He
had only to put forth his hand, skim the

moonlig-ht from the lake, squeeze it dry
and it was a solid silver. And yet you,
O white man, make empty talk and laugh
at the God of the Red men who was ever
wise and good. You mock me, an old
man, and ask, expecting no answer, how
Gitch Manitou made this and that. I

need not answer, but I will. He made
the forests and streams and the fishes,

whose fins he gilded with the
gold of the sun. He dipped the wild

rose into the liquid glory that floods the

west when the day is dying. He brought
the blue from the burnished sky, swept
the silver from the shimmering lakes,

mixed it with a million sunbeams, and
scattered it broadcast over all the earth,

and there is your silver, your Cobalt and
gold, for which the white man will burrow
and battle and fight and die, and die

laughing at Gitch Manitou, the mighty
who made it all."

The old Indian pulled hard at his pipe,

forgetting that the fire was out, and
when Weiga, his daughter, came down
he rose and without a parting gesture,

strode away into the forest followed by
the comely Indian maiden who cooked
his meals.



A Bear Story.
«

BY JESSE BENTLEY.

BOME years ago I was boiling sap in

the woods in the good old lashioned

way. My outfit consisted of two
large iron kettles, a lug pole, with side

logs rolled up each side of the huge ket-

tles, and wood chucked in around the

logs to make the sap boil in grand style.

The day was fine and the sap was
chinking finely in the wooden buckets
which were of a rather crude construc-

tion—large at the bottom and small at

the top.

I was quietly seated on a stump,
watching the

sap boil in the

large kettles,

and listening

to the merry
chink of the

sap dropping
into thebuck-
ets. All at

once myquiet
reverie was
rudely d i s-

turbed by a
man of the

name of Eli-

jah—U n c le

E 1 i j ah we
called him

—

who hopped
up to where
I was sitting

and b egan
excitedly t o

tell me about a bear. I noticed that he
was in his shirt sleeves, out of breath,
and dripping with perspiration. I had
no time to note anything further for he
at once plunged into his story.

"I have had a great tussle with a
bear," said he—"bar" was what he really
said, but I cannot attempt to give his
statement in the vernacular—"The old
varment has killed one of my dogs
and is attacking the balance of them!
Come along with me and help me to do
that old stayer up!"

It didn't take me long to slide off that
stump and together we set off in hot pur-

JESSE BENTLEY, TRAPPER, AND SOME OF HIS TROPHIES.

suit of Bruin and the dogs. When we
came up to them, bear and dogs were
mixed up in a lot of windfalls and brush.

Uncle Elijah had an old smooth bore
muzzle loader about as long as a fish

pole—it is safe to say the old gun was
six feet in length. "Now watch me,"
said Uncle Elijah, "do that old rascal

up. I have had almighty trouble with

that bear!" He began to load his old

gun and I thought he was going to put

in powder horn and all. He pounded
down the wad with the long iron ram-rod f

then put in a

ball about as

large as his

fist, and
pounded and
h a m m e red

t h at down.
F i n a lly he

p o unded on
the gun stock

with his hand,
in order to

prime the gun,
as he said.

Having p lac-

ed on the cap
and cocked
the gun, he

raised it up to

h is shoulder

and with a

look of satis-

faction on his

Bentley, watch me
At that he let

face he said, "Now
plug that old varment!'
her go.

The sound was like that of a small

cannon and when the smoke cleared

away—well, all I could see of Uncle
Elijah was his two feet in the air. After

a while he got up and rubbing his shoul-

der inquired anxiously, "Did 1 kill that

bear?" adding, as he saw the look on
my face, "Is he hurt much?"
"Why, no," said I, "he is not hurt

and you never even hit the windfall over
there!"

"Well," said he by way of consola-
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tion, "I will kill him next time if the old

gun tears my shoulder off!" He then

looked round for the bear.

As a matter of fact we soon overhauled

the bear, who had been mightily fright-

ened by the gun, and between us we
soon managed to do him up, take his

pelt, and light out for home.
Uncle Elijah, always claimed that it

was the old gun which won the victory

and contended that we should never have
got the bear without the gun—for did it

not frighten him out of his wits?—even
if it did kick a little.

Birth of a Cloud.

BY C. H. HOOPER.

H quiet lake in rocky pine-clad hills

Far stretched its arms and inlets set with isles :

By sheltered shores the Autumn vapors rose

And hung suspended, tangled in the trees

;

Or prone upon the surface crept along

—

A misty radiance underneath the rays

Shed by high and cold September noon.

A northern silence fast unwrapped the lake

Save ever and anon from the wide spaces,

Abrupt and clear and ringing hard the cry

—

Or else with mournful moan the weird, wild wail

Of the loon, disporting in strange mirth or sorrow

—

Singly or paired—rebounded from the hills

In dying repititions bandied back

And forth. Alike to many a hundred more

In features, shores and shape irregular,

And yet no two quite similiar—to those

Who know and love the Northern wild—this lake

Sent to the sky a misty messenger.

From out the mouth of several shallow bays

The warmer vapors gradually enrolled
;

A chilling breath stole from the shore, and moved
In slowly eddying whirls and moon-lit spires,

In whisps drawn through the network of the trees

The denser masses
;
Heavily they lifted

Obeying natural law, together drawn

By natural attraction, drifting on

Until, half-way across the lake, a cloud

Appeared, and denser still and denser rose

In the cooler air, and cleared the pine-crowned islands,

The tops of near environing hills—escaped—

-

A moon-lit misty mass far over head,

Borne by the vagrant currents of the air

O'er many a mile of forest, many a stream

To distant civilization, there to pause,

To hover, recondense and fall in rain.



The Deer and Bear Hunt of "Union Camp."

BY W. HICKSON.

f3j|ACH year as the first of November
IH draws near glorious visions rise in

"
' the deer hunters' minds. Often

enough these rise higher than even those of

school boys who are preparing to go on

their annual picnics, and who are accus-

tomed to win prizes at their various

sports. When the hunting season is

over the hunters are very much like these

same schoolboys—they have been either

successful or unsuccessful. A few have

experiences to relate to their brother

sportsmen such as far exceed their

visions; while others have only tales ot

misfortune to tell. This will always be,

as long as the seasons come and go, and
the shaggy bear and the fleet footed deer

are to be found in our wide hunting do-

main.

In October last the hopes of the mem-
bers of the Union Camp were soaring

high, until a week before the hunt, when
a damper was put upon our spirits by the

announcement that one-half of our party

were unable to come. Some pleaded
pressure of business, but most of them
were engaged in the State elections in

New York, these elections having been
fixed to take place in the middle of the

hunting season. Four of us however

—

Edward Irwin, of Inviorloch, Sandy
Lake Summer Resort; John Marshall and
Charles A. Freeman of Lockport, N. Y.

;

and the writer—determined to take the
trail and go a hunting, leaving State
elections and business to take care of
themselves.

I happened to be down the lakes on
a duck shoot and was not far from the
Sandy Lake region. One nignt there-
fore I made up my mind to cross the
portage from Ball Lake to Sandy Lake,
and thence across the lake to Inviorloch.
The following day found me on my jour-
ney. In crossing through the beautiful
garden of oak over the portage I noticed
where bear had been eating sweet acorns,
and on my arrival at Inviorloch I told
Ed. his chances for securing a bear on
the portage were excellent. A hint like

this is quite sufficient for a keen hunter,

and it was more than sufficient for Ed.
who is dubbed "the game hog," or "deer
slayer," in our party, having a record of
fifty-nine deer to his credit.

Having said this much, it is only fair

to say farther that there is no one in our
Club who would not gladly accept Ed's
title if they could win his reputation for

marksmanship. None of us, however,
though some are verging on the three

score mark, have had the good fortune,

or perhaps I should say the skill, to kill

fifty-nine deer. But Ed., though he is

called a "deer slayer," had never killed a

bear.

On hearing my news he at once deter-

mined to add another laurel to his name
as a hunter. Next morning, before the

first glimmer of silver light appeared on
the eastern horizon, he was off to the oak
orchard. He arrived on the ground just

as the first long plumes of light were
dispelling the darkness and causing "the

morning star to shine dead." His keen
eye swept every point of the compass to

find Bruin under one of the oaks. With
the patience of the hunter he searched

and waited. No glimpse of Bruin did

he see! He repeated this work the sec-

ond morning with the same ill luck. On
the third morning he crossed Sandy Lake
in his canoe as noiselessly as the wild

duck swims. He landed quietly on the

portage, stole up to the oaks as gently as

a snake, and before he had taken in the

full circle of vision a large black

object obstructed his range, and there,

under a large oak, Mr. Bruin was having

his morning repast. When Ed. saw
that he was busily engaged with his head

down he began to steal on him in order

to get a better aim. Bruin soon raised

his head to see if all were right. That

instant Ed. froze as motionless as a

statue. Bruin's head went down, the

bear being apparently satisfied with his

scrutiny, and Ed. again glided towards

him. These actions were repeated sev-

eral times till the "deer slayer" was with-

in one hundred and twenty-five yards of

his quarry. Then in a twinkling he



ed's first bear.

dropped on one knee, there was a flash

from his long Savage; Bruin rolled over

on his right side, distended all four legs

like an animal in convulsions from strych-

nine, ground acorns ran freely from the

under side of his mouth, a few spasmodic
motions, and the bear had ceased to live!

While Bruin was departing this life,

Ed., with a keen remembrance of all he
had heard of bears, was looking to see if

his way to the boat were clear, or if there

was a near-by sapling up which he could

scramble in haste. On this occasion,

however, the bear did not follow the

usual course and recover, and these pre-

cautions proved unnecessary. Bruin
never revived in the least, and it soon be-

came evident that the one shot had
brought his career to an end.

After examining the work done by the

full metal patch bullet on Bruin, Ed. has-

tened across the lake to tell his friend,

John Marshall, who happened to be
spending a few days at Invoirloch, of his

morning's success. Both speedily re-

turned to the scene of the exploit and it

was only a few hours' work to bring the

trophy home and take his photograph.
As I was packing for the chase the

news came that Ed had killed a bear as

a kind of prelude to our annual hunt.

This hastened the meeting of the four of

us at Invoirloch. The first subject we
discussed was the advisability of aban-
doning our old hunting grounds, and
trying a locality just east of. the River
Massassaga, where bears were reported

to be numerous. The only difficulty in

the way was the fording of the river at

the point we must cross. As all of us
had a touch of the bear fever I think the

great St. Lawrence would hardly have
been too great a barrier had it been be-

tween us and those huge, bare and weird
looking rocks, just east of the swift flow-

ing Massassaga. Many times had I

looked east of this swift river and over
those bleak granite mountains. Old
Allen who used to portage us would point

with his short stubby gad, with which he
used to accelerate the pace of the greys,

over them and say, "Plenty of deer over



THE RESULTS OF OUR HUNT.

there, and bears to-o-o!" All these rec-

ollections and prospects, together with

our then feeling's, determined us to go to

a camp at Mapl£ Lake, where we would
have comfortable quarters, with good
bunks, tables and a stove. To get there

however was the question. We were
told that the five miles east of the river

were worse than the " Rocky Road to

Dublin," and after passing- over it we
can vouch for the truth of this statement!

The ordinary "cadge road" we had trav-

ersed for the past three seasons was a
veritable asphalt when compared with it.

A team and wagon was secured for the

sum of five dollars to take our duffle

over those five miles. All went as merry
as a marriage bell over huge rocks,

through alder swamps and beaver mead-
ows till we came to the Massassaga.
Here we halted. We picked out what
we believed to be the best place t'o effect

a crossing, and then the four of us with
the teamster, and our three dogs, piled

into the wagon. Down we went—down
a steep red clay bank into the swift flow-

ing current. The horses behaved nobly.

They went on to the middle of the stream
as steadily as though they were walking
along a hundred rod furrow of sod. At
the critical point, just as the middle
of the stream was reached, the

driver flourished his whip and yelled at

the top of his voice, "Take it out of

this!" The noble animals strained every
muscle, and before the wagon could
swing with the current, or fill with water,

they dashed across till we reached the

other bank. Here however they stuck
fast. In a moment we were all over the

front, two of us had hold of each front

wheel, another yell from the driver, "Get
out of there!" and with all pulling to-

gether we landed the wagon on terra

firma.

When this had been accomplished and
we were resting from our exertions on
the bank, one of our inexperienced mem-
bers looked long and earnestly at the tur-

bulent current, and asked in all serious-

ness, "How - in the world will we ever

get back over that with several deer and

half a dozen bears?" He was replied to

in the philosophy of the times—"We
never crossed a river till we came to it!"

We continued the journey with diffi-

culty but with a dogged perseverance

that showed our intention to get there till

we came in sight of our camp. Here a

morass, about twenty rods wide, lay

across our path. There was nothing for

it but to unload, and pack our trappings

over the bog to the camp. On arrival

we were not long before we succeeded in
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making ourselves very comfortable.

As the next morning was October

thirty-first, we tied our dogs, and with

hunting knives, hatchets, compasses and

rifles started out to make preliminary

surveys of our new territory. We
worked hard and long that day. Trails

were blazed through dense swamps, land-

marks noted, bear signs discovered, run-

ways located, and things generally pre-

pared for the morrow. We only saw one

deer, but as we were not particularly

quiet this fact did not greatly disturb us.

In the evening we discussed ourprogram
and decided, from comparing notes, to

hunt deer in the forenoons, and look for

bear in the dense swamps in the after-

noons.

Just as the upper edge of the sun came
up red and frosty looking in the east on
the following morning we were all at our

allotted places. We could not refrain

from admiring the countless myriads of

icy particles glittering on every tree and
bush in the red rays of the rising sun;

nor the beautiful manner in which he
tipped the white tops of the black granite

mountains with the same rosy hue.

What a beautiful morning! The music
of the dogs, and the "pings" of the rifles

could be heard in every direction, and
our own dogs and rifles were contributing

to this pleasant harmony. When we re-

l
turned to camp and counted up results

twe found that three of the party had been
fortunate enough to obtain shots at the

biggame, but not one hit that succeeded
in stopping the deer had been registered.

One animal was supposed to be wounded
and that was the sum total of our morn-
ing's work.
Our mid-day meal was none the less

enjoyable, and after a full discussion of
it we took our collie and searched one of

the thick swamps in the locality for bear.

Although we saw many bear signs we
got no bear, though two of us shot at a
deer at long range without any effect.

Next morning broke as clear, calm and

j

beautiful as its predecessor. We passed
through aisles in the woods that looked
just like fairyland! Every bough and twig
was laden with crystallized gems of hoar
frost, and were as though they had come
direct from the hands of the fairies. We
had not long been settled in our places

when the charming sounds of dogs were
again heard. These were followed by
the sharp reports of three rifle shots
ringing out on the frosty air. The three
sharp whistles proclaimed to all within
earshot the fact that there was game to
be carried to camp. Just at this juncture
our two dogs started off again in pursuit
of a large doe. Three of us did our
best to head her off, but without success.

First they went to the west and then
turned south, going clear out of hearing.

For over an hour we waited for their re-

turn but not a sound came from the di-

rection in which they had gone. When
we returned we found that Ed. had been
engaged in lashing a fine buck to a pole

in order that we might carry him to camp.
This however proved no easy task, ow-
ing to his weight and the unevenness of
the ground. By taking short turns we
succeeded in arriving at our headquarters
a little after one p. m. We dined, hung
up the buck, had a pipe and a chat, and
waited for the dogs to return. Not a

dog appeared until five o'clock when
"Gamey" came limping in completely
tired out, but the l4Nim" dog never re-

turned, On the following morning we
tried our luck again accompanied only by
Gamey, the only deer dog we had left

now. In the course of the morning
Gamey took up a splendid chase, and the

"Doctor" wounded a large doe, which
we followed in the afternoon, after she
had lain a couple of hours, but we did

not succeed in getting her.

Still missing Nim we took a couple of

trips in quest of him but could find no
traces of the missing dog. Engaged in

this way we did not do much till Wed-
nesday the seventh, except shoot a few
partridges which we found plentiful in

the vicinity.

As Ed. has always claimed that Wed-
nesday is his lucky day we were off very
early that morning, and well settled on
the runways by the first streak of dawn.
It was not very long before we heard our
dog, and to the west of us nine shots

followed in quick succession. We knew
who was shooting in this masterful way,
and when three shrill whistles sounded
on the clear air, we did not need any fur-

ther intimation that Ed. had got game.
We speedily made our way to him, an^



IT TOOK TWO AFTERNOONS TO GET THE BUCK OUT.

found the "deer slayer" had two deer, a

large buck and a doe lying- about one
hundred yards apart. Although he had
such a record to his credit, this buck was
the largest he had ever killed. To hang
up this monster and take the doe to

camp was the work of a couple of hours,

but it took two afternoons to get the

buck the same distance!

Up to this time we had lived on bread,

butter, cheese, pork, beans, potatoes,

porridge, fruit biscuit, arrowroot biscuit,

pancakes, maple syrup, honey and par-

tridges, together with "bullya," the

odor of which when cooking would make
you swallow your tongue. Now we add-
ed venison steaks and venison stew to

the foregoing list, and washed it all down
with tea, coffee or cocoa.

On the mornings of Thursday and Fri-

day of the second week we had fine runs
and rather an amusing incident, occurred
on one of them. We had placed one of
our party, whom we call the "Doctor,"
and who is said to be one of the best rifle

shots in New York State, at a runway
which crossed a large beaver meadow.
It was not long before our dog brought a
nice little buck right into the middle of
the meadow. The "Doctor" fired at it,

and it at once squatted in the long grass.
He was inexperienced in the little tricks

of deer, and was quite sure he had killed

the animal. As the sounds of the dog
came nearer, the sharp pointed ears and
nose would emerge from the tall grass,

this manoeuvre being repeated until the

"Doctor" had exploded eight cartridges.

At this stage of the proceedings the

"deer-slayer" came hastily upon the

scene and exclaimed "What on earth are

you shooting at, Doctor?" The "Doc-
tor" pointed to the center of the meadow,
and said, "Don't you see his little ears

sticking up, yonder? I have killled him
but* somehow he won't die!" Marshall

joined his forces to the other two and the

three all opened fire upon those ears

which moved up and down as if by magic
to listen to the baying of Gamey. Too
well he knew that music, which was
sending dread to his heart, was getting

very near. He must go! With a bound
he was up and out of the tall grass un-

scathed. In less time than I can tell it

the three rifles rang out as one. The
writer came up in time to see him fall on

his haunches. The "Doctor" shouted,

"He went down just as I pressed the

trigger!" Marshall yelled "I fixed him,

fori had the globe sight of my .35 dead

on him when I shot!". Ed. was definite

and remarked "I got him behind the

flank with the Savage that time!" There
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were nineteen empties where they stood,

eleven of which were at the "Doctor's"

feet, and just one bullet hit the deer

through the neck. It is not hard to con-

vince the "Doctor" now that there is

plenty of space around a deer's head at

eighty yards distance!

We made several sallies through the

dense swamps and hardwoods in the

afternoons in search of bear, but although

we saw many fresh signs they all proved
"bare" hunts, and not one of the party

ever saw a bear!

During one of our rushes through
these thickets, Marshall saw a huge buck
coming towards him. He laid him low
and this made four bucks and a doe we
had hung up.

On the sixteenth we turned our faces

toward home. We had all loaded up r

and were off before nine o'clock. The
rough road to the Massassaga tried us

much, but when we reached the river we
found that a jobber had put a floating

bridge of logs across it just below the

place where we forded it when going in.

We were thus enabled to cross the river

without much trouble and no damage,
and got home at three in the afternoon.

This ended another annual hunt, and
already we are looking forward to taking
our part in the next, and we hope for

many years to come. Such pleasant and
healthful outings maKe up for a good deal

we have to go through during other
portions of the year.

Salmon Fishing on the Pacific Coast
BY P. E. B.

nT may be of some interest to your
readers to hear a little of fishing as

practiced on the Pacific coast of

British Columbia.
Perhaps I may be permitted to premise

that I remember the fishing long ago in

Old Ontario, when we could obtain

speckled trout, black bass and pickerel

without going too far from home. For
the most part those days have gone and
one has nowadays to go quite a distance

to secure a catch of any importance.
The maskinonge, which used to be

plentiful in Rice and Sparrow Lakes (the

latter a swelling in the Severn River, a

mile or two below Severn Bridge) have
now become scarce. Gloucester Pool
and Six Mile Lake, before the army of

campers pushed into the wilderness were
ideal spots for the roving bass. At that

time deer abounded on the land, and
otter, fox, coons mink and beaver were
numerous and were taken for their pelts;

whilst in the autumn grouse, ducks, and
wildfowl were plentiful.

In August the blaze of the libelia car-

dinalus in the secluded bays was a de-

light to the eye and a refreshment to the

soul. Not twenty years ago all these

things were in their glory, but now the

Ragged Rapids have been harnessed to

supply electric energy for the towns of

Orillia, Barrie etc., and further power is

contemplated at the mouth of the Severn
River where it empties itself into Mashi-
dash Bay. These civilizing influences

are driving out the sportsmen and the

old time campers and trappers. These
men loved the wilds, wished to escape
from business cares, and to forget for a

space all the hum aud bustle of our mod-
ern life. Lives there a man who does
not at some time wish to seclude himself

from bis kind, and depart to the lakes

and woods, either alone or with a chosen
friend, and as dear old Walt used to say,

"live and loaf at his ease." An Ameri-
can Club which located at the head of

Sparrow Lake did a great deal to deplete

the fishing in the Severn River. They
camped all the summer through in relays

and I have known them to kill so many
bass between McDonald's Falls and the

head of the Ragged Rapids, throwing
the fish on the banks, that the river air

was polluted with the smell of putrid

fish.

Circumstances favoring me I turned

my back, not without reluctance, on my
old haunts and struck out for British Co-
lumbia. From the wilds of Muskoka to

the city of Vancouver is a far cry. I

found much to interest me on my jour-

ney, the contrasts were so wide and so

varied from those to which I had been
accustomed. The glories of the moun-
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tains can never be forgotten. The g-ame

large and small and the fish are abund-

ant. The climate ranges from 22 de-

grees in the winter to 75 degrees in the

summer, so that-fishing of some kind can

be obtained almost every day in the

year.

I arrived in Vancouver towards the lat-

ter end of June. In a few days I en-

countered some friends of friends I had left

in the east. They very kindly proposed

a salmon fishing expedition to the Nar-

rows of Burrard' Inlet. I agreed very

readily, and it was speedily arranged

that Jack Sutton, who in addition to his

work in one of the Banks, was also a

member of the Yacht and Boat Club,

should accompany me the following Sat-

urday afternoon. This arrangement

suited nicely as the bank closed at twelve

o'clock. I met him at noon and after

lunch we took our tackle and proceeded

to the boathouse. As none of the salmon
on the mainland take a fly we laid in a

supply of herring for bait. On reaching

the boathouse we found that the tide was
just running out. Launching our boat

we passed Deadman's Island on our left,

along the Stanley Park, and saw on our

right the Siwash Settlement. Passing

the mouth of the Capilano River as the

tide was near turning we did not stop till

we reached the Siwash Rock. Here we
baited our gang hooks and threw them
in. The Inlet is quite narrow attheouter
lighthouse at the Park, and ws kept in

the tide rift, crossing and re-crossing the

Narrows.
We had not proceeded far before a vi-

cious tug was felt at the line. On pull-

ing in the hooks we found that nearly

half the bait was gone. His Lordship,

Mr. Salmon, had caught the bait below
the last hook and so made good his es-

cape. I should have said that in putting
the. herring on the gang, care must be
taken to have the bait so arranged that

the herring is slightly curved to one side.

This makes the bait spin with great rap-

idity as it is drawn through the water
by the speed of the boat.

We rowed and fished by turns, bite

about. I now took the line. We crossed
and re-crossed a couple of times, until

we were opposite the house occupied by
the caretaker of the water works when

a most vicious pull on the line assured
me that business was on hand. ''Hold
on, old man," I shouted, "I've got him!"
The line was immediately stretched peril-

ously near the breaking point. A race
horse on a down grade seemed child's

play to the activity of the brute I had in

hand. Jack slowed up the boat whilst I

struggled with the fish. "Haul him in!"

cried Jack. "Easier said than done,"
retorted I. "My goodness," said he,

"Are you going to keep us here all

night?" With a good deal of chaff,

shouting and laughter I gradually gained
on him, although he did surge from side

to side, sometimes coming to the surface
and again plunging like a mill stone,

taking advantage of the tide currents
which boil in eddies like a seething cal-

dron on a gigantic scale.

Here there are no pools, and no shal-

lows like the rivers of New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia or Newfoundland, where
these fish are caught in pools. The
channel was one hundred and fifty feet

deep, and one thousand yards wide. Ac-
cordingly there was no way of controlling

the fish except by the tension of the line.

After considerable rasping of the fingers

the one hundred and fifty yards of the

line was gradually got on board the boat.

Jack stood by with the gaff hook which
he was almost too excited to use, and I

began to be afraid that the fish would
escape us at the last moment. After one
or two ineffectual efforts Mr. Salmon was
taken on board.

He was decidedly a beauty, with clean

silvery bright scales, and tipped the bal-

ance at thirty-four pounds six ounces.

These spring salmon are the heaviest on
the coast, running as high as sixty

pounds. They have a fine deep pink flesh

and are equal in flavor to any salmon
caught in the known world.

Many persons in Ontario affect to des-

pise them. No doubt the time taken to

place them on the market and the freez-

ing process deteriorates them. Eaten
fresh from the water they cannot be

excelled.

As one salmon was all we could con-

sume, it was decided to drop down with

the tide and go home, our capture hav-

ing afforded us an exciting outing of three

hours' duration.



Our Vanishing Deer.

BY E. R. LA ELECHE.

THERE is always much talk about
amending- the game laws both in

Ontario and the other Provinces.

May I be permitted to make a few re-

marks on that subject, referring- to the

various modes of hunting and defining

which of these are really destructive, and
lastly what measures in my humble
opinion, are the best to be taken in or-

der to afford a reasonable and much re-

quired protection for our big game?
I am quite ready to believe as sincere

and honest in their intentions the mem-
bers of Protective Associations who
make recommendations for changes in

the game laws; but the fact is undeniable

that some of these people have had but

little practical experience and field ob-

servation (some none at all); and there-

fore cannot be thoroughly conversant

with the true causes of the diminution of

game, to the extent of destruction, and
how such destruction is brought about.

As briefly as possible I will now de-

scribe the various methods of hunting.

I am at present dealing entirely with the

subject of big game.
1. "Crusting." This is practiced

when the snow is deep and crusty as a
result of rain and cold; it is usually

at the latter part of February and well

into March. At that period of the year,

the animals sink in the deep snow, and
move about with great difficulty and
slowness. Easily approached undersuch
conditions, they are killed at short range
which is most destructive and regretta-

ble. This method is a most contempti-

ble, vile and degrading meansof hunting;

he who shoots an animal in this way is

not a sportsman but a brute deserving
the severest of punishments. That is

one of the first causes of the destruction

of our big game. Its ravages can only

be estimated by one who has seen such
practice, and as I am writing this I have
before me a letter of recent date stating

that a lot of our noble moose and cari-

bou have been slaughtered these last two
months, and that some hotel bills of fare

contained daily moose stew, etc., and

this right under the very nose of the
Game Warden. Not only this, but
moose and caribou meat was daily offered
for sale in broad daylight. These facts

have been reported to the proper quar-
ters and the only satisfaction and thanks
the party got for his information was
that they were fully aware of the slaugh-
ter. What I advance here I have in

black and white before me.
2. "Still Hunting." This is done in

many ways. First, by following a fresh

track, perhaps for miles, with the utmost
care and vigilance, and obtain a shot
anyway at all at an animal thus discov-
ered. Secondly, by watching at a run-
way or at a drinking pool. Thirdly, by
hiring men to replace the hounds to

chase the game towards the hunters.
These hired men know the lay of the
country; they station the gentlemen
who claim themselves still hunters at the
runways or passes, then they go and
surround a valley and with their horns,
rifles and shouts drive slowly, but surely

the game where the crack shots are lay-

ing for them, and a drove of deer are
thus killed. This sort of still huntihg is

practiced on a very large scale where the
dog is prohibited—and how many deer
are wounded by these men which become
an easy prey for the bear, wolf, wolver-
ine and lynx! One has only to assist at

one of these slaughters to form a quick
opinion of the vanishing of our deer. If

there are fifteen or twenty deer thus cor-

nered every one will pass through the

runways or passes of the opposite direc-

tion from where they hear the noise.

Consequently every deer will be shot at,

those which will have only a bullet

through the bowels or a broken leg, will

escape, but will in most cases die of a
slow and lingering death.

This method has many disadvantages
and the gravest of dangers; that of

shooting a man for a deer. Again, if a
sportsman has the chance of killing a
deer, moose or caribou in this manner,
it may be that he is miles away from his

camp and to bring back his prize is no
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easy or agreeable contract. This mode
of hunting is accompanied by too many
difficulties to make it at all popular.

The greatest objection to it, is that more

deer are destroyed and that one risks his

life by being made the target of some
tenderfoot, as well as of some old hunt-

ers, whose enthusiasm find no control

when they see anything moving in the

bush. Fortunately, in Canada, we have

not had many of such accidents, as our

territories are so large and the number
of hunters not so great as in the United

States. But take trie Adirondacks where

still hunting prevails. It is more than

astonishing to note the number of people

killed there each year. It is simply play-

ing with one's life to go there. See what

January 1901 "Recreation," of New
York, page 70, says:

"The hunting season which closed

with December, resulted in some good
bags of guides and hunters. Three men
were killed in the Adirondacks, and one

man and one woman winged, while a

similar record was made in Maine. The
fools who shoot at moving bushes and

score hits, usually make clean misses

when they shoot at deer in the open.

This class of hunters has become so nu-

merous that the only way in which any

man can be safe in the north woods is

by wearing a suit of Krupp armour at

least two inches thick."

I can positively state without fear of

contradiction that more destruction of

game is brought about by still hunting,

and that it is the most barbarous way of

killing the deer, and I do know that still

hunting is doing more to exterminate our
deer than hunting with hounds.

3. "Salt-licks." This manner of

hunting would not come in for condem-
nation were it not that it is practised to

perfection, and with most destructive re-

sults by a certain number of poachers.

Would you be surprised to learn that

some of those salt-licks are arranged
with electric batteries, warning the hunt-
ers in their cots some distance off when
an animal has reached the licks? These
salt-licks are made in advance, and at-

tract great numbers of deer. Poachers
can by this means kill as much game as

they like in a very short time. Severe
punishment should be inflicted on these

poachers, for they cause great destruc-

tion to our game.
,

4. "Hounding." Everyone knows
how this is done; and it requires but
little explanation. It is simply taking
dogs into the bush on some fresh tracks,

and the game is run to water, where it is

shot or escapes without the least injury.

When run by dogs it does not necess-
arily mean that the deer is bound to be-

come the hunter's target. Sometimes
the animal will take to other lakes where
there is no hunter and escapes the dogs,
and it often happens so. But when
killed, it is the most humane way of kill-

ing them, as they are shot in the head
and death is instantaneous.

Some people claim that a deer which is

chased by dogs until he is forced to wa-
ter is sure to die, and they add that if he
survives at all, the hair drops off in large

patches and that he is bound to die of a

slow and lingering death when winter
sets in. Well, if this statement was
true, it would now be, a very long time

since all our deer would have vanished,

for the simple and true reason that there

never was a hound able to run a deer
with the same fleetness as our "grey
wolves," and if every deer which they

chase the year round were to die, besides

those they kill, there would not be a sin-

gle deer left. No, the deer is a very fleet

animal, and when he is chased by a

hound, he takes his time and often stops

to listen to the hound, and gallops in the

same easy way that a saddle horse does
with a lady on his back, and takes to water
only when he feels like it.

I may be called a Solon or a tender

heart still hunter, but this will cut no ice

with me. I don't write here from what
I have gathered from right and left, nor
from hearsay or books, but from my own
personal knowledge and from what I

have seen myself. I am an old hand at

the trade, I have been through every part

of the hunting mill and I have been

brought up with the rifle and I know of

what I write. I have seen deer in the

woods at all seasons of the year and
have killed my share of them, and also

seen many alive and dead; and I will con-

tess that I have yet to see the deer in this

country with the hair dropping off in large

patches as a result of having been over-
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heated by the hounds. I will add that

not only this, but it is very rare that one
kills a deer which has even the least

scratch of any kind on his skin, except

during- the rutting- season. The bucks
are great fighters and they often injure

their furs at that time.

It will be readily seen that hounding-,

allowed for a very short period each year,

is not one of the principal causes of de-

struction. Nor does it scare away the

deer from a locality to any serious ex-

tent, and in all ag-es the dog- has assisted

the gentleman sportsman to bag- his

g-ame.

As already stated, destruction is

brought about by (1) crusting, (2) the

use of salt-licks and batteries by poach-
ers and (3) to a great extent by the far-

mers themselves living in the localities

where big game is found.

Owing to the cheapness of arms, rifles

and guns of all shapes and forms are to

be found in almost every farmer's house,
and I positively state, that this class of

people pay less respect to the game laws
than any other portion of our population.

That it should be so is all the more re-

grettable, because they are the very ones
who derive benefits from the presence of
game, which attracts sportsmen of good
means and standing, who spend thous-
ands of dollars in the pursuit of enjoy-

able and legitimate sport.

The cry is sometimes heard that city

sportsmen with their dogs bring back
loads of game, and besides that they
feed their dogs with venison. Do you
think there is any cause for alarm if a
party of say seven or ten men return with
ten or twelve deer? If the animals killed

illegally and out of season by some of the

poachers and other men inclined to de-
struction could be seen in a heap such
as I have seen in the game districts, then
you would be convinced of the immense
destruction carried on.

These reports that the gentlemen who
hunt with dogs feed them with venison
are erroneous, for the very reason that

those who hunt with dogs always return

home with less deer than the law allows
them. I will not say that there are not
some parties who may have killed more
than their number, but these are very
rare exceptions.

I have thirty-five years of experience in

deer hunting and although I have been
with many parties, and though I have also

met hunting parties returning home, I

very seldom saw one using hounds who
could boast of having killed their full

share of game. For my part I will say
that while hounding deer, the biggest
hunt I ever made was twenty-three deer.

We were fifteen in the party, thus seven
more would have been required to com-
plete our number of two deer each.

These twenty-three deer included those
we ate in camp, and not a single piece of
venison was given to our six hounds.
We always brought feed for them, and
all they did get from the deer was the

waste.

I am sorry to have to state that I have
often met parties of still hunters return-

ing home with their full number, besides

many hundred pounds of jerked venison
in their boxes and bags. It costs less

money to equip for still hunting, than
for hounding.
Who are those who are opposed to

hounding? Well, they are the selfish

still hunters as they style themselves,

who despise dogs, first, because they

hate them, and secondly because they
know where deer are hunted with hounds
they don't stand and wait for them to

creep up close to them which they call

the "acme of sport"—killing them in

cold blood in any possible way, but often

wounding more than they kill! How
many are there of still hunters who,
after having stalked a deer for some
miles if he sees one running away that

will not take a chance shot? Well, I

will say that the still hunters are very

few who will, always shoot a deer behind

the ear or through the heart. No, they

will do their very best to hit him no mat-
ter where. If the deer drops "O. K. "; if

not, they may follow him if thereissnow,

but if not, that deer will serve to allow

Mr. Wolf and his friends to wax
fat on. All hunters of experience are

fully aware that when a bear, wolf, wol-

verine or lynx once strike the trail of a

wounded animal they will follow it to the

end.

Another point in favor of dog hunting

parties, is that they circulate money
freely for transportation, both going in
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with their camp equipmeut and supplies

and in returning- home with their few

deer which they share with their friends.

The poor settlers of the north will testify

to this. I have acted often as Secretary-

Treasurer for hunting- parties and they

often told me while paying them off that

they very seldom see the color of money
from one hunt to another.

How much money does the still hunter

circulate? He is contented to walk

with his blankets and few days' rations

on his back, just enough to last him until

he can kill a deer or moose which (after

devouring the liver), he sells at the near-

est lumber camp or store. Often he car-

ries on his methods during the whole

winter, shooting at them while standing,

sleeping or running away from him, kill-

ing some, wounding many which escape,

often with broken legs or with a few buck

shots through their bowels, to die in

agony. . All this they call sportsmanlike

and humane methods of hunting.

Where hounds are used, there is no
necessity to pass such a law as the one

passed in the State of Maine, stating

that the person who shall shoot a human
being for a deer shall be fined $1,000 or

be sentenced to ten years imprisonment.

What has caused this law to be enacted?

It is the class of still hunters who are

usually so sick with the "buck fever"

that they are sure to shoot at the first

thing they see moving in the bush. This
law will have the effect of keeping some
ot them at home. Who is the still

hunter who will report himself as having
mistaken a man for a deer in the State of

Maine when he is aware of the fine or

jail which will be waiting for him?
When a still hunter shoots at a deer

and notices that he is severely wounded,
he will light his pipe and rest himself.

He is aware the pains the animal suffers

from, will compel him to lie down a few
thousands yards away.
Then after a half hour or more, he will

again match his "craft and skill", against
the deer. But this deer is on the watch
and away he goes until exhausted from
the several shots the still hunter has put
through him and he is at last secured with
a finishing shot in the head. This is the
humane manner in which over seventy-
five per cent of the deer are annually

killed by a lot of that class of hunters.

Why are the majority of city sportsmen
in favor ot hounding? It is because
they don't hunt for the market, and that
they are usually men who are so bur-
dened with professional or commercial
cares that, although they love sport, they
cannot spare more than a lew weeks
every year of their "busy lives," and
also, because they consider hounding is

the best and most humane and sports-

manlike way to hunt deer.

It would not be well to prevent those
who delight in still hunting from doing
so because there are many who improve
their health by tramping- and creeping
like the tiger through the bush who, if

they were to hunt with hounds and canoe
such as real sportsmen do, would likely

end by capsizing the canoe, thereby
spoiling their own sport and that of their

friends.

The country is large enough to allow
ample space for the still hunter who can
only afford to buy a rifle and match his

"craft and skill" just as the wolf does to

steal his prey while it is asleep, as well

as for those who prefer to hunt with
hounds, and I don't believe that I am
barking at the wrong tree in saying-

, that

there is more pleasure in listening to the

bell tongue of a well bred hound, than to

the melodious tone of the "Tin Band"
employed by many of our up-to-date stilt

hunters. But not having- a musical ear

myself, I cannot enter into the feelings of

those who have.

What should be done to abate destruc-

tion? Well, I think the following pro-

visions would settle the question:

First. Forbid entirely the sale of

game, thus closing the door to poachers

and other persons willing for a paltry

revenue, to see destruction carried on to

extermination. I am convinced that,

sooner or later, such a measure will have

to be enacted otherwise destruction will

certainly continue.

Second. The better enforcement of

the game laws by the appointment of

Overseers or Wardens at a living salary,

who would give their whole time to su-

pervising and visiting the game country

or places where it is thought depreda-

tions are being committed, and visit each

tanner and compel him to keep a journal
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of skins supplied by each person.

They should be sworn to fulfil their

duties to the strict letter of the law and
make it a very severe and costly offence

for anyone to interfere with the proper

discharge of their duties. The overseers

should not be novices, but experienced

hunters.

If the sale of game be not prohibited

(I hope it will) the least that could be

done is to impose a heavy tax on the

dealers and the revenue thus derived ap-

plied to the payment of Wardens. Game
dealers should unquestionably pay a li-

cense and be registered; in addition their

shops should be visited at unknown times

by the Game Wardens, as some dealers

are constantly receiving game of all

kinds in boxes, trunks etc., labeled

"eggs" "poultry" or other ficticious

names.
Third. Educate the people at large on

the importance from a financial and
other standpoints, of observing and help-

ing to observe the game laws, and not

abusing the privileges granted by killing

more game than is necessary or consid-

ered a fair quantity by all true sportsmen.
I may here say that to me and all de-

cent lovers of gun and rod, nothing is

more disgusting than to read the reports

of men who have actually branded them-
selves as "game hogs" by their unsati-

ated thirst of blood in the destruction of

game. They may get big bags of game,
but they also get a poor name in the

community of true sportsmen.
Fourth. Stop the market hunter, the

cold storage man, the banqueting hall

with its game entree; make the still hunt-
ing season shorter, increase the wolf
bounty, instruct the settlers how to trap

them, and deer will soon be plentiful.

I am quite convinced that if the means
I suggest are taken our game will be well

protected and destruction will be mim-
imized. To stop the use of dogs will not

change the condition of things at all—as

from this source destruction is not

brought about.

Supposing dogs are prohibited who
are the people who will suffer? Will it

be the poachers? Will it be the farmers?
No, not at all. These men will always
use their dogs whenever they please, and
it would require an army to prevent

them I have always found out in all the
big game districts that every settler's

dog no matter of what breed he was,
could hunt deer and other game. When
I would inquire how they had succeeded
in making good hunters of those com-
mon curs they all confessed that they had
trained them in the spring of the year,

which meant that they had slaughtered
fifteen or twenty deer. I know for a fact

that these people always hunt in the

spring, and I was often told by them,
that the fall of the year was no good
time to hunt. Some wonld even go as
far as to laugh at us, because in ten days
we would return home with seven or
eight deer. "Well," they would say,

"Jim and I killed eighteen in one day."
They wquld also boast of some other
fellows of their stamp who had killed as

many as forty in a few days.

No, if hounding is prohibited, it will

be the city sportsmen who will be affected

owing to the fact that they don't live in

the woods, they don't know the lay of

the country as well as those who do, and
therefore, they require the use of hounds
to get a few deer.

If hounding was practised during seven
months of the year, as still hunting is

going on in many districts of Quebec
and Ontario, then, I would say, stop
them at once. But knowing that the
city sportsmen can only hunt a few
weeks each year, I certainly believe that
it would be very unfair to deprive them
of their favorite sport.

I know many lakes in Ontario where
dogs have been used for the last thirty

years. These are situated too far away
for the settlers to go and slaughter the

deer, and there the deer are as plentiful

as ever.

It is very seldom that one or two
hounds will hunt more than one deer at

a time. I have very rarely seen two deer
take to water at the same time, but I

have often been with parties who used
men to replace the hound and seen them
drive a whole family in some narrow part

of the lake and force them to take water.

When the hounds start a few deer,

the deer will spread and often run in op-

posite directions to one another with the

result, that the dogs will take only after

one. If the deer is shot andwounded on
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the runways, the hunter will collar the

dog when he comes, and the hound will

guide the hunter to where the deer is lay-

ing. This is a great point in favor of

the hound; while if not hunting with dogs

that deer would be lost.

One of the worst things which is help-

ing a lot towards the vanishing of our

big game, is the "modern pea shooters."

Owing to the long range of these rifles

the hunter is greatly inclined to shoot at

the game as far as he can see it. The
result is that the animal is often hit and

runs away. The fiunter will go where
the animal stood, and owing to the fact

that he sees no trace of blood he con-

soles himself by thinking he missed. The
deer has been bored through all right,

but the first jump the animal took the

skin was drawn over the pin hole the

small bullet has made thus causing in-

ternal instead of external hemorrhage,
and the hunter is unable to tell where the

game went, while if a bigger calibre rifle

had been used it would be easy for him
to follow the wounded animal by the

trace of blood.

No, it is not the long range nor the

penetration which must be considered,

but the crushing power. Some people

claim that a rifle like the forty-five cali-

ber is too heavy and spoil too much meal.
Well, I am of the opinion that it is bet-

ter to spoil a few pounds and secure the

game every time, than to lose it, as is

often the case with the small bore rifle.

Since the introduction of these small

calibers as sporting arms, there has been
far more game destroyed than ever be-

fore. It is after all no wonder why the

wolves are so plentiful at the present
time—and our deer vanishing!

The article by the Rev. Dr. Mur-
doch, which appeared in our^ March
number, on "Our Vanishing Deer,"
has excited a great amount of controversy
and comment amongst hunters and those
interested in our big game. It was ably
followed up in our April number by Mr.
John Arthur Hope whogave reasons "Why
Our Deer are Vanishing." We have re-

ceived the following correspondence re-

specting the Rev. Doctor's article with a
request for publication, and as this is an
important subject we wish to have all

opinions represented and give the letters

below in full:

"I have read the article on "Our Van-
ishing Deer" by the Rev. Dr. Murdoch,
in which he refers to the work of a Pitts-

burg Club in 1892. In answer I would
crave leave to say a word in reply to the

charges made by the sportsman named.
I was one of the two guides of the Buck-
skins of Pittsburg, Pa., in that year, and
if this sportsman shot a fawn as he says
he did more the shame to him. All the

time I was a guide for these American
gentlemen no fawns were shot by them
and no deer killed in the water by any
of the party. I have reason to know
what was shot as I accompanied them all

during the hunt on different days. A
rule prevailed in the Club that none of the

party were to shoot more than one deer
until the rest of the party had got one
apiece, and this rule they carried out.

I am a still hunter myself, and have a
knowledge of the art, and though the

dogs were in the camp they were kept
tied up and seldom used. I put the dogs
out myself and know how often they were
used hunting deer. One of these gentle-

men had the opportunity in my presence

to shoot two bucks in one morning but
refused to do so, complying with the rule

spoken of above.

As for killing fawns I give this state-

ment a direct unqualified denial, so that

none were left in the bush to rot or were
fed to the dogs. Any deer gotten by this

Club were used as food by the Club and
your Contributor, the Reverend gentle-

man, ate part of the deer himself without

charge. He was treated as I would wish
to be treated, and this is the thanks that

the Buckskins get for using him as a

gentleman. The Buckskins paid their

licenses, had their hunt, and sponged on
nobody nor made misstatements about
them. As for saying that they cleaned

out that entire locality and then moved
on—well if the deer were cleaned out they

rapidly came back as the deer to-

day in the hunting season are just as nu-

merous as when the foul slaughter took
place, and the Buckskins are in the habit

of camping in the same locality still each

year.

Now, Mr. Editor, if you will allow a

suggestion from a Canadian still hunter
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the way to increase the deer is "Stop all

hunting for three years, increase your

game wardens, and see that they do not

slaughter the deer themselves. Watch
the lumber camps and then a hope will

arise that the deer may be protected." I

know whereof I speak having worked in

the woods myself and lived in the lumber
camp. Trusting in the name of true

sport that you give this the same promi-

nence that you gave the other article I

am Sir,

Respectfully Yours,
Charles Annis.

Orillia, Ont., March 20th, 1907.

Mr. Annis is mistaken in stating that

the Rev. Dr. Murdoch says he shot a

fawn. What the Dr. wrote was: "There
were a few deer still remaining when I

was there. I managed to shoot one (I

could have shot two fawns.)" Surely

the context shows the Dr. to mean that

he shot a deer, probably a buck, and Mr.
Annis in his haste does the Doctor an in-

justice. Mr. Annis also fits the cap on
the Buckskin Club—the name does not

appear in the article. At the same time

we are glad to publish the protest, and
the assurance of Mr. Annis, that Cana-
dian guides like himself not only keep
within the laws but see that others do
so, is most welcome.

—

Ed.

"One of the Many Who Love Nature"
writes from Kenora under date ot March
17th:

"In reading your March number I was
very much interested in the Rev. Dr.

Murdoch's article. How true it appeared
to me as I have been over most of the

country to which he refers. How well I

remember my first visit to the Ragged
Rapids on the Severn River, nearly ten

years ago. The place was then alive

with birds, animals and fish. You could
plunk your line in any old place and catch

fish, and all night long you could hear
the call of the loon and whip-poor-will
and between the Severn and Muskoka
Lakes deer were plentiful, especially

round Nine-Mile Lake. How many are

there today? Mighty few. The causes
for the decrease are hounds and pot
hunters.

Now I believe that there are three

things today that are thinning out the

deer: Hounds, wolves and the repeating

rifle in the hands of a good marksman.
I want some man to show me where a

poor deer that has been run nigh to death
by a voracious pack of hounds, and sud-

denly runs into a shallow creek, a likely

spot for the modern hunter, sitting on a
big pine stump close by with a modern
Gatling gun, and pecks fifteen shots or

more at him before he can get cover
again— I want some man to show me
where that deer has- a chance to escape.

Even if he does escape the leaden pills

whistling around him he will be almost
sure to die from the cold plunge when he
takes to some lake.

This calls to my mind one time my
father took me with them to cook and
mind the tent and chore around. We
were camped on the Canal between Nine
Mile Lake and the Indian Pond. I took
my old muzzle loader and went up back
of the tent into the forest, as it was then,

to see if I could get a partridge. I had
no sooner reached cover when, hark!
here comes the hounds. I stepped close

to a giant pine and waited. Pretty soon
I saw the deer. He passed so close I

could see his eyes and see the hairs on
his body quite plain. I was not more
than fifty or sixty yards from the canal.

The deer had to go down a steep bank to

cross the canal and down this he went
brave as brass and boldly took the water
which at this place was no deeper than
his belly. He soon changed his mind
for behind a big pine root a hunter lay

with a 40-32 Winchester and by the

time he had fired five shots the deer was
hitting the back trail at a severe pace
with blood, hair and tallow strewed on
both sides. I told my father what I had
seen, and he said, "Go after it, boy, and
you will get it, for those fellows won't go
for fear of getting lost in the woods." I

was a mere boy then, and as much afraid

of getting lost as they were and didn't

go. A week after this father went over
to Brotherson Lake and took the trail of

this deer just for fun. He found him on
the shore of a little island but he was
spoiled for the weather had turned warm.
About a week after this father saw a

deer running along and shot at it. See-
ing blood on the trail he followed it up.
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After going some distance he .
found an-

other man who was on the same trail and

hostilities immediately ensued. The
other man claimed it was his deer, he had

shot it in front of his hound, and further-

more that as dad was a still hunter he

had no right to hunt near or in the vicin-

itv where their hounds were running.

Dad claimed the right to hunt when and

where he pleased as the other man did,

and it would require more than a dog
hunter to move him on. Just here how-
ever they took a more peaceable way and

started back to where father fired his

shot. He said that if there was blood

on the ground before this place he would
give up. On examination they found the

deer had bled before reaching the place

where Dad fired and accordingly he said

"Good day, Sir, you'll get your buck
over in yonder gully dead, for he was shot

through," and he started off" through the

bush. Now do you know that other

chump never went an inch further, but

left that deer to rot!

Now a man is allowed two deer but if

he shoots at ten or more in a season and
gives five or six out of that number mor-
tal wounds and never even looks for the

effect of his shooting he probably kills a

great many more than his allowance. A
still hunter would get that deer and even
if it took two or three days he would stay

right with him till he got him. The
hound hunter stays too, but he stays just

where he is put on the runway by a
guide, and in Muskoka very likely a
game warden. Although I am at pres-

ent a good many miles away from that
hunter's paradise yet I could whisper to

the Rev. Dr. the name of the game war-
den he mentions in his excellent article."

Mr. Arthur Calbeck, the Deputy Game
Warden stationed at Sault Ste. Marie,
writes:

"In the March number of your valua-
ble Magazine I notice a letter by the Rev.
Dr. Murdoch, entitled "Our Vanishing
Deer." Now I must take exception to
some of his remarks. He lays great
stress on the word Dog. I have hunted
for thirty-two seasons without intermis-
sion and I am also Deputy Game War-

den for this part of Algoma, and I think

I am in a position to state a few facts in

favor of the Hound Dog. I would like

to ask the Rev. gentleman how many
deer he has shot and wounded and never
got. He takes g*ood care not to tell that

part. Then the experience of nearly all

still hunters is that they shoot at from
six to eight in order to get two and must
certainly wound some of those which get
away and die. Now if we want to pre-

serve this animal let them be hunted with
the dog, as it is a well known fact that

the buck is the strongest scented. In all

cases by natural instinct the hound will

take the strongest scent with the result

that more bucks are killed than does, and
I defy anyone to contradict this state-

ment. As a matter of fact I was out a
few days with a party of five in 1906.

There was ten deer killed and there was
one doe in the lot, and I know of several

parties who were out hunting with
hounds and they had the same experi-

ence. As I visit nearly all the hunting
camps to see that there is no illegal work
done I am in a position to know the quan-
tity of bucks and does that are killed.

Besides there is not the danger of so
many gun accidents when hunting with
dogs.

Now I am going to enlighten this Rev.
gentleman as to why the deer are van-
ishing. He says it is not the encroach-
ments of Civilization. I say that is the

very cause. He would lead you to be-

lieve there are no deer to be found only
in one particular locality which he de-

scribes. I must tell you that there are

thousands of those animals as well as

moose and caribou in Algoma. The set-

tler inunorganizeddistricts kills all winter.

He knows he cannot very well be pinched.

Then comes the Indian with his gun who
knows no law, next the trapper and
poacher and his cousin the grey wolf.

Next in line is the American tourist tak-

ing his long canoe trips armed to the

teeth with the automatic and thinks he
owns this country and is at liberty to kill

everything in sight. Now there's the

man who steals the timber and kills the

deer and moose by the hundreds to
(

feed

his men. This is where the real de-

struction is and when the timber is all

cut he leaves the country a barren waste.
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This is the story of the Vanishing- Deer, t

I am just after getting- home after a

very heavy trip for three days on snow-
shoes in the woods. It was reported to

me from the township of Laird that some
of our dogs were killing- deer. I went
there and the second day I was out I

found four which were worried by those

canines. I followed the track right to the

owner's door and I went inside and found

those dogs and saw they were tired and
worn out. The owner did not happen to

be at home But I went to the Police Mag-
istrate and laid information against the

owner who I know to be a poacher of the

first water and I expect to have him fined

for allowing those curs to run at large.

When I got home there was a letter for

me asking me to hurry to Thessalon, as

the Indians were slaughtering the deer in

the vicinity of Basswood Lake. So the

butchering goes on just the same.

In the season of 1906 I was out with a

party and we had two hound dogs. One
evening a man who was still hunting

came to our camp. He said that he had
shot at a fine buck and wounded him and
could not find him. I invited him to stay

all night with us and I would take one of

the hounds in the morning and try and
get him. We were not out more than an

hour when we had him killed. The
hound took his track and cornered him
up in short order. This is only one case

but it is a fact. There are many hun-
dreds of deer wounded by the still hunter

and are never got. The law allows a

hunter to take two deer in one season.

Now if he goes out with his hounds and
kills them with a stick or his hounds
should start two that were wounded by

some still hunter and he shoots them
what is the difference? He is only en-

titled to two. I must agree with the

Rev. Dr. Murdoch in regard to Game
Wardens. There is no man who can af-

ford to leave his business, throw every-

thing aside and go away to the woods
after some law breaker for the sake of

the fine. It is a mean way of doing

business. Let the Government have
good sportsmen appointed, men who are

interested in preserving this noble ani-

mal, pay them a fair salary and let them
devote their whole time to it and the

fines turned into the Government. I

would venture to say that the work
would be self sustaining, if those poach-

ers were gone after. Let them be fined

or put them in jail, or leave the country,

as they are only a curse to it and we
could well afford to do without them.

Then with regard to shooting fawns.

A dog will hardly ever take the track of

them for they are very cold footed and do

not give much scent until they are one

year old. For this reason there are few
killed while hunting with hounds. Now,
Sir, I do not know whether you will agree

with me when I make the statement that

there are more deer killed in the close

season than during the fifteen days open
season. It is a fact, nevertheless, and
every sportsman in this country will tell

you the same.
tl will give you the facts of a case which was placed before me in February 1906. Two lumber jacks came to

me to lay information against the lumber company which they were working for and which had short paid those
men. I took them before a lawyer to have them examined and their statement was that that there had been used
in this camp ninety deer and twelve moose during the winter which I believe was true. I handed this case over to

the Chief Game Warden, Mr. Hearst, of St. Joseph Island, who prosecuted them and they did not let it go to trial

but settled it out of court.

, A well known character in the neigh-

borhood of the Sault, who is known as

Ol' Jake Burden, who hunts and traps

ten miles north of Searchmont, on the

Algoma Central, recently killed nine

wolves. Crown timber Agent Maughan,
who was going through the district, saw
Jake and also the evidences of the truth

of his story. Jake never collects the

bounties because to get the money it

would be necessary for him to go to the

Sault and thus lose a couple of days. It

is stated that there is no official between
the Sault and Port Arthur who is com-
petantto take declarations concerning
the killing of wolves. As Crown Timber
Agents are authorized to take declarations

regarding everything else having to do
with Crown Lands and Crown Timber,
it would seem that they might with ad-

vantage be allowed to facilitate the pay-
ment of the wolf bounties. Joe says he
didn't go after these wolves specially ; he
just killed them as he ran across them in

the course of his day's business.



A Day On a Salmon Pool.

BY THE REV. DR. MURDOCH.

ACROSS the Bay of Chaleur the

mountain tops were being touched

by the first rays of the morning sun

when the night watchman at the Royal

Hotel, Campbelltown, N. B., knocked;

and I descended to find a warm break-

fast ready, and Wm. Delaney, guide and

guardian of the Suction Water Salmon
pool, waiting for me; and in the mean-

time placidly smoking his pipe.

The train on the I. C. R. R. leaves at

6:30, and soon landed us thirteen miles

up the Restigouche at a station called

Flat Lands; though the only piece of ter-

ritory answering that description that we
saw was a narrow strip of meadow land,

sweet with clover, through which we
passed, "brushing with hasty steps the

dew away" as we followed a path from

the base of the mountain skirted by the

railroad down to the water's edge where
Delaney had his canoe drawn up on the

pebbles. While the guide was storing

away our noon lunch in the shanty I had
time to look around on a scene of sur-

prising loveliness. "Surely," I said to

myself, "if I do not get a nibble I am
already repaid for coming here!"

Before me here, about two huudred
yards wide, lay the far-famed Resti-

gouche, gliding down between a palisade

of high fir-clad mountains to the sea.

How solemn and impressive these green
summits looked, standing there robed in

white mist, now turning to carmine as

they caught the first rays of the morning
sun! How these eternal hills, these

mountains of God, taunt us with our
littleness! How long have they
stood there keeping silent watch over the

river? And when in the long ago, per-
haps when "the morning stars sang to-

gether" did this river of marvelous beauty
first burst through these mountain bar-
riers on the way to the ocean? When
did the first salmon begin its annual pil-

grimage to the headwaters, or the first

Indian launch his bark upon its tide?

And here it flows today, and will flow
long after the very name and memory of
earth's great ones have passed into

oblivion!

"For men may come and men may go,

But I flow on forever."

In the meantime Delaney had been
looking at the state of the water, and his

report was not encouraging. It had
rained hard two days before and the

river was still creeping urp. "Salmon
rise best on stationary or falling water,"
said the guide. "But we'll try anyway."
A salmon rod is sixteen feet in length,

made of the best greenheart and lance

wood. I had one hundred yards of the

finest enameled silk line on my reel; for

a salmon in these swift waters will some-
times run out more than that and then
break away. The leader is six feet long
of well tested gimp. The flies chiefly

used on the Restigouche and Metapedia
are the Black Dose, Jock Scotch and
Silver Doctor.

"Which had I better try?" Delaney
looked out on the river, and up at the

sky and said, "Silver Doctor, and if

thatwon'tget them we'll try Jock Scotch."
So we pushed off.

The sun was just beginning to overtop
the mountains to the east. Across tke

river the mist clouds still lingered in the

ravines. Wisps of white vapor would
shoot out from the shadows, flame into

crimson for a moment as the slant sun-

beams struck them, and then vanish

away.
Here I met with a surprise. Just as

a Manitoba "Bluff" is not a bluff but a
clump of poplar trees, so a salmon pool

is not a pool but a rapid. Here indeed

was a quiet pool on which we were float-

ing, extending half a mile up stream
where we could see it again break into a

rapid. But salmon do not ordinarily lie

"in these reaches of still water, and none
are caught there. In coming up from
the sea they choose for theirrestingplaces

the broken water of the rapids, and
usually lie just at the brink of the fall.

Trout on the other hand are found at the

foot of the rapids, where they lie in wait

for any dainty morsel that may come
down stream to them.

Delaney sat in the stern of the canoe.
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and beside him the anchor, a good sized

piece of lead attached to a strong rope to

hold the canoe against the swift current.

The Restigouche is fed entirely from liv-

ing springs, and retains its wonderful

transparency right down to its junction

with the Bay of Chaleur. It rises far in

the interior of New Brunswick, and for

over one hundred miles slips down
through the hills with so gentle and even

a descent, unbroken by rocks or sudden
drops, that it is navigable by flat boats

almost to its source. These boats are

drawn by horses, usually three attached

to a long tow rope. Sometimes in cross-

ing from shoal to shoal they get into deep
water almost over their backs but some
way they manage to scramble along, and
I was told they could make twenty miles

a day. In this way all the many lumber
shanties at the headwaters of the river

secure their winter supplies.

Delaney let the canoe float down with
the gentle current, pointing out as we
passed it a little cove where, he said, a
couple of beavers had their home under
the bank. On examination I found their

tracks of the night betore,and some alder

brush that they had cut and drawn into the

water. This work was entirely unnec-
essary and useless. They are what
are called bank beavers, living

where there is open water the year round
giving them access to their food, and so
have no need of either house or dam.
But the busy creatures could not repress
their strange instinct to cut down wood;
and as a substitute for a dam I saw
where they had piled some drift wood
together and plastered it with mud.
A little below us we could see the

foam of the rapids, and just before we
got to the brink Delaney dropped the an-
chor near enough for me to reach it with
a moderately long cast. To the right I

noticed a little island of pebbles still un-
covered by the rising water. Six feet from
this boulder, approaching the surface
caused a likely looking eddy, and just

below that boulder the Silver Doctor
(only one fly is used in salmon fishing)

gently fell. Instantly there was a swirl
and a gleam of silver as a fish rose to
the fly at the very first cast. But he
rose short.

"Don't throw again," said Delaney."

"Rest the water awhile. Let him get

back to his place behind the boulder.

I'll tell you when to try again!" And I

thought he never would give the word.
But at last he said, "Now let him have
it again!" and the moment the fly touched
the water there was another rush, and
this time it was taken, and the salmon
started down stream to the music of the

whizzing reel. Up came the anchor, and
at my request, Delaney ran the canoe on
the island. The fish was not a large

one, but the fight it put up and the num-
ber of times it ran the line out after I

thought I had him, was a revelation as to

the vigor of a Restigouche salmon.

Twice he went clear out of the water,

his sides shining like burnished silver.

At last I drew him into the shoal water,

and Delaney landed him in the canoe.

But we did not get another rise that

day.

In fact the salmon season was past;

(this was August 3rd) the first fishing be-

ing in June. In some of the upper

branches of the Restigouche the fishing

lasts into August. But by this time the

fish have mostly reached their spawning
beds, though spawning does not actually

begin till late autumn.
No fish grows so rapidly as does the

salmon. The Restigouche is swarming
in August with salmon fry that have

been hatched out the previous spring.

They are five or six inches in length,

beautifully symetfical, their sides orna-

mented with carmine spots. These de-

scend to salt water in the autumn, and
will comeback next June as young sal-

mon called Grilse, weighing four or five

pounds.

Just why a salmon rises to a fly is an

unsolved problem. The trout rises be-

cause it is hungry, and flies are part of

its natural food. But this is not so with

the salmon; for from the time they leave

salt water till their return they eat noth-

ing; the stomach is invariably found

empty. Perhaps the salmon dashes at

the gaudy line just as a bull charges a

red flag.

But while we could not tempt another

salmon from among the boulders we
caught some fine trout, had a delightful

outing, and I got back to Campbelltown
pleased with a day on the Restigouche.



Another Fishing Trip in Northern Quebec.

BY W. H. ALLISON.

STORTSMEN may roam over vast

territories in various parts of Can-

ada before they will find any place

offering- so many opportunities for sport

as can be found in the forests, lakes and
streams of Northern Quebec.
One of these most favored spots is in

the vicinity of the pretty village of La-

belle, which can be reached in a few

hours from Montreal. By taking- the

Canadian Pacific train from Place Viger
station one is given a four hours' ride

through most romantic and beautiful

country, dotted here and there with

snug farm buildings, and apparently af-

fording comfortable homes to a fine pop-
ulation. At St. Faustin the height of

eighteen hundred feet is attained—the

highest point on the line—and from here

most beautiful views are enjoyed. Pro-
ceeding northward we pass Mont Trem-
blant, and for several miles skirt a beau-
tiful lake of the same name.

Here is the dividing line between the

two hunting zones which practically give
two game laws, so far as seasons are
concerned, to the same Province. Shortly
afterwards the tourist finds himself in the
midst of the great game and fishing re-

sorts of the most delightfully wild coun-
try imaginable. The whole territory is a
perfect net work of lakes and streams,
all of them simply teeming with trout.

It was early in Octoter of last year
that my son Cecil and myself left the
train at Labelle and crossed the River
Rouge, which so much resembles the
Red River of the North. From Labelle
we penetrated the wilds of a portion of
the township of Minerve—twenty miles
of a trail, partly over a rough road and
the rest over merely a blazed trail to
Pierre Nontel's camp on the shores of
Lake Napoleon. This camp is hidden
deep in the trackless wilderness, nestling
under the protection of dense forests,
and backed by lofty tree-crowned moun-
tains. At the time of our visit the fo-
liage of the forests had changed to tints
of golden purple. No sound broke the
silence of the awe inspiring solitude,

save the chirrup of the wild birds, or the
sighs of the wind among the tree

branches.

Our arrival at Campe Doree was cele-

brated by the usual rustling of hasty
preparations to make things comfortable
for the night. As the sun was nearing
the horizon, and in these virgin forests

sundown means darkness, there was need
for haste. Wood was speedily collected

and a fire made, while water was fetched,

and on the bright blaze the kettle soon
sang merrily. In the meantime the

guide had collected whole heaps of fresh

boughs for our beds, so that with hearty
co-operation and good will we were com-
fortably settled and preparing supper at

the early hour of five o'clock. Our long
tramp over the trail gave us excellent

appetites for that supper, and none of us
criticized the menu or the cooking. The
team had been dismissed at Lake La
Croche (Crooked Lake), and the guide,

Ernest, who went forward with us, spoke
very little English. Contrary to our
usual custom therefore we did not linger

long over the campfire that night or listen

to many tales, but spent the evening
quietly and retired early.

A long dreamless night put us in good
condition next morning, and bright and
early we were off in the boat and up the

lake for trout. Throughout the whole
of the morning up to the noon hour we
had poor success, and consequently our
spirits were a little depressed. They
soon arose however, on our return to

camp when we found that our friend

Pierre had arrived at ten o'clock, and
had a fine dinner awaiting us.

Pierre had brought the dogs with him
"but soon after their arrival in camp they

had scampered away unnoticed. In the

afternoon we rowed to the Narrows to

watch for deer, and found that the dogs
had started one within a short distance of

the camp.
Quickly wearying of doing nothing we

dropped our lines within fifteen feet of

the shore and in less than . one minute

Ernest and I each had a trout. Ernest
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landed a four pound grey trout without
any apparent trouble but mine was much
larger, and after playing- it for about five

minutes the hook gave out and it was
lost. As we had neglected to bring-

either the gaff hook or landing net there

was nothing else to do but to hope for

better luck next time. Accordingly I

adjusted a fresh hook and soon struck

another trout. While I was wondering
how the struggle would end this time the

guide, in his broken English, requested
me to pull the fish to the top of the wa-
ter. As I did this he picked up his rifle

(a 30 U. S.) and shot at it, the second
bullet going through its throat, which
made it possible for me to land a fine six

pound trout without much trouble. Dur-
ing that afternoon we caught ten and lost

as many more, the average weight of the

fish being from four to six pounds.

At four o'clock we returned to the

camp where we found Pierre and Cecil

who had been to the woods in the hope
of getting a shot at a deer. The dogs
however had ran away to the west out of

hearing and no game was seen. During
the evening the dogs came in looking as

if they had travelled great distances.

Again next morning we were all astir

as early as five o'clock and the whole
party proceeded to the Narrows to fish

The trout took the bait greedily for an
hour, and in that time we captured nine

large ones. The largest, weighing fif-

teen pounds and measuring thirty-six

inches, was taken by Pierre. Cecil cap-
tured the second largest, his fish being a
fine one of twelve pounds in weight and
measuring thirty inches. My best one
weighed ten pounds and measured twen-
ty-five inches. The balance ran from
four to seven pounds each. As we had
caught about one hundred pounds of fish

we concluded that amount was about all

we could handle in packing them over
the trail, and desisted from further raids

upon them.
In the afternoon the dogs were put out

again. They ran a large buck west
across Lac des Isles, swam the lake, and
went out of hearing for about three
hours, when they returned across the
lake again. They then ran round to the
south shore of Lake Napoleon within
half a mile of where we were watching-.

The deer would not take to the water,
and was apparently fighting off the dogs
as we could hear them baying fiercely.

After a time the dogs came to the shore
and were picked up by Pierre. They had
been running and swimming so long that
they were badly used up.

Just as we were about breaking camp
next morning for the purpose of making
an early start for home the dogs stole

out and evidently started the same buck
within a short distance of the cabin.

Pierre jumped into the boat and rowed to

the upper watch, but just as he reached
that point the deer took to the water at

the Narrows after a run of only fifteen

minutes. Pierre fired six shots at long
range but missed each time, though he
turned the deer back to the north shore
again. The dogs ran it over to Lac La
Croche, about a mile away, where it once
more took to the water, and no further

interference was given to it from us.

Before nine o'clock we had all packed
up and hit the trail for Labelle. For a

two days' trip it was the most enjoyable

time I ever had, and I sincerely believe

that no one could wish for a better. So
strong is this belief within me that I in-

tend, all being well, to visit the same
place again next May.

An incident occurred a few days before

we reached camp which deserves men-
tion. Two children named Albrant, the

boy being nine and his sister seven, left

home one morning with the intention of

catching trout in a small stream. They
lost their way and at nightfall reached

the eastern end of Lac de Saube. Here
they found an old boat in which they took
refuge from the wolves which were howl-

ing in the vicinity. They pushed the

boat from the shore and drifted about all

night, suffering greatly from the cold.

In the meantime an organized search on
the part of the neighbors was made and
continued all night. At ten o'clock the

following morning they were found in an

old camp at the west end of the lake,

about three miles from the place where
they had first taken the boat. Having
discovered some matches they had built

a fire in the stove and were endeavoring

to make themselves comfortable. A dili-

gent search had revealed some potatoes,
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and the children were in the act of pre-

paring what was meant to be a hearty

breakfast when their rescuers arrived on

the scene.

In all the camps in those northern

woods may be found matches and pro-
visions of some kind for the benefit of
lost wanderers, or those who may be
overtaken by darkness, and compelled to

spend the night in such places.

How a Good Shot Was Missed,

BY A LOVER OF THE HUNT.

EADING your interesting article in

"Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada"—kindly loaned me by a

friend—concerning the two deer killed

by one shot, I thought that an experi-

ence of mine in which I did not kill two
deer with one shot, might be of interest

to your many readers.

During the hunting season of 1902 our

party was located on one of those beau-

tiful lakes near the southeast corner of

Algonquin Park, where, as deer were
plentiful, the season favorable, and camp
comfortable, we had one of the most de-

lightful outings possible.

However this is somewhat of a di-

gression from what I set out .to relate

and so I will commence the. actual story.

One morning we had all set out for our
usual stands (we were using dogs) and
as my location was about the nearest to

camp, I arrived at my runway, on the

top of a ridge between two valleys, some
fifteen or twenty minutes before I had
any expectation of hearing the dogs.
Daylight was just breaking on a cold

morning, and I was trying to exercise

off that chilly feeling, which one so of-

ten feels in the early morning, when a

sudden sound behind me caused me to

grip my rifle and turn quickly in the di-

rection of the disturbance. I was just in

time to be in position, before a doe and
large fawn bounded into sight, evidently
disturbed by one of our hunters en route
to his stand.

I followed them along with my rifle

and just as they got opposite me they
stopped and looked back! They were
full broadside to me not twenty yards
away, the doe nearer to me and the fawn
close to the doe on a little higher ground
but almost completely hidden by her.
They did not notice me, although it was
practically a clear space between us, as I

was motionless, while they were wholly
concerned for the moment with the dan-
ger behind. I took careful aim for a

long shot and pulled the trigger; snap!

but neither flash, smoke nor report! nor
deer either!

I recovered from my surprise in time
to pump and take a snap at them as they

disappeared in the brush up the opposite
hill, but to no purpose, and for aught I

know they still tramp thejtrail. and I

sincerely hope that they both are as
lively as they were that morning after the

"snap" that marked my downfall rather

than theirs.

Had my gun not failed me, I think I

could have been reasonably sure of the

two with the one shot, unless the bullet

deflected or the penetration proved not

sufficient for the two, both of which I

consider improbable at the distance.

Now what was the cause of my failure

to land them? Simply this:—our camp
rule is, that no loaded gun must come in-

side the door. I had no cartridge on the

barrel when I left the camp in the morn-
ing and had neglected while on the way
out to pump one and so pulled on an

empty barrel. I felt badly about it at

the time, although not sorry now, but

never again will I have as good a chance
for two deer at the one shot.

I did not tell "the boys" how I missed

% until the last day in camp but I got roast-

ed enough then to make up. I, of

course, expected that when I told them
and was prepared to take my medicine..

It all goes to show that eternal vigil-

ance is one of the essentials of a success-

ful hunter.

I know of single deer being missed in

the same way .by other hunters, but I

have yet to hear of as good an oppor^

tunity of two deer with one shot being

lost in the way described.



A Few Hints on Flies for Lakes and Streams.

BY WALTER GREAVES.

1CC0RDING to my experience, the

following- lists of flies seem to an-

swer well for general fishing at

nearly all times of the year. Of course,

the sizes of hooks may be varied some-
what according- to the heig-ht, clearness

and roughness of the water. It is im-

possible to lay down any rules that will

apply under all conditions, and I am not

pretending to do so, but I merely wish to

give a few hints to younger anglers that

may be of some service to them in mak-
ing a selection of flies without having to

carry too large a stock.

Lake fishing for speckled trout.

Parmacheene Belle Alexandra
Professor Grizzly King
Queen of the Water Zulu
Hofland's fancy

Blue Dun
Jenny Lind
Governor
Claret Hackle
Claret & Millard

Canada
Silver Doctor
Dark Montreal
Scarlet Ibis

Split Ibis

Fiery brown

I usually tie these flies on eyed hooks
about No. 5 old scale. Of course, I could

add very many other good patterns to

this list but I have cut it down after many
years of careful study so as to include

about a dozen and a half patterns that I

know to be really first-class killers on
many of our trout lakes. The same ap-

plies to the following stream list :

—

For stream trout fishing.

Green well's Glory
Parmacheene Belle

March brown
Red spinner

Scarlet hackle

Claret hackle
Dark Montreal

Canada
Teal & red

Professor

Indian crow tag
Brown hackle

Nigado

I usually tie these on hooks from about
No 6 to No 10, old scale,—sometimes
eyed and sometimes on Dublin Limerick
with single gut eyes. I always carry
these patterns and feel fairly certain that

if I cannot get trout to rise at some of
them it is not much use to try other pat-
terns. Notwithstanding this, however, I

always carry a large assortment of fancy

patterns of my own designing and many
other well-known flies, too numerous to

mention—not that I considerthis necessary
but more as a matter of habit and be-

cause I like to feel that I have a large and
varied assortment with me. It is true

that I have on several occasions, found
that it was necessary to go beyond the

lists given above and try some of the

special or fancy patterns and that I have
known them to take well too when all

others failed. For this reason I prefer to

have a large general assortment, and,

after all, it is not much more trouble to

carry a fly book holding say two hundred
flies than one holding one hundred, es-

pecially when they are on eyed hooks or

with small gut eyes. If I had to limit

myself to any three flies for lake and
stream trout fishing I think I would sel-

ect tor the former the Parmacheene Belie,

Grizzly King and Claret hackle, and for

the stream Indian Crow tag, Nigado,
and Greenwell's Glory. I should, how-
ever not like to have to thus limit myself
to three or any number of patterns.

The bodiesof flies should, according to

my thinking, be made of seals' fur or

pig's wool,, where this can be done, as

these materials retain their color in the

water. I do not use silk for bodies as it

loses its color at once on getting wet.

It looks very well before having been in

the water but is, I think, a very poor
material for this purpose. Wool is much
better but I like seal's fur better than any-

thing where it can be used. I begin to

think that the body of the fly has more
to do with its success than anything else,

and in many cases it must be the exact

shade required. Often have I taken trout

on a fly from which the wings, hackle etc.

have disappeared, the fish totally ignor-

ing the other fly or flies on the cast and
showing a decided preference for the fly

without wings, tail or hackle. Neatly

tied flies, made by a first-class profession-

al fly tier, are beautiful to look at and
very killing too, but I really believe that

I can tie flies myself that will take just as
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well in this country as, and in many in-

stances better than, the flies made by

professional tyers. Mine are perhaps not

so neatly tied (you cannot expect them to

be) but I think they are quite as good for

practical purposes in the waters where I

frequently fish. Of course I know, or

think I know, exactly what is required for

the different waters I visit. 1 presented

H. R. H. Prince Arthur with about a

dozen and a half of my own made flies

when he was here last Spring- and he had
excellent sport with them at Lac St.

Germain.
In regard to hooks I„ prefer the

O'Shaughnessy, Pennell eyed and Dublin
Limerick. I have also used a flat bronze

kirby eyed hook lately that seems a very-

good one. I do not, however, know its

name. I have a few flies too, that I dres-

sed some time ago on the patent outbard
hooks and from the little I have used
them I am inclined to think they are

really first-class. They seem to hook
well and very few fish escape. How-
ever, I am quite satisfied with the three

patterns beiore mentioned, if of the best

quality. Flies on the eyed hooks are

handy to carry, easy to change, hook,
hold and last well, and for these reasons
I generally use them for trout flies. For
salmon and bass flies I prefer the forged
O'Shaughnessy and Dublin Limerick.

They are strong and fairly light. In

my salmon and bass flies I use twisted
gut eyes, sometimes dressing salmon
flies on single and sometimes on double
hooks and cannot see that the double
hooks possess any special advantage.

In fly fishing for black bass I consider
it necessary to use only the following flies:

My Massassaga, the Parmacheene Belle

and Light and Dark Montreal. I have
found that one of these is certain to take
bass if used at the proper time of day
and with the right height of water. I

have tried dozens of other patterns and
have at last cut my list down to about
the four flies mentioned.

I have been pleased to note a marked
improvement in the quality of flies and
tackle on sale in Ottawa during the past
few years. It is now possible to pur-
chase first-class rods, reels, casting-lines,

and flies here. This has been brought
about partly, I fancy, through the num-
bers who have taken up fly fishing lately

and from so many American sportsmen
passing through Ottawa on their way to

our excellent waters north of here.

I am looking forward with great pleas-

ure to a few days with the trout on the

opening of the season and purpose trying

some new waters near the Algonquin
Park. If I meet with success I will let

you hear from me. I am already making
a few flies for the occasion.

Angle-mania

ICHARD Barton had a wide view
of Lake Erie from the windows of

his law office in one of the sky scrap-

ers in Buffalo. When the first warm and
bright sunshine came in March he sat

gazing at the field of glittering ice and
drawing deep breaths of balmy air that

came through the open window. His
morning's work was ignored and his cigar
unlighted.

"Put some weights on your feet and
get down from the clouds, Dick," his

partner remarked, more intent on their

busy life than the charm of the opening
spring-time. "You don't feel ill, do
you •?" he queried.

"No, I don't feel ill," Burton replied :

but I've got the Spring fever, Bob, and I

wantto go somewhere,—some spot where
the warm sunshine has melted the snows
and the ice, and made the earth and the

trees and the grass full of new life, and
filled the air with the fragrance of buds
and the deliciousness of existence.

"Think of those two weeks last May
we spent at Algonquin Park ! Wasn't
that an ideal outing, Bob ?"

"It certainly was," Bob answered.

"The train took us into a country that is

full of placid lakes, and streams that

tumble joyously over falls .and rapids and
make melodies that fill one's heart with
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benevolence and one's mind with the

luxury of revelling- in the play-ground of

Nature !"

"Then Bob, what a magnificent scene

awaited us when we left the train at Al-

gonquin Park. The little lake rippling

in play with the dancing sunbeams, the

tree clad shores that reared to form an

amphitheatre, and the far-off delicately

veiled, blue horizon. And we waited to

feast on that scene and breathe to our

content that light, champagny air that

transformed us into rollicking boys."

"Well; Dick," Bob interjected, "I

couldn't explain it as you do, but I feel it

just the same. It is indeed a place of

charm. But I am recalling the paddle

that afternoon to the end of the lake, and
through a long, winding tree-shadowed
channel into another little lake, and across

to another channel, where we went ashore

for a stone for an anchor, and then out

again a few yards to where the guide
said there was a gravelly bed and plenty

of big trout."

"And he told the truth, Dick ! What
sport we had catching those big trout.

I can feel my rod bending, the magnetic
strain on my line as I reeled in, the reach

for the landing net and the exultation of

lifting the struggling trout into the

canoe.

"

"And when it became too dark to see

our lines, Dick, what a whaler you hook-
ed. Crack, smash, went your split bam-
boo rod. But you hauled in the rascal,

hand over hand, got him into your land-

ing net, and had him sure. Then we
paddled home. It was fortunate you
had taken along the steel rod like mine."

"That next morning, Bob, when we
walked through the woods to another
lake ! Wasn't life worth living ? I can
see the guide, his head buried in the

canoe, gliding along the trail with springy
strides, bearing the canoe on his should-
ers as though it were made of paper in-

stead of basswood. And you and I fol-

lowing, carrying our tackle, basket of

lunch and pail of minnows."
"And as we crossed the bit of marsh

on the logs, there was a quick break in

the stillness, and across the trail and into

the depths of the woods sped three deer.

How we yelled ! And when we topped
a long slope, there was a beautiful little

lake sleeping in a great bed in the forest

and ready to show dimples and ripples

when awakened by the sun. I felt

glorious !"

"Yes, that tramp over the trail was
great, Dick. But when we were padd-
ling again you were just as keen after

the trout as I was. We didn't get any,,

although we even tried the copper wire

tackle. I suppose it was an off day for

fishing. But we had the evening walk
back over that trail and we slept the

sleep of the just.

"

"Then you remember, Bob, we went
to the trout pools in the river the next

day to try for speckled trout. What
mad music there was from the first falls

we went to, and how the music changed
to a basso profundo as we climbed down
to where the water was churning foam in

a deep, dark pool."

"But to think of a dozen beauties we
got out of that pool, Dick ! They took
fish-eye or fin bait like a tramp takes pie.

And how my two-pounder gave me a

lively time of it. I never felt sure of him
until I had him in the net."

"Yes, he did taste good at breakfast

next morning, Bob. But think of those

other pools we went to. Rapids and wide
pools, rapids and small, deep pools.

Grassy banks, sunshine and melody of

flowing waters. An angler's paradise ?

Yes, and a paradise for lovers of Nature.

—a place for ennobling thoughts and
complete restfulness."

"You had the restfulness there, Dick,

and I did most of the fishing. When I

want restfulness I get it right into my
soul when darkness falls on the lake and
shores where we left the train, and I am
stretched on the grass, smoking a good
cigar, and letting my thoughts drift aim-
lessly. The lapping of the water on the

shore is a lullaby sweet as the tenderly

modulated song of a young mother toher

child. The hush of the night lulls me
to a fondness as delightful as were the

first caresses from the lovely young girl

who is now the mother of my children.

That bit of relaxation in the evenings on
the shores of the little lake in Algonquin
Park is a taste of Paradise. What an
emancipation from the fret and fume in

the struggle for wealth, and honors.
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What a swift change to the simple life.

What a delicious contentment imprisons

your senses and gives you forgetfulness.

It is, as it were, being born again !".

"Bob, we will go again next May. We
will go paddling again across those lakes,

and around the bends where the rows of

young birches make white stockades for

the silent forests, and through the wind-

ing channels that lead to new delights,

and back again when the stars commence
to make the night beautiful and our canoe

glides as a shadow over the waters to a

home where strangers of yesterday are

friends of today, and the dogs have learn-

ed to bark a welcome to everyone who
comes as a guest."

"When we get there again, Dick, we
will try our luck at that gravelly bed the

first evening, and the next morning we
will be at those river pools at sunrise,

and the next day we will cover that trail

through the woods, and the next

day we will have a long paddle
and try for some big ones with

our trolls, and after that we will

prospect for new fishing grounds and
put on tan and muscle; and I will have
my lounge on the grass in the evenings,

and you will talk to me of Roosevelt and
nation-building and labor problems and
your other pet subjects, knowing that I

am listening but unheeding, yet content
with giving expression to your thoughts.
We will live all those delights over again,

Dick, and come back in good fettle for

going on with the grind !"

"All right, Bob, we will write at once
for our rooms for the first two weeks in

May. You make sure that we take
plenty of fusees with us and I will attend

to the supply of chocolate. We have
plenty of tackle and all other necessaries.

Now I guess we might as well go to

lunch, and get down to the grind early

this afternoon. It is almost as good as

a paddle around the little lake in Algon-
quin Park to have our chat this morning
instead of buckling in to work. In six

weeks we will be aftt r those trout and
not caring for anything in the world but

a canoe and fishing rod !"

The People's Game and Fish Protective Society

of Nova Scotia.

DHE semi-annual meeting of "The
People's Game and Fish Protective

Association of Nova Scotia" was
held at Kentville. This association was
first organized at Annapolis Royal on
the eleventh of September, 1906, since
which time it has spread over a consider-
able portion of the Povince having now a
a membership of about eight hundred.
Delegates were present at the Kentville
meeting lrom the local branches at Yar-
mouth, Weymouth, Digby, Clementsvale,
Annapolis Royal, Middleton, Kingston*
Kentville, Truro and New Glasgow all of
which have affiliated with the Provincial
Association.

Desirable changes in the existing game
laws of the Province were discussed and
it was decided among other things to ask
the Legislature to alter the present statute
by opening the hunting season for big
game on the first of October instead of

September fifteenth as at present ; also

to compel guides to take out licenses for

which a small fee should be charged, the

guides not to carry fire-arms when guid-

ing, and to report all game killed by their

parties.

A resolution was also drawn up setting

forth the position taken by the Associa-

tion on the subject of game, a copy of

which has since been sent to each member
of the Legislature.

On an evening later on as recorded in

our last number, delegates from nearly

all the local branches met with the old

Game Society at Halifax to discuss mat-
ters of mutual interest to both organi-

zations.

There was practical unanimity of

opinion as to changes that were neces-

sary in our existing game laws and the

joint action ot' these two societies- cannot

but be productive :>f good results.
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The resolution sent to each member of

the Provincial Legislature reads as

follows :

—

Whereas, within the memory of the

present generation, the big game of the

Province had become almost entirely ex-

terminated in many and large sections of

the Province
;

And Whereas, solely through the phil-

anthropic efforts of "The Game and
Inland Fishery Protection Society of

Nova Scotia" commonly known as the

Game Society, the said game has since

been fostered and protected until at the

present time it is fairly abundant
;

And whereas, of recent years a great
and widespread interest has been taken
throughout this Province in the question
of game and inland fisheries, culminating
in the formation on the eleventh of Sep-
tember, 1906, of this Association which
adopted for itself the name of "The
People's Game and Fish Protective Asso-
ciation of Nova Scotia ;"

And whereas we now have branches in

the leading towns and many ot the smaller

ones from New Glasgow to Yarmouth,
and new branches are being constantly
added, and our membership numbers
many hundreds and is increasing daily

;

And whereas, this Association is affiliat-

ed with, the said Game Society and sends
delegates to attend as members the meet-
ings of said Society, whose objects are

similar to our own, and which said Soc-
iety by the attendance of our said dele-

gates from all parts of the Province has
thus become representative of the whole
Province of Nova Scotia

;

And Whereas, it has been cwmored that
a movement is on foot to persuade the
Government of this Province to take the
control of the game of the Province into

their own hands and out of the hands of
the said Game Society

;

And Whereas, this Association is of
the opinion that it is in the best interests

of this Province and of the game thereof

that all matters relating to the protection

and propagation of the game he left as

now in the hands of the said Game
Society

;

And Whereas, the said Game Society

and this Association are agreed as to the

changes that should be made in the

present game laws
;

And Whereas, the game and fish of

this Province are of inestimable value to

our people apart from, and in addition

to, the recreation they afford them
;

And Whereas, it has come to the no-

tice of the members of this Association

that a movement is on foot by the large

lumber corporations and others to secure

legislation whereby they will be enabled

to control this heritage of the people
;

And Whereas, we believe that if the

rights and privileges of the people in

this regard are taken from them it will

tend not only to irritate and discourage
them but to further depopulate the

Province

;

Therefore Resolved, That this Associa-

tion is of the opinion that the present

prerogatives and contol of the game of

this Province by the said Game Society

should be continued, and we strenuously

oppose any change in this respect
;

And Further Resolved, That such

changes should be made in the present

game laws as are recommended by the

said Game Society and this Association
;

And Also Further Resolved, That this

Association, representing as we believe

the sentiments of the people of this Pro-

vince, appeals to our legislators with

confidence that they will fully pr6tect and
guard the interests, rights and privileges

of our people so long enjoyed
;

And Also Further Resolved, that this

resolution be printed and a copy thereof

sent to each member of the House of

Assembly and Legislative Council.

Three and a half days' ocean journey
from Canada to Liverpool will be one of
the results of a railway across Labrador.
Another will be the opening up of a
country which in its present, and still

more in its future, will probably up»«t a

good many of our ideas regarding our
great northland. Such a railway is

amongst the possibilities of the fu-

ture.



The Alpine Club of Canada.

McArthur Lake.

M. P. BRIDGLAND.

H~~F
the many points cf interest in the

O'Hara Lake Valley, there is none
more worthy of notice than Lake

McArthur. From O'Hara Lake a good
trail leads through the forest and open
meadows, pasttwoor three small pictures-

que lakes to thesummit of McArthur Pass,

about two miles distant. Above and a

little to the east

of this pass,

seven thousand
three hundred
and fifty - nine

feet above sea

level, lies Lake
McArth u r , a

beautiful blue

sheet of clear

water about a
mile long and
halfa mile wide.

It is hemmed in

by huge rocky
walls except at

the end next to

the pass. On
one side the

precipicesofMt.

Schaffer rise
abruptly from
the water's edge
and on the op-

posite side,
from the slopes

of Park Mt.,

snow-slides fre-

quently pour
down into the

lake. Above
the eastern end,

the summit of

Mt. Biddle rises

over three thousand feet above the Lake
and a glacier on its side reaching down
into the water gives birth to miniature
ice-bergs, so that even in summer the
calm surface of the water is always dot-
ted with blocks of floating ice. At first

glance there appears to be no outlet, but
on closer examination, the water eddying

around two or three small depressions oh
its surface near the end next the pass,
gives evidence of a subterranean outlet

through which it flows, until emerging in

the valley half a mile below, it forms the
source of McArthur Creek.
McArthur Lake is one of the points of

interest that will be visited from Paradise

Valley Camp by
the Alpine Club.

Their second an-
nual Camp will

be held in this

beautiful valley

next July.

Photo by M. P B) idgland

MCARTHUR LAKE WITH MT. BIDDLE BEHIND IT.

The Opabin

Pass.

M. P. BRIDGLAND

Another point

of interest eas-

ily reached from
Lake O'Hara is

the Opabin
Pass. After
leaving Lake
O'Hara a steep

climb of two or

three hundred
feet brings the

traveller to the

top of the cliffs

above the lake.

Resting here, he

has before him
a magnificent

view of the val-

ley beyond with

its numerous
smaller lakes.

From here his way leads through Alpine

meadows dotted with little lakes. Out-

crops of striated rock give abundant
evidence that at one time the glacier ex-

tended over all this portion of the valley.

Leaving the meadows an easy walk across

the glacier and snowfield leads to

the summit of the pass eight
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Photo by M. P Bridgland.

SHOWING MT. HUNGABEE AND OPABIN PASS BETWEEN IT

AND MT. BIDDLE.

thousand four hundred aud fifty feet

above the sea level. Looking- back Mts.

Stephen and Cathedral tower above the

end of the valley, on the left rise the per-

pendicular walls of Mt. Schaffer and its

ridge culminating- in Mt. Biddle, two
thousand five hundred feet above the

pass, and on the right are the slopes of

Yukness, Ringrose and Hungabee. Be-

yond the pass lies Prospector's valley,

the upper part shut in by the huge buttres-

ses of Deltaform and Biddle, while snow-
capped peaks beyond seem to beckon the

traveller to further exploration.

Opabin Pass is a snow pass that will

be crossed by the Alpine Club on one of

its trips from Paradise Valley Camp in

July next.

"The Selkirk Range'

The second volume of Mr. A. O.
Wheeler's work on "The Selkirk Range"
has just been issued by the Department
of the Interior at Ottawa. It consists

entirely of maps and plans, and renders

addition ally
valuable to all

who consult

that book the

inform a t i o n

therein given.

There are four

topographic a 1

maps made
from photog-
raphic surveys

by A. O.Wheel-
er, F. R. G. S.

assisted by H.
G. Wheeler,
and M. P.

Bridgland, B.

A ; two birds

eye view maps
of the Selkirk

Range, one
from ' 'Napol-

eon" and the

other from
Mount Abbot

;

sketches show-
ing the Abbott
Ridge; ascents

of Mount Sir Donaldand the Uno Peak
;

and ascents of Swiss Peak and Rogers
Peak. There is a map of part of the

Selkirk Range to illustrate the climbing
done in 1890 from Glacier House, from
surveys and photographs by Messrs. E.

Huber and H. W. Topham F.R.G.S ; a

sketch map of a part of the Rocky and
Selkirk Mountains to accompany the re-

ports of Messrs Drewry and McArthur,
Dominion Land Surveyors ; and a copy of

of the Rev. W. S. Green's Map made in

1888. A most interesting inclusion is a
copy of a portion of a map of the North
West Territory "from actual surveys
during the years 1792 to 1812." "This
map, made for the North West Company
in 1813 and 1814- and delivered to the

Honorable William McGillivray, then
agent, Embraces the Region lying be-

tween forty-six and sixty degrees, North
Latitude, and eighty-four and one hun-
dred and twenty-four degrees West Lon_
gitude comprising the Surveys and Dis_

coveries of twenty years, namely the
Discovery and survey of the Oregon
Teiritory to the Pacific Ocean, the su r.

vey of the Athabasca Lake, Slave River
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and Lake from which flows MacKenzie's

River to the Arctic Sea by Mr. Phillip

Turner,, the route of Sir Alexander Mac-

Kenzie in 1792 down part of Fraser's

River, together with the Survey of this

River to the Pacific Ocean by the late

John Stuart of the North West Company,
by David Thompson, astronomer and

surveyor." This map takes us back to

ancient history and shows us how much
of the West was included in those days

in the operations of the Company and
how much might have been, with better

management on the part Qf those who
were then in authority, covered by the

Dominion today. Every map in this

volume will well repay careful study

and it is easy to imagine how enthusiastic

mountaineers will spend hours in going
over them. The views are so good that

with them in front of one a climber .can

easily recall his own experiences and feel

over again some of the thrills which were
amongst his pleasant feelings in his

mountaineering. The maps and plans

supplement the book in the most effec-

tive way, and complete a work likely to

long remain as the standard authority on
the Selkirks. The complete work should
be in the possession of every member of

the Club and will give them a lasting

delight in its constant study. They
should have these maps and plans in front

of them while reading the book, and
they will find that by following the des-

criptions by their means they will obtain

a far more intellfgj^t grasp of the survey
and its accompanying details than any
mere words can convey to their minds.
A long thin slip giving a copy of the

profile of the main line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway from Winnipeg to Van-
couver is not the least interesting of the

enclosures in this volume. Tt gives the

reader a fine view of the line and brings

vividly before his mind the difficulties

of the pioneers whose strong faith and
dauntless courage alone enabled them to

go through with that mighty undertaking.

With these maps and plans ''The Selkirk

Range" should prove more welcome than

ever, and no mountaineer ought to fail to

often peruse its most interesting pages.

Distributing the Certificates.

The official certificates of the graduates
who qualified for active membership of the

Club by making the ascent of Mt. Vice
President in accordance with the pro-

gramme of the first camp held in the

Yoho Pass last year have been distributed.

They are finely gotten up and will with-

out doubt be valued by every recipient.

Most of the graduates,now full members,
will have their certificates mounted and
framed. As the first certificates of a Club
destined to acquire international fame
they will become increasingly valuable

as the years roll on and be a perpetual

reminder of the memorable day when the

recipient, after strenuous toil, qualified

as a mountain climber.

The Eastern Shore of Nova Scotia as an

Angling Resort.

BY. E. F. L. JENNER.

IT is not my intention to devote
any time to a description of any of

- the rivers in Nova Scotia, which
empty into the Bay of Fundy. Their
proximity to the great tourist route, along
the Dominion Atlantic Railway, and their
situation near thickly settled districts
renders them liable to be ''fished out" at
any time. I know nothing of those noble

streams, the Liverpool River and the

Port Medway ; I have often wished to

fish them, but the fates have been against

me, and I have never wet a line in

them.
There is a a district, however, which is

still practically unknown to the American
or Canadian tourist. A few parties from
Halifax go there every year ; and now
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and then a stray American wanders from
the beaten track of tourist travel, and
finds himself in a region, as foreign to

the Annapolis Valley, in climate, local

conditions, and social enviroment as the

Mauvais Terres differ from Back Bay
Road, or Duflerin Terrace at Quebec
varies from The Bowery. This region is

situated between the village of Sheet
Harbor, in Eastern Halifax County, Nova
Scotia and Port Beckerton, in Western
Guysboro County. In addition to the

streams and rivers I propose to enumerate
later on, it contains some of the most
productive gold-mines east of the Rock-
ies : a large track of valuable lumber
territory, and several of the largest water
powers in Nova Scotia. 1 doubt if there

is any place in Canada, where more moose
exist t; tothe square mile, "than in this dis-

trict. In spite of the snarer and the poacher
(the dogger is virtually extinct in the Prov-
ince, thank God)—the moose have more
than held their own in this wilderness. As
the moose have maintained their numbers
on land, the fish have managed to revisit,

and replenish the waters year after year.

In spite of nets lawfully set in the tidal

Waters, illicit nets, dipping, sweeping,
spearing and dynamiting in non-tidal

waters, the salmon and salmon
trout still struggle up the falls and
shallows, make their way through the
fish-ways, (when they are not shut off

by a wire screen), and afford sport to

the angler. The debris from the saw-
mills, the sand from the crushers, and
the misplaced ingenuity of the natives
have failed to banish them from the rivers

of "The Eastern Shore."
There is only one practical way in which

to reach the locality I am writing about.
"Go to Halifax," engage a passage on
the S.S. Dufferin. (Captain Murdoch) and
make your way to Sheet Harbor, Salmon
River, Ecum Secum, Little Liscombe, or
Sherbrooke. You can of course go to

Antigonishe, via the Intercolonial Rail-
way and stage it to Sherbrooke from
that point, or you can take the coach at
Halifax and drive to Sherbrooke, via
Sheet Harbor. These routes are both
tedious, involve a long ride by stage, and
preclude the carriage of much baggage.
Incidentally, the cost is about three times
that of a journey by boat. The season
the salmon and salmon trout are running,

is from the middle of June, tc the last of

July. The salmon always precede the

trout; the tail end of the salmon run, is

the time the largest trout come up the

rivers.

The first salmon come in the latter

part of April, quite a few are caught in

May, but it is not until the end of that

month that fish are plentiful enough to

tempt the angler. Now though most of

the rivers which run into the Atlantic in

this part of the world, are little more than

brooks, they are fed from an infinity of

lakes and still waters. Some of these

lakes contain splendid brook-trout, which
are seldom fished for,—no one lives near

them, and the only trout deemed worthy
of notice, are the salmon-trout. I can

assure the reader, that these despised

brook-trout, give excellent sport from
the middle of May, until the middle of

June. A friend of mine, and myself,

bagged twenty-six fish in one day, and
they weighed over thirty-five pounds. Of
course we threw back the small ones. W

e

fished the North-West Arm brook, near

Sherbrooke, and used the fly only. Big
Liscombe River is closed to salmon, and
salmon trout, by impassable falls, a few
miles above the tide. All the lakes and
streams above the fall swarm with large

trout.

I do not think there is one solitary

settler on the lower reaches of the river,

nor is there a house on any of the count-

less lakes which are along its course.

The East River Sheet Harbor is another

river closed against the salmon, but all

the upper waters swarm with trout.

For brook-trout fishing, the best flies

I know, are the red palmer, brown pal-

mer, coch-y-bondhu, Parmachini belle

stonefly, and the floating May-fly. The
latter is a most uncertain lure, only there

are times, when it is the only fly the

trout will look at. As regards rods, I

will not offer any suggestions. I usually

fish with a home-made affair, eleven feet

long, hideous to behold, and excellent to

cast a line with. It is strong enough to

land a salmon on ; I have put it to the

test on several occasions. Every angler

has his own ideas regarding rods, but if

any of my readers wish to fish the rivers

of the Eastern Shore with extra light

trout rods, they should take more than

one with them ; I have seen two steel
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telescopic rods smashed in one day. The
fisherman was somewhat of a novice, and
made no allowance for fingerling trout

taking the fly in rapid water without his

being-

- aware of the fact. Of course a

wooden rod would have broken under the

same circumstances, but it could have been

temporarily repaired with wax-end, or

a foot of half-inch Zona's adhesive plaster.

The man who goes on these rivers must
be prepared for breaks. The salmon
fishermen is continually pestered with

salmon smolt, which will take the largest

Durham Ranger, or Jack Scott he has in

his book, and the first intimation you have
of the fact, is the "crack" of your rod-tip,

when you prepare to make your cast. I

know nothing more infuriating, than to

risea salmon, have himdrop down just be-

fore he reaches thefly, and you feel tolerably

sure you will rise him next cast. You
reel in your line, light your pipe, repeat

the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the

ten commandments "doing it slowly," as

the old fellow who initiated mein the matter
of salmon fishing used to say. Then you
commence to work out the line, keeping
the fly well away from the spot you imag-
ine the salmion to be in,—waiting until

you have line enough to cast above him,
and let the fly "tail down over him."
You are purposely casting into shallow
water, where the salmon is likely to lie,

and just as you have the necessary length
of line out, and you swing the rod back
with the full strength of both arms,—too
late, alas ; you realize that there is

"something at the other end" and your
rod-tip smashes at the ferule. Then,
with many swear-words, you adjust
another tip, and try for your fish. You
may get him or he may possibly have
moved on before you get your tackle ad-
justed. But enough about the trials of
a fisherman's existence.

I would advise the "foreigner" who
would like to try his luck on the Eastern
Shore to be prepared to leave Halifax on
the following dates :—for brook trout,
and early salmon, the end of the third
week in May ; for salmon and early sal-
mon trout, between June 10th and 20th

;

for late salmon and salmon trour, between
July 1st and July 25th ; and for salmon
trout after they have left the salt water,
August 1st, to the end of the season.

I will say nothing about the rivers be-

tween Halifax, and Sheet Harbor. The
Halifax people attend to them, and they
are somewhat over-fished. The West
River, Sheet Harbor, is a fair salmon
river. It is mercilessly poached, but a

number of trout and salmon are taken
from it every year. The East River,

Sheet Harbor, is closed against salmon
and trout, by an impassable dam. The
upper waters swarm with brook-trout.

Half-way Brook, a few miles east of

Sheet Harbor, is a grand trout stream.

Salmon also go up it, but they do not
take the fly at all well. Some years ago
a drunken English tourist dynamited this

brook, and it is only recovering irom
the outrage now. The reason the sal-

mon do not take the fly there will be dis-

cussed later on.

Salmon River comes next. Before the

discovery of the Dufferin Mine this river

swarmed with salmon, and they

took the fly well. For many years, the

Dufferin Crusher poured from forty to

fifty tons of sand into the river for six

days a week. Thousands and thousands
of ounces of gold were taken from the

Dufferin Mine, and hundreds of people

were dependent upon the mine for a liv-

ing. At the present time, the mine is

not working, and the salmon and trout

have resumed their occupation of Salmon
River, butin sadly diminished numbers
Now, like most sanemen I have nogriev-

ance against an industrial concern which
spoils sport for the fisherman or hunter,

and gives employment to the masses. The
Dufferin Mine was the mainstay of the

Eastern Shore for years. It ruined a

lovely salmon stream, but it provided

work for some two hundred men. I hope to

see the mine reopened, and worked suc-

cessfully. If this is impossible, I hope to

see Salmon River thrown open to the

fish once more.

A few miles to the East of Salmon
River, Quoddy River crosses the road.

One Henry O'Leary of West Quoddy,
Halifax County, is the guide, and owns
several camps on the stream. It is a

mere thread of water, but it furnished

splendid sport, when I lived near there.

At the present'date, the fishing has im-

proved, and it is one of the best little

streams in the Province.
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Henry O'Leary has no use for the

"fish-hog"," so I would strongly advise

any reader of "Rod and Gun" who has

a desire to fish for count, or make a re-

cord slaughter of fish and game to give

Quoddy River, and Henry O'Leary a

very wide berth. Like the celebrated

Ned Sullivan, he will do all he can for

a sportsman, but he reserves the right to

cry "Hold, Enough!"
There is practically no poaching in

Quoddy River, so both salmon and trout

are plentiful, the salmon are hard to

catch, but they do not refuse the fly in

the obstinate way the large salmon do in

Moser, and other rivers. Were I for-

tunate to be able to put in a season on

the Eastern Shore, I should certainly re-

tain O'Leary, or one of his deputies, for

the last half of June, and the first half of

July. The fish captured then would
not be as numerous as those which come
in later, but they are bigger, and in more
perfect condition. Given a light rod, a

moderate amount of line, and a salmon
on trout tackle—What nobler sport could

the patron Saint of fishermen ask for?

I have had that experience in Quoddy,
Moser, St. Mary's and Indian Rivers,

also in Gaspereau Brook.

Like all streams on this shore, Quoddy
River is absolutely at the mercy of the

weather. A fortnight's drought, will

reduce it to 1 thread of water, and the

trout and salmon will languish in the

brackish water at the mouth waiting for

the rain, and the accompanying freshet
;

like the salmon in Charles Kingsley's im-

mortal "Water-Babies." In addition to

being a, good guide, O'Leary is a skilled

taxidermist.

Between Quoddy River, and Moser's

River, only onesmall brook occurs—Moose
Head Brook. I caught some nice grilse

in the stream some years ago. Moser's

River would be a nice salmon and trout

stream, were it not for the Moser-River-
ites. These gentlemen are mostly of

Dutch extraction. Most of them can

cast a fly to perfection,—and tie one too

but a considerable percentage of them
devote their leisure to poaching. Like

Salmon River, Moser River is closed by
a dam

;
but it has been possible to run a

fishway over the dam. When I lived

at Moser River, and I am informed the

same conditions exist now ;—the head of

the fishway was systematically closed,

and the fish which ascended to the top
"bucket," were,— and still are,—ladeled

out in a dipnet, at the sweet will and
pleasure of the Moser River Dutchmen.
Now, though the lumber company who
operate on Moser,—and other rivers,

—

are technically supposed to keep their

fishways clear and to enforce the rules as
to fishing under the dams, they are mor-
ally clear of guilt in the matter of poach-
ing. They have thousands of dollars

worth of machinery, tens of thousands
of dollars worth of sawn, and
possibly hundreds of thousands worth of
standing lumber at stake. Possibly their

standing lumber may run into the mil-

lions. One match and a few scraps of
birch-bark, will even up an almighty big
score. (I remember a remark passed to

me last year, when the "Petty Trespass
Act" was under consideration.)

The upper waters of Moser River do
not afford very good fishing. I have
made some very nice bags at the head of

the mill-pond, at "The Salmon Hole,"
five miles from the village, and at the

head of Mill Lake. Three miles east of
Moser River, is Smith's Brook. It is a
small stream, and the fishing on the pools
and deadwaters is fairly good. The trail

over the bogs and barrens is abominably
bad. A guide would be necessary.

Ecum Secum River is on the boundary
between the counties of: Halifax, and
Guysboro. It is one of the finest trout

and salmon streams in the Province. The
fishing rights have been granted, and
permission to fish is necessary. The
river has changed hands since I was
there, but in former years the owner, al-

lowed responsible people to fish as long
as they refrained from making too great
a slaughter.

Some miles further on, there is a little

stream called Bear Brook. It runs into

Liskeard Harbor, between Marie Joseph
and Liscombe mills. It yields a few nice

salmon trout, and the lakes and ponds
are full of medium sized brook-trout. I

believe some grilse go up when the water
is high.

Big Liscombe River has both trout and
salmon between the mills and the falls.

The latter are some thirty feet high; con-
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sequently no fish can pass them. Above
the falls, the river is a succession of pools

and lakes. They are never fished. They
absolutely swarm with large trout, but

there is no road by which a wagon can

ascend the river bank, and the best way
to reach the upper waters, would be to

go to Sherbrooke, haul the canoes and
dunnage to the Mitchel clearing, paddle

across Dan's Lake and then portage over

the divide into Yankee Lake, on East

Liscombe. It would be a pretty hard

portage, but quite practicable. A guide

would be absolutely necessary.

Gaspereau Brook is half-way between
Liscombe and Sherbrooke. There is good
salmon-trout fishing in the salt water at

the mouth of the brook, during the

month of July. There is a long dead -

water about a hundred yards from the

falls, and when the fish are running, some
nice bags of trout and an accasional sal-

mon or grilse are caught in it. I have
counted twenty salmon going up the

falls at the mouth of Gaspereau, in half

an hour.

If the water is low, the fish lie in the

brackish water at the mouth of the brook,
and the longer they stay there, the less

inclined to take the fly are they. 1 have
reason to believe that they are mercilessly

poached at night—principally in illicitly

set herring, trout and salmon nets.

The riparian privileges on the upper
part of this stream are preserved. There
is a good deal of open water however,
and the proprietor of the lodge on Snow's
Pool is usually quite willing to allow re-

sponsible people, and sportsmen, a rea-

sonable amount of latitude.

Gegoggan Brook lies half-way between
Gaspereau, and Goldenville mines. It

furnishes some nice baskets of trout in

August, when there is a freshet in the
brook, but it is so uncertain, and has been
dynamited so mercilessly, that it is hardly
worth mention as a fishing stream.

The crusher dams, and the flood of
sand which poured down the North-West
Arm brook, for some thirty years, have
put the stream "out of action" as a resort
for salmon-trout. About two million
dollars worth of gold, have been collected

fromthefourcrushers whichformerly stood
on this brook. The upper waters still

furnish some good bags of brook-trout

—

the fiercest fighters I have ever tackled. I

have taken twenty-six fish, which weigh-
ed thirty-one pounds, from the upper
waters of this stream. The right time to

go there is the very last of May, or the
first of June, just as the alders and
birches are coming into leaf. You should
drive from Sherbrooke to Stillwater, take
the trail in from John Mcintosh's across
the barrens, and fishthe West branch down
to the Forks. Then fish up the East branch
to the dam. There' are some pretty little

pools on the brook, and they hold some
very nice trout.

The little town of Sherbrooke is situated
on the banks of St. Mary's River. The
tide comes up above the town, but sal-

mon and large trout are frequently caught
just below the bridge. At irregular inter-

vals, large schools of striped bass come
up to the head of the tide. They take
the spoon, or a vivid red fly very well,

and afford good sport. From the head
of the tide to the falls, there are several

good salmon pools. In former years the

spearmen, and net-men played the Old
Harry with them, but the citizens of the

town take a keen interest in fishing at

the present time, and the poachers have
realized that their room is preferred to

their company. I lived in Sherbrooke for

a good many years. It is a queer little

place, forty-five miles from a railway,

with the finest river in Nova Scotia run-

ing through it, and some of the best

moose grounds in Canada lying right

round it. It is the last remaining ' 'stage

coach town" in A Nova Scotia. The rail-

way.has eliminated the coach from nearly

all the roads in the Province, but between
Sherbrooke and Antigonish, Sheet Harbor
and Wine Harbor, the old method of

locomotion holds its own.
For all practical purposes, the salmon

fishing in St. Mary's River may be said

to commence at the bridge, and terminate

about a quarter of a mile above Still-

water bridge. When the salmon as-

cend the river as far as "The Forks"

—

some twelve miles, they become dull and
"logey," and though they occasionally

take the fly, they do not rise at all well.

The first run of salmon come up the river

under the ice, in March or early in April.

While the drive is coming down, and the^

water is foul with bark, and other debris

incidental to stream-driving, a number of
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fish go up. The netmen in the tidal water
have to contend with the floating- trash,

their nets are filled with rubbish until

the drive is over ; and the salmon will

not "mesh" in them, and go up stream to

the spawning- grounds. Fly fishing-

is

out of the question while the log's are

running, but as soon as they are past,

and safe in the boom, every pool has its

attendant angler.

For early fishing- in St. Mary's River,

the following flies will be found all right:
—-The Canary, Durham Ranger, Jock
Scott, Silver Doctor, Black Dose, and
Admiral, all of large size. Later in the

season, the Canary is very little use, and
the Durham, and Black Ranger, and the

Jock Scott are good flies. Salmon and
trout flies can be purchased in several of

the Sherbrooke stores. As a matter of

fact it will pay the visitor to that town
far better to buy his flies there, than to

take them with him. The parties who
deal in flies are practical fishermen, and
their advice is worth having.

The big Gaspereau Lake is distant

some five miles from Sherbrooke, and
can be reached by team. An express

waggon can almost get to the lake

itself. The lake above it, known as

Mitchell's Lake, has some good trout in

it late in the season. It is useless for

the stranger to attempt to fish these

lakes without a guide.

... A drive down the Indian Harbor Lakes,

across from Port Hilford to Beckerton
will take the tourist to Indian River. In

July, there is a magnificient, but uncer-

tain fishing at the mouth of this stream.

At certain seasons, the seals simply swarm
off Beckerton, and the tourist who takes

a rifle with him, is absolutely sure of a
chance at a seal.

Indian River is the last river I propose
to mention. I have enumerated every

stream (worth consideration from a

sportsman's point of view) which crosses

some eighty miles of road. To attempt
to describe the labyrinth of lakes, still-

waters and brooks, which constitute this

vast water system, in detail, would take

up an entire edition of "Rod and Gun*"

If the tourist wishes to board at some
hotel, or farm-house, he will not require

a tent. I give the following list of neces-

saries for those who wish to go to the

woods, and be independent of civilization

for atime, (I do notspecify the amounts,
as they will of course vary with the num-
ber of the party, and the duration of their

contemplated visit) : — tent, cooking
utensils, canoe, axe, spare clothes,

candles, lanthorn, salmon rod (with

three spare tips, and a spare second joint,

)

two trout rods with spare tips, half a

dozen six foot salmon casts of the best

gut, a spare reel or two, a five yard roll of

Z. O. adhesive plaster half inch wide for re-

pairing breaks, a sufficiency of canned
vegetables, soup, salt pork, bacon, bis-

cuit, and other eatables to last the party,

and all the whiskey they are likely to

require, as the supply of whiskey on the

Eastern Shore is uncertain, and the qual-

ity is infernally bad. Canned goods can
be purchased at Sherbrooke, or Sheet
Harbor, and it will hardly pay to bring
them down.

In August, the mouth of St. Mary's
River, and the harbor at Port Beckerton,
are full of black-duck, and the yellow-leg

plover. Plover are not included in the

list of game birds. Black-duck are. I

have killed thirty yellow-legs in one
morning, shooting over decoys, opposite

the wharf at Senora.

About canoes. The natives use dug-
out pine logs. They are very cumber-
some, and I would advise the visitor to

try a light basswood, cedar or canvas
canoe. It would be almost a physical

impossibilily to make a lengthy
portage with a "dug-out". With the

light cedar canoe, it would be perfectly

feasable. A. M. Bell & Co. of Halifax,

have a good assortment of canoes in

stock. I would advise the intending
visitor to the Eastern Shore to go through
their rooms.
A line to Captain Murdoch, S. S. Duf-

ferin, Halifax, (or Sherbrooke, Guysboro
Co.) will elicit all information as to the

sailing of the "Dufferin." I imagine
that if sufficient time is accorded him, he
will be able to make arrangements as to

guides etc.

The tourist must bear in mind the

climatic difference between the Annapolis
Valley, and the Eastern Shore, and come
provided with warmer clothing, especially

in June, than he or she would otherwise
wear.



Our Fishing and Hunting Trip in Northern Ontario.

BY FRANK CARREL.

PART II.

WWljONDAY was ushered in under most

IAAIi favorable auspices for our paddle

across the lake, and up the river,

to North Temiskaming, more recently

christened Murray City. Tents rolled up
and our five canoes, loaded with several

hundred pounds of kit and supplies,

made quite a formidable appearance
leaving- Haileybury's shore about ten

o'clock in the morning, with a crowd on
the wharf to see us off. The lake was a
perfect calm,
with the sun
shining brightly

upon it, and our
trip to Chief Is-

land, which we
r e ached about
noon, and where
we disembarked
for lunch, was
quite a delight-

ful outing-. This
island is about
half way across,

and on it we en-

joyed our first

camp meal of

bacon, bread and
tea, without su-

g-ar or butter,

the absence of
which was hard-
ly noticed. It

was the best

meal we had par-

taken of since leaving- Quebec, which
was probably due to the fact that we.
wrere certainly hungry enough to relish

almost anything, and what was lacking
in quantity was certainly there in quality,
and it would have been difficult to have
asked for anything more palatable than
the delicious bacon, which was served up
on tin plates, with a thick slice of bread,
and a large bowl of hot black tea.

Before leaving this island we had a
rifle competition with Pishabo, who, we
had been informed was a crack shot

PISHABO EXAMINING A NEW RIFLE

among the Indians. We placed a target

at about two hundred feet and while the

Colonel captured the prize by coming
within an inch ot the bull's eye, Pishabo
and I were ties for the second place, my
shot going into the indenture made by
his, about half an inch away from that of

the Colonel. We were quite elated over
the fact we could shoot as good, if not

better than our guide, and this no doubt,

filled us with a considerable pride and
confidence, for

our moose hunt.

We were soon
on our journey
again, against a
strong head
wind for the

next two or three

miles, which
brought us t*

one of the arms
of the White
River, which we
entered after ex-

periencing muck
difficulty in find-

ing the channel
wh i c h runs
through a huge
sand bar leading

up to it, but

when we got in-

to the river prop-

er, we found our-
selves in acharm-

ing stream about one hundred and fifty

feet wide, heavily timbered with tall elms,

birch and a little pine, while on the banks
we saw fresh tracks of bears, who had
recently been on a "berry picking" expe-
dition and left traces of their presence
by trampling the underbush down to the

water's edge. Some two miles up the

river we reached the juncture of the Dev-
il's Channel, which connects White
River with Quinze River, up whick we
were going. This channel which is quite

narrow, but deep, extends about one and:
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a half miles, and would almost seem to

be an artificial canal it is so undeviating

in its width during- the whole distance.

Ihe interesting- feature of this stream is

the fact that it runs both ways, that is to

say, sometimes east and sometimes west,

being 'regulated by the height of the two
rivers which it connects, which ever be-

ing the highest, feeding it. This water-

way is used by a small steamboat plying

between North Temiskaming and New
Liskeard as a short route, and on it we
came across a gang of men with a Gov-
ernment dredge, at work pulling up the

dead logs and stumps in order to make
navigation all the more safe. We also

discovered a small sulphur spring, which
was the only

good drinking

water, al-

though it had
a horrible odor,

which we had
found up to

that time.

As we enter-

ed the Quinze
River, named
after the fif-

teen portages
which are on
it, we met a

bark canoe,

the firstwe had
seen, with two
squaws, and
an Indian boy
sitting in the ,

middle; they turned their heads away
from us with the usual bashfulness of the

Indian. But no sooner had we passed,

than we were stared at until lost sight of

round a point of land.

We found the Quinze River a much
wider stream than the White, paddling

up it for two hours, until we reached a

small Indian settlement, known as North
Temiskaming or Murray City, which up
to a short time ago was the chief point of

the Indian reserve in this locality. Here
we found a small Catholic church, con-

structed of wood, in charge of Rev. Mr.
Evain, a popular and well known mis-

sionary, who speaks the Indian language
as well as the Indians themselves and
about four or five stores, conducted by

the following proprietors, whose nation-

alities may be judged by their names:
Murray, Foran, Malone, Angers and
McKenzie. The former is the latest and
most modern, one of the partners of
which, Mr. Murray is the recent pur-

chaser of the townsite, after which the

village is rechristened. It had to be
bought from the Government, with the

consent or permission, of the Indians, in

whose reserve it is located. Mr. Mur-
ray resides in Ottawa, and is well known
to thepoliticians of the Dominion Govern-
ment, of which he once formed part.

For several miles in the vicinity of the

few buildings, forming a little village,

the land is under cultivation, and the In-

OUR PARTY WITHOUT THE PROFESSOR.

dian farms looked to be in a very pros-
perous state.

Bears were very plentiful in the neigh-

borhood, one having been killed the day
before we arrived, while swimming across

the river, in the very heart of the settle-

ment, the killing of which was very
amusing, from the fact that almost every
man in the village ran for his gun, when
the news was heralded around, and as

they congregated on the only wharf, it

looked as though the settlement was
about to be invaded by an outside foe.

Even the cure was there, with his mod-
ern rifle, to take part in the defence of

the village, as it were, from the inroads

of Mr. Bruin, or, the sport his presence
afforded the residents, but it is said, the
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first shot from an Indian's rifle, took ef-

fect in the stranger's head, and in a few

minutes afterwards his dead body was

being- borne ashore, in a bark canoe, a

very ordinary event in the usually quiet

village of North Temiskaming.

We pitched our tents near the shore,

and after another meal of pretty much
the same edibles as those we partook of

for lunch, with the addition of some

eggs, milk and butter, which we pro-

cured in one of the stores near by, we
were soon under our blankets, making
vain efforts to go to sleep ^upon the hard

barren ground, over which we had thrown

a rubber sheet, for we were not close

enough to the trees to be able to afford

branches for an improvised mattress.

As it was our first experience of sleeping

under canvas on this trip, we were nat-

urally not prepared for the very hard

surface of Mother Earth, and it was a

doubtful proposition to calculate how
much sleep we obtained, but, being up

early, and watching the sun rise over

the low hills, on the opposite shore was
full compensation for any loss in this re-

spect, and the bracing air and clear sky,

ushering in another fine day, was quite

sufficient tonic for any weariness which
might have followed in the wake of a

restless night. Two things I have noted

about the Colonel; he is no "kicker,"

and a great military man, for he said

little about the hard bed excepting that

he had obtained very little sleep, and he
seems to be very pernicky about his dress

and likes to see everything in "apple pie"

order.

At 8:30 a. m., with my friend, the

Colonel, we started with shot gun and
rifle, to walk a portage of sixteen miles

alongside most of our outfit, and one
canoe packed on a heavy dray, attached
to two plucky looking horses, while our
men in charge of Professor Campbell^
took the balance of the canoes up the

fifteen rapids. Our destination that
evening was Klock's farm, on Quinze
Lake. The day was ideal for our tramp
and all the storekeepers who were some-
what disappointed because we had not
made more purchases from them, turned
out to see us off. North Temiskaming
has evidently been a popular one for sup-
plying the wants of the lumbermen, for

some years past, and one merchant who
has spent most of his life there is re-

ported to be worth over fifty thousand
dollars, but today the merchants are ca-

tering more to the supplies of sportsmen,
being on the border line of the great si-

lent North, or the gateway to the im-
mense area of unexplored hunting and
fishing grounds which lie beyond and
stretch up over both Provinces to Hud-
son Bay. But one is dubious about
leaving the purchase of supplies until the

last point is reached, and another better

reason is that, heretofore, the prices of
everything for the stranger has made
trading there unreasonably prohibitive,

several cases of exorbitant charges hav-
ing come to our attention, and if they

are to be continued we will be surprised

to find any sane 'merchant expecting an
increase of business in this line.

Guides can also be secured there at

the top notch wage of $3 a day, and while

there is no union in existence, the white

men have arranged matters so that not

one of the Indians dare engage for any-

thing less. There is no doubt that while

a few first class guides are worth this

money, the great majority of them are

not worth half the sum, which is a great

drawback to the sportsmen who have to

accept the latter wheruall the former are

engaged.
Before we finished with this place we

had an experience of our own of the ex-

tortion practised upon unsuspecting vis-

itors. In arranging to have our outfit

hauled by team over the sixteen mile

portage, which journey can be performed
in about five hours, we agreed to pay

$1.50 per hundred pounds, the goods to

be weighed at the other end. Thinking
this to be the regular rate for such trans-

portation, we made no calculation of the

approximate weight of our outfit, sub-

mitting to the charge as being an ordi-

nary and fair one, but, when the lot was
weighed at the other end, through a cun-

ning and keen piece of tact, we were
asked to pay almost $25 for this one
load. We came to the conclusion to

steer clear of Murray City forever again,

as there are several other ways and
means of reaching Quinze Lake, besides

the one we had come, unless other rea-

sonable men entered the field for compe-
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tition in the transfer bus : ness.

Our morning's walk over the portage
was made with considerable disappoint-

ment, for we had been told that we
would see any number of partridges, and
as many bears, and we left keen with

the thoughts of a great day's sport, and
judging from all the bear tales we had
heard of since the time we had left Hai-
leybury, we were not discussing the mere
fact of killing a bear or a moose, but

how many we would encounter and suc-

cessfully bag*.

To have a cariole full of bear robes,

the result of my sporting prowess was
among the least of my ambitions, while

INTERIOR OF OUR TENT.

the Colonel saw visions of several big

stuffed black bruins, adorning his Ger-
man Club, which has a name which
sounds very much like bear (Berolina). As
for moose! We were told that they
were so plentiful, that they would sniff

around a canoe if they saw one coming,
and it took a man with a mean heart to

kill them, they were such easy marks.
This made my friend the Colonel,

promise several of his Canadian friends
' 'A real good head, "-when he should re-

turn from this trip, as he did not know
what he would do with all he was going
to kill. But after we had walked about
ten miles without seeing a blessed thingon
the way, our spirits began to ebb, and our
early morning enthusiasm disappeared in-

to the most hopeless expectations. Then

we had the good fortune to pick up a

horse shoe, and carried it for luck. We
thought that we would put the supersti-

tious belief of this mystic charm to a

practical test, but it took a long time to

bring results, and then only in the shape
of a small partridge which the Colonel

quickly brought down with his new shot-

gun. We had walked about fourteen

miles, over a very fair roadway, which in

this region was considered very bad, but
those who have travelled over some of

the sandy boulder highways in the back
parts of Quebec Province, would never
think so. We suffered very much from
thirst, only finding one stream that was

fit to drink,

and the day
b e ing warm,
and the walk
rather long for

two men not
accustomed to

it, we felt the

effects of the

journey consid-

erably, during
the last few
miles. There
was not a

house on the

whole way, ex-

cept a few un-
occupied lum-
b e r camps.
We met one
Indian f amily
and exchanged
dialogue, with

North Temis-

camped by the wayside,
the following amusing
them:
"How far are we from

kaming?" We asked one of the mem-
bers of the family, an Indian boy, of
about sixteen years of age, to which we
received no reply.

"Are we three miles?" we again ven-
tured to ask.

"No," was the response.
"Are we two and one half miles?"
"No."
"Are we two miles?"
"Yes."
This much drawn out dialogue, meant

to signify that we were between two, and
two and a half miles, but it required an
unnecessary lot of tact, patience and dip-
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lomacy to get it out of them, and al-

though they were five or six in the fam-

ily, not one looked up, while the conver-

sation was going" on, but the moment we
turned our backs upon them, they all

dropped their work, and peered after us,

until we were out of sight, in the same
manner the two old squaws had scrutin-

ized us on Quinze River. Even the fe-

male head of this group of nomads, who
had hid herself behind a cooking stove

under a lean-to, so we could see nothing

but her feet underneath it, condescended

to strain her neck from behind the stove

pipe, to get a glimpse of the wandering

sportsmen as they wended their way
along the road. There was a dog at-

tached to the family household, but he

was well trained

for he never

even barked, as

he gazed upon
us, sitting on
the verandah of

the hut, his

back up against

a box, looking

at us in great

curiosity, but

no pa rticular

desire to give

chase or inter-

est himself, in klock's farm house on lake quinze.

knowing any further who we were by a of tea and three glasses

closer range of scent, or sampling any
part of our clothing. .

Nothing of special interest occurred

on that sixteen mile portage, excepting

the welcome sight of Lake Quinze,

which we reached about four in the after-

noon, with weary step and hungry feel-

ing, for we had brought no lunch and
had nothing to eat since early breakfast.

When we came in sight of Klock's
beautiful farm, our surprise was aston-

ishing, for here was a tract of two hun-
dred acres of land, close to the shores of

the bay of a lake some sixty miles in

length, cultivated and divided into fine

fields of grazing pasturage, with oat and
hay fields for stock crops, as productive
as one could expect to find in close prox-
imity to a city, while there were a num-
ber of well built barns, several houses
for the farm hands, a number of boats,
including a tug, and what is known asan

alligator, which is a boat to run on land

or water, and some twenty fine looking
draught horses, and about the same
number of prime cows. This was an
unique picture for such pedestrians as

we, and it is not surprising that we hur-

ried our lagging steps to reaeh the din-

ing room, where we were refreshed with

a good supply of tea and fresh milk, and
delicious bread, doughnuts and raisin

pie, the pastry and baking being much
superior to anything in the usual hotel.

It was in fact, what might be called

home-made cooking, which, naturally

appealed to us, in our frenzy for some-
thing to eat.

We were, however, careful not to

gorge ourselves in this direction, for

fear of after

e ff e c t s, but
w h at we re-

frained from
eating, we
made up for in

liquids, finding

it almost im-

p o s s i ble to

q u e n ch our
thirst for hours
afterwards, not-

w i t h standing
the Col o n e 1

drank four cups
of milk at the

interesting point

It was estab-

first sitting.

Klock's Farm is an
on a northern journey,

lished many years ago by a Mr. Doug-
las, who made itr his quarters for lumber-
ing in this vicinity. In other words, he
may be said to be the Father of the Up-
per Ottawa lumbering business. It af-

terwards fell into the possession of a

Mr. J. B. Klock of Mattawa, ex-M. P.

for Nipissing, whose reputation for kind-

ness and hospitality under his roof is

proverbial with lumbermen, shanty-men
and Indians, throughout the whole of

this vast zone of new land, and even
now, it is an objective point for pros-

pector, sportsman and miner, as well as

the different parties of the Trans-Conti-
nental Railway who make it one of their

caches, in the transportation of supplies,

to their various camps some hundreds of

miles further North. Of course, Mr.
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Klock is also known for his keen fore-

sight in business as well, and has natur-

ally reaped a great benefit through this

farm, and the use of his horses in lum-
bering in winter, and for hauling freight

in the summer.
On our arrival we met a Mr. C. B.

Ammond of Ottawa, who is in charge of

the Stores' Department of the Trans-
Continental Railway, who, with a party

of Indians were waiting for supplies to

take North. The Indians were camping
under tents on the ground around the

house, and taking their meals at the

Klock farm. There was also camped in

the same vicinity, a mining engineer, a
McGill graduate, with a swarthy looking
Indian for a guide, together with another
party of prospectors, so that when our
crowd of eight, with five canoes came
along about six o'clock, after a most
difficult portage up the rapids, their four

tents, added to those already erected on
the square in front of the house, made
the camping ground look like a regular
military organization.

Professor Campbell, who was in charge
of our canoe party reported a very hard
trip up the river, and over the fifteen

portages, and most of the men were suf-

fering from sore backs from carrying the
canoes through the thick bush.
That night we had an excellent meal

at the farm house, consisting of bread,
doughnuts, pies and tea, after which we
listened to many interesting yarns, from
the men living on the farm, not the least

of which was one relating to the terrible

accident which had befallen their store-

keeper> Richard Wilkinson, who, about
eight years ago, when working on one of
these isolated lumbering farms, a long
distance from any medical aid, got his

hand caught in a small threshing machine
and completely torn off a few inches be-
•low the elbow.

His only companions were a cook and
a cattle man, both of whom were strang-
ers to the neighborhood and unfit to go
for medical assistance, some eighteen
miles away, not knowing the road. The
unfortunate storekeeper in his terrible

plight, managed to retain sufficient pres-

ence of mind to tie up his mutilated arm
to prevent the loss of blood, and then
buried it in a bag of flour, and remained

in this state awaiting what quite natur-
ally might be expected, a slow and lin-

gering death, unless by some accident,

some Indians might happen along in time
to render the necessary assistance.

After the fifth day good fortune favored
him, with the arrival at the house of a
very feeble Indian, of some eighty years
of age, who the storekeeper had be-
friended on several occasions. While
the old man was not fit to make the
eighteen mile journey, to the nearest
lumber camp for medical aid, he was able
to locate a younger Indian hunting within
a few miles, who hastened for the doc-
tor, bringing him back within ten days
from the time the accident happened,
and just in time to save the storekeeper
from a painful and lingering death, but
at the same time too late to save any
part of the arm which had to be ampu-
tated close to the shoulder.

This story was told to us by the store-

keeper himself, who is now employed on
the Klock Farm and it represents one of
the many cases of trials and hardships
which have to be endured by the ad-
vanced settlers and pioneers who work
out the destiny of the hinterlands of our
rich and bountiful country.

One of the fifteen rapids of the Quinze
River over which our men had portaged
that day, is known as the Devil's Chute
and has the worst record of all the rapids

on the river for treachery and fatalities,

and about it the farm hands told a sad
story which had happened on it but a
few years before.

Extensive lumbering operations were
going on in the district during the winter
of the year in question and the Quinze
River was filled with logs. Many dan-
gerous jams followed as a natural conse-
quence which had to be broken by the

hardy lumbermen or log drivers, as they
are known in the woods. A pile of logs
had jammed above the Devil's Chute in

a strong eddy at the top of the more
dangerous, or fatal drop of many feet,

where tons of water went bounding over
at a terrific force. The whirlpool was
known to be treacherous, and to be
caught in it meant certain death in the

rapids below, but it varied in its danger-
ous aspect, for sometimes it was not as

bad as at others, and it was on one of
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these occasions, that one of the bosses

ordered the foreman of a boat's crew to

o-o further out into the river to move the

jam that was existing- there.

The foreman named Poison, responded

that it was too risky and refused to go
any further than where he had already

taken a risk of his life. This angered

the overseer to such an extent, that he

lost his temper, ordered the recalcitrant

Poison ashore and took his place in the

stern of the heavy sharp pointed lumber

boat, steering it out into strong encir-

cling water, but it was his last stroke of

the oar, for boat, and crew of six men
got beyond all human aid, and in the

most helpless manner, and in the sight of

many of their companions, were carried

over the falls, and every man was
drowned, all due to the foolhardiness of

a rash, though daring boss.

Opposite the Klock Farm site, about

a mile across the bay, is a splendid van-

tage point, which commands a most
magnificent view of the northern part of

the lake, and upon which is to be seen a

most picturesque series of small regu-

larly built log cabins, prettily and artis-

tically decorated with moose and caribou

antlers adorning the entrance, narrow
pathways dividing a small garden patch
in front of the main residence, a swing
and other touches of civilization, mixed
in with the crude, unfinished woodcraft
of the forest. Here resides a French
Canadian, who came to work on the

Klock Farm a number of years ago, but
falling in love with an Indian widowed
squaw, with two grown up sons, he mar-
ried her and they selected this lot upon
which to spend their future lives, making*
their living through hunting, fishing and
assisting in harvesting on the Klock
Farm.
The Colonel and I thought we would „

sleep in the spare room of the farm house
that night, as it would be the last oppor-
tunity for such a luxury for some days
not forgetting our experience on the
previous night.

As I blew out the light I said: * 'Well,
Colonel, yesterday we had exercise
enough for our upper limbs, and today
we have done equal justice to our lower
extremities haven't we?"

"Yes," responded the Colonel, "that

means, we are tired all over;" and in a
few minutes we were both fast and sound
asleep, although not yet ten o'clock.

As we looked out of the small window
of the upper portion of the farm house
next morning, we saw a low line of

threatening clouds, through which the

sun was endeavoring to make its way,
and in the race finally won out, so that by
seven o'clock, when we made our start

for the North end of the lake, the pros-

pects of a fine day were more assuring.

The Colonel and I had partaken of

breakfast at the same long table with the

Indians, and watched with interest the

manner in which they devoured the cold

pork, hot potatoes and pies. Strange as

it may seem, the Klock Farm, supplies

its guests with pie three times a day, and
it is so good that it is not surprising to

find it in great demand and well relished

by the boarders. Mrs. Algers, the wife

of the foreman of the establishment, who
does most of the cooking, said that as

meat was so scarce they had to vary

their meals in this way. With game so

plentiful all around it might be supposed
that meat would be anything but scarce,

but nevertheless it was.

Although the Indians whom we joined

at the dining table, belonged to the more
distant North, being engaged with the

Trans-Continental Survey party, it was
surprising to see with what good form
they conducted themselves at the table,

the last to leave that morning being a

little eight or nine year old boy, who re-

ceived a stern rebuke from his father for

taking more bread on his plate than he

could eat. We had been noticing the

little fellow and it was quite natural to

see him give his preference to pie, or

which he ate almost a whole one, in

several generous helpings. He evidently

thought to make good his error of judg-

ment with regard to his father's rebuke

about the bread, by returning to his seat

and putting the surplus piece back on the

bread plate in the middle of the table.

After breakfast, this party of Indians,

enjoyed a chase after a little squirrel,

which they easily captured and killed.

Mr. Ammond, whowas in charge of them
and who was looking on at the time,

stated regretfully, that the spirit of kill-

ing, for the mere sake of killing, seems
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to be innate with them, whenever oppor-

tunity offered, and that it was not suffi-

cient for them to kill alone for want or

force, but for the pleasure it gave them.

We had not proceeded very far when
our canoe commenced to take in water
at such a rate, that we had to go ashore

to bail it out. It was one of the oldest

canoes in the flotilla and evidently had
got badly damaged in being carried over

the rough portage, which in many parts

was nothing more than a corduroy road,

so well described by Drummond in his

humorous and original verses in "John-
nie Courteau:"

De corduroy road go bompety bomp,
De corduroy road go jompety jomp,
An' hee's takin' beeg chances upset hee's

load

De horse dat'll trot on de corduroy road.

Of course it's purty rough, but it's handy
t'ing enough

An' dey mak' it wit' de log all jine to-

geder
Wen dey strek de swampy groun' w'ere

de water hang aroun'
Or passin' by some tough ole beaver

medder.

But it's not macadamize, so if you're
only wise

You will tak' your tarn an' never min' de
worry

For de corduroy is bad, an' will mak' you
plaintee mad

By de way de buggy jump, in case you
hurry.

t

We continued on our course
again, but our trouble was not
at an end, for the canoe was
leaking as bad as ever. By
this time the sun has disap-

peared and a very high wind
was blowing, which made our
position much worse than what
it was at the start. We were
compelled to go ashore a sec-

ond time, taking refuge in a
small bay which was somewhat
sheltered from the rising sea,

where, a few minutes after-

wards, we were joined by the

remainder ot the canoes, which
were beginning to ship so

much water by the increasing size of the

waves that our leading guide, Pishabo,
considered that it would be next to im-
possible to go any further, as ihere was
a very shallow part of the lake ahead of

us, over which we could not pass with-

out swamping in such a gale.

Besides this, the outlook was very
threatening, and the rain was beginning
to fall, so we came to the conclusion to

make a halt, after only covering about a
mile from the Klock farm, but we had to

look upon accidents of this nature, in a
most philosophical way, and within half

an hour we had our tents up, canoes
turned upside down, on the beach, and
everything under cover, in due prepara-
tion for what we anticipated, would be a
wet and disagreeable day. The rain began
to fall in heavy showers and kept it up
for the greater part of the morning.
Notwithstanding this, the Colonel's en-

thusiastic spirits never failed him, and
all dressed up in a long mackintosh, he
started out in the forenoon, with one of

the Indians, to scour the woods for

game, but after spending several hours
in such pursuit, he returned with one
bird, which he religiously believed the

guide who went with him, had carried in

his pocket, for he maintained he saw
"not another living creature" on his

whole tramp of several miles.

At lunch we participated in a repast

prepared by the Colonel, consisting of

bouillon made from concentrated tablets,

canned sardines and asparagus tips, all

of which were of a very superior order

THE COLONEL AND PISHABO LEAVING
LAKE PATROL.

THE CAMP FOR A
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and above anything- we had ever tasted

before in this line, so we proposed a vote

of thanks for the Colonel and his excel-

lent German foodstuff's.

In the afternoon the men took a nap,

but the Colonel's undaunted ardor never

waned for a moment, and he again don-

ned his mackintosh and with the two In-

dians, this time decked out in borrowed

oilskin and rubber coats, left in a canoe

to patrol part of the lake, on the scent

ot moose or any other big- game, which

might cross his path.

About four in the afternoon the low

lying clouds cleared off" and old Sol in all

his glory, poured down a rejoicing bril-

liancy, making everything look supreme-

ly grand once more.

With the

professor and
a g ui d e we
paddled over

to the family

retreat on the

point opposite

the Klockfarm
and after pho-
t o g r a phing
their tastefully

e r e c ted log

h o uses, with
miniature gar-

den and fence

around them,
which perform-

ance had to be
a c complished
by standi n g lafantasie's

our tri-pods in the water some distance

from shore, the owner and his Indian
wife come out and took part in the pic-

ture afterwards inviting us ashore. We
wished them "good day" and taking ad-
vantage of their hospitality landed to

have a little chat with them. We found
the former of a very talkative and socia-

ble nature, and learned that his name
was Archie Maurice Lafantasie, and that
he hailed from Montreal, but on account
of marrying an Indian woman, he
thought the best thing he could do was
to settle in this district, where he for-

merly worked on the Klock farm, and
this is why this odd homestead bears a
semi-Indian appearance. He had relations

in Montreal whom he visited about once a
year, only for a few days, but was al-

ways glad to get back to his little

hermit home, in the far North, and in

his own words "felt like a fish out of
water," when in the metropolis of

Canada.
Mrs. Lafantasie was the first Indian

woman we ever met who did not exhibit

an uncomfortable shyness, but on the
contrary, she sat on the stoop of her
doorway and intelligently answered all

questions put to her, and seemed very
much interested in her husband's actions*

especially when he showed us some sam-

HOMESTEAD ON QUINZE LAKE.

pies of gold which had been taken from
a property in the North, which is now
being prospected. The poor fellow was-

suffering from a cataract in his eye
which had caused him to give up work
with Mr. Henry O'Sullivan, land sur-

veyor, who is locating the boundary
* line, between the Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec. Mr Lafantasie verified

the story of Rev. Father Evain, killing

a bear with a 32-calibre rifle within a
few feet of his house.

Of course, land in the vicinity of this

district has not as yet, been surveyed by
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the Government, and the little clearing

and farm which this lonely settler is

making, is upon land which he has yet

no title to, but which he hopes to obtain

as soon as the Ontario Government get

this far on their Northern survey.

We enjoyed our visit very much, and
in parting, Mr. Lafantasie said he would
have a look at his nets that evening, and
if there were any fresh fish he would bring

them over to us, for which we promised
him in exchange some fine fresh bacon
which we had just brought up from the

South, and thus we left the hermit couple

with the best of good fellowship and un-

derstanding.

The Professor also promised if he
would come over to camp that evening,

to open up his famous 4 'twenty- eight-

year-old Scotch'' which was only pro-

duced on very special and important oc-

casions, or through numerous outpour-
ings of our great appreciation of "it's

many excellent qualities, " while on some
occasions we had to resort to other

means to get him to turn away his watch
dog eye from "wat would make e'en a
Scotchman gleeful" if taken in modera-
tion, but the Professor's task in guarding
the brown stone jar turned out to be
easier than he at first thought, and al-

though it took him some days to learn

•f our habits, during which he watched
us with a cautiousness that was a credit

to the clan from which he sprang, he
discovered that there "was scarce amon"
in the whole party who liked the "Baby"
(as our friend, G. M. F. calls a good
bottle of A. D. C.) more than he did

himself.

We next paddled over to the Klock
farm to make some purchases of bread,

and if possible, some of Mrs. Alger's

excellent "cookies" and doughnuts. We
succeeded in the former, but she could
spare none of the latter, so the Profes-

sor went to the storehouse* and while he
was bartering away for some canned
goods with the keen glee of a Scotch-
man getting the best of the bargain, I

hung around thekitchen, praised all the

good cooking we were likely to miss up
North and doing so in the express hear-

ing of good Mrs. Alger, I was happily

rewarded with a pie, two or three dozen
doughnuts and as many "cookies,"

which she quietly slipped under my arm.
Although I had watched her making up
the parcel in an old newspaper, and sur-

mised her good intentions, I had to ap-
pear to be taken by sudden surprise, but
there was no necessity to borrow any
wOrds to sincerely express my profused,
prolonged words ot thanks.

When the Professor saw me with the
parcel carefully tucked under my arm,
his face assumed a discerning longing to

be on such good terms with the cook,
and it seems to me I noticed an expres-
sion of deep dead jealousy creep over his

sober countenance. However, I recon-
ciled him from such thoughts by saying
that they were for our supper and there
was more than enough for the three of
us.

While we were at the Klock farm three
gentlemen from Philadelphia, arrived
with three moose and one caribou head,
and when we returned to the camp and
reported our mission and the results to

the Colonel, he seemed to take as much
satisfaction over the arrival of the pie

and doughnuts as of the good news of
the hunters, but I have a sneaking idea
that this was due to my recital of the
glowing victory over the Professor's rep-

utation for making impressions of a win-
ning nature upon the fair sex.

The Colonel ordered an early retire-

ment, and likewise an early rising, to

make up in a small measure, for the loss

of our day. Candle lights went out at

9 p. m. and the party was asleep at 9:30
or at least I was, and from all accounts
next morning, everybody else was too.

We were all up early, and after eating
breakfast of bacon, bread and tea, com-
menced pulling stakes and packing our
belongings and rolling up tents, and soon
the five canoes were gracefully gliding

over a perfectly calm water, with not a
breath of wind or even a ripple to break
its serene quietude. The air was redo-
lent with such a fragrant freshness of the

purest ozone that every man was filled

with double energy for the day's work.
The sun rose a half hour afterwards and
then a disagreeable head wind sprang up,

notwithstanding the sky was clear of
clouds and as blue as we had ever seen it

before. We saw a number^ of grey white
ducks and without any great effort,
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brought three of them down which we
added to the three partridges in store,

which raised our expectations for an ap-

petizing stew on the morrow.
About ten o'clock we reached our first

portage of about two hundred yards

which we covered in quick time,
.
leaving

Quinze Lake and entering what appears

to be erroneously named on the Govern-
ment map, * 'Lonely River," but as this

was further on, we came to the conclu-

sion that it was Obikaba River, as it was
the outlet of the lake by that name
which we next passed into and continued

through to its head, stopping for lunch

on a pretty island near its source. Here,

while eating the same bill of fare, with

The next party passing downward, or
Southward proved much more interest-

ing in every respect, and certainly more
encouraging to talk to, as far as our
prospects for hunting were concerned.
It was a party of about eight swarthy
looking Indians in a big war canoe, with
sails set and going along at a good rate

of speed before the wind, which we had
been battling against all morning. With
Pishabo, 1 took one of our canoes and
we went off from the island to interview
them. The sight was certainly a novel
one; six of the eight Indians were sitting

in couples in the middle of the big bark
craft, with one in the stern steering and
another in the front, evidently on the

lookout and
all by
imme-
behind
was a

THE HUDSON BAY WAR CANOE UNDER SAIL

a. ferocious appetite, brought on by a

morning paddle against a high wind, we
met two parties going in the opposite di-

rection. The first was that of a pros-

pector in a canoe with two guides, who
informed us he had come from the head
of Barrier Lake where he had discovered
an iron mine, and was on his way to*

bring up a mining engineer to stake his

claim. We asked him if he had seen
any game, which we were more interest-

ed in than mines, the reply to which
dampened our ardour, for he reported to

having only seen one partridge during
his three weeks' prospecting.

We wished him "luck" and he wished
us the same, and we christened him
"Job's Comforter" of Obikaba, or Bar-
rier Lake.

sitting

himself,

diately

the sail,

white man, and
for all the world
the whole was
a picture, typ-

ical of that of
one of the early

French explor-

ers, landing at

Quebec.
The big ca-

noe, aboutthirty

feet long, all

built of bark,

and capable of

carrying o v er

forty men, or

two tons ot freight, was on its way to

Lorigue Point from the Hudson Bay
post on Lake Abitibi to convey the fac-

tor whom we had met in Haileybury,

back to the post, while the white men
was a Mr. Jobidon of Quebec, who had
been up to the Height of Land to inspect

some gold claims for his father. He
said the country was running thick with

moose and his sleep at night had been
oftentimes disturbed by their presence.

This was good news to bring back to the

Colonel, who was again beginning; to

think that "all men were liars" when
speaking on the subject of sport.

Jobidon had been windbound for three

days on Obikaba Lake, and took advan-

tage of the war canoe to get down to

Klock's farm at the moderate transporta.
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tion fee of five dollars. It was strange

that, notwithstanding- the fact that he

could not speak the Indian tongue, nor

the Indians with him his language, a

financial bargain could be successfully

arranged.

After finishing lunch of the same menu
with the addition of condensed cream for

our tea, and pineapple for desert, we
continued on our journey north, going
through a narrow part of the lake and
then a very broad expanse and for four

hours we paddled with much difficult

against a stiff head wind, until we reached
the mouth of the Lonely River, which
we entered about four o'clock in the af-

ternoon under the most favorable weath-
er, with the sun pouring down upon us,

making everything look its very best.

This river is more of a stream than what it

isknown as, for it is not more than thirty

feet wide at any part of its whole length

of about eight or nine miles. It winds
in a most tortuous manner through a

well timbered low land, and made a pretty

ending to our third day's outing.

Jimmy's ^
BY D. D.

ABE and I were both feeling distinct-

ly blue. When one has staked all

his ready money on the result of a

horse race, and lost, he naturally feels

a little off color. That was our fix ex-

actly. And it was all Jimmy's fault.

Innumerable escapades, adventures,

scrapes and mishaps had resulted from
our following Jimmy's advice on former

occasions, but this was the limit. We had
decided to rebel. Our patience was ex-

hausted. So were our resources, and
we were in a state of mind bordering on

despair.

Jimmy had come to us several days be-

fore with a tip. It was a sure thing,

there couldn't possibly be any mistake,

he had been told by a man who knew;
Bluebell was bound to win, and if we
placed our money on her, we stood to

come out far to the good. And Abe
and I, in the face of the erroneous ad-

vice he had given us many times before,

believed him, placing our money on Blue-

bell. It was the same old story. Blue-

bell came out a mile behind. Our money
was gone, and we left the field in dis-

gust, repairing to my den to talk the

matter over, and to plot treason against

Jimmy.
Abe was giving vent to his pent up

feelings in a bitter tirade against Jimmy,
when that individual strolled calmly in on

us. His dress was as immaculate as

olf Drive

DESHANE.

ever. From the soles of his well pol-

ished shoes to the top of his shiny hat,

his attire was spotless, and without
blemish. Jimmy is short and stout, his

stomach protrudes slightly, but this does
not prevent him from dressing well. He
wears kid gloves the year around, car-

ries a cane, and considers himself an
authority on every question pertaining to

men's apparel.

"Hello, fellows!" he said easily, seat-

ing himself gingerly on the edge of a
chair. "How are you feeling now?"

"Oh, we're in the best of shape," said

Abe, trying to sneer, but failing.

"Do you want to make some money!"
.asked Jimmy, coolly.

"Money!" I broke in, sarcastically.

"What do we want of money? We
couldn't use it if we had it. Didn't we
make more money than we know what
to do with on Bluebell? No, Jimmy, no
more of your tips for mine. I'm quite

satisfied.

"

"Sore, eh?" said Jimmy, with a look
of reproach. "Was it my fault that you
lost? I gave it to you straight, just as I

got it. Didn't I lose more than the both
of you put together? But because I

dropped a few hundred on a horse race,

I'm not going to sit down and cry about
it-" r)

That's one of Jimmy's strongest
points. He's a good loser, is Jimmy.
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No matter how great the misfortune, or

how trying the ordeal through which he

has passed, he always bobs up afterwards

looking as serene and unruffled as if

nothing had happened. He simply can't

be kept down, and I began to feel my re-

sentment towards him oozing out with

every word he spoke. Abe was also be-

ginning to experience the same change

of heart, though he was still too angry

to even glance at the author of our latest

misfortune.

"I hardly expected this of you two,"

went on Jimmy, in hurt tones. "Of
course, I know that it was through fol-

lowing my advice you lost, but now
when 1 have come over to show you how
you can make it up, I think you might
receive me in a more friendly way."

"Jimmy," I said, solemnly, "I'm quite

willing to follow your lead in matters of

dress and table manners, but I draw the

line at horse races. If you have any
more tips please keep them to yourself,

because Abe and I have sworn off bet-

ting. We couldn't bet if we wanted to,

because we have no more money on hand
at present, so you might as well dry up."

"But this isn't horse racing," pro-

tested Jimmy vigorously. "It's an alto-

gether different plan. If you'll listen to

me for a moment, I'll convince you that

there is no possibility of going wrong on
this deal."

Plans are another one of Jimmy's
strong points. Perhaps I oughtn't to

call it strong either, but, at any rate, it

was a point. He had more plans for

making money than an architect has for

building houses. Abe and I knew we
were in for it, so we listened to Jimmy's
latest get-rich-quick scheme.
"No doubt you are aware of the fact

that there is a bounty on wolves," began
Jimmy, earnestly. "Well, Ihavelearned
of a place where hundreds of wolves can
be had for the shooting. I have figured
that in a week we should clean up at least

a thousand apiece. This will cover our
losses on the race track, and then if we
want to stay longer the rest will be clear
gain."

"Jimmy," I asked with a quaking
heart, "do you know anything about
hunting wolves?"

"Well, I have read a good deal about
it, and, really, there is very little to do.

Where we are going the wolves are so
thick that all you have to do is load and
fire and count your game."
We were going then! Jimmy said,

"Where we are going," and that settled

it. Abe and I knew absolutely nothing
about hunting, but that made no differ-

ence. Jimmy said hunt wolves, and hunt
wolves it was; unless the wolves reversed
the order of affairs and hunted us.

4

We left everything to Jimmy. He
was the high chief ranger of this expedi-

tion, and we were too elated to interfere.

I made my will, though the Lord knows
I had nothing to leave anyone. I said

farewell to all my friends and acquaint-

ances, and went about making my prep-

arations as cheerfully as a man does who
is on his way to the gallows.

Abe was like a man half stunned. He
went listlessly about his task of getting

ready, his mouth drooping pathetically,

a grim forboding of evil in his quaking
heart. Once he started a feeble protest

to Jimmy, and was pulled up before he
could say a dozen words.
"Of course," said Jimmy, with a look

of lofty disdain, "if you fellows are

afraid, you needn't go. There are doz-

ens of fellows ready to jump at the

chance, but I thought I'd give you the

first show."
Abe wanted to play up sick, but I told

him it wouldn't do. Jimmy would see

through that ruse in a minute, and he'd

be the laughing stock of the town. I

reminded him that he had often expressed
a wish that we could go down together,

and now that the opportunity had ar-

rived not to spoil everything by pretend-

ing to be sick. Oh, we were happy dur-

ing those few days, Abe and I, and our
friendship became so firm that neither

would allow the other out of his sight for

a single moment. But Jimmy was all

fight. He had all the thousand and one
little details to look after, and was right

in his element.

I didn't know where it was we were
going to hunt wolves. I left it all to

Jimmy, my time being fully occupied in

trying to comfort Abe. I was convinced

that I should never return anyhow, so

did not try to remember the unpronounc-
able name of the lake on the shores of

which Jimmy said we were to pitch our
tent. All I know is that we rode on the
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cars for two days, after which we un-

loaded our stuff and transferred it to an

old flat-bottomed scow, which was pro-

pelled by means of oars, wielded by a

crew of four men. We were taken up a

narrow, winding" river for miles, and were
finally set ashore in the most peaceful

spot on which a weary traveler ever set

eyes.

Jimmy selected the site for our camp,
as he called it, and we were soon hard
at work putting- things in shape. We
certainly had our work cut out, rigging

up that tent, Abe and I. Jimmy sat on
a log and engineered the job, and I must
say he was the hardest man to suit I ever

saw. He bossed us to his heart's con-

tent, and we stood it like angels. That
is, Abe did, he was too happy to resent

Jimmy's manner of giving instructions,

but I took a half hour off occasionally to

argue with him. There was no gainsay-

ing Jimmy; however, he wanted his own
way, and he got it, while I had to con-

tent myself with being* second in com-
mand. 1 made Abe suffer for every one
of my defeats, though, and when night

came he he was about as wretched-look-

ing a specimen of humanity as could be
found in a year's travel.

We made that old tent bear-proof we
made it wolf proof, and we made it bur-

glar proof, though what in Sam Hill bur-

glars would expect to find in that part of

the country, I couldn't imagine. But we
didn't make it frost proof. Oh, no! The
frost seemed to find a way in as easily as

the heat found a way out. But on the

whole, we were pretty comfortable. By
we, I mean Jimmy. Abe and I didn't

count. Any old thing was good enough
for us, or so thought Jimmy, and what-
ever he thought went. Jimmy knew all

about camping out, and on the subject of

fixing up the interior, he was a regular

well of information.

Abe was elected cook by a majority of

one. I'll do him the credit to say that

he warned us that he was no cook, but he
was far worse than that. He couldn't

boil a kettle of water without burning
it. I was glad we hadn't brought a dog,
because if we had the poor brute would
have been compelled to eat the mixtures
which Abe invented, to keep them from
going to waste.

Bright and early the next morning, we
set out to hunt wolves. When we got
about one hundred yards from the camp,
Jimmy said we must separate. He said

we would never have any luck hunting in

company, and that the only way we'd
ever get on the trail of wolves was for

each man to go by himself. So we sep-

arated. That is, Jimmy separated him-
self from Abe and I, but we two had de-

termined to die together. We hadn't

any particular desire to die just then, but
when it did come, we wanted to pass, out
in company. As for Jimmy, he could
hunt wolves to his heart's content, that's

what he was here for, but we weren't
nosing around after any wolves, not just

at that particular moment. Of course,

we would be quite willing to accept our
share of the bounty, but we weren't han-
kering after glory. We left all that to

Jimmy.
As soon as Jimmy was out of sight,

Abe and I began to sneak around through
the bushes. We skulked »n a circle, and
in five minutes were back within a doz^n
yards of the camp. Here we av*t down
on a log and smoked and talker

1

Inci-

dentally, we called Jimmy some wry

high sounding names, ana I think,

though I am a little hazy on this point,

that Abe swore at him in about sv ven
different languages. All this behind

Jimmy's back, of course.

When we grew tired of smoking and
talking, we made our way cautiously

around to the other side of the camp.
Here we found Jimmy. He also sat on
a log. But instead of smoking, he was
reading. He tried to hide the book at

our approach, but I managed to see the

name on the back, and I knew in a min-
ute what Jimmy was up to. The name
of that book was "Warwhoop, the Wolf
Killer," and Jimmy was studying up a

few good stories to tell when we got
home. For once Abe and I got off with-

out a lecture. We had Jimmy in a cor-

ner, from which it would take all his in-

genuity to free himself.

The next morning while Jimmy was
taking his bath, I said to Abe:

"Feel pretty sick this morning, don't

you Abe? Never saw you look worse in

my life. You'll have to take care of your-

self, my boy, or we'll have you on our
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hands the first thing you know. You've

got to stay in for a day or two, it would
be like flying in the face of Providence to

let you go out in that shape. Why,
man, you ought to be in bed this

minute.

"

And Abe believed me. He fancied

himself seriously ill, and straightway be-

gfan to rock himself backward and for-

ward, groaning as if suffering the most
excruciating pain.

When Jimmy came in, I at once ac-

quainted him with the state of Abe's

health, pointing out to him how cruel it

would be if both of us we're to go out

hunting and leave him here by himself.

I tried to picture to him our sorrow
should we return and find Abe dead. To
strengthen my plea, I cried a little, and
Jimmy was forced to use his own hand-
kerchief vigorously. But he agreed with

me—stepped right into the trap I had
set for him as innocently as a lamb, as 1

thought.

"Yes, Billy," he said mournfully, "you
are right. It won't do to leave Abe here

alone. If anything should happen him,
I should never forgive myself. I have a
certain knowledge of medicine, so I shall

stay in and doctor him, while you go out
and annihilate the wolves."
Then I longed for Abe to rise from his

sick bed and kick me. I might have
known I was no match for Jimmy. In

springing my little trap, I had been
caught myself.

But Abe suddenly recovered trom his

sickness. In less than five minutes he
was as cheerful as could be, and insisted
on hunting wolves. I couldn't under-
stand it, till he told me in confidence that
he would rather meet a million wolves
than swallow one dose of Jimmy's
medicine.

That day we took a lunch with us, and
stayed out all day. We had excellent
luck, too. Jimmy killed a squirrel. I

am strongly of the opinion that he put
that squirrel out of business with a stone.
I didn't tell him so, but I whispered my
suspicions to Abe, and he agreed with
me. Anyhow, when Abe dressed the
animal for dinner, we both examined it

closely, and not a sign of a bullet wound
could we find. There was a small abra-
sion on the top of its head, but Jimmy

explained this by saying he had drawn
very fine on him not wishing to spoil the
meat by sending a heavy ball through
his body. We accepted the explanation,
and congratulated Jimmy on his marks-'
manship.
The next day was Saturday, and we

had a caller. Our caller's name was
Lindsay, a settler who lived about five

miles from where we were camped. His
ways of making a living were many and
varied. He was a hunter and trapper, a
farmer on a small scale, and a raiser of

fancy stock, or so he told us. We en-

joyed his visit very much, but he made
us blissfully happy when he was leaving
by inviting us over to his place for din-

ner the next day.

Did we jump at the invitation? Ask
Abe. Jimmy took it as coolly as if din-

ing out was rather a bore than otherwise,

but Abe and I nearly fell over ourselves
in our eagerness to accept. Linsay said

he must hasten home and tell his wife,

that she might have time to prepare for

us.

Jimmy possesses many points of ex-
cellence, chief among them being his

strict observance of the Sabbath. He
had been very strictly brought up, and
had never been quite able to shake off the

effects of his early training. It did not

surprise Abe and I, therefore, when
Jimmy announced that all firearms were
to be left at camp. Abe and I expostu-

lated, but in vain. We pleaded, but

Jimmy was adamant. We pointed out to

him the danger of tramping five miles

through the woods, with wolves running
wild on all hands, unarmed, but Jimmy
said no guns or no visit, so we were
forced to quit.

Our resentment toward Jimmy could

not last; it disappeared when we saw
him dressed for the occasion. We were
overwhelmingly proud of Jimmy. From
the soles of his well polished shoes, to

the top of his shiny hat, he was perfect.

His new Prince Albert coat, which he

only wore on state occasions, fitted him
like a glove, and as he stalked along with

the tails flapping within six inches of his

heels, he had the modest apparels which

Abe and I wore put to shame. So great

was my admiration that I almost" forgot

my fear of wolves, as we followed the
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narrow trail which led to Lindsay's house.

It was nearly dinner time when we 'ar-

rived, and it struck me as rather peculiar

that a successful farmer and stockman
should live in such an unpretentious
dwelling-

. I was new to the ways of the

backwoods, however, and accepted every-

thing- without comment. The house was
a one-story log affair, about the size of

an ordinary fish shanty. There was only

one room, in one corner of which stood
the stove, in another the table, in a third

a bed, while the fourth was reserved for

a bench, made for the accommodation of

visitors.

We were formally introduced to Mrs.
Lindsay, and dinner was announced.
Say, I thought Abe was just about the

limit when it came to cooking, but he had
that woman stopped dead. She had
cooked her potatoes in cold water. You
couldn't cut them with a buzz saw. But
the meat was done all right. When I

bit on a piece of it, Jimmy, who sat on
the opposite side of the table, was nearly
•blinded by the flying particles. But this

was nothing to the bread. Had I known
of any way by which that bread could
have melted down, I would have bought
a loaf then and there, and moulded it

over into bullets. I'm sure I don't know
what kind of yeast had been used in mak-
ing it, but it must have been something
with a decided twang to it, for you could
smell that bread for miles.

But Jimmy liked it. He ate of every-
thing in sight, and was not at all stingy
of his praises. He praised the food, he
praised the cooking-, and as if this were
not enoug-h, he complimented Linday on
possessing- such an accomplished wife.

Abe and 1 confined ourselves strictly to

potatoes. We weren't hungry, anyhow.
After dinner Lindsay showed us his

farm. This consisted of about a quar-
ter acre of cleared land, and forty square
miles of timber. He was a squatter,
and paid neither rent nor taxes. To
vary the entertainment, he called up his

stock for our inspection. He was a
breeder of fancy cattle, but Abe and I

didn't fancy them at all. His stock was
three lean, mangy calves. It was hard
to guess their age, but Jimmy said they
were yearlings. We didn't dispute it.

Jimmy knew more about stock than we

did, so we took his word for it. We
weren't even sure that they were calves,

never having seen anything just like

them before. They were pot-bellied and
shaggy, and they were always ready to

eat. They weren't particular what kind

of food it was, any old thing went with

them, but they preferred bread—the kind

we had for dinner. They followed Lind-

say about like dogs, and the only way
in which he could rid himself of them
was by dropping them a chunk of the

bread. While they were using this as gum,
we made our escape.

We went into the house and smoked.
To keep us from feeling lonesome, Lind-

say told us some wolf stories. He cer-

tainly knew how to tell them, too. After

the first one, Abe and I hitched a little

closer together on our bench. Jusc about
this time, I would have been willing to

wager even money that Jimmy was wish-

ing he had not been so confounded an-

xious to keep the Sabbath. Lindsay
told another story,and supper was ready.

While eating, our host began an account

of an adventure with a wild-cat, and I

began to wonder if he would allow us t#

stay all night. I couldn't see how it

could be done, but still I clung to that

idea. The meal ended at last, but not

so with the story. That continued without

break. At nine o'clock, • Lindsay had
just reached the most thrilling point in

his narrative. I took advantage of a

moment when he was looking at Abe to

whisper to Jimmy :

"Jimmy hadn't we better be going ?"

An*d for answer Jimmy kicked me. He
deliberately reached out with his left

boot and landed on my shin. The kick

slid all the way from my instep to my
knee, and the skin slid with it. He al-

ways was more of less of a brute, was
Jimmy, but I couldn't see why he should

kick me just for saying it was time to

go home. I understood a little later,

though when Jimmy began to fish for an

invitation to sleep on the floor. But
Lindsay couldn't take a hint —he was too

interested in his story. It was eleven

when he finished ; then he got up and
wound the clock. But at this moment
Abe was taken violently sick. He fell off

the bench, and lay on the flooi rolling his

eyes and groaning dreadfully. Jimmy
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bent hastily over him, when Abe's legs

drew convulsively up to his body, then

straightened out again so suddenly as to

surprise Jimmy. Abe's feet landed full

in his stomach, and Jimmy sat down
abruptly and gasped. I was just think-

ing of going into a fit, when Jimmy
scrambled to his feet.

"I know just what to do with him,"

he said hastily to Lindsay, who stood

calmly by, "He's subject to those spells,

you know, and I have often treated him

for them."
Then, for the second time that night,

Jimmy showed his meanness. He snat-

ched up a pail full of water, and slashed

it over Abe's prostrate form, drenching

him from head to feet.

"You ^lankety-blankety-blank fool !

spluttered Abe, scrambling up and glar-

ing at Jimmy, every sign of his sickness

gone.
For a moment I feared they were com-

ing- to blows, but Jimmy showed his

generalship by apologizing to Lindsay

for soiling the floor, and Abe's anger
gradually died away. But as to staying

all night, there was nothing doing —
everything was all off.

In took us a half-hour to get ready and
say good-by, and then Mrs. Lindsay de-

tained us another half hour by stepping

forward and solemnly presenting Jimmy
with a large sized loaf of her home-made
bread.

Jimmy accepted the present gracefully,

but Abe and I were just on the verge of

collapse. We knew instinctively that we
two would be compelled to eat that bread
to the last crust. Jimmy would attend to

that part of the programme all right.

The partings over, we set bravely out
on our five mile tramp. By bravely, I

mean that we did not hurry. We weren't
at all anxious to run up against anything
in the line of wolves just then, and besides
if the unexpected happened, we wanted it*

to come before we got out of sight of
Lindsays house. Therefore like good
soldiers, we moved cautiously.

Wow ! it was dark. The moon was
due to put in an appearance somewhere
about this time, but it was not yet in

evidence. We thought of sitting down
in the lee of the house and waiting for

daylight, but Lindsay was watching us

from the window, so we had to move.
But we didn't move far when Jimmy
halted us.

"Billy" he said addressing me impres-

sively, "its up to you to cart this bread
into camp."

"Jimmy," I said, putting on a bold

front, "that isn't my bread. It was given
to you, and it just seems to me that if

anyone gave me a present like that, I

wouldn't let it out of my possession for

a single second, for fear something would
happen it."

"Yes," said Jimmy, calmly "It's my
bread, and that's the reason you're going
to carry it. You've got to do something
to earn your share, you know."

That's the way with Jimmy, he always
thinks of everything. I'd have never
looked on the matter in that light in a
thousand years ; but trust Jimmy.

I carried the bread. I carried it under
my arm. I also carried my arm as close

to Jimmy's nose as possible. I didn't

want him to forget that I was carrying

the bread. Jimmy must have thought
that Abe and I loved him well, the way
we clung to him that night. The trail

was just wide enough for us to walk
abreast, and Abe and I nearly fought
over who was to have the centre place.

Jimmy settled the difficulty by walking
there himself. We made rapid progress.

About a mile an hour.

Jimmy was our recognized leader, but
Abe and I didn't allow him to get a foot

ahead of us during that pleasant walk.

We were both bigger than Jimmy, but
we haven't got his nerve, and when the

wolves and wildcats began to arrive, we
wanted Jimmy to be with us to receive

them.
We all kept a pretty sharp lookout,

and I guess we all saw them at about
the same time. We had reached a par-

ticularly dark spot in the trail when they

appeared before us. I think there were
at least a million of them, but I wasn't
stopping to do any counting. I just

turned around and yelled :

"Wolves !"

"Wolves !
!" echoed Jimmy.

"Wolves ! !
!" howled Abe.

Then started the retreat to Lindsay's.

But we were too late. The wolves had
executed a flanking movement, and our
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retreat was cut off. There was nothing
for it but the tall timber. At this stage
of the game, I usurped the leadership by
plunging wildly into the bushes which
grew along the trail. Jimmy was a close

second, while Abe covered our retreat

and brought up the rear. It was every
man for himself, and the devil take the

hindmost.
I never knew how close together trees

could grow till then. There was a tree

in the way every two steps, and more
often than not I did not take the trouble

to turn out for them. I just waited till

one would spring up out of the earth and
bump into me, then I would sit down a
moment and think it over, and start off

on a new course. I knew this would
confuse the wolves, so I repeated the

same trick over and over again. It would
have taken a pretty level-headed snake
to have followed my windings, but it

didn't seem to bother Jimmy and Abe
any. I'm long and lean, and Jimmy is

short and fat, but places where I had to

stop and squeeze myself through. Jimmy
seemed to go through like a greased eel.

Of course, I was handicapped by the

bread. I still clung to that, 1 don't
know why, but it never entered my head
to throw it aside, and I held fast to it to

the bitter end.

When we had gone about seventy
miles, and cleared about two hundred
acres of land, I made a discovery. I here-

by lay full claim to it. Jimmy has always
been eager to claim everything in sight,

but he isn't going to get a look in on
this—it is all my own. I discovered a
creek. I wasn't prospecting for creeks
about that time, and didn't know there

was such a thing within fifty miles of us.

But it was there, all right, and I found
it without any difficulty.

It wasn't a very deep creek—just about
up to my chin—nor was it very wide, but
it possessed one distinct peculiarity. The
bottom of it was glue. This made my
discovery all the more valuable, and I

was just beginning to congratulate my-
self when Jimmy arrived

Jimmy's arrival was most hurried ; he
didn't pause to ask any quesions as to

the temperature of the water, but shot
over my head like a trained acrobat. I

heard him gasp when he struck the water,

and then I saw his coat-tails floating

invitingly before my eyes. Right here
is where I got even with Jimmy for kick-

ing me ; I glued myself to his coat-tails,

and everything else depended on the

quality of the goods, Abe happened
along about this time, and walked dry
footed over our heads. He always was a
luck beggar, that Abe.

Jimmy's coat held good ; so did I ; so
did the glue. It was a hard struggle for

Jimmy, but he made it, and we landed
safely on the opposite bank, where Abe
awaited us, rushing wildly about, like a
rudderless ship in a storm.

There was no time for argument for

our relentless pursuers had reached the

creek, and we knew they would soon
effect a crossing. Again we tore up the

ground in our flight, and still I held fast

to the bread. We struck a thicket of

thorn trees, and on these I hung parts of

my clothing to dry. I wasn't particular

as to the parts—just whatever the thorns

prefered was left behind, but each piece

caused me a severe wrench.
When we had been running in this way

for about four hours, I thought about
climbing a tree. I don't know why I

hadn't thought of it before, but perhaps
it was on account of the bread. At any
rate I no sooner thought of it than I be-

gan to climb, and Jimmy and Abe follow-

ed my example. The tree I selected

was about the
#
right size, and I went up

about two hundred feet with a rush. It

isn't the easiest thing in the world to

climb a tree with a loaf of bread under
your arm, nor does it add anything to the

appearance of the bread, but I was not

complaining. I paused to take breath

and listened tor Jimmy and Abe. I

couldn't hear a sound from either of

them, but I did hear a sniffing and shuffl-

ing about at the foot of my tree, which
caused me to ascend another fifty feet in

short order. Here I struck a limb. With
much difficulty, I drew myself up and
straddled the limb with a sigh of relief.

It was too dark for me to see anything

more than a yard away, and as I sat

there wondering how Jimmy and Abe
were faring, the moon suddenly burst out

from behind a cloud, and in a moment
it was as light as day. My first thought

was for Abe, and it took me but a mom-
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ent to locate him. He had reached a

greater height than I had, and was more
securely fixed to his tree. He was sus-

pended from a knot by the slack of his

unmentionables, about ten feet from the

ground, and was resting comfortably.

When I saw that he was quite safe I

looked for Jimmy.
Poor Jimmy! He was hugging his

tree in the most affectionate manner,
using both arms and legs in the process.

I suppose he thought he was at the least

one hundred feet, when by actual meas-
urement, he had reached a height of just

fifteen inches. His coat tails were spread
out on the ground beneath him, and had
he lowered his feet a trifle of three inches,

he would have been much more com-
fortable.

I looked about for the wolves, and
there, not fifteen feet away, stood our
camp, looking as homelike and inviting

as an oasis in a desert. The wolves were
not far away. There were three of them,
and being tired after their long chase,

they had thrown themselves down to

rest and keep an eye on our movements.
They looked to me suspiciously like

Lindsay's stock. As this suspicion grew
into a certainty, I slid down the five feet

of tree which separated me from the
ground, and approached Jimmy.

"Descend, Jimmy," I said gravely.
The danger is over, and we are safe at

our own camp."

Jimmy descended by stretching out
his legs. He looked like a man who had
been caught in the act of stealing sheep,
but he still had a bluff up his sleeve.

Our next difficulty was to get Abe
down. Jimmy wanted to go to the camp
and get a saw and saw off the knot, but
Abe wouldn't agree to this. He said he
was all right where he was, and for us to

go in and get some sleep. But we
weren't going to desert Abe, not by a
long shot. Finally I climbed the tree

and boosted Abe free from the knot, while

Jimmy stood below and gently lowered
him to the ground

"Funny," said Jimmy musingly, how
dumb brutes will run to man for pro-

tection. Those calves must have known
that as long as they followed they were
perfectly safe from the wolves!"

"Don't deceive yourself, Jimmy," I

said, made bold by the memory of how
he had followed me in our race for life.

"There wasn't a wolf within a thousand
miles of us and those calves followed us
simply because they wanted that bread.

They're going to get it, too. We won't
need it, because we're going to start for

home just as soon as it is light enough !"

and I walked to the camp, got a hatchet,

and divided that bread into three equal
parts, which I fed to the stock.

And Jimmy was like the man who had
died—he was silent !

Whether Canada should claim all the
North land, right up to the North Pole
was the subject of a recent debate in the
Canadian Senate. The subject was
brought up by Senator Poirier who
wished the House to declare "the time
had come for Canada to make final dec-
laration of the possession of all lands
and islands situated in the north of the
Dominion and extending to the North
Pole." On behalf of the Government it

was stated the Hudson Bay was a closed
sea and Canada's title to it was quite
clear. There might be some doubt as to
the value of the ownership of the North
Pole but steps were being taken to secure
Canadian claims to northern possessions.
A Canadian expedition was exploring
and planting the Canadian flag and es-
tablishing and making good Canada's
title to the ownership of lands which

while not regarded as valuable now
might at any time become so.

Mr. Gotwalts, who is said to be the

veteran fisherman of the Montgomery
County of Pennsylvania, has addressed a
letter to the State Legislature in which
he advocates the limitation of the catch-

able size of sunfish to four inches and the

number to twenty per day. With bass

the size should be nine inches and the

number ten. Frogs should be protected

from sunset to sunrise. A very debat-

able question is opened up by his advoc-

acy of Sunday fishing. The rods and
lines with two hooks on each line should

be permitted. There should be no re-

striction as to the number of hooks and
flies for fly fishing. No throw lines, that

is lines without rods, should be permitted.



The Automobile, Motor Boat and Sportsmen's

Show at Montreal.

ANADA has now reached such a

stage in her progress as to be able

to give attention to the numerous
developements made in motoring, and a

growing number of Canadians are taking

advantage of the many inventions and
improvements in automobiles and motor
boats to enjoy the pleasures of outdoor
life in such a way as to add a new zest to

existence.

So great indeed has become the army
of motorists on boih land and water, in

addition to the ever increasing and im-

posing array of sportsmen who find

journeying amongst the woods and waters
of Canada sources of supreme delight,

that an Exhibition which should give the

people an opportunity ofseeing and examin-
ing for themselves the many new im-

provements made in both autos and motor
boats because an absolute necessity.

The Exhibition resolved upon was tried

in a tentative fashion last year in the

commercial capital of the Dominion, and
such was the success attending upon it

that it was decided to repeat the experi-

ment this year upon a broader basis. It

thus came about that the first week of

April saw the Second International Auto-
mobile, Motor Boat and Sportsmen's
Exhibition opened in the Arena at Mont-
real under such auspices as made success
practically certain.

The Show was international in the

best, sense of the word. Manufacturers
from the States competed in friendly

rivalry with those of the Dominion,whose
growing importance in both autos and
motor boat manufacturing was fully and
freely recognized, while some of the best

European models were on exhibition and
attracted enough attention to satisfy the

wishes of those who were responsible for

the Show. The whole floor of the Arena
was taken up with the automobiles and
their accessories. It was a revelation to

many of the visitors to see how numerous
and important these accessories are.

Indeed it is not too much to say that by
their means automobiling is made a joy

and delight to those fortunate enough to

be able to own a machine. Every model
was a beauty and to just look down upon
the floor from one of the galleries and
feast one's eyes upon the collection was
enough to thrill the enthusiastic, and
make them more sure than ever that auto-
mobiling is the form of locomotion that

will prevail in the future. The accessor-
ies made a brave show. They were all

so excellently arranged that one could
go from exhibit to exhibit without tiring,

and with an ever deepening feeling of

respect for those who have overcome
great difficulties and been able to reach
the high stages of perfection seen in the

beautiful and complete cars which were
proudly displayed. In the galleries the

great transportation companies of Canada
—the Canadian Pacific, the Grand Trunk
and the Intercolonial—had their exhibits

and it had been intended that the spaces
between them should be filled up by local

sporting outfitters. For some reason or

other these held aloof and the one break
in the continuity of the Show was to be
found here. Next to the Intercolonial,

Messrs Emach Bros., of Fredericton had
a most excellent display of mounted game
trophies which attracted much attention

throughout the week.
To accommodate the motor boats and

other exhibits a large annex, which had
been added to the Arena, was called into

requisition and completely filled, thus

adding largely to the Show and its in-

terest and giving the public an opportun-

ity of seeing the advances of motoring in

all its branches.

The one thing militating against suc-

cess was the weather. The Show was
opened on Saturday, April sixth, and on
Monday, the eighth, no less than ten

inches of snow fell in Montreal—a record

for the winter. This was followed on

Tuesday by another heavy fall, the latter

being accompanied by a blizzard which
made out-of-doors as uncomfortable as

possible, and led all those who could

remain inside to do so. A thaw succeed-
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ed on Wednesday and made underfoot

about as disagreeable as possible. The
streets of Montreal, never anything to

boast about, were rendered all but im-

passable and even to step from the street

cars to the pavement meant to wade
through a sea of slush and mud. Despite

this great drawback the attendance kept

up well from the first day and gained

materially as the weather improved. The
quality of the visitors was a noteworthy

feature. Without doubt the majority

were genuinely interested in outdoor life

of some kind or other. The Railway

Companies reported that' as a result of

their exhibits and the information given,

many tours were booked for the coming
summer. All the exhibitors reported

good business and some were enthusiastic

not merely over present business actually

done, but also over the brilliant prospects

of the future. They were agreed that

motoring in Canada has now aroused a
wide interest and its possibilities on both

land and water are so great as to appear
positively dazzling. Considering the

great strides of the past he would be a
bold man who would put limits to the

future, and though some of the forecasts

made by shrewd, hard headed business,

men who are not usually enthusiastic,

seemed more in the nature of dreams,
they may soon be matters of actual fact,

and make us think that we were blind

indeed not to have awakened to them
before. At a moderate estimate it may be
stated that the motoring age in Canada
is just dawning and its dawn gives prom-
ise of such a perfect day that one may
well stand in astonishment at the pros-
pects of its full fruition.

The Canadian Pacific Railway, through
Mr. L. O. Armstrong, Colonization and
Tourist Agent, arranged to bring the
backwoods to those in Montreal who
cannot afford to go out to them. A log
camp had been erected with the logs all

pinned together with wooden pins, the
roof being made of split shingles, the door
and window shutters being put together
without a nail, and the whole erection
carrying one back in thought and spirit

from busy, bustling Montreal to the calm
seclusion and peace of the backwoods.
Just outside a camp fire glowed and above
it was placed a tin reflector used in the

woods for the baking of bread. White
birch logs were piled up aud the illusion

was made more complete by the as-

semblage of trophies seen on every hand.
Many visitors sat on the rough wooden
chairs, simply but strongly made of bran-

ches taken from the trees of the Canad-
ian backwoods, and imagined themselves
far away in the peaceful solitudes of

nature instead of the ever throbbing life

of a big city. Next to the log shanty
was erected a fine Indian buffalo skin

tepee. A fire was glowing in the centre

and around it were the Indian couches.

These are closely plaited pieces of matting
fastened to the sides of the tent and ex-

tending for some distance on the floor.

By sitting upon one the matting is tight-

ened and forms a good rest for the back.

The bottom sides of the tent are doubled

for some distance up and the air can

thus come in between the outer and
inner walls and not prove draughty to

the warriors assembled around the Coun-
cil fire for a pow wow. Wolf pelts from
British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba,

Ontario, Quebec, and Labrador made
the place look like a genuine trapper's

camp. The Labrador pelt was taken

from a wolf which the natives of that

part believe to have come across the con-

tinent from Siberia, and the decendants

of any dog crossed with this wolf are

exceedingly dangerous. A record moose
head with thirty points taken in the

Province of Quebec attracted much atten-

tion. The game heads included those

of mountain sheep, mountain goats, ante-

lope and buffalo ; and the pelts, those of

grizzly bear and wolves. Amongst the

latter were nine fine pelts loaned by Mr.

G. A. Merrick, of Winnipeg from wolves
he killed near Winnipeg. Amongst the

numerous specimens of mounted fish

was the record speckled trout from the

Nepigon, weighing eight and three-

quarter pounds, being twenty-five inches

in length, and having a girth of twenty
inches. A fine collection of pictures was
also shown. A large one by Francis

West showing the bass fishing on the

French River was much admired and
when the light fell right there was a sun-

set effect that gave a fine addition to its

attractions. Amongst the numerous
other views which caused many visitors
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to linger and bestow admiring- glances

were the enlargements showing the

beautiful scenery on Minnesinaqua Lake,

the head of Knife Rapids, Moon River,

Muskoka, and a gem showing Long
Lake, Bala. The view from Dreamer's
Rock, Little Current, Ont., is interesting

from the Ojibway legend that this was
the place where their great men had
dreams and a famous Hudson Bay Post

once existed here. The district is to be

opened up by the new Toronto-Sudbury
line on which the Canadian Pacific will

probably run through trains this year.

A fine view of Mount Tremblant, Quebec,
showed features which were different to

those of Ontario and which commend
themselves to many visitors. The Ojib-

way birch bark canoes and the Esquimaux
kyak added to the interest of the whole
exhibit. Samples of Indian work by the

Ojibways and the Blackfeet, of Alberta,

found many admirers and were examined
with the keenest interest by the numer-
ous visitors. Included in this exhibit

was one made by the Dominion Transpor-
tation Company (Booth's Line) who
exhibited fine moose horns, with a spread
of sixty inches, mounted trout from the

Nepigon, and mallard. The whole exhib-

it was transferred from New York to Mon-
treal and was sent on to Pittsburg. The
collection was one which has taken time
and trouble to collect, and its well har-

monized surroundings has meant much
thought and labor. Guides straight

from the backwoods were in attendance
and these men appeared to feel in their

right places so long as they were talking
of the backwoods and pointing out the

reason for things appearing as they were.
They added the finishing touch to an ex-

hibit which was crowded throughout the
Show. Everyone seemed to feel it was
the right thing to do to enter the shanty
and the tepee, to sit in the camp chairs

(one of which was a rocker and really

comfortable despite its hard wood bottom)
and to pretend that for the time being the
city was far away and the fragrance of
the pines was in one's nostrils. It was
a day dream which relieved the monotony
of the city and made a grand change from
city life.

An elaborate and well fitted display

Was that made by the Grand Trunk Rail-

way System. All the many beautiful tourist

districts covered by their line were fully re-

presented both in pictures and in trophies.

The Highlands of Ontario, the Muskoka
Lakes, Lake of Bays, Algonquin National
Park and Northern Ontario were put well

to the front, while the territories through
the White Mountains of New Hampshire
and the seaside resorts of the Atlantic

coast were not neglected. The pictures

were four and a half by six and a half feet

and are said to be the finest sets of brom-
ide enlargement of landscape scenes tak-

en from eight by ten negatives ever ex-

hibited. In a long series they attracted

the notice of every visitor and enabled
one to go in imagination from place to

place without fatigue and the sense of

enjoyment. Amongst the fish and game
trophies was a mounted six and a quar-

ter pound bass caught by Anna Held, the

star actress, in the Belgrade Lakes, near
Lewiston, Me. Amongst the most at-

tractive pieces was that of a mink which
had caught a fish, and while another was
distracting its attention, a third was
coming from underneath the log to take

the meal from the original possessc r.

There were heads of bears and foxes all

finely mounted and copying Nature as

closely as possible. Mounted wild fowl

formed a pleasing portion of the exhibit.

A specimen of an albino land locked sal-

mon taken from the Rangely Lakes in

Maine and splendidly mounted came in

for much notice and comment. There
were numerous specimens both of

mounted heads, birds, and fish all done
in the highest style of taxidermy and
shown to the very best advantage. All

the big pictures which won the gold

medal at the World's Fair at St. Louis
were included in the exhibit, which both

by neatness, attractiveness, and ^ood
choice of display formed a part of the

show which no visitor disregarded. The
whole exhibit must have taken an im-

mense amount of time and labor to collect

and its arrangement when colled ed was
not less difficult. The first portion fell to

Mr. H. R. Charlton, Advertising Agent
for the Grand Trunk, and the display

work was done by Mr. J. W. Nash, taxi-

dermist of Norway, Maine. The whole
was in charge of Mr. R. McSmith, special

Passenger Agent, of Detroit , whose
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ready courtesy in the giving of informa-

tion well supplemented a display that

reflected the greatest credit upon those

responsible for it. Every visitor must
have received a deep impression of the

beauties of Canada from the display

made by the Grand Trunk.
At the opposite end of the gallery to

the other great railways was the par-

ticularly neat and well gotten up display

of the Intercolonial Railway Company.
The beauties and wonderful game and
fish resources of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Eastern Canada were well

shown in a series of fine pictures, while

the collection of game trophies and
mounted fish were so judiciously chosen
that no one could fail to be attracted by
the display. Nor could any sportsman
who directed a few moments' time to look-

ing over the scenes and the specimens
help the conviction being fixed upon his

mind that both Provinces are splendid
big game countries and that the line of
the Intercolonial goes through districts

which must be dear to the heart of every
sportsman. The attractions of Prince
Edward Island also were not forgotten,
and the Prince Edward Island Railway
came in for a share of the display, a good
deal being made of the special claims
for consideration of the smallest ot
our Provinces. The whole was under
the personal superintendance of Mr. W.
L. Creighton, the advertising agent of
the line, and during the exhibition the
principal officials of the Intercolonial
visited the display and expressed satis-
faction with the arrangements.
The autos made a fine display in the

middle of the floor and were objects of
great attention by all the visitors. Con-
spicuous amongst them was the Ford
Motor Company which has a factory at
Walkerville, Ont. The Ford runabouts
and touring cars have so well established
themselves in public favor that one
ceases to wonder at the continuous
growth of the factory or the new develope-
ments that are constantly taking place.
For 1907 the Ford Company have two
models only — the "K" six cylinder,
forty horse power touring car and the
"N" four cylinder fifteen horse power
runabout. Beautiful specimens of both
were on exhibition and the fine finish of

both were much admired. It is no sur-

prise to learn that with their excellent

records the Canadian business is growing
at a rapid rate and their cars promise to

become as great favorites in the Domin-
ion as they are in the States The im-
mense number of these cars manufactur-
ed give some small idea of the wonder-
ful manner in which motoring is growing
throughout the country. From the begin-
ning they have been built in considerable
quantities, showing the faith of the heads
of the company in motoring and their

broad outlook. The results have amply
justified their policy and promise to do so
to an even greater extent in the future.

In the "N" model there were practically

no changes over the previous year, and in

the "K" cars these were very slight.

The firm point with pride and satisfaction

to the fact that the six cylinder idea has
fully demonstrated its superiority and
their faith that it will continue to do so.

The well known <4 Russel" cars were
shown by the Canada Cycle and Motor
Company, Limited, Toronto Junction, and
made a most creditable display. These
cars have been put to the most
severe tests throughout Canada
and in each instance have come out

triumphant. They have heen taken to

England and on the roads of that country

have succeeded in giving as great satis-

faction as they have in Canada. Amongst
the tests was one of a thousand miles

through the wilds of Muskoka. Others

have been made in Australia where the

difficulties are as great as in Canada. In

all these varied trials the "Russet" came
out well and showed in economy of re-

pairs the value and strength of the mach-
ines. Many satisfied customers have

testified to the pleasures given through

the use of these cars, and the appearance

made appeared to justify all that has

-been said about the fine "Russell"

Naturally the beautiful Darracq cars

attracted much attention. The winner

of the Vanderbilt Cup race was not shown
but the model on exhibition was a splen-

did six cylinder touring car of the finest

finish. There was also a Darracq limou-

sine and a Cadillac limousine, These, with

an Oldsmobile touring car, made such a

display that no visitor could miss them,
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and the Canadian Automobile Company,
of Montreal, who were responsible for

showing the French cars and the rep-

resentative American ones noted, were
congratulated on every hand upon the

excellence of the display they made.
Every one wanted to see the Draracq,

and they were gratified to observe the

efforts that had been made to put a car

on exhibit that well represented the fam-

ous French manufactory.
The Wilson Automobile Company, of

Craig Street, Montreal, and Bank Street

Ottawa, made an excellent display of

Babcock Electric autos, as manufactured
by the Babcock Electric Carriage Com-
pany, of Buffalo, N. Y. It is claimed

that these vehicles give more actual de-

pendable service year in and year out, at

less proportionate operating cost than

any other vehicles upon the market.
Through Messrs Wilson & Co., of

Montreal, the Buick Motor Company, of

Flint, Mich., made a display of cars which
they contend must have merit to account
for the popularity they have gained with-

out any "blare of trumpets."
The Dragon auto made in Philadelphia

was shown by the International Automo-
bile Co., of Montreal. This car is made
from a French design, supplemented by
American engineers, and it is contended
that the result is a well designed, care-

fully balanced piece of machinery, simple
and strong enough in all the parts to

work well under the conditions found on
Canadian and American roads.

The Dominion Motor Car Company,
operated by Messrs Henry Morgan &
Company, of Montreal, made a fine show
of Argyll cars. The home of this car is

in Glasgow, Scotland, where the Company
has a large factory in a suburb named
Alexandria and turns out many cars.

One of the finest cars in the show was
an Argyll forty horse power limousine
which was made the leader of the exhibit
made by Messrs Morgan. They also
showed the White Steam car manufact-
ured in Cleveland, O., and the Baker
Electric Vehicles manufactured in the
same city. The Company finds the
demand in Canada well distributed be-
tween the Scotch and the American cars,

and though they make the Argyll their

leading car they are more than willing to

do business with their American cars.

The combined exhibit was a fine one
and those in charge were besieged with
inquiries, while the admiration of the

visitors was expressed in no measured
terms. Messrs Morgan made their show
complete by including many things which
motorists require and which added to the

interest taken in the cars shown.
The commercial side of automobiling

was well to the front in the exhibit of

Knox Waterless Commercial Cars shown
also by the Wilson Automobile Company,
of Montreal and Ottawa. It is claimed
that more Knox cars are engaged in act-

ual commercial work than those of any
other make. When visitors saw the

possibility of usefulness in this car the

most sceptical were convinced.

A display over which many people lin-

gered was that made by the Automobile
Import Company, Limited, of Montreal,

and which included the famous English

Humber cars and the notable American
Reo cars. The Humber is a silent run-

ning car and the 1907 models show such

improvements, as make them, in the

opinions of th? manufacturers, the "last

word" to date in luxurious motoring.

The Reo has so grown in favor that the

factory buildings at Lancing, Mich., now
covers twenty acres. Added to this is

the fact that the whole output for the

present year has been practically sold in

advance. Every motorist knows what
the Reo has done—the most famous of

which feats was the double crossing of

the American continent on its own power
—a feat it will be difficult to beat. Its

record on the Glidden tour was also

one of the best.

The Eastern Automobile Company, of

Montreal, made a beautiful display in-

cluding the Russel, Ford, Packard, Win-
ton, Thomas, Stevens, Peerless, Clement
—Bayard, Napier, D. A. C. Trucks,

and Maxwell. Everyone was a champion
of its class and the whole exhibit gave
indisputable proof of the widespread
interest in motoring in Canada.

Included in the exhibits of the Wilson
Automobile Company of Montreal and
Ottawa were the Pierce Great Arrow,
Franklin Air Cooled, Buick two and four

cylinder, Knox Waterless, Babcock Elec-

trics, and Rapid Motor Trucks.
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The Chatham Motor Car Company, of

Chatham, Ont. , were well represented

and displays were likewise made by
Messrs Betts Brown & Co., of Montreal

;

the Comet Motor Company, Montreal,

and Messrs Thomas B. Jeffrey & Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.

Motor Boats.

No room could be found for the motor
boats save in the annex, but here they

made a brilliant show and were the means
of attracting* large crowds. Messrs
Nicholls Bros., of Toronto, did not show
any boats but they had a booth with so

many fine accessories that it formed a
centre of interest.

Messrs Gidley ofPenetanguishene,Ont.

,

displayed one of the best of their motor
boats. These have now attained such
fame and the motor boat developement
has become so vast, that it was quite

easy to understand the large amount of

attention given to this display. Water
always has been and always will be an
irresistable attraction to many people and
motoring has added so much to the pleas-

ures of boating, while at the same time
reducing the labor, that there appears no
limit to the future growth of this industry.

These boats are now made not merely
comfortable but luxurious, and the con-
trol given by motoring is so complete
that the owner of a boat can go off as he
pleases and make excursions just as his

fancy may dictate. The boats made by
Messrs Gidley give all the advantages
claimed for them, and experience has
suggested additions that make them
models of ease and enjoyment. They
can be used for many purposes and in

all the varied tests applied to them they
have come out successful.

A boat for which "automobile control"
was claimed was exhibited by Mr. N. R.
Thompson, of Brantford, Ont., and at-

tracted considerable notice. Mr. Thomp-
son explained that the boat can be wholly
controlled from the steering wheel. This
means that one man can do the whole
work by means of levers. These are so
simple and work so easily that variation
is a matter of a moment and the con-
trol is perfect. A foot lever just beneath
the steering wheel will advance the spark

of the engine, and the speed of the en-
gine may be varied simply by pressing a
lever with the foot to the speed or
slackened by releasing the pressure on
the wheel. The battery switch and fuel

cut off is located by the steering wheel.
This gives the ideal one man control as it

places the man in Charge in the prow of

the boat, which is his proper place and
gives him full scope in crowded or shallow
waters. The engine is encased in a
wooden box which keeps it dry, and at
the same time while preventing the flying

of grease also reduces the noise of the
machinery to a minimum. Strength of
construction and fine finish are features

which are said to distinguish this boat,

and all the auxiliaries are of the finest,

making the boat a most desirable acquisi-

tion.

Motor boats were also important por-

tions of the exhibits of Messrs Henry
Morgan & Co. One boat, twenty-five

feet long, shown by the Gilbert Motor
Boat Company, of Brockville, Ont., was
designed by Mr. Gilbert and especially

equipped for spins on the St. Lawrence,
the speed going up to sixteen miles per
hour. Motor boats from Racine, Wis.,
those made by the St. Lawrence Boat
Co., of Brockville, Ont. skiffs, dinghies,

and canoes made up an exhibit over
which every boating man spent time, and
many of those who could not be thus
classed lingered, Of course these exhib-

its were the best of their kind and no one
fond of boating could miss them. Motor
boating is growing- by leaps and bounds
and its wonderful developements are

sources of astonishment even to those
best acquainted with its phenomenal
growth.

The Accessories

„ So numerous were the accessories that

after all they appeared to be the most
important part of the Show. The dis-

play made by Messrs. John Forman, 248-

250 Craig St. West, Montreal, was
nothing less than brilliant and the policy

of the firm accounted for this. Last

year they went in for accessories on a
wholesale scale but this year they put in

stock nothing they have not tested and
proved to be of the best. They demon
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st rated at their booth how easily and
well the Connecticut Spark Coil works,
and showed its advantages. The Auto-
matic switch which forms the connecting-

link between the dynamo and the stor-

age battery is most important and their

display of this necessity was so good as

to tempt all motorists to a further exam-

interest. The Holley Carburetor came
in for much attention. No less than
25,000 of these carburetors have been
sold during- the past two years, and be-

yond this no further statement need be
made as to their merits. Two models of

these carburetors are being- offered by
the firm for 1907. Efficiency in a carbu-

ination. The Connecticut Coil Current
Indicator is claimed to be the only means
by which adjustments can be made with
anything like certainty. It is really an
indicating- meter and will show at any
time how much current is being- drawn
from the battery. Spark coils and ma-
rine coils were shown and examined with

retor is not enough but safety also is re-

quired, and this the Holly Carburetor
ensures in a marked degree. The manu-
facturers have had experience in making
27,000 carburetors and now each one
they make embodies all the lessons

learned in achieving- this record. The
Holly Model *'K" Magneto likewise at-
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tracted much notice. While it has two
ignition systems each one is independent

of the other. It gives a hot spark and
enables the motor to be started on the

switch. With the four and six cylinder

cars now in -use the magneto is an abso-

lute necessity. An electric launch whis-

tle was tested with startling effects upon
the visitors and no one doubted its effi-

ciency upon a launch. Heard in a build-

ing the noise was discomposing, but in

the open air it serves its purpose admir-

ably. Sparking dynamos, the "ever

ready" dry batteries and the "ever ready"

electric flash lights, together with plugs,

cores, connectors, batteries, indicators,

timers, pocket meters, ignition and ma-
rine cables, made up a collection that no
motorist could pass, and one that many
wished they could spend days in examin-
ing. The collection was finely arranged
and presented a most attractive appear-

ance.

Included in the above were two that

require special notice. The first is the

Vulcan Accumulator described as the

highest developed type of ignition bat-

tery on the American continent. Dur-
ability, combined with large mileage,
have succeeded so well that it appears
pretty certain storage batteries will suc-

ceed dry cells both in autos and motor
boats in a very short time. The storage
battery is practically as good as ever at

the end of the season whereas the dry
cells are done for and useless. On mo-
tor boats the "Vulcan" combines the
yacht lighting and engine sparking sys-
tem, and the absolute fire proof nature
of these installations is a valuable fea-

ture. These excellent storage batteries
are made by the Crofton Storage Battery
Company, 423-425 West Queen St.,

Toronto.
The second one is the K-W Ignition

System which, while giving more power,
requires no batteries to start the engine,
and as there are no sliding contracts, no
moving wires, no commutator and no
brushes, has no complications and works
welJ. The ignitor will work with any
engine where it can be mounted so that
the friction wheel will bear directly
against the fly wheel of the engine. It

will run equally well in either direction,
can be applied on either side of the fly

wheel whichever is most convenient, and
the engine can be started from the igni-

tor by slowly turning the crank just as
easily as could be done with batteries.

As there is nothing about it to wear out
it will last longer than any engine. The
magnets are guaranteed and the only
part which has any moving contact is the

bearings, which are the best ball bear-

ings and will last indefinitely. A long
hot spark is guaranteed whether the en-

gine be run slowly or quickly. Mr. J.

Williams is the President of the Com-
pany which has its factory at Cleveland,

O., and Mr. George S. Hanford was in

charge of the exhibit and demonstrated
the efficiency of the ignitor.

Another fine display of accessories

was that made by Messrs. John Millen &
Son, Limited, Montreal, and Toronto,
who supply "everything for the autoist

but the clothes and the auto." A glance
over their booth seemed to make good
this assertion and a closer inspection

showed it to be more than justified.

They are Canadian distributors for many
American manufacturers and had sam-
ples of these numerous accessories nicely

arranged for display. They showed the

Kingston carburetors and coils, the Apple
Ignitors, auto and motor boat lamps,

.Columbia batteries, rubber cement, tire

tape, auto wrenches, Rajah plugs, rims

and guards, timers, distributors and
siren horns, accumulators, flashlights,

and many other things which the motor-
ist finds necessary to his full comfort.

Many of these articles possess special

claim to particular notice and the display

was one of the most favored by the vis-

itors who carefully examined many of the

articles shown and expressed their per-

sonal preference for some of them.

The fact that, after three years of se-

vere test under most varying conditions,

the construction of the Rajah Spark Plug
*is in no way changed for the coming sea-

son of 1907—no change having been

found necessary—speaks volumes, for

this "little joker" which has played and
is playing such an active part in simplify-

ing the difficulties which had beset the

user of the gasoline motor. The "Rajah"
is widely used for the automobile, marine

and stationary engines. At the Auto
Show held in Madison Square Gardens,.
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New York, in January of this year thirty

one per cent of the cylinders exhibited

were fitted with "Rajah" Plugs. A large

percentage of the events won during- the

past season, whether for speed, endur-
ance, or hill climbing- or in the motor
boat contests, were won by those whose
motors were fitted with the "Rajah."
The special features of the Rajah Plug-

are too well known to make it necessary
to repeat them at this time. However,
it should be borne in mind that its utility

depends very larg-ely on the fact that its

makers use only of imported porcelains

in the assembly of the plug-, these being-

made especially for them, after their own
design, by the leading manufacturers of
hard fire porcelain in Europe. This is

due to the fact that imitations of the

Rajah Porcelains are now being offered

for sale by unscrupulous dealers. To
outwit these people, the makers of the

Rajah Plug will in future brand each of
the genuine porcelains by lettering the
same with "Rajah" in red, believing that

this distinguishing mark will serve in a
great measure to thwart these designs.

The Rajah Plug is made by the Rajah
Auto Supply Co., 140 Washington St.,

New York City, and is sold by all dealers
in Automobile and Motor Boat Supplies
throughout Canada.
Another fine show of accessories was

that made by the Franco-American Auto
Company, 417 Guy St., Montreal. Stor-

age batteries, accumulators, coils, timers
and distributors, switches, spark grasp,
plugs, meters, magnetos, horns, lamps,
searchlights, carburetors and sundries
made up a display that no motorist could
pass without examining, and learning
something new. Motoring is becoming
a science when so many things are need-
ed by those who follow a pleasant means
of locomotion.

Although their booth was in the annex
Messrs. Nicholls Bros., of Toronto had
one of the best displays of the Exhibi-
tion. They showed the "B and B" car-

buretors which are submitted to severe
tests before being sent out and which are
guaranteed. "Syntic" coils are access-

ories upon wThich they lay great stress.

These coils are extensively used on mo-
tor boats in Canada. In plugs the Du-
plex plug attachment, a very simple de-

vice, easily attached to any plug, is most
useful. Messrs. Nicholls are the sole

Canadian agents for the "Spitfire" plugs

for which many claims are made, and
which would not have been taken up by
such a firm as Nicholls Brothers if all of

them could not have been good. The
"Spitfire" spark plugs are made in var-

ious sizes and with screw threads to fit

any make of engines. Their marine pro-

tector and cable terminal ensures protec-

tion from leakage of current by dew,
rain or spray. "Syntic" timers and dis-

tributors were by them placed well to the

front and the claims made for these goods
seemed to justify the firm's enthusiasm
over them. The indestructible nature of

the timers attracted many of the visitors

and caused them to undergo a close ex-

amination. Storage batteries, magnetos,
ignitors, carburetors, high tension cables,

battery lamps, voltmeters, ammeters,
timers, and throttle levers, spark plug

wrenches, "Syntic" coils and numerous
other things made visitors convinced of

the fact that motorists require a great

deal of attention, and that when once
properly fitted out no more luxurious

travelling on land or water can be imag-
ined than is possible in an auto or motor
boat. The "Syntic" coil possess spe-

cial features which cause the firm to give

it a high recommendation. Their boat

catalogue, which was widely distributed,

give particulars of a wide choice of motor
boats such as must cause more of the

spring unrest, which feeling is given in

good measure to all lovers of the out of

doors at this particular season of the

year.

The Pittsfield Spark Coil Company, of

Pittsfield, Mass., have recently, owing to

the great demand for their goods, made
an enlargement of their factory at a su-

burb of Pittsfield called Dalton. The
Company made a fine showing of coils

and their representative in explanation of

the virtues of their manufactures stated

that the Company possesses its own
power, electric light and gas, and having
installed the latest machinery, can pro-

duce the finished article in the highest

degree of excellence. With ample cap-

ital and a skilled staff they are constantly

improving. They are now getting out a

new high tension magneto, efficient yet
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simple, which will be on the market dur-

ing the present summer, and which by

its powers is said to have even surprised

the manufacturers themselves. For

some time past they have been exper-

imenting with a new coil. This, while

taking up less room, will also be more
efficient than at present. A new lock

switch and a new safety switch are also

amongst the improvements they will

place on the market in the near future.

The latter will prevent the use of both

the ignitor and the magneto at the same
time. With it the turn over will be per-

fect and the use of the one will be ended

before the force of the other comes on.

By its means another one of the troubles

of the autoist will be made a thing of the

past.

The "Best" dry batteries were shown
by the Berlin Electrical Manufacturing
Company, Limited, of Toronto. The
strength and efficiency of these batteries

in producing a long hot spark never

failed to interest the crowds who gath-

ered to witness the demonstration. To
still further show their efficiency three

sets were sank in water filling a large

glass globe, and the light burned as

brightly and consistently as though no
water was near. Bright lamps, electric

flash lights, pocket flash lights, gas
lighters, marine cases absolutely water
proof, a handy battery connector, dry

batteries for bells, were some of the

other goods that proved worthy of care-

ful examination. To add interest to this

booth what was stated to be the largest

dry cell in the world was exhibited and a

prize offered to the one who would give
the nearest guess to the amperage.
Many students did a good deal of figur-

ing, knowing the amperage in the smaller
batteries, and even the uninitiated regis-

tered a good many guesses. The elec-

tric flashlights likewise attracted much
notice.

One of the finest displays in the whole
Show was made by the Merchants Awn-
ing Company, Limited, of Montreal.
They are camp and marine outfitters on
a large scale and hold agencies for many
first rank manufacturers. They likewise
issue a fine catalogue giving full page
illustrations of tents, canopies and water
proofs of all kinds. Camp and lawn fur-

niture including cooking stoves and
every item of cooking outfit, rubber
goods, oil skins, leather coats, clothings

suitable for exploring, hunting, fishing,

automobiling, sweaters, snowshoes v

mocassins, toboggans, cushions, etc.,

all find places with them. A complete
collection of firearms including Winches-
ter, Marlin, Stevens, I ver Johnson's etc.,

and gun implements of all kinds made a
fine show. Canvas and leather goods,
fishing tackle, etc., formed an attractive

portion of the exhibit. The company
are agents for the cedar canvas covered
canoes made by Messrs. Chestnut & Son
of Fredericton, N. B., which canoes are
becoming almost a necessity for those

taking a trip through the woods and
waters of Canada. They also sell the

Peterborough Canoe which has had a
long run with Canadian sportsmen. As
Canadian agents for the Buffalo Gasoline

engines they had one of them on Show
and numerous visitors were attracted so

far as to make inquiries. They claimed

the Buffalo to be the most practical,

economical, compact and reliable engine
made. While possessing all the advan-
tages common to the best engines of the

day, the Buffalo has features peculiar to

itself alone, and these were illustrated by
an expert in attendance. This booth
was one of the centres of attraction

throughout the Show.
No one who entered the annex could

miss the fine exhibit of the Dominion
Cartridge Company. At the back of the

booth the name of the Company was
picked out on a cloth in cartridges and
this being surmounted by the Company's
trade mark made such a brilliant display,

particularly when the electric lights flash-

ed out, that no eye could miss it. On
one side of the front of the booth was a

gigantic dummy cartridge and on the'

other a dummy shell both glittering in

* the light. In the centre a dummy Hindoo
magician, when wound, up did some won-
derful feats with a number of cartridges.

He had a wand in his left hand, which he

raised to attract attention, and then by^

lifting up and down a colored cover he-

changed four cartridges three times, on
each occasion showing those of a different

color. The exhibit also included boxes
of cartridges in each of the forty-two-
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different stages of manufacture. Each
operation has to be performed carefully

and accurately with the result that the

finished cartridge is an article finding- in-

creasing favor throughout Canada. It

was stated that the Company now ships

ammunition to every quarter of the world

and one could easily believe in the growth
of this business as one saw the care

and attention given to each stage of

manufacture. The whole display was
most interesting and impressive and
should further spread the fame of Domin-
ion cartridges.

Many visitors stopped to examine the

Beaudry Gasoline Engine which for mar-
ine and stationary purposes would be

hard to beat. These engines are made
in Montreal by the Beaudry Gasoline

Engine Company, in varied sizes from
four to forty horse power. The design

was a matter of much thought and care

and while weight was a material consider-

ation it has not been allowed to interfere

with strength. As a result the Beaudry
is claimed to be the lightest, strongest,

most powerful and compact marine engine

made and the one particularly good upon
long runs. The closest attention is

given to each part and the whole is such

a product as will prove the greatest ad-

vantage to those using engines. Many
inquirers expressed themselves gratified

with the explanations given to their

queries, and others were highly pleased

with the experiments they were allowed

to make. Great as are the claims made
for those engines they appeared to be
sustained by such examinations and tests

as could be made in the course of the

Exhibition.

The Chapman Double Ball Bearing
Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto,

made a nice display of their double ball

bearings which are stated to add seventy-

five per cent to the life of the bearing.

These bearings are clean and noiseless,

and while allowing a heavier load and
greater speed also give more satisfaction

than any others. They have but few
moving parts and require attention but

once in a year. In wear they outlast the

vehicle. In the 1907 bearings all hous-

ing parts are of steel, thus giving great-

est strength with minimum weight.

A fine line of Victoria high class dry

batteries was shown by the Canada
Battery Company of Berlin, Ont. These
batteries are hand made in three sizes

and the greatest care being taken in the
construction of the cells the Victoria bat-

teries are uniform and have the longest
of lives. While the Victoria's are for

autos, launches, gasoline engines, etc.,

the Maple Leaf is specially intended for

telephones, signal works, bells and all

open circuit and intermittent work. Every
battery is tested before leaving the fac-

tory and with all the care taken to pro-
duce the best it is no wonder at all to
hear that these batteries are steadily

making their way even in the most unex-
pected quarters.

There was always an interested crowd
round the fine exhibit of the Canadian
Fairbanks Company. Their engines have
achieved such a reputation that even
outsiders had heard of and were interest-

ed in them, while their rubber goods at-

tracted attention from every one. The
Fairbank's-Morse tour horse power, two
cycle, three port marine engine cannot
be surpassed, and everyone who examin-
ed it appeared surprised and gratified

with its ease of working. The four
cycle marine engine, the Goodwin sub-
merged exhaust device, the "OrsweH"
system of jump spark ignition and the
"Wizard" magneto, all previously de-
tailed in our pages, formed sources of
wonder and delight to the many inquiring
visitors. The Company is noted for the
completeness and superiority of its pro-
ducts, and everyone who spent time and
trouble over the display were rewarded
with information which will be put to

good purpose later on.

Gasolene storage outfits, self measur-
ing pumps, storage tanks, oil storage
systems etc. were shown on behalf of S.

F. Bowser and Company of Fort Wayne,
Ind. , who have offices in Toronto.
The Eastern Automobile Company, of

Montreal had a splendid show of acces-

sories which included many of those which
have already received special mention
and others for which they are sole Cana-
dian agents.

Accessories of many kinds also enabled
the Canadian Cycle and Motor Company,
Limited, of Toronto Junction, which
firm has received previous mention, to
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make a fine show of accessories including

the Prest-o-lite tanks, horns of the Gab-
riel Horn Manufacturing Company, of

Cleveland, O., storage batteries of the

National Battery Company of Buffalo,

lamps of the C.T. Horn Manufacturing

Company, of Rochester, N. Y; carburettors

made by Messrs Schebler and Wheeler
of Indianapolis, Ind.

,
speedometers of

the R. H. Smith Manufacturing Com-
pany, Springfield, Mass., non fluid oils,

Russel Spark Plugs and Gabriel Shock
Absorbers.

Particular attention was paid by many
visitors to the Springfield motormeter
shown on behalf of the R. H. Smith
Manufacturing Company, of Springfield,

Mass. This speedometer is accurate and
remains accurate and the manufacturers

afford purchasers everyproof of this state-

ment. It has been tried in past seasons

and has emerged successfully from every

test. Motorists like to know the length

•f their spins and no car is properly fitted

up without a speedometer. The Com-
pany have a fine catalogue and a booklet

of 1 'facts" which they are willing to send
to any motorist interested.

The Ferro Marine Engine is claimed
to be as nearly perfect as the two cycle
type of marine engines can be made, and
the Ferro Machine and Foundry Company
who are the manufacturers, are able in

their Cleveland foundry to produce the
whole complete from blue print to the
finished engine.

Tires.

The much discussed subject of tires

caused most of the visitors to pay par-
ticular attention to this portion of the
Show. Seven firms made a display of
tires, and those interested were able to

examine both European and American
makes and to contrast the two. The
Canada Cycle and Motor Co., of Toronto
Junction, displayed the Swinehart and the
Swinehart Clincher Tire, while the Cana-
dian Rubber Company, of Montreal had
a fine showing of both bicycle and auto-
mobile tires. The Dunlop Tire Rubber
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Goods Company of Montreal and Toronto

were well to the front with a collection

of their well known tires ; the Rubber
Tire Wheel Company of Montreal showed
the Fisk Tires and those of the Gutta
Percha and Rubber Manufacturing Com-
pany of Toronto, the Consolidated

Rubber Tire Company, of New York,

and the Kelly Springfield Carriage Tire.

The French tire, the Michelin, shown by

the Franco-American Auto Company, of

Montreal, aroused widespread interest

and the same was displayed in examining
the Jenatizy tires from Belgium shown by
the International Auto Company, of Mon-
treal. Akogether the tire problem,

important as it is, gave indications that

a solution of the difficulties in the way of

tires is likely to be found, if this has not

already been done. The tests to which
tires have been put are such as the early

makers could not have anticipated but

they have kept pace with the new con-

ditions and may be trusted ultimately to

produce a tire that shall prove ideal under
even the most adverse conditions. They
are well on the way to realize this praise,

worthy ambition and no one who gave a
short time to examine the tires shown
and note their many advantages and im-

provements could doubt their ultimate

success in reaching the goal aimed at.

A very long step forward has been taken
and tires are now so good that motorists

must look back with wonder to the troub-

les of the pioneers. Many of those

troubles are now over but there are some
still with us and it was a delight to mo-
torists to note how the manufacturers
have endeavoured to meet and overcome
them. A wonderfully useful invention,

the weed chain tire grips, was shown by
the Rubber Tire Wheel Company, of

Montreal. These chains fit on the rear

wheels of the auto and by their means
the very worst of Weeds are passed
through with comparative immunity. It

was the assistance of these chains that

permitted the Reo to make the double
continental journey.

The Shaler Electric Vulcanizer manu-
factured by G. A. Shaler Company, of

Waupun, Wis., the Webster Guage
shown by the Rubber Tire Wheel Com-
pany, Montreal ; the "Quad" timer

made by the Quad Manufacturing Com-

AUTOMOBILE

INSURANCE
Columbia Insurance

Company of Jersey City

This company issues a floater policy
insuring against damage occasioned by

Fire, Explosion, Light-

ningjheft & Navigation
at reasonable rates.

For further information apply

GEO. McMURRICH & SONS
PROVINCIAL AGENTS

4 Leader Lane TORONTO

pany of Columbus, O. ; the Graphite Lub-
ricator of the United States. Graphite
Company of Saginaw, Mich., Brodie's

British Plate Powder of which the Brodie
Manufacturing Company, of Montreal,
are Canadian factors and a number of

other exhibits more or less connected
with motoring made up an Exhibition

the success of which should ensure its

permanent establishment as an annual
event to which sportsmen throughout
Canada might look forward with interest.

With such rapidly growing industries

as those of autos and motor boats an
opportunity of noting developements is of

great use to all concerned. The manu-
facturer is stirred up to make his finest

efforts, those associated with him do their

best in order to prove what ability and
ingenuity can accomplish, and the pur-

chaser gains through being able to note
the various improvements and obtaining
the best. In industries of this kind,

where, although the most wonderful de-

velopements have been made, the "last

word" is not yet within sight, Exhibitions
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give opportunities for extending a know-

ledge of what has been and is being done

which no one interested can afford to

overlook. From every point of view

both the industries concerned and the

Dominion stand to gain from the Exhibi-

tion being made an annual afi'air.

A pleasant relief was afforded from the

strictly technical character of the Exhibi-

tion by a family of Indians from New
Brunswick who had a tepee erected in

one corner of the annex and lived in In-

dian fashion during the Exhibition. The
man worked at making a birch bark

canoe, for all the world as though in his

native woods, but his wife and family

were so far conscious of their surround-

ings as to sell the visitors specimens of

Indian work and to walk round and ad-

mire the other exhibits.

The evenings were closed by showing

a series of moving pictures on a large

screen put up in the Arena. These were

descriptive of hunting, canoeing, motor-

ing, etc., and while some were vividly

real in depictingactual scenes others were

pleasantly humorous, and the whole af-

forded a bright relief to the technical

studies of the day. The attendances

kept up well to the last and on every

hand the wish was expressed that the

foundations have been laid broad and
deep for a permanent Automobile, Motor
Boat and Sportsmen's Show for the Do-
minion. The whole of the arrangements
were under the personal supervision of

Mr. R. M. Jaffray, the Manager of the

Show, to whose energy, business ability,

and tact a large share of the success

achieved was undoubtedly due.

Auto Insurance.

Mr. Temple McMurrich, visited the

office of publication of "Rod and Gun and
Motor Sports in Canada" recently and
reported that automobile insurance, which
was dealt with in our March number, is

being followed up very generally through-
out the Province of Ontario. Mr. Mc-
Murrich is a member of the firm of Messrs.
George McMurrich & Sons, of Toronto,
a well known and old established insur-

ance firm, who are acting as agents for

the Columbia Insurance Company which
issues a generous contract of insurance

for autos and has by the wide scope of
this policy commended itself to many
owners of automobiles. With thegrowth
of automobiling, which promises this year
to reach a great stage of development
throughout Canada, that of auto insur-

ance is bound to become increasingly im-
portant and it is difficult to see how a
more favorable and generous contract
than that of the Columbia Company can
be offered to any auto owner.

This miniature
picture gives an
idea of the new
catal o g u e of

Automobile and
Motor Cycle
Sundries which
has just been is-

sue d by the
New York
Sporting Goods
Co., 17 Warren
St., New York.

It is a big book of one hundred pages
6x9 inches and is brim full of illustrations
and descriptions of all sorts of Motor fix-

ings and accessories, and a few pages
are used to describe Marine Engines and
Boat Supplies.

A noticeable feature of this book is the
convenient arrangement of the pictures
and reading matter, and its general neat
appearance.
A copy will be sent free to anyone who

applies by letter, and dealers are request-
ed to enclose their business cards. Ad-
dress New York Sporting Goods Co.,
17 Warren St., New York.

A fortunate man was Mr. Peter
McNeil, a farmer living near Glencoe,
Ont. , who in the closing days of Feb-
ruary shot a magnificent specimen
of the silver gray fox just when the fur

'was at its best. Mr. McNeil disposed of
the pelt to the local hardware dealer who
also does business in furs for $170 — a
price considered very reasonable when
the rarity of the specimens are considered.
The dealer hopes to get $300. for the pelt

which he shipped away to a better market.
If silver gray fox preserves could be
successfully established it would appear
that big dividends might be paid.



The Song of the Auto.
BY DR. J. M. HARPER.

Up with you then as a token of mettle,

Hey, ho, my lady
;

Into the tonneau the rest of you settle,

Hey, ho, my lady !

With care, wind around you your wrappings and fall,.

As springs the long- bonnet away from the wall.

The honk sounds hurrah as the piston makes test,

The balm of the morning with cheer fills the breast,

The soul finds delight in the motion that's rest,

All in our outing, my lady !

Chorus :

Speed then, since steer we must,
Into the highway, out of the dust,

Fleet as the wind, fleeter, fast,

Into a present just out of a past.

Away through the suburbs, where lanes seek escaping,

Hey, ho, my lady !

Away where the landscapes find sunshine and shaping,

Hey, ho, my lady !

The fields green and gold kiss the hedgerows near by,

Befringed by the woodlands that coy with the sky.

The honk flouts alarm as if 'twere a jest.

Its echoes make laughter from hill slope to crest :

Hurrah for the bliss of the motion that's rest,

All in our outing, my lady !

Chorus : Speed then, since steer we must, etc.

The rubbers are nerved with full faith in their humming,
Hey, ho, my lady !

The gearing gives answer that more speed is coming,
Hey, ho my lady !

Dangers ahead, in defiance of harm,
Declare for retreat, as the honk sounds alarm,

The breeze in its passion the tonneau has pressed,

A waltz 'tis for all, where speed is the zest,

With mirth unrestrained by the motion that's rest.

Hey, ho my lady !

Chorus : Speed then, since steer we must, etc.

Be prudent, you say,: What ! with joy still awaking ?

Hey, ho, my lady !

Ah, ha, press the lever, such joy ne'er forsaking,

Hey, ho, my lady !

Onward, and on, with the blood all a-leap,

What recks though the wind feels a rage in its sweep ?

Yea, onward, and on, till the sun's in the west,

Till motion be spent with the honk making jest,

As halting-place finds for that motion its rest,

All in our outing, my lady !

Chorus : Speed then, since steer we must, etc.



Our Cover Illustration.

THE illustration which appears on our front cover this month is made from a direct

photograph taken on the Madawaska River in the Algonquin National Park
of Ontario, about four miles east of Algonquin Park station. The

figures shown are well known residents of Ontario who are able

ir> the early spring to forget business and spend a few days with rod and reel in

some of the picturesque districts in Ontario.

The Madawaska River is an excellent spot for speckled trout, in the spring be-

tween May 15th and 20th is the best time for this sport. The rivulets and streams
throughout the Park are alive with the gamiest of speckled trout, the cool waters

giving them fighting tendencies which delight the heart of the most ardent angler.

During April the town of Perth has

been stirred from its centre to its circum-

ference by the energy of some good
townsmen desirous that Lanark County
should take its full share in the good
work being done by the Ontario Fish

and Game Protective Association. Mr.
A. C. Shaw, who has been the life and
soul of the local movement, called the

meeting and Mayor H. M. Shaw pre-

sided. The excellent attendance includ-

ed Mr. T. A. Code, the President of the

Anglers' Association and some of the

officials, who gave the new movement
their support and best wishes. The Revs.
Dr. Benson, Mr. Scott and Mr. Currie
also attended. Mr. A. Kelly Evans, of
Toronto, was present, and gave an ad-
dress upon the work of the Association
and its branches. Mr. A. C. Shaw
pointed out how by proper protection
there might be plenty of fish and game
not only for our own people but for all

the visitors coming amongst us, while at

the same time the Province might enjoy
a sufficient revenue from the fees paid by
resident and non-resident sportsmen to
employ a practical and efficient body of
officers to enforce the game and fishery

laws. The meeting voted unanimously
for the formation of a branch associ-
ation and the following officers were
appointed:

Hon. President—Mr. T. A. Code.
President—Mr. J. A. Stewart.
First Vice-Pres.—Mr. Wm. L. Mc-

Laren.

Second Vice Pres. —Mr. W. B. Hart.
Secretary—Mr. A. C. Shaw.
Treasurer—Mr. K. Eardely-Wilmot.

Executive Committee—Messrs. W. S.

Robertson, C. F. Stone, G. E. Arm-
strong, R. J. Drummond, T. J. Thomp-
son, John Code, C. A. MacMahon and
A. W.Goodman. The membership has been
raised to the century mark, and the gos-
pel of fish and game protection has been
taken to the surrounding villages by the

enthusiastic and good sportsmen who are

responsible for the formation of the Perth

branch. With reference to the above a

correspondent writes from that pleasant

town :

—

"The people in the Perth branch of the

Ontario Fish and Game Protective Assoc-
iation must be a busy bunch. The list of

paying members now numbers over one
hundred and the end is not yet. A whole-
some fear of the law as to Fish and Game
is piercing the marrow bones of the

poachers of Lanark County. One con-

viction has been secured, illegal netting

has largely decreased, the night hawk
with a dip net, two bags (one for pickerel

and one for suckers) and a whisky flask

is likely to be driven to earn an honest
day's wages. The outlying villages are

adding to the list of members and a cam-
paign of execution has been begun which
it is believed will be far reaching in its

effects. Men are being employed to

watch the important points and the fish-

ing overseers are being successfully urged
to watch now and do their praying after-

wards. Important concessions have been
obtained from the Canal authorities with

respect to the raising and lowering of the

water to avoid destroying fish spawn and
wild ducks eggs etc."



£D/0/0 L<fO OF INTERESTJ—>^^±^^-> TO SPORTSMEN

Modern Sporting Gunnery is a book
which deals at length with guns and
gfunnery, and a perusal of which will en-

able the sportsmen to know more about
his arms than he can possibly learn else-

where. It is a manual compiled with

great care and thorough knowledge by
Mr. Henry Sharp, and its production in

its present complete form would have
been impossible but for the co-operation

of a great firm of gun manufacturers,
Messrs. Westley Richards, who gave the

author unrestricted accessibility to their

factory, and likewise allowed him to

make such drafts as he required upon
their achives—a most valuable asisst-

ance, representing as these achives do,

the stored up experience and knowledge
gained throughout all the notable changes
of a century's gun making. The book
opens with a retrospect in the course of

which the fame of Great Britain as the

home of a race of sportsmen is upheld.

It is pointed out that in no phase of sport

have the English excelled more than in

marksmanship. The story of gunpowder
is gone into and an explosive traced back
to the time of Moses. The first firearms

were clumsy in construction, unwieldly,

and uncertain in action. Gradually but
surely improvements were made and ex-

planations are given of each one includ-

ing the famous Joe Mantons and others.

The muzzle loader, the breech loader and
the later inventions all receive due notice

and sportsmen cannot fail to take almost

as much interest in these reminiscenses

of the past, as they will do of those of

the present. With the fine, beautiful and
effective guns turned out today it seems
wonderful to us how our forefathers per-

formed such good work as they did and
when we learn all that goes to the mak-
ing up of the guns of today we realize

to a small extent the indebtedness of
sportsmen to those who have worked so
well in the field of modern gunnery. Four
chapters are devoted to modern shot
guns and one to shot gun ammunition.
Everything that can possibly be told

about the gun is here included and the
descriptions given, while full and even
technical are described in such an ex-
planatory fashion as never to lose their

interest and to many sportsmen, who de-
sire to know all they possibly can about
their firearms, they will be nothing less

than fascinating. Chapters are given up
to the new accelerated express
rifles and axite powder, ball and shot
guns and their development, and sport-

ing bullets. Special mention must be
made of the chapter devoted to minia-
ture rifles for match target and sporting
purposes. These include the air rifles,

and the effect of these rifles on marksman-
ship is dealt with at length. Gun fitting,

including stock form and measurements
and second hand gun buying is a chapter
over which many lovers of firearms will

linger. The description is pleasantly re-

lieved and enables a non-scientific man
to follow it with interest. Two chapters
are devoted to game and ' wild fowl
shooting in Great Britain and these will

enable the reader to get a good idea of

the great differences between conditions
in the old land and in this country. As
might be expected however the bulk of
attention is given to the best kinds of
guns and loads to use in pursuit of the
various kinds of game. It is more than
possible however to obtain from these
pleasantly written chapters some good
peeps into the conditions prevalent in

Great Britain. A tribute is paid to the
invasion of the ladies in the field of sport
by a chapter on 4 'The Sportswoman; her
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relationale in the field and her equip-

ment." It is pointed out that lighter

and more effective guns, together with

smokeless powder, have rendered it easy

for them to win distinction in sport.

This is followed up by a further chapter

on "Ladies in the Field" written by her

Grace the Duchess of Bedford, who, very

naturally, not only deals with the matter

of equipment but also devotes consider-

able attention to the most suitable cos-

tume for ladies in the field, finishing up

with a set of rules, which, if carried out,

would go very far to reconcile even the

strongest advocate of man's prerogative

to the presence of ladies in the field.

Shooting, which is the concluding chap-

ter, gives particulars of the arms suit-

able for killing big game and follows

with an epitome of the various countries,

the game large and small to be found

therein, and the import duties on guns,

rifles and cartridges. The divisions are

made in a rather arbitrary manner in the

case of the Dominion. We find partic-

ulars under the heading of Canada, and
a compliment is paid to the great sport-

ing attractions of British Columbia by a

separate heading being devoted to it.

None of the other Provinces, which are*

all omitted, would complain of this, as

every Canadian recognizes the value of

British Columbia, as a wonderful sport-

ing province, but just why Vancouver
should also be put in is not quite clear.

This is a small matter but it shows that

the knowledge of Canadian geography
on the other side still leaves something to

be desired. The book is one which
should be added to every sportsman's
library and will he sent postpaid on re-

ceipt of $2 from the Book Department of

"Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in

Canada," Woodstock, Ontario.

No fisherman ought to be without a

copy of the splendid catalogue issued by
Messrs. Hardy Brothers, of Alnwick,
England. Improvements are constantly

being made in this fine production and
this year there are no less than thirteen

pages of all kinds of flies in color, drawn
as nearly correct in shape and color as it

is possible to get them. The tackle sec-

tion shows both variety and improvement.
Fishermen will recognize and appreciate

the efforts made to meet their require-

ments in Hardy's Prawn SpinningTackle,
the "Wee" Minnow Spinner and Mr.
Green's Patent "Corkscrew" Sandeel
Spinners, the latter of extreme use in the
old country when other fresh water baits

cannot be obtained. In lighter rods also

the improvement is marked, and the
"Fairy" rods of which a full description

in given will greatly interest every lover

of the gentle art. Extra light salmon
rods with the papers on "Salmon fishing

for Ladies" cannot fail to attract attention

and to be read by every fisherman with
the deepest interest. Hooks are one of

the subjects about which fishermen never
tire and there is here plenty of material

for discussion. The patent "Oval" wire
spring hooks are recommended as partic-

ularly suitable for such countries as Can-
ada. The agate rod rings are now fitted

to all Messrs. Hardy's cane built steel

centre rods without extra charge. There
are many other points which fishermen

may discover for themselves by consult-

ing the catalogue which is becoming quite

a work of reference. One of the improve-
ments however upon which all Canadians
will congratulate the firm is the inclusion

for the first time of an article upon Can-
adian fishing. Fishing in the Dominion
is such a wide subject that only the fringe

can be touched. Once the ice is broken
Messrs. Hardy Brothers may be trusted

to take up the matter in earnest. It is

true their catalogue is so full of good
things it appears impossible to make
room for more. Room however is found

for additions every year and none of the

comingyears are likely to prove an excep-

tion to those that have gone. Fishermen
have a freemasonry all the world over,

and it is but natural we should wish some-
thing about Canadian fishing to be known
to the many fellow wielders of the rod to

be found wherever Messrs. Hardy's cata-

logue goes. Any fisherman who provides

himself with that publication may be as-

sured that he possesses a work which

he may peruse with fresh interest when-
ever he can spare a few minutes of his

time. The get up of the book is excel-

lent and its contents better still. To fish-

ermen these are nothing less than fascin-

ating, and as a book for camp life or

recreation purposesit cannot be surpassed.
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"OFF THE GROUND."
i I

Just climb up your little ladder, go to bed like other folks, and
when you rise, you are as fresh as the morning glories, with
an appetite ready for a good breakfast. When you go hunting
in the Fall, take a " SUSPENDED " and pitch it high up in the
trees. Game will come around you, as it is a fact, that game
does not look up for the hunter, neither do they scent any

danger in the boughs of the trees.

With a " SUSPENDED" you do not have the worry of tent

stakes pulling up, the wind blowing your tent down, sleeping

in a mud puddle, or rheumatism, with that creepy, crawling
feeling that comes over you in the night.

I I

We can tell you more about it if you will write for our

Twenty page catalogue. It will tell you ALL about it.

SUSPENDED TENT CO.,
418 E. 43rd Street, CHICAGO, 111 Dept. A.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada
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Being a Section Devoted to Those Who Brave Wind
and Wave, in White-winged Yacht or Dainty Canoe,
in Fragile Shell or Swift Power Boat

LOU. t.

MARSH

An Important Affiliation.

The feature of the past month's doings

in acquatic circles in Canada has been

the affiliation of the Canadian Association

of Amateur Oarsmen with the Canada
AmateurAthletic Union. The amatgama tion

created somewhat of a sensation all over

the Dominion, but in the East the feeling-

with which the news was received was
that of consternation, for the action of

the Executive of the C.A.A. O. indicated

war to the knife on rowing men who
have violated the amateur rules by play-

ing with or against "pros" in hockey,
lacrosse, or football, or who have them-
selves taken the change for their athletic

work. In Montreal and Ottawa the blow
fell most severely. In Ottawa it struck

solidly at Pulford & Co. and the Ottawa
top notch men ; while down in Montreal
it landed a solar plexus blow to such good
oarsmen and paddlers as McLean, Geor-
die, Davidson, and Bob Magor, who
played hockey with the Montreal Victorias

against the openly "pro" team of the

Eastern Canada Hockey League. In

Ottawa the Ottawa Rowing Club which
elected Harvey Pulford as Captain must
depose Pulford or else drop out of the
C. A. A. O.

The moveingeneral created a sensation
in that it was almost entirely unexpected,
True the move has been bruited for a
couple of years, but it was half hearted
all the time. There was no necessity for

it from the C. A. A. O's. point of view.
The Association has always been able to

handle rowing, and has no opposition in

Canada. Its supervision and rulings
were acknowledged by the C. A, A. U.
In fact the Union had everything to gain,
for when the oarsmen came in the C. A.
A. U. obtained control of the most im-

portant of all truly amateur sports in the
Dominion, and brought into its ranks
men who are strong enough to give the
Union backbone. In fact the amalgama-
tion with the oarsmen placed the C.A.A.
U. securely upon the athletic throne in

Canada. It made the Union's position
practically unassailable

What do the oarsmen gain ?

Well, they fall into line with the chief
governing body and throw their weight
into the balance against the Eastern
Canada idea of mixing amateur and pro-
fessionals in the same Clubs and teams,
and assure the purity of rowing for some
time to come. They strengthen their

own hands in the forthcoming battle to

maintain amateurism in rowing. While the
C.A.A.O.was firm in its stand for amateur-
ism the taint of professionalism was
creeping in. Things had come to such a
pass that it was felt a stand must be made
against the strong Ottawas, who were
using men in their crews who played
games for money although they took
none for rowing ; and the Montreal clubs

whose men were playing in hockey lea-

gues, where the "filthy lucre" was forth-

coming, for good men. Last fall the
Executive of the C. A. A. O. sounded a
note of warning, but the Ottawa and
Montreal men only laughed silently, and
trusted to their weight and influence to

negative any ruling. This affiliation with
the Amateur Union, however shows con-
clusively that the fall "talk-fest" was
not idle gossip. The Union had the very
men the C.A.A.O. were aiming at tenta-

tively black listed, and when affiliation

took place the men who were tainted

were automatically closed out.

The Union says nothing and will say
nothing until these men who were tainted
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try to enter into amateur sport under

their control. The instant they do this

registration of all suspects will be refused

and matters must come to a head. They

must take the amateur declaration before

they can come in.

The situation in Ottawa is so acute

that Frank Grierson, the Eastern Ontario

governor of the C. A. A. U. was asked

for and sent in his resignation from the

Ottawa Rowing Club.

The affiliation, and consequent ousting

of certain men, too affects paddling, for

Davidson, Magor and McLean are three

of Montreal's strongest blade artists, and

figured in the war canoes fours and sin-

gles of the St. Lawrence River city, the

Canadian Henly, American Canoe Asso-

ciation, and Canadian Canoe Association

events.

Oartierville Boating: Club.

The Cartierville Boating Club, of Mon-
treal, is prospering— at least its annual

report says so, and there is a proposition

on foot to limit the membership to 125.

The election of officers for 1907 resulted

as follows :—Hon. President, T. Sonne
;

president E. W. Barlow
;
vice-president,

J. A. Bremner
;
secretary-treasurer, F.

B. Brown, 80 St. Francais Xavier Street;

executive committee, W.C. McNaughton,

J. A. Decew, R. E. Costello, E. Drolet,

G. E. Radford, J. H. Roy.

Durnan Home Again.

Eddie Durnan, of Toronto, is back
from his trip to Australia where he rowed
George Towns for the World's Profes-

sional Championship. As soon as Eddie
discovered that George Towns had re-

signed his title to his brother Charlie he
issued a challenge to row him. Durnan
wants Charlie Towns to row in Toronto
this September, but has received no de-
finite answer.
Durnan says that he overtrained • for

his race with the champion, and that
when race day came he was stale and
covered with boils. He was so stale

that he lacked the ginger and spirit ne-
essary to meet the champion's spurts.
The boils too bothered him so that he
could not sit steadily in his boat, and it

was so hot and sultry that his feet blister-

ed in the foot rests.

"Two weeks before the race," remark-
ed Eddie to me, -"I was in grand shape
and the race was conceded to me. Then*
I went back and on race day I was lick-

ed before I started. Towns got away
first and I went right out after him. By
hard work I pulled even and at the half

mile mark had a lead. At the three-

quarters Towns pulled even, and though
I tried to respond to his spurts I could
not make any ground, and was forced to

let up, plug on as steadily as I could and
hang on. I was only beaten three lengths.

Do you know I was sick three parts of
the time I was away and I was gone four
months ? I was eight pounds under
weight when I stepped into my shell for

the race. Barry and Sullivan want to

row me, but I won't bother with them
until I get a crack with George Towns
or his brother Charlie."

Canoeing- at the Capital.

In Ottawa the canoeing game is boom-
ing. The Rideau Club is coming to the

front rapidly. Last year they developed
some good material and this year promise
a rare good war canoe crew. The Brit-

tania paddlers lose Jack Hayes and
may lose Eddie McNeil, the new captain,,

who threatens retirement. All the other

good paddlers will be out again, and
Jack Hill has been appointed sub-captain.

Two new racing singles have been secur-

ed. The Ottawa Canoe Club is coming
along nicely too. The Cliffside Canoe
Club is about to throw in its lot with the

Ottawa's, and the combination should

make local competion hot at the Capital

City, though the Ottawa's did lose some
good paddling material last year. This

year's captain is W.J. Johnstone. Kenny
Gibson, last year's war caooe captain,

has gone over to the Rideaus.

In Toronto, the Toronto Canoe Club
loses four men from its Canadian Cham-
pion war canoe crew, but has plenty of

good material left. Last year's grand
Four—Nasmith, Kipp, Livingstone, and
Art McNicholl—is intact, and with the

year's seasoning should just . about

make the best, and then step along in

record time to wear the laurels they mean
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HIGH SPEED AND CRUISING

GASOLINE LAUNCHES

A VARIETY OF STYLES OF

MOTOR BOATS
IN STOCK. SIZES 16 TO 35 FT.

Send for Catalog".

Robertson Bros.
Yards and Launch Works

Foot of Bay St., HAMILTON, CANADA.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Bod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.
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to win. The Torontos are to have a new
Dean war canoe—a narrow craft with a

flattened V section below the water line.

The Parkdale Canoe Club, which is the

"loud noise" in canoeing circles this year

in Toronto Clubparts, is getting a new one

too. They had a fair war canoe crew

last year, but this year they will be

strengthened with some fine young ath-

letes developed by hockey last winter,

and promise "to be there or thereabouts"

when the war canoes and fours races,

and the Canadian Henly come off. They
have determined to take a-whirl at the

Canadian Canoe Association War Canoe
Championships and the American Canoe
Association events for big canoes. They
are a cocky little tribe, these Parkdales,

and they are going to take some tall

beating too, if youth and stamina will

count for much against experience.

Another International Cup.

The latest international trophy is a cup

for eighteen footers put up by the Water-
town Yacht Club of New York State, for

competition between the Watertown,
Kingston, Gananoque, and Picton Yacht
Clubs. The Watertown fleet makes an
annual cruise up the Bay of Quinte and
holds regattas. They have interested the

other Clubs in this international race,

and Kingston and Picton will both have
boats to meet the crack Watertown eight-

teen footer. The scene of the race has
not yet been settled but most probably it

will take place in Kingston harbor.

St. Kitts Coming1

.

The St. Catharines Rowing and Canoe
Club has elected the following officers :

Pres.Capt. A. H. Malcolmson; Vice-Presi-

dent, John Dawson
;

Secretary, R.«

Schram
;
Treasurer, R. G. W. Connolly;

Executive Committee, R. F. Robinson,
Ed. Austin, and Harold Phelps

;
Auditors,

G.B. Burson and S. W. Secord.

Improvemts will be made to the Cana-
dian Henly course ; all projecting posts
will be removed, and a series of motor
boat races will be added to the program.
The club is also buying working fours
and will take up rowing seriously.

Winnipeg- to Have War Canoe.

The Winnipeg Canoe Club is one of
Winnipeg's most prosperous sporting
organizations. It has a surplus of over
$5,000 and a membership limited only by
the accomodation of the club house
The election of officers for 1907 resulted

:

Patrons, Hon Hugh J. Macdonald, Wm.
Whyte ; Hon. President, C, C. Chipman,
hon. Vice-president, D. K. Elliott; Board
of Directors, A Hill, C.W. Chivers, R.B.
Graham, C. D. Taylor, W.*E. Strong,
Frank Leggo, G. F. R. Harris, C. M.
Scott and F. F. Brook, The board
elected the following officers

;
President,

A Hill; Vice-President, C. W. Chivers
sec.-treas., R. B. Graham ; house com-
mittee, C. D. Taylor, W. E. Strong, F.

Leggo.
It was decided to purchase a war canoe.

A discussion took place in regard to se-

curing a more commodious club house
further up the river, a site being sug-
gested opposite Elm Park.

Pacific Coast Trophy.

Out on the Pacific Coast they have a
real yacht race on their hands—a contest

for a trophy that promises to rival the

great Canada Cup, and Seawanhaka Cup
contests in the East. His Honor Lieut.

Governor Dunsmuir, of British Columbia,
has just put up a trophy for the twenty-
ninefootclass for international competition

and the Vancouver Yacht Club will prob-

ably be the first to defend it. The Club
is now building a twenty-nine footer from
the designs of the great Scotchman Wil-
liam Fife to carry its colors in the big

international race at Seattle in July.

The defender is built by popular sub-

scription. The $2,500 necessary to

build her was raised in $5 subscriptions.

Every person who bought a five dollar

share became possessed of a ticket which
gave him a chance to win the whole boat

in a drawing contest which is to take

place after the Seattle race is over. The
Fife plans show a good wholesome little

craft, and the Vancouver men are ready

to bank on her chances to win the Seattle

race before they even seen her in the

waters of the Pacific coast. The twenty-

nine footers are practically the- same
boats as the Eastern twenty-seven footers

which are to race for Canada's cup this
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This ! Sir,

Is The Very Best

We always recommend Clark's Meats for

camping, outing, pic-nics. Their absolute purity

and high quality are guaranteed by the name

of Wm. Clark.

And then they always have a fine appetizing flavor—the result

Jt4

'^hr °^ careiul cooking and the use of prime Canadian meat, which

is perfectly sound and healthy.

Clark's Lunch Tongue
Other good things for campers—Clark's Corned Beef ; Sliced Smoked Beef;

Veal Loaf; Pork and Beans ;
Potted Meats, etc.

WM CLARK, MFG., MONTREAL.

year. They are all of them
feet over all

under fifty

A Beautiful Motor Yacht.

For three years running Toronto boat-

ing men have been favored with a view
of the finest motor yacht shown in the

New York exhibition. This has been
owing to Mr. J. C. Eaton who on each

occasion has purchased the best that

skill and ingenuity could present in the

boating line and taken it to Toronto.

This year's motor yacht is unanimously
accorded first place for style, speed and
luxury. The hull is forty feet over all,

eight feet extreme breadth and draws
three feet of water. It is equipped with

six cylinder, seventy-five horse power
motors and has a guarantee speed of

eighteen miles per hour. The hull which
is strongly and lightly built of oak and
cedar is low, racy and graceful, and
means utility, and speed in every line.

The motor is located forward under a

hoodlike automobile and is started by

compressed air. Electricity provides

the lighting power throughout the boat
and the cooking will be done by an elec-

tric stove. The boat is a twelve meter
Elco De Luxe, costing $10,000, and will

easily be queen of the Muskoka fleet

this year. During the coming summer
the owner and his guests should find the

very height of enjoyment in cruising

about the beautiful lakes of Canada amid
such luxurious surroundings.

A propeller wheel, which is absolutely

weedless, has long been the desire of

every person who uses a power boat.

There have been numerous claims for

weedless wheels made in the past, and
some people may be sceptical as to those

put forward in the present. The Stickler

Weedless Wheel Company, of Portage,

Wis., claim that they have a perfectly

weedless wheel and offer to demonstrate
its efficiency. Our shallower lakes and
streams abound with weeds and the

clogging of a wheel in their tangles is a
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Specify For That Boat S
THE-

Stickler Weedless Wheel

Insist on this wheel being- furnished

because it is absolutely weedless, and
can never clog. This wheel is built

on a scientific basis, and is guaranteed
to be Weedless without loss of speed.

Order your wheel to-day, or send for

pamphlet.

STICKLER WEEDLESS WHEEL CO
p. o. box 150, PORTAGE, WIS.
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t Alfred J.C. Robertson }

i

t

A A. M. I. N. A. ; A. M. I. E. S.

\ NAVAL ARCHITECT
m 591 St. Catharine St., west, Montreal.
A ( Formerly on the Design Staff of Messrs. Denny,

Dumbarton.)
A Designer ofCanadian yachts "MarteH", "Dor-
W val", "Runaway", "Zingara", "Calleroo", etc.

perpetual trouble. Now this wheel does

not cut the weeds but glides through

them like an eel. Its shape is such that

it takes water first at the centre. At that

point the blades run directly towards the

water, while the volume displaced is in-

creased to the edges of the blades. This

makes it impossible to catch anything cm
the wheel while the danger of breaking

it by striking on obstructions is greatly

lessened as a blow is always a glancing

one. Every one interested in power
N>ats can have a further description of

this wheel from the Company, by sending

a postal with a request for the same
and mentioning "Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada.

The supreme importance of a good

engine is soon made apparent by exper-
ience to every user of a motor boat.
Without an engine upon which he can place
absolute reliance the pleasures to be ob-
tained from bis boat are much less than
they might otherwise prove, and the
man without a good engine misses far

more than he has any idea of. The
Smalley Motor Company, Limited, of
Bay City, Mich., claim that they have
just such an engine and the power boat
owner who wants the best should invest-

igate their claims, the genuineness ofwhich
certainly seem to be borne out by the

demand for their products. They report

a shipment of four car loads of engines
to Europe; two to the West, and six to

their eastern representatives, the Fair-

banks Company, all during the present

spring. Last year the boat * 'Squirt",

equipped with a three cylinder Smalley
engine, won the reliability, durability and
economy test, open to any engine manufact-
urers, which took place in England. The sen-

sation of last year was the creation of a
world's record by the boat "Secret"
which attained a speed of twenty-five

miles per hour. The boat was equipped
with a Smalley three cylinder, 15-20

horse power engine. The famous "Key
West," which won all races, she entered

until beaten by the " Secret " was
equipped with a similar engine. The

Bit-Bab," " Eureka," " Dolphin,"
"13," Fairbanks 1, 11, and 111, with re-

cords of better than twenty two miles

per hour, were all equipped with Smalley
engines. The Company believes the secret

of their success to lie in the fact that

their designs are the best scientific ones
possible to produce; that the highest

grade of materials are used, in their

engines; that they are assembled by skill-

ed mechanics, and every motor submitted
to the most exhaustive I tests before

shipping. The coming season promises

to eclipse all past records. Nine new
speed boats are to be launched in Bay
City and vicinity this spring and most of

them are to be equipped with Smalley

engines. Any reader interested in power
boats may obtain a copy of the Com-
pany's fine illustrated catalogue by ad-

dressing a line to their address and
mentioning "Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada."



Our Medicine Bag
Dr. W. H. Fitzmaurice, an Irish gen-

tleman, who has spent the last winter in

New Brunswick, writes: "I have been

more than agreeably surprised with the

Canadian winter. There are a great

many days of bright sunshine, and the

pure bracing atmosphere is delightful.

By keeping the ears, hands and feet pro-

tected, I never felt cold, and did not

catch the slightest cold all winter. I re-

ceived a letter a short time ago from a

lady who left Ireland last spring and is

living in Saskatchewan. Writing of the

Canadian winters she said: "I don't

think I would ever care to winter in the

Old Country again." While perhaps not

going as far as that I strongly sympa-
thize with her point of view.

Everyone who sympathizes with the

grand work Dr. Grenfell is doing in

Labrador will be delighted to know that

the Hon. Sydney Fisher, Minister of Ag-
riculture, acting on the recommendation
of Mr. J. G. Rutherford, Live Slock
Commissioner, has made a grant of

$5,000 towards defraying the expenses
of importing a herd of reindeer from
Norway to Labrador. Hitherto the only

method of transportation in Labrador in

winter has been by dog train, and these

dogs are often unsatisfactory, in addi-

tion to being by no means free from dan-
ger. Dr. Grenfell has closely followed

the success of the American Government
in, domesticating reindeer in Alaska and
is thoroughly convinced that the reindeer

could be equally well domesticated in

Labrador to the great gain of the people
living there. In addition to the increased

facilities for transportation which the

reindeer would afford over dogs, they
would be of great value in supplying
the people with food, hides and
milk, the latter a particularly scarce com-
modity in outlying districts. The rein-

deer would in fact make a wonderful
difference in Labrador and all who know

of Dr. Grenfell's work will not doubt his

success in this effort now that he has a
Government contribution to aid him.
Canada has never made a grant to a bet-

ter purpose.

Dr1

. Tomalin, who writes from Del-
oraine, Man., quotes a statement appear-
ing in our February number which
was taken from a pamphlet issued

by the LInited States Department of Ag-
riculture to the following effect: "The
Barnacle goose has been taken twice in

Canada—in Montreal and near Rupert
House, James Bay, and both of these

may have been strays." Dr. Tomalin
says this statement is erroneous because
he has two adult males, which he ob-
tained by just tipping the end pinions

when he was out shootirg and saved
alive. They were in their first year at

the time of the captures and are now
four and five years old respectively. He
has been much interested noting the dif-

ferent changes of plumage in these birds

as they had their full plumage in their

third year, Further a few flocks of five

or six are to be observed in most of the

large flock of Arctic geese which pass
over Manitoba in the fall migration.

The Doctor has seen a few flocks in

spring but they are rare. He also holds

the division of Arctic geese into small

and large to be an error. He himself

believes there are two varieties of the

large Arctic geese. In one kind the

plumage is so like that of the immature
barnacle that it is almost impossible to

determine which is which except by the

contour of the head and awaiting the

development of the natural plumage. In

the other the young is a dirty, rusty yel-

low very similar to the immature plum-
age of the young white crane. This
color lasts longest on the head and up-
per part of the neck!"

Mr. C. J. Hoskinson, writes from Kip-
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pewa, Que. : "The wolves are making

great inroads into the deer this winter.

I myself counted on one day in January

the carcasses of twelve deer on Ross

Lake and saw innumerable traces of

them on my way up. It is a pity we
could not have had an organized wolf

hunt in this district."

It is announced that Commander
Peary has secured the $300,000 he con-

sidered necessary to complete the cost

of his equipment for a further attempt to

discover the North Pole. The proposal

is to start in June of the present year,

make as much progress as possible dur-

ing the short Arctic summer, to spend
the winter in quarters and conserve all

energy for a final dash the following
summer. With all the experience he has
had and with the careful preparations he
has made there ought to be something
more than a chance of success this time
if not forestalled by Mr. Wellman and
his balloon. Commander Peary has ex-

pressed a firm belief that if the summer
of 1908 is only a normal Arctic summer,
success will this time crown his efforts.

"Sport" writes from Barrie: "I and
other hunters around here learn with re-

gret of the Government's work of tinker-

ing again with the game law re deer.

Both myself and others with whom I

have conversed about the proposed
change agree that the present law is O.
K. , as to time of open season, and two
deer each (except perhaps extend it to
the 17th or 18th) and see that the game
wardens fulfil their duties well, and allow
them part of the fine in case of a convic-
tion of an offender, as well as their sal-

ary. Watch the summer tourist and aj-

low nothing larger than a small caliber
revolver with their camping effects. On
my return from the hunt last fall, I was
told by a resident here, that he knew
parties in Buffalo who had made a boast
of the venison and partridge they had
during their summer outing in Muskoka,
even to shooting a hen partridge off her
nest of young. Another young man who
works on the T. & N. O. Railway was

visiting his home here and told of the

way the Indians are slaughtering and
selling deer all winter. He has seen as

many as thirty-one deer in one load

teamed into one of the Northern On-
tario towns. The lesson is, make the

summer tourist, the lumber camps, the

Red man, and pot hunter and settler

abide by the law and exterminate the

wolves, and there will be plenty of game
for all during the lawful season to hunt."

The question of private game pre-

serves has recently attracted much atten-

tion in Ontario owing to the application

of the Tadenac Club to renew and ex-

tend its leases over a large area and to be

allowed to preserve the fish and game
within their limits. The very strongest

protest was made against the policy indi-

cated by the application, and it was
hoped that the feeling aroused would
stop anything of the kind from being

proposed in Ontario for the future. If

eternal vigilance is necessary to stop the

leasing system in Ontario, then the On-
tario Fish & Game Protective Associa-

tion has not been formed too soon, and
its members have a duty before them
which they must not allow to remain un-

fulfilled. The path of any Government
granting private leases must be made a

hard one.

In the States the amounts taken in for

license fees are remarkable. Illinois

leads the whole of them both in number
and amounts-. Since 1892 when the sys-

tem first took effect in the State the sum
of $386,721 has been collected. In 1902

only non-residents were required to pay a

fee and the collections amounted to

$5,985. In the following year the resi-

dential fee was put on and the receipts

then realized $95,000 for the residents'

licenses and $3,875 for non-residents.

In 1904 the residentiaJ fees reached

$109,000 while those for non-residents

came to $3,985. Last year the amount
jumped to the remarkable figure of $161-

164, with non-resident fees at $7,115.

Surely the Provinces of Canada might

well take notice and try to realize what
wonderful and paying assets they have

in their fish and their game.
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A couple of gill nets were located near
Mugg's Landing in Toronto Bay on a
recent Sunday evening, and together
with their contents, were confiscated.

These contents consisted of eleven

pike and two muskrats. It is re-

ported that the use of these nets is be-

coming too prevalent in Toronto Bay
and the constables on the Island have
been keeping a sharp look out for them,
with the result as above stated.

The Toronto University has taken an
important step which for some time has
been foreshadowed and has appointed a
Professor of Forestry. The gentleman
selected is Professor E. B. Fernow who
has been on the staff of the University

of Pennsylvania. By birth the new Pro-

fessor is a German and it was in that

country , where forestry had been brought
to a foremost position, that he received

both his theoretical and practical training.

After coming to America he was for some
time at Cornell. Professor Fernow is no
stranger to Canada and Canadians hav-
ing repeatedly lectured in this country
and also attended our Forestry Conven-
tions. He will soon make himself ac-

quainted with forestry conditions in On-
tario and should prove of great service

in guiding and developing an energetic

forestry policy for the Province.

The amateur photographer who takes
a delight in producing good pictures

would do well to try the "Wellington"
photographic specialties. The high
quality maintained by these goods has
made for them a world wide reputation
and the ever increasing imports into this

country speak for themselves. The spe-

cialties consist principally of plates, pa-
pers and films and the latest addition to

the large selection is the "Wellington"
self-developing plate. The fact of being
able to travel without carrying any nec-

essary developing chemicals in one's kit,

a few ounces ot water being all that is

necessary to obtain a first-class negative,

is a boon all amateurs will fully appreci-
ate. With a self-developing plate and
some of the "Wellington" self toning
paper the tourist or sportsman can, with

a little fixing soda in his outfit, go forth
fully prepared to do all the picture mak-
ing he desires. All the "Wellington"
specialties are too numerous to mention
but local dealers will be pleased to sup-
ply all particulars or a line to the Cana-
dian representatives, Ward & Co., 13
St. John Street, Montreal, will bring full

lists and all information.

Quite a few Maine guides have en-
quired about places in Canada where
they can locate. Any man who will

combine lumbering, gardening and guid-
ing will do well in Canada, and by writ-
ing to L. O. Armstrong, Colonization
and Tourist Agent of the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway, Montreal, he can put him
into a very good country where there is

plenty of deer, plenty of moose and
plenty of fish.

We are much amused to read on the

first page of "Maine Woods," published
by the Bangor & Aroostook Railway and
of course, in the interest of Maine, the

following: "I have hunted in various
parts of Canada and in various parts of

Maine. There are practically no deer in

Canada, and many and many a man goes
to New Brunswick now-a-days, and if he
is successful at all, brings back a moose
with a smaller head than some of the

heads which are obtained in Maine."
Any Maine lawyer could write that and
not go to jail for it. There are parts of

Canada where there is practically no deer,

but he omits to say that there are other

parts of Canada where there are more
deer than in any part of Maine. He
also forgets to say that the record eastern

moose comes from New Brunswick and
that the heads run larger in New Bruns-
wick today than they do in Maine, and
yet it is possible that some heads are ob-

tained in Maine which are larger than

some heads obtained in New Brunswick.
So that Mr. E. H. Morse of Hartford,

Conn., leaves a path of safety to enable

him to crawl out of his tarradiddle. Mr.
Morse, take the advice of an old timer

and don't build up yOiir own country by
trying to run down your neighbor's!"

"There is room in this world for us all!"
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Knitted garments are growing- in pop-

ularity every day and no wonder. They
combine warmth with comfort, and to

these considerations are now added qual-

ity and style which are bound to com-
mend them to ever widening circles.

Amongst the makers of these fine gar-

ments are the Blauvelt Knitting Com-
pany. 9-11-13 Campbell Street, Newark,
N. J., who issue a very fine catalogue

showing a great variety of styles of

knitted articles suitable for both sexes.

Amongst them may be mentioned a

sweater vest, which, while -warmer than

an ordinary overcoat is much lighter in

weight, and has all the neatness of a

vest. A ladies' knit ted kimona makes a

very comfortable, warm and dressy gar-

ment for home wear or cool summer
evenings. A ladies' auto coat looks very

dashing and nice. There are many other

styles shown in the catalogue and all of

them should be interesting to sportsmen.

As everyone knows the weather cannot

be guaranteed and any camper, canoeist,

explorer or sportsman in general having
a supply of these garments can make his

trips with added comfort, being assured

both of warmth and ease in wearing. A
copy of this catalogue showing many
styles, all of them good, will be for-

warded to any of our readers who make
a request for the same on a postal and
mention "Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada."

A catalogue that cannot fail to interest

everyone who uses a gun is that issued

fey Messrs. Parker Bros., of Meriden,
Conn. For nearly half a century their

guns have stood the severest kinds of

tests and have emerged successfully from
the struggles from which we are told that

only the fittest survive. There must be
good reasons for this fact, and the ma»-
ufacturers claim that it is owing to the

simplicity of construction, excellence of

workmanship, beauty of proportion,

faultless balance, hard shooting qualities

and capacity to resist the strain of long
and continuous use of nitro powders,
that have made these guns favorites with
all who have tried them. The new
Parker automatic ejector, though it can-

not be fitted to any gun now in a finished

condition, can be put on any new gun
made by them for $25 beyond the list

prices. The ejector can be operated with
ease so no extra force is required to man-
ipulate the gun. The setting of the ejec-

tor is done with so little friction that one
cannot realize there are any extra mov-
ing parts. The ejectors cannot move
back and forth when the gun is opened
and closed unless the gun has been fired

so that one will hardly know that he is

handling an automatic ejector gun.
These claims are great ones and the
manufacturers say they can sustain them
all. Sportsmen should get a copy of this

catalogue and can do so hy writing
either to Meriden, Conn., or 32 Warren
St., New York, requesting the same and
mentioning "Rod and Gun and Motor
Sports in Canada."

Mr. Arthur Calbeck, Deputy Game
Warden stationed at Sault Ste. Marie
(who has a letter in our present issue re

the dog controversy in deer hunting) has
just had an exciting time hunting poach-
ers in the backwoods. Accompanied by
Thomas McLean and A. Brown he went
up to Batchewana River and gave a
Frenchman named Gagnon, who is known
to have been the moving spirit in poach-
ing in the neighborhood, a thirty-five

mile run in one day. Although they
missed the principal they located his

camp and caught his assistant whose
name is Dunn. They secured also the

carcasses ot fourteen deer and harassed
the poachers so strongly that Gagnon is

reported to be endeavoring to reach the

American side. At one camp, McLean,
who was ahead, entered just in time to

see an unknown man make a hasty exit.

Later on he visited the camp stables and
was fired upon by Gagnon who was less

than sixty yards away. The chase was
kept up without result, and the party re-

turned to the Soo with their prisoner

and booty and instigated a strict lookout

to prevent, if possible, the escape of the

offender from Canada.

A capital idea for increasing the value

of their catalogue has been adopted by the

Marble Patent Safety Axe Company of
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HAMMER THE HAMMER
Treat the revolver as roughly or carelessly as you please—it can't go off, can't cause

harm until you intend it should— if it's an Iver Johnson Safety Automatic Revolver.
The firing pin can't possibly transmit concussion until you pull the trigger clear back; that's

what makes it safe. Here's why it makes you safe: The

Iver Johnson Automatic Revolver
stands by a man when he has to make good, hits the "mark" when that "mark" must
be hit—and all with less effort and calculation on his part than is permitted by any other

make. Scientific design and perfect workmanship make it wholly effective every time.

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver
3-in. barrel, nickel-plated finish, 22 rim «fi Kn
fire cartridge, 32-38 center fire cartridge *0 ' °0

Iver Johnson Safety Hammerless Revolver
3-in. barrel, nickel-plated finish, 32-38 »7 5O
center fire cartridge

For sale by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or will be sent prepaid
on receipt of price, if your dealer will not supply. Look for the owl's head on the grip
and our name on the barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE W0RKS.I57 River St., Fitchburg, Mass.
New York Office : 99 Chambers Street. Pacific Coast Branch: P. B. Bekeart Co..

Alameda. Cal. European Office: Pickhuben 4, Hamburg, Germany.
Makers of Tver Johnson Truss Bridge BIcvcTes and Single Barrel Shotguns.

Our Free

Booklet

"Shots"
is full of in-

teresting re-

volver facts.

Write ior it

at once, and
we'll send
our big cat-

logue with

Gladstone, Mich. In addition to a full

description of the many useful and in-

genius inventions by Mr. Marble, which
add so much to the joys of the sportsmen
the. inventor has himself written a paper
on "How to use a Compass." In this

paper Mr. Marble gives a simple but
comprehensive explanation of the various

uses of a compass, the style to purchase
for different purposes, and how any one
can tell a good compass from a poor one.

Mr. Marble has had a long experience

with compasses. He has passed a quar-

ter of a century in the woods, and from
the stores of his own personal knowledge
he has written. The subject is just the

kind to interest all lovers of the out-

door life, and when, in addition to such
a paper, particulars are given of ninety

specialties for sportsmen the catalogue,

as will be seen, is no ordinary one. This

catalogue contains fifty-six pages and
will be forwarded post free to any reader

who will send a postal for the same and
mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports

in Canada.

"The province of Quebec and its re-

sources" was the subject of a recent

address at the Canadian Club of Mont-
real by the Hon. A. Weir. It is a captial

idea to give busy Canadians a chance
of knowing something of their own
Provinces. It impresses any hearer with

the importance of Quebec and how much
remains to be done, to learn that the

Province is three times the size of Great
Britain and Ireland. Only about three per

cent is under crop and including the

whole of the timber no less than seventy
three per cent of the area remains un-

touched. One fifth of the whole water
power of the continent is within the Pro-

vince whose future developments no one
can foresee. The Ottawa and St. Maurice
are two of the finest rivers in America
and these belong wholly to the Province.

Railway development is making a very

material difference and will no doubt
greatly aid the progress of Quebec
which is bound to make greater strides

in the future. The west is a grand country

but there are aUo brilliant prospects be-
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Itself a

The Conklin Self-Filling Fountain

Pen is really self-filling. As shown
in the illustration above, a pres-

sure of the thumb on Crescent-Filler

compresses the soft rubber reser-

voir inside the barrel of the pen.

This pressure released, the pen is

filled and at once ready to write.

The same simple movement cleans

it. It is as easy as dipping an
ordinary pen in an ink well.

Conklin's £L
Fountain Pen

' 'THE PEN WITH THE CRESCENT-FILLER'

has nothing to get out of order

—

nothing to take apart — nothing
complicated.

It is the perfected fountain pen.
Writing qualities unequalled.

Flow of ink perfect from first

stroke to last dot. Insist on the
pen with the Crescent-Filler

\

and avoid the annoyance and
loss of time attached to the
use of the old style dropper-
filler fountain pen.
TWO WAYS TO GET A CONKLIN— Buy from your dealer, Sta- ^

tioner—Jeweler— Druggist, if he
handles the Conklin Pen. If your l'\
dealer does not, we will seud t .

you one direct postpaid. Be- \
ware of substitutes— look for 1
the Crescent - Filler. Seud at
once for our handsome, illus-
trated catalogue, giving full
description — that you may see
and understand the superior quali-
ties of the Conklin Pen— or, better
still, order a Conklin Pen to-day.
Prices $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00 to
$15.00. It's easy to select by mail.
Send steel peu to aid us in selecting
gold pen to suit your hand.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. /^==m
THE CONKLIN PEN CO.

307 Manhattan Building

Toledo, Ohio, V. S. A.

fore many of those who assist in develop-
ing our eastern provinces.

Something new in the way of minnow
traps is being placed on the market this

spring by Mr. A. J. Algate, a Toronto
fisherman. The device is made of trans-
parent celluloid and can be folded up to
fit a case about 1 1-4 inches thick. Being
of celluloid the trap will stand all kinds
of rough usage, and its compactness
should be a very strong feature in its fa-

vor. Mr. Algate worked out the idea
for his own convenience on last summer's
canoe trip, and its success decided him
to take out patents and place it on the
market. Undoubtedly, there is a good
opening for a trap of this nature, as the

glass jar has always been a source of
trouble and anxiety, while the other de-

vices are altogether too cumbersome to be
popular. Those who have seen this new
Collapsible Minnow-Trap say it is the
best yet.

President Roosevelt penetrated the

mountain wilds in Southern British

Columbia in 1888 , accompanied by
a guide named Huppner, now a resident

of Spokane, and he pronounced it one of

the best natural big game preserves in the

country. The district has not been hunted
much in the last five years, because of

many shooting grounds near at hand,

but it is believed there will be a number
of big parties this year, as reports from
the interior indicate black brown and
grizzly bear *are numerous and that well

beaten deer trails may be seen in almost

every direction. The Indians who are

friendly and able to make them-
selves understood in English, say also

that big horns or mountain goats, are

plentiful, while the streams and lakes

literally teem with fish and wildfowl.

^ Summer excursions to Hudson's Bay
was the prediction of the Hon. A. Weir
at a meeting of the Canadian Club at

Montreal. There have been many pre-

dictions less likely to happen.

Afineillustrated catalogueis that issued

by the Beaudry Gasoline Engine Com-
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JAEGER,
The "Jaeger" Zfi Season

Every season is the "Jaeger" Pure Wool season. No
other clothing is as well adapted to the body for all

seasons of the year. "Jaeger" Pure Wool Clothing

and Bedding keeps you in first-rate condition—fit for

anything—free from colds, chills and other ailments.

For camping, fishing, hunting, or for any occupation

demanding durability and comfort in one's clothing,

"Jaeger" Pure Wool far surpasses every other kind

of wear.

"Jaeger" Pure Wool Sweaters, Underzvear, Shooting Jackets, Knitted
Cardigans, Socks, Stockings, Gloves, Mitts, Sleeping Rugs and Blaiikets, etc.,

are made with BEST wag from the BEST kind of wool. Send for our illus-

trated catalog No- 1

316 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal
286 Portage Ave.

, Winnipeg

UnltM O&rmant,

Dr. Jaeger Co., Limited

pany, who* e Dffices and factory are in Bleury

Street, Montreal, and whose marine and

stationary engines, as pictured in this

publication, are things of beauty

and such as will rejoice the hearts of all

users of engines. The catalogue gives

a full description ot the engines made by

the firm, together with illustrations and
particulars as to each make of engine,

and a view of one corner of the factory.

All users of engines may learn something

from this publication, a copy of which

will be sent to any reader interested in

engines if they will send a request for

the same on a postal and mention "Rod
and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."

Many men would like to build their

own boat and would derive much addi-

tional pleasure from its use by reason of

the work they put into it. Such a course

of action is now possible to every one by

means of the "Niagara" system of boat

building adopted and carried out by the

Niagara Motor Boat Company, of North
Tonawanda, N. Y. This firm, by the use

of many illustrations and carefully detail-

ed directions, enables any person, even

without experience to build their own
boat. If the amateur does not care to

give the time and go to the trouble neces-

sary in order to build from patterns, he

can be supplied with knock down frames

by means of which the boat can be set

up and completed at about half the cost

of purchasing a complete boat. These
frames have been actually fitted to place,

and numbered, then taken down and
completely crated before shipment. The
firm do not send out "guess work,"
knowing well that such methods never

pay. With the best of material and care

taken with the parts, good boats are

built, and for beauty of outline and grace

of motion, coupled with speed when a

proper motor is installed, the Niagara

boats are unsurpassed, The booklet is-

sued by the firm is full of excellent illus-

trations of boats, some in different stages

of building, and others sufficiently finish-

ed to make all boatmen long to have one

for themselves.
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Established 1880.

The RICHARD BEL1VEAU Co., Ltd.,

WINE MERCHANTS,
330 MAIN STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

TRY
,N

PZr° "The Builder"
THE GREATEST TONIC OF THE AGE.

$10.00 per case
(

M
Q
I

gES?
8
)

$1.00 per bottle (quart).

A PALMER
Marine Engine
Including Bronze Shaft, Propeller, (reversing)

Stuffing Box, full electrical equipment.

FREE for

Two Hundred and Twenty-Five

Subscribers
The Palmer Engine is known from Nova Scotia to
South Africa. Hundreds in use in Canada giving
eminent satisfaction. For full particulars of engine
send to Palmer Bros., Cos Cob, Connecticut, for
catalog, mentioning this magazine.

All the scenes which marked the early

days of Cobalt are being repeated in the

district of Larder Lake and the present

summer is likely to witness not only a
great migration to the new El Dorado,
but likewise a development in Northern
Ontario which will surpass even past
events. During a portion of the winter
there were thousands living in tents in

the neighborhood resolved to be first

upon the scene as soon as the weather
should allow of effective work to be done
and these numbers have since been rein-

forced so greatly that the new field has
every look of surpassing what has yet
been done in that north country.

Railway extension in the West goes
on apace but a startling development is

reported in a proposal by the Northern
Pacific to build one in a direct line Irom
Winnipeg to Dawson City. It is

stated that a line will run north of the
main line of the Canadian Northern be-
tween Winnipeg and Prince Albert. Still

n a northerly direction it will go to Lesser

Slave Lake and with another bee line

reach Fort Nelson through the rich Peace
River country and the mineral districts

of northern British Columbia. The ardent
advocates of the line, although recogniz-

ing the difficulties in the way, are en-

thusiastic over the outlook and predict

that the new railway, if made, drawing
the freight from one of the finest mineral
districts in the world, will prove the
' 'greatest money makeron the continent.""

No sportsman, however small his ex-
perience, has failed to wish for some
knowledge of taxidermy in order that he
might himself prepare his specimens for

preservation. Every sportsman is a lover

and student of nature, and to be able to

mount his own specimens and keep
them in his rooms for continual re-

membrance and enjoyment, is enough to

arouse the energies and ambitions of any
man. There is no good reason in these

days why such excellent inclinations

should not be followed. Taxidermy
is efficiently taught by mail and great

success has followed upon the work of

of the Rowley College of Taxidermy and
Modeling, of Palo Alto, California, which
college has an eastern office, Box 126,

Scranton, Pa. The work is under the person-

al supervision of Professor John Rowley,
formerly chief ofthe department ofTaxider-

my in the America Museum of Natural

History, New York, the largest and most
famous Natural History institution in the

country. He follows a system entitled the

Rowley Method which does away at once
with poisons* and odors and combines
simplicity of method and naturalness of

the finished subjectin amanner which speed
ily enables learners to become experts.

This work particularly commends itself to

sportsmen inasmuch as they become fa-

miliar with the appearances and poses of

birds and animals and can, when they

have gained this knowledge set them up
to please themselves, and in away no one
not as well acquainted with the woods
as themselves, can hope to achieve. A.

fine booklet is published by the College

and a copy will be forwarded to any of

our sportsmen readers who will make a

request for the same and will mention
' 'Rod and Gun and Motor Sports

in Canada."
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SMASHING BLACKBIRDS
Experienced Trap Shots unhesitatingly recom-

mend for Trap Shooting the Dominion
Cartridge.

'Sovereign' Shells
Loaded with Nobel's Empire Bulk Smokeless. This powder is recognized

the world over as the best in its class, unchanged by temperature, uniform in

results and giving great penetration with minimum recoil.

Retailed at less the duty price by dealers throughout

Canada; manufactured and guaranteed by the

Dominion Cartridge Co., Ltd.

MONTREAL

The head quarters branch of the Ont-

ario Fish and Game Protective Associat-

ion have re-elected Chief Justice Falcon-

bridge as President and Mr. Oliver

Adams, and Mr. J. F. Ellis as

Vice-Presidents. Mr. A. Kelly Evans was
re-elected Secretary-Treasurer though he

asked to be relieved from the treasurer-

ship and the new committee, Messrs L. C.

Strother, Wallace Jones, and W* R.

Johnston, Jr., with power to add — were
empowered to appoint a treasurer. The
Secretary reported that there were thirty

one branches throughout the Province

while arrangements were on the eve of

completion for the admission of several

others. Votes of thanks were accorded to

Messrs Oliver Adams and A. Kelly Evans
for the active work they have preformed
during the year.

One is always glad to hear of success

and especially so when it is deserved.

It is pleasant to be able to record that

the business of J. Glover's dog remedies,

hitherto carried on at 1278 Brodway,

New York, has outgrown the ac-

commodation and has had to be removed
to 188 West 31 St Street, New York,
where all communications may now be
addressed.

No one who has used the well known
"Three in One" oil will be at all' surprised

to hear that theG. W. Cole Company, who
are the sole manufacturers, have found it

necessary, owing to increasing business
to move their New York office to new
andlarger quarters. Thesehave been trans-

ferred from the Washington Life Building

at 141-45 Broadway, to 42 Boadway
where they occupy the greater part of the

third floor of the wing of the Building.

These offices are large and light and
suitable for the transaction of a con-

stantly growing business, while there

are also private offices for the officers of

the Company. The whole history of

"Three in One" oil has been one of ex-

pansion. The Company started eleven

years ago with a one room factory in Ash-
bury Park. The business rapidly out-
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Ready for use-
Set in SO seconds

i

Collapsed—
Case t 3-4 in. thick

A L GATE'S
Collapsible Minnow Trap

U. S. PATENT APRiI, 16th, 1907.

Tae most convenient and effective minnow catcher on the market.

Constructed of transparent ciliuoid. is invisible in water and will stand rough usage.

Perfectly collapsible—can be put in suit case.

SHIPPED IN SERVICABLE METAL CASE—PRICE $3.50 NET.
Descriptive Booklet sent on request.

A. J. ALGATE, King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

grew the manufacturing- facilities at that

location, and the factory was removed to

Rahway, New Jersey where a fine new
building was specially constructed for

them. Within the past year the factory

capacities have been doubled by brick

building additions. The expansion of

both factory and offices form pretty sub-
stantial evidences of the greatly increased
sale of "Three in One Oil". It may be
interesting to note that its discovery was
semi-accidental but its effectiveness is

such that it now sells not merely through-
out Canada and the States but also in

many European and other countries.

YOUR FURS
HIDES - TALLOW
To JOHN HALLAM

TORONTO.
CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

The well known "Dowagiac" casting

and trolling baits have so firmly estab-

lished themselves with fishermen, both in

Canada and our visitors from theStates that

the opening of the fishing season

finds them more in demand than ever.

They have been«repeatedly tested and never

found wanting. The manufacturers,

Messers James Heddon and Son, of

Dowagiac, Mich., have set up a new and
high standard and as a consequence their

goods reach the highest attainment in the

field of fishing tackle production. This
year the firm are issuing a book showing
their minnows printed in the finest of

color printing, costing many hundreds of

dollarsfor colorplates. Thebook is sucha^
will rejoice the heart of the fisherman and
will afford the fortunate recipients untold

delight in studying them throughout the

year. A copy will be sent to our fisherman

readers who will send a line requesting

the same and mentioning "Rod and
Gun and Motor Sports in Canada."

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Dominion of Canada Trap-shooting Association. All communications for this department
should by addressed toW. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap," KingsviUe, Ont.

Tournament Dates

May 9, 10--Ridgetown Gun Club. C. H. East-
laike, secretary-treasurer.

May 24, 25—Quebete, P. Q., Canadian Indians sec-
ond annual tournament. Thomas A. Duff,

High Scribe, 3 Maynard Ave., Toronto, Ont.
August 7, 8, 9—Toronto, Ont., Seventh Annual

Tournament of Dominion of Canada
Trap Shooting Association, under auspi-
ces of Stanley Gun Club. Thomas A.
Duff, Secretary-Treasurer, 3 Maynard
Ave., Toronto, Ont.

St' ay Pellets

The Exeter boys put all their eggs in one
basket and—Chief Eye Opener walked off with
it to St. Thomas.

* *

Brampton Gun Club should be very proud of
the large attendance at their initial shoot. The
resurrection of the Owen Sound shooters looks
rather miraculous. That they were able to do
up the Stanleys, even by one bird, shows that
the rest cure in their case worked all right.

* *

One thousand dollars in added money and
trophies should prove a drawing card to the
Canadian Indian tournament, May 24 and 25.
The pleasure of visiting historic Quebec will re-

pay the expense, and y_pu will have the fun of
shooting targets, extra..

Trap shooters will be pleased to learn that
Mr. Alex. Dey, the well known trap shooter of
Toronto, has entered the employment of the
Dominion Cartridge Co. and will have charge
of their shell loading department. Mr. Dey is

a clever mechanic and a crack shot. He knows
what trap shooters require in the way of a good
lead and we have no doubt his ripe experience
will be of great value to the cartridge compa-
n' . Dominion Shells, Empire and Ballistite
powder and M.R.M. shot are unexcelled and
properly combined, nothing better need be ask-
ed for by the shooter. With Mr. Dey in charge
of this work trap shooters can rely with

_
con-

fidence on a continuance of the high quality of

Dominion goods. "Alex" is the right man in

the right place.
- * *

R. H. Smith, Souris, Man., writes: "I re-

ceived mv Fox gun last week and ,fa ve it a
trial, heading the list with 21 out of 25. It is

very strong and nice to handle." The Ansley
H. Fox has many qualities which justify its

claim to be the "finest gun in the world." For
strength, durability, balance, ease of manipula-
tion, as well as hard, close shooting, it leaves
little to be desired."

* *

The following are the present officers of the
Plum Coulee, Man., Gun Club:—Patrons, A.

Harder, D. C. Peters, Sam Rosner; president,

J. Wagner; vice president, Dr. McGavin; secre-

tary-treasurer, B. H. Emerson; committee. W.
Stewart, Chas. Spalding, Ed. Meckling; refer-

ee, F. G. Melrose. The club be-ins the season
with a 'good membership and a good season's
sport is assured.

The scores of Blenheim Gun Club at their
weeklv shoot, March 19th, at 25 targets, was
as follows: L. Handy 15, P. Slater 17, A. Coa
12, H. Marshall 15, J. Wetherald 20, A. Jj.

M. Samson 22 H. Burk 14, M. Burk 13, T.
S. Garrod 10, A. Broadbent 11, J. F. Is i*e. 9,
Vester 14. W. E. Hp 11 24, T. Tavlor 20. t^.

Ramfcden 10, W. J. O'Brien 9, V. Hartford 9,
Picfcerinfir 20, T. S. Little 14.

F. H. Conover, Dupont representative, of
Leamington, Ont., has a number of valuable
trophies at his disposal for club nrizes and
would be "-lad to hear from any club secretary
desiring further particulars.

The following are the present officers of
Pastime Gun Club, Stratford. Ont: Hon. pres-
ident, A. F. MacLaren, M.P.; hon. vice presi-
dent, Hon. Nelson Monteith, M.P.P.; president,
Walter Miller; secretary-treasurer, Wm. Boles :

captain, D. D_. Hav, jr.; executive committee,
F. Nash, Arthur Gates, Thos. Savage.

Rev. Dr. Murdoch in his excellent article on
"Our Vanishing Deer" in the March issue, was
not particular! -- happy in his use of the appel-
lation "Gun Club" in rererring to one of the
agencies responsible for the destruction com-
plained of. Had he been more fa-mil^
the game he would have seen the necessity of
distingu shing „ between the harmless gun club
which devotes its leisure time to the compara-
tively innocent amusement of smashing clay
targets and those other organizations the
"hunt clubs" that are, no doubt, the darties
meant.

Exeter Tournament.

Exeter Gun Club held their annual tourna-
ment on Good Friday. There was a very large
attendance of shooters and the large crowd
cf spectators present during the day showed
that the shooting game has taken a' hold of
the Exeter ppople.

The shooting was over two sets of Bowron
traps and the contestants shot under a fixed
handicap of 16 to 20 ^ards. A hioh wind and
a downpour of rain in the afternoon made the
shooting very difficult and knocked some holes
in what would otherwise have been creditable
scores.

Valuable trophies, merchandise and cash
prizes drew a large crowd, prominent shooters
from such distant points as KingsviUe, Leam-
ington, Ridgetown, and St. Thomas being at-
tracted.

Harrv Scane. Ridgetown. and Geo. Mc n 11

St. Thomas, tied for high average, their score
of 145 out of 160 being very creditable under
the conditions.

R. E. Day, London, won the handsome sil-

ver cup for high score in event No. 4.

The principal merchandise nrizes were cap-
tured by MoCall, Scane and Day. Each tied
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with a straight score and in the shoot off Mc-
Call won the silver tea service, Scane the $8
clock and Day a valuable vase.

J. E. Cantelon
J. Dodds
H. Scane
R. Graham
J. E. Hovey
Fitton .'

F. Triebner
Carling
D. Hartleib
W. E. Saunders
G. W. Glover
R. Day
F. Galbraith
W. A. Smith
xF. Conover
Kerr
J. Triebner
East
S. A. Webb
W. Johns...
R. Hedley
G. McCall
R. Emslie
R. Coffey
G. Lang-
John Bissett
MtEwan
Stanlake
A. Mahler
Weatherspcon
Kennedy

xProfessional. Glover.

Hdck.
. (18)

(18)
(20)

. (19)

. (19)
(18)

. (16)
(17)

. (18)
(18)

• (20)
(20)
(20)
(19)
(18)
(19)
(17)
(18)
(17)
(170
(17)
(19)
(17)
(18)
C19)
(1©)
(16)
(16)
(22)

^Merchandise

The professional element was represented by
F. H. Conover, Dupont representative and F.
L. Hallford of the Dominion Cartride?e Co.

Total Tetal

Montreal Tournament.
The Montreal Gun Club held their usual

Good Friday shoot which was well attended. E.
White, Dupont representative, the only pro-

fessional present, was high for the day with
183. Redmian, Montreal, was high amateur with
178, followed closely bv G. M. Howard, Sher-
brooke, with 172.

The following1 are the scores:

—

*E
- White 18 18 19 18 19 18 20 19 17 17 183

C. Redman 19 15 19 19 17 20 16 19 15 19 178toward 13 18 18 18 19 19 18 19 17 18 177
17 18 17 14 19 19 16 17 16 19 172
18 18 IB 18 17 16 17 16 16 18 170
.13 19 17 17 17 16 13 18 17 18 165

....16 IB 14 18 15 19 16 17 13 14 158
14 16 14 19 15 16 16 17 14 14 155
17 15 13 17 17 18 13 13 14 15 152
10 19 15 15 17 16 16 16 11 16 151
16 16 14 le 19 15 19 12 16 17 ISO
10 19 15 15 17 16 16 16 16 151
10 19 15 15 17 16 16 16 16 151
1° H 15 IS 17 16 16 16 11 16 151
15 12 12 13 16 15 14 17 14 15 143
13 16 12 15 13 14 19 17 15 13 137
14 12 13 lfl 18 15 12 13 14 12 133
17 15 16 14 13 13 12 14 9 10 133
17 13 16 14 14 10 8 12 10 10 124
14 18 17 18 07 17 16 12
14 16 14 18 12 14 17 15

10 13 13 13
14 12 14 18

%r
&t
?
n 16 14 IS 17 17 19 14 10

20 20 20 20 10 *20 10 20 20 Shot at Shot at
13 13 12 15 8 16 3 14 120 78
16 19 15 17 7 19 7 16 15 14 160 126
18 19 19 19 9 20 10 14 18 19 160 145
16 13 18 18 8 17 7 18 120 98
13 17 14 18 8 15 8 18 120 96
16 7 30 23
18 15 6 50 39
13 16 8 50 37
15 17 17 15 8 19 8 16 18 16 160 130
11 8 15 2 12 90 48
18 15 18 19 9 17 8 19 18 17 160 3 41
15 19 20 9 20 9 17 19 17 160 142
17 12 17 18 9 9 15 20 17 160 134
18 16 17 18 10 18 8 14 15 17 160 133
17 16 20 18 9 10 15 18 15 160 138
14 15 15 17 8 14 17 130 100
18 15 13 5 70 51
19 17 18 18 80 72
14 12 17 15 10 15 17 130 100
13 20 13

8 20 8
19 19 18 59 8 20 10 17 17 18 160 1 A K14-6

16 13 15 17 7 15 10 13 15 16 160 122
12 16 16 15 5 15 5 11 120 80
17 15 18 18 8 18 7 14 13 13 160 128
16 20 16

14 8 30 22
14 10 6 40 30

18 19 19 14 10 16 7 18 12 14 160 131
15 20 18 6 9 15 13 17 140 113
17 16 IS 8 3 16 12 11 140 101
event, No. 6 does not ccuvnt for hig-h average.

Fremont.. 12 10 15 15

...15 14 16 IB 14

..16 17 18 17 17 19 16 20 14 16 170
Casgrain
Rainville

*Prfessional.
5 Man Team Race for Provincial Trophy —25

birds per man:

—

Montreal team—Crank 25, Kearnev 23, Kea-
yon 22, Redman 22, Rainville 20. Total 112.

Quebec team—DesRivieres 23, Montambault 22

Boswell 21, Pepin 20, Fremont 20. Total 106.

Crank ..

Kenyon
Kearney
Throop
Couture
Pepin
Dumont
Heney
Dumont
Dumont
Dumont
MontamJbauit
Revnolds ...

Gilman
Boswell
Craig-
DesRivieres .

Easdale
Brodeur ... .

A. Turcotte

Westover
Ruel
Cote
Cheese
Dubois
Arnold ...

Pitcher ... .

Read
Riley
Mould
Taylor ......

Hogle
F. Turcotte
LaFrnnce...
Mowry
•lack . Snipe

..19 18 17 14 17 14 18 14 16
... 8 12 11 13 17 15 13 15 12
...14 14 13 17 12 16

9 12

4

6

8 6
11 12 10

15 15 14 14 13 13
13 13 13 13 11 11
10 16 16 17 14 17
16 IB 14 15 18 15
14 14 9

9 1111
7 10 6 12 11 13 10
...14 14

Brampton Tournament.

A very successful tournament was held by
the Brampton Gun Club on their new grounds,
Good Friday. Fine weather favored the shoot
and 35 shooters took part in the different
events, and about 300 interested spectators
viewed the contest. The new grounds were
pronounced all right and the Bowron quick set

traps worked to perfection.
The silver cup given for high average was

won by G. W. Mc*GIH, Toronto.
The team race was won by Owen Sound,

each of the winning team receiving a handsome
gold locket. Second place was won by The
Stanleys, Toronto, each man receiving a foun-
tain pen.

Event No. 7 was a merchandise event, in
which the prizes were, 1st, cut glass berry
bowl; 2nd, gold clock; 3rd, gents' travelling
set; 4th, bon bo<n dish in case; 5th, bre^d tray;
6th, carving set; 7th gold locket; 8th, Pair
military brushes; 9th, 100 12-gauge loaded
shells; 10th, gold cuff links.

Two extra events were shot off,—W. M.
Morrison, Owen Sound, winning a 25-bird event
with a score of 24 and C. J. Packham, Bramp-
ton, winning a 20-bird event with a score of
18.

The shoot was under a sliding handicap with
a three yard limit.

The President, J. S. Beck and Secretary-
treasurer, F. J. Peaker and other officers of
the club are to be congratulated on the suc-
cess of their first tournament.

The scores in the team event were as" fol-
lows:

—

Owen Sound—W. M. Morrison 23, C. Harris
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Our Prices Beat All Competitors
YET WE DO NOT TRAVEL UNDER DISGUISE AS WHOLESALERS

buy your FISHING TACKLE from us
Don't be fooled by cheap American prices. It will cost you more than we ask to lay the goods down.
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Supplies
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Tents
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Stoves
Camp Kits
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Picks
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Only a few TENTS, 10 x 12, Complete, $12.50

BETTER BOOK YOUR ORDER NOW
SPECIAL—2 12-gauge W. W. Greener Guns with ejector slightly used—$85.00 each

FREE Catalogs Wappen Sporting Goods Co.
r l\tL catalogues.

ioi King St West> Toronta

23, J. E. Harr so» 23, W. Williams 22, t*.
Scott 18.—109s

Stanleys, Toronto—G. McGill 23, G. Dun'c
22, P. Wakefield 20. G. L. Vivian 22, W. Wake-
field 21.—108.

Brampton—T. Henry 21, R. Cboate 19, S.
A. White 18, R. Fletcher 15, C. Wilson 14. —
87.

Event 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Total
Bird 10 20 10 25 25 10 25 125

G. McGill . 10 17 10 23 23 7 23 113
G. Dunk ... .. 10 IS 9 22 21 10 22 112
P. Wakefield ... 8 18 9 20 19 9 22 105
G. L. Vivian ... 8 18 7 22 18 9 22 104
J; Kidd 8 15 9 20 V3 7 21 103
T. Upton 8 14 9 17 22 9 20 99
w. Morrison ... 6 17 8 23 18 9 20 96
w. Williams . ... 8 13 6 22 20 8 18 95
C. Harris 7 15 8 23 22 7 19 95
G. Mason 9 12 17 21 20 9 17 95
w. Wakefield ... 7 17 8 21 17 6 18 94
O. Spanner 8 15 '5 18 19 8 19 92
C. J. Packham .. . ... 8 11 8 18 19 7 19 88
R. Choate 5 14 7 19 19 8 15 87
S. A. White 6 14 7 18 20 7 13 85

84R. Fletcher 6 13 7 15 19 6 18
C. Wilson .... 7 15 7 14 9 5 17 74
w. Mcore 6 10 5 19 12 5 11 68
w. J. Durham ... 5 13 5 14 13 2 13 65
J. Herford 4 8 6 9 9 4 11 51
w. T. Ely . ... 8 19 6 19 7 20
p. Orth 6 8 14 5 12
T. Henry 8 10 21 17 20
G. Scott 9 18 19 8 18
R. E. Smith ! ... 4 7 3
J. Kemp 3 16 K

A. Sinclair 3 4 8

D<- Kiipatrick ... 14 3

H. Watson • •• 5
.

w.
A. Stewart 5

E. Mason
J. McCague ...

J. Dent
J. E. Harrison

7 17

4 15 5 17

6 12 2

3 16 7 23 19

High River (AltaJ Tournament.

A tournament was held at High River, Al-

berta, March 13th. There were quite
,a number

of shooters from Calgary, but McLeod, Ok-

otoks and Cliaresholm gun clubs were not rep-

resented, and this was a disappointing feature.

Valuable prizes were contributed by the follow-

ing merchants of the town: D. O. Brown J.

R. Anderson, J. A. Gillis, Fitch, the jeweler ;

J. W. Sutherland, J. E. Brooks, C. A. Ander-

son and R. R. Carver.
The team match was won by the Calgary

team composed of R. G. Robinson, A. K. Mor-
rison, Ben McLaren, C. Andrews, E. C. Hall,

and W. Cook with a score of 67 out of 100.

High" River scored 65. Each of the winning
team received a handsome gold locket, suita-

bly engraved. The following is a synopsis of

the winners in each event:
Event No. 1, 5 targets—J. R. Anderson (U.

R.), McLaren (Calgary) divided.

Event No. 2, 10 targets—1st, H. Parrott
(H.R.) 10, pair shoes, value, $5.50; 2nd, L.
O. Brown (H.R.) 9, sugar bowl and spoon
value $7.50.

Event No. 3, team shoot, 20 targets— 5

men^- on by Calgary, score 67; 2nd, High Riv-
er, score 65; goLd locket to each member of

winning team.
Event No. 4, miss and out—1st, McLaren

(Calgary); 2nd, D. O. Brown (H.R.)
Event No. 5, 10 targets—1st, Crawford (H.

R.) score 10, gold ring- value $8.50; 2nd, Par-
rott (H.R.) score 9, gold chain and charm,
$6.00.
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Event No- 6—Championship—10 targets—op-
en—Won bv J. R. Anderson (H.R.) score 10 ;

gold watch value $30; 2nd, H. Parrott (H.R.)
score 9, smoking jacket, value $7.50.

Event No. 7—Consolation—10 targets, won
by Freeman (H.R.) 9, cigar case, value $3.00.

Grand aggregate—won by H. Parrott (H.R.)
prize $4.00 pipe.

Toronto \ raps

One of the most successful and enjoyable
tournaments ever held in the City of Toronto
was held on the grounds of the Riiverdale Gun
Club on Good Friday last. Warm weather and
a sky ovei'jast with fleecy clouds, partially ob-
scuring "Old Sol" made the day an ideal one
frcm a shooter's standpoint.

During the morning three 20 bird events
were held in which 26 shooters participated.. A
high average prize of $5 divided $3 and$2 was
given to the high guns in these events. Mr. J.
E. Jennings of the Riverdales getting 1st aver-
age with a score of 57 out of a possible 60,
aiad Mr. C. T. Logan, also a Riverdale man,
2nd average with 56.

During luncheon hcur, 12 noon to 2 p. m.,
practice events were in vogue, in preparation
for the hie event set apart for the afternoon.

This event was a team match of five men
each oicked from the various clubs of the City
Blue Rock League.

ir,o

E
n
a
c

Ch™?"b
+
Was given

.

the Privilege of enter-ing a& many teams as it liked. The Riverdales

SSTl?
°U

,f v
a
T,' ,

Balmy Beach
'
Stanleys Na-tionals and Parkdalos one team each. Theshooting in_this event was exceptionally good—the average over the )Whole forty shooters be-

g oi a
2 blrds per man out of a possible 50—or 85 4-5 per cent.

First prize was won by Riverdale No 2team with a score cf 228 out of 250. Park-
dales captured 2nd place with 224 and River-
dales No. 1 team 3rd with 221.

w™ f°
reS

S.
this event wsSbyi"

Place' artery -^V* Riverdale 'geUing £
til nf 1\ -

a^ S^rited co" Test in shooting off atie of 47 with Messrs. Draper of Bnlmv Woo-i

Mornino- Scores:-
Event -1 o o - a

No. of targets ......":.'/. 20 20 20
S '° Ie

-
A"

p Jen,nmgs 20 19 18 57 95p.c
£ Jf^n 19 20 17 56 93 1-3Loga n 17 19 18 54 90
^. Joselen

. 18 16 20 54 90

£ £°'fJ
n 16 17 20 53 88 1-3

E :

H ™ 53 88 1-3

E IS" :: }l it II ill
W PerWrk 22 20 14 53 88 1-3

Tfc 21 25 i
8 58 88 1-3

It 1? 2J t? ifj
.A' 12 16 17 45 75
F. A Parker 15 15 12 42 ?(>

45

S0^?, •
11 13 16 42 70£ P°

+

well 14 17 9 40 66 2-3
?• Sf1® 13 3 2 12 37 61 2-3

S* ?r
est 16 16 32 80F. Morgan 14 14 26 65

Afternoon Score:--

«n 5l
Ve
p

al
r'

N°- 2 tpam (lst Prize)-J. Log-an 47, G. Logan 46. E. Hirons 46, T. Bennett4o. C. Logan 44. Total 228. Average 91 1-5 p.

ad' 22L
e

Attrage 89 S^ffc^ **" Tot"

Riverdale No. 1 team (3rd prize") T•Jennings 47 T Lo
?an 46. F. jg££L£ 44'

Irn^tl^- BeSt 40
-
Tot^ 221. Avl

Riverdale No 3 team—W. Lowe 48, A. EHeys 45, D. Walton 44, F. Powell 42 GBate 39. Total 218. Averagef 87 1-5 p cBalmy Beach-Draper 47, Ross 45, 'Davis
86'4-5

a
p
C

c
h 39

'

T°tal 217 Avera^
Stanley-Dr. Cook 44. Houghton 44, A. Dev

4.i J. Williams 43, Massingham 40. Total
214. Average 85 3-5. p.c.

Nationals—W. Westwood 45. A. Wolfe 43
C. Harrison 42. Stanley . 45, Dr. Vanduser 38'
Total 213: Average 85-1-5.
ray 40, J. Miller 39, R. Callender 37. F

Riverdale No. 4 team—E. Flint 43. W. Mur-
ray 40, J. Miller 39, R. Callender 37,
Morgan 32. Total 191. Average 76 2-5 p.c.

Heard on the i>ield.

Lowe used to talk about a score he made nt
sparrows in England—he has something else to
talk about now for the rest of his life. 96 p.
c. pretty good Bill.

Keen your eye on Riverdales in August
next. They are after all the team events at
the bi<r Pow-wow. Yes and hieh averages and
individuals championships, by gar.

There is o splendid opening in Canada for
some enterprising person to manufacture a
first class blue rock. Get busy someone.

Alex. Dey takes charge of the loadiner de-
partment for the Dominion Cprtride-e Co. on
April 15th. The right m|an in the right nlace.
What Alex don't know about Loajds and primers
isn't worth knowing. The well wishes of the
boys are with you, Alex.

Who said the lockets were cominnr to To-
ronto from Brantford ? ? ? Duck—did thev ??

—NIT.

The return match in the Citv Blue Rock-
League, between the Stanlev Gun Club and the
Balmy Beach gun club, took place on the
grounds of the Stanleys on Saturday, March
30th. There was a good attendance of the
members of both clubs. The dav was fine,
though somewhat windy, and scores suffered
accordingly. The match was shot 25 targets
per man, the Stanleys taking their best fifteen
scores to the Balmy 's best ten, on an average
basis. The match was. won by the Stanleys
with an average of 21 1-3 to the Balmy's 20 i

The following are the scores:

—

Stanleys—P. Wakefield 24. Townson 24.
Dunk 23. Vivian 23, W. Wakefield 22, William-
son 22, Farmer 22, Fleming 21, Tnrp 21, Mc-
Gill 21, Ely 21. Sawdon, jr., 21. Sawdon, sr.,

19, Martin 18, Massingham 18. Total 320. Av-
erage 21 1-3.

Balmv Beach—Mason 23, Adams 23, Hambfly
23, Draper 21, Ten Evck 20. Davis 20, Casci
20. Trimble 19, J. G. Shaw 18. J. Wilson 18.
Total 205. Average 20+.

The return match in the City Blue Rock lea-
gue between the Stanley and Riverdale Gun
Clubs took place on the grounds of the Stan-

•ley Gun Club on Saturday. The iday was fine
and the attendance good. The scores on the
whole am slightly below the average. The
match was shot 25 targets per mian, each fclub

taking their best fifteen scores and was won by
the Riverdale Gun Club by three birds. The
scores:

—

Riverdale—Jennings 25. T. Logan 22, J.
Logan 22. C. Logan' 22, W. Best 21, Bredannaz
21, Joselin 21, Bennett 21, G. Logan 21, Bond
21, Hirons 20i Davidson 19, Lowe 19, Powell
19, D. Walton 19. Total 313. Average 20 13-15

Stanleys—Vivian. 24. Dey 24, Ely 23, McGill
22. Dunk 22, W. Wakefield 21. C. Wilson 21,
Fritz 20, Buck 20, McDuff 20, P. Wakefield 20,
Townson 19, Massingham 18, Hogarth 18, Wil-
liamson 18. Total 310 Average 20 10-15.
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SHOT
Our long experience has

taught us that to give entire

satisfaction, shot must be

UNIFORM, ROUND, TRUE TO SIZE

This is the kind we have been
making for years.

When ordering shot specify

"M.R.M." and you will get the

best.

TRADE
I QQ. ,\ MARK

MADE BY

Montreal SoilinglIUUs
(fontpamj.

The Balmy Beach Gun Club had a bye on
Saturday, and the members indulged in prac-
tice on their own grounds, when the following
scores were made:

—

At 10 targets—Draper 9. Boothe 8, Davis 8,
Mason 7, F. G. Shaw 7, J. Cummings 6, Mc-
Graw 6, Pearsall 6, Din.s^man 6.

At 10 targets— Casci""9, Lyonde 8, Seager
8, J. Cummings 7, Hunter 7, Caffin 7, F. iA.

Shaw 7, Davis 7, Boothe 7, Hambly 7, Ross 7.
At 25 targets (handicap.')—Ding-man 24,Booth

24. J. A. Shaw 24, J. G. Shaw £4, Pearsall
23. Davis 22, Hambly 21, Lyonde 21, Casci 21,
Draper 19. Ten Eyck 19.

The return match in the City Blue Roc-*
Leaerue between the Parkdale and Stanley gun
clubs was shot on the grounds of the Stanley
Gun Club on March 16th. The day being fine,
though somewhat windy, there was a large
turnout of the members of both clubs. The
match was shot at 25 targets per man, the
Stanleys taking their 15 best scores to the
Parkdales best 10 scores, and was won by the
Stanleys with an average of 21 3-5 to Park-
dales 20 1-10. The following are the scores:

Stanleys—P. Wakefield 25, McGdll 24, W.
Wakefield 23, McDuff 23, Dunk 22. Vivian 22.
Massineham 22. Dev 21, Hogarth 21, Buck 21.
Parry 21. Booth 20. Fritz 20. Edkins 20, Saw-
don, '

;r. 20. Total 325. Average 21 10-15.
Parkdales—Montgomery 22, Fenton 21, Reid

21, Thomas 20, Marsh 20. WoM 20, Parker 20,
Hooey 19, Feggn 19, Williams 19. Total 201.
Average 20 1-10.

The league mfcitch between Riverdale and
Balmy Beach Gun Clubs on the grounds of the
latter club; Mar*h 16th, resulted as follows:

—

Riverdale—Jennings 24, W. Best 24, Ben-
nett 22. E. Bond 21, Bradennaz 20, Lowe 19,
Hirons 19, C. Logan 19, T. Logan 18, Murray
18, Rogers 18, Flint 17, J. Logan 17, Duncan
17, Joselin 17. Total (15 men) 290. Average
19.03.

Balmy Beach—Seager 23, Casci 22, Ross
21, Ten Eyck 21, Lyonde 21, Boothe 20, Mas-
on 20, Davis 19, Caffen 17, Pearsall 17. Total
(10 men) 201. Average 20.1.

The final league shoot of the season,, as sche-
duled between the Balmy Beach Gun Club and
the Riverdale Gun Club, was shot off on Sat-
urday afternoon, April 6th, on the Riverside
grounds. This shoot now completes the league
series of the Riverdale Club, who have finished
the season with two wins and six losses to
their credit. The standing, however, casts no
reflection upon the shooting abilities of the
club's members, considering the heavy handicap
thev have shot under. Appended are the re-
spective scores for the last league shoot:

—

Riverdales—T. Logan 24, J. E. Jenninge 24,
W. Joselin 24. G. Logan 23, J. Logan 22. T.
Bennett 22, J. Miller 22. D. Walton 21, C.Lo-
gan 21. W. Perlrick 21, A. E. Hevs 21, W. J.
Fleet 20. E. Flint 20, W. Duncan 20, E. Hir-
ons 19. Lotal 324. Average for 15 men. 21
3^5.

Baimv Beach—Draper 24, Hamblv 24, Ly-
onde 24. Ten Evcke 23, Boothe 23, J. Shaw
23. Mason 22, W. Seager 22, J. Ross 21. C.

Davis 20. Total 226. Average for 10 men 22
3-5.

Junction Club Shoot.

The Toronto Junction Gun Club held their
regular spoon shoot on their Lamlbton grounds
April 3rd. The weather was fine, and some
!
rood scores were made. In the spoon event Geo
Vivian, with a handicap of two extra birds,

made a straight s^ore, winning the spoon. The
following are the scores:

—

Event 1. 10 birds—Vivian 10. Smith 8, W.
Wakefield 8, Sheppard 8, Taylor 8, Douglas 5.

Event 2, 10 birds-—Vivian 10. Sheppard 9.

W. Wakefield 9, Douglas 8, Smith 7, Fleming
6.

GUN CLUB SECRETARIES
Who wish to conduct a successful and
systematic tournamentshould use the

Shogren System Supplies
Squad Score Sheets 16x39 in., $1.25 per 100
Cashier Sheets for tournaments, 25c. per set

Special Report Sheets, 100 on pad - 75c.

Shogren System Score Book, postpaid $1.00
Record Sheets. Crayons, Clamps, Gongs, &c.

Reversible Score Boards
For holding Squad Sheets

Write for free booklet, "How to Conduct a Tournament"

E. B. SHOGREN
942 First National Bank Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Event 3, spoon shoot 25 birds—Vivian 25,
P. Wakefield 24, Roberts 24. W. Wakefield 24.
Taylor 23, Fleming 23, Smith 21, Sheppard 21,
Jones 20, Douglas 19, Elliott 19.

Event 4, 25 birds—Vivian 24, Roberts 22.
Smith 21. Sheppard 20, Fleming 17. Douglas
15.

Hamilton Happening's.

The Hamilton Gun Club held its regular
shoot on Saturday, March 23rd. The final race
for the Klein and Binkley trophy at 200 tar-
gets was shot, the same beine won by M. E.
Fletcher by the narrow margin of one bird, his
score being 176, and Dr. Green's 175. The
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spoons were captured by A. D. Bates and F.

T. Dunham. in A and B class, respectively. In

this event an added bird handicap was used.

Thomas Upton won , two keenly contested races

lor the club's live bind challenge medal, form-
erly held by M. E. Fletcher. He again demon-
strated his ability as a live bird shot, by de-

feating "Dr. Wilson. Following are the scores:

K lein & Binkley. Sppons.

Targets 25 25
Dr. Wilson 22 23
M. E. Fletcher 22 23
Tipton 22 21
Dr. Green 21 22
Bates 21 23
Dunham 17 20
W.. P. Thomson 22 23
Barnard H 13
Ripley 20 17
Hunter 22
Dean 15
H. A. B 8
Stuart 28
Court Thomson 21 22
J. J. Cline 18 22
Bowron 18 22

With a cold and strong east wind blowing,
the contest for the M. E. Fletcher clock on
Hamilton Gun Club grounds, April 6th, was
carried out under conditions not calculated to
show good scores. Still, it was as fair for one
as anather, and the luteky contestant who pro-
ved to be the best shot under existing circum-
stances, who defied the elements and sustained
his reputation for good shooting was U. K.
Thomson and all were pleased to see him win.
The scores:

—

Hdcp. Targets 25 25 Added
Birds.

17 yds. Court Thomson 25 25 5—43
18 yds. Crooks 19 20 7—46
19 yds. Raspberry 18 21 3! 42
17 yds. C. E. Thomson 17 19 10—46
17 yds. Dean 11 16 10—37
18 vds. Ben it 14 18 5—37
17 yds. Gomph 17 17 7—41
18 vds. Wark 15 16 7—38
19 yds. Riplev 17 17 3—37
20 yds. Hunter 18 19 —35
T8 vds. Upton 18 19 —37
18 yds. Bates 19 20 4—43
20 yds. Dr. Wilson 20 23 —43
18 yds. Brigger 16 13 6—35
17 yds. Waterburv 18 15 6—39
17 vds. F. T. Dunham 18 11 10—39
16 yds. Barnard 9 12 15—bo
18 yds. Ming 12 18 4—34
17 yds. Dr. Johnston 8 12 7—27
18 yds. Bowron 15 17 7—39
18 yds. J. J. Cline 18 19 7—44
20 yds. Dr. Green 20 16 —36
16 yds. Davies 11 10 * 10—31
16 yds. Christopher 13 16 10—39

A London Shoot.
The team shoot of the Springwood GunGlub London, Ont., was held on the clubgrounds on March 16th, and resulted in a vic-torv for Glover's team defeating Day's team by

four birds. Following are the score's. 25 bird's
to each man:

—

t v
Glo«?r 23

*
Doc 19

' Simcox 18, Brock 11,John Bissett 20, Geo. Bowman 10. Total 101

burn 15, R. B. Walker 14, "K" 12. Tatal 97

15, J. W. Hardy 16, J. McLaren 21, D. Mc-
Mackon 18, C. Scane 16, G. Lang- 20, E. Shir-
ley 20, F. Gammage 15, H. Scane 22, W.
Thorold 22, Fred Galbtraith 22. Total 284.

Blenheim—W. Hartford 19, J. Bowden 22,
W. Hall 20, Finilian 8, Geo. Taylor 20, Sim
Burk 19, M. Burk 17, Sam Burk" 18, T. Tay-
lor 23, J. Weatherall 21, Pilon 17, S. Screa-
ton 18, Tower 12. J. Pickering 20, M. Sam-
son 14. Total 268.

The following is the result of the return
match shot on the grounds of the R. G. C. on
March 13. Conditions, 20 men per side, 1«
yards, 25 targets. The best scores of the day
were made by James Scane, William
Thorald, George Taylor, and F. Gam-
mage in the order named. The home team
at the com lusion of the race had a plurality of

42 birds. The ,owest score made was 10 ajid

the best a straight. Scores:

—

Blenheim—W. Hartford 17, W. C. Hall 21
Sam Hartford 10, V. Hartford 15, J. Wether-
alL18, Geo. Taylor 22, H. Burk 12, W. McGee
20, M. Burk 13, C. Lowes 15, J. Pilon 19.
Sim Burk 14, W. Pickering 22, Mont Burk 18,
W. O'Brien 13, Geo. Reynolds 17, L. Handy
13, C. Wetherall 14, G. Bowden 20, T. Taylor
20. Total 343. Per centage .69.

Ridgetown—W. Thorald 24, Geo. Laing 20.
A. McRitchie 16, F. Galbraith 23, H. Scane
21, Jas. Scane 18, W. Hardy 16. J as. McLar-
en 21, Chas Scane 19, H. Catton 21. F., Gam-
mage 23, D. McMackon 21, Josie Brien 22, W.
Bates 16, Sim Ca^l 19, Dan Leitch 11. H. Fer-
guson 10, Neil Campbell 21, Percy Galbraith
15, Frank Galbraith 18. Total 385. Percentage
.77.

The Cutler Gun Club.

The Cutler Gun Club had its first practice
shoot in a very high wind and with the wea-
ther as cold as ice. On account of the temper-
ature very few shooters attended. The scores

were very poor, owing to lack of practice, most
of the mtembers not having fired a shot since

last December. The scores was as follows:—
1st event, 15 birds—DeLamorandiere 9, A.

Mo atin 8, P. Moquin 9, Gignac 11.

2nd event, 10 birds—A. Bois 6, DeLamoran-
diere 4. A. Moquin 4, P. Moquin 5, Gignac 5,

(from 21 yards.)

Beamsville Shoot.

The Beamsville Gun Club had a successful

shoot on Good Friday, and Hamilton shooters

got a eood share of the winnings. Horning cap-

tured Senator Gibson's gold locket for high av-

erage in the dav's events. For this event he

was tied with Hunter. a.nd in the shoot off he

won. Following are t?he scores:

1 2 3 4 5 To'l
Wilson ..; 17 16 17 20 17 88
Hunter 19 16 18 19 17 90
Bennit 18 16 16 13 19 82
Horning 19 19 16 17 19 90
Raspberrv 18 19 19 15 17 88
Hubzrev 18 15 19 18 18 88
T.ampman 17 14 18 15 16 80
Fisher 18 18 13 18 17 84
Choat 13 16 17 15 14 75
Kilmer 15 11 -0 14 13 63
Karr 18 16 18 18 17 87
Zimmermann 16 16 17 16 18 83
Konkle 12 15 16 18 16 76
Glover 16 17 16 16 18 83

Ridgretown vs. Blenheim.
The following are the scores made in afriendly match between fifteen men per side

member's of the Ridgetown and Blenheim gun
clubs over Blenheim traps on March 5th. The
Blenneini brethren verv pleasantly entertained
the visitors to a six o'clock dinner.

Ridgetown—Fred Galbraith 19, iA. McRitch-
ie 16, T. Scane 20, N. Campbell 22, J. Brien

The Winchester Gun Club.

The Winchester Gun Club, Jordan Station,
Ont.. shot their third league match on March
22nd, with the Beamisville Gun Club and the
score wlis -> tie, both teams breaking 86 birds
out of 100. This day's shooting alsp finished
the competition for the gun tlub cup, which
was won for the second time by H. W. Huns-
berry, whose score was 90 out of 100. The
Martin trophy is to be shot for once more and
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FIND

TheLENOX HOTEL
IN BUFFALO

MODERN HIGH GRADE FIREPROOF
UNEXCELLED SERVICE THROUGHOUT

OUR OWN RAPID ELECTRIC CARRIAGES, EXCLUSIVELY FOR
patrons, operate continuously every few minutes from
Hotel through Business District and to all Depots and
Wharves for principal trains and steamers : :

^{osr LUXV3

EUROPEAN PLAN

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

George Duchscherer, - Proprietor.

that will enxi the season's shooting. The shoot-
ers and their scores were as fallows:

—

League Match—20 birds—D. Konkle 17, T>.

C. Goold 16. H. Culp 16, E. J. Fisher 18, W.
Caskev 17, S. Russ 18, A. W. Honslberger'15,
J. Culp 18, H. W. Hunsberry 20.

Gun Club Cup—20 birds—D. C. Goold 16,
K. J. Fisher 19, W. Caskey 17, A. W. Hons-
berger 17, H. W>. Hunsberry 20.

10 bird shoot—A. W. Honsberger 8, H. W.
Hunsberrv 10. J. Honsberger 5, C. Luey 5,
W. N. Thompson 6, D. Price 6.

bility, shooting- qualities, compensating fea-
tures, balance, qaality of material and general
W jrlcmanship. At a 'tournament at Powhatan,
West Virginia, Mr. Le Couple, with a Lefever
gun, broke one hundred straight targets, the
entire programme. A postal addressed to the
Lefever Arms Company, Syracuse, New York,
and requesting a copy of their 1907 catalogue
will bring one post free by return mail if you
will mention "Rod and Gun and Motor Sports
in Canada."

The marked features of the Annual Open
Tournament of the Zettler Rifle Club held in
New York Citv from March 9th to 16th were
the successes of the shooters usin~ Stevens
Rifles, Stevens-Pope Rifles, and Stevens Tele-
scopes. R. Gute won the 100 shot match with
a score of 2469 points; L. P. Ittel made 2,-
463 points, both using Stevens-Pope Rifles and
Stevens Telescopes. It is also a notable fact
that thirteen out of the first twenty competi-
tors used Stevens Rifles. In the Continuous
Match, L. P. Ittel, L. C. Buss, R. Gute, and
A. Hubalek, using Stevens Rifles and Stevens
Telescopes, tied for first place with perfect
scores. Two out of the three competitors who
tied for premiums used Stevens Rifles and Ste-
vens Telescopes. Finally the Ziimmermann tro-
phy was won by L. P. Ittel with g Stevens^
Pope Rifle and Stevens Telescope. These results

are surely the best testimony that could pos-
siblv be given to the efficiency of the rifles

and the excellent working of the Telscopes.

4?

The popularity of the revolver for sportsmen
and others going away from the haunts of civ-
ilization is likely to be increased by ia new one
being placed on the market by the HarrinLgton
and Richardsoji Arms Company of Worcester,
Mass. It is of 22 caliber, with octagonal bar-
rels, and can be adapted to 22 short, 2ii long,
and 22 S. and W. Long, rim fire cartridges.
The list price will be the same as the Youpg
America made by the same firm and for the
price of $2.75 it may well be described as a
marvel of revolver construction.

Some considerable successes have been won
recently by marksmen using Lefever Guns*. Mr.
Rowland I>ay, who, as recorded elsewhere, won
the Amateur Championship at the Exeter tour-
nament of the Huron Indians used a Lefever
Gun, and shooters using the same arm tied for
hieii score in the merchandise event and won
second high general average. The Lefever
gun Uon first prize in a test at St. Louis
when twenty-one different mjakes of guns com-
peted, points being given for simplicity, dura-

(In 1 and 2 lb. cans only)

The King of Coffees

First in Quality.

First in Aroma.
First in Flavor.

Adds to the pleasure of every
Camper, Hunter and Fisherman.

CHASE & SANBORN
Ij MONTREAL.
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NEW BRUNSWICK
Fishing

Hunting

Ganoeing

Camping Offers Unrivalled Oppor- §

Motoring
tunities for these sports

j

THE BEST FLY FISHING IN THE
f

WORLD FOR SALMON andTROUT f

i 9

| FALL SHOOTING FOR MOOSE, I

|
DEER, CARIBOU AND BEAR

§

§ THAT CANNOT BE EQUALLED I

WRITE THE

New Brunswick Tourist Association
j

0

St. John, New Brunswick,
§

Canada,
|

i
!

J FOR INFORMATION ABOUT GUIDES, RESORTS, 3TC. 9

9

Whn writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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' -

A. H. Fox Gun cut out

Is The Finest Gun in the World
It embodies the greatest improvements in hammer, trigger, locking

and safety mechanism yet made in hammerless guns. Study the

sectional illustration at the top of the page. You will see that each
hammer or cocking lever is one piece of hardened steel, actuated by a

.
spiral spring of great p ower, guaranteed not to break. Complication

of mechanism, friction and wear are entirely eliminated in the

A. H. FOX gun.

The Fox automatic safety device is the most positive ever con-

ceived, it being impossible for it to clog, fail or break.

The spiral top lever, spring and tapered locking bolt (found only
in the A. H. FOX gun ) insures a tight gun for all time. No amount
of service with Nitro powders will shoot a Fox gun loose.

The Barrels are genuine Krupp fluid steel, tested for absolute

accuracy, efficiency and strength.

The lessening of the working parts has made it possible to not only

design a gun on much more beautiful lines, but to perfect its balance

to such an extent that it is the quickest handling and surest shooting

gun in the world.

In workmanship each A. H. FOX gun is an individual masterpiece,

built under the personal supervision of ANSLEY H. FOX—the

smallest detail being treated with the same degree of care that is

bestowed upon the making of a fine chronometer. These are provable

facts. Prove it by asking to see the ANSLEY H. FOX gun.

Sold wherever guns are sold. Write for book. Address

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR BOAT
IGNITION SUPPLIES

Connecticut Spark Coils.

Vulcan Storage Batteries.

Coil Current Indicators.

Holley Magnetos and Carburetors.

Battery Switches.

Electric Launch Whistles.

Ever Ready Dry Batteries.

Electric Searchlights.

Timers and Distributors.

Sta-Rite
"STAYS RIGHT THE LONGEST.''

Sta-Rite Mica and Porcelain
Plugs in all styles.

Racer Mica Spark Plugs.

Forman Mica Spark Plugs.

Spark

JOHN FORMAN
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

248-250 CRAIG ST. WEST. MONTREAL, QUE

THE PARKER G-TJN

1

4

1

I

t
I

I
t

HAS THE ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE OF ITS MAKERS BEHIND IT. No gun leaves the factory until

IT IS RIGHT, and the man who buys a PARKER knows that he owns as staunch and well built a gun as he
ould obtain for the money anywhere in the world. Send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn., U S. A.
N. Y. SALESROOMS, 32 WARREN ST.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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A COMPARISON
PERHAPS you do not know that The Canadian Magazine during

1906 carried almost as much advertising matter as some of the principal

magazines of the United States. In fact, if the American magazines did not

count in the pages reserved for their own announcements, The Canadian
Magazine would equal them in actual agate measurement.

Remember : The population of the United States is about thirteen times

? that of Canada. Does not the comparison reflect credit on The Canadian
Magazine ?

There is more credit when you consider that every advertisement in

The Canadian Magazine is strictly high-class.

RECORD FOR 1906
AGATE UNES

OUTLOOK 422,929

McCLURE'S 417,001

REVIEW OF REVIEWS 380,422

EVERYBODY'S 348,995

MUNSEY'S 341,639

SCRIBNER'S 308,196

HARPER'S 295,802

COSM3POLITAN 289,114

The Canadian Magazine 247,296

English and American advertisers as well as our own people have been
quick to acknowledge the worth of The Canadian Magazine using it more
than any one journal of similar character in Canada.

ASK FOR RATES.

The Ontario Publishing Co.
Limited

15 WELLINGTON ST. EAST, TORONTO.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.
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Modern Sporting Gunnery
A MANUAL OFPRACTICAL INFORMATIONFOR SPORTSMEN

OF TODAY.

By HENRY SHARP.
Author ot The Gun Afield and Afloat," ''Practical Wildfowling," etc.

With over 250 Illustrations.

Page.
PREFACE , V.

CHAP. I—A RETROSPECT 1

CHAP. II. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS 22
Barrels, Actions, Fore-end
Fastenings, Locks—fixed and
hand-detachable

.

CHAP. III. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS—Contd 43
Safety-bolts, Ejector, One-
Trigger.

CHAP. IV. —MODERN SHOT-
GUNS—Uontd 65
The Processes otf Manufacture,
and the Gun complete.

CHAP. V. — MODERN SHOT-
GUNS—Cont'd 92
Sizes, Lengths, Weights, and
Charges, Boring, Shooting-
Power and Performances, Pat-
tern, Penetration and Recoil.

CHAP. VI.—SHOT-GUN AMMU-
NITION 125
Cartridges, and Cartridge-
Loading, Primers, Gunpow-
ders, Powder pressures and
Barrel Bursts, Shot—Velocity
and Sizes.

CHAP. VII.—MODERN SPORT-
ING RIFLES 162

CHAP. VIII.—MODERN SPORT-
ING RIFLES—Cont 191
Single-loading, Magazine, and
Double Rifles.

CHAP. IX.—THE NEW ACCEL-
ERATED EXPRESS RIFLES
AND AXITE POWDER 215

CHAP. X.—BALL AND SHOT
GUNS AND THEIR DEVEL-
OPMENT

„ 231
CHAP. XL—THE SIGHTING OF

RIFLES 256
Trajectory.

CHAP. XII.—SPORTING BUL-
LETS 295

CHAP. X I I I. — MINIATURE
RIFLES FOR MATCH, TAR-
GET, AND SPORTING PUR-
POSES 322

CHAP. XIV.—GUN FITTING 354
The Try-Gun and its uses,
Stock Form and Measure-
ments, Second-hand Gun Buy-
ing.

CHAP. XV.—GAME SHOOTING
IN GREAT BRITAIN 373

CHAP. XVI.—W I L D FOWL
SHOOTING IN GREAT BRI-
TAIN 410
The various species, Guns and
Loads.

CHAP. XVII.—THE SPORTSWO-
MAN; HER RATIONALE IN
THE FIELD AND HER
EQUIPMENT 430

CHAP. XVIII.—LADIES IN THE
FIELD) 441
(By the Duchess of Bedford.)

CHAP. XIX. — SHOOTING
ABROAD 446
The necessary Armament; The
import Duties on Guns, Rifles,

and Cartridges; The Sport to
be obtained; Arms suitable for
killing Big Game.

" An exhaustive manual."—The London Times.
" Pratical and up-to-date."—Daily Gaphic .

" Singularly lucid— highly intelligent— particularly good."—The Field. [The Globe]
"A capable and comprehensive volume, An excellent manual of practical information."—
" It will tell the sportsman everything he wants to know."

—

United Service Gazette,
"Mr. Sharp goes very thoroughly intothe details of his subject."—The Times Literary Suppl't
•' A very comprehensive and ably-written work."—The County^Genltleman.
" An invaluable text book."—The Morning Post
"A mine of information."

—

The Sporting Chronicle.
"A thoroughly complete and up-to-date account of the firearms and ammunition of today."
" The marked originality displayed, and the vast amount of practical information contained in
this manual, which is copiously illustrated, entitled it to the first piace as a standard work
of reference in modern sporting gunnery."—The Pall Mall Gazette,
" For many years to come this book will berecognized by sportsmen in every corner of our
globe as being the standard work on the modern sportingfirearm, both riflled and non-
rifled."—The Indian Field.
" Bears evidence of the most painstaking investigation."—Shooting Times.
" Other works similar to this have been written, but none of them equals this onem in-
terest"—American Field.
"One of the most able works'ever produced on technical gunnery,"-^Evening Standard and
St, James's Gazette.

Will be sent post paid on receipt of price, $2.00. Address Book. Department, ROD and GUN
and MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA, Woodstock, Ontario.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Ghm and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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No. 305-Winton Type, 6 voltJO A.H.

MADE IN CANADA Established 1898

YOU MUST HAVE A GOOD HOT SPARK
TO MAKE YOUR GASOLINE AUTO OR LAUNCH RUN RIGHT

"IBukan ^aamttlator''
MADIGIN PATENTS

Are sparking all high grade automobiles and motor boats in Canada.

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR. Will last ten.

The CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO.
TORONTO

Long distance telephone, Main $072.

CANADA
423-425 West Queen St.

Write the " So.nne" Awning, Tent and Tarpaulin
Co., Montreal, or us directfor Catalog A

.

WE MAKE BOATS that are
Best for Hunters, Best for Fishermen, Steady to Shoot, or Cast
from. Safe for Wife or Children, will not Puncture, cannot
jsink. Will outlast Steel or Wood, and carry more load. Made
of best canvas, tempered steel frame, with flat bottom. Folds
icompactly for carrying by hand. Checks as baggage. Every
xine Guaranteed. Safe, Durable and Satisfactory.

Life Saving Folding Canvas Boat Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

I MADE IN CANADA.

Uniform Hot Spark
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR

% Auto & Gas Engine Work.

^ \
Manufactured by

CARBONS LIMITED,

J 73 Adelaide Street, W. , . Toronto.

EVERY AUTOMOBILE and MOTOR
BOAT OWNER should have a

Duplex
Plug

Attachment
Then when your plugs starts missing no need to stop your
motor—just pull the little switch . The device fits any plug
and protects it from rain and water splashes.

In exchange for THREE SUBSCRIPTIONS to "ROD
AND GUN AND MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA" we will

send one of these Duplex Attachments. Cost $2. 50.

Only a limited number on hand, so send in your three

subsciiptions NOW.
For full particulars regarding this contrivance, address

DUPLEX IGNITION CO.,!^ Broadway, New York

Wenz & Mackensen
YARDLEY, Pa.

Agents for Julius Molir, Jr., Ulm. Germany.
Exporter of all kinds of Live Game, Wild Anim-
als, Fancy Pheasants, Ornamental Waterfowl,

Fancy Pigeons, etc.

Pheasants: Ringnecked, Golden, Silver, White,
Reeves, Amherst, Versi-color, Elliot, Soemmering,,
Impeyan, Peacock, Argus, Melanotus, Satyr, Tra-
gopans, Prince Wales and others. Swans :.White,
black, black-necked, and Bewick, Fancy Geese,
Ducks and Pigeons, Peafowl, Flammingoes, Cranes,
Storks. Game Birds : Quail, Partridges, Black
Game and Capercailzies. Deer : Red Deer, Fallow,
Roedeer, Axis, Japanese, Albino, Gazelles, Antelopes
etc. Wild Boars, Foxes, Hares, Rabbits, Squirrels
and Ferrets. Bears, Monkeys, Dogs, etc.

Write for Price-list

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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J When
2 You
«t Order FISHING TACKLE

FROM WM. MILLS & SON
V Fishing Tackle exclusively)

21 Park Place. New York, U. S. A.

|
PROMPT

|

You get
|
INTELLIGENT

|
Service

| EXPERT
|

All orders have the personal attention of one of the Mr. Mills

THE LEVISON FLY BOOK
In the "Levison" we have the PERFECT FLY BOOK. Each Fly is held in the book at full length and separ-

ately by a spring and hook made especially for this purpose. Any Fly can be taken out and returned readily with-
out disturbing any of the others. If you have never used a Levisoa fly book, there is a pleasure in store for you;
you should own one quickly. The principle is equally good and perfe'ct for carrying looped Salmon and Trout
Flies and it has perfectly solved the problem of how to carry the small and medium sized flies on eyed hooks.

NARROW PATTERN 7 1-2 x 3

Has.
Nos.

G
J

1-2 inches.
2 3

....32 48

Covers of Fancy leather $3.00
Covers of Fine English Pigskin or Sealskin $5.00

$4 00
$6 00

£5.00
57 00

5 leaves
8o hooks

56 00 each
58-00 each

Mills
1 Celebrated "Indian

Rock" Spinner

Best Trolling Device for Landlocked
Salmon and Lake Trout

Miniature cut 5-8 size.

The "Indian Rock" Spinner is made in three sizes, length of blade either 1 inch, i i-8 inch or i 1-4 inch long.

They can be furnished either with or without twisted gut trace. The fly is detachable and can be quickly replaced
when worn out, or when it is desirable to use another pattern.

Either size complete with trace and fine Jock Scott or Silver Doctor fly. Gold or white enameled
blade, $1.25 each.

Either size complete with trace and Parmachene Belle, Montreal, or other ordinary pattern fly, $1.00 each.
If wanted without trace, deduct 25c from above price.

TROUT BOOKLET FREE

SOLE AGENT FOR M.
UPON APPLICATION

L. LEONARD RODS.

AT THE LIVINGSTON ANNUAL

Grow Shoot
Our Crow Decoys and Calls were used with the greatest success. 197
Crows were killed in one day by two men, over eleven of our Crow
Decoys. The calls are most natural tone. A.U Goods Guaranteed.
Address

—

CHAS. H. PERDEW, SR., HENRY, ILL., U.S.A

HENRICKS MAGNETO™e
o
S
l
YOURGASok

GASOLINE ENGINE

WITHOUT THE AID OF BATTERIES
It is betterand more durable than any Dynamo. Its governor regulates the speed
regardless of speed of fly wheel. -Its governor adjusts to imperfect fly wheels.
Its governor insures a constant and uniform spark. The spark does not burn the
contacts of the engine. All strains are removed from the bearings of Magneto.

HENRICKS NOVELTY CO. 'S&SSSSHt^
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PALMER MOTORS
25 THOUSAND RUNNING
25 STYLES AND SIZES
25 MOTORS PER DAY

1 1-2 to 25 Horsepower: One, Two and Four Cylinder; Two or Three Port; Jump or Snap
Spark Ignition; Two or Four Cycle. Send for New 1907 Catalog (R & G)

PALMER BROTHERS
COS COBB, CONN,

NEW YORK,
242 Fourth Avenue

PHILADELPHIA,
The Bourse

BOSTON,
85 Union Street

PORTLAND, ME.,
48 Portland Pier

I

"Dean" Canoes
j ALWAYS liN THE LEAD

? "The Finish" Henley Regatta, Aug. 4, '06. Toronto Canoe Club ist, Orillia 2nd. Both "Dean"' Canoes.

| CANOES OF ALL KINDS
I WALTER DEAN, TORONTO

Long Distance Phone. SEND FOR CATALOG.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Summer Trips
\

ON THE LINE OF THE §

I Canadian Pacific Railway

L

McGregor Bay, from Dreamer's Rock, near Little Current,
Eastern Georgian Bay.

Where shall I go for this summer's outing ?
Have you ever been through the

EASTERN GEORGIAN BAY ISLANDS
an archipelago of islands innumerable and beautiful ; or paddled down those most
accessible of wild canoeing rivers

THE FRENCH OR MISSISSAGA RIVERS?
For ideal sections for Canoeing, Camping, Shooting,
Sailing, Motor Boating, and all that makes Summer
write^^ Outing enjoyable and healthful,

L 0. ARMSTRONG, Tourist Agent, C.P.R., Montreal.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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P !

I
THE Canadian Pacific Railway I

Will this season open up Its

Famous New Line to the

_
Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay and

t French River

Bala Falls, at Outlet to Muskoka Lake

For Canoe Trips, Fishing, §

Shooting and Summer *

Resort Locations |

WRITE TO

L. 0. Armstrong
Tourist Agent, Can. Pac. Ry.,

MONTREAL f

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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MISS FIRING ? ? ?

your
road,

Don't stop

motor on the

pull up this switch

and your PLUG
will immediately
FIRE again.

Equip your boat

with the Duplex
Attachment. When
the engine starts to

miss, do not stop it,

donot replace plugs

—just pull the little

switch and your engine will no longer

miss a single fire. Fits all plugs and
makes them waterproof.

PRICE $2.50.

Duplex Ignition Co., Inc.

1555 BROADWAY, Circular R, NEW YORK
AGENTS WANTED.

When your engine starts

MISSING
-m?u\\ this LITTLE SWITCH!

Saves Stoppage
Delay
Annoyance o n

the road
THE —«w

Duplex Plug
IS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

HIGH COMPRESSION ENGINES
BOAT ENGINES

SOOTING CYLINDERS
AND SPLASH LUBRICATION

IMPORTED UNIQUE PORCELAINS

DUPLEX IGNITION CO
1555 Broadway, Circular G,

Agents Wanted. New York City.

Palmer's Moose Head Brand

Sporting Boots

T"* HIS cut illustrates our celebrated Knee High Sporting Boot with

Sole and Heel, ef flexible oil-tanned leather sewed on by hand.

This is our leading Sporting Boot and is used largely by big game
hunters. Is noiseless, waterproof and insures comfort on long tramps.

Bellows tongue to top and guaranteed waterproof Also made without

sole. Is also very popular with Miners, Surveyors, Prospectors, Fisher-

men, etc.

Write for our new catalogue of Water-

proof Sporting Boots and Shoe Packs,

9

Made in Men's
and Women's

JOHN PALMER GO., Ltd.

Fredericton, N. B.»

Canida.
^

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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F

for SHOTGUNS and RIFLES

DUPONT SMOKELESS
BEST FOR ALL KINDS OF SHOOTING

"INFALLIBLE" SMOKELESS
The Dense Powder for Shotguns. Always the Same in any Climate.

" New Schultze " and " New E.G. (Improved)
"

Bulk Smokeless Powders that are Perfect

Made in America by Americans

Shells loaded with the above powders can be pur-

chased from any dealer in any Stale in the Union.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER GO.
Established 1802 WILMINGTON. DELEWARE.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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a K=W MAGNETO
For Gas and Gasoline Engines

Will fire a thinner mixture and fire it

quicker than any other source of current,

thereby giving MORE POWER and

SAVING FUEL.

Save its cost in fuel in a short time.

No batteries required in starting.

No governor required.

No sliding contacts.

No moving; wires.

No complications.

No commutator.

No brushes.

Runs in high duty ball bearings.

Will last indefinitely.

FOR JUMP SPARK ONLY.

Absolutely moisture proof.

Will run in either direction.

Can reverse 2-cycle engines.

Good at all speeds.

Belt or friction wheel drive.

Base 7 in. x 6 1-2, height 11 in.

Weight 22 lbs.

Guaranteed against any defect

for one year.

THE K--W IGNITION CO.
46 Power Ave., - Cleveland, Ohio.

ALSO MAKERS OF THE "VIM" SPARK PLUG.

Nicholis Bros., Toronto, Distributors for Province of Ontario.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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CHICLETS contain everything that makes Chewing Gum "good,"
and such other things as make the best of all Chewing Gums. Chiclets are encased
in delicious pearl-gray candy and each one is so richly flavored with peppermint that
you need but chew a Chiclet after eating a hearty meal to insure good digestion.

The better kind of stores sell Chiclets at 5c the ounce out of those handsome glass topped 7
boxes, and in 5c and 10c packets—or send us a dime for a sample packet and booklet

CHICLET PALMISTRY.—I,ook at your hand. If your L,ife I,ine is separated at the start from the Head L,ine it

shows energy and pluck.
The heart line, (the first line running across the hand below the base of the fingers) when forked at the

start signifies happiness in love.
I^ittle lines on the Mount of Jupiter (the cushion at the base of the first finger) predict inheritance.

You can read any hand with the CHICLET PALMISTRY CHART-

-

Sent free with every ten-cent packet.

FRANK H. FLEER & CO., Inc. 530 No. 24th St., Philadelphia, U.S.A.

WE MAKE

Gasoline Launches
beautifully designed, from the best material; and gasoline engines
rom the latest and most up-to-date patterns, simple, reliable, dur-

able, easy to
start and can
be manag e d
successfu 1 1 y
by the most
inexpe rien-
ced.

SEND FOR
CA TALOG.

15 ft. Gasoline Launch complete
16 ft. Gasoline Launch complete
18 ft. Gasoline Launch complete

$150
$200
$275

McKEOUGH & TROTTER, Limited, Chatham, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention JRod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FISHING

RODS
FISHERMAN'S LUCK is a matter of skill plus tackle.

The most important item of the tackle is the rod. You can yank
out a fish with -a hickory p:>le and six yards of staging, but if you
want to fight fair, you require a rod. While you're getting a rod

you'd just as well get the best—the name of the best is ' 'BRISTOL'

'

the original steel rod—with twenty years of rod building exper-

ience back of it, and back of that our THREE YEAR GUARAN-
TEE-
Look for our trade-mark, ''BRISTOL"—its on the reel

seat of every genuine "BRISTOL" Rod.

Our Catalogue mailed free on request.

The Horton Mfg. Co.
32 Horton Street,

BRISTOL, CONN. U. S. A.

Power

T
Travelling

R
O

A
P

G
BOATS E

We ais building two sizes to meet the demind for a light power boat. A 16 ft. launch which

weighs about 400 lbs. and can be portaged bv four men, and a 15 ft. launch which weighs about 250 lbs.

and requires two men to handle. Both launches are equipped with a high grade 1 1-2 H.P. motor and will

travel 5-6 miles an hour and tow two canoes.

The Sherman Cooper Go., Ltd
TORONTO.

.©••••••••••••••••"•-•••••••••••••••

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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It's YOU we're after

BUT WHEN YOU TRY

MAJESTIC
METAL

POLISH
you'll be after US

Write for samples

MADE: IN CANADA
BY

Majestic Polishes,
LIMITED

575 Yongc St., TORONTO
CANADA.

^^^^^^^^^^^^A2
^V** Remodelled, Handsomely Furnished, New Wf*
# Throughout

THE ALBANY
f 41st Street and Broadway, New York

ABSOIvUTElyY FIREPROOF
In the heart of the city.

500 Rooms 300 Bathrooms
European Plan. Cuisine Unexcelled.

Gentlemen's Cafe. Ladies' Restaurant and
Moorish Room. Popular Prices. Plenty of life

—

but homelike. Single room and suites with and
without bath. $1.00 per day and up. Send for
booklet. ROBERT P. MURPHY
Meet meat the College Inn, under The Albany,

New York's leading Rathskellar, a place to eat,

drink and be merry. Music. 4£

MOUNT BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Sportsmen I fishermen I Hunters! Lovers of Nature

!

The wonderful art of Taxidermy,
so long- kept secret, can now be
easily learned right in your own
home.

WE TEACH BY MAIL how to
properly mount Birds, Animals.

Heads, tan skins, make rugs, etc. A
delightful and fascinating art for men
and women. Easily, quickly learned dur-
ing spare time. Enjoy your leisure hours.
Decorate home and den with your fine
trophies. Or increase your income selling

mounted specimens and mounting for others. Latest methods,
reasonable rate. Success Guaranteed or no tuition fee. Endors-
ed by thousands of

,
satisfied students. Write 1 0-day for full

particulars.

Nanaimo, B. C

IEARN
1 liis art at
home by
[nail dur-
ing your
.eisure hours

The Canadian School of Taxiderm*

COMMONWEALTH MOTEL
Opp. State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1.00 per
day and up; rooms with piivate bath for $1.50 per
day and up; suites of two rooms and bath for $3.00
per day and up. Weekly rates on rooms with hot
and cold water and shower baths, $6.00 to $9.00;
rooms with private baths, $9.00 to $12.00; suites of
two rooms and bath, $14.00 to $22.00. Send for booklet.

StnrerF. Crafts. Man»a*>r. Phone. Haymarket 181.

The Best Place to Purchase
YOUR GUNS, RIFLES, AMMUNITION,
SLEEPING BAGS, BLANKETS, RUBBER
SHEETS,PACKSACKS,DUNNAGE BAGS,
TUMP LINES, FOLDING STOVES, LAR-
RIGANS, SHOE PACKS AND TENTS from

Is the old reliable TUA H P I U P P fl I imifnirl Write for cata-
firm of n© u. rirvn uu., li mi tea i0o Ue & quotation

123 King Street East, TORONTO

Wh«a writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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HOTEL CUMBERLAND
NEW YORK

S. W. Corner Broadway at 54th Street

Ideal location- Near Theatres, Shops, and Central
Park, In the heart of the Automobile District. Head-
quarters for Automobile men. Caters especially
for Autombile trade. NEW, MODERN AND ABSOLUTE LY
FIREPROOF- Within one minute's walk of 6th Ave. %'
and Subway and accessible to all surface car lines.
Transient rates $2. 50 with Bath and up. All outside
rooms. SENO FUR BOOKLET- Under the manage-
ment of Harry P. Stimson, formerly with Hotel Im-
perial, New York. R. J. Bingham, formerly the
Hotel Woodward.

PITTSBURG, PENN.

HOTEL SCHENLEY
Surrounded by three acres of

k
lawn and gardens,

away from the noise and smoke.

Absolutely Fireproof

_^THB^LEADING HOTEL IN PITTSBURG £ f
- Opposite the Six^Million Dollar Carnegie Institute
and Library, also the Carnegie Technical Schools.
Wire or write and Automobile will meet you at Un-
ion Station and take you to Hotel in ten minutes.
The most attractive Hotel in Pennsylvania.

Send for Booklet
JAMES RILEY,

Proprietoi and Manager.

STOP AT THE

New Princess Hotel
WHEN AT

Atlantic City

vSouth Carolina Avenue. 200 feet from Beach.
The Princess Hotel is newly furnished through-

out with rare taste and possesses all modern requi-
sites for convenience and comfort of the guests.
Golf privileges and privilege of the Atlantic City
Yacht Club extended to the guests. American and
European Plan.

A BOOKLET will be gladly furnished upon
application.

Rates, Running from $12.50 to $30.00 per week,
according to the location of the rooms.

For any further information address

CROWELL & COLLIER
The Princess Hotel,
Atlantic City, N. J.

THE NEW KENMORE,
Albany, N. Y.

Strictly Fire Safe

ONE OF THE BEST HOTEES IN THE CITY

EUROPEAN PLAN
$30,000 Spent in Improvements

$1.50 and upwards. 100 Rooms and Bath. 175
Rooms with hot and cold running water. Special
attention paid to tourists. Long Distance Telephone
in every Room. Cuisine and Service Unexcelled.
Prof. Strauss' Famous Orchestra a Feature

Busses meet all Trains and Boats

Send for Booklet
OAKS HOTEL CO. J. 4. OAKS, Prop.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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The

Adams

Catalog

for

1907

is

now ready

It is different from

the others. So is

the Adams Engine

The Adams Launch and Engine Mfg. Co.
PENETANG

ONT.

PRACTICAL DOC EDUCATION
is the title of a book by Thomas C. Abbott re-

cently published, containing some new and
thoroughly practical ideas on dog training, or

rather dog education. The methods recom-
mended by Mr. Abbott represent the experience

of the best trainers throughout the country.

The man who masters the principles contained in

this work will be able to train any dog.

The book is handsomely bound in

Cloth and a copy will be sent, postage prepaid,

on receipt of the price, - - $1.00
Address,

W. J. TAYLOR, Rod
s^tsG ta SSnada

otor Woodstock, Ont.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange Depts.

Advertisements will be in-

serted in this Department at

2c. a word. Send Stamps with

order. Copy should not be later

than the 15th of the month.

HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS—How to train

dogs to hunt coon, fox, skunk, how to tan
furs, hunt bees, make scent baits, find young
mink, wolf, fox, kill skunk without odor, skunk
farming, etc. Send 30c money order for book.
F. W. Howard, Baraboo, Wis^

WiANTED—To correspond with parties who
wish to hunt in the Rockies next open season.
Address C. Ellis, Ovando, Powell Co., Mont.

WANTED—Scalps of Moose, Deer and Cari-
bou.—A. E. Colburn, Taxidermist, 1204 South
Main street, Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR SALE—A brand new 1£ h. p. Gasoline
Marine Engine. A bargain. lAddress Box D.,

care Rod and Gun Office, Woodstock, Ont. 12

SHOOTING ^oaS-We have some thorough-
ly broken Pointers and Setters that are as
rigndsoine and as well bred as any dogs in
America. They are trained on quail grouse,
wood cock, etc., and as Shooting Dogs there
are none more reliable or satisfactory to bag
game over. We also have some highly bred and
pedigreed puppies, both pointers and setters.
High class gun dogs is our specialty. The C.
S. Freel Kennels, R., Loogootee, Indiana.

WANTED—A representative in every city and
town m Canada and the United States to so-
licit subscriptions for "Rod and Gun in Cana-
da." We will pay a liberal commission to
those whom we feel warranted placing the ag-
ency with. This is an opportunity that should
be taken advantage of by any person desiring
to make good money. For further particulars
please address W. J. Taylor, Publisher Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

FOR LIVE Hungarian Partridge, Pheasants,
Quail Ducks, Geese, Swans, Peafowl. Wanted
live birds. Charles B. Donley, New Citv. N.Y.

FOR SALE—Beagles, Fox and Deer Hounds,
Crossbred Bloodhounds and Foxhound Puppies
Trained ferrets.—W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist,
Dnionville, Ontario.

FREE—My Sportsman's Guide contains in-structions for saving all trophies of the Rodand Gun for mounting to the best possibleadvantage It also contains a complete list ofmy prices for all the different branches of Tax-idermy work. I claim that my work is not
. ,f

n
*
y any taxidermist in Canada. I will

gladly forward references to prove my state-
ment. My prices will show you how to save
money by shipping to me.—Edwin Dixon, Tax-
idermist, Unionville, Ontario.

FOR SALE—A 11 foot Folding Canvas Boat.
Never been used. Good reason for selling. Ad-
dress Francis W. Kahle, 229 Washington street,
Buffalo. N Y.

FOX, MINK, Coons, Lynx are easily trap-
ped with the Bentley Methods—many ways on
land, snow and water. Price and testimonials
for a stamp. I caught ninety foxes and seven-
ty mink last fall. It's the only method pub-
lished by a professional trapper. Satisfaction
guaranteed.—Jesse Bentlev. honest old trapper
Arlington, Vermont. '

INVESTMENT—HERALD FREE — LeadiDt?
mining and financial paper. News from all
mining districts. Most reliable information
garding mining, oil industries, principal com
panies, etc. No investor should be without it

Will send six months free. Branch A. L. Wis
ner & Co., 61 and 62 Confederation Life Build
ing. Owen J. B. Yearsley, Toronto, Ont., man
ager, Main 3290.

SLAVES of Indigestion and Tobacco, Wont
you let me write and tell you about a Wonder
ful Root that I discovered on a hunting trip
that cured me of tobacco habit and ind1er«»i»Hon
of twenty years standing, C. H. STOKES,
Mohawk, Florida.

FOR SALE—A complete fyle of Rod and Gun
in Canada, beginning with first issue June, 1899.
six volumes, all in good condition, $5.00 will
buy the lot. lAddress Box C, "Rod and Gun
in Canada," Woodstock, Ont.

FOR SALE—One 1886 Winchester Model Take
Down Rifle, 26 in. Octagon barrel, 50-100 caliber, im-

ported stock, fancy finish, checked forearm and stock.

List price $36, will sell for $20. Rifle has never been
used, never saw the mountains, is perfectly new and
just as it was made. H. A. Zimmerman, Eperh's
Mill, Cumberland Co.

,
Pa., U. S A.

I will exchange two Pointer Pups 8 months old (dcr
and bitch), pedigreed, for pedigreed English Bloodhourd
same age. W. T. Walsh, North Bay, Ont.

FOR SALE— 1 Edison Home Phonograph, 60 re-

cords, case, etc. *r-5X7Wjzard Cycle Camera, 1 Brownie
Camera. J. L. Heath, Rock Island, Que.

FOR SALE—Hotel, or Club Property, on
Island at head of St. Lawrence. A famoup
headquarters for the best bass fishing grounds
on the St. Lawrence River. Fine building,
with three cottages, boathouse, ire house,
dock, etc., all in good repair; charming grove
of fine timber, ten acres of ground. An ideal

Club property, or a splendid chance for a good
hotel man. Buildings lighted by acetylene gas,

furnished throughout, and complete equipment
of bed and table linen, china, glaos and silver-

ware. Can be had at a bargain by prompt buy-
er. Address—Canadian Locomotive Company.
Limited, Kingston, Ontario.

FOR SALE—Hieh Class English Setter
bitch, nearly two years old, partially broken,
has been worked on prairie chickens and quail.
Pedigree best in America, color black and tan.
will make a grand shooting and breeding bitch.
The first $30.00 takes her, and this is giving her
away.—Thomas A. Duff, 3 Mnynard Ave., To-
ronto, Ont.

WANTED ELK TEETH in large or small
quantities. Best market price.—Miller Jewelry-
Co., Fifth and Elm streets, • Cincinnati, O., U.
S. A. 12 It

FOR . SALE—Savage Re-Loading Tool 32.40
with Ideal Mould. Never used. At less than
cost. W. Stark, Acto«i, Ont. 12—It

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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FOR SALE—Mounted heads and antlera of
moose, elk, caribou, sheep, antelope and deer.
-W. A. Brodie, Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

FOR SALE—English Beagles, Pups and
thrown stock from the best strains in America,
and England, all pedigreed.—Elmer Tiffany,
Brooklyn, Pa.

COME to Mountain Valley camp, located in
the wildest part of northern New Hampshire in
the Valley of Indian Stream; those that wish
for the best deer, partridge, rabbit and other
small game hunting call on us for further in-
formation. Chappell and Lord. Pittsburg, N.
H.

FOR SALE—In the progressive town of
Lindsay, a bicycle and general repair business.
Up-to-date machinery. Faculties for gun repair-
ing. Excellent prospects. Good reason for dis-
posing. A splendid opportunity. Apply W. Web-
ster, Lindsay, Ont.

WANTED—A Stuffed Passenger Pigeon, or a
well preserved skin.—James B. MdKay, De-
troit, Mich.

IF YOU WANT to have a Successful Hunt-
ing trip next fall, write to one of the most
competent guides in the best big game country
in Montana. Special rates to fishing and camp-
ing parties.—Wm. J. Marshall, Ovando, Mont.

9-4

FOR SALE—A Liver and White Pointer Pup about

eight months old, fully pedigreed from the St. Thomas
kennels. His brother sold for $25. The first sports-

man sending along $10 secures him. The finest oppor-

tunity for securing a goodfpointer at a bargain price.

Write N. B. Pollock, Aylmer, Ont.

Member of a well known English County Family with

four years experience in the Motor Trade, will act as

AGENT for buying new and second hand MOTOR
CARS and BUS CHASSIS in England and ship to

Canada. Satisfactory reference and guarantee given.

Apply, terms, Nicholas Lechmere, Rippledene, Tap-

low, England.

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE.— A number of second
hand Automobiles, all thoroughly overhauled by the

factory. Apply to J. D. Dawson, City. xi tf

FOR SALE.— Boat Frames with patterns of all parts,

and directions to finish. You can make your own canoe,
row boat, or launch at small cost, and employ your spare
time pleasently and profitably. No experience required.

Make one for summer holidays. Catalog.
R. McGregor & Co. 99 Gladstone Avenue, Toronto.

PHOTOGRAPHIC, Operator and Retoucher,
or Finisher, also lady retoucher and printer

—

strictly first class^—that would like a position
In the West, should correspond with J. F.
Cooke, Photographer, Port Arthur, Ont. 9-1

FOR SALE—Sail Boat, twenty footer, batwing
sails, air-tight compartments, excellent condition, snap;
send for photo. A. E. Tatham, Listowel, Ont. 10-1

FOR SALE—ATTENTION, SPORTSMEN
1907 championship records, pocket sporting com-
pendium, baseball, walking, bowling, skating, trotting,

pacing and running horse, athletic, pugilistic, etc. 200
pages. Prepaid for 10 cents coin or stamps. Jcs,

Templeton, Belleville, Ont. Box 864. 10-1

FOR SALE.— Launch 22 by 5^ inch beam, com-
promise hull Canopy top with side curtains. Hull almost
new and in fine condition. Buffalo 7% motor as good as
when it came from shop. Apple Dynamo, Electric lights,

Pantasote cushions, Brass railsand fully equipped . Outfit
cost over $800.00; will sell for $600 00. W. J. McMINN,
Little Current Ont.

AN EIGHT BY TWELVE WALL TENT,
complete with poles, heavy duck. Twelve fifty.

Send for list. Any kind of tents.—Windsor
Awning Works, Windsor, Ont. 12—It

FUR SALE—Wild Geese, have been used as

Decoys and shot over. Apply to Sam Scneil,

Port Perry. 10-1

TOURISTS—Book early for splendid heuitii

giving canoe trip in New Ontario next summer
—great fishing and photographing of moose,
deer, etc., guaranteed.—J ake Longer, (Licenced

Guide), care Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont.

YACHTS of all descriptions For Sale and
Charter. Let me know your requirements, and
i will mail you particulars of the best available
vacnts of tne size and type, plans and specifi-

cations for building.—Frank Bowne Jones,
iacht Agent, 2i) Broadway, New York. 9-3

FOR SALE—One Sixteen Gauge, No. 1, Ith-

aca -tianimerless, tnirty inch barrels, used one
season, good as new. Best oher takes same. —
E. B. Hutchinson, Altona, Man. 12—It

FOR SALE—New, Stevens Favorite RiHe,
25 cal., Lyman sights, Nos. 1, 5, and 12, $lu.uo.
—Carman J . Hall, Box 16, Clinton, Ont.

FOR SALE—Eggs for Hatching from Barred
and While Rocks, .tnaek Minorca, Rhode lslanu
ueu. write for prices.—J..H. Smith, Cedar
iryuge Foul try lard, Box *124, .Niagara Falls
&ouui, Ontario.

TO SELL—A handsome live white owl, mea-
sures five feet four from tip to tip. A rare
chance for anyone wanting a beautiful bird.—
Geo. Nichols, Ingersoll, Ontario.

TO SELL*—A pair of tame Coons. Friee $15.

also a large buck hound, trained for deer — a

good looker and well trained. The first $50. 00

takes him.—Geo. Nichols, Ingersoll, Ont.

CANOE TRIP MAFS for Ontario waters.
Send me details of trip you wish to take and
let me make you a map of same showing port-
ages, rapids, etc. Frices on application.— CM.
Maimer, Box 452, Toronto, Ontario. 10-1

FOR SALE—One Smith hammerless, special

grade, 2i, li, 14, with Hunter single trigger,

two sets barrels, one Crown steel trap full

choke, other Damascus field modified, Silver's

recoil pad, Lyman sights, perfect condition—

price |100. Will take high grade field gun and
dillerence. Also Remington serui-hammerless, lbg

good as new, $8.00. Lock Box 84, Kingsville,

Ont. ' 10-1

FOR SALE—A quantity of Brook Trout
Fry, also yearlings. Address G. M. Englert,
Caledon Mountain Trout Club, Inglewood, Ont.

10-2

FORSALE IN TORONTO, CANADA—35-Ft.

Elco High Speed Gasoline Launch, 20 miles
per hour. Used about two months. 50 h. p. 4

cylinder engine. Mahogany hull throughout,fully
equipped, Cape Cart hood, glass wind shield,

wicker chairs, searchlight, etc. Cost delivered

$7000. Owner has purchased a larger boat. Will

be sold at a bargain. Write at once.—The
Electric Launch Co., Bayonne, N. J.

WANTED TO PURCHASE—Hammerless gun
—12 preferred. Must be In good condition and
cheap for cash, about 30—7*—14—3. Write Box
M., Rod and Gun. xl—13

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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ROD AND GUN'S ADVERTISERS.

THE reader who fails to read and examine, or who hurries over the adver-

tisements in this issue does so to his own loss : for every announcement
contains something of particular interest to sportsmen, and in fact to all

who enjoy the out-of-doors.

The policy of Rod and Gun in the past has been to accept advertisements
from reliable and responsible firms only, which policy will be continued in the

future.

Automobile Accessories Page

'Best" Dry Batteries— Berlin Electrical Mfg.
Co lvii

Dry Red Cross Batteries—Carbons, Limited., xxxvii

Duplex Plugs and Switches—Duplex Ignition

Co. Inc xlii

Henricks Magneto—Henricks-Ncvelty Co. . . . xxxviii

K-W Magneto—K. W. Ignition Co xliv

"Rajah" Spark Plugs—Rajah-Auto Supply Co. . xiii

Red Seal Dry Batteries—Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co xiv

Sprinfleld Motormeter—R. H. Smith Mfg. Co. xii

Sta-Rite Spark Plugs, Forman-Mica Spark
Plugs, Batteries, Spark Coils, Electrical

Supplies—John Forman xxxiv

Syntic Motor Accessories—Nicholls Bros. Ltd, lix

Sta-Rite Plugs— R. E. Hardy Co lxiii

Timers and Distributers— C. L. Altemus & Co. lxix

Victoria Dry Batteries— Canada Battery Co.... Ixii

Vulcan Accumulator—Croftan Storage Co xxxvii

Automobiles
Ford Cars—Ford Motor Co xx
Russell—Canada Cycle & Motor Co xxviii

Ammunition
Du Pont Ponder—E. I.du Pont De Nemours

Powder Co xliii

Pike, D. Co. Ltd xlvii

Rice, Lewis & Son xliv

Sovereign Shells—Dominion Cartridge Co 1133
Shot—Montreal Rolling Mills Co. 1139
Snap-Shot and Carbon Powder—Hamilton Pow-

der Co lxiii

Boats and Launches

Adams Launch & Engine Mfg Co xlix

Acme Folding Boat Co lxix

Buxton, Geo. H. & Son xxvi
Capital Boat Works lxxii

Gidley Lannches— H. E. Gidley & Co lx

Hamilton Motor Works •"' 1119
Life Saving Canvas Boat Co . . xxxvii.
McKeough & Trotter, xlv
Merchants Tent & Awning Co lxxi

Nicholls Boats—Nicholls Bros. Ltd lviii

Robertson Bros n tq
Sherman Cooper Co. Ltd , . xlvi

Sails—Thomas Sonne Sr lxix

Thompson, N. R lxviii

Books for Sportsmen

Camplete Sportsmen's Guide xix
Modern Sporting Gunnery xxxvi

Boots For Sportsmen
Collan Oil—J. R. Buckelew . lxiii

Palmers' Moose Head Brand—Jno. Palmer Co. . Ixii

"Sovereign''—Laidlaw Watson Shoe Co xxvi
"Witch-Elk"— Witchell-Sheill Co vii

Camp Furniture Page

"Ever Camp Out" Bed—Green Bay Cot Co xi

Gold Medal Camp Furniture Mfg. Co lxviii

Hammocks— J. J. Turner & Sons lxxi

Queen Ann Chair—W. Younger lx

Cameras and Kodaks
Baby 'Al- Vista"—Multiscope & Film Co lxiv

Korona Cameras—Gundlach Manhattan Optical
Co Ixii

Kodak Bcxes—Canadian Kodak Co lxvi

Lee & Sargent lxvi

Camp Beds
"Ever Camp Out" Bed—Green Bay Cot Co.. xi

Jaeger's Pure Wool Bedding, Blankets and
Sleeping Rugs—Dr. Jaeger Co. Ltd. .... 1131

Camp Supplies
Ales and Porters—John Labatt. . . . (inside front cover)
Bethesda Mineral Water x
Clark's Lunch Tongue—Wm. Clark 1123
Club Cocktails— G. F. Heublein & Bro Ixv
Chiclet Chewing Gum — Frank H. Fleer & Co.

Inc xlv

Drewery's Refined Ale—E. L. Drewery lvi

Evans' Antiseptic Throat Pastilles—Evans' &
Sons, Ltd lxi

Fearman's English Breakfast Bacon — W. F.

Fearman xviii

H. B. B. Pipes-Tieyes Bros Ixv
Invalid Port, "The Builder" — Richard Beliveau

Co. , Ltd 1 132
Jenner's Fly Pizen,—E. Jenner . . xxiii

Shredded Wheat Biscuits and Triscuits—Can-
adian Shredded Wheat Co. , Ltd xvi

Sweet Caporal Cigarettes—American Tobacco
Co

Seal Brand Coffee—Chase & Sanborn 1141
Van Home Cigars, Harris Harkness & Co iv

Camping Territory
Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay, French and

Mississaga Rivers xl & xli

New Brunswick—New Brunswick Tourist Asso-
ciation 1 142

Nepigon—Wm. McKirdy lvi

Temagami—Grand Trunk Railway System .... XXX
Canoes

Auto and Carleton Canoes—Carleton Canoe Co. lxix

Capital Boat Works lxxii

"Chestnut"—R. Chestnut & Sons viii

Dean Canoes— Walter Dean xxxix
Gidley Canoes—H. E. Gidley & Co lx

Lakefield—Lakefield Building & Mfg. Co ...... lxx

Old Town—Old Town Canoe Co* Ixv

"Penobscot"—Carleton Canoe Co xxi
"Peterborough"—Peterborough Canoe Co. , Ltd xxii

Racine—Racine Boat Mfg. Co lxiv

William English Canoe Co XXvii

Warren Sporting Goods Co 1137
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Clothing. Page

Bleauvelt Knitting Co (inside back cover)

Combination Suits— Knit-to-fit Mfg. Co xxiv

Hunting Jackets, Automobile Jackets, Sports-

men's Jackets of every description (inside

back cover)

Jaeger's Pare Wool Underwear, Shooting Jack-

ets, Cardigans, Gloves, Socks, etc.— Dr.

Jaeger Co. , Ltd
Oil Skin Clothing—Thos, Sonne, Sr

Up-to-date Sweaters— Knit-to-fit Mfg. Co
Waterproof Clothing—J. J. Turner &

Cutlery

"Ever Ready " Safety Razors — American Saf-

ety Razor Co
Marble Safety Axes, Knives, Match Boxes,

Sights, Compasses, Rifles, Rods, Rifle

Cleanners, etc —Marble Safety Axe Co. . .

Napanoch Pocket Knife Tool Kit— U. J.
Ulery

Co ....

Sons

1131
lxx
XXiv
lxxi

5 vi

Dogs
Fox Terriers—A. A. MacDonald
Practical Dog Education
Glover's Dog Remedies— H. Clay Glover

King Edward Collie Kennels, N.Gordon.

vn
xlix

lvi

lxi

Fishing Tackle
Abercrombie & Fitch Co., Flies, Rods, Rait, etc. ix

Algate's Collapsib.e Minnow Trap, A. J. Algate 1134
Bristol Steel Fishing Rods, Horton Mfg, Co. . . . xlvi

Carlton Automatic Reel, Carlton Mfg. Co.... xxvii
Expert Reels, A. F. Meisselbach xxix
Fishing Tackle of every doscription—l.eonard

Rods—Wm. Mills Co xxxviii
"Hedden's Dowagiac Minnows," Jas. Heddon

& Son , xxi
Hattung Bros. & Co lxvi

Hardy's Rods, Reels & Tackle—Hardy Bros.. lxix

Kelso Automatic Reels, Lines, Rods, Hooks,
etc. , H. J . Frost & Co. xi

Rods, Flies, and Lines—H H. Kiffe & Co xxxi
Stag Brand—The Allcock Laight & VVestwood

Co. , Ltd xxvi
Terry Co. Geo H v

"Tri-Part" Reels,—A. F. Meisselbach & Bros.. xxi

Warren Sporting Goods Co 1137

Fishing Territory
Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay, French and Mis-

sissaga Rivers xl and xli

New Brunswick— New Brunswick Tourist Ass'n 1142
Nepigon—Wm. McKirdy lvi

Temagami—Grand Trunk Railway System xxx

Furs

Furs, Hides and Tallow—Jno. Hallam

Guides
Revillon Bros., Ltd.

Guns and Rifles

Genuine A. H. Fox Gun — A. H. Fox Gun Co.

Ithaca Guns—Ithaca Gun Co.

King Air Rifle—Mar kham Air Rifle Co
Lefever Guns—Lefever Arms Co
Lyman Gun Sights—Lyman Gun Sight Cor. . .

Marlin Rifles—Marlin Firearms Co
Parker Guns—Parker Bros
Pike D. Co., Ltd
Ross Rifles— Ross Rifle Co
Rice, Lewis & Son
Stevens' Rifles, Pistols, Shotguns, Rifle Tele

scopes, Guns, etc (Outside back

Terry Co. , Geo H
Warren Sporting Goods Co
Winchester— Winchester Repeating Arms Co. ..

(Inside front cover)

1 134

lxviii

xxxiii

xxv
vii

XV
lxyiii

xvii

xxxiv
xivii

ii

xliv

cover)

v
ii37

Hotels Page

Albany, The, New York, Robert P. Murray. . . . xlvii

Commonwealth, Boston, Storer F, Craft? xlvii

Cumberlai.d, New York, R. J. Bingham xlviii

Kenmore, The New. Albany, N. Y.
, J. A Oaks xlviii

Lennox Hotel, Buffalo, Geo. Duchscheier, . . . . 1141
Princess, New, Atlantic City,Crowell & Collier xlviii

Schenley Hotel, Pittsburg, Jas. Riley xlviii

Hunting Territory

Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay, French and Mis-
sissaga Rivers xl and xli

Nepigon, Wm. McKirdy lvi

New Brunswick—New Brunswick Tourist Assoc-
iation 1142

Temagami—Grand Trunk Ry System xxx

Index

Vol. 8 of ROD AND GUN AND MOTOR
SPORTS IN CANADA—June 1906 to June
1907—6 pages following xxxiv

Marine Motors

Adams Launch & Engine Mfg. Co xlix

Beaudry The .— Beaudry Gasolene Engine Co. . vi

Buffalo— Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co xi

"Barber" Barber Bros xxii

Caille Perfection Motor Co xxxi
"DuBrie"—DuBrie Motor Co xxii

Fay & Bowen Engine Co lxx

Fairbanks—Morse — The Canadian Fairbanks
Co (Inside back cover)

Hildreth Mfg. Co in

Hamilton Motor Works n 19
"Little Giant"—United Mfg. Co xvii

Lackawanna Motors—Lackawanna Mfg. Co. . . . lxvii

Premier Motors—H. Biddell , xxvi

Palmer Motors—Palmer Bros xxxix
Smalley—Smalley Motor Co ix

Terry Co. G. H v

"Victor" R. S. Hill vii

Waterman—Waterman Marine Motor Co lxx

Miscellaneous

American Pedometers—American Pedometer Co. xxix
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Trophies
Bailey, Jas. D. (Inside front cover)

To any person sending us

Three Yearly Subscriptions

we will send your choice of

A KING AIR RIFLE
manufactured by the Markham Air
Rifle Co., of Plymouth, Mich.

OR
An Akron Fountain Pen

A strictly high-grade Fountain Pen, ab-

solutely guaranteed. Price $1.50.

For Three

SUBSCRIPTIONS
We will give a

Vest
Pocket

Light
Valued at $1.50.

Every hunter, angler and
yachtsman should own

one.

A PAIR OF
LYMAN'S BOW FACING

ROWING GEAR
AND

OARS
will be given free to anyone sending 3 subscriptions

to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

For full particulars write to the

LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION
Middlefield, Conn., mentioning having seen the

advertisement in this magazine.
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GUNS CHARLES LANCASTER
Gunnfaker by Warrants of Appointment to

His Majesty the King, H. ! M. The German Emperor, H- B H. Prince Christian.

"THE ART OF SHOOTING," the Seventh and Revised Popular

Edition, 2/6; postage 6d. extra. Invites application for his illustrated

Gun and Rifle Catalogue and Special Cartridge Lists.

ESTABLISHED AT 151, NEW BOND ST , W. IN 1826.

HAYMARKET, LONDON, S, W.
II, PATON ST., (Opposite the Comedy Theatre.

)

^IT" HAVE YOU A BIRD DOG?—-THEN YOU WANT

451 Amateur
Trainer-4- BY

ED. F. HABERLEIN.

A plain, practical and concise, yet thorough
guide in the art of training, handling and the cor-

recting of faultsof the dog subservient to the gun
afield. Acknowledgedby authoritiesand amateurs
alike the most practical book on training ever
published. The author is a practical trainer of
over 30 years' experience whose system is up to
date andstandsunequaled, the acceptedstandard

New Edition Just Out.—Illustrated.
Comprehensible, popular form, devoid of long-spun
theories, based on practical experience throughout.
Not a large volume of pastime reading matter, but
guaranteed to contain the most practical information
on the subject at any price. Sent postpaid on receipt
of price—paper cover, $ | .00: finely cloth bound
And Gold Embossed, $1.50. Address:—
Subscription Department, Rod and Gun in Canada,

Woodstock Ontario.

AN EVER READY

SAFETY RAZOR
AND 12 BLADES
MANUFACTURED BY THE

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY
299 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Will be given FREE to anyone sending 3 sub-
scriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

This razor valued at $1.25 is guaranteed as
good a shaver as any $5.00 razor made. Only a
limited number are being offered. See adver-
tisement of American Safety Razor Company
for full description of the razor we are offering.

BOYS! ATTENTION!!!
Do you want a new QUN ?

A new BOAT ?
A new TENT?
Anew CAMERA?

Get to work NOW and earn one or all of them
before your summer vacation.

We will tell you how to do it. Write AT ONCE
for particulars to

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher,

ROD & GUN & MOTOR SPORTS IN CANADA-
WOODSTOCK, Ontario.

Subscription Blank.
W. J. TAYLOR, Woodstock, Ont.

Enclosed find $1.00, for which please send Rod and Gun and Motor Sports

in Canada to the following address for one year beginning with Number

Name

Street and Number or P. O. Boa

City or Town

Province or State
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Tent*, Camming Goods, Marine Sullies
Brass Boat Pitting*, f\a§s

When in MONTREAL visit us.

SONNE'S MARINE STORES 327 ST. JAMES ST.

JUST WHAT YOU NEED AT
HOME

For doing tlie necessary repair-

ing of the " every day " jobs in

your home and doing t.hem

RIGHT—there is no better or
more practical article on the
market than the No. 002

» NAPANOCH "

Pocket Knife Tool Kit

It embodies all the tools required
—a Koekct Knife, a Saw, a Rea-
mer, a File, a Chisel anil a Screw
Driver. The Bag (which we pro-
vide) holds all the tools—it ean
be carried in your pocket. No
"hunting or fussing " when you
want a particular too'—the NAP-
ANOCH is always "on the job."
Sent postpaid on receipt of price
$2.25.

Guaranteed unconditionally.

U.J. ULERY CO.,
N 7 Warren St., New York, N. Y.

GLOVER'S
IMPERIAL

DOG REMEDIES
The result of twenty-five years' experience

in the treatment of

SICK DOGS.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IK

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA

FREE BOOK ON
DISEASES AND HOW TO P'BBD

On application to

H. CLAY GLOVER, V S., 1278, Broadwty, New York,
U. S. A..

A HUNTING COAT
MANUFACTURED BY

BLEAUVELT KNITTING CO
NEWARK, N. J.

will be given free to anyone
sending 20 subscriptions to

Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada

Parties interested are requested to write to

BLEAUVELT KNITTING CO.
9 CAMPBELL STREET, NEWARK, N. J.

for catalog describing this jacket.

WESTERN CANADA'S
Favorite Malt Beverage

:

DREWRY'S

REFINED
ALE
(registered)

The hunter and fisherman always
ask for it.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.

E. L. DREWRY, S°°?s .

Winnipeg.

THE

NEPIGON
Write for information as to fishing trips. Canoes
and camping ontfits, for rental. Guides secured.
Best brands supplies and fishing tackle. Circulars

and maps of lake and river free. 20 years exper-
ience in outfitting.

WM. McKIRDY
GENERAL MERCHANT

Nepigon, - Ontario.

inEvery Motor Boat Owner is Interested

Spark Plugs
We have made arrangements with the R. E. Hardy
Co., New York, to supply us with a quantity of their

famous Sta-Rite Spark Plugs, which we are going
to GIVE AWAY TO MOTOR BOAT OWNERS.

FOR TWO SUBSCRIPTIONS WE WILL

SEND ONE OF THESE PLUGS

Only a limited number to be distributed.

PLUGS SELL FOR $1.25 EACH

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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BY THE BROOKS SYSTEM
OF FULL SIZE PATTERNS AND

ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS

Patterns of all Rowboats and
CV re.es, $1.50 to $2. Launches

and Sailboats, 20 fe< t and under, $4
tr $5. Fn m 21 to 30 feet inclusive,

$5 to $10.

We sell frames with patterns to finish for

lessf-an it costs others to manufacture.

$15— Price of 16 ft. launch frame (No. 5)

complete with patterns and instructions to

finish. 32C— Price of 22 ft. speeed launch

franu (No. i5)complete with patterns and

instructions

to fni.'h.

2r,3t 1 inex-

per i en ee l

people built boats last year. Why not

Free Illustrated Catalogue
quotes pricPS on oilier r at

'

e*ns, knock '"own frames
with patterns fo finish, ami1

complete krock down
t.< atp— launches — sail-

boats —rowboats and
canoes.

Satisfaction guar-
anteed or monev-
refunded BFUfKS EPAT NFC CO

iainator= of the Pattern Svstem of Foa* Building

4605 Ship Street, Saginaw Mich.. U.S.A.

just make up your mind that
" -you want to go camping, and

wewill do the Test. Your doc-
'

torwill tell you this is the one form of

vacation which really does you good

Builds up your body and relieves your mind ot

brain fae.

WHERE TO GO
Our Information Bureau gives you frre information

as to the best camping localities, fishing and hunt-

ing grounds; tells you the costs, puts you in touui

with the best Spoitiog Camps ami guides ana re-

commends your equipment. All without obligation

WHAT TO TAKE
Camping nowadays means not only recreation,

but comfort if you are supplied with mortem

equipment. We sell at moderate prices Fishing

TaCKle Tents Camps, Furniture, Cooking Outfits

Outing Clothing, and Canoes, You ought to call

to see" the most complete Sporting Good otore

in New York. but if you can't, send 4c to pay

postage on our Big Book, no. 036.

I I
Send your name so we can keep you posted

|j on what's new in the Sportsman's world.

NcwYorkSpSing Goods Co.
Yi WARREN
STREET

NEWYORK,
U.S.A.

mm0
Dov-n lWhennoM-

BUY "Best

Dry Batteries
And get a summer's pleasure out of your Launch,

The kind that take you there and back.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DEALERS.

The Berlin Electrical Manufacturing Co. Ltd

474 KING ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.
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Motor Boats That Satisfy 1

A SUPERB EXAMPLE OF THE LARGER TYPE OF NICHOLLS Bl'ILT-TO-ORDER MOTOR BOATS.

The owner of a Nicholls motor-boat is satis-

fied from the day he buys it, — the
owner of an average boat never is. Because?
The Nicholls motor-boat is built specially to
meet the individual tastes of the buyer,
while the ordinary motor-boat is simply one
of hundreds like it—built to suit the builder.

*P

J\nd a motor-boat, above all craft, can only
satisfy when it expresses individual

judgment, suits individual preferences. That
is the only way we build motor-boats,—for
tlx- individual.

Y"et ;i Nicholls motor-boat, even though
fitted to order and perfectly suited to

the buyer's wishes, costs no more than the
everyday, ' ready-made ' motor-boat

!

Qur 1907 models include every type and
design suited to gasolene power craft.

The exact model you prefer is surely among
them. You may choose among five makes of
engines,—the standards of the world, tried
and proved.

W7"e invite you to verify our assertion that
no designers in Canada can sell you so

much actual value for the price you will
pay, and to learn for yourself the bearing of
our policy of suiting boat to buyer.

W e can deliver promptly if you place your
order NOW,—but hardly, if you delay.

Nicholls Brothers Limited

IGNITION DEPT.

101 Lake Street (foot York St.) TORONTO

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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"What Does "SYNTIC" Mean?"
When you find the word "SYNTIC" marked on any motor access"

ories it means that they are MADE IN CANADA and are sold un-
der guarantee to sta.id up to their work and are of the best quality.

Jump Spark Coils.

Touch Spark Coils.

Engine Spark Timers.
Distributors.

Charging Switches.
Etc., etc.

TRADE "SYNTIC"W
MADE IN CANADA BY

Nicholls Brothers, Limited.
LAKE STREET, TORONTO

Sole Canadian Distributors of :

—

MOSLER "SPITFIRE" PLUGS.

"K-W" JUMP SPARK MAGNETOS.

B & B" FLOAT FEED CARBURETTORS.
(Made in England.)

GRATZE "IMPROVED PLANTE STOR-

AGE BATTERIES.
(Made in England)

WRITE US FOR CATALOGUES 5 AND 6
AND NAME OF N EARES T AGENTS.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION OF OUR

Queen Anne Chair
DIMENSIONS :

Seat 21 inches across, 19 inches in depth.

From seat to floor, 13 inches.

From Seat to top, 32 inches.

Price $7.50.

This makes an ideal Verandah Chair. It

is a beauty. ORDER NOW.

W. YOUNGER
666 YONGE ST., - TORONTO.

DO
EXCEL"Gidlef Launches

WE WERE THE ONLY

BOAT EXHIBITORS

at the Montreal Sportsmen's
Exhibition who sold their

ENTIRE EXHIBIT i

on the grounds, and booked I

further orders for shipment '

from factory.
In spite of our enormous out-
put, our stock is rapidly de-

creasing.

Let us have your order.'; now

by letter or wire, for

LAUNCHES, ROWBOATS AND CANOES
H. E. GIOLEY & CO.,

The Largest Designers and Builders in Canada,
PENETANGUISHENE, Ontario, Canada. .

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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pOI,I,OWING is an extract from a letter recently
* received from a prominent Bostonian regarding
a Collie dog purchased from the

King Edward
Collie Kennels
"I must again thank you for selling Dan to me.

I don't think my wife would consider the crown
jewels hardly a fair exchange for him. He is perfect.
While he cannot talk very plainly he does whisper.
"Ha, ha"."

Only Prize Winning Collies For Sale.

For Particulars Address

N. GORDON
7 concord ave, TORONTO, Can.

••<>««<>»K>»'<>»«<>«'<>«'<>«.0^»<>«'<>»'-0-«»'<>«'

Ontario
Jockey
Glub
TORONTO

SPRING MEETING
COMMENCING

May 18 th June 1 st

RACING and STEEPLECHASING

The King's Plate, $5000, will be run May loth

The Toronto Cup, $5000 " " 24th

and a number of valuable stakes during the meeting

JOS. E. SEAGRAM, M.P. W. P. ERASER,
President. Sec'y-Tr< as

For Smokers' Throat

Hoarseness, Voice Failures, Catarrh and
O | Bronchitis yield to the one Infallible Specific

EVANS' ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES
FROM ALL DRUGGISTS

EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED
Montreal. Toronto and New York

I 3

The New Vermifuge and
Conditioner for Dogs

CHAMBER'S
"CART1QUES"
Does not distress the
animal. No starving

required. Produces
healthy skin and
glossy coat. Enables
you to rear the most
delicate puppy or
kitten.

SEND FOR COPIES OF
TESTIMONIALS

PRICE ; 50c- AND $1-00 Per Bottle

EVANS AND SONS. LIMITED
MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK
Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U.S.

Wh«n writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada.
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Korona Cameras for 1907

Have reached perfection. We have

added the finishing touches to this

season's models.

Korona Cameras for 1907

The most complete line of Cameras

ever offered. Nineteen distinct models

to select from.

Korona Cameras for 1907

They are scientifically constructed in

every detail, and the highest grade of

cameras it is possible to produce.

Korona Cameras for 1907

Are equipped with our own lenses,

which are unexcelled by any lenses in

the world. (Look into our standing

as makers of lenses and optical goods.

Korona Cameras for 1907

Compare them, examine them thor-

oughly, try one if you wish and then
decide whether any other camera
equals Korona in appearance or con-
venience and for results.

Korona Cameras for 1907
The standard of the world are sold by
all Canadian Dealers. Apply for

catalogue.

Gundlach-Manhattan

Optical Go.
798 CLINTON AVE.

, SO.,

ROCHESTER. N Y.

1 Not One Failure!

Every one of the many amnieurs who have
bought our Niagara Set L'p FrHims and Patterns

has built his boat to his entire satisfaction—NOT
ONE FAILURE.

Convincing Evidence
Buffalo, N Y.. Dec. 26, 1906.

NIAGARA MOTOR BOAT CO.
Gentleman:— I have just completed my 25 ft. by

4 ft. 6 in.Torpedo stern boat from the patterns you
sold me. Found your system, directions and patterns
very easy to understand. I cannot see how anybody
can fail to successfully build a boat from your pat-
terns, if they carefully follow instructions.

Yours very trulv,

E J- KUMPF.
Many others just as strong in our illustrated

catalog showing a'l classes of pnrt'y finished and
complete speed and pleasure cralt. St nd for it.

NIAGARA MOTOR BOAT CO. J
Oliver St. N. Tonawanda N Y, ^

VICTORIA
DRY

BATTERIES
Are absolutely the high-

est grade battery on the

market. Greatest care

taken in construction of

cells. Owners of Auto-
mobiles and Gasoline

Launches should give the Victoria

Battery a trial and be convinced of

its superiority.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

—THE—

Canada B attery Co.
BERLIN, ONT

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts In Canada.
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Sta-
Rite
Plugs
Trade Mark Reg.
U.S. Pat. Off.

Were Rightly Nam-
ed in 1902.

Double Porcelains do
not break because
inner heated Porcelain

Tube and outer Porce-

lain Cap have their own contraction and expan-

sion. Single Porcelain Plugs are handicapped
because contraction and expansion is not uni-

form and tube either breaks or leaks.

Sta-Rite Joints do not leak.

Tension Springs prevent parts loosening
No Broken Bolt Heads; they are turned

from Solid Bessemer steel Rods.

Sta-Rite air spaces and glazed insulating sur-

faces permit perfect ignition in oil and soot.

latest circulars and 25c six inch rule sent free
on request. Sta-Rite Mica Plugs $1.50 each.

The R. E. HARDY CO., 86 Watts St.

New York City

.

No. 4 Separable
Double Porcelain
Price Net, F O B.,

N.Y., $1.25

JOHN FORMAN, Canadian Distributor.
Montreal.

RICE IyEWIS &CO., Toronto.

Use SNAP SHOT for every-

day work, and CARIBOU
when you want absolutely

the best results.

Write No. 4 Hospital

St., Montreal, or apply

at any local office.

Hamilton Powder Co.

Has manufactured sport-

ing powder since 1861,

and with satisfaction to

its friends.

After Shaving

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
M^h% ;tnd insist that your bar-
HR^ her use it also. It is An-
WHbL tiseptic. and will pre-
JHp^., vent any of the skin

^j^-jtf^fc diseases often eontrac-
^H&AflpP^ ted. A positive relief for
Sunburn, Chafing, and all afflic-

tions of the skin. Eemoves all odor
of perspiration. GetMennen's—
the original. Sold everywhere or
mailed for 25 cents. Sample free.

.
Try Mermen's Violet (Bora ted) Talcum.
GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark, N.J.

! /'""Vestablismed iea<yV|

^J»SJELTIN6g«M!!g|

mBUCKEK
.^RAND SOLE AGENT-US *N»»;

."CHAMBERS ST^i

Collan

Oil..

is an article that

every sportsman re-

quires. It As abso-

lutely guaranteed to

PRESERVE and
SOFTEN all kinds of

SHOES, HUNTING
and FISHING
BOOTS, GUN CAS-
ES. Asa rust preven

tory and cleaning oil, it has no super-

ior. Every gun owner should use

it regularly.

Ask your dealer for it or send fifty

cents for half pint sample can to

J. R. BUCKELEW
1 1 1 Chambers St. New York.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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LIKE HUMAN EYES

Turn your eyes to the extreme left- their move

thlm Vra
0
du â y in a ^raight line to t^extreme

right, note the wide range of vision Al- Vista

P ? rcr ? micCameras work on exactly the same

^Th^c^irgliiig lens of the Baby "M-Vista"
1.88 a sWeef of nearly. 180 degree,, pro: jcnj a

reautiful panoramic pictures. 2 £"4 £y6 3-4- Most

interestire camera made. Size 6 5-8 x 3 3;4 * 3 j-^-

F « her revered. Has rapid rectilinear leas, fan

mcvenfenl^timing device, adaptable to instantaneous

°Va
i

me7a
X
SrompTete finishing outfit, 57.0a Baby

Al-V sta No. 2 only $<«,. W««^gL -gooo

to « 100 00 Prepaid to any point in the United States.

Alfsa?es subject to 15 days trial. Illustrated catalogue

free on request.

Multiscope & Film Co.
151 JEFFERSON S7, BURLINGTON, WIS.

RACINE CANOES
Are as beautiful and graceful as the Chee-

maun of HiaAvatha. The Redskins used to

"take poplar." Now everybody who is in

the market for pleasure and sport "takes

cedar"— a RACTNE CANOE. They are

staunch, seaworthy, durable watercraft,

patterened after the canoeist's most perfect

ideals.

Racine Boat Mnfg. Co.

Box 80. Muskegon, Michigan.

GUARANTEED F^J°
m will buy the only natural, never failing and prac-Li \s\ ticnlly indestructible cigar, cigarette and pipe

1 If lighter ever i vei ted. There is nothing to getoutv V/ of ord r. No oi — i'o chemicals of any kind. > imply
a charred wick, cube of flint, steel wheel and lever

to produce friction. When the fl nt sparking cube or wick is

consumed, it can be replaced at trifli g c st (cube 10 cts., wicks
25 cts. doz.).

The Matchless
Cigar Lighter

LIGHTS CIGAR, CIGARETTE or PIPE
anywhere, at ny time—in
wind, rain or snow—0 1 land
or sea. the harder it blows
—THE BRIGHTER IT GLOWS. It

Fits the Vest Pocket
lik a match box—is always
ready and never fai I s to work

Automobilists,
Yachtsmen,

hunters, Golfers
and all outdoor smokers
should have a MATCHLESS
CIGAR LIGHTER. Try one. If

you don't like it your money
will be cheerfully refunded.
Buy from your dealer or we'll

supply you, postpaid, if he
will not. Illustrated and
descriptive circular free on
application.

Matchless Cigar
Lighter Mfg. Co.,

Dept. 12.

16 John St., New York.
2-S ac'ual size— With side removed, showing fuse

in position to light cigpr, eigaret+e or pipe.

GUNS
Rl

AND

English and American

SHOT GUNS
All makes kept in stock.

AMMUNITION
All sizes of cartridges and shot shells

loaded with black or smokeless powder

RICE LEWIS & SON
UfllTED

TORONTO.
ii

When writing- advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.
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If you desire to make a reputation

as an expert cocktail mixer, buy the

"Club" brand, follow directions, and

your friends will wonder where you

gained the art, Many a cocktail you

have drunk and complimented your

host for his art of mixing—the truth

is you had a "Club Cocktail." it

merely required a little ice to cool it.

You can do it just as well.

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO., Sole Proprietors

29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn. London

SUMMER PASTIMES
For the early morning "appetizer" the picnic-

party, the fishing trip and the innumerable
acquatic sports of summer a good canoe is in-
dispensable.
When buying one it pays to get the BEaT.

There's one sure way-to do that. Look for this
name plate.

"1 his name plate guarantees to you correctness
ot models and quality " "Old Town Canoe"
materials are carefully selected and the work-
manship expert from long experience. Both
are peculiar to the "Old Town CaLoe."
Models For every use. Pri.es, packed, $28 up
Write now for free illustrated catalog of can-

vas covered canoes, rowboatsand yacht tenders.
Agencies all large cities. Write factory for
catalog .

If you want the best to be had in a briar

pipe, with no nonsense in quality or

extravagance in price, ask your dealer

for the

special

and look for the label. We guarantee it

to the extent of refunding moneyin every

instance where not entirely satisfactory.

This pipe has pre-eminently the

largest sale of any make known in the

British Empire. Must be a reason.

HEYES BBO&., Wholesale Distributor*, TORONTO.

Wh«B writing advertisers kindly mention Rod aid Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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Lee and Sargent
MONTREAL

Handle all Kodak] Goods

AS WELL AS THE EI!1

Leading Plate^ Cameras

HOW AEOUT A KODAK THIS SPRING ?

Think of the story it will tell next winter,

of people met, places visited, good times

enjoyed, the memories it will stir in

future years, and we will "gamble" that

in a few years money will not buy your

album of snapshots.

OR PERHAPS YOU HAVE A KODAK?

If so, have you ever been dissatisfied with

your results or careless handling of your

films? Send us your next lotto develope,

print or enlarge [from and we will show

you what careful attention and "knowing

how" will do in the way of artistic results.

ENLARGING IS A SPECIALTY OF OUES!

Amongst your photos or films, are many
well worth enlarging or copying and
coloring and a colored enlargement or

print artistically framed makes a perfect

gift.

If you want any special little job done,

send it to us and same will receive per-

sonal attention.

Write us for any information.

Lee and Sargent
675 St- Catherine St. West

MONTREAL.

\ ALL BY DAYLIGHT

There's everything for

Picture Making in the

Kodak Box
THE BOX CONTAINS: No. 2 Brownie

Camera, Brownie Developing Box, Film,
Paper, Trays, Chemicals, Mounts. No
Dark Room for any part of the work, and
so simple that the beginner can get good
pictures from the start

.

\ Price Complete, $4.00

\ Canadian Kodak Co. Ltd. TORONTO, CAN.

BASS FISHING

The fishing season is now on and the
fisherman who is wise wr

ill look well
to his equipment
The bass is. the "gamiest fish that

swims" and with the above bait you can
have the finest sport with him. It is a
high class bait made with either metal or
mother of pearl spinners, mounted with
the best swivels, finest quality, steel split

rings, very best bronze hollow point
treble hooks, all water fowl feathers tied
by high class workmen, perfect in every
way. Has proven successful in lakes and
rivers inhabitated by bass. Sample
50 cents. Money refunded if not as re-

presented.
Canadian dealers are invited to write

for prices and discounts. These goods are
on sale by the Warren Sporting Goods
Company, Toronto, and Watts and
Squires, Brantford, Ont.

MANUFACTURED BY

Hartung Bros. & Co.
85 Reservoir Ave., JERSEY CITY, N.J.

Canadian Stamps taken.

When writing advertisers kindly aMSttan Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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MOTOR BOAT ENTHUSIASTS
should get acquainted with the HI-PO Waterproof Dry Bat-
teries immediately. You need have no fear of salt or fresh
water in your motor boat if equipped with HI-PO Batteries.

HI-PO Batteries have been—as an extreme test

—

submerged in water to base of connections for a

period of six months and longer without being affec-

ted by action of the water.

HI-PO
Waterproof Dry Batteries

Have greater recuperative ability
and are less affected by climatic
changes or conditions than any dry
battery made.

THEY ARE ABSOLUTELY IMPERVIOUS TO WATER
Every Motor Boat Owner and all others interested in a

Waterproof Highly Recuperative Dry Battery, un-
affected by moisture or climatic conditions should write us.

Samples furnished private users at regular price, retail.

Write for descriptive circular and full particulars, addressing

LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO, ,(
I

ii
c
d
°
g
In

) 1 Union Spare, New York
If your dealer cannot supply you please furnish his name and address

-

Lackawanna
Valveless Reversible

MOTORS
ARE NOTED FOR—

Simplicity, Easy Starting and Easy Operating

Qualities, Extreme Durability and Economy,

Send for catalog.

LACKAWANNA MTG. CO.
NEWBURGM, N. Y.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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SEND FOR OUR 1906 CATALOGUE.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

MiDDLE FIELD, CON. U S A,

CAMPING MADE CONVENIENT
Send for our free catalogue on

camp conveniences, which illus-
trates new ideas and new goods,
that enable you to really make
your vacation a pleasure.

We also have for distribution
the following Sportsman Manu-
als, each containing 136 pages,
nicely bound.

The Camper's Manual, The Fisherman's Manual
and the Sportsman's Manual. They are worth at least
50 cents each

;
only 30 cents for the three, or 10 cents

For any one delivered to you by mail. Write today.

GOLD MEDAL CAMP
FURNITURE MFG. CO.,

Dept. E, RACINE, WISCONSIN, U.S.A.

CONSULT US
BEFORE PLAC|NG YOUR
ORDER FOR A LAUNCH

Above is an illustration of a launch we
displayed at the Montreal - Show, and
which created such a favorable im-
pression there. Our boats are con-
ceded to be the best all round boats
on the market.
Write for prices and particulars to

N. R. THOMPSON
BRANTORD - ONTARIO.-

TheFamous Nepigon River

(TOURISTS' PARADISE)

Finest Brook Trout Fishing on the Continent

Revillon Bros.,
(Established 1723)1 LIMITED

NEPIGON, ONT.
OUTFITTERS FOR TOURISTS,

HUNTERS, PROSPECTORS,
ETC.

We carry a complete line of Anglers, Tourists,
Campers, Sportsmen's and Prospector's Outfits, sucb
as Canoes, Tents, Bedding, Camp Equipment, Fish-
ing Tackle, Hardware, Boots and Shoes, Provisions,
etc., etc.

We also furnish experienced and reliable canoe-
men and guides.
For further information, write for pamphlet and

map sent free of charge.

When, writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports In Canada
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MANUFACTURERS

BY

ROYAL APPOINTMENT

HARDY BROS.
THE GREAT PRACTICAL ENGLISH FISHING

ROD, REEL AND TACKLE MAKERS
produce the best in the world.

If you want the greatest

satisfaction you must have

A "HUDY" OaneBiiilt Bod

A "HARDY" Perfect Reel and Tackle

£^The English Field Says: "It is to Messrs
Hardy of Alnwick we owe our supremacy as rod
makers.

"

Hardy Bros. International Tourna-
ment, Crystal Palace, won 16 cham-
pionships.

Hardy Bros, have been awarded
forty-one Gold and other awards.
^"We publish the finest and most extensive
Catalogue which is sent free to any address.

HARDY BROS.
ALNWICK, ENGLAND

Timers and Distributers
Are our SOLE product. We
have specialized on these par-

ticular and delicate parts of

the ignhion system.
Our shop facilities are such

as to enable us to offer the

public an article most care-

fully and accurately made at

a very attractive figure. We
have a large variety of types

and would be glad to give

further information regarding.

C L. ALTEMUS & CO.,
So. 4th St., Phila., Pa.

Never-Lose Key Tag.
Unusually novel

C. E. LOCKE MFC CO., 159.

Only Key Tag which make* it easy
for the finder to return lost keys with-
out cost or inconvenience. Two parts
hinged together. Name, address and
postage on inside. Finder simply
reverses and drops in nearest mail
box. Avoids necessity of offerinc re-

w«rd for return. German Silver
handsomely made, 25c postjxud
Asrents wanted.

SK5.KFNSFTT; IflWV

'A U TO" CANOE
r p

combines the grace c.

comfort of a launch. A
trips, or a yacht tender,
practically non-capsizable without, detract!
and ease of propulsion. Kngine ot standa
best on the market. The same high grad
material found in all our canoes ami row I

"AUTO."

<r Hud

nakc it

Fulness
of the
n f-nd

Booklet, " PADDLE ok Powrr CANOEING " free on request.

CARLETON CANOE CO
1
Maine Street Old Town, Maine

HIGHEST AWARD
AT ST MIMS

WORLD'S FAIR

Adopted by governments ol U.S., Canada and Eng-
land. We supplied every U.S. Alaskan Boundary
Survev in last io years. Hundreds of testimonials

from Gov. officials, Naval Commanders, Army offi-

cers. Prospectors, Explorers and others: the best ever

published. 15 models to select from. Catalog
Wri te today. ACME FCLDINC B nAT CO-- IVlAMISBURC OHIO

When writing advertisers kindly mention Hod and On 11 and Motor Sports in Canada.
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fH OS. SONNE, SR.
TENTS- All sizes and styles for sale and to rent. OILSKIN CLOTHING of different qualities

SAILS- All kinds made to order. Yacht and boat sales a specialty.

OARS and all kinds of Riggings for Yachts and Boats. AW l\ INGS for

WRITE FOR MY PRICES BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE. I have beei

consequently feel that I can meet your requirements as to price and quality.

193 Commissioners St.. and
Nos. 1, 3 and 5 St. Sulpice St.THOS. SONNE, SR

FLAGS °f al1 nations,
summer residences and hotels,

in this business since 1866 and

MONTREAL.

************************ *

I *

I No Matter How Cheap

An Engine is in first cost, if it is not
RELIABLE it is dear at any price.

Any Canadian user of our engine will

be glad to tell you his experience.

Send to us for references, and for Free
Catalogue of our Reliable Cruising

Engines and our Beautiful Boats.

Fay&Bowen EngineCo.,
|

96 Lake Street, \
% GENEVA, N.Y., U.S.A. %

Make a Motor B oat

of any Boat in 5 minutes
The Waterman Out-Board Motor
The greatest marine motor improvement in re-

cent years, makes it possible for anyone owning
m or renting a

row boat t o
convert it into
a Motor Boat
ill five min-
utes time with-
out tools. This
motor is quick-
ly and easily
attached (or
detached ) at
the stern of
a 11 y s m a 1 1

boat, weighs
only 40 lbs.,

complete, will
drive au iS-ft.

row boat 7
miles per hour
for 8 hours on
one gallon of
gosoli n e, is

**%-J str"iig and ab-

UR&-'
i
\ - solu t e 1 y de-

pendable. It is

the simplest motor in existence—consists of onl}-

three parts. 'Any boy or woman can attach and
operate it. .Send for descriptive catalog.

WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO.

1514 Fort St., West, Detroit, Mich.

SUPERIOR

WORKMANSHIP
MATERIAL
STY Lt

Are three of the "leading features of every
LAKEFSELD CANOE. If you are
contemplating buying a Canoe next season, be-
fore doing so find out all about our models, and
we feel satisfied we can PLEASE you in EVERY
DETAIL, and also as to PRICE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

takefieid Canoe Building

& Manufacturing Co Limited

LAKEF1FLT1. ONTARIO

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports iv Canada.
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J. J. Turner & Sons
Peterborou

The largest manufacturers and dealers in Canada of Tents, Flags, Awnings, Waterproof
Goods, Life Belts, Life Buoys, Canoes, Row Boats, Oars, Paddles, Hammocks, a id every
description of camping goods. Cities, Towns and Villages Decorated to order. Note address

—

J. J. TURNER & SONS, Peterborough, Ont. Write for catalog.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«

HAVE YOU SEEN
our THREE HUNDRED DOLLAR LAUNCHES? If

f

not you had better not delay having a look at J;hem. They *

are going so fast that there won't be one left to look at }

pretty soon.
; |

JUST THINK
(

They are 22 ft. by 44 inches, have brass fittings throughout
|

and are equipped with a 2 H.P. 2 cylinder BUFFALO ?

MOTOR. This sounds reasonable, doesn't it ?

JUST A FEW LEFT ! WHO WANTS ONE?

Merchants Awning Co. Ltd.
GENERAL SPORTS OUTFITTERS,

154 Notre Dame St., West, 229 Notre Dame St., East,

MONTREAL.

Canadian Agents for the Buffalo Motors.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada.
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There are Many Excellent

Canoe Trips in Ontario

Of which we can furnish Reliable Charts,
as well as providing the

Tents, Utensils,
Blankets, Provisions

and the Bait for Fishing*.

Our little book of information '

' Tourist
Topics", tells how best to arrange all the
details of a Camping Trip, and we send it for

the asking.

Michie & Co., Ltd.
GROCERS and

DEALERS IN CAMPER'S SUPPLIES
7 King Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Established, 1835.

THE CAPITAL BOAT WORKS BA™ STREtT
drrA wA

THE LEADING RACING CANOE BUILDERS OE AMERICA.
Builder and designer' of the canoe used bv R. Bloonifield in which' he captured the Trophy
H. ( . H. 1904 in the fastest time over a mile course by nearly 1 minute. Designer and
builder of the Britannia War Canoe in which they won the half miles C. C. A. Cham-
pionship 1906, beating- canoes built by Toronto and Peterborough firms.

•risers kindly mention Rod and dun and Motor Spor ts in Canada.



Just the Coat You Have

Been Looking For

This coal is made of the finest grade

worsted yarns. Stich is the famous

Blauvelt-French Stitch which is noted

for its elasticity and allows the free

use of the arm. A specially fine Jack-

et for automobilists. Throat piece

detachable which permits the collar

to turn down same as regular coat.

Price $8.00

worth double the amount.

Send for our ttezvly issued booklet.

The BLEAUVELT KNITTING CO.

9-M-I3 CAMPBELL ST.

NEWARK, N. J.

The Survival of the fittest i

Now that the Motor Boat Show is over you have had an opportunity to see for yourself, the diff-

erent types of Marine Engines offered. Visitors were unanimous in saying that

FAIRBANKS-MORSE '

2 CYCLE I 3 PORT
1907 MODEL

MARINE
ENGINES

were the finest in design, workman
ship and finish at the show.

The* best energies of skilled
mechanics are concentrated on our 4
and SH.P. 1907 models.

Made in our Canadian factory.

Write for catalog M E 10.

The Canadian Fairbanks Co.
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

LIMITED,
VANCOUVER



STEVENS
ODORLESS GUN OIL
Our Latest FIREARM ACCESSORY

4 4 Best By Test-

Superior to All the Rest."

This oil is a lubricant, rust pre-

ventive, polishing and cleaning com-

pound. It is guaranteed to be

absolutely pure and to contain no

acid. Especially adapted for Fire-

arms, Bicycles, Sewing Machines,

and all Mechanisms requiring a

Hicrh Grade Oil.

The
Best prepotrsttiorv
mado for genoraJ
household purposes
'lA/ot hoW cheap
but hovS pood'
GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY

THE BEST.
Price 25 Cents.

WE MANUFACTURE

Rifles

Pistols

Shotguns -

Rifle Telescopes

from $2.25 to $150.00

from 2.50 to 50.00

from 7 50 to 35.00

from 8.00 to 42 00

"Stevens- Pope" Rifle Barrels, ihotgun Cleaners,

Cleaning ^ods, Gun Oil and Greases, Sights, Etc.

Ask your dealer for STEVENS ARMS and
ACCESSORIES. If you cannot obtain,
please let us know.

Send for ,new 16O page Illustrated Catalog
Mailed for 5 cents in stamps to pay postage.

STEVENS ARMS & TOOL
365 riain Street

Chicopee Falls, flass., U. S. A.

CO.

Printed by the Sentinel-Review Press, Woodstock, Ontario.
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